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INTRODUCTION 

Census~taking is a very ancient institution. About 4,000 years before Christ the Introductory. 
Babylonians had instituted a system of revenue returns which was developed in course of 
time into an efficient machinery for the estimation of the country's wealth. The Egyptians 
had started the collection of statistics of labour about 3,000 B. C. in connection with the 
construction of the pyramids, and the Chinese also had collected statistics of agriculture, 
industry and commerce from about that time. The Hebrews took regular censuses to 
ascertain the man~power available for military purposes. The ancient Greeks and Romans 
had undertaken the census periodically for the purpose of registering the rights of citizen~ 
ship. With the expansion of the Roman Empire census~taking became a world-wide 
institution, but it disappeared with the disintegration of that Empire. In India too census
taking was a well-established practice in ancient times. The Edicts of As'6ka, the great 
Mauryan Emperor of the third century B. C., refer to the census as a permanent institution. 
It "included not only the total number of all the four castes in each village, but an 
account of the exact number of cultivators, cowherds, merchants, artizans, labourers and 
slaves as well as an account of biped and quadruped animals." (J. N. Saaddar, The 
Glories 0/ M agadha, pp. 88~89.) 

As regards Travancore, the first census about which detailed information is 
available is the one taken by Ward and Conner in the years 1816-1820 A. D. But 
there are grounds to believe that frequent attempts were made by the earlier rulers of the 
State to collect statistics of the population and the resources of the country. Bartolomeo 
mentions one such instance which took place in J 787 when the king of Travancore was 
about to impose a poll~tax on the Christians of St. Thomas on the coast of Malabar. The 
State records show that a regular census was taken in T ravancore in 1836 and another in 
1854. Very little reliance could be placed on the results of these earlier censuses. The 
first systematic census which might claim a certain degree of accuracy was the one 
conducted in 1875. The next census was taken in 1881 and since then there Was one 
regularly at the end of every ten years. The census of 1931 is, therefore, the seventh 
systematic census and the sixth in the series of decennial censuses taken in this State. 

2. The first step in connection with the taking of the census is the appointment of Appointment or 

the officer to be in c~arge of the operations. I was appointed Census Commissioner in ~~':nC;::~:ner. 
November 1929 whIch gave me one year and three months to make the necessary arrange-
ments and get through the preliminary stages. 

3. The final census was taken in Travancore on the morning of the 27th February Date and time 
'931. In British India it took place on the previous night. Owing to peculiar physical of the census. 
features of the country and the scattered distribution of houses a night enumeration is 
impracticable in this State, and it has, therefore, always been the practice to make the 
final count during daytime. At all the censuses previous to J 92J the final census was 
taken in this State ~ynchronously with· that in Cochin State and British Malabar on the 
day following the night on which the British Indian census took place. In 1921 a deviation 
was made by Travancore alone taking the census on the morning of the day on which it 
was taken in British India, while Cochin State and British Malabar continued the previous 

. practice of having it on the following morning. I changed the procedure with the permis
sion of the Census Commissioner for India and the sanction of the Government of T ravan~ 
core and. following suit with Cochin and Malabar, took the final census between 7 A. M. 

and 9 A. M. on the 27th February 1931. 

4. The Administrative Volume of the Census Report gives a detailed description PreIim~nary 
of the machinery employed for taking the census and of the procedure followed in tabulating operations. 
the results. That volume is intended for the guidance of the future Census Commissioners 
and other officers who will have to collaborate with him. A brief sketch of the procedure 
adopted in the various stages of the operations is given here for the information of the 

. general reader who may not have access to the Administrative Volume and who may not 
be interested, even if it be accessible, in the detailed account contained therein. For 
purposes of the census the State was divided into urban and rural areas. The municipal 
towns, together with certain other places which were treated as towns under the Police 
Regulation and were provided with conservancy arrangements, constituted the urban area 
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and the rest of the country was treated as rural. The number of municipal towns was 
19 as in 1921, but the number of other towns was increased from 19 to 27. The ordinary 
revenue village (pakuthi) being too large for statistical comparisons the residential village 
known as kala or mUTi was adopted as the territorial unit in rural area as in the previous 
censuses. In municipal towns the ward was taken as the unit. 

5. Regulation III of 1105 legalising all proceedings connected with the census was 
passed in May 1930. A general plan of the census operations, together with a calendar 
showing the dates of commencement and termination of the different stages, was published 
in June 1930. The Census Code, Part I, dealing with the procedure in enumeration and 
containing instructions to various census officers, was published in September 1930. Part II 
of the Code which described the methods of tabulation and compilation was published 
by the end of January 1931. Immediately after I assumed charge of my appointment the 
T ahsildars and Municipal Presidents were requested to prepare lists of katas in taluks and 
of wards in towns. The lists received from them were consolidated into a kala register 
for the whole State. The buildings in each kata or ward were listed in prescribed forms 
and were afterwards numbered serially for each kata in taluks and for each ward in the 
municipal towns. The kata register was ready by the '5th June '930. The preparation 
of the house lists which was the next operation was commenced on the 30th June and 
completed by the 15th August and the numbering of houses was finished in September. 
Both,these works were attended to by the village staff in rural areas, by the municipal 
subordinates in municipal towns and by the conservancy staff in census towns. The 
agencies employed were not paid any remuneration except in a few places where suitable 
hands. were not available otherwise. The abstracts of house lists received from all the 
taluks and municipal towns were verified to make sure that there was no omission of katas 
on the one hand or overlapping on the other. The next item of work, viz., the formation of 
census divisions and the appointment of census officers, was then taken up. The katas and 
wards were divided into blocks, each consisting of about 30 houses on an average in rural 
parts and 50 in the towns, the size of the block being fixed with reference to the number 
of houses that could conveniently be visited by an enumerator on the census morning. The 
blocks were grouped into circles each containing about J 0 blocks. The circles in a taluk 
including those in the census towns constituted a charge, while those in a municipal town were 
grouped into a separate charge. On the whole, there were 49 charges consisting of 30 taluks 
and 19 municipal towns. The T'ahsildars were the Charge Superintendents for their respective 
taluks and the Municipal Presidents for the towns. The Divisional Forest Officers were 
appointed as Charge Superintendents for the forest areas within their jurisdictions and were 
instructed to communicate the total figures of the prdiminary and final enumerations to the 
T ahsildars concerned for incorporation in the taIuk figures. Similarly, the Sanitary 
Circle Officers were appointed as Charge Superintendents for the census towns in their 
districts for purposes. of inspection only, all administrative control being vested in the 
T ahsildars of the taluks in which those towns were situated. The heads of certain 
departments, the employes of which had to be engaged for census work, were appointed as 
District Census Officers to supervise the work of their subordinates. 

The British Indian schedule was adopted in its entirety in this State, together with 
six additional columns to record particulars of emigrants from the State. 

Preliminary 6. By the end of October 1930 the charge and circle registers were prepared and 
~numera.tion. the agency f~r the preliminary enumeration was selected. The .experiment of employing 

the teachers 10 vernacular schools as enumerators and superVIsors for the preliminary 
enumeration, which was first tried in 1921 and was found to be successful, was repeated' 
this time also. In a few charges the revenue and municipal subordinates were also engaged 
for this purpose. As the enumerators had to collect on separate schedules additional in
formation for the purpose of the special economic enquiry ordered by the Government the 
period of the preliminary enumeration was fixed at two moruhs from the J 5th Nove~ber 
1930, and in order to enable the Tahsildars to cope with the additional work of supervision 
involved, particularly on account of the economic enquiry, each T ahsildar Charge Super
intendent was given an assistant selected from among competent undergraduate teachers in 
departmental English schools for the whole period of the preliminary enumeration. Weekly 
reports on the progress of the preliminary enumeration were received from the Charge 
Superintendents, and as soon as the operations wer~ ~ompleted summaries of the results were 
sent to the Census Office, where they were scrutInIZed and abnormal variations if any 
were duly corrected in consultation with the Charge Superintendents. Altogeth~r 3 588 
enumerators and 793 supervisors were employed for the preliminary enumeration. ' For 
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the final counting on the census day each enumerator had to do only one block and each 
supervisor had about 10 blocks under him. But for the preliminary enumeration which 
Was conducted in the course of two months about 9 to J 0 blocks were assigned to each 
enumerator and 40 to 45 blocks to each supervisor. 

7. In pursuance of a circular issued by the Government the heads of departments 
and offices had furnished to the Division Peishkars and the Commissioner, Devikulam, by 
the 15th December 1930, lists of employes under them drawing Rs. 100 and below per 
mensem for recruitment as enumerators and supervisors for the final census. Persons 
available for the different charges were selected from these lists and their names communi-
cated to the Charge Superintendents by the J st January J 93 J • In places where the 
requisite numbers of Government employes were not available, the Charge Superintendents 
indented upon the services of private persons. The final enumeration in the forest areas 
was conducted by the employes of the Forest Department, and that of the inmates of jails, 
police lock-ups, reformatories, hospitals and asylums by the officers in charge of those insti .. 
tutions. With the co-operation of the railway authorities suitable arrangements were made 
for platform and train enumeration. 

8. Every precaution was taken to ensure a correct enumeration of the Boating 
population. Printed instructions for the purpose were distributed among the enume
rators and supervisors. By means of a notification the public were requested to be 
in their houses on the census morning and to abstain as far as possible from celebrating 
marriages and other ceremonies on that forenoon. All shops, bazaars and markets were 
closed and motor traffic was stopped for a few hours on the morning of the census. 
Special enumerators were appointed for landing ghats in rivers and backwaters, frontier 
chowkeys, convenient road !Stations and places where crowds of people were likely to 
congregate in connection with fairs and social or religious festivals. 

9. 3,618 supervisors and 35,981 enumerators were engaged for the final census, of 
whom only 17,994 or 45·4 per cent. were Government servants. In most ofthe taluks 
the services of private gentlemen, such as vakils, landlords, merchants and even grown-up 
students, had to be utilized, the total number of private persons thus employed being 21,605 
as against 15,679 in 1921. The instructions issued by the Government were faithfully 
observed everywhere and the public willingly and heartily co-operated with the Govern. 
ment officers in making the census a complete success. 

Final 
enumeration. 

10. As soon as the final enumeration was over, the Charge Superintendents prepared 
the totals for their charges and communicated the same by telegram to the Census Office. 
Proper arrangements had been made by the Charge Superintendents to obtain the figures 
{rom the outlying parts of their charges in time to be able to despatch the telegram on the 
same evening. The first telegram was received from the Kulithura Municipal Town at 
2-8 P. M. on the 27th February and that was soon followed by others which continued to 
arrive till 10-33 P. M. on the same night. The figures received from the different charges 
were immediately consolidated in the Census Office. The provisional totals for the State 
could have been communicated to the Census Commissioner for India on the same night but 
for the much regretted delay in getting the figures for the Ampalapula and Minachil taluks. 
The express telegrams despatched by the T ahsildars of these two taluks on the evening of 
the 27th February were unfortunately delayed in transmission owing to some disorder in 
the telegraph line. These two telegrams were received at about 7 A. M. on the 28th 
February and the provisional totals were communicated to Government by messenger and 
to the Census Commissioner for India by telegram at 8-30 A. M. The difference between 
the provisional totals telegrap'ed and the actual figures obtained after slip-copying was only 
0·2 per cent. 

11. In the meantime, the Tabulation Office with the requisite copying and controlling Tabulation. 
staff was organized at the central office. It was divided into four sections, one for each of 
the Southern, Central, and Northern administrative divisions of the State and another for 
the High Range Division and the municipal towns together. As the enumeration books 
arrived from each charge they were checked with the charge and circle summaries to make 
sure that there was a book for every block enumerated. Slip-copying, i. e., copying the 
entries in the schedules on slips, which was the first process in the chain of post-census 
operations, was started on the J 4th March 1931 and completed by the 6th June. Slips of 
different colours with the prescribed conven~ional symbols to denote sex and civil condition 
were used for this purpose. Sorting for the different tables which was taken up next was 
begun on the 23rd June 1931 and finished by the 16th September. The establishment in the 
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sorting stage consisted of four sections, of which three were engaged in sorting and one in 
compilation. By the time sorting was finished nine out of 20 Imperial T abies had been 
compiled and printed, and the compilation of two other tables had been completed. 
Compilation for the remaining tables continued for about three months more and the whole 
work was finished by the 12th January ] 932. The compilation of the Provincial Tables. 
and the preparation of the Subsidiary Tables for the Report were done in the Census, 
Office. 

A special circumstance deserving mention in this census is that a number of qualified 
women were employed in copying, sorting and compilation. The work turned out by 
them compared very favourably, both in quality and quantity, with that of some of the ablest 
of men workers. ' 

12. A unique feature of the 1931 census is the large number of special enquiries. 
conducted along with it. The State Government ordered that certain statistics relating to 
the economic condition of the people should be collected along with the population census. 
It was decided to utilize the services of the enumerators employed for the preliminary 
enumeration to collect this additional information. A special schedule was printed for the 
purpose. As it was apprehended that, on account of the novelty of the enquiry and the 
variety of information that was proposed to be collected, the people might naturally hesitate 
to furnish correct returns, regular propaganda was undertaken through the Press and by the 
publication of leaflets, explaining the object and utility of the enquiry. The filled-up, 
schedules were returned to the Census Office where the results were tabulated by a special 
staff. As per orders of the Government a census of the wages of agricultural and indus
trial labourers Was also undertaken. A census of unemployment among literates in En_g!ish 
as suggested by the Census Commissioner for India was taken on a special schedule. This 
opportunity was also availed of to collect similar information regarding literates in the 
vernaculars of the State. The schedules were distributed and coJlected by the enume
rators employed for the preliminary enumeration and the results are embodied in Imperial 
Table XII, Parts I and II. A somewhat detailed enquiry was conducted about the Primitive 
Tribes, with special reference to the effect on their condition and Cllstoms of their contact 
with civilization, and also about some of the chief declining industries of the State. 
Another enquiry that was undertaken in this State was the one regarding fertility and 
mortality. Particulars of more than 100,000 married women were recorded on a schedule 
specially prepared for the purpose. The results were tabulated and certain interesting 
inferences deduced thereIrom have been incorporated in the chapter on Sex in the Report. 
As was done in the last two censuses, a census of agricultural live-stock and implements 
was taken this time also. The work was done by the agencies employed for house
numbering. 

13. The drafting of the Report was taken in hand as soon as the Imperial Tables 
were compiled and the Subsidiary Tables for the first few chapters were prepared. The 
Report which forms Volume XXV III of the series of Reports on the Census of India 
consists, as usual, of four parts. Part I is the Report proper and contains twelve chapters 
as prescribed by the Census Commissioner for India and five appendices. Appendix I 
deals with the Primitive Tribes, Appendix II with the Depressed and the Backward Classes,. 
Appendix III with the declining industries, Appendix IV with the economic condition of 
the people and Appendix V with the cattle census. In preparing the Report I have 
followed as closely as possible the instruci:ions issued by the Census Commissioner for 
India and modelled it mainly on the lines of the India Report of 1921. I have attempted, 
as best as I could, to explain the significance of the statistics presented. To elucidate the 
figures I have included a large number of maps and diagrams, much more than were used 
in the previous census reports of Travancore, and this may be regarded as a characteristic 
feature of the present Report. Part II of the Report contains all the Imperial Tables (20 
in number) and seven State Tables. In the Imperial T abIes figures are given for the State 
as a whole and for the different administrative and natural divisions. Part III which is 
mainly intended for local use contains the Provincial Tables giving figures by taluk corres
ponding to the figures by division contained in Imperial Tables, as well as the Pakuthi 
Register showing the population of the pakuthis by religion and literacy, and the Kata 
Register giving the number of occupied houses and population by kata. Part IV is the 
Administrative Volume which describes fully the methods followed in the taking of the 
census and in the tabulation of the results, the defects discovered in these methods and the-
suggestions to avoid them in future censuses. 
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It may be noted that in regard to the spelling of local names used in the Report and 
Tables I have made a deviation from the ordinary method and tried to secure uniformity bv 
making the transliteration conform to the sounds intended to be conveyed. I give below 

-the key to the pronunciation of certain vowels and consonants for which I have used 
special symbols. 

a :- an, ~ J).a -- Uf, fm 

I -- • 1:, m'O fa - t, ro 

ii -= ;:J;, f2'll s'a ::::: 'In', CJO 

e = -q:, nQl la ",- us, ~ 
6 -- air, 63:) la -- !P w. 

14. The total cost of the present census is estimated to stand at about Rs. 1,50,800 Cost of tile 
including the sum of Rs. 1 J ,000 put down for the printing of schedules, forms, the Report Census. 

and the Tables, for which actual figures have not yet been received, as well a.s the 
probable expenditure that may have to be incurred hereafter. From the total expenditure 
a sum of Rs. 1,000 has to be deducted, being the amount which has been realised and 
which may hereafter be realised by the sale of waste paper and furniture, so that the net 
expenditure may be taken to be Rs. J ,49,800. This includes a sum of Rs. 28,440 
incurred on account of the economic census specially taken in this State alone. For COm-
parison with the cost of census in other parts of India the latter should be excluded from 
the total expenditure. If this is done, the net expenditure on account of the population 
census and the special enquiries conducted as per the instructions of the Census Commis-
sioner for India will be Rs. J ,2 J ,360, which will work out to Rs. 23w J 2 annas per J ,000 
.of the population. The corresponding cost of the present census in Baroda, Ajmer-
Merwara, and Rajputana States, for which alone figures have been received so far, is 
Rs. 43-1 J -0, Rs. 35-6- J J, and Rs. 25-2-10 respectively. To institute a comparison between 
the cost of the present and the previous census in T ravancore certain deductions have to be 
made from the net expenditure of Rs. J, 2 J ,360 mentioned above. The pay of the Census 
Commissioner is a variable item depending upon the status of the officer selected for the 
appointment. There is an excess of Rs. 3,948 under this head for the present census over 
that of the previous. At the last census a Government building was available to hold the 
Census Office; but now a private building had to be hired for which a sum of Rs. 2,460 
had to be paid towards rent. The special enquiries conducted at the instance of the 
Census Commissioner for India, which necessitated the appointment of an Ethnographist for 
a period of nine months and of an officer of the Department of Industri~s on special duty 
Jor six months, had cost Rs. 5,730. There was no such expenditure at the last census. 
Deducting these three items from the total, the expenditure for th~ present census which 
·could be compared with that of the previous one in this State would amount to 
Rs. 1,09,222 as against Rs. 89,459 for the 1921 census. The cost per mille of the popula-
tion on the basis of the above figures works out to Rs. 21-7 annas for the present census 
.and Rs. 22-5 annas for the last. 

15. My first duty is to express my deep indebtedness to the Government of His Acknowleclg
Highness the Maha Rajah lor the confidence they placed in me and for the generous ments. 

support they extended to me throughout my work. To Dr. J. H. Hutton, c. I. E., Census 
Commissioner for India, I tender my warmest thanks for his valuable advice and many 
useful suggestions which made my task lighter than. it would otherwise have been. He 
paid a visit to ~ravancbr.e ~n Sept~mber 193 I and mspecte~ the I?cal ~ensus Office, wh~ch 
no previous IndIa CommIssIoner dId. My personal dISCUSSIon WIth hIm on that occasIOn 
and my participation in the Conference of Census Officers convened by him at Delhi in 
January 1931 enabled me to .. void many pitfalls common in Census operations. 

No Census Commissioner would be able to bring his work to a successful close 
without the hearty co-operation of his brother officers and the general public. I am glad 
to acknowledge with gratitude that I. received such co-operation in abundance. Foremost 
among the officers who helped me III one form or other are the Commandant, Nayar 
Brigade, the Land Revenue and Income-Tax Commissioner, the Chief Engineer, the 
Director of Public Instruction, the Commissioner of Police, the Inspecting Medical Officer, 
the Conservator of Forests, the Excise Commissioner, the Sanitary Commissioner, the 
Dewan P eishkars, the Commissioner, Devikulam, and the Principal Port 0 fficer. To all 
.of them I offer my best thanks. My thanks are also due to the Presidents of Municipal 
Councils, the T ahsildars, the D~visional Forest Officers, and the Sanitary Circle Officers 
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who, as Charge Superintendents, had to bear the brunt of the work in connection with the. 
preliminary arrangements and the supervision of the actual enumeration. The school~ 
masters and other Government and municipal employes who carried out the difficult task of 
preliminary enumeration, and the official and non-official gentlemen who acted as enumera
tors and supervisors for the final census arc entitled to my special thanks. 

Among the gentlemen who assisted me with material for the preparation of the 
Report, I must mention Mr. K. Padmanabhan Tampi, B. A., B. L., retired District 
Superintendent of Police, whose valuable contribution on "Hinduism in Travancore" is 
printed as an appendix to the Chapter on Religion. Mr. K. R. Krishna Pillai, B. A., B· L. t 

retired Assistant Secretary to Government, furnished some interesting matter for the Chapter 
on Language. From Mr. T. Lakshmanan Pill ai, B. A., retired Divisional Treasury Officer, 
and Dr. L. A. Ravi Varma, Deputy Surgeon, I received useful hints on the origin of caste 
in Ketala. I am greatly indebted to all these gentlemen for the services they have ungrudg~ 
ingly rendered. The Appendix on Primitive Tribes is based mainly on the notes supplied 
by Mr. L. A. Krishna Iyer, M. A., whom at my request the Government placed on special 
duty for a period of nine months to enquire into the condition and customs of these tribes. 
The material for the Appendix on Declining Industries was collected by Mr. M. p. G. Nair, 
Textile Expert in the Department of Industries, who was also specially deputed for the 
purpose by the Government. I am much obliged to both these officers for the valuable 
work they have done. 

Coming to my own staff, I have great pleasure in recording my genuine apprecia~ 
tion of the highly satisfactory manner in which everyone of them discharged his duties. 
Mr. R. Sankara _ Iyet. B. A., B. L., my Personal Assistant, was in charge of the office from 
start to finish. His faithful devotion to duty. immense capacity for work, and scrupulous 
attention to details enabled me to leave the entire management of the office safely in his 
hands. He is not only an indefatigable worker himself, but knows the art of making
others work like himself. I am highly grateful to him for his loyal co-operation and valuable 
assistance. Next to him I must acknowledge the services of Mr. N. Parameswaran 
PilIai, M. A., Statistical Superintendent. His proficiency in statistical methods and his clear 
grasp of complicated mathematical problems were of great help to me in explaining the large 
increase of population in the last decade. He was in sole charge of the tabulation of the 
results of the enquiry regarding fertility and mortality and of the economic census. 
Mr. R. Covinda Pillai, B. A., the head clerk. was an able lieutenant to the Personal Assistant,. 
and he sf-:tred no pains in the efficient discharge of his duties. The other members of the 
staff also (Messrs. S. Thandaveswara Iyer, P. K. Subramonia Iyer, N. Subbiah Chettiar 
and M. Thanu Pillai, B. A.,) did their part equally well. The work of the draftsman. 
Mr. K. Rama Iyengar, deserves special mention. The maps and diagrams included in the 
Report are all his productions, and they bear ample testimony to his ability and taste in 
drawing. I am grateful to Mr. A. Padmanabha Iyer for the assistance he has rendered in 
the preparation of the index which, I hope, is a useful addition to the Report. 

The maps were printed at the Trivandrum Art Printing Works whose excellence 
in lithography is seen in everyone of them. The haIf~tone blocks reproduced in the 
appendices were made at the Bangalore Press, and they testify to the excellent workmanship 
of this leading press in Bangalore. 

I have reserved to the last my acknowledgments to the Travancore Government 
Press, where all the printing in connection with the census in this State was done. It is. 
creditable that this institution was able to cope with the tremendous work it had to do at 
the early stages in printing the schedules, forms and slips. of which there were several 
series. each running into many thousands. The printing of the Report and the Tables 
was a more difficult task; but the Government Press proved equal to the occasion~ 
Mr. T. N ilakanta Pill ai, the Superintendent, took special interest in the printing of these 
volumes, and to his close supervision as much as to the efficiency of his staff is due their· 
excellent finish, for which I express my deep personal obligations to the Superintendent. 

N. KUNJAN PILLAI 



CORRIGENDA 

PAGE 11, marginal table. column 6. line 2, read 1,037 for :1..087 
.. 22, first marginal table. column heading. read Year for Decade . 
., 24, line 14. read 11,40,76.495 for 11,40,76,49b. 

30, line 47, read 39,857 for 39,880. 

,. 59, marginal table, combined heading of columns 4 and 5, rea1- Val"'la~ion foj' Increase 
.. 62, margInal table, column 4, line 2, read 35'5 for 35'6, 
H 127, line 42, read 3,783 for 4,783 
., 132, against Krishnanvaka. in column 2 of the table. read 969 for 889 
.. 135. line 40. read 1,11)3 for 1,152 
" 140, line 39, read 1,131 for 1.132 
" 147, first table, column 2, line 1. read 18,456 for 18,476 

., 147, last table, column 5. line 5, read 47 for 74, 

" 154, Note to Subsidiary Table I, line 1. read at for lor . 
• , 160. coJumn 13, line 2, read 789 for 879. 

,. 168, line 38, read II of 1100 for I of 1088 . 
•. 181, column 6 of table. line 8. read 413 for 449. 
, 183, second table, column 13, line 6. read 13b for 138. 

,. 187. first table. column 2. liue 4. read 30 for 80, 

,. 194. column 3, against Hindu males of 5-10 year3. rea'], 999 for 997 
., 217, line 20, read III for II. 
,. 237, line 1, read over thrjce for cearly twjce . 
.. 239. line 17, read 49 for48 
., 251. marginal table, column 3. *line 5, read 14,426 for 14.42S 
,. 252, Hne 4, read 46 for 48, 
,. 252, marginal heading of paragraph 338, reax Sub-class for Sub-clanse 
• 265, column 4. against group 98, read 9.532 for 9.932 • 
•• 269. column 3 against Domestic service under Brahman. rea,l402 for 202 

.. 387, line 45, read 257 for 227 . 
• , 398, foo1:-note,read 28 for 23. 

,. 426. para 116. sub-para 1, line 1. read areas for are as, 
., 483, last column against Central Division in table. read 1,260 for 1.205. 

" 504. Hne 21. read 10 for 5. 
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REPORT 

ON THE 

CENSUS OF TRA V ANCORE, 1931 

CHAPTER I 

DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OP POPULATION 

Seotion I-Distribution of the Population 

Situated at the south-western extremity of the Indian Peninsula, and protected on Intpoductol'Y 

.one side by the Arabian Sea and on the other by the Western Ghats, Travancore, along remarks, 

with the Co chin State and the Malabar District of the Madras Presidency, constituted the 
ancient kingdom of Ketala. From very early times till about the 5th century A. D., the 
Cheta, Chola and Pandyan kings ruled over Ketala and the other two great kingdoms in 
Southern India. They were at times in friendly relations with one another and there is 
evidence of even intermarriages having taken place between them. At other times they 
fought between themselves, each trying to establish his overlordship over the others. They 
and their subjects were thus constantly in touch with one another either as friends or as 
foes. Later on Ketala came under the rule of the Peiuma\s, and after the death of the 
last Petumal somewh~re about the middle of the ninth century A. D., the country was 
divided into a number of independent States, of which Venad, Oes'inganad, Elayadath 
Swaifipam, Attingal and Nedumangad formed parts of the then Travancore, VeQad 
was the most important of them and was the nucleus round which modern Travancore 
was built up, In 1729 A. D., when Martanda Varma became the king of Venad, his 
territory extended only from Nagercoil to Attingal. Internal rebellion was rampant and 
inter-Statal wars were common at that time. Martanda Varma soon started to set the 
house in order. With the help of an army lent by the Nawab of Carnatic and, subse~ 
quently another army sent by the Pandyan king, Martanda Varma quelled the rebellion 
in his State, defeated the neighbouring princes and annexed their territories, His successor, 
Rama Varma, who died in 1798 A. n., made further annexations and completed the 
expansion and consolidation of Travancore into its present size and form. Nanjanad, the 
'Southernmost part of T ravancore, and the taluk of Shenkotta, which once belonged to the 
Pandyan kings, were also conquered by the T ravancore Maha Rajahs and annexed to 
their territory. Besides these political relations, T ravancore has also had social and 
commercial intercourse with the adjoining Tamil country from very early times. The 
kings of T ravancore have always been renowned for their charities, and T ami! Brahmans 
migrated to this land of charity in large numbers at different times to enjoy the Royal 
benevolence. The richness of the soil and the facilities which the country has afforded for 
trade, banking and oth~r business,_ coupled with the means of communication available 
through the passes at Atienkavu, Aramboly and other places in the otherwise impassable 
Western Ghats, have also attracted large numbers of Tamilians from the East Coast. Thus, 
in diverse ways the Malayalis who form the bulk of the population of T ra vancore have 
come into close contact with the T amilians, the result of which is perceptible in the 

G, P. T. 2245. 1505. 7 2-1108. B 
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extent to which each section has influenced the language, customs and culture of the othel'.-
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TAMIL 
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tongue language 
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In this respect Cochin and Malabar differ from 
Travancore in that they have not come unJer the 
influence of the T amilians so largely as the latter. 
We see it clearly in the composition of the 
population. and in the extent to which Tamil 
language is used in the three territories as is 
shown by the marginal figures. This difference 
between T ravancore on the one hand and Cochin 
and Malabar on the other must be borne in mind 
whenever we have occasion to compare them in 
the course of this Report. 

2. There has been no change in the area of the State since the last census. Its 
total length from north to south is I 74 miles, its width from east to west is 75 miles near 
the northern boundary and 30 miles at the southern extremity, and it has an area of 7,625 
square miles. It is larger than the largest district in the Madras Presidency and has 
more than five times the size of the neighbouring State of Cochin. Wales is almost of the 
same size, and Belgium is about one and a half times and Holland nearly two and a half 
times as large as Travancore. 

Two small tracts which are under British administration lie in T ravancore. They 
are the Anjengo district consisting of Anjen~o in Chirayinkil taluk and T angas's'ery in 
Quilon tal uk, and the Sherthala pattom lands in Sherthala taluk. The former hali an 
area of one square mile and a population of 6,766, and the latter is but 13 acres in 
extent and contains 105 persons only. Similarly, there are four isolated tracts belonging 
to the Cochin State in the northern frontier taluks of Parur and Kunnathunad, the total 
area of which is 4'18 square miles, containing a population of 33,318. The statistics of 
these foreign possessions are not included in this Report. 

3. The State is divided into four administrative divisions and thirty taluks. The 
only change that has been made in the divisions since the last census is that the area 
of the Central Division has been increased by two square miles, with a corresponding 
reducti!)n in the High Range Division. The population of these divisions has not been 

materially affected by this change. The 
area of the divisions and the number of taluks 
comprised in each of them are given in the 
margin. The Southern Division is almost of 
the same size as the Co chin State, the 
Central Division has a little over half the 
size of Madura or Ramnad District of the 

DivISIOn 

Soutbern 
Central 
Northern 
High Range 

I 
Number of 

talukR 

11 
(j 

2 

Arpa m square 
mlles 

1,490 
2,593 
2,122 
1,llS 

Madras Presidencey, the Northern Division is 
nearly twice as large as Pudukottai and the High Range is somewhat larger than the 
Nilgiris District, the corresponding hill district of the Madras Presidency. 

The Southern Division consists of eight taluks, of which six touch the sea and the 
other two are situated inland. Of the former, three taluks extend right up to the foot of 
the mountains. The rainfall on the sea~coast ranges from 35 inches at the southern extre~ 
mity to 75 inches at the northern limit and increases gradually from the west to the east 
reaching a maximum of 100 inches. On the plains of the three southernmost taluks where 
the rainfall is below 45 inches, paddy, the staple food crop, is cultivated under irrigation. 
The Kodayar Irrigation System, which is the only large irrigation work in the State and 
which has consumed a capital outlay of over Rs. 86 lakhs, irrigates nearly 55,000 acres 
of paddy lands in this district. In the other taluks of this division also paddy is the most 
widely cultivated crop, but it is generally raised with the help of rain, supplemented 
occasionally by irrigation from tanks. The dry crops of this division are the palmyrah palm 
in the south and the coconut palm and tapioca in the other parts. Besides agriculture, the 
manufacture of jaggery in the southern taluks and cotton weaving in almost all the taluks 
are the chief occupations of the people. There is a higher proportion of Tamilians in the 
population of this division than in that of the other divisions, and their influence on the 
manners and customs of the Malayalis is seen more markedly here than elsewhere. 
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"NATURAL DIVISIONS 3 

The Central Division contains eleven taluks, of which four lie at the sea-coast and 
the other seven are in the interior. The rainfall varies from 75 to 100 inches near the 
coast, rises to about 150 inches at the foot of the hills and goes up to 180 inches in the 
mountainous regions. A number of large rivers with a perennial supply of water traverse 
this division. Paddy is again the chief crop, but it requires hardly any artificial 
irrigation, and where necessary tank irrigation is resorted to on a limited scale. Of the 
dry crops, the coconut palm is the most common on the coastal region, and tapioca, pepper 
and rubber in the submontane tract. The industries connected with the produce of the 
coconut palm, such as the retting of the coconut husk, the spinning of coir yarn and the weav
ing of coir mats and matting, form the main occupations of a large section of the people in 
the coastal taluks. 

Of the nine taluks comprised in the Northern Division, two alone are situated at the 
sea~coast. The rainfall varies from 100 to 1 50 inches on the plains and from 150 to 180 
inches on the hills. This region is well served by rivers. The western part of it is 
covered by luxuriant groves of the coconut palm, rich paddy flats and a chain of lagoons, 
portions of which have been recJaimed for paddy cuJ~ivation. In th~ i~terior parts pepper, 
ginger rubber and other dry crops are largely cultivated. The COlr mdustry supports a 
large ;ection of the coastal population of this division also. 

The High Range Division, as the name itself indicates, is the mountainous region. 
It is covered by a chain of peaks, ranges of hills of lower elevation and fever~haunted 
forests intersected by deep valleys and traversed by large rivers. It consists of two taluks, 

.. Pirmede and Devikulam. Munnar and Pirmede, two hill stations 5,000 ft. and 3,500 ft. 
respectively above the sea-level, are situated in thi~ division. It has an average rainfall of 
1 SO to 200 inches and is the seat of tea and cardamom cultivation. About fifty years .. go 
these highlands of Travancore were practically unexplored country. They were covered 
by thick impenetrable forests, the abode of elephants, tigers, hisons and leopards, and had 
no means of communication with the plains. But to~day, thanks to the enterprise of the 
European planters, they abound in smiling hills' and valleys neatly clothed with 
tea bushes. The past decade witnessed remarkable progress in the development of this 
region. New roads were opened, motor traffic was established, and the area under cultiva~ 
tion extended, giving employment to more than 100,000 persons. In spite of aU this 
development, the High Range is still the most sparsely inhabited part of Travancore 
and affords the greatest scope for the absorption of the surplus population of the plains. 

The pakuthi is the unit of administration in this State. There are at present 433 
pakuthies distributed over 30 taluks as against 432 in 1921. An additional pakuthi was 
formed in Quilon taluk in 1930. The average area of a pakuthi is 17'6 square miles. Some 
are small, the smallest being a little over one square mile, but there are several which run 
into SO square miles and even more. The pakuthi i's, therefore, too unwieldy for the 
purpose of the census, and the kara or muri, which is a sub-division of the pakuthi and 
which was the unit of ancient village organisation, has been adopted as the census unit. 
The total number of karas in the State is 3,936, and the average area of a kara is a 
little less than 2 square miles. The kara corresponds to the village in British India, but 
differs from it in that the British Indian villages are compact units, having the houses 
clustered together in streets, whereas the kara in Travancore contains scattered houses 
situated in isolated compounds. 

4. The physical features of T ravancore are such that it can be divided into three 
distinct belts, each having its own characteristic soil, rainfall, vegetation and cultivation. 
In general appearance the country consists of undulating plains and irregular hill ranges, 
intersected by fertile valleys and traversed by navigable rivers. "Broad stretches of 
alluvial rice lands fringe the coast strip and run up into the interior, gradually thinning out 
as they approach the highlands through which the great rivers have forced their way." 
This description gives a clear indication of the manner in which the State can be divided 
into three natural divisions, namely, the fIat coast strip or the lowlands, the mountainous 
region on the east or the highlands, and the intervening belt of undulating hills and valleys 
or the midlands. It is this tripartite division, based on the natural conditions, that has 
been adopted at this census. For the J 92 J census also the State was divided into three 
natural divisions, called the Sea~coast, Inland, and Mountainous Divisions, but sufficient 

Natura.l 
divisions. 
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care was not taken to make the boundaries of the divisions conterminous with the varia
tions in the natural conditions. Some portions which should have been included in the 
Inland Division were added to the Mountainous Division. Nedumangad taluk which 
should have been divided between the Inland and Mountainous Divisions was placed 

1921 1931 

entirely in the former, and 
Vilavancode and Neyyattin
kara taluks which extend 
from the sea to the Western I Sq. IllIles. I Sq IllllcR Ghats were included com-

----------·_l__------'-------';-----I pletely in the Sea-coast Divi-
'.1' ",1,4cW Lowland 1,371 sion. Owing to these mistakes Seft-Coabt 

Inland 
Monntallloue 

Total 

1,50'~ ~lidlan(l ? 707 
4,687 Highland 3;047 it was found necessary to 

• "1,625 Tota.l. '7,625 sions and call them the Low-
.1

1 

re-arrange the natural divi-

land, the Midland and the 
Highland Divisions, the names themselves indicating roughly the position and nature of 
each division. The changes made in the boundaries of the Jivisions have considerably 
altered the area of each, as can be seen from the figures given in the margin. 

The composition and area of each of the three divisions adopted for the present 
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Comp"sd,an and area of the "Yafural IJtmsion. 

T"luk, Lowland Midland Highland 
Sq mIles ~q. mileR Rq~ mIles 

,-- -- '-~ - - -

Thovala · . 40'-19 lU4'47 
Aga~thlS\Vnram 7+·2r; H2·G6 .. 
Kalklllam 5\1·00 HJ'8\I 120' 50 
V']i vancndc fi9·2, B4'!)2 70'97 
Neyy,lttmkal'a 94'6\1 80·51 58·15 
1nyandrum 97 '2fj .. .. 
Nedumangau ., 1(14·56 1 il . 4G 
Ch,rnymlul 69·83 76·fiT · . 
QUlloll 147 ·41 

" · , 
Kltl unaE;al'ally 88.99 " · . 
Kal'thIkap3.11y 74·24 .. · . 
Mavchkara · . III ·4il , . 
Kunnathur .. 150'4fi .' 
Kottarakkala · · , 202'0il · . 
Pathanapuram .' 111)·0;; il29'62 
Shenkotta .. :/.')'8, 10;1,27 
Pathan,tmtbJtta .. lfW'03 ilI9 11 
Th,rllvella · . 220'1:\ .. 
Ampulal'u1" · 147·4tl .. · . 
Cbanganachery ,~3 ·47 220·ill · . 
Kottayam 89'41 124'63 · . 
Vail{Onl 94 .,.; 4[)';Q · . 
Sherthala 117.14 

" · . 
Parlll' 11:3 ·43 .. .. 
KnDnathunatl · . 2,~2 ·(~G 79·00 
M n vat.tnpuirt · . 2.')U 2" 171'\ ·17 
Thndllpu1ol. · . 03'08 423,R6 
Mlllach,l .. 202'62 80·79 
l'll'm~dl' · . .. 4.')0·90 
DeVlkulam · .. .. 667' 03 

Tota.l · 1,3'70'61 2''707'1713'5~6'80 

cultivable and the cultivated portion forms" as much as 
industries are also carried on in this region. 

census are shown in the mar
ginal statement. The Low
land Division consists of flat 
stretches of low lands lying 
along the coast at sea-level, 
and composed mainly of recent 
deposits of sand and alluvium. 
It is broken up into two narrow 
strips by a continuous chain 
of lagoons and canals running 
[l_arallel to the sea from 
T rivandrum right up to the 
northern boundary. The soil 
in this region is white sand or 
sandy loam and is best suited 
to the cultivation of the 
coconut palm and paddy. The 
rainfall varies from 35 inches 
in the extreme south to 11 0 
inches in the extreme north. 
Water communication, which 
is the cheapest means of 
transport, serves practically 
the whole length of this 
narrow belt. The coastal 
region is the most thickly 
populated portion of Travan
core. Practically the whole 
available area has been brought 
under cultivation. 87'38 per 
cent. of the total area is 

79'72 per cent. Most of the 

The Midland Division is higher in elevation than the Lowland and is dotted over 
with loy. hills of varying sizes and shapes, interspersed with long narrow stretches of valleys. 
The valleys are generally cultivated with paddy and the hill slopes and hills with the 
coconut palm, tapioca, pepper, ginger, rubber and other dry crops. The rainfall ranges from 
SS to140 inches. It has a well-developed and wide~spread road system, with an excellent 
motor service connecting all the important towns and villages. The soil generally is fertile, 
except on the slopes of some barren hills, and practically all lands which could profitably 
be cultivated under the crude methods now followed have been brought under cultivation. 
About 86 per cent. of the total area is classed as cultivable and nearly 68'S per cent. is 
cultivated. 

The Highland Division, which is the easternmost part of the State, contains a long 
range of mountains with rich fertile lands at the foot, covered mostly by thick virgin 
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forests. Most of the reserved forest is situated in this division, and the portions which 
have been thrown out for cultivation are occupied by rubber, tea and cardamom. The 
rainfall is generally high, ranging between 100 inches in the south and more than 200 
inches in the north, one particular locality having a maximum of about 290 inches. Roads are 
few and far between and most parts are, therefore, inaccessible. Owing to the existence 
of reserved forests the lands available for cultivation form only 34'6 per cent. of the total 
area and the cultivated portion is but 13'9 per cent. This is the most sparsely populated 
region in the State. The soil is very fertile, and, if means of communication are developed, 
it will accommodate a very much larger population than what it now contains. 

5. The statistics dealt with in this chapter are contained in the following tables :
Imperial Table I 

" II 
State Table I 
Subsidiary Table I A 

" 
" 

" 
" 
" 
" 

" 

I B 
II 

III 
IV 
V 

VIA 

VI B 

VII 

Area, Houses and Population. 
Variation in Population since 1881. 
Area and Population of Taluks and Towns. 
Density, Water~supply and Crops. 
Density by tal uk. 
Distribution of the population classified according 

to density. 
Variation in relation to density since 188 J • 
Variation in natural population. 
Comparison with vital statistics. 
Variation by tal uk c1assifi ed according to 

density-Actual figures. 
Variation by taluk classified according to 

density- Proportional figures. 
Persons per house and houses per square mile. 

Reference to 
statistics. 

6. The population enumerated in T ravancore, as in other parts of India, is the Definition of 
population actually present within the boundaries of the State at the census time. It population. 

includes both permanent and temporary residents, casual visitors, inmates of hospitals, jails, 
asylums and other institutions, persons on board the ships which were in ports on the 
census day, or which arrived from elsewhere within fifteen days after the census without 
the persons thereon having been previously enumerated, travellers by trains and by boats 
plying in inland waters and others found on the roads, persons who assembled at fairs 
and religious ass~mblages on the census day, as well as pilgrims, vagrants and wandering 
tribes. The population enumerated in Travancore on the morning of the 27th February 
1931 is, therefore, the de facto population. The de jure population, which consists of all 
persons habitually residing in the country, including those who were temporarily absent at 
the census time, but excluding those who were present as casual visitors from elsewhere, 
has not been enumerated. There is no column for this purpose in the schedule that has 
been prescribed and, even if there had been a separate column, the practical difficulties in 
making a correct enumeration of the de jure population would have been insurmountable. 
It is not easy to give an unambiguous definition of "habitual and temporary residence." 
Even if an attempt had been made to define this expression, the enumerators would have 
undoubtedly committed mistakes and thus rendered the figures collected almost worthless. 
It must, however, be mentioned that special precautions were taken in this State to see 
that the de facto population enumerated corresponded as far as possible with the de jure 
population. A notification was published under the Census Regulation, requiring people 
not to be absent from their homes and not to arrange for marriages and other social or 
religious functions if possible on the census morning. Markets, shops and bazaars. 
factories and other institutions where labour was employed were closed, and public motor 
service was stopped at census time so that as few people as possible might move out of 
their homes. Persons who lived in a particular house at the preliminary enumeration 
were regarded as being present there at the final census if tbey happened to sleep in that 
house on the night of the 26th February and left it on the 27th morning. Similarly, 
persons who were out on the 26th night on official duty or for watching crops in the fields, 
and fishermen who went to the sea and who did not return till the census time, were 
treated as being present in the houses in which they were enumerated at the preli~ 
minary counting. Persons who came into Travancore from Cochin or British territories 
on the morning of the 27th February were enumerated only if they had not been already 
enumerated in their own territories on the previous night or on that mornin~. To the 
other travellers the question was put, whether on the 26th night they slept in the house in 
which they resided at the time of the preliminary enumeration, and only in case of a 
negative answer were they separately enumerated on the census morning. These were 
some of the measures taken to minimise the difference between the de facio and the de jure 

c 
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population. Even otherwise this difference may not be great in a country like T ravancore 
where the scope for temporary migration is very much limited. In the European countries 
where such migration exists on a large scale, the population count on de jure basis may 
be necessary and is certainly of considerable value. Even there this method of enumera
tion is beset with practical difficulties, and Great Britain has therefore not yet adopted it. 

7. All possible precautions were taken to ensure accuracy at every stage of 
the census operations. Mist:tkes committed at the earlier stages were subsequently 
discovered and rectified. Buildings left out at the time of house-listing were discovered 
during house-numbering and those that escaped detection then were found out during 
the preliminary enumeration. Special care was taken in the selection of proper agencies 
for the various Census operations. Preliminary enumeration is the most important of 
these and it is here that fudging is likely to happen most. Enumerators for the prelimi
nary counting were selected from among the teachers in the vernacular schools. Being 
educated and intelligent men, they did their work conscientiously and satisfactorily. Clear 
instructions for filling up the columns in the schedule were printed in Malayalam and copies 
were supplied to the enumerators in advance. Supplementary instructions, clearing the doubts 
and difficulties experienced by them at the initial stage, were printed and distributed 
promptly. To exercise proper check and efficient supervision over the work of the enume
rators and supervisors, a separate full-time officer was appointed as Assistant to the Charge 
Superintendent for each taluk for a period of three months. These Assistants, who were 
constantly on the move throughout the period of preliminary enumeration, contributed 
greatly to the success of this operation. Between house-listing and the final census I 
toured the State five times, visiting every taluk and town on all those occasions, giving 
instructions to the census officers, clearing their doubts and watching the progress made. 
I also paid surprise visits to some out-of-the-way places and personally checked the work 
done. With the facilities now available for quick travels in motor car I had the con
venience to make extensive and repeated tours, which my predecessors had not. In 
spite of all these precautions, errors might have been made, especially at the final count
ing. But they were certainly much fewer than those committed at previous censuses. 
Accidental omissions, if any, must have been counterbalanced by similar overcountings. 
Complaints of omissions and overcountings which usually crop up after the census were 
not heard of this time. On the other hand, there was a general feeling of satisfaction 
among the public at the thoroughness with which the censUs was taken. Everything 
possible was done to ensure accuracy and, as far as practicable, accuracy was attained. 

8. By "normal population" is meant the de jure population. As has already been 
explained there is not the likelihood of much variation between the de jure and the de 
facto population in this State. The census was synchronous throughout the State and 
was completed in about a couple of hours. There could not have been any appreciable 
movement of the population from one place to another during this short period. The 
movement was also restricted as far as possible by the adoption of precautionary measures. 
as a result of which the floating population enumerated decreased from ) 8,438 in J 921 
to 15,504 at this census, a decrease of 12 per t 0,000 of the total population. T em
porary visitors from outside the State would only be found among the floating population 
enumerated on trains, railway platforms and on board the ships in ports. They numbered 
only 583. Of these again, the majority must have been the permanent residents of 
this State and only a few, if at all, would have come from elsewhere. It may, therefore, 
be safely assumed that the de jure or normal population of Travancore is more or less 
the same as the de facto or actual population counted on the census day. 

9. According to the census taken on the morning of the 27th February 193 J. the 
population of Travancore is 5,095,973 persons. They were distributed in the four admi-

nistrative and the three natural divisions as shown in the 

STATE 

Administrative Division 
~outhern DiviHlon 
('putr.'] 
Northern 

" Hlgh Range " 

Natural Division 
Low)a1l(l DnlslOn 
M,,1JaIlll 
Hlghldn<l 

.. 

Populatl01l 

5,095,973 

1,13:l,%6 
1.861,472 
1,ti}).'},321 

lO:i,224 

2,38(1,549 
2,415.·g14 

2!IO,930 

margin. Of the administrative divisions, the Southern 
Division contains 28' J per cent., the Central 36'S per 
cent., the Northern 33'3 per cent., and the High Range 
2') per cent. of the population. Among the natural 
divisions the population is distributed in the proportions 
of 46'9 per cent. in the Lowland, 47'4 per cent. in the 
Midland and S'7 per cent. in the Highland. The High 
Range is only slightly less than the Southern Division 
and yet contains only about one-fourteenth of its 
population. The Highland is the largest of all the 
natural divisions, but its population is only about one
ninth of that of the smallest (Lowland) division. 
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10. The area and population of the taluks are given in State Table I at the end Distribution by 
.-of Part II of the Report ( Imperial Tables). The diagram below shows graphically the tal uk. 
population of the taluks arranged in the descending order. 

Diagram 1 - showing the population of Travancore by taluk in t 93 t 
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Thiruvella, with a population of 337,553, stands first and Thovala which contains 
only 40,129 persons comes last. As many as eleven taluks have each a population of more 
than 200,000. These are Thiruvella, Neyyattinkara, Quilon. Kottayam, Trivandrum, 
Kunnathunad, Changanachery, Ampalapu!a, Kalkulam, Sherthala and Minachil. Fourteen 
taluks have each a population of 100,000 to 200,000 and five less than 100,000 each. 
As compared with the census of 1921 the position of some taluks has changed. Kunnathu
nad which was tourth in 1921 now occupies the sixth place. Kottayam and T rivandrum 
having gone over it. Kottayam which was below Trivandrum in 1921 has now beaten it. 
Changanachery, which was thirteenth in 1921 with a population of 156,640, has pushed 
behind six other taluks and now occupies the seventh place with a popul'9.tion of 221,478. 
Muvattupula which was behind Vilavancode has overtaken it. Similarly, Vaikom has 
been beaten by Nedumangad. Shenkotta by Devikulam, and Thovala by Pirmede. 

11. A statement showing the area and population of the more important Indian States 
and the rank which Travancore holds among them is given in the margin. Travan-

____ . _ __ __ core, which occupies 
I All'[\' JI1 ...,quare 

I Name 01 tLe f\tatt' I 
I 11l11e~ 
I 

Jammu and Ka,hmlf M.,'](i 
RvdeJabad <~2,t)~JH 

Kalat 7:),:17:--:' 

:\1 '" war (.J odhl'ur) ;):;.011) 
}\J \ :--Olt· 2H,:121i 
l~~\alJnl' 21,.:1107 
BlkalJl]" 2:l,317 
'\[ahan 2.121;\] 
Jhalwan 2(),7H.) 
Kharall l1UIi~ 

Jallllll' II, ilK:! I 
Jal'alml'r 10,01,2 
Bahawalpur ):,oon 
Rewa 1.<000 
Mewa~ (UdaIpur) 12,Ii!I+ 
Indore H ,f)1~ 
l\Ialllpnl' ~ ()2tl 

Baroda . S:U,.J, 
Tl'a vanCOl'e 7,625 
Bhopal (,·Y02 
Khan'pur (),O:lO 

Palla!a :;,H:12 
Knt;th ;;,KS+ 
_~l\Yar :1 :!li 
Ilh;tvnagar :l,%1 
(\)Chlll 1,41'0 

R,'\lIk 1Il 
PfJpnll.tH)n al'ca 

;) ,Ii j(),2~:1 1 
114:W.l.!S 2 

:1 \2..101 .> 
:1 12~) ~1.~2 .~ 

O,,;.~) -; ,.~( I~ [; 
:l, -)~:l (JIO I, 

:i.II',2I H 7 
I;~ 41,Z S 
H ~)~Ij'1'") !I 
2B.:I;iK 1L1 

ZIi:11 j"j;-, 11 
7ii~2;);) U 

HK..l..B12 13 
l.~HI ,H.) H 
l,fil)I; .. HIO 1.'\ 
1,:11 H,231 )fi 

H.",lilir; 17 
2.44·~,007 IS 
5,095,973 19 

7'2H,~I:-}'i 20 
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(i~:;,~·q).t ~3 
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the nineteenth place 
among the Indian 
States in size, holds 
the third rank in 
population. The two 
States which have a 
I a r g e r population 
than Travancore are 
H y d era bad and 
Mvsore. The former 
is -about eleven times 
and the latter nearly 
four times as large as 
this State, but the 
population of Hydera
bad is only about 
three times and that 
of M ysore one and 
one-third times as 
numerous as that of 
llravancore. lrhe 

States which approach llravancore in size are Manipur. Baroda, Bhopal and Khairpur. but 

Comparison 
with other 
Indian States 
and Provinces. 



Comparison 
with foreign 
countries. 
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these occupy the twentieth, seventh. seventeenth and twenty-second places respectively lnc 
population. The adjoining State of Cochin is twenty-sixth in size and thirteenth In 

population. 

Of the British Indian Provinces. Burma which is the largest in size is more than 
thirty times as large as Travancore, but has a population hardly three times as numerous 
as the latter. Madras is nineteen times as large as Travancore but has only a little 
over nine times its population. It is hardly worth while to pursue the comparison with 
other Provinces, all of which are very much larger in size than this State. It is 

more appropriate to compare T ravancore with 

Madras 

Vlzagapatam 
Nellore 
KUTnool 
Ma.labar 
South Kanar(t 

Bombay 

Batnaglli 
Kanara 

TravancoI'G 

Area. in 
Sfluare miles 

17,186 
7,91H 
7,581 
5,7!H 
4,U21 

:l,!J89 
3,946 

7,625 

PopulatlOn 

:l,fiU7,H4K 
1,4Rfi,222 
1,02+.9(jl 
3,~B3,HH 
1,372,241 

1,il02,527 
417,tl~5 

\ 5,095,97~ 

some districts in British India. The marginal 
table gives the figures for T ravancore and 
a few typical districts in Madras and Bombay 
Presidencies. Vizagapatam, the largest district in 
Madras, is about two and a half times as large as 
T ravancore but has only a little over half 
its population. Nell ore and Kurnool which 
are almost of the same size as Travancore have a 
much smaller population. Malabar and South 
Kanara which have a greater affinity to T ravancore 
in climatic and other conditions are somewhat 
smaller in size but have a much smaller population. 
In Bombay Presidency, Kanara and Ratnagiri 
which more or less resemble T ravancore in 

natural conditions have only about one-twel fth 
and one-fourth of its population though their size is about half of that of the latter. 

To compare the districts of Madras with those of T ravancore some figures 
are glven In the margIn. 
Nilgiris and High Range 
are both hill districts re~ 
sembling each ether m 
physical features, climate and 
cultivation. Ootacamond. 
the summer seat of the 
Madras Government, IS 

situated 10 the Nilgiris and 
hence the latter has a larger 
population, though it IS 
smaller In Slze, than the 
High Range In Travan~ 
core. The plains divi~ 
SlOns In T ravancore which, 

------------------~- --- ------ --.~-~--.'\ --- , 

D"tnct AI('a In Popnlatwll 
Rqual e Inile:-; 

Omttur (lVladras) 
Suuthern 01 VIRion 

(TravancOlC) 

RamllB.U (l\Iadras) 
Cenhal DivislOn 

(l'r;lYUnCore) 

CI:ir;gleput (Madras) 
Northern DIVISIOn 

lTravar;core) 

NIlgiris (Mauras) 
High Range DIvision 

(Travancore) 

!),901 

1,4\)0 

4,81!J 

2,,;95 

H,O!ll 

2,422 

, 82 

J,1l8 

1,447,10;) 

1,861,+72 

1 1),).'5, 115 

1,695,321 

1(;O,3:,0 

lU:;,22-1 

have almost the same 
population as the Madras districts are all smaller than the latter. 

12. The results of the latest census 
Wales, and Scotland are not yet known. 

of foreign countries except Eng' and and 
With the figures for the other countries 

taken from "The World Almanac 
and Book of Facts for 1932," 
the foreign countries are arranged 
in the order of their population in 
the marginal table. Of the 
countries shown in the table, those 
which have a larger popUlation than 
Travancore are Java and Madura. 
England and Wales, Belgium. 
Netherlands, Greece and Sweden. 
Java and Madura which has a 
population more than eight times that 
of Travancore is about six and 
a half times as large as the latter. 
England and Wales is eight times as 

Name uf the country 
Area in 

square n1l1eK PopulatwTl 

Java and Madura i)O/)57 42.20+,000 
Engiund and Wales Gfl,fl4U 3!J,947,' ill 
Belgium 11,7.)2 R,U!;O,HI" 
NetherlandR 13,2Ui\ 7,H02 ;,88 
Greece 4~),1I22 6204,1!,1-I 
Rwe\lp,n 173)57 1),14 1.(;71 
Oeylon :':>,:>32 3,442.0' '0 
Rcotland 30,.J.Of) 4,~12,~) ·,4 
Denmark l',liO ., ,:);>0 (} fa 
Ill~h Free Rtate 2G,;;H2 2 D72,H02 
}lorway 124-,HI)~ 2,,~:!1l,01'O 
Travancore 7 !i2:> 5,0!).) 973 

-

populous and seven and a half times as large as Travancore. Ceylon which has almost' 
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the same population as T ravancore is about three and a half times as large. Sweden whose 
population is more than that of Travancore by only one-fifth is twenty-three times as large 
as the latter, and Scotland whose size is about four times that of Travancore has a slightly 
smaller population. The disparity in area and popul ation between other countries and 
Travancore is even more striking. 

13. Density is obtained by dividing the population by the area. It is Density of 
only a hypothetical figure showing the average number of persons that would be found on population. 

a square mile of land if the 
population were uniformly 
distributed over the whole 

Diagram 2 - Showing the density 
Of population in Travancore , 

1875 to 1931. 
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country. All regions, 
whether thickly or sparsely 
populated. including 
crowded towns and un-
inhabited forests, are 
clubbed together in calcu-
lating this mean density as 
it is called. It gives no 
indication of the real 
density existing in any part 
of the country. For this 
purpose the density in 
smaller units must be con
sidered. Let us, however, 
examine the mean density 
of Travancore and compare 
it with the densities at the 
previous censuses and of 
other States, Provinces and 
countries. The present 
density of this State is 668 
persons per square mile 
taking the country as a 
whole. If it is calculated 
on the land available for 
cultivation, it rises to 
1.072 per square mile, and 
on the land actually culti
vated it goes up to 1,482 
per square mile. The 
density at the first regular 
census taken in this State 
in 1875 was 303. Since 
then it has increased 
steadily from census to 
census until it has reached 
the present figure as could 
be seen from the diagram 
given in the margin. 
From 1875 to 1881 the 
density rose only by 12 
persons per square mile. 
From 1881 to 1891 it 
increased by 20, from 
1891 to 1901 by 52, from 
1901 to 1911 by 63, from 

1911 to 1921 by 75. and fro:n 1921 to 1931 by 143. The causes of such wide 
v.ariations in different decades will become dear when we discuss the actual increase in 
population in the next section of this chapter. Here it is enough to note that the density 
of population in T ravancore has more than doubled itself in the course of the past half 
a century. 

p 
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14. Three diagrams are given below to compare the density in T ravancore with the 
densities (J) in other Indian States. (2) in British Indian Provinces. and (3) in India as a 
whole and in some Foreign Countries. 

Dlagl'l.'lm 3 - showing the density of popale.Uon 
in Travancore and in other Indian States. " 

Diagram 4 - sllowing the density 
of population In Tl'avancore and in 
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Where the latest census stahsbcs are not known the figures given in "The World 
Alm~nac and Book of Facts for 1932" have been used. Among the Indian States. Cochin 
stands first in density and Travancore comes next. The next in order is Baroda. but it is 
not even half so populous as Travancore. Hyderabad and Mysore. which are the only two 
States larger in size and population than Travancore. have only a density of 175 and 223 
respectively. as against 668 in Travancore. When compared with British Indian Provinces 
Travancore has a higher density than any of them. The only one that approaches it 15 

Bengal. The neighbouring Madras Province is not even half so densely populated as 
Travancore. while Burma. which is allied to it in paddy being the most important crop m 
both territories, has only less than one-tenth of its density. Among the foreign countries 
for which statistics have been given. Java and Madura tops the list, then comes Belgium. 
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closely followed by England and Wales, and Travancore takes the fourth place. Denmark 
and Irish Free State, which are mainly agricultural countries of small la.nd-holders like 
Travancore. have only a density of 207 and 112 respectively. Thus we see that Travan
core is one of the most thickly populated regions in the whole world. In India, Cochin 
alone, and outside India, as far as we know, only Java and Madura, England and Wales 
and Belgium have higher densities than T ravancore. 

15. The absolute figures shov;ing the density at the last six censuses and the propor- Den,!it¥ by , 
. I .. f f h d" . did' . . adminIstratIve tlOna vanahons rom census to census or tea mlDlstrahve an natura IVlSlons are set and natural 

forth in Subsidiary Table III at the end of this chapter. It will be seen therefrom that divisions. 
of the administrative divisions the Southern Division is the densest and next to it come 
the Central, the Northern and the High Range in order. The densities of the four 
divisions. according to the present census, are 963, 717, 700 and 94 respectively. Of the 
natural divisions the Lowland is easily the first with a mean density of 1.743 persons per 
square mile. The Midland has only about a half and the Highland a little less than one-
twentieth of this density. All the divisions continue to hold the same relative ranks which 
they held at the previous censuses, but the proportions of variations differ considerably in 
different divisions from one census to another. In the Southern Division the density has 
increased by 24,1 per cent. during the last decade. in the Central by 25·1 per cent., in the 
Northern by 29'9 per cent. and in the High Range by 84'3 per cent. The corresponding 
increases in the Lowland, Midland and Highland Divisions are 24'2, 27'4 and 54'7 per 
cent. respectively. During the decade 1911-1921 the Northern Division showed a 
smaller increase than the Central, and during the previous decade the increase in the 
Northern as well as in the Central Division was less than that in the Southern. There 
were similar fluctuating variations in the earlier decades also. One striking similarity, 
however, is that the increase in density in the High Range Division has been very much 
higher than in any other administrative division in all the past five decades. This is due 
to the steady development that has been going on in that region by the dis afforestation of 
forest lands and the cultivation of tea and cardamom. Coming to the natural divisions, 
we find that the order of variation in densities has been more or less the same at all the 
censuses, the Lowland Division always showing the smallest increase, the Midland the 
next higher and the Highland the highest. Here again the increase in the Highland 
Division, due to the opening of tea, rubber and cardamom plantations, has been consi-
derably more than that in the other divisions. 

We have already seen that the highest mean density is in the Lowland Division 
and that it is 1,743 persons per square mile. The mean density is calculated on the total 
area including forests, lakes, rivers, roads- and other lands not available for cultivation. A 
correct idea of the number of persons a particular tract of the country can support and is now 
supporting can only be had by a study of the densities on the cultivable and cultivated lands. 

Total area Cultivable 
Natural in square area In 

Division mIle~ 
square 
miles 

T,l)wland 1,371 

\ 
1.198 

Midland 2,701 2,329 
HIghland 3,547 ! 1,227 

Oultlvated 
area In DenSIty on 
square total area 
milflB 

1,093 1,743 
1,)),54 892 

492 82 

Density on 
cultivabl e 

area 

1,994 
1,087 

237 

Denslty all 
cultIVa.ted 

area 

2,186 
1,303 

591 

From the table given 
in the mar gin it will be 
seen how widely the three 
natural divisions differ in 
this respect. In the Low
land Division 91 per cent. 
of the cultivable land is 
being cultivated, while in 
the Midland only 79 per 

cent. and in the Highland 40 per cent. of the lands that could be cultivated have been 
brought under cultivation. One square mile of cultivated land in the Lowland Division 
supports as many as 2,186 persons, but the same unit in the Midland and the Highland 
Divisions maintains only a population of 1,303 and 591 respectively. Owing to the differ
ence in the capacity of the soils, in the accessibility of the regions, and in other factors, the 
number of persons that will be able to live on the produce of the same unit of land in the 
three dlivisions naturally varies. The figures, however, show that the population in the 
Lowland Division has reached the saturation point or even gone beyond it. If the 
standard of living which is now very low should improve, a portion of the surplus 
population must move out of this tract. There seems to be some scope for the absorption 
of this population in the Midland Division where 21 per cent. of the cultivable land is still 
available for cultivation, and there is decidedly much greater scope for the accommodation of 
a larger population in the Highland Division where the density on cultivated land is only 
591 per square mile and where 60 per cent. of the land available for cultivation still remains 
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uncultivated. This is, however, the most inaccessible part of the country, and the 
absence of proper means of communication seriously obstructs the rapid movement of the 
population to this region. 

Density by 16. The variations in the densities of taluks are even more marked than those of the 
taluk. divisions. The diagram below shows the densities of taluks. 

Diagram G - showIng by taluk the density of population per sq. mile. 
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It will be seen from the above diagram that nine out of thirty taluks have a density 
ranging from 80 to 500, thirteen from 600 to 1,500 and eight from 1,500 to 2,000 or 
more. This wide range of densities shows how irregularly the population is distributed in 
the State. The densities shown in the diagram are inclusive of the municipal towns. In 
considering the distribution of the population in the taluks which are mostly rural in 
character, the population of towns should be excluded. The densities of taluks excluding 
the municipal towns are given in the map opposite. By comparing this map with the 
above diagram some striking differences will be noticed. When towns are not excluded, 
Trivandrum, with its population of 2,336 persons per square mile, is the most densely 
populated taluk, but when towns are excluded Karunagapally, having a density of 2, J 6 J , 
leads off, with Karthikapally, Sherthala and Parur following, and Trivandrum with its 
density of J ,526 going down to the fifth place. At the other end of the scale stand 
Devikulam and Pirmede, which contain no municipal town, with a density of 89 and 102 
respectively. It will be noticed from the map that the taluks along the sea-coast have much 
higher densities than those inland. 

In another map are shown the variations in the densities of taluks excluding muni
cipal towns in 1921 and J 931. One noteworthy feature of the figures given in this 
map is that the actual increase-not the proportional variation on the basis of 1921 figures
is highest in the taluk which has the highest density, namely. Karunagapally. Of the other 
taluks also those which have higher densities show as a rule larger increases in absolute figures 
than those with lower densities. The increase in Devikulam and Pirmede is only 40 and 
49 respectively as against 388 in KarunagapalIy, 387 in Sherthala and so on. The 
proportional increase, on the other hand, tells a different tale. In scantily populated taluks 
like Devikulam and Pirmede the density has almost doubled itself between 1921 and 1931, 
whereas in densely populated taluks like KarunagapalIy, KarthikapaIIy and Sherthala the 
increase has only been 20 to 22 per cent. and in intermediate taluks like MinachiI, KoHayam 
and Changanachery it has ranged from 30 to 45 per cent. 

We have already seen the great irregularities in the densities of natural divisions 
brought about by the peculiarities of the climatic and other conditions obtaining in them. 
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MAP OF TRAVANCORE 
Showing by Taluks VarIation in Density of Population per Sq. Mile , between 1921 III 1931 
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MAP OF TRAVANCORE 
Showing by Taluks in Natural Divisions the Density of Population per Sq. Mile, 

Excluding Municipal Towns 
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The inequalities become more marked in the taluks, if they are arranged by natural division. 
The factors contributing to these inequalities can be better studied by a comparison of the 
tal uk figures. The map opposite this page shows the densities of taluks by natural division. 
Agasthiswaram which is the southernmost taluk in the State lies partly in the Lowland and 
partIy in the Midland Division. Its lowland portion has a density of 1,374 and the mid
land 619 only. Thovala which lies to the east of Agasthiswaram has a density of 612 in 
the midlands and 147 only in the highlands. Kalkulam, Vilavancode and Neyyattinkara 
are spread over all the three divisions. In the lowland areas of these taluks the densities 
range from 1,998 to 2, J 84, in the midlands from 908 to 1,401 and in the highlands from 
53 to 124 only. Trivandrum, Quilon, Karunagapally, Karthikapally, Ampalapula, 
Sherthala and Parur are situated entirely in the Lowland Division and their densities are 
naturally high. In Chirayinkil taluk which is partly in the Lowland and partly in the 
Midland Division, the density in the lowland portion is nearly three times as large as that 
in the midland. In Nedumangad the midlands are eight times as dense as the highlands. 
The midlands of Pathanapuram have a density five times as large as the highlands. In 
Pathanamthitta there is only one person per square mile in the highlands as against 75 in 
the midlands. It is unnecessary to pursue this comparison further. The point to be noted 
is that the taluks or portions of taluks lying in the Highland Division have the lowest 
densities, these are very much lower than those of the taluks or portions of taluks in the 
Midland Division, and these latter are lower again than the densities of the taluks or 
portions of taluks in the Lowland Division. The factors which contribute to such wide 
inequalities will be examined presently. 

17, In the meanwhile, let us see how the population is dish, buted in the taluks if Distl'ibution of 

h I 'fi d d' h' d ' , Th bid h . I Ii population in t ey are c aSSI e accor mg to t elr enslhes. e a so ute an t e proportlOna gures taluks classified 
~-~~~ are given in Subsidiary Table II at according to 

h d f h' h Th density. 
Deu~lty group in 

aclmlllIHtl'ati ve 
dlVh;io1l8 

Ullder 150 
150-300 
300--450 
450-GOO 
600-750 
7,,0--900 I 

900-1,050 
1,0.30 s.nd overl 

J 
~--

Percentage of total teen 0 t IS C apter. e state-
population iu DIfference ment in the margin shows the per-

1931 H21 

2'07 ,"0{ 
7'35 2'(>9 
7'5'1 10'8~ 

" 11'+2 
11 09 273 

6'(j4 R'70 
4'(15 1157 

6122 46'!19 

centage variations of the total popu
______ ~_~~_. Jation in the several density groups in 

1921 and 193 J by taluks in admini
strative divisions. During the last 
decade there has been a movement of 
the population from some of the lower 
to the higher density groups, the largest 
movement' being from 900 - 1,050 
group to the highest group, I ,050 and 

- 2!:!7 
+ 4'(i6 
-- 3;)1) 

-1142 
+ f;'3fi 
- 20ll 
- 7'52 
+U'2,~ 

over. Nearly two-thirds of the 
population nOw live in places having the highest density. 

The distribution in the natural divisions is slightly 

Natural 
Division 

Lowland .\ 
! 

Midland 

HIghland 

D"ll"lty 
group total arca tala] populatIOn I Percentage of the \ Percentage of the I 

----- -_-

Under 150 } ]50- '31)0 
3UO 450 
450- 00(1 
600- 7:0 
750 900 
900 --1,050 

1,050 and over 

Under 150 } 
150- BOO 
3"0 - 450 
450- 600 
600- 750 
7:;0- 900 
900-1,050 

1,050 aun over 

Umler 1':;0 
150- ~OO 

300- 4GO ) 
450-- 600 
600- 750 
750- 900 ( 
900-1,05,1 ) 

1,050 and oyer 

NIl NIl 

18'0 46'!) 

Nil Nil 

13'3 137 
[13'1 15ll 

20 2 !l 
7'1 1.;'2 

1,4'1 4'8 
24 U'!l 

NIl Nil 

different from that in the 
administrative divisions as 
can be seen from the 
marginal table. Accord
ing to this table 25'1 per 
cent. of the total area, 
containing 62'1 per cent. 
of the population 01: the 
State, has a density of 
1 ,050 and over. and this 
area is situated mostly in 
the Lowland Division 
and to a small extent in 
the Midland also. The 
portions having a density 
of 900~J ,050, 750~900 
and 600~750 form 2'0, 
13'1 , and 1 3' 3 per cent. of 
the total area, with 2'9, 
15'6 and J 3'7 per cent. 
of the population respect~ 
ively. and lie entirely 
in the Midland Division. 
As much as 46'5 per cent. 

of the area which contains only 5' 7 per cent. of the population has a density below 300, 
.and this is situated wholly in the Highland Division. 

E 
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The relative densities of the different taluks may be expressed in another way also. 
For census purposes areas are generally classified according 'to the degree of density as 
follows :-

"Dense" indicating a demity of over 500 persons per square mile. 

"Fairly dense" 300·500 
" 

"Average" 200-300 
" 

"Thin" 100-200 
" 

"Sparse 
.. below 100 

" 
Densities of taluks are given in Subsidiary Table I B. It will be seen therefrom that~ 

six out of eight taluks in the Southern Division, namely, Agasthiswaram, K alkulam 
V ilavancode, Neyyattinkara, T rivandrum and Chirayinkil are dense, Nedumangad is 
fairly dense and Thovala has average density only. In the Central Division the density 
of Pathanamthitta alone is thin and of Pathanapuram and Shenkotta average, and the 
other eight taluks are dense. Similarly, in the Northern Division Muvattupula is fairly 
dense, Thodupula thin and all the remaining seven laluks dense. When the densities 
are calculated on the extent of cultivable or cultivated land~, all the taluks in these three 
divisions become dense. In the High Range Division the density of Pirmede is thin, 
whether it is calculated on the total or cultivable area while Devikulam is 
sparse when density is calculated on the total area and fairly dense when it is calcula-ted 
on the cultivated area. By the application of the same principle of classification 
to the taluks or portions thereof constituting the natural divisions, it will be seen 
that, as regards the mean density of the total area, the whole of the Lowland and 
Midland Divisions is dense, while in the Highland Division which consists of Pirmede 
and Devikulam and varying portions of other taluks, Minachil has average density, that 
of Thovala, Neyyattinkara, Pathanapuram, Shenkotta, Thodupula and Pirmede is thin, 
and that of Kalkulam, Vilavancode, Nedumangad, Pathanamthitta, Kunnathunad. 
Muvattupula and Devikulam is sparse. If. however. the density is calculated on the 
cultivated area, the whole of this division becomes dense. the number of persons per square 
mIle being 591. 

!,actdors i&ffect- 18. In an agricultural country like T ravancore the factors that govern the density 
mg ens ty. . h' R h d . h hi' . f d h d' 'b . of populatton are c le y t ose eoncerne Wit t e eu hvabon 0 crops an t e Istft utlOn 

Rainfall. 

Soil. 

of the produce. Rainfall, soil, means of communication and the kind of crops cultivated 
are the most important of these factors. It is not possible to isolate anyone of them from 
the rest and study its influence on density independently of the others. All of them 
operate jointly and it is their combined effect that influences the distribution of the 
population. 

19. Rainfall is one of the prime fadors in cultivation. The vaflehes of crops 
cultivated and their yield per acre depend to a very large extent on the volume and 
distribution of the rain. Practically the ",hole of Travancore, except three taluks in the 
extreme south and Shenkotta, has a sufficient rainfall, and some parts have even more than 
what is necessary. In the three southern taluks the deficiency is made up by artificial 
irrigation from the Kothayar Project. and in Shenkotta by tank irrigation. In most other 
taluks the only defect in the rainfall is its uneven distribution. and in some taluks excess 
rather than deficiency damages cultivation. As far as Travancore is concerned rainfall 
seems to have very little influence on density. Even in the same natural division, regions 
with a higher rainfall have a lower density. Compare the maps showing the normal 
rainfall and the density by taluk in natural divisions opposite pages 3 and 13. Ampala~ 
pula which has a rain!all of 105 inches ?as only a density of I ,238: ~hereas !<arunagapally 
with a rainfall of 89 mches has a denslty of 2,161. Such vanahons eXist even more 
markedly in the Midland and Highland Divisions. 

20. The nature of the soil and its fertility have a direct bearing on the kind of 
crops cultivated. In the Lowland Division the soil is best suited to the cultivation of 
paddy and the coconut palm, the Midland is more adapted to the culthation of dry crops-
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like tapioca and the Highland to that of rubber, tea and cardamom. Paddy is the chief 
, food crop, and the marginal figures show that 

Percellta~e 
of gross cultl-

DiI'ision vated area 
under pa,ldy 

• Lowland 4l·() 
Mldlaml lj·Hl 
Highland 

I 
15 8 

Mean den-
Slty of total 

area 

1,743 
892 

82 

density varies directly as the extent of its cultiva
tion. The variation in density is not quite pro
portional to the variation in the area under paddy. 
This is due to other causes which will be explained 
later on. Anyhow, the fact remains that where 
the land is more suitable for paddy cultivation there 
the density is higher. 

21. Means of communication are essential to the development of cultivation. It is Means 0.( • 

h . h' h .\ 'bl d h' h . h h f communIcation. t ose regIOns w IC are east y acceSSI e an w IC contam t e c eapest means 0 trans-
port that attract people first for settlement. The Lowland Division is the best in these 
respects, because it is the most accessible portion of the country and is well served by 
water communications which provide the cheapest form of transport; and it is here that 
we have the highest density. The Midland Division has a much better and wider road 
sy~tem than the Highland. It has 2,190 miles of good motor roads as compared with 
496 miles in the Highland Division, and it has a density eleven times as large as that 
of the latter. 

22. A close connection seems to exist between density, the proportions of cultivc- Cultiya,tion. 

ble and cultivated lands, and the kind of crops cultivated. The figures in the marginal 
table bear out this inference. In considering these 

~--~------------- figures one must bear in mind certain outstanding 
(l) DRN~lTY A'lD PROPORTION OF CULTIVATRD circumstances in the three natural divisions. Rice 

DiviSIon 

Lowland 
Midlaml 
Highland 

TO T,/TAL AREA which is the staple food of the people is cultivated 

PrOpOl'tlOD 
of cult! vated 
to total area, 

pl'r ""llt. 

7~ 7 
6S·f\ 
13·~ 

most extensively in the lowlands. Coconut, which 
Density of is the most important money crop of the ordinary 
total area cultivators and the produce of which they exchange 

for rice to make up the deficiency in local pro
duction, is also cultivated more extensively in this 
region than elsewhere. The chief cottage industry 
of the State, namely, the coir yarn industry, is 
carried on almost exclusively in the Lowland 

l,l-til 
892 

82 

Division. Fish which is an article of -diet of the 
large majority of the people is more abundant in 

(2) DENSITY ::~u~~~:~:~~O:RO:A CULTIVATED this tract than elsewhere because of its nearness 

DiVIsion 

Lowland 
Midland 
Highland 

Proportion 
of cultivated 
to cnlti vable 

area, p"r cent 

91-2 
79'6 
40'1 

to the sea and of the large expanse of the back
waters and lagoons it contains. Owing to these 

DenHity of. hi' h' h 
cultivable Cll"cumstances t e popU ahon w IC a square mile of 

area 

1,99io 
1,037 

237 

land in this division can support is considerably 
more than the pr oportion of cultivated land to the 
total or the cultivable area would seem to warrant. 
This is seen clearly from the marginal table. 
While the proportion of cultivated area to the total 
or the cultivable area in the Lowland Division is 
only about J J per cent. more than that in the Midland, 

the density of both the total and the cultivable area in the former is about twice as much 
as that of the latter. Besides rice, tapioca is also a staple food, especially of the poorer 
classes. It supplements but does not supplant rice. Tapioca is most extensively cultivated 
in the Midland Division. This tract produces less rice and coconut, but more pepper, 
another money crop though not so extensively cultivated as coconut, than the Lowland 
Division, but distinctly more of rice and coconut than the Highland. Hence. the density 
in the midlands is lower than in the lowlands and higher than in the highlands. The 
Highland Division contains the least proportion of the above-mentioned food and money 
crops, but the major portion of rubber and practically all the tea produced in this State 
are cultivated there. These crops are mostly in the hands of the European planters and 
consequently though the opening of rubber and tea e~tates has incrt>ased the proportion of 
cultivated land to the total or the cultivable area m the highlands, it has not corres
pondingly increased the number of persons supported by land. From the marginal table 



Density in 
terms of a.cre
a.ge pel' pel'Son 
and proximity 
in yards. 
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given above it will be seen that, though the proportion of cultivated land to the total area 
in the Highland Division is only 55 per cent. and that of the cultivated to the cultivable 
about 40 per cent. less than those in the midlands, the density of the total area in the 
former is about one~eIeventh and that of the cultivable area between one~fourth and 
one-fifth of the corresponding densities in the Midland Division. 

The correlation between density and cultivation will be made clear by lhe 
figures in the marginal table. Rubber and 
tea have been excluded from this table 
so as to eliminate the disturbing factor in 
the calculation of density. The proportion 
of the area under food and money crops to the 
gross cultivated area 1S only slightly higher in 
the Lowland Division than in the Midland, 
but the density of the cultivated area in 
the former is more than on~ and a half times 
that of the latter. lhe reasons for this 
anomalous variation, as have already been 
stated. are the presence of the coir industry 
and the large supply of fish food available in 
the lowlands. Between the Midland and the 
Highland Divisions. on the other hand, the 

DEN\'!l'fY AND PROP(1R'flON OF YOOD AND MONE, CR(1PS 

TO GRORS CIIL'fIVATED AREA 

PropOL bon of 
food crops (pa(ldy 
and tapIOca) and Pc-nslty of 

DIviSion money crops (cb-
conut and p<'pper) 

cultlVated 
area 

to gross CUltl-

vated area 
per cent. 

Low1and 89'3 2.l86 
MIdland 85-1 1,303 
Highland 43'6 591 

variation in density corresponds almost exactly with the variation in the proportion of the 
area under food and money crops {exd3ding tea and rubber) to the gross cultivated area. 
The variations of both in the highlands are about half of what they are in the midlands. 
The conclusion that emerges out of the above discussion is that the number of persons 
a square mile of cultivated land in any tract can support varies directly as the 
proportion which the land cultivated with ordinary food and money crops bears to the 
gross cultivated area, provided there are no disturbing factors, such as the existence of 
industries. the availability of other sources of food supply like fish, and the cultivation of 
crops like tea and rubber which benefit the foreign investors more than the local people. 

23. The average acreage available per head of the population obtained by dividing 
the total area by the total population. and the distance in yards between any two nearest 
persons if the population were distributed uniformly over the whole area, are two 
-------,.---.-.. - - additional ways of expressing the density of population in a country. 

The marginal table gives the acreage per person at the different Year of 
census 

1881 
J891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

Acres per T 
person censuses in ravancore. The acreage per person has_ steadily 

2'0 
1-9 
1'7 
1-4 
1-2 
0'96 

decreased from census to census. It has fallen from 2 acres in 
1881 to less than one acre at present. A more correct idea of 
the intensive density in T ravancore may be obtained from the 
acreage of cultivable or cultivated land available to each person. 
Subsidiary Table IA shows that out of the total area of the State 
(7,625 square miles) only 45'1 per cent. is actually cultivated. 
The number of persons per square mile of the cultivable area is 
J ,072 and of the cultivated area 1,482. In other words. each 

person has only three~fifths of an acre of cultivable. or two~fifths of an acre of 
cultivated land. 

The proximity can be calculated by the formula d 2 = ;g~ In which d denotes 

proximity and n the numb~r of persons per 100 square miles. For the application of this 
formula the area of the State is supposed to be divided into a number of equilateral 
triangles and the individuals are assumed to be occupying the corners of the triangles. 
The figures showing the proximity in yards at the difftrent censuses, given in the table on 
page 4 of the Census Report of Travancore for 192 J, appear to hnve been calculated on 
the basis of squares instead of equilateral triangles. The method now adopted is, however, 
more correct since the distance between any two adjacent persons in this case will be the 
same, but in the other case it is not so because the diagonal of a square is a,lways greater 
than any of its sides. The diagrams facing this page illustrate the proximity in yards of 
persons enumerated at each census from 1875 to 1931 and the statement bdow shows in 



Diagram 7 - showing the proxinlity in yards of the 
population enumerated at each census 

from 1875 to 1931 
Seale 4" to 1 mUe. 

1931 

1921 1911 
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,;concrete figures the proximity for the State and its administrative and natural divisions 
"'at the successive decennial censuses from 1881 to 1931. 

\ 
Proximity of l'crsoll~ In yards 

State or Division 
1931 1921 Hill 1901 1891 1881 

STATE ,I 73'2 82'5 89'1 97'2 103'3 106'6 

Administrative Division 

, Southern Division (iO'9 67'H 73·4 79·6 85·6 87'0 

Central " 
70'6 79'0 85'4 !11,7 97·4 102·0 

~Northern 

" 
71·5 81'5 87'5 ~J3' i 101'7 IO-l·t 

lI1gh Range " 190'1 2610'S 3Hi'2 -l33'9 524'5 712'1 

Natural Division 

Lowland DivislOn 45'3 50·5 M,1 57·6 61'" (i3·2 

lIfJdJand 
" 

63'3 71'5 77';) 810·2 90·7 910·0 

,Highland 
" 

209'3 259'8 29!J·(I 33!J'7 378'2 403·2 

24. The "median point of population" is the point of intersection of a line drawn The median 
north to south, dividing the country into two parts containing equal population, with a pointt anf dpotb8_ 

- d l'k . d' 'd' hI' II Th d' . f cen re 0 Pll. line rawn east to west 1 eWlse lVI m~ t :e popu atIon equa y. e "me Ian pomt 0 lation and 
area" is the point of intersection of similar lines dividing the country into parts of equal area, 

arel1. The "centre of population" may be described as the "centre of gravity" of the 
population and can be ascertained in the following manner. "If the surface of ~ country be 
considered as a rigid plane without weights. capable of sustaining the population distri-
buted thereon, individuals being assumed to be of equal weight and each, therefore, to 
exert a pressure on any supporting pivotal point directly proportionate to its distance from 
the point, the pivotal point on which the plane balances would be its centre of gravity, 
and this point is referred to by the term "centre of population." * The "centre of area," 
similarly, is the pivotal point on which the plane, representing the surface of the country 
without the population, would balance. The method of determining the centre of popula-
tion is described in the foot-note. t The median point, and the centre, of population and 
area have been determined for Travancore and are marked in the map placed at the 
beginning of this Report. 

., Instructions for the preparation of Chapter Iof the Censns Report, 1931. 

t Method of Jeterminin'l thp centre of POpulfttiun. 

Taking a. oonvenient point (in this ca~C' the median point of p')pulation of 1931) as onglU, two axes 
of oo-ordinar,('R lire til st drawn, one vertical and th(' other horizontal. Straight lines are then 
drawn, 12 miles apart and parallel to the axes, dividing the State into squareR, each having 
an area of 144 square wiles. At the boundaries of the State only portions of suoh s'luares 
will hi} oovered by its Area. The population in these ,quares is fletermined by adding up the 
population of the paknthies inoluded in th"Jlll. When a pakuthi extends over two or more 
squares, the area of the portion included in eaoh sqnare is determined appro:s:iro:.tely and the 
population of that portion i,,; then worken out from the density of the pakuthi. 

The centre of popnlation of each square is assumed to bfl the centre of the square itself exoept at 
the boundaries or where a square ino\ndes a lake or other traots of unoccupied area, in which 
case its positirJD is fletormined approximately. The distances of the centre of popillation of 
each square from th~ axes of co-ordinates are then determined • 

• Let PI, P2, P3 ... be the population of the squares and XlyI, X2Y2, etc., the co-ordinates of their 
centres of popUlation, Then the J' oo-ordinate of the centre of population of the State is 

PI Xl +P2 X2 + ....... ' 
PI + p2 ............... .. 

SImilarly, 
PI Yl + P2 y~ + ....... .. 

PI + f2 .............. . 

F 
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The position of the median point of population in 1901, 1911 and 1921 is described' 
in the Census Report for 1921. In 1 901 the point was at 90 1 4' 1 0 II North Latitude 
and 76° 41' 10" East Longitude. It was situated on the northern side of the Achankoil 
river in Mavelikara tal uk, one and five-eighths miles to the west of the main central road 
and seven and three-eighths miles to the east of Mavelikara town. In 1911 the point 
shifted a little towards the south"west occupying a position on the southern side of the 
Achankoil river. In 1921 it moved slightly towards the east and in 1931 in a north" 
easterly direction over a distance of 2'1 miles. It is now situated on the northern side of 
the Achankoil river in Mavelikara tal uk, 3 furlongs to the west of the main central road 
and 8 miles and 3 furlongs to the south"east of Mavelikara town. The rate of increase 
of population at this census is much higher in the north"eastern parts of the State, parti
cularly, in the taluks of Pirmede, Devikulam and Thodupula than elsewhere, and hence 
the median point of population has shifted further in that direction. 

The median point of area is at the south-eastern corner of Changanachery taluk and 
is about 21 t miles from the median point of population in the north-easterly direction. 
The 'population is congregated more on the southern half of the western parts of the State 
than elsewhere, and consequently the median point of population lies to the south-west of 
the median point of area. 

The centre of population is situated at the south-eastern corner of Mavelikara tal uk, 
almost at the point where it meets Kunnathur and Pathanamthitta taluks and is ) 4 miles 
and 2 furlongs to the south-east of Mavelikara town. The centre of area is in Pathanam
thitta tal uk and is 8 miles and 1 furlong to the south"east of Ranni. If the distribution of the 
population had been uniform throughout the State, the centre of population would have 
coincided with the centre of area; but actually the former is 9'5 miles to the west and 
11'2 miles to the south of the latter, which again shows the greater congregation of the 
population in the south-western parts of the State. 

Section II-Movement of Population 

25. By" movement of population" is meant the variation in the numbers of the 
population from one census to another due to births and deaths, and immigration and emigra
tion. It is different from the physical movement of the r;eople from place to place which 
will be dealt with in Chapter Ill. 

26. In A Voyage to the East Indies Bartolomeo gives an estimate of the population 
of the St. Thomas Christians in Travancore in 1787. He says, "In the year 1787, when 
a poll "tax was about to be imposed on them (the Christians of St. Thomas) by the king of 
Travancore they estimated their number themselves at 100,000 persons." It may be 
noted that the present population of Syrian Christians in T ravancore· who correspond 
to the 5t. Thomas Christians mentioned by Bartolomeo is 948,514. Bartolomeo 
gives no informatIOn about the total population of Travancore, but he says that 
" Malayala (Malabar Coast) contaiN above two millions of inhabitants." These con
sisted of 90,000 Romo-Syrians, 50,000 Jacobites, J 00,000 Roman Catholics, ) 5,000 to 
20,000 Jews, 100,000 Arabs, 30,000 Banians, Chettis and Komattis, J 5,000 Europeans 
and Anglo-Indians and 1,600,000 original inhabitants of the country. It is not known 
how this population was distributed in the different territories of the Malabar coast.. The 
earliest available record giving the population of Travancore separately is The Memoir of 
the Survey 0/ T ravancore and Cochin S tales by Ward and Conner. This survey was 
conducted during the years 1816 - 1820. It was a comprehensive survey of the two States, 
taluk by taluk, and from the mass of details given it appears to have been conducted 
elaborately and carefully. Its defect, as far as the population is concerned, is that the 
counting was spread over a period of four years and that there was no final checking on a 
single day as is now being done at the census. In spite of this defect the figures given are 
interesting. T ravancore, whose area then was 6,730 square miles., had a population of 
906,587 and its density was, therefore, 135 persons per square mile. Its present density 
is 668. In the course of a century and a quarter the density has increased five times. 
Between 1816 and 1875 in which year the first systematic census was taken, the popu
lation was counted twice, once in 1836 and again in 1854. Very little reliance can be 
placed on the accuracy of the figures obtained at these early censuses. The Report of 
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1875 Census referring to "their gross inaccuracy" observes, "The entire absence of 
system, the utter want of appreciation in the utility of a census 

lear 

1 ~l!i 
1:-131) 
1K54 
1~75 

Pupulatwu 

!lOli.3S7 
1,2,~(),fi6~ 

1,2ii2,11+ 7 
2,311,37\1 

even now partially felt, and, if tradition may be believed, the 
haphazard :way in which the village servants enumerated 
the people on former occasions, all naturally point to the 
conclusion that inaccuracy must have been a main feature of 
our former censuses." Regarding the census of 1875 the 
Report says that its results" ma}' safely be relied upon." 
The populations recorded at the different censuses up to J 875 
are given in the margin. According to these figures the 

population increased by about 155 per cent. in the course of sixty years. 

27. The first systematic census of Travancore was taken in 1875 and it revealed a Variation of 

population of 2,311,379. The second census in 1881 which was the first of the series hOPulati~n 
of decennial censuses showed a population of 2,401,158. The increase was 3'9 per cent. a~~wf::1. 875 

during a period of five years and the annual rate of increase 6 per mille. Since statistics 
of birthplace were not collected either in 1875 or 1881, it is not possible to estimate the 
influence of migration on the growth of population during the intercensal period. 

28. The population in 1881 stood at 2,40 1,1 58 and by 1931 it increased to Moyement of 
5,095,973. In other words, during this period of fifty years the population more than pop~lation 
d bI d · If Th . h' h 'b d h' d' h f durmg the last; ou e Itse . e CIrcumstances w IC contrl ute to t e mcrease urmg t e our fifty years. 
decades preceding the year 1921 have been described as normal in the previous census 1881- 1931. 

reports. Famines and epidemics being rare occurrences in Travancore, their effect on the 
growth of population has invariably been negligible. On the other hand, all the factors 
which favour a steady increase have been operating freely. The volume of migration has 
not been large enough to affect the population materially. Any abnormal variation from 
the usual rate of growth from census to census has, therefore, to be attributed mainly to 
the changes in the rates of births and deaths. Before proceeding to examine the movement 
of population during the last decade it is necessary to compare the variations in the earlier 
decades so as to present a connected account of the movement during the past fifty years. 
For purposes of this comparison the population figures of previous censuses have been 
adjusted to allow for changes in the areas of natural divisions made at this census. 

29. The population returned in 1891 was 2,557,736, the decennial and the annual 11 

f . b' 6 5 d 6 '11' . I Th I 188 - 891~ rates 0 mcrease emg . per cent. an per ml e respectIve y. e atter rate was 
thus the same as that for the five years preceding 1881. The rates of increase for the 

DIVU;Ion 

Southern DiVISIOn 

Ccnhal 
Northern " 
High Range "' 

Lowlanrl 
MIdland 
Hlghbnd 

I 
Percentage 
of iI1(_'ff'aSe 

3'1 
!1-7 
3·0 

liHi·2 

decade in the different administrative and natural 
divisions are given in the marginal statement. The 
difference in the rates in the several divisions has to be 
attributed to internal migration. The low rates in the 
Southern and Northern Divisions suggest that people 
might have migrated from there to the Central and 
High Range Divisions. But the majority of the 
immigrants in the Hi~h Range Division were not 
Travancoreans and it is, therefore, possible that there was 
under-enumeration in the Southern and the Northern 
Divisions, particularly in the latter, where the low rate, 
notwithstanding its comparatively low density, ill 

notably anomalous. Taking the natural divisions, it is seen that the Lowland Division, 
which had the highest density, had the lowest rate of increase, and the Highland Division, 
which had the lowest density, showed the highest i.ncrease. 

30. The population in 1901 was 2,952,157 and the rate of increase for the State 
in the decade was 15'4 per cent. The sudden rise in the rate could not be explained by 1891-1901~ 
a rise in the birth~rate or a fall in the death~rate. The rates of increase for the different 
divisions are shown in the margin and an examination of the figures shows that contrary 
___________ ___ to the experience of the previous decade both the 

t;outhprn Divj"ion 
Cenll .. ,l 
Northern 
HIgh Range 

Lowlard 
MIdland 
Highland 

perccntage 
of InCl'ea<o;c 

}''''7 
12-g 
17·li 
46-S 

14-3 
15-9 
24--1 

Southern and Northern Divisions showed comparatively 
high rates of increase. One should have expected the 
Southern Division to show the lowest rate of increase, 
its density being the highest. Migration would naturally 
take place only from highly dense areas to places of 
lower density. Of the natural divisions, the 
Lowland had the lowest rate, of increase and the High~ 
land the highest as in the preceding decade. The high 
rates of increase in the Southern and Northern Divisions 
in this decade, when compared with their low rates in 
the preceding decade, could only be explained by 



1901-1911. 

1911-1921. 

1921-1931. 
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under-en1lmetation in these two divisions in 1891. The Census Commissioner for 1901 
examined the figures in detail and established beyond doubt that there was under~ 
enumeration in the previous census. * He compared the population at one census 
with the population over 10 years at the next and noted the rates of decrease for 
successive decades. In this manner he esta blishes:I that the actual population in 1891 
should have been 2,640,522 instead of the recorded figure of 2,557,736. This would 
raise the rate of increase in the decade 1881 ~ 1891 to 10'0 per cent. and reduce that in 
189 J ~ 190 J to J J'8 per cent. 

31 . The population in the 

Soutbern Division 
Central 
Nortbern 
Higb Range 

Lowland 
Mldland 
Highland 

" 
" 

" 
" 

" 

DivisJOn 

census of 1911 was 3,428,975 and the rate of increase 

Percentage 
of increase 

17'5 
15·2 
14'5 

13.2 
18'2 
30'2 

16'2 per cent. The rates for 'the 
different divisions are given in the 
margin. The differences between the 
rates of increase in the first three 
administrative divisions were not very 
large and might probably be due to 
internal migration. The natural divisions 
held the same relative positions as in 
the previous census. 

32. The population according to the census of 1921 was 4,006,062. The 
rate of increase for the State as a whole was 16'8 per cent. The marginal statement 

shows the rates in the different divisions. Of the 
administratiiVe divisions, the rate in tne Northern Division 
was the lowest, being 15'5 per cent., while in the High 
Range Division it was 42 per cent. which was only half 
of what it '"' as at the previous census. Taking the natural 
divisions, it is seen that there was a fall in the rate of 
increase in the Midland Division. Hitherto the rates 
of increase were steadily increasing from decade to 
decade in all the natural divisions. The increase in 
the Lowland and the Highland Divisions in this decade 

DiVIsion 
\ 

Percentage 
of increase 

------~--

Soutbern Division 
Central " 
Northern 
Hlgh Range 

Lowhtnd 
1hdlaod " 

" 
" 

17'() 
17'() 

42·0 

1:J·() 
17·4 
32·2 

was not large enough to be explained by emigration 
from the Midland Division. It will be shown later that the low rates of increase in the 
Midland Division in this decade could only be explained by under~enumeration in 1921. 

33. The 1931 census revealed a population of 5,095,973. The rate of increase 
in the State in this decade is 27'2 per cent. The figures in the marginal table show 

__ ~____ that in the administrative as well as in the 

Division 

80nthern DivislOll 
Centm] " 
NortiwrD 
High Rf1ngc 

Lowlana 
Midland 
Hlghlana 

" 
" 

i 
:1 

natural divisions the rate of growth of the Perreutage 
Density of increase population has varied inversely as the 

density. Of the administrative divisions the 

%R 
717 
7uo 

!14 

1,74:3 
R!l2 

82 

24·0 

24'2 
27'" 
54'8 

Southern Division has the lowest rate and the 
High Range Division the highest. There is 
nothing to show that the sudden rise in the 
rate of increase in the Northern Division 
could be due to immigration from the other 
divisions. Any change in the rates of births 
and deaths would have been general and 
would have affected the increase in all the 

divisions. The rate of increase in the High Range Division need not be taken seriously 
since only two per cent. of the total population reside in this region, and most of them are 
immigrants from outside the State. If, therefore, the rate for the State shows an abnormal 
rise, the abnormality must exist in all the other three administrative divisions and in the 
Lowland and Midland natural divisions. Subsidiary Table III shows that in all these 
divisions, the rates have increased from decade to decade with certain exceptions. 
Further, the rate of increase ha~ been the least in the Lowland and the highest in the Highland 
Division in all the decades with some exceptions. The exceptions may be due to 
inaccuracies in enumeration. 

* 'l'ravancore Censu~ Report for 19lH, Part I, p. 53. 
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The recorded rates of increase for the various decades. the annual rates calculated on 
----- llccenmal Annual jNUmber of years re- the assumption 

Decade r.ltc per rate per 'lnired for the popula- of an increase 
cpnt_ c('nt. han to don blc itself. • I 

In geometrlca 1881-1891 6.5 
1891-1901 1;0,' I 
1901-1911 16'2 
HI11- 1921 1"·S 
1921-1931 27'2 

0'6 
1'H 
1·51 
1'57 
2·44 

109'7 
48'3 
4,,·:) 

progression, and 
the number of 
years required 
for the population 

to double itself at the corresponding annual rates, are given in the marginal table. 

The diagrams below will make clear the points which have been dealt with above. 

Diagram S - sbowlDg comparative Increase per cent. 
of tbe popUlation In administrative divisions 
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The statement given in the margin shows that the population has more than doubled 

Decade 

IBM 
1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

itself during the last 50 years. The average 

I VarIation taking the figure annual rate of increase 'during the past 
for 1881 a~ 1 000 f d d h b 1 

J ' our eca es as een . 74 per cent. 
1,00(1 During the last decade the rate of increase 
1,065 has been 2·44 per cent. per annum, and if 
1,229 
1,428 this rate continues the population will be 
1,668 double of what it is now in another three 
2,122 

decades. 

That there was under-enumeration in 1891 was established in the Census Report 
of J 901. If the necessary correction is made in the figure for 189 J, the rates of increase 

Decade 

1881-1891 
1891-1901 
1901-1911 
1911-1921 
1921-1931 

Itate of Increase 
per cent, 

100 
11'S 
16'2 
16'8 
21'2 

for the State in the various decades will 
be as given in the margin. Judging from 
the general tendency, one might think that 
the rate of increase in 19 J J -192 J is 
rather low and that in 1921-1 '13 J 
rather high. The movement of popula
tion in the last decade will be examined 
in detail and the cause of this abnormal 
variation explained presently. In the 

meanwhile the conditions of the decade may be described briefly. 

34. The success of cultivation in Travancore depends to a large extent on the rain
faU and its even distribution during the agricultural seasons. The State has seldom wit
nessed the compiete cessation of rain in any season. The total failure of crops creating 
famine conditions has, therefore, been a very rare occurrence. In fact, it may be said that 
famine, in the acute form in which it used to visit other parts of India, has never crossed the 
borders of this State. Owing to the late arrival of the monsoons or the unequal distribution 
of the rain during the cultivation periods, crops in some parts of the country may sometimes 
meet with a partial failure, but the damages caused are generally not so great or wide
spread as is often the case elsewhere in India. During the decade 1921-1931 only 
once did the country suffer damages of great magnitude, and that was during the south-west 
monsoon of J 924 when an unusually heavy rainfall was recorded and practically the whole 
of the lowland and midland regions was swept over by very high floods, the like of which 
was not seen for over half a century. The rain that fell during July and August of that 
year was as much as 50 to 75 inches at some places, and at the hill stations there was a 
maximum fall of about 20 inches on a single day. Floods of somewhat less magnitude 
occurred again in the middle of 1929, but they were confined to the central and northern 
parts of the State and the loss that was caused was not so great as that in J 924. During 
the other years of the decade there was no serious abnormality either in the quantity or in the 
distribution of the rains. In some years there was a small shor~age and in some others 
a slight excess of rainfall, but the loss sustained by the cultivators was comparatively small. 
It may, therefore, be said that on the whole the rainfall during the past decade was more 
favourable than detrimental to agriculture. 

35. From the table given in the margin it will be seen that between 1921 and 19.31 
the net area sown increased only by 9'6 per cent. while the increase in the pDpulation 

was 27'2 per cent. One 

Increase 

1920-21 H130-31 

Actual 

-- Percentage 

Acres I Acres 
t 

Acres I 
J 

Net area sown 2,008,960 2,201,295 1 92,3U, \ 9'G 
Paddy 648,609 665,01;1 16,418 I 2'5 
Tapioca 404,092 480.589 76,497 

I 
189 

Coconut 455,970 563,048 107,078 ~3·5 

Rubber 51,018 61,986 I 10,968 
\ 

21'5 
'j'ea. 

'j 
47,lU5 74,616 27,511 

I 
58'4 

would expect that as popu
lation increases a propor
tionately larger area would 
be brought under the culti
vation of food crops. But the 
figures in the margin show that 
the increase in the area under 
paddy and tapioca which 
are the chief food crops 
of the country has been much 
smaller than that of other 
crops. The coconut palm 
is the chief money crop of the 
ordinary people and with 

the income they get from its produce they buy paddy from Burma. The area cultivated 
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with the coconut palm has increased more than the area under food crops. and the trade 
returns show that the quantity of paddy import~d from Burma has also increased more or 
less proportionately. The increasing deficiency in the local production of foodstuffs is 
being made good by a larger import of paddy from Burma for which the produce of the 
coconut palm pays. There has been a phenomenal increase in the area under rubber and 
tea during the past decade. It must, however, be remembered that only about one-third 
of the former and about one-eighteenth of the latter belong to Travancoreans, the rest being 
owned by the European planters. 

36. The prosperity of the agriculturist depends upon the yield he gets from his land OuttUI'n of 
and the price he obtains for his produce. The outturn of paddy, tapioca and coconut shown CI'Ops. 

\ 
-

Paddy tons 
TapIoca (drYI 

number Coconut 
Pepper candies 

(1 candy-5001bs.) 
Rubber Ibs. 
Tea 

" 
~-

Outturn oj C,·op. 

1920.21 
\ 

1930·31 

482,000 535,000 
40-1,000 480,000 

528,410,000 654,758,000 
39,355 43,839 

2,949,452 10,185,818 
18,888,867 28,583,181 

I Increase pC'l' cent. 

11'0 
188 

.23·9 
11'4 

245'3 
51'j 

in the margin has 
been calculated 
from the area under 
cultivation and the 
average yield per 
acre. In the case 
of pepper, rubber 
and tea, the figures 
given are the 
quantities exported. 
The local con-

sumption of rubber and tea is negligihle. A small proportion of pepper is consumed locally, 
but it is not possible to estimate this quantity, nor are the actual area under this crop and the 
average yield per acre known. The increase in the production of pepper may, therefore. 
be taken to be the same as the increase in the quantity exported. From the above figures 
it is seen that the increase in the production of tapioca and coconut is about the same as the 
increase in the area cultivated. The outturn of paddy has increased by 11'0 per cent., 
while the area has increased only by 2'5 per cent. The quantity of pepper exported 
shows an increase of 11'4 per cent. The increase in tea is slightly less than that of the 
area, but rubber output has increased by nearly 245 per cent. as against an increase of only 
21'5 per cent. in area. This is due to several young plantations started in the previous 
decade having reached the tapping stage in the last. 

37. The price of paddy did not vary much except in the last year of the decade 
when the prices of all commodities declined owing to the world-wide economic depression. 
During the first nine years of the decade the price of paddy fluctuated from Re. I to 
Re. 1-4 annas per para (20 lbs.) and in the last year it dropped to about 12 annas per 
para. Tapioca fetched good prices until tbe price of paddy showed an appreciable fall to-
wards the end of the decade. The price of coconut varied from Rs. 90 to Rs. 98 per 1,000 
nuts during the first four years of the decade. It rose to Rs. 122 in 1925 - 26, but came 
down to Rs. 95 in the next year, rose again to Rs. 122 in 1927- 28 and receded to Rs. 88 
in the next year and to Rs. 60 in the last year of the decade. Pepper price ranged 
between Rs. 120 and Rs. 175 per candy in the first four years of the decade. 
Since then it rose gradually until the peak price of Rs. 648 was reached in 1928. From 
1929 onward the price began to fall and in the last year of the decade it was somewhere 
about Rs.200 to Rs.250. Rubber prices were, at the beginning of the decade, ranging from 
7 pence to 10 pence ~r lb. At the. end of 1.922 the Steve?son Restriction Scheme was 
introduced and the ptlce began to tIse steadIly. In 1925 It reached 2 sh. -11 J: d per lb. 
but came down to 1 sh. - 6! d in J 927. At the end of J 928 the Restriction 
Scheme was cancelled and from then the price had fallen rapidly until it came to about 5 
pen.ce per lb. in 1930. By the end of March 1932 the price of rubber had reached the 
level of two pence per pound. Till 1927 the price of tea was exceptionally good. The 
average South Indian teas fetched 1 sh. - 7 d. in 1927. From the next year onward there 
had been a steady fall and in 1930 the average price realised was Ish. - 2'75 d. After 
1930 the fall in the prices of rubber and tea has been cataclysmic, but we are not concerned 
with it here because it has occurred after the census. From the figures given above it is 
clear that the past decade, except the last year, has been, generally speaking, one of prosperity 
for T ravancore agriculture. 

38. The most important industries in T ravancore are those connected with the pro
duce of the coconut palm, such as the manufacture of coconut oil, the retting of coeonut 
husk, the spinning of coir yarn. and the weaving of coir mats and matting. In 1921 these 
industries gave employment to 103,411 and in 1931 their number increased to 137,633 or 

Prices of agI'i
cultural pro
ducts. 

Industry. 



Trade. 
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by nearly 33 per cent. Other cottage industries like cotton weaving, basket and mat 
weaving, paddy hulling, etc., also showed appreciable progress during the decade. The 
preparation and export of cashew kernels is a new cottage industry developed in this decade 
which provides employment to more than 7,000 persons. Several new coir yarn weaving 
mills, tile factories and one match factory in addition to the one that already existed, were 
also started during the decade. The total number of persons employed in industries. 
increased from 328,000 in 1921 to 378,000 in 1931. The increase is only about 15 per 
cent., but it shows that there has been progress in industrial development. The prices of 
industrial articles, like those of agricultural products, were quite good till the economic 
depression set in. The price of coconut oil, lor example, fluctuated between Rs.l 50 and 
Rs.180 per candy till about the end of 1929 and only in 1930 it fell to Rs.115. Since 
then there has been a much sharper fall. 

39. The volume of external trade of Travancore almost doubled itself during the 
past decade. The total value of exports and imports which was Rs. 11,40,76,496 in 
1920~21 rose to Rs. 20,65,49,787 in 1929-30. The figures for each year, for exports 
and imports separately, are given below:-

19:;0-23. 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-25 
1925~~6 
1926.27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Exports 
Rs. 

6,64,05,104 
7,40,89,586 
8,26,77,709 
8,40,71,531 
9,70,96,131 

10,26,54,128 
11,40,65,138 
11,84,08,817 
11,80,42,935 
11,29,39,039 

Imports 
Rs. 

4,76,71,391 
4,93,75,571 
5,06,59,647 
5,37,00,434 
5,70,98,244 
5,93,79,863 
6,16,43,268 
8,23,81,910 
1),32,90,681 
9,B6,10,748, 

It will be seen from the above statement that, while the exports increased by 70'1 per 
cent. the imports increased by 96'4 per cent. during the decade. Till 1927-28 there 
was a steady rise in exports, but the next year witnessed a small decline and the 

following year a still further decline. 
while the imports increased continuously 
throughout the period. The exports in
clude rubber, tea and coir mats and 
IMtting, of which a very large portion is 
in the hands of foreign capitalists. If the 
net receipts which fall to their share are 
deduct~d from the gross exports, the 
balance will show the amount actually 
coming into the country by the export 
of local products. These figures, when 
f>laced alongside the imports, will reveal 

Ind ... T numbers of P;l'ports and HllpOl'ts 

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922- 23 
1923 - 24 
1924-25 
1925-26 
19211-27 
1927-28 
1928-29 
1929-30 

Year ExpOl'ts 

100 
114 
107 
109 
142 
152 
166 
168 
170 
166 

Imports 

100 
103 
106 
112 
119 
124-
129 
172 
193 
196 

the true position of the trade. The 
marginal table gives the index numbers worked out on the above basis, taking 1920-21 
as the base year. These figures show that the export trade of the Travancoreans in
creased by 66 per cent., while their import trade increased by 96 per cent. between the 
beginning and the end of the decade. If the imported articles are divided into necessities 

and luxuries and their index numbers 
calculated, taking the figures for 1920-21 
as 100, it will be seen from the table given 
in the margin that the import of luxuries is 
increasing much mor~ rapidly than that of 
necessities. The consumption of increas
ing quantities of luxuries should be 
regarded as a sign of growing prosperity. 

Jude.>:: "umbers of ncCt!.'sdies and luxuries i1np01·ted 

Year I Necessities Luxuries 

1920-21 :[ 100 100 
1921-22 101 109 
1922-23 

:1 
102 110 

1923-2! 106 1 ill 
1924 - 25 114 136 
1925-26 

:1 
118 143 

]926-27 112 178 
1(127-28 

·1 164- 198 
1(12fl--29 ., ]83 230 
1929-30 :1 177 249 

A clear index of the progress of 
external trade is the increase in the 
volume of shipping. The number of 
steamers and country crafts that called at 

the ports in Travancore increased from 96 and 187 in 1920-21 to 525 and 337 in 
1929,30 and the tonnage from 233,872 to 1,280,288. 
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Correct statistics of the internal trade of the country are not available. There-is no 
doubt, however, that the large increase in the number of mark.ets and the rapid development 
of the means of communication have contributed greatly to the expansion of internal trade. 
The information collected, though not quite accurate, shows that there are over 500 
markets in the Stale which gives one market for every 7 square miles of cultivated area. 
Of these. 193 are public markets, 168 are private markets and 1 50 are evening markets. 
261 of them are held daily, 197 bi-weekly, 14 tri-weekly, another 14 on four days in the 
week and 2S once a week. The total value of the articles that change hands in these markets 
is on an average more than six crores of rupees annually. Besides these, there are also 68 
cattle markets which transact business for over Rs. 34 lakhs in a year. 

The joint-stock banks, most of which directly finance trade, showed a marked 
development both in their number and in the volume of their transactions during the decade 
In 1920-21 there were only 42 such banks with a paid-up capital of Rs. 14,76,861 and 
in 1928-29 the number increased to 195 and the paid-up capital to Rs.42,50,933. In 
1926 the Government of Travancore opened a State-aided Bank. During the short period 
of its existence it has made such progress that its working capital n(;w stands at Rs.27 
lakhs. Both external and internal trade was in a flourishing condition till towards the 
close of the decade when business began to slacken on account of the stringency of the 
money market caused by the general economic depression. _ 

40. Agricultural wages had steadily risen during the decade. At the beginning it Wages. 
was about 4 to 5 annas for an adult male and at the end it stood at 7 to 8 annas. The 
wages of other labourers and workmen reached their maximum in 1922 and since then it 
remained fairly steady throughout the decade. Until the economic depression began to 
affect the rates of wages, the labourers, with the falling prices of food stuffs, were in 
specially favourable circumstances. • 

41. In the foregoing paragraphs we have seen the progress T ravancore has made in The !'l~onomic 
its material development during the past decade, and we shall now consider how it has ~~:~~~e~f 
affected the economic condition of the people and their standard of life. Large additions 
were made to the area under cultivation of the staple food crops. Commercial crops 
like rubber, tea and cardamom showed a phenomenal increase. T Rlde flourished except in 
the last year of the decade when the effect of the present world-wide economic depression 
began to be felt. The coir yarn industry, the principal cottage industry in the State, expanded 
considerably, which naturally led to a corresponding increase in the manufacture and export 
of coir mats and mattings. Rice mills and oil mills grew in number as well as in the volume 
of their output. The number of joint-stock companies rose from 190 at the beginning of 
the decade to 372 at its close. As a result of special social legislation enacted, the 
matumakkathayam joint family system which obtained among Nayars, 11avas and 
Nanjanad VeUalas, who together constitute nearly a third of the entire population of the 
State, has been broken up, placing at the disposal of the junior members of the families 
facilities and means to take to independent occupations. The co-operative movement, 
which was initiated under State control during the decade preceding the last, made rapid 
progress, the number of co-operative societies having risen from 225 to 1,784, the number 
of members from 17,318 to 213,027, and the working capital from Rs. 3,37,321 to 
Rs. 63,74,961 between 1921 and 1931. The co-operative movement, besides rendering 
financial help to agriculturists, industrialists and traders, taught the people prudence, thrift and 
the habit of making savings for future use. The deposits in the State Anchal Savings Banks 
during the decade increased from Rs. 18,60,000 to over Rs. 37 -k lakhs. Large sums of 
money have also been deposited by the people in various other banks, including the Postal 
Savings Bank, and in loans, debentures and other Government securities. The income-tax 
collected by the Government increased from Rs.4, 17,983 in 1921 - 22 to Rs.6,56, 109 in 
the last year of the decade-a sure index of the increasing prosperity of the businessmen. 
The sums assured by various insurance companies tin the end of 1930 and the amount of 
premia collected from Travancorean policy-holders in that year amounted to Rs.85,42,200 
and Rs. 2,24,862 respectively. These facts go to show that the material prosperity of the 
average T ravancorean has been such as to conduce to a rapid growth of the population. 

42. A rise in the standard of living is a necessary corollary to the improvement of the The standard 
economic condition of the people. How far the standard of life of the people of of living. 

Travancore has altered during the past decade can be gauged from a few facts given below. 
In towns as well as in rural parts one finds a large number of new buildings, constructed 
on sanitary principle:!, making due provisions for light, ventilation, and drainage. The rapid 

H 
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development of communications and motor traffic is taken full advantage of by all classes of 
people. The old canoes and. bullock.carts in w~ich people und-:rtook long journeys are 
seldom resorted to now, and I~respechve of the hIgh cost of travelhng, journeys are made 
even by the poorer classes 10 m~tor buses and launches. The unwieldy and often 
da~gerous c?conut I~f torches, whIch were used by the people even in towns to light 
theIr paths In dark mghts, hav.e been supplanted by hurricane lanterns and electric torches. 
Restaurants and hotels, dram:lhc performances and cinema shows are on the increase and 
?re .Iargely patronised by the rich and the poor alike. Tea, coffee and cocoa have become 
mdlspensable ~everages to even the poor folk. These indications of the rise in the 
standard of hfe of the people are fully supported by the statistics of the import of 

necessaries and luxuries which have 
been already referred to. How far the 
import of some luxuries is growing can 
be seen from the marginal figures show
ing the value of the motor cars, car 
accessories and petrol imported in 
1920-21 and 1929-30. The value 
of these imports in the last year of the 
decade was ten times as much as that in 
the first year. On the other hand, the 
import of piece goods, cotton goods, 

Value l?!' motu,' cars, car accO'.~orie.~ aud petrol tmpol'be,z 

1920-21 ]929-30 

Rs. 

91,456 

Petrol 2,16,997 20,83,667 

Total '1 3,08,453 31,82,'164 

twists and cotton threads, which may be regarded as necessaries, increased only 
from Rs. 1,15,44,964 in 1920-21 to Rs. 1,62,71,002 in 1929-30, or by 41 per cent. 
A higher rate of increase in the import of luxuries than that of necessaries has 
been the position of the import trade of Travancore during the past decade. Whether it 
will prove to be an economically sound position or not in the long rUn, it is for the present 
a visible sign of prosperity rather than of adversity. 

Ellect tOf the 43. The rosy picture painted above of the material prosperity of Travancore in the 
pl'esen eeono· I d d' b' bl d b h . d . h' h . mie depl'ession. ast eca e IS now emg urre y t e economIc epressl0n w IC IS sweeping over the 

whole world. Though it commenced towards the close of 1929, it became 
acute only from about the latter part of 1930 and could not, therefore, have had 
any influence on the population enumerated at the present census. But it has already 
lasted for nearly three years and there is no sign yet of any abatement in its severity. The 
depression which is affecting the economic condition and the standard of life of the people, 
if it continues longer, will undoubtedly tell upon the growth of population in the present 
decade, and it is well to give here a brief description of it for the information of the next 
Census Commissioner. In the words of Sir George Schuster, "The downward trend of 
the trade movement started in October 1929 after the Wall Street Collapse in America, 
and from there the movement I'Ipread to other countries all the world over. The depression 
deepened at an accelerated rate in 1930 and conditions became progressively worse as the 
year advanced.""" The depression seems to have almost reached its climax in the early 
part of 1931. The prices of all commodities have slumped heavily. The fall has been 
much heavier in the prices of raw products which form the bulk of the exports from 
Travancore than in those of imported manufactured goods. The prices of paddy, coconut 
products, pepper, ginger and other articles produced by the ordinary cultivators have 
dropped by 40 per cent. or even more. The rubber industry has practically been paralysed 
and tea is struggling hard to keep itself alive. Wages have gone down and unemployment 
has increased. Trade has diminished in volume and value. Money has become scarce and 
banks have reached the rock-bottom of their resources. The people are abandoning the 
luxuries and are finding it difficult to provide even for necessities. The rich, the poor and 
the middle classes alike have been engulfed in this whirlpool of economic depression. The 
distress is becoming worse day by day and everybody is praying and hoping for its early 
removal by international co-operation and action. 

Public Hea.lth. 44. The protection of the health of the people has always been the anxious concern of 
the Government of Travancore. "The European system of medical aid was first introduced 
in the State during the reign of Her Highness Gouri Lakshmy Bhayi in 986 M. E. 
(18 J I A. D.) The first hospi~al was opened abo~t si.x years later and the 
appointment of a Durbar PhYSICIan also dates back to thIS penod. The department was 
gradually developed and in 1036 M. E. (J 860 A. D.) there wer~ s~ve~ medical insti!?
tions in the State. In 1060 M. E. (1885 A. D.) the number of mshtuhons rose to 31. t 
In t 930 there were 84 Government and J 9 grant-in-aid institutions in which were treated 
1,975,328 patients. A Sanitary Department was organised in 1895 and was in course of 

• From the speech of Sir George Schuster at th!' Legislative Assembly in introuucmg the Indll\n Budget for 1931-32. 

t ~ravancore Administration Report for 1106 M. E. (1930-1931 A. D.) p. 170. 
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time developed into a major department of the State. At present there are agencies in all 
the toWns and in most of the villages to attend to sanitation and vaccination. Early 
in 1929 the Government launched a big scheme of public health improvement in 
collaboration with the Rockfeller Foundation. A comprehensive programme has been 
drawn up and its execution commenced. It includes, among other things, 
propaganda to educate the masses in health matters, the collection of accurate vital 

D\u&rum 11- sbowing the reported. bh"tb and 

death ,oates by sex during tbe deCade 1921- 19:50. 
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statistics. the opening of a laboratory 
for research work and for the analysis 
of water. milk and other foodstuffs, 
the control and prevention of infec
tious diseases. the medical inspection 
of school children, the organisation 
of Health Units to carryon intensive 
and comprehensive work for the 
improvement of public health, the 
investigation of the incidence of hook~ 
worm, yaws, leprosy. elephantiasis 
and other dire diseases and the 
starting of regular campaigns for their 
suppres~ion. As a preliminary to 
the carrying out of this programme 
two officers of the Medical Depart-
ment were deputed to the United 
States to undergo special training in 
public health, and on their return a 
Health U nit was formed in 
Neyyattinkara and an Epidemiologi
cal Office was started in Vilavan
code. Both these sections first turned 
their attention to the collection of 
correct vital statistics. The officers 
of the Health Unit commenced this 
work about the middle of 1931 and 
by house to house visits ascertained 
the number of births and deaths in 
each house. In \' ilavancode the 
Epidemiological Officers toured the 
taluk and discovered the omissions in 
births and deaths reported by the 
normal agency. In both the places 
the usual reporting by the Registrars 
of Births and Deaths continued. 
The disparity between the figures 
collected by these two agencies will 
be discussed in another place. The 
number of reported births and deaths, 
though inaccurate, may be used for a 
comparison of the condition of public 
health in different years during the 
decade under review. Subsidiary 
Tables VII and VIII at the end of 
Chapter IV contain the birth and 
death rales for each year of the 
decade. According to those tables 
both the birth and death rates of 
femalec; have always been slightly 
lower than those of males. The only 
marked variation in the decade is the 
appreciable fall in both the rates in 
i 924 - 25 and since then ther e has 
been a gradual rise, the birth-rate 

reac~itxg the maximum in 1929-30. These variations are shown in the diagram given 
abo';J. Except during the cholera epidemic in 1928-29 the deaths due to epidemic 
dis~ses were comparatively few and their effect on the growth of population was, there ... 
fo~'e, negligible. 
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~h°Yemen\o~. 45. The populati~n wliich was 4,006,06fin'1921 rose' to 5,095~973' in 1931. 
in ~heP~~:a~elon showing an increase of 1,089,91 I persons or 27'2 per ~erit.·during the decade as against an 
1921-1931. increase of 16'8 per cent. in the previous. The, difference in the rates of variation 

between the two decades requires explanation. Population can increase only by births or 
by immigration and similarly diminish only by deaths or by emigration. The net variation 
will be the sum total of the exces s of births over deaths and the balance of migration. We 
shaH first consider the question of migration and ascertain its contribution to the variation 
in the last decade. 

T~e ba:lan.ce of 46. From Imperial Table VI it will be seen that the number of persons born outside 
d~~~:!~on In the Travancore and enumerated within it were 73,591 in 1921 and 135,103 in 1931. Of 

the immigrants who were here in 1921. if it be assumed that none of them left the State 
during the past decade, some must have died, and their number should be estimated in 
order to c~lculate the actual number of immigrants during the decade. Longstaff's method 
has been used for this purpose. The average number of immigrants during the decade is. 
taken as the mean of the numbers returned at the beginning and at the end of the decade", 
• 7B,5r11 + 13[),103 104 347 Th b f d h I ltd th b . f t. e., --2--~ or ,. e num er 0 eat s, ca cu a e on e aSlS 0 a 

mortality rate of 20 per mille, which is the normal death-rate for Travancore, in a population 
of 104,347 would be 20,869. The difference between the number of immigrants in 1921 
and the number of deaths, viz., 52,722, would represent the number of survivors among the 
immigrants of the previous census. When this number is deducted from the number of 
immigrants enumerated in 1931, the actual number of immigrants during the decade will be 
found to be 82,381. 

The number of emigrants returned in 1921 was 30,260. Complete information 
regarding the Travancore-born persons enumerated outside India at the present census has 
not been received, but from the figures so far received and the particulars of emigrants con
tained in the enumeration schedules in which special columns have been provided for the 
purpose in this State, the total number of emigrants from Travancore, according to the 1931 
census, is 58,466. Applying the method used in the case of immigrants to emigrants also~ 
i. e., calculating the average number of emigrants in the decade and the number that must 
have died in the intercensal period, deducting the number of deaths from the number of 
emigrants in 1921, and then deducting this difference from the number of emigrants in J 93 , ~ 
we arrive at the figure 37,079 as the actual number of emigrants during the decade. The 
balance of migration, which is the difference between the actual number of immigrants and 
emigrants, is, therefore, 45,302 in favour of Travancore, which is I' J per cent. of the 
population in J 921. The increase in the population due to natural causes, when the influence 
of migration is eliminated, is thus reduced from 1,089,911 to 1,044,609 and the rate of 
increase in the decade from 27'2 per cent. to 26" per cent. which is equal to an annual 
increase of 23'4 per mille. This would be the same as the difference between the average 
rates of births and deaths for the decade, if the enumerations in 1921 and 1931 were 
correct. But we will see later on that the enumeration in 1 921 was not correct. 

The balance of 47. If the death-rate among the immigrants and emigrants be taken to be the same 
migration in for the previous three decades also, viz., 20 per mille, the balance of migration for these 
~~:a~~~~iOus decades in favour of 

Decad" 

1891-1!l01 
1901-1911 
1911-1921 
1921-1\)31 

rubber cultivation 
British districts. 

BalancE' of 
mlglation 

+ 30,n6; 
+ 11.175 
+ W,127 
+ 45,302 

Pcr cent. of the populatlOn at the 
hcginnmg of the decade. 

+ 12 
+ 0'4 
+ 0'4 
+ 1'1 

Travancore will be as 
shown in the margin~ 
The increase in the 
balance of migration 
between the last decade 
and the two previous 
ones is due to the 
development of tea and 

which has attracted large numbers of labourers from the adjoining 

Accuracy of the 48. If the enumerations and the recorded vital statistics had been correct, the 
vital statistics increase in the population due to natural causes from one census to another would have 
tested. been the same as the excess of births over deaths during the intercensal period. The 

natural increase in the population between 1921 and 1931 is, as we have already seen~ 
J ,044,609. The total number of births recorded during the decade, according to 
Subsidiary Table V given at the end of this chapter, is 819,173 and the total number of 
reported deaths is 446,319. The excess of births over deaths is, therefore, 372,854 which: 
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is only 36 per cent. of the natural increase in the population. Such a large difference 
cannot possibly be due entirely to mistakes in enumeration. The inaccuracy of the vital 
statistics is responsible for it to a very large extent. In 1921 the recorded excess of births 
over deaths during the previous decade was only "a quarter of the increase shown in the 
census." This time the percentage has increased from 25 to 36, which is certainly an 
improvement, but it is still so far below the mark as to render the vital statistics collected 
in the State practically useless for the purpose of estimating the increase in the population. 
Defects in registering vital statistics are not peculiar to T ravancore; it is quite a common 
phenomenon aU over India. At the 1921 census Bengal recorded an increase of 1 ,440,248 
in the natural population against an increase of 758,590 according to the vital statistics. 
The United Provinces showed an increase of 957,259 by the vital statistics, while 
actually there was a decrease of J ,350,5 JOin the natural population according to the 
census. 

The accuracy of the vital statistics registered in Travancore has recently been tested 
by the Public Health Dep~rtment of the State. I have already referred to the collection 
of vital s~atistics by the Health Unit in Neyyattinkara and by the Epidemiological staff 
in Vilavancode. The officers of the Health Unit confined their work to two pakuthies 
and two towns in Neyyattinkara taluk. They went from house to house and recorded the 
number of births and deaths that occurred in each house, independently of the Registrar 
of Births and Deaths. The population dealt with by the Health Unit was 39,857 
according to the present census and 32,702 according to the last. The Epidemiological 
Officers included the whole taluk of Vilavancode in their operation, the population 
dealt with being 176,220 in 1931 and 147,109 in 1921. They did not make an 
exhaustive house to house visit as WaS done by the Health Unit Officers, but only went round 
the taluk and tried to detect as far as possible the omissions made by the ordinary reporting 
agency. The figures collected by the Registrars of Births and Deaths and by the officers 
·of the Public Health Department are given below :-

V<tal Stat.stics jor 1106 M. E. (1930-31 A. D.) 

Births Deaths 

Locality Number recorded by Number recorded by 

thc Registrar the Hcalth Unit the ReglHtrar Lhe Health Umt 

374 126 73 NeyyaLtmkara MUnlcipal 
town 

112 

Balaramapuram Town 1r,9 190 101 117 
Athlyannur Pakuthi 1!15 4!J5 78 186 

Neyyattmkara Pakuthi 1 _____ 1_2° ___ --: _____ 4_1_8 ___ ...,--____ 5_7 ___ '"' ____ 2_0_1 __ _ 

TotaL! 600 1,~'1'1 I 309 616 

A:rumana 
Idakode 
Kalial 

Pakuthi 

l'akodc
Palukal 
Vllavancode 
Kilhyur 
K11umH]alam 
MHialam 
Arudesam 
Kollancode 
Methukummal 
Eludesam 
RQukulam 
Pamkulam 
Kunnathur 

-Sallur 
<Nattalam 

Total. 

Births \ Deaths 

:Number recOlded by I Num bcr recClrdcd by 

---------- ----

the RegIstrar the EpItleullological I 
&taff 

91 
77 
57 
77 

114 
7U 

114 
86 
56 

196 
104 
1\)0 
III 

86 
IUS 
132 
141 
104 

1,91~ 

I 

311 
224-

79 
191 
214 
332 
390 
215 
373 
335 
297 
403 
477 
271 
231 
255 
254 
:1.79 

5,131 

the Regiotrar 

60 
[\5 
47 
42 
54 
49 
78 
60 
31 
89 
41 
75 
81 
76 
98 
83 
83 
80 

1,188 

the EpIdcm1010gical 
"taff 

157 
112 

64 
71 
76 
97 

148 
1:?5 
130 
160 
137 
145 
14. 
117 
]44-
154-
14+ 
158 

2,286 



Number of 
births in the 
decade esti
mated. 
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The above table discloses very wide disparities between the statistics collected by 
the Registrars and the Public Health Department. In the Health Unit area the omissions 
by the Registrar are 59 per cent. of the number recorded by the Health Unit staff in the 
case of births and 50 per cent. in the case of deaths, while in Vilavancode taluk the 
corresponding omissions are 63 per cent. and 48 per cent. respectively. The differences 
are still greater in some of the individual pakuthies. For example, in Arumana pakuthi the 
omissions in births are a little over 70 per cent. and those in deaths about 58 per cent. 
Even the results obtained by the officers of the Public Health Department may not 
probably be entirely free from error, but they are far nearer the truth than the statistics 
recorded by the Registrars of Births and Deaths. By better organisation and with greater 
experience it will certainly be possible to eliminate all sources of error from the vilal 
statistics. 

From Subsidiary Table V at the end of this chapter it will be seen that the birth~rate 
in the State during the past decade, calculated on the reported number of deaths, was 20'4 
per cent. and the death~rate 1 1'1 per cent. of the population of 1921. In view of the 
maccuracies in the reported births and deaths it is necessary to explore other ways of 
estimating the average birth and death rates. We shall first consider the birth~rate 
and for this purpose the total number of births during the decade has to be estimated. 

49. If conditions are normal the birth~rate in a country will not vary widely 
from year to year. We have seen that in Travancore the conditions of the past decade 
have been normal, and the birth~rate during the decade must have, therefore, been more 
or less constant. On this assumption the birth~rate can be estimated from the figures of 
infant mortality. The proportion of deaths among infants under one year to the total 
number of births in a year will practically be the same as the number of infants who die 
before completing the first year out of 1 ,000 babies born. Of the infants who die 
before completing the first year, the largest number, namely, about 60 per cent., dies in the 
first quarter, 20 per cent. in the next quarter, 12 per cent. in the third quarter and 8 per 
cent. in the last quarter. These proportions generally hold good for all countries. 
Researches in other countries have established the fact that a definite pr'oportion of the infants 
under one year who die in a particular year will have been born in the same year. The 
statistics of infant mortality collected in the city of Hamburg are quoted at page 396 of 
Whipple's Vital Statistics. They show that out of 2,755 infants under one year who died 
in Hamburg in the year 1912, 2,006 or 73 per cent. wert: born in that year. From the 
calculations given in the Baroda Census Report of 1921 it is se-en that out of 1,000 bahies 
born in a year in Baroda 213 die in the same year. The infant mortality in that State is 
300 per 1,000 births, and 213 is about 70 per cent. of 300. We may, therefore, assume 
that this proportion holds good for Travancore also. That is to say, out of 1,000 babies· 
under one year dying in a year 700 must have been born in the same year. 

Next, the rate of infant mortality in T ravancore has to be ascertained. The figures 
collected by the Public Health Department in Neyyattinkara and Vilavancode may be 
utilised for this purpose. Infant mortality is expressed in terms of births in a. year.
Omissions in registering deaths will ordinarily be counterbalanced by omissions in regis
tering births. The infant mortality recorded by the Health Unit in Neyyattinkara is J 00 
per J ,000 births and the rate recorded by the Epidemiological staff in Vilavancode is 120. 
Since the Health U nit was established after the middle of the year and the births and 
deaths in the first half of the year were ascertained subsequently, omissions were quite 
probable. Moreover, the Health Unit dealt only with a populatIOn of 39,880, while the 
Epidemiological staff brought under its purview a population of J 76,220. - The rate 
obtained by the latter for Vilavancode taluk, namely, 120 per 1,000 births, m3.y, therefore, 
be taken as the more probable rate of infant mortality in Travancore as a whole. The 
rate of infant mortaiity in Baroda is 300 and a much lower rate than this is what one 
would expect in T ravancore. Here the crude death~rate is lower and the proportion 
of children in the population higher than in Baroda. These two conditions are naturally 
associated with a low infant mortality. Compared with other parts of India extreme 
poverty is rare in this country. Though the density of population here is much higher, 
there is no overcrowding in the strict sense, because the village system of habitation 
prevalent elsewhere in India is absent in this State. The environments, the social status 
und the occupations of the parents affect infant mortality. The majority of the people in 
T ravancore are agriculturists, leading more or less an open~air life and the opportunities for 
human organic poisoning are much less. Owing to these circumstances it is not surprising 
that Travancore has a far lower rate of infant mortality than Baroda or other parts of India. 
It may also be noted in this connection that any slight error in the rate of infant mortality 
will not affect our calculations to any appreciable extent. 
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We have already seen that of the babies below one year of age dying in a year 70 
per cent. would have been born in the same year. If 1 20 is taken as the rate of infant mor
tality in Travancore, 70 per cent. of 120, or 84 babies out of 1,000 born in a year die in 
the same year, and 916 survive at the end of the year. On this basis the number of births 
during the decade could be estimated from the mean population below one year. For the 
estimation of the mean population the numbers in the age-groups of J 921 were adjusted so 
as to correct the minor mis-statements of age and the figure for 0-1 group was obtained 
graphically. Similarly, any possible mistake in the age-groups of the 1931 population was 
removed by graduation and the correct population in the age-group 0-1 ascertained. 
From the figures of the population thus obtained for 0-1 age-group in 1921 and 1931 the 
mean population in this group for the decade was calculated by the method shown in the 
foot note. * The mean population in 0 - 1 age-group for the decade J 921-1931 has 
been found to be 165,300. As has been already stated, out of 1,000 babies born in a 
year 916 will survive at the end of the year and hence for a mean population of 165,300 
in the age-group 0 - I there must have been 180,500 births in a year. The total births in 
the whole dacade must, therefore, have been ten times the above number or 1,805,000. 
It may be noted that any under-enumeration in 0 - 5 age-group in 192 J or over-enumeration 
in the same age-group in J 93 J will affect the mean population below one year and con-
sequently lessen the number of births estimated. . 

50. The mean number of births during the decade has been estimated as 180,500 Birth-rate ia 

per annum. The mean population in the decade calculated on the numbers recorded in 192 J !:!c~~~~:: 
and J 931 is 4,5 J 8,000. The mean number of births during the decade, therefore, works out . 
to 39'9 per mille per annum. This rate, we will see presently, is too low. 

The birth-rate in the year immediately preceding the census in 1931 could be 
estimated fairly accurately in the following manner. 

The population returned in the age-group 0 - 1 in 
1931 

If, as we have already seen, out of every 1,000 babies 
born in a year 84 die and 916 survive, the 
number of births in the year preceding the census 
must have been 

The population six months before the census, estimated 
from the total numbers returned at the census 

The birth-rate in the year before the C"ensus must, 
therefore, have been 

211,940 

211.!){IlX 10[)0 231 400 
!f11\ or , 

5,035,200 

2~l,400Xl(\OO 

5,035,200 

or nearly 46 per mille. 

Ordinarily, large variations in birth-rate do not take place suddenly, because fertility 
is more or less a constant factor. The only circumstance under which such variations 
may occur is when there is a sudden rise in the population of married women in the child
bearing ages of 15 - 45. The rise in the birth-rate from 39'9 to 46 per mille at the end 
of the decade would only have been possible if there had been a large increase in the 
proportion of married women towards the closing period of the decade. As a matter of 
fact, the increase in this proportion is so small as to be negligible. In 1921 the proportion 
of married women between J 5 and 45 to the total population was 16'5 per cent. and in 
1931 it increased only to 16'9 per cent. This small increase is not sufficient to justify 
an increase in birth-rate from 39'9 to 46 per mille. It should, therefore, be inferred that 
the calculated birth-rate of 39'9 for the decade is too low. 1£ this inference is correct, 
our estimate of the mean population in the age-group 0 - 1 in 1921 is also too low. As 
this estimate was based on the population in 0 - 5 age-group, it follows that there might 
have been under-enumeration in that age-group in 1921. 1£ there had been no such 
under-enumeration, the population of married women in the age-group 1 5-45 to the total 
population would have been less than 16' 5 per cent. and in that case the increase in the 
birth-rate at the close of the decade would have been justified by a corresponding increase 
in the population of married women of child-bearing ages. The possibility of under
enumeration in the age-group 0 - 5 in 1921, suggested by the above figures, necessitates 
a detailed examination of the population in various age-groups at different censuses. 

* Corrected population in 0-1 group in 1()21 
Ditto in 1931 

If R is the annnal ratio of increase, 124,958 RIO 
From this equation the value of R :s worked out. 
The mean population 

-
or 

124,958 
218,714 
218,714 

124.91)8 R·; 
165,300 
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51. The recorded figures were first adjusted for minor mis-statements of age, 
(The method followed is'described in Chapter IV) and the two sets of figures, when 
compared, disclosed certain discrepancies of which those given in the margin are examples. 
_________ ~_ The population in 

Age-group 

0-5 III 1901 
10-Hi III IBll 

0-5 In 1911 
10 15 III 1921 

0-5 in 1921 
10-15 in 1931 

:1 
I 

Recorded 
figurcs 

3B9,607 
H7,368 

465,811 
511,280 

5a2,189 
617,939 

Smoothed 
figures 

4:l;',29R-1 
412,761 

522,608 
494,714 

fi96,9~4 
610,277* 

DeereaRe (-) or 
increase ( + ) between 
the olllouthed figures 
in 0·5 group III une 
ccnou" and III 10·15 
group III the next 

Per cent. 

- 5·~) 

- 5'6 

1 0-1 5 group in one 
census should be less 
than that in 0-5 group 
at the pre vi 0 us. 
This was so in 1911 
and 1921; but in 
1931 the older group 
has a larger popula
tion than the younger 
one in 1921. This 
increase could not 
have been caused by 
a change in the rate 
of mortality because 

there has been no abnormal condition to raise the mortality rate, nor by immigration 
because there are very few immigrants of the ages 1 0 to 1 5. It could not also have 
been due to systematic mis-statements of age, because such tendencies would have been 
present at the previous census also. If it is assumed that the same rate of decrease 
should have been found at the last census as at the earlier ones, the smoothed figure in 0-5 
group in 1921 could not have been less than 644,000. The possible under-enumeration 
in that group is, therefore, not less than 47,000. In 1921 the recorded population in 0- J 
group was 111,547, in 1-2 group 73,458 and in 2-3 group 114,715. Such a heavy 
drop from the 6rst to the second group, followed by an abnormal rise from the latter to the 
next group, which is at variance with the results of the previous two censuses and the 
subsequent one in 1931, supports the inference about under-enumeration in 0-5 group 
in 1921. 

52. On graduating the figures in different age-groups in the 1931 population by 
the method described in the Actuarial Report of India for 1921, it has been found that 
the differences between the recorded and graduated figures do not exceed the discrepancies 
usually present in all censuses due to the minor mis~statements of age. It follows. 
therefore, that there could not possibly have been any over-enumeration in 0-5 age-group 
in 1931. If the census figures had been padded its result would naturally have been 
seen most among children, because the least particulars have to be returned about them. 
On graduating the figures of 1931 it is seen that the number of children below one year 
ought to have been a little more and not less than the number actually returned at the 
census. Evidently, if there had been an over-statement of children in any community or 
locality, it must have been counteracted by omissions in other communities or localities, 
so that the net result of the enumeration for the State as a whole is approximately correct. 
Only on this assumption is it possible to explain the smallness of the difference between 
the graduated figures and the actual numbers returned. Further, the fact that the graduated 
figures are siightly in excess of the actual numbers returned shows that there could not 
have been any over-enumeration in 1931. 

53. Ass uming that there was under-enumeration in 0-5 age-group in 1921 to the extent 
of 47,000, the birth-rate may be recalculated by the method described in paragraph 50 
above after making the necessary correction for under -enumeration. The corrected mean 
population in 0- J group in J 921 will then be 1 72,800, the corrected mean population 
for the decade 4,545,000 and the mean number of births per year 188,600. The annual 
birth-rate for the decade will" therefore, be 4~:!~~::O X 1,00) or 4 J • 5 per mille. 

Birth-rate cal· 54. The fertility of women, especially according to age-groups, is more or less constant. 
culll:t~d from From the results of the fertility enquiry, described in Part II of Chapter V, it will be seen 
fertIlIty rates. h - T - d 'II h 7 h'ld b h d -t at 10 ravancore a marne woman WI ave, on an average, c 1 ren orn to er Ufmg 

the child-bearing period of 15 - 45 years. If it is assumed that fertility at different ages 
during the last 30 years was constant-there has been no abnorm~l variation in the conditions 
to cause a sudden change in the fertility - the number of children born to J, 000 women 
who pass through the full child-bearing period would be 7 000. If the average fertility rate 

~ Y,de paragraph 140, Chapter IV. 
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·in the age~group 15 ~ 20 be taken to be the same as that at the age of 17'5 years, that in the 
age~group 20 ~ 25 the same as that at 22'5 years, and so on, the sum of the fertility rates for 
1,000 women in the age~groups 15 ~ 20, 20 ~ 25, etc., up to 40 ~ 45 will be 1,400. * 
According to Professor T ait' s Law of Fertility, "the fertility at the age of birth of progeny 
varies directly as the difference between the age and 50."; The fertility rates for women 
in T ravancore, when worked out on the above hypotheses, are as follows:-

Age Number 0/ children born to 1,000 

15-:.!C 
20-25 
~5-30 
:10-35 
;~5-40 

40-45 

married women in one year 
376 
:;~O 

2G3 
2'17 
147 

H7 

If these rates are applied to the married women in Travancore between the ages of 
-IS and 45, the average fertility rate, i.e., the number of children that would be born to 1,000 
married women aged 15 ~ 45 in one year. will be found to be 250 in 1921 and 252 in 
1931. The proportion of married women in the age~group 15 ~ 45, as enumerated in 1921, 
was 16'5 per cent. of the total population. As it has been shown that there was under~ 
enumeration to the extent of 47,000 persons in 0 ~ 5 age- group in 192 I. the proportion of 
married women must have been slightly less than the above figure. In 1931 this proportion 
was 16'9 per cent. The mean proportion for the whole decade may, therefore, be taken to be 
16'6 per cent. The average fertility rate being taken as 250, the average annuall birth-rate in 
the decade 1921 ~ 1931 will work out to 2501~~6 S> or 41 . 5 per mille. This is the same as the 
birth-rate obtained by calculations based on the infant mortality rate and the corrected 
populations in age-group 0 ~ 5 in 1921 and 1931 (vide, paragraph 53 above). 41'5 per 
mille may, therefore, be taken as the normal annual birth-rate for the past decade. 

In paragraph 27 of the Travancore Census Report for 1921 it is stated:- "1£ 
the death~rate be 20. as determined above, to give an increase of 15' 7 per mille, the birth~ 
rate must be about 35." The author of the Report then proceeds to estimate the birth-rate 
by the method described in paragraph 762 of the India Census Report for 190 I and arrives 
at a rate of 43 per mille for Travancore. But his conclusion is, "As. however, during 
the decade the number of marriages in the early ages has decreased. the fecundity rate also 
must have gone down. The birth-rate can, therefore. be safely put at 35." It has not 
been shown by what proportion marriages in the early ages had decreased and whether 
the decrease was large enough to warrant the assumption of a fall in the birth~rate from 43 
to 35 per mille. Whatever might have been the conditions in the previous decade, the 
calculations given in the foregoing paragraphs go to show that the birth-rate in the past 
decade was somewhere about 41'5 per mille. 

55. The death-rate cannot be calculated on Hardy's method because of under- Dea.th-ra.te ill 
enumeration in J921. The crude death~rate can, however, be determined from the age the decade. 

distribution of the population. This method is described in Chapter IV, and for our purpose 
here it is sufficient to note that the death~rate in the past decade has been found to be 20 

. per mille, the same as the rate calculated by my predecessor for the previous decade. 

56. The average annual birth-rate being 41'S per mille and the death-rate 20 per Correct ra.te of 
mille, the annual rate of natural increase in the population, after eliminating the influence of ~a.t~al in~a8a 
migration, would be 21'5 per mille, which would be equal to a natural increase of 23'7 ~?on. e popu a· 

per cent. for the decade. In these circumstances the population in 1921 could not have been 
less than 4,083,000. If this is taken as the correct population in 1921, the enumerated 
population in 1931 which is inclusive of the immigrants will show an actual increase of 24'8 
per cent. as against the recorded increase of 27'2 per cent. 

'" If ft be the number of childron born to 1,000 wompn agei! 17'1) in one year, it is assumed to be th~ 
fertility rate at thf" ages 15-16, 16-17 ........ 19-20 also. If f' be the fertility rate at 22'5 it is regarded a~ the 
fertility rate at 20-2l, 2t-22 ............ 2,J,-25. Similarly f1 isthe fertility rate at the different ages lU 25-31) 
-group, f~ for :10-35 grollp, f5 for 35-40 group and f6 for 40.45 group. If 1,000 women start their m<lrried 
life to-day thpy will have 5 ft children iu the first live years. {) f2 children in the next five years .............. . 
......... 5 f6 children in the last live years. 

5 ft + 5 f2 + .................. + 5 f6 = 7,000 
fl + f2 + ......................... +f6 ""' 1,400 

t Ne'#8holm~, Vital Stflti!titlg, New Editi()u p. 101. 
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57. In the Census Report of Travancore for 1901 

Ad'lltll populatIOn at dIfferent cpn6V.'p, 

Year of censu. I EUllmerated popllla~lOll D€(itlced pup"latlOn 

it has been shown that there waS'-" 
under-enumeration in the 
1891 census, and we have 
seen that in 1921 also there 
was some under-enumera
tion. The actual po pula -
tions, as enumerated and 
deduced at different censuses, 
are shown in the margin. 
The diagram in the 
margin shows graphically the 

1SRl 2,401,158 
1891 2.5f)7,73(; 
l!lOI 2,952,157 
11111 :l.42H,!J7.-, 
1921 4,006,0(;2 
1H31 5,0\)F',!J,3 

2,401,15S 
2,(;-!0,522 
2,952,1;;7 
3,428,!l75 
4,083.000 
5,0~15 913 

Diagram 12 - showing the population 

of Travancore at each census sInce 1881. 
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difference in the variations 
between the enumerated and 
deduced population i at the 
last six censuses. Since the 
population has grown under 
more or less normal condi
tions, one would naturally 
expect to get a smooth curve. 
The dotted line represent
ing the deduced population 
satisfies this condition, while 
the thick line representing 
the enumerated population 
shows a drop in J 891 ; and 
1921, which presumably 
indicates under-enumeration 
in those years. 

58. From the last two columns in the marginal table it will be seen that the rate of 
growth of the population in 
T ravancore has been rising 
from decade to decade. If 
the birth and death rates had 
been constant, the rate of 
increase would also have 
been constant. Evidently, 

Rate' offota/ and na/uJ'tll ml're({,e /)1 the "nllmer(/ted u"rZ deduced 

1,opnllli>rJ1l ({unn!! the la~t file de('aile, 

I Ennlnelated lllcn'Rf-L' per cent,. 

Decade I Total Natural 

I ____ _ 
- ~8~-~-~~~91 -1- -

18\11- IDOL 
HI01--I!lll I 
1911-1921 
1921-1931 

f)·:) 

Ui'+ 
lfi·2 
It)·X 
2,·2 

.. 
11·2 
n·s 
H;·4 
26'1 

I Dcuueed illcrC'a~e }Jel' cent. 
I -------~---- -~---

Total 

10' 0 
1I·X 
ili·Z 
1D·l 
2+·H 

Natllral 

either the birth-rate has been 
10 .,) increasing or the death-
1~,·8 

18· 7 rate declining, or both the 
23·7 h h b _ ___ p enomena ave een 

taking place simultaneously. 
From the figures given below it is clear that there has been no increase in the 

proportion of married women 

___
__ I _____ Nulllbcr of marrled women ageu 1G.l~, II in child-bearing ages to the 

Yeal per 1,0(J0 ot the total population total population except in 
---- ----- -- -_-- ------- -- the last decade. If there 

1UOI 1ill I had been an increase in 
1nl1 174 
1921 H)" I the birth-rate from decade 
1931 loll I to decade, it could not have 

---- - -- ------ therefore been due to &. 

nse m the proportion of married women of child-bearing ages. 



VARIATION IN THE RATE 0:F INCREASE 

The proportion of children under 10 years per 100 married women in child~bearing 
period has risen from census to census 

Year 

]901 
1911 
1921 
U,31 

ProportlOll of cfultIrt"u Llnd~O yeaTs as can be seen from the figures given 
pel'lUd m<ll'l'led WOllltU aged 15-4,> in the margin. Evidently fertility has 

147 

HIli 

been rising or infant mortality declining. 
The increasing proportion of children 
has always been a remarkable feature 
of the growth of the population m 
T ravancore. 

The fertility rates worked out in paragraph 54 supra show that the fertility of 
married women is higher in age~groups J 5-20 and 20-25 than in the older groups. 
Consequently, a change in the age constitution of married women will naturally affect the 
total fertility. The marginal table shows that the proportion of married women in the age~ 
group 15-25 to the total married women in the child~bearing period 15~45 has been 
steadily increasing from 1901 onward, except during the decade 1911-1921 which 

IDOl 
1911 
Ul21 
IHill 

might be due to the 
--- - ~-~~u~'ber of mfllllerl W-(~~~~ ag~(l 1;)-2" ~:-~~i~{-, - ----- inaccuracy in the enu~ 

of mall'H'd wnm('U a~eLl 1.>-45 meration in 1921. The 
Age groups 

211- 25 

:_) I."t 
:!1" 
221; 

Hi -:]5 

.1h:; 

3!I,-, 

rise in fertility caused 
by the change in the age 
constitution of married 
women in the child~ 
bearing period may be 
counteracted by the fall 
in the proportion of the 
married women in the 
same age~group from 

decade to decade which has been the case except to a small extent in the last decade. It 
may. therefore, be inferred that the birth-rate was more or less constant during the past three 
decades except in the latter part of the last decade. But slight variations in fertility might 
have been brought about by natural causes, biological or economic, which it is not possible to 
determine. 

The increase in the proportion of children may, therefore, be due to the decline 
in infant mortality. Infant mortality is the least for mothers aged 20~25.* The increasing 
proportion of married women in this age~group from census to census in Travancore has 
already been pointed out. The majority of women in this State marry at the ages of 
15-20 and it is probable that the first child is generally born when the mother is below 20. 
At this age of the mother there is the least mortality among the first~born children. 
Educated women will take better care of their babies than their illiterate sisters, and 
the very high standard of literacy prevalent among the women of Travancore will, there
fore, materially contribute to a decline in infant mortality. Other factors, such as the 
social status and the economic condition of the father, the facilities available for proper 
medical attendance, and the household duties and occupations of the mother, will also affect 
infant mortality. In the absence of reliable data bearing on all these points it is not 
possible to say whether rising fertility or falling mortality is responsible for the variation in 
the rate of growth of the population. It has been noticed elsewhere that fertility generally 
rises when a nation begins to decline and that a rising fertility is usually accompanied by a 
declining survival rate. The fertility enquiry conducted in Travancore has shown that here 
at any rate the survival fate increases, instead of declining, with increasing fertility. It is~ 
therefore, possible that in T ravancore fertility is rising and mortality is declining at the 
same time. Such a state of affairs cannot, however, continue for long. A rising birth~rate 
may be accompanied by a falling death~rate for a time, because the children will, in a few 
years, reach the ages at which mortality is low. If at the same time infant mortality is 
also low, the crude death-rate will fall still further. This will go on till the proportion of 
old people becomes comparatively large, when the death~rate will naturally begin to rise. 
It is certain, therefore, that sooner or later the present rising rate of growth of population 
will reach a point at which it will remain stationary for some time and thereafter begin to 
decline. 

:of Whipple- Vita! StatistiC .• , p. 410. 
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Tb~ Dofrma.tl 1 59, In paragraph 46 above the rate of natural increase of the population during the 
ra..e 0 na Ul'a d b k d f h d d d . increase. past deca e has een wor e out rom t e recor e figures an found to be 23'4 per mIlle 

per annum, But, if the population in J 92 J is corrected for under~enumeration and the 
natural increase in the decade then worked out, it declines to 2 J'5 per mille per annum. 
If similar calculations are made for the population figures of the last four or live censuses, 
the normal rate of natural increase can be estimated. This is only a theoretical concept 
because the rate of growth of population in T ravancore has not been constant during the 
different decades, but has, as we have already seen, progressively increased from decade 
to decade. However, the theoretical normal rate of natural increase may be calculated 
on the populations of J 90 J and J 93 I. The earlier enumerations have been excluded 
from the calculation because of their inaccuracies. The method of calculation is shown 
in the foot"note.* The normal rate of natural increase during the last 30 years was J '78 
per cent. per annum. If this rate continues for the next 40 years, the present population 
of the State will double itself at the end of that period. 

Va.riation in the 60. The natural population means the total number of T ravancore-born persons 
natural and enumerated anywhere. It is equal to the population enumerated in the State plus emi" 
ac1iual popula-
tion compared. grants minus immi-

_Vatltl'aZ Poplllation 
grants, The natural 

~------ ---------- -_- --I - ---------- ----~I population and the 
Enumerated Deduced 

_ ___ _______ _ _ __ i rate of increase 

\ ,':\1' 

18m 
1 \101 
1911 
1021 
HJ3} 

~-~---_---

Number 

I 

I
lr.crease }leI" 
cent. in ten 

yeals 
I 
: 

u'{ 
1(i' 2 
11,'S 

~umuel' 

2.,(j3i.H12 
2,fl21,714 
1l,311S,ll33 
4,0:~!U;()!J 

:;'019,33(; 

'i thereof, according to 

I
ln('rea,e per the enumerated and 
cent. in t3n 

years deduced ligures for 
J the last live censuses, 
I are ,given in the 

\ 

lo·g margm, 
I 11>-2 The deduced 

19·0 
II :H' 3 figures are those 

obtained after mak
-------'------'------------'--- - - - - ing allowance for 

2,604,5210 
2,l)21,744 
3,:HI3,933 
3,lI62,71l1 
.\019,33(j 

under -enumeration in J 89 J and J 921. The rates of increase calculated on the deduced 
population show a progressive growth of t~e natural population sin.ce 1891, The increase 

which was J 0'8 per cent. JD the first decade rose 

Decacle 

Hln--l\lOI 
1901-1911 
I !Jll Il121 
1\)21-1\):11 

Incl ease pcr cent. of 
deduced populatIOn dunng

the deeade 

Actual 

11'8 
It;·2 
19'1 
2+'8 

Natural 

10'8 
16·2 

to 16,2 per cent. in the next, to 19'0 per cent. in 
the third and to 24·3 per cent, in the last decade. 
These rates are compared with the corresponding 
rates of increase in the actual population in the 
marginal table, 

During the decade 189 J - J 90) the popula" 
tion of the State gained by ) per cent. through 
migration, during the next two decades there was 
practically no gain, and during the last decade 
there was again a gain of O'S per cent. The gain 

" For tho pl1rpose of this calculation the death-rate among emigrants and jmmi~rants throughout the 
period is taken to be the Bamp as that estimated for thn last deaade, viz., 20 per mille. The nUlllber of dcaths 

Rn -1 
is calculated by the applioation of the formula, ax H _ 1 in whioh a is the death-rate, !1J the number of 

emigmnts or immigrants at the beginning of the period, R the annual rl\tio of inerease pcr unit migrant 
and " tllc number of ycars. The number of emigrants in 1901 was 24,490 and in 1931 it was 58,466. 
The value of R can be found out from the following equatiun -

24,490.-< R30 = 58,466 
•• , R = 1'029 

. 20 2449U (1'029)30-1 
The number of deaths amongst emIgrants ~c lOOO X , XI' 029-1 

= 23,412 
Adding the above figure to the oensus increase in emigrsnta during the period (33,976), we get the 

volume of emigration as 57,388 during the period. 
Similarly the volume of immigration can be caloulated. The number of immigrants in 1901 Was 

54903 and in 1931 it inorea~ed to 135,103. The value :Jf it in this oase is 1·030. The number of deaths 
&~ong~t immigrants is 53,47~ and the volume of im.llligratio,n 133,675. The balanoe of 'nigration during th~ 
period in favonr of the State lS, therefore, 133,675 mIDUS 57,388 or 76,2R7, 

The actual population in 1901 
Ditto in 193] 
Dlttu le~s the halaute of migration in 1931 

If l' i~ the Jate of natural iflcres~e per Cent. per annum, 
:.?,952,157 (1 + ")30 

Henoe r 

2,952,157 
5,095,973 
5,019,686 

5,()1!l,686 
l' 78 per cent. 
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through migration shown above is only approximate. The correct gain has been worked 
out on Longstaff's method and shown in paragraph 

Proportional 'Variatwn R!IlCIJ 1891 46 Th ttl . th h' . . 

1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

Ye~r 
Actual 

populatIOn 

100'0 
111,8 
129'\1 
154,6 
193'U 

Natural I 
populatIOn 

lOU'O 
11U'8 
128', 
15n'2 
190,3 

I 

supra. e 0 a gam roug mIgratIOn SInce 
1891 can be seen from the proportional variations 
shown in the margin, taking the figures for 1 89 J 
as J 00. The actual population has increased by 
2'7 per cent. more than the natural population 
between 1891 and 1931. This is the total gain 
through migration during the last forty years. 

61. During the past decade the enumerated population of Travancore has increased Growth of 
by 27'2 per cent. and the deduced population by 24'8 per cent. During the previous PTopulation in 

d d · ra yancore 
deca e the enumerate populatIon compared with 

lncrea~e or decrea5e in populatIOn, 
per cent. 

showed an increase of 16'8 per cent. other Sta~es 
. and ProvInces 

and the deduced populahon J 9'1 in India. 
Cuuntry, Provinc" or State 

India 
Madras 
Bombay 
Bengal 
Hyderabad 
Mysore 
Baroda 
Oochin 
Travancore (Enumerated) 

" (Deduced) 

--------,---__ per cent. The rise in the corrected 
1911-1921 

+ 1'2 
+ 2'2 
_ 1'8 

+ 2'7 
_ 6-8 

+ 3-U 
+ 4,6 
+ 6'6 
+16,8 
+ 19,1 

1921_1931 

+10'6 
+10'4 
+ l3'! 
+ 7-3 
+ 15'8 
+ 9', 
+ 14,9 
+ 23'1 
+27-2 
+24,8 

rate of increase from 19' J in 
191 J~1921 to 24'8 in 1921-1931 
may appear to be somewhat large. 
But from the figures given in the 
margin it will be seen that there 
has been a similar or even a greater 
rise in the rate of growth of the 
population elsewhere in India also. 
A much larger increase in the 
population in the last decade than 
in the previous has been a common 

feature of all the Provinces and States in India. In Travancore the -decennial growth of 
population has always been greater than in India as a whole and in most Provinces and 
States. 

62. The physical and economic conditions of T ravancore are more favourable to 
the growth of population than those obtaining in other parts of India. Except in portions 
of a few large towns there is no over-crowding of houses in this State. In rural areas and 
in many parts of most towns the houses are scattered. The cleanliness of the people 
of Malabar is proverbial. f.ven the poorest have a daily bath and keep themselves, 
their houses and premises as clean as possible. Living under such conditions it is not 
surprising that there is no serious or wide-spread outbreak of epidemics amongst them as else
where in India, The soil here is fertile and nature bountiful. Rain is generally plentiful, 
and though there may be some shortage or irregular distribution at times, it never keeps off 
entirely, The country gets the benefit of both the monsoons and cultivation seldom meets 
with total failure. The economic condition of the average T ravancorean is, therefore, 
better than that of the average Indian. Such conditions naturally favour a high birth-rate 
and a low death-rate. We have already seen that the birth~rate in Travancore is over 41 
per mille, while the death~rate is only 20 per mille. In other parts of India the birth-rate 
is not higher, but the death~rate goes up to 35 or even more per mille. 

Child marriage is extremely rare in Travancore. Out of a total of 1,027,297 
married women, only 2,484 are below the age of 10, and 26,198 below the age of 15. Child 
marriage is detrimental to health and will, therefore, reduce fertility. Carr-Saunders 
observes, "It is also known that when of two races, both living a similar kind of life under 
similar conditions, one practises early marriage and the other does not, as for example the 
Hindus and Mohammedans in India, fertility is higher among the latter than among the 
former."* On the other hand, any extended delay in marriage tends to reduce the 
possible number of children. "Young women," says H. G. Duncan, "are more fecund 
than older -women still in reproductive period."t Carr-Saunders also supports this 
view. "The earliest years are the most fecund years, and therefore postponement of 
marriage reduces the fecundity, other things being equal, by more than the fraction of the 

... A. M, Carr-i'laullders, The Populat'lOn Prublem" p. 10-l. 
t H, G. DUllcan, Race and P"pulatwn Problem, p 304 
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Explanation for 
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mature period which is passed in celibacy.' '* In Travancore. though there are very 
few child marriages, the majority of women marry between the ages of 15 and 20 and their 
fertility is. therefore, high. 

It is generally admitted that fertility increases as nervous energy decreases. N. S •. 
Phadke says, "Greater nervous energy makes for less fertility", and vice versa. In' 
other words, there is an inverse relation between nervous energy and fertility. "t A 
labourer who does manual work will have less nervous energy than an intellectual worker. 
and hence the former has ordinarily more children than the latter. According to
Mr. Phadke, food. water and climate also affect a man's nervous energy, and of the three 
ingredients which form human food, namely, proteids, fat, and carho-hydrates, the first alone 
provides nervous energy. People who live on food deficient in proteids and rich in fat 
and carbo-hydrates have low nervous energy and high fertility. The staple foods of an 
ordinary T ravancorean are rice and tapioca, both of which contain plenty of starch and 
very little of proteids. Again Phadke says, "A cool and moist climate is averse to the 
growth of nervous energy; and a climate which is at once hot and moist is most un ... 
favourable:'t The climate of Travancore is admittedly hot and moist. Both the food' 
the T ravancorean eats and the climate under which he lives cause a diminution of his 
nervous energy and consequently an increase in his fertility. 

That the fertility of the people of this State is high, and is in fact much higher than 
that of the inhabitants of other parts of India, has been {}roved by the fertility enquiry, the 
results of which are described in Part II of Chapter V of this Report. The average 
number of children born to 10 families in Travancore is 65 as against 57 in Baroda. The 
highest average of 70 children per 10 families is seen among the Indian Christians who
form nearly one.third of the population of the State. Not only are the number of children 
born to each family greater than in Baroda, the survival rate also is higher in T ravancore 
than in that State, 49 children surviving in every 10 families here as against 34 there. 
These figures prove beyond doubt the higher fertility and the lower mortality in Travan .. 
core than in Baroda. It is not, therefore, surprising that while the population in Baroda 
increased only by 14·9 per cent. during the last decade, that of Travancore increased 
in the same period by 24'8 per cent. (the deduced rate). As a rule the rate of growth 
of population decreases as density increases. On this ground one would have expected 
the increase in Travancore to be less than that in Baroda. But in the neighbouring 
State of Cochin which has a higher density than even Travancore the rate of increase is 
also higher than ,that in Baroda and very nearly. approaches the rate in Travancore. 
Evidently, in the fertile soil of Kerala the population grows in defiance of the laws of 
nature. 

Konment of 63. So far, we have considered the movement of the population in the State as a 
the pop.ul.ation whole We shall now examine the movement in smaller units, namely, the admini&trative and 
by admlnIstr&· • 
tin division. natural divisions, and the 

Actual population 
Admmistratlve 

DIvision 

1921 
\ 

1931 

Southern 1,156,373 1,433,9(.6 
Central 1,487,li8 1,861,472 
Northern 1,305.590 1,695,321 
Hlgh Range 56,921 105,224 

I 

Percentage of lllcrease 
lD actual popUlation 

1911 -1921 11921-1931 

17'0 2.4'0 
]7'0 25'2 
155 299 
42:0 8+·!J 

taluks. The table in the 
margin gives the popula
tion of the administrative 
divisions in 1921 and1931 
and the percentages of in
crease during the last two 
decades. In all the divi
sions the rate of increase in 
1921- ) 93 ) is higher than 
that in the previous decade 

and varies inversely as the density. The percentage of increase in the population of the whole 
State during the last decade according to the recorded figures, it will be remembered. is 
27'2. It will be seen, therefore, that the rates of increase in the Southern and Central 
Divisions are som.ewhat lower, the rate in the Northern Division is somewhat higher and 
that in the High Range is very much higher than the average rate of increase in the State. 
Such wide variations must be due to the inHuence of migration and to a small extent also 
to the difference in the rates of births and deaths in the different divisions. The main 
cause, however, is migration, both internal and external, which will be dealt with in detail 

* Carr-~atlndel's, loe. ed. p. 103. 

! N. S. Phadke, SeJ' P/'olJlem ,n India, p. 298. 
t Ibld p. 298. 
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in Chapter III. It is necessary, however, for the present discussion to ascertain in a~ 
general way how far the growth of population in each division has been affected by 
migration. The rate of increase in the population of each division will be higher or lower 
in proportion to the loss or gain through migration. Since information is not available 
regarding the birthplace of the emigrants by the divisions of the State, the natural population 
of each division may be regarded, for the purpose of the present discussion, as the same as 
the number of persons born in the division and remaining in the State. The rates of 

Aclmimstrative 
DIvision 

Southern 
Central 
Northern 
High Range 

Percentage of variatlOn 
in natural populatlOn 

1ll 1911-1921 

+18·0 
+ 17·1 
+ 15·9 
-22·0 

Percentage of val'lahon I 
III natural populaholl 

in 1921-1931 

+24·0 
+ 25 0 
+ 29·5 
+ 18·4 

increase of the cortect 
natural population may, 
therefore, be slightly 
higher than those given 
in the margin. Like the 
actual population, the 
natural population also 
shows an increase in 
all the divisions during 
the past decade, the 

highest percentage being in the Northern, the next highest in the Central, the next in the 
Southern and the lowest in the High Range Division. There was no special reason for a 
decrease of 22 per cent. in the natural population of the High Range in the decade 
J 911-1921. The Census Report of 1921 is silent on this point. 

We may now compare the rate of increase in the actual population of each division 
with that of the natural population during the decade 1921-1931. The two sets of 

Adnll111stratJvc 
DIvision 

Perl1entage of increase 
in natural population 

III 1921-1931 

Percentage of increase 
III actual popuJatlOn 

in 1921-1931 

----------------,----------------.------~-------

Southern 
Central 
Northern 
High Range 

24·0 
250 
29"5 
18·4 

24·0 
25·2 
2~ 9 
84 \1 

ligures are given in the 
margin. There is no 
difference between the 
two rates in the 
Southern Division, the 
difference is very small 
in the Central and 
Northern Divisions and 
is very large in the High 
Range. The infer

ence to be drawn from these ligures is that the Southern Division has gained as many immi
grants as the emigrants it has lost, and that the Central and Northern Divisions have gained 
slightly and the High Range immensely through migration. This is only natural, because 
the High Range, on account of extensive development of tea cultivation, has attracted large 
numbers of labourers from the adjoining British districts. The land cultivated with tea 
in this division has increased from 47,105 acres in 1921 to 74,616 acres in 1930. There 
could not possibly be much immigration from outside the State to the Southern, Central 
and Northern Divisions. If there is any, rarticularly in the frontier taluks of Thovala, 
Shenkotta, Parur and Kunnathunad. it wil be counterbalanced by emigration from those 
taluks to the adjoining British and Cochin territories. It may, therefore, appear that the 
differences in the rates of increase in the actual as well as the natural population between 
the above three divisions are due to the differences in the rates of births and deaths. The 
correct rate of increase in the whole population of the State arrived at after making 
allowance for the probable under-enumeration in 1921 is, as we have already seen, 24'8 
per cent. This agrees practically with the rates of increase in the population of the Southern 
and Central Divisions. The difference between the State average and the division rate is 
seen markedly only in the Northern Division. The conditions in that division are more or 
less similar to those obtaining in the Central Division and there could not, therefore, be 
any appreciable variation in the birth and death rates between these two divisions. The 
higher rate of increase in the Northern Division than the State average could, therefore, be 
explained only by under-enumeration in that division in 1921. A comparatively low 
increase in 19l1-1921 and a proportionately high increase in 1921-1931 in the Northern 
Division leads to the inference that the under-enumeration in 1921 must have occurred in 
that division. If the necessary correction is made in the population of the Northern Division 
in 192 J, the rate of increase in this division, as in the Southern and Central Divisions, will 
nearly be the same as the average State increase. The High Range differs from 
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the other divisions in having a cooler climate and a higher rainfall, and in other natural as 
well as economic conditions. The birth and death rates there may, therefore, be different 
from those in the plains divisions which may account for the lower rate of increase in the 
natural population of this division; and the much higher rate of increase in its actual 
population is, as we have already seen, due to immigration from outside the State. 

64. The boundaries of the natural divisions have been altered at this census. The 
information regarding birth-place recorded in 1921 is insufficient to decide the birth-places, 
according to the present natural divisions, of the population enumerated at that census. 
It is not, therefore, possible to ascertain the variation in the volume of internal migration 
by natural divisions between J 921 and 1931. The actual population of the previous 
census has, however, been adjusted for the changes made in the boundaries of the natural 
divisions and the variations in the growth of the actual population of these divisions between 
1921 and 1931 can, therefore, be compared. This, in fact, is more important than the 
variation in the natural population from the standpoint of the pressure of population on land. 

The rates of increase in all 
natural divisions are higher 
in the last decade than in the 
previous. In the Lowland the 
rate for the past decade is 
almost the same as the deduced 
rate of increase for the State 
(24'8) and in the Midland it 
is higher. There could hardly 
be any difference in the birth 
and death rates between 

Actual populatiOn 
Hate of mcrcase per cent. 

Natural III actual population 
DIVISIOn 

\ 
1921 

I 1931 1911-]921 1921-1931 
I 

-

I;owland . 1,923,497 2,389,;;49 15'0 I 24'2 
Midland 1,894,618 2,415,49~ 17·4 

, 
27'5 

HIghland 187,947 290,930 32'2 I 54'8 

I -

these two divisions and the variation in the rates of increase may not, therefore, be due 
to this cause. Nor could it be due to the influence of migration because the Lowland 
Division has gained J 0,807 persons and the Midland 9,039 persons due to the balance 
of migration, both external.and inte!nal (Se.e Imperi~l. :rable. VI): The only possible 
explanation for the rate of mcrease m the MIdland DlVlslOn beIng hIgher than the average 
State increase is the possibility 01 under-enumeration in that division in 1921. We have 
seen in the previous paragraph that among the administrative divisions the under
enumeration was probably in the Northern Division. When the administrative and 
natural divisions are considered together, the under-enumeration is found to have been in 
the midland portion of the Northern Division, comprising chiefly the eastern parts of the 
taluks of Changanachery, Minachil, Thodupu!a and Muvattupu!a where. on account 
of the hilly nature of the country and the widely scattered situation of houses, the omission 
of houses in enumeration is quite possible. 

In the Highland Division the rate of growth of the population during the decade 
is considerably higher than the average rate for the State and is certainly due to Immigra
tion. It is here that the greatest development of cultivation has taken place during the 
decade. All tea and rubber plantations are situated in this division and their total area 
has increased from 98,123 acres in J 921 to 136,602 acres in 193 J, an increase of more 
than 39 per cent. If the extension of the area under other crops could have also been 
included in this calculation-unfortunately information on this point is not available-the 
total increase in the cultivated area in the Highland would have more or less corresponded 
with the increase in the population of that division, which is 54'8 per cent. It may be 
noted that out of a total number of 120,369 immigrants in this division as many as 
79,433 have come from outside the State. 

65. Two maps are placed opposite this page, one showing the increase per cent. 
of the population in each taluk between 192 J and 1931 and the other showing the density 
of population on the cultivated area of the taluks in 193 J. One would naturally 
expect the growth of population to vary inversely as the density of the cultivated 
area. We will see presently that this is true except in the case of a few taluks, 
especiall y if the tal uks are divided into broad groups according to their density as shown 
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MAP OF TRAVANCORE 
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in the marginal table. The taluks in the first group have the highest densities rangmg 
from 2,039 to 2,842 persons 

Group 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

v 

Taluk 

I Trivandrum 
1 QUllon 

Karunagapa.lly 
Hherthala 
Kat thrkapally 
Kunnathunad 
AmpalapuLa 

Avel'age 

Parur 
Thiruvella 
OhlraYlllkll 
N eyyattrnkal'a 
KtHlllathnr 
Kalkulam 
i\lan~hk,lrn. 
,'da\,meucie 
KottaYllln 
V:Hk,,;n 
l'h:J.llg,IU1ChcI'Y 

Average 

)\ l!'ast lus waram 
Thovala 
Shenkotb 

Average 

Neullmangarl 
path::lIlamtllltta 
Muv~ttl1pnla 
Kottarakkal'a. 
Mruaclll! 
Path,Lil,lpnram 

Avel'age 

Thoclupu~tL 
DC"lkula.m 
Pll'meclc 

Average 

DensIty of 
P"l'ulat]()ll per 
~q, mile of cultl
vated a]'ca Itt 

1\>:11 

2,8!2 
2,6(;il 
2,1i';() 
2,2H7 
2,278 
2,0+4 
2,039 

2,359 

1,88il 
1,83Z 
1,831 
l.767 
1,752 
1,712 
1,068 
1,(>47 
I,Hn 
1,37H 
1,:l37 

1,653 

l,t\, ~) 
1,2D{ 
1,10:; 

1,552 

1,1!H 

!Ji8 
!117 
flUi 
8% 

974 

Pcrcclltago of 
lncrea:£e III 

pnpu],ltioll 
betweell 1921 

allu 1!l:n 

2!l 5 
20'1 
21'7 
:w·() 
21'2 
22'6 
28'7 

25'4 

19·3 
23·3 
22'H 
26'2 
25·3 
lU·f) 
20,2 
l!I'H 
:3:3' 3 
:28'+ 
4! .1< 

25'4 

12'6 

il7'l 
ill 7 
2ti'5 
2.)·H 
:17' ,~ 

32'3 

38'4 
ii!"!) 
\11 'Ii 

71'6 

per square mile of cultivated area, 
the average density being 2,359. 
The rate of growth of the 
population varies from 21·2 per 
cent. to 29·5 per cent. in the different 
taluks in this group, but the average 
for the group, viz., 25·4 per cent. is 
the lowest of all the groups excepting 
Group III. The taluks in Group II 
have lower densities than those in 
Croup I and the average rate of 
increase in the population is the 
same as that of the latter. Croup III 
is an exception. The three tal uks 
in this group, namely, Thovala, 
Agasthiswaram and Shenkotta, show 
the least increase in population in 
spite of their average density of the 
cultivated area being less than that 
of the two previous groups. These 
taluks are more or less like the 
adjoining British territories. As 
has been pointed out in the intro~ 
ductory remarks to this chapter, they 
originally formed part of the Tamil 
country. They have a rainfa II 
about the same as that of Tinnevelly 
district. The people are mostly 
T amilians and live in congested 
villages as in British India and 
unlike in other parts of Travancore. 
In these circumstances it is but 
natural that the rate of growth of the 
population follows the trend in British 
India and is much less than that of 
T ravancore proper. A noteworthy 
feature of the rate of growth of the 

~pulation in T ravancore is the large increase in the taluks included in the last two groups. 
"Ine inverse ratio between density of the cultiv~ted area and the rate of increase is seen 
very clearly in these groups. The densities of the taluks in Group IV range from 896 
to J 191 and the rales of increase from 25·8 per cent. to 40·3 per cent., the averages for the 
whole group being 974 and 32·3 per cent. respectivel y. In the last group the densities 
are the lowest, 431 to 847, and the rates of increase are the highest. 58·4 per cent. to 

91·6 per cent. The large increase in the population of 

Taluk 

I'athamtmtllltta 
N erlumnu).(ad 
PathaDflpuram 
Th(ldupu~a 
Devlkulam 
Plrllll'do 

Immi~rallts to 
the total populatIOn 

per cent, 

2:;'6 
H4'7 
H6,g 

the taluks in the last two groups is due to the extension 
of cultivation and the consequent influx of immigrants 
from other parts of the State as well as from outside. 
This fact will be evident from the proportion of the 
immigrants shown in the marginal table. Agriculture 
is the main occupation of the people of these taluks 
and the facilities which they contain for the extension 
of cultivation have attracted large numbers of 
immigrants from elsewhere in Travancore and from 
outside the State. Unfortunately, correct statistics showing 
the cultivated area in different taluks in 1921 are not 

available. Otherwise, this inference could have been proved by facts and figures. 

M 
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The Plret~.are of E6. In the foregoing paragraphs we have seen that the population in less densely 
popu a Ion. • h b' d d"l 'dl h th· h' kl In a lte areas or mart y grows more rapl y t an at 10 more t IC Y populated regions. 

This is the general rule, but there are exceptions to it. In localities where the houses are 
huddled together in compact villages as in the taluks of Thovala, Agasthiswaram and Shen
kotta, the rate of growth, in spite of their comparatively low density, is also low. In taluks 
like Karunagapally and Sherthala where the density is very high, the rate of growth of the 
population is also high. Owing to the scattered situation of houses there is no over
crowding in those taluks and the limit set by the means of subsistence on the growth of 
population has evidently not yet begun to operate. Consequently, the population in these 
taluks is still growing rapidly, notwithstanding their very high densities. Limitation in 
space and limitation in food supply are the two main factors directly influencing the pressure 
of population. The questio~ of sp~ce limitation ~i!l ~e considered in the next chapter and 
here we are concerned mamly with the food IImltatlOn. The pressure of population in 
relation to the food supply is, it must be noted, "a relative term, depending on various 
factors, namely, on the one hand on density and rate of increase of the population and their 
standard of .living, and on t~e other on th~ . resour~es avai.lable to them for raising wealth 
and .convert1Og ~hat wealth.mto the necessities of hfe re9~~'ed by ~hat standard of living."* 
Owmg to the differences 10 the resources and the faCIlItIes avaIlable for converting the 
wealth that is produced into the necessities of life, it sometimes happens that sparsely 
inhabited regions have an " excess" of population and areas of greatest density are under
populated. In considering the question of the pressure of population on the mean~ of 
subsistence we have, therefore, to take into account not only the production of foodstuffs 
in the country but also the production of other forms of wealth with which foodstuffs can 
be purchased from other countries. In T ravancore, agriculture is the main source of 
wealth at present and the growth of population, therefore, primarily depends upon the 
extent of land available for cultivation and the condition of its agriculture. 

!~f~l:;i~g i:he d 6
h
7. Malthufs laid

b 
~own th: proJ:>°hsitio~ th

l 
at P?pulatTiohn. t:nds to increabse lin geometrical 

means of subs is- an t e means 0 su slstence 10 ant mehca ratIO. IS IS not an a so utely correct 
tence. statement and neo-Malthusians have accordingly altered it into a simpler formula, that 

population tends to out-run subsistence. The world taken as a whole has probably not 
yet reached the stage when the population may be said to be out~growing the means of 
subsistence. Joseph Tenenbaum observes," Science may stretch the earth's crust to 
undreamed-of capacities. That the alarmists have often overstated their point can be 
gathered from many expert opinions on the development of agriculture. For instance, 
Professor John M. Coulter, to cite one authority, in his essay, "The Meaning 0/ Popula
tion," assures us that the revolution in agriculture is slowly solving the problem of drought 
and disease as a result of which food production is now beginning to over-take popula~ 
tion." t But if the different countries are considered separately, there may be some in 
which the population has begun to out-run the means of subsistence. T ravancore, it will 
be seen presently, has already reached or is nearing this stage. 

In an agricultural country like T ravancore the extent of land cultivated per head of 
population and the outturn per acre are the main factors which determine the standard of 
living. Edward M. East says, " By the returns of the International Institute just before the 
war, Germany was tilling 1'15 acres, France I'S acres, Italy 0'98 acre, and Belgium 0'57 
acre per capita. Tl e fact is, however, that these countries are not self~supporting. Huge 
<Juantities of food are imported annually .................. 1t is difficult, even on the basis 
of pre-war figures, to find out with absolute accuracy just what proportion of their people 
these countries then supported; but from the most trustworthy data obtainable the maximum 
ligures are:-Germany, 72 per cent.; France, 70 per cent.; Italy, 64 per cent.; and Belgium, 
37 per cent. After making certain slight corrections due to non-comparable data having 
been reported and for forest products cultivated, it follows that Germany really cultivated 
about Z'O acres for each man supported by her agriculture, France 2'3 acres, Italy 2·4 
acres, and Belgium 1'7 acres. This gives a weighted average production for these countries 
of 2'2 acres per capita, an amount which taken by itself is not very far from the figure of 
2'5 acreS per capita estimated as the maximum possibility for the world as a whole."! In 
Japan the area cultivated was only 0'32 acre per head of population or 0'45 acre per 
person supported by her agriculture in 1920. In Travancore the total cultivated land in 

<, Instructions for the preparatlOn of Chapter I of the (;eusus Report, 1931. 
t Joseph renenbaum, The Riddle of Sex, p. 92. 
t Edward M. East, Manl.:ind at the Cro8sroads. p. 70. 
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1930 was 2,201,295 acres and the per capita share was, therefore, 0'43 acre. The total 
number of persons supported by agriculture was 2,768,330 and each of them had thus 0'80 
acre of cultivated land. The above figures show that T ravancore is much worse off than 
the European countries and is slightly better off than Japan in regard to the average area 
of cultivated land per head of the total or the agricultural population. It must, however, be 
retnembered that the outturn of crops per acre in Japan is about 4'5 tons, while in Travan
core it is not even one-fourth of it. Under such conditions the fact that each individual of 
the agricultural population in T ravancore is able to live upon the produce of 80 cents of 
land only shows that the standard of living here is lower than in Europe or in Japan. 
Further, the cultivated area in T ravancore does not increase pari passu with the growth of 

Net cultivated area-

'Tota.l population 

Cultivated area pcr head of 
population --

aCres . 

acre. 

PopulatlOn supported by agricultUre '1 
Cultivated area per head of popula

tion supported by grlCnlture - acre ,I 

1921 

:t,00S,960 

40,006,06% 

0'50 

2,072,642 

0'97 

1930 

2,!Wl.,%95 

5,095,973 

0'43 

2,76S,330 

O'SO 

the population. In J 92 J 
the net area under culti
vation was 2,008,960 
acres and it increased 
only to 2.20 J .295 acres 
in 1930 or by 9'6 per 
cent. as against an 
increase of 24'8 per 
cent. in the population. 
The figures given in the 
margin show clearly by 
how much the cultivated 
area per head, both of 

the total and of the agricultural population, decreased from 1921 to 1930. When the land 
under cultivation does not increase in the same proportion as the population, the standard of 
living must necessarily deteriorate unless the deficiency were made up by a corresponding 
increase in the acre-yield of crops. In paragraph 36 above the outturn of the principal crops in 
Travancore has been given. The production of paddy, tapioca and pepper has increased from 
894,700 tons in 1921 to 1,024,700 tons 1931, i. e., by 14'5 per cent. and in the case of 
coconuts the total 'number produced has increased from 528,410,000 to 654,758,000 or by 
23'9 per cent. Thus it is seen that though the outturn of crops has increased somewhat more 
than the cultivated area, it has not kept pace with the increase in the population. 1t is 
evident, therefore, that the population is out-growing the means of subsistence. ~ 

68. The standard of living is defined as follows in a recent publication of The low 
the International Labour Office, An International EnqUiry into Costs o~ Living. "The standard of 'J liYing. 
term 'standard of living' or, as it has sometimes been called, 'standard of comfort', is 
intended to cover the sum of the economic satisfactions or utilities which an individual (or 
a family) derives from the consumption of the goods and services which he is able to obtain 
with his income available during a certain period of time .... - ' ..... ' ...... It follows from the 
above definition of the standard of living as a sum of satisfactions that different individuals, 
living in different countries, under different climates and with different customs and tradi
tions will be able to obtain the same amount of satisfaction (i. e., the same standard of living) 
by distributing their expenditure differently over various commodities and services." In a 
sub-tropical country like Travancore where the cost of living is low, a man will be able to 
obtain the same standard of living with a comparatively smaller income as one with a higher 
income in a cold country. But every nation should maintain a minimum standard of living 
suited to its environments and the average income of a man should be such that he can 
obtain at least this minimum standard. In Appendix IV to this Report which contains the 
results of the economic census taken along with the present population census, the per capita 
income in T ravancore is estimated at about Rs. 51. The prices of commodities have fallen 
'by not less than 40 per cent. on account of the present economic depression and the income 
per head, if normal prices had been ruling, would have therefore stood at about Rs. 85. The 
Travancore Banking Enquiry Committee has estimated the expenditure of a family of six 
living in comfort at Rs. 678 which is equal to Rs. 1 1 3 per head. * The average income thus 
falls short of the amount required for a man to live in comfort and his standard of living is, 
therefore, necessarily low. That it is lower than the standard of living in Western countries 
,can be seen from a comparison of the quantity of food consumed per head here and there. 
~'Food," says V. Li: Kale, "is the essential consideration in determining the economic 
condition of a nation." In Mankind at the Cross roads E. M. East points out that Pitkin 
bas recently calculated that an average adult in America requires a thousand pounds of dry 

*Report of the Travancore Banking Enquiry Oommitbee P. 13. 
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foodstuffs per year. From the figures given below it will be seen that a T ravancorean 
does not consume even half this quantity. The staple articles of food in Travancore are 
rice and tapioca. The poorer classes subsist more on tapioca than on rice. Fish also forms 
an essential ingredient of the diet of a large majority of the population. About 64 per cent~ 
of the rice consumed is produced in the country itself and the balance is imported from 
Burna. Tapioca and fish are both local products. The quantity of paddy produced in 
Travancore in 1930 was 535,000 tons. This, when converted into its equivalent in husked 
rice, would be equal to 356,000 tons. The quantity of rice imported in the same year 
was 204,000 tons (Paddy imported has been converted into its equivalent in rice)~ 
The quantity of tapioca produced and consumed is roughly 480,000 tons of dry roots. 
The quantity of fish consumed has been estimated at about 60,000 tons. The total 
quantity of dry foodstuffs consumed thus amounts to J, J 00,000 tons. In other words, the 
average consumption per head per year is about 480 pounds. 

69. When the population of a country grows more rapidly than the means of 
subsistence, food and other necessities of life fall short of the requirements of the people, 
and those generally affected by this deficiency are the poorer classes. Their lot becomes 
worse and they have to struggle harder for their existence. It is a law of nature that when 
difficulties of self-preservation increase the rate of multiplication also increases. Thomas
Doubleday says in The True Law of Population, "There is in all societies a constant 
increase going on amongst that portion of it which is the worst supplied with food,-in 
short amongst the poorest." Increase in population diminishes the food supply available to 
the poor ; this reacts on their rate of multiplication and leads to a further increase in the 
population. The increase in population in its turn enhances poverty and consequently the 
rate of mortality rises. This process of action and reaction will naturally go on until an 
equilibrium has been established between the rate of growth of the population and the 
food supply. Nowhere in the world has this point of equilibrium yet been reached. 
In T ravancore there is no indication so far of the scales moving towards the position of 
equilibrium. The population here is growing faster than elsewhere in India and the State 
is naturally getting over-populated. There are certain methods by which the evils of 
over -population can be mitigated. We shall now consider what these are and see 
whether they are operating, or could be made to operate, in this State. 

70. Emigration is one of the possible means of preventing over-population. It may 
be either internal or external. Internal migration from thickly populated regions to sparsely 
inhabited areas within the country, as we have already seen in dealing with densitv and' 
movement of population, is taking place, but not to such an extent as to afford sub;tantial 
relief to congested localities and bring about a uniform distribution of the population. 
The scope for external migration is limited and the recent experiences of Ind ian emigrants 
in Ceylon, Burma, the Federated Malay States, East Africa, and South Africa, show that 
there are insurmountable obstacles to the migration, on any large scale, of Indians to those 
countries. As far as the available statistics show, the total number of Travancoreans now 
living in countries outside India is only about 8,500. This is like a drop in 
the ocean when compared with the population of the State. Anyappreciable increase in 
this number cannot be hoped for in the near future. The remedy for over -population must. 
therefore, be sought in measures other than emigration to foreign countries. 

7 J. The development of local agriculture by extending the area under cultivation 
and by improving the methods of farming will increase the means of subsistence and 
enable the country to maintain a larger population at a better standard of life. Travancore 
has still some room for the extension of cultivation. Out of a total cultivable area of 
about 3,043,000 acres, nearly 842,000 acres, including current fallows and cultivable 
wastes, still remain uncultivated. Much of this land may be so poor in quality or so 
situated that by the operation of the law of diminishing returns it may not respond to the 
application of labour and capital as liberally as the land already brought under cultivation. 
The defects could. and will, in course of time, be removed by developing the means of 
communication and by improving the methods of cultivation. It may, therefore, be assumed 
thdt sooner or later all the available land will be taken up for cultivation and that it may 
be able to support the same number of persons as the land now undt>!' cultivation in the 
HIghland Division of the State, which is 591 or in round figures, let us say, 600 per square 
mile. On this basis the land still available for cultivation could support a population of 
about 789,000 or say 800,000 roughly. If the present rate of growth of the population 
continues during the present decade, more than this number will have been added to the 
population of the country before the next census. 
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The only other way of increasing the area available for cultivation is to encroach 
upon the reserved forests. Travancore has nearly a third of its area under reserved forests. 
This is more than the proportion in most of the Provinces and States in India as 

can be seen 
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from the table 
glVen in the 
margm. It is a 
common notion 
of the man in 
the street that a 
large portion of 
the forests in 
T ravancore is 
eminently fit for 
agriculture and 
could, of rather 
should, be 
thrown open for 
cultivation. The 
views of experts 
on the advisabi-
lity or other

wise of disafforestation are conflicting; but the balance of opinion seems to be predominantly 
against it. On this important question I cannot do better than give a few extracts from a 
letter which I have received from the State Conservator or Forests in response to my 
request. 

"There is no doubt a general impression in the minds of the people that our forests 
contain extensive tracts of land fit for paddy cultivation and other crops, and it is 
equally true that people often clamour for such supposed lands being thrown open to 
them for cultivation ......... , ..... ," ...... As a matter oUact, these 2,486 square miles of 
Reserved Forests and Lands do not give us an equal extent of cultivable land - much 
of these are giddy hill slopes of rugged rocks. while a great portion is only mere grass 
land where nothing else perhaps will thrive ... , ..... , ...... ' .. ' ..... So far as my knowledge 
goes I do not think that there remains any appreciable extent fit to be yet thrown 
open for this purpose." 

On the vexed question of the inter-relationship between forests and rainfall, the 
Conservator, referring to a Note on "The Influence of Forests on the Storage and 
Regulation of Waler 'Supply" by S. Eardley Willmot of the Indian Forest Service, 
says:-

"It will be seen therefrom that not only is the maintenance of forest areas essential in 
the interests 01 rainfall and consequently 01 agriculture, but that more important
perhaps than these -the destruction and denudation of timber-clad hill slopes would 
give rise to floods, avalanches, silting up of rivers and streams, and even the dis
appearance of several sources of water supply. ' ...•..•...•..•..•..•... 1 may add that, 
despite controversIal opinion on this subject matter, there can be no doubt, 

(i) that forests exect. an influence on the regulation of rairuall. 

(ii) that destruction of forests would eventually lead to floods. silting up of rivers" 
and the drying up or disappearance of strel1ms. etc., 

Ciii) that many forest-clad countries have suffered immensely owing to denudation of 
hill slopes and that several countries that have been so affected are spending 
large sums of money to repair the damages and the results of past neglect. 
and las'!; but not least, 

(iv) that agriculture mainly depends on the preservatioll \of forest areas and the 
protection and safety of its waterways, etc." 

In the face of such pronounced views of the Conservator of Forests, whose words 
in the matter of forest conservancy must carry weight, the possibility of the reserved 
forests yieldin~ any appreciable extent of cultivable land has to be ruled out. About 
4,400 acres have been already thrown out of the Reserves for cultivation and in the 
opinion of the Conservator there may not be more than another 500 or 600 acres which 
could yet be made available. 
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72. The average yield of an acre of land in Travancore is small compared with 
what is being obtained in Western countries and Japan. For example, the average 
outturn of paddy per acre is about 5,000 pounds in Spain, 3,000 pounds in Italy, 2,500 
pounds in Japan and 1,250 pounds in Travancore. By the adoption of scientific methods 
of cultivation the yield can certainly be increased. The yield of wheat in England, 
which was only about 10 bushels per acre in the middle of the eighteenth century, 
increased to 30 bushels by the middle of the nineteenth century. If the yield of paddy in 
T ravancore could at least be doubled, not only could the import from Burma be 
discontinued, but there would even be a surplus after meeting the requirements of the 
present population. The question is, Could the yield be doubled ~ If the example of 
foreign countries is followed, there is no reason why it could not be. But there are 
certain serious obstacles to the general adoption of scientific methods of cultivation in 
Travancore. The foremost of these is the minute size to which holdings have been 
reduced by sub~division and fragmentation. From the statistics collected in connection 
with the economic census it is seen that about 10 per cent. of the holdings in 
T ravancore are below 50 cents, 38 per cent. below one acre, 87 per cent. below 5 acres, 
95'5 per cent. below 10 acres, and only 4'5 per cent. of the total holdings are of 10 acres 
or more. The size of an economic holding varies according to the conditions obtaining in 
different countries. It should ordinarily be such as will provide the means of subsistence 
to a family according to the standard of living current in the country. If a family consists 
of five members, the holding should at least be 10 acres in extent in T ravancore, and if 
there are two workers in the family each worker will have 5 acres. If 10 acres is 
considered to be the size of an economic holding, more than 95 per cent. of the holdings in 
Travancore are uneconomic. The introduction of scientific methods of cultivation, how~ 
ever much the Department of Agriculture may try, cannot make much headway under such 
conditions. The chronic indebtedness of the cultivator is another handicap to agriculture. 
The T ravancore Banking Enquiry Committee has estimated the total indebt~dness of 
the rural population at Rs. 25 crores. It is not less than 20 crores according to the 
figures collected in the economic census. When there is such a heavy load of debt 
hanging round the cultivator's neck, it is next to impossible for him to find the money to 
invest in improved implements and chemical manures. He is, therefore, obliged to carry 
on cultivation in his old primitive way and rest content with what little he is able to get 
out of his land. The Government of Travancore is doing all that is possible to help him 
financially. T accavi loans are being granted, the co~operative movement has been started 
and is being developed rapidly, and a Land Mortgage Bank has recently been established. 
In spite of these measures of relief the financial position of the agriculturists has not 
improved materially. On the other hand, it has now become really embarrassing on account 
of the terrible economic depression. Under such circumstances the progress in revolu
tionising the methods of agriculture is bound to be slow, and any increase that may be 
brought about in the outturn of crops from the present cultivated area by this slow process 
of agricultural improvement is not likely to keep pace with the growth of the population. 

De'!lelopment 73. In countries where agriculture fails to supply the requirements of the. people, 
:!~~:;!:y and industry and commerce make up the deficiency. This is what one finds in Western 

. countries where, since the Industrial Revolution, there has been a large exodus of the people 
from the rur31 parts to the towns, abandoning agriculture and seeking employment in industries. 
In Travancore the development of industries has so far not been very appreciable, and 
consequently agriculture has had to absorb a large majority of the numbers that are being 
added to the population year after year. We see this from the increasing proportion of the 
population that is being supported by agriculture from census to census. The proportion 
was 47'4 per cent. of the total population in 1901, 53'6 per cent. in 1911, 51'7 per cent. in 
1921 and 54'3 per cent. in 1931. 1921 was an exception probably due to the inaccuracies 
in enumeration. In this respect T ravancore is only following the lead of India. The 
population supported by agriculture in India was 61'1 per cent. in 1891, 66' 5 per cent. in 
1901, 72' 7 per cent. in 1911 and 72'98 per cent. in 1921. The resources of agriculture 
are already over~taxed. It is supporting more population than it could, naturally at a 
reduced standard of life. What is really necessary is to draw away a portion of the 
population from agriculture instead of adding to its numbers from year to year. We have seen 
that in an economic holding every agricultural worker should have at least five acres of arable 
land At present there are over 900,000 agricultural workers in Travancore and each of 
them has hardly 21 acres of land under cultivation. To double this area half the number 
of workers, i. e., 450,000 of them, should be drawn away from agriculture. To provide 
employment to this surplus agricultural population and to the numbers that are being added to 
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.the general population year after year, industry and commerce have to be developed. At 

.present these employ only about 545,000 persons as against 517,000 employed in 1921. In 
other words, the development of industry and commerce has been so small during the last 
decade that the number engaged on these occupations has increased only by about 5-4 per 
cent. Industrialization at a more rapid pace will alone enable the country to provide the 
means of subsistence to the growing population, which could not possibly be absorbed by 
agriculture, developing, as it does, rather slowly under many limitations and handicaps. 

74. In spite of the best efforts that may be made for the development of the natural Checks on the 
resources of the country, its industries and commerce, it is doubtful whether the problem gr~wth of POPlI

of the increasing numbers of the population could be solved by such development alone, latlOn. 

unaided by some method of checking the enormous growth that is now taking place. There 
are only two ways of doing it. Either the birth-rate must decrease or the death-rate must 
increase. The latter is inhuman. All civilized Governments have set their foot on it and 

-have taken strong measures to stamp out such brutal practices as infanticide and abortion. 
They have not only prevented the deliberate taking away of lives but have gone further 
and adopted effective measures to reduce the incidence of death caused by disease, famine, 
and other natural causes. The result is that the death-rate in all countries is steadily 
declining. In England, for eHmple, the death-rate per mille decreased from 23 in J 853 
to 13 in 1916, in Germany from 27 in 1876 to 17 in 1911, and in France from 37 in 
1781 to 19 in 1910. In T ravancore, owing to the absence of correct vital statistics it is 
not possible to say in what proportion the death-rate is decreasing, if at all. As a result of 
the liberal medical aid that has been provided and the ~teps taken to improve sanitation 
and public health the death-rate must undoubtedly be moving downward. Thus, the 
-operation of the "positive or life-destroying" checks on the growth of the population is being 
-eliminated, and rightly too. But unless the corresponding "prudential or birth-preventing" 
checks are made to operate freely at the same time, the combined effect of a falling death-rate 
.and a rising birth-rate will lead to an increasingly larger population than the country could 
support. 

The question of birth-control is a thorny field. A heated controversy has ranged 
round it during the past half a century and public opinion is still sharply divided on it. 
'The Unemployment Enquiry Committee in Travancore recorded some evidence on the 
desirability of introducing birth-control methods in this State, but their conclusion, after 
weighing both sides of the question, was this: "Though we admit considerable force in 
the argument indicated above and though we agree that T ravancore is over-populated 
under existing economic circumstances, it appears to us that public opinion in Travancore 
is not prepared to view with approval proposals of this nature. But we agree that public 
opinion should be more fully awa~ened to the facts than it appears to be at present." * 
Birth-prevention by artificial methods is revolting to the religious sentiments of th.e people, 
'but it must be remembered that prevention of birth is more humane than to bring children 
1nto existence and allow them to suffer and die of agony. If the religious sentiment 
dictates against artificial birth-control, the humanitarian sentiment ought to counsel self
control. Travancore, however, shows no sign yet of limiting the size of the family either 
~-by contraceptive methods or by a regulated married life. 

Section III-Houses and Families 

75. The definition of 'house' in Travancore has not varied at different censuses. Definition of 
It has always been defined as the dwelling place of one or more families with their house. 

resident servants, having a separate entrance from the common way. The common way 
does not necessarily mean a public way. It may be any common way or even a yard 
from which there is a separate entrance to the hOllse. Servants' quarters or other separate 
---------------------------- --~~-------- -

Report or the 'fraysnclIre Ulj('mploymput Enquiry Committee, p 4-!. 
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residential buildings situated in a compound, which may have no separate entrances fro[lJ>, 
the public way but have such entrances from a common way or yard, have been treated 
as separate houses. A building in which two families having separate kitchens live in' 
different rooms, has been taken as one house. Two or more distinct but contiguous 
buildings belonging to the same owner but let out to different families have been regarded 
as different houses. In the coolie lines in estates each tenement has been treated as a 
separate house. A house as defined above invariably correspond:; with the dwelling 
place of a commensal family €xcept when two or more commensal families live in different 
rooms of the same building. This practice of families with separate cooking arrange
ments, occupying different portions of the same house, has been prevalent, though on a 
small scale, amongst the matriarchal families in Travancore till re~ently, but with the 
break-up of the matriarchal system by the enactment of the Nayar, Ilava, and Niinjaniid 
VeWiJa Regulations about six years ago, the practice is, fast disappearing. With 
the partition of the common properties under these Regulations the iarwiid houses 
have also come under division. Ordinarily, the whole house is allotted to one family or 
different buildings constituting the house are given to different families, in which case each 
family's share is partitioned off by an enclosure with a separate entrance from the common 
way. Clear instructions w~re issued on these points to the enumerators; and being 
mostly inhabitants of the localities to which they were posted, they were generally 
acquainted with the people and could not have, therefore, made mistakes in deciding 
",:hether a dwelling place should be treated as a separate house or not, as per the definition 
gIven. 

76. The number of occupied houses returned at the present census is 929,930 
GCcupiedhouses. ---- ----------------

Perce1ltage or !TIel'ea'" I 
as compared with 761,827 at the last census. 
The percentage of increase in houses and 
population during the last four decades are 
given in the marginal table. The difference 
between the two percentages was 3 in the first 
decade, 2 in the second, J'9 in the third and 
5'1 in the last decade. The variation in this 
difference is mainly due to variation in the 
proportion of children under J 0 years as can 
be seen from the marginal figures. From J 921 
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1\)01 
1\)11 
1\121 
1!1:n 

215·3 
27'0 
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30'4 

population to 30'4 per cent. If this increase 
be discounted from the increase in the total 
population, the difference between the rates 
of growth in the population and houses during 
the last decade would drop from 5'1 to 1'5 per cent. 

The increase in the number of occupied houses has been shared by all the divisions 
in the State and has been more or 

DI\I~I(lrl 
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Percelltage of vanatJOll 
<lurIng 1!l21-1~31 

less uniform", ith the increase in the 
population. The distribution of the 
houses and the variations in houses, 
and population by administrative and 
natural divisions are shown in the 
marginal table. One striking fact 

-____:------------ which the figures reveal is that 
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2\J·\J 
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though the rate of increase in houses 
is the same in the Central and the 
Northern Divisions, the rate of 
growth of population is higher in 
the latter than in the former. This, 
may probably be due, at least 
partly, to the inaccuracies in the 
enumeration in 1921. 
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77. When more than one commensal family lived in the same house, the name of the rIl!-~er oC 
-head of each family was entered in the house list and the block list. The number of amlles. 

such additional families, abstracted from the block lists, was found to be only 2,382 in the 
whole State, of which 1.767 were in municipal towns and the remaining 615 only in all 
the taluks together. The practice of separate families living in the same house is not so 
common in this country at present. Even on a limited scale it is seen more in towns than 
in rural parts. The total number of families found in the State at the time of the census is 
932,312. This gives on an average 5'46 persons per family, while the average number of 
persons per house is 5'48. 

78. The number of persons per house at the last four censuses is shown in Sub~ House-room. 

-sidiary Table VIl at the end of this chapter. The figures for 1921 and 1931 are given in 

Numher of persons per house 

State or D1VhHon 

1931 HI~1 

------- ---,-------.,....-----
STATE 

Administrative Didsion. 
Southern Divi"Wll 
Central" 
Northern " 
High Ran~e" 

Natural Division. 
Lowland 
Midland 
High1!tnd " 

15 fl7 
5 ~R 
5'16 
481 

n fl4 
5'25 
461 

the margin. The average number 
of persons per house has steadily 
risen from census to census. It was 
5'08 in 1901,5'17 in 19JJ, 5'26 
in 192 I and 5'48 in 193 J. These 
figures show that the rate of con
struction of new houses is not keep
ing pare with the growth of the 
population, and consequently the 
house~room available to each person 
is gradually diminishing. In 1931 
every 100 houses have had to 
accommodate 40 person~more than 
in 1901. Taking the different 
administrative divisions it is seen 
that the Southern Division has the 

highest number of persons per house, and the High Range the lowest. The Northern 
Division has a slightly higher average than the Central, though it has a lower density than 
the latter. In the natural divisions the variation in the number of persons per house varies 
,directly as the density. 

79. Subsidiary Table VII gives the number of houses per square mile at each of the House-density. 

State or VI vl 'IOn 

STATE 

Administrative Division. 
Southern Division 
-Central 
Northern " 
High Rangp " 

Natural Division 
Lowland 
Midland 
HIghland 

" 

" 

Number of houses per square mile 

1931 

122 

172 
133 
128 
19 

312 
164 
17 

1921 

100 

145 
1()9 
104 

11 

26fl 
Ifl3 
11 

last four censuses. The figures for 
1921 and J 93 1 are extracted in the 
margin. As is to be expected the 
number of houses per square mile 
has risen during the last decade in 
all the administrative and natural 
divi~ions, corresponding to the 
increase in the population and in the 
density. The Lowland Division 
which is the most densely populated 
region has naturally the highest 
number of houses per square mile 
and the Highland with its least 
density has the smallest number. 
In the former there are 18 times as 
many houses per square mile as 

,there are in the latter. But the difference becomes less striking when the number per square 
mile of cultivable or cultivated 

Natural Division 

Lowland . 
MIdland 
Highland 

Number of houses l,et square mile 

Total area I Cultivable I Oultivated 
area area 

312 337 301 
164 1\J0 239 
17 48 120 

area is considered as can be seen 
from the marginal figures. The 
houses in the Lowland Division 
are getting so crowded that there 
is only a little over an acre and a 
half of cultivated land for each 
house in that division, while in 
the Highland each house gets 
nearly 5i acres and in the Mid
land about 2~ acres. 
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80. The tendency for the over-crowding of houses in thickly populated areas can be 
seen more clearly from the marginal table showing the approximate distance in yards from 

State or DiV1Sl0T\ 

STATE 
Administrative 

Division 
Southern D" r"r01l 
('elltJal 
Northern _, 
Ihgh Hange ,_ 

Natural Division 
IJ()w~and 

Mlliland 
Hi!(h'anu 

·r 1'11-2 

144-2 
11;4-0 
1672 
433-!) 

107 I 
147-7 
4~8 T 

PIOXlltllly of houoe,., in yaId, 

1 !)21 

189-1 

157-1 
1Hll 
IH:;-4 
:J70-:t 

111;-1; 
11i4-0 
5,02 

1911 

202-8 

167 ~ 
19.) 1 
1972 
714-0 

123-"! 
171; 1 
(iliK-, 

191)1 

216-9 

17\1-" 
206-3 
211 -1 
945·6 

12!l-!) 
lUO 1 
772 1 

house to house in the 
State and in the different 
divisions at each of the 
last four censust::s, on the 
assumption of a uniform 
distribution of the 
houses. The figures
~eak for themselves. 
The average distance 
from house to house has 
fallen from 216'9 yards 
in 1901 to 171'2 yards 
in 1931 for the State as 
a whole. In the ad
ministrative divisicns-
the houses in the 

Southern Division are three times as near to one another as those in the High Range, while 
in the natural divisions the distance from one house to another in the Lowland is less than 
one-fourth of what it is in the Highland. 

81. The discussion in the foregoing paragraphs gives no clue whatsoever as to whether 
there is any tendency for the breaking-up of joint families in T ravancore. The enactment 
of social legislation, permitting the partition of the common properties of matriarchal 
iarwads, already referred to, should naturally lead to the break-up of these joint families 
into smaller units. But the fact that the number of persons per house has increased from 
5 ·26 in 1921 to 5'48 in 1931 does not appear to point to the existence of such a tendency. 
These figures do not, however, disclose, the real position. For, as has already been 
pointed out, the increase in the number of persons per house has been contributed by a 
larger proportion of children under 10 years in 1931 than in 1921. This proportion was 
26'8 per cent. of the total population in 1921 and 30'4 per cent. in 1931. In considering 
the question, whetber large families are breaking up into smaller ones, these children should 
naturally be excluded. Again, the calculation should more appropriately be made on the 
natural than on the actual population. If children under 10 years are excluded fr-om the 
natural population and the average number of r-ersons per house then calculated, it will be 
found that the number per house was 3'79 in 1921 and 3'73 in 1931. Or, expressing it 
in another way, there were 26 houses in 1921 and 27 in 1931 for every 100 persons of 
the natural population excluding children under 10 years. The increase, though slight, 
certainly shows that joint families have been broken up in the last decade j and this, as has 
already b~en observed, is mainly the result of the partition of the matriarchal larwads of 
Nayars, Ilavas and Nanjanad VeHalas. • 

Buildings other 82. All buildin~s, irrespective of the purpose for which they were used, were entered 
than houses- in the house list and the block list. Thp. number of occupied houses has been abstracted 

for the purpose of the various tables. The statistics regarding the other buildings are not 
usually compiled, but I have had these figures separately compiled this time, and they 
are given below:-

___ ~ ___ --,-_~_--;--_~~. ____ c-________ -:-_________ _ 

I'tate or Dn-islOn t\hops 

STATE 35,639 

:'outh"rn D"-bion_ !1,!O2 
Oentral -, 12,B62 
Nm t],prn '-
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22 
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Government 
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It is interesting to compare the State figures under some of the above items with the 
corresponding figures given in The Memoir 0/ the Survey 0/ the Travancore and Cochin 
States embodying the results of the survey conducted by Ward and Conner in 1816-1820. 
The two sets of figures are given below:-

Public institutions for education 
Public Offices of various descriptions 
Principal temples dedicated to the superior divinities 
Temples and groves dedicated tJ severa.l minor divinities 
Places of worahip belonging to the inferior castes 
Churches 
Mosques 

The figures are self-explanatory and comment is unnecessary. 

1816-1820 

264 
1,026 

3,362 } 
15,862 
2,404 

301 
254 

1931 

4,940 
2,048 

9,250 

2,627 
756 
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DIVIsion 

1 

STATE 

Administrative 
Division 

Southern 

Central 

Northern 

High Range 

Natural Diyision 

Lowland 

MIdland 

HIghland 

DiviSIOn 

STATE 

Administratiye 
DiYision 

Southern 

Central 

Northern 

HIgh Range 

Natural DiYilion 

Lowland 

Midland 

Highland 

CHAPTrm I-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT OF POPULATION 

Of 

i 

I 
I 

:, 

\ 

· 
· 
, 

· 

, 

· 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I (A) 

Density, Water~supply and Crops 

Mean densIty per Percentage of total PerCentage of cultivable 
~qua.re mIle area VI hich IS are>t wtllch IS 

total Of net Net Net Double Cultlvahle 
alea cultivated cultrvated cultivated cropped 

area I 
2 3 4 5 (; 7 

668 1,482 62'301 01510 '72'33 '7'94 

963 1,757 6:~ 95 54<-76 85'62 19'13 

717 1,629 52'13 4,1--04 84'-17 11'61 

700 

I 
1,361 6f'18 51'44 77'72 235 

!i4 4:;0 7558 2093 2769 0'07 

I I 
J 

1,743 2,186 87'38 79'72 91'20 1263 

892 1,303 86'03 6848 79'60 8'4<2 

82 591 34'59 13'87 40'09 2'46 

Percentage of gross cultivated area under 

1 RICe (Joconut Tapioca 

I 
Pepper Rubber Tea 

10 11 12 13 14 1.5 

36'2 21'5 189 42 3'4 3'3 

37 (j :>.0'0 19'9 2'6 

r 
03 12 

38'9 22'9 27'0 1'9 2'(; 0'6 

38'~ I 25-1 135 8'4 58 0'1 

36 0'2 0'4 0'5 7'2 j {4'4 

47'0 316 100 0'7 0'1 
" 

34'8 18'1 25'6 6'6 4'0 0'5 

]5'8 10'7 13'9 3'~ 8'7 21'7 

I, The grO<R cultivated area is the net cultivated area plus the doubie-cropppd area, 

i I 
Percentage, Normal 
of gr()s~ I ram fall in 
cultl vatc(l I mches 
area whIch 

118 irngatedl 

8 !l 

16-65 99'19 

I 3-1'S7 59,14 

8'77 100'43 

12 69 123'20 

4'47 14633 

23'94 78-00 

a'65 109'00 

6'95 12800 

I 

Rugarcane I Ocher crops 

I 

I 
16 17 

04 12'1 

.. 18'4 

0'7 5':{< 

0'6 8'3 

" 43'7 

0'2 10'4 

07 97 

.. 26'0 

2, The proportions given in columns 2 to 17 were calculated from the figures supplIed by the Land Revenue Department and 
those cor:tamed m The Stat"tw8 vi TrllJl-'Oncore, 

3, The boundaries of the natural divisions have been altered at this census and hence the figures given for these divisions in this 
table callnot be comparee with the corresponding figures for the last census. 



1 

2 

3 

5 

7 

8 

10 

1] 

II 

14 

16 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

23 

25 

26 

"27 

211 

29 

30 

Taluk 

1 

STATE 

Thovala 

AgasthiBwaram 

Kalkulam 

Vilavancode 

N eyyattinkara 

Trivandrum 

Nedumangad 

Chirayinkil 

Quilon 

Karun&gapa.J1y 

Karthikapally 

Mayelikara 

Kunnathur 

Kottarakkara 

Pathanapuram 

Shenkot.ta 

Pathan&mthitta 

ThiruvtlIa 

Ampalapula 

Ohanganachery 

Kottayam 

Vaikom 

!:,herthala 

Pm'ur 

KUnnathunau 

MuYattupul" 

Thodupula 

Minachil 

Plrmede 

Dcvikularn 

I 

.\ 

~ I 

-I 

SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I (8) 
Density by tal uk 

Area in square miles 

-- ------------,----

\ Cultivable I Cultivated Total 

2 

7.625 

144·96 

106'92 

229'39 

lliu·lo 

!17.21; 

361)'02 

140'50 

H7·H 

a'24 

11l·-l3 

] 50'46 

202·03 

425·67 

129·H 

S9S'16 

263'7S 

117'14 

113'43 

:Hil·.,6 

437'41; 

41'6·9+ 

283·41 

4-,,0'90 

067'03 

3 

4,754 

4.5·30 

86'90 

131'86 

107'00 

173' 25 

~7'76 

18:;'18 

135'49 

75'77 

70'54 

105'27 

lIS' 06 

183'76 

179·60 

55'24 

164·26 

185'56 

nO'26 

20S'67 

193'61 

116·83 

92·54 

98'3!) 

237'97 

226· 3!I 

16Z'64 

29!l'59 

545'34 

4 

13,439 

31'01 

1'4'80 

120'61 

107'00 

155·39 

7ll'H5 

1il2'07 

105'43 

93'00 

62'71 

104'31 

6(,,83 

150'13 

112'74 

43·31 

143·57 

182'31 

10S'2S 

165'61 

156'62 

89'41 

1115'26 

107·16 

222'22 

106'78 

127'52 

53 

Density per square mile of 

Total arpa I Cultivable area I Cultivated ar<,II. 

5 

668 

277 

l,-lS7 
1,133 

900 
830 

1,067 
1,074 

1.177 
1,188 

2,3:16 
1,526 

430 

1,317 
1,.166 

1,680 
1,497 

2,161 
2,162 

1,925 
1,860 

1,562 
1,488 

778 

237 

371 
278 

13!! 

1,=>33 
1,4.92 

1,4!l7 
1.,']38 

S40 
763 

1,OS:! 
!l86 

1.0m 
997 

I,,4_(; 

1.,62~ 
1,J40 

.,25 
lJU 

41-1 

IS6 

711 

102 

89 

1,072 

886 

1,,,30 

1,566 

1,647 

1,58.; 

2,589 

8:;0 

1,425 

2,366 

2,539 

%,025 

1,653 

!192 

749 

:;63 

867 

sus 

1,S19 

2,OO! 

1,061 

1,1!1l1 

1,;Hti 

2,210 

1,8U 

~'.)O 

800 

109 

7 

1,482 

1,294 

I,S7J 

1,712 

1,647 

1,767 

2,842 

J,191 

1,831 

2,61 • .'1 

2,550 

2,278 

1,668 

1,75! 

917 

1191; 

1)05 

1,S5! 

2,039 

1,n37 

1,481 

1,378 

2,287 

1,883 

2,044-

!178 

847 

!107 

431 

4(;4 

1. The figures given III columns 2 to 4- were furnished by the Land Revenue Department. 
2. In the case of those taluks in which municipal towns are sItuated the denSIty of the taluks excludmg the tOlvns is 

given in italu:s in column 5. 

p 



CHAPTER I-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEME~'I' O.F POPCLATIOK 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE JI 

Distribution of the population classified according to density 

I. ____ ~------~-------,-----
I 

Taluks with a pcpu!ation PCI' "<{uale mIle of 

DIVlSI(Jll 

I-

I 
1 

STATE 

Administrative Division 

Suuthern 

('cllllal 

Nurthern 

Natural Division 

Luwland 

Midland 

Highland 

DIviSIon 

STATE 

Administrative I Division 

Suuthern 

( 'cntra! 

'Korthelll 

I 
fllo::h RUll!!l ·1 

I 
Natural Division 

Lll\Ybllll 
i 

'1 
M"lbm! 

Hi)l'hlal1l! 

l'nder 1;;U 

Area PupulatlOn 

1,118 

14'66 

1,118 
IOIl·no 

:1,:16:\ 
']4'1::01 

I 

·1 , 

3 

106,224 

2'01 

10322+ 
lUO'OO 

:Hti.2R!1 
84'66 

lioo-nu 

AlCn Population 

10 11 

847 565,175 

J I'll J /. 09 

2u2 137.621 
7· I!} ,-4U 

li45 427,5;;4 
26'6(] 25·22 

1 01;) 6!)!),727 
:17'42 28'[17 

150-:~UU 

~~---~~-. 

Area 

1,956 

25'65 

14.) 
II· 7.1 

1.:12{ 
.51'02 

4K7 
20'11 

lSi 
.5·19 

Pop ulab< III 

:; 

374;,567 

1'35 

+0.1 :2:1 
2'/i1l 

243,700 
13'0[1 

!IO.72H 
/j'J5 

H'(HI 
15 ·.1-1 

ClOO-+i>(I 

Area 
I 

PopulatlOlI 

Ii 7 

932 386,308 

1222 1·58 

:Hi,i 1:;7.:n2 
24'5(! 111.117 

129 47,8Hi< 
4'[17 2·{j' 

t37 1~1.12S 
1/;'114 lO'(i!I 

.. 
__ ~ 1 

TalnkR With a poplllatlOll pel' ''luare mile ot 

750-900 
I 

9110-I,O~)U 

Area P()pu1ation 
\ 

Alea POl'l,latioll 

12 1:l I 1-1 1.; 

414 338.588 230 206,491 

5·43 6'64 3'02 4'05 

2:10 20fi,4!11 
15-44 14'40 

1 ~.O I 17,I1U 
5·78 6'29 

264 221,47~ 

to· flU 13'0l! 

n!l7 7~Ht320 151i H7.~!hi 

S6'83 32-07 /j~7(j 6'l/J 

/_ lea Population 

!I 

.~ -
------~ 

l l.05U and over 

I Alpa 
\ 

Populatiun 

1Ii 17 

2,128 3,119.63ct ' 

21'9/ 61·22· 

H9 1,0:10.524 
50'27 71'6') 

7!l0 1,315,17:1 
;;0'44 70·65 

589 7H,433 
,']4·:;2 4.5·fjS 

1,:\71 2.:\R9,(;41) 
IOIl,oD IOU·Off· 

541 771,!151 
19'99 .11'96 

I __ . _____ ~____ ~~I_._ .~~_ 

NOTE -The proportions per cent, which the area and population of each group hear to tJ e total ar .. !dyen in ita/Il'" 
below the absolute fIgures for the State lUld the divisior.s. 



f)lyj...,ioll 

STATE 

Administratiye 
Diyision 

SOllthern 

Central 

Northerll 

Thgb Hail;.!.(_" 

Natural Diyision 

Lowland 

Midland 

Highland 

SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

Variation in relation to density since 1881 

Percentage of vanatioll. Increase (+), I 
Decrease (-) 

---~---------_ - -_--_--

H)21 to 1911 to l!)OI to I HHJl to /1881 to 
1\):31 1\)21 1 \lll I 1\)01 : 18\)1 

Xe: 
variatIon 

181'1-1\)31 1'131 

Mean density pe~ s(jwue mile 

I !I:! I Inll l!1(J1 
1 

IX!!1 

I 
--- -" ------~~-- -----_--_--_ --

2 :1 .-. I; 7 10 It 12 

127-2 +16'8 16·2 -j 15'4 +6-5 + 112'2 668 525 450 387 335 

+ 2+'0 ,17-0 + 1 j'~. +!i;-7 1+ :1-1 -t 10:1-5 !l6:3 77(i (;(i:1 .,fa 4K~ 

+ 2~)'2 + 17-0 + 1~)-2 +12-8 
I 

9-7 10S'S 717 :>7:3 4!10 +2:> :377 !+ + 

+29'\) +1,,-;' +14-;-; + 17-r, i+ 5-0 
1+ 

112'2 700 .-);)9 ~(i7 -107 M(; 
I 

+IH-\I +42-() +H;)o,. +~(,-N + l:l6-2 
,+ 

1,5KII'5 114 :ll :l(, l!1 1:3 

+2+-2 -t-l;J-O +1:1'2 +U'B 1+ ~. ?, + q 10
'; 1,71:3 1,411:1 I.:!~o I,OiN III:! 

+27'5 +17'4 I 18'2 +- 1:;-fj + 7·"; + 120' ~ fHl2 700 ;)116 :")0:-) -13'-. 

+5-1'8 +32-2 +30'2 +-24-4 + 13-2 + 27fi ·0 X2 .")3 -to :en 2'-) 

55 

1881 

13 

315 

+73 

:144 

:1:l0' 

(~ 

K% 

40'-) 

22 

-~~-~-- ---- -- - ~~----- -- -- ---------~-------_----

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

Variation in natural population 

Population in I !):H I PopulatlOll III 1\)21 
VarIatIOn pe 

I cent. (1921-
--- 11)31) in 

Dhlslon I I natural 

Actual lWilli- Emi. I Nftlllral Actual Inul1]· 

] 
Emi- Natural populatIOn 

Population grants grants I l'opulatlOlI PopulatIOn grallt~ gl'alJts Population Increase (+ 
Decrease (-

I 
1 

2 :I .t " 
(; 7 R I !I 10 

STATE 5,095,973 135,103 58,466 5,019,336 4,006,062 73,591 30,260 13.962.731 +26'7 

, 

Administrati ye 
Diyision 

SOllthcl'1l 1,43:UI:;6 28,7-14 20,70{ 1A2:;,!11I; 1,1.)I'.37:l IH,0116 

I 
1I,71H 1,1[;0,061 +24-n 

I 33,3~)4 23,04H Central · 1,861,472 53,408 3;,295 1 ,84 5,:~5!) I AR7,l 78 I IA71;.H72 +25'0 

Northcm 1,69u,321 52.157 30,537 1,673,701 1,30;;,590 2(1,593 16,111. 1,2(J2.1l3 +2!)';-' 

High Rftuge · lOr) ,224 89,831 fiOI 15,8\}4 :;f;,~121 1:1.8H!J 39:; 13,42;') +IR-4 

.Natural 
Diyision 

I 
Lowland: · 2,389,34\) 8S,12X ii_,32 I ll,:m',742 1,92:1,49; 

I 
Midland 2.4Hi,4M SO,Ii;:; 

I 
2,-lU(i,-t;);) I,H!)4,6IR I 

I I 
2!J1I,930 120,3ii9 ;;.11:3 I 'j"ii .. fi7:l IH7,9-17 I 

I I Highland · I , 

I ''',HI 
I 

---------------------~--------- --------------~--------------------------------------------

NOTE--Since the bonndaries of the natural (ilvislOns have been altcre<i at tins censn,. figures showllIg the natural populatlOll 
of these diviSIOns for the previous census arc not available, 
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1 

nivislOn I 
\ 

) 

STATE 

A dministratiYe 
DiYision 

'onthern 

c entral 

'')rthern 

High Range 

atural 
Division 

I .owland 

M idland 

JJ ighland 

CHAPTER I-DISTRIBUTION AND MOVEMENT O]!' POPDLATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 
Comparison with vital statistics 

1921 --1931 Total Number per cent. of population 
Excess ( + ) or number of of 1921 deficiency { - } 
of births over 

Births 
\ 

Deaths Births 
\ 

Deaths 
deaths 

3 4 5 6 

819,1'13 446,319 20·4 11'1 +372,854 

207,277 133,573 17'9 Il ·Il + 7;~,7U-l-

298,896 153,930 20'1 lU·4 + 141,961; 

296,992 148,066 22'7 ll';~ + 148,926 

16,008 10,750 28'1 18'9 + 5'l25H 

368,030 209,135 19'1 10·9 + 1:>8,89& 

,100.,866: 206,278 21'2 10'9 +194,:>88 

,,0,277 30,906 26·8 1(;,4 
) + 19371 

----__ . 
Increase ( + ) or Decrease (-) 

of population of 1931 
compared with 1921 

Natural 

I 
Actual 

Population Popalation 

7 8 

+1,056,605 +1,089,911. 

+ 273,85:> +277..,,83 

+368,487 +374,294 

+ 381,58)'; +389,731 

+ :t,4-6H + 48,303 

+41i6,052 

+:>20,876 

+102,983 

lWTE:-!rhe variations in column 7 for natural divisions cannot "te workecl out as figures ~howiug the natural population of these 
divisions for the previous census arc not available, 

Natural 
Division 

1 

STATE 

Lowland 

lIjidland 

Highland 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI 
Variation by taluks classified according to density (A)-Actual figures 

_. 

Variation in taluks with a population per square mile, at commencement of decade, of 

Decade 

Under 150 1150 to 300\300 to ~50\ ~:;o to ~~~I~~-;t: 750-~;~-: 90; \!J0~0 1,050 I 1,050 and 

1891~190J+ I 
, 

3 4 i) 6 

32,366 + 62,282 + 42.166 + 77,105 + . 1901 -1911 + 46.417 + 30,945 + 78,990 + 401,755 + 
1911-1921 + 80.299 + 61.628 + 68.376 + 60,807 + 
1921-1931 + 120,376 + 31.131 + 92,058.+ 176,635 + , 1 1 

I 
\ 1891-1901 .. .. ,. + 10,262 + 

1901-1911 .. .. .. .. + 
1911-1921 .. .' .. .. -t-

1921-1931 .. .. " " 

1891-1901 .. + 42,635 + 57,518 + H9,634 
1901-1911 .. + 23,998 + 71,154 + 83,0-15 + 
1911-1921 .. .. -f 134,956 + 54,522 + 
1921-1931 .. .. " + 233,357 + 

I 

.1 
I 

J891-1901 + 17,654 + a,738 .. . , 
1901-1911 + 35,710 - 2,733 .. 

I 
., 

1911-1&21 + 41,401 + 3,73(1 .' .. 
I 

1921-1931 + 93,348 + 9,635 0' .. 
, 

7 I 
30.2017 + 
67,040 + 
50,838 + 
23,647 + 

18,252 + 
1,-190 + 

12,605 + .. + 

.. + 
6,231 -t 

34,074 -
123,046 + 

.. 
'. .. ,. 

8 
\ 

9 

54,467 + 53,219 + 
57,194 + 76,519 + 
62,982 + 42,441 + 

155,366 + 57.009 + 

49,072

1

+ 43,101 + 
11.574 + 40,657 + 
13,921 + 21,176 + 
43,963 .. + 

M,889 + 12,922 
5,367 + 58,797 
6,006 t- 7,039 + 

49,540 .. + 

., ., 
" " 

I " . . ,. 
I 

' . 
I 

I 

over 

10 

112,6. 9 
8 
6 

76,96 
169,71 
0133,70 ° 

64,74 
141,52 

f 
8 
3 
9 

203,40 
422,08 

. . .. 
55,66 

IH,93 

.. .. .. 
" 

I 
3 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI (B) 

Proportional figures 

N.itural 
Variatwn in ta.luks with a populatIOn per H'luare mile, at eomme 

DivisIOn Decade 

neement of decade, of 

Under 1:\0 1150 to 30~1300 to -t-:i0) 4:\0 to 600 j 60C to i50 I' 750 to 900 j900to 1,000)1,050 and 
over 

1 

STATE 

Lowland , 

lIfl<llanu 

Highland , 

2 I 3 

1891-19011+ 24'21 + 
1901 1911 + 27'35 + 
1911-1921 + 37'97 + 
1921-1931 + 55'17 + 

1891-1901 " 
1901-1911 " 
19I1-1~21 " 1921-1931 

" 

1891-1901 " + 
19,,1 1911 " + 
1911-1921 

" 
1921-1931 

" 

1891-1901 + 20'Oi + 
1901-19Il + 40'55 -
1911- 19211+ 33'4,1 + 
1921-1931 + 61'04 + 

~----

4 " 1 6 I 
22'23 + 11'68 + 17'86 + 
12'47 + 18'46 + 13'64 + 
18'50 + 28'30 + 16'12 + 
28'28 + 31'29 + 28'96 + 

.. " + 21'10 + .. " " + 
" " .. + .. " " 

22,09 + 17 '06 + 13'11 
41'(}O + 17'88 + 1,' 7!1 + 

" + 26'72 + 11\'H + .. " + 34'28 + 

21'44 " " 
12'91 .. .. 
20'28 .. " 
27'52 " " 

----- ---------

7 

16'23 + 
18'92 + 
17'21 + 
25'30 + 

20'27 + 
2'53 + 

20'88 + 
" + 

" + 
12'48 + 
13'00 -
23'13 + 

. ' .. 
" ., 

13'18+ 12'13+ 
23'50 + 13'60 + 
14'95 + 14'82 + 
25'34 + 26'21 + 

15'28 + 14'46 + 
8'3,1 + 17'09 + 

12'12 + 14'08 + 
28'46 + 

14'41 + 12'47 
18'19 + 16'16 
12'80 + 20'18 + 
30'65 + 

. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII 

Persons per house and houses per square mile 

10 

13'61 
12'20 
12'56 
23'45 

12'13 
13'59 
15'10 
23'86 

13 '17 
22'09 

Average numbcr of persoll" per hom,e Average number of hOUHCH per square mite 

~---:__---_c__----____,_---- I----·~-----

1931 1921 

--------~~-

1 2 

STATE 5'26 

Administrative Division 

Southcfll ,Hi 1 

Celltral 

Nmthcrn 

High Range 4' 81 

Natural Division 

Lowland 

:MIdland 

Highland ·1 .!'!l.! .l'fH 

I 

1911 

4 

5'17 

5'22 

5·:n 

5·09 

;)'19 

" '18 

4'75 

1901 

5 

5'08 

5'23 

5'08 

4'i!! 

1931 

6 

122 

li2 

133 

128 

19 

312 

164 

17 

1921 

7 

100 

10!) 

104 

11 

263 

1:33 

II 

1911 

87 

127 

94 

7 

235 

115 

8 

1901 

9 

76 

III 

84 

80 

99 

6 



Definition of 
town. 

Reference to 
statistics. 

CHAPTER II 

THE POPULATION OF TOWNS AND VILLAGES 

83. A towr. with a population of 100,000 or more is a city. Travancore does not 
yet possess a city. Trivandrum, its capital, containing 96,016 inhabitants. has come very 
near the border line and will easily get into the category long before the next census. 
According to the definition laid down in the Imperial Census Code, a town includes (I) every 
municipality, (2) all civil lines not included within municipal limits, (3) every cantonment, 
and (4) every other continuous collection of houses inhabited by not less than 5,000 
persons, which the Pro~incial Superintendent may decide to treat as a town for census 
purposes. In Indian States, where there are no municipalities, this definition will have to 
be extensively applied. In dealing with questions arising under head (4) the Provincial 
Superintendent is required to have regard to the character of the population. the relative 
density of the dwellings, the importance of the place as a centre of trade, and its historic 
associations. There are 19 municipalities in Travancore, and according to the definition 
given above all of them are towns. These 19 municipalities existed in 1921 also. There 
are no cantonments or civil lines which may be included under towns. There are other 
places which partake of an urban character and 27 such places have been declared as 
towns for the present census. In J 92 J there were only J 9 of them. The population basis 
has not been followed in determining whether a place should be treated as a town or not. 
In England all sanitary districts with 2,000 or more inhabitants are included under towns, 
and in the United States all "incorporated" places with a population of 2,500 or more are 
brought under this category. There are several villages iu Travancore with a population 
of less than 5,000 which are more or less urban in character. They possess the usual 
amenities associated with town life, such as markets, shops, better classes of schools and 
other public institutions, and some of them are even more populous than a few of the 
municipalities. But all of them have not been treated as towns. The places which have 
been included in the category of towns for census purposes in J 92 J and J 93 J are those 
which have been declared as towns under the Police Regulation and have been 
provided with the conservancy stall. Of the 27 towns of the above category 
as many as 15 have a population of 5,000 or more, and some of them have 
densities ranging from 8,000 to 27,000 persons per square mile, while among the munici
palities Kulithura has only less than 5,000 inhabitants, and Attingal and Neyyattinkara have 
densities below 1,000 per square mile. Among the villages which have not been included 
in the category of towns there are more than 200, each having a density of more than 
2,500 person~ per square mile. Villa~es in the l~wland region.s of the State. have grown 
considerably In recent years, not only In the denSIty of populatIOn but also III respect of 
other urban characteristics. The development of communications, the phenomenal growth 
of motor traffic, the changed mode of life of the people which has brought into existence 
hotels and restaurants, shops and bazaars, the opening of a large number of schools, and 
the rapid spread of English education have all contributed to the disintegration of the old, 
village system and the conversion of many rural villages into areas of urban character. 

84. The statistics dealt with in this chapter are contained in the following 
tables :-

(1) Imperial Table I showing the area, houses and population of towns and 
villages. 

(2) Imperial Table III showing the towns and villages classifif!d by popu~ 

iation. 

(3) Imperial Table IV showing the towns classified by popllblion with valia
tions since 1881. 



(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 
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Imperial Table V showing the towns arranged territorially with population 
by religion. 

State Table I at the end of Part II (Imperial Tables) showing the 
area, population and density of each taluk and town, together with the 
popuilltion in 1921 and the percentages of variation in population during the 
past two decades. 

Subsidiary Table I showing the distribution of population between towns 
and villages. 

Subsidiary Table II showing the number per mille of the population of each 
maio religion who live in towns. 

Subsidiary Table III showing the towns classified by population. 

85. Each ward in a municipal town was taken as the unit for the purpose of the Pro_cedure in 
census and all the wards in a town were constituted into a charge with the President of !:!~~~ t~e 
the municipality as the Charge Superintendent. In the other towns the kara formed the t(lwns. 

unit, each town was treated as a circle, and all the towns in a Sanitary Circle formed a 
charge with the Sanitary Circle Officer as the Charge Superintendent for purposes of 
inspection, the administrative control being vested in the Tahsildar of the taluk in which 
the towns were situated. Special arrangements were made for taking the census of the 
Boating population in towns on the census day. The census of the inmates of jails, lock~ups. 
hospitals, asylums. and other public institutions in towns was taken under the supervision 
of the officers in charge of them. 

86. [he limits of some towns have been altered since the last census. The present Variation ~n 
population of these towns has to be adjusted for these changes in order to assess the correct ~~~tl'ea smCII> 

----------~-

Towll 

TrlVan<lrnm 
NalTercoil 
Padmanabhapuram 
Attingal 
QUllcn 
Palur 

A '-en added Populat IOn of the 
I or dc(lucted adue,l or uednct
I Rquarc nllleH cd area_]u 1931 

4-1-23 
+ 1-43 
+0-50 

- 3-(1 
+0-2\) 
+0-57 

2,112 
6()2 
206 

2,440 
1,687 

16(; 

Increa,e per cent_ of 
population durlll~ the 

clcl'ade 
1821-19:l1 

Becordeu 

+~1-9 
+24-~ 
+ 12-6 
- 3-9 
+:l-l-2 
+ 27-0 

+2!l-O 
+23-0 
+10--l 
+ '8-1 
+27-5 
+25-6 

rate of increase dur~ 
ing the past decade. 
The statement in the 
margin shows the 
changes made in the 
area of some towns, 
the adjustments made 
in the population, and 
the recorded . and 
adjusted rates of 
increase during the 
decade. The area 
of all the towns 
mentioned in the state
ment except Attingal : '"K~ - extended, and consequently the adjusted rates of increase of the population 

t /6", (Owns between 1921 and 1931 are lower than the recorded rates. In the case of 
At~.lgal alone there has been a decrease of 3 square miles in the area, and if the area had 
remained the same as in J 92 J its population would have shown an increase of 18· J per 
cent. instead of the recorded decrease of 3·9 per cent. 

87. We have already seen that the urban area in Travancore can be divided into Number and 
municipal and non~municipal towns. There are 19 c f the former and 27 of the latter as types of townB~ 
against 19 of each at the last census. The towns can also be classified according to the 
chief occupations of their population, their historical associations and other factors of 
importanc!;'. By this method of classification 23 towns may be treated as agricultural and 
distributive,9 as industrial and commercial, and 2 as market towns. Of the remaining 12 
towns, T rivandrum which is the capital of the State stands by itsf If. Similarly, Alwaye, 
which on account of the Pefiyar river that flows through it has been growing in importance 
as a health resort during the summer, may be placed in a separate category. Padmanabha
puram and Attingal constitute another group in virtue of their historical importance. The 
former was the capital of the State and the headquarters of the Royal House until about 
two centuries ago, while the latter, besides being the headquarters of the Ranis of AttingaI 
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whose sons' are the reigning sovereigns of T ravancore, has risen into importance on 
account of the customary annual visits paid to it even to this day by, the sovereign and the 
senior female member of the Royal House. Eight other towns owe their importance to 
the existence of rich and renowned temples which have attracted pilgrims from far and wide 
from very early times. The towns classified on the above basis are shown below:-

TYPES OF TOWNS 

(M)-Municipality (T)-Census Town 

Ca pital of the state 

1. Trlvandrum (M) 

Health reSOl't 

2. Alway{\ (M) 

Old urbanised areas 

iI. Padmanabhapuram eM) 
4. Attingal (M) 

Market towns 

5. Cbanganachel'Y eM) 
6. haniel ~T) 

Temple towns 

7. Cape Co morin (T) 
8. Sucbindram (T) 
9. Thiruvattar (T) 

10. Varkala (T) 
11. Haripad (M) 
12. Ampalapu)a (T) 
13. Ettumanur (TJ 
14. Vaikom (M) 

Industria.l a.nd commercia.l towns 

15. Nagercoil (M) 
16. Colachel (M) 
17. Thiruvi tharncode (T) 
18. PUVRr (T) 

19, Balaramapuram (T) 
20. Quilon (M) 
21. Kayankulam eM) 
22. AllepP6Y (M) 
23 Ko.ttayam eM) 

Agricultural and distributive towns 

24. Aramboly CT) 
25. Bhuthapandy (T) 
26. Kulithlll'a CM) 
27· Parl1ssala CT) 
28. Neyyattinkara (M) 
29. Nedumangad (T) 
:10. KarunagapalIy (T) 
31. Mavelikara (M) 
32. Kottarakkal'd. (T) 
33. Punalur tT) 
34. Shenkotta eM) 
35. Achanputhur (T) 
a6· ~ -Samburvadakara (T) 
37 i'"atQ.!l.namthitta (T) 
a~. I Chengannur (T) 
:-.1. : Thiruvella (.l9 
'.lO') Mundakayam ('l') 
4t. Sherthala (T) 

" 4'J. Parur (~f) 
4n. Perumpavur (T) 
44. Muvattupu~a (T) 
45. Thodupu),a (T) 
46. Minachil (T) 

Twenty~6ve of the above towns are taluk headquarters now, while five G ..::rs 
were headquarters of taluks at the time of the last census. T rivandrum, Var .• ala. 
Quilon, Kottarakkara, Punalur, Shenkotta and Alwaye are situated on the railway line. 

88. The aggregate population of the towns according to the present census is 
551,788 as against 404,654 in JG21. The population enumerated may be taken to be 
more or less the normal urban 'population of the State. As has been pointed out in 
paragraph 8 in Chapter I, owing to the special measures taken in this census the floating 
population enumerated was much less than that in the previous censuses. The possibility 
of the people ordinarily residing outside the towns moving into them on the census day was 
greatly minimised by closing all the factories and other institutions which drew workmen from 
the suburbs of towns, by stopping the motor bus service and by closing the markets, 
shops and bazaars on the census morning. As a result of these measures the Boating 
population enumerated in Travancore Was only three per mille. Moreover, more than 95 
per cent. of the aggregate population of the State were enumerated in the districts in which 
they were born. It may, therefore. be assumed that the de jure population of the 
towns does not differ materially from the de facto population enumerated at the census. 
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89. Of the total urban population of 55 J ,788, about 74 per cent. (408,462) live in 
municipalities and 26 per cent. (J 43,326) in other towns, the corresponding proportions in 
192 J being 80 per cent. and 20 per cent. respectively. The following diagrams show 
the population of the various municipal and other towns in J 93 J • T rivandrum leads off 

Diagram 13- showing the popuilltieo 

of municipal towns in 1931. 
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Diagram 14 - showing the population of other towns in 193 t . 
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with a population of 96,016. The next largest town, Alleppey, has not got even half the 
population of T rivandrum. In J 92 J it occupied the third place, the second place being 
held by Nagercoil, but at the present census it has pushed Nagercoil behind. Similarly, 
Kottayam which was behind Changanachery in J 92 J has now gone over it, and Kayan
kulam which was next to Attingal in 1921 has overtaken it. The distribution and 

proportion of the urban 

Class of town Number 
urban populatIOn 

I 

P ereen tage of total PopulatIOn 

--------_!__---';-----;-------

population living in towns, 
classified according to their 
importance, are shown in the 
marginal statement. The 
capital of the State contains 
J 7'4 per cent. and the nine 
industrial and commercial 
towns 32'7 per cent. of the 
aggregate ur ban population. 
Half the urban population 
live in these ten towns and 
the other half in the remain
ing 36. These figures show 
how irregularly the popula
tion is distributed in the 

1. CapItal of the StatA 

2 Health resort, 

3, Old urbanised alea" of 
historIcal Importance. 

-1. Market towns 

5. Temple towns 

6. Iudustnal and 
commercIal towns 

7. ' Agricultural and 
dIstributIVe towns 

1 

2 

2 

8 

23 

disparities in the distribution will 
the different types of towns. 

96,016 

7.621 1,4 

20,925 

:n,714 5'7 

55,300 10 0 

180,270 

159,942 

various towns. The wide 
be brought out prominently by the average population of 

The distribu
tion of the 
urban popula
tion in dift'erent 
types of iowna. 
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The .Tera.ge 90. Taking all the towns together, it is seen that the average population of a town 
,r::U!~~~r~:: stood at 11,995 in 1931 as against 10,648 in 1921, showing an increase of 12'6 per 
. types of towns. cent. The average population of the municipal towns has increased from ) 7,098 in J 92) 

to 21,498 in 1931 qr by 25'7 per cent. and that of the other towns by 26'4 per cent. 
from 4,200 to 5,308. If the municipal towns are divided into major "nd minor, according 
as they contain more or less than 20,000 inhabitants in 1931, it will be seen that the 
average population of the six major municipalities has increased from 33,698 to 44,329. i.e., 
by 31'5 per cent. and that of the 13 minor municipalities from 9,437 to 10,961 or by 
16') per cent. only. The nineteen other towns censused in 1921 and 1931 show an 
increase of 22'5 per cent. in the average population, being 4,200 in 1921 and 5,145 in 
1931, while the eight new towns censused in 1931 have an average population of 5,697. 

The industrial and commercial towns have the largest average population of 20,030 
if the capital of the State is left out of account. The next in order are the market towns 
whose average population is J 5,857, then come the old urbanised areas with an average 
population of 10,462, next the agricultural and distributive towns and finally the temple 
towns which have an average population of 6,954 and 6,912 respectively. The average 
population is clearly an index of the size and importance of the different types of towns. 

Distribution 91. Among the administrative divisions the Southern Division has 19, the Central 
:~:~Ta~[o~a~ ) 5 and the Northern 12 tQwns, while there is none in the High Range. Among the natural 
administrative divisions 24 towns are in the Lowland, J 9 in the Midland and 3 in the Highland. The 
~~~s~:!~~al three towns in the Highland Division are Bhuthapandy, Punalur and Shenkotta. Strictly 

speaking, these towns are not in the highlands. but they happen to be included in the 
Highland Division on account of certain fortuitous circumstances. Shenkotta is situated 
at the eastern boundary and Punalur and Bhuthapandy at the western boundary of the 
Highland Division. The pakuthies in which these towns are situated are included in this 
division and as they could not be divided between tw@ natural divisions the towns also 

The proportion 
of urban to 
rural popula
tion. 

AdlllllllstratIV(' or 
Natural dn'l,lOtl 

Southern 
Central 
Nurtherll 

Lowland 
l\l!{lland 
HIghland 

I 
tOWII' populatlOn 

Numbel of \ Urban 

19 
]7> 
12 

:!4 
19 
3 

2;34,132 
1\l~'(;~(; 

].21,970 

403,316 
]22.1'06 

25,u(j(j 

ProportIOn 
pel' ccnt. to 

the total 
Ul ban popu

lallOll 

42·4 
35'6 
22-1 

have had to be included in the same 
division. 

The statement in the margin 
shows the distribution of the urban 
population in the variQus divisions. 
The Southern Division which 
contains the capital of the State has 
the highest proportion of the urban 
population and the Central Division 
which contains the industrial and 
commercial towns of Quilon and 
AJleppey comes next, followed by 

the Northern Division. In the natural divisions the Lowland Division which contains the 
capital and most of the industrial and commercial towns holds as much as 73 per cent. of the 
urban population, while the remaining 27 per ce,nt. should strictly be regarded as belonging 
to the Midland Divi&ion, but for the reason already stated 5 per cent. have gone into the 
Highland Division. The above figures show that there is a fair distribution of the urban 
population among the three administrative divisions of the plains, and that among the natural 
divisions the urban population is congregated mostly in t~ Lowland Division wherein 
are situated all the important indu~trial and commercial centres. 

92. The population of Travancore is distributed between urban and rural areas 
in the proportion of 10'8 to 89'2 per cent. Diagram 15 given below shows the 
variations at each of the last six censuses. Since 1891 the proportion of the urban to 
total population has increased from 3'6 per cent. to 10'8 per cent. In the first decade 
( J 89 J - J 90 J) there was an increase of 2·6 per cent., in the next there was no increase 
at all, the 1911-1921 decade had an increase of 3'9 per cent. and the last decade 
an increase of O' 7 per cent. Even this small increase in the last decade would disappear 
if the population of the new towns enumerated in 1931 were excluded from the urban 
population. The proportion of the urban to total population in 193 J would then drop 
to 9'9 p~r cent. which is even less than that in 1921. This fall indicates that the 
natural growth of the urban population during the last decade has been less than 
the general increase in the population of the State. Diagram 16 shows the 
proportions of the urban to rural population in the different administrative and natural 
divisions. The Southern Division has the highest proportion of urban population, viz., 
16'3 per cent. In the Central it drops to 10' 5 per cent. and in the Northern Division 
still further to 7 '2 per cent. Among the natural divisions the Lowland has 16'9 per 
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iCent. which is the highest. The proportion in the Highland is higher than in the 
Midland. but this, as has already been explained, is due to the presence of three towns 
which really ought to go with the Midland Division. 

Diagram 15 - showing the 

proportion per cent. of 
urban Bnd rural population 

10 total population at each census 
from1881to 1931. 
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Diagram 16 - showing the proportion 

per cent.of rural aod orban 
population to total populatioD In 1831 

by admioistratlve and Datural divisions. 
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The proportions of the urban to total population in Travancore, a few other 

State, Province or 
.Dlstrict 

B~ 'uda 
Pu,~ukottm 
Doc 111 n 
MyslIre 
Gwa lor 
Madr.ls Province 
Tmne elly 
MadurI. 
Tanjort 
'frichinl )01 y 
Coimbatore 
South Kanaro. 
Malabar 
Travancore 

ProportlOll per 
cent. of urban tu 
total populatwn 

24'4 
17'3 
17·1 
15 '9 
12·7 
13'6 
26'1 
20'2 
16'6 
14'1 
U'3 
9'1 
7·7 

IO'S 

Indian States, Madras Presidency, and some of the 
districts thereof are shown in the margin. All the 
States, the Madras Presidency and all districts in 
Madras except South Kanara and Malabar, for which 
statistics are given, have a higher proportion of urban 
population than T ravancore. South Kanara and 
Malabar, the only districts which resemble Travan
core in natural conditions, have a lower proportion 
than this State. Evidently, there is a more rapid 
growth of towns in Travancore than in the allied 
districts in the Madras Presidency. The growth 
of towns depends more or less on the development 
of industries. In agricultural countries towns grow 
far more slowly than in industrial ones. In England 
and Wales. for example. the growth of towns 
has been phenomenal as can be seen from the statement 
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below. Out of every 1,000 persons . in England and Wales 502 lived In cities 
and towns in 1851, the proporion increased to 793 in 1921, and at the recent census' it 

Proportwn per cent. of u1'ban to tofJal 
populatwn In England and Wales 

Year England I Travancore 
and Wales 

must have risen still further. At present proba
bly more than four-fifths of the entire population 
there are residents of cities and towns. The United 
States of America, on the other hand, in spite of the 
great development of her industries, still remains 

1851 50'2 largely an agricultural country, and consequently she 
~~~i ~i:~ has a proportionately less urban population than 
1881 67'9 4:8 Great Britain. In t900 her urban population was 
~~~~ ~~:g ~:~ only 40 per cent. of the total and in 1920 it rose to 
1911 78·1 6'2 51'4 per cent. It is not surprising, therefore, that 
i~~i 79'3 ~g:~ in a country like Travancore which is mainly agricul-

" tura} the urban population does not exceed 10'8 
per cent. of the aggregate population. A more rapid 

urbanization of Travancore will only follow in the wake of an equally rapid industrialisation 
of the country. 

The growth of 93. The growth of the urban population in Travancore during the ~last 50 years is 
the urba.n shown in the following statement:-population, 

I 
Number of Actual increase or Increase or Percentage of 

Year townR Urban population decrease m the decrease the urban to the 
decade per ccnt. total population 

1881 6 116,224 " " 4'8 

1891 G 93,034 - 23,190 -19'9 3'6 

1901 9 183,835 + 90,801 +97'6 1)'2 

1911 11 212,090 + 28,250 + 15'3 6·2 

1921 38 404,(\51 + 192.,5{'.1 -I- 90'8 10·1 

1931 46 551,788 + 147,131 + 36'3 10'8 

The urban population has increased by 375 per cent. since 188]' but a large pro .. 
portion of the increase is due to the addition of new towns at different censuses. In J 881 
there were only six towns and in 1931 the number increased to 46. In the course of 
development of the country, places which were once rural villages get transformed into 
urban areas. When urbanization and growth of population of a place are suffiC'ie13tly 
advanced, it is treated as a town for Police and sanitary purposes, and when its importanl..:' 
has grown to the extent of deserving a municipal council for its administration, it is con
verted into a municipality. In this manner several new municipalities and new towns 
have been added from time to time. The natural growth of the urban population during 
the last half a century could, however, be seen from the increase in the population of the 
towns which existed as such at the first census. The population of such towns increased 
from 116,224 in 1881 to 253,999 in 1931 or by 118'5 per cent. The real growth of the 
urban population during the different decades is revealed by the figures given in the 

margin showing the increase in th· , 

Dec~d" 

1891--1 !lOl 
1901-1\)11 
1911-1921 
1921-1931 

Increase per 
cent. of uyban 

population 

(i2·2 
8'9 
1~'1 
2'),1 

Incrcake PCl' 
cent. of total 
population 

1(;·8 
27·2 

population, at the beginning and end vf 
each decade, of the towns which exis ed 
as such at the beginning of it. ~ 'he 
variation in the urban population ha~ not 
followed the order of variation in the 
aggregate population, This is due partly 
to the alterations made in the limits 
of the towns in intercensal periods and 

partly also to inaccura~ies in enumeration. at so~e censuses. . During the last decade the 
increase in the population of the towns whIch eXIsted as such 10 1921 was 25'1 per cent. 
as against the recorded increase of 27'2 per cent. in the total population. 

Ii 
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The statement gIven in the margin which has been prepared from Subsidiary 
Table III at the end 
of this chapter shows 
the proportion of 
the population of 
each class of towns 
to the total urban 
population in 1921 
and 1931 and the 
increase in the po
pulation of each 
class during the last 
two decades. Tri
vandrum, the largest 
town in the State 

Proporti(lu per ProportIon per cent. 
Class of town by Number of towns cent. of the popu- of lllcrease in the lation of each 

population m each class class to total populatiOn III each 

urban population claf8 

1921 1931 1921 1931 1l111-1921 1921-1931 

I. 100,000 and over -- '- '. .. " 

II. 50,000 to 100,000 1 1 18·0 17'4 14'5 32·0 
III. 20,000 to 50,000 3 " 22-6 30·8 19'7 31-6 
IV. 10,000 to 20,000 8 11 26-6 .24.1 14-3 :W-9 
V_ 5,000 to 10,000 11 15 20-1 18-5 53'5 19·4 

VI. Under 5,000 15 14 12'7 9-2 75-0 21-R 

I 
falls in the second class. Its population has increased faster than the population of 
the State. Of the different classes of towns it has had the largest increase during the 
last decade and the rate of increase has been more than twice as large as that in the 
previous decade. The number of towns with a population of 20,000 to 50,000 has 
increased from 3 to 5, the proportion of their population to the total urban population 
from 22'6 per cent. to 30'8 per cent. and the rate of increase from 19'7 per cent. to 31'6 
per cent. In the next class whi<;h contains towns having a population of I 0,000 to 
20,000, there has been a similar all-round increase in their number, in the proportion of 
their population to the total and in the rate of growth of the population. In the next two 
classes, taken together, the number has increased from 26 to 29, but the ratio of their 
population to the total and the rate of growth have decreased. 

It will be seen from the statement given above that a large majority of the urban 
population of Travancore live in towns with a population of 10,000 or over and that 
their proportion has been increasing from decade to decade. In 1921 these towns had 
67'2 per cent. of the total urban population, and in 1931 it has risen to 72'3 per cent. 
This category includes the capital of the State and all the important industrial and 
commercial towns, and these towns are naturally growing faster than the smaller and 
less important ones. This inference is also supported by the variations in the population 
of different types of towns. Leaving the capital of the State out of account and taking 
into consideration only those towns which were censused in 1921 and 1931, the percent
ages of increase in the population of different types are shown in the margin. The 

increase is the highest in 
industrial and commercial towns 
and they are closely followed by 
the market towns. In both these 
classes the rate of growth is 
higher than that of the State 
population. The population of 
agricultural and distributive 
towns has increased only by 
19'6 per cent. and that of the 
temple towns by 18'2 per cent. 
both of which are less than the 

Number of Increase per cent 

Type of towns 
towns censused of population 

m HI21 and during- the decade 
1931 1921-1931 

Industrial and commercial towns R 30'!) 
Market towns 2 29'5 
Agricultural and distnbutive towns 16 19'6 
Temple towns 8 18-2 
Health resort 1 12·1) 
Old urballlsed areas 2 3·6 

increase in the general population. Alwaye, the health resort, has shown an increase of 
12'5 per cent. only. The season at Alwaye commenced before the date of the census in 
1921, but only after the census date in J 931. If the lIeason had been on during the 
present census, the increase would have been considerably more than what has been 
recorded. The very low rate of increase, viz., 3'6 per cent., in the two towns of old 
urbanised areas (Attingal and Fadmanabhapuram) is due to the reduction of the area of 
Attingal from 16 square miles in 1921 to 13 square miles in 1931. The industrial 
and commercial as well as the market towns stand out prominently, showing a much 
higher rate of growth of population than the other classes, and aU towns having a 
population of more than 20,000, excepting Trivandrum, are in the above categories. 

94. On page 21 of the Travancore Census Report for 1921 the area of the nineteen Density in 
municipal towns is given as 109 square miles, and the number of persons per square mile has urba.n a.rea. 

been calculated on this area. The area or some towns furnished by the Municipal Presidents 
then was incorrect. The correct area of the nineteen municipal towns in 1921 was only 
85'05 square miles, and the total area of these and the nineteen other towns censused in t 921 
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was 137-08 square miles. The present area of these towns is 138'08 square miles. The 
adjusted population of 38 towns was 404, 654 in 1921 and 503.881 in 193 J , These 
figures give a density of 2,952 persons per square mile in 1921 and 3,649 in 1931. 

Taking the municipal 
.------------------______ --:towns separately, the 

Diagram t 7 - showing the density of population pel' sq. mile 
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area has increased from 
85'05 square miles in 
1921 to 86'05 square 
miles in 1931 and 
the population from 
324,862 to 406,129 
which gives a density 
of 4,720 in 1931 as 
against 3,820 in 1921. 
The diagram in the 
margin shows the mean 
density of the different 
municipal towns in 1921 
and 1931. The only 
two town~ in which the 
density has decreased in 
1931 are Nagercoil and 
Padmanabhapuram and 
this is due to the exten-
siop. of their area. The 
area of Nagercoil has 
increased from 3'05 
square miles to 4-48 

!--------------------------..:: square miles and that 
of Padmanabhapuram 

from 2 square miles to 2-.5 square miles. Shenkotta which has only a population 
of 12,225 has the highest density, viz., 17,464 persons per square mile. Shenkotta, 
though only an agricultural town, has a density almost twice as large as that of Alleppey, 
the largest industrial and commercial town in the State. Shenkotta is like Tinnevelly. 
2,788 houses are huddled together, with a population of 1 2.225 persons, in a small area 
of 0-7 square mile. Next to Shenkotta, Alleppey has the highest density, 9,656 persons 
per square mile, next to it comes Nagercoil with a density of 9,586 and only then comes 
Trivandrum, the Capital. which has a density of 8,505 persons per square mile. At the 
bottom of the scale stand Attingal and Neyyattinkara having a density of 816 and 926 
respectively, which are considerably less than the densities of the taluks in which they are 
situated. The population of the 19 towns, other than municipalities which were censused in 
1921 and 1931, has increased from 79,792 to 97.752 with a corresponding increase in 
the density from 1,534 to 1,879 persons per square mile, The eight new towns which 
were censused in 193 J have a total area of 23'4 square miles and a population of 45,574 
which gives 1,948 persons per square mile. Comparing the entire urban area and population 
of 1931 with those of 1921, after making necessary adjustments for changes in the area of 
certain towns, it is seen that the area has increased from 137'08 square miles to 161'48 
square miles, and the population from 404,654 to 549.455, showing an increase in the 
number of persons per square mile from 2,952 to 3,403. 

The congestion in towns can better be realised by a comparison of the mean 

S\wnkotta 
Alleppey 
Nagerel)i\ 
Tnvaudrum 
NcyyattmJ<ara 
AttingaJ 

Towns Proxmnty in yardR 
between persons 

14·3 
19·3 
19·3 
20':; 
62·2 
66·2 

distance between two persons if the 
population were uniformly distributed over 
the whole area. The proximity in yards 
between two persons in some of the 
thickly and sparsely populated towns is 
given in the marginal table. Shenkotta, 
as we have already seen, is the most 
densely populated town in the State. Next 
to it come in order AUeppey, Nagercoil 
and Trivandrum. The most sparsely 

populated towns are Neyyattinkara and Attingal. 

95. The number of occupied houses in the entire urban area has increased from 
72,01 1 in 1921 to 93,196 in 1931, the percentage of increase being 29'4 as against an 
increase of 36'3 per cent. in the population. In the 38 towns which were censused in 
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1921 and 1931 houses have increased from 72,01 t to 85,1 76 or by 18'3 per 
cent., while the corresponding increase in the population has been 25'1 per cent. The 
eight new towns censused in 1931 contain 8,020 occupied houses. 

The overcrowding of houses in towns can be seen from the figures given in 
the marginal statement, showing the 
number of houses per square mile 

Number of ProXImIty m 
houses per yards bet'wel'n and the mean distance between Town 

square mile 'two houses two houses in some of the municipal 
-----------;.----------- towns. The overcrowding is 
Shenkotta 
Nagercoll 
Alleppey 
Tnvandrum 
Quilon 
Kottayam 
Colachel 
Changanachery 
Neyyattmkara 
Atting,.l 

3,983 
1,882 
1,63;; 
1,264 
1,155 

883 
857 
739 
137 
137 

30'0 
13·6 
46·)l 
53-8 
55·7 
63' 7 
M.t-! 
l;n'6 

1t}1·f\ 
161.6 

generally proportionate to the den
sity of population, but it need not 
necessarily be so. Shenkotta heads 
the list in the overcrowding of 
houses as in the density of population. 
A square mile contains as many as 
3,983 houses, and the mean distance 
between houses is only 30 yards. 
Nagercoil which has a lower 

population density than Alleppey shows greater overcrowding of houses than the latter. 
Trivandrum which has 1,057 persons more per square mile than Quilon contains only) 09 
houses more to the square mile and the mean distance between houses is only about two yards 
less than that of Quilon. N eyyattinkara and Attingal which have very low population den
sities show the least overcrowding of houses. Between the two, Neyyattinkara has a slightly 
higher density and yet the mean distance between houses is just the same in both the towns. 

In paragraph 77, Chapter I, it has been mentioned that the number of families 
has been specially ascertained at this census. The extra families, i, e., those in addition 
to one in each house, have been found to be 2.382. and of these, 1,767 families are in 
municipal towns. The number of occupied houses in the ) 9 municipalities are 67,654, so 
that the number of families living therein are 69,421. The aggregate population of these 
towns being 408,462, there are on an average 58 persons in every 10 families, whereas 
60 persons live in every ) 0 houses. 

96. Congestion in habitation depends not only on the density of population and House·room 
houses but also on the type of houses and the space available to each occupant thereof. in urban area.. 

A town may be thinly populated with sufficient open space between the houses, and yet 
if the houses are small and contain too many inmates for their size, such a town cannot be 
considered healthy. Information has not been collected regarding the type of the houses, 
and it is not, therefore, possible to say how many of them are built on sanitary principles. 
The average house~room available to each person can be calculated from the total number 
of houses and the aggregate population in a locality. The average number of persons 
living in a house in the whole State is, as we have seen in paragraph 77 of Chapter I, 
5'48. In the urban area as a whole the average per house is 5'9 as compared with 5'6 
in 192). This means that every 10 houses in towns now contain three persons more 
than the number in 1921. In municipal towns the average number of persons per house 
has increased from 5-7 in 1921 to 6 in 1931 and in the other towns censused in 192' 
and '931 from 5'3 to 5'6. In the eight new towns censused in 193 J the number per 
house stands at 5'7. There is naturally less congestion in houses in rural parts than in 
urban areas. According to the present census every' 00 houses in rural areas in Travan-
core contain 543 persons as against 590 in towns, but the variations between town and 

town in this respect are more striking as can 

I be seen from the statement given in the margin. Avcrag't' number of 
perso'ns per hOlll<e We have seen that of the various towns, Town 

I 
--------__._I-------~I Neyyattinkara and Attingal are the most sparsely 
Ncyyattmkar" .'.1 u-s populated and contain the least number of 
Tri vandrum ti· 7 
Kottayam fl·i) houses per square mile, and yet it is in 
Quilon .1 6·4 Neyyattinkara that we find the greatest number 
Ohanganachery '.1 6' 2 f h T d h h Attingal 6'1) 0 persons per ouse. rivan rum, w ic occu-
~~~l~;~Y :: I g:~ pies the fourth place in the density of popula-
Nagel'coil :;'1 tion and houses, comes next to Neyyattinkara 
tlhenkotta 4 -4 in regard to the number of persons per house, 
---~- --- -- - ------ whereas Alleppey which is second in density 

has a less number of persons per house than six other towns which have lower densities. 
It is not necessary to pursue this matter further. The inference that may be drawn is that 
the overcrowding of houses in any locality need not necessarily be accompanied by 
congestion within the houses. 
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Birthplace of 97. Figures showing the birthplace of the population of municipal towns have been 
~!~i:.ban popu. separately compiled to see what proportions of this population are born in the taluks in 

which the towns are situated, in other taluks of the State, and in places outside the State. 
The number of these per mille of the total population for all the municipalities together. 
for Trivandrum separately, and for a few typical industrial and commercial, 'lgricultural 

and distributive. and 
temple towns are 
given in the marginal 
statement. A very 
large majority of the 
population of towns 
are naturally persons 
born in the taluks in 
which the towns are 
situated. The pro
portion of persons 
born in other taluks 
of the State is the 
highest in T rivan
drum, and next in 
order are the 
industrial and com
mercial, agricultural 

Religion in 
towns. 

Number per mllIe of total populat,lOn 

Class of Towns 
Total Born III Born in Born 

populatlon taluks m other taluKs outSIde 
which towns of the State the State. 
are situated 

I 

Municipal towns i08,i62 810 1+2 48 

Trivandrum 96,016 710 231 5!1 

Industnal and commercial 
towns (NagercOlI, Qmlon 
and Alleppey) 120,522 801 13.J, 65 

Agricultural and dIstributive 
cKuHtbura, Neyyattin-
kam, lIIavchkara lind 
Thiruvclla) 42,1]2 875 117 g 

Temple towns (Han pad and 
Valkom) 24,195 898 85 17 

and distributive. and temple towns. Of the persons born outside the State, industrial 
and commercial towns contain the highest proportion. T rivandrum comes next to 
them, then the temple towns and lastly only the agricultural and distributive towns. 
T rivandrum, being the capital of the State and containing the highest educational institutions, 
naturally attracts a considerable number of persons from all over Travancore and from 
outside the State. The highest proportion of foreign-born persons in industrial and com~ 
mercial towns shows that large-scale industrial and commercial activities are mostly in their 
hands. The higher proportion of the foreign-born in temple towns than in agricultural anel 
distributive towns indicates the influence the temples exercise in attracting foreigners to 
such towns. 

98. The distribution of the urban population by the main religions is shown in the 
statement in the margin. 
Out of I ,000 persons in 
towns 648 are Hindus. 
239 are Christians and 
112 are Muslims. The 
proportion of Hindus is 
the highest in tlie 
Southern Division and 
is higher than that 
of the Christians and 
Muslims in all the 
divisions. The Hindu 

-

State or D'VislOU 
\ 

N II ill ber of each main re]JglOu per mille of the 
population of IIluIllcipalitIcs 

---

limdn I Ohristian 
I 

Mushm 

STATE 6118 239 112 

Pouthern DlvisJOn 745 170 85 
Central " 

:1 
571 256 17:~ 

Northern " 
367 :158 72 

proportions decrease from the Southern to the Central and from the latter to the Northern 
Division. The proportion of Christians is the lowest in the Southern and the highest in the 
Northern Division, while the \ Muslims preponderate in the Central Division. 

If the proportions of the total population of each religion who live in towns are 
considered. it will \ be 

Rtate or DlVIslon 

STATE 

~nuthel'l) Dh1S1()n 
CE'ntral 
~orthclU 

I 

NUlllbeJ'l'cr mIlle of the popnlatlOn of each 
rcIi~lOn who hyc In townR __ ~I 

Mll~iJm Hmr111 OhristIan 

·1~-1-91 113 8:1 

seen from the figures 
given in the margin that 
the Muslims stand 
first, 19·1 per cent. of 
whom are town dwel
lers, as against 11-3 

I 
·1 

:! 
I 

227 
221 
117 

111 per cent. Hindus and 
!15 1 ~}~ 8· per cent. Christians. 

\ This order is maintained 

n.~ 

l7n 

-~~--~~~~~--~~__:_- --~ not only in the State as 
a whole but also in the different divisions. The Muslims, unlike the Hindus and Christians. 
are traders more than agriculturists and, therefore, live in towns in proportionately larger 
numbers than the other communities. 
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99. The occupations in towns are generally such as are better suited to men than to 
~omen and consequently the proportion of women to men in urban areas is less than that 
10 rural parts. The towns have 955 females per 1,000 males as against 990 in the 
rural area. It may be noted, however. that the sex-ratio has increased both in towns 
and in villages during the last decade. but more slowly in the former than in the latter 
the urban sex-ratio being 947 and the rural 973 in 1921. When the number of wome~ 
per 1,000 men has increased by 17 in villages the increase in towns has been only eight. 

The preponderance of men in urban areas is generally due to immigration. In the 
____________ natural population the sex-

Town 

Na;l'ercoil 
]',eyyMtlUkara 
Tlllrllvclla 
Kottavam 
( 'hanganachery 
Tllvandrum 
(l\:Ilou . 
• \lleppey 

Number of female, ppr 1,000 maleR ratio invariably approxi-
mates to that of the region 
in which the towns are 
situated. In the marginal 
statement are shown the 
sex-ratios of the actual and 
natural population of 
certain important towns in 
the State, and of the taluks 
in which they lie. The 
natural population here 
means only the persons 
born in the towns or in the 
taluks in which they are 

I nf the actual popn- of the natural of the ae-
labon of the ta!uh p()pulahon of the tnaJ popn 

,Ill which towns are town, lation of I situated th" towns 

1,0:13 1.0H 1.0:;7 
980 979 98:1 
\176 907 \W! 
\169 978 900 
943 \119 91H 
9R-! 1,Olii 914 

1,019 1.003 ll41 
971; !13~ 851 

situated. Nagercoil, though an industrial town, has a higher proportion of females than males 
in its natural and actual population, but the surrounding taluk also has similarly a higher 
ratio. A high female ratio may, therefore, be regarded as a special feature of the locality. 
In agricultural towns like Neyyattinkara and Thiruvella, and in the market town of 
Changanachery, males outnumber females in the population both of the towns and of the 
taluks and their sex-ratios are nearer to the ratio for the whole State than those of other 
towns. Great disparities between the sex-ratios of the natural and actual population are 
seen in the capital town of Trivandrum and in the industrial and commercial towns of 
Quiton and Alleppey. In these towns the males preponderate to a much larger extent 
in the actual population than in the natural. The educational institutions in Trivandrum 
and the industrial and commercial occupations in Quilon and Alleppey attract large numbers 
of immigrants of the male sex and thus contribute to the higher male ratio in the actual 
population than in the permanent residents. It may be noted that Alleppey, which is the 
largest industrial and I commercial town in the State, has the lowest sex-ratio, namely, 851 
females per 1,000 males in the actual population, and this is 136 less than the ratio for the 
State. 

Sex in towns 

1 00. Towns generally, and those towns in particular which have a large immigrant A:ge-constitu. 

population, ~ave ~ smaller proportion of children than villages: This fact is bor~e out by !I::a~f ;!;ula

the figures given In the statement below for the towns of T nvandrum, NagercOlI, QUllon tion 
and Alleppey, and for. the whole State. In every 10,000 persons, children un~er 15 
number less in all the towns than in the State, while towns have larger proportIons of 
persons aged 15-25 and 25-55 than the State. 

D"trziwtion of 10,oO{) (If tlu' p"l'uiatll'" u( each sc I by C,'I til III "[Ic-.'I' OUi" 

State ur town 
0-15 \ 15-2~, I 2j-5~, :;:i and O\·er 

l\1aleR I Femltles I ~lalCR -I~~:n~l~s-I ~ale, i F,'IWtlcB I Male. ),/'emales 

----

.\ i 
1 3 ,174 STATE 4,273 4,237 1,7911 1,933 3,293 640 656 

TrivandruIll . 3.Gu1 3,768 2,214 z,Oni 3.529 3,i-ig 5!1r. 72:~ 

Nagercoil 3,898 3,717 1,818 1,H99 3,(;OH I B.621i 681 75H 

QUllon 3,814 3,981 ),98H 2,103 3.6H :l,3!it\ 5~) 1 

\ 

~,-l~ 

AlJeppey 03,413 3,Bi2 2,235 2,079 3,798 :3,4;;J 

I 
55+ 625 . I 

I I 
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Of old people of the ages 55 and over, Quilon and Alleppey have less males and 
females and Trivandrum less males than the State, but both males and females in Nagercoil and 
females in Trivandrum are more than in the State. The smaller proportions of children in 
towns must be due to the fact that the immigrants, who go to Trivandrum to join the 
higher educational institutions and to the industrial and commercial towns for employment, 
are composed more of adults than of immature persons. 
~ 

101. Although 38 towns were censused in 1921 and 46 in 1931, the conditions 
affecting the movement and distribution of the population of the smaller municipal towns and 
most of the other towns do not differ materially from those obtaining in the adja.cent rural 
parts. It will, therefore, serve no useful purpose to examine in detail and compare the 
results of the census of these latter towns. The six major municipal towns, namely, 
Trivandrum, Alleppey, Nagercoil, Quilon, Kottayam and Changanachery, each of which 
has a population of more than 20.000. stand on a different footing. The statistics of 
these towns are dealt with at length below. and their general features are exhibited in the 
following statement:-

~-----~------~~C-~---;-I-- I 
~ I S ~ , ~ b) f-o ~ Nun11)l'l' per mlI1c I Sumber of f('mrth'H 
;:.< ;; ~ ;; ~ ~ ~<....., @ ~ It 3_;; of cae" main reh. f per 1,O()(I mal", 01 
e b'& ! :, ~.~ g ~ ~ .-. ~ -:-" 2 ~n()n II\lng In thL' I Ntch main 

~-~ '_, .... -~ =~~ISu_ town reher·on 
Ttl\\ll § ~o..~ ;[,:-31 ;;~~2o..~ _ ,.,1 

~ ~ t ~o ~. ~J ~ g ?, !. 2 I 5L2 2 _ I), 1.5 ;;j I 'l ·~~-I -",-

Trlvandrllnl 

Na)!crcolI 

QuilaH 

Kotrayam 

e ~~~ ~ ~ 2:; I~~~ ~ I ........... ~::....;e ~ _.. .... ce~ ;"r"jO~ S~ ?J~al ~ ~~ ] e ~- ~ 
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The rates of increase in the population of Trivandrum. Nagercoil and Quilon have 
been calculated after adjusting the population for the additions made in the area of these 
towns since the last census. The above statement should be compared with the one given 
on page 22 of the T ravancore Census Report for 1921. 

102. Trivandrum, the seat of the Royal House and the headquarters of the Government 
and its departments, is the premier town in the State. Its population according to the 
present census is 96.016, an.d in 1921 it was 72,784. When the present population is adjusted 
for the change in the area, the rate of increase in the population during the last decade is 
found to be 29'0 per cent. as compared with 14'5 per· cent. in the previous decade, and 
29'5 per cent. in the decade under review in the taluk in which it is ~ituated. Alleppeyand 
Kottayam are the only towns which show a higher rate of increase than Trivandrum. 
Occupied houses have increased by 16'4 per cent. as against J 3'5 per cent. in the previous 
decade, while the corresponding increase in the taluk is 25'4 per cent. The increase in the 
number of occupied houses has not kept pace with the growth of population, and the 
average number of persons per house has, therefore. risen from 6'1 in 1921 to 6' 7 in the 
present census. This is the highest average among the six major municipal towns. The mean 
distance between two houses is 53'8 yards and between two persons 20·5 yards. The 
mean density is 13 persons per acre. Manakad A Ward has the highest density, namely, 
70 persons per acre which is 1 2 more than what it was in 1921. Shenkotta is the only 
other town which has a ward with such a high density as Manakad A Ward. The 
variations in the densities of different wards in Trivandrum are very marked. VeHa- ___ 
yampalam H Ward has only 5 persons to the acre, and there are four other wards with a 
density of less than 10 per acre. In the three wards in the Fort 25 to 35 persons occupy 
one acre. If 20 persons per acre is considered to be a fair density, 15 out of 24 wards in 
the town have this or a lower density. The remaining nine wards are certainly congested. 
They are the three wards in the Fort, one ward in Manakad, three' wards in Chalay and 
two wards in Pettah. Out of every 1,000 persons living in the town, the Hindus number 
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785, Christians 143 and Muslims 72 as against 794, 131, and 75 respectively in 1921. 
The proportion of the Hindus has fallen by 9 and of the Muslims by 3 during the past 
decade and what these communities have lost the Christians have gained. The number of 
females per 1,000 males has decreased from 949 in 1921 to 944 in the present census. 
The proportions of Hindu and Muslim females have increased slightly and that of the 
Christian females has decreased appreciably. Out of the 96,016 persons enumerated in 
the town, 90,267 were born in Travancore and 5,749 outside the State, and of the former 
68,074 were born in Trivandrum taluk, 9,175 in the three contiguous taluks, and 13,018 
in the otber taluks. Nineteen of the non-contiguous taluks contributed more than 100 persons 
each, the highest number (1,831) being from Kalkulam and the smallest (120) from 
Muvattupula. Out of 5,749 persons who were born outside the State and were enumerat
ed in the town, 623 were from Cochin and 4,288 from the following districts of the 
Madras Province- Tinnevelly (2,601), Malabar (679), South Kanara (298), Madura 
(221), Chingleput (198). Tanjore (162) and South Arcot (129). 

103. Alleppey is now the second largest town in the State and has taken the place Alleppey. 

which N agercoil occupied at the last census. It is the most important industrial and com-
mercial town in the country and has one of the finest ports on the West Coast, second only 
to Cochin. Its present population is 43,838, the increase during the decade being 36'7 
per cent. as against 24'9 per cent. in the previous. The corresponding percentage of 
increase in the rural portion of the taluk is only 26'8 per cent. Of all the towns Alleppey 
has shown the highest rate of growth of population during the decade. It is growing fast on 
account of the rapid development of its trade and industries. How fast these have developed 
can be shown by a few figures. In 1920.21. 82 steamers and 100 country crafts having 
a total tonnage of 179,345 called at the port of Alleppey, while in 1929-30 the number of 
steamers and country crafts that called were 450 and 231, and the tonnage 1,035,059. 
The chief industries in Alleppey are copra (coconut kernel) crushing, coir mat and matting 
manufacture and rice hulling. In 1921 these industries employed about 4,000 persons and 
in 1930 more than 6,000 persons, an increase of 50 per cent. The development of trade 
and industries has naturally attracted large numbers of persons from other parts of the State 
as well as from outside. Out of a total population of 43,838, nearly 10,000 or over 22 
per cent. are immigrants, and of these 4,000 have come from outside the State and about 
6,000 from other parts of the State itself. It is this large immigrant population that is 
mainly responsible for the high rate of increase in the population of Alleppey. 

Occupied houses in AIIeppey have increased by 27'4 per cent. during the decade 
against 13'1 per cent. in the decade previous, the corresponding increase in the rural 
area being only 16'1 per cent. As in Trivandrum the increase in houses is not com
mensurate with the growth of population, and consequently the average number of persons 
per house has risen from 5'6 in 1921 to 5'9 in the present census. The average density 
of population in the town is 1 5 per acre as against 2 per acre in the tal uk. It varies 
from 8 per acre in the Palace Ward to 30 per acre in the Mullakkal Ward. Out of 
the nine wards, live have a density of more than 20 persons per acre and these are 
Puthanangadi, Factory, Market, Mullakkal and Sherthala Canal Wards. Of the six 
major municipal towns, Alleppey has the lowest proportion of Hindus and the highest 
proportion of Muslims, the numbers being 433 and 302 per 1,000 of the aggregate 
population against 462 and 264 respectively in the last census. The corresponding ligures 
in the taluk are 634 and 45. The proportion of Christians has decreased from 272 in 
1921 to 264 in 1931. The sex ratio is the lowest in Alleppey. There are only 851 
women for every 1,000 men and this is 47 less than what it was in 1921. The Chris
tians have the lowest ratio, 841 women to 1,000 men. The sex ratio of all the religions 
is lower in the town than in the taluk. 

104. Nagercoil has a population of 42,945, the percentage of increase having Nagercoil. 

risen from 1 5·1 in 1921 to 23'0 in the present census, while occupied houses have 
increased by 17-9 per cent. The corresponding increases in population and houses in 
Agasthiswaram taluk in which the town is situated are only 15 per cent. and 12'3 per 
cent. respectively. The average number of persons per house has also gone up' from 
4'9 to 5'1. As in the last census females outnumber males both in the town and in the 
taluk, and this is so in all the religions. The town has an average density of 15 persons 
per acre against 2 in the rural parts, and the density varies from 4 in Nagercoil West 
Ward to 46 in Kottar Ward. Out of the ten wards five, namely, Elankadai, Vakayadi, 
Kottar, Vadiveeswaram, and Krishnankoil East, have a den.sity of more than 20 persons 
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per acre. The proximity of houses and persons in the town is 43'6 yards and 19'3 
yards respectively. Hindus preponderate both in the population of the town as well 
as of the tal uk. In every 1,000 persons in the town there are 750 Hindus, 160 
Christians, and 90 Muslims. The corresponding proportions in J 92 J were 746. J 59 
and 95 respectively. The Muslims have lost five per 1,000, of which the Hindus have 
gained four and the Christians one. Out of the total population, the number of persons 
born in the State were 41,083, and those born outside were 1,862. Among the former 
35,989 were born in the taluk in which the town is situated, 2,236 in the contiguous 
taluks of Thovala and Kalkulam, 636 in Vilavancode, 570 in Neyyattinkara and 1, J 63 
in Trivandrum, while of the 1,862 outsiders 1,520 were from Tinnevelly and 56 from 
Madura. 

J 05. Quilon is the fourth largest town in the State in point of population, but unlike in 
192 I when it showed the highest rate of increase among the five major towns then taken up 
for comparison, the increase is the lowest in this census except in Nagercoil. The recorded 
increase is 34'2 per cent. but when the population is adjusted for the change in area it drops 
to 27'5 per cent. The rate of increase in the number of occupied houses has fallen from 
3 J'3 per cent. in 1921 to J 9'4 per cent. in 193 J and the average number of persons 
per house has risen from 6'1 to 6'4. The average density of population in the town is 
12 per acre, as against 2 in the taluk, and the proximity in yards of houses and persons 
is 55'7 and 21'9 respectively. Since information regarding the exact area of the wards 
comprising the town is not available, it is not possible to compare the variations of density 
in the different wards. The Hindus preponderate both in the town and in the tal uk. 
As compared with 1921 the Hindus in the town have increased from 522 to 534 per 
1,000, the Christians have decreased from 287 to 279 and the Muslims from 190 to 
187. The number of females per J ,000 males of the total population is 941 as against 
924 in J 921, and in the different religions also males outnumber females, the Muslims 
showing t he highest male ratio. Of the 33,739 persons enumerated, 3 1,703 were born 
in Travancorc and 2,036 outside the State. The former includes 26,446 persons born 
in the same taluk, 1.571 born in the four contiguous taluks, and 3,686 born in the other 
taluks of the State, while of the outsiders 46 I are from Cochin, 55 from Ceylon, 130 from 
Anjengo, 1 89 from Malabar, 192 from Madura and 547 from Tinnevelly. Ten of the 
non~contiguous taluks in the State have contributed more than 100 persons each, the largest 
number (1 ,054} being from T rivandrum and the smallest (120) from Sherthala. 

106. Though there has been no change in the area of this town since last census, the 
population and the occupied houses have increased by 34'0 per cent. and 24'1 per cent. as 
against 24'4 per cent. and 18'4 per cent. in 1921. The corresponding increases in the 
tal uk are, however, not far behind, being 33'2 per cent. and 25'6 per cent. re~pectively. 
The average number of persons per occupied house is 6'5. The sex ratio is 900 females 
per 1,000 males. The Muslims have the lowes~ ratio, being 74 I only, and the Christians 
the highest, namely, 921. The Hindus contribute 461, the Christians 491 and the 
Muslims only 48 to every 1.000 of the population. The corresponding proportions in 1921 
were 480, 473 and 46. The Christians have increased by 18 and the Muslims by 2, 
while the Hindus have decreased by 19 per 1,000. The town has an average density of nine 
persons per acre against two in the taluk and the density varies from six per acre in Ward II 
to 17 per acre in Wards IV and V. Two of the wards have the average density of the 
town, five are above and six below the average. There is no ward having a density of more 
than I 7 persons to the acre. The total population of the town is 25,236 composed of 
24,635 persons born in the State and 601 born outside it. Of the former, 20,961 were 
born in the same tal uk, 996 in the three contiguous taluks and 2,678 in the non"contiguou5 
taluks, of which as many as ten contributed more than 100 persons each, the largest 
number (709) being from Thiruvella and the smallest (100) from Muvattupu!a. Of 
those born outside the State, 365 were from Cochin, 110 from Malabar and 43 from 
Tinnevelly. 

Changanachery, 107. Changanachery has a population of 24,201, the increase during the decade being 
27'7 per cent. as against 43'3 per cent. in the taluk. Occupied houses have increased by 
19'1 per cent. only. The average number of persons per house and the proportion of 
females to 1,000 males are 6'2 and 918 respectively. Of every 1,000 persons, Hindus 
number 479, Christians 423, and Muslims 98. This town has the lowest average density 
of seven persons per acre. The density varies from four in Perunna Ward to 19 in the Market 
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Ward. Of the six wards one has the average density of the town, three are above and 
two below the average. Of the total population, 23,929 were born in the State and 272 
<lutside it. 21,254 of the former were born in the same tal uk and J ,61 J in the three 
contiguous taluks of Thiruvella, Ampalapu!a and Kottayam, while of those who were born 
<lutside the State 108 were from Cochin, 52 from Tinnevelly and 42 from Malabar. 

108. The administrative village, or the pakuthi as it is called, which has an average Villages. 
area of 17'6 square miles, being too large for purposes of statistical comparison, the resi~ 
dential village, known as kara or muri which has well~known though undefined 
boundaries, having an average area of 1'9 square miles, has been adopted as the territorial DescriptiOD. 
unit at this census as in the previous censuses. The kara is a sub-division of the pakuthi 
and a pakuthi generally contains from' 3 to 20 karas. The" village ", as it is used in 
Subsidiary Table I given at the end of this chapter and in the Imperial Tables, means the 
kara. It is not the same as the ordinary village in India. Except in the two southernmost 
taluks of Thovala and Agasthiswaram and in the taluk of Shenkotta, which are more like the 
East Coast than the West Coast, there is no village in Travancore in the strict sense of the 
word, which connotes a cluster of houses, huddled together in a small area, possessing a 
-common well and a common tank, with wide stretches of arable land around them having no 
habitation. The rural parts of Travancore resemble more or less the country side in Bengal, 
,and Mr. Jack's description of rural Bengal will, with a slight modification, apply equally 
well to this State. Mr. Jack says, "Each family lives within its own holding digging a 
moat round an ample piece of land, and planting a garden of fruit trees to enclose the 
homestead. The homestead itself is a collection of mat and thatch huts on high mud plinths 
all built on well-raised ground surrounding a court-yard. Near by within the moat is a 
muddy tank. The homestead is usually entirely concealed by trees so that at first sight it 
:appears as if all the cultivated land is a dearing in the forests. The Khola (opens) in 
which crops are grown are always kept delightfully green by the unfailing moisture of rain 
and Rood, and the eye is never tired by the weary miles of dust which is the common habit 
,of an up-country landscape ... * The only alteration necessary to make the above descrip-
tion applicable to rural T ravancore is to substitute the words" making an earthen wall" 
ior the words " digging a moat." The rest of it is exactly like what one finds in this 
State. 

The absence of compact villages in Travancore has, however, not been a bar to 
tthe creation of a village organization. From very early times the kara came into existence 
as a unit of rural organization. Each kara contained a number of homesteads of Nayars and 
·other high caste Hindus, a sufficient number of field labourers of the depressed classes, a 
few washer men, barbers, carpenters, smiths and other artisans. In olden days the kara was 
a self-contained unit. The oldest member of the most inHuential Nayar family was the 
leader of the kara, and the others obeyed his orders and carried out his instructions. They 
1ived like the members of a family, helping one another in times of necessity and co-operating 
together in conducting religious and social ceremonies, in thatching houses, and even 
in cultivating their lands. The artisans and labourers catered to the needs of all the families 
in the kara and usually received their wages in kind at the time of harvest. They were 
treated with great kindness and consideration by their masters and a mutual bond of attach~ 
ment grew up between them. Such an organized life flourished in the karas till recent times; 
but with the growth of individualistic ideas it has broken up and has practically vanished 
,except in some remote corners. The kara, however, still remains, though its organization 
has disappeared, and it is this kara that is treated as the village for census purposes. 

109. The total number of karas (villages) according to the census of 1921 Number of 
was 3,897 including the 22 hill karas which were specially formed for that census. villages. 

Although in the note on the contents page of Part III (Provincial Tables) of 
the Report of the last census it is stated that the hill karas and hill pakuthies were 
not given serial numbers, all of them appear to have been counted. As the hill 
karas and hill pakuthies are only temporary divisions made for the census, it, is unnecessary 
to add them to the list of permanent karas. They have, therefore, not been separately 
counted in this census. If the hill karas of 1921 are excluded, the total number of karas 
would then be only 3,875. In the present census the corresponding figure is 3,936, 
exclusive of the hill karas and 18 whole karas and portions of 17 other karas which are in-
cluded in the eight additional towns separately censused this time, thus making the total 

* The Cen,us Report of Bengal, 1921, p 12G. 
u 
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number 3,971 as shown on the fly leaf of Imperial Table I. Strictly speaking, portions of 
1 7 town karas mentioned above should not be taken into account, because the corresponding 
taluk karas have been numbered along with the other karas in the respective pakuthies. If 
these are excluded, the total number of karas, including the eighteen whole karas falling 
within the eight new towns, is 3,954 instead of 3,971, the increase from 1921 to 1931 
being 79, This increase may be el{plained thus, Eighty-seven of the karas included in the 
Kara Register of 1921 have ceased to exist, partly on account of the people there having 
migrated to adjacent karas and partiy on account of their amalgamation with the neighbouring 
ones. On the other hand, as many as 166 new karas have been brought into existence by 
people settling in previously uninhabited karas and by the bifurcation of overpopulated ones. 
Several small groups of hamlets were dubbed together into one kara at the last census, 
particularly in Thovala and Agasthiswaram taluks Most of these hamlets have grown in 
size and importance during the course of the decade and have been treated as independent 
karas in the present census, 

On page 18 of Part 1 of the Census Report for 1921, it is stated that the number of 
pakuthies at that censUS was 435 "excluding" the three Hill Pakuthies, but actually this 
included the three hill pakuthies also. 

1 10, The rural population, according to the present census, is 4,544,185, as 
ccmpared with 3,601,408 in 1921, showing an increase of 26'2 per cent. during the 
decade, which is only slightly less than the increase in the aggregate population. The occupied 
houses in rural areaS have increased by 21·3 per cent. from 689,816 to 836,734, and 
the average number of persons per house from 5'2 to 5'4. The rise in the latter, we have 
seen in paragraph 81 of Chapter I, is due to the larger proportion of children under lOin 
1931 than in 1921. The average population of a kara has increased from 929 in 1921 
to 1,155 in 1931 and that of a pakuthi from 8,337 to 10,494. The statement given in 
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and in the next three groups both the number and the population have increased. The 
largest increase in population is in groups of villages having 2,000 to 5,000 and 5,000 to 
10,000 inhabitants. In the highest group having a population of 20,000 to 50,000 the 
State had no village in 192 J, and now there is one. Villages with less than 2,000 
inhabitants accounted for 62·1 per cent. of the rural population in 1921, but the proportion 
has dropped to 51'6 per cent. in 1931. The loss in these groups is a gain to the higher 
groups. The proportion of the population living in the latter villages has risen from 
37·9 per cent. in 1921 to 48·4 per cent, in 1931. 

The population is growing fast in the towns as well as in the villages of Travan~ 
core. In the coastal taluks many villages are as populous as, or even more so than, some 
of the towns. The average density in this area is 1,743 persons per square mile, while 
eleven of the forty-six towns have a lower density than this. As many as 209 villages 
have a density of more than 2,500 persons per square mile; in some it is even more 
than 3,500 ; and there is one village called Panna in Kadakkavur pakuthi of Chirayinkil 
taluk, in which nearly 8,000 persons live in a square mile. The whole region along the 
sea-coast is already over~populated and from one end to the other it is like a garden city 
where one can hardly walk a furlong without seeing some houses. 
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CHAPTER III 

BIRTHPLACE AND MIGRATION 

111. The statistics of birthplace have been utilized for various purposes in this 
Report. In Chapter I the natural increase in the population of the State and in Chapter II 
the variation in the natural population of municipal towns have been calculated with the 
help of these statistics; the influence of migration on the normal age distribution of the 
population is discussed in Chapter IV. The movement of the people from one place to 
another, the volume of this movement, its directions and chief causes are dealt with in this 
chapter. 

The census returns do not deal directly with the physical movement of the 
population, nor do they distinguish between different types of migration. They only 
record the birthplace of the persons enumerated. It is assumed that a person born out
side the State and enumerated within It is an immigrant and that a person born within 
the State and enumerated elsewhere is an emigrant. There are certain anomalies in this 
assumption. Children of foreigners born in T ravancore are included in the natural 
population of the State, but strictly speaking they should also be treated as immigrants. 
Similarly, children of Travancoreans born outside the State are excluded from its natural 
population which is not correct. Travellers and pilgrims born elsewhere who happened 
to be in the State at the census time are included in the category of immigrants, 
while persons born in the State who might be temporarily absent from here during the 
census are treated as emigrants. These anomalies could not be eliminated from the census 
returns. In spite of this defect the figures of immigrants and emigrants, when viewed 
together, will indicate the general trend of the physical movement of the population. 

In the case of persons born in the State, the name of the taluk of birth has been 
entered in column 13 of the census schedule, while in regard to those born outside the 
State but within India, the names of the district and province or of the State in which 
they were born have been entered. For persons born outside India the name of the 
country of birth alone has been noted. Though clear instructions were issued to 
enumerators on the above points, omissions of the names of taluks of birth were discovered 
in some schedules during the slip-copying stage, and they were filled in by the Super
intendents in the copying sections. The information regarding birthplace that has been 
abstracted and compiled may, therefore, be regarded as fairly correct. 

Introductory 
remarks. 

112. The statistics relating to birthplace are contained in Imperial Table VI, Main statistics. 
and the actual figures of immigration, emigration, migration between the natural divisions 
of the State, and between the State and other parts of India are exhibited in Subsidiary 
T abIes I to IV given at the end of this chapter. 

Indians are generally a home-loving people. They are not so adventurous as 
the western nations, and they seldom move out of their native place unless compelled 
to do so by pressing necessity or the force of circumstances. This innate quality 
of the Indians is shared by the T ravancoreans also. T rue, they are found in various parts 
of India, and in foreign countries such as Ceylon. Straits Settlements, Persia, Mesopotamia, 
Africa, England, America and Borneo; but their numbers are so few, compared with 
the total population of the State, as to be negligible. According to the present census, 
only 58,466 T ravancoreans have gone out of the country. The immigrants from other 
parts of India and from foreign countries number 135,103, so that both immigrants and 
emigrants together are only 193,569, or 38 per 1,000 of the aggregate population. 
This is the position of external migration, and internal migration is still worse. The 
migration between the administrative divisions of the State is confined to a population 
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of 89,037 which is only about 18 per 1,000 of the State population. Of these. 
78,798 persons have only moved between contiguous divisions and the remaining 
10,239 persons alone between non-contiguous divisions. The position is slightly better 
in regard to the movement between natural divisions. The number of persons concerned 
in this movement is 163, J 08 which gives 32 per 1,000 of the population. The above 
figures show clearly the insignificance' of the volume of migration, both external 
and internal, and the stay-at-home nature of the vast majority of the people of 
T ravancore· 

Factors 113. We shall now consider the movement of the population within the State ill 
affecting more detail. Before doing So let us take stock of the circumstances which facilitate thl's intel'nal 
migl'ation. movement, such as the development of the means of communication, method of 
!:~:u~ication. transport, and internal trade. The Government of T ravancore have always recognised 

Method of 
tl'ansport. 

Markets. 

the importance of good communications and have never stinted expenditure in developing 
them. During the year 1930-1931 A. D. 
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they spent more than Rs. 22t lakhs on 
communications, which represents 57·1 per 
cent. of the expenditure on public works, or 
9'4 per cent. of the total expenditure of the 
Government. The results of such a liberal 
outlay on communications are seen in the 
extent of roads and canals which have been 
opened in the country. The statement in the 
margin shows the length of roads and canals 
in 1921 and 1930. In 1921 there was one 
mile of main road for every 2'9 square miles 

and in 1930 every 2'3 square miles had a mile of this class of road. Taking all the 
communications together, it is seen that the State has now one mile of communication for 
every 1'5 square miles of its area including even hills and forests. 

J J 4. The development of motor transport in Travancore in recent years has been 
phenomenal. The first motor vehicle was registered in this State in 1911. In the course 
of 10 years, i. e., till 1921, 44 motor cycles, 50 private cars, 51 buses and 7 lorries were 
registered, and in 1930 the number of buses, lorries and cars that plied for hire increased 
to 1,475 and private cars exceeded one thousand. Motor launches plying for hire increased' 
from 36 in J 921 to 50 in 1930. There is hardly any important village situated on the 
main roads or on the chief canal routes which could not now be reached by a motor 
vehicle. Such a rapid development of motor transport has increased considerably the faci
lities for the movement of the population within the State. 

lIS. In 1930 there were as many as 579 markets of all descriptions in the State, some 
public and others private, some held daily, others bi~weekly, tri-weekly, four days a week, 
and weekly. All the markets except five are situated on the plains, and there is one market 
for every 7 square miles in this region. The development of communications, motor trans
port and markets has brought about marvellous changes in the social life and the economic 
condition of the people. The home-loving persons, who avoided as far as possible the long 
and tedious journeys which they had to perform in slow-moving bullock carts and canoes 
formerly, now travel freely, visiting friends and relations in distant places, and paying 
business visits to towns, and division and taluk headquarters oftener than before, as they 
can finish their business and get back home in one day. The employes in Government 
offices and private institutions live in the outlying parts and suburbs of towns and attend to 
their business in the towns with ease and convenience. The timings of the buses are so 
arranged as to brin~ them to the towns in the morning and take them back to their homes 
in the evening. The quick transport of agricultural products in buses and lorries from 
villages and up-country parts to towns and markets has contributed largely to the growth 
of internal trade and to a substantial increase in the profits of the producers and the middle
men. These developments have increased to a very considerable extent the daily move
ment of the people from place to place within the State. A stranger who travels through 
the country will be struck by the number of passengers travelling in buses and cars and 
the quantity of goods carried by lorries and other motor vehicles. The census returns do 
not show the volume of this daily migration, nor has any attempt been made to estimate it 
in other ways. The statistics of birthplace recorded at the census only indicate the number 
of persons who stay out of their homes at the census time casually, temporarily or perma .. 
nently. The discussion below is confined to such persons. 
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116. From Imperial Table VI it will be seen that the total number of persons who ~igrati~~fr- t 

were born in one administrative division and enumerated in another were 89,037, of whom d'f:i~?onsl i~r::e 

~11 tHill n1.tJJlhers flnn propm·fwH..-: of pp.1·fwn.-: born 'In the rlzlJIswn 

l1:hN'(' enumerated tind bOlon lH otkel' III'l~l.'·:lOllS 

--- -~- ------- - ~ ~ ---------------

! I ' 
Admlmstrntiyc 

Southern 
Oentral 

DIVISIon 

NOltbern 
HIgh Rang-e 

I Pt'l ~01" ho\'11 PCI'M(lllR hoi'll \ 
In the d,,'i· III oth"l 
F:lOn where 
ennnlPI atccl I 

] ,40,j,21:l 
1,ii08,O(;-l 
1,0l:l,1M 

15 .• 3!l3 

I 

(_lIVIHl()llA 

1;),{!l3 
30,i'i0;; 
2~,4iR 
1!1,2il3 

1'\ umher ]"']' 1 n,OOIl 
p(llmlatlOll 

Borll In the IlllOl'n m o'h"r 
dt n~lon wh(._\I'e UiVl:-o.IClDH 

cnurflcr ltl'd 

!1,!I05 
!1.H32 
~1./,~47 

4,H2 

~I.) 

](is 
153 

nearly 89 per cent. State. 

were born in contiguous 
divisions. The actual 
numbers and propor~ 
tions of persons born 
in the division where 
enumerated and born 
in other divisions are 
shown in the marginal 
table. The very high 
proportion (more than 
~O per cent.) of persons 
enumerated in the High 
Range who were born 
in other divisions shows 

the large volume of migration to this division from I other parts of the State. 
Short-distance movements are much more common than migration from long distances. 

Of the Travancore-born immigrants enumerated in the Southern and High Range Divisions 
more than 75 per cent. are persons born in contiguous divisions, while in the Northern 
Division the proportion is as high as 92 per cent. The movement of population between 
the natural divisions is more important than that between the administrative divisions. The 

,Lrtua7, 1J.,nutluJ]N and pl'Opartwlll 0/ _ner <:,on ... burn in the dl't·/ .... /Ol/ 

'I.t'h('re enUIJlf'J'ated (Iud lJUJ n 1.11, (ltlt!'r dlt'Z~'WIl" 

statistics relating to the 
natural divisions are 
given in the marginal 
statement. As in the 

\
' Numb"l per 111.000 High Range among the 

populatioll d .. . d·" 
PPNillR born PC'hOllR hom I a mlnlstratIve IVlslons, Natura] DIVl~ltlll 

III the divl- III other I I so in the Highland 
..,1011 whelC tl1\ 1"":1011lo.., 'B t I B I h 

I orJ\ 111 1(' ()] 11 III ot 1('1 among t e natural divi-

LowlalHl 
~fld]a1Hl 

Hwhla11(1 

cnumm att'd dl\Tl"lI In \\ 11('1 ('I (t P.-l ..... lOll... I 

___ _ _ _ __ J ~'I~ll1leJ:lh.d I II ~i;~~n~he ~h~ortioha~~ 
migrated from other 

2,:101,121 .ifl,'.Rfi n,7i2 ""N f h S 
2,;12~"iRO Ii~ ~,~(; !1,71! I ~~;, parts 0 t e tate is con-

170,;)(;1 {(I,!I:lfi I',O(il I 1,!I;,I; I' siderably higher than 
____ ----'__ that in other divisions, 

~ _- butthey form only about 
20 per cent. of the Travancoreans enumerated in the division as against over 50 per cent. in 
the High Range. lbe facilities that exist for the extension of cultivation and the large number 
of tea, rubber and cardamom plantations situated in the Highland Division account for the 
influx of persons from other parts of the State into this region. Of the 53,586 Travancore
born immigrants enumerated in the Lowland Division, nearly 96 per cent. were born in the 
adjoining Midland Division and the remaining 4 per cent. only in the non-contiguous 
Highland Division, whil e in the Highland Division 71 per cent. are from the contiguous 
Midland Division and 29 per cent. from the non-contiguous Lowland Division. The lure 
of employment is a sllfficient inducement even to the home loving inhabitants of the coastal 
region to migrate to distant hills. 

The actual number of immigrants to, and emigrants from, the different divisions, the 
proportions of these to the a~gregate population of the divisions, and the net gain or loss to 
each division caused by the mternal movement of the population, are given in the following 
statement: -

-----> 

ReceIved from ()tl]('\' dlvl'lOns 
I Chven to [)1 hC'r dlV1RlOlI~ 

ProP"l hUll per I 
Lo"s(-) 01' 

DIVISion PI Op01 tlOll per gam (+) to 

~unlbcr cent of the pOl'l1_\ 
~11InlJ('l 

cent. of Hl!' p,,!'u- tIll! dlvhHm 
lahnn of the latlOn of the 

dnH"ioll dlvl;-..lon 

I -~ 

Administrative Dhision Ifl.{!l3 O-!J I 20,704 l' ~ 7,211 SouthelJ1 -
Central 

;10,803 1·7 B7,2!l.l 20 - (\,-!!l2 
2:>,478 1·r; '10,:>37 I R - :J,05H KorthArn 19,203 18';) 50] 05 + 18,762 HIgh Range 

Natural Division !;n,.i86 22 ;7,321 :12 - 23,73,; Lowland 
MIdland 

68,58fi 28 SO,07!; 

l 
3'3 - 12,08!J 

HIghland 
40,936 Wl 0,112 1'8 + 35,R2-l 
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. .. The statement ~h?ws ~hat, as far as internal migration is concerned, all the plains 
dlvlSlons, whether admInistratIve or natural, send out more emigrants than the immigrants 
____________ ___________ _ _____ they receive and that the 

Administrative Division 
Southe1n 
G entral 
North,'rll 
HIgh Range 

Natural Division 
LowlttlJ(l 
MIdland 
HIghhnd 

Number of enngrantR to J ,uoo numbers they lose the 
ImmIgrant, High Range or the High~ 

1,~:34 
1,.211 
1,19!-J 

21i 

1,413 
1,17t; 
l2~ 

land Division gains. 
This fact is brought out 
very prominently by the 
ratio of emigrants to im~ 
migrants given in the 
marginal statement. For 
every J ,000 immigrants, 
the first three admini~ 
strative and the first two 
natural divisions 5 end 

out from J, J 76 to J ,534 emigrants, while the High Range sends out only 26, and the 
Highland J 25 emigrants for every 1,000 immigrants they receive from the other divisions. 

Intel'nal migl'a- 1 J 7. The relation between the density of population and internal migration is exhi. 
tion in .I'elation bited in the following statement·_ 
~ densIty of . 
population. -

DenHlty of Total populatIOn PopulatlOll 9nu- Naturalpopnla- PopulatIOn born Proportion per ProportIOn Pl'!" 

populatIOn pcr exeludmg that morated III the tlOn III the den- III the denHlty cent. of lmml- cent. ot oml-
square llJil" of rrhovala and den"ty group slty group group and enu· grantH to total grant" to 

Shellkntta but born 1Jl rnerateJ mother populatwn nat .:!ral pOjJul". 
talul,,, other group" gronp:-. tlon 

I 

Hclow 150 103,~24 19,26'1 15,8\1.f- :;01 18-:1 a·2 
150 - 30U 334,428 61,03(; 2~O,89~ 13,747 183 1·0 
300-- -!:;U R38,HO :17,001 316,!182 11',41$1 109 S S 
450- 600 .. .' .. .. .. 
HUO- 73U ;)6fi,17:) 3(),3-!6 ,H7,M2 49,349 3·4- 85 
750-- !IOO 33~.i)8K 44,:)71 312,4:39 20,607 111"1 6G 
~lJcl-I,Or.O 20(i,-!!JI 7,660 2U9,66!J 11,581< 3-7 5·5 

1,050 and 
OVC1. 3,119,6:30 50,4.;7 3,170,18i 1116,727 ,·U 4-3 

The population of Thovala and Shenkotta taluks has been excluded from the figures 
given in the above statement, because condition5 there are similar to those in the Tamil country 
and are quite unlike what one finds inlother parts of T ravancore. The above statement reveals 
some interesting facts. The largest volume of immigration and the smallest volume of 
emigration :u-e seen in the lowest density group. The former varies inver5ely and the latter 
directly as the density, except in the density group 750·900 in the case of immigration, and in 
this as well as the higher density groups in the case of emigratIOn. It is but natural that. as the 
density of population increases, the number of emigrants also increases. The tendency of the 
population is. to m.ove from re~ion~ of ~igh~r density. to those of lower density. The 
exception noticed m regard to ImmigratIOn In the denSIty group 750-900 should be attri~ 
buted to the anomalous po5ition of Changanachery taluk which falls in this group. A por~ 
tion of this taluk is in the Lowland Division where the density is very high. but the major 
portion of it, nearly 84 per cent. of the total area, is in the Midland Division where the 
density is low . To this part of the tal uk there has been a large influx of population during 
the last decade, caused by the extensive development of rubber cultivation, the area of which 
in this taluk has increased from 62 J acres in 1921 to 20,654 acres in J 930. The eastern 
parts of the taluk are extre"!ely well-suited to rubber. cultiyation an? in no other tal uk has the 
area planted with rubber lllCreaSe? 50 largely as III thIS talu~ In r~cen~ year5. It is this 
special circumstance that. has contnbuted to th; larger proportIOn of ImI.mgrants to, and the 
smaller proportion of em~grants from, the denSIty group 7 50~900 than In the case of lower 
density groups. The shghtly smaller number of emIgrants from 900~ ) ,050 and higher 
density groups may probably b.e d~e to the fact that the5e groups ~ontain practic~lIy all the 
towns which generally attract ImmIgrants rather t?~n send ~ut e.mlgr,ants. NotWIthstanding 
the exceptions noticed above •. the general I?rop~sItlon that ImmigratIon decrease~ and emi
gration increases as the denSIty of populatIOn Increases, may, therefore, be said to hoJd 
good in T ravancore. 

. i 118", In a State like T ravancore where there are only four administrative and three 
Mlgl'at on • d' .,. 1 f t d f' I" between taluke. natural diviSIOns, a IVlslon IS too arge an area or a correc stu y 0 Interna migratIOn. 

We could do it better by considering the migration between taluks. The total population 
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born and enumerated in the State is 4.960.870. Of these, 4.587.957 persons or 92'5 per 
.cent. were enumerated in the tal uk of birth only. and the remaining 372.913 or 7' 5 per cent. 

alone were enumerated in taluks 
other than those of birth. Again. 
out of the latter number. 272.4 J 1 
were persons born in contiguous 
taluks. and only 100,502 persons, 
who form but two per cent. of the 
total State-born persons enumerated 
within the State, were born in non" 
contiguous taluks. These figures of 
inter-tal uk migration go to prove, like 
those of inter"division migration, the 
comparative insignificance of the 
movement of population in general 
and more especially of long-distance 
movements within the State. There 

Imnllgl'allt~ from other t.alnk, I 
Taluk Prol'urhUIl pel' 

Number 
cent tu total 
populatIOn of 

the taluk 

Thovala 4,Gl6 11·5 
Tnvanchum 2H.!l!l6 12,R 
Neuumangad 27,f>2R 17·1) 

I 
Pathanapnram 20,2;)9 2()'0 
Pathanamtlntta ]~),7R5 B·B 

I 
Changanaehcry 33,257 1:;'0 I 

22,10(; 24'4 I 
ThoJupula 

I 
Plrmede lti,4lH 35·6 

are, however, certain taluks in which migration plays an important r(\le. In the above marginal 
statement are given the numbers of immigrants from other taluks and their proportion to the 
total population, in the case of those taluks in which the proportion is 10 per cent. or more. 

In Thovala 4,616 persons representing 11'5 per cent. of the population are immi
grants from other taluks; but out of these. as many as 2,784 belong to the adjoining taluk of 
Agasthiswaram and most of them are probably casual or temporary migrants who have crossed 
the border accidentally or on business on the census morning or on thf! previous night. 
Trivandrum has returned 28,996 immigrants from other taluks, but the town of Trivandrum 
alone accounts for 22,193 of them, and the remaining 6,803 persons form only about 5 per 
cent. of the population of the taluk excluding that of the town. This is too small a pro" 
portion to deserve special notice. The other taluks shown in the above marginal statement 
(Nedumangad, Pathanapuram. Pathanamthitta, Changanachery, Thodupula and Pirmede) 
stand on a different footing. Some of the immigrants in these taluks also may be casual 
visitors from the adjoining taluks. but the large majority of the J 39,453 immigrants must have 
been persons who have settled there either semi-permanently or permanently as landholders, 
tenant cultivators, or agricultural labourers. These taluks contained and still contain exten" 
sive areas of cultivable lands and it is here that there has been the greatest 
development of cultivation during the past decade. The large inB ux of immigrants to these 
taluks must, therefore, be attributed to the facilities they have afforded for the extension of 
cultivation. The immigrants are drawn mostly from adjoining taluks, but the numbers con
tributed by non-contiguous taluks are not inconsiderable. For example, out of 20,259 
immigrants to Pathanapuram, more than J 0,000 are from non-contiguous taluks. Pirmede 
bas drawn nearly 90 per cent. of its 16,418 immigrants from non-contiguous taluks. 

119. So far, we have considered the movement of the population from one place to 
another within the State, and we shall now deal with the question of external 
migration. Of the aggregate population of 5,095,973 enumerated in the present census, 
4,960,870, or 973 per mille ,were born in the State, and 135,103. or 27 per mille, came from 
outside. Of the latter, 26,964 were born in the adjoining Cochin State; 82,963 in the 
,contiguous districts of the Madras Presidency, namely, Anjengo, Coimbatore, Madura, 
Ramnad, and Tinnevelly; 21,379 in non-contiguous districts of the Madras Presidency 
and in the neighbouring State of Pudukottai ; 2,546 in other Provinces and States in India; 
and 1,251 in countries beyond India. These figures may be represented in percentage 

proportions as shown in the marginal 
table. The Madras Presidency and the 
States of Cochin and Pudukottai have 
together contributed as much as 97'2 per 
cent. of the total immigrants. Those who 
have come from distant parts of India are 
less than two per cent. while less than one 
per cent. are immigrants from countries 
beyond India. Of these latter aggregating 
1 ,251, the largest number (453) is from 
Ceylon. and the next largest (377) from 
the United Kingdom, of whom more 

Country, Provlllce, DIstrict or State III I Proportion per cent, 
whICh ImmIgrants were born I to total ImmIgrants 

'Contiguous distncts of Madras PresI
dency 

Oontlguou~ State of CoC'hm 
'Non-contiguous dIstricts of Ma<lraR 

Presidency and the aJjoilIing State of 
Pudukottai 

Other parts of IndIa 
CountneH bcyoml Inella 

61'4-
20'0 

V"8 
l'B 
().!) 

than 50 per cent. are Managers and Superintendents of tea estates in the High Range. 

External 
migration. 

Immigrants. 



'Territorial 
distribution of 
immigrants. 

Immigrants 
by sex and 
religion. 
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Of the immigrants from distant Provinces and States in India who number 2,546r 

Bombay has contributed the largest number, viz., 517 of whom 64 per cent. are found in 
the town of Alleppey engaged on trade, and Mysore State has contributed 380 persons of 
whom the majority are coolies in the tea gardens in the High Range. 

120. Of the 135,103 immigrants in the State, 19,j 45 are found in 19 municipal 
towns, 70,568 in the High Range, 21,185 in the taluks of Thovala, Shenkotta, Parur and 
Kunnathunad, and only the remaining 23,605, or about 17 per cent. of the total immigrants, 
in other parts of the State. It is evident from these figures that the immigrants are congre·· 
gated mostly in towns, in the High Range, and in the frontier taluks. 

121. The statistics of immigrants by religion and sex are shown ln the marginal 

Immigrants by rel.gion anel sea; 

Males I 
Religion Proportion 

Number PCI mllle 

-------
Hmdu 51,269 7li2 
Chri,tlan 12,11(1 1711 
MuslllU +,60l; 68 
Others 78 1 

Total 68,i3~ i,OOO 

Fcma.lcs 

Number 

I 

per mlllc 
Iproportton 

50,458 754 
H,083 210 

2,367 35 
61 1 

66,969 i,OOO 

statement. More than 
75 per cent. of the immi~" 
grants are Hindus, and 
among them the propor~ 
tions of males and females 
to the total of each sex are 
almost equal. But among 
the Christians who form 
about 20 per cent. of the 
immigrants females pre
ponderate, while among 
the Muslims who consti-

. tute about 5 per cent. of 
the total, males are more 
numerous than females. 

The statement given in the margin below shows the distribution of immigrants by sex 
in different administrative 
and natural divisions. The 
preponderance of females 
in the Northern Division 
may be due to men in 
the frontier taluks taking 
their wives from the ad
joining Cochin State, and' 
that of males in the High 
Range and in the High
land Divisions to the 
semi~permanent immigra
tion of more male than 
female coolies from the 
neighbouring districts of 

lJiHtl'1bution of 'tmln1{!l'allt" b!l ,e:r ill dlirel'nd d.IMWJI8 

Administrative 
Division 

i'onthern 
Celltl'al 
Northerll 
HIgh Range 
Natural Division 

I,owland 
M](11and 
Jhghland 

Males 

I 
FroportlOn I 
pel' mllle 

--_ 

7.454 
11,028 
10,;:;(;1 
3!l,091 

15,010 
9,814 

43,310 

109 
](;2 
lS5 
574 

220 
H4 
63r. 

the Madras Presidency to the tea gardens. 

Females 

Number 

7,7~t7 

11,577 
Hi,llS 
Hl,477 

19,f,32 
11,314-
36,123 

1 
Proporh"tl 
per mllle 

111; 
173 
241 
470 

292 
169 
53!l 

The distribution of immigrants by religion and sex in different 
natural divisions discloses wide and interesting variations as can 
following statement:-

administrative and" 
be seen from the 

Dn·jsion 

Administrative 
Division 

Southern 
CI'nbal 
Northern 
HIgh Range 

Na.tural Division 

J,owlan<l 
Mldland 
Highland 

Dlst,',bulion oj im 1111 gra nt" by religion and ,eo' In different diVISion" 

Males 

Hindu Chlistian I Mushm 

( 

r 
'" I OJ aJ 

'"' ~ '" bll .... ~ <lJ ~ <lJ ~ OJ 

"S ..:0 ,0 .: 8 

l 
.: 8 S '" CJ ::: <.J '" " ::0 '" :z; " z t z .... 

"' '" p., p., p., 

I 
5,!179 11· 7 1,062 S'7 408 8'!) 
7,17ii i3'9 2,354 19'3 1,465 31·8 
;;,(\81 11'1 3,131 25·7 1,730 37·6 

32,433 ii3·3 5,6:H 46·3 1,003 21'7 

8,990 17-6 4,050 33·2 1,915 ±I.6 
6,560 12'8 2,074 17·0 1,17R 2,0'5 

35,7111 611'6 6,057 49'S 1,513 32'9 

Females 

Hll1du 

, 
I I Christian 

I 
i ;.. aJ aJ 

I 
'" bll '" oJ; 
~ <e 

~ col 
S <= 'E 
'" '" .: " Z " .: 2 '" Z " OJ :c. p., 

6,398 12'7 1,1,,(i !H 
9,097 J 8· ° 1,7il(; 12·3 
~'278116' -1 6,~05 4il·3 

:W,685 52'9 I 4,376 31·1 

11,7SO 23'4 o,J!lO 4G·! 
7,!Wl 15'8 2,836 20'1 

30,711 60'8 4,757 33'8 

0) .. M 
<lJ 

~ ,0 

8 
'" '" I:; Z '" p., 

231 9·8 
723 30-6 
9lH) 42'~ 
414 1,'4 

1,198 50·7 
516 21'S 
6,,3 27'5 
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The highest proportion of Hindu immigrants is found in the High Range, with a 
preponderance of males, and they are mostly estate coolies from the neighbouring British 
districts. Of the Christian immigrants, the highest proportion of males is in the High 
Range and that of females in the Northern Division. The former are generally estate 
coolies and the latter have come over mostly from the Cochin State by marriage. Of the 
Muslim immigrants, both males and females are found in larger proportions in the Northern 
and Central Divisions than in the Southern or the High Range Division. Very few of 
them work in estates. They are generally petty merchants and. therefore. congregate 
more on the plains than on the hills. This is seen very clearly from the figures for the 
natural divisions. The Lowland Division contains the highest proportion of Muslims, as 
much as 50 per cent. of the females and over 41 per cent. of the males. The Hindus 
preponderate in the Highland, the ratio of females to males being smaller than that for the 
other regions. 

The immigrants classified by sex according to 
birth are given in the margin. The figures show that. as 

the distance of the place of 
the distance between the place 
of birth and the place of enu
meration increases. the pro
portion of females to males 
decreases except in the last 
class. Females are more than 
twice as many as males among 
the immigrants from Cochin 
State and Tinnevelly district 
to the contiguous frontier 
taluks. The ratio falls to 955 
females per 1.000 males among 
other immigrants from Cochin, 
to 828 among other immi
grants from the Madras Pre
sidency, and still further to 
526 among immigrants from 
other parts of India. The 
ratio among immigrants from 
countries beyond India is 
higher than that of immigrants 
from distant parts of India, 

Number of ImmIgrants Number 

Place of birth of femPloles 

1 

per 1,000 
Males Females males 

1. Born In the cnntlguouH 
State of ':ochin and enu-
merated III fronti"r taluks 
of Parur and K unnathunad 3,595 9,401 2,615 

2. Born III COCf,1ll allli enu-
merated 1II other pal t~ 
of Travaneore 7,H3 6,R25 95,. 

3. Born 1Il the contignonq 
rhstrlct ot Tl1lnevelly 
"'Il(l enumP1'ated in the 
frontier taluk< of 'I'hovala 
a.,cl flhenkotta 3,132 (i,464 2,U()4 

1. Bora ITI other (h<tllct8 of 
Madras Pr('"dcllcy an,l 
ennnlcrat0( 1 III other 
parts of TI,lVanC()re 51,7HH U.HH3 ~2H 

o. Df)ln 1Il other pl>rt- of 
Imlta 1,711 \)00 :>:2H 

(i. Borll OUI bllle IndIa 765 ,til, 

\ 
liR;; 

- " 

probably because of the large number of 
of the State. 

nuns and nurses in the European population 

122. The number of immigrants enumerated at each of the last five censuses and 
their propor~ion to the aggregate population are given in the marginal statement. The 

volume of migration to the State has been 
growing from decade to decade. The number 
of immigrants in the last decennium was 
almost double that in the previous, and the 
ratio to the aggregate population was also 
higher than in any of the previous decades. 
The increase in the number of immigrants 
during the three decades prior to the last was 
not very appreciable and the ratio to the total 
population was almost constant. The large 

Total Number of Perccntage of 
Year immlgrallt" to population lIumlgrallts total populatlOn 

" - --- - -~-- _---- -- - -_ 
lS!Jl 2,5:>7,736 16,97S 0·7 
UlOl 2,(1;;2.1:;7 :>1,903 1'0 
1911 :3,-l-28,!J75 61,16:> l·S 
1921 4.ll0fi,1J62 73.;;!l1 l·S 
1931 :J,OH7),973 135,103 2·7 

increase in the past decade was due to the devdopment of tea, rubber and cardamom 
cultivation, which attracted considerably more coolies from outside the State than in the 
previous decades. 

123. Travancore has 224 tea and rubber plantations comprising an area of about 
75,000 acres under tea and 62,000 acres under rubber, and cardamom is cultivated in nearly 
30,000 acres, so that these three crops together account for abcut 167,000 acres. They 
support altogether a population of J 05,224 persons, of whom 79,433 are immigrants 
from outside Travancore and the remaining 25,791 only belong to the State. These 
figures have been specially compiled from the census schedules of the estates. Of the 
79,433 immigrants, 3,314 are workers in cardamom gardens and 76, J 19 in tea and 
rubber estates. Further, they consist of 76,699 field labourers and 2,734 other 

Varia.tion of 
immigra.nts at; 
different 
censuses. 

Immigrants 
in tea, rubber 
and cardamom 
estates. 
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employes, such as managers, superintendents, clerical staff, etc. The High Range lies 
entirely in the Highland Division. The estates in the former contain 70,568 immigrants 
and those in other parts of the Highland Division 8,865, making a total of 79;433 which 
is the aggregate number of immigrants in the whole Highland Division. 

The population supported by the tea, rubber and cardamom estates, we have seen, 
is J 05,224. They number 2 J per mille of the population of the State, and consist of 
75 per cent. outsiders and 25 per cent. T ravancoreans. The population of the estates 
contains 79,433 immigrants and they represent as much as 59 per cent. of the total 
immigrants to the State. These figures give a clear indication of the influence which 
estates exercise in attracting immigrants to this State. Among 79,433 immigrants to the 
tea, rubber and cardamom estates there are 43,3] 0 men against 36,123 women, which 
gives a ratio of 834 females per 1,000 males. The majority of the immigrants are 
labourers belonging to the depressed classes, such as Pallan, Parayan, Maravan, Nadar, 
etc. Classified by religion they consist of 83'7 per cent. Hindus, 13·6 per cent. Christians 
and 2'7 per cent. Muslims. 

124. A circular letter was sent round to the managers of 224 estates, requesting 
them to supply information as to the period during which the labourers who came from 
outside the State stayed in the estates. The managers of 121 estates complied with the 
request, furnishing particulars about 64,562 immigrants out of the total immigrant popu-

lation of 79,433. 
lmml(fl'ants in 121 p,t(Jirs Th t' I . ese par ICU ars 

:Number jPereentage of the are given in the 
~ _________ . ___________ ----,-____ total number margin. 47'9 per 

cent. of the immi
grants have been in 
the estates only for 
one year or less, 
29'4 per cent. bet-

1. Persons who have stayed in the estate for one year 
or less . • • • 

2. Persons ."bo have stayed for more than one year 
and less than three years. . . 

3. Persons who have stayed for three years or over • 

30,950 

IS,941 
14,671 

47'9 

29'4 
22'7 

ween one year and 
three years, and 22'7 per cent. for three years or more. From the enumeration schedules 
of the estates. information has been specially collected as to the number of immigrant 
families who have had children born to them in Travancore, and the period of their stay, 

as judged from the 
ages of the eldest 
children. The state
ment in the margin 
gives the information 
collected. These 
figures show that 
among immigrants 
in the estates there 
are some who have 
come with their 
families and settled 
there permanently. 

Number of children born 

Number' of years since the famIlies Number of 

1 1 

have settled m Tl'avancore famlhes PerRons MaJes Females 

., I I 

1--3 years 2!6 I 437 249 188 
3-5 212 

, 
395 190 205 

" " I 5-10 
" .\ 272 , 9fll 578 383 

10-lfi 
" 

158 I 642 3:>2 290 
15-20 82 

, .-l03 134 169 
" I 

2) years or over . 23 I 117 64 53 

Total 993 

I 
2,855 1,567 1,288 

Their proportion to the total immigrant population is, however, small. 
of immigrants are only temporary or semi-permanent sojourners. 

The large majority 

125. The total number of emigrants from the State can only be estimated approxi
mately, because information as to the actual number of Travancoreans who have gone to 
places outside India has not been received from all the countries. The marginal 

Year of census 
Number of 
emigrants 

1891 :1 
13,768 

1901 24,!90 
1911 . 26,123 
1921 . 30,260 
1931 58,466 

Proportion per 
cent. to natural 

populatiun 

0'5 
0'8 
O'S 
O'S 
1'2 

Number of 
emlglants per 
1.000 immI-

grants 

811 
446 
427 
411 
433 

statement gives the estimated number 
of emigrants, their proportion per 
cent. to the natural population of 
the State and the number 0'£ emi
grants per 1,000 immigrants at 
each of the censuses from 1891. 
The number of emigrants has 
steadily increased from census to 
census, but the proportion to the 
natural population was the same in 
three decades since J 901 and in

creased from 0'8 per cent. to 1'2 per cent. In the last. The number of emigrants were 
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fewer than immigrants at all the censuses. In the decade ended 1891, 811 persons went 
out of the State for every 1.000 who came in. in the next decade the proportion dropped 
to 446, in the next two decades there was a further fall. though somewhat small. and in 
the last decade there was a slight increase. 

126. Of the 58,466 emigrants. as many as 49,984 or 85·5 per cent. are found in Emigranfis to 
other parts of India and only the remaining 14·5 per cent. in other countries. Of the former. d;~errt parts 
the largest number (31,167) is in the adjoining State of Cochin, the next largest 0 n lao 

(16,604) in the Madras Presidency, and only 2,213 in other Provinces and States in 
India. Of the 16,604 emigrants in the Madras Presidency, the contiguous district of 
Tinnevelly has the highest number (5,469), next to it come in order Malabar with 3,328, 
Madras with 1,850. Madura with 1,263. Ramnad with 951. Coimbatore with 763. 
Trichinopoly with 653. Tanjore with 524, Nilgiris with 458, and then the other districts 
each having 250 or less. 

The emigrants to different parts of India, classified according to the distance 
of the places to which they have gone, and the sex ratio of the different groups are shown 

in the marginal statement. 

\

f Number of Proportion per I Number of The preponderan~ of 
Place of enumeration emigrants cent·o to total I females per females over males ID the 

emlgrants 1,000 males • C h' emlgrants to oc ID may 
-~----~-----~------------~-- be due to women born 
1. Contiguous State of ~ochm • 31,167 62·4 1,543 T 
20 OontIguous dlstrlct (Tinne. in ravancore going over 

velly) of the Madras Presi. to Cochin by marriage. 
dency 5,460 10·9 742 

30 Other districts of the Madras· The low female ratio 
Presidency 1l,13.3 22·3 n!17 among the emigrants to 

40 Other parts of India 2,213 4
0
4 284 other parts of India indi-

cates the migration of a 
larger number of men than women temporarily or semi-permanently on business or for 
other purposes. In Madras, for example. there are 1,850 Travancoreans of whom 1.227 
are men and only 623 are women. The preponderance of men in this case may be due 
to the large number of students attending the educational institutions in the Madras City. 

127. The marginal statement gives the number of emigrants from T ravancore to Emigrll;nts 

countries beyond India in 1921 and 1931. The figures of emigrants to Ceylon for 193 1 ::::~::!~ 
Em iY"ants to jorei{]'11 rml'l1tr;po' 

Country 

Straits Settlements and Malay 
States 

Ceylon 
Afliea 
Borneo • 
United Kmgdom 
PersIa 
AmprlC'l. • 
Mesopotamia 
Sumatra. • 
8H.tm 
Japan 
Afghaniocan 
Arab,a 
Bc1gnun 
Ghma 
Italy 
Java 
~pain 
Syrla 
Unknown 

Total 

1931 

4,333 
3,393 

(\2 

:53 
31 
28 
l() 

10 
3 
3 
2 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
1 
1 
1 

540 

8,4:82 

1!l21 

3,730 
4,25!1 

19 
00 
28 
21 

(\ 

393 

.. 
R 

li9 

8,666 

have been received from that country 
and the figures for the other countries 
have been abstracted from the special 
entries in the census schedules of this 
State. They may not be accurate; but 
since the results of the census in those 
countries are not available. we have to 
be satisfied with these approximate 
figures. The total number of emigrants 
has fallen from 8.665 in 1921 to 8,482 
in 1931. The fall is seen markedly 
in the emigrants to Ceylon and Meso-
potamia. The former is due to the 
disbandment of labourers from estates 
as a result of the present economic 
depression. During the War and for 
some time after a number of T ravan-
coreans were employed in Mesopotamia. 
but most of them have since returned 
home, and this accounts for the fall 
in the number of emigrants to that 
country. There is a slight increase in 

the number of emigrants to the Straits Settlements and Malay States. The development 
of rubber cultivation in those countries during the last decade attracted a large number of 
men from Travancoreo But some of them had to come back on account of the closing 
down of estates towards the end of the decade. Otherwise. their number would have 
shown a considerably larger increase. The emigrants to the United Kingdom and 
America max be mostly students, but a few in those countries and most of the emigrants to 
other countrles may have gone there to earn their livelihood. Though T ravancoreans, like 
other Indians. are generally a home-loving people, we see from the statement given above 
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that some of them have ventured to go out to such distant countries as Persia, Mesopotamia, 
Africa, Borneo and Java under the pressure of economic necessity. If conditions of 
settlement are congenial, distance or other disadvantages will not deter the educated youth 
of T ravancore from migrating to any country to earn a decent living. Such 
emigration will naturally be of a temporary or semi-permanent type only, because the 
Travancorean has an innate desire to return to his native land to spend the evening of his 
life. The preponderance of males over females among the emigrants to distant countI'ies
it is seen from the figures that there are only 110 women for 1,000 men-shows clearly 
the temporary or semi-permanent character of this external migration. 

128. In the map facing this page are shown the main currents of migration between 
T ravancore on the one hand, and Cochin and some districts of the Madras Presidency 
on the other • We have already seen that Cochin State and the Madras Presidency 
contribute more than 97 per cent. of the immigrants to Travancore and of the emigrants 
from the State more than 80 per cent. are absorbed by Cochin and Madras. Only 
the important currents of migration between these territories are shown in the map. 

129. Migration is generally considered to be of different types. They are :
(i) casual, or minor movements of people between adjacent villages; (ii) temporary, 
brought about by journeys on business visits to places of pilgrimage, and to religious or 
social festivals, or by temporary demand for labour in connection with the construction 
of new roads, bridges, etc., (iii) periodic, which generally takes place during harvest 
time or when agriculture is slack and the people move to industrial centres seeking 
employment in seasonal industries; (iv) semi-permanent, caused by the persons born in 
one place residing and earning their livelihood in another, but retaining their connection 
with their homes; ( v) permanent, when overcrowding or other causes induce people 
to leave their place of birth and settle in another, permanently with their families; and 
(vi) daily, due to the practice of persons living outside large towns going to towns on 
business and returning home daily. The census returns do not distinguish between 
the different types of migration, but they contain some clues by which each type can 
approximately be determined. For example, the sex proportion and the distance between 
the place of birth and the place of enumeration will throw some light on this question. 
In casual and temporary migrations due to visits to places of pilgrimage, females will 
generally preponderate. The bulk of the periodic and semi-permanent migrations will 
consist of more men than women, while in permanent migration the sexes will be fairly 
equal. 

The floating population of J 5,504 enumerated in Travancore may practically 
be regarded as casual migrants, and so also a portion of the persons born in 
one taluk and enumerated in the adjoining taluks of the State, born in the frontier 
taluks and enumerated in the neighbouring State of Cochin or the contiguous districts 
of the Madras Presidency, and vice VerSa. It is not possible, however, to estimate 
the number of such migrants. The works in connection with the supply of water to 
the town of T rivandrum and the extension of the railway to the heart of the town, which 
were being executed vigorously during the census operations, employed more than 3,000 
labourers. Some of them came from the adjoining taluks and may, therefore, be classed 
under temporary migrants. The labourers working in cardamom gardens are periodic 
visitors. They come generally from the adjoining British districts annually during the 
cultivation and harvest seasons and return to their native places after finishing the work. 
The large majority of nearly 3,300 persons enumerated in the cardamom district are, 
therefore, periodic immigrants. Most of the immigrants in the tea and rubber plantations, 
the emigrants generally from the State, as well as the majority of the immigrants to 
Nedumangad. Pathanapuram. Pathanamthitta. Changanachery, Thodupula, Pirmede and 
Devikulam taluks from other parts of the State, may fall in the category of semi-permanent 
migrants. The other Travancorean immigrants to the above taluks and the immigrants from 
other parts of India who have stayed in the tea and rubber plantations for more than five 
years may be regarded as permanent settlers. Daily migration is now a common feature of 
important towns like Trivandrum, Nagercoil, Quilon and Alleppey. A number of 
people live outside the towns, go there for work in the morning and return home in the 
evening. Owing to the convenience afforded for travelling by motor buses and cars, 
persons living in places within a radius of about 50 miles find it possible to visit the 
capital and the division and taluk headquarters, transact their business and get back home 
on the same day. Hundreds of persons are thus visiting Trivandrum and other towns 
daily. Statistics of such persons have not been collected, but there is no doubt that 
the volume of this daily migration has increased considerably since the development of 
motor traffic. 
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Showing the Main Currents of External Migration 
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130. Travancore has always received more immigrants than the emigrants she has The economic 

'Sent out. The statistics showing the balance of migration during the last four decades are :~:~~iO:~ 
given in the marginal statement. It is seen 
therefrom that the excess of immigrants over 
emigrants increased from 3,210 in 1891 to 
30,413 in 1901, to 43,331 in 1921, and 
to 76,637 in 193 J. In paragraph 123 above 
it has been stated that of 79,433 immigrants 
to the Highland Division of the State, the 
field labourers in tea, rubber and cardamom 
gardens number 76,699. This is practically 
equal to the difference between the immi .. 

Statemmt shOWIng the balance of mlgrlltion 

Year of Total Total EXCCRS of Im-

Oensus immigrantR emIgrants mlgran 1b over 
emlgl'artts 

1891 H\978 13,768 3,210 
1901 54,903 24,490 30,.1]3 
1911 61,165 2(;,123 35,042 
1921 n,591 30,260 43,331 
1931 135,103 58,466 76,(;37 

grants and emigrants in 1931. If these 
field labourers had not migrated to Travancore, immigration and emigration would have 
balanced each other. and the State would have had neither gain nor loss to its population. 
As against 76,699 foreign labourers working in estates, the Travancorean labourers 
employed therein number only 25,791. It is a legitimate question to ask why the estates 
import foreign labour when there is a large volume of unemployment in the 
,country, If the estates would recruit all their labour from the State itself, more 
than 75,000 persons could find work, and to that extent the number of the 
unemployed here would go down, Foreign labour is employed more in tea and 
-cardamom gardens than in rubber plantations. There are two reasons for this. One is 
that for work in tea gardens, particularly for plucking tea leaf, the Tamil coolies are con-
sidered to be more efficient, and the other reason is the inaccessibility of the tea and 
cardamom gardens to the people of the State. Till last year there was practically no road 
-communication between the plains of T ravancore and Devikulam taluk wherein are situated 
most of the large tea estates. Now that a new road has been opened from Netiamangalam 
to PaHivasal, connecting the plains and the hills, local labour should be able to migrate 
to the tea district in larger numbers hereafter. That it is chiefly the want of communi-
cation that has hindered this migration is evident from the fact that Pirmede taluk which 
has long been connected with the plains by a good metalled road contains a much larger 
proportion of local labour than Devikulam. The total immigrants in Pirmede taJuk number 
39,725, and of these 16,418, or 41'3 per cent. are Travancoreans and the remaining 
58'7 per cent. only are outsiders. On the other hand, in Devikulam there are only 2,891 
Travancoreans in the total immigrant population of 50,152, which gives a proportion of 5'8 
per cent. Travancoreans against 94'2 per cent. non-Travancoreans. The opening of the 
NeI'iamangalam-PaHivasal road should, therefore, lead to a larger migration of local labour 
to the tea gardens in Devikulam tal uk. The question of efficiency can easily be solved. 
Efficiency of unskilled labour depends upon experience and, with the natural intelligence 
which the people of Travancore possess, they will easily pick up sufficient experience to 
become as good experts as the Tami~ians in works like the plucking of tea leaf. The 
managers of estates would only look to the efficiency and cheapness of labour. If the 
people of this couDtry would be prepared to migrate to the hills and demonstrate their 
ntness for work in the tea gardens. they could gradually replace the labourers from the 
East Coast and no less than 75,000 of them could thereby get employment. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 

Immigration (actual figures) 
~---~--~- - ~ 

Born in 

DIvision of ennmeration ContignouR Divisions in State 

Total I Males ( Females Total 
r 

1I1ales [ Females 

2 3 4 ;; 6 7 

4,980,8'70 2,498,939 2,483,931 .. .. " 

1,405,212 701,687 703,525 10,013 5,987 4,026 

1,808,064 906,933 901,131 30,803 15,208 15,595 

1,643,16! 8,ll,389 811,775 23,387 11,615 11,772 

15,393 7,682 7,711 H,595 9,816 4,719 

2,301,421 1,1r;-1,534 1,146,887 51,641 21,716 29,865 

2,325,780 1,176,15-1 1,149,626 68,586 31,026 37,560 

170,561 87,056 83,;;0;; 29,034 17,700 11,a34 

Born In 

Other parts of State 

Total 
I 

Males 
I 

Females 

8 9 10 

. . .. .. 

3,480 2,358 1,122 

.. .. .. 
2,091 1,280 811 

4,668 2,924 1,744 

1,945 1,173 7';"2 

.. " 
, . 

11,902 7,520 4,382 

1----------------------------------- ----~-.~ - -
Parts of other contiguous Parts of other non-contiguous 

Outside IndIa Provinces, etc, l'rovIllces, etc. -_ 
\ I 

1 I I I Females Total Males Females Total I Males 
J 

Females Total Males 

-
11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 

. 109,92'7 53,206 56,'721 23.,925 14,163 9,762 1,251 
0 

'765 486, 

. 10,338 4,613 5,725 4,536 2,667 1,1\69 377 174 203-

13,676 :>,576 8,100 8,526 5,171 3,:~55 403 281 122 

20,282 6,4:>1 13,831 6,304 4,034 2,~70 93 76 17. 

20,403 11,275 9,128 49.787 27,582 22,205 378 234 144 

26,003 9.797 16,206 7,875 4,817 3,0,8 664 396 268-

. 1h,800 7,069 9,731 4,176 2,6B 1,1)35 152 104 48 

65,299 35,353 29,946 13,699 7,692 6,007 435 265 170 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 
Emigration (actual figures) 

"Enumerated in 

~-~-

Division of birth Contlguou~ Division in State I Other parts of State 

I 

I 

I 1 Females I I I Femalek 'fotal Males 
, 

FemaleR Total Males Total Males 
I 

I 

I 
2 3 4 5 () 7 8 9 JO 

4,960,870 2,<196,939 2,<163,93:1 ,. .. .. .. 
I '. . . 

I 
I 
I 

] ,405,212 701,687 I 703,525 13,945 7,661 6,284 I 6,759 4,20-! 2,n.jj 
1,808,004 906,933 901,131 37 \2~5 20,534 16,761 .. " ,. 
1,64d.l6± 831,389 I 811,775 27,129 14,:n3 12,856 3,408 2,321 1.,087 

13,393 7,682 7,711 429 218 2ll 72 37 3il 

2,::101,431 1,1:>-l,534 1,146,887 
I 

fifi,4l9 29,406 36,013 11,902 7,!120 4,3fl2 
2,325,780 1,176,154 1,H9,fi26 80,675 3!l,476 41,199 , . .' .. 

170,561 87,056 

I 
83,503 

I 
3,167 1,620 1.547 1,9!5 1,173 772 

Enumerated in 
Natural populatIOn (State·born, but 

enumerated anywhere) 
Other Provinces Outside India 

Total 
1 

Males \ Females 'rotal 
I 

MaleR I Females Total I Males I Female., 
I I 

11 
1') 1 13 H 1:"; 16 17 18 19 

49,984 2'1,066 25,918 8,482 7,64:1 8'1:1 5.019,336 2,528,646 2,49069 

.. .. " " " " .. '. " .. .. " .. .. .. ., .. -. . . .. .. ., .. .. " " .. .. " , . " i 
.. ,. " . , . . 

I 
I 

.. .. .. , . .. ., 
" .. " 

" " " .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ., 
" .' " 

I 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

Migration between Natural Divisions (actual figures) compared with 1921 

o 

-------------------~,---------,-~-----------------~------------

Number ellumerated In Natural DIVisioll 

Natural DiVISIOn of birth 
Total born III each 
Natural DIVISIOn 

Lowland 2\ll,Uand Highialld 

2 3 4 n 

S 
1!J1l1 

LowlalJd l 1921 

2,:n8,742 2.301.421 jjj,tl!J 11.,902 

1,792,2GU 1,7+2.11>4 19,82:) 30,282 

i 
1931 

MHllard 
1921 

2,406,4;):1 :; 1,6-ll 2.32.;,780 29,034 

1,2!l2,157 49,073 1,21±,0!Jil 2R,9!l1 

{ 
1931 

HI~hlnnd 
1921 

17:>,673 1,94;; :),11)7 170.561 

8-iH,04j 9,138 9,GO() 829,307 

-~~--

NOTE '-The boundaries of the natural dIVI&lOnS have been altered at thiS census, but the figures for 1921 have not been adjusted 
as the dptalhl required for thiS purpDse are not available. The figures for 1921 and 1931 are, therefore, not strICtly 
eomparable. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

Migration between Travancore and other parts of India 

Inlll1igl'ants to Tl avancorc EnJlgranb from Tmvtlllcnrc 

PIOVlIlee or State 

-~----;:-
1931 

j 
- -

E"{ceRs (+) or deficiency 

1

(--) of 1ll1,:"igrants ov('1' 
(~nl1granb~ 

1\1J1 1!121 

1(1 

l '-nrwtIOI1 

---'----------c-------- --

1 2 3 

Total .. 133,852 71,973 

A British Territory 

1 Ajrnel-MerwlirlL 

.1 A%um 

!'i Bengal 

'7 Bomlay 

~ Bmma 

H Central PrOVll\1_'CS: and 
Berm' 

1(J Coorg 

11 Madra~ 

12 North-West Fl'onher 
ProvInce 

13 :Punjab and Delhi 

14 Umted Prmmees of Agra 
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CHAPTER IV 

AOE 

t 31. The statistics that are collected at the census are oE a varied nature. Ordi~ Introductory 
narily, they provide material for the classification of the population into groups by birth- remarks. 
place, religion, caste, age, sex, civil condition, literacy, mother~tongue, and occupation. 
Of these, statistics regarding age are the most important and the most interesting. They 
are important, because a knowledge of the age constitution is essential for a satisfactory 
computation of birth, death and marriage rates and their variations from time to time. The 
differences in the age constitution of different castes and creeds and of the populations of 
different localities have an intimate bearing on their economic, social and political condi~ 
tions. Statistics of age may be affected by migration. Changes in the age distribution 
may give an indication of the volume of migration and its economic effect on the native 
population. Statistics of the literates and of the school-going population will lose much of 
their value if they are not correlated with age. In fact there is hardly any important ques~ 
tion in sociology which can be studied properly without a knowledge of the age constitu~ 
tion of the population. Age statistics, along with those of sex, deal with the results of the 
laws of nature, while other census returns are concerned with the differentiations created 
by man for his own convenience. Herein lies the special interest of the statistics relating 
to the age and sex constitution of a population. 

132. The statistics dealt with in this chapter are embodied in the following tables;- Reference to 
statistics. 

Imperial Table VII. Age, sex and civil condition. 
" VIII. Age, sex and civil condition of selected castes, tribes ot 

races. 
Subsidiary Table I. Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the State and 

each natural division. 

" 

" 
" 

" 

" 

" 

" 
" 

" 

II. . Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each main 
religion. 

III. 
IV. 

Age distribution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes. 
Proportion of children under 14 and of persons over 43 to 

those aged 14~43 in certain castes; also of married 
females aged 14~43 per 100 females. 

V. Proportion of children under 1 0 and of .persons over 60 to 
those aged 1 5 -40; also of married females aged 1 5-40 
per 1 00 females. 

V A. Proportion of children under '0 and of persons over 60 to 
those aged 15~40 in certain religions; also of mamed 
females aged 15-40 per 100 females. 

VI. 
VII. 

VIII. 
IX. 

X. 

XI. 

XII. 

XlII. 

Variation in population at certain age-periods. 

Reported birth-rate by sex and natural division. 
Reported death-rate by sex and natural division. 
Reported death-rate by sex and age during the decade per 

mille living at the same age. 
Reported deaths from certain diseases per mille of each 

sex. 
Adjusted figures in the different age-groups, proportioned 

to 1 00,000 of the total population in 191 , and 1921. 
Graduated figures showing individual age distribution pro

portioned to 100,000 of the tota,I population in 1931. 
Rates of mortality and expectation of life at quinquennial 

ages. 
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CHAPTER IV - AGE 

133. In no country has the question asked about age remained the same at all the 
censuses. In Great Britain and the United States, for example, in some censuses the 
question asked was for the age last birthday, in some for the age next birthday, and in some 
others for the age nearest birthday. In Travancore, as elsewhere in India, the age last 
birthday was asked for at all the censuses from 1881, and the ages recorded used to be 
tabulated into individual age~groups up to five and thereafter into quinquennial groups. 
This method was found not to give satisfactory results on account of the numerous errors 
which vitiated the returns, and it was considered advisable, therefore, to change the 
question at the present census. The age recorded at this census was not the age last birth~ 

day but the nearest age. Thus the age of babies below 

Age-groups 801 tpd 
from the ages 

recorued m the 
Echeuules 

() 

1 
2 
:3 

!-G 
7-13 

.' 
,4 ami over 

Corre~pondlllg 
limIts of actual 

age~ 

() - 1 year 
~- 1} yeaH; 

H-- 2~ 

2}- :~t " 
al-- til " 
6t-l:q " 

.' 
7iJ! and oyer 

six months was recorded as 0, that of infants above 6 
months and below 1 t years as I, those above 1 t years 
hut below 2i years were included under the age 2, and 
so on. The difference between this method and the one 
adopted at the previous censuses is that one who was 2 
years and 9 months old, for example, was included under 
the age 2 at the previous censuses and under the age 3 
at the present census. The ages recorded in the schedules 
were first sorted into individual ages up to three and 
thereafter into ternary and septenary groups. The sorted 
groups of the recorded ages and the corresponding limits 
of the actual ages are shown in the margin. If half of 
the lower group be added to half of the next higher 

group, very nearly the age last birthday would be obtained, which would correspond to the 
age recorded at the previous censuses. By this method the ternary and septenary groups 
were converted into the usual quinary groups as suggested by Mr. H. G. W. Meikle, 
Actuary to the Government of India. The results thus obtained are expected to be fairly 
accurate. 

When a departure is made in the method of tabulation of any particular item with 
a view to secure greater accu,racy, special caution is necessary in comparing the results 
obtained by the new method with those of the previous censuses. If the method remains 
unchanged the same inaccuracies will occur at all the censuses and may not, therefore, 
vitiate comparison. But, when an improved method is introduced at one census the figures 
of the previous censuses must be brought to the precision of the latter so that they may 
be strictly comparable. The figures in the various age~groups in the censuses of 1911 and 
1921 have accordingly been adjusted so as to bring them into line with those of the present 
census, and comparison has invariably been made between the adjusted figures only. 

The age~groups adopted for the selected castes at the present census are not the 
same as those adopted at the previous census. In .1921, the age~groups were 0-5, 5~ 12, 
12~15, 15-20, 20~40, 40 and over, and in 1931, they were changed to O~6, 7-13, i'4-16, 
17-23, 24-43, 44 and over. The age distribution of the castes at the two censuses does 
not, therefore, admit of strict comparison. 

Errors in the 134. Errors are quite common in the age Ireturns of all countries. In spite of ·~e 
age return. great Improvements made in the method of recording the age from census to census, it .idS 

not yet been found possible to eliminate the errors altogether from the returns even in 
countries like Great Britain and the United States. In the United States the degree of 
inaccuracy is found to be greatest for those classes of population in which the proportion of 
illiterates is highest. The inaccuracies in the age returns of India are well known and 
have been dealt with fully in the previous census reports. Travancore is in the same 
boat with India. The errors discovered in the India returns were found to exist in the 
Travancore returns also. The greatest difficulty in recording age in Travancore, as in 
India generally, is that the vast majority of the depressed classes who are mostly illiterate 
have absolutely no idea of their age. If the enumerators See them they can at least 
guess their age as best as they could, but very often the enumerators may not see all the 
members of a family, and information about some of them will have, therefore, to be 
obtained from a person found at home, who knows little about his own age and less about 
his relations. In the Census Report of T ravancore for 1921 no attempt was made to 
describe the nature, and estimate the extent of the errors in the age returns. In spite 
of the improvement effected in the method of recording and tabulating the age at the 
present census, errors more or less of a similar nature might have occurred now as. at 
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the previous censuses. It may not, therefore, be out of place to give here a brief descrip
tion of the main errors and of the methods of eliminating them. The errors may be 
divided into accidental or unbiassed, and deliberate or biassed errors. 

135. Accidental or unbiassed mis-statements of age are due to ignorance of the Accidental 
facts or a looseness in statement. People who are ignorant of their exact age will errors. 

generally give it in the nearest round number. Very often the enumerators will have to 
guess the age of such persons and the guess, even if it comes very near the actual age, 
will ordinarily be in round numbers. Positive and negative errors are equally probable 
in such Cases and will tend to cancel each other when the figures are divided into groups. 
In guessing the age, whether it be by the enumerated or by the enumerator, there appears 
to be a remarkable preference for selecting ages ending with 0 or 5. This extraordinary 
feature is seen at all the censuses. If correct ages had been returned the numbers 
in 0 - 1, 1 -2. 2 -3, etc., would have formed a decreasing sequence. The diagram given 
below which shows the distribution of 100,000 males by annual age-periods in the popu-
lation of J 92 J brings out clearly the great inaccuracies in the recorded ages. * 

Diagram 18 - sbowing the distribution of 100.000 males by annual age-periodS 
In the populatlon of 1921. 

3,000 

2,500 

2.000 

1,500 

1,000 
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., 5 10 15 20 25 '30 35 40 45 50 55 60 65 ,70 
Youngest ages of quinary groups. 

The preference for stating the age in round or even numbers is seen clearly from 
the diagram. This preference persists in all censuses whether the age asked for is the age 
last birthday or next birthday, or the nearest age. The order of ,preference in Travancore 
is the same as in India, namely, 0, 5, 2, 8, 4, 6, 7, 1, 9. t 

136 The United States Censm Bureau used to calculate what is called the "index Indetx 0t~ con-
, . .. th d f f f d b I . h cen pa Ion. of concentration to express e egree 0 pre erence or roun num ers. "t IS t e 

per cent. which the number reported as multiples of 5 forms to 115 ~ of the total number 
between 23 and 62 years inclusive."t The index of concentration increases with the 

~ As the taUe showing distnbutillu by allnual age-periuds has not been compiled fl)r the present census, I 
have utilised Subsidiary rrable 1 to Chlpter V of 1921 Report for the estimation of accidental errors. 

t The order of preferenc(J for India is given a.t page 4 of the Actuarial Heport for 1921. 

t Whipple's T'ital 8tat!"tic,~, p. 180. 
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ignorance and illiteracy of the people. The indices have been calculated for the censuses 
of 1901 and 1921 in Travancote, and these figures together with those for some other 

countries are given in the margin. T ravancore 
does not come up to the I evel of England, France 

Travancore 1901 

~ar()da 

Englanu 
Fra,,-ce 
Russia 

1921 
192J 

HlOI 
1901 
lR97 

[ or even Russia, but she is certainly better than 
Males \ Females Baroda. The index of concentration could not be 

. - Z-5R- \--2-' 7-3- calculated for the present census in T ravancore 
,223 250 b . d"d I h b . 35R 3ii7 ecause In IVl ua age returns ave not een 
------ -- compiled. It is not, therefore, possible to know 
__ Both _:e~es __ whether any improvement is noticeable on the 

100 
106 
182 

census of 1921, but the figures show that the latter 
is an improvement on the census of 1901. The 
index of concentration is higher for females than 

for males, evidently because illiteracy and ignorance are more prevalent among the 
-former than among the latter.: 

"Age next J 37. A minor form of accidental error is the one caused by the age next birthday 
birthday" error. b . d . d I h h h h ld h b ' . h I 

Adjustment 
for accidental 
errors. 

emg returne ma vertent y w en t e age t at s ou ave een given IS t e age ast 
birthday. The only age~group that is affected materially by this error is 0~5. In other 
groups the exaggeration at the oldest age will be counteracted by the depletion at the 
youngest in a particular group, owing to overstatement at the oldest age in the preceding 
group. In 0-5 group this is not possible. The depression that is invariably seen in 
1 ~2 group at all censuses is generally due to this error. The depression will, of 
course, be deepened by under-enumeration among children as was the case in 1921 in 

Proportion p~r tnt, oj the numbers ,n the firM. fire 
indn"idual age" to the total ,n 0-5 .qroup 

AgC-glOUp I 1931 I 1921 
r 

1011 
1 

]901 

-----------

Total 100 100 100 100 

I)-I 24'2 21'0 1!J'3 19'0 
1 2' 21'0 13'S 16·1) 17'3 
t-3 

:\ 
19'7 21'5 

I 
22·5 :10'0 

:'1-4 1S'0 23 'I 22'7 22'R 
~-::; 17'1 20'6 18'9 20'4 

T ravancore. The extent of depression 
caused by this form of error can be seen 
from the figures given in the margin, 
showing the proportion per cent. of the 
numbers in 0- I, 1 ~2, 2~3, 3-4 and 4~5 
groups to the total population in 0~5 
group for the last four censuses in Travan~ 
core. The decline in the proportion in 
1 ~2 group in 1921 is too great to be 
accounted for entirely by the error caused 
by the return of age next birthday. It 
must, partly at least, be due to under~ 

enumeration which, as we have seen in paragraph 51, Chapter I, must have vitiated the 
returns of 1921. 

1 38. There are several methods of adjusting the figures for the errors caused by 
accidental mis~statements of age. The well~known method of columnar difference consists 
in transferring half of the excess numbers returned at any age which is a multiple of 5 over 
the mean of the numbers returned at the immediately preceding and succeeding ages to the 
preceding group. Mr. Meikle has calculated in his Actuarial Report for 1921 what are 
known as "correction factors" which give the percentage proportions to be transferred from 
each group of recorded figures to the preceding group to obtain the correct numbers. The 
correction factors, calculated by the method followed by Mr. Meikle for the male popula~ 
tion of Travancore, together with those for certain provinces in British India for 1921, are 

Uorrectwnj{lCtor"jor maZes 

Age-!\"roup ITravancore l Madras l Bengal l Bombay I Punjab 

---
,;-10 11'6 12'3 11'9 12·1 12'3 

10-J" IO·g 14'3 12'9 13'3 11'0 
15-:W 10'2 li'{ 13'9 lii'5 HI'R 
:W-25 ]4'3 2:;'0 18'S 22'6 22,4 
25-30 1u'4 28'7 25·9 30·1 ~9·S 
30-;3:; 19'! 3",2 29'2 32-R SS'S 
H5-40 22'S S4'S 32'4 35'1 In'l 
40-4;' 24'9 38'9 34'7 37'9 42'2 
4fi-50 27'1 

I 
34'9 34'2 36'4 40'3 

,)0-5fi 24'1:) 40'2 :IS'8 40'1 43'9 
~)5-60 22'7 iH,2 3"'5 36'4 40"9 
;;0-60 23'9 44·1 43'5 43'7 47'2 
(j5-70 23'4 34'2 36'1 40'S 42·4 
70 and over 13'5 22'7 

I 
23·6 21'4 26'5 

for in 1911 and 1921 was the age last birthday. 

[ 

I 
I 

given in the marginal statement. It 
will be noticed that the adjustments 
to be made in the recorded figures 
of T ravancore are smaHer than those 
for the provinces, indicating thereby 
greater accuracy in the returns of 
this State. The actual adjustment 
in the figures of Travancore for 
1911 and 1921 has, however, been 
made not by the above method but 
by a different one which in principle 
corresponds to the new method of 
tabulation adopted at the present 
census. It is based on the assump~ 
tion that the age returned was the 
nearest age, though what was asked 

Mr. Meikle justifies this assumption in 
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paragt aphs 1 2-15 of his Report for 1921. On the supposition that this assumption holds 
good for all ages above 5, the total population was first re-distributed into individual ages 
on the basis of the proportions in the sample of J 00,000 given in J 91 J and J 921 reports, 
then classified into alternate ternary and septenary groups, namely, 4-6, 7- J 3, etc., and 
finally re-grouped into quinary periods as was done at the present census. The results 
obtained by this method are as satisfactory as those that could be obtained by 
the method of columnar difference. The results in both the Cases will only be 
approximate because the adjustments are based on samples. To get more accurate 
results a further adjustment is necessary to allow for the decrement which death causes in 
the numbers living at the successive age-periods. The figures used in Chapter I have 
been obtained after making this further adjustment. The adjusted figures in the different 
age-groups, proportioned to 100,000 of the population in the censuses of 1911 and 1921, 

PI'(lPOdlOl! pel' l/lille 0/ tfu' pOjlulatlOn 0/ 1921 d,sh',l;uteri !It 

I'fl'irJln (l:le-!lroup.~ 

are given in Subsidiary Table Xl 
at the end of this chapter. It may 
be noticed that the adjusted figures 

Age-group 

0-10 
10-15 
1:\-40 
40-60 
60 and ovel 

1\ccorrl~d 
Jigures 

2(;8 
12H 
no 
150 
H 

Increase ( 1-) in age-groups 0-5 and 15-20 are Ad1usted 
figures Decre~~e (_) larger and those in age-groups 5- ) 0 

and ) 0- J 5 smaller than the recorded 
2~0 

125 
412 
IH 

3U 

+12 
-- :l 
+ 2 
- I) 

. ones. This agrees with the 
findings in other parts of India. 
The marginal statement shows the 
difference between the adjusted and 
recorded figures for certain large 
age-groups in 1921. The method 

of tabulation adopted at the present census is such that the adjustment has been made in the 
tabulation itself and the recorded figures may, therefore, be taken to be the same as the 
adjusted ones. 

'39. So far, we have dealt with the errors which are accidental or local in Systematic 

character. Th~re is yet another, and more elusive, type of errors caused by deliberate errors. 

mis-statements of age. These may be called systematic errors. Unmarried girls, 
middle-aged women and bachelors habitually understate their ages, while young mothers 
and old people overstate theirs. Sometimes these deliberate mis-statements are due to 

custom and superstition. It is practically impossible to eliminate completely such errors 
from the returns; but partial elimination can be effected by a process of graduation 

described below. These errors will occur in the age returns of all classes of people; 

and for purposes of comparison between different sections of the population it is not, 
therefore, necessary to eliminate them altogether. 

'40. The theory of graduation is based on the principle that, if correct ages were Graduation to 
. f' h' . correct syste-returned, the numbers at dlfferent ages would orm a smoot and contInuous progresSlOn. matic el'l'ors 

Graduation would, therefore, enable us to eliminate the inaccuracies in the age returns and 

would at the same time show the correct distribution of the population by individual ages. 

There are different methods of graduation. but the one adopted here is that suggested 
by Mr. Alfred Henry and described in paragraph 27 of Mr. Meikle's Report for 1921 
By this method the figures for 1931 census in T ra vancore were graduated. The numbers 
recorded in successive age-groups were first adjusted for the decrement caused by 
mortality by the method suggested by Mr. W. Meikle in his note dated the J 7th October 
1929. To arrive at the numbers living at each age, the adjusted numbers above each 
quinquennial group were added up from the bottom upwards commencing with the group 
70 and over, and the ratios of the numbers (T 5n) thus obtained to the corresponding 
numbers (T 5N ) of a well-graduated table were then worked out. The value of these 

ratios for the ages 70, 65, 60, etc., being known, the logarithms of the ratios w.!re graduated 

by the formula y =. Co + CI X t C2 x2 ~ C3 x3 
...... in which x stands for ~he age. The 
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observed and graduated values of the logarithms were then graphed for males and females. 
These graphs are given below :-

Diagram 19-showing the value of the logarithm 
Tx 

of 1:'-X (of standard table) at the quinquennial ages. 
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The continuous curves represent the observed values and the dotted ones the graduated 
values of the logarithms. It will be noticed that even the continuous curves are more or 
less smooth eycept for some minor deviations, and this is a clear indication of the efficiency 
of the method employed for the tabulation of ~he age figures at the present census. 
After the form of the equation was determined, the ratio for each age was ascertained 
by substituting the age figures for x in the above equation. The numbers living above 
each age ( T x ) were then calculated and the numbers living at each age determined 
by differencing. 
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The table given below shows the graduated and recorded figures for quinquennial 
age-groups, proportioned to 100,000 of the population. The recorded figures do not 
agree with those given in Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter. because they 
have been adjusted for continuous decrement caused by death, and it is these adjusted 
figures that are given in the columns for recorded figures in the following statement. 
Subsidiary Table XII gives the proportion per 100,000 of the population at each 
individual age. 

(ha{Z,wt~d a nIT recordeJ, {,gUl ('.~ "h01t'lng the dlst nbuiwlt of un,()()1) "f the pOj)ltlntlon by "ve-gl'oup "ftN 
adjUstlll[/ JUI de(,J'elllenf rille to mOltrlitl'l 
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The excess of the graduated figures over the recorded ones in O~5 group may be 
due to under-enumeration. Under~enumeration in this group occurs to some extent even in 
advanced countries like England, and it is not surprising that it happens in Travancore also, 
though only on a small scale. The increase in the graduated figures in the age-group 
15~20 may be the result of mis~statement of ages. 

141. Having determined the probable errors in the age-returns we are now in a T~e eff~ct of 
. . ·d hid· ·b· f hi· b b f d· I migration 011 pOSItlOn to conSI ef t e genera age lstn utlOn 0 .t e t;>0pu ahon, ut. e ore olng so et us the age 

see whether mlgrahon has any mfluence on the age distribution 
lJz,trlblltlOu ji~r JIIIl/,' nj cm'!I"(/llh, b,/ distribution in Travancore. Full particulars of the 

cntilln llgp-fjroupb Travancore~born persons living outside the State are not 
-------c--- ---I----~ available. A rough idea may, however, be obtained from 

Mal", \ FCfl!a:e~ the ages, recorded in the special columns of the schedules 
of this State, of the persons who left the country in the 

Ag<,-group 

0-15 til \ 207 last decade. The distribution of these emigrants in 
~~=-;rt~ ~~i I n~ certain large age-groups, compiled from the figures given 

~)O an,l ovcr H 1:l in the schedule~, is shown in the margin. About 64 
___ '-- _______ _I_ __ ____ per cent. of the male emigrants and 82 per cent. of the 

. female emigrants are below the age of 30. Female 
emigrants are generally those who go over to the adjoining British districts or Cochin State 
by marriage. They are, as a rule, young women. and hence women of 30 years and below 
ligure largely among the emigrants . 

. Of the 135,103 persons returned as immigrants 70,000 were selected at random to 
ascert~l~ the age distribution of immigrants. The migration to the High Range is mainly 
of famlhes working in estates and that of females to the other divisions is essentially the 

result of marriages. It is, 
therefore, desirable to treat 
these two sets of immi
grants separately. The 
table in the margin gives 
the age distri buti on of these, 
proportioned to 1,000 of 
the total immigrants. The 
higher proportion of child~ 
ren under J 5 in the High 
Range than in the other 
divisions indicates that 
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more married men with families migrate to the former than to the latter regions. Taking 
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the State as a whole the proportion of female immigrants is greater than that of the male 
up to the age of 30 and above this age the female proportion is smaller. The 
majority of lhe female immigrants from the adjoining territories, as in the case of emigrants, 
come over by marriage and they will generally be of younger ages, whereas men who 
ordinarily come for business will be older. Hence females preponderate among immigrants 
of younger ages and males among those of older ages. 

The volume of migration compared with the aggregate population of the State is so 
small that its effect on the age distribution and the crude death-rate is practically negligible. 

Age d16t'~lbutuJ)l of the at t lIal and lIatural]JOjJulailOn pro'jJ() 1 t w'Yled 
to 11),000 

The balance of migration in 
favour of Travancore, i. e., 
the excess of immigrants 
over emigrants during the last 
decade, was only 1'5 per cent. 
of the aggregate population. The 
difference between the actual and 
natural population in different age
groups is, therefore, not very 
appreciable as can be seen 
from the statement given in 

.\~c-,E!'ronp 
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Aetual populatIOn 
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!t I~, 
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Naturnl populatlon 

Males 

427t1 
2,5HH 
2,7fil 

4t1t 

FenHtle'4 

4-,2':;3 
2,720 
2,(iO~ 

42+ 

is in the age-group 15-30 for males and 
28 respectively per 10,000 of each sex. 

the margin. The largest difference 
m 30-60 for females, and that is only 20 and 

t 42. Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter gives the 
10,000 of each sex. The foLlowing diagram exhibits it graphically. 

I) Z 0 

Diagram 20 - showing the distributioD of 10,000 

males and females by age-period. 

(1931 eensDs). 

~~--~ ____ -L ____ ~~~~~~~~~~~ 

1,500 1,-000 " DO 5CO 1.000 I.~OO 

age distribution. of 

I 

llZ4 

The above diagram shows that the age distribution in 1931 commences WIth 
the maximum for the youngest age-group (O~5) and decreases more or less steadily 
with advancing age. Of the aggregate population, more than 17 per cent. are under five 
years of age, 30 per cent. under 10 years, and more than 42 per cent. under fifteen; the 
numbers at the adult ages of 15-50 form about 48 per cent. and those above 50 a little 
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over 9 per cent. of the total population. Comparing the sexes in different age-groups it will 
be seen that the proportions up to the age of 15 and above the age of 50 do not show any 
material difference; but at the ages of 15-30 there are only 25' 5 per cent. of males as 
against 27" per cen t. of females, while at the age-group 30-50 there are 22 per cent. of 
males and only a little less than 21 per cent. of females. 

143. The graphs given below prepared from the adjusted figures of 1911 and 1921 Compa.rison of 

and the recorded figures of '931 compare the age distribution of 100,000 of each seX in t~~i~~e :~8:hi; 
1921 and 1931. and in 1911 and 1931. la:sttbree 

Diagram 21 - showing the age distribution 

of 100.000 males In 1921 & 1931 

pt'epared with sdjusled figul·es. 
IS 
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Diagram 23 - showing the age dlstJ'lbuHon 

01 100.000 males In tSt t .t Ht:ilt 

prepared with adjusted figures. 
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Diagram 22' - showing tbe age distribution 

01 100,000 females. In 1921 & 193. 

preparetl with adjusted flgures. 
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Diagram 24 - showing the age distribution 

of tOO,OOO females In 19t 1 .t t931 
prepared with adjusted figures. 
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One prominent feature of all the curves in the above diagrams is the dip, though 
small, at the age~groups 15~20 and 25~30 which can only be attributed to deliberate 
mis~statement of age at these periods. 

We have seen in Chapter 1 that there is a progressive increase in the rate of growth 
of the population in Travancore from decade to decade. It is not possible, therefore, to 
determine the normal age distribution. Famines and epidemics of a serious nature do not 
occur in this State, and consequently the age distribution remains unaffected by them. The 
influence ot migration on age distribution is negligible. 

The most remarkable features of the age distribution at the present census, as 

Di,tl ,0nllOll v( 1 POI) IIf er/,r/t , ',/, In "~rtaill (III ·-g)·.1 ups 
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compared with that in 1921,:._are 
the rise in the proportion of 
children under 10 years and of 
persons above 50 to the total 
population, and the fall in the 
proportion of persons aged 1 o~ I 5 
and 1 5~ 50, as can be seen from 
the marginal statement. In working 
out the proportions the adjusted 
figures of 192 I have been used. 

Comparison of 144 Th f 11' h h' h h'b' h . f h . I the variations • e 0 owmg grap s w lC ex 1 It t e ratio 0 t e proportlOna number 
as 100 i~ th~ pr~por- in each age~group in 192 J and 193 I to the corresponding number in 1 91 1 taken 

tlonslndIfferent b . I I h Iff'" h d"b' age-groups at rmg out c ear y t e genera eatures 0 vanatlOns 10 t e age Istn utton. 
the last three 
censuses. 

Diagram 25 - showing the ratio of the proportional 
number in each quinquennial age-group in 
1921 &. 1931 to the corresponding numbel' 

in 1911 taken as tOO. 
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The figures which the above curves represent are given in the marginal statement. 
Compared with 1911, the proportion of children under 5 years decreased in 1921 but in~ 

Ratio of the p'""portlOnal number 'ill each age·gr('up zn 1921 and 
1931 to the corre.'pond,ng number , .. 1911 taken ail 100 

1!J21 1931 
Ago ~-~~--------

Males Females Males Females 

0- 0 99 911 117 III 
5-10 102 103 103 103 

10-13 102 1M 99 100 
Hi-20 104 103 100 98 
20-25 102 100 97 95 
25-30 98 !JII VI 90 
30-35 9~; 96 (10 92 
33 40 V5 100 90 96 
40-·Hi 98 102 92 97 
43 ;;0 100 101 97 102 
50-5;) 99 99 101 103 
55-60 9S 9:-; 103 101 
60-6f> 102 97 107 10-! 
61\-70 104 103 103 110 

70 and over 107 107 115 114 

creased in 1931. Children aged 
5~ J 0 increased in both the years. 
In the next three groups there was 
increase in J 921, but decrease in 
1931. The further groups up to 
50 showed a decrease in J 92 J 
and 1931, but more in thc latter 
year than in the former. In age
groups 50-55 and 55·60 there 
was decrease in 1921 and 
increase in 1931 and in subsequent 
groups an increase in both the 
years. In the absence of famines 
and epidemics and the influence 
of migration being negligible. the 
variations in age distribution are 
mainly the result of births and 
deaths. The present age distri~ 

bution is the accumulated effect of births and deaths of the last 60 or 70 years. The 
decrease in the proportion of adults is probably due to a low birth-rate or high infant 
mortality some 30 or 40 years ago; the increase in the proportion of old persons, to a high 
birth-rate 20 or 30 years earlier; and the increase in children, to a high birth-rate or low 
infant mortality in recent years. The reduction in the proportion of the economically 
productive section of the population between the ages 15-50, which is lowest at the present 
census, is a distinct disadvantage to the country. It may also lead to a lower birth-rate 
during the current decade if the proportion of married women of child-bearing period does 
not rise. The increase in the proportion of children and old people may, on the other 
hand, result in a rise in the death-rate. . > 

145. The proportional distribution of 10,000 of each sex by age-groups in' the Age distribution. 

different natural divisions is shown in Subsidiary Table I and- also in the following by natural 
division, 

diagrams. 

Diagram 26 - ShoWlug tne distributIon of 10,000 

of each sex by age-group in Lowland Division 
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Diagram 27 - showing the distribution of 10.000 

of each sex by age-group in Midland Division. 
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Diagram 28 - showing the distribution of 10,000 

of eacb sex by age-group io Highland Division. 
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The distribution of 1,000 persons by certain broad age-groups is given in the marginal 
statement. The proportion of children under lOis the lowest in the Highland Division 

Propol tional diatrtbutwn of 1,000 per .• ons by ('erta,.,. which indicates that the immigrants to 
age_flroups in natural dim.iolls that division consist more of adults than 

Age-group I Lowland I MIdland 
\ 

Highland 

0-10 301 310 281 
10-]5 121 122 120 
15--40 392 380 451 
40-60 146 143 123 

60 and over 40 45 25 

of immature persons. From Sub!lidiary 
Table V it will be seen that the number 
of children per 100 married females aged 
15-40 is 173 in the Highland, 202 in the 
Lowland and 203 in the Midland. The 
higher fertility of women and the higher 
proportion of married women in the Mid
land probably account for the highest ratio 

of children under lOin that division. The Lowland occupies an intermediate position in 
this respect. The proportion of adults aged 15-40 is the highest in the Highland which, 
as has already been pointed out, is the result of immigration. The lowest proportion of 
adults in the Midland may be due to migration to the ,Highland and to the towns in the 
Lowland Division. Very few old persons generally migrate to the hills and hence the 
proportion of persons aged 40 and over is least in the Highland while there is not much 
difference between the other two divisions. 

The variations between the proportions foJ' the State and the natural divisions are 
brought o~t more strikingly by the following diagram which shows the ratio of the 
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proportional number in each age-group by sex for the State and the natural divisions to 
the corresponding number of persons in the State taken as 100. 

Diagram 28 - sllowlDg the ratio of tbe proportions I 

number In each age-group to the corresponding 
number of persons in the State taken as 100. 
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The curves for the Lowland Division correspond closely to those for the State. 
The curves for the Midland Division differ somewhat, but not so largely as those for the 
Highland. The greatest variations shown by the latter curves are the very high proportion 
of adults and the very low proportion of old persons. 

J 46. The population of only the fo'ur most important towns, namely, Trivandrum, Age distribution 
Alleppey, Nagercoil and Quilon, is considered in this paragraph. The best way of in urban area. 
$tudying the age distribution of the population of these towns is to compare it with that of 
the persons in the State as was done in the previous paragraph for the natural divisions. 
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The following statement and diagrams show the ratio of the proportional number in each. 
age-group for males and females in the population of the towns to the corresponding number' 
of persons in the State taktn as J 00. 

Age-group 

o - 5 
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Diagram 30 - showing the ratio of the pro,)ol'Uonat 

number In each age-group of males aDd females 
in the population of the towns to the correspo:ndiDg 

number. of persons in the State taken as 100. 
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The age distribution of the population in towns differs considerably from that of the 
.state. The curves for all the towns are more or less convex in shape, showing a higher 
.proportion of adults, and this is the result of immigration. In Trivandrum most of the 
immigrants are of the younger adult ages due to a large number of students in the 
immigrant population. The effect of immigration in raising the proportion of adults is seen 
more pronouncedly in AUeppey where the immign.nts are mostly businessmen and 
employes in factories and consequently consist not only of young adults liS in Trivandrum 
but also of older persons. The curves for Quilon resemble those for Alleppey. Both 
these are predominantly commercial and industrial towns which naturally attrad adults of 
.all ages, and hence the age distribution is similar in these two towns. The curves for 
Nagercoil are quite different from those for the other towns. The proportions of young 
women and old persons of both sexes are higher in Nagercoil than in any of the other 
towns. Evidently, the migration to this town is mostly of families ~consisting of members 
.of adult and old ages. 

J 47. Subsidiary Table II gives the age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each Age [distribu
main religion. The pro~ Hon by religion 

Dl.tnbutwn of 1,000 pn.qons of puch rc/'gion by (·~,·tllm "fle-pcrwds 
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portions per mille of 
persons in each religion in 
certain broad age~groups 
are given in the statement 
in the margin. The larger 
proportions of children 
amongst the Christians and 
Muslims than amongst the 
Hindus must be due, as 

has been already pointed out, to the higher prop.:>rtion of marriages amongst them and to 
their higher fertility; and the higher proportion of adults amongst the Hindus is due to 
immigrants who, as we have seen in Chapter III, consist mostly of Hindus. 
. The proportional variations in the different age~groups between the three communi-

'tIes are shown in the following diagram representing the ratios of males and females of 
.each religion to 100 of each sex in each age~group. 

Olagram 31 - showing the distributIOn or 100 
of each sex by religion 8nd age-group. 
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The convexity of the curves for the Hindus showing a higher proportion of adults. 
than children is, as stated above, due to immigration. The concavity of the curves for the 
Christians showing a larger proportion of children than adults is the result of their higher 
fertility. The curves for the Muslims show a gradually decreasing sequence. 

Age distribution 
by caste or 
tribes. 

148. Subsidiary Table III gives the age distribution of certain selected castes and 

Distn/",twn of 1 ,000 of cacTi .ex (If the Important ca.,te8 find t"bes by aye-groups 
tribes. The proportion 
per 1 ,000 of each sex 
of the important castes. 
and r.ribes in broad 
age-groups is shown in 
the marginal table~ 
The castes have been 
divided into advanced 
and depressed classes. 
Of the latter, the Pallan 
and the Parayan h~ve 
been treated separately 
because about 45,000 
of them are immigrants 
from outside the State. 
The pnmltlve tribes 
have been clubbed 
together. The indi
vidual castes or tribes 
in each group show 
some variations bet
ween them. These 
may, however, be 
ignored because it is 
not possible to 
determine the exact 
causes which give 
rise to the variations 
between caste and 
caste or tribe and tribe 
in each group. The 
groups may be consi
cered collectively and 
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41)3 
450 
468 
438 
4;)(; 

43!) 
·H'7 

451 

fi84 
-i!i6 

540 

502 
41iO 
:\-11 
407 
H4 
4Z() 
4,12 

400 

446 
443 
472 
~69 
152 
466 

459 

45H 
457 
462 
41,4 
480 
4.'56 
4,3 

464 

M8 
50G 

537 

46G 
4!l2 
515 
427 
472 
487 
liOI 

4RO 

245 
20(j 
167 
174 
165 
190 

IV! 

HiO 
146 
137 
156 
167 
17!) 
l66 

157 

157 

130 

149 
I5J 

:lOS 
IH7 
1:35 
170 
143 

14, 

232 
199 
175 
17-1 
17:3 
IIJ5 

191 

135 
H9 
137 
159 
1411 
153 
152 

l,JS 

118 
137 

1()3 

lli7 
H7 
1% 
147 

45 
127 
117 

127 
the average age 

~. distribution of one 
. .. . . group compared with 

that of others. Viewed 10 this lIght It wIll be seen that the advanced classes have practically 
the lowest proportion of children under 14 an~ the highest p~oportion of old persons aged 44 
and over. The depressed classes and the trIbes do not dIffer from each other materially. 
But amongst them the proportion of children is distinctly higher and that of old persons 
appreciably lower than amongst the advanced classes: . !he .inference that ma.y be drawn 
from these figures is that the depressed classes and prImitive trIbes are more ferhle than the 
advanced classes, but they are more. short-lived than the latter so that by the time the 
middle age is reached their proportIon falls below that of the advanced classes. The 
economic condition and the mode of living account for this difference between these 
classes. The Pallan and the Parayan, though belonging to the depressed classes, have a 
low proportion of chil.dren and old peopl.e a~d a ~igh proportion of adults, due to the large 
additions made to theIr numbers by the ImmigratIon of adults. 

Variations by 149. Subsidiary Table VI gives the variations in population by age-periods during 
age-periods. the last three deeades. The recorded increase in the aggregate population since J 921 is 

27·2 per cent. which is the mean ?f the i?-creases in different age-periods: Among 
children under 10 years the recorded Increase IS as much as 44·4 per cent., the hIghest of all 
the age-periods, an~ in the ~uhsequent. age."periods it is roughly about 21. per. cent. The 
very large increase In the chIld populatIon IS due partly to under-enumeratIon In 0-5 group-
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In J 921 which has been fully dealt with in Chapter I, and partly also to a high birth~rate 
in the latter half of the decade. Owing to the inaccuracies in the recorded figures of 
J 92 J it is necessary for purposes of comparison to work out the rates of increase from the 
deduced population at the different age-periods, The recorded and deduced rates of 

increase for the last two 
Reeo/'ded, allrL dedu,cerL rateb of tlU'l'ea&e pel' cent- of the p"puLatlOn decades are given in 

Age_group 

0-10 , 
llJ-15 
15-40 
4,0-60 

6() nnd Ovcr 

w certf11'n age'groups the margin. The rates 

1911-1:J21 I 1921-1!J31 
, 

I I J Rocorded Deduced 
I 

Recorded I Deduced 

16 I IG'R H'{ RS'l 
22'5 20'0 :1.0'\) 23'1 
16 ~ 15'0 20'7 20·4 
15'4- 16'1 21,4 20'4 
11i'7 16,5 21"3 3U'2 

------- _. .-

of increase for the 
decade 1911 ~ 1921 
were calculated on the 
adjusted figures of the 
population in J 91 J and 
J 921 • and for the 
decade 192J~J931 on 
the adjusted figures of 
1921 and the recorded 
figures of 193 J. It is 
seen from the above 

statement that the deduced rates are lower than the recorded ones in the age-groups 
0- J 0 and 1 5-40, and that in the other groups they are higher. Even according to the 
deduced rates the increase in 0-10 group is the highest of all the groups and is larger than 
the increase in the previous decade by nearly 2 J per cent. This, as has been already 
pointed out, is the result of the combined effect of under-enumeration in 1921 and the 
rise in birth-rate in the latter half of the decade. The rise in the rates of increase in the 
later age-groups in the last two decades is probably due to a fall in the death-rate in 
adult ages. The increase in the proportion of old persons supports this inference. From 
Subsidiary Table VI it will be seen that the rates of increase in different age-groups in 
the administrative and natural divisions are not uniform with those for the State as a 
whole. Internal and external migration creates wide differences which are seen markedly 
in the High Range and Lowland Divisions where the rates of increase at the oldest 
age-groups are much lower than those at the younger ages. 

J 50, The mean age means the average age of all the persons living. The correct Mean age, 
method of calculating it is to divide the sum of the ages of aU persons by the total number 
of persons; but in practice this is impossible, and hence the mean age is calculated from 
the recorded figures in quinquennial age-groups. This method * is based on the 
assumption that the mean age of the persons in a particular group is the central age in that 
group. Tbis is not an absolutely correct assumption, but the mean age thus calculated 
is sufficient for purposes of comparison. 

The mean age is apt to be mistaken for the average duration of life, The distinc~ 
tion between the two must be clearly borne in mind. The mean age will be the same ~s 
the average duration of life only in a population which is stationary. If the population 
increases by a rise in birth-rate or a decline in infant mortality, the increased proportion of 
children will reduce the mean age. Again, a rise in the death-rate among adults of the 
emigration of large numbers of them will bring down their proportion, and then also will 
the mean age fall. If. on the other hand. opposite conditions prevail, the mean age will 
rise, It is evident. therefore, that the mean age is not a sure index of the longevity of the 
people; but fro~ i!s variations one can draw certain broad inferences regarding the changes 
in the age constItutIOn of the people • 

. ~ The AddE'lldum to the Fifth Nato on the Ccnsus of 19u1 issued by Sir Helbert Risley descrihes 
the m'3thod of w.:>rking out the mean age as follows :-

" ln order to asoertain ehe Ilulllber of yeals lived by the an!;regate population we must first 
determinc the total number of person!;' living at the CI"SIl of each age period. The SUIlL of 
these totals multipliC'd by 5, the diffcrence of the age divisioll", and raised by 2i timc's the 
number of persons in that sex or civil condition gives the nnmber of years lived The mean 
age IS ootained by dividing this last number by the number of persons living," 

Another method which gives practicl'.lIy Identical results consists in multiplying the middle 
value of the groups 0-5, 5-10, 10-15, eto' by t.he numbers in each group, aodding the 
prodncts and dividing the result by the tota.l population dealt with, The oaloulation in this 
case can be sim plilied hy taking some arbitrary point, Sfty 22' 5 as origin and multiplying 
the dtl,-iations nf th) middle points of the above groups (after reducing the scale hy l/5) 
hy the numbers in each group, taking into consideration the signs of the deviatiO;18, 
For details of this method refer to Chapter VII in "A Fil'bt 0,11<1'88 in Statl,9tlCs" by Jonetl_ 
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The mean ages for males and females calculated from the adjusted figures of the 
population at the last three censuses are given in the marginal statement (1). The mean age 

of the females was lower than that of the males at all the 
censuses, though it is a well-known fact that women generally 
are more long-lived than men. The lower mean age of the 
females is therefore due to the preponderance of female 
children over the male. Similarly, the fall in the mean age 
ffom census to census is due to the increasing proportion of 
children, which is evident from the marginal statement (2). 

Year 

1911 
1921 
1931 

tl) Mean aae lllj se;)) 

Males 

23·6 
23·5 
23·0 

Females 

23'2 
23 1 
22·8 

In Baroda the mean age of females has been higher than that of males since 1901. The 
(2) Proportion per cent. of children under 10 lower mean age of females in T rav~ncore does not indi-

to the tota~ population of each <iea:' cate that males here are more long-hved than females. As 
\ a matter of fact, the recorded death-rates in this State are 

Year Males I Females lower for females than for males, and among persons 
above 60 the proportion of women has preponderated at 
all the censuses, as can be seen from the marginal 
statement (3). These facts point to a greater longevity of 
females than of males. The higher mean age of the 

1911 
1921 
1931 

27'69 
27·83 
30'-!9 

28'32 
21-1·18 
30':Jn 

males may be due partly to the gain through migration. Though among the total immi
(3, NunLber of males and femaLe8 over 6() I n grants the sexes are almost equally distributed, it is quite 

10,000 of each sex probable that the average age of the male immigrants is 

1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

398 
414 
416 
405 

1,57 
455 
426 

higher than that of the female immigrants. The larger 
proportions of females in the age-group 15-30, and of 
males in the age-group 30-60, as can be seen from the 
marginal statement (4), support the above inference. The 
differences in the proportions of the sexe s in the two age
groups may also be caused by differential death-rates. 
If, for example, the female death-rate below 30 is lower 

than that of the males, the proportion of females in the age-group 15-30 will be higher. 

Year 

1901 
1911 
19:!1 
1931 

(4) NUlllbfl' of 10,000 of each se'" m certa", age-groups But, as a matter of fact, 
the death-rate in the age
group 15-30 is higher 
among females than among 

Age-group 15-30 

I Males 
I 

Females 

2,658 2,879 
2,649 2,837 
2,686 2,844 
2,548 2,706 

Age_group 

Males I 
\ 

3,158 
a,039 
2,953 
2,773 

J 

30-60 

Females 

2,827 
2,773 
2.731 
2,6:n 

i !llales(See Diagram No.32 
: In paragraph 162 below). 
! and the difference in the 
proportions of sexes cannot. 
therefore, be the result 
of differential death-rates. 

151. Subsidiary Table II gives the proportionate age distribution and the mean age 
for different religions at the last three censuses. The figures showing the mean age are 

.. lUean age by religiQn 

I 
, 

Hllldu ChrIstIan MuslIm 

Year 

Males 
\ 

Females I Malee 
\ 

Females Males I Females 

1911 

I 
24·7 

I 
24'5 23·6 

I 
22'7 

I 
23'8 

I 
22'(; 

1921 24·5 24'3 23'5 22'9 23'6 22· (j 
1931 23'3 23'3 22'6 22'2 22·2 21·0 

extracted in the margin . 
The mean age of both 
males and females of all 
the religions has decreased 
from census to census. 
except in the case of 
Christian females whose 
mean age increased slightly 
in 1921. The mean age of 
females is generally less 

than that of males in all religions. The rise in the proportion of children is largely 
responsible for the fall in the mean age. At the present census the Hindus have the highest, 

and the Muslims the lowest 
mean age. the Christians 
occupying an intermediate 
position. The relation 
between the mean age and 
the proportion of children 
is brought out by the 
statement ~!lven in the 
margin. The Muslims 
whose mean age IS the 

RelIgIOn 

mdu H 
C 
M 

hnstian 
uslim . 

Mean age in 1931 

-~-

Males \ Females 

23·3 23·3 
22'6 22·2 
22·2 21'6 

ProportlOn of children Pro-pnrt1on per 
under 5 pel' 10.0UO cent. of Huu'lied 

of each sex females aged 

I 
15-40 to total 

Males Females females 

1,700 1,693 

I 
30 

1,745 1,773 31 
1,768 1,792 il2 

Jowest in J 93 J have the highest proportion. of children under 5, due probably to the 
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proportion of marriedJemaJes aged. J 5-40 to the total females being the highest among 
th.em. Polygamy and widow re-ma~nage prevalent among the Muslims might have also con
tnbuted to the large number of .chlldren a?'l~ng them. On the other hand, this community 
appears to have the le'lst longevity. SubsIdIary Table V A shows that the proportion of 
pe~sons aged 69 ~nd over per 100 aged J 5-40 is lower among Muslims than among 
Hmdus or ChrIstians. The lowest mean age of the Muslims must be attributed to the 
cO.mbined . effect of these causes· The large number of adult immigrants among the 
Hmdus mIght, on the other hand, be the cause of their higher mean age. 

1911 
1 !l21 
UHll 

152. The mean ages for the different natural divisions are given in the marginal 

Lowland 1\hdlan<l 

I-----,------I---~-
I Male": Female, I Ma~~_l r pm_a~:_ 

H'ghlan<j 

statement. It is seen there
from that the mean age was 

I generally higher in the 
--~--_ Midland than in the Low
Male" I Females I,' land at all the censuses, 

__ I except in 1931 when the 
2-[':~ 2.I'!1 u." 24.(j 2cl':l 2:l':{ I mean age of the females was 
2cl'1 2~ ,. 2l'2' :W·(j U'3 2:3'2 slightly less in the Midland 
2,~'il 23'(1 2~'1I 22-H 22'~) 21'4 I than in the Lowland. The 
_ differences are, however, 

-_ too small to be of any 
consequence. Since the Midland Division had the highest proportion of children in 1931 
one would have expected the mean age for this division to be the lowest. But the 
proportion of persons above 60 to those aged 15-40 is also the highest in this division, 

as can be seen from the 
P"OP01tlOri of pe}'wns fI//{lIe fi() l'el' 1{)O a(J~d lfi-.J-O 

___ . _________ ----;-______ ----;- ____ ~~__ marginal table, and conse-

I 
quently the mean age has 

1__ 
HIghland _ d d I ~ ... not ecIine as it ought to 

I I --~-l-~ '-1 I I have. There is a drop in 

Lowland Midland 

l\Iales Female' Males Fema.leR Males Females h h H' h 

I

t e mean age in t e Ig-
-~'--+1 -~_'_1---\ \ I -- land Division in 1931 and 
Btl IO 11 11 i 11 8 10 this may be due to two 
t~~~ iZ II, t~ ill g ii' ~ ~ ~! ~ causes. Firstly, the larger 

proportion of the female 
immigrants to this division 

being of child-bearing ages, the proportion of children has increased. Secondly, the 
proportion of old men in this division has fallen due to either the departure of a number of 
old immigrants or the arrival of a large number of fresh immigrants. The latter appears to 
be the more probable cause. 

153. Though the recorded vital statistics are far from correct, toe volume ot 
omission of deaths may be the same at all ages except at infancy where perhaps the 
omissions may be considerably more, and so the mean age at death may be calculated 
approximately from the recorded statistics. By this method the mean age at death is 
found to be about 33 for both sexes. '!be actual mean age at death will be slightly 
lower. Ac~ording to Sir E. Chadwick. "In fairly healthy districts the mean age of the 
living was to the mean age at death a~ about 3 to 4."* The mean age of the living was 
23 in Travancore during the last decade and the mean age at death might, therefore, be 
between 30 and 31. The mean age at death is affected by variations in chitd mortality 
and is not, therefore, a true index of longevity. 

Mean age by 
locality. 

Mean age at 
death. 

154. "The median age is that age which divides the population into two equal Median age, 
groups, one-half being older and one~half younger than the median." t Subject to the 

lJlcdian ayf'S ot ruult!8 "nil f('nllI7e, ..... ill T"tJ/fi1U'OYl' 

leal MaleR Female, 1 

1$111 
1!121 
lU31 

20'} 
20'0 

1\1'8 
HI-" 
IH'!) 

same limitations as were pointed out for the mean 
age, the median aget could also be used to exhibit 
the salient features of the age distribution of a 
population. The median ages of the population of 
T ravancore at the last three censuses, calculated 
from the adjusted figures, are given in the margin. 
The median age, it will be noticed, is les,s than 
the mean age. It has decreased steadily from 

census to census as a result of the increasing proportion of children in the population. 

* Ne\\-,h"lmLb. rdal8tall"tlCS. (New E,i1tiODI p. 2~5. 
t RE>port of the Fourteenth Gens_l~ of t.he T-nite<l Stat.f'", Vol. 11 p. liH 
! The moth"d ot c;o.kul'l.ting the medIan age is (]esc['lucd in ,Jone,' A Fir,t CJI"w,> In StatIstic, p_ 2i. 

20 
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In the United States the median age of the total population has increased steadily SInce 
M J 1 1 If 1 t' 1820. The increase is attributed to two causes, {'(/ lfln agr,.., 0 ilia ('8 ant emu ,. . .; In II{' .. 

Und"a State, firstly, an increase in the average length of lIfe, 
-------,-- and secondly, a reduction in the birth-rate, which 

y ~ar Mall's 1 F~m:\leq has decreased the proportion of young persons. 
------ Conversely, a decrease in the median age might be 

10120 1(,'(; Hi"? brought about by a reduction in the average length 
~~~I:: ;i::~ ;~:~ of life and an increase in the proportion of children. 
l!f~0 25' k 2-!' 7 There is nothing to prove that the average length 
~----- - ---- ------ of life in Travancore is getting reduced and the 

decrease in the median age should, therefore, be attributed to the increase in birth-rate 
and the consequent rise in the proportion of children. 

155. The median ages have been calculated approximately for the main religions 

JlfdulIl Q!lt'.",.Io)" rlt,., maIn rt ltglOn,<; onrl, certflln (·(J.< .. te.~ 
and for the more important 
castes and are given in the 
marginal statement. Generally 
speaking, those castes or com-

-- 1\ 

Rehgion or ea,te I Males Fern,lles 

------------- ~-----

Hmdn 
TotalOhrlst'an 
KVfJ.ln Chru,tian 
Mu..,lnn 

Brahman 
VeJlfijan 
Panan 
Parayan 
Chett1 
Kri&hnanva}",,(t 
Pulavan 
Kur~\an 
KnlJIyi'ill 
Niiyar 
~a~lm§}.an 
IJa,an 
Natial' 

:1 
~ I 

'I 
:1 
.1 ., 

1\) :It; 
1:-\'27 
17'40 
] 7· !J7 

22',; 
22 ,:~ 
21'8 
21'6 
21'3 
20'9 
20'7 
:!O'2 
1 \),!) 
1\1'+ 
IX" 
lx'2 
18'-1 

lfl'47 
17 '\),l 
17· ,It! 
17 "7~ 

21' !) 
22'S 
18'6 
19'7 
20'(; 
21'3 
21)'0 
20'1 
1\)' 7 
HI'~ 
lX'7 
1X' (i 
IS'-1 

munities which have a higher 
proportion of children have 
lower median ages. Pallan 
and Parayan are excepti~'ns, 
their high median ages being 
caused by immigration. Of 
the clean castes, Brahmans and 
VeHalas who show the highest 
median ages have a very low 
proportion of children. The 
lowest median age of the 
Syrian Christian is an indica
tion of their very high fertility. 

I 56. Sundburg, the Swedish statistician, has divided population into three types, 
namely> progressive, stationary, and regressive. If the age distribution were normal 
the population of the ages 15-40 would constitute 50 per cent. of the total. According 
to the variations in the numbers in the younger and older groups the types are distinguished 
from one another. The standard distribution of the population in the three types is shown 

in the margin. The distribution, 
which has been worked out for the 
European countries, may not hold 
good absolutely for the countries in 
the East, where birth and death rates 
are higher and the expectation of life 
is lower than in the West. The 
figures showing the distribution of the 

Type 

Pl'ogn,_'t'I~i\e 
~tatlonar'V 

]{(_'greS1--I' 'e 

Di8tl'lblltio" of 1,000 l'er<on8 

O-lil 

~oo 
:,30 
20U 

15-50 

:;00 
:"iOO 
500 

150 and over I 
-\ 
100 
170 
300 

------- present population of T ravancore, 
together with those for Baroda at this census and for the United States at the last, 
are, given in the margin. The population of Travancore is decidedly of the progressive 

. . type, but the depletion of the adults 
lJ,drlbllt'on nf 1000 of fhp pl/pu1,atw" I d f II' h b' h may ea to a a lD t e Itt ~rate 

I O-l:; }n-50 1 50 and OWl' and consequently to a decrease in Stat~ 

Twvancort' (1 Hill) 
Baro(la (I \)31) 
liJJItPd Ktat", (I \120) 

the rate of growth of the population 

,
.1 42(; 477 H7 unless there is a proportionate rise in 

ilHO ;'(10 110 the number of marriages. '1 ill~ 027 15.) 
- __ -----_ 

--- - - In addition to Sundburg's three 
categories, Whipple gives two more, namely, the accessive type in which the central group 
contains more than 50 per cent. of the total population due to immigration, and the 
secessive type which contains less than 50 pel' cent, due to emigration. Taking th~ 
population of T ravancore as a whole, i.t cannot be said to be qf the secessive type, 
because the State only gains by migration. The proportion in the central group is no doubt 
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less than the normal by about 2 per cent. But the difference is too small to be of any 
~ consequence. If the distribution of 

DlstnliutwlI of 1,(}1)() oj the pl/pulaNon oj elicit "I-utural Ii" i'Wn the population by natural divisions is 
In'l"(!I'flnr(lrp 

---------:-- considered, the distinction between 

Luwlanu 
M,dlanll 
Hlghlallil 

II-I:; 

1 

on 
-t(j, 

:i~l 

\ :;0 :l1JU "Vel 

(17 

1 ') I 
liS 

__ I ~ _____________ ~ __ _ 

accessive and secessive types can 
clearly be made out, as can be seen 
from the figures in the margin, The 
population in the Midland Division 
which sends emigrants to the Highland 
is of the secessive type, while the 
population in the latter which receives 

immigrants from the other divisions and from outside the State is of the accessive type. 

157. The recorded vital statistics, extremely inaccurate as they are, may be used Recorded crude 

h h 'f 'h d b' h' d d h . hid d L birth-rates. to compare t e c anges, I any, In t ecru e Irt an eat rates lD t east eca e. et 
us first consider the birth-rate. SubSidiary Table VII gives the birth~rates by sex and 

--- -------- ---

Year Males Female~ 

-- -- _----_----------'------

1920-21 
1921-22 
1922-23 
1923-24 
1924-2:> 
192fi-2G 
1926-27 
1927-2R 
1928-29 
1929-30 

17' 2 
IG':; 
If\'P, 
14'1 
17'1 
IH'(I 
19'7 
20'S 
22'fj 

IB'2 
li'l 
IG'2 
16'7 
1:3':; 
1:\'9 
1H'1 
18'6 

21 '7 

natural division for the different 
years in the last decade. They 
were calculated on the estimated 
population for each year. The 
figures given in the margin show 
that the birth-rates both among 
males and females decreased 
steadily up to the middle of the 
decade and thereafter increased 
gradually, reaching the maximum 
in the last year of the decade. 
The rise in the latter half of the 
decade was probably due to 

the increase m the number of marnages. Of the natural divisions, the Highland 

Blrtlt.rate.< alld propurtwn prJ' cent. '!f I1lI1rl'lr(l fpmales agt'rT 15 - 40 til to/,ll fi'rnllip, 
------------------- - --_-- - ---~-

Lowland 
Mllllan,l 
Highlanu 

\ 

Avera!J;e hrlh-rates for the decade \ PruportIOn per 
cent ut malllell 

-------- felll"lcsag~d 

I Males r Femaks \1:>.40 to tntal 

17'7 
1l"7 
20'7 

I f~llutle, 

16'7 
lK'2 
~2'6 

,W 
3l 
3:; 

registered the highest 
birth-rate and there 
the pop u I a t ion 
contains the largest 
proportion of married 
f e m a I e s of child~ 
bearing period, as 
ca·n be seen from the 
marginal statement. 
It is seen that as 

the proportion of married females of child-bearing period increases the birth-rate also 
increases. 

158. From the present age distribution or the population which shows a decrease in The effect of 
the number of adults from that of the previous census, one is I ikely to conclude that there the p~ese~t age 

'11 bdl' . h b' h . h f B h . h I h constitution on WI e a ec me 10 t e Ift -rate lD t e near uture. ut we ave seen lD c apter t at future blrth-
notwithstanding the decrease in the number of adults at the present census, the proportion ra.tes, 
of married females at the earlier child-bearing ages has actually increased. Consequently, 
there is not likely to be any marked fall in the birth-rate unless there be an appreciable 
decline ir thf" marriage rate also during the current decade. Further, the present high 
proportion of children will result in an increase in the number of adults in the next genera-
tion which will in all probability lead to a rise in the birth-rate. From these circumstances 
it may be inferred that the future growth of the population will be affected not so much by 
the variations of birth and death rates brought about by the changes in the age constitution 
as by economic and public health conditions. 

159. Fertility, which means the actual degree of reproduction, is distinguished from Fel'tility. 
fecundity which represents the power of reproduction. The latter is measured by the 
number of ripe Ova and the former by the number of fertilized ova. Subject to certain 
conditions the proportion of children below 10 years of age to th~ married women aged 
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1 5-40 will give an indication of the fertility. From the marginal ligures it will be seen 

}\l11 
1\121 
Inl 

i 
Numher of ('hildren untll'l 10 PCl ="umbN of maInel) femaleB ; 

10(1 married females a,~ l'U aged l;;·{O I"'{ 11)U fcmalcs I 

1;; 4\) of all a"c' 

171 
ISO 
200 

that in the decade 1911-1921 
the proportion of children 
under 10 increased from 1 71 
to 180 while that of married 
females of 15 - 40 ages de-
creased from 32 to 30. In the 
last decade, though there was 
an increase in both the pro-
portions the former increased 
by 20 and the latter only by 

one. The higher rate of increase of children may be due to several causes, namely, a rise 
in the rate of fertility, a fall in the rate of mortality, and an increase in the number of 
married women of earlier child-bearing period. One or more of these causes may operate 
and bring about an increase in the number of children. There is no evidence to prove 
a fall in the rate of mortality. The recorded death·rates, on the other hand, show a 
gradual increase from decad~ to decade. In 1911-1921 the recorded death-rates were 
8'2 per cent. for males and 7'1 per cent. for females, and in J 92 J .1931 they were 10' 5 
per cent. and 9'4 per cent. respectively. In paragraph 58, Chapter I, we have Seen 
that the proportion of married females at the earlier child-bearing ages 15-25 to total 
married females aged 15-45 has increased from census to census except in 192 J which 
might be due to inaccuracies in enumeration, but this increase has been counteracted by a 
fall in the proportion of total married females in the age-group J 5-45. The only other 
factor which might have caused the increase in the proportion of children is a rise in 
fertility due to biological or economic caUses. Whatever be the cause, the fact remains 
that the proportion of children under 10 years has increased during the last two 
decades. 

160. A comparison of the proportions of children under 10 and of married females 
aged 15-40 in the different natural divisions in 193 1 will show how migration affects 

Natural 
dlvl,wn 

lIroportJoll of clllldren I1n<1,'1' 
10 yea!s per 100 marncd 

femal,," aged 1:;·{0 Itl I !i:-ll 

~ __ ---,C_ __ . ____ ----

I"(lwland 
!llldJanll 
Rig-hlaIllI 

I Numbcr of marl'lcd f~lllalcs 

I 
aged 1;'·40 per }OO female" 

of ,til ages in I !lill 

:10 
in 

these proportions. Both the 
proportions have increased 
simultaneously, though only 
slightly, from the Lowland 
to the Midland Division; 
but in the Highland the pro
portion of married women 
has increased, while the pro
portion of children has de-
creased. This must be due 
partly to the migration of a 

large number of married women without their children, and partly also to the low fertility 
of the immigrants from the Tamil country. 

161. From the ligures given in the margin it will be seen that among the Hindus 
and Christians the proportion of 

I children varies directly as the propor
! tion of married females of J 5-40 

years, while among the Muslims the 
proportion of children is loW-f; but the 
proportion Qf married females aged 
J 5-40 is higher than among the 
Christians. As regards the different 
castes, Subsidiary Table IV shows 

He1l!.!,It)U 

Hmdu 
Chl'lHtlall 
~1,,11\\\ 

Kl1111i)('1' oj ('lnld"l'll 
llwier 11) \,<'1'.1011 
III alIII'll telllall', 

aged 1,,·-1011\ l\l:ll 

.NulllbeJ of nuu'rled 
felll >ie' a<;ed 15·40 
[Jet' IvU female" of all 

,lges 111 1\1:31 

:30 
:11 

- - _- - --- that some castes which have a higher 
proportion of married females aged 14-43 than some others have a lower proportion of 
children under 1 ~ years. This is probably beca.use married females of the above age-group 
include young gIrls who have been newly marned and who have not commenced child. 
bearing. The fertility enquiry has shown that Syrian Christians are generally more 
fertile than Nayars; the proportion of married females aged 14-43 is higher among 
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the former than among the latter; and yet the proportion of children is the same in both 
the communities. This is 

Ca .... te (lr communlty 

Naym 
Syrlan C,hl'l stlan 

Number ot c1nldlun 
unGer 1 ± 1)('1' IOU 

nlall1E'd f9m~1Ie ... 
aged 1.J--43 

~lImhcr of married 
j Plllale~ aged 11 - 43 
pCI' 100 fema]"B of 

aU ageF. 

32 

seen from the figures given 
in the margin. We will 
see in Chapter VI 
that early marriage IS 

more prevalent among 
Syrian Christians than 

I 
among Nayars. The 
married females of the ------------ ---------- ------- --- - -- - - ages 14~43 among Syrian 

Christians will, therefore, include a number of young married girls who are childless, and 
this circumstance will naturally reduce the proportion of children per 100 married females. 

Subsidiary Table V III gives the reported death~rates for the different years in Recorded crude 
the last decade. From the figures given in death-ra.tes. 

162. 

Death'rote,1 hy Sf,)' the margin it can be seen that, as in the case 
of birth~rates, death~rates also declined 

-------------------
Year 

1020-21 
1\!21-22 
11122-23 
]!123-24 
H!2+-- 25 
1\)25 - 26 
1!l::?()-2i 
HI2i--2i'i 
1~28 --29 
1\12\1-3U 

l:!''l 
II' !I 
11'5 
11'1; 
9'2 
H'4 
g • .t 

10'\1 
1(1'0 

11'2 
lO':~ 
W'O 
]O'U 

j-h 
!I'I) 

H'c! 
IlI'I 
!l'b 

steadily till the middle of the decade, after 
which it rose and reached the maximum 
towards its close. The average death-rate 
of females was lower than that of males 
III all the years. But vanatIons are 
seen m different age~periods. The 
diagram below which shows the male 
and female death~rates by age-groups for the 
year 1928~ 29 reveals the general tendency 
of these variations. 

Diagram 32 - showing the 6Ieath rates by sex 
and age-group for the year 1928 - 29 . 
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At the ages 1 5~35 female 

Al'era,qe death-rate. for thr dNade .~ 
Ihe natural d'VISlf/nIi 

Natural DIvision I MaleH 

Lowland 
!>I "Uaml 
HlgUand 

10'6 
10'1 
13'0 

------- - - - - ---------

mortality is higher, probably because of the greater 
risks incidental to child-bearing, and at all other 
ages male mortality is higher. 

The death-rates in the different natural 
divisions vary to some extent. The Highland 
has the highest rate and the Midland the lowest. 
The figures are given in the margin. These 
variations may be the result of the difference In 

the conditions of living in the different divisions. 

The effect of the ) 63. The present population contains a larger proportion of children and old persons 
~::::~!ti~!eon than that of 10 years ago. Mortality is generally much greater among children and old 
the future people than among the adults. The age constitution of the present population. therefore, 
death·rate. favours a higher death~rate than was prevalent in the last decade. But when the present 

children become adults after a few years, the proportion of adults will have increased and, 
therefore, there may be a fall in the death-rate. The decline in the death-rate caused by 
the increase in the number of adults may be counteracted by the increase in the number of 
old persons. The tendency for the increase in the proportion of old people is visible even 
now. Taking all things together, it looks as if the death-rate may increase in the near 
future unless it be cOI!nteracted by preventive measures; but in any case it may decline 
after a few years and then rise again after some further years. 

Sreciflc ra.tes 164. The specific rate of mortality is the number of deaths per 1,000 persons at 
o morta.lity. each individual age. The specific death-rates and their variations from time to time will 

show whether a community is physiologically healthy and whether its health is improving 
or deteriorating. The death~rates at different ages vary so greatly that changes in age 
constitution will profoundly affect them and through them the crude death~rate. Specific 
death-rates are required for the preparation of tables showing the expectation of life. 

To compute correct rates of mortality we must know not only the number of 
persons living, but also the number d}'ing at each age. The census results give only the 
numbers living at large age-groups, and the vital statistics which show the number dying at 
each age are inaccurate. Both these data are, therefore, useless for the preparation of 
mortality tables. The only alternative is to use some other method which may give at least 
approximate results. The Actuarial Reports published by the Government of India give 
tdbles of average mortality prepared in the following manner. The average age distribu
tion of the population at three or four censuses, after allowing for migration if necessary, 
was graduated. The average figures for three or four censuses were used in order to 
eliminate the effect of famines and epidemics. Then, by: applying the current rate of 
increase to the graduated figures, the population living at each age at the beginning and at 
the end of any particular year was deduced, and from the numbers living at the beginning 
of the year at each age and at the end of the year at the next older age the rate of 
mortality was calculated. By using the same method the mortality rates in Travancore 
were also calculated. Only, instead of using the average figures of three or four censuses 
the calculations here were made on the graduated figures of the last census alone. The 
results obtained by this method can be expected to be as satisfactory as those given in the 
Actuarial Reports for India, because in Travancore there has been no famine nor any 
wide-spread outbreak of epidemics, and because the volume of migration has been so 
small that its influence on the total population is negligible. Assuming the rate of increase to 
be constant for the last 20 years and applying this rate to the graduated figures, the number 
of persons living at age-groups 3-7, 7-11, 11-15, ,., '" -..... 71 -75, four years before the 
census, was deduced. The probability of dying in four years at the central age of each 
group was then determined from the numbers living at each of the above groups in '927 
and at the immediately older group in 1931. The probability of dying in one year was 
then deduced from the relationship existing between the probability of dying in four years 
and in one year according to a standard table. The results thus obtained give only the 
approximate death~rates for the last decade. They are likely to be less accurate for ages 
below 20 years than for higher ages. The rates for younger ages were, therefore, calcu. 
lated by reference to a standard table, after making such adjustments in the latter as were 
necessary to evolve a smooth and contiguous progression out of the numbers estimated for 
all the ages. The fact must be borne in mind that the results obtained by these calcula
tions are only approximate and are more of theoretical interest than of practical value. 
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The mortality rates prepared for T ravancore from the figures of the present census and 
for Baroda from the figures of 1921 census, together with those for England ~nd W~es, are 

Age 

I ---
:-; 

10 
13 
2() 
25 
30 
a5 
40 
45 
50 
f>5 
60 
6iJ 

Tra\'.tnc<:>re 
1 !J31 

---

Males I Female" 

0'91 0'R9 
0'38 0'3:; 
()'37 0'45 
0'<12 0'68 
0'61 0·\11 
() 8" 1'16 
1'13 1'44 
1'42 1'72 
2'02 2'23 
2'77 2' I)!) 
3'1i3 3' 22 
4'68 3'llS 
6'R9 6'01 

lfIortality mte8 per cent 

I 
Males 

2'55 
O'llR 
I)'n 

1'43 
2'OH 
2'02 
3·18 
3'71) 
4'42 
5'1\-) 

I 
()'12 
7·31 
R'~11 

BarOlla 
1021 

I Female~ 

2'40 
0'82 
O'Ro 
l'U 
2·0f; 
2'73 
3'2ti 
3'74 
4'25 
4·S.' 
:'5·7.) 
6'93 
~·4V 

England and 
Wales 

Males 
\ 

]<'em.tles 

0'50 I (l'51 
0'21 I 0·24 
0'28 

i 
0'33 

1)'<12 0'<11\ 
0'54 0';;6 
0'65 ()'G6 
lO' 74 0'73 
0'87 0'70 
1'0;; 0'89 
1'32 111 
1'711 1.;,0 
2·51 2'16 
a'71 3'27 

glven 10 the 
marginal table. 
It will be seen 
from the table 
that the morta~ 
lity rates at all 
ages in T ravan· 
core are much 
lower than those 
in Baroda, and 
among adults of 
younger ages the 
Travancorerates 
are more like 
those of England 
and Wales. The 
female mortality 
rates at ages 

below 15 and above 45 in Travancore are lower than those of the males. In this respect 
the calcurated and recorded rates agree. 

165. A life table, to be of practical value, should be prepared from correct mortality Life table, 
rates. In the absence of reliable vital statistics mortality rates have been calculated by a 
method which gives only approximate results for middle ages and the least satisfactory 
results for younger and older ages. It is hardly justifiable to compute a life table on such 
unsatisfactory data. An attempt has, however, been made to prepare one for Travancore 
with the available material, the first of its kind in this State, on the hope that it may lead to 
more accurate tables being prepared at future censuses. The mortality rates and the 
expectation of life at birth and at quinquennial ages are given in Subsidiary Table XIII at 
the end of this chapter. 

The method followed in this calculation is described below. After determining 
the probability of dying in one year at the quinquennial ages, which may be denoted by 
q, , the value of q (the probability of dying in one year) at the other ages in the quin
q~;nnial group is obtained by graphical interpolation. Assuming that these values of q", 
are applicable to persons born on the same date and successively attaining different ages, 
we may start with 10,000 births-this is called the radix of computation - and calculate 
the number living at the beginning of each successive year (Ix) until all die out. The 
expectation of life at each age is then determined by the application of the formula 

1 lxil+ /x+2+ /x+3 ........... . 
ex = 2" +- Ix 

From these calculations the expectation of life at birth, i. e., the average length of 
life in Travancore, is found to be 43'80 years for males and 44'55 years for females. A 

EJ'pectatwn (If It(e m peflr" 
-------

Age 

1;' 1 
20 
ao 
40 
:;0 
60 

Travan('o 
(1931 cell' 

r(' 

us) 

Males I Fe males 

·1'l,~O I 
41i'97 
37'51 
2~I' 49 I 
22'32 , 
H,'O;; I 
10'72 

4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 

1';)0 
4'78 
,,'5G 
ll'4\) 
2'74 
7'01 
1':;9 

I 
I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 

I 
I 
I 

Raroda 

I (1921 censu,) 

I 

I 

Males Females I 

I 22'44 [ 22'91 
32'!I7 ;-,3'3il 
25'86 2o'!l!I 

I 20'42 20'63 
11,'17 16'66 

J 

12 '51 12'll6 
0'22 \j'1:; 

I 
Ag-c 

I 
0 
.. 
22 I :12 
42 

I 52 
62 I 

I 

lTlllted States 
(1920 cemus) 

Males 
1 

Females 

-
5;) ·33 :;7' 52 

. . .. 
-13'3:; 4-1'21 
3,,'62 30'77 
2R'02 20·11 
20'53 21' 43 
13'S5 14' :,0 

few figures are given in 
the margin to compare 
the expectation of life in 
T ravancore with those 
in the United States and 
Baroda. The figures 
for the United States, 
based on 1920 census, 
were taken from The 
World Almanac and 
Book of Facts, 1932, 
page 441, and those for 
Baroda from The Baroda 

Census Report, 1921, paragraph 221 . It is seen that the expectation of life in T ravancore 
is considerably less than that in the United States where the death-rate is lower than here. 
On the other hand, in Baroda where the death-rate is much higher than in Travancore the 
expectation of life is correspondingly lower than in this State. 
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J 66. In paragraph 55, Chapter I, it has been stated that the death-rate for the last 
decade may be taken to be 20 per mille per annum and that the method of determining it 
will be described in this chapter. From the probability of dying in one year (qx) at each 
age, which is known from the life table, the central death-rate (mx) at the same age is 
deduced from the formula J - qx = }:;:*i' From the central death rate at each age 
Urude death-rate Jier m,zle per annum In the decade 1921 -1931 the death4ates in each age~group 

Age )'In.;es }'cmales I 0.5, 5~ I 0, etc., are worked out using 
the graduated figures of J 93 J. and by 
applying these rates to the mean of the 
populations of J 92 J and J 93 J at each 
age~group the crude death~rate for 
the decade 192 J ~ J 93 J has been 

All ages 

(I-Vi 
I.; -5(1 
~)O and uver 

20'1 

2~'2 
U·5 

03'1 

19'8 

2:1'8 
11'2 
18'7 

calculated. The results obtained are 
given in the margin. The crude death~rates for males and females separately are 20' J and 
J 9'8 per mille per annum, and that for the two sexes together is. therefore, J 9'95 which 
is practically the same as 20 per mille per annum. ' 

167. Subsidiary Table V gives the proportion of persons above 60 years to those 
aged J 5~40. This proportion cannot be regarded as a correct index of longevity, because 
it varies with the changes in the age constitution of the population caused by migration; 
famines or epidemics. A fall in the number of adults by emigration or by deaths from 
famines and epidemics will raise the proportion, and vice versa. The ratio of old people 
to adults has not changed during the last three decades except in the case of males whose 
ratio has increased from J 0 to J J in the last decennium. Taking the natural divisions it 
is seen that in 193 J the ratio was the highest in the Midland and lowest in the Highland 
Division. The latter is probably due to the influence of migration. Between the males 
and females there is no difference in the ratio except in the Highland where the female 
ratio is six as against the male ratio of five. 

In regard to the castes, only the proportions of persons above 43 to those aged J 4-43 
are available and these are given 

-",\'umber of pNsons ore,' 43 pe'/' 100 aged 14-43 • S b 'd' T bl IV Th 
______ . ----- - - ---~- 10 U SI lary a e . e 

Caste Males Females figures for some of the main castes 

Advanced ca.stes 
Brahman (MalaYRfR) 

Ditto (ot hers) 
VeHida 
Nay'll' 
Knshm"nvaka 

Backward classes 
Saliyan 
YfmlYnr. 
Vh~';mvan 
Ohettl 
K ammii. Jan 

Depressed cla.ssas 
Valau 
Ylidavan 
Pulayan 
Kura.van 
Arayan 
navan 
1':uayan 
PaHan 

:1 

,,2 
4G 
H 
:'17 
37 

3K 

40 
37 
37 
3" 
3:~ 

<12 
32 
18 

ii2 
iii 
i2 
3H 

37 
32 

:13 
H 
H1 
30 
29 
X3 
27 
12 

------------ ---'-------'----

are extracted in the margin. The 
advanced castes generally have a 
higher proportion of old persons 
probably due to their clean habits 
of life. Some of the depressed 
classes also, especially those who 
live a healthy open~air life like the 
Valan and the Yadavan, have a 
higher proportion of old people. 
PaBan is an immigrant caste and 
has. therefore comparatively fewer 
persons of old age. Only very 
few castes show a slightly higher 
proportion of old females than 
males, and the more important of 
them are the Chetti. the Ilava 
the Nadar, the Nayar, ~ th; 
VeUalan, the Veluthadanayar and 
the Yadavan. 

168. The number of persons who returned their age as J 00 or over according to 
the schedules of the present census was 30, of whom J 3 were males and J 7 females. At 
the last census the number returned was 105. These figures cannot be regarded as 
reliable. Even in England and Wales the number of persons who declared their ages as 
J 00 or over in a population of nearly 38 millions at the census of J 92 J was only J J O. It 
is incredible that a country like Travancore which had only a population of about 4 
millions in 192 J had as many as J 05 persons aged 100 or over. Even the considerably 
smaller number of 30 returned at the present census in Travancore was, on subsequent 
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inquiry, found to be an exaggeration. After the slips were copied and sorted, when 
particulars of these so-called centenarians were available, I had their ages verified by the 
T ahsildars of the taluks and the Municipal Presidents of the towns in which they resided, 
and I myself interviewed some of them and ascertained their correct ages. Out of the thirty 
persons returned at the census, eight died subsequentJy, and of the remaining twenty-two, 
there are not more than fifteen whose ages may be about 100 or over. Among them there 
are six males and nine females. All of them are illiterate and belong to the backward 
or depressed classes. They have absolutely no idea of the date of their birth. One 
Muslim male who is living in Haripad and who is said to be about 113 years old is 
able to narrate details of some well-known incidents which happened in his youth, from 
which his age could be inferred to be more than 100 years. About the others all that is 
possible to say is that their ages may be anything between 90 and 100. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 
Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in the State and each natural division 

Age 

1 

STATE 
: 

0- I 'j 1 :2 'I 
2 .~ .1 
:1- 4 ·1 1- ~ 

, 
Total 0--5 

, 

'1 
5-1u .1 

10-1:> .j 
1.i-20 
20-2,; ., 
2:\-:W .1 

, 

:HI- :1.-, 
:15- -40 
40- {,; 

45 fJO 
,iU-.j;,") 

55-60 
H()-(i.' 
65--70 

70 and n\('l' 

Mean age ·1 
1 

1 

Lowland DiviSionl 

1.) __ - :-. 

.-.-10 
~ 0-1,; 
1.,-20 
:20--10 
40 Go 

Mean age 

I 
'1 

:1 
i 

'1 

I ., 
, 

Midland Division: 

(l- ;, 
:\-HI 

lU-l.; 
!.;-:W 
20-40 
-10-lill 
tiO awl <lve' 

Mean age 

I 

, 

Highla.nd Division; 

0- I) 

'-,-1l1 
10 - li', 
l:\-:W 
20-40 
4U--(iU 
GO mill o'vL:l 

Mean age 

.1 
I 

'1 
I 

" 

., 

Mall·, 

:! 

41', 
:~I;H 

:i:W 
:ll :! 
2~'fi 

1,720 

1,33] 
1,22:1 

~I:W 
8(i{ 
7!'J4 

70~' 
f)S7 
514 
3\13 
335 

2:15 rR
• 4ur. 9K 

12U 

23'0 

:V[alcs 

1,70:\ 
I,M2 
1,2:1 I 

!IH2 
2,\IO{ 
1,.)01 

:1:1:2 

23'0 

1,71iO 
1,342 
1.2;).; 

\lIIK 
2,1-1+4 
1,473 

4:11-1 

23'0 

I,ot).l 
1,151i 
1, lUI 
1,' IS!) 
3,!\:) 1 
1,:l:~li 

24(; 

22'9 

1!J31 

Femalps MaleR 

-------~-

~ 4 ,. 

il; 274 
36{ 181 
33~1 2:;2 
311 301 
2~;1 272 

1,724 1,310 

],311 1,341 
i,2U2 1,2111 

fH_~~) Hf)2 
9lj K~O 

7H 8~4 

tj~t; (i!H 
541 tHIO 
H4 ,,81 
:170 4,,4 
:lU. 3r,O 

231 234 
1R. )!J:l 

-12(; { 102 141 (i { 100 
]37 123 

22'S 24'2 

1 !131 

[ B'cma]e, 

-~----~--

1 ~t) 7~) 
1.2% 
1,1H' 

9K!I 
:I,II0H 
1,42;. 

41i) 

23'0 

1,7:;0 
1,:121 
1,207 
~72 

2,R78 
J.:1~7 

4:\;, 

22 S 

1,li34 
1.302 
1 2!JI 
1:1171 
:1,27(; 
1,117 

25H 

21'4 

1,320 
134H 
1,2% 

9,,1 
:l,lla 
1,:\64 

40(; 

24'1 

1,3l:! 
1,:354 
1,2l14 

94" 
3,07K 
1,,,SII 

4;)li 

1,I'S 
1,1:'(i 
1,255 
1,U:n 
3,54K 
1,500 

:i:12 

24·3 

1!)21 

I Female.; J ______ 

4.),; 

I!)21 

" 

2~4 
IKH 
2~IO 

:ll:~ 
27.-, 

:1,348 

1,:Hiil 
1,2i;9 
1,013 

!J45 
XiHi 

1iH2 
n14 
4% 
:HJ7 
:l:l:l 

2(1!1 
(207 
, !It{ 

lI"O 

23'S 

1 :342 
l:ilfil 
I,2[j~ 

1,020 
3144 
1.4a~ 

44:1 

23'7 

1,:H)(; 
1.:37;, 
1,2,;1 
1,0110 
3,U\IO 
1,4!i:l 

47:-, 

23·9 

1,32H 
1,26:1 
1,~42 
I,06K 
3,%0 
1,28:> 

:37!) 

23·2 

I 
I 

/-
I Males 

(i 

24(\ 
21K 
2Wi 
30] 
2ijl 

1,316 

l,3il2 
1,2;")0 

\124 
~3(i 

H~!) 

710 
73;) 
!14ri 
41)4 
33!! 

2+1> 

-lH{ PHi 
lOll 
1l~ 

24'4 

1,331 
1.,:1~(i 

1,21. 
!I:!:l 

'1,1(;;, 
1,:,\1:1 

4\1;. 

24'3 

1,:>OH 
1,3il>: 
1,2;.-} 

!Ili-i 
:J,11K 
1,(;0Ii 

42ei 

24'5 

1,23(i 
1,204 
1,25:1 

!J!I:1 
:1,460 
I,HI,1 

3lil 

24'3 

1~)11 

Female, 

7 

171' 
234 
:114 
:nr, 
201 

1,402 

1,:141' 
1,183 

!JR4 
!J2H 
!127 

704 
()23 
4!Ii'i 
3!12 
:13.; 

221 

I __ { 215 
: --!,) ~ !H, 

143 
1 , 
I 

1!lll 

23'9 

1,4UU 
1,3Jil 
1,171 

991 
3,205 
1,-139 

K>l 

23'9 

1,40h 
13i'il-l 
1,IH·l 

!J70 
:1,14~ 
1,4tiil 

470 

24'0 

1,371 
1,2\);, 
1,:120 
1,0{" 
3,216 
1,:141i 

407 

23'3 

I 
I 
I 

-T 
I 

IIIale" 

I< 

:!:{~I 

21!J 
2.,[ 
2~\I 

261 

:1,259 

1,3UU 
1,227 

\1(l!J 
~20 

!J2!1 

7(\1 
7f):~ 

:t7R 
·Hi3 
il61:i 

225 

{ :l!l!:\ 
24'7 

1,2fi I 
1,30H 
1,22t> 

!IO!I 
:i 21', 
1;(i:l! 

:JR, 

24'6 

1,~li!J 
1.30:1 
1227 

!J03 
:1.2-12 
1,(i4(l 

41G 

1,1117 
1,1 ;)ti 
1,23:3 

!Jtl:; 
:162! 
1,:\7} 

:12li 

24'S 

1901 

1!IUI 

~'emale~ 

9 

27t; 
239 
277 
314 
2Tti 

:1,382 

1,:i:H 
1,1-100 

!J.;\I 
!J40 
981) 

747 
633 
.')07 
38fi 
3,;1 

20:1 

{ 4~~ 
24'0 

Fenutlc..:; 

!I 

I.H(i!I 
1.,:{21 
1,13. 

~)67 

3,:11!J 
I,HU 

4:31' 

24'0 

1·W2 
1.:131 
1.1:i.j 

!114 
:J,2,:1 
1,4:;1 

Hi-! 

24'1 

1,300 
1,27-1 
1,2,;2 
1,034 
3,3i'.' 
1.361i 

3b!J 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE-II 
Age distribution of 10,000 of each sex in each main religion 

1931 1\)21 1911 

Religion anel Age 

l\Li1rs Females nla.les Males 

----------------------------------~-------------~----

J Females 

1 

Hindu 
0- => 
ii-HI 

10-15 
lfi-20 
:W-40 
·10-60 
tiO anel over 

Mean age 
Christian 

0- !') 

;,- -10 
10-15 
15-20 
20--~0 
40--6(1 , 
HU and 0\'('1' 

Mean age 
Muslim 

0- ,. 
1)--10 

Ill-15 
lii-20 
20--10 
-lO-IlO 
1)0 and over 

Mean age 

, 
" 

:1 
,I 
I 

2 

1,700 
1,302 
1,I!1H 

!Jl 7 
2,951 
1 fdl 
~ll 

23'3 

1,74~ 

1,3H 
1,260 

94!1 
2,8;,0 
1,419 

-lO'{ 

226 

1,71)8 
1,3R8 
1,27H 

HG2 
2,H~2 
1 ,3 I)!) 

3fiB 

222 

1,G93 
1,26fJ 
1,164 

:tiT 
fI,007 
I,Hli 
HI 

233 

1,77:1 
1.,378 
1,2M 

UlII-( 
2~Rt);l 
1,311i 

JOR 

222 

1,7!)2 
1,3R2 
1,21)3 
111111-1 
2,~!J4 

1.,22. 
334 

21'6 

1,2H1 
1,297 
1,211 

~14:l 
R,IIH 
1,62u 

425 

245 

1,31il 
1,422 
1,32!1 

tf7(; 
:l,O:I~ 
1,477 

400 

23'5 

1,3r,~ 

1)117 
I,B4H 

!I-I:I 
3,0;;6 
1,-183 

40!l 

23'6 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE-III 

1,30i 
1,310 
1,218 
1,01, 
:\172 
1,4!17 

481 

243 

1,41k 
1,461 
1,3a:l 
1,lJl6 
3,021 
1,334 

417 

22'9 

1,43-1 
1,101; 
1,331 

980 
3,144 
1,28il 

372 

226 

11 

1,2% 
l.,2!H 
],223 

91+ 
:1,204 
1,li!:! 

126 

24'7 

1,3;,1 
1,4117 
1,3 III 

9:;1 
:l,l(J7 
1,4H3 

:IH8 

23'6 

1,3.:1 
1,B!)~ 

1,2\10 
!Jl !I 

3,1171) 
1.)140 

~~!I 

238 

Age distriQution of 1,000 of each sex in certain castes 
'--------

r 7 

1,357 
1,2(!0 
1,143 

9R4 
3,22:1 
1,:510 

49;) 

24'S 

1,493 
1,470 
1,275 

98H 
il,Ou6 
1,32, 

391 

227 

1,oM 
1,462 
1,240 

957 
3,183 
1,2S0 

3H 

22'6 

119 

I
I M.alcs-~nmher per mille a~\ell II b'emaks-NllmbeT per mill" aged 

Caste 

____________ 1 ~ to~T~~~I~~;I-o-~F-r~r;l-o -6f-~: 13 1 14 to 16117:~~~~4~d-

, , May,,, Il,o"ol ,:, i ,;, '" t:, I ,:" I ,:" ,:, II 1~-1 1~3 1 ~~2 :~4 ::~, 
BTahrnan, Malayah1. (Nmnpiitin I I 

and Pottl) ,,11i:1 1'41 -'" llR 2!JR 2+5 J77 14~ 31 116 27() ;?:U 
, 3 Brahma.n-othe'r, " IHH liio ill 10;, 280 201i 1% Hill Ii+ 116 273 1!J!J 

~ ('athollc AraRaT Ohrisl1an 231 184 li2 lIfi 2,j() LiT 216 1.1i 7+ 12S ~H 132 
Cbackaravm " 211 1!J7 ()K I 121; 2~4 144 203 1!12 liil Viii 241 12;l 

r. Ohetti Hindu IS:1 Hi! li~ BO 2\)4 167 19~1 154 li7 13;' :270 1 i~ 
! 7 ilavan 223 IHI li7 117 2tili UI; 2;)1 173 67 l~O 21iO H!I 
, 8 Kammalan (Viswahrma) 220 17+ fi7 121 21lii lil3 222 170 66 134 261 147 

9 Ka1,)ikkar3.n (includmg Malav;;lan) 207 1-12 flO 100 342 149 205 Ifl2 77 161 22R 167 
10 .K~lJ-l)'all 20+ 171 1)4 126 2fiH lll7 201 Iii'; 7-l 133 264 16:1 
11 Kri.hnanvnka 1!13 IGR 5L1 1211 27t! 1 H 20fi 1..1 tifl lill 2% 1 U 
12 Kudumi , 210 lfi-1 lil 125 298 H2 :?H 130 r.n lii1 ROO l-l6 
1~ l{nravan {ineln,lmg Malan- (Hindll 203 IRS IHi Lli 30:; 154 200 161 71 1:10 391 Hi 

Klnavan) 1 I 
,Ohrlslmn 1!11 1M Ii!) l1R 297 141 203 1H:l 711 11!1 290 1:n 

Ii Malayara)',,11 illlHln and Tribal RehgLOn ]\15 15fi HZ 111 3JR lOR 202 117 ~!I ILli 260 130 
15 Mannan 231 Hi) Go 86 21j(i lli7 272 I 1;;+ Ii:; 120 2~2 14:-
16 Mamv'!.n Hi~elll 17!J Ih2 73 1"12 :101 143 181i Hi!l (i!l 1:17 ~m 134 
17 1I1ukkuvuJI Ohristian 23J 1811 71 103 21)() IH 2:l! IH7 70 J2!1 ~:;R 12:! 
18 MuthllYlm Hmdu Hml 'l'ribal Religion 2,;6 Iiifi i)7 9+ 2!J:; 135 2,0 213 G-I 10[ 30-1 4,; 
1 NadaT l(",h1ir.nau) {Hlllelu 209 1Ril 69 132 21;7 1:17 21fi lRii IH- 1:J2 21;(i 1:1. 
~ \ ChrLHtia,Il 219 193 rm 127 21i1 131 221 1f)6 (ii 1:17 2:;:1 12fi 

20 Nayer Hindu 21!J Hili fili 117 21i7 Hi:; 213 Hi2 liJ 12H 21iU 173 
'21 h)lan " J.H 1,.9 H7 1:12 ililfi um 10!1 19,. Hi 11)0 ,l:!l 6R 
22 Paravan " 222 1~4 71) 10li 2112 l:Jfi 212 lli~ (iH 1:12 2M 158 

{
Hindu 181 1fili lill Ill; Hll 1:\7 1!11J 1Ii7 69 I,i3 274 137 

23 Parayan (t'3m\},''''''j Ohristlan 1\16 I 171 li7 119 2!1!J ll~ l!l!l lfin (ir, HB 2~0 13" 

) J Hindu 2()~ I 172 fi+ fiLl 2!13 IG7 208 1(i:1 Iii 12,i 2H. 14!1 
2-1 Pulayan (OhcntUlar 10hnstlan 191i I'd~ fiK 110 2!1! 1f,7 20{ 174 1i7 lar; 271) IH 

-~! ~l~~~:~iri~rfn) ::::: m I: m ~~ m m m ~~~ i~~ ~~ m ~~~~ m 
2,1 Thantapnlayan " 2,,9 14; 5" 101 2G7 171i 2:t~ 161 li!1 11;1 2:\4 127 
29 Lliatan (!<occ!Lm'elan) Ohristian 2121' 1:;1 1;1 101 '113 162 1!10 1R2 ":;0 1:,2 '3H B2 
::0 Vitlan Hmdn 217 IHfj GJ 114 2111 175 226 1fi,' iii 1:12 2lm 1":l 
31 ValJ-lyan lYdlfigaYalsyan) 2201~ 18+ r,t 119 262 I fir; 211i 171 GO 12!) 2fi5 1~9 
32 \ annan '" Iii; Ii!! 120 271-1 lfltj 212 16:-; lill 14:1 2.1) 152 
3:1 vp)akklthalaniiyal' 22+ I 176 711 119 23!1 U2 22+ l~H (iii 133 2,,7 ].,2 
:l4 ,,§Jan " 212/ 17fi 1)5 112 27ii 1(;11 220 15R 70 IH~ 2'>7 15fi 
35 yeHin (Ku.avan) 259 21K H 159 l!ll !19 2iiR 1 Hc]. li2 1;'2 U:l 101 
36 VeDaian " 191 I 15+ 59 116 2!Hl l!JO IS.. 103 ;,8 12+ 2M 19,-, 
37 Vei~thaelanayar 24i 168 19 100 272 1M 20\1 ,11)2 52 137 2",1 1$6 
,8 Vstan (including Malavetan) I 280 I lR); 58 91 203 143 214 H)8 6X 13R 295 117 
39 Vhasaivar (Pantaram only) "2i7 172 66 119 2(m 163 226 17() 60 134 255 in5 
40 Yadavan (lelayan) 194 160 62 118 292 Iii 167 H7 61 127 290 !lOS 



120 

2 

-, 

ii 

9 

10 

11 

12 

III 

17 

18 

19 

23 

26 

28 

29 

30 

31 

:32 

33 

:35 

36 

37 

89 

40 

CHAPTER IV-AGE 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 
Proportion of children under H and of persons over 43 to those aged 14-43 in 

certain castes; also of married females aged 14-43 per 100 females 

Afaytln Hindu 

Brahman, Malaya!a (NampiUin an(\ P(,tti) Dltto 

Brahman-others 

('atholic AtaRar 

l'h::I.Ckaravar 

OheW 

KammiiJan (Viswakarma) 

Kal)-lkkal'an (including Malavelan) 

Krishnanvaka 

Kudumi 

Kllravan (including lIlal ankmavan) 

Ditto 

([indu 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

Ditto 

J Hindn 
10hristlan 

1I1alayarayan Hiwln and T nbal ReligIon 

Ma.nnall 

Maravan Hindu 

Mllkkuvall 

ttfuthllvan Hiwlu alld Tribal IteIJgion 

Natlii.r (Chanllau) 

PaHan 

Paravan 

Pal'''yan (Sambavar) 

PuJayan (Oheiamalj 

Syrian OhriRtian 

Thantan tU r1i~I) 

Thantapulayan 

PHatan (KocchuveJan) 

Valan 

Velakkltha1anayar 

Velan 

VeJan (Kusrtvall) 

VenaJan 

VeJll!.hfLdanayar 

Vetan (in('luuing Ma1avetan) 

Vitasaivar (Pantaram only) 

Yiidavan (rdayan) 

J II muu 
( ChrIstl an I 

Fhndn I 
D1Hn 

J HIndu 
1 Christian 

Hmdu 

Hllldu 

Christian 

Hllldu 

Ditto 

Ditto 

l)1tt.o 

Ditt.) 

Ditto 

Ditto 

PropOl tlOll of chlldl Cll, 

both sexes, pl'r 1 ()(I 

!\larned 
p (-:naHlS d,g~d fenHl1c'-4 aged 

11--13 14-43 

2 

61; 

iH 

no 

75 

80 

77 

72 

78 
79 

102 

il\1 

86 
91 

/oil 

58 

70 
7[) 

80 
7H 

7t; 

87 

7f) 

87 

H3 

104 

91 

x5 

88 

70 

237 

lSi 

259 

197 

248 

232 

224 

23" 

188 

182 

210 
2:W 

17:! 

1!J4 

271 

2:n 

260 
272 

2il9 

22!l 

191 
201) 

200 
207 

197 

205 

203 

220 

222 

20a 

:!12 

ilOS 

11)5 

218 

I P~::::-Of pcrbon:~r 
43 per 100 aged 14-43 

Mate~ 

:~2 

34 

32 

.H 

30 

:16 

2H 

3.; 
2!l 

20 

2S 

S3 

:11 

IK 

36 

32 
ilO 

il7 
33 

38 

:l-f 

:~O 

40 

:31 

31i 

2:; 

41 

S\l 

32 

:11; 

:17 

Fcmalo~ 

25 

:17 

S3 

32 

31i 

2\1 

30 
28 

21) 

26 

27 

12 

:1-1 

27 
28 

3\ 
30 

34 

26 

26 

27 

3<'; 

32 

22 

23 

34 

Number of 
marrle(i 

f"malcR aged 
14-4:-l 1'01' 100 
fema1 e, of all 

age~ 

Ii 

32 

3+ 

3;; 

:12 

41 

R4 
:ll 

41 

:17 

~1 

3\) 

:n 
31 

41 

:H 

3R 
36 

37 
37 

il7 

:H 

27 

:17 

-------------------------------------~------~--------~--------------~---------



SUBSlnIATIY TABLES ~21 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

Proportion of children under 10 and of persons over 60 to those aged 15-tlO; 
also of married females aged 15-40 per 100 females 

PropOltlOn uf ehildren, hoth ~exeb, pCI' 1UU I PlUPOlhull or I eTHUll" over GO, pel' 100 aged 1.;-40 Numher of 
mar ned femaI('s 
aged 1 !)-~n P(,l 

11111 f011lale, or DIVl<"'1011 

1 

STATE 

Administratiye 
Diyision 

Houthcrn 
Central 
Nolthern 
HIgb fiang-e 

Natural Diyision 

J~owland 
MIdland 
HIghland 

PCr~0nR. agU<.l '.)-10 

l(1:n /1921 I t 011 

2 

78 

77 
~2 

1i2 

65 65 

G7 
1;4 
(iti 
~II 

':l 
"-------------''-------'----'---

__ I 
~.'[all Jt'll 1 (\l1Iales ! 

"get] 1.;-40 
-------~ -~--

1!J31 1!111 
ctll ag'es 

-----
Fl'lIlah :ft~lc:_j:'C~I~~b UI:~ !L!I~~11nll Inl I • I J ' 

11 !121 I 1 !Ill I MaleK Female, I Malee 

\--1-; --------; --I ~!I --~~-
200 180: 

205 189 
202 ISH 
l!J!1 17:! 
lB7 I III 

I 

I 

1:-:2 
ISO 
lliO 

I 

liH 10 
171 11 
16-1 11 
];12 :2 

172 
1 (I!) 
llili 

]Il 

]2 

11 

11 I 10 11 

111 
11 
J2 
2 

III 
12 
Ii 

10 
11 
111 

:1 

11l 
11 
11 

111 11 
11, 12 

7 I ~) 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V A 

12 II J:l r-~-:l-~;~ 
I I 

10 I 11 31 i 30 32 

J 1 
111 

'I 

11) 
11 

:-\ 

11 
11 
]J 

-i 

11 
11 
\11 

23 
:1Il 
:n 
4(1 

; ~ () 
:>1 

2!1: :111 
2~1' :ll 
'l,,1 :l4 
:~!II :1, 

I , 
I 

281 :12 ;nl ::'j 
:>3. :1:: 

i 

Proportion of children under 10 and of persons over 60 to those aged 15-lI!O in 
certain religions; also of married females aged 15-?J;O per 100 females 

~------~--- -- ---,------

Propolhol1 of ehd,hon, lmth S(~XP"'l }It!l lOO: P10pOl'tlon or llf\r~o!H 0\'('1' ';(1 P()l 1(10 ~gell15-4()! Nnnd'bf~r Of] i : mrtrrle cma ('S 
~ ____ ,-- - ------- I I aged l.'j •. !O PCl 

I 100 females "I 
N aturnl D'VlOlOll 

and Religinn 
P{'l.,onH agetl 1:,-40 

1 _____ -

i 1!131 i l !l21 Il!1l1 

------ 1-- ----1-2--1-3----

STATE 

I

i 
All Religions 78 

HIIl(ln 
C lrIst!1tn 
::Iiu"hm 

I 

I 
,Ii 
82 
81 

Lowland DiYiSiOnl 

All Religions ' 1 77 

Hmdu 
Christian 
~iushm 

Midland Diyision 

I 
)
' 76 

79 

I 

7~) 

65 

65 ' 

6!1 
6!l 

65 

Ii:; 
71 
70 

65 

1\Iarl'lcc! fc·males 
a~ed H,-40 19:11 I 1!12 I!! II all ages 

J 

1!131 I Hl21 i IDl1l1\Iale"\Female~l1\Ialej:F\>mal(.,il~Ial<!" IF('malP,i 1931il\J21il!lJ; Ii. I! . 1 i 
~--T~---i- -s-' -l-;~- -10-- 11 -~ l~ ~--- J~-I~;-\ ~~111; 

200 

1!l7 
20(; 
20.; 

202 

1\)8 

1117 

180 

17n 
]~I) 

182 

1i'1 
IX., 
JR.; 

171 

170 
171 
177 

172 , 

171) 

I I 

i I 
I 1 

11 II 11 10 11 10 11 31 /30 32 

~~ ii t:: :f, i:~ i~1 ~~ I ~~ ~i 
\1 I s 10 \1 10 \1:J2:n :lH 

I 

10 10 

JO 1\ 
1,1 
10 ! 

10 

10 
JI) 
10 

11 

11 

!I 

10 

II) 
!I 

10 

, 

l 
30 129 32 11 

11 :~(J I:!!. 3 I 

:n il:~ 
ill R:l 

2H 
!l ( a2 

All Religions ! 82 66 66 f 203 180 : 169 

1:-\11 I iii 
17:-\ 

12 12 11 12 11 11 31 31 32 

HltHln 
ChrIbtHt!l 
Muslim 

Highland 
Diyision 

I 
7~l 
X.-, 

I 81. 

I 
I 
I 

All Religions I 
II ,ndu ~9 

62 

.('llllHtian tin 
MIL~lim 71 

Hi! 
72 
71 

5<1 

6~ 

72 
72 

lI01 
20;) 
217 

58 I 173 

:;s 
1\1) 
70 

1(;;) 

1'10 
]f)9 

Ifi7 
181 ! 

160 i 166 

1.)4 
16f1 
19B 

lfiB 
177 
185 

2G 

i2 
1l 
II) 

5 

~, 

12 
12 

'I 

6 

I; I 
~ I 

11 
10 
10 

7 

7 

K 
ti I 

I:! 
11 
'I 

9 

~J 

S 
!) 

11 
11) 
111 

s 

S ! 
7 

III 

12 :{O! ~n 
[\I H~ 

!I ! :11 

10 35 .33 33 , 
II) I .1:; 

K I :1:; 
I;) I :l'~ 

;12 
:'.1 3·1 
;)2\ :la 



122 

- - _----------

DIvision 

--- -------

1 

STATE 

Administrative 
Division 

Southern 

Central 

l'<orthern 

High Range 

Natural Division 

Lowland 

'Midland 

Hl!-':hlaml 

Year 

---
1 

1\)20-1921 

1921-19'22 

1922 - 1!)23 

192:1-1924 

1924-1\12:; 

1920-1\126 

1926-1\)27 

1927-1921:\ 

I 192~ -192\) 

1929-1\1;~O I 
I 

deca.de 
Average for the I 

CHAl'TER IV-AGE 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI 
Variation in population at certain age~periods 

-----
Increa,e pel' cent. In populatioIl 

Pcr;ou -----

I 
--_-- -

All ages 0-10 I 10-H, I IJ--10 ) 
2 :l -1 I 5 I; 

{ 1901-1911 16'2 19'1 19·4 13-6 
19i1-1921 16-S 16'1 22'5 16-2 
1921-1931 27-2 44-4 20'9 20-7 

~ 
1!l01-1!l11 17.r, 21"; :m·3 H·t) 
1!l1l-1!l21 17·() 16'" U·.i 17-3 
1921-19:11 24'() 38'0 17'0 1~1'-1 

{ 1!101--1911 15'2 18·[1 1!l'\) 12-3 
1\)11-1921 17'0 17·5 2d'() 15-0 
1\121-1931 25'2 42·5 18·8 18'7 

{ 1901-1911 14'5 15'8 16·5 12-4 
1911-1921 li)-~) H·l 19·7 14·4 
1!)21-1931 2B·9 49'2 :U'6 20-7 

{ 1901-1911 85-7 113'7 7\)·1 75';) 
1911-1921 I 42'0 34'9 3+'7 49·1\ 
1921-1931 84·\) 122'7 5f> -:1 BI-i 

I 

{ 
1901-1911 13'2 16'5 15'9 10·7 
1~HI-19n 15'0 14'2 21'1) U-3 
1921-1931 24'2 39'3 17'2 18·3 

{ 
1901-1!l11 18'2 20'0 22'0 1:,,·7 
1911-1~121 17·4 17'1 22'5 10 .;~ 
1921--1!l:n 27':; 46-5 22'3 1\\·5 

{ 
1!l01-1911 30'2 37'1) M'7 25-7 
1!l11-1921 32·2 27'2 33-3 3fi-3 
1921- H131 54'8 77·5 43'2 5:,,·1) 

SUBSIDIARV TABLE VII 

Reported birth-rate by sex and natural division 

Number of births per 1,000 of total populatlOn 

--~--_-

Rtate Lowland Division Midland D,vIslOn 

Males Females Males "Females Males Females 

2 :1 ! 5 6 7 

11:\- r, 18·2 19'6 IS'8 17'2 17 "I 

17·2 17·1 18'0 17'0 16'1 16-3 

H\·5 "16·2 17'2 16-4 10'7 10·1) 

16·8 16'7 17'!) 17'2 15-(; 1(;'0 

14'1 1:1'" 15·4 14'5 12'6 12-2 

17·1 15·9 16·4 15·0 17"r, 1(i-4 

18'9 18'1 17'3 16·2 20':; 19'1) 

19·7 18·6 17·(j 16'3 21'6 20'0 

20·8 19'7 18-3 17·3 23'0 21'0 

22':' 21·7 19·4 18·3 25·3 24-;; 

18'4 17'7 17·7 16'7 18''1 18'2 

-~---- "------

- -

4l)-·gO I gO and over 

7 8 

14-6 19·8 
15-4 16-7 
21'4 21'3 

14'1 25-1; 
14',[ 10':~ 
16'8 14'1 

13·7 14-2 
15·2 17·2 
19'4 19'" 

15'0 20'3 
15'!) 22'3 
24'4 2!l-1) 

83 '4 248'", 
37-t 2'8 
79-9 27-S 

11'3 17·(; , 
13·7 14'0 
21·3 18'2 

H'S 20.6 
16'0 19'0 
20·2 25'1 

25·7 40'3 
:W'9 

I 
22-3 

36·! 10-3 

~------ --- -- -

HIghland D'YlSIOIl 

Male~ l!'emales 

8 9 

21-0 22'~) 

20'2 21'S 

19'5 21·5 

HI'O 21·0 

16-, IS'3 

1!)'!1 21'1 

20'5 22-4 

21'9 22'6 

22 -~) 24'4 

24'3 26-6 

20'7 22'6 

NOTE :_The rate, given in this table and the succeedmg" three tahles have been calculate<1 011 the population estimated for each 
year on the baSIS of the actual increase in population during the decade assuming that the populations in successive 
years form a series of geometllcal progression. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII 
Reported death-rate by sex and natural division 

Nnml)('r of death" pcr J ,000 of lotal pOPQlatIon 

Year 

MaleR Ferna~:1 __ MaleR Fl'Hl<tk-4 

2 3 4 ;; Ij 7 fI " 
l!t20-1921 12,\1 11'2 1:3 (j 11'6 n-!) 10-1\ 1(j' (; l")"H 
1921-1\)22 ll'\) 1Wa 12'" 10'S l1'.J- 1()'1) 13·.j. l3'!) 
1922-192!l 11 ,Ii 10'0 11'9 10'ij 10-9 9-(; H'4 12'8 
1\)20-1921 U'f, 1WO 11'8 10'2 11'0 9·.j. 15' :-) 10', 
1!J2.j.-192!'l 9'2 R'O 1(1,1 t)-J) 8':3 ,':3 10'f) g'R 

192:>-1920 1"4 i'6 8'4 7'4 8'1 7'4 10'9 1O·!) 

1926-1927 \) • .j_ WO 9'2 ~'6 9'0 9'3 11'6 12·2 
1927 -1928 9'2 8'4 R'\) R'O 9'3 8'8 ll-! 12'2 
1928-1929 10'9 10'1 11'3 10-2 10'0 9'8 12'3 :2'2 
1929-1930 10'0 H"fi !:l·o 8'8 lO'~ 10'1 11'4 12'0 

AYerage for the 
deca.de 10-5 9'4 10'S 9'3 10'1 9'2 12'6 12'4 

---------.----
~-------- ------~------- --- -- - ---

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX 

Reported death-rate by sex and age during the deca.de per mille 
living at the same age 

--------AVeraI-(C for~::__-I--- 1920-H121 1921-1922 I 
decade 

-----~--------~-----~------.~--Age 
Males Fema.le" I MaleR Females I :MalcR Females I 

AU a.ges 

0- 1 
1- i) 

5-10 
10-15 
15-20 

20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 

liO an::! over 

10'5 

4:{':3 
13';' 

(j ti 
,1'3 
:3'8 

,i'3 
o'R 

10-2 
17', 
51-5 

9'4 

:15'13 
12'5 

5"1 
g'O 
:3'!J 

5'.j. 
6'S 
8-2 

12'8 
46-0 

12'9 

54'S 
17'7 
8'·[ 

-1'6 
,,'2 

6-5 
9'0 

1:3-6 
21'4 
3R'2 

;; 

11'2 

4:3' 0 
1,,'8 
7·5 
3'9 
4'il 

6'4 
S'7 

11'0 
10'3 
50'8 

.. - - -------- --' .--- ----_--- --_--_ 

1924 - 192" I l!)2:J - HU,1 1926-1927 

I 

53'2 
19·3 
7'6 
3'9 
4'2 

5'6 
7'S 

12'1 
20'3 
51'S 

7 

10'3 

43-0 
15'3 
6'7 
3'3 
3'9 

0';; 
7'5 
!J'6 

14'4 
4R'O 

1927 -1928 I 

1922-1923 1923-1924 

])1 ales Fema.leR Ma.les I Females 

---------'-_ 

8 

11'5 

48'1 
16'0 

6'S 
3'7 
4-2 

5 8 
7-S 

12'3 
2J'5 
55'7 

10'0 

-11'1 
14'3 
5'S 
13'3 
3'7 

5'4 
7'e! 
9 8 

l+'{ 
47'2 

192B-192!l 

10 11 

11'6 

HI-I 
17'6 
I)'H 
3'S 
4'5 

6'0 
7'S 

11'9 
19'5 
orion 

10'0 

:1)';' 

14'S 
5-8 
3'1 
3'9 

fi05 
7'2 
9'7 

14'7 
47-:1 

1!l29-1930 

}l~~~:~IF.~~~a::_L_ \1 al:J--~~~=I:l ~ emales_j _ __,~~:_I ___ ~_e~al~S 1_~aleR I Fema10~ Males I ]t'em~lpR I Males I 

~~-II- ~ .. :- -~.: 12 13 

9'2 S'O 

:W'O 3:l'2 
1:3'] H'i 
4'S 0'9 
3'0 2- 7 
3'5 0'2 

4'7 -1-6 
o':{ 6'0 
\) '1 6-9 

lli'S J2'O 
47'3 38'1 

1-1 l.i 

S'" 7'S 

3~'7 2~'3 
l()' :J !I'1l 
:;'[j 3'7 
2'" 2'2 
2'9 3'3 

l' 1 ·1'4 
r,·o :;-3 
7'9 1i'3 

14'0 10'1 
42'4 39'6 

11 '!J n'l 10-,'; 
4'0 4'3 4'0 
2'3 2'3 2·1) 
2'9 13 I) 3'0 

4 ;; 
5'" 
R':~ 

10'2 
50'\) 

-I'R 
t;·O 
(j'8 

12'2 
;;0-2 

4'4 
j'6 

B'" 
13'7 
4~'O 

19 'I 

S'" 10'9 

20 21 22 23 

10'1 10-0 9'S 

3:l 1 40'7 32'4 48'4 39',; 
10-2 II ,4 11'2 12'5 12'7 
4' 1 ;;'9 ;:;'4 4'1 4'0 
2-0 4'5 4'8 2'3 2'4 
0'6 4'1 :;0.j. J'2 4'1 

4'8 6'~ S'!) ±'5 5'S 
fl'\) 7'8 8'2 B'2 6-6 
0'9 10'i) 8'4 R't; 7'2 

11'2 17'3 12'8 15' 7 12'0 
45 4 5 50'2 45'3 52'0 4!J'O 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE X 
Reported deaths from certain diseases per mille of each sex 

~tate 

ActualulIllll)cr of death, 

I 
RatIO pel' 

Dnll", "f each 
~ex 

I
-T-i'J . 

T. 1 -

3 I ~ 
~ ~ 

Actual numher ot deaths in "Satural DlVlswnR 

Midlan<l 

-c-------- ------- '''; r~'; ~Ii "" 1 

C(mall-po\. 

1 [!I2(J-l !J21 
I J ~121-[92Z 
, I !1:lZ·- I !J2:1 
11!l2a-I!l:H 
J 1 !12!-! 92~) 
',1!l2;;-!!J21; 
I l!J2ij-192'j 
, 1~127-l!)2K 
i IH~K-l~2H 
~ 19!1fJ--I[J3U 

!920-1~121 
1921-1922 
1922 19:2:, 
1~12:1-1'1:l+ 
1~12'-· 1!l2~) 
l!!2r)-1 !I2h 
l~JZI;-1 927 
1927-!\l:2R 
J!):.1~-lD2!) 

11D20-1!J30 

1!I20-1!121 
11121--1!.22 
1!J22 ··192il 
1!I2:1-HI24 
1~I21-,l\l2~) 

l~J:?:) - 1!l2t; 
1!J26-1~127 
1 !I27 -1 !I2H 

I IH::t)-1~~2~ 
, 1!l:!9-1!I30 

(1!I21J-1:J21 
: 1 !I21-1!122 

!1!l22-192il 
h'2~ 192! 

nJ,~nt"ry tllld f)Jnnho:" " l!.Z.J. l!J?:J 
.. " 1fl2,)--1!J:?G 

lfl26·- 1!J27 
HI27-1<l2tl 
1~I28-1!J2!J 
1!1:2!)-11)30 

(
I !120.· 1!121 
U122- 1f12il 

. 11!123-1!124 
~1!I2i-1!)2d 

2 

17,177 
1:;,210 
)::;,1>47 
1:-, .. 3~)!J 
12,~3:\ 
10,n~(l 

13,GoH 
n,IOH 
12,IHW 
1;',510 

+ 
1 
1 

1 j~, 
,4~ 

IH2 
21 

j'j'2 

!1,8-!2 
33(; 

1;,1:13 
:i,;"')7R 
,i,2Gl 
,\H7~ 
1),3:W 

(j,!~~ 
7.,1 j j 

tU4:t 
,-;,:nl 
;) Hi')7 

:\ 
I 
I 
Ii 

!i"j2!J() 
:-;,3!l2 
8'(;()~ 

I:'.-ll~ 
n,m){) 

I :-J i 7UP. 
7,021 
(i.S33 
H,717 
H,OGG 

2 
I 

117 
4(1H 
103 

(I 

+1;; 
rJ,18f 
Iii 

S,2+:1 
2,9fi:1 
2.f)H~ 

2.H~R 
S,3i2 
3')4fih 
8,81T> 
3,111'\ 
2,fi2i1 
2,iii2 

:l 
I 
1 
:.1 

~ I 5 

:12 O'OZ 
21 0'01 

lilK (I'O!1 
lOll 0'05 
lOll () 06 

:301 0'1)] 
iI~ IJ'02 

" HI 0'03 
-l;,{; 0'21 

7,RH7 
6.S})< 
7,0{2 
ii,flH 
3.74:) 
:>,11;2 
Hl)4:1 
n')2TG 
li,lin 
7AH 

• 1 

2: 

2,RfiO 
2,IilG 
2 !);):1 

2,7+1> 
:>,\140'1 
3,31)7 1 

H,gH:.>1 
:\,O:l+1 
2J}tU"1 
2,Hf),ij 

, 
I 

.. I 
•• f 

, 41 
1 

+'f)7 
+·(13 
1,0-1 
3'1'\(; 
3,flO 
2 ';")4 
:J'()(I 

2'f/.(} 
2·71 
3'22 

(I ,(If) 

(1,11' 
(1'0:; 

Ii' t 7' 
2,12 
0'0, 

1'(;(1 

1'+2 
1'2/ 
I . 3~ 
I ';,1 
l' ,,1 
1'63 
1'30 
1'07 
I' [0 

I 
h I 

(1' 021 

0' 011 

IHI71 
CHlr; 
0' 051 
U'!)1 1 

o'ull 
1 

" , 
(1'(131 
i)·IS , 

4 '(lu! 
3'37 
3'4, 
3·27 
2. ~ ti3 
oJ _ ,).) 

2'Kii! 
2'67 
2 ';;61 
3'0:!i 

.. I 
I 

(I'03! 
(1'11,' 
11'041 

0'011 
(I'UI 
1· n31 
(I'(lfj 

i 
l'{n; 
1 '2!11 
1'231 
l':Wi 
l'3;;i 
I'4XI 
1, i3i 
1'291 
1'071 
1.17: 

:J1 
1i1 

10J 
72 
i8 
24 

H 

3 
Hi 

3-W 

-1,-137 
3,H3{) 
+,.ORS 
3,!IlO 
~,3;-)9 

2,(;;;5 
3,lG5 
3,052 
2,[105 
:J,H7 

:H 
l~.o 

48 
-! 

212 
.~,OlU 

70 

!.('U,~ 

1,:'\11 
UI7[1 
1,4211 
1,7li(l 
1,615 
1,7+0 
1,+77 
l,n!> 
1,2ili 

1 

2+ 
HI 

IU2 
76 
47 
2u 

Ii 
1 

+l 
,ll2 

3,7!J2 
il,I54 
:1.,31<;; 
3,321l 
2,~2-! 
2,36(; 
2,R2i 
2,nt) 
:'>,60.; 
3,21;) 

1 
~(I 

I~, 1 
:;0 

X 
IH:\ 

2,717 
67 

I,H2 
1,292 
1.325 
l;ill:O 
1 j}1~1 

l,:H9 
1,'i'~7 
1,!2R 
l,3M 
1,27~ 

.' 

11; 
fj 

li2 1 

iJ 
7;) 

!I 
2K 

1 

~Il '[I I:> I; 
2f1 31 4 
~,2 :{i 2 

!l ! 27 
.. i 

1KO 37 1 
13:; 

~,lRl :.I,.i8:> 
'~.IU7n 3,300 
:l,n30 3,30R 
3 "R!J3 3,20H 
2,UH3 2,634 
2,700 2,470 
3,3GG 3,2.;;; 
3,3fi2 3,lfi(i 
il,2!!!) 3,118 
4,05:) 3,722 

2 

21 III 
Hi, I ~)~) 

H I 41 
.-i 3 

IN 147 
1,803 1,704 

R7> 72 

1,428 
1,2\)7 
1,141 
1.2~~ 
1.3~hj 

l.fiOO 
J,El,3S 

I,Hn 
l.lfi.! 
1,3(16 

, 1,302 
1,109 
1,0r;,'i 
1,1K3 
1.278 
1,oRH 
1,f14!1 
1.380 
J,123 
1,423 

"I 
.. I 

J! 
li72 
477 
587 
012 
3:~8 
:lK:J, 

:;
011 1-2\1 

1-2:1 ( 
5t;}i 

1 
I 

II 
1 i 

721 
~(i 

161 
.. I 
2ul 

283
1 22 
1 

2071 
13;'1 
178 

'2141 
2161 
241' 
:JH71 

222\ 
19f1 
219

1 

:1' 
Ii 
')1 

2(1 

17 .. 
1::>[ 
11\3 
20:l 
171 
202 
226 
216 
161 
lfl4 

~\ 

---------------------~------~----~------~-----------------------------~--------

SUBSTDIARY TABLE XI 
Adjusted figures in the different age-groups proportioned to 100,000 of the 

total population in 1911 and 1921 

, 
) 

11- ,', 

:1 
,)- HI 
10-1.~ 
10-211 
:2n-2) '\ 

'I 
2~,-S() ., 
::tI--3r) .1 
:I,i-40 .1 
40-43 
4~,- ;,0 'I 

! 
:-10--.')'; 
!}.;-tiO 
liO-1'5 
H5~70 

70 and uver 

2 

14,715 
12,\)80 
12,34;; 

!l,321 
i-I,!J-l3 

i'l,3:n 
7,901 
G,561 
u,597 
4,061 

3,315 
2,273 
1,750 

H57 
1,044 

.~ 

[:l,Gin 
12,7i8 
Ium7 
10,0.38 
H,~71 

M,MI 
7,5~HJ 

;,HUn 
+,878 
:J,61!J 

:1,066 
:l,21l7 
1,801J 

921) 
1,191 

---- - -~-~ ----- ---~---~-~---- _-
I 

-I .J 

14,1;02 14,!JRI) 
13,23:J 1:3,195 
12,;:;3+ 12,474 

'l,W<2 10,304 
!IOlll 9,9:J9 

M, I 1\3 8,287 
.,(ill 7,290 
fi,2.j5 5,702 
5,473 4,!lR7 
.1,,0;;1 :\tl59 

:3,;:100 3.M .. 
2,221 2,150 
U!l1 1 742 
~89 952 

1,114 l,27G 

--------
.--~-------
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE XII 

Graduated figures showing individual age distribution proportioned to 100,000 
of the total population in 1931 

Age Males Females Age Males Females Age Male~ 

] 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 

0- 1 4,292 4,292 25-26 1,668 1,667 50-51 709 
1- 2 3,706 3,724 26-27 1,625 1,620 51-52 676 
2- 3 3,367 3,39;; 27-28 1,582 1,5il 52-53 643 
3- 4 3,123 3,164 28-29 1,542 1,525 53-54 611 

4- 5 2,941 2,989 29-30 1,500 1,479 54-55 578 

3- 6 2,796 2,$1)1 30-31 1,460 1,433 55-56 548 

6- 7 2,680 2,741 31-32 ],420 1,3R9 56-57 517 

7- 8 2,583 2,646 32-33 1,376 1,343 57-58 48t; 

8- 9 2,497 2,56-1 33-34 1,338 1,301 58-59 458 

9-10 2,423 2,490 34-35 1,300 1,258 59-60 429 

10-11 2,356 2,424 35-36 1,2;;8 1,214 60-61 401 
11-12 2,296 2,363 36-37 1,219 1,173 61-62 3i3 
12-1::l :>',240 2,304 37-38 1,11l1 1,132 62-63 347 
]3-14 2,188 2,2~)O 311-39 1,142 1,093 (\3-64 321 
14-15 2,139 2,198 39-40 1,105 1,053 6,1-65 297 

15-16 2,093 2,148 40-41 1,06ti l,')l;; 65-66 273 
16-17 2,049 2,098 41-42 1,030 977 66-67 2M! 

17-18 2,005 2,0:>1 42-43 992 939 {,'-68 221i 
18-19 1,963 2,003 43-U 955 903 68-69 206 
19-20 1,921 1,956 44-45 920 8~6 69 -70 185 

20-21 1,879 1,909 45-46 883 832 70-71 167 
21- 22 1,838 1,859 46-47 848 799 71-72 148 
22-23 1,795 1,811 47-48 812 76,) 72-73 130 
23-24 1,752 1,703 48-49 778 73~ 73-74 112 
24-25 1,709 1,715 49-50 744 700 740-75 94 

I 7F. .~ over 441 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE XIII 

Rates of mortality and expectation of life at quinquennial ages 

Males Fem~jes 

Age 
Number jning 1lIlortahty per cent, ExpectnUOn of 

Number living Mortality per cent, hfe In years 

x Ix 100 qx ex Ix 100 qx 

-------

1 2 11 4 5 6 

0 10,000 13'09 43'80 10,000 10'8! 
5 8,009 0'91 I 49'40 8,334 0'89 

10 7,751 0'38 
1~ 7,616 0'37 
20 7,469 0'42 

I 45'97 R,OHl O'R:\ 

I 41'74 7,940 0'45 
R7',,1 7,72.9 0'611 

25 7,288 0'61 33,38 7,435 0'91 
30 7,035 0'85 29'49 7,066 I'll. 
35 6,703 1'13 25'82 6,629 1'44 
40 6,295 1'42 22'R2 1;,231 1'72 
45 5,800 2'02 19'01 5,661 2'23 

50 5,15R 2'77 16'0:; 5,012 2'69 
fi5 4,H4 3,,,3 
GO 3,(:07 4'68 
65 2,720 6'S9 
70 1,789 9,90 

13'il3 

\ 

4,327 :3'22 
10'72 3,622 :l'9R 

S'42 2,8+5 6'01 
6'cJ 1,971 S'lli 

75 97'f 13' !J7 ,'91 1,145 12'71 
1'10 401'1 19'6.:; 3'">-1 516 lr1' 27 
85 109 2~I'21 2'33 '1:;2 27'75 
90 10 50'90 1'30 17 49'37 

------'---------- - .. --
2u 

1 
I 

Females 

668 
63R 
606 
578 
549 

520 
494 
41H; 
441 
4H 

388 
366 
342 
319 
296 

27:> 
25{ 
234 
214 
19!i 

17S 
161 
14+ 
128 
113 
532 

Expectation of 
life in year~ 

ex 
--

7 

4-1':;:; 
48'33 
44'78 
40'52 
31)',,6 

32'(10 
2!)'-t!1 
21i'21; 
22'7+ 
19'77 

17'01 
14';;0 
II' ,,9 

!J'()I) 

1;'96 

I,' 2:3 
il' 7,; 
2'4:; 
1':12 



CHAPTER V 

PART I-SEX 

Introductory 
remarks. 169. The differentiation of sex is a natural phenomenon. By constitution and 

temperament the woman is diff~r~nt f~om. the ~an.. Th~s differe~ce a~ects all sociological 
questions and hence the sex dIstmctIOn 15 mamtamed III th~ dIScussIon of all problems 
arising out of the census returns. In the other chapters of thIs report the sex figures are 
correlated to various population statistics, and in this chapter they are discussed with a 
view to bring out their numerical importance in different sections of the people and the 
country, and to estimate, as far as possible, the variations caused by race, religion, caste, 
migration, environment, and other factors. 

Reference to 
statistics. 

Subsidiary 
Tables. 

Of all the census returns, those relating to sex are undoubtedly the most accurate. 
There is no chance of any mistake being committed on account of the ambiguity of the 
terms or the ignorance of the enumerated or the enumerator, nor is there any possibility 
of deliberate misstatement of facts. The only possible source of error is omission or 
duplication. These may occur more it?- the case of one sex than of the other and thereby 
the sex ratio may be affected. In IndIa generally there- are more males than females, 
while in Europe the opposite is the case. In Travancore. as in India, males exceed 
females. The shortage of females as compared with males has been attributed by some 
critics to mistakes in enumeration. Accuracy in enumeration increases with each census 
and, as far as T ravancore is concerned, the present census can certainly claim to have 
attained to as high a degree of accuracy as is now possible. It will be seen later that, though 
in the total population of the State males exceed females, there are certain sections of the 
population and certain localities which have shown a higher female ratio at all the censuses, 
while in the other sections and other localities there has always been a higher male ratio. 
H the disproportion in the sexes had been due to mistakes in enumeration, there could not 
have been such a uniformity in the variations at the different censuses. If mistakes had 
occurred it is quite improbable that they would have repeated themselves in the same 
direction at the same locality at different censuses. The sex returns for T ravancore may, 
therefore, be taken to be correct, and the difference in the sex ratio between this State 
and Europe can only be attributed to natural causes. 

170. The statistics of sex, in combination with those of religion, age and civil 
condition, are given in Imperial Table VII, and combined with caste, tribe or race they 
are shown in Imperial Table VIII. The main features of the figures relating to sex and 
of the vital statistics for the past decade are exhibited in the following subsidiary tables 
given at the end of this chapter. 

I. General proportion of the sexes by administrative and natural divisions. 
II. Number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods by main 

religions at each of the last three censuses. 

III. Number of females per J ,000 males at different age-i?eriods by religion and 
natural division (Census of 1931). 

IV. Number of females per 1,000 males for certain selected castes. 
V. Actual number of births and deaths reported for each sex during the decades 

1901-10,1911-20 and 1921-30. 

VI. 
VII. 

VIII. 

Number of deaths of each sex at different ages. 
Size of family correlated with the duration of marriage and the caste or 

religion of family. 
Average size of family correlated with the age of wife and the difference 

between the ages of husband and wife. 
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17 J. The expreSSIOn "sex ratio" is used in 

Dln::~'am 33 - sho ...... ing tbe iJumaer 

<&1 (c;;neJcs per I,OOQ wales 

at ~he Illst silt census(>s. 
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this chapter to indicate the number of 
females per 1 ,000 males. As 
in most other parts of India, so 
in T ravancore are males in 
excess of females. According 
to the present census there are 
987 females per 1,000 males in 
the aggregate population of this 
State. This is the highest sex 
ratio that T ravancore has had 
since 1881. In that year the 
ratio was 1,006, it dropped to 
982 in 1891, to 981 in 1901 
and 1911 and to 971 in 1921, 
and in 1931 it rose to 987. 
The variations in the sex ratio 
at the last six censuses are 
shown in the diagram given in 
the margin. The very high 
ratio in J 88 J and the fairly 
heavy drop in the ratio in 1921 
are somewhat abnormal. 

Of the administrative divisions, the sex ratio is the highest in the Southern 
Division at the present census, the sexes being almost equal there, 999 females per 1,000 
males. In the Central Division it is slightly less, viz., 995, but in the Northern Division 
it drops to 983 and in the High Range to so low a figure as 766 due mainly to the 
excess of male immigrants. The order of variation in the different divisions has been 
the same at all the previous censuses. The difference in the sex ratio is seen more 
strikingly in the natural than in the administrative divisions. In the Lowland Division 
the general rule has been reversed. The females here exceed the males by four per 1,000. 
In the Midland Division the ratio drops to 985 and in the Highland Division to 870. 
At the previous censuses also the ratio was Jess in the Midland than in the Lowland and 
still less in the Highland, but in no census since 1881 have the females exceeded the 
males in the Lowland Division except at the present. 

172. To work out the sex ratio of the natural population the influence of migration 
has to be eliminated. Immigrants and emigrants by sex are shown in the marginal 

Immigrants 

EmlgrantR 

Excess of immif(rants 
over emIgrants 

·1 

'1 
.j 
I 

Immigrants and emIgrants by Eex 

MaleR Females 

68,134 66,9li9 

31,707 26,759 

36,427 40,210 

statement. It will be seen from 
this statement that Travancore 
has gained 76,637 persons by 
migration during the last 
decade, and that in this number 
there are 4,783 more women 
than men. The sex ratio of 
the actual population must, 
therefore, be higher than that 
of the natural population. 
Subsidiary Table I shows that 
this is actually the case. The 
sex ratio of the actual popula

tion of the State is 987 as against 985 for the natural population. At the previous 
censuses also the natural population showed a slightly lower ratio than the actual. The 
sex ratio of the natural population has decreased from the Southern to the Central and 
from the latter to the Northern Division at all the censuses; but in the High Range Division 
it has increased to 1,003 at the present census unlike at tiJ,e previous ones. In the natural 
divisions there has been a steady fall in the r:atio f.rom the Lowland to the Midlal'\d and 
from the latter to the Highland. - ,._ 

Sex ratio of 
the actual 
popula.tion 
of the State. 

Sex ratio of 
the natura.l 
population 
of the Sta.te. 
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The variations in the sex ratio of the natural population of the different divisions 
at the present census, which are extracted in the marginal statement, seem to support the 

observations of Sir Alexander Baines 
in his Census Report of India for 1891. 
He says, "A review of the whole field 
of statistics resulting from the census 
enquiries seems to afford ground for the 
following deductions, which however 
are not put for the present as more 
than conjectural. 1he ratio of females 
to males, taking the whole population 
in existence at one time, has a tendency 
to be higher along the coast or within 
the inRuence of the sea air, to an extent 
beyond what can be accounted for 
merely by the temporary absence of a 

Number of females per 1,000 maZes fn tlte 'natUral population 

oj admi,nstrative and nntural clwis;oll$ In 1931 

AdminiBtrative DiviBion 

Southern Division 
Oentral " 
Northern " 
HIgh Range " 

Lowland 
MIdland 
Highland 

Natura.l DiviBion 

Division 

" 
" 

998 
990 
974 

1,003 

996 
980 
955 

certain number of males at sea. It runs 
higher, too, in hilly tracts, as a rule, than on the plains, and it seems to be depressed by 
a dry and hot climate, particularly if accompanied by a considerable range of temperature." 
The Lowland Division of T ravancore lies along the sea-coast and here we have the highest 
proportion of females to males in the natural population. The High Range Division is 
a hilly tract where the climate is the opposite of hot and dry, accompanied by a limited 
range of temperature, and there the sex ratio is higher than that on the plains. In these 
two respects the variations noticed in this State are in agreement with the inferences 
drawn by Sir Alexander Baines. 

173. In the previous two paragraphs we have considered the sex ratio of the actual 
and natural population in the broad administrative and natural divisions of the State and 
seen in a general way the effect of migration on the sex proportions. For a more thorough 
study of this question we have to examine the sex ratio of the actual and natural population 
of the different taluks, because in some localities conditions vary from tal uk to taluk. Two 
maps are placed opposite this page, one showing the sex ratio of the actual population, and 
the other of the natural population of the taluks. The difference between these ratios 
affords a clue to the direction and type of migration. The two sets of ratios and 

the i r difference for 
&x ralw oj tile actual and natural population of a few selected taluks those taluks in which 

Sex ratio of 
I Difference 

Sex ratIO of between columns 
Taluk actual population natural popu- 2 and 3 

latlOn Increase (+) 
Decrease (-) 

I 
Thovala .1 1,012 992 -20 
Agastluswaram ·1 1,033 I,OH -19 
Trivandrurn 

:1 
98:; 1,019 +iH 

Nednman~ad 980 997 +17 
Chlrayinkil 1,077 1,059 -18 
Karunagapally 1,030 1,016 -14 
KarthlkapaUy 1,024 1,013 -11 
Mavehkara 1,009 982 -27 
Pathanapuram 964 1,010 +46 
tlhenkotta 1,008 877 -131 
Pathanamthltta 958 983 +25 
Talbm 994 !16,3 -29 
Parur 1,00~ 936 -73 
Thodupula 937 9::;8 +21 
Mmacllll 967 951 -16 
Plrmede 726 1,004 +27R 
Devikulam 7~~ 1,001 +202 

the difference is appre
ciable are given in the 
marginal statement. In 
paragraph 11 7 of the 
Census Report of India 
for 1921 Mr. Marten 
says "The ratio of 
females is always com
paratively low in a 
population that contains 
a foreign element." 
The marginal statement 
shows that the female 
ratio of the actual popula
tion is decidedly lower 
than that of the natural 
population in T rivan
drum, Nedumangad, 
Pathanapuram, Patha

namthitta, Thodupula, Devikulam and Pirmede . We have seen in paragraph 118 
Chapter Ill, that the above talu~s Cbnta:in large numbers of immigrants. Mr. Marten'~ 
ip.!eren\~e, therefore, holds good m the case of these taluks. These are regions which 
receive 11llmigrants, and among them males preponderate. The preponderance of males 
among the immigrar.i!g is an _ index of the. temp?rary ~r semi-perman~nt nature of the 
migration. Mr. Marten also observes that m regIOns which send out emigrants the sex ratio 
of the actual population will be higher than that of the natural. populatio~. This is true of the 
taluks of Chirayinkil, Karunagapally, Karthikapally, Mavehkara, Valkom and Minachil. 
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There has been an appreciable exodus of people from the above taluks to other parts of the 
State, and to this may be attributed the higher proportion of females in the actual than in 
the natural population. The ratios in the taluks of Thovala, Agasthiswaram, Shenkotta and 
Parur do not agree with either of the above propositions. These are taluks lying at the 

Taluk 

Thovala 
Agasthiswaram 
Bhenkotta 
Parur 

I ~m~iglant8 into certain 
taluks 

Males 

816 
1,621l 
2,597 
2,521 

Females 

1,133 
2,491 
5,5!l9 
7,393 

frontier and they receive large numbers of 
immigrants from the adjoining British districts 
or Cochin State, and yet the sex ratio of their 
actual population is greater than that of the 

natural population. This is undoubtedly due 
to the fact that the immigrants consist of more 
females than males, as can be seen from the 
marginal figures. The preponderance of 
females in the immigrants, which has raised the 
sex ratio of the population, indicates that the 

migration is of a permanent type brought about by women coming over to T ravancore 
by marriage from the adjoining territories. Thus we see that the fall in the sex ratio of 
the actual population is generally due to immigration of a temporary or semi~permanent type 
and its rise may be caused either by emigration or by permanent immigration. 

I 74. In Western countries the ratio of females to males is higher in urban than Sex proportion. 

in rural communities. In the United States, for example, the number of females per 1 ,000 i:r~:~ala~~!8. 
males was 996 in urban areas as against 925 in rural areas in J 920. The preponderance 
of females in urban areas is attributed to the fact that "the cities afford many more 
opportunities for the gainful employment of women than do the rural districts." In 
Travancore there are no large industrial cities like those found in the United States, 
England or other Western countries. The occupations in the chief towns in this State are 
more suited to men than to women, and consequently the immigrants to towns consist more 
of males than of females. Some figures showing the sex ratio in urban and rural areas in 
this State have been given in paragraph 99, Chapter II. Here we shall examine this 
question a little more in detail. The municipal towns are more urban in character than 
the other towns and so the comparison is confined to the statistics relating to municipal 

Number of femaLes per 1,000 males In the actual and natura! 
population II! mUniCIpal tou'n> and rural areas 

Actual population 

Males 
Females 
Number of female, 

per 1,000 males 

Natural population 

:MalcR 
Females 
Number of females 

per 1,000 males 

~Iuntdpal 
towns 

209,506 
19~,956 

168,073 
11)3,602 

9i3 

Rural areas 
lIlcludbg 

cell sus tOWIl~ 

2,355,51}7 
2,331,944 

990 

2,104,611 
2,101,6<1 

!I 7:; 

-------------------------~--

towns and rural parts. In the 
marginal statement are given 
the numbers of males and females 
and the sex ratio of the actual 
and the natural population of the 
urban and rural areas. In the 
actual population the sex ratio in 
municipal towns is distinctly lower 
than that in rural areas. This 
difference is, as has been already 
pointed out, due to the towns 
attracting more male than female 
immigrants unlike in Western 
countries. In the natural popu
lation, however, the difference 
in the sex ratio between the 
urban and the rural areas is 
negligible. It is to be inferred, 
therefore, that in T ravancore 

urbanization not only does not decrease, but actually increases, masculinity in the actual 
population, and makes hardly any difference in the natural population. 

Urbanization, in the sense in which it is understood in Western countries, is not 
applicable to Travancore. Towns here are only out-grown villages. There is hardly 
any large-scale factory industry as in the West. The cottage industries, of which there are 
a few important ones like coir yarn spinning and weaving, are not concentrated in towns 
but are carried on generally by the people living in the coastal tract. This region is 
much more thickly populated than the rest of the country. In view of large numbers of the 

2 I 
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persons living in the coastal tract being engaged on industries and other diverse 

Na.tu:ral DivisIOn 

Lowland 
Midlund 
Hlghland 

Number of females per 
1,000 m!l.les 

I Actual Natural 
populatIOu population 

1.00+ 996 
98f> 980 
R70 ~35 

occupations, and of the very high density of 

is most rural has the smallest ratio. 
urbanization lowers mascu1inity. 

population in this region, the Lowland 
Division may be said to partake more of the 
character of urban than of rural area. The 
Midland and the Highland Divisions, on the 
other hand, are purely rural in character. 
The sex proportions of the actual and natural 
population in these divisions are given in the 
margin. The Lowland Division which is 
least rural has the highest ratio of females to 
males, and the Highland Division which 

These figures seem to support the theory that 

Compa.rison 175. A wide range of variations is seen in the sex ratios of the different communities 
with other living in the same locality and of the same communities living under different conditions. 
:!:t:~d ProYin- The probable causes of these variations will be dealt with later. It will suffice here to 
Coun~es. note the existence of the variations. From the figures given in the margin it will be seen 

Indlan States 
(1931 census) 

Pudukottai 

Oochin 

Travancore 

Hyderabad 

Mysore 

Baroda 

Jammu and Kashmir 

l~'umber of females pel' 1,000 males 

BrItish Indian 
Provinces ( 1931 census) 

1,096 Madras 

1,043 Bihar and Orissa 

Oentral Provinces and 
987 1 Berar 

Burma 
959 

Rengal 

955 Bombay 

942 Umted ProyinceR 

881 Punjab 

1,025 

1,008 

1,000 

958 

924 

909 

90+ 

831 

Countries • 

United Klllgdom 
Norway 
Denmark 
Sweden 
Spain 
Austria 
Germany 
France 
Italy 
Greece 
Japan 
Bulgaria 
Indla 
China 

1,086 
1,064 
1,058 
1,049 
1,049 
1,035 
1,032 
1,022 
1,010 

986 
980 
958 
940 
801 

that among the Indian 
States, Travancore has 
a lower sex ratio than 
Co chin or Pudukottai. 
but a higher one than 
Hyderabad, Mysore, 
Baroda or Kashmir. 
Among the provinces. 
Madras, Bihar and 
Orissa, and the Central 
Provinces and Berar 
have higher and the 
others lower ratios than 
Travancore. Among 
the foreign countries, 
those in Western and 
Central Europe show 
a preponderance of 

females over males and their sex ratio is naturally higher than that of Travancore. But 
the countries in Eastern Europe and Asia have fewer females than males and among 
them Greece and Japan come nearer to T ravancore in their sex proportions than any other 
country. 

Sex Proportions 176. The sex proportions among Hindus, Christians, and Muslims at the last 
by religion. three censuses are shown in the marginal statement. At all 

)'Iumber of females pel' 1,000 mules h h H' d h h d h h' h . 
by religion at the labt three ('enSlIses t e censuses t e . In us ave ate 19 est sex ratIO. In 

1931 the proporhons of males and females among them are 

I I I i almost equal, there being only a deficiency of one female per 
Religion I 1911 1

1921 I 1931 J ,000 males. The Christian sex ratio is lower than that of 

I 
I the Hindus but higher than that of the Muslims. This 

Hmdu8 ,I 993 98+ 999 has been so at all the censuses. In 1931 the Christian 
Ohrlshan~. 960 9,13/969 females are short of the males by 3 J per J ,000. The 
Muslims • 

945
1 !l27 !157 I Muslims whose sex ratio has always been the lowest have 

___ -'-_'--___ 1 now a deficiency of 43 females per 1,000 males. 

The fall in the sex ratio of the total population in 1921 already referred to was 
shared by all the religions. The variations by religion at the last three censuses are 

*The figures for India and the enited Kmgdom are those of 1931 census and the figures for othe:r countries are 

those given at p. 2~3 of The Mechanism and Physlology of Sert Deter1lnnatlon by Richard Goldschmidt, (Translated by 

William J. Dakin) 
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shown in the diagram given in the margin. The deficiency of women among the Christians 
and the Muslims cannot be due to migration, 
because the large majority of the migrants 
are Hindus. The explanation must, there
fore, be looked for in the higher female 
mortality amongst them. The vital statistics 
collected in T ravancore do not record 
mortality among the different religions 
separately, but the social customs and the 
mode of living prevalent among the Chris
tians and Muslims are such as are likely 
to result in a higher female mortality. The 
purdah system compels the Muslim women 
to remain within the four walls of their 
ill-ventilated houses, very few of them receive 
proper medical attendance during their ill
ness or at child-birth, and it is not surprising, 
therefore, that they die in comparatively 
larger numbers than their Christian or Hindu 
sisters. Among Christians, and particularly 
among the Syrian Christians who constitute 
nearly 60 per cent. of the Christian popula. 
tion, we will see in Chapter VI that child 
marriage is more prevalent than among the 
Hindus except one or two minor communi· 
ties like the Brahmans and the Kudumis 
whose numbers form but an insignificant 
proportion of the total Hindus. Premature 
maternity may, therefore, be the primary 
cause of a higher female mortality among 
the Syrian Christians. Among the Hindus, 
on the other hand, there is neither the 
purdah habit nor is child marriage a common 
custom. These circumstances may have 
contributed to the highest sex ratio among 
the Hindus, a lower ratio among the Chris
tians and the lowest among the Muslims. 

Diagram 34 - showing the number 

of females per t,OOO males 

in each main religion 
at the lasl three c:ensuses. 
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The marginal statement will show that, except in the case of the Christians whose 

Religion' 

Hmdns 
Ohrlstians 
MuslIms . 

Number of females per 1,000 males by religion 
m dIIYerent natural dIviSIons 

Lowland 

I 
Midl'l.nd I Highland 

DiviSIOn DIviSIOn Division 

1,018 995 

1 
881 

974 977 .848 
970 944 85~ 

sex ratio is slightly higher in the 
Midland than in the Lowland Division, 
the different religions show a fall in 
the proportion of females to males from 
the Lowland to the Midland and from 
the latter to the Highland Division. 
Both religion and locality, therefore, 
seem to affect the sex ratio. 

177. The proportions of sexes among the different castes and tribes are shown in Sex ra.tio by 
Subsidiary Table IV given at the e~d of .this chapter. The more important caste.s .a_nd ca.ste or tribe.' 
tribes included therein can be divlded mto three broad groups, namely, (1) pnmltIve 
tribes, (2) castes which are entirely or mainly matumakkathayis, and (3) ca:;tes which 
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are entirely or mainly makkathayis. The sex ratios of these three groups of castes and 
tribes are given in the following statement and are shown graphically by the diagram 
below:-

PrimItive trIbes 

UUiHan 1,284 

Kuravan 1,074 

!l'haniapulayan 1.,060 

Muthuvan 1,005 

Vetan 983 

Malayaiayan 974 

Mannan 919 

Kal).ikkaran 889 

Average 

Maiumakkatha.yis 

Vetuthaumdiyar 

Nanjana.d VeHaJa 

Nayar 

Velall 

lIavan 

V e }al,ki thalana. yar 

"Ve}all 

Fulayan 

Thantan 

KrI~hnanvaka 

Valan 

1,029 

1,019 

1,014 

1,014 

1,009 

1,00B 

1,000 

987 

978 

889 

950 

19057 [ Average 1,OO~ \ 
-------------- --------- ---- -----

MakkathaYUi 

Yadavall 
Saliyan 
Paravan 
Ohetti 
Vlrasalvar 
KammiiJan 
Brahman other 
Vannan 
1< al}iyan 
Val).iyan 
Patayan 
Atayar.. 

1,077 
1,049 
1,023 
1,011 

995 
993 

than Malaya1a 988 
984 
980 
980 
973 

VeHaJa other than N§.nianad 
~adih 

969 
962 
959 

Maravan 
Kuduml 
l'anan 
MalayaJa Brahman 

Average 

946 
923 
875 
858 

968 

Diagram 35 - sbowing the number of females per 1,000 maJes 
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Generally speaking. the primitive tribes have a higher sex 
makkathayis and the latter a higher ratio than the makkathayis. 
some variations within the groups. Among the primitive tribes the 
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tribe having a population of considerable numbers, and they have an excess of females 
over males. The numbers of the other tribes are too few to justify a general inference 
being drawn about their sex ratio. However. the tendency of the tribes, as is seen from 
the average ratio, is for the females to outnumber the males. Most or the castes included 
in marumakkathayis show a slight excess of females over males and in the case of 
the few, among whom the proportion of females is less than that of males, the deficiency 
ranges only from J 3 to 50 per 1,000 males. The marumakkathayis have on the whole 
more females than males, but the average excess of females is only six per 1,000 males 
as against 57 in the case of the primitive tribes. Of the makkathayis, all the important 
communities except four minor ones show a deficiency of females. The average proportion 
of the makkathayis is only 968 females to 1,000 males. There is thus a distinct 
difference between the maiumakkathayis and makkalhayis in their sex ratio, which 
may probably be attributed to the fact that the women of the former communities enjoy 
more freedom and receive better treatment than those of the latter. The inference that 
may be drawn from the figures discussed above is that the highest sex ratio of the primitive 
tribes is probably due to the race; and the higher ratio among the matumakkathayis than 
among the makkathayis, may be due to the difference in their social customs. 

The statement given above shows that in certain tribes 

Chetti 
Ilnvan 
Kuravan 
Niiyar 
Pal'ltvan 
R1iliyan 
Velan 

Numbe,' '?f femal~~ per 1,000 male .• in certam sf'lected caRtes at the 
last four cenltlt.'e.' 

CMte I Hl31 I 1\)21 I 1~11 

f 

1,011 978 91'2 
1,009 !l96 1,011 
1,074 1.039 1,048 
1,OU n!16 I,OO'! 
1,02.3 9n!! 1,004 
1.0-HI !/68 1,003 

9f;'! 1,014- 1,040 
Vcluth1idana.yar 1,02!1 1,023 ~86 
Yiidavan 1,On 1,085 I,OOf) 

1901 

1,010 
1,012 
1,059 
1.0{)2 
1,030 
1,010 
1,030 
1,041 

!JS3 

and castes females are in 
excess of males. Such 
has been the case not 
only at the present 
census but invariably at 
the previous censuses 
also, as can be seen from 
the marginal statement 
showing the sex pro
portions of the more 
important of these castes 
at the last four censuses. 
There IS a general 
agreement between the 

.sex ratios of most of the castes in J 90 J, 191 1 and 193 J • 
are abnormal and may be due to defective enumeration. 

The lower ratios in 192 J 

1 78 The map showing the proportion of sexes in the actual population opposite Sex ra.tio 
page 128 gives the sex ratio in the different taluks. The proportion of sexes per mille by loca.lity. 
·of the population of each taluk is exhibited in the following diagram: -

Diagram 36 - showing the sex proportions per J ,000 of the population in eacb taluk 193 t. 
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In some taluks females are in excess of males. The sex ratios in these taluks
at the last four censuses 
are given in the marginal 
statement. Except in 

iYlllllber qf fell/ale" per 1,000 mules !It eel tain tuluks at the laM tOU1' cenRU8es 

Taluk 1931 1921 1911 1901 

Thovala 1,012 1,019 1,030 1,Ofi4 
I ~<\.g:1RtlllH\Varam 1.03il 1,OH 1,042 1,059 

Chnaymkll 1,077 1,U!!i 1,041 1,037 
Quilon 1,020 1,00.5 1,00! 990 
Kal'unagapally 1,OW '1,011 1,023 1,035 
Karthlkapally 1.024 I,OJ!! 1,02.) 1,032 
Mavchkala 1,0()9 HH3 971; 999 
Shenkotta 1.00S 972 1,045 981 
~herthal,l 1,001 !Ill! !Jill 984 
l'"rur 1,009 9ii2 9RO 961 
Kunnathuna,] 1,01\1 1,001 1,019 1,00! 

I 

Mavelikara, Shenkotta, 
Sherthala and Parur. 
females have out~ 
numbered mal es in all 
the tal uks mentionea in 
the statement at the 
last four censuses. 
The preponderance of 
females may, therefore, 
be regarded as a 
permanent feature of 

the population of seven out of the eleven taluks shown above. In the remaining four 
taluks where women were in deficiency at the previous censuses their numbers have 
increased and out-stripped those of men at the present census. It is worthy of note 
that practically all the taluks which have a higher proportion of women than men lie at 
the sea~coast. 

In the previous paragraph -we have seen that in certain castes females preponderate 
over males. It will be interesting to know whether there is any correlation between the 
proportion of these castes to the total population of the taluks and the sex ratio in the 

Oorrelation betwoen the t'OllbtttMtlOn of the populatwn and the .• Po; ratio 

TJ.luk 

1 Chlr,tymkll 
2 KaIthlk~p .. lly 
3 MavpHkara 
.J- t-'hetthala 
r) Kunnathnr 
Ii Kottatakkara 
'i Kmunagap3.l1y 
R QUllnn 
!I Trnandlum 

10 Vmkorn 

l'roporhon ot castes 
h9 vmg exec,~ of femalfls 
over males to total 

popnlation. Number 
per 1,000 

690 
6G! 
6!fl 
640 
613 
579 
,,77 
fi()o 
G3!1 
508 

Sex raho 

1.077 
1,02! 
1,009 
1,OUl 

UUt; 
9(11) 

1,O;lO 
1.020 

9fl5 
\194 

taluks. The figures con
cerned for the selected 
taluks are given in the 
margin. In Trivandrum 
tal uk is situated the capital 
which contains a large 
number of immigrants con~ 
sisting of more males than 
females. This taluk has, 
therefore, a low sex ratio 
and may be left out of 
account. In the other 
taluks the sex ratio varies 
directly as the proportion 
of the strength of the 

castes having a higher female ratio, to the total population, except in Karunagapally and 
Quilon taluks. These figures :>eem to suggest that both the locality and the constitution 
of the population affect the sex proportions. 

Sex proportions 179. We have seen in paragraph 48, Chapter I, how defective the recorded vitaf 
at birth. statistics are. If the errors of omission are equal for both sexes, they will tend to cancel 

each other, in which case the proportions of sexes at birth may safely be compared and 
correlated with the sex ratio of the population. In Travancore, the people have no special 
motive in concealing the birth of one or other of the sexes. Boys are not held in greater 
esteem than girls, especially among thp maiumakkathayam communities who form the bulk 
of the population, and there is no ground, therefore, to think that omissions in reporting 
births will be more numerous in the case of girls than in the case of boys. Omissions 
are unintentional and are due entirely to ignorance or indifference. Under such circum
stances it is not possible to say whether the omissions are likely to be equal or not for the 
two sexes, and in view of this uncertainty it seems to be hardly worth while to correlate 
the sex ratio of the population with the sex proportions at birth. There are, however r 

certain general facts concerning masculinity at birth which may as well be set forth 
here. 

It is a well-known fact that in all communities and in all countries male births exceed 
female births. This fact is borne out even by the imperfect record of births registered in 
Travancore. During the past decade the female births in Travancore averaged 944 per-
1,000 male births, and the sex ratio in J 93 J was 987. In India the proportion of female 
to male births during the decade J 9 J J ~ J 920 was 933 and the sex ratio in '92 J was 
945. Thus it is teen that a higher proportion of females at birth results in a higher female 
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ratio in the population. The sex proportions at birth vary considerably from year to year 
as can be seen from the diagram 
given in the margin. In the earlier 
part of the past decade the ratio of 
female to male births was higher 
than in the latter part. It 
reached the maximum of 972 in 
1923~24, then dropped to 91 1, 
in J 925-26, and thereafter, 
increased gradually to 948 in 
1929-30. The causes of these 
vanatJOns are not known and 
owing to the absence of separate 
vital statistics for different races, 
castes, and religions, it is not 
possible to ascertain whether the 
variations are shared by all the 
communities or are confined to 
any particular community or 
communities. The sex ratio of 
children under one year may 
probably give a better indication 

Diagram 37 - showing the sex proportions at birth. 
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of the degree of masculinity 
at birth than the imperfect vital statistics. In the population of Travancore in 1931 there 
were 991 female children to 1,000 male children under one year. A higher infant mortality 
among boys than among girls, which is a common phenomenon in all the countries, may 
have raised the female ratio of infants. It is noteworthy, however, that this ratio is very nearly 
equal to the sex ratio of the aggregate population, the former being 991 and the latter 987. 

S. de Jastrzebski has shown in his paper The Sex Ratio at Birth "that masculinity 
at birth is affected by race, that it is greater in rural than in urban populations, that it is 
probably slightly greater in first than in subsequent births and that, as far as present 
evidence goes, war raises the ratio of masculinity."* Reliable material is not available 
to test the applicability of these conclusions to T ravancore, Vital statistics are not 
collected here separately for different races or castes, and the statistics of rural parts are 
much more inaccurate than those of urban areas. On the question of masculinity at first 
and subsequent births some trustworthy information has been collected in the course of 
the enquiry regarding fertility and mortality, the results of which are described in Part II 
of this chapter. The general inference that may be drawn from the figures is that males 
preponderate to a larger extent among the first than among the subsequent births, the 
proportions being 1,152 males to 1,000 females in the first births and J, J 25 to J ,000 in 
the subsequent births. This inference agrees with that of Mr. lastrzebski. 

1 80. The, birth of more bors th~n g,irls is a. co~mon phe?omenon in all the ::xd::~~ 
countries; but In Western countrIes thIS dIfference IS WIped out even in early child-

Diagram 38 - ShOWing the number of 

female deaths per 1,000 male deaths. 
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hood by a larger number of 
deaths among boys. The selec-
tive elimination of the male 
sex continues in subsequent 
years, so that ultimately the 
initial proportion of males to 
females is reversed. But In 

T ravancore, as in the rest of 
India, though the mortality of 
females is on the whole less 
than that of the males, the 
difference has not been large 
enough to make up for the 
deficiency in 'the females at 
birth, except in the case of a 
few castes and tribes referred 
to in paragraph 1 77 above, 
and consequently the popu-

940 I ation of this country has 
\0 ~ g: g: g aI ways had a higher male ratio. 

e ~,;, '<I' ! cb :.. c::,.:, The diagram in the margin 
C\I 

&0 
N . . 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ shows the proportion of female 

_==========:::::=:::::=::::::::::====::::::::::=-__ to~_m..:_a..:.l_e-=d..:...eaths in each year 
* OenSllS ltpport of IndIa, 1921, p, 144, 
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of the past decade. In the first half of the period the proportion of deaths was 
in the neighbourhood of 840 females per 1,000 males. In the course of the next two 
years it rose to 940, the maximum for the decade, in the following two years it 
dropped, and rose again to 937 in the last year, the average for the decade being 879. 
These mortality figures have been calculated from the recorded vital statistics, and the patent 
inaccuracies in the latter preclude any reliable inference being drawn about the relation 
between mortality and sex ratio. 

From Subsidiary Table V at the end of this chapter it will be seen that the total number 
of deaths recorded during the decade 1921-1930 was 446,420. Of these, 216,686 
deaths were caused by small-pox, fever, cholera, dysentery and plague (See Subsidiary 
Table X at the end of Chapter IV). Plague has not yet found a hold in Travancore. 
There were only 11 deaths from this disease during the decade. Of the other four 
diseases, fever accounted for the largest number of deaths, viz., 141,883, dysentery 
caused 60,506 deaths, cholera ) 2,086, and small-pox 2,200 deaths. The proportions of 

females per J ,000 males who die of these different 

Number of female d.,aths per 1,000 
male deaths caused by certain diseases 

Small-pox 
Fever 
Cholera 
Dysentery 

843 
871 
SR5 
953 

diseases vary greatly as can be seen from the 
marginal table. If these figures could be relied 
upon, they show that in regard to all diseases female 
deaths are less than those of males, and that the 
difference is greatest in deaths from small-pox 
(157), least in those from dysentery (47), and 
intermediate in the case of deaths from fever (J 29) 
and cholera (I J 5). All available evidence goes 
to show that female deaths, from all causes together 

or from any specific disease, are proportionately less than male deaths, but the difference 
is too small to cover the deficiency in females caused by the excess of male births. 

Sex proportions J 8) • Two diagrams are given below showing the number of female deaths per 1,000 
at different male deaths and the number of females per 1,000 males at different age-periods • 
.ages. The figures which the diagrams represent are given in the marginal statement for 

purposes of comparison. Both these sets of figures are not quite reliable. Mortality 
rates have been calculated from imperfect vital 
statistics and sex ratios from the ages recorded in 
the censu~ schedules in which there are probably 
exaggeratIOns and under-statements. Unmarried 
females are likely to understate their ages' 
married girls, on the other hand, may do th~ 
opposite because of their desire to show to the 
world that they are grown up, though they are 
not actually so, and men in early maturity may 
exaggerate their ages. In spite of these defects 
the figures may be compared to see if any 
correlation exists between, and whether any 

Age-period 

0-5 
l'i-l0 

10- 15 
15 - %0 
2O-~0 
30 -40 
40-50 
50-60 
60 and oYer 

Number of I Number of 
female deaths females 

male deaths males 
per 1,0,1(> I per 1,000 

867 
891 
863 

1,061 
1,060 

931 
719 
668 
944 

988 
9il 
970 

1,046 
1,046 

944 
918 
945 

1,036 

useful inference could be drawn from them. 
The figures in column 2 of the statement show that in the ages up to 15, females die in 

Diagram 39 - sboWlug tbe Dumber of female deatbs 

per 1.000 male deaths at different ages. 
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smaller numbers than males, that 
in the age-periods 15-20 and 
20-30 female deaths exceed 
male deaths, and that thereafter 
there is a steady fall in female 
mortality up to the age of 60. 
after which there is a perceptible 
increase. In England * the 
course of mortality is quite 
different. I n the age-period 
0-5 male deaths out-number 
female deaths as in T ravancore, 
but in 5-10 group the deaths 
among the sexes are about the 
same, in J 0- ) 5 group more 
females than males die, an.d 
from ) 5 years onward the 
position is reversed. the ratio of 
male deaths increasing steadily 
up to the age of 50. Up to 
the age of I 0 and after 30 

·The figures for England were taken from the returns of the Registrar-General for 1913 quoted 
in Tht Evolution of ~ex by P. Geddes and J. A. Thomson. 
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the course of mortality is more or less similar in England and Travancore. Between 
J 0 and 30 the two countries differ materially in the sex proportions at death. 1 he higher 

female mortality in the age-period 
1 0- 1 5 in England is held to be 

Diagram <£ 0 - sbowing the number of females 

pel' 1,000 males by main age-period. 
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the result of the exhaustion of 
puberty in the female, and the 
excess of male mortality from the 
15th year is probably due to 
occupational stress. The effect 
of selective mortality in England 
is seen in the swing of the sex 
ratio of the population. Up to 
the 5th year males exceed females, 
in 5-10 group both sexes are 
almost equal, in 10-1 5 group 
females are in excess. and in 
15-20 group there is a rise in the 
male ratio consequent upon the 
increased mortality of females in 
1 0- J 5 age-group. From this point 
the male ratio drops continuously 
as a result of higher mortality 
among males. In Travancore 
the hig'est female mortality 

which exceeds that of males by 60 to 61 per J ,000 occurs in the age-period J 5-30, 
and must certainly be attributed to the early marriage of girls and the consequent premature 
maternity. Death of young mothers at chIld-birth is not an uncommon occurrence, 
but more common than this, however, is the death of women in the later period of 
maturity, say between the years of 20 and 30, brought on by the physical exhaustion, 
the nervous break-down and other ailments which are the after-math of premature child
bearing. The weaklings succumb by the age of 30, but those who pass through this 
critical period will have a greater resisting power and the mortality among women after 
that age is, therefore, less than that among men. On the analogy of what is obtaining 
in England. the higher female ratio in the age-group 15-20 in Travancore is as it should 
be, because of the lower mortality among females in the earlier age-periods; but on 
account of the higher female mortality in the J 5-20 age-group the female ratio in the next 
higher group of 20-30 ought to have been less. but actually it is n()t so. This discrepancy 
may be due to the exaggeration of the ages of the younger married females and the 
uHder-statement of the ages of the older women. The decrease in the ratio of women in 
the age-period 30 - 40 is the result of the increased female mortality in the earlier 
age-period 20-30. The variations in female mortality and the ratio of women to men 
in the later age-periods do not show any marked irregularity. 

J 82. So far, we have dealt with the statistics of sex as returned at the census. Before 
-concluding this portion of the chapter it may not be out of place to pass in review, as brieRy 
as possible, the general question of sex determination and the various hypotheses that have 
been propounded from time to time as to its probable causes. It has been proved beyond 
doubt that, as a rule. more boys than girls are born in all countries and in all communities, 
.and that from early childhood the process of elimination of the excess of boys proceeds. 
Richard Goldschmidt says that the elimination starts even before birth. "Statistics of 
still-born children indicate a still greater excess of boys. namely, Germany 128'3, Austria 
J 32' J, France J 42' 2 and Italy 131."* He further says, "Finally in the investigation 

,of aborted embryos a still greater boy excess is found, nearly 160: J 00. Thus there 
can be no doubt of a selective elimination of the male sex. But these statistics supply 
no answer to the question whether the relation of the fertilized eggs is J: 1 or not, and 
why it varies from this norm. A safe answer regarding this is scarcely attainable."-t 
Numerous hypotheses have been put forward as to the causes of the preponderance of 
males over females at birth. The constitution. age, nutrition, and environment of the 

* Riohllrd G-lI(iHohrnidt, The Mechanism ami PhllsioZ'I[JY of Sea: Det6'l'minatill'lll, transla.ted by 
William .T. Dakin, p. 252. 

t Ibid p. 253. 

Sex deter
mination, 
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parents are the mam factors wftich were once considered to be concerned in sex 
differentiation. Geddes and Thomson summarise these factors in their book called. 
The Evolufion of Sex, as follows;~ 

•• According t.() Thury (1863) followed by DUEsing (1883) an ovum .i'erMlized soon aft-er liberation 
t.ends to produce a female. while an older ovum wBl develop int.() a male. Hofacker 
(1823) and Sadler (183m independently published statistics in favour of the generali. 
sation that when the male parent is the older the offspring are preponderatingly 
male; while if the parents be of the same age or if the male parent be the younger, 
female offspring appear :in increasing majOlity. The law of Hofacker and Sadler 
cannot be regarded as in any way estabHshed. The best known. and still most; 
influential, theory is that of cOlY,parative v:igour. As elaborated by Girou and others 
thIs hypothesis connects the sex of the offspring with that of the more vigorous parent. 
It cannot be sajd, however, that the lacts bear out the case. Partly included in 
this theory is the conclusion that highly nourished females tend to produce female 
offspring. Hough thinks that males are born when the internal system is at its 
best; more females at period 01 growth, reparation or disease. Statistics show thatt 
after an epidemic or war the male births are :in a greater majority than is usually 
the case". 

In paragraph 179 above lastrzebski's conclusions have been referred to. They are 
that masculinity at birth depends upon the race, that it is higher in rural than in urban areas, 
and that it is slightly more in first than in subsequent births. This last conclusion, it has 
been pointed out, is supported by the evidence collected in the enquiry regarding fertility 
and mortality in T ravancore. All the hypotheses mentioned above connect the sex 
differentiation with external factors. But recent investigations of embryologists have un
doubtedly proved that sex, like many other qualities, is a hereditary character and" is 
determined by a definite inherited constitution." By experiments it has also been 
established that external agents can and do influence this hereditary character. Richard 
Goldschmidt says, " It has been discovered that this is possible to a far-reaching degree 
which is different, however, for different hereditary strains. Three groups of factors can 
be isolated which exert such an influence, namely, temperature, food, and the chemical 
nature of the environment." * 

The present position of this much discussed question of sex differentiation may be 
summed up thus. Sex is a hereditary character and is decided at the time of the fertiliza
tion of the ovum. Certain external factors may influence this hereditary quality in the 
course of the development of the fertilized egg. 

If external factors do influence sex differentiation the "question naturally arises 
whether sex reversal is possible. On this point Prof. F. A. E. Crew, in an article 
contributed to The Spectator of 11 th April 193 J, observes, "Every individual is endowed 
with the potentialities of both sexes, it can develop the character of either; but in the 
higher forms there are innate and opposing forces which swing the mode of development in 
one direction of the other. The actual direction is determined by the balance which exists 
between these forces. If the male~determining influences are greater than the female~ 
determining, then the individual wj1J become a male. Recent advances in bio-chemistry 
have provided reasons for thinking that these forces are chemical in nature. If it should so 
happen that during that portion of the life of the individual when the sex equipment is 
developing, or at any other time when this is capable of responding to the stimulus of these 
sex-determining substances, there is a reversal in their relative potency, then sex reversal 
may occur." 

.. Richard Goldschn:lldt !lie cd. p. 217. 



PART II--Enquiry Regarding Fertility and Mortality 

183. It is not long since the census officers have begun to collect and analyse Introductory 
statistics relating to the fertility of women in India. An enquiry of this kind was for the first remarks. 

time conducted by Mr. 1. T. Marten in the Central Provinces along with the 1911 census. 
Subsequently, it was taken up by other provinces and States, notably Bengal and Baroda 
in 1921. A cursory attempt was made in T ravancore also at the last census, but it was 
c mfined to a few municipal towns and the figures collected were not dealt with elaborately. 
The present enquiry in this State is a more ambitious one, but even this is not exhaustive; 
it should only be regarded as paving the way for more elaborate enquiries in the future. 

184. The standard form prescribed by the Census Commissioner for India was adopted Nature and 
here with some additions, The additional information sought to be elicited was regarding the meth~d of the 

sex of the children born and surviving, the ages enquiry. 
1 "Name (If woman. 
2 Her cao,te, tnbe or race. 
S Her age, 
4 OccupatIon of the husbRnd, 
5 Age of the present husband. 
(\ Duration of married hfe, 
7 Sex of the first chIld, whether 'luick or shll-born. 
S Number. of chIldren born alIve and theIr ,ex, 
\) Number of still-born chIldren and theIr sex. 

10 Number of chIldren Ining. 
11 Age and sex of chIldren. 

of the children living, and the number of still-
born children. The headings under which 
information was collected are shown in the 
margin. A special schedule was prepared with 
these headings, and instructions for filling in the 
columns were printed in Malayatam. In 
Municipal towns the schedules were entrusted 
to the officers of the municipality, and in rural 

areas they were distributed to the schoolmasters. ThE' municipal officers filled up the 
schedules themselves by obtaining the information directly from the married women or 
their husbands, The schoolmasters got the work done by the grown-up boys and girls 
studying in the higher classes. The students took the schedules home and filled them 
up in consultation with their parents. The filled-up schedule~ were scrutinised by the 
teachers and all apparent discrepancies were. removed by further reference to the parents 
concerned. The students showed great zeal and interest in this work, and in fact the 
schedules which they filled up were found to be more satisfactory than those filled up 
by the municipal officers, The data collected are so interesting that it would be desirable 
to extend the scope of the enquiry at the next census and make it, if possible, as compre-
hensive as the one conducted in England and Wales in 1911, 

185. A comprehensive enquiry should include all maried women in the country, but Number of 
this was not practicable and was not, therefore, attempted. Special care was, however, ma.rried 

k ' h d' 'b' f h h d lb' 'f ' b women brought ta en In t e Istfl utlOn 0 t e sc e u es to 0 tam III ormatIOn a out as many women as under enquiry. 

possible, representative of the different strata of society. In Travancore where there is 
hardly a village without a school no difficulty was experienced in this matter. Particulars 
were collected about 104,895 married women, and of these, only 2,827 or about 2'7 per 
cent. had to be rejected. In Baroda the rejections amounted to 12 per cent. in 1921. 
Among 102,068 women selected for this enquiry there were 18,456 completed marriages, 
i. e., marriages in which the women had passed the upper limit of child-bearing period, 
namely, 45 years of age, and the remaining 83,612 were continuing marriages. 

186. 

Ag:e 

All a.ges 
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The marginal table shows the age distribution of the women included in the 

Namber 

102,068 

473 

enquiry and their proportions to the total 
i ProportIOn per cent. to the I married women in each age-group, About 

\ 
totaJ married women I, 10 per cent. of the married women of all 

\ 

III the gag.cg-grou
p I h b b h d ages ave een roug t un er enquiry. 

The proportions in the different age-groups 
I vary somewhat irregularly, those in the 

I 

higher age~groups being considerably 
15-19 \1,087 6'2 larger than those in the younger ones. 
20 - 2{ H,tie3 7'6 Since information was collected through 
~~=-~1 ~~:~~~ 19:~i 1 the grown-up boys and girls in schools 
;l:l-39 17,371 16'0 about their mothers who would ordi-
40-H I 11,7-16 13'5 b 
45 I1nd owr 18,4,,6 13'1 narily e elderly women, the proportions 

_____ -'---___ -'--________ ! in the older age~groups are naturally higher 

187, The data collected have been analysed and compiled into nine tables, seven 
of which have been prescribed by the Census Commissioner for India and two have been 
specially prepared for this State. These tables are intended to throw light on the sex of 
the first-born children; the size and sex constitution of the families; the number of children 
born per family by the occupation flf the husband and by the caste or religion of the 
family; the average size of the family correlated with the age of wife at marriage, with the 
age of wife and the difference in the ages of husband and wife, and with the duration of 

Distribution 
of the women 
included in 
the enquiry 
by ageperiod, 

General 
results. 
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marriage by the c~ste or religion of the family; the correlation of the age of marriage of 
wife with the period before first birth; the proportion of sterile to fertile marriages; the 
number of stifl-born children; and the proportion of still-born to quick-born children by 
the age of marriage of the mother. These are some of the specific points on which results 
have been obtained and they are set forth as concisely as possible in the following para
graphs. 

The sex of 188. The data collected about the sex of the first-born are given in the statement 
the first-born. b I h' h h b d f I d . I 

The relation 
between the 
sex at first 
birth and 
,subsequent 
births. 

e ow w lC as een prepare rom comp ete marnages on y. 
-------- - ~ -------- _------ ----~-~- --------- - __ ----~-

N b f I Percentage of suchl N mbe f 
Percen tage ()f Number of 

~tate or natural um er 0 . I u r 0 
rmch t annhes in femaleR first- :t-Tumber of 

fClllale~ fanuhes. In wh1ch males Ut'Rt- which male born to I,OJ\) ehps ex-
dwbion Ii t b female clnhlrcn pre- b r children pre- males firbt- ami ned r~ - (,Ill pOlllJera.te 0 n 

ponderate uurn I I 
9,790 

[ 
61'3 860 I STATE 8,416 51'7 18,456 

Lowland 4,30!) 52·4: 4,986 ,,0·8 86± I 9,427 
l\lldlnn,l 3.7.)3 30'6 4.374 (;1'3 R3S ! 8,2:15 
Highland 334 ;;6·2 430 H7·7 823 I i94 

I I 
The above statement shows that there is a decided preponderance of males over 

females at the first births. The proportions of males to females at first and subsequent 
births are shown in the margin. The dif

Total bn·ths 
H'1r,t births 
Subsequent butbs 

Male h1rth~ to l,rOO 
female bJrth, 

1,1:11 
.1,111:1 
1,125 

ference in masculinity between the first and 
subsequent births is not so marked as it was 
found to be in Baroda in )921 where first 
births showed a proportion of ',392 to r ,000 
females and subsequent births only' ,099 males 
to 1,000 females, a difference of 293, whereas 
the corresponding difference in Travancore is 
only 38. According to the vital statistics the 

number of male births to 1,000 female births in the decade J 92 J -193 J in this State was 
1,060, as against 1, J 3 J obtained in this enquiry. The vital statistics are highly defective, 
and the number of women selected for this enquiry are so few that they cannot be con
sidered to be truly representative. It is not, therefore, possible to decide from one or the 
other of these data the actual proportion of masculinity at birth; but both the data point 
to an excess of male over female births. 

From the figures given in the margin it will be seen that masculinity at first birth is 
the highest in the Highland and the lowest in the Lowland Division. This difference may 

". tIl) II Number of ma]e8 per ",11 ura I VISlOn 
___ ___c_l_,O_oO_femaleH at first blrth 

STATE 

Lowlanu 
M!(llaml 
II 1 g111and 

1,163 

1,15. 
1,16~ 
1,21~) 

be due, as has been already pointed out in 
paragraph J 79 above, to the fact that the Low
land is more urbanized than the other two 
divisions and that the Highland is most rural 
in character. While considering the sex 
proportions in rural and urban areas in para
graph 174 above we have seen that the male 
ratio in the actual population of the towns is 
higher than that in the rural populabion and 

that in regard to the natural population there is hardly any difference in the ratio between 
the rural and urban areas. We find from the data collected in connection with this enquiry 
that the sex ratio at birth is J ,072 males to J ,000 females in towns as against J, 132 in the 
whole State. These figures support Mr. lastrzebski's theory that masculinity is greater in 
rural than in urban population. 

189. The figures in columns 3 and 5 in the statement in the previous paragraph 
seem to suggest that the sex of the first-born has some influence on the sex of the 
- - subsequent children. Taking the 

I 
. i State as a whole it is seen that 6 J'3 

Percentage of famllie" \pereentage of fanl!hes • " • 
Natural in which the ~r&t.born 18 I~ which the first-horn per cent. of the falDlhes III whIch the 
DiviSIOn I a female, havmg a pre- 18 a male, havmg a first-born is a male hay _ 

ponderance of female I pleponderance of • e a .prepon 
children I male clllldren derance of male chIldren, whIle only 

___ '---________ 51'7 per cent. of the families in which 

STATB 

Lowland 
Midland 
Hlghland 

.[ 

.1 

I 

51·7 

52·4 
50.6 

81.3 

60.8 
61·:1 
67'7 

the lirst-born is a female show a 
preponderance of female children 
Difference between these two propor: 
tions exists not only in the whole State 
but in the different natural divisions 
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also, as can be seen from the marginal figures. Whatever be the cause of it, the figures 
seem to justify the inference that masculinity at first birth tends to increase masculinity 
at subsequent births. 

190. The table below shows the distribution of the number of .::hildren born The sex at 

----------------------------------------- t I t d birth by caste. o comp e e 

Caste or rehgir)ll ~nmber of famiheK 

Total number of birth~ 

}I~emale:-:. 

N urn bel' of male 
InrthK por 1',000 
female bll'th, 

Tota.l i8,456 63,590 56,223 i,i3i 

marriages by 
sex, religion 
and caste .. 
Mascul inity 
at birth is the 
least among 
Navars. Ha
vasJhave the 
next higher 
ratio. The 
depressed 
classes have 
the highest 

Brahman fi!)!l 
Nayar R,7fl3 
I~,lva 1,711 
Del" e"od IliJ,lauR 4tH 
n"okwaro Hmdns 3,:3[14 
Inchan ChnstHLlI 7,4ii6 
M:llbhm 942 

2,017 
12,3211 

fi,061 
1,053 

10,H77 
27,52;J 

3,132 

l,fin8 
11,M13 

n,-l-RO 
1,22:1 
9,127 

24,1>15 
2,6~7 

1,217 
1,(jO{ 
1,117 
1.270 
1,2lJ3 
1,12;) 
1,1(;6 

masculinity and next to them Brahmans. 
positions. 

Muslims and Christians occupy intermediate 

Cas.tc or rehgion 

~---

ayar 
lava 

N 
i 
c 
M 
B 

hrlsticul 
u·hm 
rallman 

~umber of maieR per l,oool~~umhor of male~ per 1,000 
femaleK at bit th fel(,alp" "1 the actual I p"pulatlOn 

1,061 986 
I,ll7 9HI 
1,123 1,0:32 
1, I G6 1,045 
1,2.17 I,OJ2 

The figures gIven 
in the margin show 
that the ratio of males 
to females in the 
general population of 
different commumtIes 
varies directly as mas
culinity at birth. 

191. The following statement gIves the data compiled from completed marriages The size and 
regarding the size sex comtitution. 

S.;p and sex comtitntlOn of famli<P' m thp State and sex constitu- of families, 

tion of families. 
18,456 married 
women above 45 
years of age have 

I Total number of ch,ldr!'n 

N urn bel' or ehIldren Numhpr of born Number of \pereentage of 
female ('hlld- fanuhc, to 

Lorn to a marriage families -~--~ 

ren pCI' ',000\ total number 
Males I Female, male clllldreni 

had 119,813 chil-
dren (63,590 boys 
and 56,223 girls) 
in the course of 
their married life. 
The average num-
ber of children 
born to each 
woman is, there-
fore, 6·5, In Ba-
roda the average 
was 5'8 in 1921 
and 5'69 in 1931. 
In the 1921 en-
quiry in Travan-
core the upper limit 
of child-bearing 
period was taken 

--~~------ ---- --

Total i8,~56 63,590 56,223 
I 
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Avpr,cge per famlly 3' 4 malcK and 3' 1 females or 6' 5 clllldr('n 
as 35 years. This, 
undoubtedly, is 
too low. Women 

here give birth to children up to 45 years and sometimes even beyond this age. The 
results of the previous enquiry in this State cannot, therefore, be compared with those of 
the pre~ent. 

2M 
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192. The size of the family most favoured is one of seven children in T ravancore. 
This is the Mode. 2,632 families out of a total of 18,456, or 14'3 per cent., have seven 
children each. The number having 5 to 8 children each is 9,802 which is 53 per cent. 
of the total. As many as 98 per cent. of the total number have one child to 12 children 
each. A little more than. one per cent. have no childre~ at all and ~ little less than one per 
cent. more than 12 chIldren each. The largest famlly has 19 chIldren, but the number 
is only one in 18,456 families. The proportions of families with 9, 10, 12 and 14 children 
in Scotland as per Dr. Dunlop's enquiry were 8, 6, 3 and 1 p{.f cent. respectively; the 
corresponding proportions in Baroda in 1921 were 6,3, 1 and 2 per cent.; and in Travan~ 
core according to the present enquiry they are 1 0,j7, 5 and a little less than ) per cent, 

193. 
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When towns are compart:d with the State as a whole it will be seen from the 

S;~e ,ma .e.,· constit1Ltwn 'if jamilie., in towns 
--- ,~.~~----
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Nun::.ber of famlhe~ I Total number of children 

------------
Males I Females 
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1fi2 .. 
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is 5'7 in the 
towns as against 
6· 5 in the State 
and the Mode 
is five for the 
former against 
seven for the 
latter, The 
mode in towns 
constitutes 12'9 
per cent. of the 
total number of 
families examin~ 
ed. The differ~ 
enee in the size 
of the families 
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towns and the 
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State is shown 
in the marginal 
diagram, In the 
towns the Mode 
is smaller and 
in the State 
it is greater than 
the mean, The 
proportions of 
families having 
less than six 
children areuni
formly higher 
in the towns 
than in the 
State; but in the 
case of families 
having SIX 

children and 
more the town 
proportions are 
lower than the 
State averages. 
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The average number of male children per family in the State is 3·4 and that The sex consti
of female child- tution of chil

dren. 

Oiagram 42 - showing the distribution 
or famllies by the number of 
male or female children born. 
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ren 3'1. The 
diagram in the 
margin shows 
the distribution 
of families by 
the number of 
male or female 
children born to 
them. It IS 

interesting to 
note that, though 
taking all the 
children toge. 
ther there is an 
eXcess of males 
over females, 
families having 
up to three 
female children 
are more than 
those having the 
same number of 
male children, 
and that when 
the number of 
male or female 
children per 
family exceeds 
three. families 
having male 
children are 
more than those 
having the same 

number of female children. 

Number of chIldren per 
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Among children the most 
favoured combination is 
that of four males and 
three females in the State 
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females in the towns. The 
statement in the margin 
shows the most favoured 
combination in families 
having two to eleven chil
dren each in the State. 
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Two diagrams are given below showing the distribution of families according to 
the number of male children born to them. 

Diaer~m 43 - showing the distribution of families having varying numbers 

of children of both sexes accorc'ling to the number of their msle children. 
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Diagram 44 - showing the distribution of families havIng var~Ing numbers 

of female children according to the ~_umber of their mule children. 
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In one diagram the families having a specific number of children of both sexes are 
distributed according to the number of their male children, the curves representing the 
variations in the latter, and in the other the families having a specific number of female 
children are distributed according to the number of their male children. In all cases the 
curves, starting from a minimum and rising gradually, reach a maximum and then fall off. 

In the margin is shown the average number of female children in families having 
_____ ___ varying numbers of male 
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children. and vice versa. It 
may be noted ,that the correla~ 
tion in both cases is direct in 
the case of families having 
up to three male or female 
children, and inverse in the 
case of families having more 
than three children . 

We have already' seen 
that total female births are 
fewer than male births. But 

the proportion of female children tends to increase with the increase in the number of 
children born. This can be seen from the statement given at the beginning of paragraph 
191 above and also from the following diagram :-

Diagram 45 - showing the number- of female dIildreD 

per 1.000 male children In families having varying 
numbers or children of both sexes. 
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195. The statement given below compiled from completed marriages shows the 
average number of children born, the number surviving, and the proportion of the latter 
to the former in families classified according to the occupation of the husbands. 

,_-- ~~-... --. 

Pro portlOu of 

OccupatlOD of husband Number of Number of AYerage per ~urviving survIvIng 
familIes ohlldren born famIly chIldren childre il to 

1,000 born 

Total ·i 18,456 

I 
119,813 I 6·5 \ 90,432 755 

Agriculture 
Industry 
Trade 
Public AdministratIOn 
Persollb lIvlIlg on theIr income 
Labourer Un 1ft' 
Others 

spec ed) 

9,(J;;{ 
1,331 
ll,333 
1,148 
1,663 
1,538 
1,BS!) 

61,399 
7,968 

11;,146 
~;.814 

10,272 
( : 6 9,3 7 
8,847 

6·8 -l7,~)02 780 
6-0 5,744 721 
6-;; 1l,2~1 745 
5-!) 0,228 767 
6-2 7,22(J 703 
6-1 h ·[78 692 
6·{ 6,379 741 

The number of returns received for some occupations was too small to be 
representative, and hence only those occupations for which more than 1,000 returns were 
received have been included in the above statement. 

The statement in the margin gives the comparative fertilities of the classes engaged on 

Averll_qe number',f' cluldrp." born pe'- 100 /amtltes 

Number of l Number of Number of 
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I born IOO famIlies 
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Industry . 1,3;)1 7,~)68 ;;\JH 
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PerKOn" hving 011 their IHcome - 1,663 10,2i2 61H 
Trade 2,3;)3 11;,146 6el!) 
Agncultlll e H,OM 61,3g9 678 

, 

different occupations arranged 
in the ascending order of the 
number of children born per 
100 families. Agriculturists 
show the highest fertility. They 
consist mostly of small culti
vators who do practically all 
manual work in the field them
selves. They do not generally 
live in comfort nor are they in 
very poor circumstances. They 
are above want unlike the 
ordinary labourers, but their 

economic condition does not come up to the standard of those engaged in public 
administration_ This is also true more or less of the petty merchants who form the bulk 
of the persons returned under trade. The size of families among these two classes of 
people, namely, agriculturists and traders, is, therefore, larger than that of the other 
classes. Those engaged in public administration (Government officers) have the smallest 
families. They are the best educated and well~to~do classes and the smallness of their 
familie5 is in accordance with the observations recorded elsewhere. The industrialists 
and unskilled labourers have larger families than Government officers. but contrary to 
the experience in Western countries their families are smaller than those of the small 
cultivators and petty merchants. The industrialists are persons engaged on small cottage 
industries and belong mostly to the depressed classes, and so also the labourers. Econo~ 
mically, these two classes of people are very poor. Their income is unsteady, and they 
se ld h k h d h - f T b ' 1 • to 'n 

.;:_ om earn enoug to eep t em an t elr amllCs a ove '(' -~"-~.- -- .... "-_-- -

conditions affect their vitality and tend to reduce their fert;!' 

Usually, as fertility increases survivals~\ 
~\ 

Proportion of .lIr' iV1:ng clilldren til tho.~\ ~ \~, 
, ~o.-

<'~ \~ ~, ~~ Number of 'l-:' " \ 
Occupll.bon born p 1'0- '\~ ~- \ 

famii '\ ~ \ ~ ':) ~, .. 
.., J .\""' '\ 

Public Admim"trll.tion 594?-;;" \' \ 
Industry . 599 <'-;; " \ 

Labourer . 609 ,,"/0::........ '" .. 
Persons hving OD their income 618 ', .... .,.~ .... \ 

Trade G49 ~~, " 
AgYieulture 678 ... ~.~ ........ 

. ' """, 

. . 
hIghest ratIo of survIval. 1111S may be due to the Ie. 
of the healthy open air life they live in rural parts. 

I~ 
......... ' ,~ 
.. , .... ~~ 

.. > .... -- -- ____ .. 

7 

400 '"c 

zoo 

100 

~~ . 
" :-- ... .....;...:. .... ~ ...... ~ 

8 9 10 
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196. The data regarding the size of the family by caste and religion prepared from The size of 
family by 

completed marriages are given in t~e following table:- casie and 

Total 
I 

Numb8r Proportion of Number of number of Average I 
01 survlving 

families pel' ! 
CaHte or religion examined 

~hlldrpn famIly I 
children Chlld!ell I'e~ 

I 
born 

I 
survivIng 1,000 born 

-
I 

Total 18,470 119,813 I 0'5 90,432 755 

"Brahman (includlllg Nampiitiii) • ti!l9 i'l,ti75 1\'3 2,G83 730 
Nayar 3,793 2:J,l)06 G'3 17.938 750 
Ilava 1,711 11,493 6'7 8,689 756 
Depressed Hmdus 461 2,776 6'0 1,935 

I 
697 

Backward Hindus :1.394 20.104 1)'9 14,056 699 
Indian ChrIstians 

(Mostly Synan Christians) 7'1+!'lt; 1\2,010 7'0 40,978 7R7 
MURlim 94:2 5,8Ill 6'2 4,11)3 71+ 

The main features of the above table are summarised in the marginal statement. 
The Brahmans are a well-educated community, engaged generally on intellectual work. 
___ _ _ They have naturally the smallest 

Ca~ tc or religIOn 

Brahman 
Depressed amI 

lJackward Hindu~ 
l\Iusllm 
Navar 
n,,~'a 
Indi",n ChristIan 

.\ 

.1 

:1 
'1 

Number of proportIOn of families. Depressed and backward 
children survivmg Hindus are ordinarily unskilled 
born pCI' clllldren per I b d k 

famIly 1,000 horn a ourers an wor ers at cottage 

(j·7 
7·0 

73U 

lin9 
714 
730 
756 
787 

industries. Their fertility is higher 
and their survival ratio is lower than 
that of the Brahmans. Their econo
mic condition is, however, so poor 
that it affects their fertility adversely 
when compared with the other more 
prosperous communities shown in the 
statement. This inference agrees with 

that drawn from the data relating to occupations. Of the_ different communities, tbe 
Indian Christians have the highest fertility, next to them the Havas, then the Nayars, and 
lastly the M'lsiilUs. Among these the law of inverse relation between fertility and survival 
ratio does rot hold good. The survival ratio, instead of decreasing, actually increases 
with the ri:;e in fertility. The Indian Christians have not only the highest fertility but 
also the highest survival ratio. The Indian Christians included in this enquiry are mostly 
Syrian Christians and we have seen in Part I of this chapter and in Chapter I that 
they are the most fertile community in Travancore. On a special examination of 1.128 
returns of the Syrian Christians it has been found that the average number of children 
born per family among them is 7'5 which is even higher than the average for the 
Indian Chnstians as a whole. The high fertility of the Syrian Christian females is 
probably due to the fact that a large proportion of them are married in the early ages 
after puberty, and the high survival ratio may be due to their satisfactory economic condition. 

In his book, The Law of Births and Deaths, C. E. Pell says, "The net result 
of the variation of the degree of fertility under the direct action of the environment will 
bear' <b/:werse proportion to the va~iations of the capacity for survival.... T~e results of the 
enc, nale " Travancore show that thiS theory holds good, broadly speakmg, m commumhes 
in ,--' I'.! standard of living there is marked disparity, e. g., the depressed and the 
bac' d classes on the one hand and the Brahmans on the other. But in the case of 
the ~~(her communities the general theory seems to be affected by some disturbing factors. 

religion. 

197. The age of marriage of females varies considerably in different communities. The average 
The distribution of the women included in this enquiry by community and by the ages age o~ f 

h· h h . d' h . h f II . marriage 0 \t W lC t ey were marne IS sown m teo owmg statement:- females of 
different 

]i; umber uf-r-a-m-,l-,e-s-,,-,i-lh-w-;r-e------ communities. 

Caste or religion 
m~led at f\ges 

li'l-H 15-19 20-30 \ 30 find above 

h ·Jman IncludIng 
~ I, Namputrti 317 340 37 ii 
lI)y .. r, 861 1,928 879 125 

.l.va 357 ll25 384 45 
fppreseed HIl1(lus 130 24a 77 11 
~('kward Hindus 791 1,910 fl4G 74 
'dian Ohristlan (Mostly 

Syrian Chrlstian) 3,303 3,125 923 105 
'slIm 226 522 178 16 
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The average ages of marriage worked out 
are given below:-

from the figures in the above statement 

Brahman 16'4 years 
Christian 1 7'1 " 

Syrian Christian .. - 16-8" 
Depressed Hindu ..• 18'1" 

Muslim 
Ilava 
Nayar 

18'3 years 
-18'8 " 
18'9 " 

The age of marriage given in the statement should not be regarded as absoLutely 
correct, because it has been obtained not by directly questioning the women concerned 
but by deducting the duration of marriage from the age of the woman. In the case of 
some castes, like the Brahmans, the theoretical marriage takes place before the girl reaches 
puberty, but the actual consummation only after the attainment of puberty, i. e., generally 
at the age of 1 5 or 16. This circumstance, together with the fact that the Brahmans 
shown in the statement include also Namputitis, among whom girls are often married long 
after puberty, accounts for the average age of marriage of Brahman girls being J 6'4. 
Of the other communities the Syrian Christian females show the lowest age of marriage. 

The data relating to the age of marriage, inaccurate as they are, give a clear 

PlOportloll pel cent. oj' 
fernale .... marrH:_·tl at 1:1~1! age ... 

I to the total marl'lt>d at all u(res 

--------------~--

Brahman 
Hyrlan Chllstian 
Vepressed Hmdlls 
MuslIm 
Nayur 
1lava 

4;;' I 
H'C! 
2H'2 
2+'0 
22·7 
20·fl 

indication of the prevalence of early marriage 
among Brahmans and Syrian Christians, 
as can be seen from the figures gIven 
in the margin. Brahmans and Syrian 
Christians marry comparatively higher pro~ 
portions of their girls at the early ages of 
I3~J 4 than the other communities. We 
have already seen from other sources that 
they are the communities in which early 
marriage is most prevalent in Travancore. 

J 98. The correlation between the age of wife at marriage and the size of the family 
is exhibited in the following statement:-

Age of wlfe at 
marrIage 

! N b> f fa I :Number of Ch,ldren I A fa '1 I Number of chllrlrenl A.cra!(e per 
\.1.. Urn er 0 rnl lCS ! born J vcra.ge per ill! Y surL vJJlg I fau1l1y 

-------------,1- ! 
18,~56 Tota.l 119,813 6'5 90,~32 ~'9 

1il-I! b,HRS 41,\)6;; ,'0 :\2,07f> :;'4 
lG-HJ 8,9!liJ .5H.J7H 6' " .) H,04H 4'9 
20 24 2,491 1 ~,1)37 -) ~ H lO,91a 4' l 
25- 29 633 3,149 ;;·0 2,348 3'7 

30 and above 354 1,2~4 .-;·t; 1,020 2'9 

----

Of the 18,456 completed marriages shown in the above statement S,985 w,">men, or 
32 per cent., began their effective marriage at 13- J 4 years, as against 80 per ~ent. in 
Baroda according to the J 92 J enquiry. About 49 per cent. of the women were married 

Age of wife at 
maniage 

A\elage IIlImbel of children born 
per tamlly 

Trnvancore 
19a1 

Barod.1 
11121 

Or. ])unlop's enl[uiry m 
SeotlulHj 

A f [Xllmber of child. 

between 1 5 and 

ge 0 m,\l"ll~p:e 1 1'1'11 ppr family 
________ ---;-_________ ~_______________ -----'1 ____ -

20 years in this 
State, ~~"e in 
Baroda tH ~'oer
centage .~as 
only 13, ,'One 
remarkible 

feature noticed 
in T ravancore, 
unlike in Baroda, 

13-14 yearR 
1;)- 20 " 
20 - 2,; , 
2:>--30 " 

30 and OVer 

;·0 

:;'0 
3 '(j 

5·24 
5'54 
5'40 
4·\)7 

Ii 
20 

,. 
\)'u2 
j·Rt; 
,'j·Ht) 

3'H9 

__ __ ____ _______ ________ is that the size 
of the family 

decreases as the age of marriage of wife advances. This tallies with the results obtained 
by Dr. Dunlop in the Scottish Census. The above marginal table shows that in Travancore 
fertility declines with the postponement of marriage, as in Scotland, and that the rate of 
decline rises as the age of marriage of wife increases. 
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J 99. The influence of the age of marriage of wife on the survival ratio of children in !:flucgncetf 
T ravancore is contrary to what one would ordinarily expect, as can be seen from the m:r~i:g~ of 
figures given in the following statement. wife .en the . 

survIva.l ra.tlo 

Age of marrIage of "nfe 

la-15 
15-20 
20-25 
25-30 

30 anel over 

Mean per family 

Average number of children born pel' family A,er .. ge number It chilJren r-iUrTIVlllt; per 
family 

In Travanc(lre 111 1931 i In Baroda jn 1921 I Tn Travancorc 1Il ) D:nl In R,md" 1lJ 1921 

7'0 5'24 ;)'4 :)'08 
6'5 .)-04 4'!) a'30 
5'9 ,;'40 ~.+ 3':!!) 
5·0 4'97 3', :J'll 
3'6 3'72 2·H 2'lli) 

"--_-

6'5 5'2R 4 '!l :-1'12 

of children. 

The "effective fertility" is 4'9 per family for completed marriages in T ravan
core. In the case of girls marrying between 13 and 15 years of age the effective fertility 
is 5'4 per family, but when the marriage age is between '5 and 20 it comes down to 4'9, 
and this is the mean effective fertility for all ages. The majority of women in the State 
marry between 15 and 20 and consequently the mean effective fertility for all ages is the 
same as that for the age-group 1 5-20. 

As the age of marriage of wife advances the size of the family decreases in 
T raVancore - this is but natural-
but the proportion of surviving 
children also decreases m 
marriages up to the age of 30. 
This is contrary to one's expecta
hon. Travancore and Baroda 
are compared in this respect in 
the marginal table. 

Age of marriage of wife 

Proportion of children survi vmg 
to 1,000 born 

! Travancore In 1931 I Baroda III 1921 

--------------------
All ages 755 592 

1:1_1:; 164 "R:l 
15-20 7+B 59ti 
20- 2;') 74R 60\) 
25-ilO '4f. (,26 
30 and t)V!'I' 7!1± ' 600 

200. Subsidiary Table VII at the end of this chapter which has been prepared from Relation 
.. did . h bdl" h b f between the contmumg an comp ete marnages sows y caste an re IglOn t e average num er 0 duration of 

children born per family according to the duration of marriage. The total number of marriage and 
marriages from which this table has been prepared is 102,068, of which 18,456 are :~::i~;~ of the 
completed marriages and the remaining 83,612 are continuing ones. The latter have 
had 299,880 children born to them, or an average of 3'6 children per family. 

The figures showing the comparative size of the family in relation to the duration 
of marriage in Travancore (193') and in Baroda (' 92') are given in the margin. The 

~ mean of the first group ( under 1 0 
-----------A-ve-r-ag-e-n-U-m-b-e-ro -f-C-h-Il-c]-re-ll-])-o-n--] years) is five years, at which the 

ahve per 100 marriages number of children per 100 families 
Duration of marriage 

Under 10 years 
10 years 
10 - 19 years 
20-ill 
12 years 
33 and over 

--- I may be assumed to be the same as 
Travancorc 1931 Baroda 1\121 that for the group, namely, '26 which 

is equal to 25 per year. At 10 years 
126 

569 
6411 
6fi5 f 

H5 
26:1 
'l59 

52 ... 

'00 families have 275 children 
which represents an increase of 149 
children in five years or nearly 30 per 
year. In the next five years, i. e., 
at 15 years of marriage, the addition 
to J 00 families is '38 children or 
about 28 per year, and in the next 

I J years, i. e., at 26 years of marriage, the increa se In the number of children of J 00 
20 
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families is J 56 which is equal to about 14 per year. The above rates of increase in 

----- - ----------- - --- ----------
Rate of It,crease in the number of 

chdJrfn per 100 raulllie" pel' annum 

T ravancore are compared with the 
corresponding rates for Baroda in 
1921 in the marginal table. In 

------------ - ---- Travancore the rate of increase in 
Travancore Baroda 

DuratIon of nHl.rrlage 

Il1:!l 1!l31 the size of the family shows a 
----------'----------c-------J rythmic variation during the first ).5 
FirHt n ymrs 29 
Second 5 ., lW 2+ 
ThIrd.J " 2il III 
Next 11 yea", H 13 

-------__ -'-_________ - -~---__ ~ ____ I 

years of marriage and thereafter a 
sudden fall. In Baroda there is 
a continuous fall. In Scotland 
Dr. Dunlop's investigations showed 
first a rise in the rate, followed by a 

fall and again by a rise. This corresponds to the variations observed in Travancore. 
Marriage of girls takes place at later ages in T ravancore than in Baroda, though not as late 
as in Scotland. 

From Subsidiary Table VII it will be seen that of the different communities 
Brahmans have always the lowest fertility, whatever be the duration of marriage. The 
depressed and backward Hindus have the next higher fertility,_ followed by Niiyars 
and Muslims who have more or less the same fertility. Ilavas have a slightly 
higher fertility than Nayars throughout their marri~d life. In the case of Christians, 
fertility is lower than that of the Nayars, Muslims and Ilavas in the fiest 10 years of married 
life, and is more or less equal to that of the latter communities in the next I 0 years, but after 
that it increases steadily. From the 20th year onward the Christians have the highest fertility. 

Correlation 201 . The correlation between the age of marriage of wife and the period before 
!~~~~e~!~:iage first birth is shown in the following table. It has been compiled from marriages in which 
of ~ife and the all the children born are surviving. 
perIod before ---------------------c-,---..--;;7.0:C----first birth. • I L ... ~U"~, 

Y cal' of fi rilt 
Number of familJes hy age of ll\.lrJ'lage the size (,f L1 (-mI. 

-----
C()nfineInt~n1 

l l 1:3-14 l:5-1!) 20-24 2:>- 29 ;)(1. ~~r 
~---! -

J 

----,-
Total 12,732 23,461 3,561 473 

I 1~!::--~/ .,"- 56 
, ' 

, / I 
0- 1 41 i' 1,2:Ji-\ 334 53 ~ H ! \1 .,-1- 2 1,421 5.271 ~171 IOH g:. ~.) 

2-- :{ 2,329 5,671 ill:l2 122 :l~ 1;1 

3- 4 1"1845 3,561 528 k2 28 Ii 

4- 5 1,555 2,38;) 317 31 li! 
u- Ii 1,1333 1,666 I!lO 2!1 ~ 2 
H- 7 1,015 938 ;,R lli il 
7- 8 838 748 87 11 1 
8- !l 577 5i9 fir> ~) 4 
\)-10 41:1 :lfiO 31 ;1 1 

10 -11 HOI! 362 25 Ii 1 
11-12 21l~) 1Ii4 12 :1 2 
12 -13 In7 lR3 12 
13-14 71' fI\) 11) 
14--1~) 51 fH 5 ., 

15 and oyer 185 161 17 2 

~-----

The actual numbers gIven In the above table ar~ converted into proportional 
figures and given in the statement below. It shows that there is a tendency for the 
interval between the date of marriage and the date of first confinement to decrease as the 
age of marriage advances. 

Y""r uf first 
eonfinement 

0-1 year 
~-2 yeals 
2-:1 

" 3-4 
" 4-1j 
" 5 (i 
" 6-. " 

Total 0-7 YeflrS 

7 YCdrs and over 

1 
I 

ProportIOn per cent. 1)£ InarTriagcs at different ages to total number of nHHriages 

-- -~------------

Age of lllarrluge 

13-H 1:"i-19 20-:11 :IO--:H 

--- -

I 9-1 11'2 
I 

6-7 I 16'1 3'3 5-3 
l 11'1 :J2'5 27-2 22-4 2o-!! 44'0 

1S-:! 24-2 24'8 25·S I 24.;, 23'2 
I 14-" 1,,'2 14'8 17-3 20'7 10-7 

I 
12'2 ]1)'1 

( 

8-9 f; 6 

I 
n·ti 1-S 

10-5 7-1 5-3 fl'1 :1'7 3-6 
8-0 4-0 2-r. 3-4 I 2'2 Nil 

77'!) 8S-4 92'9 92'S gil-a 100 
22·1 11' 6 7'1 7·2 6-7 NIl 

-_--------- --"----,- -- --_ ---_-----~ 
100 100 100 100 100 100 
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202. Subsidiary Table VIII at the end of this chapter shows the correlation InAu~nce of 

b h d 'ff . h the disparity etween tel erence In t e ages of in the ages of 

Difference between the ages of I Number of ct1l1dren born husband and wife and the size of the h~sband an«;l 

f 'l Th fi " h wIfe on fertl-husband and wife I per family amI y. e gures gIven In t e lity. 

HU>,band older by 0- 4 years 
5- H 1') 

10-U " 
15--1Y ,'I 
2U-24 " 
25 and Over 

1)'25 
(i' 4.l 

margin relating to completed marriages 
have been extracted from the above 
table. They show that, as the differ
ence between the ages of husband 
and wife increases, the number of 

_ I children born decreases. This may 
probably be due to the fact that in the 

case of the younger husbands the duration of effective married life is longer. 

A strange correlation, the signjficance of which is not quite clear, is seen between 
fertility and the disparity in the ages of husbands and wives in regard to wives below 35 

Diagram 46 - shOWing the cOl'relation 

of thr - .: 'enee In the ages of 
"'-l~ (\.~, 

husbah nr, • .:1 wife with fertility 

by the age of the wife. 

o 5 10 15 20 25 I 
Difference between the ages 

of husband and wife. 

-------

years of age. In such cases 
the maximum fertility is 
reached when the husband 
is about 40 years old, what-
ever be the age of the wife. 
For example, wives of 15-· 20 
years have the largest number 
of children born to them if 
they art married to husbands 
20-24 years older. For 
wives of 20-25 years the 
maximum fertility is attained 
with husbands older by 
r 5-19 years, for wives of 
25-30 years with husbands 
older by 10-14 years and for 
wives 01 30-35 years with 
husbands older by 5-9 years. 
The result may be exhibited 
graphically by the diagram 
given in the margin Each 
curve represents the number 
of children born to a married 
woman of a particular age
group when the husband is 
older than the wife by a 
varying number of years. 
The curves, and particularly 
those representing wives 
below 35 years, first rise 
to a maximum and then drop. 
The position of this maximum 
point differs according to the 

age of the wife, but it generally indicates the age of the husband to be about 40 years. 

203. The following table prepared from continuing marriages gives the number 
fertile and sterile marriages by the age of wife at marriage and the duration of marriage. 

Duration of ma.rriage. m yea-:-s 

Age ot 
15 and above wlfe at 0-4 5 -9 10-14 

marrIage 
---I~~----~-~ 

I 1 
FertIle I Stell Ie FertIle ) Hterlle lfertile tllenle Fertile 8terlle 

Total"" 6,990 6,893 12,538 1,440 I 13,178 571 41,034 I 728 
I 

13- 14 1,012 2,218 3,392 619 3,982 182 17.n30 I 284 
Hi - I!J 4,586 3,971 7,196 647 7,356 294 20,fiil2 375 
20-2f l,On 595 1,U7 140 1,525 74 2,70:i: (;2 

2;)- 2!J 2H 71 228 20 273 HI Ion ~ 

30 and ahove 85 38 75 If 42 2 14 .. 
• Thi~ does not include 240 married women returned as having glyen bIrth to sbU·born children only. 

of Proportion of 
sterile to fertile 
marriages, 
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The proportions of sterile to fertile marriages are shown in the marginal statement. 
The variations in the proportions are more or less similar to those observed in Baroda in 

. J 92 J • The proportion decreases 
P, "JlO1l1on of "tertle InorrUlges to 100 fPrttle "ta~rwge., h d' f . _---- _ as t e urahon 0 marnage 

DUl"ation (If marriagE' 
Ai!C [If 
WIfe at 

nlarnag'3 

increases. When the duration of 
marriage is the same, the propor-

~=.5 _ye:rs.11 ~-1(1 yc.llS j 10-15 year,; I 15 years tion . decreases as the age of 
_ __ _ . ami over marnage advances. In the case 

- --~I- 11 11' • 3 l' 8 of marriages of more than J S 
All a.ges 99 '" 'd . h 

I 
l' 6 years uratlOn t e proportion of 

~~-=~Z Y~,als 2~~ l~ !:~ l'R sterile to fertile marriages is 
20-25 ", . 54 10 -l'B 2'3 higher among women who marry 
25~30 "I 33 \1 7' 0 -l . " __ _I at 25 years or over than among 
~-- ~-------~ ~---,-----~--~ -------- those who marry at an earlier age. 
In other words, there are less chances of conception after the age of 40 than at earlier 
ages. The majority of women become fertile within the first ten years of their married 
life. 

204. The number of still-born children in the families exar'rled and the proportion 

Age of WIfe at 
lnal'n':tg;e 

Tota.l 

15-1" 
20-2f 
2;-:~ 

~o awl m-el' 

Number of 
faml\lc~ 

1S,1I56 

!)?USi-i 
H,~I93 
~ -lUi 
-, (;:1:; 

:~5+ 

- _-- - ---c---

I 
Numl1~~ of still· Lorn I 

children 

11,514, 

1 ~ri!.~H 
2):;4 

:-'.3.j. 
1.;1 

57 

I 

Percenta,,(' of 
still·hOI II to 
qUIck-born 

ehilrlrcll 

3·S 

of still-born to 
quick-born child~ 
ren by the age of 
wife at marriage 
are shown in the 
marginal table. 
There is practi~ 
cally no difference 
in the proportion 
of the still-born 
to the quick-born 
children in the 

case of women marrymg up to the age of 25, but after that age there is a perceptible 
increase. 

205. Before concluding this chapter 1 wish to deal very briefly, though somewhat 
imperfectly owing to the lack of accurate data, with the question of the balance of births 
and deaths in Travancore. The idea suggested itself to me on reading the first two 
volumes of the series on The Balance 0/ Births and Deaths, dealing with Western and 
Northern Europe, and Eastern and Southern Europe, written by Robert R. Kuczynski and 
published by the Brooklings Institution, Washington. Mr. Kuczynski has based his calcu
lations on correct vital statistics which. are available for the countries he has examined. 
in T ravancore this is not possible, because birth-rates at individual ages of mother$ or 
even at quinquennial age-groups are not being recorded, and even those vital statistics that 
are available are unreliable. The figures discussed here have, therefore, been calculated 
from the data collected in the enquiry regarding fertility and mortality, the fertility rates 
estimated in paragraph 54, Chapter I, and the life table for individual years prepared by 
the method described in paragraph J 65, Chapter IV. The results thus obtained will 
naturally not be very accurate, and yet I have ventured to state them more for their 
theoretical interest than for their absolute practical value. Nevertheless, it is interesting to 
note, as we shall see presently, that the net reproduction rate in Travancore is higher than 
the rates in most European countries. 

The vitality of a community cannot be judged entirely from the annual births and 
deaths. It might so happen that under certain circumstances, even if births exceed deaths, 
a community may not be able, in the long run, to hold its own. "The question is not," 
as Mr. Kuczynski puts it, "Is there an excess of births over deaths? but rather, are 
nativity and mortality such that a generation which would be permanently subject to them 
would during its lifetime produce sufficient children to replace that generation?" He 
shows by facts and figures that "with a fertility and a mortality as they have prevailed for 
some years, the population of Western and Northern Europe is bound to die out. With 
the' present age constitution it would take decades until there actually would be an excess 
of deaths over births, and it would be centuries until the population would be half of what 
it is now. The process can be stopped by an essential change in mortality or in fertility." 
Let us try to find out what the position is in Travancore. 
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The number of children born to 1,000 women at the child-bearing ages ( J 5-45 
for Travancore) is known as the general fertility rate of a population. Fertility varies 
at different ages in the child-bearing period, and the age constitution of the married 
women in this period will, therefore, affect the general fertility rate. To arrive at the 
-correct general fertility rate it is necessary to calculate the sPecific fertility rales, i. e., the 
number of children born to 1,000 women at each annual age from 15 to 45. The sum of 
these specific fertility rates is the lolal fertility which gives the num ber of children that will 
be born to 1,000 newly born girls, if all of them survive till the age of 45. According to 
the present birth-rate in T ravancore a girl married at the age of 14-1 5 will generally have 
.seven children during her full child-bearing period, and the total fertility of 1,000 married 
women, assuming the present birth-rate to continue, may, therefore, be taken to' be 
7,000 children. 

The specific fertility rates of 1,000 married women at quinquennial age-groups 
which have been estimated are given in paragraph 54, Chapter I. The proportions 
of married women to total women being different at different age-groups, the specific 
fertility rates of J ,000 women, whether married or unmarried, have to be specially 
-calculated. The specific fertility rates per 1,000 married women and 1,000 total Women 

thus worked out are given in 
the margin. In calculating 
these rates it has been assumed 
that all the 1,000 girls born will 
survive till the age of 45. 
This is not actually the case. 
Death will naturally reduce 
their number and consequently 
allowance has to be made for 
mortality. In the absence of 
correct vital statistics a life 
table has been prepared as 
described in paragraph 165, 
Chapter IV. from which the 

Spec.fic fertildy rates 

Number of Proportion per NumJcr of 

_-\ge·group 
childrcn born to cent. of marrretl children bol'll to 

1,000 married women to total 1,000 total 
women women v,"'omcn 

) 

15-20 37H 59'2 223 
20-25 ;120 80'2 257 
'25-30 263 88'3 232 
30-3;) . 207 ~6~5 17\) 
35-40 147 78'7 116 
40-45 87 12'S 63 

otal fertility 7,000 I ., 5,350 

number of females surviving at each annual age from 15-45 out of 1,000 girls born can be 
known. The number living between the ages of J 5 and J 6 may be taken to be the mean 
,of those surviving at J 5 and J 6, and so on for all ages up to 45. Applying the specific 
fertility rates given in the last column of the above marginal table to the mean population 
of each age-group, the total fertility rate of 1 ,000 girls born and passing through the full 
child-bearing period, after making allowance for their mortality, can be ascertained. This 
-comes to 3,867 children. This is the net fertility of 1,000 women. _;_ 

We have now to calculate the reproduction rate, for which female births alone need 
be considered. From the results of the enquiry regarding fertility and mortality we 
have seen that out of 119,813 children born to 18,456 women who have passed the 
child-bearing period, 56,223 are girls. The total fertility of 1,000 women is 5.350 
children. The number of girls among these will, therefore, be -tftit?'-hs; X 5.350 or 2,5 J J. 
That is to say, 1,000 girls born now, if all of them pass through the child~bearing 
period, will give birth to 2,5 J J girls. This is the gross reproduction rale. We have 
.seen that the net fertility of 1,000 girls, after allowing for their mortality, is 3,867 
children. The number of girls among these children will be rV~t~'-f3 X 3,867 or 1,8 J 5. 
In other words, out of 1,000 girls born now, those who reach the child-bearing period 
and survive till the close of that period at the present rate of mortality, will give birth to 
1,815 future mothers. This is the net reproduction rate. If 1,000 girls born now 
live up to the end of the child-bearing period and give birth to 1,000 future mothers, 
the population will hold its own. If the number is more than t ,O~~ the popualtion 
will increase, and if it falls below 1,000 it is bound to die out. Tested by this 

Country 

Austria (1928) 
w 
S 
R 
T 

estern and Northern Europe (1926) 
weden (18\11.1900) 
USRla (1896) 
ravancore (1901-1931) 

'rotal 
fertlhtyof 

1,000 WOmen 

1,999 
2,300 
4,134 
7,060 
5,350 

Gross .Net 
reproduction reproduction 

rate of rate of 
l,OOU Womcn 1,000 women 

I 

978 782 
1,120 930 
1,960 1,440 
3,410 1,650 
2,510 1,820 

method the popula
tion of T ravancore 
is a highly e_ro
gressive one. The 
gross and net re .. 
production rates for 
Travancore and for 
some E u r 0 pea n 
countries taken from 
Mr. Kuczynski's 

. .. books are given in 
the margm. In comparmg these figures It must be remembered that the child-bearing period 
is 15-50 in Europe and t 5-45 in Travancore. 

-----------., 

2p 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IY 

Number of females per 1,000 males for certain selected castes 
-~ 

Num ber of females per 1,000 males 

Caste 

I I I I I All ages 0-6 7-13 H-lG 17-23 24-4:3 [ 44 and 
over 

1 2 :3 4 " j 6 7 8 

1 Arayan HiLdu 969 1,UU5 972 Ri7 1,12:> 950 869 

2 Brahman, Malayala (lS"amputiii and Petti) Ditto 858 934 1,025 839 846 7940 813 

3 Brahman, others Ditto !lRR 1,026 991 874 1,090 971 956 

.4 r.atholic Ara~ar Christian 960 R98 921 1,148 1,061 1,Ori1 802 

5 Chackaravar Ditto 972 917 930 972 1,279 9lfj 813 

6 Chetti Hindu 1,011 1,098 970 1,048 1,045 !128 1,0;)7 

7 I},avan Hindu 1,009 1,004 966 1,017 1,115 985 1.027 

8 Kammii.]an (Viswakarma) Hindu 993 1,003 973 980 1,103 977 9,,0 

9 KaI).lkkaran (Illcluding MaJavi'ilan) Hindu and 
Tn bal religlOn 

887 945 92+ 1,190 1,458 (;82 901 

10 KaJ:.liyan Hindu 980 964 !W) 1,130 1,036 964 937 

11 Krishnanvaka Hmdu 969 1,036 R76 867 989 !J94 966 

12 Kudumi Hindu 923 939 733 892 1,IH 931 949 

13 Kuravan (including Mala':lkuravan) Hmdu aI'_d 1,07·1 1,065 956 1,151 1,486 1,0:H 1,024 
Christian 

H Malayatayan Hmdu and Tribal rehgion 974 1,010 918 1,049 1,463 72!J 1,217 

15 Mannan Ditto 919 1,078 723 930 1,281 871 811 

16 Mar:wan Hindu 946 982 992 896 910 961 B82 

17 Mukkuvan Christian 973 973 966 954 1,219 !168 824 

18 Muthuvan Hmdu and Tliba1 religion 1,005 1,060 1,299 1,13Ci 1,113 1,042 330 

19 !'Jadar (Channan) Hmdu and Chrh,tian !)39 9,58 966 915 987 942 9-1,2 

20 Nayar Hmdu 1,014 987 !)83 984 1,109 989 1,064 

21 PaHan Hindu 87fi I 961 1,072 882 1,061 i6!) 577 

22 Paiavan Hindu 1,023 978 912 99+ 1,278 1,032 1,042 

23 Parayan (Sambavar) Hindu and Christian 9n 1,006 960 959 ],285 884 R!)O 

24 PllJayan (Cheramar) Ditto 987 1,009 945 1,012 1,234 95;3 893 

25 Saliyan (Pattanyan) Hmdu 1,049 9Rl 1,100 870 1,153 1,098 1,007 

26 Syrian Chn8tiall 968 tlHO !J72 924 1,026 935 961 

27 Thantan Hllldu 978 939 9il 959 1,184 960 BR5 

28 'fhantapulayan Amdu 1,060 920 1,179 1,400 1,718 1,010 765 

29 UHatan (Kocchuvelan) Chnstiall 1,222 1,095 1,467 1,000 1,600 1,22(j 1,000 

30 Vii.lan Hindu 950 9!l2 930 920 1,093 956 I 828 

:31 Vii.I).iyan (VliJ:.l.igavaisyan) 
" 980 1,033 !JlO 907 1,071 992 938 

32 VaJ:.lJ:.la!l. " 
984 98.~ 970 1,003 1,171 957 !J01 

33 V elakkithalnnii. yal' " 1,006 1,007 959 955 1,129 991i 1,000 

34 Velan 
" 1,0t.! 1,053 910 1,09(; 1,257 !148 988 

35 Velii.n (Kusavan) " 1,000 995 848 8406 950 1,27:> 1,013 

36 Vdlalan 
" 

985 9G2 975 966 1,056 9(;2 1,013 

37 V cluthlidana yar " 1,029 873 99:3 1,080 1,405 96O 1,172 

38 Yet-an (mcludmg Malavetan) Hindu &. Christian 984 920 936 1,143 1,438 984 779 

39 Ylrasaivar (Pantaiam only) Hmdu 995 1,032 983 913 1,123 965 945 

40 Yii.davan (Idayan) 
" 

1,077 929 994 1,01)6 1,158 1,066 1,288 
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SUB}.)IDIARY TABLE-V 

"'umber of births and C.eaths reported for each sex during the decades 
1901-191~ 1911-1920 and 1921-1930 

--------
I 

Nllmber of deathR I ~;xecs, (+) Exec,,, (+) l'=xcess (+) Number Numher 
01' or or of female of female 

------.---------- clelicJell('Y deficIency deliclellcy births per dcnthR 
(-) of (-) oj (.)oflJllthRl,OOO male per 1,000 
female trmale OY3r (leath," blrth, male 

l"emale, TOl,li Femaleb 
!Jlrth~ over ue!\ths I)\'cr death~ 
rn,lle lmths tnak de%th, Males T"t:tl 

3 Ii 10 II 12 

2r,228 26,2~iI :;3,lRl 26,076 20,472 4(i,548 ~17 ;; ~,(j(l4 + 6,933 !IM 7S" 
27,010 :W,2H :;;;,224 27,908 22,010 4f1,!H8 79fi Sl,)lGS + 3,276 971 790 
25MO 2,),ti65 <")2"jIG,j 2,;,12,~ 20,170 4:'i,293 83:; 'I,VTJ3 + ()"l872 968 803 
27,516 26,iiti :;4,2!12 23.337 18,956 42,293 740 4,381 + 11,999 973 812 
19,428 28,92+ i)8,352 23,009 lH,flJ!l H,9~8 b04 4,060 + 1(),3~4 983 82+ 
'1),859 20,458 {I,Ali 17,H9 13,iOU in,155 41ll il,H3 + 10,163 981 78;) 
9,454 IR,S!)9 ;jtl,~fiR 2~,7jO l!l,o:n 42,781 535 4,719 4,428 971 1;01 
-':1)1 2D 1509 51,87(i 2n,5\l!l 22,122 47,721 81'2 - 3,477 + 4,149 !Hi8 8ti~ 

2814 27,97f) l)il.flO:l :tD,fHfj IT,~32 :lH,778 - !11:> 3,114 + 18,125 !l67 831 
27,1 20,879 54 ,tiS!) 2fi,[~8 21,798 4t',!)8G I,O!J2 :~ ':190 + 7,8H4 !IS! 86.; 

Tutal 1~1-1910 261,25 258,556 514,807 238,385 195.076 433.461 -- 7,695 -43.309 +81,346 971 818 

1910-1911 ~,~OO 27,608 1)6,208 26,6,;8 23,434 50,092 1,002 3,22-1 + 6,11Ii f/6;' H7H 
1911-1912 30.780 30,lOH (in,RR:> 27,r,2~ 2:'1,Ug7 51,525 6i7 3,531 + 9,358 !liR ~7:1 

1912-1913 32,536 :J1,341l fj3,H~2 28,713 24,267 :'2,!180 1,190 4,446 + 10,902 963 845 
1913-1914 37,789 I 33,717 73,')06 21,675 21,21;' 45,R~O 2,072 3,460 + 27,,,11; 94;; 860 
1914-H)15 36,724 35,656 72,3KO 25,BH 21,4J(j 4G,7;)4 1,06R ~,874 + 25,Ii26 971 847 
1915-1916 35,890 34,511 70,404 25.:m 21,4~+ 41;,707 1,37G 0,739 + 23,6fJ7 962 852 
1916-1917 38,295 36,696 74,~91 21i,OK6 22,H\5 4b,2.H 1,09\1 3,931 + 26,730 !J58 84!1 

17-1918 36,893 35,765 72,tJ:JR 2ll,lHS 24,92~ M,OIlI) J,12R 4.210 + IK,5l12 969 856 
q-l!l19 33,779 32,904 fih,tiK:! :!!l,292 Rfi,447 H,7:l!1 875 R,84/\ - R,(31) 974 !1!)2 

·1920 33,920 32,446 66,31;(} 3o,73!\ 30,129 6:\,K88 1,1H fi,63U + 4iS 9.ii ~4d 

I 
Total 191:1--1920 345,211 i33!'150 f 6'77.961 288.386 248,496 536,882 -12.461 -39,890 +141,0791 964 862 

. I I 
1920 -1921 37,702 3068 73.770 21),28~ 22,212 4H,~O(l l,6H 4,071l + 20,270 ~lj7 K4~ 

1921-1922 35,837 34i1(l 70,H7 2!,936 21,009 tri,!)4fl 1.227 - 3,927 + U,:>o:! 966 H!3 
1922 --1923 35,303 33,75 6&,978 24,6U6 2(),~H3 45,,13H 1,628 3,7j'~ + 23,oB9 !J~{ 84:7 
1923-1924 36,722 30, .,t, 72,428 23,:182 21,2\13 4(),Ci73 1,(11) 4,08H + 25,7:;3 972 83!1 
1924-1925 3),511 29,6~,7b 61,114 20,72l 17,469 :;H,190 l,90B 3,252 + 22,9:l4 93!) 84:1 
1925-1926 il9,158 3561 74,834 19,221 16,!-I94 3G,215 3,-!82 2,:127 + 38,619 911 881 
)!l26-1927 44,313 41:5~ "';,814 22,163 20,831 42,994 2,812 1,332 + 42,820 937 940 
1927-1928 1,7,191 ~ 1,492 1,070 22,1)5" 20,145 42,200 3,:H2 1,910 + 48,870 n:IU !Ilil 
1928-1929 50,927 4. /,,372 20,11,,5 24,402 1)1,257 3,4R2 2,453 1+ H,ll5 !J32 !10~ 

1929-1930 56,461 , t i.021 ',999 25,299 23,70(; 4!J,005 2,~123 1,:;93 + 60,9!1! !qll \)37 

TOrtal 1921--1930 415.129- 391,701 808,8~B 237.526 208,894 446,~20 -23,424 -28.632 +360.406 9n 879 

"'('01 of r~WJ","J 188,8!J2 177,552 366,4H 1l3,4~5 !)9,il99 212,8H 11,340 14m" + 153,570 ~14(l 87(i 
dei' ade 
192 :1·1930 MIdland 201,133 190,29;; 391,428 108,782 96,4-16 203,228 10,838 12,!l:J6 + 186,~(/() fl46 SSi 
Na ,tuml 
Di visions Highland 25,100 I 23,83! 48,9:';J. 15,2.69 13,049 2H.3Hl 1,216 2,2~O + 20,G31) !l50 8:>:; 

2Q 
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Number of deaths of eaoh sex at different ages 

Age 
I!J20-19~1 I 1921-22 i __ l_9_2_2-,---23 ___ 1 1920-24 19U-~-j __ i __ ~~~~ 

MaIeR r Females I MaleK I FemaleM I Male, I F'emales 1-~:~1-~a1~' Mal~' i F3"ema1c, \ Maks! ~'ema[. 
--~~---~---~---~---~~--~--~--~ __ ~ __ __L__ __ ~ ___ ~ __ _ 

"I ,,' JO "I" 
0-1 3,072 2,HO 

1-.'; 

5-10 

10-15 

2,301 

1,212 

l.'-:JO 999 

,qO-40 2,.31» 

40-5U 2,713 

W-"60 2,514 

till and oV['r I 4,Hn 

.l.H2G 

3,004 

!15H 

2,301 

2,216 

1,64(1 

1926-27 

Ag~ 

0-1 3,D17 :l,!~8 

1-.; 3,61g 

-,-10 1,231 1,2~O 

10 - J.j 667 1,28 

)[,-20 lifU ,~15 

2() -3U 1,158R 

:)1) 4(, 1,622 1,692 

40-::'U I, j(j9 1,312 

I " .) 

:1,031 2,493 2,81H 2,422 2,71i3 2,412 2,415 2,061 3,161' 2,3SI 

.1,9!i8 

2,131 

1.060 

~35 

2,030 

2,244 

2,4tHi 

?,451 

4,7 J() 

~,288 

1,837 

836 

ROO 

2,OiH 

1,730 

1,583 

4,420 

3,338 

1,942 1,643 

1,030 

2,138 2,043 

2,302 

2,:;7~ I,BIG 

2,5-1+ 1,628 

4,IH!J 4,4~2 

1,H\I~ 

I,OR2 

941 

2./>55 

2.521 

4,944 

1,6~R 1,430 1,160 1,IH6 1,096 

826 Ri)~ 74! liRli G9f 

H28 

2,H8 

1,997 

I,An 

],707 

747 

1,815 

1,964 

1,995 

2,179 

4,303 

hOb, _ 

L06[-90r 
Hoo[-90I 
9061-tOI 
t06[--I:O 

1,686, ·-~-T- _-,-'--
G8~ j • 

1,341 J82 I. 

1,42( 964['7_··-~ 
I I 

3,8 I 3,951 I 3,761; 

-----------------------------------------------
1927-28 

Male" 

16 

3,824 

3,262 

1,280 

76~ 

741 

1,70'> 

1,715 

1,85:) 

I Fem",les 

I 17 

3,146 

:1,141 

1,25R 

722 

1i41 

[,%9 

1,721 

1,:l7! 

1928-1929 I 1929-3U I Jtal Averagenumher 

JW. 1_.'"" l~:;::-F'''.';'I ~.;,~;",,. ":.~~~:'::J: 
18 I 19 20 I 21 ~2 23 I 2t 

'1,114 3,272 

3,636 3':;13 

1,927 1,104 

1,349 1,251 

1,010 1,278 

2,.')74 

2,481 

2,331 1,707 

5,HH 

4,08S 

1,363 

707 

753 

1,834 

1,[19R 

1.94fi 

2,26R 

';'308 

i,072 34,lG 

[,301 

27,827 

32,998 

14,961 

R,124 

~. ~ 1~1.895 21,089 

I ~ 
11,1)]! 

lie.; 1!1,230 

'i! liJ,i24 

,t3!1 I,j.+li; 

918 

891 

86:, 

1,061 

1,060 

719 

t;i>H 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII 

Size of family corl'elated with the duration of marriage and the caste or 
religion of family 

Duratlon of maniaf(e wIth the pre~ent wife 

I.;ndel' 10 years I 10 years 10-1U year;; 
('a~te ----- ~~-~-----

I ' 

Number ofl N:.,.mb~r of Number of 
I 

Number ofi Avelage: Number of Number of Average 
familtes children 1 per family I famlltes children per famIly f"-'!llirq j cluldren 

I I 

1 
2 ;1 :; (j l< !I 

I 

STATE ,127,119 1 34,206 1-26 3,762 10,346 2-75 26,383 108,926 

I 
I 

Brahman 

: 1 

1,301 1,B22 1-02 202 494 2'43 1,34i i'i,03;) 

6,4411 H,416 HI 788 2,27fi 2-88 6,610 27,253 
·an ... 1 1 

,[ 2,71:; J,7i\! 1'38 :3~1l 1.lfi7 2'gX 2,678 11,725 

Depre;;,cd Hmdu 

'I 
!)23 r17t; 1·10 HA 209 2-;jR 478 1,769 

Backward Hmdu 3,699 7,238 1'27 m6 2,387 2·61 G,114 23,844 
'I 

1 

f'hn;;tian 11,004 H,iS'> 1'22 1,1113 ~,764 2'iil 7,342 31,1)80 

Mushm 2,42~ 3,150 1';)0 3,,4 1,04rJ 2'R8 1,814 7,620 

1-- __ -. 
Duraholl of marriage With the prc~ent wife 

159 

Avelaf!e 
!lCr farml." 

10 

4-13 

:1'74 

1'12 

4'31\ 

3'70 

:l'~1!) 

4 ';)1 

4·20 

20-:-l1 years :l2 years 33 year, and over 

('a"le 
I I , 

I
, Number of Humher of AVl'Iagc Nun11Jcr of Number of Avelagc Numher ut Number of A\'era~(l 

familwR chll,ll'cn I PC'I' falUlly famllies chlldren per fllmlly falllllIes I children per famlly 

, I I 
~~ ---I-~--·---I --~-------~----'-~~---'--I--

II 12 Iii 1 J.l 15 l(i 17 lK I 1!1 

1 

STATE , 3r' 0 186,231 5'69 1,.937 12,415 6'41 10,157 67,569 6'66 

IL' 

Brahm,\p' . .lIe USl, I"ill:; ~)'Og !Jl ~21 ~'73 ·tiO 2,li12 ~). XII 

Nay.lf e hill tr :38,1)25 ~·51 35H 2,249 (j'2fi 1,7~1 11407 (HII 

Il.av<l 
culiar pr 

17 ,93:~ :J·H3 1115 1,0!J2 (j'62 iIi;) ;',I:l:l li'll 
. forcibJ, 

) 

Depl'C;Red HlI1du Ii fireWOO(Sri ,1,0;;0 5 20 ;;4 :1l6 5'~fi 11;; ~Oli ("24 

.-' ,t h ( 
:1~,j34 390 2,:137 ii·9!1 1,!1:;1I 11 92tl Ii' II Backwi\nl Hllltl,---1>art ct\ t f' 7,3(12 . ~, 

: ')' .)1 

_ 7and br<\'--: .. 
Ij9,,;4:1 li'12 7'iB ;;,268 (j'n 4,612 :12,692 i'O!1 

Chnr-tw1l that a woma, 'I 11.386 

jslIlli 'Thev 'hen L . : 1_,907 111,1)(,:3 ;;.:;!l 100 (i32 0'32 45-1 2,K91l Ii' 31-> 

taken ------
L._l 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII 

Average size of family correlated with the age of wife and the differenoe 
between the ages of husband and wife 

--------,\ge oj \\1£" 

~------~------ -- - ------~---~-~~- ----1----------- --------

Below 11- 1.-,-l\1 I 20-2± 

Dlffercnec uctweeu tbe -~------------------------------ --
:L,ge of hil~b;_tncl 

awl wdp 

Total 

Ff u:;;baud j'Ollngcr than '\'] fe 
llu,baud ol,l"r by I)-{ yeal" 

Ditto 5-\1 .. 
Dltto 10-H 

" Dato 15-19 ,. 
Ditto 211-24 .. 
Ditto 2.'j year~ and ClVl't 

Difference IJ('twecll tIll' 
age of hu,bnllu 

anu Wife 

1 

, ''''"'''',1 of 
fnDIJhcs 

I 
:1 
'I 

'I 
:1 

1 

:1 

1 

I 
2 

I 

I 473 

I 
13:1 
1(11 
121\ 

2;, I 

\ G 
:1 

I 

NUmhl'Ji 
(If 

fa nlllu'~1 

AVPTHgP 

childlen 
per 

famIly 

:i 

0'04 

0'04 
(\,\10 

0'07 

25-:!!I 

A\'('rag(~ 

ohil,lren 
per 

family 

RatlO of 
trmale 
dnluren 
Lo i.OOO 

male 
chiluren 

313 

,,01) 
:-)tH) 
l~-, 

Rabo of 
female 
ehlldrm 
tn 1,U1I0 

m,ile 
dul<!rl'1l 

I 1 

I NUl1lbPJ 
n.H10 uf 

Averagl' tClllak 
dlll,h,'u duhlre<l 

of to 1,000 
f"nl111es 

per 
fanllly male 

ehilulel! 

:, I I; 

9,087 1 0·49 972 I \ 
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CIVIL CONDITION 

PART I-Descriptive 

206. In the notes of instructions for the preparatiQn of this chapter, the Census Introductory 
r .. c. I d' b " It b d h h d . . . rema.rks. ,,-ommlSSloner .or n la 0 serves, may e assume t at t e customs an InstItutions, e. g., 
,,polygamy, polyandry, hypergamy, etc., connected with marriage in India are known, and 
no general description of them need be given again, except when fresh information is 
available." Chapter XI of the Travancore Census Report of 1901 contains a detailed 
description of the marriage customs and other connected institutions of the important castes 
and tribes of this State. It is unnecessary to repeat what has been stated there, and all 
I propose to do, therefore, is to make a few observations to supplement the information 
.and correct certain misstatements already published. 

207. The institution of marriage is as old as man. It rests on biological and Form~ of 

sociological foundations. The instinct of reproduction for the preservation of the species marrIage . 

. can be traced to the lower orders of the animal kingdom. In man this instinct has been 
fully developed, and as he passed from the savage to the civilized stage the instinct, 
tempered by reason, gave rise to different forms of marriage, suited to the requirements 
and conditions of the stage of civilization he atti1ined to. Among the savages who lived 
in isolated communities the wife was an economic asset. The more children she gave 
birth to, the more numerous became the workers in the family. The search for food and 
the procuring of a sufficient supply of it were all the requirements of the savage. As man 
ascended the ladder of civilization, the ideas regarding marriage underwent such changes 
as were adapted to the social conditions that he passed through. At one lime1 in certain 
localities, the conditions were such that the husband had to go and live with the wife in 
her house, and thus matriarchy arose. At another time under different conditions the 
'husband took the wife to live with him in his house, and thus the patriarchal family came 
into existence. The family, in course of time, became glorified" as a means of living the 
fullest communal hie .. as Rabindranath T agare puts it, and in India it ultimately received 
a religious sanctity. "According to India's ideal, even the home must be given up in 
due course, in quest of the Infinite--the household, in fact, is only to be set up as an 
important stage in this quest. "", 

According to the circumstances under which man lived, and in consonance with his 
requirements and ideals, the form of marriage varied from time to time and from society to 
society. The earliest known fOfm is marriage by capture. In T ravancore there is no 
tribe extant, resorting to the use of forc~ to procure spouses. A relic of this custom is, 
however, seen among the hill tribes, MU~:"luvan and Mannan, living in the jungles in the 
High Range. "A peculiar practice with the Muthuvans is that after the marriage is 
'Settled the bridegr~om forcibly takes away the maiden from her mother's house when she 
goes out for water (J'I firewood and lives with her separately for a few days or weeks in 
some secluded part Q~ the forest. They then return, unless in the meanwhile they are 
searched for and bro\ '~ht back by their relations". t Among Mannans also it sometimes 
happens that a woman 1. if she refuses to return the love of a man, is forcibly taken away 
by him. They then h~ e together in the forest for ten or twelve days and are afterwards 
searched for and taken ,t'" the hamlet. The offence is generally condoned and they are 
allowed to live as husbc d and wife. Elopement is also a recogni3ed institution among 
this tribe and is resorted ":> if parents object to the union of a man and woman. 

Marriage by service is an earlier form of marriage by purchase. It is" common 
everywhere among peoples who do not yet possess the wealth which would enable thf.. 
suitor to buy a wife." Among Paliyans and Mannans, two hill tribes found in Travan. 
core, the bridegroom generally lives with his future father·in·law for six months or one 
year and renders service to him before the marri'age is consummated. Marriage by 
purchase, i. e., the system under which the bridegroom pays a bride's price to her father, 
is quite common among the primitive tribes, Malapulayan and Malankuravan. Exchange 

* Rabindranath Tagore-" The Indian Ideal of Nlarnage" In The Book 0/ Mal'l'Iage, edited by Count Hermann 
Keyserling, p. 113. 

t Travancole Oensus Report 1901, p. 3;)0. 
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marriage, by which a brother and sister of one family are exchanged in marriage with the 
sister and brother of another in the same clan, is prevalent among Malapantaram. 
Urali, Malankudi (Vizhavan), and Malavetan. 

Dowry marriage, which is the prevalent system among Brahmans and some other 
high-caste Hindus, is considered to be a later development of marriage by purchase. The 
transformation is believed to have been accomplished in the following manner. " The 
upp('r classes took the first step by renouncing the purchase price either wholly or in part 
and bestowing it upon the daughter, thereby assuring her certain rights in her husband's 
house by cJjviding it. In a second phase of development the bridegroom himself gives the 
present to his wife, and the father furnishes her with a trousseau, often with the idea that 
his daughter shall at least be distinguished from concubines by this endowment. In the 
third phase the purchase was felt to be a barbarism and .at least was legally banned, while 
the dowry, the gift to the daughter, became a legal duty, as was the case among the 
Romans at the time of Augustus. Thus dowry marriage evolved from purchase marriage; 
the higher classes led the way and the great mass followed after. "* In Travancore 
dowry marriage is the universal custom among Brahmans: It is also prevalent among 
Christians and is becoming prevalent among Nayars, Ilavas and Nanjanad VeHalas. 
especially after the recent enactment of legislation affecting their marriage and inheritance. 
Among them. girls belonging to well-to-do families are now sought after by educated 
young men in view of their share of the family properties. The practice of parents 
procuring husbands for their daughters, either by payment in cash or by meeting the 
expenses of their higher education in Indian or foreign Universities, is also coming into 
vogue among Nayars and other maiumakkathayam communities. 

208. ThalikellukalYiiT}am and Sambandham are two forms of marriage which were 
prevalent till recently among all the maiumakkathayam communities in Travancore. I say 
till recently, because under the influence of modern civilization and as a result of the work 
of social reformers. Nayars and llavas, the two most numerous and important maiu~ 
makkathayam communities. have now practically given up the thalikettukalyalJam or com~ 
bined it with sambandham. Other minor marumakkathayam communities are also showing 
a tendency to effect a similar reform so that before very long the institution of thalikettu~ 
kalyanam may become extinct. The T ravancore Census Report of 1901 contains a full 
d€scription of these two forms of marriage. t It is unnecessary, therefore, to describe them 
any further. The significance and relative importance of these two ceremonies require, 
however. elucidation. Fantastic interpretations have been put upon them in previous 
Census Reports and other publications. For example, Moore has propounded a theory in 
his Malabar Law and Custom, which is quoted at page 242 of the India Census Report 
of 1911. Moore thinks that the thalikettu ceremony .. bears a curious resemblance to the 
mock marriage to a god which is often performed when girls are dedicated to temple 
service and religious prostitution." The comparison of thalikettukalyalJam to the dedica
tion of girls to temple service is unfortunate. Girls dedicated to temple service are known 
to be professional prostitutes, but girls of marumakkathayam communities are not. There 
is as much fidelity among them as there is among th~ most orthodox makkathayam commu
nities. The misconception about thalikettukalyaJ)a·.n and sambandham has arisen from the 
opinions expressed by some learned judges, mostly Brahmans, who, contrasting their own 
system of indissoluble marriage which does not admit of divorce under any circumstance. 
with the freedom which marumakkathayam men and women enjoy to dissolve marriage 
when they find that persons of incompatible temperaments have been u~~-£ed, a freedom now 
longed for by many women, and strongly advocated by some eminf ht men, in the most 
advanced countries like the United States of America, have declar('(~ on the strength of 
secondhand information, that thalikettukalyanam is a mock marriage r.and that sambandham 
is only an alliance for concubinage. Thalikettu ceremony has no ,iloubt degenerated into 
a mock marriage, but it is not a license for prostitution; and samb ~ndham is true wedlock 
and not a hall-mark of concubinage. -I 

I 

One cannot say with any degree of accuracy when thalikettukalyalJam was started 
,'ind why it has been kept up so long in spite of its mockery. There are certain customs 
a$sociated with it which go to show that it was once the real mar,riage and that circumstances 
cornpelled certain communities to resort to sambandham and retain the other only as n 
relic; of an earlier form. Among Wayars it is imperative that the boys who officiate as 
bridegrooms at thalikettukalyaI)am should belong to the same sub-caste as the girls. In 
recent times boys of higher castes, such as Thiiumulpad and Brahman. have also been 
-_-------------------

* F. lIfuller-Lyer. translation by I&ab:tlla C. Wigglesworth, The El'oiution of Nodern "'Ilal'1'1age, p. 128. 

t T."flVanCOre Oensus Report, 1901, pp. 328-330. 
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permitted to perform this function, especially in North Travancore. But in South Travan~ 
core it has always been the practice that the boys and girI$ taking part in thalikettu ceremony 
should be of the same sub~caste. Strict endogamy was< thus insisted upon in this form of 
marriage. The Nayars were formerly a military class. They formed the militia of the 
country. The loss of lives among their male population, caused by the warfare they were 
engaged in constantly, depleted their numbers, and consequently it must have become 
impos~for girls to get suitable husbands if the selection had been confined to the limited 
circle of their own sub-caste. The necessity, therefore, arose for looking for suitors from 
among other sub-castes also. The community evidently sanctioned this custom, but insisted 
that though the men and women thus united may remain as husband and wife, they should 
not break the taboo on interdining, which was a corollary of strict endogamy. Restriction 
on endogamy was relaxed, but restriction on interdining continued to be strictly enforced. 
As a result of this change one finds the curious circumstance, especially in North T ravan
core, of II man of a lower sub-caste and a woman of a higher sub-caste entering into 
marital relationship by sambandham, but observing a strict taboo on interdining. That 
thalikettukalyaQam was once the real form of marriage among Nayars is further corro
borated by the fact that even in recent times, especially in South Travancore, when the 
man who officiated as the bridegroom to a girl at kettukalyaQam ceremony dies, the latter 
is considered to be under pollution for three days. Such a custom would not have come 
into existence if kettukalyaQam did not, at one time, confer the true relationship of husband 
and wife on the man and woman. Moore's theory, that kettukalyanam "was instituted 
under Brahmanical influence as an important ~acrament anterior to polyandrous cohabitation" 
is, therefore, unsustainable. Circumstantial evidence and existing customs point to kettu· 
kalyanam having been the real marriage at one time; but when sambandham had to be 
resorted to for widening the field for the selection of husbands, it degenerated into a mock 
marriage and became but a relic of an ancient custom. 

209. "Primitive man lived in hordes and troops, a form of aSSOCIation favouring ~exual mora.
promiscuous relations. Under these circumstances, he WaS not likely to develop a sudden ~!rm~U;:g 
liking for the virtues of monogamy," says Joseph Tenenbaum. * Sir Edward Gait observes tribes. 
in his Census Report of India for 19' " "On the other hand most of the aboriginal tribes, 
both Dravidian and Mangolian, the low castes in Kashmir and the Punjab Hills, and 
various low castes in the United Provinces, Central Provinces and Berar, and Southern 
India allow the utmost freedom between sexes prior to marriage."t In Travancore there 
is not at present a single tribe or caste in which pre-marital intercourse between sexes is 
permitted. Nay, it is strictly prohibited by all castes and communities and even by the 
primitive tribes. Some of the hill tribes. such as Muthuvans, Mannans and Kanikkar, 
go to the extent of taking special precautions to prevent such intercourse. They keep 
separate dormitories where unmarried young women sleep at night under the surveillance 
of an elderly woman. Chastity in women is highly priced by these tribes, both before as 
well as after marriage. Adultery is strictly tabooed by the Kanikkar, UHatans, Mala-
vetans and other tribes, and those who commit this heinous crime are severely punished. 
The following is the punishment inflicted by the KiilJikkar. A man who commits adultery 
is tied to a branch of a tree by his legs, with his head hanging down; straw is spread on 
the groulOd below his head and smoked; he is then swung to and fro and given 24 lashes. 
The woman involved in the crime is given J 2 lashes. Whatever might have been the 
custom among the most primitive men, when they were probably hardly better than beasts 
in their habits and mode of living, there is no evidence whatsoever among the primitive 
tribes now {ound in Travancore that they permit or even tolerate freedom between sexes 
either before or after marriage. 

210. Y( estermarck! Atki!lson, and others think that the primitive man lived in Polygamy: 
separate farmhes and not III SOCial groups, and was, therefore, monogamous. This theory 
~has not been accepted by other anthropologists. According to them the primitive man was 
. a herd animal like the mammals, and the earliest form of sex relations among human beings 

, waS 'proba?l.f .polygamous herd ~rouping. Whatever might have been the case among the 
earl lest pnmlhve men, we may l!lfer from the customs prevalent among some existing 
primitive tribes that, when man was in the hunter stage, he was monogamous and 
probably so out of necessity arising from the shortage of food supply. In Travancore 
there is a small section of a hill tribe, called Malapantaram, living in inaccessible forests 
near Rajampara. They are still nomadic hunters and have not settled in a permanent 

'" JO&E'ph Tenenbaum, The R,ddlp oj Sp.-r, p. 155. 
t E. A. Gait, Inrlw {P"SIM BPI'o}'t, 1.911, p. 243. 
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habitation nor taken to agriculture like another section of the same tribe found in the 
forests in Pathanapuram tal uk. The former are monogamous, while the latter are 
polygamous. Polygamy is also allowed and indulged in, wherever economic conditions 
permit, by most other hill tribes of Travancore who have passed from the hunting to the 
agricultural stage. Polygamy is a sign of plenty. Only those who can afford it will go 
in for the luxury of having more than one wife. This we see in primitive tribes as well as in 
civilized communities in Travancore. Even in those tribes and castes in which polygamy 
is not tabooed, the large majority of men are content with one wife, and the few who do 
take more than one wife are generally the rich, Among advanced communities, like the 
Nayars, polygamy has now been prohibited by law; but even before this prohibition was 
legalised polygamous marriages Were exceedingly rare, especially among the educated rich. 
who came under the influence of Western civilization. Educationally T ravancore is 
one of the most advanced parts of India. and with the spread of education among all 
classes of people polygamy is practically dying out. 

2 J J. While prosperity may lead to polygamy poverty may give rise to polyandry. 
Probably, there was a time when the conditions of some lower castes and hill tribes in 
Travancore were such as necessitated polyandry, but practically all communities except 
perhaps a few primitive tribes, like UHatans and Malayatayans, have now tabooed it. If 
stray instances of polyandry are still seen in some low castes, they are confined generally 
to the older generations and are only the remnants of a custom which is practically dead. 
It was at one time commonly believed that polyandry and matriarchy were connected and 
that matumakkathayis were generally polyandrous. "Polyandry", in the opinion of Sir 
Edward Gait, "may be regarded as a state intermediate between promiscuity and 
monogamy.">!' It may be so i~ promiscuity was the common custom among primitive 
tribes and if they passed through a polyandrous stage before they became monogamous. 
Malapantatams, the most primitive of the tribes in Travancore, are monogamous, and 
there is no vestige of any custom among them suggestive of their having ever passed 
through a promiscuous or polyandrous stage. Sir Edward Gait further says, "Fraternal 
polyandry may exist in a community where mother~kin is the rule, but it is generally 
associated with male kinship, the wife having taken to live in her husband's home." 
There are several matumakkathayam communities in Travancore who trace their descent 
in the female line, wholly untainted by the practice of polyandry, while there are some 
makkathayam communities, like Kaniyans and Kammalans who have tolerated it, 
at any rate till recently. The theory that polyandry is connected J with matriarchy does 
not, therefore, seem to rest on solid foundation. 

Of the maiumakkathayam communities in T ravancore, the Nayars are in the front 
rank in point of numbers and importance. This community has been wrongly accused of 
being polyandrous by several eminent Oriental and Western writers. The inference is 
based on incorrect appraisement of the real state of affairs. In the northern parts of the 
State a Nayar wife never used to leave her own home and live with her husband. while in 
the south where the makkathayam T amilians exercised influence over the customs of the 
Malayalis, the husband invariably took the wife to live with him in his house. In a 
maiumakkathayam household, the mother and her children, brothers and sisters, and other 
relations in the female line all live together. If in such a household the elder brother 
marries and takes his wife to his home, she becomes the common worker in the household. 
On her devolves chiefly the duty of cooking the food and serving it to all members of the 
household including the younger brothers of her husbana. The Nayar women are not 
gosha. There is no objection to the wife of the elder brother moving freely with his 
younger brothers. To a stranger she may appear to be the common wife of the brothers, 
but in reality she is only the wife of the man who has married her and her children are the 
children of her husband. Sooner or later the younger brothers also get married, and all 
the brothers and their wives may live together in the same house if it is spacious enough, 
and if not, some of them may set up their own household and live separately. It is the 
practice of a married man living with his wife and unmarried brothers in the same house 
and the privilege of free social intercourse which the women enjoy with their husbands' 
younger brothers that led to the inference that fraternal polyandry is prevalent among 
Nayars. Sexual jealousy IS as strong in them as in any other civilized community. 
J. D. Mayne rightly says, "that they (5 ambandam unions) are guarded with the utmost 
jealousy and that their violation is most savaq;ely avenged ... t 

;¥ E. A. Gait, India Gens!" Report, J01I, p. 239 

t J. D. Mayne, A T,'eati.<e on Hi'J"lu Law ana ["R(Jge, p. 127 
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212 Sir Edward Gait says 111 the India Census Report of 1911. "Hypergamy in Hypergamy. 
its proper sense is almost unknown in the south of India and in Assam .................. But 
there is no widespread demand on the part of the lower sections to secure husbands 
from the higher; and it is this which constitutes the essence of hypergamy."* Even in the 
$trict sense of the word, hypergamy does prevail among some sections of the people in 
T ravancore. Among Malayala Kshatriyas there is a sub~caste known as K oil Thamputans. 
It has been their custom to marry their women only to Nampiititi Brahmans and not even 
to their own caste men. This is a clear case of hyper gamy. Among Niiyars there are 
some families in North Travancore who, regarding themselves as superior in social status 
to other sections of the community, have not been allowing men of any caste other than the 
Brahman to marry their women. This practice is, however, dying out. After the passing 
of the Niiyar Regulation which has conferred certain legal obligations on the men who 
marry Niiyar women, the difficulty of procuring Brahman husbands has been intensified 'ind 
the rule of hypergamy has had to be abrogated. Even among the K6il Tamputiins who 
are now agitating for the passing of a Regulation similar to the Niiyar Regulation, there is 
a strong move by the younger generation to recognise the right of marrying their women 
into their own caste. It may probably not be very long, therefore. before hyper gamy 
which now prevails. though to a limited extent, in T ravancore becomes altogether extinct. 

213. Under the rule of exogamy which is one of the widespread customs in India a Cou8i;'l-
man is not allowed to marry a woman belonging to the same clan. In matumakkathayam marrla.ge. 

communities the children belong to the clan of their mother, and hence the marriage 
between the sons and daughters of sisters is strictly prohibited. In theory this prohibition 
does not apply to the children of brothers, but in practice very rarely, if at all, do marriages 
take place between the sons and daughters of brothers also. On the other hand, the 
marriage of the sons and daughters of brothers and sisters is the common practice among 
them. It may either be between the brother's son and sister's daughter or between the 
sister's son and the brother's daughter. Both these forms of cousin~marriage take place 
freely, both among civilized communities following matumakkathayam law of inheritance, 
for example, Nayars, as well as among the primitive tribes. such as Muthuvans, 
Manniins, Paliyans, Malavetans, MaIankuravans, and UHiitans, who are matrilinear. 

214. Eugenics has been defined by Sir Francis Galton, its first advocate, as "the Exogamy 
study of aRencies under social control which may improve or impair racial qualities of and eugenics

future generations either physically or mentally." Westermarck thinks that consanguineous 
marriages are injurious to the offspring. D. H. Darwin also holds the same view. 
Continuous inbreeding, in his opinion. will result in diminished constitutional vigour, size 
and fertility of the offspring. In the light of these observations exogamy may be regarded 
as a device of the ancient Indians to prevent consanguineous marriages and avoid the evils 
accruing therefrom. It does not, however, fully serve the purposes of modern eugenics 
because, while it prevents the marriage of the children of sisters or brothers, it does not 
place any restriction on 'the marriage of other near relatives, such as the childr~n of a 
brother and sister who are as closely related to each other as are brothers or sisters. 
Pitt-Rivers has rightly pointed out that the supposed origin of the exogamous system to 
prevent close inter~breeding and consanguineous alliances is based on misconceptions of the 
nature of exogamy and of its dual organization. If exogamy had prohibited the marriages 
of near relatives of all kinds, it would certainly have avoided the evils of inbreeding which 
is condemned by the modern protagonists of eugenics. The object of eugenics is to 
improve mankind, and the material on which it works is heredity. Intelligence and 
character are born with the man. He inherits them from his parents. At one time it was 
thought that environment makes the man. This theory has now been disproved. 
Environment will not create a new trait in a man. It will only help to draw out and 
develop the qualities which he has inherited. Of the qualities which he inherits, some are 
dominant and others recessive. According to Mendal's Law a trait which is recessive in 
Lotq. the parents will become dominant in the offspring. If a family is tainted with an 
undesirable trait, the descendants of that family will inherit it. In some it will be 
dominant and in others it will be recessive. In the dominants it will manifest itself. while 
in the recessives it will remain masked. But when two recessives unite it will become 
dominant in the offspring. Herein lies the real danger of consanguinity and that is why it has 
been condemned. The rule of exogamy prescribes restrictions on consanguineous marriages, 

* E. A. Galt, lac. cit. p. 255. 
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but in its practical application its scope has been narrowed down. If its apphcation is 
extended to all cases of consanguinity, it may promote the betterment of mankind by 
reducing the possibilities of perpetuating in future generations the undesirable elem::nts of 
family traits. 

21 5. A very large section of the Hindus and most of the hill tribes in T ravancore 
trace their descent in the female line and follow the matumakkathayam law of inheritance. 
Mother-right is the common custom of many castes and tribes not only in Travancore but 
throughout the Malabar Coast, and the only other tract in India where it prevails is Assam, 
where its adherents are mostly the primitive hill tribes. In T ravancore and other parts of 
the Malabar Coast, on the other hand, both primitive tribes as well as certain advanced 
castes, like the Kshatriya and the Nayar who are not behind any other caste or community 
in India in point of education or civilization, have retained the matriarchal system. How 
matriarchy arose on this coast and why it has persisted through centuries are interesting 
problems to speculate upon. Many have speculated and formulated various hypotheses. 
Whatever be the origin of mother-right, the old theory that "matriarchy corresponds with 
lower, and patriarchy with more highly developed peoples and cultural groups" has been 
disproved by the investigations of recent anthropologists. Based on a mass of evidence 
collected in regard to ancient and modern peoples who traced their descent through the 
female line, Bachofen and later Mclennan expounded the theory that all human races 
started with the most primitive custom of communism in sexual relations, then passed 
through matr iarchy, the rulership of woman over man, and finally reached the stage of 
patriarchy which established the prerogative of man. Though this theory was in direct 
contravention of the conclusion set forth by Maine in his Ancient Law, it held the field 
until recent researches have shown, as Leo Frobenius observes, .. that there was a time 
when in certain parts of the world patriarchal and matriarchal institutions existed separately 
and were in their own territory the decisive, determining and motivating cultural factors~ 
At one time the two extensive regions comprising the interior of Asia (including Eastern 
Europe) and the interior of Africa must have been patriarchal; that is to say, the vast 
steppe lands were patriarchal. The Mediterranean country and those of Southern Asia 
lying in between these two expanses, that is to say, their coasts, were at the same time 
under matriarchal sway. Patriarchy, in its least modified form, is still prevalent among 
the Africans of the steppes."* The hypothesis now accepted by the anthropologists is 
that among the earliest savages who lived by hunting, the man took the wife to himself, 
and that the husband, wife and children all wandered together forming a patriarchal 
family. There was no well-defined system of inheritance among them because there was 
nothing to inherit, but the relationship that subsisted was distinctly patriarchal. In 
Travancore one section, of the Malapantaram who is still leading the life of nomadic 
hunters, affords an example of this earliest form of patriarchy. When the savage passed 
from the hunting to the agricultural or pastoral stage, the inchoate form of patriarchy that 
prevailed among the hunters developed into matriarchy under certain conditions and into 
well-defined patriarchy under other conditions. Gilbert Slater describes this process of 
dual development as follows. "When these pioneers of civilization added cultivation to 
their activities as a supplement to the chase, fishing, and gathering of wild fruits and roots. 
the new work was undoubtedly assigned to the women, 'and therefrom the ownership of 
the agricultural tools, of the growing plants, and as soon as ownership in land Was recognised .. 
the ownership of the little cultivated plots, would naturally be regarded as being vested in 
the women and descending by inheritance from mother to daughter. As long as hunting 
was the mainstay, this arrangement would be secure. As soon as the population depended 
mainly upon agriculture, and the men as well as the women worked in the fields, the social 
equilibrium became unstable, but might still be maintained for many generations, as it was 
in Egypt and Mesopotamia, until some sort of shock led the men to question its 
reasonableness. This might come through war, or conceivably throu~h contact with 
peoples who passed directly from the hunting to the pastoral stage, and among whom the 
hereditable property from the beginning was held by men, or perhaps merely from the 
pressure of increasing population upon the land, leading to the extension of cultivation ineo 
more difficult areas which from the beginning were cleared and cultivated by the men."t 
Mr. Slater's view is more or less in agreement with that of other modern students of 
anthropology.t It affords a satisfactory explanation for the origin and survival of 

* Leo FIObenius "Marri~ge and Matnar('by," in The Book of Marrtage. edited by Oount Keyserling, p. 99. 

t Gilbert Slater, The .Dravidian Element m Indian CuUure, pp. 132 and 133. 

1 f. Muller Lyer, loco cd. p. 156. 
H. N. DIckson, allmate and Wpather (Home L'niversity LIbrary Benes) pp.232-234. 
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matriarchy on the Malabar Coast. We shall see in Chapter XII that Southern India was 
occupied by the Dravidians long before the advent of the Aryans and that the various 
sections of the Dravldian stock who lived in different geographical regions developed 
occupations and cultures suited to their particular environments. That branch which 
occupied the hilly tract on the W; ~st Coast lived originally by hunting. Later on, when 
they migrated to the narrow stri . of land lying between the mountains and the sea, they 
took to agriculture. The soil WaS very rich, nature was bountiful and conditions were very 
favourable to cultivation. 7he labour involved in the tillage of the soil and the growing of 
crops being very light, the women found it possible to attend to this work, and the men 
continued to be engaged on hunting. The women who were the first agriculturists 
naturally became the owners of the cultivated land which descended from mother to 
daughter. and thus the matriarchal system came into existence. In the territories beyond 
the Western Ghats, those who occupied the tract containing cultivable land also developed 
agriculture. but the work had to be done by men and not by women. Cultivation there 
was a hard task. The soil was not fertile and the rainfall was scanty. Artificial irrigation 
had to be resorted to for the raising of crops. Women were unnt to undertake such 
difficult work and it consequently devolved on men. They became the owners of the land 
and thus the patriarchal system was evolved. Another section of the people who lived in 
wooded lands unfit for cultivation turned to the breeding of cattle and sheep for their 
sustenance, and others who occupied the coastal region lived by fishing in the sea. Both 
these occupations, demanding strenuous labour, were unsuited to women, and consequently 
they fell to the lot of men. The livestock and the fishing gear which thus became the 
men's property descended from father to son giving rise again to the patriarchal system of 
inheritance. In the light of this argument it becomes clear why the people living to the 
west of the Western Ghats developed maiumakkathayam, while those found on the east 
coast. developed makkathayam. Maiumakkathayam once established found a favourable 
soil to grow on in the west coast. The men of this coast who were originally hunters 
subsequently turned into fighters. They had no need to worry about their food, because 
it WaS supplied by their women. Their only business consisted in protecting their 
rich country from the intrusion of strangers. Later on, a number of chieftains established 
their sway over the different parts of this territory and various principalities thus came into 
existence. They were constantly at war with one another. each trying to subdue his 
neighbours and establish his suzerainty over them. This constant warfare necessitated 
the utilization of all available man~power for military duties. Men had to leave their 
homes and go .to war whenever called upon by their chiefs to do so. Many lost their 
lives in the war. The wives and children could not remain in safety in the husband's 
homes. They had perforce to look to their maternal home for protection and sustenance. 
Such was the condition of Ketala till about the beginning of the eighteenth century, and 
no wonder that matriarchy grew and throve under such circumstances. Added to this. 
the influence of Nampiititi Brahmans also contributed to the preservation and strengthening 
of this system. With a view to prevent the disintegration of their family estates the 
Nampiititis adopted the custom, that only the oldest male member of their families should 
marry in their caste, and that the junior male members should find their spouses 1 ~n the 
Kshatriya and Nayar castes, without however being subject to the obligation of prov~ding 
for their sustenance and other worldly wants. Maiumakkathayam for the latter castes ~vas. 
therefore, an ideal institution from the point of view of the Nampiitiris, and they must htwe 
used all their religious influence and temporal power to have it preserved intact by i'-te 
castes who supplied wives to the large majority of their men. According to some writers~ 
the Nampiititis themselves are believed to have created the maiumakkathayam system and 
imposed it on the Kshatriyas and Nayars. It is hardly possible that the communities wht.l 
formed the largest and the most influential section of the population would have meekly 
submitted to the imposition by a few alien immigrants of a custom which affected vitally 
their social organization. No, it could not be so. The system must have originated 
spontaneously under the special circumstances under which the communities lived and the 
influence of the Nampiititis might have only helped in its preservation. 

As long as the cardinal principle of' matriarchy, namely, that the family unit 
consisted of a woman and her children, just as the father and his childern constituted ,-the 
patriarchal family, was understood and acted upon, it remained a sound institution, promoting 
the orderly progress and the social unity of the communities concerned. Its degeneration 
has set in only when, under the impact of Western civilization, the tendencies of the 
educated section began to draw them towards the universal system of patriarchy. l From 
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the social point of view matriarchy cannot, in'any way, be regarded as inferior to patriarchy. 
"The two great regulations of early civilization, matriarchy and exogamy," says Edward 
Byron Reuter, "have nothing about them fantastic, outrageous, absurd, but are the 
practical outcome of the practical purposes of people like-minded with ourselves." * The 
old theory propounded by Bachofen and Mclennan, that matriarchy indicated only a 
stage of development in civilization next to promiscuity and polyandry, has now been 
exploded, and yet one occas$onally finds strange statements, connecting matriarchy and 
polyandry, appearing in print. In the course of an article contributed to the London 
Times of November 6, 1931, a T rivandrum correspondent observes, "Since polyandrous 
times, when fatherhood was in doubt, the estates of subjects and Ruler alike descend 
from uncle to sister's son." Such light~hearted comments can only be attributed to the 
prejudice or ignorance of the commentator. 

216. We have seen in paragraph 208 above that among Nayars thalikeltukalytif!.am, 
which was once the real marriage, degenerated into an empty ceremonial and that 
marital relationship between man and woman came to be recognised by what is known 
as sambandham. Both Nayar husbands and wives enjoyed the utmost freedom to 
dissolve this alliance. There was no formality to be gone through for the dissolution 
except that the husband or wife had to inform the other party of his or her intention. 
Under the maiumakkathayam law the dissolution of marriage entailed no hardship on 
the wife and children, because they would be maintained by their larwad. It was all 
smooth sailing as long as the manager of the tarwad, or the karaT).avan as he is 
called, was a true maiumakkathayi, both in form and in spirit. But when under the 
influence of Western civilization his inclinations became less matriarchal and more 
patriarchal, troubles and dissensions arose in the tarwad and the women whose interests 
were invariably neglected by the kaial).avan had to look to their husbands for the 
maintenance of themselves and their children. In this transitional stage, suits for maintenance 
grants were filed in courts of law and the Judges, who were invariably makkathayis, held 
that sambandham was not a legally valid marriage. The educated section of the community 
then began to agitate for legislation to validate the sambandham form of marriage. The first 
attempt at legislation was made in 1896, when leave was granted for the introduction, in the 
local Legislative Council, of a Bill relating to marriages among the followers ot maiumakka~ 
thayam law. It did not aim at introducing "any material change in the existing matrimonial 
usage." It merely sought "to formulate and declare such usage and to provide a means 
of preservill'~ the evidence of dissolution of the union in view chiefly to mitigate litigation." 
The Bill was introduced in the Council and discussed, but was dropped subsequently. 
A law was, however. enacted in 1912 regulating the marriage, succession, and family 
management of the Nayars. This law was further amended and amplified by the Nayar 
Regulation Iof 1088 passed on the 13th of April 1925. This Regulation has recognised 
sambandham, openly solemnised by the presentation of cloth to a female by a male, as 
a valid marriage for all legal purposes; it has legalised the sambandham between the 
different sub~castes of Nayars, the term "Nayar" including not only the sub~castes but 
also others known or recognised as such. and also between a Nayar female and any 
male ether than a Nayar with whom conjugal union is permitted according to recognised 
socia! c'iustom and usage; it has made provision for the dissolution of marriage, which 
can be effected either by mutual consent evidenced by a registered instrument or by a 
formal order o~ dissolution by a Civil Court; it has penalised polygamy and polyandry; 
it has made it obligatory on the part of the husband to maintain his wife and minor 
children; it has altered the customary system of inheritance by conferring the right of 
inheritance of a Nayar male' s self~acguired and separate property on his wife and children; 
r.nd it has made provision for the partition of the tarwad properties among its members. 
This Regulation was the first piece of legislation enacted in Travancore, and probably 
in any part of India, which paved the way for a complete overhauling of the social 
organization of a community. The Nayar community which had previously adopted 
some radical soci:tl reforms, like intermarriage and inter dining between sub"castes, 
anticipating legal sanction, was not slow to take advantage of this Regulation. The only 
permissive provision in the Regulation is that relating to partition of tarwad properties, 
all the other provisions being obligatory. In regard to the partition of tar wad properties 
it hs been laid down that the Government may exempt any tarwad from the provisions 
concerned, if within six months from the commencement of the Regulation all the major 
members of the tarwad jointly apply for such exemption. The fact that as many as 32,903 
tarwii,.l~s have partitioned their properties within five years after the passing of the Regulation 

• Rdward Ryron Reuter and .TeRSte Ridway RUDner, The F'am,l/J, p. 87. 
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and that only a very few families have applied for exemption is proof posltJVe of the 
eagerness with whkh the community has availed itself of even this permissive provision. 
The Regulation has made far,reaching changes in the customs relating to marriage and 
inheritance among N ayars. The obligation thrown upon the husband or the father to 
maintain the wife or children, combined with the right of the wife and children to inherit 
the self.acquired and separate property of the husband or the father, has made hypergamous 
marriages between Nayar females and Brahman males very rare, almost nil. The 
restrictions placed on the dissolution of marriage have made divorce less frequent. 
The Regulation has sounded the death. bell of matriarchy and ushered in the dawn of 
patriarchy. It has been in force now only for seven years and it is too early yet to see 
these changes reRected in the census statistics; but changes are taking place rapidly and 
before another census comes round they will have gone far enough to affect the statistics 
vitally. 

Along with the passing of the law concerning Nayars, a similar law to regulate 
the marriage and inheritance among Havas, the other most impo!'tant marumakkathayam 
community in T ravancore, was also passed at the same time. The Ilava Regulation came 
into force, like the Nayar Regulation, on the 13th of April 1925. In 1926 a third 
matumakkathayam community, namely, the N~njanad VeHalas, had a Regulation enacted 
more or less on the lines of the Nayar and the !lava Regulations. The changes n~ticed 
in the Nayar community are fast taking place on exactly the.same lines among the Ilavas 
and the Nanjanad VeHalas also. Other maiumakkathayam communities are now making 
strenuous efforts to get similar laws enacted for them as well. The Malayala Kshatriyas, 
an inRuential, though numerically less important, community, have succeeded in getting a 
Bill introduced in the Legislative Council to reform their marriage and other social 
customs. This Bill is now under the consideration of the Select Committee. Even the 
marumakkathayam sections of the Depressed Classes, the Pulayas, for example, are clamour. 
ing for the codification of their customs on the lines of the Nayar Regulation. The wave 
of reform is dashing upon the ancient customs of all the maiumakkathayis. It looks as if 
before long matumakkathayam will have been completely wiped out of this country. 

2] 7. The dedication of unmarried girls to deities for service in temples is a T amiJian Devadasis. 
custom and is prevalent in all the temples in the Tamil districts. Under the influence of 
the Tamilians it found its way into some temples in South Travancore, but has not travelled 
further north of T rivandrum. This ancient custom was started with the best of intentions 
to serve a religious purpose. The Devadasis. as servants of the temples. were 01 iginall y 
an order of ascetics leading a life of personal purity, rectitude of conduct and virgin 
chastity. In course of time they lost sight of these noble ideals and degenerated into a 
class of women of loose morals. Till about 10 years ago they were disqualified from 
entering into any form of lawful marriage. The practice till then was this. A girl, to 
be dedicated to the deity, is given a cloth by the temple authorities on the completion of 
her twelfth year. On that day she is purified by a bath in holy water, a dagger is placed 
beside her and she is wedded to the dagger. She thus becomes a Devadasi. This 
practice of marrying the girls to the dagger was abolished in Travancore in 1921, and 
since then they were allowed to have marriages solemnised in their homes and attend to 
temple service on their completing 16 years of age. From the beginning of the year 
" 06 ;\1. J~., corresponding to the middle of August 1930, the Government of Travancore, 
by an executive order, abolished the institution of Devadasis from all temples in the State, 
but sanctioned the payment of the remuneration these women were getting for their lifetime 
without the corresponding obligation to do service in the temples. These unfortunate 
women who weff~ looked down upon as a class of professional prostitutes have thus been 
emancipated and have now got the freedom to enter into lawful wedlock with the men of 
their own liking. No woman has been returned as a prostitute at this census in Travancore. 
Probably, the abolition of Devadasis has contributed to this happy circumstance. 

218. "It is generally thought that the social position of its Women is one of the The social 
.truest ways of measuring the height of a people's culture. In reality, however, this is the position of 
case only in a small degree."" A close study of the history of mankind will reveal many women. 

vicissitudes in the social status of women, as man advanced step by step from the 
condition of the savage. At first, when he was hardly more advanced than the animal, 
both the sexes were generally on an equal footing; when he reached the stage of the 
nomadic hunter he became a patriarch and the woman occupied a subordinate place. In 
the agricultural stage, when matriarchy was established, the woman gained ascendancy 

"" 1'" 1I1uJlel'·Lyer, loco c~t. p. 1tl7. 
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and the man became her helpmate. It was during this stage that clan organization 
developed and reached its zenith. In the later stage man f:ook to diverse occupations and 
began to accumulate wealth. He had no longer the necessity to move into the wife's clan. 
He was in a position to buy his wife and take her to live with him. At this stage the 
patriarchal family came into existence and the woman descended from the high position she 
occupied under the matriarchal system and became the handmaid of man. The family 
was then an economic mint. It made its own food, clothing and other necessaries. The 
husband, the possessor of all wealth, was the autocrat of fhe family and the wife was 
practically his slave. The next change in the social organization came about with the 
growth of capitalism and industrial revolution, when the prc-duction of goods passed from 
the family to the factories. In the factories both men and women worked and earned 
wages, and women thus began to acquire economic independence which reached a high 
watermark in Western countries during the World War. The emancipation of women 
in those countries is now progressing rapidly. Equality of sexes in all walks of life is 
being established. The husband and wife, whose union was once considered to be 
indissoluble, are now allowed to separate under certain circumstances. ]'\jay, advanced 
social reformers like Judge Lindsey ot the United States go even to the extent of 
advocating "trial marriages" or "companionate marriages." These changes that are 
taking place in the West have their repercussions on the East also. In Travancore the 
marumakkathayam system has always recognised the supremacy of the woman. She has 
as much right in the tarwad properties as any male member of the tar wad and is, therefore, 
on an equal footing with him. No doubt, in recent times the influence of the woman has 
waned on account of the unauthorised assertion of authority by the man and the mis
management of the common properties by the kdianavan. These disintegrating causes are 
now contributing to the break-up of the matumakkathayam system. But during this period 
of transition the woman is gaining her economic independence, as in the West. She 
refuses to be the slave of the other sex. This attitude is seen prominently in the women 
of the educated communities. The high degree of education attained by the women of 
Travancore, and the liberal policy pursued by the Government in the matter of appointment 
to State service and of representation on political institutions, without the distinction of 
sex, have contributed not a little to make the women of the country self-reliant and 
self-dependent. Of the total female population numbering 2,530,900 as many as 
J, J 28,770 have been returned either as wage earners or as working dependants, and of 
these, 7,265 women are engaged in public administration and liberal arts, showing an 
increase of 595 over the number (6,670) returned at the last census. Women have for 
a long time been employed in the Education and Medical Departments of this State and 
recently appointments in other departments have also been thrown open to them. There 
are '[low two women lawyers practising at Trivandrum. The Travancore Women got 
the right to vote at Legislative Council elections about ten years ago. In India this State 
was the first to confer franchise on women, Membership of the Legislative Council and 
the Sri Mulam Popular Assembly has also been thrown open to them and women 
representatives now sit in both these institutions. The social and political changes taking 
place in advanced communities have had their repercussions even on the most orthodox 
women of the Nampiitiri Brahmans. They are showing signs of revolt against the life
long slavery imposed upon them by men. Some of them have already thrown off the purdah 
and begun to attend public meetings and take part in the proceedings. They are 
demanding the same social privileges and political rights which their sisters of other 
communities enjoy. In fact, the process of emancipation is proceeding fast in all classes 
of women in this country. 

The phenomenal progress women have made in education, the economic in
dependence they are gaining and the political consciousness that has been awakened in them, 
have begun to act as a brake on their desire to enter into matrimonial bondage. Several 
of them, especially the educated young women of the Nayar and Christian communities. 
are now content to remain single. earning their livelihood by their (Jwn labours or 
devoting themselves to social work if they have other means to live upon. The change 
in the attitude of women towards marriage is so recent and the number of them who 
have come under its influence so far are comparatively so few thnt the effect of the change 
is not yet visible in the census figures of civil condition. But if the future progress is 
going to be as rapid as it has been in the immediate past, the next census is likely to 
record a distinct shrinkage in the number of marriages contracted. 



PART II - Statistical 

219. The statistics regarding civil condition are embodied in Imperial T abies VII 
and VIII and their general features are exhibited in proportional figures in the Subsidiary 
Tables at the end of this Chapter. Imperial Table VII shows the civil condition of 
the population by sex, age and religion, and Imperial Table VIII the same by sex, age 
and caste. In the former the age periods have been adjusted to the quinary groups and 
in the latter they have not been so adjusted. In Table XIV of the 1921 census, which 
corresponds to Table VIII of this census, the age-groups shown are 0-5, 5-12, 12-15, 
I 5~20, 20-40,40 and over, whereas in Table VIII of the present census the age-groups 
adopted are 0~6, 7 ~ 13, J 4~ 16, J 7 -23, 24-43, 44 and over. This difference has to be 
borne in mind when the civil condition of different castes at this census is compared with 
that at the previou5. The Subsidiary Tables at the end of the chapter show :-

( I) The distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex, religion and main 
age~period at each of the last five censuses, 

(2) A. The distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages In 
each religion and natural division, 

B. The distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages m 
each main religion in rural and urban areas, 

(3) The distributlOn by main age-periods and civil condition of 10,000 of 
each ~ex and religion, 

( 4) The proportion of the sexes by civil condition at certain ages for mam 
religions and natural divisions, 

(5) The distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages 
for selected castes, 

Reference to 
statistics. 

220. The statistics collected are intended to show whether a person was married, The meaning of 
. d ·d d h d f h Th·· h the statistics. unmarne , or WI owe on t e ate 0 t e census. e InstructIOns to t e enumerators 

were:-

" Enter each person. whether infant, child or grown-up, as either married, unmarried or 
widowed. Divorced persons, who have not remarrled should be pntered as widowed. 
A woman who has never been married must be shown in column l) as unmanied, 
even though she be a prostitute or concubine, but persons who are recognised by 
custom as married are to be entered as such, even though they have not gone through 
the proper ceremony." 

In the T ravancore Census Report of 189 I it is stated - and this statment is repeated 
in the Report of 1901 - that "a Nayar lady would not speak of her Sambandhakaran as 
her married husband, nor a Nayar husband speak of his Bharya as his married wife."* 
As I have already pointed out in Part I of this Chapter, the Nayar community has always 
recognised sambandham as a proper form of marriage, and a man and woman who have 
entered into sambandham as husband and wife. Doubt existed only in the minds of the 
judicial officers as to whether this is a legally valid marriage, and it is this doubt that 
is seen reflected in the statements of the State Census Commissioners of 189 J and J 90 J • 
However, even the legal objection to recognise sambandham as marriage has been 
removed by the passing of the Nayar Regulation of J 925 which has been already 
referred to. Thalikettukalyanam. whatever it might have been at the time of its origin, 
does not now confer the status of husband and wife on the boy and girl who pass through 
the ceremony, and the return of civil condition will not, therefore, be vitiated by mis~ 
statements about this form of mock marriage. It is evident, therefore, that there is no 
ground, either real or imagin?ry, to suspect the accuracy of the statistics of civil condition 
of the Nayars collected at thIS census. 

The only class of persons about whose marital condition inaccuracies might 
possibly occur in the return of civil condition are the Devadasis who are supposed to 
be married to deities in Hindu temples, but who lead the life of prostitutes or concubmes. 
In Travancore the institution of Devadasis has been abolished and this source of 

/inac~uracy in the statistics has also disappeared. 

Among matumakkathayam communities divorce was once common but is now becom~ 
ing rare. Among other communities it has always been exceptionally rare or almost non
existent. There is no separate column in the schedule to record the number of divorced 

'I persons and they are, therefore, included with the wido,w __ e_d_. ___________ _ 

I * Travancore Oensus RCpOTt, 1901, p. 170. 
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221. In India, where marriage is considered to be a religious sacrament, it is 
naturally more universal than in Wes~ern countries where economic considerations and 
sociological ideas influence the incidence of marriage. It is one OC the accepted doctrines 
of Hinduism that" a man must have a son to save him from hell." No such religious 
sentiment operates among the Western nations. The Hindu father considers it his religious 
duty to get his daughter married, and in the case of some castes, even before she attains 
puberty. Whatever be the economic condition of the parties contracting the marriage. 
whether they are in a position to support themselves and the children that may be born to 
them or not, the marriage is peformed, its consequences being left to the mercy of God. 
The Hindus have been brought up in the tradition that woman is the handmaid of man and 
that she is always dependent upon him for maintenance and protection. In her childhood 
she must depend on her father, in her adolescence on her husband, and in her old age 
on her son. At no time is she a free individual, able to stand on her own legs. This 
helplessness of the woman also influences every father to see that his daughter is married 
somehow or other. It is in those parts of India and in those castes in which the orthodox 
religious sentiment reigns supreme. and in which the woman is kept in the thraldom of the 
man, that universal m3rriage prevails most. In Travancore these two factors operate less 
rigorously, and hence marriage is not so universal here as in other parts of India. The 
bulk of the population in Travancore are Dravidians who are not governed by the Sastraic 
Hindu law of marriage. The Dravidians do not believe that a woman who dies unmarried 
and a man who is without a son are destined to go to hell, and with them marriage is not, 
therefore, a religious duty, the violation of which is blasphemy. Only a microscopic 
minority of the people of this State, mainly the Brahmans who form but 1'3 per cent. of 
the total population, look upon marriage as a religious duty which every man and woman 
must perform. J. D. Mayne says, " It is part of the Brahmanical doctrine that a man must 
have a son to save him from hell; but this belief obtains little currency among the genera .. 
lity of people in Southern India and the strong tendency to marriage has little connection 
with religious sentiments." * Moreover, the prevalence of maiumakkathayam which 
recognises the supremacy of the woman has made the women of those communities who 
follow this system of inheritance and who constitute the large majority of thE- population 
of this State more self-reliant and self-dependent than the women of the makkathayam 
commumtIes. The rapid progress made in female education in the State during the 
last two or three decades has also strengthened the spirit of self-reliance and self
dependence in women. All these causes have contributed to the unique position that 
Travancore occupies in India in regard to the marital condition of the people. Cochin 
State and British Malabar are also probably in the same position on account of the operation 
of similar causes. A comparison of the statistics of the unmarried people in India 
and T ravancore with those of some Western countries will reveal the position of 

Travancore. In the margin are given 
the latest available figures for India, 
Travancore, England and Wales, and 
the United States. Amon!!. both males 
and females India has the smallest 
proportion of unmarried. Travancore 
appears to have a larger proportion of 
unmarried males than even England 
and Wales and the United States 
while as regards the unmarried female; 
she occupies an intermediate position 
between these countries and India. 

Iwha (l9~:l ('cnsus) . \ 
T""ancotE' (19:'11 census) . 
1<:ngland and WaleR I 

(UJ21 cenRUs) 
Umted StateH (1920 

census) '1 

Number per mille of 
unmatTied 

l\lales Females 

£)25 

SUI' 
47.> 

507 

. " The proportions of children in the 
populatIon are much higher In Travancore than in Western countries and must have 
therefore, contributed to the swelling of the numbers of the unmarried in this State. In th~ 
western countries the statistics regarding marital condition are collected only in respect of 

• J. 1). Mayne, A 'l'1eaf IS(' on Hwdu L«wa.nd ["age, p. 53. 
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the population of J 5 years and over. If the population below 15 years is excluded from 
the statistics of all the countries, a correct comparison can be institutecl~- between them. 

From the figures in tr.t" margin we see 

India (1921 cen~lls) 
Travaneore (1931 eensus) 
:b;ngland and Wales (H)21 

cen>u") 
l'nned 8tates (1920 

census) 

"Number umnarl'led per 1,000 of 
eaeh Hex (15 yeal s and over) 

Males 

208 
276 

417 

Females 

H 
107 

31>8 

318 

clearly that Travanc.Jre occupies an 
intermediate position between India 
and the western countries in respect 
of unmarried females as well as males. 
In the population of 1 5 years and over 
Travancore has 276 unmarried males 
and 107 unmarried females per mille 
of each sex against 208 and 44 respec
tively in India, while the corresponding 
proportions in England and Wales are 
365 and 368, and in the United States 
41 7 and 318 respectively. These 

figures show clearly that marriage is more universal in T ravancore than in Western 
countries, but is less so than in India as a whole. The disparity between India and 
Travancore is very marked at the earlier age-periods, but it practically disappears at about 
the age of 45. From the 45th year onward the total number of unmarried in a thousand 
of the population is 20 in India and 19 in Travancore, while it is as high as 104 in the 
United States. 

Year of cens"s 

1891 
1901 
1911 
1921 
1931 

_hTumber unma1'Y,ea per 1,000 of pach sew 

India 
I 

Travaneore 

Males j Females I Males 
\ 

Females 

\ 487 389 \ 525 453 
, !92 34-1 

\ 

1i21i 431l 
I 490 RH 543 445 
I 498 358 577 483 
I Not available 

j 
584 4~· ,D 

i 

The larger proportion 
of unmarried persons 
in T ravancore than in 
India is not a pecu
liarity noticed at this 
census alone, but has 
been a common feature 
of all the previous 
censuses as can be 
seen from the marginal 
table. 

222. The numbers of the unmarried, married, and widowed per mille of each sex The early age 
at different age-periods in T ravancore, according to the present census, are shown in the of marriage. 

accompanying diagram and table:-

DIagram 47 - sbowing tile proportioll per mille of males and females 

who are unmarl·ied. married aod tvidowed at ('aeh age-period. 
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---_._-_._._._. -----------------------_ .. __ ....... . 

Males 
\ 

Females 

Age .. gtoup 

I ! 1 I I 
WIdowed JlwIarrled Unmarried UnmlU.'led Married Widow-1 

I 
-

70 and n\er S30 647 2:1 10 124 866 
(j5-70 238 711 21 10 189 801 
60-65 175 806 19 I 10 288 702 
5.3-60 143 836 21 11 iS61 628 
50-55 94 877 

I 
29 12 516 472 

45-:>0 
I 

75 893 32 13 590 397 
40-4'; 46 !l16 3il 16 728 256 
:15-4') 

I 

ill 915 4S 18 787 195 
30-3~) lW 1'6! no 27 86,,) 108 
~)-30 22 777 201 39 883 78 

20-25 10 395 595 162 S02 36 
15-20 

I 
5 182 813 38S 5~2 20 

10--15 ° 9 991 920 78, 2 
5-10 0 1 9!HI 992 8 , r () I 
0- 5 

I 
0 0 I,O(JO 1,000 0 0 

I 
I 

"The number of males and females who are married by the age of' twenty is 9 
and 25 per cent. respctively of the population of each sex up -to tnilfage."* This is ,the 
observation of the Census Commissioner in regard to India in , 92 J • In' T ravancore, 
according to the present Census. the proportions are 3 and J 3 per cent. respectively. In 
other words, in Travancore the proportion of males who inarry by the age of twenty is one
third, and that of, females who marry by the same age is about one-half of those 
in India. The proportions in Western countries are no doubt much lower. In the 
United States only 4 in J ,000 male~ and 2~ in J ,000 females w~~e f9und married below 
the age of twenty in the 1920 census, and in England and Wales ,tbere were in 1921 
not more than one married man in 1,000 males and five married women in 1,000 females 
up to the age of t~enty. The figures quoted above show that a larger pr6portion of 
children get married at an early age in India ~han in the United StateS, and England 
and Wales. As iii the general marital cqnditions, so also ,in regard to early marriage, 
1t"avancore occupies a position intermediate betweeIl India and the western countries, 
In'Travancore marriage 'becomes common'from the J 5th year among girls and from the 
20th ~ear .among boys., In IJ;ldia, 382, girls in ~h~ age-grou'E> J 0-1 5 and 2ge ,boys in the 
age. group t 5;,20 per 1,000 of each sel{ 61 ihese ages wer~ married in ~ 92 J; whereas the 
corresponding proportion~' in T ravancdre as' per the present censu" are only 78 and 
J 82 respectively. In this State the largest proportions of married women are found at 
the ages of 20 upwards and of married men at 25 upwards. 

223. In India the proportion of widows is considerably higher than that in 
Western countries. In this respect, as in other marital conditions, T ravancore again 
holds an intermediate position. This is borne out by the figures in the margin. It will 

be noticed that the proportion of 
widowers in T ravancore is less 
than even in England and Wales 
and the United States. This is 
probably due to a larger number of 
widowers in T ravancore m)rrving 
a second time than thbse- in . the 
western countries. The' :proportion 
of widows .per mille ~O£ :female. 

Proportion Of widotl.'ed in 1,000 of each su 

India (1921) 
Travancore (1931) 
England ann Wales (1921) 
Fnited States (1920) 

Widowers 

61-
29 
35 
33 

Widows 

175 
119 

82 
76 

, stands as high as 17-5 in Indi. 
iiuL~s)?w as 76 an~ ~2 in the ,Un~ted States,. and .EnaI~,nd ~nd Wal,~ r~~pectively: 
'wtiile'm~'Travan~ore It IS t19 which IS less than In IndIa by ,56 and more than ~~~England 
a~H ~ al~s by 3 To , _ It is also :ilOte~orthy t~at wid,ows below, 45 yearro1 ~a~, r:l]ich ma!' 
b~f·taken '!.as the maXimum age -of chdd-bear1Og perIOd, form. 40--3 'Per -eenl. 01 the tot 
.ber of widows 'in I~dia,,}~·2 per cent. in Travancore. ~"3 ,.;.pef ·'t~n.t~,iIi' the Uni~~ 
.tes and 12'3 ,per cent. fn England and Wales. These figures !how that the proporhol 
~~om~n of ~hild:'~c:;~rtng J)eriod, 'lho become wi~owed . is grea~et. ~n T ravancore tha~ 
In Western c('untnes, but IS '{fJst1Octly less than 10 IndIa. ThiS JS one of the cause$ 

• Census Report, India, 1921, p. 15t. 
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that contribute to the higher rate of increase in the population of Travancore than in 
that of India. The lower rate of increase in England and America is due to the very 
low birth-rates prevalent there. It must be borne in mind that the widowed in Travancore 
and India include also the divorced persons, because separate statistics of these have not 
been collected here as in Western countries. 

The strict Hindu law for,bids divorce and widow remarriage. In Travancore 
the castes that observe these customs are very few and their strength is hardly more than 
J '6 per cent. of the total population. Among the res(of the people .(1ivo~ce and' wi~ow 
remarriage are allowed and practise~: Acco(ding, to the Madras ,Census Report 
of 189 J widow remarriage is not practised by as much· as 40· pei cent, of the total 
population in that provinCe, and prohahfy the ;Proportion is higher ia other parts of India. 
The sj:r~ing difference' iG this :C:.lU!toIIk ot, 'fY:ido_w rc;:marriage bet~een T ~vancore and 
fS;he, res~' of India accounts fo~ the co!"para~i~~.l~ smalle{ propol'tion of widows in this 

tate. " -
~ 

.:.. .. 224. The Hindus form 6 J'5 per eeht. of the total population' of this State, and the Civil c:o~dition 
characteristics of ;the civil condition 01 'the general population ought, therefore, to be by rehgIon. 
more or less uniform with those of the Hindus. That this is actually the case is evident 
from the following diagram and statement. The Syrian and other Christians have been 
shown separately because the former differ widely in their civil condition from the latter. 

Diagram 48 - showing the d.istribution of 1,000 of eacll sex 

by civil condition in each main religion. 
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I 
, 

I ,Un~narrled ~ Unmarr:ed I 
\ 

~ 

dQwe_d MIHri<,:d . Married- Wldoweg . .J 

0' r ~ 

, , . . . 
-475 

, ;; 11#' 29 " 

ii87 ;' 584 All l'eligio~s 'lOa 
! • ' .: • " '" ' .'! 

_ 
> • 

-~99 2\1 , 381 . 59U . Hmdn . 467 Hi 
I 

.~ 
~ ~- ~ 

2\1 404 567 Ohd"tian 488 421 91 

28 423 549 (.a) Syrian ChristIan 4HU 43H 82 

29 379 592 (b) Other Chrhlians 501 395 104 
I 

21 367 612 Muslim 485 402 113 

48 429 523 Tribal religions I 418 465 117 '1 
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The smallest proportions of unmarried males and females are found among 
the primitive tribes, while the largest proportion of unmarried males is seen among 
the Muslims and of unmarried females among the Christians, with the Muslims 
closely following them. The Hindus, on the other hand, occupy an intermediate 
position, being nearer to the averages for the general population than any other community. 
As regards married persons, the tribes show the highest proportion both among males and 
females and the Christians come next. The Muslims have the smallest proportion of married 
men, but among their women the proportion of the married is slightly more than that of the 
Hindus and less than that of the Christians. The proportions among the Hindus both of 
married men and women do not differ much from the averages for the general population. 
The Hindus show the highest proportion of widows. This is but natural because among 
them alone, though only in a smail section of them, is widow remarriage prohibited. The 
smallest proportion of widowers is found among the Muslims and of widows among the 
Christians. The variations between the different religions can be seen more clearly from 
the following statement showing the proportions of the married at each age-period. 

~Vulllber marrwd per 1,000 of eaah sed! M the main religwns at dzfferent age-periods 

Hindu Chl'istian Mu:;,lim Tlibal 

Age-group 
I Females 

-- --1- ~--- - - --

l Females Males I Males Males \ Fema!es Males Females 
1 

I 
I 

I 0- Ii Nil }hl I Nil NIl NIl Nil Nil Nil 
5-10 1 7 

I 
2 9 2 7 Ii 19 

10-V; I 
I) 73 

I 
14 S6 6 77 6 93 

15-20 H4- 576 266 619 124- 607 169 

I 
572 

2U-1<O 6S1< 818 7iG 867 688 851 h75 861 
4U~60 882 549 893 658 926 562 891 608 

60 and over 748 1i7 724 290 794 188 730 
I 

212 

I I I 

The largest proportion of married women in the early ages of 5 - 10 and 10- ISis 
seen among tribal religions. By enquiry it has been found that the custom among primitive 
tribes in Travancore is to marry early. The statistics corroborate this observation. Next 
to the primitive tribes, the Christians are more addicted to early marriage than the other 
communities, and consequently there are more married persons among them than among 
the latter in the early age-periods. Of the Christians. the custom of early marriage is 
practised more by the Syrian Christians than by the other Christians. This question 
will be dealt with fully in a subsequent paragraph. Of all the communities. the 
Hindus and Muslims follow the custom of early marriage least. The numbers 
married per 1,000 in the age-periods 5 -10 and J 0 -15 are respectively one and six 
among Hindu males. two and six among Muslim males, seven and 73 among Hindu females 
and seven and 77 among Muslim females, as against two and J 4 among Christian males 
and nine and 86 among Christian females. With the large majority of the Hindus in 
Travancore, it must be remembered, pre-puberty marriage of girls is not obligatory. and 

among them, as among the Muslim community, late marriage is more common than .' > 
marriage. This is the reason for the proportions of married persons being less amor.ctl lle 
Muslims and Hindus than among the Christians and primitive tribes at the early ~ges.f 
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The following diagrams and statements show the general features of the civil 
condition of the population by religion and sex at each age-period :-

DIAGRAM 49- SHOWING THE PROPORTION' PER MtL LE OF MALES AN::J FEMALES 

WHO ARE UNMARRIED, MARRIED AND WIDOWED AT EACH AGE- PERIOD BY RELIGION. 
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225. The Lowland Division is the most thickly populated part in Travancore and 
alm6st all the available land there has been brought under cultivation long ago. The 
Highland is the most sparsely populated region and contains the largest extent of cultivable 
land. The Midland occupies a middle position in both these respects. The pressure of 
population on land has necessitated a gradual movement of the people from the Lowhnd to 
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the Midland and from the latter to the Highland. The Highland wherein are situated the 
rubber and tea estates has also attracted a large number of labourers from the adjoining 
districts of the Madras Presidency. The population of the Midland Division contains a 
larger proportion of Christians-mostly Syrian Christians - than that of the Lowland and 
Highland Divisions. All these circumstances affect the civil condition of the p:Jp:Jlation, 
the main features of which by the natural divisions are shown in the following diagram and 
statement :-
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DIAGRAM 50- SHOWING THE DISTRIBUTION OF 1,000 OF EACH SEX 

BY CIVIL CONDITION AND RELIGION IN THE NATURAL DIVISIONS. 
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In the Lowland Division 604 per mille of males and 478 per :miHe of females are 
unmarried. The corresponding proportions are 567 and 472 in the Midland and 570 and 473 
in the Highland. Taking the main religions separately. we find that the Lowland Division 
contains a larger proportion of unmarried Hindu males than the other two divisions, while the 
variation in the proportion of unmarried Hindu females between the different divisions is 
negligi ble. In the case of Christians (Syrians as well as others) both unmarried males and 
females in the Lowland are more than in the other two divisions, but the difference 
between the latter two is not appreciable. Taking all the religions together, married males 
number 370, 402 and 403 per mille in the Lowland. Midland. and Highland respectively. 
while the corresponding proportions of married females are 390, 419 and 431. All the 
religions show an increasing number of married males from the Lowland to the Midland 
and from the latter to the Highland. As regards married females there is very little differ
ence between the Hindus and the Christians excluding Syrians, but the Syrian Christians 
show a much higher proportion in all the divisions. Thi& is due to the fact that early 
marriage is more common among them than among the other Christians or Hindus. The 
proportion of widowers does not vary much between the different regions, hut of the 
widows there is a distinct fall from the Lowland to the Midland and from the latter to the 
Highland among the Hindus and Christians. From the figures given above it may be 
inferred that the people who move from the congested areas to the thinly populated regions 
consist more. of married persons than of the unmarri~d and the widowed. This is probably 
why there are more married males and females and less widows in the Midland and the 
Highland than in the Lowland. It is naturally the married people more than the bachelors 
and old widowers who would feel the necessity and possess the enthusiasm to go in search of 
"fresh woods and pastures new." When they go the whole family moves and settles in 
places where they can ~et land for cultivation. The larger number of school~going popula
tion in the Lowland and t1- -oncentration of industries there may be other factors which 
have contributed to the Sl er proportion of the married in that division. Very few of 
the schooI~going children marry in this country. The facilities that industrial concerns 
provide for the employment of women naturally act as a check on their desire to get 
married. 

The number of females per 1,000 males is 1,004 in the Lowland, 985 in the 
Midland and 870 in the Highland. As the proportion of females decreases one would 
expect a corresponding decrease in the proportion of married males, but the figures in the 
following statement show the opposite. 

l.-umber maT> ied pel· 7,(J1)0 of each se." at d'ffet enl a~ e~pel wds bll natural d, "'-'ton 

NaturalS DJVlsion 

Lowland 
Midland 
Highland 

I All ages I 
\----1 

Males \ Females 

370 390 
1<02 419 
403 431 

0-10 \ 10 

Males iFemaJeS 1 ~les 

1 6 [\ ~ 1 9 13 
2 !) 10 

-15 15-40 

j;::cs 1\1 ales ! Females 

62 ,jil7 746 
9i. 63S 800 
'i7 575 805 

40 and over 

Males iFemales 

, 

860 456 
854 533 
857 510 

The proportion of married men has increased. instead of decreasing, from the 
Lowland to the Midland and from the latter to the Highland. This again goes to show 
that the movement from one place to another is more of married men than of bachelors. 
The above ~tatement also shows that early marriage, i.e., marriage below the age of 15, 
is more prevalent in the Midland and the Highland than in the Lowland. This is due to 
the larger proportion of Syrian Christian population in the former two divisions than in the 
latter. 
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226. Urban population in this section means only the inhabitants of municipal towns. Civil co1nditdion 
Th f h ' I· . I d· h f h h h ". I""' d ofrura an e rest 0 t e 'popu atlon, mc u 109 t ose 0 t e towns ot er t an mumclpa liles, IS treate urbanpopula-
as rural. Th¢ general features of the civil condition of these two sections of the population tion. 

are shown in Ilhe following table :-
( 

-"uml'berper IIHlle of lIft'mar; I(;d, 1flafned and u idrm Pit III the rural an,lllrha n Jlojllllllilll1t b '/ 're.hqw'tI. 
J • 

. -------~----~--------------------------------------------
I 
I-~-----
I Cnmal'rled MarJip,[ i Wld"w('.! 

i 
-------~---'" 

{ Rural I { 

All Rei :~gions Urban I 
582 389 29 1176 406 118 
605 370 25 459 402 139 

[ 
Hum1 

Hllldu 11 I ban 
:i90 3~l 2!1 4'} ;)~7 132 
:1~t5 37\1 :.!f) 43l Uti 1:J:l 

{ 
Rural 

Christian Urban 
.ili2 40B 2!1 48:; 12+ !I] 
(i~:~ ~4il 24 G3V :1(,(1 lUI --_ 

{ Hural 
Muslim Urb,m 

614 31\4 2~ 4<JO 4(10 110 
394 3.'1:1 :!3 { .fll 4~!J l:lS 

From the abovt.. ~ statement we see a striking difference between the Christians and 
Muslims. Among the fon."'rleI' ther(> are more unmarried and less married males and females 
per J ,000 of each sex in the u. rban than in the rural area, whereas among the latter the opposite 
is the case. Among Hindus t::~e are more unmarried and les. married males in the urban 
than in the rural area, while ill 1 the case of the females the position is reversed. The 
municipal towns are the seat of aIll.ltigher educational institutions, and the boys and girls 
who attend high schools and colleges and who are generally unmarried are, therefore, 
found in larger numbers there than 'in the rural parts. This accounts for the lower 
proportion of married boys and girls of the" Christian community and of married boys of the 
Hindu community found in towns. The il~igher proportion of Hindu married girls in towns 
may be due to the fact that, taking the comm~~nity as a wholt--ich includes a large section 
of the educationaUy backward depressed cl<.'~s&es, there i -~maller proportion of girls 
among them attending the higher educational \r.'·~stitutions th~t among the Christians. It 
may also be due to the fact that the Brahman com: 1Uunity among whom marriage is com
pulsory and who are employed mainly in Government' service, trade, banking and other 
business, are found in much larger numbers in towns ~~'~'n ~ the rural area. The result 
of these special circumstances which affect the number at: "llarried Hindu girls is seen very 
prominently in the early age-period of 1 ° -15. Of the H'l.'::~U girl~ of these ages, 107 per 
J ,000 are married in the urban area against only 7, in the J Jural area, whereas among 
Ch~i~tians the proportions are 46 ~nd 89 respectively. In '-;the case ?f. Muslims the 
pOSItion, as has already ~een noted, IS the opposite to that or ~e ChnstIans. Among 
them there are more marned males and females in towns than in run ~l parts. The explana
tion for this is simple. Educationally they are a backward communil'~l a.nd . economicaJIy 
they are better off than several other communities. Their chief occ~p ahon IS trade wInch 
is mainly car~ied on in towns, and the towns, therefore, attract more' \ .,rown-up .Mus~ims 
wh? ar.e marrIed and who could settle down in life than bachelors an~ unm.arned gIrlS. 
!hlS cI:cumstance ~nd the fact that comparatively fewer numbers of the "J f\'1u~hm youth go 
~n for higher educatIon account for the larger proportion of married Muslim· II 10 urban than 
10 rural area. 1:1 

In. Western countries city life has always a discouraging influence 0;' i n mar~iage. 
In the Umted ~tates there are. 100 more unmarried persons per J ,000 in cities, I f?an m t~e 
country. Tak1!lg the populaho,!- as a whole the proportion of unmarried men of c . dl ages m 
the urban a~ea 10 Trayancore ~s about 23 per mille more than that in the rural p, ___ 3.rts. At 
t~e age-pen?ds at whIch marnage largely takes place in this country, viz., J~. ! - 40, the 
dIfference fIses to 113 ~or ~he whole population and to 227 for the Chril', O~tlans alone. 
Amon~ aduJt men town hf~ In Travancore, as in the United States and 0 jther Western 
countfIes, dlsco.urages marnage. , .e 

227:. The disc;11~sion in this 'secticr i" h'lsed on the f.gures ,. ... _vlitained in Subsidiary. Civil condition 
Table V whichllas been prepared froum'''Im

u
"" '. '1.:r"'~le \.;::;.f1. It goes without saying by caste, tribes 

h h ·d· . pen a .tllt.~· V J f d'ff ·be d 01' race. t at t ere 3(·e WI e vaflahons between the marital conditi~n J'U I erent castes, tn !, an 
2w 
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races owing to the peculiar customs prevalent among them, though these h~;lve been some
what modified by the influence of education and the infiltration of new social' \~deas. With 
some communities, e. g., Brahmans, m3.rriage is a socio-religious institution, and it is 
considered to be a sin to violate the rules prescribed by ancient scriptures. 1 Even among' 
other communities customs which have grown up through centuries die hard. It is these 
customs which differ from community to community and from locality to loc lity that are 
mainly responsible for the variations in the civil condition of different communiti s. I shall 
illustrate this statement with the statistics relating to a few communities sel( cted from 
different social strata in T ravancore. 

-....._----_ 

I Males Females 

Caste, hihc 01 race I enn~arJlCd 1-~l\larr:d ) "'1<10 wed Unularned ) l\Iarlled \ Widowed 

tL 
Hindus ! I 

1. Malayala Brahman 4G!! 4\14 3'- 3G:{ 42;1 211 
2. Other Btahman" 5U; 4GO 3:) H:>7 4;liB 17i\ 
3. KriHhnallvaka jH:1 407 30 :l1l3 f)".t 163 
4. :nava;, (;(12 372 21i clOo I i 3H3 127 
l')_ Nayar Ii 11 3G1 2tl {il7 I 3H3 150 
n. Kudllllll 549 419 32 3:>1 

,Ii\ 
4H2 187 

7. Yarlavan 548 410 42 31;7 Hi 222 
8. Pulnyan 527 434 39 4-1:> , 4:iO lU;; 
!) I'arayan (Rambaval') 530 429 41 I 4{lY I 447 lo:! 

10 NaLUir 625 348 27 ,;/.>10 308 122 

PrllllltiVL' t,., hes 5;)6 407 :)7 14tH Hij In 

Christians ,It 
1. !'yriUB ('hi "tiaB 54f) 42:1 /\ ~HO 438 82 
2. Otlll'r Chrhtlalt' 

:J 
:>112 379 (9:' ;;01 :19,. 11)4 

Muslims C12 %7 , :'1 \ ·IH~. 402 11:1 

---------- \ 

I?- point of education the B~ahman corr munity is the most advanced. As regards 
general lIteracy among males there IS not m'- difference between the Malayala and other 
Brahmans, and yet in their marriage cu· oms there is considerable difference Among 
the .Malayala Br.ahma~s post-puberty IT arriage of girls is not forbidden as in th~ other 
se~hon, ?ut marnage 15 more or .le. compulsory. The prohibition of the remarrIage of 
WIdows IS c?mmo.n to both. .OW)· g to these customs we find that the non-Mal~ya\a 
Brahmans, In. spIte of the. h~gh: percentage of literacy they possess, have complrabvely 
larger pr oportl on.> of marnecl and widowed females than some of the less educated 
communit~es. Among the IV alayala Brahmans the unmarried females are .slightly more, 
the marned females are sr- mewhat less and the widowed females are consIderably more 
than those among the oth!', Brahmans. It is the custom among the Malayala Brahmans to 
marry yo~ng girls to ole' men, because only the oldest male member of a family is allowe? 
to marry In the ~aste ,and polygamy being quite common among them an old man. IS 
very o~ten mar~Ied to a number of young girls. This is the cause of an unusually hIgh 
proportIOn of WIde wed females being found in this caste. 

. aka, Ilava and Niiyar castes may be consi~ered together. Th~y are all 
m~stly agncul~l' -ists, fairly high up in literacy, and. foHowmg gener~lly the marumak~a
thayam law o~ mheritance. The Krishnanvaka caste IS, however, addIcted to th~ practIce 
of early If!at .age much more than .the other two castes, and conse9uently _there IS among 
them a hIV r.er proportion of marned males and fe~ales. Kuduml an? .Yadava castes. are 
back~ard 'm education, ~ut both practise early marrIage and have prohIbIted t.he remarn~ge 
of wld~ .5 and so their marital condition is more or less similar, a fairly hIgh proportIon 
of marrw d' males and females and a similarly high prop:)rtion of widowed females. T~e 
next t~r e castes, the Pulayan, the Parayan and the Niidiir, are very b~ckward III 

educa.t~on,,'.' and they are all generally field labourers. Yet, owing to the varymg customs 
prevalhng a~~, ong them, smaller proportions of Niidiir males and females ex;tt~r mto we~l~ck 
than those of~he other communities. It is strange that of all the commumtle~, the Nadars 
ha~e the least f ....... r~portion of married males and fem~~~s.l,JC::H !L~n. even the hIghly educated 
Nayar commumty. Primitive tribes res~g:Jb.L~.::,!'5re or less the dep.(e~~ed .classes, such as 
the Pulayan and the fan~~~h- t pt in the proportion ot'-w~dowed females 
which is considerably less t -. -'h' esdpec s exdce lasses Of the Christians' the Syrians n 10 t e epresse c . ' 

\ 
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stand out prominently from the rest in that they have a much higher proportion of married 
males and females and a considerably lower proportion of widows. In education Syrian 
Christians are far more advanced than the other communities and the peculiar features of 
their civil condition arc, therefore, due to the custom of early marriage which even education 
has not succeeded in rooting out completely. The Muslims, in spite of their backward
ness in education, are accustomed to marry late and, hence, the proportions of married 
males and females among them are much smaller than those among the more highly 
educated Syrian Christians. 

228. The discussion in the foregoinJ paragraphs leads generally to the conclusion Influence of 
that the prevailing customs of a community rather than its educational progress determine educlI;tion on 
the nature of its civil condition. But it does not follow from this that education is marrIage. 

altogether without any influence on the marital state of a community. Let us consider this 
question a little more in detail. For this purpose we shall divide the various Hindu castes 
into three categories, accordipg to the prevalence of literacy amongst them. The 
Brahmans, for obvious reasons, have been excluded from this classification. Imperial 
Table XIV contains figures showing the literacy in the population, 7 years and over, of 

Nll1nbf'r per 1 POI) of the popnlclJ<01l of ('(lck Nf r 

1I31<>.< Femalc~ 

-.. ---- \ I -

l'llllldlTled I 'larded 1,V1U()\\"cdl LTllmarrle<l\ Marrtcd I'V!(I(l\\"ed 

A,ivanced Hllltlll' (W,; flGi. ill) -iii 1 ilK7 1 1:,2 
Intermcdlate HlIldu" ., ,-,!l7 :17(\ 27 4H4 ;.l!J0 \ 12ti 

Illl~Clat::~nc1u, __ . __ / _~:~ __ . __ 4_2_3--,-__ 4_2_-,--- __ 4_;,_4 ___ -'--_4_3_:3. ___ 11_3_ 

the different castes. 
On the basis of these 
figures the castes have 
been divided i n t 0 

"Advanced", .. Inter-
mediate " and "llli-
terate ", those castes 
which have more than 
50 per cent. of literates 
in the male population 
of 7 years and over 

being classed under "Advanced", those with less than 10 per cent. of male literates under 
"Illiterate", and the rest under "Intermediate" The statistics of civil condition worked 
out for these three groups of Hindu castes (excluding the Brahmans and the primitive 
tribes) are given in the above marginal table. The figures speak for themselves. The 
proportions of unmarried males and females, with the exception of a small deviation in the 
case of the Intermediate class, increase pari Jj)assu, and those of married males and females 
vary inversely as literacy. 

229. The proportional figures per mille showing t~e civil condition by 
the last five censuses are given in the following statement.-

religion for Comparison 

----------------------------------_ 

Heligion 

Ma.les 

All religions 

Hlmlu 
Chl"l~tlall 
l\I ll,li III 

Females 

I Lllm'1l'ried :Marrlcd 'V"lowcd 
- ---- --- -- --~-I __ -------- --I . ______ _ 

i~~~H \ 1(.21 1 1(.11 j 11)1111 1891 : l!l:ll r 1!J21 1 1!J11 i lUUl!1891[w;n [1921: l!Jll /1!lOlj'R91 

I -r---I ' -- j---r--r------i -; -) I 1-
,\5841577 543 ;525 525 1387/388 415 ·429 1440 I 29 35 42 116 I 35 

.\ :>\10 ,586 ,;:; 1 ':J:lO ;,;)2 1\ 3~j :nn 403 420 I 43;3 I 21) '~H 4{i fill I :1;, 
- ,- 1 --'3 51-' -)- '9- 'I)' I ]- "(', 'C- I ,.- 2'1 \ "_' I ,'>-, 'IH I ',IW • .lh I I dU. I I ,)(, .... I "j: '"t .... n '1:"1: ':t,),) ":ttl.). i). t! 0 

. ~121(01) 51i7: ;,·Hi ;,3\) I 31H 372 -lOll +20 I 42;\! 21 I 2, I 33 :310 I H:l 

: i ~! I 
All religions ,475 1483 <145 '436 <153 <106 396 <114 423 ;436 1119 ,121 1.' i 1<11 111 

HIllIlu 41i71481 Hlj'.1311114:JZ 3ll!) 3113'40! 412[431il:H[W8 1;,1l 1;,; 117 
Chl'l,tlan 4HH 4H::' 4,;1 H7, 4tR 421 42;; 447 4.iO 43H I !II 8!J 11)2 I 103 !J4 

Mu'>llm _______ I_:j~~l 4:;~_I_453 1472 402: -100l -1 E. -127/-12() 1
113 

\ 107 I 122 I WI I 9D 

The proportion of unmarried males has increased in all the religions fr~ n census 
to census and that of married males and widowers has more or less corrF ,pondingly 
decreased. The same variations are seen among females also except in th censuses of 
1901 and 1931. The Census Report of 1901 has shown that there was under-enumeration 
in 1891, and I have proved in Chapter I that there was under-enumeration in 1921. This 
probably accounts for the decrease in the number of unmarried females and the increase 
in the number of married females in 19)1 and 1931, whi,'~ are at variance with the 

with preyiOU8 
censuses. 
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general trend of changes. It may not, therefore, be wrong to infer that both among males 
and females in all religions the proportion of the unmarried to the total population of each 
sex has increased and that of the married has decreased from census to census. Both 
economic necessity and the civilizing influence of education may have contributed to 
this result. 

230. The factors which affect the proportion of wives to husbands are migration and 
the prevalence of polygamy or polyandry. In the margin are given the figures showing the 

Rehpoc: 

A II :religions 

Hm<lu 
Chnstlnn 
Mu~hl1l 
Trlb,t] 

·1 

:1 
·i 

1!l:n 

1.0311 

1,04; 
1,()()7 
1,04!1 
1,0112 

1(J21 

9911 

1,001 

proportions for different religions in 1921 and J 931. 
During the last decade 1,165 more men than women 
immigrated to Travancore, while 4,948 more men 
than women emigrated 50 that the net effect of 
migration was the loss of 3,783 more men than 
women to the country. The effect of this loss is 
likely to increase, but will certainly not decrease, 
the proportion of wives to husbands. The larger 
proportion of wives to husbands revealed by the 
present census may partly be accounted for by this 
circumsl3.nce and partly also by the prevalence. 

though very rare, of polygamy among some sections of the people. Polyandry is dead if 
it ever existed at all. The larger proportion of husbands to wives shown by the census of 
1921 is, therefore, unintelligible. Taking the figures for the different religions at this 
census, we find the highest proportions of wives to husbands among the Hindus and the 
Muslims, namely, 1,047 and J ,049 wives respectively per 1,000 husbands. The Christians 
have 1,007 wives per 1,000 husbands. This small excess of wives among Christians is 
undoubtedly due to the effect of migration, because among them a man cannot have more 
than one wife. Married men who leave the country in search of employment elsewhere 
generally leave their families behind and thus more married women than men will remain 
in the country. The actual excess of wives over husbands among Christians is only 
2,426 and this is much less than the net loss of men caused by migration. The hill tribes 
are not affected by migration and the proportion of wives to husbands among them is a sure 
indication of the prevalence or absence of polygamy or polyandry. The census shows that 
there are 1,002 wives for every 1,000 husbands among them. The excess of wives is 
small, but it shows that polygamy is still practised by them, though very rarely. 

231. The proportion of the widowed to the population of each sex is much less In 

Travancore than in India. The ratios for Travancore at this census are 29 widowers to 
J ,000 males and 119 widows to 1,000 females as against 64 and J 75 respectively for 
India in 1921. But the proportion of the married to the total population is also less here 
than in India and so the widowed must naturally be correspondingly less. If, however, 
we examine the proportion of the widowed to the married, we find that in India there were 
146 widowers to 1,000 married males and 375 widows to 1,000 married females in 1921, 
whereas in T ravancore the corresponding proportions are only 75 and 293 at the present 
census. These figures seem to show that probably less men and women become widowed, 
or more widows and widowers get remarried in T ravancore than in India. This is due 
to the fact that early marriage is less common and widow remarriage is not prohibited 
among the bulk of the population in this State. Though there is practically nQ prohibition 
of widow remarriage in T ravancore, the proportion of widows to widowers is much higher 
here than in India. There were only 2,596 widows to 1 ,009 wido~ers in India in 1921 
as against 4,127 in Travancore at this census. Evidently, remarriage of widowers is more 
common than that of widows in this State. The factor that influences most the decision of 
a widower already burdened with some children to marry again is his economic condition. 
There is no doubt that the general economic condition of the people of Travancore is better 
than that of the people of India, taken as a whole, and hence we see a greater propensity 
among the widowers of this State to marry again. Neither religion nor social custom 
prevents the marriage of widows among the bulk of the population and they remain 
unmarried only because of the difficulty of getting suitable husbands. , 

232. The proportion of widows to widowers varies greatly in the different 
religions. Among the Hindus it is 4,598, among the Christians 3,069 (Syrian Christians 
2,803 and others 3,442), and among the Muslims 5,016. Compared with 1921, 1931 
records a fall in the proportion of widows to widowers in all the religions; but it must be 
noted that tbe proportion in 1921 showed a large increase over that in 1911. 



WIDOWS TO WIDOWEI~S BY CASTE 

233. A comparison of the figures of the widowed in 
bring out clearly the factors which affect the ratio of widows 
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different Hindu castes will W:idows to 
'd Th wIdowers to WI owers. e Veliin by caste. 

caste shows the highest 

[ 
Numher of WIdow" p,~r 1,f)0l) proportion of widows to 

wI<lowcrs widowers Early marriage 
-----------'----------1 is common among them 

and widow remarriage is 
prohibited among the 
Tamil speaking section. 

. Pottery making is their 

Caste 

1. YNan (illclndmg Kusavm) 

2. Yadavan (Ttlayan) 

3. Kuduffil 

+. Nayar 

fi. Krlshnanvaka 

6. Brahman (excluclmg Nampiihri and Patb) 

7. VcH1i~an 

8. Nampiitid and Potti 

9. navan 

10. yar.llyan 

11. Kml1l11a~all 

12. Thantiin 

13. Ch"ttl 

14. V,,~akkithalanayar 

15. KUlavan 

16. Kal.Iiyan 

17. Nadiir 

18. Sli.liyan 

19. Virasalvar 

20. P,lr,wan 

21. Mamvun 

2~. Ve).uthadanayar 

23. Velan 

24. Arayau 

25. Pulayan 

27. Paraya.n 

.28. PaHan 

I 
.\ 
! 

·1 

>1,2.1 

5,3UO 

5,297 

:;,190 

5,018 

+,934 

4,8:n 

-1,H6 

4,203 

4,280 

4,2H4 

3,979 

3,9:l3 

3,1'41 

3,711 

3,588 

3,037 

2,947 

2,694 

2,644 

2,370 

2,036 

occupation and both men 
and women work at it. It 
is the combined earning of 
the husband and wife that 
maintains the family. A 
Ve!iin male cannot afford 
to remain single and the 
widowers, therefore, freely 
marry again. The Yiidavan 
and the Kudumi castes are 
addicted to early marriage 
and have prohibited 
the remarriage of widows, 
and hence the proportion 
of widows among them 
is high. Among Brah
mans other than the 
Nampiititi and Patti, pre
puberty marriage of girls 
is compulsory and widow 
remarriage is prohibited. 
Among the Nampiitiii and 
Potti pre-puberty marriage 
of girls is not compulsory, 
but widow remarriage is 
prohibited, and owing to 
the paucity of available 
husbands polygamy is 
common and often many 
young WOmen are married 
to old men. These are 
the causes that operate to 
keep the proportion of 
widows high among the 
Malaya!a Brahmans. The 
Niiyars, Ilavas, and a large 

'section of the VeHalas are matumakkathayis. Among them girls are allowed to marry either 
before or after puberty, divorce and polygamy are allowed, and widow remarriage is not 
prohibited. But economically these castes are better off than the labourer classes like the 
Pulayan, Parayan, PaHan, etc., and there is consequently remarriage of more widowers 
than widows among the former. This probably accounts for the high proportion of widows 
,among them. Among the labourer classes in which both men and women have to work 
for the maintenance of the family, pre-puberty marriage of girls is not compulsory nor is 
widow remarriage prohibited and their economic condition is such that an old widower, 
when he remarries, prefers a grown-up widow for his second wife to a young girl. Hence 
widow remarriage is more common among them than among the other castes which keeps 
the proportion of widows comparatively low. The proportion among them ranges from 
2,000 to 3,000 only, whereas among the more prosperous castes it goes up to 5,000 and 
more. Thus we see that marriage customs, restrictions on divorce and widow remarr.iage, 
and economic necessity are the main factors which determine the proportion of widows to 
widowers in the different castes. 

2x 
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234. The diagrams and the table below show the number of widowers and widows. 
to 1 ,000 of each sex in each mai:1'. religion at different age-periods. 

Diagram 51 - showing the number of 
widowers per thousand males 
by religion at each age-p-erlod. 
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Diagram 52 - showing the number of 
widows per thousand femalcs 
by religion at each age-period. 
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jYllmb~r '1udowed per mille by se3J and rel.!J.on at eae" age-period 

Males Females 

Age-period 

Hindu Christian Muslim Hmdu Ohristian Muslim 

All ages 29 29 21 134 91 113 

0-5 0 0 0 0 0 0 
5--10 () 0 () 0 0 0 

10-1:; 0 0 0 2 1 3 
15-20 6 3 4 2.'> 10 29 
20-25 12 7 10 43 20 47 
25-30 25 18 21 89 51 83 
30-35 28 23 23 122 77 113 
35-40 37 36 29 215 147 210' 
40-45 46 49 3i 280 200 28Z 
4,,-50 74 83 54 429 321 433-
50-55 91 104 72 509 3~2 5H 
55-nO 139 158 116 670 530 668' 
60-65 liO 191 IH 743 604 736 
65-70 233 257 192 840 712 826 
70 and over 318 360 283 893 808 888 
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The main features revealed by the above diagrams and statement are these. 
There is practically no widow below the age of J 5 in any of the religions. The lowest 
proportions of widows to the female population in all the age~ together and at different 
age-periods are seen among the Christians. The proportions among the Hindus and 
the Muslims vary only slightly. Widow remarriage is not very common in any of the 
religions and the proportion of widows that do remarry, if at all, does not vary much 
between the different religions. As regards widowers the number per mille of the male 
population is less among the Christians than among the other communities up to the age 
of 35, thereafter the proportion among the Christians increases gradually and from the 
45th year it exceeds considerably the proportions among the Hindus and the Muslims. 
Remarriage of widowers i~ quite common among all the communities. but from the large 
increase in the proportion of widowers among the Christians from the 45th year onwards 
it is to be inferred that the rate of remarriage of widowers after that age is lower among 
the Chiristians than among the other communities. This is in fact what one finds in 
actual practice among them, and particularly among the Syrian Christians. There is a 
general disinclination on the part of tbel Syrian Christian widowers who have passed 
well beyond the middle age to marry again. This tendency is at any rate stronger in 
them than in the other communities. 

235. The proportions of widowers and widows at the most fertile reproductive Widows at 
. d f 1 5 40 h lb' h' fl' Th fi child-bearing age-perlO 0 - ave a natura earmg on t e mcrease 0 popu ahon. e gures period 15-~O. 

for the different religions for both 
N,w,br,. pN 1,OOOaged 1.5-40 ",110 are w,do:,:'e:!_____ the sexes in 1911, 1921 and 1931 

Religion 

A II religions 

indu H 
C 
M 

hnstian 
usillu 

1911 

I 32 

36 
21 
80 

lV[ales Females 

\ 1!l21 I 19:n 11911 j }!-121 1193 

25 18 90 78 

I 
75 

28 20 104 !l1 86 
20 15 5H 1!l 

) 
50 

2:1 ! (i 85 75 83 

are given in the margin. All the 
religions show a decrease in the 
proportion of widowers and widows 
between the ages of 1 5 and 40 from 
census to census except the Muslims 
whose ratio of widows has in
creased from 75 in 1921 to 83 m 
1931. A fall in the number of 
widows combined with a rise In 

the number of married women in 
the child-bearing age is mainly responsible for the high rate of increase in the 
population in the last decade. Taking the t\gures for the different religions at the 
present census. we find that the Christians have the smallest proportions of widowers and 
wlidows in the age-period 15-40, the Muslims the next higher proportions and the Hindus 
the highest. The rate of increase in the population of these religions varies inversely 
as the above ratios. . 

236. Child marriage is not a serious problem in Travancore, The numbers getting ~hild marriage 
. d h f 15 'd bl f . tho S h ' I d' b In Trayancore marne up to t e age 0 are conSl era y ewer In IS tate t an In n Ia as can e and India 

.seen from the figures of the unmarried given in the following table:- compa.red. 

Jnum (1921) I Travancore (1931) 

Number unmarried I Number unmauiad 
per mille per mille 

Religion --
Males aged 

\ 
Females aged I Males aged 

i 
Females agt'd I 

i 

0-515-1°\10-15\ 0-515-10 [10-15\ 0-3 !5-10110-15i 0-5 \5-10 j1O- 15 

All religions 994 966 879 9881907 601 1,000 999 991 1,000 992 920 

Hmdu 993 956 8-l9 9iH; 883 5'{.:l 1,000 9!l9 99-l 1,000 ~93 925 
Christian !I!l8 99:3 97:3 997 98-1 912 1,000 998 986 I,OOf) 991 913 
Muslim 997 985 931 9!l3 947 644 1.000 998 99{ 1,000 993 920 
Tln:al 996 986 937 995 972 820 1,000 gill> .994 1,000 981 901 

I I 

In the age-period 0·5 there is none married in T ravancore, whereas in India six 
males and twelve females per thousand are married. In the next period (5-10) only 
one in 1,000 boys and eight in 1,000 girls are married in Travancore against 34 boys 
and 93 girls in India. It is noteworthy that out of eight girls in 1,000 that are married 
in Travancore Hindus and Muslims have the smallest number, viz., seven in 1,000, 
while the Christians have nine and the primitive tribes 19. These are only proportional 
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figures; but the insignificance of the problem of child marriage in this State will 
be brought out more clearly by the actual figures. Out of a total population of 
over 2t million females, of whom over a million are married, there are only 2,484 
married girls at the age .. period 5- J O. Of these, the Hindus number J ,362, Christians 
942, Muslims 177 and primitive tribes three. Of the Hindus, the highest proportions 
are found among the Brahmans and the Kudumis, among whom pre-puberty marriage 
of girls is compulsory. The point that deserves special mention is that the Christians 
show a higher proportion of married girls between the ages of 5-10 than the Hindus 
taken as a whole, though the proportion is naturally lower than that of the castes like the 
Brahmans and the Kudumis who are bound to marry their girls before they attain puberty. 
Of the Christians, the Syrians have eleven and the ot!:'er Christians -only five married 
girls out of 1,000 in this age-group. . 

Taking the age-period J 0 .. J 5 we see that the number of unmarried boys and girls 
III Travancore are 991 and 920 per 1,000 of each sex as against 879 and 601 in India. 
This means that 112 more boys and as many as 319 more girls in every 1,000 males 
or females of the age-group 10-15 remain unmarried in T ravancore than in India. 
The proportions of girls of 10- J 5 who get married per 1,000 females in this group are 
99 among the primitive tribes, 87 among Christians, 80 among Muslims and 75 among 
Hindus. Marriage at this age-period, as at the earlier period, is more common among 
Christians than among Hindus as a whole. Among the latter the Syrian Christians again 
show a much higher proportion than the other Christians, the number per I ,000 females 
being J J 5 for the former and 45 for the latter. 

237. The conclusions to which the figures discussed above lead are that child 
marriage is much rarer in T ravancore than in India, that comparatively it is more common 
among the primitive tribes than among the civilized communities, that of the latter the 
Christians are more addicted to the practice than the Muslims or the Hindus, and that 
it is least prevalent among the Hindus taken as a whole. Of the different castes of the 
Hindus, the few among whom pre-puberty marriage of girls is compulsory no doubt 
marry a larger proportion of their children, but they form such a small percentage of the 
total Hindu population that their practice does not materially affect the general position. 

Influence of " 238. It is interesting to know whether child marriage is decreasing from census 
ed!lcation ,!n to census. The proportions of unmarried males and females at certain age-periods at 
<chIld marrIage. the last three censuses are shown in the following diagram and statement. 
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Diagram 53 - showing tbe unmarried per mille of each se'lt at eacb or t~e last 

three censuses for certalD age-periods. 
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The marginal figures show that the proportions of females who remained unmarried 
at the age-periods 5-10 and 10-15 in 1931 were generally less than those in 1921, 

_,"umber of jenUlZI'" IInf"ru'I'IPfl per rrulle of Ihe "P.I' Iii Ilqe-l'Prtuds ,J,Zf) and 10-15 
but did not differ 
materially from those of 

------------------------------------- ------ 1911 except in the case 
Age-group R~hgion 1931 1921 1 n 1 of Christian females 

______ , ______ : _______________ aged 10-15. The 

5-10 

10 -I;; 

{

Hindu 
OllllSLw,'1 
MUhlun 

!J93 
~'~H) 
!J91 

!127 
876 
030 

higher ratios in J 921 
were probably due to 
the inaccuracies in 
enumeration_ Among 
Christians the number 
of unmarried females 

---------- per 1,000 of the total 
femaJe population at 10-15 age-group rose from 876 in 191 I to 913 in 1931. We have 
seen in paragraph 236 above that marriage of girls aged 10-15 is more prevalent among 
the Syrian Christians than among the other Christians. The increase in the population of 
unmarried girls at this age-group among Christians between 1921 and 1931 may be due 
to the decline in marriage of Syrian Christian girls of 10- J 5 years. The Syrians are 
one of the most highly educated communities in the State and it is but natural that they are 
gradually giving up the pernicious practice of child marriage. The influence of education 
and social customs on child marriage will be made clear by the figures of married girls 
among different castes and religions at the age-group 7-13 given in Imperia! Table VIII 
and Subsidiary Table V at the end of this chapter_ The Hindus, excluding the 

Brahmans, have been grouped into three classes, 
],u.>nbel' nf ",a.'l'Ied ill/,r" per I ,')O(} offpma/I'" 'Advanced,' 'Intermediate,' ,and 'Illiterate, . on the basis 

lit tlte agp-group 7-13 f I h d o iteracy as as been one for the purpose of para-
MalayaJa Brahmans -l~) graph 228 above. The figures in the margin show 
Other Brahmans il7 h h B h d b h I h b f Advanced F{llluuo !l t at t e ra mans stan y t emse ves, t e num er 0 

Illterme<ilate Hmdub married girls per 1,000 females at the age-period 7-13 
IIIitecaleRin<lus 11 b' 45 h M I I B h d 8 t'ynan ChrIstians 17 emg among tea aya,a ra mans an 7 among 
(ither Chrlslia.nR the other Brahmans. These are far above the 
Mn"lim, 11 t' - th . A d h 1'l'11mtiv'l ~lihcs ,. ]iI propor IOn many (, er commumty. s regar s t e 
---- ---~ other Hindus, the highest proportion is found in the 
illiterate classes. If the Brahmans are excluded from consideration, child marriage appears 
to be most common among the primitive tribes, the Syrian Christians coming very close to 
them. The other Christians stand at the bottom of the scale and the Muslims are just 
above them. These and other figures relating to marital condition reveal the striking 
feature of the Syrian Christians being more addicted to child marriage than the other 
Christians or any Hindu caste other than the Brahmans. 

239. It may appear straillge that child marriage is more common among the Syrian Child mal'l'!a!ic 

Christians than among the Hindus. Pre-puberty marriage is not compulsory among the C~~~1a~rlan 
Christians and there is, therefore, no religious obligation on them to resort to child 
marriage. The following explanation may be offered for the prevalence of this custom 
among the Syrian Christians. The nucleus of the present Syrian Christian community 
was formed in the early part of the Christian era by the conversion of the Dravidian Hindus, 
among whom child marriage was prevalent in those times. The early converts retained 
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the practice of their Hindu brethren, and their descendants and others who joined their 
rank later through proselytization kept it up. It thus took a firm root and became in course 
of time an established custom of the community. Besides this deep--rooted custom there 
is also the natural desire of the Christian parents to see their children settled in life as 
early as possible, because unlike the marumakkathayam communities they have no iarwads to 
fall back upon and their girls do not get a share of the paternal property. The practice of 
child marriage is, however, vanishing under the influence of Western civilization, but it 
has not yet completely disappeared. 

240. Child marriage was not an institution of ancient Aryans. "In no place do 
the Shastras speak of late marriage in prohibitive terms and of child marriage as the only 
commendable form of marriage." * "If we collect all the remarks in the Manu Smriti 
bearing on this question, their collective purport is found to be that after a girl enters 
puberty she should wait for three years and if even during that period her father fails to 
arrange for her marriage she should take the matter in her own hand and get herself 
wedded to a suitable husband. "t 

Various theories have been put forward as to the origin of child marriage in India. 
Sir William Hunter regards it as a measure of safety adopted by the Hindus against the 
atrocities committed by tre lY10ghul invaders. Mr. C. V. Vaidya thinks that it was' of 
Buddhist origin and that Sri Sankaracharya in winning over Hinduism from the ,Buddhists 
made certain compromises with them, one of which was the adoption of the Buddhistic 
custom of child marriage. Sir Edward Gait observes in his Census Report of 1911 
" that it (child marriage) was either a feature of the primitive Dravidian culture, or the 
result of contact between it and the culture of the Aryans, rather than a spontaneous 
development of the Aryan culture itself". t This observation gains support from the 
marriage customs prevalent in T ravancore. We have already seen that child marriage is 
comparatively more prevalent among the primitive tribes than among the civilized commu. 
nities. In the first part of this Chapter, I have given reasons for regarding the Thalikettu
kalyanam prevalent among Nayars and other marumakkathayam communities as having 
once been the real marriage among them. This ceremony must be conducted before the 
girls attain puberty and it was, therefore, a clear case of child marriage. We have also 
seen that the Syrian Christians who practise child marriage must have copied the custom 
of the Dravidian Hindus in the early part of the Christian era, when probably Thalikettu. 
kalyanam was the prevalent form of marriage among the Dravidians. All these are 
circumstantial evidences which go to support the theory that child marriage was originally 
a Dravidian or pre-Dravidian institution and that the Aryans must have copied it when 
they came in contact with the Dravidians. Strangely, the originators of the in"titution 
have since abandoned it, because most sections of the Dravidians now permit post-puberty 
marriage, while the later recruits, namely, the Aryans, have dung to it tenaciously and 
made rigid rules prohibiting marriage after puberty. 

241. The Sarda Act of British India prescribing the age limit for the marriage of 
girls at 14 and for boys at 18 is not in force in Travancore. There is no general demand 

from the people as yet for the enactment of a 
.YIIIIIIJPr prr mille ()f ?mlllmrlf!l Illlile, nil" similar law in this State nor does there seem 

femaips aged, ii-Iii b ' . f . W h 
-------:----. to e any urgent necessIty or It. eave 

\ 

Travau('Olo (19;;1) flUdi" (1~21) seen that child marriage is far less common in 

Mn.]p, .... 

FenudeR 

this State than in India and that it is declining 

.'1 9f1~ I :121; with the spread of education. The custom 
!I,)t:\ ___ '_~~ is not, however, altogether extinct as could be 

~------ ~- - seen from the marginal figures. 42 girls out 
of 1,000 between the ages of 5 and J 5 are married or widowed in this State as 
against 221 in India. Marriage of immature persons is a serious social evil. Its existence, 
on however small a scale, tends to undermine the health and vigour of the future generations. 
Whether it should be allowed to die a natural death under the stress of enlightened public 
opinion or summarily disposed of by legislation is a question that ought to engage the earnest 
attention of social reformers. 

242. In this paragraph I propose to deal with the question of the marriage of boys and 
girls at the age.periods, 14- J 6 and 17-23, as distinguished from the age.periods, 

* N. s. Phadke. Sex Problem'i" India, p. 77. 
t Ibid, p. 82. 
::: Iudi>\ CenRI1A Report, 1!J 11, P 270. 
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5-10 and J 0-15, already dealt with under child marriage. In doing so there is, no 
doubt, a little over~lapping which could not be avoided. The figures which form the 
subject of discussion in this section are those contained in Imperial Table VIII. In this 
table the age.periods shown are 0-6, 7-13, 14-16, 17-23, etc., whereas the discus
sion on child marriage was based on the figures in Imperial Table VII in which the 
ages are divided into quinary groups of 0-5, 5- J 0, 10-1 5, etc. It must also be 
mentioned in this connection that the age~periods in Imperial Table XIV of 1921 which 
corresponds to the present Imperial Table VIII are 0-5, 5-12. 12- J 5, 15-20, etc., 
and that owing to this difference between these two tables it is not possible to compare 
the figures of this census with those of the previous in respect of early marriage. 

243. As in paragraphs 228 and 238 the Hindu 
have been divided into three classes, according to their 
statement below reveal some interesting facts. 

castes, excluding the Brahmans, Early 

Th 
marriage by 

literacy. e diagram and the religion and 

DlAGRAM 54 - SHOWING THE PROPORTION PER MILLE OF UNMARRIED 1 MARRIED 

AND WIDOWED MALES AND FEMALES BY CASTE AT CERTAIN AGE-PERIODS. 
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Males I Females 

Ca.te and tnbe 
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-
The proportions of males aged 7-1 3 who are married are considerably less than those 

of girls of the same ages who enter into wedlock in all classes of the population. The early 
marriage of boys between the ages of 7 and J 3 is negligible. Marriage in large numbers 
commences only at the age-period 14 - J 6 in the case of girls and J 7-23 in the case of 
boys. In regard to the marriage of boys between the ages of 17 and 23, the Syrian 
Christians top the list with as many as 523 married per 1,000 boys. Next to them the 
Malayala Brahmans have the highest proportion, and they are closely followed by the_ 
primitive tribes. The other Brahmans come next and then the other Hindu castes and the 
Muslims, and lastly the non-Syrian Christians. The position is not quite the same in the 
case of girls. Here the non-Malayala Brahmans take the lead. At the age-period 14 - 16 
they have 842 girls married out of J ,000. Next come the Malayala Brahmans, then the 
Syrian Christians, the primitive tribes, the Hindus and Muslims, and lastly the non-Syrian 
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Christians. In regard to the marriage of girls between the ages of 17 and 23 the non
Malayala Brahmans lead off again. but the Syrian Christians have secured the second 
place held by the Malayala Brahmans in the younger age-group and among the 
other classes the position has not changed materially. The inference that may be drawn 
from the above figures is that early marriage of boys is most COLlmon among the Syrian 
Christians and that of girls among the Brahmans. Both these communities are educa
tionally more advanced than the others. and yet it is among thL~m that early marriage is more 
prevalent. It is. therefore. the social or religious customs mc, ~ than education that influence 
a community to decide whether the marriage of their boys i nd girls should take place early 
or should be postponed. Education. no doubt. does exercise some influence. but it has not 
succeeded 50 far in eliminating the force of customs altogether. 

244. In considering the influence of education on early marriage we shall confine Influence of 
ourselves to the three groups of Hindu castes mentioned in the previous p3.ragraph. It will edu~l'·ion t;>n 
be seen from the table given in that paragraph that the proportion of married males at the "ta~~ 'ttmI'I'Ja.ge. 

age-period 14 - 16 is so small that it may safely be left out of account. In the next age-
period 17 - 23. the proportion of unmarried or married males varies in the descending or the 
ascending order from the • Advanced' to the 'Intermediate' and to the 'Illiterate' classes. 
More or less similar variations are also seen in the proportions of unmarried or married 
girls of both the age-periods. Early marriage is not compulsory in the various castes consti. 
tuting these classes. The smaller proportions of boys and girls of educationally more 
advanced communities getting married at earlier age-periods may. therefore, be the result 
of education increasing the tendency for the postponement of marriage. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 
Distribution by oiyil f')ondition of 1,000 of eaoh sex, religion and main age-period 

at each of the last five oensuses 
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15 
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14 
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71 
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78 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE 1-( Concluded) 
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Separate figllres are not available for tribal religIOns for 1891. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II A 
Distribution by chlil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages in each 

religion and natural division 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II A-(concluded) 
---_ --_ -- - --~~-- - ----- -- -- -------

Fenule., 

All ag-es 11-.; 5-·11) ]11-1:; 

--~~--. -. ----- -----

to lLllU over i 
~ -~~'II- ] 11"rl j 
c n,~ :; :2 ~ ~ ~ ~ 

c :j ~I::: ~ -; ~ ~ OS ~ 
- ':! § i ~ 1 § ';i 5 :0 "" S ;; 

i~;:: "" ;:,i ;::1:'- ;i ;:: C :2 ~ SJ~ 
-~--,-~I-~-~-~ ~--~-~--~-7--~-~---_ 

, I 'i I I ' I " wi", " 13 I! " Hi I" I '" 19 

475 406 119 
j I I Ii' I 
!1,OOOj .. / 992

1, 

8 920 78 2 151 774 75 13, 

4S() 
WI 

4S.; 

4(;7 

121 

4,;,) : 
.,]fJ5 

}G5 

4.>0 

113 

117 

i , 
',478 1390 132 

, 
, 

488 41S 91' 
517 .,]7G in! 

t~O till 11H 

400 ,il)() 100 

I I 
'1472 419, 109 

46(; 407 

.;,77 +:IT 

47/ 
.J79 

414 
.JIS 

1 'I 4!12 402 
1 

HO I 
I 

:334 i 

473 

468 

483 

489 
481 

475 

40!) 1 

571 

i 

4il7 

431 

H2 

4.55 
4S() 

416 

464 

286 

127 

H6 

79 
703 

11)1i 

!IX 

:33:) 

96 

104 

73 

56 
89 

10!) 

127 

143 

1 

I 

495 492 

I I 

1,IlUI) I ,.1 1)~3 92:;,,, 2 ].,5 i5!! ~I) 13 

1,1I11I)! •• 1 ill)] I II 

:J21j 

, 1 

l.IJIJII j , • ,'I \fl /11 
l,lJlI() 1 9.95 /5 

1,(1111) I i)II:) I 
11111(\ 1 

1,01101 

j 
I 
1 

1.00°1 
I 
i 

1,(1)111 
i 

I,IJOI> I 

1.,1)()1) I 
1,()()(} I 
}.I 1011 

1,IIIIU I 
1,011111 

i 
1 ' , 1 
,1.,000· 
I I 

1,000 I 
1,IIOU 

1.,O()() 
1,()()() 

1,111101 
I 

1,(1)ul , 

1 

OOO! 

,',ouo I 
1,11110 I 
1,()()() I 
1,001) 

I,UIIII 

1,U1I0 

1,000 

" 

.. I 

1 

!ISJ 11 CJ 

.. ] 111'(1) 
I' 1 

9911 

!IIH 
I 

"I !l% 

.. ) .'In,> 

.,1 9[)(j 

"1 
!IIH 

.. I l.UOO 

··1 
1,IJOO 

I 
1 

6 

-1 

5 
.J 

991 9 

118~1 11 

'I .987 
:. OD5 

[Iill 

%2 

" 990 

fl90 

1191 

D91 
1192 

991 

1,0110 

13 
5 

In 

7 
'1 

11 

8,'J 
!JS4 

~)~t) 

IIIII 

937 

, 
I 

Rli 

115 
).) 

62 

(Hi 

N, 
'" Jj 

9011 ! 94 

1115 

890 

874-
DS8 

912 

"i 1,000 

1 921 

!l28 

:l 914 

2 bfJS 
95.5 

882 

IHI 

0, 
"0.> 

IO!) 

12.) 
61 

lUt 

77 

,0 

IJ~ 
42 

115 

80 

1 

J 
1 

3 

(i 

1 

1 
J 

2 

2 

:l 

:; 

, 

.1 
2 I 
2 I 

I 
3 II 

n 

I 

147 

l~i 

12! 

170 

1911 

148 
21]4 

135 

2f)O 

114 

134 

H7 

11H 

IOU 
I.'j() 

121 

115 

127 

l3'! 

120 

73 
154 

147 

803 51) 13 

S4,( 41) 11 
714 U-i 77 

571 

61(/ 
.511 

411i 

379 
47.~ 

7!)() ~3 '1S2 311 

:<'i5 13 51 i 4~3 

746 84 14 456 530 

,-j.3 

i f2 i 59 

81)S 47 
711 U.5 

13 

18 

7.5 
2{) 

8 

436 

520 

.553 
501 

-i67 

iill() ~ull 1,001) 

,3.')1 

462 

800 66 12 533 455 

774 7!1 

837 45 

805 68 

793 73 

8:l1 i9 

8.95 32 
I'S4 62 

825 87 

780 73 

667 

13 

II 

10 
11 

9 

9 

10 

5 
14 

491 

IjllO 

503 

5G9 

510 

591 

biS 

486 

508 

4fl6 

3~9 

367 
462 

489 

431 

1,000 

1181 

310 

399 

J23 
.J6S 

512 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II B 

Distribution by civil condition of 1,000 of each sex at certain ages in each main 
religion in rural and urban areas 

J Rural 
All Religions 1 Urban 

Hiwlu 

MlIRhm 

{ 
Hnral 
Urb!tll 

{ 
J nllr.il 
I l'rh!1l1 

AP :Lg('~ 

~:-T~raJ lie!] I VV'd()~vecl 
mal'l'lcd I __ _ _ 

.------_--_- - -_-

I 

2 

582 
605 

389 
370 

.HH 
:J~3 

29 
25 

2il 
24 

1'[1. 
nunrled 

1,000 
1000 

1,00(1 
1,0UO 

1,0(1n 
I,OO() 

1,0"0 
1,000 

I , 
11Ilall'led 

I 

6 

~_-~---- -~----

1 ___ . 5-10 

! 'NHlow('<1 '1 l'n- 1 I Married I \VH1()wcd 
~ mal'rle( 

(-; I ~:-II'-; .. -~o 
!IH:1 
\)!)S 

.. --~--~--- ~~~~-'- . ~-_-.------.. '-~~_-----------.. 

All Religions { ~~~:~ 

Hllldu 

{
Run] 
FIJi'll! 

J Rar~1 
1 Pl1H1D 

1 

All Religions { ~~~:~ 

Hwd" 

(Hllbtian 

MLHhm 

r Emul 
1 ·l'rban 

I Rmal 
I 1'1'iJan 

J Rural 
1 Urhan 

llrligioll 

{
Rural 

.All Religions Urban 

Hmdll {
[{ural 
l1rball 

~ Rural 
( Urban 

J HUlU1 
I L'rhun 

___ __!I'~~___ ~~~l_:J_-+O ____ I 

l'n- MarrIod I WH10w€d Pn- MarllecI I \Ylu"wrd I 

-[ 
. I . ) 

mal l'lcd mal'rJed 

11 12 

992 8 
983 17 

Q~5 ,j 

!177 23 

!lk5 
9!15 

921 
9i2 

H27 
£91 

920 
!J21 

Iii 
rj 

17 

7'1 
107 

Ii 
76 

13 

2 
2 

3 
3 

---- ---~-.--

387 
500 

12() 
480 

lof) 
144 

13" 
3Hl 

126 
135 

15 Hi 

594 19 
487 13 

[;(;J 21 
Wf 14 

Femnles 

O-:i 

Hi 
lU 

lt~ 
If, 

M.ll'lled i'VUlflWP.d 

1'1.'; 
li2S 

793 
70S 

84 
83 

us 

,,0 
53 

l'n
manicf1 

17 

29 
28 

37 
2~ 

Ii 

12 
15 

4U and over 

l~ 

856 
867 

.3-10 

I WidO\,cd 
I 

\\ !~~ 
III 

I 104 

127 
11~ 

!H) 
87 

(Tn- I I nmfncu M~rfleil. Widower1 

992 
990 

!.94-
!.Bi 

!.!Il 
~1~H) 

8 
iO 

10 

10 

4() and OYer 

Ml.tlried I W](lowed 

----
17 

13 
13 

Hl 
10 

12 
2H 

7 
7 

18 19 

499 488 
456 53i 

J6! 
437 

57.3 
~18 

48~ 
444 

413 
454 

[,0+ 
549 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

Distribution by main age-periods and civil condition of 10,000 of each 
sex and religion 

---~---~- ------- -
~--~-

MaleR Female, 

Rellgifm and ~I\#(' 

I I'w](]oweri linmalrl('<l Mauled 'Vidowed I Tlnmallied Maaw(1 

ALL RELIGIONS 5,842 3,873 285 4,750 4,059 1.191 

(J-](I :'/,4~ 1 ;{,n2,j 10 

10-1:-) 1,~.n2 11 i,lOr. '1-1 2 

1., - ·HI 1,:127 2,2~7 11 ~)!I(; :i,nCiI) !W;) 

.f() and (/"Cl .)~) I,()U 21+ 2;,] K!19 X!I* 

Hindu 5,902 3,807 291 4,672 3,989 1,339 

O-Hl :1,O{I() 2,!I~):, !I 

I(J-l~ LIlli .. I.,O'i' N.) 2 

1;'·--.j.(I I,M] 2,1,jO 7H (j],~ a,023 :1+;, 

4(1 amI "v,',' ,0 1,1;411 21:1 2.) S72 m!1< 

Christian 5,667 4,045 288 4,883 4,205 912 

0-10 :1,11 i :2 :,,1 '19 12 

10 - 1'> 1,2H IH 1, 1 ~)3 110 I 

15-411 1,27H 2,4t;!~ ,")!' :)(iX 3,O!ltI I!I;; 

40 3ml ('Vl'r B:l 1,51>11 22H 2~ HH[) 711, 

Muslim 6,117 3,667 216 4,846 4,020 1,134 

()-jo :-3,15:-; ;{ 3,10:1 111 

10-1:; I :!,o Ii 1,162 lie, 1< 

1.'>-40 1\(;72 2,101 (j2 £>] (I :1,15U 3H:{ 

40 ana 0\ Cl 2~ 1 ),j;).S 1:>4 11 i,h) -I)I""' 
j_ , 

Tribal Religion 5228 4,289 483 4,176 4.,649 1,175 

0-10 2,5u~ 'i 2,,)(_)7 22 

10-15 1,1:1~ i. 1,046 107 7 

15-40 llD~j2 2,:1% ~O3 H2:} 3,05:3 ::101 

40 and 0\'('1' 21; L~~O 271' 9117 ~1)1 

Others 5,823 4016 161 4,667 4,500 833 

0-10 2,4!1I' 3,000 

10 --15 H~4 1,lli7 111 

1';-40 2,:369 2,411) !OO 500 3,556 56 

4n and over ~O I,GO(; ~1 833 777 



:!(IO CHAPTER VI-CIVIL CONJHTIuN 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

Proportion of the sexes by civil condition at certain ages for main 
religions and natural divisions 

Numher of fL'ma1eK pCI' 1,001i male, 

~dturallhvl~}{)ll nlld 
HehglOll 

All a~e, I 0-·111 I 

I
-~------c-------- - i --- -----,----- --
Ulllll.lI'l'led \ ilTaII'lI'd \ 'WHI()wed IUlllllarrlClj \ Marl'lcti \\"j(lllwcll jUllml1l11ed! 

--------------~---

10-15 

Mal'llcd 

STATE 

All religions 

Hllldl1 

(lIlI htIfdl 

~11hll!1I 
TrilmI H)ll!.!;11)n 

Othl'l;-l. 

Lowland 

All religions 

H1Uclu 
Ollrl1-,tlftll 
1I[1I,I llll 
'l'nhal rph~llHJ 
()(lll'l'-

:Midland 

All religions 

Hlndn 
Chn:--.tU11l 
Ml"llrn 
Tllhal lelu2 .. 1111J 

OtllL'J'S 
Highland 

All religions 

Hm,l" 
ChIl'-1hall 
Mu ..... hm 
Tilhal 1l'IJ~loll 
Othcl, 

802 

795 

820 

80 .. 
8:)1 
771 
711; 
HiT 

721 

I 
~ atnrnl Dn l ... loll n.nu Bclig-10ll 

STATE 

All religions 

L111141u 
Oluhtlil,n 
.. , u,hm 
l'lIL"ll'c1IgIOll 
lJthe!'" 

Lowland 

All religions 

IImd II 
Ohn~11aIl 
l\Ilh,iIm 
Tribal relLgion 
OthCl~ 

Midland 

All religions 

Hmdn 
Ohll,tIan 
Mu,hm 
Tn hal re lIglOll 
Others 

Highland 

All :religions 

Hindu 
ChnstIan 
Muslim 
'rnhal rehglOu 
Others 

'j 

:1 
:1 

1,034 

I,OJ7 
1,0()7 
I tl4!1 
j ,OHZ 

810 

1,060 

1.( l(iH 

1~U24 
1,( I!',) 

H:~:l 

!lili 

1,0201 

1,O:lI3 
1,1111 
1,()12 

~l~~ 
1,(J()Jl 

930 

~H;;) 

~71 
~H2 

I,UIl!t 
12:i 

385 

:37(; 
43:J 
292 
HIl!I 
13:1 

398 

:l7Z 
{liS 
:104 
fiOO 
l~l 

391 

:187 
4HI 
2\13 
20.3 

256 

27>, 
277 
166 
410 
200 

4 

4,127 

4,!)~JX 

.~ ~(){j}) 

.j,Olli 
2,24, 
R7T;)~1 

4,982 

-"WI 
:l (;\;:) 
;-; .J 7;; 

3,513 

;i,!14:1 
2.iH2 
4,:iGO 
:l,H~~ 

3,1019 

:1,3:31 
2,tSS 
4,4KII 
:l,(l(lO 
].1100 

l~-{O 

f,342 

1,40,,) 
1,21H 
1,l3H 
1,:170 
1,067 

1,453 

l,47t-i 
1 :1;)2 
1,5tl7 

on; 
1,3~,G 

1,277 

1,35!1 
1,170 
1,3:H 
1,419 

1,1012 

1.2001 
1,017 
1,091 
1,361 

133 

979 

978 

!I~l 

!lj;H 
!1:J4 

~~()OO 

~7!) 

981 

9~O 

\h'li 
%1 
~l( .3 

974 

11)11, 
Olf2 

l,tlOK 
~J27 

:1,0(1) 

6,402 

~,;;1;{ 

.),;~22 

:l,:i !II 
3,000 

5,937 

U,2li2 
:l,U:i 
2,774 

6,779 

~,:>l:~ 

t;?O~,7 

+,:):!~' 
2 OLIO 

5,857 

r."I~H 7 
",liB 
71)(10 

3,381 

.~,~()," 

:1000 

7,250 

2:l,tlOO 
IljH'j 

3,750 

:lWIl 
:1,\j,i7 

1,333 

.'171 
J,Otl!) 

900 

\IJI~ 

!llIl 

K.l± 
\113 

916 

~ I I ,) 
D:2f) 
~~:J 
fi()(1 

1,01)(1 

882 

9301 

~H2 

1,1111 
KII; 
I'RH 

8,712 

1:1,104 
:JNU 

IUS:> 
l:J,OI1Il 

12,688 

l.l.!I!I.~ 

1(),H;.3I; 
q G~j() 

7,3001 

11.297 
5,258 
2,000 
:;,0(1(1 

7,941 

8,B71 
H,l!H) 

14,5:;6 

N lun bel' of female,", pcr l.OOO motle, 

4,141 

+,-l20 
3.21H 
5;lti-l 
1,31);) 

5(1(1 

5,490 

o,610 
':l.:;(j~ 

0,741 

1.000 

3,2901 

S,;67 
2,0~I,; 

3,794 
1,750 

2,707 

2,841 
2206 
3663 
1:2fi9 

11 

415 

35() 
(jG8 
4S8 

409 

457 

3,S 
74!) 
(jti7 

183 

H7 
475 
188 

..tn and ever 

l\larnccl 

550 

518 

591 

65+, 
485 
44fi 

450 

437 
487 
418 
4S5 

10 

6,697 

(i'lm·q 
:1,77:l 

:ll (lila 

9,700 

lO,!U 
1 t01l 

,10,(101) 

6,805 

'I;fil ~) 
:1,7~1; 

2H,lI(IO 

2,400 

1;~1 7 
2,iWi 

16 

01,119 

! filiI! 
3 OH~ 
4,!lS, 
2,R~1 
7,OUI) 

01,823 

5,3:ll; 
3,4(;;
J,170 

6,(1011 

3,580 

4~U7G 
2,'-15 
4,5U!} 
5,u('0 

3,0107 

3,1;37 
2,(;18 
4,971) 
2,5H 

----------------~------------------'-----
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

Distribution by civil condition of i ,000 of each sex at certain ages for selected cas tes 

D",tnbutlOn of 1,000 mal<" of eaeh age by civil comhtioll 
----------------------c-, ---------

Caste All age~ 0-6 7-13 

-

f 
1 2 3 

I 
4 5 (i 7 8 9 10 

1 Arayan IImdu ;)'l1 384 33 1,000 I " " 999 L " 

2 Brahman, MalayaJa {Nampiitlti 
and Potll) 

" 
4119 494 :17 1,000 

" .. 997 3 ,. 
3 Brahman, others 

" 
507 ~60 33 1,000 .. .' \)97 3 .. 

4 Catholic AtaSar Chri~ tiall (lll 361 28 1,000 .. , . 999 1 .. 
5 Chackara var 

" 
627 350 23 1,000 .' .' 1,000 ., .' 

6 ChetLi Hmdu r;()o 4l'6 :H 1,000 .. .. 990 1 . 
7 navan 

" 
602 372 26 l.OOO " " 9!Hl 1 · . 

8 Kammiilan (Viswakarma) 
" 

5143 3!)3 24 1,0OO ., " ()!)!) 1 .. 
9 KaI_likkaran : incluumg Mahn elan) 

" 
[,71 R77 52 1,000 '. '. 1,000 '. .' 

10 KaI_liylin 
" 

5t!;) :181l 2H 1,00;} '. .. 999 1 

11 Knshnallvak(.l 
" 

5H:3 407 30 1,000 .. .. (J!l8 2 · . 
12 Kllllumi " 

M!) 41H 32 1,000 " .. J!)9 1 '. 

13 Kuravan (illcludmg lIIalankuravan) 
" 

:i:iG 412 32 l,flOO .' .. !l!H) 1 · . 
Ditto Chr"tJan 527 413 60 1,000 '. .. 996 4 .. 

14 Malayatayall Hmdu and Tribal rebgion 510 454 3G 1,000 '. 1,000 · . · . 
15 Mannlin 

" " 
j31 430 39 1,000 .. 

" 1,000 .. · . 
16 Maravan Emdu ;jj7 409 :14 1,000 .. ., 1,000 .' · . 
Ii Mukknvan Ch}'1~tlall G13 RG2 25 1,000 .. .. \)\)9 1 .. 
18 Muthuvan Ihndu and Tnbal rchgion ;) IH 467 17 1,000 " " !l!ll 1I .' 

I!! Nadar (Chan nan) Hm,]u 627> 3.18 27 1,000 .. .. !l!lfl 1 .. 
DILlo Chn,tIall G3::! 3-1-3 25 1,000 " .. ~)()8 2 .' 

20 Nliyar Hmdu 611 3(;1 28 1,000 .' .. 4\J9 1 .' 

21 PaHan " 
::;J2 4:l9 2') 1,000 .. " ()'l7 3 · . 

22 Paravun 
" 

5liH 3!18 34 1,000 <. ., ()!l7 :3 .' 

23 Parayan CSambavar) 
" 

5:10 420 41 1,000 " .. nn7 3 · . 
Ditto Chru.,t,ju,n .');:d 410 36 1,000 .. .' ()()() 1 · . 

24 Pulayan (Chetamur) Hmdu 527 ,1,34 3!) 1,000 .. .. 9O!l 1 
Ditto ChnstIan [,:.37 ,1,2" 38 1,000 .. 

" \)98 2 · . 
25 Saliyan (l'attaryan) Hindu 530 410 40 1..000 .. .. I,()OO · . · . 
2G Syl1<1!l Ohrlstian 549 42:1 28 1,000 .' ., !lU7 3 

27 Thantlin (Uiii:Jl) Hindu aU4 31-12 24 J,OOO · . .. 9!1!l 1 .. 
2H ThanlBl'ulayan " 

:>~8 472 .. J,OUO .. ,. 1,000 · . .. 
20 enatan (KocchllVelan) Chri~tian ;;1.3 +21 61 1.000 .. .. 1,000 .. · . 
30 Valan Hindn G4:> 417 38 1,000 .. .. 9!)!) 1 · . 
31 ViiI_liJ an (YiiI_llgllvmSyan) " 

:)82 3S!) 29 1,000 .. " 1,000 .' -' 

:12 VaI)-T,1l,lt " 
:;41 414 43 1,1100 .. ., !l9fi .( ., 

I 
3:3 Ve~:1kl<lthalanliyal' " 

;),...',6 3Ri 30 1,000 .. .. DH7 R ., 

34 Velan " 
&:-} 7 423 40 1,(1(l1l 

" 
1,OO() .. .. 

3.5 VeJi'm (Kusayan) " n,~!J 2~7 l-i 1,000 .. .. 1,000 .' " 

36 Ven1i~an 
" 

r'l31 UG ::13 l,f'OO · . " !1!l9 1 

I 
· . 

37 VeJllthadana.yar " 
570 :392 38 1.000 .. .. l,OO!) 

" .. 
38 Vetan (Includmg Malavetan) " 

571 3% 33 l.OOO .. .. un7 3 " 

3!J yirasalvar CPantatam only) ~71 397 32 

[ 

1,000 

I 
I (1(17 3 " 

I 
· . .. 

40 Yadavan (Idayan) " 
548 410 42 ],000 .. .. 997 3 " 

3 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-(Continued) 

DistributIon of 1,000 maIeR of eacb age by civil condItion 

Castc 14-16 17-23 
,- _._-

tTnmarried 1 Married I Widowed Unmarried I Married 1 Widowed 
I J 

11 12 13 14 13 16 

I Arayan Hindu 989 10 1 739 253 8 

2 Brahman, MaJayaJa (Nampiititi and Potti) " 964 36 " 1142 354 4 

:3 Brahman, others 
" !li0 28 2 689 307 

\ 
4 

4 Catholic Atasar Christian 993 6 I 837 161 2 

~ Chackaravar 
" 

1,000 .. " 838 162 .. 
6 Chetti Hmdu 975 2->~ · . 776 2li 7 

7 Ilavan 
" 

9R7 12 1 773 218 !J 

8 Karuma1an (VMwakarma) 
" 

!liS 21 1 722 266 12 

~ Kal}Ikkara,ll (including Mahvelan) 
" 

986 14 .' 712 272 16 

]0 Kal).iyan 
" 

98U 20 .. 767 221 12 

11 Krishnanvaka 
" 

!l8I 19 .. 737 2~5 8 

1.2 Kndumi 
" 

977 23 · . 64'1 346 10 

13 Kuravan (including Malankuravan) 
" 

988 II 1 756 2.34 10 
DItto Chri~tian 935 65 .' 5S3 462 .. 

14< Malayaiayan Hmou and Trlball'eligion 975 25 .. 494 4G9 37 

15 Mannan 
" " 

930 70 .. 316 649 35 

16 Maravan Hindu 983 17 " 752 237 11 

17 Mukkuvan Ohristian 997 3 '. 840 157 3 

18 Muthuvan HilJdu and Tribal religion !146 54 " :!H 656 >, 

19 Nadal' (Ohannan) Hindu !l93 7 .. 855 142 3 
Ditto Christian 977 23 . 857 140 3 

20 Nayar Hindu 988 12 '. 835 159 6 

"21 PaHan 
" 

983 16 1 770 227 3 

22 Paiavan ., 959 39 2 647 333 20 

23 Parayan (Slimbavar) 
" 

965 34 1 607 273 20 
Ditto OhrIstIan 1182 17 1 741 251 8 

'2+ Pulayan (Oheramar) Hllldu 975 23 2 6,n 3+0 23 
Ditto OhrIRtian 970 30 .' 642 348 10 

25 Siiliyan (Pattlity:m) Hindu 998 2 · . 777 217 6 

26 Synan Ohristian 
'1 

1131 6S 1 473 523 4 

27 Thantan (Utah) Hindu l 979 16 5 750 239 11 

'28 Thanta pulayan 
" 

900 100 .. 641 359 .. 
29 UHiltan (Kocchuvelan) Ohristian I,UUO .. ., 40U 600 .' 

30 Valan Hmdu 991 9 · . 674 314 12 

21 Yal}lyan (Va:g.lgavaisyan) 
" 

i'93 7 ., 8UI 192 7 

32 Val}:g.an 
" 

962 35 3 633 3!9 13 

33 Ve~akl<itha.lanaya< ,. 971 27 2 688 29{ I 18 

34 Velan ., %7 I 2!J 4 580 395 2:; 

.35 Vefan (Kusuvan) 
" 

1,000 .. ., 745 237 18 

36 VeHi\Jan , ~)85 13 2 805 11:\9 6 

37 \' ef' t ba,Jana yar 
" 

989 11 ., 752 247 1 

38 Vetan (lllcluding Malaveta.n) ., !J93 7 .' 725 268 7 

39 VirasHlvar (Pantliram only) 
" 

971 29 · . 695 2!-l5 10 

40 Yaoavan (Idayan) 
'" 996 4 · . 767 229 4 

---. 



SUBSIDIAHY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-(Continued) 
------_----~--------.---;-----_-----

DIMtl'IimtlOu of 1 OlIO males (lj' each age hy CIVIJ cOIl(iItinll 

Ca"te 

Afayan 

2 Bra\unall, Malayal-a (Nampiitiri and Potti) ., 

:a Brahman, other" 

4 Catholic Afasar Christian 

;; Chackaravar 

(; Chetti Hmdll 

7 Ilavan .' 
8 Kfimma~an (VIswakarma) '" 

9 iCaI_1ikkaran (including Malavelan) 

10 KaI_1iyan 

11 Krishnanvaka 

12 Kudumi 

13 Ruravan (includmg MaJankuravan) " 
Ditto ChristIan 

H l\IaJayatayan Hindu anti Tribal relii!lOlI 

15 Mannan 

16 lVlaravan HlIldn 

17 Mukkuvan 

1~ MlIthuvan Hmuu and Tribal religlOn 

19 Natiar (Channan) 
Ditto 

20 Nayar 

21 PaHan 

22 Paiavan 

23 Parayan (Sam1:Javar) 
DItto 

24 Pulayan (ChCfa.mar) 
D,tto 

25 :Saliyan (Pattatlyan) 

26 Syrian Chl'lstian 

2i 'l'hantan ({Tram 

"28 '1~hantapulayan 

2!J UjJatan (Rocchuvelan) 

30 Valan 

31 VaI_1iyan (VaI_1igavaisyau) 

32 V3lflfiin 

34 VeJa.n 

35 Vefiin (Ruse. van) 

36 Ve)Ji1Jan 

37 VcJuthadanayar 

3S Vetan (Illcluding Mala.vetan) 

39 \'irasa.ivar (Panlafam only) 

40 Y iiclavan (Idayan) 

Hmon 
ChrIMinn 

Hllldu 

" 

'" ObristIan 

HIndu 
Chl'u~lvill 

fllnllu 

Hmdu 

Hmdl! \1 

" 

" 

" 

21-43 

_-~-----

~Tll~~r~i~:~ I_ Married 

I 

17 ! 18 

10!J I !i3* 

HO 

11.1 

1:17 

172 

169 

143 

125 

226 

158 

112 

105 

112 
73 

70 

65 

102 

120 

3. 

178 
11i2 

207 

114 

90 

!J7 
92 

70 
82 

107 

4!1 

118 

1 fil 

119 

103 

12(; 

68 

168 

01 

102 

121 

13S 

8V3 

8H 

RIO 

/lOl) 

828 

851 

,04 

814 

8G-1 

85;{ 
8(;2 

901 

888 

1;63 

868 

937 

7\)5 
813 

845 

8i2 

Sr.I 
Hu\' 

!)2B 

851 

9il 

771 

~51 

$02 

85!) 

850 

818 

19 

37 

32 

2+ 

19 

18 

31 

29 

U 

70 

28 

2,} 

35 
65 

29 

*7 

35 

12 

26 

29 

41 

38 

42 
39 

42 
43 

31 

22 

31 

()5 

30 

56 

34 

38 

30 

39 

2H 

20 

it-

IiI 

21 

H 

17 

26 

21 

49 

112 

24 

13 
18 

8 

16 

11 
It 

i.4 

10 

18 

26 
18 

lil 
15 

1~ 

13 

28 

:w 

12 

21 

29 

18 

18 

31 

40 

IH 

24 

10 

44 and (lver 

R2i 

8:11 

8311 

873 

856 

871 

727 

830 

7iH 

795 

H53 

932 

Ri7 
b52 

833 

83() 

810 

~08 

821 

SH 
831 

808 

~36 

872 

!l71 

H-lO 

862 

817 

831< 

!H6 

83i 

823 

203 

22 

159 

108 

125 

121 

HI 

118 

108 

174 

121 

127 

145 

136 
28!. 

205 

144 

150 

1.'31 

68 

142 
13t 

123 

134 

142 

166 
161 

146 
10* 

151 

100 

250 

123 

IG2 

123 

us 
36 

12-1 

loll 

US 

139 

167 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-(Conlinued) 

}:.. 1'1 U lon 0 D' t 'h t f ] 000 f , cmn es 0 f eae h age 'Y CIVIl condition 
-

I All ages 0-0 I 7-13 
('a,le 

----

I'n, I ~f 'u d I .... arru' marne I W'd 11 rn- \ M 1 [Vi 'd I Un- I I 1 owel ",' 1 arnCl T, owed ,l\farncti Widuwed 
I nMn leC marrIed 
I 

1 2 3 4 

I 
:; 6 7 8 II 10 

1 Aiayan Hmdu 489 405 lOG 1.000 " .' 9H5 1\ " r 

2 Brahman MalayaJa (Nampiilrti 
I and PattI) " 

303 423 214 1,000 " " 11;):l 4,,> 2 

3 Brahman, other" " 
3~7 4 liS li5 1,000 " " 912 87 1 

4 Cathulic Arasar Chri,tran 512 ilil2 lOr. 1,000 " " !l~O 20 
" 

r; Chackaravar 
" 

nIl 3!14 05 1,000 .. .. 900 10 
" 

Ii Chetti HmlIu 422 422 150 ' 1,000 .. " 078 21 J 

7 fravan " 
4~0 383 127 J,OOO " " !l9,:; 3 , , 

8 Kamma~an (VIswakatma) " 
4H 

I 
-lUS 118 1,000 " " !JR7 12 1 

!J Kal}Ikkaran (lIlCluulllg Malavelan) " 
4,04 43!l 107 1,OUO 

I 

,. 
" 991 6 

" 

10 Kal}iyiin " 
477 3!);) 128 1,000 

" " OM I" 1 

11 I~rishnan vaka " :l8:1 454 16:3 1,000 
" " 978 22 

" 
12 KuduIlll " 351 4G2 187 1,000 " . ' 8\)9 \)~ 3 

13 Kuravan (inclulling Malankura,an) " 
4ij!1 403 128 1,000 

" " 11!14 G 
Ditto ChIl~tUtll 521 391 88 1,000 " 0!)7 11 " 

" " 

14 Malayaiayan Hindu anll Triball'elip<>ll 4i12 471 127 1,000 " " !1{3 [)7 
" 

13 }'lallilan " 
Hi7 4G3 70 1,000 

" 
, . 9GR ;{2 

" 
It) l\laravltu Hllldn H3 

I 
425 1;12 1,000 " " !1114 ij 

" 

I 

17 l\1ukkuran CIU'btuUl sao 372 \)8 I,OU0 " " 0!J2 8 
" 

18 l\[uth u vall Hindu llllll Tribal reh~lOn 52G 43(; :18 1,000 " " !l8G 1+ 
" 

J!) Nauar (Channan) HlIl(ln SIll 36R 

I 
122 1,(100 

" " \)\)7 X 
" Dlttu Chri"tIan 531 360 lOti 1,1100 

" .. ~H}.j 5 
" 

2(J Nay:w Hllldu 4,,7 RS3 1:,0 1,O(JO 
" " !1\11 \I .. 

2t PaHan " 483 .Jet\! 6R 1,11(11) .. , 
I " !l\HI 7 , . 

22 Para van " ·Hi2 408 130 1,000 
" , ' !IV,:) 5 

" 

23 Parayan (:'lamhuvar) " 450 Hi 10:~ 1,00f) " " !In! 9 " IJltt 0 Ch,i,t,an 4f,ii 4UI 11 i) 

I 

1,0()0 , , 
" ~)US 7 , , 

2+ Pillayan (Cherall1aI) HilldU/ 41:; 450 111~ 1,1100 " " !I~G 1+ 
Ihtto Chl'l.timi 4:;7 4H DH 1,1101) " 

" " \)!12 H 
" 

25 Sa]!yau (l'attii:raY:lll) Hnldu 4!1 427 1 -., 1,(lUO " , ' \)R7 13 ,,_ 
" 

2ii 8.)'rmu Chllstian -n~o 4:18 8:) 1,000 " " !lSX 17 , , 

27 ThanUiu (Ura)l) Hindu 4~':) 3D! lIt) l,roo " !I()X i . , 
2:-; Than la pu laYlm " 4fi2 4Gi 71 1,OU:) " '. !l8~) 15 " , 
2H L'H1itan (Koechuviilan) Chyi~tlan -loS7 :1Hj' 11G I 1,000 

I 
' , " 1,000 I " , , 

XO YX1an Ilmdn 4J~ 4:31\ 100 I ],IIOU " flU.) " .. 
31 Viil)lY,lll (Vul)lgavalilyaIl; 

" '.48 I .a:'l IH 1,0\10 " " \)\12 H ., 

o~ YaI)I)an " Hli H3 111 1,000 " ll1-l7 12 1 o.)~ 
" , 

3:1 \T('~akklthalan1iyal 
" 

·H;7 400 13:1 1,001> 
" " !JRj 1 .. ,. 

M Vel"n .. 4n' ±S:3 12U 1,I>OU " " !IX1 18 1 

3.3 Ve~1in (Kusavun) " 
54S :;:~s llJ 1,000 " " !l\10 I 10 

I 
,. 

31; VeJ:aJan " 
411' -!~5 174 1,000 ' , " (1!l0 10 " 

:17 Ve~l,thauanayar " 
4j, HI 1:12 1,000 

" , , 1,()OO " " 

:38 Viitall (mcludmg Malavetanj 
" 477 HI 8? I,UI)(I 

" " !)U2 R " 

S\) ylrasaiVar ,Pantaram only): " 
41\G 

\ 
419 12:; 1,000 " " flR3 17 

" 

40 Yadavan (Idayau) " :367 I .. 11 222 1.,000 " " !JDl 9 " 
f 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-(Conlinued) 

Di~tl'lbl.tlon of 1,00() femflles of each flge by <"in! con,htloll 

Caste 

1 Aiayan 

Blalimc,n, lIL11ayaJa (Nampu titi am] roth) 

3 Brahnlan, others 

ChaekaraY(lr " 
;; Chettl llIudn 

7 i'lavan 

8 Kammalan (\'IRwaklrma) 

!l Kanikkaran (inclu<1l1lg l'Iblavi'bn) 

j II l{ar;nyan 

11 

12 Kuuuml 

13 Knl'avnn (mclmling 1>Ialankurav,m) 
Dietl) 

., 
Chl'l .... han 

Hmuu amI 'lllbal rch"'10n 

15 ]\[annan 

Hi ",Iaravan 

1 i MukklHan 

18 l\InUIll\ an 

10 Niic1:ir (Channiin) 
Dltto 

20 Nayar 

22 Patav"" 

23 Parayan (t;ambavar) 
Tlltto 

210 Pnlayan (Cheramar) 
Ditto 

25 Saliyan (Patta~yan) 

2(i Synan ChristIan 

27 ThanUi.n (Urah) 

28 Thanta.pulayall 

29 UJl;;tan (KocchnveJan) 

:10 va:an 

:ll Viil}ly,tn (Val}igavaisyan) 

B3.. Velakkllhalallii.yar 

3-1 Velan 

3;; Vel!i.n (Kusavan) 

36 VcHiiJan 

37 VeJntliad~nayar 

38 Velan (induding Malavetan) 

:19 VHasaivar (Pantaram only) 

40 Yildavan (Idayan) 

Hi,,,]u 
Olu;stian 

Hl!lt]u 

., 
Chl]~tlt1[l 

HUlda 
Christlall 

lhr.du 

Hlllcln 

Hllldu 

" 

14-16 

- e mnarllld f 'Man it'11 

II 12 

7o! 

:;10 

1+2 

S.ll 

SO! 

728 

~\JO 

774: 

17(, 

J37 

32.> 

42!l 

!n5 
H24 

752 

611 

7Hl 

i14 

1,000 

72R 

fi73 

,;n 

(jJI 

81:1 

668 

728 

717 

617 

64!l 

30 

121 

11;:1 

2ti3 

iu-l 

813 

203 
82 

ii/.j 

16(; 

I·W 

!>7L 

242 

100 

2n.~ 

21)2 
]55 

:n5 
2ti1 

3S7 

267 

:123 

.l05 

~32 

35(; 

J i6 

328 

267 

277 

3M 

350 

II) 

11 

S 
3 

2 

1 

1 
2 

7 

1:1 

4 
2 

Il 
-4 

!I 

2 

If; 

17 

12 

;, 

17 

i 

2:>2 

71 

2\1 

:li2 
4lS 

11)1) 

Iii 

317 

18S 
2H 

Ifi3 
172 

1::>7 

126 

1M 

142 

01 

171 

182 

143 

:\.,0 

1,')1 

II.! 

256 

130 

9, 

1i--2:1 

77.> 

7.)~) 

()H2 

!l(l.~ 

S31l 

;U7 

711 

i;)-! 

,{II 

7H!) 
73+ 

1\(1+ 
I{OI 

H08 

Hfi3 

737 

821 

R IIi 

H23 

709 

833 

849 

31 

14 

3:; 
22 

27 

In 

20 
In 

3k 

21 

n 
11) 

~::; 

11 

3') 

;\3 

41 

35 

21l 

35 

37 

205 



CHAI'TER VI--CIVIL CONDITION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE Y-(Concluded) 

Dlstl'llJUtwn of 1,000 females of each age by civil condition 

24-43 44 and over 
Caste 

Unma] ried/ Marrictl_,I_\\_"i_d_O_w_e_d_,_u_n_m_a_r_f_ie_d_ c-_M_a_l_T_icd_-cI_W_id_O_,_V_Cl_i_ 

t-lindu 

2 Brahman ;\Ialayala \Xampu( lfl awl P6tti} 
" 

:~ Brnlunan, otlh'r:-. 

;; l'hackal'lVnl 

Ij Chetti 

7 Ilavan 

9 Kiil).lkkal all (mduuill>'; Malavelan) 

10 li:al}iyall 

11 Kl'iohnall ,'aka 

12 Kuuumi 

13 KlIra\'au (incluuillg M"lnnklll'lLmn) 
lhtto 

Christian 

" 
Hindu 

" Christian 

14 Malayatayall Him"l and Tribal religion 

15 Manual! 

16 Maravall Hindu 

17 Mukbnan Ohristian 

IS Muthuvan Hllldll and Tribal relIgion 

1~1 Nadal' (Cbiinllan) 
Dlttu 

20 Kayar 

21 Pallan 

22 l'aravflll 

23 Parayall (Sam llaY:lI) 
DItto 

Pula,l'all (<'hi'ramal') 
Ihtto 

:lr; Sahyan (l'attiir,van) 

,W l:lyrl,Ul ChriHtbll 

27 'l'hant51! (Utii]lj 

2!l ThantaJllllaYDll 

2!J UHatan (Kocchnviilan) 

EO Yaian 

31 V1ilfiyan \Yal).l~ambyall) 

32 Va!}!}all 

33 V c1akkltlw)anaym' 

34 Ye)al! 

3i} ViHan (Kusa,all) 

3f) Vel/alan 

37 Vduthiidallayal' 

31' 

39 

40 

Vetan \mcludmg Malavet:lIl) 

Yirasa"ar (Pantaiam only) 
C.l. 

Yadavan (Iuayan) 

Hiudu 
Ohristian 

Hindu 

ChriHtlaIl 

Hindu 
Chnhtian 

" 
Hindu 

Christian 

Hindu 

17 

23 

10 

22 

36 

30 

1;3 

8 

12 

21 

20 

22 

2V 

21 
27 

:10 

27 
2! 

22 
23 

23 

42 

10 

fi3 

II 

17 

21 

31 

13 

18 

10 

41 

23 

6 

---- ,---'---

18 

7fi:J 

~22 

81B 

818 

SIti 
811 

841 

81H 

817 

801 

884 

877 
.'iSI; 

811> 

!lWl 

814 

81;,) 

789 

91)0 

~.j(_; 

7\)7 

817 

874 

848 

754 

IV 

III 

lt18 

114 

13!J 

142 

132 

160 

HO 

174 

234 

1:>2 
lIl3 

IRS 

14 

165 

119 

1113 

Hi 
l:n 

1.;1; 

!l7 

111) 

]20 

101 
!)1 

74 

lH 

],:;7 

llfl 

188 

] Ii.> 

112 

8,; 

1~9 

240 

20 

Iii 

9 

1 

22 

6 

10 

2!l 

11 

12 

lii 
H 

22 

12 

21 
II 

13 

Ii 

II 

1:1 
II 

2fl 
II 

11 

8 

13 

12 

I> 

1,; 

3 

21 

H2 

421 

378 

4,;0 

591 

:367 

2tll 

-lOti 
!)7-! 

31;i 

!!6fj 

386 

502 

432 

48i; 
429 

712 

500 

480 

366 

535 

431 

298 

22 

618 

542 

57V 

,. f.l 

540 

40!! 

1\18 

622 

727 

37.) 
412 

4:1:3 

ill 

601 

492 

,'jut) 

i;14 

G21i 

522 

latl 

li3~ 

554 

69\! 

- __ , __ I ______ I ___________ _ 



CHAPTER VII 

INFIRMITIES 

245. From 1901 onward it has been the practice in Travancore to collect statistics 
of five infirmities. namely, insanity, deaf~mutism, blindness, leprosy and elephantiasis. 
Elsewhere in India the first four only are included in the inquiry. Elephantiasis is very 
largely prevalent in the coastal tract in this State. Its seriousness will be evident from 
the fact that the number afflicted with it, according to the present census. is 14.709 as 
against 10,910 persons afflicted with all the other four infirmities together. It has. 
therefore, been considered advisable to make use of the opportunity afforded by the 
census to ascertain the number of persons suffering from elephantiasis in addition to 
those afflicted with the usual four infirmities about which statistics are collected through
out India. 

The instructions issued to the enumerators for recording the infirmities were :N 
"If any person be totally blind of both eyes, or deaf and dumb, or insane. or suffering 
from corrosive leprosy, or elephantiasis, enter the name of the infirmity in the column. 
Do not enter those who are blind of one eye only, or who are suffering from white 
leprosy only. In eliciting information about elephantiasis, take care that no offensive 
question is put, but observe whether there is any swelling in the leg or hand and obtain 
the particulars from the chief person in the house." The caution in regard to elephantiasis 
is necessary, because some people. and particularly the educated and the well~to.do, 
consider it derogatory to be known to be suffering from this disease. 

Nature of the 
inquiry. 

246. The difficulty of correctly diagnosing diseases like insanity and leprosy, their Accura.cyof 
wilful concealment by the enumerated, and accidental omissions by the enumerators make the return. 

the returns of infirmities the least reliable of all the statistics collected at the census. 
This is so not only in India but eVen in more advanced countries like England and the 
United States, and in those countries the inquiry about infirmities at the population census 
has been already abandoned. The untrustworthiness of the returns of infirmities 
collected at the Indian census has been pointed out in all the previous Census Reports 
and it has even been suggested that the inquiry should be left out from the census 
altogether. This suggestion has not yet been acted up to, because there is no other 
means of obtaining any kind of statistics regarding these infirmities in India. An expert 
inquiry into each infirmity by d'uly qualified medical men cannot be undertaken without 
incurring very heavy expenditure, and without the work being protracted over a number 
of years, though this, no doubt, is the most satisfactory way of obtaining reliable 
statistics. In the absence of such special inquiries it has been decided to continue the 
practice of collecting whatever information it is possible to obtain at the population census. 
Mistakes due to omissions, whether intentional or accidental, being more or less 
constant at the different censuses, the figures collected can certainly be used to compare 
the variations in the intensity of the infirmities from census to census and their distribution 
in different localities at the same census. It must also be noted that the inaccuracies 
are becoming less and less after leach census. This can be proved by the number of 
deaf-mutes returned at different age~periods at the last three censuses in Travancore. 

Deaf-mutism is a congenital disease, and appears in· 
variably at birth; and only very rarely, if at all. is 
it likely to be acquired during life. If the enumeration 
were correct the statistics would reveal a progressive 
decline from census to census in advancing ages. That 
this has not always been the case will be evident from 
the figures given in the margin. The number of deaf~ 
mutes in 20·30 age-period in 1931, instead of being 

Actual number of ,leaf-IDnt('f, at I 
eertam av;e-periods at 

__ ~c last ~!Jree ceI1~lses I 
Age-pcllod ~I~j 1931 I 

0-10 1:11 \ -' .. 
10-20 .' -1;)0 '. I 
20 -30 •.•• /jjH I 

. I 
less, is actually more than that in the ageNperiod 10-20 

in 1921, and the latter again is more than the number at the ages below lOin 191 J. 
These figures show that the inaccuracies at the earlier censuses are being removed gradually 
at the subsequent ones. 

Every possible precaution was taken to collect as correct statIstics as possible at 
this census. The enumerators were intelligent schoolmasters acquainted with the 
inhabitants of the localities to which they were posted, and hence the chances of omission 



Reference to 
statistics. 
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in infirmities 
since 1901. 
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due to wilful concealment of the infirmities by the enumerated were greatly minimised. 
The instructions to the enumerators were made sufficiently clear to remove all doubts 
and ambiguities in the definition of the terms. Omissions due to the inability of the 
enumerators to diagnose the diseases in their incipient stages, on account of the lack of 
technical knowledge, could not, however, be avoided, and this defect will continue to 
vitiate the results of the inquiry as_long as it is conducted by laymen at the ordinary 
population census. 

247. The statistics dealt with in this chapter are contained in :-
1 • Imperial Table IX which shows the distribution of the afHicted persons 

2. 

3. 

4. 

by age and locality. 
Subsidiary Table I showing the infirm per 100,000 of the total population 

at each of the last five censuses. 
Subsidiary Table II showin~ (a) the in.firm per 100,000, and (b) the 

female infirm per 1,000 males, at certain age~periods. 
Subsidiary Table III showing the age distribution of 10,000 infirm of 

each sex. 

248. The statement in the margin gives the number of persons afHicted with each 
infirmity and their totals 
at the last four censuses. 

~llI11bt_'l flfiiH'tc{1111 IH:H 
Inflrtlllty 

In,an~ '.1 
])pel·mutcs 
Rhnd 
Lepers 
PerH()tl"l 
atHlete,! \\ Ith 

1 fi:ll 

1,271 
2,](;!1 
l,f}Ht) 

2 lI:;K 

I :Jll 

H2H 
!HI~ 

1.217 
I,ll:; 

IHOl pel j"t) ,,111\('\('() III The figures show that 
1:111[ there has been a general 

----~----------- increase in the incidence 

t;1·!1 
1,()4:1 
1,4 II 

111 of all infirmities from 
census to census except in 
1911, when the numbers 
returned under leprosy 

IlI;:l, I 4217 .i,!I:.!1 :;~S and elephantiasis were 
Total .25,640 18,815 i 8,170 ,'9,693 265 appreciably less than 

I I those returned at the 
, -- -- ---- ~}. Ic previous census. Compar-

ing the numbers in 
each infirmity in 

190 I and 1931 it is seen that, for every 1 00 persons afflicted with 
1901, there were 411 persons suffering from insanity, 356 from 
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deaf-mutism, 306 from blindness, 197 from 
leprosy and 248 from elephantiasis in 
1931, and that the total number of all the 
afflicted persons increased by more than 
Lwo and a half times during the last 
thirty years. This is indeed a large 
increase if the figures are correct. The 
figures must, however, be regarded as an 
indication of the greater accuracy in 
the returns of the recent censuses as well 
as of an actual increase in the prevalence 
of the diseases. The very large rise in 

the numbers of the insane and the blind between 1921 and 1931, namely, 62'7 per 
cent. and 89'9 per cent. respectively, may be due partly to greater accuracy in the returns 
of 1931 and partly also to the spread of the diseases during the intercensal period. 

Insanity and leprosy appear to be more prevalent in Travancore than in India as a 
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whole, while in deaf~mutism 
and blindness India beats 
Travancore as can be seen 
from the marginal statement. 
Statistics of infirmities for India 
for 1931 are not yet available, 
and, therefore, the ratios per 
J 00,000 of the population at 
three censuses for India and at 
four censuses for Travancore 
from 1901 are given in the 

I 1 I
ii \ statement. 1 he difference 

179 I 115 128 272 267 232 between India and Travancore 
in the ratio of the blind is very 

striking. In 1921 T ravancore had only 42 blind persons in 100,000 of the population as 
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against 152 in India. The proportion of deaf-mutes was only six less, that of the msane 
four more and of the lepers nineteen more per 100,000 in Travancore than in India. 

249. The statements below show the distribution of the infirm and the ratio Dfi~tribution 
I 00 000 f h I ·· h . d" . dId' . . f h 0 Infirmities by per , 0 t e popu abon 10 t e vanous a mlmstrattve an natura IVlSlons 0 t e a.dministratiye 

State. Of the administrative divisions the Northern Division contains the largest number :!l~ ~atural 
and the highest ratio of afHicted persons, and the High Range the smallest number and lYlSlons. 

the lowest ratio. The Central and the Southern Divisions occupy intermediate positions, and 
of the two, the Central contains a larger number and a higher ratio than the Southern. Out 
of the total number of 25,640 afflicted persons, the Southern Division contains 15 'I per cent., 
the Central 32'7 per cent., the Northern 51'7 per cent., and the High Range O'S per cent. 
Among the natural divisiohs the distribution is 76'3 per cent. in the Lowland, 21'7 
per cent. in the Midland, and 2 per cent. in the Highland. The High Range and 
the Highland Divisions consist of high hills and elevated lands where air, water, 
and soil are free from the impurities likely to be found in the congested parts of the 
plains. All the infirmities except elephantiasis are fairly well distributed in the plains 
divisions. Elephantiasis is essentially a disease of the lowlands, especially of the coastal 
tract, where there are extensive water-logged areas affording facilities for the breeding 
of the particular species of mosquito which is the medium for the communication of this 
disease from man to man. Of the tota.l number of persons afHicted with this disease, as 
many as 91'8 per cent. are in the Lowland Division only. Of the administrative divisions 
the Central Division contains 3"8 per cent. and the Northern 65'4 per cent. The disease 
is prevalent chiefly in the coastal regions of these divisions. 

Natlll'al dn'l~lon 

Infirmity I'tate --------~---------------------~--------.-------------
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Total 504 269 .i51 782 113 818 230 179 
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250. The proportions of females per 1,000 males afflicted with different infirmities Infirmities 

are given in the margin below. The figures show that males more than females are subject to by sex. 
Xu .... tu "f few/le< pCI' woo, III"le. 1I~lictea the attack of these infirmities. Taking all the infir-

\ 

mities together, the ratio is 689 females to 1,000 
D,f,e<"e H)~~_ 1!!21 males in 1931. The highest ratio is among the 

insane, there being 797 insane females to 1,000 
insane males, while the lowest ratio, namely, 369 
females to 1,000 males, is among the lepers. More 
or less similar variations are seen in the ratios in 
192 J also. The low proportion of females among 
the afHicted may be due chiefly to greater concealment 
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689 i 658 of the infirmities by them, and probably also to their 
greatff resisting power and to their being less 

exposed to the infection of diseases like leprosy and elephantiasis than the males. 
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251. Congenital diseases like deaf~mutism and blindness are prevalent generally 

.i\umbel' of person> afflirted '" 
d,(ferelll age-groups 

I I 
Per cent. d 

Age-glOnp ____ _ Kur_ub_e_'r_,--_ll_'C_' t_o_t:1_l_ 

0-20 

among children and adults, while insanity, 
leprosy and elephantiasis are seen more among 
adults than among children; but all infirmities 
taken together seem to be more prevalent among 
the grown-ups than among young persons, as can be 

20--[)0 14,4!U 56'" 
3,431 13'4 j seen from the marginal figures. More than 56 
7,717 :l0'1 per cent. of the afflicted persons are of the ages ;:'0 &: over 

20-50, about 30 per cent. are above 50 and only 
a little over 13 per cent. are below 20. 

252. Particulars regarding the number of persons afflicted with one or other of 
the infirmities in the nineteen municipal towns were abstracted from the census schedules 

Pm lieular" oJ perMII!8 affliclpd wdh '''fi'rlll;''es III 1nume.pal towns 
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and compiled 
separately. The 
relevant figures 
are given in the 
margin. The 
population of the 
municipal towns 
is eight per cent. 
of the aggregate 
population of the 
State, but the 
number of per
sons afflicted 
with infirmities 
in the municipal 

towns forms only 6' 5 per cent. of the total number afflicted in the State. The inci~ 
dence of infirmities is, therefore, slightly less in municipal towns than in other parts 
of the State. This is true of all the infirmities as can be seen from the last two 
columns of the marginal statement. The average ratios for the State are higher than 
those for the towns in all cases. The infirmities under reference are not such as will 
find a more favourable soil to grow on in towns than in country parts, and particularly 
in towns like those existing in Travancore which have not got such impure atmosphere 
and unhealthy surroundings as large industrial cities of the West. It is not, therefore, 
surprising that the infirmities in question are not more prevalent it;, towns than in other 
parts of the State. 

253. Details of persons afflicted with more than one infirmity are given on the fly 
leaf of Imperial Table IX. The total number of such persons is 63, consisting of 44 males 
and 19 females. The combination of leprosy and elephantiasis has the largest number, 
viz., 26; the next most favoured combination is deaf~mutism and blindness which account 
for eleven cases; and the next in order are combinations of blindness and elephantiasis having 
eight afflicted persons, and insanity and deaf~mutism, and insanity and elephantiasis having 
six afflicted persons each. The other double infirmities can claim only one or two persons 
each, and there is one individual suffering from triple infirmities of deaf-mutism, blindness 
and elephantiasis. 

Insanity 

254. "The standard of mental health," says E. C. Younger, " is in itself so vari
able in different individuals that it is impossible to fix any harrl~and~fast line between sanity 
and insanity. This line is replaced by a belt or horderland of no~man's country." * 
Bucknill defines insanity "as a condition of the mind in which a false action of conception 
or judgment, a defective power of th: ~ilI, or an uncontrollable . violen,~e of !he emo!ions 
and instincts, have separately or conJomtly been produced by dIsease. This, I beheve, 
is practically the definition adopted for census purposes. Mr. J. T. Marten observes in 
the Census Report of India for 1921, "The term, insanity, as used at the census, includes 
not only congenital i?iots and raving lunati_cs _but also. the we3.k-minded who are not actually 
insane." t It is neIther attempted nor IS It practIcable for the census enumerator to 
distinguish betwe.en the vi?le~t for~s of m~n!al derangement and the milder forms of 
idiocy, melancholIa, dementIa, ImbeCIlIty, crehmsm, etc. 

255. The difficulty of diagnosing insanity, especially the milder forms of it, is so 
great that the census returns could not be expected to be a correct record of the persons 

--~---:-E_ G_ You){g"r, In"andy In Every-Day Prllct.ep, Fourth Edition, p . .Je. 
t J. T Marten, (Jaubu. Report (If indw, 19:21, paragraph 170. 
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afHicted with this malady. Added to this, there is the probability of parents concealing 
cases of insanity in children in the hope that, when they grow up, they will get over it and 
become normal persons. Owing to such accidental and deliberate omissions the figures 
returned at the census are likely to fall short of the actual numbers. But, as we have seen 
in paragraph 246 above, the returns are improving from census-to census, and the figures 
recorded at dilferent censuses may be utilized for a comparative study of the incidence of 
this disease. 

256. The number of insane males returned at the present census in the State is 1,151 
and that of insane females 917, the proportion of females per 1,000 males afflicted being 
797. The proportion of the insane per J 00,000 of each sex has increased from 19 in 
1891 to 37 in 1921 and to 45 in 1931 in the case of males, and from 11 in 1891 to 27 
in 1921 and to 36 in 1931 in the case of females. (See Subsidiary Table I at the end 
of this chapter.) Probably, the disease is spreading more among males than among females. 
The total number of insane persons increased by 27'7 per cent. between 1891 and 1901, 
and by 24'9 per cent., in the next decade. From 1911 to 1921 the increase was as high as 
102'4 per cent., and during the last decade it was 62'7 per cent. The very large increase 
during the last two decades was probably due to greater accuracy in the returns. TIle net 
increase during the past fifty years, according to the census records, was as much as 424'9 
per cent. 

The distribution of the insane in the different taluks of the State is shown in the 
map opposite. It must be noted that the inmate; of the Lunatic Asylum in T rivandrum 
have been included in the a£Hicte~oPulation of the respective taluks in which they were 
born. The figures printed in the map are those of the afflicted persons per 10,000 of the 
population of each taluk. From t e map it will be seen that the taluk of Minachil contains 
the highest proportion of the insane, namely, seven per 10,000 or 70 per 100,000 ot the 
population, as against the State average of 41 per 100,000. Six taluks have a proportion 
of 50, eleven taluks 40, nine taluks 30, one taluk 20, and two taluks 10 insane persons 
each per 100,000 of the population. The two taluks of the High Range Division have 
the smallest proportion. 

257. In the previous paragraph it has been stated that insanity is more prevalent among 
mal es than among females. This has been the case in T ravancore at all the censuses. The 
diagram given below, showing the incidence of insanity among males and females at different 
age-periods at the last three censuses, bears out this statement. 
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Throughout India the proportion of the insane is greater among males than among 
females. According to 1921 census there were in India three male insane for every two 
female insane. The proportion for Travancore at the present census is 5 to 4. The lunatic 
asylums in England and Wales generally contain more women than men, and so it may be 
inferred that women' are more liable to become insane than men. But it must be 
remembered that the population in England and \Vales has an excess of women and also 
that women lunatics have been found to live longer than male ones in that country. 

Insanity is a hereditary disease and it may appear at any age. "Sir George Savage 
says that in his experience at least one-third of all the patients admitted into asylums have 
lnsane blood relations ... ... ... ... It is generally believed that a father is more likely to 
pass his insanity on to his sons and a mother to her daughters." * Being a hereditary 
disease insanity ought to be more common among children than among adults. But from 
the diagram given above it would appear that in Travancore there are very few insane 
children below ten years of a~e.. This was found to be the case throughout India in 1921, 
and Mr. J. T. Marten says in hiS Report for that year, "I think it unlikely, however, in any 
case, that the return of insane children would be at all accurate and I doubt if any inference 
could be drawn from the paucity of children in the record." ~ E. C. Younger says 
that attacks of insanity are rare under the age of puberty. It may be that children who 
inherit the disease from their parents do not develop it in their childhood. In T ravancore 
we see a perceptible increase in the incidence of insanity both among males and females 
after the 10th year. The upward course reaches the maximum at the age-group 20 - 30 for 
males and 40 - 50 for females, after which there is a gradual fall. From Subsidiary Table III 
given at the end of this chapter it will be noticed that out of 10,000 insane men, 3,832 
are of the ages 40 and over, while the corresponding proportion of insane women is 4,941. 
The larger proportion of women in the higher age-groups indicates either that the disease 
develops in them later than in men, or that insane women live longer than insane men, 
which, be it noted, agrees with the observation already referred to regarding the longevity 
of women lunatics in England and Wales. 

258 Heredity as a contributing factor to insanity has already been mentioned. 
Excessive indulgence in alcohol and drugs is also believed to be a potent cause of insanity. 
The habit of opium-eating is more prevalent in some localities in Travancore than in others. 
Though there is no direct evidence of any connection between this habit and insanity, it is 
interesting to note that in Minachil tal uk which contains the highest proportion of insane 
persons there is also the largest consumption of opium, the average consumption per head of 
population in the taluk in the year 1930-31 being 0'275 tola. t 

259. The Travancore Government maintains a lunatic asylum at Trivandrum. It is 
situated, along with the Leper Asylum, on a hill three miles away from the town and com
prising an area of 35 acres of land. It was started as early as in 1870 as an annex to the 
General Hospital, Trivandrum, but was separated from the latter and removed to its present 
habitation in 1896. In 1904 the T ravancore Government passed a Lunacy Regulation 
on the lines of the British Indian Lunacy Acts 35 and 36 of 1858, under which the 
Government have been empowered to establish lunatic asylums for the reception and deten
tion of lunatics, and the District Courts have been authorised to enquire and adjudge 
whether any person alleged to be a lunatic is of unsound mind and, if so adjudged, to 
appoint a guardian of the property and person of the lunatic. The Regulation also contains 
provision for arresting and sending to the lunatic asylum any person who appears to be a 
dangerous lunatic wandering at large in any public street or thoroughfare. By enacting this 
Regulation and by giving effect to its provisions the Travancore Government have under
taken the duty, cast on every Government, of safeguarding the interests of persons of 
unsound mind who are unable to manage their affairs and of maintaining at the Government's 
cost such of them as have no means to maintain themselves nor any relations to look after 
them. It is for the latter purpose that the lunatic asylum is maintained at Trivandrum. 

On the census day the lunatic asylum had J 41 inmates consisting of 99 male; and 
42 females. Of the inmates, 79 were Hindus, 48 were Christians and J 4 were Muslims. 
Out of the total number of 2,068 insane persons recorded at the census, only about seven 
per cent. were in the asylum. ~ 

Deaf-mutism 

Yaria~io~. 260. The number of deaf-mutes returned at the census increased gradually from '89 J 
and dlstrlbutlon till 1911, but in 1921 there was an abnormal rise and in 1931 the increase was considerably 

less. The increase was 8'6 per cent. between 1891 and 1901, 22'7 per cent. between 1901 

*' E. G. Younger, [0(,. (·d. l'P" G~7 ,... 
+ Census Rep<rt of Incllu for 1£121, paragraph 1/2. "~ 
t Admimstration Rpport of the Travancore EXCIse Department fur 110.) M. E., p. /4. 
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and 1911, 118'4 per cent. between 1911 and .1921, and 32'9 per cent. between 1921 and 
1931. The sharp rise in 1921 must have been due to the change made in the instructions 
for recording the deaf-mutes at that census. In previous censuses the ·instruction was that 
only persons who had been deaf and dumb jr'Jm birth should be recorded as deaf-mutes; 
but in 1921 the words" from birth" were omitted, and consequently persons who became 
deaf subsequent to birth might have also been included in the return and the number thus 
swelled up. Deaf-mutism is a congenital disease and will, therefore, appear at birth only. 
If a person becomes deaf by some other cause, such as senility in old age, the secondary 
effect of a deadly disease, etc., he could not be treated as a genuine deaf-mute. This 
distinction was made clear to the enumerators at the present census and the chances of the 
inflation of the number by including persons who became deaf subsequent to birth were, 
therefore, less in 1931 than in 1921. One cannot, however, vouch for the complete 
accuracy of the return. Inclusion of cases of senile deafness acquired late in life and 
omission of congenital deaf-mutism ,in children might have occurred at this census also, but 
not so largely as at the previous censuses. 

The variations in the number of deaf-mutes of males and females per 100,000 of 
each sex at the last five censuses are shown in Subsidiary Table I at the end of this chapter. 
The proportion among males decreased from 34 in 1891 to 31 in 19)1, increased to 34 
again in 1911, to 63 in 1921 and to 69 in 1931, while among females it decreased from 
24 in 1891 to 23 in 190 1, increased to 24 in 1911 and to 45 in 1921 and decreased to 
44 in 193 J. Female deaf-mutes have always been less than the male, the ratio In 

1931 being 638 females to 1,000 males. 
The map opposite gives the number of deaf-mutes per 10,000 of the population of 

each taluk. The highest proportion, namely, eight per 10,000, is seen ,in Sherthala tal uk. 
This is equal to 80 per 100,000 as against the State average of 57 per 100,000. Five 
taluks have a proportion of seven per 10,000, and of these, three are in the Northern 
Division and two in the Southern Division. There are nine taluks with six deaf-mutes, 
another nine with five, four with four, and two with three each per J 0,000 persons. 
Mr. J. T. Marten says in the India Census Report of 1921 that it was shown in the 
report of last census that the areas of maximum prevalence are generally along the sea
.coast or along the upper reaches of certain rivers. In Travancore the taluk which has the 
highest proportion (Sherthala) and two out of the five taluks which have:' the next highest 
(Neyyattinkara and Chirayinkil) lie at the sea~coast, while two taluks of the latter category, 
(Minachil and Muvattupu!a) and two others which have the next highest proportion 
(Thodupula and Devikulam) are along the upper reaches of large rivers. These 
,circumstances Seem to support the inference drawn from the India census returns of 
1911. 

261. The diagram given below represents graphically the number of male and Dea.f-mutism 

female deaf-mutes per 100,000 of each sex at each decennial age-period at the last three by sex and age. 
-censuses. 
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The ligures for quinquennial age-periods for 1931 are given In Subsidiary 
Table 11, and similar :figures for the previous censuses are contained In Subsidiary 
Table III for those years. One remarkable feature is that a much larger proportion 
of children are afflicted with deaf-mutism than with any other infirmity. This is as it 
should be, because deaf-mutism is a congenital disease. If the record had been correct, 
the proportion should have shown a progressive decline from the lowest age onward; but 
actually we find that the ratio at the age-period 10.20 is higher than that below ten. 
This can only be attributed to the omission of deaf-mute children of early ages from the: 
return. In 1931 the ratio reaches the maximum at the age of 20 and thereafter there is a 
gradual decline in ea-:h successive decennial age.period, except in the case of males whose 
ratio shows a small rise at the age-period 60 and over. In the J 92 J census, on the other 
hand, both the male and female ratios increased from infancy up to the age of 30, decreased. 
slightly in the next two decennial age-periods and increased agl\in sharply reaching the 
maximum at the age-group 60 and over. The progressive decline in the ratios of 1931 
and the ups and downs in those of 1921 after the 20th year support the observation, already 
referred to, regarding the inflation of the returns of later age-periods in 1921 by the inclusion' 

Pi61ribution of lO,OO/) deaf-tn.de" of ea{'k SP,JJ "!I 
decennwl ag"'pel'iudR in 19.11 and 1921 

0-10 
10--20 
20-30 
30-40 
400--50 
50-60 

60 and over 

1,949 
2,741, 
1,943 
1,505 

989 
472 
398 

1,841 
2,591 
1,932 
1,523 
1,O!,il 

632 
4%7 

1,218 
2,201 
2,OR7> 
1,597 
1,124 

7u; 
1,000 

1,366 
1,889 
2,0:;6 
],52+ 
1,217 

8:10 
1,138 

------.~-------------------~-------

of cases of deafness brought on by senility 
and other causes. The greater irregulari~ 
ties in the variations in 1921 than in 193 ) 
will be made clear by the distribution of the 
deaf-mutes by the decennial age-periods. 
which is shown in the marginal statement. 
The figures were taken from Subsidiary 
Tables II of 1921 and 111 of 1931. Ill' 
1931, barring the increase from 0-10 to> 
1O~20 age.period, there is a progressive 
fall in the proportions of both male and 
female deaf·mutes after the 20th year,. 
whereas in 1921 the rise in the proportions
at the ages of 60 and over in the case of 
males and females. and in the age-group 

20·30 in the case of females. is anomalous which can only be explained by the dis
crepancies in the returns. 

Blindness 

262. Of all the infirmities blindness is the easiest to diagnose and omISSIons in the 
returns due to failure to detect this infirmity will, therefore. be rare. Omissions due to· 
wilful concealment will also be rare, because blindness is not looked upon by the people· 
with aversion as madness or leprosy is. The only source of error in the record of the 
bliud is the accidental omission due to the carelessness of the enumerators, and this may' 
sometimes be appreciable, as will be seen presently. 

The number of blind persons has increased steadily from decade to decade. In the· 
decade 1891-1900 the recorded increase was only 2'6 per cent., in the next decade it 
rose to 16'7 per cent., in the following to 38'0 per cent., and in the last decade (1921~1930) 
it was as high as 89'9 per cent., the actual number having risen from 1,680 in 1921 to· 
3,191 in 193 J • Such a large increase cannot be entirely due to natural causes. The 
Medical Officer in charge of the Ophthalmic Hospital, Trivandrum. told me that from his 
knowledge of the country he thought that the number of blind persons recorded in 1921 
was far short of the actuals. His inference is justified by the large increase disclosed by 
the returns of 1931. As in the case of insanity and deaf-mutism, blindness also appears 
to be more prevalent among men than among women. the ratio being 763 blind females to 
1,000 blind males in 1931. The rate of increase in numbers during the last decade was. 
however, 99'6 per cent. for females and 83'2 per cent. for males, which shows that blind
ness is spreading faster among the female sex than among the male. 

As has been pointed out in paragraph 248 above, blindness IS less prevalent in 
Travancore than in most other parts of India. In 1921 Travancore had only 42 blind 
persons per 100,000 of the population as against 3' 9 in Baroda and 152 in India as a 
whole. The proportion in Travancore even in 1931 is only 63 per 100,000 which is 
less than half of what it was in India in 192 J • The damp climate. the green vegetation 
l'.p.en thTOughout the year, and the laterite soil which is least dusty probably cause com
paratively less eye troubles and consequently less blindness in Travancore than elsewhere 
in India. 
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The map opposite shows the distribution of the blind in the different taluks. The 
number afflicted per 100,000 of the population is 63 for the whole State, but in three taluks, 
namely, Minachil, Muvattupula. and Vaikom, the proportion is nine per 10,000 or 
90 per J 00,000; in Kalkulam. Kunnathunad and ThodupuJ.a it is 80; in Agasthiswaram. 
V ilavancode. Shenkotta, Ampalapu1a, Sherthala and Parur it is 70; and in the other taluks it 
ranges between 60 and 20. It is noteworthy that in almost all the taluks in the Northern 
Division the proportion of the blind is higher than the average for the State. Minachil 
which, as we have alreapy seen, has the highest proportion of the insane is also one of the 
three taluks having the highest proportion of the blind. 

263. The diagram below shows the distribution of the blind per J 00.000 of each Blindness by 
sex by decennial age-period at the last three censuses. sex and age. 
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Youngest ages of de£.ennta! groups. 

At all the age-periods in all the censuses the male blind have outnumbered the 
female. The proportion in infancy and early childhood has always been the lowest. and 
in subsequent ages there has been a progressive increase, the highest proportion being 
reached in the age-group 60 and over both for males and females. Blindness is generally 
acquired during life and is mote a defect of old age than of childhood or of adult period. 
But among the youth. especially of the school~going ages, the number of the blind is 

unfortunately increasing. as can be seen 
from the figures given in the margin. 
showing the distribution of J 0.000 

ni8tl'ibutiO'll of jO,OOO blind person .• oj ear/t .,em in eedai" 
age.period •• 71 1921 and 1931 

, 

Age.pedod I 
MaleR Female" 

I 1il31 i 1 !)21 19:31 I 1!'21 

- f blind in the age-periods 0-5, 5-10. 
10-15, 15-20 and 120-25 in 1921 
and I 93 1 . The figures were taken 
from S ubsidiary Tables II of 1921 
and III of 1931. In the ages up 
to J 5 the number of blind males 
has decreased during the decade and 
in the next two age-groups it has 
increased. while of the blind females 
there has been an increase in the age
groups O~S and 20-25 and a decrease 

1 

0- 5 304 331-

\ 
3ll 289 

5--10 52;) 708 485 503 
F)-IS 674 729 I 550 882 
15- 20 790 678 710 853 
20-2;) 762 759 I 789 7:)1 

in the other age-groups. The school-going youth are of the ages 5-25. Up to 15 
they are in the elementary schools and in the lower forms of the secondary schools. 
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and from 15 to 25 they are in the higher forms and colleges. It is gratifying to note that 
the number of blind has decreased among boys and girls aged 5.15, and among girls aged 
1 5~20, but among boys aged 15-25 and among girls aged 20-25 the number has 
unfortunately increased. The evil of defective eye-sight is evidently increasing among 
young adults, especially students in the higher forms of English schools and in colleges. 
The Government of T ravancore have realised the seriousness of this evil and arranged for 
the periodical medical inspection of the students. The work has been started only recently, 
but if it is continued satisfactorily and if the detected cases of eye trouble are treated 
promptly, the next census ought to show a perceptible decrease in the prevalence of 
blindness among students. 

264. There are two ophthalmic hospitals in Travancore. one at the capital managed 
by the Government and the other at Nagercoil maintained by the Salvation Army. Both 
the institutions are doing good work in the treatment of eye diseases. The number of 

.Yumberoj 8u{'(·e.,sjul opedioll, for cataract and otlter eye dzsease., 

------ ------- --------------------

Year Op hthalmlc Ho'pital, 
Tri,-alldrum 

Cathenne Booth Ho"pital, 
Nager~Oll 

-----------------------~---------~ 
1920--21 
1!!21-22 
HI22--:.l3 
1!!23-24 
l!124--25 
192:>-26 
1926-27 
IHl!7 - 28 
1\]28 - 29 
1929~30 

Tota.l I 

]64 
HI 
2~lG 

297 
25] 
31~ 

HR4 
378 
:\61 
399 

2.938 

141 
11>2 
173 
219 
222 
246 
211' 
170 
2;)" 
561 

2363 

successful operations for 
cataract and other eye dis
eases performed in these two 
institutions during the past 
decade are, given in the 
margin. The number of 
operations performed at both 
the institutions have steadily 
increased from year to year. 
The total number of opera
tions performed during the 
decade wasJS,301, and most 
of them are reported to have 
been successful. The Medi-__________ J __ ~_~_ _ _____ ~__ _ ___ cal Officer in charge of the 
Ophthalmic Hospital, Trivan

drum, thinks that about 75 per cent. of the population of T ravancore are served by this 
institution, but that due to ignorance or economic causes many cases do not go to this or any 
other hospital. The majority of the afflicted persons, he observes, either stoically put up 
with blindness, or resort to native physicians often with disastrous results. 

Leprosy 

Accuracy of 265. Leprosy is one of the most difficult diseases to diagnose especially in its initial 
the return. stages. The thickening of the skin and other external symptoms do not appear until after 

the disease is well advanced. Tho::: infection may remain in the blood without these 
symptoms showing themselves for a considerable period, and in that stage the disease could 
not be detected except by the examination of the blood by medical experts. Omissions in 
the records of lepers at the census from the failure to diagnose it are, therefore, con
siderable. Wilful concealment is an equally fruitful source of omissions, and it appears to be 
more common among women than men. This is the main cause of the very low proportion 
of female to male lepers returned. The recorded figures of lepers, therefore, fall far short 
of the actuals. Various authorities on leprosy have pointed out this defect. The opinions 
of Sir Leonard Rogers and Dr. E. Muir were quoted in the India Census Report for 
1921. Lieutenant Colonel C. A. Sprawson, Surgeon-General, Madras, in the course of 
an address delivered at the Madras Rotary Club on the 24th July 1931, said "We 
find that where skilled observers enumerate the number of lepers in a locality, their figures 
are about six times what those of the ordinary census show. There are certainly many 
more lepers in the community than are generally suspected." 

Variation and 266. The present census has recorded 2,789 lepers in Travancore, of whom 2,037 
distribution. are males and 152 are females. If Lieutenant Colonel Sprawson's estimate is applicable 

to this State, the number of lepers here ought to be in the neighbourhood of 17,000. 
lhe figures recorded at the different censuses seem to show that leprosy is steadily 

increasing in the State. In 1891 the number of lepers per 100,000 of the population Was 
38, in 1901 the proportion increased to 48, in 1911 there was afaH to 33, but in 1921 it 
increased to 51, and in 1931 to 55. During the last decade the actual number ro&e from 
2.058 to 2,789, representing an increase of 35'5 per cent. 

In the map opposite is shown the proportional distribution of lepers in the various 
taluks of the State. In working out the proportions the inmates of the leper asylums were 
included in the taluks of their birth. Sherthala taluk which, as we have already seen. 
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contains th h' h t "proportion of deaf-mutes, also contains the highest proportion of lepers 
namely fo~rt Ig es . 10.000, or 140 per 100,000 of the population as against 55 for the 
whole State e;t ~b\.,.apally and Mavelikara taluks have each eleven lepers. and Nedumangad 
has ten per i 0 OO~ l,)ersons. Devikulam is the only taluk completely free from this infirmi.ty. 
while SheJ1k:ot;a, !h?nganachery. Kottayam and Pirmede have each only one leper in 
10,000 of the popu:iahon. 

267 Th d ·1 '"'lI(am below shows the variations in the number of lepers per 100,000 of Leprosy by 
. e lag • I . d . h 1 h Th' f f I 1 sex and age. each seX t th d Jma age-peno 5 In t east tree censuses. e raho 0 ema e to ma e 

sufferers !l I e ~ce'~lle case of leprosy than in the case of any other infirmity. According to 
the records dor

er 
In lof j 931 there are only 369 female to 1,000 male lepers. In 1921 the ratio 

Was 39 J e Th gur~~ normally low female ratio does not necessarily indicate that women are less 
prone to ~he at::1 :~ ~f leprosy th?n men. It is ~ery largely d';le to greater conce?lment of t~e 
disease b. ;ft. In early chIldhood. i. e., III the age-penod 0-5. the sex ratIO of lepers IS 

'7:;0, ~: ~:;e quent years there is a progressive decline in the ratio till about. the 3~th year 
wh~ }' nearly the same as the ratio for all ages. Even after that. It contmues to ~' vep .. . 
faJ}h Js , th year after whIch there IS a small but steady fIse. 

~4y' 
II Diagram S8 - shOWing the Dumber of males lind f~males 

afflicted with Jepro3Y per J 00.0100 of each sex 

at each decennial ug("period at the last three censuses. 
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The diagram given above shows that the proportion of lepers under the age of 1 mis 
very s'mall; it rises rapidly up to the age of 60 and then drops sharply. This is so in the 
case 0 f both males and females. 

From Subsidiary Table II it will be seen that if 10,000 lepers of each sex are 
dassif led by age~periods. the proportion of females exceeds that of males up to the age of 
30, a.fter which the position is reversed. 

268. There are three institutions in the State for the segregation and treatment of Lepr 
le~pers. One of them is a well-equipped hospital maintained by the State on a suitable site asy UlnS. 

about three miles from the capital. Of the other two, one is maintained by the London 
I Mission Society at Neyyur in Kalkulam taluk and the other is situated in Sherthala taluk 

at a short distance from Alleppey. Special attention is paid to preventive measures at all 
the institutions. Admission which is not compulsory is limited to the accommodation 
available. The asyI um at Trivandrum was started in 1896. It contains accommodation 
for 250 patients. All lepers are admitted free and can remain there as long as they like, 
but they have to be within the premises and are not allowed to get out without per
mission. Dr. Muir's treatment is being followed in the asylum at T rivandrum since 1923 
with satisfactory results. The total number of inmates of the three asylums at the time of 
the census was 318 (246 males and 72 females) as against 215 (173 males and 42 females) 
in 1921. Of the inmates of the asylum at Trivandrum ten males and two females were 
born outside the State; the t NO females and four of the males were from Cochin, two males 
each from Tinnevelly and Madura, and one each from Malabar and Tanjore districts of 
the Presidency of Madras. 
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/ 
In 1902 the T ravancore Government enacted a Leper ReguI{'~. the lines of 

the British Indian Lepers Act III of. J 898. The Regulation providt~~ If~r the compulsory 
removal to an asylum. of any mendIcant o! yagrant leper who goes a hout begVP~ or who 
has no means of subsIstence. It also prohIbIts other lepers from fol~~. th{ "r;' tpations 
connected with food, drink and clothing. Though the Regulation ~';iil~ ~6.1lJg- ';"~n force 
for nearly 30 years, only 318 out of 2,789 lepers recorded at the ce~I,l~U~""~-ot'c~'ittle over 
eleven per cent. have gone into the asylums. The vast majority OL·l :v~ . \ . 'remal'n at 
I . . f' f . 1J1\ d. a t arge as potential sources 0 In ecbon. • 0. ' 

~. st.. -

Elephantiasis 

26? Elephantiasis is a disease peculiar to th~ west coast of Inc,!> " .• ,.; \I(.:valent 
largely. In the coastal tracts of .Travancore, C.och~n and M.alabar. 4ll)t' '", ,'.lsed by a 
parasItIc worm, called W uehererza banero/ti, whIch IS commumcated frorn i\r pl'e~'6 man by 
the Culex species of the mosquito. The embryos of the parasite infe~ ')'b~'bt-the' 
human host and produce inflammation and obstruction of the Iymphatics~ J r.... initial 
stages no external symptoms will be visible, but later on the skin and subcutan \'~issues 
especially in the lower parts, become thickened, rough, hard and fissured, like b.' (:>hant' ~ 
hide. At this stage it can easily be recognised. 

270. [he census record of persons afflicted with elephantiasis is far from ~I..urate 
The inaccuracy is due to the inability of the enumerators to detect the disease \.Jntil it i~ 
well advanced and ha3 made itself visible by external symptoms, and also to the d"liberate 
concealment of the disease, especially by the educated and the better ~Ia:sel> of people 
even after e:l!..ternal symptoms have appeared. The swelling in the legs and othe'f low~ 
parts of the body can easily be hidden from the enumerators by the clothes one wears. 
There is no doubt that several educated men and well-to-do people in the to.wn of 
Trivandrum have successfully played this trick on the enumerators. According Ito the 
census rc::cord this town contains only '80 affiicted persons, but the survey rec.:ently 
conducted by the Public Health Department showed that out of 31,021 persons in the 
town whose blood was examined under the microscope, 3,268 of 10'5 per cent. proved 
positive to microfilaria, and' ,033 persons had definite symptoms of filarial disease. Thb 
census enumerators could not possibly detect all cases of filarial infection or even all those 
cases with definite symptoms of filarial disease, particularly those having elephantiasis of the 
scrotum, hydrocele, and filarial fever. The cases that could be detected are those wit~l 
elephantiasis of the leg or hand; but even these have not all been recorded in the 
schedules, because of the deliberate concealment of the disease by the persons enumerated .. 
The omissions in the town of T rivandrum are considerable, and are probably much more: 
than in rural parts. The P1}blic Health Department detected 533 persons with elephantiasif; 
of the leg or hand in a population of 31,021 in T rivandrum, whereas the number in thl~ 
whole town whose aggregate population is 96,016 that has been recorded in the census
schedules is only 180. The disparity between the figures is so patent that it needs no 
further comment. 

271. Of all the infirmities recorded at the census, elephantiasis is the most prevalent 
in T ravancore. 1 4,709 persons have been returned under this infirmity at the present 

PiT-limber ut' pI I \011\ "ff'~l{'tt'd ledlt e1f'p}ullditl\i~ and 
the IWI'{'cnlagp of Ifl/'/flt,on 

Yeal' N\1mb~r ! VHIlutl\Jll £1('1' ('('lit. 
1 

census as against 10,931 returned lJ_nder all Vi 
others together. The number of persons aiP.ilcted 
with elephantiasis at the last four censuses F .nd the 
percentage of variation during the inter- -censal 
perioCl:: are given in the margm. The dt !crease 
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in 1911 ana-the very large increase in 192 i 1 were 
- 2°'S evidently due to mistakes in enumeration. It is 
!1~~.~ noteworthy that in the course of 30 years the 
_ ___ _ number of the afflicted rose from 5,924 to 14,7Cn9 

-------~----- - - showing an increase of 148-3 per cent. ' 

The variations in the proportion of the affiicted per 100,000 of the population are 
slightly different from those in the actual numbers shown above as can be seen from the 

marginal figures. The proportion dropped in 
the decade 1901- 191 I, but increased in the 
next decade as was the case with the actual 
numbers. In the last decade, however, the 
proportion decrea;;ed by one per 100,000 in 

NT"umbel {If lJ('now·, (ltfltLfed u'lih e.lpplu1'lltuf'"'-''' jJPI 
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spite of an increa3e of 26'4 per cent. in the 
actual numbers. If the returns had been correct 
the figures for th.~ last decade would have 
indicated a check in the spread of the disease. 

but the inaccuracies in the returns do not warrant such an inference. 
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The proportions of the afflicted in the different taluks of the State show very wide 
variations as can be seen from the map opposite. Sherthala taluk heads the list with as 
many as 427 afflicted persons per J 0,000 of the population, or 4,270 per J 00,000, as 
against the State average of 288 per J 00,000. The difference is tremendous. One in 
every 23 persons in the above taluk is suffering from elephantiasis according to the recorded 
figures. Sherthala is an unfortunate tal uk. It has the highest proportion of persons afflicted 
with deaf-mutism, leprosy, and elephantiasis. As regards elephantiasis, next to Sherthala 
comes the adjoining taluk of Ampalapula where the proportion of the afflicted is 171 per 
) 0,000, or one in every 58 persons. Ampalapula is followed by its neighbour, Karthika
pally, which has a proportion of 30 per 10,000 or one in 333 persons. Parur has 24 
aIHicted persons per 10,000 and Vaikom 23 per 10,000. These five taluks together 
account for J 3,7 J 4 out of J 4,709 aIHicted persons recorded in the whole State, and the 
remaining 995 persons alone are distributed over the remaining 25 taluks. Of these, 
Pathanamthitta and Muvattupula contain none, as many as 12 taluks have each only one in 
10,000 and in the other taluks the proportion varies from two to nine per 10,000 persons. 
Of these latter, Trivandrum taluk has the highest number, namely, nine per 10,000 and most 
of them are found in the town of T rivandrum where the proportion is J 9 per 10,000. 

272. From general observations one cannot say that elephantiasis attacks one sex Elephantiasisl 
more than the other. But the recorded ligures show that the proportion of afflicted females by sex a.nd a.ge. 
to males,is 746 to 1,000. This may be due, partly at any rate, to women concealing the 
disease more than men. The sex ratio of the amicted varies considerably in different age-
periods. The female ratio is higher in the ages 1 0 to 30 and lower in the earlier and 
later ages than the average for all ages. It may be that the exhaustion caused by early 
maternity weakens the constitution of women in the early child-bearing period and renders 
them more susceptible to the disease than their younger sisters, and that because the aIHicted 
women die earlier than men, the female ratio becomes less after the middle ages. The 
proportions of the afflicted males and females per 100,000 of each sex at each decennial 
age-period in the last three censuses are shown in the diagram below: -
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Diagram 59 - showing the number of males and females 

afilleted with elepbantiasls per 100,000 of each sex 

at each decennia) age· period ill the last three censuses. 
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Filariasis 
survey. 
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The proportion of both males and females is practically negligible in infancy and early 
childhood, but it increases progressively as the age advances, and the maximum is reached 
in the case of males as well as females at the ages of 60 and over. Young persons will be 
able to resist the disease better than the old folk, and even if the infection is in the blood 
the disease may not show itself outwardly till the constitution has become weak through 
advancing age. These are probably the causes of the progressive rise in the proportion of 
the afflicted as the age advances. 

273. The rapid growth of elephantiasis in recent years has engaged the serious 
attention of the Government of Travancore. In 1922w23 the State Medical Department 
conducted a survey of this disease among the school children in Sherthala taluk and it was 
found that 22'3 per cent. of them between the ages of 5 and 18 were afflicted with the 
infirmity. The Public Health Department which has been organized recently has made 
provision in its programme of 'York for conducting local surveys to determine the incidence 
and intensity of the malady in different parts of the State. The first of these surveys was 
conducted in Trivandrum town last year, which has already been referred to in paragraph 
270 above. A special entomologist is now engaged in studying the lifewhistory and habits 
of the different species of the mosquito which are the carriers of filarial germ. When his 
investigations are completed in the course of a year or so, the Public Health Department 
wiH commence its programme of preventive measures and an organized campaign against 
this frightful malady. 

Other Diseases 

Yaws. 274. The Medical and the Public Health departments have investigated the causes 
and nature of certain other special diseases, such as yaws, and hookworm. The results of 
the enquiry conducted by the Medical Department durin~ the year J 924w25 showed that 
22 per cent. of the persons examined at Mallappally in Thiruvella tal uk were suffering from 
yaws, while in Mavelikara 49 per cent. of the houses visited were infected and 295 out of 
the 1,245 persons residing in them had had the disease in one form or another in some 
period of their life. 

Hookworm. 275. A hookworm survey of the State was conducted by the Public Health Depart .. 
ment in 1930. All the 30 taluks, 26 towns and 32 estates were included in the survey. 
Out of 27,791 frecal specimens examined, 25,714 positive cases were discovered with 
an average egg .. count of ',400 per c. c. 93 per cent. of the cases examined were found 
to be positive in the Central and Northern Divisions, 92 per cent. in the Southern 
Division and 87 per cent. in the High Range. In regard to intensity, the Southern 
Division takes the lead followed by the Northern, Central and High Ran~e 
Divisions in order. Comparatively higher incidence and intensity was observed in the 
coastal regions than in the interior. The average eggwcount was practically the same 
among males and females. The incidence of the disease was found to be the highest 
among Government servants and then in a descending order among merchants and business
men, doctors, labourers, agriculturists, landlords and householders, students and persons 
with no occupation, vakils and clergymen. In March 1931 a treatment campaign was 
started by a staff of three Assistant Surgeons and six S ub.Assistant Surgeons to whom the 
whole State was apportioned in small units to be taken up in succession. In the course of 
about six months the campaign was completed in J 3 taluks, when as many as 71,285 persons 
were treated. The work has since been suspended temporarily, but it will soon be revived 
with renewed vigour and extended throughout the- State, 

'~ 
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SUBSIDlA. RY TABLE I 
Infirm per 100,000 of the total population at each of the last five censuses 

Insane 

-~-- -_--- ------\ ~-~ 
Divi~ion M!lIps Females 

,--------
I 1931 I 1921 T 1911 1901 ) 1891 19S! 

\ 
1921 1911 

I 
1901 I 1891 

I 
1 2 3 4 5 ,- :. R fj 10 11 

STATE ,[ '15 37 20 20 36 27 18 14; 11 

I Administra.tive Division I 
SOt thern 

'I 
63 48 32 28 31 41 26 25 18 17 
55 37 

Central 

:1 
35 30 H 13 15 33 28 13 11 10 

Northern 43 33 16 1~ 14 37 27 13 15 R 
I 

HIgh Rang-e 10 9 2(; II 32 .j, 
" 

Na.tural Division I 

I 
Lov:land 48 I on 31 33 32 36 36 25 22 16 

44 34 
Midland H I 21 9 7 38 HI 9 8 7 

I ~ " Highland 25 6 H; 2 11 26 '. 

Deaf-mutes 

DIvIsion Male" Females 

J llJ31 j1921 1911 [ 1901 1 1891 1931 \1921 1 1911 \1901 J 1891 

12 

STATE 69 

A.dministrative Division 

Southern 71 

Ocntral 66 

Northern 70 

6(\ 

Na1ural Division 

I 

I 
"nd 

, I 

_,':d 
70 

60 

13 

63 

56 

78 

47 

45 

32 

14 

3'1 

31 

33 

57 

45 

22 

44 

3H 

15 

31 

35 I 
~2 

27 

24 

47 

17 

11) 

16 

31 

41 

30 

32 

47 

22 

17 

H 

44 

47 

H 

i5 

H 

47 

15 

:15 

(>5 

12 

1)3 

39 

8 

19 

21 

UI 

22 

17 

20 

23 

21 

24 

21> 

34 

33 

13 

16 

21 

33 

20 

22 

32 

18 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I-(Concluded) 

Blmd , Lepers __ 
Dlvi.ion Males 

\ 
Females Male" 

19l11 11921 11911 11901 
1

1891 14 1921 11911 \ 1901 \ 1891 1931 11921 11911 I 
1901 

1
1891 

22 \ 23 

I 
24 25 26 27 28 29 I 30 I .n 32 33 3t 31) 36 

I I 
I 

\ STATE . '71 ~9 ~2 ~2 ~6 55 35 29 29 33 '79 '73 ~9 68 53 
I 

I 
Admini stra.tive Division 

I 
I I Southern , 73 42 42 47 58 55 23 30 24 44 100 tl4 1)5 69 49 

88 
Oent.ral . 57 40 33 38 43 47 33 22 32 28 H6 90 48 73 70 

85 
Northern 86 66 51 42 .u 63 49 37 29 30 59 65 36 62 35 

High Raoge 30 13 52 2! .. 37 8 12 68 .. 8 .. 39 " 75 

Na.tural Division 

! 
Lowland 71 U 53 51 58 52 41 37 31 46 103 III ill 109 81 

96 
Midland , 72 27 30 34- 37 58 32 22 26 21 62 42 19 29 25 

Highland 57 9 44 I 
14 52 6 9 27 32 21 26 I .. " " " 

f 

LeperR PerHUIlS afflICted With dephantIasi& 

----- ----------------------------------- _- - --- -- ---

Div"ion Females Males 

STATE 

Administra.ti ve Division 

Houthern 

Oentral 

Northern 

High Range 

Na.tural D ivision 

Lowland 

Midland 

Highland 

\ \-----
)1931 1 1921 ! 1911 i 1901 I 

1 37 I 38 

I 
30 I 29 

37 
33 
31 
30 
2! 

18 
.16 
23 

I 

22 

33 I 

32 : 

81 
I 

40 

21 

3 

39 

16 

1-1 

17 

16 

17 

23 

9 

9 

\ 40 

28 

24 

32 

27 

45 

11 

11191 1931 ) 1921 
1

1911 I 1901 

41 42 \ 43 44 _ t- -[5 

22 328 337 138 236 

16 

27 

22 

18 

35 

)0 

Ii 

32 29 

294 \ 198 

63f 779 

20 6 

668 678 

29 

2 

"i 3 

105 193 
" 1--

300 487 

4 16 

285 472 

3 

3 

I 
ISH1 U)31 r 1!l21 i 1~~T~9~~~1 

47 48 \ 49 1 50 :» 
l-

46 

2~8 2~3 107 16~ 

23 12 

20U 148 81 139 

197 :;67 23:> 337 

7 12 

no7 488 219 325 

17 13 

12 
, 

NOT!'; - 1. 

.~ 

The State contains One Lunatic A"ylum ana three Leper Asylums. Ht insaue perse.'s (!l9 males amI 42 females) were ~ 
in the LunatIC AH.vlum and :l1~ lepers (2t!llll:LleH and 72 females) were eIlume~ated III the Leper Asylums. T· "'numerated 
proportions of the llls,'ne and th,' Jepers for tbe dIVIsions containing thope asylums, after deducting the lJumber of i ~e corrected 
outside the dlVISlOll~ In whIch they arp sItuated, are bhown in dal,es below the actual proportIOns. 'lUlates bo~ 

2, Tbe proportions for the natural diVIsions for the prevlOus four censuses haVE been worked out in conformIty with th, 
made in the areas of these diVisions smce the last cen8U~, ! altel'atioJlll 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 
(a) Infirm per 100,000, and (b) female infirm per 1,000 males, at certain age-periods 

ALL AGES 

()- ;; 

:}-lO 

JO-I~ 

1:}-20 

25-30 

30-il5 

35-·10 

50--5:5 

5;;-60 

HO aUI] over 

Age 

ALL AGES 

5-10 

10-1~ 

15 20 

:0.--25 

:23--30 

30-35 

-10 -!o 

45 --00 

:;0 - 55 

o5~60 

({I) and over 

Nllmuer afflicted P"~ 100,000 

'\ -----_._-
I Insane _-_-_-_-_--'-71~~~~~~D~_-ea~f_-.-I-Il-u~t_-e_s-_-_-_-_-._~_-_-__ --_-B-I-IJ-ld-· _·-_-.-_.,-I----L-e-1-Je:·----

1- M::~~_\ __ }j'_('n_'_a_le_R_1 Males I Female" Male8 l1'em:tl", 1 

I 

'1 

Males Females 

3 

1---4 j (; ---Il---'----!-,--

45 

1 

10 

Z!J 

47 

86 

95 

96 

!:IO 

89 

!J3 

!:I8 

36 

1 

4 

8 

20 

25 

4H 

62 

78 

III 

117 

llii 

89 

69 

22 

72 

84 

!!l 

79 

79 

81 

82 

65 

56 

:58 

H7 

Numl,CT afihdcu per 100,000 I 
Per,oll' affllch") IVlth--I"----

p]eph,mtJasls 
----- Ins.lne 

~hles Female" 

10 11 12 

328 248 797 

2 1,'JOO 

15 II (i67 

32 28 

128 113 700 

198 164 

277 

3.>7 ti3! 

688 

778 flU 9Ui 

9117 72H 1,222 

1,082 782 1,1()3 

1,202 8Kl 

1,231 9()l 957 

44 

16 

li2 

47 

56 

46 

71 

12 

28 

39 

60 

62 

7() 

7f) 

82 

92 

115 

]31 

204 

3il 

55 

10 

2() 

39 

45 

52 

57 

68 

72 

121 

171 

2!Jl 

79 30 

2 

8 

17 II 

4;) 26 

;;8 

35 

117 43 

1\)0 60 

233 

:163 \)0 

249 91 

---'-------------_._- ---_ 

N um ber of f('m,1IcH afflIcted per 1,000 males 

Dcaf-muLes miJl(1 LeperH 

13 

638 763 369 

701 750 

.)fi5 705 6;H 

601) 1;23 

(iUG G85 62l 

790 512 

3lW 

iUI 354 

28!1 

H2O 711 2H7 

77a 328 

H17 85H 319 

ill 813 

1l1-l6 Rll 34(; 

Persons 
afflicted with 
elevhant1:1MlS 

11\ 

746 

600 

700 

!l21 

~!)3 

742 

ilG 

730 

,i7l 

761 
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SUBSIDIARY' TABLE III 

Age distribution of 10,000 infirm of each sex 

------------- ---~---

Age \<'emales 

1R91 1931 1821 1911 1901 18n 

---- -~ ---- ~-- ---

·1 
I 

I 1 
1 t 3 4 ,) 

I, 

n 7 tl () 10 II 

0-:> 26 27 57 34 40 33 1!1 .. 47 '. 

5-10 '1 
183 121 201 .. 

I 
161 153 189 107 237 414 

10-15 . 1 269 202 143 240 I 
201 273 303 10, 284 276 

I 1 

U-20 '-'!II 512 4:10 514 G02 
I 

556 3~7 251 427 4R3. 

20--25 912 79:i 802 G16 I,OH1 663 77~ 466 664 621 

2;)-30 . 1,442 1,361 1,117 1,19!J 1,365 1,025 756 1,1!l3 1,327 82R 

30-35 I 1,494 1,294 1,341 1,062 1,041 1,189 1,153 1,398 1,185 1,103 

~I 35-40 1,251 1,429 1,51!) 1,H7 1,165 1,1(\7 1,040 1,649 1,232 1,310' 

40-45 1,034 944 1,:147 6110 1,406 1,1811 1,210 1,43+ 1,137 1,310 

45-50 782 1,024 1117 1,301 1,205 1,200 1,172 1,362 1,327 1,241 

50-5;; 695 822 573 959 763 1,0I-l 1,002 681 8il3 690 

55-60 

~I 
513 131 

I 
4;;8 44;; 442 567 (;!H) 430 806 759 

60 and oyer BOB 1,038 ! 1,089 993 522 971 1,285 932 H4 965 
I 

! I i 
I 

I 

Deaf-mutes 

Age Males Females 

------
HJ31 1921 lIJl] 1901 1891 1931 I 1921 1911 1901 1891 

~---~---

12 lil 14 1;; If) L 17 18 19 20 21 

Q-[) £)~1 32G :lH 470 2W----1 606 228 3!l5 352 161 

;) -- 1(: 1,398 892 ;;':;0 J,O()4 12fl4 1,238 1,138 1,0{i2 762 1,065 

10-15 1,506 1.,U7 1,12:1 l.,OHS 1,172 1,±l6 \)90 1,2;'9 1,261 1,0:l2 

15 -20 12:11' 1,054 1,344 1,2;)!1 1,11m 1,175 8\19 I 1,259 1,144 !135 

20-2:> 1,074 1,093 1,:144 !!4l) 1.080 997 967 889 fl50 1,l!t~ 

20-30 l>(i~l \1\12 1,208 1,5(>0 B74 \13:, 1,069 1,l07 HH, Wit 

30-35 818 814 663 (j~-j, 75H 837 796 617 9!li 1,032 

3,,-40 IiR7 7RX 7Hl un 69O 1086 728 765 733 581 

40-4:> 614 566 G7~ (;41 621 GUT 660 445 704 STl 

45-1'iO 375 558 [il0 406 3fl1 45-1, 557 519 557 516 

50 -55 27il 442 451. 428 460 3(12 4H 494 528 645-

55-60 1111! :1:13 357 321 !!53 240 386 198 235 226 

(:0 and OVl'1' 398 1,~IOU 45!1 ~!)8 \142 427 1,138 6111 88u 1,000 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE 111-( concluded) 

Billid 

---------------------------------------------1 
Age Females 

1------------,------

IV:ll 1l!!2J 11911 \ 1901 ItS!!l l!,:lJ i1!121 11!JU 11901 11~!11 
------------------~--~--~--~--~--,--~--

I 22 \ 23 2-1, 23 26 21 2~ 2!1 I 3<1 ill 

0-5 304 334 ~18 225 334 31] 2119 44H 404 23V 

5-10 52:; \ 7118 774 498 485 ;'63 73U 5V4 382 

674

1 7\10 

10-15 

15-2.11 

002 550 8K2 872 618 477 

710 853 689 71H 40G 

729 
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608 740 

402 

20 -25 71i2 739 773 S04 7.")3 71\9 751 669 736 692 

25 311 746 7,,9 829 836 766 568 7:l6 7SH 

225 

Lepers 

Male~ 

19~1 11l121~!!11 11901 11891 

32 ! 33 34 35 

3!I 47 R5 50 44 

142. 9i, !l4 5U 146 

2~5 R31 319 297 292 

506 ;;21\ 354 555 424 

1 
633 7!II 649 6!H 570 

86\1 932 1,1;]3 1,10U 892 

30-35 768 507 7S2 7;;8 635 721< Lill7 771 665 Rll 1,0-H !J5!J !1(jB 1,199 1,111 

1,240 1,209 1,330 

J .2!19 I,SOt! 1,4tH 

1,204 1,100 1,155 

35 _. to 

45-50 

55 . no 

GO and (lyer 

Age 

0-5 

5-]11 

10-15 

15 -20 

20 --2~ 

2G-30 

RO--35 

35-40 

40--45 

45-50 

50-5& 

:JS-fiU 

6U aud over 

709 

668 709 

641 078 

V40 

557 

I S15 

i 704 

7GO I 

718 

724 

1152 

804 

n32 

(i~l 

90S 

669 

83G 

903 
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674 ;'35 6!,O 926 Ij!J2 

623 7!i5 A72 ROB 668 

702 5iH 4:31 477 

702 548 

72~ 405 54H 523 76 .. 

• 2,1:)3 1,883 1,588 1,704 1,957 2,267 2,413 2,(l4!,) 2,UVO 2,816 

1,291 1,372 

1,232 1,378 

1,154 \1,149 

1,110 K\J2 

736 I ,,68 

K>li) !l12 \136 
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9!J2 !166 \)45 till 1,140 

I Lepers Per<on~ afflicted With elephannasls 

I--~-
~-..clnale, ... 

80 224 222 
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851 GH2 8!,5 716 

878 tl4R I,U45 741 

918 \'00 1,530 1,3UR 

III j RD5 1,111 

I,Ul1 917 8911 938 

Male~ 

176 lil 25 11 

317 59 .')4 12 51 

387 I1R U6 153 

i3!) 302 I 341 422 
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I,U!J2 1,007 

, 
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[122 1,120 1,017 

1,015 !J!!(I 1,0!IU 

!1R6 1,231 1,2!S 1,U17 1,51l4 
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1,024 !lSG 

[l5, 1,uO~ 
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! 
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H2 
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CHAPTER VIII 

OCCUPATION 

Classification of 276. For purposes of the present census occupations have been divided into four 
occupations. classes, twelve sub-classes, fifty-five orders and 195 groups. The classes and sub·classes 

and the number of orders and groups in each sub-class are given below:-

Nature of the 
occupation 
returns. 

A. Prouucbon of raw matcrla!q 1 1. EXp!OltatlOU of ammals and vegetatlOn 
II. ExplOItation of mllleralR 

1-2 1-2f\ 
3-+ 29-41 

( III. Industry 6.17 42-100 
B. PrcpaIatJon and f,upply uf matel ial t IV. Tran~poI't 

Rub~t,ances y. Trade 
18-2.2 101-114 
23-3!J 

-lO-43 133-) 58 

{

VI. Pub!tl' force 
C. Pul>hc adminj,tratwn nml hberal arts VII. Public admllllhtratJoll 44 

\ 115.132 

[:;9-162 
VIn Profe';Slons and !tberal arts 

{

IX. 
X 

XI. 
XII. 

Pel sons hvillg: on thclr income 
Dome,ti~ Rl'r~'lcc 
In~ufti('lelltly <1escnhc<1 nCCllllatJnuf, 
Fll!llOdul'tlVt· 

---------~- --- ---~---~------~--

45-49 103-184 

00 1S5 
:11 1 %-187 
()2 ISS-llli 

33-j~ \ 192-1\J5 

~~~-~----~ 

The classes and sub.classes are the same as those at the last census. The number 
of orders has been reduced from 56 to 55 by amalgamating Orders 4 and 5 of the last 
census. Order 3 has been altered from' mines' to 'metallic minerals' and Order 4 
from' quarries of hard rocks' to ' non·metallic minerals, ' which now includes also Order 5 
of the lallt census (Salt, etc.). Several important changes have been made in the groups. 
Some have been split up and some others have been combined. For example, group 3 
of 1921 (Agents, managers of lands, estates, etc.) has been broken up into groups 2 
(Estate agents and managers of owners), 3 (Estate agents and managers of Government 
including officers of the Departments of Agriculture, Land Records, and Settlement), and 4 
(Rent collectors, clerks, etc.). Similarly, groups 6 and 7 of 1921 (Growers of special 
products and mar.ket gardening) have been expanded into groups 9.16, separate groups 
being assigned to cinchona, coconut, coffee, ganja, pan-vine, rubber, tea, market gardeners, 
flower and fruit growers. The present groups 29 to 34 comprising different metallic 
minerals, such as gold, iron, etc., were all included in group 21 in 1921, and the present 
groups 35 to 41 dealing with different non-metallic minerals in groups 22 and 23 at the 
last census. Group 75 of 1921 (Manufacture of tobacco, opium, and ganja) has now 
been split up into groups 78·80. Cotton spinning, sizing and weaving which formed 
groups 26 and 27 in 1921 have been combined into group 43, groups 30 and 31 of 1921 
into the present group 45 (Rope, twine and string, and other fibres), groups 31 to 35 of 
1921 have been reclassified as groups 46 and 47, groups 52 to 54 and 57 of 1921 have 
now become group 65, groups 60, 63 and 64 have been amalgamated into group 70, 
groups 66, 69 and 70 into group 81, groups 85 to 89 into group 90, groups 94 and 95 
into group 95, groups 98 and 99 into group 98, groups 102 and 103 into group 100 and 
so on. Managers and employes of places of public entertainment who were included in 
group ] 0] of Order ] 8 in 1921 (Miscellaneous and undefined industries) now form group 
183 of Order 49 (Letters, arts and sciences). Similarly, wizards, witches and mediumE
have been taken out of 'Unproductive' group in Sub. class XII, and included in group 18 f 
of Sub-class VIII (Professions and liberal arts). 

277. Four columns were provided in the enumeration schedule for recording infor .. 
mation about the occupations of persons. The main instructions issued by the Census 
Commissioner for India as to the filling up of these columns were as follow :-

" Column 9 (Worker or dependant)- Enter 'earner' or ' dependant.' A woman 
who does house work is a dependant, 50 is a son who works in the fields but does not 
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earn separate wages. A cultivator cultivating as a principal occupation is an earner. 
Only those women and children will be shown as earners who help to augment the family 
income. A woman who looks after her house and cooks the food is not an earner but a 
dependant. But a woman who collects and sells firewood or cowdung is thereby adding to 
the family income, and should be shown as an earner. A boy who sometimes looks after 
his father's cattle is a dependant, but one who is a regular cow-herd and earns pay as such 
in cash or in kind is an earner ... 

"Column 10 (Principal occupation of actual workers )-Enter the principal means 
of livelihood of all persons who actually do work or carryon business. whether personally 
or by means of servants, or who live on house-rent, pension, etc. Enter the exact occupa
tion and avoid vague terms such as ' service' or 'writing' or ' labour.' If a person 
makes the articles he sells, he should be entered as • maker and seller' of them. Persons 
temporarily out of employ should be shown as following their previous occupation. " 

"Column II (Subsidiary occupation of actual workers)-Enter here any occupa
tion which actual workers pursue at any time of the year in addition to their principal 
occupation. Where a man has two occupations the principal one is that on which he 
relies mainly for his support and from which he gets the major part of his income. 

"Dependants who assist in the work of the family and contribute to its support 
should be shown as dependants in colum 9 and under subsidiary occupation in column 1 1 • 
Thus a woman who keeps house for her husband is a dependant and entered as such in 
c.olumn 9, but has a subsidiary occupation (column 11) of house~keeping. It may be 
assumed, as a rough and ready rule. that boys and girls over the age of 10 who actually 
do field labour or tend cattle are adding to the income of their family and should, therefore. 
be entered in colum 10 or 11 according to whether they earn payor not." 

"Column 12 (Industry in which employed)- For managers, clerks, operatives or 
workmen employed in a factory or by any person employing industry fill up the nature of 
the industry, i. e., biscuit making, coal mining. In this column only persons working in 
organized industries will be entered. Thus a carpenter employed by a furniture manu~ 
factory will be'entered 'carpenter' in column 10 and 'furniture making' in column 12. A 
village carpenter working at home or a jobbing carpenter working for his own hand must 
not appear in column 12 at all. Agricultural labourers should only be entered in this 
column when they are employed in some special branch of agriculture. or other industry 
involving agriculture incidentally or when they are employed by some person or company 
practising agriculture on an extensive scale. In the former case the name of the particular 
industry will be entered, e. g., 'dairy farming,' 'horse breeding'; in the latter the entry 
will be 'agriculture: 

Educated unemployment.-A special enquiry was conducted at the present census 
as to the extent of unemployment among the educated. Elsewhere was the enquiry con
fined to persons educated in English; but in this State it was also extended to persons who 
had passed examinations in the vernaculars. A special schedule was prepared for this 
purpose containing columns for the entry of the name and caste of the person, place 
of residence, father's profession, age, period of unemployment, university and other 
examinations passed and the employment for which he is fitted by his education This 
schedule was distributed by the enumerators to all persons literate in English or 
vernaculars, who were wishful for employment and had not obtained the employment for 
which their education had fitted them. The filled-up schedules were subsequently collect~ 
ed by them and returned to the census office where the results were tabulated. 

278. In 1921 the population was divided into workers and dependants, the former Difference 
including not only persons who earned wages but also those who regularly assi:sted the bectweet~ the 

d h b dd d h f '1' . h . 0 cupa Ion 
earners an t ere y a e to t e amI y Income wIt out actually earnIng wages. At the returns of 
present census a distinction has been made between these two classes of workers, the 1921 and 1931-

former being treated as earners and the latter as working dependants. By this innovation 
the population has been divided into earners, working dependants and non-working 
dependants. The first two together correspond to the workers and the last to the depend~ 
ants of the 1921 census. Non~working dependants are those who neither work and earn 
wages nor assist the earners and add to the family income. Boys and girls at school or 
college are, for example, non-working dependants, and so also are the old and the infirm 
who are unable to work and the unemployed persons who are not engaged on any occupa-
tion either as wage earners or as their helpers. 
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Another Important difference is that at the last census workers and dependants 
were shown separately for each occupation. whereas at the present census earners and 
working dependants only have been thus recorded separately and not the non-working depend
ants who are supported by the workers. The entire population (earners, working dependants 
and non-working dependants) supported by each occupation could not, therefore, be known 
from the returns of the present census. The figures of total non-working dependants have, 
however, been obtained by deducting from the aggregate population the totals of earners 
and working dependants and are given at the head of Imperial Table X. 

In 1921 there was no definite instruction as to whether women engaged on house
keeping should be returned as workers or dependants and it is not posssible to say in which 
class they were included in that census. For the present census the Imperial Code has 
laid down that a woman who keeps house for her husband should be shown as a working 
dependant and her occupation as house-keeping. In a subsequent circular issued by the 
Census Commissioner for India it has been pointed out that, as there is no head of 'house
keeping' in the occupation list, persons earning a livelihood by house-keeping should be 
shown under "domestic service," but that only those women who do actual manual work 
at house-keeping should be so shown and that women who only superintend should be 
shown as non-working dependants. In this State, large numbers of housewives do actual 
manual work and they have been recorded as working dependants under domestic service. 
This procedure, as we shall see later on, has contributed to the swelling up of the number 
under this head far above that recorded at the last census. 

279. The returns under industry in column 12 of the schedule of the present census 
do not correspond to the information collected on the special industrial schedule at the 
previous two censuses. In 1911 industrial establishments containing twenty or more 
employes were brought under this enquiry. In 1921 the scope of the enquiry was extend
ed and made to cover all industrial establishments in which ten or more persons were 
employed. In 1931 the instructions first issued by the Census Commissioner for India 
were that all persons working in organized industries should be entered in column 12 of 
the schedule. In the course of the preliminary enumeration doubts arose as to the exact 
defInition of the term "organized industry," and it was decided at the Conference of 
Census Superintendents held in Delhi on January 7 and 8, 1931. under the presidency of 
the Census Commissioner for India, that to constitute a case of organized industry the 
minimum number of persons required was three - one paying the wage and two others 
working for wages simultaneously, but that this minimum would apply only when the wage 
payer was also working himself, and that if he did not work, one wage payer and three 
workmen would be the minimum under the definition given. If it had been possible 
to give effect to the decision of the conference, the returns would have included 
all industrial establishments in which three or more persons were working, of whom 
at least two would be receiving wages. It has not been possible to do so in this 
State, because the preliminary enumeration was completed by about the J 5th of January 
J 931, i. e., within a week after the date of the conference. The instructions to the 
enumerators here were that only persons working in organized industries should be entered, 
that is to say, only those persons who were employed by other persons or by a company 
or firm and paid wages for the work they did, and who worked in company with others 
similarly paid. The enumerators understood these instructions to mean that particulars 
should be recorded only of persons working in industries conducted on factory scale or in 
plantations of tea, rubber and other special crops cultivated on estate scale. For the above 
reasons the industrial returns of this State are not strictly comparable with those of other 
parts of India nor with those of the previous two censuses in thi~ State itself. But they 
certainly afford material to gauge the progress in the development of factory industries and 
the cultivation of tea and rubber. 

Accuracy of the 280. Instructions as regards the entry of the exact kind of labour or service, the 
returns. nature of the goods made or sold, etc., appear to have been clearly understood by the 

enumerators. Very few entries of vague terms like 'labour' or 'service' or 'shop-keeping' 
have been noticed in the schedules. and there is hardly any room to suspect the accuracy 
of the returns of principal occupations except in the ca~e of the entries under Sub-class XI, 
which includes manufacturers, businessmen, contractors, mechanics, labourers and 
workmen otherwise unspecified, and cashiers, clerks and other employes in unspecified 
offices. The extent of the accuracy of the occupation returns can more or less be judged 
from the numbers recorded under the above Sub~class. A labourer does not always 
stick to a particular kind of work. He will take up any work which is available and it 
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is not unusual to find a man engaged in agricultural labour in one season, in road work 
in another, in carrying loads at certain times, and in diverse other kinds of labour as 
necessity and occasions arise. The labourer himself may not know from which item he 
derives the largest income and the enumerator will naturally be obliged to put him down 
as an unspecified labourer. The entire elimination of such labourers from the census 
return is, therefore, impracticable. But any reduction in the numbers of unspecified 
labourers, manufacturers and other businessmen from the figures recorded at the previous 
census must be regarded as an indication of greater accuracy in the returns. Viewed 
in this light the present census can claim to be more accurate than the previous one, because 
the numbers returned under Sub-class XI dropped from 205,725 in 1921 to 1 18,082 
in 1931. 

Another possible source of error in the occupation returns is in regard to the 
subsidiary occupations of principal earners and working dependants. A person who 
follows more than one occupation may sometimes find it difficult to decide from which he 
derives the largest income. In such cases the entries regarding the principal and sub
sidiary occuptions may not always be correct. Mistakes may also occur in recording the 
subsidiary occuptions, if a person who has more than one such occuption is unable to 
decide which is the most important of them. 

28 I. The distinction that has been made between earners, working dependants 
and non-working dependants is so intricate and subtle that owing to the lack of a clear grasp 
of the underlying principles on the part of the enumerators, persons who should have been 
included in one class might have got into another. This might have happened particularly 
in the case of working and non-working dependants. According to the instructions issued 
on the subject, one who regularly assists an earner in his work without receiving wages 
is a working dependant, but one who merely renders a little occasional help is onl} a non
working dependant. The difficulty of deciding whether one is a working or non-working 
dependant must have puzzled many an enumerator, especially in regard to women engaged 
in house-keeping. The rule laid down is that a woman who does actual manual work 
at house-keeping is a working dependant, while one who merely superintends the work 
is a non-working dependant. In many middle-class families the housewife may have a 
servant to assist her in her household duties, but she will invariably have to do a portion 
of the manual work herself and at the same time superintend the work of the servant. 
Such women might have been included in either working or non-working dependants. 

282. As regards the principal occupations recorded, there is one item the accuracy 
of which one cannot vouch for, and that is the cultivation of coconut. In this State 
rice and coconut are the two principal crops of the ordinary cultivators. Invariably each 
individual farmer cultivates both the crops, and it is hardly possible to say whether one 
should be treated as a rice or coconut cultivator. It is quite likely that persons who 
should have been included in group 10 (coconut cultivator) have been brought under 
group 5 (cultivating owners) ot 6 (tenant cultivators), and vice Versa. 

Subject to the limitations and exceptions described above occupational figures 
recorded at the present census may be regarded as approximately correct. 

283. The statistics discussed in this chapter are set forth in the following tables: -_ Reference to 
statistics. 

Imperial Table X. Occupation or means of livelihood. 

Part I. State Summary. 
Part II. Distribution by administrative division 
Part III. Distribution by natural division. 
Part IV. Distribution by religion. 

Imperial Table XI. Occupation of selected castes, tribes or races. 

" 
XII. Part 1. Educated unemployment by class. 

Part II. Educated unemployment by degree. 

Subsidiary Table I. (A) Number of earners (principal occupation) and working 
dependants per 10,000 of the total population. 

" 
(B) Number of earners (subsidiary occupation) per 10,000 of 

the total population. 
3K 
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Subsidiary Table II. Distribution of occupation by sub-classes in administrative 
and natural divisions. 

, , If. (A) Earners (principal occupation and working dependants). 

(B) Earners (subsidiary occupation). 

" 

'. 
" 
., 

" 

III. 

IV. 

V. 

VI. 

VII. 

VIII. 

Occupation of females by sub~classes, selected orders and 
groups. 

Selected occupations giving figures for J 92 J and J 931. 

Occupation of selected castes. 

Special statistics for Railways, the Post Office, Telegraph 
and Irrigation departments. 

Distribution of industries, persons employed and ratios per 
mille of women and children to other operatives 

Number of persons employed in industry as compared 
with previous figures. 

284. Of the total population of 5,095,973 in this State J ,477,388 are earners, 
929,906 are working dependants, and 2,688,679 are non-working dependants. The 
corresponding proportions are 29 per cent., 18'2 per cent. and 52'8 per cent. respectively. 
For comparison with the figures of 1921 the first two items must be taken together, because 
in that census earners and working dependants were included under workers. The 
proportions of workers and dependants in 192 J were 37 per cent. and 63 per cent. 
respectively of the total population, and the corresponding proportions in J 931 are 47'2 
per cent. and 52'8 per cent. The increase in the proportion of workers by over J 0 
per cent. has been contributed mainly by domestic service. The workers (earners and 
working dependants) in different sub~classes of occupations and the proportion of each 
sub-class to the total of all sub~classes in 1921 and 193 J are shown in the marginal state
ment and the following diagram. It will be seen from the statement that there has been 
a general increase in the working population engaged in most of the occupations during 

the past decade. Sub
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class I consists essen
tially of agricultural 
workers. Hunters and 
fishers included in this 
sub-class form only a 
small minority. The 
population engaged in 
agriculture and allied 
occupations has increas~ 
ed from 668,849 in 
1921 to 941,777, an 
increase of nearly of 50 
per cent. This large 
increase is due chiefly 
to the breaking~up of 
maiu m a k kat hay a m 
families by the partition 
of the common proper~ 
ties into indiv,dual 
shares. The pheno
menal increase in the 
numbers engaged in 
domestic service from 

7,856 in 1921 to 716,278 in 1931 is, as has been already pointed out in paragraph 278 
above, to be attributed to the inclusion in this category of women doing manual work at 
house~keeping at the present census and their omission from the returns of the working 
population at the last census. 1 he heavy fall in the number of persons who have 
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in sufficiently described their occupation from 205,725 to J J 8,082 IS an indication of 
the greater accuracy in the occupational returns of this census. 

Diagram 80- showing the percentage of workers in each sub-class 

to total of aU sub-classes. 
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285. Taking the working population of 1931, it is seen that 39 per cent. of them 
are engaged in agriculture, pasturage, hunting and fishing; about 1 5 per cent. in industrie~ ; 
a little less than two per cent. in transport; about seven per cent. in trade; a little over 
three per cent. in public administration and professions; nearly 30 per cent. in domestic 
service; and the rest in unspecified and other miscellaneous occupations. Agriculture is 
the chief occupation of the people of this State. Out of nearly 942,000 returned under 
Sub~class I (Exploitation of animals and vegetation) about 900,000 are engaged in 
agriculture· proper and stock breeding. Industry comes next to agriculture in the order 
01 importance, but out of 351,000 persons engaged in industrial occupations as many as 
326,000 or more than 93 per cent. are cottage workers and only about seven per cent. 
are engaged in organized or factory industries excluding tea and rubber. 

The proportion of the numbers returned under domestic service to the total workers 
ot all kinds has increased from 0'5 per cent. in 1921 to about 30 per cent. in 1931. 
It is this rise that has contributed to the fall in the corresponding proportions in other 
occupations in spite of the increase in the actual number of workers. The comparison 
of the ratios worked out on this basis for 1921 and 1931 is strictly not cortect. The 
correct position would have been revealed by the comparative ratios of the population 
supported by each occupation, (earners and working as well as non-working dependants) 
to the aggregate population, but such a comparison could not be instituted because the 
figures of non-working dependants supported by each occupation have not been collected 
in this censUS. 

286. The marginal table shows the proportion of workers (earners and working 
dependants) and non-workers (non-working dependants) per 1,000 of each sex in Tra~ 

vancore, other States 
and provinces from 
which figures have 
been received for the 
present census. Taking 
the male populatIOn 
it is seen that Gwalior 
stand s first with the 
largest volume of em~ 
ployment, more than 
68 per cent. being 
returned either as 
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earners or working dependants. Rajputana has more than 65 per cent. of the males in employ
ment, Mysore 62 per cent., Assam 61 per cent., Baroda 60 per cent. and Bengal 48 per cent. 

Comparison 
with other 
States a.nd 
Provinces. 
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Ben~al is the only province which is worse than Travancore which has nearly 50 per 
cent. of her male population engaged in some occupation or other. In regard to female 
employment Travancore appears to head the list, but if the women who have been returned 
as working dependants under domestic service (681, 716) are excluded, the number of 
female workers per 1,000 drops to 1 77 and T ravancore then takes a place above Bengal 
and below all other provinces as in the case of male employment. Unemployment both 
among males and females is, therefore, greater in Travancore than in most other States and 
provinces. Probably CoehilI is no better, but Cochin figures have not been received. 
Bengal is the only province which has more unemployment than T ravancore. 

287. It will be interesting to see how Travancore compares with Western 
countries in regard to the employment of the population. In Great Britain occupation is 

P"rcentage of total populatIOn 
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yearH I 
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Employed I Unemployed 
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recorded only of the population of 12 years 
and over. The proportion of workers and' 
non-workers according to the census of 1921 
in Great Britain and the corresponding 
proportions in T ravancore in the present 
census are noted in the margin. The propor
tion of the unemployed in T ravancore is a 
little over haH of what it is in Great Britain. 
In the United States the population of 1 0 
years and over alone is included in the 
occupation returns. The proportions of 

workers and non-workers, according to the census of 1930 in the United States, and 
the corresponding proportions for Travancore 
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ment among males the United States is 
somewhat better than Travancore, but in the 
case of females nearly 78 per cent. are un
employed in the United States as against 36 
per cent. in Travancore. It must be remem" 
bered that the employed women in Tra
vancore include a large number of house
keepers doing manual work. Such women 
are probably not counted as employed III 

Great Britain or the United States. 

288. Workers include earners and working dependants in the present census and 
correspond to the actual workers recorded in the previous ones, and non~workers are the non-
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working dependants in the 
present census and cortes: 
pond to the dependants in 
the previous ones. The 
ratios of the total workers 
ar..d non-workers and of 
the workers in different 
sub-classes of occupations: 
to 10,000 of the aggregate 
population at the last three 
censuses are given in the 
marginal table. The fall 
in the proportions does not 
n e c e s s a r i 1 y mean a 
decrease in the actual 
numbers. At best it only 
indicates that the increase 
in the numbers employed 
has not kept pace with the 
increase in the population. 

Taking, {ot example, industry, it is seen that the numbers employed in it increased 
from 288,947 in 1911 to 328,093 in 1921 and to 351,076 in 1931, but the ratio
per 10,COO of the population decreased from 843 to 819 and 689 respectively. In: 
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Sub-class I (Exploitation of animals and vegetation) the ratio has risen during the 
last decade, which means that the workers in this sub-class have increased faster than 
the general population, and so also in the case of workers in Sub-class II (Exploita
tion of minerals) and in Sub-class VII (Public administration) during the last two 
decades. The abnormal rise in the ratio of workers in Sub-class X (Domestic service) in 
1931 is, as has already been pointed out, due to the inclusion of women engaged in house
keeping. The variations in the proportions of non-workers and workers in all occupations
the figures given in the first two horizontal lines at the head of the above marginal table
show at first sight that there waS an appreciable increase in unemployment during the 
decade 1911-1921 and a large fall in the next. But actually there was only a very 
slight decrease in the last decade, as we shall see presently, and even this may be due to 
inaccuracies in enumeration in 1921. To make the figures strictly comparable the working 
dependants under domestic service should be added to the non-workers. The number of 
working dependants under domestic service per 10,000 of the population in 1931 is 1,368 
and with the addition of this figure the proportion of non-workers in 1931 rises to 6,644. 
The increase in population during the intercensal period is generally in the age-group O. J 0 
and children under 10 will ordinarily be non-workers. If the ratio of children under 10 
per 10,000 of the population is deducted from the non·,workers, we may get a more or 
less correct idea of the variation in the volume of unemployment. The proportions of non
workers will then be as follows :-

1911 1921 1931 

Non-workers of all ages 5,855 6,299 6,644 
Children under 10 years 2,698 2,680 3,042 

~---

Non-workers excluding children 
under 1 0 years 3,: 57 3,619 3,602 

There was an increase of 462 unemployed persons per 10,000 of the population in 
1921 over the proportion in 1911 and a nominal decrease of 17 per 10,000 in 1931. If 
1921 figures be left out owing to their unreliability, the increase in the unemployed between 
J 9 J J and 1931 is 445 per 10,000 of the population. The question of unemployment 
will receive a more detailed treatment in a later paragraph. 
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are 629 working dependants. The highest ratio is amongst persons engaged in domestic 
service, among whom there are 36,842 working dependants per 1,000 earners. We are 
now familiar with the cause of this very large ratio. Of other occupations, industry sup
ports the largest proportion of working dependants, viz., 277 per J ,000 earners, and next 

;l K 
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to it come agriculture and unspecified occupations, each with 149 working dependants per 
1,000 earners. In other occupations the ratio is well below 10; per cent. fhese ratios 
are represented graphically in the followingjdiagram. 

Diagram 61 - showmg the proportion of working dependants to earners. 
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Of the total working dependants, 75 per cent. are engage:J in domestic service, J 3 
per cent. in agriculture and 8 per cent. in industry. The remaining four per cent. are distri~ 
buted among the other occupations. In the case of earners 55'5 per cent. are employed 
in agriculture and allied occupations, 18'6 per cent. in industry, 9'7 per cent. in trade, 7 in 
unspecified occupations. 3'7 in professions and liberal arts, J '3 in domestic service and 
J • J in public administration. Agriculture naturally heads the list, followed by industry, 
both together accounting for 74 per cent. of the total earners. 

290. Out of 10,000 of the population r 4,724 are workers. i. e., earners having a 
principal occupation and working dependants who assist them. and out of 4,724 workers 
967 have a subsidiary occupation. The actual number of persons following one or other 

Pa/'IIN" wit" ",I',<ldlaIY (/C"UJlflfion of the various occupations as subsidiary 
is given in Imperial Table X and the 
proportional distribution in Subsidiary 
T able I B. The figures for different 
sub~c1asses are extracted in the margin. 
Out of the total number of earners with 
a subsidiary occupation. nearly 54 per 
cent. have agriculture as a subsidiary 
field of employment. In a country where 
agriculture is the occupation of the majo
rity of the people and where investment 
in land is considered to be the safest 
method of utilizing one's surplus money, 
it is no wonder that agriculture is a 
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subsidiary occupation of a large proportion of persons having some other principal means 
of livelihood. Next to agriculture is domestic service the most favoured subsidiary occupa
tion. Nearly 30 per cent. of earners having a subsidiary occupation fall in this category 
and most of them are naturally women, there being 144,735 women against 3,52 J men or 
roughly 41 women for every man. Industry gives subsidiary employment to 68 persons 
and trade to 40 per 10,000 of the .total popu!a~ion and ther form about 7 an~ 4 per cent. 
respectively of the total earners havmg a subSIdiary occupatIOn. The proportIons for other 
occupations are too small to deserve notice. 
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From the above marginal h.ble it will be seen that 518 out of 10,000 or over 5 
per cent. of the total population, who are engaged in sOl:!le principal occupation other than 
agriculture, have betaken themselves to agriculture as a subsidiary occupation. This may 
be regarded as the proportion of non-agriculturists following a subsidiary agricultural 
occupation. It would have been interesting to know what proportions of agriculturists 
follow non~agricultural subsidiary occupations. but this information is not available because 
the compilation of the table relating to it was abandoned as a measure of economy. 

291. The occupational distribution of the population in administrative and natural Occupational 

divisions IS shown in Subsidiary Table II A. The figures relating to important :~::!~~~~i~! 
_______ _________ ___ _ ~ _________ ~~ sub~classes are given in and natural 

h . Th divisions. 
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paratively low proportion 
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high proportion of earners 
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occupations (Sub-class I) 
in the High Range Division 
where, as we have seen 
in earlier chapters, the 
population is employed 
mostly in tea and rubber 
estates. Of the divisions 
in the plains, the Central 
has the least proportion 
of non-working dependants 
and the highest proportion 
of agricultural earners, and 
the Northern Division has 

proportionat~ly. more agricultural earners than ~he So~t~ern.. In all other occupations, 
particularly m mdustry, transport, trade and pubhc admmlstrahon, the Southern Division 
takes the lead, followed in order by the Central, Northern and High Range Divisions. 
The proportion of earners in domestic service in the High Range is less than one"third of 
what it is in other divisions, which shows that women in the High Range are generally 
engaged in some wage"earning occupation in addition to house"keeping. 

292. As regards the natural divisions it will be seen from the marginal statement 

Or'cl1patiol1 
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.1 1172 1162 562 in the Midland than in 
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. l();) ~ j" :\ -, case of all other important 
:!!? 2~ l~ occupations the Lowland 
·1 ~ 2 :1 has higher proportions of 
.1 1:\ 10 Ii h h 
')' l:l~ I t:'i3 III~ earners t an t e other 
. 2~ I~ I 27 divisions. This is parti~ 

--------------'--------'-- cularly noticeable in the 
case of industry and trade. The proportion of industrial workers in the Lowland is nearly 
three times that in either of the other divisions, and the proportion in the case of trade in 
the former division is nearly double that in the Midland and more than double of what it Ie 

in the Highland. 
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The diagram below shows graphically the proportions mentioned above. 

Diagram 62 - showing the distribution of the population by occupation 
in administrative and natural di~ions. 
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293. The nineteen municipal towns alone are treated as urban area and the rest of 
the State as rural in this paragraph. Eight per cent. of the aggregate population live in 
towns and the remaining 92 per cent. in rural parts. But we see from the marginal table 

__ ~ ______ ~ ___________________________ ~___ __ __ _______ that only seven per cent. of 
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the total earners are found in 
towns. Evidently, there is 
more unemployment in urban 
than in rural area. Towns 

--- --- - ----~ naturall y contain proportionatel y 
Total population 8 92 less agricultural population than 

Workers (earners and working the rural area and this is seen 
dependants) All occupations 7 93 from the fact that the percentage 

~111J.C1a"R I. ExploitatIOn of lluimR1p ,,,,,u of agricultural workers in towns 
v~g-elatio]] :1 07 is less than half of what it ,. n. i'TineralK ,! 1 ilO 

III. Indm.try .,' !I:\ should be on the basis of 
" \T T I 2:; I. l'nnhpOlt ' , , population. In industry the v. Tradt' 15 g;, 

VI, Public forc0 IiI ,1\1 percentage of workers in towns 
" VII. PublIc adm;IllHLratioll '\' :l(i (i4 I I' h I I h h' 

VIII l'TofeK~ions and hbernl arts : 2\1 illS on Y S Ig t Y ess t an t elr 
" IX: Persons hving on Hw;r meou", 'i ~I I!J due share. Travancore has 

x. Uome,(lf' '''l'vice ! 7 !).l very few factory industries 
XI. Ullspemficd O('cnpatinlJR ,I 11 ~!I 

" XII. LJnproductlVe 'I 2(i i-i concentrated in towns. The 
---~ -- ----- --------------- ---------------- --~~- large majority of the industrial 

population are cottage workers and they are found in urban as much as in rural areas. 
Domestic service is in the same position as industry. The earners in this occupation are 
distributed in towns and rural Farts almost proportionately to their respective population. 
In all other occupations towns can claim distinctly larger percentages of earners than they 
are entitled to. More than 60 per cent. of the public force and over 50 per cent. of the 
persons living on their income are congregated in towns. In public administration towns 
have four and a half times, in professions and liberal arts three and a half times, in transport 
three time,s and in trade twice the number of earners they should have according to 
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their population. In unproductive occupations towns get nearly twice their share. The 
distribution of occupations in rural and urban areas is exhibited in the following diagram. 

Diagram 63 - shOwing the number of worker's In each slID·class 

per mille of all sub·class~ In rurlll and urban areas. 
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294. The statistics dealt with in this paragraph are taken from Imperial Table x- Distrib~tion of 
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the Hindus, while the Muslims are very much behind both of them. In industry 
the first place is held by the Hindus, the Muslims stand second and among the 
Christians the ratio of earners is only a little over half that of the Muslims. In 
transport and trade the Muslims are employed in larger proportion than the other two 
communities and the Christians larger than the Hindus. The ratio of workers in 
transport is 108 for Muslims, 82 for Christians and 66 for Hindus, and the corresponding 
ratios for trade are 884, 301, and 244 respectively. We have seen in an earlier 
chapter that Muslims are largely traders. The occupational figures bear out this fact. 
In public administration and professions the position of the communities is the reverse of 
what it is in transport and trade. Here the Hindus lead, the Christians follow them 
and the Muslims come last. Of 10,000 Muslims only 10 are engaged in public 
administration and 87 in professions and liberal arts, the ratios (or Christians are 19 
and J 06 and for Hindus 43 and J 17 respectively. Muslim women are generally 
confined to their home and hence we find a larger proportion of them engaged in dorpestic 

3 M 
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service than their sisters of the other communities. These special features of occupational 
distribution in the main religions are represented in the following diagram. 

Diagram 64 - showing the numbel' of wurkel's ill ~aCh sub·class I 
pel' mille of all sub-classes In each main religion. 
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Occupations of 295. Imperial Table XI c~ntains the statistics showing the occupations of selected 
llelected castes. Hindu castes, Anglo~Indians and Europeans, and Subsidiary Table V gives the propor

tional figures. In the case of the Hindus the traditional occupations of the castes are also 
shown as far as possible, and the tab~es show to what extent they are giving up their 
traditional occupations and betaking themse;ves to other professions. This tendency, 
though tabooed by orthodox caste rules, is growing rapidly under the stress of economic 
necessity. Caste principles are conveniently shelved in the struggle for existence. Taking 
the Hindus as a whole, more than half their number are non-working dependants including. 
children and others who do not do any work at all. Among certain castes, particularly 
those who are advanced in education, the proportions of absolute dependants are higher. 
For example, among Brahmans the proportion is nearly 55 per cent. and among Nayars 
it is 54 per cent. On the other hand, among the depressed and backward classes the ratio. 
of dependants is less than half. Among Pulayas it is 49 per cent., among Kuravas 47 per 
cent., among Vanl}.ans 41 per cent. and among Parayas (Sambavar) 40 per cent. The· 
conclusion that may be drawn from these figures is that among the illiterate labourer 
classes there is less unemployment than among the educated higher castes. 

296. Let us now examine how far the castes are giving up their traditional oc~upa~ 
tions. The statistics relating to··a few important castes are given in the margin. The Ilava 
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community has returned 
the least proportion under 
its traditional occupation 
of toddy drawing. The 
anti-drink campaign of 
the prohibitionists must 
have contributed to a 
decline in the numbers 
engaged in this profes
sion. But the very low 
proportion of toddy draw
ers recorded may mote 
likely be due to the 
aversion of the persons 
engaged in the profession 
to admit it. The same 
remarks also apply to the 
Nadar community whose 
traditional occupation is, 
like that of the Ilavas. 

toddy drawing. In spite of the probable incorrectness of the returns there is no denying 
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the fact tl)at large numbers of both these communities are engaged in other occupations. 
Among Ilavas more than 30 per cent. of the workers are agriculturists and over 22 
per cent. are industrialists, while among Nadars 34 per cent. are agriculturists and 14 
per cent. are labourers. The next noteworthy feature of the figures in the above marginal 
table is the very low proportion of the Brahmans following their traditional occupation 
of priesthood. Only about 16 per cent. of the earners among them are now engaged 
in this profession, and of the remaining 84 per cent., 26 are agriculturists, 12 
are traders, nearly 15 are public administrators, and about J J are lawyers. doctors 
and teachers. There is no other caste which contains such high proportions of 
persons engaged in public administration, professions and liberal arts. The Ampala
vas is, whose traditional occupation is temple service, are, like the Brahmans, 
steadily giving up their caste profession in favour of other occupations. Only about 38 
per cent. of the workers are now engaged in the former and nearly 35 per cent. 
are agriculturists. The Nayars are not abandoning their traditional occupation (agriculture) 
as rapidly as the above mentioned communities. About 69 per cent. of their working 
population are still engaged in agriculture. VeUalas whose caste occupation, like that of 
t"l>e Nayars, is agriculture. on the other hand, have only 48 agriculturists in J 00 workers. 
but as against the Niiyars a larger number of them have taken to trade. Hardly five per 
cent. of the Nayar workers are traders, whereas among the VeUa\as nearly three times 
that proportion are engaged in this occupation. The VaQiyan, the oil-presser, is discard
ing his ancestral profession pretty fast; not more than 38 per cent. of the total workers are 
now following this occupation, and of the other occupations the most favoured is trade, in 
which are engaged more than one-fifth of the working population. Among Thantilns, the 
tree-climbers, only 50 per ,cent. of the workers are following the traditional occupation, 
and others have gone in chieRy for field labour and cottage industries. 58 per cent. of 
the workers among Saliyans still retain their traditional occupation of weaving, while 
about 10 per cent. are agriculturists and 11 per cent. are traders. Among the fishermen 
castes of Atayan and Viii an, 67 and 72 per cent. of the workers are now engaged in 
fishing, while among the artizan caste of Kammala, the washerman caste of Veluthadaniiyar 
and the labourer casles of Kurava, Paraya and Pulaya, as much as 83 per cent. of the 
working population are engaged in their traditional occupations only. The general conclu
sion that emerges out of the above figures is that the educationally advanced castes, except 
the Nayars and VeHa\as, are abandoning their traditional occupation more rapidly than 
the backward and illiterate castes. The exception in the case of the Nayars and VeWilas 
is due to the fact that their traditional occupation is agriculture which is still the predomi
nant occupation of the bulk of the population. 

297. The number of Europeans in the State is 587 of whom 425 are earners, 43 Occupations of 
are working dependants and 119 are non-working dependants. Of the 425 earners, J 62 EAugrol peland~ and 

d f I d d d I 1 41 
. . . n 0- n lans. 

are agents an managers 0 an e estates an p anlers, are pnests, mlDlsters, nuns 
and other religious workers, 45 are lawyers. doctors, nurses, teachers, etc., 22 are owners 
and managers of industries, J 9 are commercial men, five are gazetted officers, five are 
employed in the public force and the remaining 26 are engaged in other miscellaneous 
occupations. The proportion of European female to male earners is J to 3. In some 
occupations, such as industry, transport, trade, public force and public administration, there 
is no female earner at all. Among agents and managers of estates there are only two 
females as against J 60 males, while in religion the proportion of female to male earners is 
3 to 4, and in the medical and teaching professions females are more than two and a half 
times the number of males. 

Out of 790 Anglo-Indians, 407 are non-working dependants, J 10 are working 
dependants, and 273 or a little more than one-third are earners. The professions in which 
they are chiefly engaged are transport, industry, agriculture and public administration. 
Among them female earners are only about one-fifth of the males.' 

298. Out of the female population of 2,530,900 in this State, 360,603 have been Occupations of 
returned as earners, 768, t 67 as working dependants and 1,402, J 30 as non-working females. 

dependants. These give a ratio of 446 workers (earners and working dependants) and 
554 non~workers per 1,000 of total females. If females below J 0 years and above 55 
years are excluded as being incapable of work, the fatios of workers and non~workers are 
707 and 293 per 1,000 females aged 10~55. Of the former, as many as 427 are house-
keepers who do actual manual work and jf these are excluded from the calculation the 
number of females engaged in other occupations. both as earners and working dependants, 
is 280 per 1,000 females of 10-55 years of age. 
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299. The actual and proportional figures of female workers are given in Subsidiary 
Table III. The figures for the sub~classes of occupations, together with those for 1921, 

are set forth in the marginal 
table. Taking all occupa~ 
tions together, we see that 
the number of female workers 
per J ,000 males has more 
than doubled itself between 
the last two censuses. This 
is mainly due to the inclusion 
of female working dependants 
engaged in house- keeping 
under domestic service at the 
present census and their ex
clusion at the previous. In 
agriculture and allied occupa
tions (Sub~class I), in ex
ploitation of minerals (Sub~ 
class II) and in industry 
(Sub~class Ill) the proportion 
of female workers has in
creased subsbntially (rom 
what it was at the last census. 

Strength of Number of Number of 
female per fem"le per 

Occupation female 1,000 male 1,000 male 
workers in workers in workers in 

1931 1931 1921 

All occupations 1.128,770 I 883 429 

Sub-class 1. Exploitation of 
animals and 
vegetation · 220,328 305 2S8 

" 
H. Minerals 874 154 110 

" 
Ill. Industry 149,8i5 145 585 

" 
IV. TranspOlt 789 21 221 

" 
V. Trade · 36,415 304 69il 

" 
VII. PublIc administra-

tIOn 412 25 Nil 

" 
VIII. Professions and 

\ 

liberal artR 6,853 137 133 

" 
IX. Persons living on 

their incomc 434 177 143 

" X. Domp-shc service 692,164 28,704 1,231 

" 
XI. Unspecified occupa-

tions · 19,5a6 202 1,170 

" 
XII. Unproductive 1,290 595 895 

In public administration there was ,!\o female employed in J 921, but now there are 25 
females per 1,000 males. In profe"'ssions and liberal arts there is only a nominal increase 
of four per 1,000 males. On the other hand, there is a distinct drop in the proportion of 
female to male workers in transport, trade, unspecified and unproductive occupations. The 
fall in unspecified occupations is indicative of greater accuracy in the occupational returns 
of females. The decrease in the proportion of females returned as inmates of jails, beggars, 
vagrants, and prostitutes (Sub~c1ass XII) is indeed a healthy sign inasmuch as it points to 
less women being engaged in these disreputable prolessions. 

300. The specific occupations in which women workers are largely employed will 
be dealt with in detail later. The general position may, however, be explained here with 
special reference to the ratio of female to male workers. The figures for the more important 

of these occupations are given 
XUlIlber and propu,·tion of female workPrs in .<pecific occupations in the margin. If domestic 

service is left out of considera
Number of female tion, agriculture employs the 

Order or group Strength of female 0 0 1 I b f 
worke!R per I, (I ma e argest num er 0 Women. 

workers 

Pasture and agl'lculture 
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DomestIC bervice 
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Industries connected with 
rope, twine, etc., come next, 
followed by trade of all sorts, 
basket making, and rice 
pounding. The making of 
lace, crepe, embroideries, 
etc., is essentially a woman's 
industry, as can be seen from 
the very large proportion of 
female to male workers. 
Under rope, twine, etc., the 
industry that is mainly carried 
on in this State is that con

nected with coir yarn, and this employs nearly two and a half times as many women as 
men. Rice husking is another eSllentially woman' s occupation, in which there are twenty 
female workers per every male worker. The other chief occupations in which more Women 
than men are engaged are the making of gur, molasses, sweetmeats and condiments, 
scavenging, washing and cleaning. Under instruction there are 191 female employes per 
1,000 males, the actual number being 3,1 J 7 as against 1,819 in 1921, showing an increase 
of over 70 per cent. This is due to the expansion of female education and the increasing 
employment of women teachers in the department of Public Instruction. 

Female earners 301. The women of Travancore are not kept in Purdah as those in Northern India. 
by caste and Except in some minor communities like the Nampfititi Brahman and a few sections of the religion. 

Muslims they are as free as men. Among the matuma~kathayam communities they inherit 
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.ancestral property and with the break-up of the joint family system under the recently 
enacted social legislation several of them have become independent owners of land. The 
spread of education among women has enabled many of them to compete with men in 
·different walks of life. Among the labourer classes woman freely shares with man the 
burden of maintaining the family and both are as a rule earning members. These diverse 
conditions are reRected in the statistics of the workers of the two sexes in different castes. 

Numher of female 
pl'r 1,000 male 

earners (Pr111 .... ipal 
occupatIon) 

Brahma:----.. \ 
Kamma~an 
Ve,Ualan 
ilavan 
Nayar 
Vannan 

99 
116 
241 

• Veiu'thadanayar 
Pulayan 
l'alayan 
KUl':wan 
l'aHan 

42ii 
+\\\} 
iiH 
538 
651 
6:;8 
792 

The marginal table gives the proportion of female to 
1,000 male earners in some of the important castes. 
AlI\ong Brahmans very few women have independent 
means of livelihood. They do not generally go in for 
outdoor work nor do they inherit ancestral property, and 
hence female earners number only 99 per 1,000 males. 
The Kammala caste consists of carpenters, smiths and 
other artizans. Their traditional occupations are such as 
are unsuited to women. Even men have not taken to 
other occupations to any appreciable extent and much less 
have women, so that in this community the proportion of 
female to male earners is only 116 to 1,000. VeH3}a 
women are generally confined to their homes. They are 
housewives and not outdoor workers. The Nanjaniid 
VeHalas who form the bulk of the VeHiila community 

have conceded to their women the right of inheriting property, and the ownershiE_ of land 
is the:: main cause of their female earners being about one~fifth of the male. The l!ava 
women are engaged largely in coir yam industry and are also landholders. The propor
tion of women to men having independent means of livelihood in this community is, there
fore, 330 to 1,000. Niiyal's are chiefly agriculturists. Both men and women possess 
property. The women are wen advanced in education and a large number of them are 
.employed in Government service. These factors have raised the ratio of female to male 
·earners in this community to 425 per 1,000. Vannan and Veluthadanayar are professional 
washermen. Both men and women are engaged in the occupation and the ratio of female 
workers is consequently high. Higher still is the ratio among the labourer classes such 
as Pulayan, Parayan, Kuravan and Patlan, among whoI!l the proportion of female workers 
ranges from 538 to 792 per 1,000 males. If Nayars, 11avas, and Nanjanad VeHalas who 
are matumakkathayam communities are excluded from consideration, the proportion of 
female to male earners in different castes varies according to their social status. Among 
Brahmans, the highest caste in the social scale, there are hardly ten female earners per 100 
males, among the artizans the ratio is about 12 to 100, among washermen 50 to 100, and 
.among the labourers, especially the PaUan, as much as 80 to 100. The lower the social 
.status of a caste, the greater is the number of women working for their own livelihood. 

, Numbel ot tem<1ie to I 
RcliglOn I 1,O()O male earner~ 

(PrinCIpal occnpatlOn) 
----------------~--~ 

All religions 323 

Hmdu 31'3 
Chnstian 214 
Muslim 251 

Taking the religions separately, it is seen 
from the marginal figures that the Hindus 
have the highest proportion of female to male 
earners, (383 to 1,000) the Christians the 
lowest, (214 to 1,000), and the Muslims occupy 
an intermediate position (251 to 1,000) 

302. Working dependants are those who assist the earners in their occupation. In Fem&le wOl':dng 

some occupations male helpers preponderate, and in some others females. The ratio of dependants. 

Occupation I 
Number of female to female to male working dependants in a few 

),000 mn.Ie working typical occupation& is shown in the margin. 
_-____ --__ .... , __ d....:cp .... ,,_uu_a_n_us __ I Industry has the largest ratio, female helpers 

being nearly two and a half times the number of 
males. It is but natural that workers in small 
industries carried on at home receive more help 

from women than from men. In trade the ratio is 535 females to J ,000 males and in 
agriculture it is 224 to J ,000. The above figures show that agriculturists receive the 
least assistance from women, traders more and industrialists most. 

Agriculture 
Industry 
Trade 

224 
2,468 

535 

303. So far, we have dealt with some general aspects of the occupational distribution ~ta.tistics of 
of the population and we shall now proceed to discuss in detail the special features of ~r:i:;~~~s 
certain specific occupations of importance to this State. The figures for this discussion . 
bave been taken from either Subsidiary Table lV or Imperial Table X. Let us begin with 

3M 
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Agriculture. agriculture. the chief occupation of a large majority of the people. The term 'agriculture' 
is used in a wide sense. It includes the following groups of the classification scheme. 

Order I (a) Cultivation 

Group 1. 

" 2. 
" 
" 

3. 
4. 

Non-cultivating proprietors taking rent in money or kind. 
Estate agents and managers of owners. 
Estate agents and managers of Government. 
Rent collectors, clerks. etc. 

" 5. Cultivating owners. 
" 6. Tenant cultivators. 
" 7. Agricultural labourers. 
" 8. Cultivators of jhum, taungya and shifting areas. 

Order I (b) Cultivation of special crops, fruit, etc. 

Group 9. Cinchona 
" 1 0. Coconut. 
" 1 1 . Coffee. 
" 1 2. Ganja. 
" 13. Pan-vine. 
t> 14. Rubber. 
.. IS. Tea. 
" 16. Market gardeners, flower and fruit growers. 

Of the above 16 groups, no person has been returned undor groups 4,9 and 12 in: 
this State. The remaining 13 groups include a variety of agricultural interests. The happy 
landlord who does nothing towards the cultivation of his land and knows very little about 
agriculture, the paid agents and managers of private and Government farms and officers of 
the departments of Agriculture, Land Records and Settlement, and clerks and others 
employed in the collection of rent, are all persons engaged in agriculture according to the 
classification adopted for census purposes. In the strict sense of the word only those 
who are directly concerned with cultivation could be brought under this category, such as· 
ordinary cultivators, (both cultivating proprietors and tenants), agricultural labourers, 
and cultivators of shifting areas and of special crops. There is a class of landlords 
who are only nominal owners of lands in this State; they have leased out their lands. 
permanently to tenants whom they have no power to evict under ordinary circumstances. 
These landlords are called jenmies and the tenants kudiyiins. The jenmies, strictly 
speaking, should be included in Order 50 (Persons living on their income) and it is very' 
likely that some of them may have been returned under this group. The numbers returned 
under cultivating owners and tenant cultivators may not be absolutely correct. There are 
persons who are both cultivating owners as well as tenant cultivators, and it is often 
difficult to decide whether they should be included in one or the other. Similarly, it is 
not quite practicable to draw a clear line of demarcation between agricultural labourers. 
and unspecified labourers and workmen returned under group J 91. Unspecified labourers 
are invariably also part-time agricultural workers, and persons who should have been 
included with the latter may have been returned under the former, and vice versa. These 
discrepancies and possible inaccuracies in the figures returned under various groups of 
agricultural occupation have to be borne in mind in the discussion that follows. 

304. The total number of persons returned as earners and working dependants. 
under the groups constituting agriculture at the present census is 893,010 and the corres
ponding figure in 1921 was 627,474. There has thus been an increase of 42 per cent .. 
i~ th~ category of agricult~ral work~rs. This l~rge increase h~s been contributed by the. 
rIse m the number of ordmary cultIvators, cultIvators of speCIal crops, and agricultural 
labourers. The cause of this rise will be explained when the respective groups are dealt
with. As has been already stated in paragraph 278 above, information as to the total 
number of persons supported by the differeDt occupations is not available, because the. 
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number of non~working dependants has not been recorded separately for each occupation. 
Assuming that the proportion of workers to dependants 
now is the same as it was in 1921, viz .• 10 to 21, the 

Percentage of total population number of dependants of the alT1'icultural workers works 
Year e-

\

POPUlatiOn sup. out to 1.875.320. Adding to this the working popula-
Workers in 
agriculture ported by tion of 893,0 10.. we get the population supported by 

agriculture I 2 6 30 F h fi . -,---- agricu ture as .7 8,3. rom t e gures given in 
19:!1 I 1;;,7 51·7 the margin it will be seen that the proportion of agri~ 
1931 11'5 ____ 5~3_ cultural workers to the total population has risen from 

15'7 per cent. in 1921 to 17'5 per cent. in 1931 and 
that of the population supported by agriculture from 5 1'7 per cent. to 54'3 per cent. The 
increase in the actual number of workers is seen reflected in the proportional figures also. 
It is worth noting that in spite of this increase the proportion has not come up to the level 
in India as a whole, where the population supported by agriculture was 71 per cent. of the 
total in 1921. 

305. Non-cultivating proprietors are persons who own land but do not cultivate it. Non-c,ultiva.tlng: 

-'The transfer of la~d .by agric.ulturists to non-agricu)tu~ists 'Yill n~turally increase the f~~~~:t~~)s 
, number of non-culttvatmg propnetors. These men may either lIve entIrely on the rent they 

receive from land or it may be a subsidiary source of income to them with some other 
occupation as the principal means of livelihood. To gauge the extent to which the land 
;asses from agriculturists to non~agriculturists, the rent receivers returned under principal 
''tId subsidiary occupations must be considered. In 1921 there were 18,728 rent receivers 
t' under principal and subsidiary occupation 

Land ehangmg hand. ut ayear and in 1931 their number has increased to -_. 
23,518. The increase during the decade is, )I Fl'Om agricu Iturists 

t,-, u(1n-").,'rlculturiKt, 
Total area '\ therefore, about 26 per cent. The statistics 

. T'~ supplied by the Registration Department ~~ In aCl'e8 
Ares. III acres I Percentage 

of total 
_ show that of the land which changes hands 

- . 
192 in a year about one-fifth passes from agri-
192 culturists to non-agriculturists. The figures 

".zr 236,6;2 
1 

52,7}2 22 
6·~ l~ 

i;~ for the last five years are given in the margin. 
19 The average area that changes hands in a 

352,211 64,+99 
7 )l 373,023 61,899 17 
29 il66,O?5 53,HZ 1:) 

230 21 
A: year is 327, I 64 acres, of which non-agri~ 

L- cuiturtsts purchase 63,580 acres. In other 

307,~41 ~1,2~1 

\·a.ge 327,164 63,580 20 

, words, 20 per cent. of the land transferred 
i:o.jear passes from agriculturists to non-agriculturists, which must naturally increase the 
llber of non~ctiltivating proprietors. An increase in the latter will automatically lead 

d proportionate increase in the number of tenant cultivators, and we find from the figures 
lit it is actually so. The number of tenant cultivators returneCl under principal and 
:bsidiary occupations has risen from 59,288 to 74,462 which is equal to an increase of 
~ per cent., almost the same as the increase in the number of non-cultivating proprietors. 

306. According to the classification scheme the term' cultivator' includes only the Cultivatol's 

I · . d th I . f d' B f T (Groups 5, 6~ \ hvabng owner an e tenant cu bvator 0 or mary crops. ut as ar as ravancore is 10, 13 Ii :16). 

ncerncd, coconut and pan-vine cultivators, market gardeners, fruit and flower growers 
9uld also be considered as belonging to this group. In T ravancore these crops are cultivat-
enol by a special class of farmers, but by the general agriculturists enga~ed in the cultivation 
olther crops like rice, tapioca. etc. Rubber and tea stand on a different footing. They 
a grown in large estates by European and Indian planters and seldom by ordinary 
ttivators. The number of cultivators excluding those of rubber and tea has increased 
)m 482,254 to 551,234 or by 14 per cent. during the decade. The number returned 

.oder principal occupation alone has been included in these figures. If those returned 
under subsidiary occupation in 1931 are also taken into account, the number at this cenSUS 
rises to 784,047 which gives an increase of nearly 63 per cent. over the figure for 1921. 
3uch a large increase is primarily due to the effect of the passing of Regulations permitting 
,he partition of tarwad Qroperties of the three most important marumakkathayam communi-

·"ties, namely, the Nayar, llava and Nanjanad VeHala. Before the passing of these Regulations 
~he properties of the tarwads remained intact under the management of the oldest male 
-nember of the tarwad. The junior members, though entitled to maintenance, could not 
~laim their individual share of the common properties and would not, therefore, have 
appeared as earners in the census schedules. With the partition of the tarwad properties 
each member of the tarwad becomes the absolute owner of his or her share and will, 
therefore, have been returned as an agricultural earner. During the five years ended 
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August 1930 since the passmg of the Regulations, 46,644 matumakkathayam 
tarwads have partitioned their properties among members numbering nearly 
560,000. Of these. the individual share of more than 218,000 persons does not exceed 
25 cents of land. Most of these will have sold away these minute bits of land and be
taken themselves to other occupations or joined the ranks of the unemployed. Many of the 
fortunate persons who have inherited larger extent of land have probably become culti
vators and the addition of these must have contributed mainly to the increase in the number 
of cultivators returned at this census. 

307. If the proposition that the increase in the number of cultivators is chieAy due 
to the partition of the properties of maiumakkathayam families is correct, there ought to be 
a fall in the acreage of land per cultivator. Excluding the land under rubber and tea, the 
area under cultivation in 1921 was 1,910,837 acres and this when divided by the number 
of cultivators (482,254) gives an average area of 3·96 acres per head. In 193 J the area 
under cultivation was 2,064,693. If this is divided by the number of cultivators returned 
under principal occupation (551,234), the average area per cultivator is 3·7 acres and if 
divided by the numbers returned under principal and subsidiary occupations (784,047) it 
drops to 2·6 acres, a fall of nearly one-third from the figure for 1921, as compared with an 
increase of 63 per cent. in the number of cultivators returned under principal and 
subsidiary occupations. 

308. An increase in the number of cultivators, without a proportionate increasl 
in the area under cultivation, leads to the su~

Partition of the tarwad propertie! of .L'fayars,' division of holdings and tends to render the'.11 
Ilat'as, and 1\'anJanad Vellalas T d 1 

------~-------- uneconomic. he magnitu e of this evi cann)t 

Extent of individual 
share 

Less than I) cents 
6-10 cents 

11-25 
26- 50 " 
51-75 " 
76-100 " 
1-2 acres 
2-5 " 
5-10 " 

OYer 10 acres 

Total 

Number of 
shareholders 
m each group 

44,016 
48,5 .. 0 

125,729 
134,708 

68,555 
37,36! 
63,:036 
29,7311 

5,830 
2,073 

559,809 

be fully realised from the average acreage r er 
cultivator. The very minute fractions to whh:ch 
holdings have been sub-divided as a ref Ja ot t e 
partitions effected will be evident from he ~.6gdures 
given in the margin which have been f.~.~e ?ut 
from the statistics supplied by the R;}~tridahon 
Department. Nearly 39 per cent. of the inlY uals 
got only less than 25 cents of land each?3 kr 
cent. got less than 50 cents, 82 per cent. Is

9
t an 

one acre, 93 per cent. less than two acr 8·6 
per cent. less than five acres and only 1·4 r ce:nt. 
more than five acres each. 

309. As has been already stated, most of the persons who received smallls of 
land may have sold away th~ir shares and thereby some consolidation of holdin~'rj 
have been brought about. Statistics regarding the size of the holdings in general in 'is 
State were collected in the economic census conducted along with the population' celis. 
The results of this census are dealt with at length in Appendix IV. Here it will suce 
to state the conclusions. It is seen that about 6 per cent. of the total holdings inlUs 
State are less ~han 20 cents in extent, about 11 per cent. less than 60 cents, 38 per at. 
less than one acre, 62 per cent. less. than two acres, 87 per cent. less than five aeSi 

95·5 per cent. less than 10 acres and 4·5 per cent. 10 acres and over. If 10 act is 
considered to be the minimum size of an economic holding, only less than five per ceo of 
the holdings fall within this category. 

310. The numbers recorded as agricultural labourers under grO'lp 7 in the caus 
schedule do not show their correct strength. A great many of those returned as labu,n 
otherwise unspecified under group 191 will have also to be included under the cateQ' 
of agricultural labourers, but it is impossible to say what proportion of them sh~uld be,.,,, 
included. The disparity between the figures in these two groups at the present and the 
last census, which can be seen from the marginal statement, can only be due to a lar,er 

Occupation I 1931 [ 
Group 7 ~ Agricultural labourers 250,618 
I}roup 191-Labourers unspecified. 112,267 

Total 362,885 

1921 I 
108,585 
202,858 

311,443 

Variation 
per cent. 

+ 131 
- 45 

+ 17 

proportion of agricultural 
labourers having beeD .-' 
included it. the class of UIP· 

specified labourers al the las: 
cenS'lS than at the prese; 
For the purpose of ·compai 
the figures oi the two cellS 
the two groups may, ~hJ· 

fore, be considered together. The total labour population has increased from 311 
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in 192 J to 362,885 in J 93 J, i. e., by 17 per cent., and the number of labourers per 100 
cultivators returned under principal occupation has also risen from 65 to 66. The 
increase, though small, indicates the tendency on the part of the cultivators to depend 
more and more on hired labourers to carryon actual cultural operations. The majority of 
the agricultural holdings in T ravancore, as we have already seen, are so small that the 
cultivators can attend to the farming operations themselves without the help of hired 
labour. But the Travancore cultivator, though his holding may only be a few cents, is, as 
a rule, a gentleman farmer. _ He does not like to soil his hand by handling a plough. 
The Nayar, the VeHala, the I1ava and the Syrian Christian who form the bulk of the 
farmers in this State generally want the PuIayan, the Parayan or the Kuravan to do all 
the manual work in the field for them and that is why we find here a larger number of 
agricultural labourers than the smaI1ness of the size of the majority of holdings warrants. 
In this respect Travancore differs from some provinces in Northern India as can be Seen 

Provlllce 

ARRam (1!J21) 
PUll}lb " 
Pwte(l l'rovlllceK (HI21) 
nengal " 
Bihar amI On""o. 
"Burma 
Bombay 

Travancore (1931) 

Madras (H!21) 
Centml PW'lllces and 

Berar (1921) 

01 

.1 
~ 

Nllmher nf 
agllcultural 
labonrCIK per 

100 cultlVatoT~ 

l~ 

Iii 

45 

112 

the cultural operations him self, while 
depressed classes to work for him. 

from the figures given in the margin. The figure 
for T ravancore is the proportion of agricultural 
labourers returned under group 7 at the present 
census, and the figures for the provinces are those 
given in paragraph 212 of the India Census 
Report, 1921. The statement shows that except~ 
ing Madras and Central Provinces and Berar, 
T ravancore has a higher proportion of agricultural 
la bourers to cultivators than any other province. 
In Assam there are only three labourers to 100 
cultivators, while in Travancore there are 15 times 
that number. Bengal, where the average size of 
the holding is about three acres as against 2'6 
acres in Travancore, has only 19 labourers per 
100 cultivators as compared with 4S in this State. 
In Bengal the small cultivator evidently attends to 

in Travancore he leaves it to the members of the 

311. The cultivators of coconut and pan~vine, market gardeners, Hower and fruit 
growers have been already dealt with in the foregoing paragraphs under general agri
culture. Coffee is a minor crop in Travancore. Very little of it is grown and only 110 
persons have been returned as engaged in its cultivation. The only special crops of 
importance to this State are tea and rubber. The area under tea has increased from 
47,105 acres to 74,616 acres during the decade, i. e., by 58·4 per cent., and rubber 
by 21' 5 per cent. from 51,018 acres to 61,986 acres. Separate ligures of the workers 
in tea and rubber gardens are not available for 1921. Both together numbered 16,786 
in that year and now the number stand s at 71,159 showing an increase of nearly 324 
per cent. The area under tea and rubber has increased only by about 40 per cent. 
and the increase in the working population by 324 per cent. is, therefore, abnormal. 
Great care was taken to 0 btain correct figures of the estate population at the present census. 
The estate schedules were specially scrutinised and all mistakes committed in copying the 
entries on slips removed. Separate returns were also called for from the estates in connection 
with the enquiry into immigration, and the returns that were received were found to tally 
with the corresponding enumeration schedules. The actual number of workers in tea 
and rubber gardens is even slightly more than the number shown by the occupation 
returns. In paragraph J 23, Chapter III, of this Report the correct number which. has 
been specially compiled from the estate schedules, after correcting the possible mistakes 
in the entries, has been given as 76,119 as against 71,159 as stated above. This 
small difference is probably due to some workers in estates having been included in 
unspecified labourers (group J 91) on account ot the ambiguous entries in the occupation 
columns of the schedules. The number of workers in tea and rubber gardens at the 
present census could, therefore, be, under no circumstances, less than the figures given in 
the occupation table. The estate population would have even been considerably more 
than that revealed by the census if normal conditions had prevailed. By the beginning of 
1931 the economic depression had reached an acute stage, and of all commodities rubber 
~uffered most. At the time of the census hardly any rubber estate in the State had the 
full complement of the labour force it maintained before the depression. Large numbers 
of coolies had been disbanded and several estates were put on a care and maintenance 
basis. But for these circumstances 62,000 acres of rubber would certainly have had 
considerably more than 7,099 workers, the number returned at the census. 

Cultivation of 
tea and rub
ber (Groups 
Hi,and 15). 
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312. Tea and rubber, as far as they c)m~ within the definition of organized 
industry, will be dealt with in a subse=Juent plragcaph. It mlY, however, be noted here 
that the number of workers returned under organized industry comes to 62,452 in the case 
of tea and 6,838 in the else of rubber as aglinst 64,060 and 7,099 respectively given 
in the occupation table. Tea is cultivated only on e3tale scale, and rubber mostly so. 
The difference between the two sets of figures mentioned above must, therefore, be 
due to the failure to fill up column J 2 of the schedule in respect of some workers. Out 
of 74,6 J 6 acres of tea more than 70,000 acres are owned by Europeans and only 
about 4,000 acres by Indians, and out of 61,986 acres of rubber about 45,000 acres are 
in the hands of Europeans and J 7.000 in the hands of Indians. From State Table III 
it will be seen that the managers of tea estates COllsist of 31 Indims and I 1 5 Europeans, 
while among the managers of rubber estates there are 170 Indians and 45 Europeans. 
Some European estates have Indi'lns as A5sistant Manager.; or Superintendents and that 
is why the ratio of European to In:li:m Mall1gers is not proportionate to the atea of the 
plantations owned by them. In the case of other supervising and technical staff the 
proportion of Indians to Europems is grelter. Out of a total of 528, as many as 497 are 
Indhns and only 31 are Europeans. 

One remarkable feature of the labourers employed in tea and rubber gardens is 
the large proportion of women to men in the former. Tea gard ens employ 756 females 
to 1,000 males, while in rubber phntations t'1e p:opartion is only 167 to 1,000. 

313. The total num)er returned under stock ralSlng (Order 1 -d) is 5,889, of 
whom 4,541 are cattle and buffalo breeders. Cattle breeding is not a profitable occupa
tion in Travancore. There are hardly nine persons in 10,000 engaged in this profession. 
The unsuitability of the moist climate, the inadequacy of plsture Jands, and the indifference 
of the people account for the dearth of cattle breeders. 

Though the heading of this group in the classification scheme is "fishing and 
pearIing", the latter may safely be omitted, because there is no pearl fishing in this State 
at present. Travancore has a coast line of about 200 miles and backwaters covering an 
area of nearly I 75 sguare mile;. It, therefore, affords great scope for the fishing industry. 
It is estimlted that the annual harvest of fish amounts to more than 90,000 tons of which 
two-thirds are consumed locally and one-third is exported yielding an annual income of 
about Rs. 40 lakhs to the country. The number of persons returned at the present census 
with fishing as their principal occupation is 38,1 20 and as subsidiary occupation I, I 10, 
the two together making a total of 39,230 as against 33,402 at the last census, the 
increase being I 7 per cen:. Fishing is ordinarily man's occupation, and hence for every 
1,000 men 83 women only are engaged in it. This is an industry which affords great 
possibilities of develop;nent. The introduction of improved methods of catching and 
curing fish and the exploitation of the deep sea fisheries which have not yet been touched 
would increase the food supply and give employment to a larger population than is now 
engaged in this occupation. 

Isdustries'III) 314. I have passed over Sub-class 11 (Exploitation of minerals) because the 
t ub·c a.ss • total number employed in mining in this State is only 2,80 J of whom J, 952 are engaged 

in quarrying building materials and 439 in the manufacture of salt. Next to agriculture 
industry is the most important occupation of the people, and so I propose to deal with it at 
some length. The total working population (earners and working dependants) returned 
under industries is 351,076 in 193 J as against 328,093 in 1921 showing an increase 
of seven per cent. only, while the increase in the population of the State is 27'2 per cent. 
The much slower rate of growth of the industrial than of the general population has naturally 
reduced the proportion of industrial workers to the total population during the decade. 
In 1921 the proportion was 8' 1 per cent. and in 1931 it dropped to 6'9 per cent. The 
number of persons supported by industries (workers and dependants), assuming that the 
ratio of workers to dependants in 1921 holds good now also, is 771,312 in 1931 as 
compared with 720,837 in 1921, giving a ratio of 15'1 per cent. of the aggregate popula
tion at the present census and 18 per cent. at the last. It may be noted in passing 
that the proportion of the population supported by ind ustries is hi gher in T ravancore than 
in India as a whole, where the percentage was 10'5 in 1921 as against 15') per cent. in 
Travancore at present. 
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3 J 5. The marginal statement shows the number and proportion of workers 10 

the principal industries and the variations since 192 J. The general mcrease in 
industrial workers, as has been ~Yllmbe" and percentage of workers (earller. and u'or/"mg dependant.) 

in tile PI'IIlc1pal induJtr1e.' already stated, is about 7 per cent. 

Industries 

Textiles 
Wood 
Metals 
CeramICS 
Chemical 
Food 
DJCES 

Buildmg 
M,scellaneous 

NumbN 
in 1931 

Taking the different classes of 
--- _- - --- industries, it is seen that the increase 

r8]ccntagc Yariahon 
sJnpe 1921 
per Cent, 

in building industries is as much as 
344'6 per cent. This is abnormal 
and can only be due to some work-
men engaged in building construction 

351.076 100 + 7'0 being included in unspecified 
130,5!J0 flo'O + 8'6 labourp.rs in 1921. Among the 
~~:~~~ 1~:~ + 11:~ other industries increase is recorded 

!l,,3112 2· Ii + 7, { in textiles, wood, ceramics, chemical, 
11610 ;]'3 + 13'{ d . I 

'I 56:11,7 16-0 1!l'{ tess and mlscel aneous industries 'I {2,U(i 12,0 + {'S and decrease in metals and food 
: g:~~~ ~:~ ~ :l4r~ industries. In the case of the latter 

the decrease, which is 19'4 per cent., 
is entirely in the number of toddy 

drawers, while in other industries there is not only no decrease but a substantial increas~. 
The cause of the faU ,in the number returned under toddy drawing has already been 
explained. 

The relative importance of the different groups of industries can be gauged from the 
figures in column 3 of the 
above table and from 

Diagram 65 - showing the percentage of workers 

in different groups of industries 

to total industrial workers. 
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the marginal diagram. 
Textiles employ the largest 
proportion of industrial 
workers (37per cent.),in
dustries connected with 
food 16 per cent., wood 
industries 15'7 per cent., 
industries relating to dress 
and toilet J 2 per cent., and 
others 19'3 per cent. 

316. The marginal table shows the distribution of workers in factory (organised) 
and cottage industries. 

lndu&try I Total worker, !lfactof3 worker"i Cottage wOlkers \ Of the total population 
_ ____ _ _ __ __ __ _ _ ____ __I____ _ _ _ _ of 35 J ,076 engaged 

All Industries 

'TextlleR 
I}ldeR etc. 
Wood 
Metal~ 
Cel'amlc~ 
Chenl1cl1! 
Food 
DresR 
FUl'mture 
BuildlUg 
Consh action of mC[lI1S of 

tr""bpOl't 
Production and tran,missioll of 

phY5ical force 
1I1iscellallcous 

" ,I 
I 

351.076 

130,5110 
ilKO 

5~,2;)3 
13,493 

!!,il02 
11,6 III 
i31i,lfl7 
-12,1:,1; 

-!s 
17,024 

1,140 

1 ill 

13,737 

24,511 

8,321) 
112 
318 
727 

2,H2tl 
1,1!).~ 

8,12~ 

1,523 

326,565 

122,v70 
2(;~ 

54,!!:~:; 
12,71jii 

ft,37() 
Iil,H2 
41l,IIJ\) 
+l.SH 

16,%0 
677 

12,2H 

10 industries, 24,511 
(7 per cent,) only are 
factory workers and the 
remaining 326,565 (93 
per cent. ) are cottage 
workers. These figures 
show the preponderating 
importance of cottage 
industries and the com
parative insignificance of 
the factory industries to 
this State. 

Factory and 
cottage 
industries. 

317. The spinning wheel has not yet found a haven in Travancore. Cotton is not 
grown in this country, and probably co.uld, not be to any apI;>reciable exte,nt ~wing,to t~e 
unsuitability of the clImate, Hand spmn10g has so far faIled to establIsh Itself ~n t~lS 
country in spite of the vehement propaganda of the advocates of the charka. A spmnmg 

Cotton spinning 
and weaving 
(Group 13). 



Coir yal'n 
industry 
(Group 45). 
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mill was started in Quilon some years ago and after passing through many vicissitude s 
it has become practically defunct. Cotton weaving, on the other hand, is a long established 
cottage industry in the State. There was a time when Travancore was able to produce 
all the cloths she required and even more for export. But with the advent of cheap mill
made cloths the indigenous hand loom industry began to languish and continued to 
decline. Some enthusiasm is now being shown for the revival of this industry, but it has 
not been in operation long enough to produce any material improvement. The Census 
returns practically show no increase in the number of persons following weaving as their 
principal means of livelihood. The number was 14,713 in 1921 and 14,636 in 1931. 
Weaving has, however, been taken up as a subsidiary occupation by a number of persons 
in recent years, and according to the present census there are 1,588 such persons. If 
these are added to the full-time weavers and their helpers, the total number in 1931 shows 
an increase of about 10 per cent. over the figure in 1921. 

Weaving is cm-ried on mainly as a cottage industry. Of J 4,636 workers, only 
1,070 are employed in organized industry and the remaining J 3,566 are all cottage 
workers. The workers are composed of 12,768 males and 1,868 females which give a 
ratio of 146 females to I, 000 males. 

31lj. The heading of group 45 in the classification scheme is "Rope,twine, string and 
other fibrf's," but the discussion here is confined to coir yarn, because practically all the 
persons returned under the above group, except a few engaged in the palmyrah fibre industry 
in South T ravancore, are workers in the coir yarn industry. The number recorded as 
earners (principal occupation) and working dependants at the present census is 112,799, 
and besides these 13,628 persons who follow some other principal occupation have returned 
coir yarn industry as subsidiary occupation, so that the total number of persons engaged in 
this industry either as full-time or part-time workers is 126,427. In 192) the number was 
) 02,634 and the increase during the decade has, therefore, been 23 per cent. Of the 
total number, 7,245 or a little below 6 per cent only, are workers in factories and the 
remaining 119,182 (94 per cent.) are carrying on the industry in their own homes. It is 
interesting to note that more than l wo-thirds of the workers are females, the ratio being 
2,079 females to 1,000 males among earners and working dependants together. Among 
full-time earners there are only 1,339 females per 1,000 males, but among the working 
dependants, i. e., those who regularly assist the earners without themselves earning wages, 
the ratio of females to males is as much as 4,8 J J to J ,000. Preparation of the coconut fibre 
and the spinning of coir yarn are carried on mainly as cottage industries. Very often men, 
women and grown-up children in a household are engaged in these works during their 
leisure hours. Women who prefer to work indoors find this occupation more congenial 
to them than men and consequently there are considerably more women than men workers 
in it. The weaving of mats and mattings out of coir yarn prepared by cottage workers is 
done largely in factories and there more men than women are engaged, the proportion 
being only 181 females to 1,000 males. 

-j 19. The importance of coil' yarn industry to this country can be gauged from the 
fact that out of 35 J ,076 industrial workers 126,427 or 36 per cent. are employed in this 
industry alone, and that out of the total export trade of Rs. J J '25 crores in 1930, the 
value of the products of the coir yarn industry exported from the country amounted to more 
than two crores. The industry has been hit hard by the present economic depression. Coir 
yarn prices have slumped heavily. In 1925 the price went up to a maximum of Rs. 122 
per candy, but in 1931 it dropped to so low as Rs. 40. In spite of this heavy fall the 
industry is struggling on and with the return of normal conditions it is bound to develop 
and provide employment to a larger number of persons than at present. 

Wood industries 320. The number employed in various wood industries included in Order 7 is 
~~~~;~~4.56). 55,253 as against 47,934 in 1921. The order contains 10,122 sawyers, 20,607 carpen

ters, turners and joiners, and 24,524 basket-weavers, can~ workers, etc. In the first two 
classes very few women are employed, while in the last the number of women is about two 
and a half times that {If men. Basket weaving is a common cottage industry among the 
depressed classes, such as Kuravas and Parayas, and it is mostly their womenfolk who 
do the work. The industry provides employment to 16,572 earners of whom two-thirds 
are women, and to 7,952 working dependants of whom more than 81 per cent. are women. 
Besides these, 2,770 men and 3,439 women follow basket weaving and allied industries 
as l5ubsidiary occupations. Of the number engaged in wood industries, organized industry 
can claim only 318 persons of whom nearly one-half are employed in saw mills and the rest in 
cane \-"orks. 
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321. The number of metal workers is 13,493, which is only about a fourth of that Metals 

d (Order 8 
.engaged in woo industries. Blacksmiths account for 9,826 of the above number. Groups 59-62). 

Workers in brass, copper and bell-metal number 2,91 5 which shows an increase of J 6 per 
cent. over the figure in 192 J • T ravancore has been famous for the bell-metal industry 
from very early times. The metal mirror (Aranmula kannadi) is not made anywhere 
in India except here. Bell-metal images of fine workmanship which adorn many a temple 
in this country bespeak of the glorious days when the art of casting had attained a high 
degree of excellence. The introduction of cheap machine-made brassware from outside 
has made the indigenous bell-metal articles unpopular and the local industry has, therefore, 
fallen on evil days. By the organization of the workers it ought to be possible to lessen 
the cost of production and turn out articles suited to modern tastes, and by wide advertise-
ments new markets could be tapped and better prices obtained for the goods. In these 
ways this languishing industry couid be revived and developed. 

322. The manufacture of earthenware gives employment to 6, J 67 persons and brick Ceramics 

and tile works to 3, J 35 persons. Since J 92 J there has been a slight fall in the number J~~~er:3 & 6t) 

engaged in both these industries. Tile manufacture is a comparatively recent introduction ps • 

in T ravancore, but it has made rapid progress and continued to do so till the present trade 
depression set in. The fall in price and the lack of demand have forced the managers 
of tile factories to reduce the number of operatives and diminish the output. At the time 
of the censlls the number of employes in brick and tile factories was 2,926 which was less 
than the number employed in 1921 by 431. 

323. The number employed in different chemical industries, such as the manufacture !Jhdem!c~l 
of matches, soaps, and aerated waters, and the refining of vegetable oils is 11,610 of whom ~Or~:rr~~s 
as many as 10,705 are engaged in the last named industry. Oil pressers have increased Groups 66-70). 

by nearly 15 per cent. during the decade. The increase is mostly among the cottage 
workers. Organized industry, represented by the power-driven copra crushing mills which 
are congregated in the town of Alleppey, has recorded only 6 J 2 workers against 659 in 
1921. The fall is naturally due to the effect of theltrade depression. 

324. Food industries consist chiefly of rice husking, pounding, and grinding, jaggery Food industries 

and molasses manufacture, sweetmeat and condiment making and toddy drawing. The ~~~!;~ ;~-81). 
total number returned under these industries is 56,167 which is less than the number in 
1921 by 19'4 per cent. The fall is entirely under toddy drawing. The other industries 
have all recorded a substantial increase in the number of workers. 

325. The persons engaged in rice husking and pounding have increased by 17 Rice husking 
per cent. Rice husking is carried on chiefly as a cottage industry by women. There are (Group 71). 

no doubt a few rice husking mills in good working condition, but the number of employes 
therein is only 226. Though this is slightly more than the number recorded in J 921 
(149), the progress in the industry cannot be considered to be adequate in view of the 
large scope that exists for its development. There is, however, the consolation that in the 
absence of sufficient mills, rice husking as a cottage industry is giving employment to 18,025 
persons, of whom 17,141 are women consisting of 15,672 earners and 1,469 working 
dependants. 

326. Jaggery making occupies 5, I J 0 persons of whom only 46 are engaged in Jaggery making 
organized industry, and the remaining 5,064 are carrying on the business as a cottage tGroup 74). 

industry in their own homes. Jaggery is made from palmyrah palm juice in South Travan-
core and from sugarcane in Central and North Travancore. The former is mainly in the 
hands of women and hence the proportion of women to men workers is 6,137 to 1,000. 
The number returned under this industry has increased from 3,012 in 1921 to 5, J J 0 
in 1931. 

327. The number of sweetmeat and condiment makers has multiplied about seven sweetmeat 

times that recorded in 192 J. In that year there were only 1,159 workers in this industry, (:rk~~~ 75). 
but now there are 8,026. This large increase is due to the development of a new 
industry, namely, the preservation and export of cashew kernels to the United States 
durin~ the last few years Cashew-nuts are first roasted and shelled, and the kernels are 
cleaned, graded and packed in cans with carbon dioxide gas as a preservative. In 1930 
cashew kernels to the value of Rs. 71, lakhs were exported from Travancore, whereas in 
1921 there was no export at all. This is an organized industry and according to the 
present census 6,285 females and 665 males are employed in it. There is a growing 
dem'\nd for this article in the United States and if introduced in other Western countries, 

3p 
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it will surely create a demand there also. This is what the Indian Trade Commissioner 
in London says about the market for cashew-nuts in England in his report for 1931-32. 
" These nuts will have a good market in this country if their use as dessert nuts can be 
cultivated. They can easily be introduced as an alternative to almonds, especially as 
the latter are very dear, and are not readily forthcoming from Empire sources." The 
industry has, therefore, great possibilities of development. 

Toddy drawing 328. The fall in the recorded number of toddy drawers is from 47,824 in 1921 
(Group 76) to 23,2~46 in 1931. The anti-drink movement and the spread of education have probably 

contributed to this fall to some extent; but the main cause is, I believe, the aversion on 

Other 
industries. 

the part of the men engaged in the profession to own it. 
329. Persons employed in dress and toilet industries (Order 12) have increased 

from 40,22J in 1921 to 42,156 in 1931. though among barbers there is a fall of 3,557. 
Under building industries (Order 14) the number of workers recorded at the present 
census is 17,024 as against 3,829 at the last. Evidently, a large number of labourers 
engaged in building construction were included in unspecified workmen in 1921. Printers 
and book-binders (Group 95) have increased from 1,235 to 1,665 and makers of jewellery 
(Group 98) from 9,357 to 9,714 during the last decade. Of the printers and book
binders as many as 1,409 out of 1,665 are working in organized industry, while out of 
9,714 jewellers there are only 36 such workers. 

Transport 330. Persons engaged in transport number 37,628 as against 31,796 in 1921. 
(Sub-class IY). Water transport employs the largest number, viz., 1 3,541. In Travancore which has an 

extensive system of water communications, with canals and backwaters forming a continuous 
chain and running throughout the length of the country, and with numerous navigable 
rivers Bowing across the land from the mountains to the sea, it is but natural that water 
transport outstrips other methods of transport. The chief vehicle used for this purpose is 
the old fashioned canoe which in point of speed is slower than any other vehicle, but in 
point of cheapness beats all others. Out of 13,54 J persons engaged in water transport 
all but 237 earn their livelihood as canoemen. Motor and steam boats which employ 237 
persons and which are used mainly for' passenger traffic have increased from 36 to 50 
between 1921 and 1931. Of 20,353 workers returned under transport by road, 7, J 08 
are labourers employed on roads and bridges, 4,373 are owners, managers and employes 
connected with motor-cars, buses and lorries, and 7,911 are mainly owners and drivers at 
bullock carts. In 1921 the corresponding figures were 3,339, 167 and 3,278 respectively. 
Labourers and cart drivers seem to have more than doubled since the last census. Such 
an apparently large increase might be due to some employes of these classes having been 
included in unspecified labourers and workmen in 1921. In the case of mechanically 
driven vehicles plying for hire, the owners and employes have increased from 167 to 4,373. 
If to these are added private motor-drivers and cleaners returned under group J 86, the 
total number employed in connection with motor-cars, buses and lorries, according to the 
present census, is 6,492, which is seven times the number (925) recorded in 1921. Such 
a large increase indicates the phenomenal development of motor traffic in the last decade, 
which is fully borne out by the rise in the number of motor vehicles in use and the number 
of vehicles and accessories and the quantity of petrol imported annually. Up to 1921 
only 152 motor vehicles were registered in Travancore, while the number registered up to 
1931 rose to 2,475. Similarly, the value of motor cars and accessories imported rose 
from Rs. 91,456 in 1921 to Rs. 10,99,097 and that of petrol from Rs. 2,16,997 to 
Rs. 20,83,667. 

331. The number employed on railways has increased from 1,090 to ) ,997 since 
192). There has been no addition to the railway mileage during the last decade, but at 
the time of the census, work was going on in connection with the extension of the line from 
the outskirts of Trivandrum to the centre of the town, which presumably accounts for the 
increase in the number of employes. The number of persons employed in Post (including 
Travancore Anchal Service) and Telegraph has risen from 1,515 to 1,737 which may 
be regarded as normal increase due to the natural expansion of these services. -

Trade 332. Next to agriculture and industry, trade is the most important occupation of the 
(Sub-class Y). people of this State. It gives employment to 156,031 earners and working dependants 

and to 20,6 J 7 others as subsidiary occupation, both tQgether totalling 176,648 as against 
157,395 in 1921. The increase during the decade is, therefore, tl2 per cent. The earners 
and working dependants form about three per cent. of the population, and the number 
supported by this occupation U. e. workers and dependants), assuming the ratio of workers 
to dependants to be the same as that in J 921, comes to nearly 8 per cent. of the population. 
The corresponding proportion in India in 1921 was only 5· 7 per cent. The importance 
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"of trade to Travancore can be gauged from the following statistics. In 1921 the value of 
exports and imports aggregated nearly Rs. 1 J ~ crores and in 1931 it rose to Rs. 20~ 
crores. in 1921 the number of markets recorded in the Census Report was 107 and 
their annual transactions were over Rs. 3~" crores. In 193 J the number reported by the 
T ahsildars is over 500 and the aMua! transactions exceed Rs. 6 crores. In addition 
to these, there are also 58 cattle m3.rkets transacting business for over Rs. 34 lakhs 
annually. 

333. The total number following banking and allied business has risen from 2,922 Bank ma.nagers, 

in 1921 to 4,089 in 1931, an increase of nearly 40 per cent. The enormous growth of ~on(b Jend~~), 
joint-stock banks and co-operative credit societies accounts for such a large increase in e c. r er • 

the number of persons employed in these concerns. Banks have increased from 42 to 195 
and their working capital from about Rs. 15 lakhs to Rs. 42! lakhs, and the co-operative 
societies from 227 to 1,784 and their working capital frt)m Rs. 3 ~ lakhs to Rs. 63i 
lakhs in the course of the last decade. 

334. Hotel-keepers, tea-shop proprietors and emplo yes have increased by J 4 per Hotels, cafes, 
cent. from J 4,880 in 1921 to J 6,963 in 1931. The development of motor traffic has etc. (Order 31). 

contributed largely to the increase in the number of hotels and tea-shops. At the junctions 
,of roads and at the bus halting stations one sees a number of these refreshment stalls, well 
patronised. In towns and important villages one can hardly walk a few yards without passing 
one of them. The investment required for opening a tea-shop is small and to a man of limited 
means it appears to be a lucrative business. A tea-shop is generally run as a joint family 
concern, the wife attending to cooking, cleaning and other menial works and the husband 
serving the customers. The proportion of women to men engaged in this occupation is, 
therefore, 866 to 1,000, while taking trade as a whole there are only 304 women workers 
to 1,000 men. 

335. Dealers in various sorts of foodstuffs such as rice, fish, grains, pulses, sweet- Other trade in 

meats, tobacco, etc., form the bulk of the people engaged in other trade. Their total foodstuffs 
strength is 99,280 as comp3red with 90,580 in J 921. The workers, excluding those (Order 32). 

who follow the business as subsidiary occupation, number 86,299, forming 55 per cent. 
> of the workers in the entire trading business. The general store-keepers, shop-keepers 
and other traders returned under Order 39 (Group 150) belong in all probability to the 
class of traders included in Order 32. With the addition of these the number in the latter 

> order goes up to 96,411 which is nearly 62 per cent. of the total number engaged in trade. 
In other words, 62 per cent. of the traders deal in commodities which make up the food 

> of the people. 
336. Persons engaged in public administration include the officers of the municipal Public a.dmini. 

bodies and of the State service other than the Armv, Police, engineers, doctors, school- stl'ation 

h h d h · . - " h I 'fi' h (Sub·class VII). masters, etc., w 0 are s own un er t ell' respective occupatIons In t e c aSSI catIon sc erne. 
The number returned under public administration in the above restricted sense is J 6,684 
against 12,786 in 192 J, showing an increase of mort" than 30 per cent. during the decade. 
One noteworthy feature of the figures of the present census is that 4 J J females are found 
to be employed in the State service, while at the last census no such female employe was 
returned. The liberal policy pursued by the Government of T ravancore in spreading 
female education and in throwing open appointments in the various departments of the State 
to women has enabled them to enter Government service and compete with men in the 
administrative field which was till recently the latter's exclusive preserve. 

337. Sub-class VIII includes religion, law, medicine, instruction, letters, arts and Professions and 

SCIences. The number returned under these heads n0"Y" ~nd at the last cenSUs and the ~~~:~\::S~III) . 

Hc .. <1 

Tota.l 

RellglOTl 
Law 
McchClUC 
In.trucboTl 
LettctR, art~ and. 

~Clences 

Number ill I NllmiJer III I 
1931 1921 

6<1,270 

20,770 
1i,7i3 
9,6% 

21,'209 

r"H8~ 

58,813 

22.:>24 
iI,52~) 
1;,588 
H,4~S 

VariatIon 
per cent. 

+ 13'1 

- 7'S 
+92'1 
+±6"2 
+ 17 >0 

-6;;'R 

vanatlOns between the two censuses 
are shown in the marginal table. 
These ligures have to be accepted with 
caution. The fall under religion may 
be due to some religious mendicants 
being recorded under beggars and 
vagrants. Letters, arts and sciences 
include persons following such a variety 
of professions that some of them may 
have been shown under other heads. 
Under law are shown not only lawyers, 

law agents and muktiars, but also lawyers' clerks, petition writer", etc. An addition or 
over 3,000 persons in these professions as principal and subsidiary occupations and as work
_ing dependants in the course of the decade cannot be considered to be too large ~n a 
country where litigation is always on the increase and where a first grade Law College is 
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turning out year after year increasing numbers of law graduates and pleaders. and variou a', 
educational institutions are sending forth hundreds of educated men and women who. 
linding little scope for other employments, take to petition writing and occupations of allied 
nature. Under medicine there is an increase of more than 48 per cent. during the decade. 
This head includes medical practitioners of registerable qualifications (247). other practi~ 
tioners of allopathic, homoeopathic and ayurvedic systems of medicine, dentists, midwives, 
vaccinators, compounders, and veterinary surgeons. The increase has been contributed 
mostly by the miscellaneous medical practitioners. An increase of 6,783 in the number 
engaged in instruction is a natural consequence of the rapid spread of education. It is 
interesting to note that this profession now employs as many as 3,272 women as against 
I ,819 in 1921. Out of the total num ber of emp] oyes of both sexes in the Department of 
Public Instruction, nearly 97 per cent. are professors and teachers and the remaining 
three per cent. are clerks and servants connected with education. 

Dom.estic 338, The abnormal increase in the number under domestic service from 7,098 in· 
(s~~.~iausex.) 1921 to 714,159 in 1931 is due, as has been already explained in paragraph 278 above, 

to the inclusion of women engaged in house~keeping and doing ·actual manual work under 
this head at the present census. The number of such women is 681.716. It is not known 
under which head they were shown at the last census. Some might have been included in 
unspecified labourers, but the large majority of them might probably have been counted as 
dependants. 

Pri yate motor
drivers and 
cleaners 
(Group 186) 

Organized 
industries. 

339. The number of private motor~drivers and cleaners has increased from 758 to· 
2,119 in the course of the decade, which is a clear indication of the progress in the use of 
motor cars in this State, apart from the motor vehicles plying for hire under which also a 
substantial increase in the number of employes has been recorded as we have seen in para" 
graph 330 above. 

340. The expression "organized industry," as it is used in this Report, has been 
defined and the scope of its application to the census in this State explained in paragraph 279 
above. As has been stated therein the figures recorded here relate only to plantations of 
special crops tea, rubber and cardamom) cultivated on estate scale and industries conducted 

on factory scale. These figures 
cannot strictly be compared 
with the results of the indus
trial census in 1921, because 
that enquiry was made in 
regard to industrial establish~ 
ments employing 10 or more 
persons. Bearing this fact in 
mind let us examine in a 
general way the mail1 
features of the organized indus~ 
tries as revealed by the present 
figures_ The number of pet'~ 
sons employed in organized 
industries is 103,490. Their 
distribution in the main indus
tries is shown in the margin. 
Of 103,490 persons employed 
in various industries, tea 
gardens have 62,452 or 60'3 
per cent., and these together 
with the cultivators of rubber, 
cardamom and other special 
crops account for as much as 
70 per cent. of the total number, 
and of the remaining 30 per 
cent., textiles can claim 8'2 per 
cent. The chief textile industry 
conducted on factory scale is 
the manufacture of coir mat and 
matting which employs 7,132 
persons or 6-9 per cent. of the 
total number. Organized food 
industries give employment to 
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Cultivation or special crops 

('ard:tmU111 

.i{ubll('r 
1\'n 
Other" 

Textiles 

Cmr fnctuneR 
Cotton weav-llig tactorJeR 
Oehele 

Ceramics 

Tile wm];s 
BrIC'k works 

Chemical industries 

Oil mIlls 
Mat ch factories 
Othe18 

Food industries 

Cashew-nnt factories 
Otl,er" 

Miscellaneous industries 

Print in C!' prCRqCS 

Other, 

Transport by mechanically driven 
vehicles 

1\10" or b lHP~ d,Url lorries 
Railway" 
()t,[t"rH 

Other industrie .. 

103,490 100 

72,376 

2.!lOi 
6,~:lR 

6') '~5" 
-, i,t~) 

8,520 

7,132 
1,070 

31H 

2,926 

2,z.!9 
G77 

1,198 

612 
382 
204 

8,128 

6,9;)0 
1,178 

1,523 

5,775 

H,7RR 
[,709 

278 

3,044 

69'9 

2'8 
0·6 

1\0'3 
0-2 

8'2 

6·9 
]'0 
0·3 

2·2 
0'6 

1'2 

0"6 
0·4 
0'2 

7·9 

0'7 
1·2 

1'-1 
0-] 

5,6 

3·7 
]-6 

29 

8,128 workers of whom 6,950 
are engaged in cashew-nut factories. Ceramics employ 2,926 persons of whom 2,249 find 
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employment in tile factories. 1,198 persons are enga€,ed in chemical industries and of 
these 6 J 2 work in oil mills. Under miscellane~us industries 1,409 persons are employed 
in pnntmg presses. Organized transport by mechanically driven vehicles engages 5.775 
workers or 5'6 per cent. of the total number employed in organized industries, and of 
these 3,788 persons are connected with moiC'= traffic. 

COTTON WEAVING FACTORIES. 1,078 

Diagram 66 - showing the org~nised 

PRINTING PRESSES. 1,178 Industries employing 1,000 or more 
persons in Travancore, 1931. 

RAILWAY 

CARDAMOM PLANTATIONS 

MOTOR TRANSPORT 

RUBBER PLANTATIONS 

CASHEW NUT f"ACTORIE5 

COIR FACTORIES 

TEA P1.ANTATIONS I 

N. B. THE 8AR rOR TEA PlAN1'A_TIONS 

SHOULD BE ABOUT NINE 't'~ME.S 

THAT F'OR COtFl FACTORIES AND 

IS TtU;AEFORE INCOMPLETE. 

34). The difference between the figures of the ptesent and the previous censuses Compal'ison 
has already been pointed out. In) 911 the industrial census covered all establishments with pl'eYious 

employing 20 persons or more, and in ) 92) all establishments employing) 0 persons censuses. 

or more. Owing to these differences it is strictly not correct to institute a comparison 
between the figures of these three censuses. Still, a general idea of the progresS' in 
the development of organized industries may be obtained from such a comparison. 
The statistics relating to some important industries are, therefore. given in the 
~____ marginal table. Rubber cultivation 

Industry 

Hubber plantation" 
Tca gardens 
Coil' factories 
Brick liud tile work. 
Oil mllls 
Oashew. nut factories 
Pnntinf( presses 
Motor buses and lorries 

Number of employes shows a gradual development, the 
number of workers having risen 
from 2,496 in 1911 to 5,867 in 
192) and to 6,838 in 193 J. The 

1911 1921 19;11 

abnormal increase in the tea garden 
6~:~~~ employes in the last'decade is, as has 

7,132 been already shown, probably due to 
2'~i~ inaccuracies in the figures of 192). 
6,950 Nevertheless, there has been pheno~ 
~:~~~ menal development of tea cultivation 

I in the decade. Coir factories have 

2,496 5,867 
2,462 11,350 
1,983 5,101 
1,510 3,357 

659 659 
Nli Nil 
523 72,1 

Not available 

____ ___c_____ made good progress during the last 
two decades. In) 9) ) there were only 1,983 workers, but in 1921 the number rose to 
5, ) Oland in 193 J to 7, 132. Brick and tile works and oil mills show a slight decline at 
the present census, probably due to the economic depression. Cashew~nut industry is a 
recent introduction and there are no figures for the previous censuses. The number 
employed in printing presses has almost doubled during the last ten years. Transport by 
motor buses and lorries came to prominence only in the last decade and hence statistics 
relating to it were not collected in J 9) 1 or ) 92 1. At the present census 3,788 persons 
ha'le been returned as being employed in it. 

342 Of the total number of 103,490 employes in organized industries, 3,739 
directmg, supervising and clerical staff. ) 72 are welfare workers and 99.579 
operatives, the proportions per 1,000 being 36, 2 and 962 respectively. 

3p 

are Proportio!ls of 
employes In 

are organized 
industries. 
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Directi!l~' 343. The directing, superVlSlng and clerical staff consists of 3,494 Indians and' 
~f!r~~!tS~~ff;.nd 245 others who are mostly Europeans. The staff includes 1,030 managers of whom 843 

are Indians and 187 are' Europeans. European managers are found chiefly in rubber 
and tea plantations. In the supervising and clerical staff there are 2,651 Indians against 
58 others. 

Welfare 
workers. 

Labour. 

Women and 
children 
employed in 
organized 
industries. 

344. The number of welfare workers in all the industries together is only 172. 
This may appear to be too small for a population of nearly t 00,000 operatives. But the 
conditions under which most of the industries are carried on are such that there is no 
necessity to make special arrangements to attend to the welfare of the labourers. The 
only places where such arrangements are necessary are rubber and tea plantations and a 
few large factories. The plantations have 90 welfare workers for a population of a little 
over 70,000 labourers, and coir factories which employ less than 7,000 operatives have 
64 of them. . C j_,j c, -- ,-,=co 

345. The operatives engaged in the organized industries number 99,579 and of 
these more than 71 per cent., i. e., 70,735, are employed in the cultivation of special 
crops, tea alone accounting for as many as 61,414, rubber for 6,347 and other crops for 

2,974. The distribution of the operatives 

IncluRtl'y 

Coir factories 
Cotton wravmg factories 
TIle and brick workb 
a,l mIlls 
Cash~-nut factories 
Prmting presses 
Motor bUR'S and lor1'108 
Railways 
Others 

Total 

Opelahves 

Nt.mbel' 

6,662 
Q34c 

2,733 
561 

G,923 
I,07l 
:l,r.:H 
1,537 
+,789 

28,844 

\ percentage 

23·1 
3'2 
9.3 
2'0 

24·0 
;J'7 

12'6 

100'0 

in the other important industries is shown 
in the margin. Of the various industries. 
coir and cashew-nut factories employ 
more than 23 per cent. of the operatives 
each, motor buses and lorries 12'6 per 
cent., tile and brick works 9'5 per cent., 
railways 5'3 per cent., printing presses 
3'7 per cent., cotton weaving factories 
3'2 per cent., and· oil mills 2 per cent. 
The above are the chief organized 
industries in the order of their importance. 
The other industries which employ 16'6 
per cent. of the. operatives include one 
or two saw mills, one paper mill, two 

match factories, and a few soda water factories, rice mills, fish curing yards, lace and 
embroidery factories, boot and shoe factories and some other minor industries. This is 
all that T ravancore can claim in the shape of organized industries and the fact that they 
together employ only less than 30,000 operatives shows their comparative insignificance. 

346. Of the 99.579 operatives employed in organized industries, 35,878 (i. e. 
36 per cent.) are females. The ratio of females per 1,000 males is 5G3. About 78 
per cent. of the females are employed in tea, rubber and cardamom plantations. in which 
there are 655 female workers per 1,000 males. There is no other industry which 
employs such a large number of females. The only important organized industry in 
which there is a higher proportion of female to male workers is the cashew~nut industry. 
It employs 6,285 females as against 665 males. Coir factories have J ,092 female 
operatives, but this gives only about one female per five males. All the other industries 
together employ about 564 females only. 

Considering the adults separately, it is seen that females number 23,778 against 
44,424 .. males which gives a proportion of 535 to 1,000. Of the adult females, 16,567 
(70 per cent.) are employed in plantations and of these again more than 1 5 thousand are 
workers in tea gardens. Cashew~nut industry employs 5,873 adult females and coir 
factories 1,004. In ~the former there are 1 7 adult females to one adult male while in the 
latter the proportion is one to five. 

Children number 31.377 in the total labour population of 99,579 employed in 
organized industries. In other words, nearly one~third of the operatives are children. 
Plantations, and particularly tea gardens, contain the largest number of them, viz., 28,348 
in all plantations together and 26,936 in tea gardens alone. The proportion of children 
to adults in the latter is 781 to 1,000. Cashew~nut factoriel'i employ 705 children against 
6,218 adults or about one child per nine adults, and in the coir factories there are 361 
children as compared with 6,301 adults or one child per J 7 adults. 
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Children employed in organized industries consist of 12,100 females and J 9,277 
males, and of these 11,393 females and J 6,955 males are employed in plantations, the 
proportion being ?7~ females to J ,000 males. The number of children e~ployed _in 
cashew~nut factones IS 705 of whom 4) 2 are females and 293 are males. CoIr factones 
employ only 361 children of whom the majority (283) are males and only 78 are 
females. 

To sum up, the plantations employ the largest number of labourers, (men, women 
and children) but more men than women and the highest proportion of children to adults. 
Cashew~nut factories employ mostly women, children forming almost one-ninth of the adults 
and nearly 59 per cent. of the children being females. The proportions of women to men 
and of children to. adults are considerably less in coir factories than in the plantations or 
cashew-nut factories. The number of women and children employed in other industries is 
too small to deserve notice. 

347. Unemployment is now a world-wide problem. In Europe it started mainly as the Unemployment_ 
aftermath of the War and in a few years it grew into a big monster which threw out its 
tentacles on all sides and engulfed the whole world. With the present economic depression 
the problem of unemployment has reached an acute stage in every country. In the West it 
is the industrial worker that has been hit hard. The dislocation of trade caused by 
monetary troubles and tariff barriers in various countries, the diminution in the 
purchasing power of the people and the restriction on the output of industrial products have 
thrown millions of factory hands out of employment. In India it is the agriculturist that 
has suffered most. The heavy drop in the prices of the raw materials is mainly responsible 
for the sad plight into which he has been driven. Owing to the absence of statistics it is 
not possible to say to what extent unemployment has increased in T ravancore as a result of 
the present slump. The rapid growth of the population which has taxed to the utmost 
the resources of agriculture. the chief occupation of the people, has been the primary cause 
of unemployment in this country. It has been aggravated in recent years by the spread of 
a system of education which has created in the minds of the youth an aversion to manual 
labour and a craving for employment in Government service. On the top of these has 
come the economic depression which has further reduced the sphere of profitable 

. employment. 

348. With a view to ascertain the extent of unemployment among the educated a Unemployment 
special enquiry was conducted at the present census. The results of this enquiry will be amonlagti~be 15 

. h I HI' h d' h . f I I . h popu on, dealt WIt present y. ere WIS to ISCUSS t e questIOn 0 genera unemp oyment WIt yea.rs and over. 
the help of the figures of non-working dependants abstracted from the enumeration 
schedules. We have seen in paragraph 286 above that judged from the proportion of non~ 
working dependants to the total population, there is more unemployment in Travancore than 
in any other State or Province in India except Bengal. Out of a total population of 
5,095,973 in this State, 2,688,679 are non-working dependants. Bya special sort these 
have been separated into three groups by sex, namely, those below the age of 15, 
literates of 15 years and over, and illiterates of 15 years and over. The figures obtained 
___ ~ _____________ in the last two groups are given in the margin. 

Non-working dcpent['UltH of 1:\ year, and ovorl, Roughly there are 179 thousand males and 321 

Lltemte 
IllIlerate 

Total. 

Deduct number of 
studeuts of 15 
years and over. 

Males 

91 ,!)ii i 
!'V,842 

191,799 

12,2Hl 

179,580 

Femah''3 

7G,01?; 
2·.H:;~17!J 

32<1,19<1 

3,2."i!l 

320,935 

thousand females or in all 500 thousand persons of 
15 years and over who are entirely unemployed. If 
to this figure is added the number of women 
(681, 716) who are engaged in house-keeping and 
who are treated as working dependants, the total 
will go up to about 1,182,000. As these women 
are engaged in some work, though not of the kind 
which gives them wages, we may leave them out of 
account and consider only those who are totally un
employed. Their number, as stated above, is 500 
thousand which works out to about 10 per 
cent. of the total population. Of these, t 79 thousand 

are males and 321 thousand are females, the ratio to the total male and female population 
being 7 per cent. and 13 per cent. respectively. Of the males, about 79 thousand are 
literate and J 00 thousand are illiterate, and of the females 73 thousand are literate and 
248 thousand are illiterate. Thus it will be seen that the literate unemployed population 
of 15 years and over is 1 52 thousand and the illiterate unemployed of the same ages is 348 
thousand. In other words, there are about 44 literate per 100 illiterate unemployed in the 
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population of r.5 years and over. If every person who is totally unemployed were to do· 
some work and earn even two ann as a day, 500 thousand unemployed mentioned above. 
supposing they work for 20 days in the month, will earn nearly Rs. 12t lakhs in a month 
or Rs. 150 lakhs in a year. This is not the place to consider what work they should do. 
For our purpose it is sufficient to note that by doing some work which will give them even 
two annas a day the present unemployed population will be able to add 150 lakhs of rupees 
to the national income. Be it remembered that in this calculation we have left out all children 
below J 5 years, all women engaged in house~keeping and all boys and girls of f.5 years 
and over who are at school or college. 

349. The number of unemploy,ed literates and illiterates by sex in the population of 
1.5 years and over of each main relig~on and the percentage of the unemployed to the total 

Fl1employerl fen",le' 

Hellgion 
IPercentage (It -- I - Percentageof 

. _. total llll,"m·. _ lotal unem-
Llterate~ 1" IllIterate, 151 ) I t LIterates h Illiterates 15 1 d t 

Years alld year, anti p aye! 0 yeaTS amI years anel p aye 0 
, Lotal popula. . II total popula-

m-er over tlOn of all over OW'I tlOn of all 
I ages [ ages 

----~----~-------~~~----

HlIldu _II 
Chrlst13n 
Muslim. 

41),O;)t-l, 

32,971 
2,7()H 

"G.O!)l 
31,4G8 

K,373 

\)·n 38,382 
33,S1;; 

55!) 

157,530 
76,:;34 
14,11:> 

lZ-" 
14'0 

p?pulati~n are 
gIven In the 
marginal table. 
It will be seen 
from the table 
that the propor~ 
tion of the un~ 
employed is 
least among 
Muslims, some~ 
what hi g her 
among Hindus 

and highest among Christians. The variations are greater in the case of females 
than in the case of males. It may seem strange that unemployment is less prevalent among 
Muslim than among Hindu or Christian females. This may be due to the fact that women 
engaged in house~keeping have been excluded from the category of the unemployed. 
Among the unemployed, the proportion of literates to illiterates is 40 to f 00 in the case of 
Hindus, 60 to 100 in the case of Christians and 15 to 100 in the case of Muslims. These 
proportions correspond more or less to the variations in the extent of literacy prevalent 
among the three communities. 

Unemployment 3.50. We shall now consider unemployment among certain important Hindu castes. 
by e&ste. The discussion is confined to males of 1 7 years and over. The figures worked out from 

the number of non-working dependants of 1 7 years and over, together with the percent~ 
ages of literates to male population, 7 years and over, are given in the marginal table_ 

Generally speaking, it may 

Caste 

K - I 
aI).lyan ·1 Ampalavasi . 

Brahman • 
Nayar • 
Velakkithalanayar • 
Ve1J!;.Jan 
Atayan 
Krishnan vakd' 
I!avan 
val)Iyau 
Nact1i.r 
Kammalan 
Valan 
Pulayan 
Thantan 

Unemployed males 
17 years and over 

1,104 
560 

4,520 
36,83!l 
11,239 
2.818 

743 
306 

20,259 
52S 

5,075 
4,037 

425 
3,22!l 

448 

Percentag~ of un
employed to total 

male populatIOn of 
all ages 

14'0 
13-3 
]3-0 
8'5 
8·1 
8-0 
6'3 
5·0 
4·7 
4'6 
4·2 
3-9 
3'9 

Percentage of male 
Iltcrate8 to male 

population 7 year" 
and over 

68·9 
78-4 
80·3 
61·S 
42-6 
5S·S 
43'2 
40·5 
42'7 

·15'2 
27-3 
6'!) 

17·3 

be said that unemploy~ 
ment increases with the 
increase in literacy, with 
no doubt a few minor 
exceptions. The Brah~ 
man, the Ampalavasi and 
the KaI)iyan who show 
the greatest male literacy 
(70 to 80 per cent.) have 
also the largest volume 
of unemployment among 
the male population of 1 7_ 
years and over, namely, 
1 3 to 1 4 per cent. The 
Nayar whose male li
teracy is about 62 per 
cent. has amale unemploy-

_ mentratio of 8'5 per cent. 
The corresponding proportions for the Ilava are 42·7 per cent_ and 4·7 per cent.; for the 
Nadar J 7·9 per cent. and 4'2 per cent.; for the Pulayan 6'9 per cent. and 3'1 per cent. 
A striking exception to the general rule is the Kammalan. The literacy ratio of this com- -
munity is :1-5·2 per c;nt. ,,;hich is higher than t"?at. of :V~lakkithalanaY,ar, Atayan: Krishnan
vaka and Itava, ana yei ine unemployment raho IS dIstmctly lower than that ot the other 
castes. Evidently, the spread of education does not affect the employment of artizans of 
the Kammala caste as much as it affects the other castes mentioned above. The labourer 
classes like the Pulayan and the Thantan have the least literacy and also the least 
unemployment. 
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351. The results of the special enquiry into educated unemployment conducted at Educated un
the present census are set forth in Imperial Table XII-Parts I and II. The special ~~y!Or:~:;~s 
schedule prescribed for this enquiry was supplied only to those who desired to fill it up. of the returns. 
The statistics collected do not by any means represent the total number of educated un-
employed in the country at the time of the census. Many of them did not care to receive 
the schedule and fill it up, either because they feared that the enquiry was prompted by 
some sinister motive or because they were conscious that it would not lead to the opening 
up of fresh avenues of employment. The returns have, therefore, been vitiated by a large 
number of omissions. It is gratifying to note, however, that the enquiry in this State has 
not been such a dismal failure as it has been in some other States and provinces. In 
Baroda, for example, only 270 males educated in English have been Ieturned as un~ 
employed, whereas the corresponding number returned in T ravancore is 2,534. Several 
other States and provinces seem to have shared the fate of Baroda and the Census 
Commissioner for India, seeing the failure of the enquiry, suggested in his circular letter No. 
23-Comp. dated 4th February 1932 that it might be dropped altogether. But since the 
results of the enquiry in this State are not as unsatisfactory as those elsewhere and since 
the numbers returned may be regarded as a random sample of the total unemployed which 
could be used for a comparative study of the problem of unemployment among different 
classes of people, they are dealt with here as briefly as possible. 

On the whole, 12,220 filled-up schedules were received in connection with this 
enquiry and they were distributed as shown below:-

J. Passed examinations in English. 
(a) Totally unemployed 
(b) Employed but not suitably 

1,820 
217 

2. Educated in English but not passed any examination. 
(a) Totally unemployed 847 

126 (b) Employed but not suitably 
3. Passed examinations in vernacular. 

(a) Totally unemployed 3,491 
(b) Employed but not suitably 1,392 

4. Educated in vernacular but not passed any examination. 
(a) Totally unemployed 3,373 
(b) Employed but not suitably 954 

Total 12,220 

Of the above number, 9,531 were totally unemployed and 2,689 had some employ
ment with which they were not satisfied. Of the 9,531 totally unemployed, 3,373 were only 

I I NUlll],el 

P(,l('entage 
(If the 

total 

literate in vernacular and had not 
passed any examination, and these 
have therefore been left out of 
account. The remaining 6,1 58 
persons were distributed as shown 
in the margin. 5'5 per cent. of 
the number of persons returned 
were graduates, 24'1 per cent. had 
passed the English School Leaving 

1. Pa\'"l~c(l examlnatlollS III Engh:-.h 

(!) (iraduate" 
(bJ Englbh School Ll'avlTlg' C!'rtl

ficate holders or MatllcuJlltcs 
2. Educaie<ll11 Eng-It,h 
3. Pa~.;ed examinations in vernacular 

per cent. were educated in English 
passed examinations in vernacular. 

1.1'20 

1,4,qC) 
1i47 

3,41)] 

21).(; 

24· I 
13·7 
54)·7 

or Matriculation examination, 13'7 
but had not passed any examination and 56·7 had 

352. The above figures may be compared with some other statistics available in this Comparison 
State. In 1926 the Government of Travancore appointed a committee of officials and :j~\~t~:r 
non-officials to enquire into the problem of unemployment in the State and suggest st~tistics. 
remedial measures. The report of this Committee was published in 1928. In response to 
a notice published and widely circulated by the Committee, they received J ,312 
forms filled up by the unemployed. Of these, 321 were from persons who had not 
passed any examination and the remaining 991 were distributed as shown below :
Graduates 58, those who passed other examinations in English 279, and those who passed 
examinations in vernacular 654. The corresponding numbers received in the unemploy~ 
ment enquiry at the present census are 337, 1,483 and 3,491. The census enquiry hes, 
therefore, had much better response than the one conducted by the Committee. 

3Q 
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A general idea of the extent of unemployment among persons who have passed 
examinations can be obtained 
from the number of applications 

Statlstics mllectea hy the for appointments received by the 
Unemploymellt EUfjUlry Arphcati,mH 

Oommltte... Appllcatiolls lccclVed lit various departments of Govern-
rec-enTd by R,nne mal,ll' the Cen~m ment. The statistics collected by 

dep'1.rtnlcl1t:-4 ot UovelU. Office In 
I mellt l!l the ye:1l'l lU31 the Unemployment Enquiry 
l HJ21-192(; Committee and the number of , 

---------:-1-- applications for appointments 
Graduate, HII 2211 received in the Census Office are 
Tho~e ",h" l)<l,-{:-'l'U nUll'! i • • h . I h 

exnmmahOIlH in 1'~llg1hh i !I,ll ,,!O gIVen In t e margm. n t e years 
'fhnse who pahcd eXilnll· J 924- J 926 the major depart-

11aLlO11' 111 vl'rnacubr 1,41~ 11'?l(8)'~ ments of Government received 
Tota.l 2,792 2.792 applications, while in 1931 

_-_.- the Census Office alone received 
1.48' applications. i. e., more than half the number received by the major departments in 
three years. 

The Unemployment Enquiry Committee also made an estimate of the probable 
number of eligible candidates for appointments. the number finding employment and the 
number remaining unemployed. The following is their estimate :-

Number seeking employment every year 3,500 
.. absorbed in Government service 820 
" " in private colleges and schools 480 
.. .. in other private service 60 

Total number finding employment J ,360 
Number unemployed 2.140 

2.140 persons out of the numbers that pass out every year fail to obtain employment. 
Unemployment 353. The total number of persons who have passed some examination or other in 
!~~~~~rson!l English. returned as unemployed, is 1,820, consisting of 337 graduates and 1,483 
passedexamina- Matriculates or English School Leaving Certificate 
tions in --------- holders. The latter includes also those who have 
English. Exam~llati~~-' I Percentage .- passed the Intermediate examination and the former 

pa,seJ ot the total 
------.-_- --.. ---- comprises those who have obtained the degrees of 

D. A. 
1nte.rmerhate 
K. L. o. or Jllatrlc 
'rechmcal and eommerci.!l 
Othero 

J~ -; 

1·7 

B. A., M. A., M. SC. t B. Sc., L. T. and technical 
degrees in Agriculture. Commerce. Medicine and 
Law. The proportional distribution of the total 
number, according to the examinations passed, is 
shown in the margin. The large majority of the un-
employed (nearly 72 per cent.) are Matriculates or 

School Leaving Certificate holders. next to them come B. A: s with about 13 per cent. 
and then the Intermediates with about 10 per cent. These proportions correspond more 
or less to the number of persons who pass these examinations every year. In 1930, 

J .370 persons passed the School Leaving 
examination, 496 passed the B. A. degree 
examination and 267 passed the Inter
mediate examination. The unemployed 
graduates returned include 10 females and 
the S. L. C. holders and Matriculates 90 
females. The marginal table shows the 
distribution by age-group of 1,820 un-

Age .. group 

Below 20 
20-24 
2.;-29 
30-34 
35-39 
40 & above 

4SS 
12L 
ill) 

20\J 
H82 
4H 
120 
30 

-----.. -----~-~ 

Oaste or 
religion 

Clni"tian 
Na.yar 
brahm,ln 
Other Hindu, 
I~ava 
Muslim 

'I Percent,lt;e I 
of the toto] 

37·2 
33·" 
]0·7 
9.\) 
H,O 
0,7 

Females 

23 
(.2 
If 

1 

employed who have passed examinations 
in English. It will be seen from the table 

that about 52 per cent. of the total are between 20 and 
25 years of age and 27 per cent. between 25 
and 29 years. The unemployed are distributed 
by caste and religion as shown in the margin. 
The Christians have the highest proportion of the un
employed (37'2 per cent.) and the Muslims the lowest 
(0'7 per cent.). Of 100 unemployed females, 49 are 
Christians, 34 are Nayars and the rest belong to other 
commUDltles. 55 per cent. of the unemployed are 
sons of cultivators and there is hardly one per cent. 

whose fathers are artizans or menials. 
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354. This group most probably contains persons who have failed to secure a pass Unemployment 

in the English School Leaving or Matriculation examina- ::U~!~e~~~8ons 
CaRte or \ Pewmtltgc tion. Of 847 such persons 33 are females. The English and not 
_re_h_gi_on ___ __,__uf_t_h_e _t_ot_a_l _ distribution by caste or religion is shown in the margin. ~~~S:~oe:s~

Chu<tIan 
Nayar 

In this group also the highest proportion of the un-
~~:~ employed is in the Christian community, the next highest 

Othpr Hindns 
nava 
Bralunau 

12'2 is among_ Niiyars, the other Hindus come third, and 
1l·2 

1\1 Ut'll11l1 I 
i)'{ then the Ilava, the Brahman, and the Muslim in order. 
l' -l I It is interesting to note that in the Brahman caste the 

------'------- proportion of persons who have failed in examinations is 
less than that of persons who have passed. 

35.5. The total number of persons who have passed; examinations in vernaculars Unemployment 

returned as unemployed is 3,491, of whom 1,037 or nearly 30 per cent. are females. !~~nga~~rsons 
207 possess qualifications in drawing, music and other passed exa-

Caste 01' 

leligion 
Pelcentage 
of tne total 

N1i.yn,r I 
Ch;'lstlan i !.!~).1 
Other HUl<lu, I 11 ·ji 
I-I S'\l 

•• ,W:1 I 
Brahlllc111 1 • K 

Mll'lm~ __________ I ____ 1_'_1_ 

h · I b' Th . I bi h h d' . minations in tee mca SU Jects. e margma ta e soWS t e Istn- yernaculars. 
bution by caste or religion of the total number. In this 
group more than half the number of unemployed are 
Niiyars, and about lone-fourth are Christians. Among 
Brahmans the proportion is so low as J'8 per cent. 
As in other groups the Muslims have the least 
proportion and this is no doubt due to the paucity of 
qualified persons among them. Of the Depressed Classes 

other than Ilava, this group contains 13 unemployed persons, the previous one five and the 
one above it none. 

356. Judged from the returns of the unemployed in the special enquiry. the Conclusion. 

Christians show the largestr volume of unemployment among the English.educated and 
next to them the Nayars, whereas in the case of the vernacular-educated the Nayars occupy 
the first place and then the Christians. Among Brahmans unemployment is more pre~ 
valent in the English-educated section than in the vernacular-educated, and among the 
Ilavas and other Hindus it is more or less (he same in both the sections. Of all the 
~~mmunities excepting the Depressed Classes, educated unemployment seems to be If''\st 
prevalent among Muslims. 



260 CHAPTER VIII-OCCUPATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I A 

Earners (principal occupation) and working dependants 

CbbS, ~uh-cJas8 and Order 

1 

Non-working dependants 

All occupations - Earners (principal occupation) and 
working dependants 

A. Production of raw materials 

1. .Exploitation of animals and yegetation 

1 Pn':itnrc aTILl aU'llcnlture 
(a) (1n ItlVatJ(lll 
(0) CultivatIOn of "pc(,H11 crops, fnut, etc. 
Ce) ForeHt] y 
Cd) t'tock rmsing 
If) RaH,mg of slllali ammals and 1l1sect8 

2 F1t'3111ng and huntIng, etc. 

II. Exploitation of minerals 

., .J. l\Ietalhc minerals 
4. Non-metallIC mmcrals 

B. Preparation and supply of material substances 

Ill. 

G. 

R 
H. 

10. 
II. 
12 
l~. 

H. 
15. 
H. 
17. 

Industry 

rextllcH 
Hale" Skll1b and hart! matcrlals from the u1llll1al kll1gdom 
'Vo"d 
Mdal" 
Ceranl1c~ 
ChemIcal pl'<lclucts propcrly so,called and analogou~ 
Food 11lduRt~ie" 
InduHlrlc8 of ,hess ana the tOIlet 
FUrnIture indn~trle:-; 
Blllhhng Industrl{'s 
OonstructlOll of lllean~ of trl'tnsport 
Pl'oductlOn "nu trnnsml,slOn of phyRic"l force 
1I11,cellal1e0118 and undefined mdustl'ies 

IV. Tra.nsport 

I() 
21). 
:ll. 
22, 

Tran'port by water 
Tram,pol t by ro",l 
Transport by rml 
Po,t Offic~, Telegraph and Telephon(' ser\'iccs 

V. Trade 

23 
2~. 
25. 
2 ... 
27. 
2K 
2!1. 
31). 
:n. 
32. 
:~3 

:H 
3;'. 
36. 
37. 
38. 

3U. 

Bank:-., (·~tabh:-.hment8 of ('re(ht, cxchangt: and insnranC"e 
Brokelag-c, COmmlS,]on and export 
11 aele 1Il textiles 
Trade lD slnns, ieather allll fllrf, 
TracIe 1Il woou 
Trade III metal,s 
'l'rade In pottery, brIcks and tIles 
Tl'l'tde in ('hemiC'nl products 
Hotels, cafes, restaurants, etc. 
Other traae 1ll fO(1(1 stutts 
'1'1 "de III clothmg- and totlct articles 
Trade III fUr11l1 ure 
T'''rle m bllllrlmg material~ 
TracIe III means of transport 
'Prude In fnel 
Trad!' 111 articles of luxury and t110se pertaining to letters 

nnd the nrts "ncl ,CIenees 
Tradc of other sorts 

C. Public Administration and Liberal Arts 

VI. Public Force 

,10. Army 
4il. Pollee 

VII. Public Administration 

44 Pubhc AdmllllstratlOll .\ 
I 

Number per 10,000 
of total populatIOn 

2 

5,276 

4,724 

1,854 

184;8 

1.77~ 
1,;~7~ 

371 
R 

12 
1 

75 

6 

1 
5 

1,069 

689 

2.36 
1 

109 
27 
lR 
23 

llu 
83 

33 
2 

.,-
~, 

74 

27 
41) 

4 
3 

306 

Ii 
1 
7 

21) 
1 
2 
2 

32 
169 

1 
2 
:; 
0 
d 

4 

3 
41' 

152 

8 

4 
.j, 

33 

33 

Percentage re('orded 

In Clhe8 awl urhan I 
]]lChlHtnal areas 

3 

9 

7 

3 

3 

2 
2 
3 
!l 
!) 1 
~ { 

11 
5 
2 
6 

G 
2 

l,lOO 
11 

7 

3 
75 
Ii 

11 
17 
1 .. 

6 
9 

7f) 
10 

H 

"7 
30 

23 

16 
24 
50 
30 

15 

33 
G:5 
27 
21 

5 
:w 
12 
21 
12 
H 
1 .. 
73 
27 
12 
12 

,15 
16 

32 

611 
21 

6 
() 

3 
3 

I 

In rural arca~ 

91 

93 

97 

97 

!II" 
!Jt> 
!17 
ul 
95 

!-n 
9 

" ,6 
)0 89, 

100 
95 
98 

101 94 
100-

8 94 
98 

* 69' 

2 93 
94 92 
bb 94 

9> ~3 71 
~+ :!, 

96 " 
90 '-. 

92 
94 

100· 
97 
38 

100 
\)3 
8:, 
97 

100· 
95 

!I~ 

!io' 

75 
!i8 

9()' 

86 
100-
74 

87 
k7 

9, 
910 
08 
~14 

!l5 
91<· 

94 

79 
7~) 

94 
94 

97 
97 

91. 

91 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE 1 A-(concluded) 

Olns~, ~ub.elaf!,<,\ aud Oruer 

YIII. Professions and liberal arts 

45. RBligion 
46. Law 
17 MedIcine 
4R. InstructlOn 
49. Lette)'R, Itrt, and 'ClaneM \ot/(el' tiwn 44) 

Miscellaneous 

IX. Persons living on their income 

50. Persons livlng prmcipally all theIr income 

X. Domestic service 

51. DomestIc sel'vice 

:J. Insufficiently Mscribed ocoupations 

r"-~;~ ieh do Bot iJl(]wllte It definite occnplJ.tion 

. 'st1'ative 
J.dnlln1 J)'yisiotl.,lums and alms houses 

1 tlrostitlltecl 

2 

111. 

31; 
11 
16 
aR 
10 

-1,649 

5 

1,405 

232 

232 

'7 

J 
6 

rban indu1$trial areas rdel' to mumClp&.l tOWllS ouly. 
Central 

NortbCIl1 

Rlgh l\,n!!r 

261 

Pen~entagc rC<'tHtlcd 

29 71 

III 90 
67 :m 
1\1 81 
40 611 
21i 71 

8 92 

51 49 

:;1 -i~ 

'7 93 

93 

11 89 

11 89 

26 74 

1(10 
15 ~5 

_I_ 
~---~~ 



CHAPTER VIII-OCCUPATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I B 
(Earners as subsidiary occupation) 

.~--~ --~--~-----,---------------------

CIa;.;,..;, Snb-c1a~fl ilUJ Order 

1 

ALL OCCUPATIONS-(Earners as subsidiary 
occupation) 

A. Production of raw materials 

I. Exploitation of animals and yegeta.tion 
1. Pa~tU1'(' aml agriculture 

(a) CnltmLtion 
(b) OultJYahon of special crops, trUlt, etc 
(t') Fore,try 
(d) Stoek raIsing 
(to) RalHlIlg of ,mall animals and msects' 

2. Flshmg alld huntmg, etc. 

II. Exploitation of minerals 
3. Metallic minelal" 
.1-. Non .. mdalhc Illlllcrais 

B. Preparation and supply of material substances 

c. 

III. Industry 
;,. Te,tlles 
(j. H HleH, t-.klllS .find hurd materials from the animal kingdom 
I. Wood 
~. Metals 

CeramlC~ !I 
10. 
11. 
1: 
1:1 
H. 
1!1. 
lli. 
17. 

Clwmlcal prorluct~ properly Ro·{!alleu amI analogous 
FLlOd mdu...,tneA 
111l1u,llleS of dress and the tOIlet 
~'Ul'nlture industries 
DUll<1mg inuu~trieR 
Con:-;trlu:tlOn of me,lUS of transport 
ProductIOn I1Illi tramaIllHHioll of phyt·uC'al force 
MiNt'ella.neous und uudefin('d inJuslrwH 

IV. Transport 
I!J Tmnsport by \\'aler 
10. Tran'port by road 
2l. 1'ra''"l'0tt by mil 
22. Po~t Uffil'l'., Telegraph and Telephone !:)crviceR 

Trade V 
~3. 
~4 
2;). 
21;. 
:!'i. 

.BaIlk". c:-.tal)}l:;hmentF' ()f creult, exchange and Immrancc 
Blllkl'rage~ ('ommlHSlOn amI {'xport 

;·H 

'l'11ule lH h1xtJle;.; 
'l'TOOL' III f..hll1s, leatber aud furs 
J'Hlrrk in wood 
'Irade 111 meb.lls 
Trade ill pottel'Y, bl'lckK ami tiles 
TUldc III chcIDJcal prodnct~ 
Hotels, ~:·det">1 r~r-;taH1 ants~ etc. 
{\till'r trM.dt' m -[ood Ht.lIffN 
'l'l'culp jn clothing and tOllet articles 
Tlade III furmture 
TraJe In bUlldmt; materlal;'!' 
TI:ltle in mcaw., of tram.,port 
Twdl' ill fud 

3K. Trade m art.Iclcs of luxury and tho:;;e perta1 

:39. 
and tlle art:;. and r:-;Clen~es 

'l'radc ot other HortR 

Public Adnlinistrstion Bnd liberalsris .W 

VI. Public Force 
~(). Army 
4-;1. Poltee 

VII. Public Administration 
H-. Pubhc .. ~llnHll1stratlOn 

VIII. Profession. and liberal arts 
11.. HeJigHlH 
.j.(;. Law 
4 i. l\f L'I heine 
-j.~ Ill"trnctlOlJ 
4\'. Lett~lH, Jrt~ awl f.icicllee~ (othr'j' nun J-J) 

'i~ ('at 

D. Mls(,:ellaneous 

IX. Persons living on their income 
;)0. I'c]'solls.lrnng pnHl'lpally on tlieIr lIIcume "is. 

X. Domestic service 
;) 1. UOUlt:htIC ':ll'I'V!CC 

XI. InsuffiCiently described occupations 
~)2. lil:lIeral tenus 'VhlCh do not; iudieate J. J.dimtc occu.I 

XU, Unproductive 

.J 

:1 

967 

520 

620 
"lS 
3i~ 
136 

1 
2 

2 

116 

68 
30 

1 
If, 
1 

1 

1 

1 
1(1 

~, 

:1 

1 
\ 

17 

;):~. InlllHt\.)p, of ja.-11fl~ a:-.ylHmK ullil alfllN IHJUflcb 

54.. Be,~~a.l';-;, yaglants~ probtltntt.'S, -------------------- .. -~~ ...::.~ 

---~--------

PereeIltage recordeu 

4 

3 

3 
~ 
2 

8 ., 
1 

12 

3 

3 
2 

1 
4 

11 
(; 

2 
t; 

6 
2 

l.lOO 
'11 

j '7 
>I 
(j 

2.~' 
\) 

11 
10 

\\ 
(j 

:'1 
6Z 

F' 
3 

;,. 

~ 
f) 
\ 

91. 
(; 

:\2, 
(, 

1 
~1 

:\ 
(\ 

6 
Ii 

f 

In Tur;.lIl1l'em, 

. ~ 

96 

91 

97 
!)7 
~f', 

V:) 
H2 
!J(; 
!)\) 

88 

97 

97 
~i$ 

100·,""-·' 
~--~~ .. 

~ I' 
.6 

)0 89' 

1,)0 
95 
98 

101 91 
100-

8 94, 
\)g 

;t; 
69' 

2·93 
9, 92 
bh 94 

9, ~3 11 
'~ 

96 
liO 
92 
91 

10n 
\)7 
38 

lUll· 
U3 
8i, 
H7 

lOll' 
95· 

~8 
\i~) . 

7;) 

98 

1, 

9(} 

86 
101} 

74 

, 

87 
K7 

~ 

94 

'79 
';1,) 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 

Distribution of oocupation by sub-olasses in administrative and natural divisions 

(a) Earners (prinoipal oooupation) and working dependants 

DivHHOll 

STATE 

Administrative 
Division 

l"ou'llCrn 

Central 

Northern 

HIgh Range 

Na.tural 
Division 

Lowland 

MHlland 

Hl!dlland 

DIvision 

STATE 

Administrative 
Division 

S(mlhl'1'11 

Northeril 

Natural 
Division 

L()\\l:-t1Hl 

Total 1,000 

2 

528 

50R 

2GB 

528 

:,38 

.1 43S 
I 
I 

I 

S 

~82 

177 

188 

l\)() 

42 

171; 

UHi 

122 

ISO 

30-1 202 

2"J] H;9 

689 61S 

2BG 135 

Numuer per mille of the total populatIOn occulllc<l a, carnel, (prlIlClpal 
occupation) and wo!lung u('jlcndant, III 

1 73 

69 

67 

26 

105 

1 37 

1 So 

9 

8 

6 

8 

10 

11 

3 

38 2 

30 S 

27 2 

13 ! 3 

41 1 4 

22 

17 

12 13 14 

11 ~~o 23 

12 HG 27 

11 23 

11 137 20 

-11 17 

13 Hl2 28 

lU 1;)3 18 

6 105 27 

I 

(b) Earners (subsidiary oooupation) 

Number pCI' mille of the total population, of earlier;, ha\lIlg a bu]J,idiaryoccupation III 

Snh- ~l1b-
class dass 

I II 

52 

. , 4(> 

. , 

GI 

1_-

Sub
elas"l 
III 

4 

7 

6 

7 

111 

Sub
ela"ls 
IV 

i 

1 

1 

Suh. 
class 

V 

6 

4 

4 

4 

~lll>
cJ..ts~ 

VI 

7 

I'ub
class 
VII 

c---

8 

~Llb
cla:-;:-, 
VIII 

\1 

1 

2 

Suu· 
c]a~s 

IX 

II) 

----~--. --- -- --- -- -- --- - .. --- . __ . 

I 
Sub- I 
cla~s I 

___ X_I. 
11 

29 

.16 

I:) 

27 

Sub
da~~ 
XI 

12 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

2 

263 

16 

~ 

~ub
clnRs 
XII 



CHAPTER VIII-OCCUPATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

Occupation of females by sub-classes and selected orders and groups 

Number of 

Order [ GlOUp 

OccupatIOn 

1 2 3 

1 

1 (a) 

1 
5 
6 
7 

All occupations 

Sub-cla88 I-E.rplmtat;on 'if an.mals and .·egetatwn 

Pasture and agriculture 

Cultivation 

Non-culhvatlllg proprietors taklllg rent in money or kind 
Cultivatmg" owners 
Tenant cultivators 
Agricultural labourer~ 

1 (b) Cultivation of special crops, fruit, etc., 

10 Coconut 
13 Pa,n-vine 
U Rubber 
15 Tea 
16 Mmket gardeners, flowcr and fruit growers 

1 (c) Forestry 

18 Wood-cutters and charcoal burners 

1 (d) Stock raising 

21 Cattle and b"jIalo breeders and Keepers 

2 Fishing and hunting 

27 

4 

37 

Fl~hing and p"arlmg 

Suh-6a8.~ II-Eccplodatwn ofmmerals 

Non-metallic minerals 

Building materlalR including stone materials for cement 
manufacture and clays 

Sua-class III Industry 

5 Textiles 

4::1 Cotton bpinllmg, SiZlllg and weaving 
45 Rope, twine, strmg and other fibres 
50 Lace, crepe, embroidel'les, trmges, etc. 

'1 Wood 

54 Sawyers 
55 Oarpenters, turners, joiners, etc. 
56 Ra,ket makers and other mdustrles of woody materials includmg 

leaves and thatchers and builders worklllg WIth bamboo, 
reeds and similar materir.ls 

8 Metals 

9 

10 

11 

59 
60 

63 
6i 

68 

71 
74 
7r, 
76 

Blacksmiths, other workers in iron, makers of implements 
W or keI s III brass, copper and bell-metal 

Ceramics 

P c'HerR and makers of earthen ware 
Brick and tile makers 

Chemical products properly so-called and analogous 

Manufacture and refining of vegetable oils 

Food industries 

! 
Rice pounders and huskers llnd flour grinders 
Makers of f,ugar, molasses and gur 
Sweetmeat and c:olld,ment makers 
Toddy dl8.wf'l'8 

Number of earners (principal occu
pation) and wOJ'kmg ,lel'endants 

1 4 \ 5 

1,278,524 

721,449 

686.116 

';49,140 

8,146 
312.579 

50,603 
176,381 

127,203 

75,1-17 
il,!H18 
6,082 

36,488 
5,3$)9 

3,778 

2,$141i 

';,424 

4,175 

35,333 

35,204 

2,427 

2,088 

1,m:\! 

201,201 

49,650 

12,768 
36,1133 

·Hi 

37,761 

10,122 
20,475 

7,164 

:13,203 

9.~,!)0 

2,878 

6.538 

3,623 
2,!115 

9,091 

8,230 

27,577 

8~4 

71G 
1.271 

23.2-lli 

1,128,770 

220,328 

2:17,41 2 

1';3,293 

10,229 
6(;,037 
2,H6 

74.237 

63,374 

33,640 
127 

1.017 
27,572 

!J58 

269 

2:>7 

465 

31i6 

2,916 

2,!Jl6 

303 

271 

149,875 

80,940 

l"1RGS 
76,lliti 

2 !J02 

:17,492 

132 

17,360 

290 

2:Hi 
37 

2,764 

2,:>H 
220 

2,519 

2,475 

28,590 

17,141 
4,394 
6 .• 55 

Number of 
femal,,~ 

per 1,000 
males 

6 

883 

J05 

3:17 

279 

1,251; 
211 

54 
421 

498 

448 
32 

167 
7u(j 
177 

71 

87 

86 

88 

83 

83 

l54 

:145 

161 

745 

1,630 

146 
2,07D 

63,087 

463 

6 

2,423 

22 

25 
13 

423 

702 
7f) 

277 

301 

:1,037 

1(1,390 
6,137 
5,315 



Number of 

--------_ 

Order [ Group 

SUBSIDIARY 'fABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE I1I-(continued) 

--------------- ---------------~ 

Occupatiun 

Number ot earners (principaloccu
palIOn amI wmking (lepenrlanto) 

Males 1"emale~ 

26,) 

Number of 
females 

per 1,0UII 
male, 

-1 \ 2 5 
-1-,,-

I 

12 

8:) 
1:>;) 

86 

14 

90 

17 

!J.; 
!IS 

luu 

10 

102 

2U 

lU6 
107 

108 

21 

113 

22 

111 

23 

115 

25 

Il7 

27 

Tl}1 

31 

126 
127 

32 

12!) 
13u 
un 
1il3 
1il4 
lilii 

E5 

111 

Industries of dress and the toilet 

Tailors, l1ulluH..Trl, <lrcM'i-111akcr8 and. <lal'nerR 
""a5hmg and C!e,'lLltl'-' 

Barbel'R, halr-lhc"Sl:lS all<[ wig· makers 

Building Industries 

IJlme hUl'ner':l, ecrnent \volkcrs; c\:("avator~ antl well r.lnkCf:5; 
;-.\tonc cuttt-'l..., and ures~erH. brlek laycrF-. an(_l 1)1a;-'Oll'4. 
bmltleh (othpl' than lllul<hngs matle oj bambuo or 
"mllar matenals) pamtel''', d(,COl aton, uj hom,,,,.;, tllln" 
plumbers, etc, 

Miscellaneous and undefined industries 

Prillter~, cn!Sla\('r~, h{)f~1...__hln(lelH. ctc. 
Make:'8 of ]e\\~enUl y ant l Ul n::trneut,s 
Scavengln~ 

1

8Ilb.da" IV-Ti'anspolf 

, Transport by "Water 

Ship-owner", buat-owuer., amI thClr employe", officer" 
marmers, etc., slnps brokers, hoatme 1. ano. cuwmen 

Transport by road 

LaCU1i.ierS t'Iuplu'ycd OIl ruad8, bnugeH, etc. 
O'vnert-.~ lllanagel's anu enlploycH excluchng PQl'~OlHlt .... orvant'-1') 

conllected With mechanically dl'lYell vehICle, (lllcllHhng 
ttam,.,) 

O\vner'4, nHtnft::,~,\'I~ anll pUlployps (excluding peri"'lollal servants) 
lOlllwcteu \\ lth othm veh,c!c" 

Transport by rail 

Lahourer" ell1ployea on lallw.1Y construction anu n1ulnteIlt\nee 
and coolIes and porter" employed all raIlway IHem""o 

Post Office, Telegraph and Telephone services 

Post Office, Tele~ra}'h and Telephone RCI ViceR (mclucllUg 
Trayanl'ore Anc'llal ficrV1CC J 

Banks, el:ltablishments of credit, exchange and 
insurance 

Bank ll12.nagel's'l 11loney lClldel's'I .-'xc-hange and insnrance agents, 
muney c;hangCl'R b.!l<l brokel8 and their ('mploye~ 

Trade in textiles 

Trarle III piece-goocl~, wool, cotton, Hllk. hall' and other tehtllc~ 

Trade in wood 

i'rade ID wood (!lot finmood) 

Ii:otels. cafes, restaurants etc. 

Vendo," <)I wme, l:quo!'" "crated watel's and icc 
Owners and managers uf hotels, cook.sh"p~, "au,,". etc., and 

employes 

Other trade in food stuffs 

GT alll aud rvlsc clealer, 
Dealers III Rwe(,'tnl('at~. suga.r aud SPICL'S 

Dealel R III <lair} pi oLluet" et;gR and poultry 
IJcalers 111 fodde]' fm allllllal,·, 
DealerR 1Il other food "tUtiR 
V('alerR III tobacco 

'lrade in building materials 

I 
Trade 111 bmluing' nlaterU1i, other than 

woody matellalll 

bricks, ules and 

,! 

27,253 

1-/;/i,!j 
10.H20 
1l,Hl 

16,268 

1().,21)~ 

12,125 

1,t-ilU 
~~~~m2. 

J }ILI 

,'](1,8.1.9 

13,385 

12,7:j\. 

19,801 

1;,lil!) 

±,3iH 

7,")R~' 

1,930 

1,,4D 

1,723 

1,72:1 

11.9,G7U 

2.238 

2,2:)8 

3,314 

:1,31-1 

7,953 

f;;8.,,)3 

8,904 

!),8~U 

?,54!J 

65,266 

2,4!l8 
H,;;1)7 
1"j61 
I,U71 

4l,."i()(l 
il,f!3(i 

1,679 

I,G,9 

14,903 

1 ~\)7 
1 t,i!)() 

1/;21 

756 

751i 

1,612 

21, 
1M2 

1.,:,1,:; 

,:..,'fj 

156 

l~,-l_ 

552 

18!1 

J!) 

22 

67 

ti, 

14 

U 

.36.415 

681 

('81 

52 

:;2 

2,474 

J,(iDJ 

7,708 

-t,7D, 

2245 

21,033 

1 fib;) 
B,4J 1 

lI.'\4 
:1,!'2!J 
~~,Hi)4 

1,211; 

988 

088 

I 

I 
I 

I 
I, 

547 

:>21 
1,O,~1 

142 

1I6 

4" 

133 

1" 
1 " .' 

2,7:1,) 

'11 

12 

12 

28 

74 

:1 

:1 

35 

:l,~ 

8 

,~ 

J04 

304 

iW J. 

16 

11> 

311 

U7 

86 

.-;U 

.-;,sl 

322 

I;:'~ 
2:lS 
1>11 

3,fili!I 
2,)\1 
;i11!' 

588 

.,,)H8 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE III - (concluded) 
~-- ----- ------------------

l\umbel' of 

Order j 
, 

Group I 

1 2 

3H 

l:iO 

152 

4U 

l,,± 

43 

157 

H 

160 
16:! 

45 

163 
165 
loti 

±(j 

167 
16i) 

47 

170 

48 

174 

1!J 

181 

182 

50 

18t; 

~! 

IRIi 
18, 

i2 

IHt: 

18,) 

lUI 

OJCnpatlOn 

3 

Trade of other sorts 

General store-keepers and shop-keepers otherwise 
ullspeclfied 

Other traders (mcluding farmers of pounus, tolls and 
markets) 

8ulJ-l'la8,~ rl- P,1blie J!'OI'C6 

Army 

Army (1I1(han States) 

Police 

Pollce 

8ub·dass T"II - Public Administration 

Public Administration 

:Service of the Indian and Formgn States 
V 1I1age offiCIals and servants other than watchmen 

8ub-class rIll-ProfessIOns and liberal a,'ts 

Religion 

Priests, mmisters, etc" 
Other relIgIOUS workers 
Servants 111 rellglOus edifices, hurial anrl bUrning grounds, 

pl~gnm conductors, ClrcumClsers, etc 

Law 

Lawyers of all kind~ inclmling quazis, law-agents and muktlars 
LawyerH' clerks, l'etttion.wnters, etc. 

Medicine 

Other PCl"'OIlS practising t.he heallllg arts wnhollt being 
IcglHtcl'cd 

Instruction 

Professors alld teachers of all klllds 

Letters, arts and sciences 

Horoscope casters, astrologer" fortune teller', wlzard~, witches 
an(l m00111Il1R 

7IIU'lC'HmH (composers and performers other than military) 
actors, dancer" cte. 

Suo-l"!a,18 IX-Per.,on' liVing on the,,' income 

Persons living principally on their income 

Propnetors (other than agricultural land) lund and 
scholarships holders and pen&IOUClS 

Ruh-class _¥-IJomc.ltw 8en'ICe 

Domestic service 

Private motor dllVers and cleaners 
Other (lomcHtlc serViCe 

General terms which do not indicate a definite 
occupation 

~lannfacturers~ bm-11nCbS rncn and. contractors otherWIse 
un"'pf'eiuc(l 

Ca~hH'lsl aCf'ountaJlt..;) hnok.kt'eper~, elerko;;;: and oth~r 
Pllll'10ye, In 1111'pecified office" warc·hIJuses amI Hhops 

Lubo111~l~IS a.nd "\\701kmen othCI wise unspeclfied 

1 8I1b'c7/1,,' Xll-- CnprodllciltP 

I Beggars, vagrants, prostitutes 

_ __:_ __ .l_'l!_3 _ _.l_H_e~garR and yagrant~ 

I Number of earnelS (Prmclpal oecu-i Number 
pahon and working dcpelldant8) of females 

l I \ 
P~~a~~~OO 

'1 
: 

·1 
.! 

'\ 

:1 
.1 
I 
I 

'I 
1 

'\ 
·1 

1 

·1 
" 

1 

'! 

,I 

'j 
1 

I 

Males Females 

22,354 

!!,295 

1~,05!J 

3,860 

1,726 

J,GRO 

2,134 

2,134 

16,272 

16,272 

lS,15!) 
2,U;5 

49,884 

15,625 

5,311 
1,7;):1 

5,780 

l,G2i) 
.Je,153 

7,312 

6,:;41 

16,332 

4,835 

1.731 

I,K3; 

2,447 

2i,1l1 

24,1:14 

2,119 
'Zl,!!U3 

98,:N6 

98,246 

1,01'1 

l,lG2 
92,4(17 

1,749 

1,749 

1.935 

817 

1,llR 

112 

412 

411 

(J,853 

2,919 

,j,j~ 

1,933 

10 

!I 

668 

1U3 

3,117 

3,(1(;" 

139 

:i8 

TU 

4S1 

434 

4:14 

692,164 

692,164 

!i\12,lfi4 

If),83fJ 

19,836 

J3 

~1 
19,770 

1,290 

1,284 

1,284 

------

o 

87 

88 

86 

25 

25 

in 

137 

187 

316 

22<) 

2 

1 
2 

91 

16 

191 

195 

29 

22 

38 

177 

177 

177 
I 
I 28,701 
I 
i28,704 

31,469 

20P 

202 

9 

12 
2H 

59.5 

734 

i:H 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 

Selected occupations giving figures for 1921 and 1931 

Population snpported in 

Number of 

Occupat.ion 

~nh-
Order Group dass 

----,-----7--------;--------------------------

I 2 

I 

1 (a) 

1 (IJ) 

1 (d) 

2 

III 

;; 

7 

8 

10 

Jt 

12 

17 

3 

1 

ij 

r. 
7 

10 
14 
1.-, 
13 
U; 

21 

27 

4:1 
4:1 

~,4-

!).~ 

56 

5t) 

63 

68 

71 
7-l 
7.> 
7t) 

I 
I Exploitation of animals and ¥egetation 

I Cllltn,(ltwll 

I Ko)])-('ulth-abllg "rupIICLor, taking rent m money 
or kind 

I nnltnT[t hng (m~nCr9 
I Tenant cnltl\'a(ul s 
I AgTlCllltuml laboUll'rs 

Cultl!1at'~n of .<pecial !'I'Dp .• , [,.,';1, etc. (planters, 
mallagl',." rla", (lild labourer.,) 

COC'Ol1Ut 

Uullber 
rrea 
P tn-VIne 

1I1arket gardeners, flower and truit growers 

Cat tlc and buffalo breeders and keepers 

FlbhlIlg and pemllllg 

I Industry 
I 

1('rlde, 

Cc IttOll :-.pinni 11).,2, :--17il1~ and ,vcnving 
i{npp, twjll~, ~n lllg and other fibres 

Rawvcrs 
Carpenters, turnel <;;; and l(Jlners, etC'. 
Ba,kct makers olill othel industrlCs of woody materials 

111<'ludll1g leaves and thatcher" an<l b{,lhlpl'S 
workIng "Ylth b:I111000, reeds or SlnlJlaJ' n}utel'131s . 

3[d,,7., 

B1.1ch~ntlth:-., OHll'r \voJ1\.l'n.; In jron. maken; of 
implement' 

Oe/,(l1nIC~ 

P ,,(terR amI makers "f eal'tlJl>n ware 

ChO"""fI/, 1J/'Ilt/ur(" properly .• o-clIlled "ntI ((n([/o[ll>"'< 

lIlanufactllre and retlninK of veg<'lable 011, 

RH'e l'nnnller-r. a.nd hn skel'f.. ul)tl Houl. gllnders 
l\lakl'r~ of s.ngal'. nl()Ia:-..~ps anti gur 
~W('ehn(_'ftt and ('('11dimcnt ma.kpl's 
l\)(I<1y cl,nwerR 

; Inrlu"t lies (If dre-;,f;j lind tlw tude{ 

T:ulor-.:, I11dlnH'l'R (11!'''' .... -llJt1H(·) ...... tlnd darnol .... 
\\7 a ...,11lng ftnd ('10fi111n'!j 
Bar1 )('1':--, h.Ll l'-(lrl':-.:-.t'lS al1(l 'V1~~nm.ker~ 

BUIldtn,1 md1l~-fJ ies 

I Llnlc·hul'Hcr .. , Cl'lU(,llt \y()lkE'r~. cxcuyat()r..., and w('l]- I 
"'111kel". :-.toue cnitl'l's :lIllI th(·J-,t--er:-.. ullck Iayert-. 
alld In;L~(l1l8' Ll111(h'l~ (uther than hnlhln"~'" nladl' ot 
baluboo or :-.ilnll[l.r InatellaJ~), paintcr .... ~ decorators 
of hOllHC .... , bIer .... , 1,Iulnl)t'1~. etc. 

.JIi$.c{'llffllf(}U," {ird IIndefiued IndllRtrJeS 

lIIakers of Jewellery and Olnnments .1 
\ 

I-Ga.lH<'18 

(pnndpitl 
oCCUI''lh(11) plus 

wOlklIlg 
dependant' I 

., 

941,777 

702,+.1:; 

1H,:17:1 
:l7S,(ar. 
5:1.:1~!I 

2.')(1,li18 

19(J,/)77 

]OS.7R7 
7 ~(I~H' 

1:.i,(lI'(I 
.t,12~) 
(;,3;)7 

5",",,'8fJ 

{.flU 

:18t 24.9 

:IH,120 

351,076 

13U,5.91) 

14.(i:\(; 
112,7!m 

55,2!i3 

10,122 
20,4i!l7 

21,:>:H 

13,49(] 

!I,82 I. 
9,302 

6,167 

11 ,(JlIJ 

1(),7i\~) 

!)(i,lft7 

lS,1I25 
5,1 [(I 
R,02!) 

:!:i ,241; 

.J.215(; 

0,11;2 
22

1
;)20 

n,il(iZ 

17,()21 

17,024 

13,737 

!l,7H 

Earuprs 
(sllh",dwry 

occupatiOn) 

Ii 

265,190 

193./349 

l1,H:~ 

14:I,19:l 
,21,1l:1 
2!l,R+4 

69039 

~Js,12!1 

277 } 
146 

fl,HI:l } 
7,185 

817 

:i8:l 

1,267 

1,110 

311610 

15,255 

1,~)HR 

1:1,(j28 

,nn 

~~7 

I-'Rl 

li,209 

S99 

:;06 

268 

2HI 

760 

7l\.t 

.5,£(j() 

1,2.~R 
\10 

j,lii 

iI,+:~8 

2,401 

.')n!) 

K~f; 

\111 

1,,)(;.5 

1,H('5 

547 

ilR2 

HI21 

A('tllal WOJ I,e", 
(exclwhng 
(kl'emla 11 t", 

7 

668,849 

.529,5(j1 

IS 72S 
iljl,~q2 

5~,2RR 
108,58:1 

99,(},1j 

](i,7H6 

81,124 

2,11 7 

248 

3;].,454 

3:1,402 

328,093 

120,,']27 

14,71:1 
102,(iil j 

<17.931 

~,l;)n 

IS.172 

2L,H2il 

14/)8,'] 

11,107 

8,660 

;; .. 2ts 

10.5J,,]ff 

!',2H4-

(W,(J4R 

1~>AH) 
:1.012 
1,1:)!) 

47,S21 

~f(j, '121 

~, 7H:! 
1:-':,1 n-, 
1 (, .Ii 1 ~\ 

.'J,.' ... 2[J 

:~,N2B 

J 2~,5J-'j 

R,ill 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV -(concluded) 

-- -------- ~--- --I 

I ! 

O,,<oupalilm i 

Sub
eLl .... -; 

1 

IV 

V 

VII 

VIII 

x 

XI 

(hul'l' I 

I 

2 

1n 

~o 

27 

31 

32 

3!1 

H 

cl~) 

4G 

47 

48 

52 

Ul'(HIP 

102 

lOli 
107 

lOS 

1l!1 

12(; 

Transport 

1.)1lip-U\Vllel'~, b()<lt~()Wnl~rS and their crrlploye~7 officers, 
In~llllll'l:S~ etc. Hlnpb hrokers, bOfl.Lnlt_~n and t(_)\V-

111ell 

Labatneu: eJlll)loye(l on rO:l.d~ and brlll~e"i 
OWI)pr:-.. rnunager:-.. a,lHI C'lllpluye-; (exclll~in~ personal 

'-\L'l YalltH) ('onneetud \vlth nlcclutnlcally tlrlven 
yeinclc'Y 

OWlllT .... ., lllallager. ... anu empl()yes (CXC]Udlllg persunal 
HLl \all~"") eOllUl'Gtcd \Vlth other' VChl('lcs 

Trade 

Trade in nuon 

Trade III w(Jou (!lot lirewu(l(l) 

Ilutd: .. , cales. j,(, ... taurants, etc. 

\~ endo1:-. of WlllP, h<]uur:-:, aerated \vaters :lull. iCl' 

Otl",/, I /'I/(Ie (II jood .,III)}\ 

130 [Jk<llt.t ... III Hweehlll'al):-i l :--.u~ar antI splceH 
l:l3 Dc·:tlcr~ m fo,l<ld' tor altlllutb 
134 Dealers 1]1 (,ther foou ,·,tuff, 
13;') I)~all'l'K 111 to 1 )clCCp 

1.\(1 

132 

11;0 

163 
Iii;; 

l(ii'; 

170 

li'{ 

18(j 
187 

1!Jl 

Gcneral ,tore-keeper,; am! ~hop-kecpcrs otherwiRc 
llJlS}lC(,lfic(l 

Other trackr' (lllC'ludIlll:( farm(')' of pountl~, tollH and 
ruarket..,) 

Public AdmInistra.tion 

,",ernce 01 the f llchall awl Foreign Statu, 

Professions and liberal arts 

llpllfliun 

FrH.\:4t~, n::'J111:-:tl'!h l'te, 
St:l vanb.; III 11..'11/" .. .l_UUS e\lificc~, hurh,l and burdng 

grolllld-:;, 1'11~rllll conciuctoTR, circnmcisers, 

Lll}(_1 

LawyCl,,o derk,;, [lptltion -wnlers, ctc. 

"1Inl(c(Jle 

J'L'rb(lllt4 1 'ractiblllg the healing arts 
1 e~p 81 e l'C'tl 

IIl~t},llct!On 

rl'uCe.;;.:....;ur"l B1H1 teu.clu.'l''''- of all kind ..... 

Domestic service 

Private l'co\or"uri "el'S :tnd cleaners 
Othct UOllll.''tltle :--.\:1 V Ief\. 

"'itlwut 

Insufficiently described occupa.tions 

"te, 

being 

arnel'rtl tCI'III' "l((oli (lo 'fI(lt indicate a definite 
(/CCllj){ltlOIl 

LalJo(lrcr, anu wOlkmen otherwIse unspecified 

Earner,; (prmcl]!<ll 

I oeCl1patJOIl) plUK 
'\~01l,:lng 

I depClllbnt,; 

·1 

::; 

37,628 

12,H!)1I 

;JO,.'].j,,] 

1&6,031 

10,4::7 

1G,GlD 

JO,(;t\(j 

8G,D.99 

17,748 
f),UOO 

5!,;;~~ 
,)).>2 

10,112 

14,177 

16,684 

13,:J/() 

56,737 

lS./j44 

.5,311 

lO,37H 

5,700 

-.!,Hi4 

7,980 

19 U}I 

1~,Sll 

716,278 

!l,llfl 
,U,15\) 

118,082 

118,082 

112,2G7 

--'--

E[llllC18 

(hll\)hHhary 
oecupatHlll) 

I; 

3,938 

1,,]12 

1,24K 

1;\J3 

174 

1,627 

20,617 

'J[jU 

],,)1 

2HI 

12,981 

2,4il2 
752 

~,-l2l 
:207 

,),.f-SO 

1,BtK 

2,lil2 

1,028 

0!)6 

'7,533 

2,2:.HJ 

1,1511 

GII7 

1,(J;jG 

l,iGO 

1,717 

148,256 

148,2;J\) 

10,895 

10,8DS 

Actual wOlkers 
(excludlll:,? 

uepend<lllt.) 

31,796 

1,J"lS()'] 

H.):lH!1 

lii7 

:l,27K 

1.57,395 

1u;;nx 

7,1~7H 
:),413 

U,70!1 
.),2,,*,\~ 

6,01)7 

1, I !Il 

12.786 

10,2011 

56,813 

13,\)7 i 

1,163 

6.,/jSS 

J.J,4::G 

13.,U!! I 

7,856 

205,725 

2(}5.)'2.) 

1O,4Hl ___ 1 ___ 202,s:___ 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

Occupation of selected oastes 

Caf,te and oecnpatwn Number per 1,000 
earnCl!"l enga.ged on 

each occupation 

269 

Number of female 
earuer~ Pl'l 1,000 

male e,lmcn, 

- ---~----------~--- - ------------___ --:-"--_______ -l, __ _______ _ 

Ampa.la.y8.si 

Temple service 
Culhvators: owners and tenants 
Fleld lahourers, wooel.cutters, etc. 
Industries 
Trade 
Pubhc Admim,tratwll 
Lawyers, doctors alld teachers 
pelSOn" livltl(\' ou thelr mcome 
Dome~tIc ~erVlce 

OthelS 

Araya.n 

Fl..,hcnIlen 
Culhvators' owners nnd tenants 
FJeld bunurerR, wood'eutters, etc. 
InduRtrles 
Trade 
Others 

Brahman 

Chetti 

IJavan 

Cultlvatnrs' OWllerR and tenants 
In,iustri.:s 
Tlan~port 
Trade 
Puhlw Admlll1stratlOl1 
P[]('StH 
Lawyers, doctors and tcachers 
Pen"olls 11 V1Ug 011 theIr lIlCOlnc 

D(lUle-.,tIc bel VICL' 

Otlll'''' 

Cn]tIl'ator6 owners awl tenants 
Field laboUJ l'lS, wnod-cutters, etc. 
IndustrIes 
Tl'all-.:port 
rrrade 
PUblle Admm"trltt]()u 
Lawvels, doctors and teache"~ 
1?ert,ont-, h VlIlg Oil theIr 1IIconlU 

'Domestic ficrVICC 
Othels 

Toddy drawer 
Oultl~ator8: owners and tenallts 
}<':eld labourers, wood· cutters, etc. 
IndustrIes 
TrnnspOlt 
Tradc 
Lawyers, doctors and tcachers 
Vom""tic serVIce 
OnlelS 

Kammii.lan (Vlswakarma) 

Artlzan 
CultIvators: owners and tenants 
Fwld labourers, "ood.cutters, etc. 
Iuduf.tncs 
DGIlll'shc service 
Others 

Kal',1iyan 

A~t101ogel' 

(.;ultlvators. owner' and tenants 
]<'1,,1<1 labourers, WllOlI·cutt~rs, ctc. 
Indu,tncs 
'111ade 
Lawyer,;, doctors and tcuchers 
Others 

1 

.1 

: ! 

Bi!l 
34(; 

1') 
14 
2 ~. 
61; 
71 
Ii 
11 
57 

675 
101 

1+ 
!H, 
:-11 
!ill 

21;;l 
1 t) 
1:2 

II!! 
]-[7 

It.l 
lut' 

" .j ,'~ ,,-
~. 

UIi 

2HO 
H:{ 

j2 
11 

;l'll 
I!) 
10 
<!3 
I~) 

116 

'lR 
316 
ltiU 
:!l:~ 

H 
7H 
I:~ 

l:! 
128 

82,; 
5H 
22 
22 
11 
li2 

370 
127 

5 l ) 

~9 

14 
2-!o 
101 

247 

2U3 
40S 

I,OOU 
1,143 

173 

293 

I!):; 
2.-,!. 
4-11; 

2,79;; 
:101 
121 

99 

4 
21!t 
2U2 

()I) 

243 

2~12 
:2K!) 
;-)-\,7 
2M 
liii 
a() 

14!) 
21.1 

2,2.")0 
J:l3 

330 

:103 
21ill 
1'23 
{n 

I7~ 

81 
1,;5U() 

IH() 

116 

U 
;)41' 
r;2<~ 

4;.!O~ 

VI,17!) 
HI;6 

139 

21 
314 
31\2 
4.")3 
1,110 

.1::> 
31;!J 

NOTF.-In thlstablcthe occnpabon~ of a casle for whteh the nnmberm column '2lf.lc,~ than 10 per 1,000 are inclnded in 
"Others" under that partICular caEiE'. 

3T 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V -(continueJ) 

OaRte and occnpation 

Krisbnanvaka. 

o ultivators: owners and tenants 
Field labourers, wood-eutters, etc. 
Transport 
Trade 
Pubhc Anmim8tration 
Persons living on theIr income 
DomestIc serVIce 
Othcrs 

Kudumi 

R,iee pounder 
Oult.ivators' ownerS and tpnants 
FIeld labourers, wood-cutters, etc, 
Industries 
Trade 
Domestic service 
Others 

Kuravan 

Cultivl!.tors: owners and te.nants 
FIeld labourers, wood-cutters, etc, 
Rarsers of Ii vestock, milkmen awl 

herd,men 
Industries 
Others 

Mal'avan 

Labourer 
CultIvators: owners and tenants 
Industries 
Transport 
Trade 
Others 

Hadar (Channan) 

Hayar 

Toildy drawer 
Cultivators, owners and tenants 
FIeld labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 
Industries 
Tr&nRport 
Trade 
Others 

CultivatorA' owners and tenants 
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 
Industnes 
Transport. 
Trade 
PublIc Force 
Pu blic Admlllistration 
Lawyers, doctors and teachers 
Persons hvirg on their lUcorne 
DomestlC service 
Others 

Cllltivf.tors: owners and tenants 
FIeld labourers, wood-cutters, etc, 
Others 

Paravan 

Lime-shell burner 
Oultlvators. ownerE and tenants 
FIeld labourer·, WOOd-cutters, ctc. 
Indu8tries 
'rrade 
Others 

Pal'ayan (Sa.mua""r) 

Cultivators; owners an,1 tena.nt" 
Field labourel's, wood-cutters, cLc, 
[ndustries 
Other~ 

1 

Number per 1,000 
earners eng-aged on 

each occupation 

2 

680 
54 
27 
45 
iX 
15 
35 

126 

109 
121 
309 

(iO 
\12 
32 

277 

91 
833 

10 
30 
36 

681 
210 

10 
]0 
22 
67 

114 
34:-1 
142 

2'-, 
1(; 
6:> 

231> 

6S!) 
24 
2ll 
11 
47 
11 
3" 
4!l 
13 
19 
73 

39 
!H9 

12 

11'\1 
G3 
;\1 
34~ 
30 

333 

62 
832 

45 
"I 

N umber of fAlnale 
earner8 per 1,000 

luetle eal'ller:-\ 

3 

206 

153 
295 

12 
2113 

200 
IG,OOO 

218 

18~ 

317 
79 

171 
430 
~K 

5,214 
~9 

658 

Hii') 
688 

12 
2,k~7 
1,61\1 

509 

7;!6 
92 

404 

475 
4(;6 

159 

76 
40{ 
:13,; 

H2 
4~ll 
23+ 

~25 

1i3'! 
!J6 

ll7~ 
12 

110 

12 
13i'> 
548 

2,3H 
241 

'192 

10!l 
8411 
323 

~82 

31'\4 
222 

!J6 
1,2R4 
I.,lHt) 

17ll 

651 

131 
714 
!1(iO 
431 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V-(coniinued) 

Caste and occupatIOn 
Number per 1,00(, 

earllel'R e-ngag-ed (Ill 

each occupatIOn 

271 

Numbel of female 
cal ncr, per I,OOl! 

rna Ie e£1rners 

-----------------------------------------------------------~----------------,---------------

Pulayan (ChCiamar) 

Oultivators: owners and tenant" 
FIeld lauourers, woou-l'ntters, etc. 
IndustrIes 
Trade 
Others 

Saliyan (PaWi.iyan) 

Weaver 
CulhYators: owners a.nd tenants 
FIeld lahourer" wood 'cutters, etc. 
Industries 
Trade 
Public Administration 
Domestic serVIce 
Others 

'Thantan (Uial;) 

Tree-climber 
CultlVators: owners and tenants 
Fwld labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 
Industnes 
Trade 
Dam estic service 
Others 

YUan 

FlRhcrman 
OultIvators: owncrs and tenants 
Field labourers, wood cutteTs, etc. 
Industries 
Transport 
Tlade 
Others 

Va~iyan lVal!lgavaisyan) 

Oil-presser 
Cultiviltors owncrs aurl tenants 
~'leld labourers, wood_cutler" etc. 
Iudu"tneH 
Transport 
Trade 
Persons living on their ineom .. 
DomestIC servICe 
Others 

-Va~lJ.an 

Viilan 

'\V' asherman 
Cult,vatOl1>: owners antl tenants 
Field labourers, wood-cutters, et~. 
lndustfles 
Others 

f:,oTcel'er 
Cultivstots' owners and tenants 
Field labourcrs, wood-cutters, etc. 
lnuustries 
Trade 
Lawyers, doctors and teachers 
Others 

Velakkithalanayar 

Halr-flresser 
CultlVatOl's' owners and tcnants 
Field l"bourors, wood-cutters, etc. 
Industries 
LawyeIs, doctors and t<:achers 
Others 

Vel1alan 

Cultivators' owners and tenants 
Field labourer>, wood· cutters, etc, 
lndustries 
Transport 

:1 

2 

29 
8il:l 
il9 
11 
8R 

~80 
94-
13 
90 

111 
15 
10 
87 

508 
8-! 

J3!) 
125 

1:1 
11 

120 

721 
33 
17 

143 
12 
38 
36 

6:-i1 
·W 

1:10 
13 

130 

207 
102 

47 
271 

2f) 
32 

313 

6RO 
l~K 

27 
Hi 
lil 
';n 

538 

1:17 
4!J5 

2.40:l 
57 }, 
W7 

246 

lR3 
278 

67 
2,30(j 

72 

6,200 
lUI 

286 

HOO 
474 

B,,'j!J7 
4li8 

4,4fiO 
G52 

227 

71 
2<~O 

NO 
2)~":1 

27,'l 
.-,47 
1(;2 

219 

l:W 
1~'3 
1~3 

1,11'1; 
3-! 

2GO 
343 

4,2~)0 

22H 

480 

;'45 
198 

1,U73 
2fiO 
54 

380 

,172 
1:14 
2:13 

1,.;S2 
l,(I(;fl 

7 
;j!J 

256 

24:1 

flU 
{2H 
r,~ 

;) 



272 CHAPTER VIII-oCCUPATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V - (concluded) 

Ca~te and occupation 

Vella-Ian (continued) 

Trade 
Public Administro.tlOn 
LawyerR, doctor" aud teachers 
Persons livmg on, their income 
Domcstic SerYICe 
others 

Veluthadanayar 

Vetan 

"\Vasherman 
OultIvators' ownels and tenants 
Industnes 
Trac1e 
Others 

Huntcr 
Cultivators owners and tenants 
Fwld labourers, wood-cutters, etc· 
Rmsprs of livestock, nalkmen and herdsmen 
1 TI( in~tripl4 

Dume"tic sen'ice 
Others 

Virasaivar 

Ml'nd,cant 
('ulhv,ltOls ownp1S amI tenants 
FIeld labonrers, wood·cuttels, etc. 
ImluslllCS 
Transport 
THlCle 
PubliC Ac1mini"tratioll 
Lawyel" c10cttns and teachers 
Utl",]'>, 

Yadayan 

Shepherd 
Oultivat()rH ownCrs and tcnants 
Rn ,"em of l"-csto,, k, milkmen and herdsmen 
Fle1,l hbomers, wood.cutters, etc, 
Industries 
Transport 
Trade 
1'" ]'lIc AdmllllRtratioll 
Per:--onR hVlng (l11 theIr Illcome 
D()mestIc service 
OthelS 

Anglo-Indian 

Cult:vators' owners and tenants 
Field labourers, wood-cutters, etc. 
Industries 
Tr3nsport 
Tlac1e 
t'ubhc Admini,tlation 
Lawyem, ,loctors and teachers 
Persous hving on their lllcom8 
DomeHtic scn-ice 
Others 

European 

CultIvators owners and tenants 
IlIduRtnes 
Tlan'port 
T:ra'.ic 
PnolIc Force 
PublIc Administration 
TIcliglOn 
Lawyers. doctors and~teachers 
Pel'sZms 11 vmg on their lllcome 
OUWIS 

.1 

Numhorper 1,000 
earners l'llK<lgcd on 

each oc('upat;<ln 

2 

142 
iiI' 
2(\ 
27 
H 

122 

R2!l 
122 

17 
11 
21 

Br) 
13\1 
(\31 

13 
f,+ 
1 !) 
~l!) 

ell i 
248 
~+ 
:-li 
20 

121) 
1~ 

12 
1,0 

2~R 

R24 
10+ 
;)~ 

H 
2(; 
70 
29 
11 
18 

!lB-

HiR 
Ii'} 

17(, 
I!)O 

"" 121 
2}1 
,i1 
18 

20!J 

3~6 
52 
12 
H 
12 
12 

ilCl2 
10h 

23 
21 

!!tum bel ot f~male 
earl Ie! H p '}' 1,000 

nUlle ea rllCrs 

3 

12;; 
12 
27 

4!)7 
2,1% 

H8 

1,114 
1!13 4(,. 
~)7 

",(lJ2 
j,2;)0 

1)2, 

210 

48 
2n 

385 

~73 
220 
3,;2 

2 +ti+ 
~I);-

14 
R!14 

2~,O 

D,ZI)O 
fJ40 

192 

Ril7 

67 
40 

:'11 
1.667 
1,0011' 

2;;0 
2D;, 

328 

12 

7SrJ 
2,ii)() 

2,:1;1:3 
125 



&UBSIDIARY T.LBLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI 
Special statistics for Railways, the Post Office, Telegraph and Irrigation Departments 

(i) Number of persons employed in the Railway Department on the 26th February 1931 
-

Class of pert-ond en11'1oyeu 

1 

T ota.l persons employed 

Ot/ieN'" 

of pay Tl8Ulg to Us, 2jO per mens em or over 
of pay rIsIng' from ns :10 to Us. :l!9 per meu~el1l_ 

Subordmate" on scales 
Subordmntes 0][ ,~ale8 
Subonlmates on Hcales , of l)ay under R8. ::10 per mensem 

European,s amI Al1;looInlhan' 

, 
l~:,t I 

I 
19:11 

I 

2 I :~ 

5 18 

1 
1, 

I .. 

!UdldHS 

l\i:n I 1921 

I 
.Jc ;:; 

348 834 

2 
102 
:l1,-J, 

273 

NOTE ;- The form vrescnhed tor thm table differs from that mcclm 1~21 cellsUS and hence tIle figureH of the tntal persons employed alone 
are given for 1921. 

Cii) Number of persons employed in the Post Office and Telegraph Department on the 26th February 1931 

1 

Total persons employed 

1. Pu,,! ((lid Tele:JI'(fjJh 

SUIWTVbm? "ffic~n (ineluumg ]>l'ohabollary 
snperint3ndents and Inspect()r~ of Po~t 
Otlic'es a1Hl a""tant and deputy ~llJlel
mtenclentR of Tel~graphR anti all officers 
(If higher rank than these) 

PORtmastcIR (mduulllg deputy, ,,",islant, sub 
anti uranch postm<t"ter~) 

Slgnallmg e~tJ.bh'hment mclullmg w<lrrant 
officers, non-c(lmmii-,,~lOned officers, mlh
tary telegraphists and other employe,; 

1\fiscI'Uaneous agents, sehool master" ,tation 
mRsters, etc. 

Olerk, of all kmrls 
I'o:,tmell 
Skilled labour establishment includlllg fore. 

men, instrument mnkers, carpenters, 
bbcksl111ths, mechanics, sub-inspectol''', 
line-moll, and hne-rtders and other em
ployes 

Unsklllefll:lbour establishment inclndmg Ime 
coolies. cftble guards, batterymen, tele· 
graph me~senger', peons and oth'lr em. 
ployes 

Road estublishment c()nsisti[l~ of over8cers, 
runners, ckl'kb and hookmi( agents, boat. 
men, syces, coachmelJ, bearers and otherb 

2. Railway Mail Sel'rict 

SuperV18mg officers (mclu<lmg f,upcrintendents 
and mspectors of sorting) 

Olerks of all kmds 
Sorters 
1I1a11 guards, nlUll agents, Vitn peone, porter". etc. 

3. Go",binerl Officea 

Signa!Iers 
Messengers aml other servants 

EllropeanR 
and Anglo

Illul"ns 

Post Office 

TraVallC(Jre 
Allchal 

Telegraph Department 

EuropeanH 
and A..ngln

Imhalls 
Remarks 

1931 j1921 j19ill IInl H),H jI!l21 1931 11921 !19ill \ 1921 

9 

8 

1 

1 

(]67 

3 

6:l 
56 

11:> 

36 

36 

13 
23 

:') 6 7 

439 1,3431,042 10 

:J79 

2 

88 

.feZ 
116 

131 

80 J 

60 

1,JJJ 1,();O 10 

* 10 

t 306 

lBO 
t tiOi 

§ 1'1' 

~ 2(il 

12 

6 
6 

8 

227 

71 
466 

262 

2 

10 

91 10 \11 12 

7 20 23 

r 20 

7 

1 

16 

23 

( 1~i3upermtenr1ent, _. t In'pcctol H 

1 
\1 

10 

r 
tDcpartmental mn,ters lE7 

• • Non.dep8.rtmental 

1 
maR\el'S ~ 

"1 

4 
t Deltvery peons 

7 

J 
§ Peons 

S Packer 

(' 
I 

•• I'll Runners 

306 

Hi 
1 

17 



274 CHAPTER VlII-OCCUPATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI-(concluded) 
(ill) Number of persons employed in the Irrigation Department on the 26th February 1931 

Class of persons employed 

1 

1. IRRIGATION 

Total persons employed 

Pl!1'sonq directly pmployed 

Officers 
Upper ~uhorillllateR 
Lower subowlinates 
Clerks 
Peons and other serY3nts 
Ouo)!e~ 

Oon tractors 
Oonlr:wtol'" regul~r employ0s 
:::0ohcs 

2. WATER WORKS 

Total persons employed 

PPI'S0115 tll/'edly ell/plol/cd 

OffiCe!R 
Upper sublJtumatc8 
J"owcr sul)onJinatc, 
Olerks 
PmnH and otber employe"l 
Ooolies 

Pel8uns mUlI'ectly employed 

COli t rart l·rA 
COlltrac((,r.,' regular employe'S 
Cl)ulw~ 

Europeans and ALglo-lndians 

1931 1921 

2 3 

1931 

4 

209 

lRl 

a 
s 
::; 

:11 
* 13 

t 121 

28 

28 

630 

3(j!) 

R 
8 
fl 

29 
§ Ifil; 

49 

370 

'12 
26 

3H2 

1921 

753 

3IS 

:J 
8 
4-

29 
21 

! 233 

.f-35 

02 
23 

3:iU 

'. 

Remarks 

6 

'it Peons only 

t Jlialstrlcs aut! coohe~ only 
( JlialHtrleH and watchers au ly 

I 
:§ Inrludes 1-12 work 

c,tabhi,hmmt member, 

~ 5 firms :cnd i contractor" 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII 

Distribution of industries, persons employed and ratios per mille of women and 
ohildren to other operatives 

SupervisIOn, etc, 

Total engaged Welfare 

In(llans Others 
Industry 

I 

27~ 

Males I Females 

--------.--~-----

Males Females I MaleR I Females I Males ! Females 

All Industries 

T'onltry f.mns 
Stock Imslllg lltrm" 

Oultivatiol/ of spPcliI1 NOp .. 

CDrdamom plantrlt;olls 
OIl1!"e plant,thons 
Pepper plrlnh\tlOn' 
Ruhber plan1at'on' 
'I'm plantatlOn; 

FlHll curmg works 

.J/mes 

Monazlte, llmemte and Zircon. 
Refineries of ,alt 'I 

Tutile" ."1 
Cotton splnllln~ mIlls 
Cotton weaVIng factorIes 
COil f<wto1'}(:'SI 
P,l1myrah libro ftlctOIlCS 

Lace am! embrOIdery works. 

.Fllae", skms lind Ill/I'd mlltel'lals 
!l'O-,u, anwwl Junydom 

Tanncnes 
Le.,ther wo~ks 
Ivory work:; 

Wood 

Saw mIlls 
Cane, basket and mat factories 
Paper mIlls 

:/Jfetals 

E ng[lleerin~ workshops 
Brass factories 

OCI'(lUUCS 

Bnck works 
TIle works 

Ohen/lcttl pl'{}dllcts proporly 
M)..('"llerl ana analogous 

Match factories 
Roda water factorIes 
011 ml11s 
Illk f,IctOl'lCB 
Snn,p factorie.s 

Pooi! Indu.,tl'ies 

:RICe mills 
J3akcrles 
Hlaughtcr houses 
J"g-g ery factones 
'~,,,hew·nut factones 
DJ.,llllerlCs 
BHh f"ctotlef' 
'Vater works 

2 :l 

67,553 35,937 

34 

7 
27 

4,1,384 

J,!I·j)1 
41 

113 
f5,HtiS 

3I.i,32!1 

124 

IN 

671 

372 
2.!I!) 

7,165 

4() 
ai!1 

0,04(1 
lali 

112 

13 
37 
62 

294 

1 ;)! 
107 
33 

640 

631 
U 

2,7(J( 

1>43 
2,122 

1,188 

3 .. 8 
93 

G12 
3!1 
71 

1,830 

218 
l1K 

-±5 
41 

GG" 
Hi 
7n 

il30 

27,.992 

%4 
Ii 

Iii 
R,~O 

20,12:1 

1,33:; 

!II 
1,1J!12 

7 
Hi,; 

15 
9 

87 

87 

159 

32 
127 

IS 

6,298 

s 

3,1168 

11 

2. 
!I 

1,339 

70 
5 

19 
413 
8d5 

10 

111 

.53 

2;\ 
3U 

5;!;j 

1~ 
122 
3H:J 

3 

4 

1" 
17 

31 

33 
13 
3 

.55 

51 
I 

1S9 

30 
15~ 

141 

38 
3t 
51 

-1 
H 

143 

26 
Z!I 

.5 

26 

11 

2 

15 

:\ 
10 

2 

. , 

6 

231 

199 

10 

59 
1:30 

2. 

13 

2 
11 

8 

8 

2 

7 

12 

12 

153 19 

71 19 

19 

1 

1 

2 

2 

3 

2 

1 



2i6 CHAPTER VIII-OCCUPATION 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII-(conlinued) 

--------------~-----~----- ---

1n<1",,(ry 

All Industries 

Pasture and ag"icultul'e 

Poultry farms 
BtoC'k rft1::-'lllg fftl'm.c. 

.c.Jti,'atlOn tif s]JpewL crops 

Canlamom plantatlOus 
C,)jfec plantatwns 
Pepper plantations 
Rubber plantahons 
'fea plantatlllTIS 

P,s'unrl and huntIng 

.Fu.,h cUflOg \vol'ks 

Mmes 

Monazlte, ilmemre and zircon 
:Refi nerios of salt 

Ontton ~l.Irllllllg- nllns 
lirl[ ton Wt'avlng factOlit's 
nOll' factoll(,r, 
PalmVl".,h tihlC factorics 
Lace 'aWl em hroklel'Y work.., 

_H/de", silins and hllrd matN/als 
front annu,rll kmrJdom 

Tannel1(,s 
lA~at,her work~ 
hory wOlks 

Wood 

~[1W mills 
Gane, basket and mat faetoric, 
Paper mIlls 

Metal. 

Enl.!lnCcnnj! workshops 
llraf>s fact 01 ie~ 

CeramIcs 

Ilnck works 
Tile WOlks 

{}l'e1nlcal prtld"ds pl'opfl'ly 
so-caned and ana{ogo1U! 

Match hetor;e" 
8",1" water factorlCs 
011 ,mIls 
Ink factol'lrs 
Soap factOllcS 

Food Ind1/$tl'le,\ 

Rice mllls 
B"kcncs 
SlaughtN houaes 
J aggory factorIes 
Ca.hew-nnt factones 
Distillcrtl's 
Bidi factories 
Water wOlks 

OperatIves 

-----------,------------,-------..------

10 

fJl 

;; 
Hj 

25,820 

1,3i2 
23 
7+ 

4,~!O 
1U,411 

108 

108 

478 

231 
24T 

6,099 

l,~ 

II ~l () 
5,207 

SS 

65 

fl 
21 
H,j 

216 

lOll 
~() 

2! 

500 

1,876 

428 
1,HH 

817 

17(j 
fi2 

52B 
21 
{O 

],26-1 

188 
17 
45 

345 
:10 
71 

4,3 

Adult 

11 

23,778 

16,567 

720 
3 

12 
765 

15,067 

1,201 

77 
1,004 

120 

24 

I.'; 
9 

09 

6H 

25 

7 
18 

:;,8SG 

8 

.' 
5 

5,873 

Immature 

1110,1o" I Females 

19,2'7'7 

2 

1(1,/)55 

4x2 
1:1 
23 

527 
15,910 

138 

11(; 
22 

.J5T 

9 

9 

26 

12 
H 
G 

77 

77 

(J98 

1~7 
511 

222 

134 
» 

33 
1+ 
1.; 

422 

:I 
12 

2 
293 

2 
110 

13 

12,100 

11,393 

244 
3 

115 
11,026 

" 

127 

11 
7S 

31 

18 

18 

134 

25 
109 

15 

14 

1 

412 

412 

Number of 
IHlult females 

per I,O(lO 
adult males 

534 

642 

52~ 

130 
162 
1;;;; 
776 

11J7 

111 
190 

111 

138 

140 

13 

11i 
12 

4,657 

4ll 

143 
17,023 

Numher of immatnre 
(male alld female) per 

1,0011 adults 

434 

95 

G[J7 

3;;1 
5jj,1J 
311 
1117 
~2U 

75 

~,(iO 

211i 
G3 

170 

136 

120 

1/j,J 

437 
353 

272 

334 

It) 
15(i 

5i 
M!I 

23~ 

I Females 

III 

509 

68S 

3:1\) 
1,U(JO 

417 
1;;0 
732 

106 

H3 
7S 

~,)8 

21J1 

S,3GO 

3,571 
6,056 

70 

70 



lndu~try 

Industl'les of dress ar'<l the 
toilet 

Hoot and shoo factories 
Tallormg works 
LaundTles 

Furniture indul,tries 

FUl'mturfl fa.ctories 

Building IrIdustrle.~ 

Lime works 

Oon$fr'UctlOn of means of 
transport 

i 
1 

.1 

,I 

,I 

i 
,I 

Cycle repairing workshops 'I 
Moto)' car repamng workshops 

I 

.Production and transmission 
of' ph!lsica~ force 

Hydro.electric works 
Other electnc works 
Gas works 
Telephone works 

}Jilcellane01l8 industries 

Prmting presses 
PhotographIc works 
Jewellery factories 
Mint 

TI'anspo/'t ,by 1;Ilecilanically 
d)'iven r.hicles 

Railway 
Motor buses and lorries 
Motor and steam boats 
Ropeway 

1 

'j 
'I 
:1 

I 

'I 
I 

SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE YII-(conUnued) 

Total engaged 

:lIJalcs 

2 

302 

17{ 
{::l 

. S5 

48 

64 

41J3 

47 
41(; 

114 

35 
So 
30 
23 

1,l5f23 

1,409 
ii6 
36 
22 

5,775 

1,';09 
3,71:1R 

237 
41 

FemaleR I 
! 

3 

" 
7 

'. 

" 

. ' 
" 

, , 

" .' 

" 

" 

, , 

4 

22 
II 
17 

3 

3 

4 

73 

14 
59 

42 

7 
22 

7 
6 

364 

B3R 
16 

\) 

4 

JU 

17(1 
1M 

H 
7 

Inthans 

SuperV1SlOn, etc. 

Females I 
I) 

" 

" 

, . 
.. 

MaleH 

6 

1 

1 

3 

.1 

2 

1 

277 

Welfare 

Others 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII 
N umber of persons employed in industry as compared with previous figures 

11111 1921 

I l'tral .. s ; ~'ellla!e, r Male, I Fell:a!;, I 
----------------------~----

PashtJ'f' lind fl!II'lClIltUl'tI 

Poultry farm, 
Stock rai~lng farms 

Cardamom plantation' 
Coffee plantahonb 
Pepper plantatlonH 
Huubcr plantatlOm (including 

factorlcs) 
Tea piantatioIlR (mcluding 

facto!'l". ) 

FI.hlng and huntmv 

... J.lllne8 

MnlJa7..1te'l ilmenIte and Zlrcon 
R~nene, of salt 

T~dl!e .• 

Ootton "pmning nlllls 
Ootton wcavlllg tactorIes 
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Lace and embroidery works 
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Paper mills 

.lletals 

Engmeermg workshops 
lira"" factories 
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TIle \vorks f 

Ohe.nll'al products properly 
so-caUed and analogllu. 

Match factories 
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Oil millK 
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Food Industrie .• 
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Laundries 

Furniture factories 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII - (concluded) 
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f 

VarIation per cent Vanatioll per cent, 
1911 1921 1~)31 1911-1921 1921-1931 

Indm,try 
I 

I 
Illerease (+ 1 Increaoe (+) 

I 
Decrease (-) I 

DccreaRe (-) 
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MaleR ) FcmalCS) Malc~ \ FemaleR \ Males \ FemaleR \ Males \ Fema~~ I Males Female~ 

1 2 3 4 ;; I 6 7 S !) 10 11 

I 
Building IIld1!si )'leS fJ4 " 

Lime works " 64 " 

(Jonstruction of 'lnl'ans of tran.~port 

:1 
" " 463 " 

Cycle rey:airing workshops " H " 

Motor car repairing workshops !cHi 

ProductIOn and transmISsion of 
physical force 

'I 
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Hydro.electric works " 63 35 " H 
Other electnc worlls l:l6 " 
Gas works 30 " 
Telephone works 23 
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CHAPTER IX 

LITERACY 

357. The term" literacy," as it is used in the censtls returns, means ability to read The scope of 

d . I Th" h h II h the return. an wnte a anguage. e InstructIons to t e enumerators were t at a persons w 0 

could write a letter to a friend and read the answer to it must be classed as literate and 
all others as illiterate. This dual classification was first introduced in 1901 and has been 
retained since then. Prior to 1901 persons were returned under three categories, namely, 
learning, i. eo, under instruction either at home, or at school or college; literate, i. e., able 
to read and write a language, but not under instruction; and illiterate, i. e., neither under 
instruction nor able to read and write any language. Experience showed that the returns of 
those under "learning" were always incomplete and hence it was decided in 1901 to abandon 
this category and record the population either as literate or illiterate only. No degree of 
proficiency has, however, been prescribed as a criterion to decide whether a person is 
literate or not. The simple test of ability to write a letter and read the answer to it has 
been considered sufficient to distinguish the literate from the illiterate. But it may happen, 
as it did happen in this State in 1921 which will be explained presently, that under this 
test persons who could read and write a few words in a language with difficulty at the 
time of the census are returned as literate, though they would soon forget what they had 
learned and become illiterate. The inclusion of such persons would naturally increase 
the census figures of literacy beyond the actual numbers of the tru e literates. In 1911 the 
State Census Commissioner had issued definite instructions that children and others who 
were able to read and write a few words in a language with difficulty should not be 
-classed as literate. This necessary precaution was not taken in J 92 J and the result was 
that the literacy figures of that census were greatly inflated. At the present census the 
necessity of obtaining correct returns of literacy was impressed upon the enumerators, and 
they were required to record not only whether a person was literate according to the test 
prescribed, but also whether he ot she had passed the fourth standard in vernacular 
education. All the literate persons might not have gone through the regular school course 
and passed the fourth standard, but the enumerators were made to understand that only 
those persons should be returned as literate who possessed at least the same degree of profi~ 
ciency in reading and writing as one who completed this standard. It may, therefore, be 
claimed that the literacy returns of this census are as accurate as they could be. At any 
rate they have not been vitiated by the inclusion of persons who could only with difficulty 
read and write a few words in a language, as had happened in 1921 census. 

The language in which a person is literate has been recorded at this as at the 
previous censuses, especially in regard to the two vernaculars of the State, namely, Mala~ 
yalam and T ami!. Literacy in English has, as usual, been separately recorded in the 
column provided for the same in the schedule. 

358. The statistics discussed in this chapter are embodied in the following tables:- Reference to 
statisticlI. 

Imperial Table XIII Literacy by religion and age. 

" XIV Literacy by selected castes, tribes or races. 

Subsidiary Table I Literacy by age, Sex and religion. 

" II Literacy by age, sex and locality. 

" IIA Literacy by age, sex and locality for rural and urban areas. 
" III Literacy by religion, sex and locality. 
" IV Literacy in English by age, sex and locality. 
" V Literacy by caste. 

" VA Literacy by caste based on the total pOFulaticn. 
VI Progress of literacy since 1901. 

VII The proportion of literacy at certain ages, 

" VIII Number of recognized institutions and {:upils according to the 
return s of the Education Department. 

3u 
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Subsidiary Table VIII A Number of unrecognized institutions and pupils according to· 
the returns of the Education Department. 

IX Literates who have completed primary education (four classes) 
by religion and locality. " 

" 
X Main results of the University and other examinations. 

359. Before proceeding to discuss the statistics of literacy at the present census it 
is necessary to point out certain discrepancies in the figures of the last census, which 
preclude a strict comparison being instituted between the results of the two censuses. 
One of the methods suggested by the Census Commissioner for India to test the correct
ness of the literacy figures collected at the census is to compare them with the number of 
students in the vernacular schools during the previous decade. The State Commissioner 
for 1921 does not seem to have done this. To acquire the census standard of literacy a 
child should have at least completed the primary course consisting of the first four 
classes in the vernacular schools. Assuming that all children who have studied in the 
fourth class will have become literate-this assumption is not absolutely correct, because 
in case of education being discontinued after Class IV some children are likely to 
relapse into illiteracy -the number of children who studied in the fourth class during the 
decade 1911-1920 ought to bear a reasonable proportion to the increase in the number 
of literates at the census of 1921. The statistics of the Education Department published 
in T ravancore Statistics show that the number of girls who studied in Class IV during 
the decade 1911-1920 was 74,566. Among some communities there is the practice 
of educating girls by private tuition at home without sending them to the school. The 
number of girls acquiring literacy in this manner will not be very large. Even supposing that 
their number is 10 per cent.-this is a very liberal estimate-of the number becoming literate 
by attending school, the increase in the number of female literates during the decade could 
not have been more than 82,000 or say even 90,000. But according to the census of 
1921 the increase in literate females was 211,967 over the figure for 1911, or more than 
two and a half times the number warranted by the statistics of the Education Department. 

360. The statistics of the Education Department further show that the number of 
girls at school has always been considerably less than the number of boys at school. 
In 1920 the proportion of girls to boys at school was I to 2. Even if allowance is made for a 

small proportion of girls 
Literllcy by se.r .,. the age-grollp 0 • 10 .n_certam talllks in 19:21 acquiring literacy by 

private tuition, the num
ber of female literates 
will, under no circum
stances, exceed the 
number of male literates. 
From the figures given 
in the margin which 
have been extracted 
fro m Travancore 

-------I Population in age-
I 

Number ofhterates 
Taluk RellgiOll group 0 - 10 111 agc__-group~ 

, ~es I }i'emales I Mak~ I Females 
\ 

Neyyattinkara { Hindu 20,02i 1 n,8HS 1,427 5,623 
OhrlRtllloll 10,141 9,94G 456 9-13 

Trivandrum { Hindu 16,888 16,98:l 2,111 5,(;97 
Chnstlan 3,105 2.Hfi5 393 1,900 

Changallachcry Christian 1l,89.i 11,409 1,\H6 2,544 

Provincial Table V of 1921 it will be seen that in certain taluks the number of female literates 
of the age-group 0 - 10 in 1921 far exceeded the number of male literates in the same 
group. Only a few instances of wide disparity have been given, but there are several 
more. The figures of female literacy are evidently wrong. The mistake must have been 
caused by including among literates girls who might have been able to read and write a 
few words in vernaculars and who within a short time after the census might have become 
absolutely illiterate. This, as we have seen in paragraph 357 above, was due to want of 
clear instructions to the enumerators not to treat such children as literate. It is quite 
possible that mistakes might have occurred in the returns of literate females as well as 
"Jlales; but they are more patent in the case of the former than in the case of the latter. 
In any case the literacy figures of 1921 cannot be used for comparing the progress of 
literacy, and in the following paragraphs I have, as far as possible, compared literacy in 
1931 with that in 1 911. 

361. The population of the State excluding children under five years of age is 
4,218,731, and of these 1,217,924 are literate which gives a proportion ok 289 literate 
persons per 1,000. Among the male population of five years and over the literates 
number 866,3 I 3 giving a proportion of 408 per J ,000, and among females of five years and 
over there are 351.611 literates or 168 per 1,000. The progress in general literacy 
during the last twenty years can be seen from the following figures. The total number of 
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literates in 1911 was 513,049 consisting of 428,949 males and 84, I 00 females. They have 
increased by 137 per cent., males by 102 per cent. and females by 318 per cent., during the 
last two decades. Considering the age-groups by sex in 193 I, we see that in the age-group 
5 - 10 male literates number f 66 and female literates f 13 per mille; in the age-group 
10 - 15 the proportions are 314 in thf> case of males and 200 in the case of females; in 
the next age~group 15 • 20 which is the most representative period in regard to literacy, 
the proportions of literates are the highest, namely, 530 among males and 274 among 
females per 1,000. Children at school will certainly have completed the elementary 
education well within the age of I 5 and very few of those who do not become literate by 
20 can be expected to do so after that age. In a country where illiteracy still prevails 
among a section of the population and where literacy is steadily increasing it is only natural 
that the highest proportions of literates are found among the population of 1 5 - 20 years of 
age. It may be noted that 53 per cent. of the male population and 27 per cent. of the 
female population of J 5 • 20 years in this State are now literate. In spite of the faulty 
figures of 1921 these proportions represent an increase of about 9 r-er cent. in the case of 
males and 4 per cent. in the case of females over the corresponding proportions in 1921. 
At the ages of 20 and over the proportions of literates in 1931 are 475 per mille of males 
and 153 per mille of females. It will be noticed that these proportions are less than those 
in the age-group 15 - 20. The drop at the age of 20 cannot be attributed to relapse into 
illiteracy at that age, because a person who retains literacy till his twentieth year will 
certainly not lose it thereafter. Effective literacy will have been acquired by the age of 
20, and the smaller proportion of literates after that age is due to the ever increasing 
addition of literates to the age-group 15-20. 

362. The proportional figures of literates by sex and locality extracted from Literacy in 

T bl II . A h d·· . administrative Subsidiary a e are given in the marginal statement. mong tea mlDlstratIve and natural 
Literacy by se." and locality divisions the Northern Division has diyiqions. 

State or Division 

----
STATE 

Administrative 
Division 

Southern 
Oentral 
Northern · High Range · 

Na.tura.l 
Division 

Lowland 
Midland 
Highland · 

Number per mille of all ages, 5 and over, 
who arc literate 

Persons I lIJales I Fema.les 

289 1108 168 

234- 347 121 
30R 430 l'l-! 
32!'l 450 197 
135 202 H 

288 414 164-
302 420 lIn 
187 273 86 

the highest proportions of literates, 
namely, 45 per cent. of males and 
20 per cent. of females. This is 
due to the pre~nce of a large 
Christian population in that division 
where nearly 47 per cent. of the 
Christians in the State are congre-
gated. The next largest numbers of 
Christians are found in the Central 
Division which, therefore, ranks next 
to the Northern Division in the matter 
of literacy, the percentages being 43 
for maleg and 18 for females. The 
Southern Division comes after the 
Central with about 35 per cent. 
literates among males and 12 per 
cent. among females. The High 

Range contains the lowest proportions of literates, only 20 per cent. among males and about 
4 per cent. among females. The population in this division consists mostly of estate 
coolies who are generally illiterate. Among the natural divisions, the Midland which 
contains about 60 per cent. of the total Christians stands first in literacy. The Lowland 
Division closely follows the Midland; but the Highland is very far behind, due to the 
illiterate cooly population of the estates. 

363. Considering the different religions separately in the different divisions, it wiJI 
be seen from Subsidiary Table III at the end of this chapter that the Christians of the 
Central and Northern Divisions take the lead. In the Central Division 55 per cent. of 
their males and 32 per cent. of their females are literate. In the Northern Division the 
corresponding ratios are 49 and 27 and in the Southern Division they drop to 27 per 
cent. and 14 per cent. respective I y. We will see later on that among Christians the 
Syrians are the most highly educated community and they are found mostly in the Central 
and Northern Divisions, which accounts for the high proportion of literates among Chris
tians in those divisions. The Hindus, in spite of the large numbers of illiterate Depressed 
Classes among them, have nearly 44 per cent. literate males and 16 per cent. literate females 
in the Northern Division and about 4) per cent. and ) 5 per cent. respectively In the 
Ce!ltral Division. In the Southern Division the ratios are 38 per cent. and 13 per cent. 
and in the High Range only about 13 per cent. and 1'5 per cent. respectively. The 
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proportions of literates among the Muslims do not vary widely between the different 
divisions. The lowest ratio of male literates is 23 per cent. in the Northern Division 
and the highest is 35 per cent. in the High Range, while the lowest ratio of female 
literates is 2'5 per cent. in the Northern Division and the highest is 3'5 per cent. in the 
Central and High Range Divisions. 

364. Towns afford greater facilities for education and naturally the town population 
is proportionately more literate than the rural. Subsidiary Table II A shows the ratio of 

Locality 

Ruml 
Urban 

Literary ill nrban and rural arm,' 

I 

:1 
r 

Num),CI' pCI' nullc of all age" (5 and over) 
who are hterate 

27~ 
410 

1>lalc" 

396 
:;42 

lfiU 
2,() 

literates among males and females in towns 
and rural parts. The main figures are 
extracted in the margin. It may be noted 
that the towns here mean anI y the nineteen 
municipalities. In the urban area 410 out 
of every J ,000 persons of five years and 
over are literate, while the corresponding 
ratio in rural parts is only 278. The ratios 
of literates among males are 542 in towns 
and 396 in rural area, and those of female 
literates are 270 and 159 respectively. 
The number of literate females per 100 

literate males is only 40 in rural parts, but 50 in towns. It is but natural that women in 
towns go in for education more largely than those in country parts. Literates at the 
age~period 15~20 constitute 65 per cent. of the males and 40 per cent. of the females in 
townll, while in the rural area the corresponding ratios are 52 per cent. and 26 per 
cent. only. 

365. The statement in the margin shows the number of literates per 1,000 of each 
sex in the six major municipal towns. In male literacy Kottayam town stands first, where 

Lderacy by sex in the moJO!' munlclpaldles 

Mnniclpahty 

Nac:erCOlI 
1'r;vandrum 
{Juilon 
Allp)lpey 
Kottayam 
Changanacllery . 

)lumber per mllle of i) ypars 
and over who arc lit.,,! a te 

Males 

r.tt_; 
49t\ 
6tH 
Mi5 

Fpmales 

1,,0 
3()7 
23H 
247 
43(; 

66 out of every 100 males of live years and 
over are literate. Next in order are 
Changanachery, Trivandrum, Quilon, 
Nagercoil and Alleppey. As regards female 
iiteracy also Kottayam takes the lead, the 
number of literates being 44 out of every 
J 00 females. As in male literacy 110 also 
in female literacy Changanachery comes next 
to Kottayam and is followed by Trivandrum. 
After Trivandrum come Alleppey, Quilon 
and Nagercoil in order. AUeppey has the 
lowest ratio of male literates and Nagercoil 
the lowest ratio of female literates. The 

- . very high proportionll of male and female 
literates in the towns of Kottayam and Changanachery are due to the presence of a large 
Syrian Christian population there. The lowest proportion of female literates in Nagercoil 
is due to the backwardness in fem3.le education of the Tamilians who preponderate in that 
town. It is worthy of note that Trivandrum, in spite of being the capital of the State, 
lags behind Kottayam and Changanachery both in male and female literacy. 

366. The maps opposite give the ratios of literates by sex in the different taluks of 
the State. In male literacy Minachil leads off with 542 literates per) ,ODD males of live 
years and over, closely tollowed by Kottayam (541), Thiruvella (538) and Changana
chery (507). In these four taluks more than one~half of the male population is literate. 
It may also be noted that in these taluks the Sy{ian Christians preponderate. In the 
taluks of Sherthala, Vaikom, Ampalapula, Pathanamthitta, T rivandrum, Karthikapally and 
Mavelikara 40 to 50 per cent. of the male population (five years and over) are literate; 
fifteen taluks have 30 to 40 per cent. male literates; in three taluks, namely, Kalkulam. 
Vilavancode and Pirmede, the percentage is 20 to 30; and in Devikularn alone where the 
bulk of the population consists of estate coolies male literates are as few as about J 5 per 
cent. As regards female literacy, Thiruvella stands first with 310 literatell per 1,000 
females (5 years and over) and next in order are Minachil (282), Changanachery (275) 
and Kottayam (274). In these four taluks more than one~fourth of the female population 
is literate. Ampalapula, Trivandrum, Mavelikara and Vaikom have 20 to 25 per cent 
female literates. In Nedumangad, Thovala, Vilavancode. Pirmede, Shenkotta and Devi
kulam the percentage is less than J 0, Devikulam being at the bottom of the scale with only 
three per cent. In J 6 other taluks the percentage of female literacy varies from 10 to 20. 
The above figures lead to the following general conclusions. In places where the Syrian 
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Christians preponderate as in Thiruvella, Changanachery, Kottayam and Minachil, literacy 
among males as well as females is greater than in other localities. In taluks where the 
estate coolies preponderate as in Pirmede and Devikulam, literacy is least prevalent both 
among males and females. In taluks like Shenkotta, Thovala and Agasthiswaram where 
the population is predominantly Tamilian, female literacy is considerably less than In other 
taluks where the Malayalis form the majority of the population. 

367. Taking all ages together the proportion of literates among males and females 
is 100 to 41 . But the proportions in different age-groups vary considerably as can be seen 

from the marginal figures. At the ages of 
LitpTacll by sex anit age.perwd 20 and above there are only 32 female 

Age-group 

All ageB 

5-10 
10-15 
1,,-~20 

20 and over 

~~-.~ literates for 100 male literates, but in the 
NUJIlber of female lite~ate~ next younger age-group 15-20 the propor-

pcr 100 malE' lIterates tion of female literates has increased to 54. 

41 
66 
62 
54 
32 

in the age-group 10-15 to 62 and in the 
age-group 5-10 to 66. This progressive 
increase in the proportion of female to male 
literates at the younger ages indicates the 
more rapid spread of female education in 
recent years than. say. two decades ago. 
Travancore has always been noted for its 

encouragement of female education and during the last two decades there has been 
phenomenal progress in this direction. Yet we have in the whole population only two 
female to five male literates. Twenty years ago the position waS one female to five male 
literates. In other words, the proportion of female to male literates has doubled in the 
course of two decades. 

368. Of the three main religious communities (Hindu. Christian and Muslim) the 
Christians take the lead in point of literacy. Next to them come the Hindus and 
lastly the Muslims. The proportions of literates among these communities are shown in 
the following diagram. 
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Among Hindus there are certain advanced castes who take rank with the 
Christians in literacy, as we shall see later. A large proportion of the Hindus, however, 

}\'umber per mille (If the population 5 years and ol'er 
wllo are ~.terate tit each mai" religion 

Religion Persons Males Females 

Hindu 270 399 142 
ChrIstian 357 460 251 
Muslim 144 253 30 

belongs to the Depressed Classes who are very 
backward in education, and hence literacy 
among Hindus is less than that of the Christians. 
The Muslims have the least proportion of 
literates. They have taken to education 
seriously only in recent years, but during the 
last twenty years they have made substantial 
progress, especially in male education. In 
1911 the numbers of literates per mille were 
142 in the case of Hindus, 184 in the case of 
Christians and 94 in the case of Muslims. In 

1931 these proportions have risen to ?70, 357, a~d 144 respe.ctively. Taking the sexes 
separately it is seen t~at among Hmdus male ht~rate~ h~ve mcreased from 242 to 399 
per mille and female lIterates from 42 to 142 per mIlle durmg the last two decades. The 
corresponding increases among the Christians are from 286 to 460 for males and from 78 
to 251 for females and among the Muslims from 171 to 253 for males and from 13 to 30 
for females. The above figures reveal the striking progress the different communities have 
made in the education of males as well as females. Of the three communities the Muslims 
are the most backward in education. Among their male population of five years and over 
only one in every four is !iterate, whereas among Hi.ndus two in every five males and 
among Christians almost every other male are lIterate. Among the females the 

disparities are even greater. This can be seen 
clearly from the figures given in the margin 
showing the number of female literates per 100 
male literates in each main religion. In the 
total population there are 41 female to J 00 
male literates. The Christians have a higher 
proportion than the State average, namely, 53 
females to J 00 males. The Hindu proportion 
is 35 to 100 and that of the Muslim is only 11 
to 100. During the last twenty years the 

Ltteracy by be:t: in the main 1'eligion.~ 

Religion 

All religions 

Hindu 
Chnstian 
Mushm 

Number of female hterates 
per 101) male lIterates 

41 

35 
53 
11 

number of literate females per J 00 literate 
males has increased from 17 to 35 in the case of Hindus, from 26 to 53 in the case of 
Christians and from 7 to 1 J only in the case of Muslims. That is to say, the Hindus 
and Christians have doubled their proportion of literate females, while the Muslims have 
increased it by only 57 per cent. 

369. Persons who have been at school will have acquired literacy by their 15th 
or J 6th year of age. A comparison of the proportion of literates at the age-period 15-20 

Religion 

Hindu 
Christian 
Muslim 

LIteracy by Be.l· and religion at the 
age-pe'l"lOd 15 - 20 

Number per mille who are literate 

Males 

515 
606 
318 

Females 

237 
397 

45 

will. therefore. show the extent to which the 
different communities are availing themselves 
of the facilities provided for education. The 
figures for males and females by main religions 
are given in the margin. Among Hindu males 
of 1 5-20 years more than 50 per cent. are 
literate, among Christians the percentage is 
more than 60, but among Muslims it is 
only a little over 31. As regards females of 
the same ages, the proportion of literates among 
Hindus is about 24 per cent., among 

Christians about 40 per cent., and among Muslims as low as 4'5 per cent. Further 
comment on these figures is unnecessary. 

Of the minor religious communities who3e total strength is only 3,336, the followers 
of Tribal Religions number 2,907 and among them there are only 54 persons able to 
read and write. Of these, 51 are males and three are females. The Jews, Buddhists, 
lains, Zoroastrians and Sikhs together number 428 only and among them there are 165 
literates consisting of 124 male;; and 41 females. 

370. Two subsidiary tables are given at the end of this chapter, one (Table V) 
showing by sex, caste, and religion the number of literates per' ,000 of the population of 
seven years and over in 1931 and of five years and over in 1921 and 19 J 1. and the other 
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(Table VA) showing the number of literates per J ,000 of the "otal population at the last 
·'three censuses. The figures of the present census are not comparable with thf'lse of the 
previous censuses given in Table V because of the difference in the age of the population 
on which literacy is calculated. For purposes of comparison should. therefore. be used 
the figures in Table V A which are based on the total population. 

Absolute figures of the literates in the different castes and communities are given 
in Imperial Table XIV and the proportional figures in Subsidiary Table V. The statis
tics relating to the more important castes and communities are given below with a view to 
exhibit the relative importance of each caste or community in respect of its numerical 
strength, the number of literates and the percentage of literacy. The castes and communities 
are arranged in the order of the number of literates, The population tha.t has nol been 
included in the statement comes to 87,038 which consists mostly of minor Hindu castes 
and the primitive tribes. 

Total p('plIllltum, nlllllbe" tlJ hterates and percentage (if Ldpl'flC!! '!f' dtJJf'rent C't~tes and (""I1I11Und,Ph 

Ca~te or commumty 

1 Nii.yar 
2 j'Iavall 
3 gOIllo ~yl'lans 
4 Jacolnte :-;ynans 

Ti Mar Thoma Synans 
6 Roman Catholics 
7 KaIllma~an 
R :'.Iusllm 

[) Non-Malaya~a Brahman 
1 (I :-;outh India Umted Church 
11 Ana;hcan Communion 
12 V e~la.~an 

13 Kadar (Hmdu) . 
14 Othel Chll~tlan~ llleludmg other Syrlan~ 
11) ~al\'atIOlll,ts 

1.H Malayala Brahman 

17 Pnlayan (Hmdu) 
18 Ve~akklthalanayar 

1H KaI}lyan 
2u Arayan 

21 Chettl 
22 Ampalavlisl 
23 Ylil}ly.m 
24 Yirasaivar 

2.;) y dut1&I.danayar 
26 Thantan 
27 Velan 
28 Sahyan 

29 parayan (Hmdu) 
30 Viilan 
31 Kribhnanvaka 
32 Va~l}an 

3S :lfa)ay"la Kbha.trlya 
3-1 ParllY:ln 
~5 Yellin 
;{(; Y1iddovan 

37 Kuravan (Hmon) 
3~ ~j Rl'a.van 
3D Kuc]timl 
40 I'!tflan 
41 Vetan (Hmdu) 

Total 

Total population 

:1 
Rlii',4J 1 
R(;!',Rtl3 
4411,17:1 
R37,R72 

H2,4S(; 
;~(jO,217 

20R,Hl 
333,27-1 

54,IH 
13S.flnS 

i-(!i;:zti I 
(i!),(i:!7 

233,!lR~ 

:'lI,n 17 
5S.!J!II 
l:l,931 

207,337 
3u.H03 
1 fj,H.")2 
23,38U 

17.422 
R,l!;:; 

22,527 
17.8:)4 

H,STS 
41.214 
16.2.;3 
12,:-lRIi 

70,r,84 
21,172 
)2,O:~2 

13,4~d 

2,!l3(i 
13.(;02 
12,377 

8,457 

87,071 
14,3H!l 

\1,(,10 
2!l,Ri:'IU 

H,-l9() 

5,008,935 

I Total number of Percentage of 

I lIterate, 7 year, 
lllcrateH to the 

populatIOn and uver 
7 ~yeart"l and over 

30R,22~ 45'3 ' 
18!;,047 27.3 
17);),()fll 44 5 
122,R!J7 ·H·! 

(j4,fiH.) "!)'4 
(i2,372 n'!1 
44,S:;:; 27'4 
41,ROI ]:;'3 

26,431 liO-4 
23,011 2:1'1 
21,926 3Z'!I 
21.606 i}t'; '2 

1 !l,3~:; 10·:; 
1U,770 4Z'!! 
R,I:n l(i'!! 
7,O!!3 (il'3 

{i,77R .[.J 
6.'-,24 27·;; 
:;, (,7:'; 41)' ~, 
j,UR6 ~7 .f-r 

4,157 2n·r:; 
4,] 51; (;3'2 
also!:» 21'-10 
3,R4U 24'1 

3.3:H 2S'H 
~.2:!7 lU'l 
3,147 24'7 
2,850 2s'7 

2,8:1O 4'll 
2,(,22 13'9 
2,332 24'2. 
2,047 1!I' :~ 

1,770 73·0 
1,726 1Ii. 2 
1,(;28 17'7 
l,:nU JSe!) 

1,Ot;;. 1 'i) 
1,O,H 8'8 

7(\3 10'1 
5H7 2'4 

(j:J 0'9 

It will be noticed from the above statement that owing to the difference in the 
extent of literacy prevalent, different castes and communities, when arra,nged accordin~ to 
the number 01 literates, do not foHow the same order as that of theIr total populatIon. 
For example, the non-Malayala Brahman comm1:mity which has only a total population of 
54,141 has 26,431 literates, whereas the Hmdu Pulayas who number 207,337 have 
only 6,77B literates. 
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Male literacy 
by caste, tribe 
and religion. 

37 t. Having dealt with total literacy among castes and communities in a generaf 
way we shall now proceed to consider the question of male and female literacy among' 
them separately. In accordance with the instructions of the Census Commissioner for 
India, castes and communities have been divided into "Advanced," "Intermediate:' and 
"Illiterate" according as they contain more than 50 per cent., 10 to 50 per cent. or 
les51 than 10 per cent., of literates in the male population of seven years and over. For 
purposes of comparison the Christians by sect and the Muslims have also been brought, 
under this classification. 

P''Pulatwn I',(as&ijied lIy tlte prop,wtwn of l.terates tn the male populatwn oj sel'en !tpm's and ot'er 

AdYanced 

Oaste, tribe, etc, 

Hindu and 

1 
Tribal 

N on,Malaya.~'lo .1 Brahman 
alayaJ.a Kshatrlya l 

mpala.v1isi .1 M 
A 
M 
K 
N 
V 

aJay_1iJ.a Bnhman.\ 
aQlyan • 
ltyar • 
eWi.].a.n I 

.( 
I 

I 

Total 

Christians by 
caste or race 

Europeau 

Anglo.Indian 

Syrian UhristHtn 

Total 

Chl'istians by 
sect 

Mar Thoma Ryrians. 
Jacobite 8YI'Jans 
Homo I:lyll"n~ 
Othelf, IJwludmg 

"the) t'ynano 

Total 

Muslim 

Total 
population 

(both SexCH) 

54,141 
2,9:H; 
~')J55 

13,!J:n 
15,652 

RliH,41 I 
69,627 

1,032,853 

587 

7~O 

948,514 

. 
949,891 

142,481) 
:137,1172 
44\),17:1 

31,317 

961048 

Intermediate 
-

Percentage 
of htclates 
tn themale Tota.l population 

Ga~tE', trlbe, etC. population (7 years (both sexeb) 
ar,d over). 1 
Over 50% I ]Iterate 

\ 
Rallyan 12,386 

81·2 Chet.ti 17.422 
1M·lj KamrniiJ.an 20H,Hl 
78·4 Atayan 2:'1,380 
77'3 jJavall Rh!l,8():~ 
6H'!) Vej.akklthal'tnayar 30,()03 
61·R Kflshnanvaka 12 ()32 
58·8 Virasanar 17,Hilt 

Velan IG,2;';{ 
V duthiillanayar 
(mclndlllg VaI).I}1in) 21',311 

Vaniyan 22,)j27 
)' 1,,)avall 8,4,,7 
\ elan 12,377 

I Para.vau 1:{,6U:! 
I Yalan 21,172 

Kuuunn 9,(\10 . Nadal 23fl,9H2 
Thantan 41,214 
Marakkan 31)3 
;\1 aravan 14,il9l) 

63'2 1,614,218 

100·0 piayan . :1,(\20 
Keraj.amuthali 1,5H2 

90·7 Kavan" 1 ,40~1 
Ohaekaravar 2,108 

61·0 Nadar 1(i8,573 
ParaYan 71,Gf;O 
Bhar;,tlwr H,i;ti!l 
Nlukknvan :~O,5:W 
Pulayall 157,H13 
CatholIc Atas,tr 22·l)GO 
Kuranm ~,158 
Alyanavar fi,4H 

61'1 483,119 

71'2 Allghcan 
62'! Commull1on . 83,2()] 
5G·3 ~()nch India Ullltcd 

Church 138,!J:>8 
59'0 Homall ('athollcs :lIiO,217 

S.t}',HilUrnf=tt .... ;)~,!)91 

60'7 643,427 

I 
l'llll~llln 353.,27~ 

I 

Illitera.tc 

Percentage 
of literates 
m the male 

Total populatIOn Caste, tribe, etc, l'0pula,tion (7 years 
(Loth "exes) and oyer). 

10 to 50% 
hteratc 

{g.!) I Parayan 70,nR4 
47.7 Pulayan 207,337 
+;)'2 I1Iala Urah 916 
4:3'2 p,·J.lan 29,8RO 
42', Malayar'tyall 2.,927 
42'1) Karpkkaran ti,60li 
40'" Knravan R7,071 
*0'2 Vete.n 9,~9" 
3!)'4 Malapantltram 187 

l'llaiapulayan 2~)4 

36'6 }\iannau 1"l27d 
3;-'·4 l\[uthuvan 1,ilUI 
il-l-·!J PaJlyan 460 
2!J'7 Thautapulayan 795 
28'2 
27'3 
It','\j 

17'9 
]7':~ .-

17.2 
lti·2 

37'6 419,190 

43'5 UHatan 220 
40·7 
:~;;. fl \ etan 2,OUO 
H2'8 
:12'4 
23'S 
23'] 
20-" 
19'4 
18·0 
15.] 
11)'0 

24'8 2,220 

42'1 

:10 'N 
2S', 
2-!'il 

30'5 

26'8 

Percentage 
of literates 
\U the male 
popUlation 

(7 years 
and oyer). 
Less than 

10%literate 

8'7 
6'9 
5'6 
4'3 
3·4 
2'8 
'},·7 
I' -I-
NIL 

" 
" 
" 
" 
" 

5'9 

5 ,1 

4'1 

4·2' 

i 
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DIAGRAM 68:~ LITERACY AMONG MALES 
BY CASTE, TRrBE AND RELIGION 
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FEMALE LITERACY BY CASTE, TRIBE AND HELIGION 

The total population of Hindus and Tribal Religions together is 3,137,795. 
Of these, the literacy figures for 71,534 persons of minor castes have not been compiled. 
The remaining population of 3,066,26 J has been divided into the three categories of 
'Advanced: 'Intermediate,' and 'Illiterate' on the basis of literacy. The first category 
includes 1,032,853 persons or 33·7 per cent. of the total, the second includes 1,614,218 
persons or 52·6 per cent., and the third 419,190 persons or 13· 7 per cent. Of the 
Christians by sect 59·9 per cent. come under 'Advanced,' 40·1 per cent. under Inter
mediate,' and none under 'Illiterate.' The whole Muslim population is in the 'Inter~ 
mediate' class only. The Hindu castes falling in the category of 'Advanced' are the non
Malayala Brahman, Malayala Kshatriya, Ampalavasi, Malayala Brahman, Kaniyan, 
Nayar and VeUala. All the primitive tribes, and the Parayan, Pulayan, PaHan, and 
Kuravan among the Depressed Classes belong to the 'llliterate' group, and all other castes 
to the 'Intermediate ' _ group. It may be noted that some of the Depressed Classes 
such as Atayan, I!avan, Velakkithalanayar, Velan, Veluthadanayar (including 
VaI}.I].an), Patavan, Valan, Nadar, Thantan, Matakkan and Maravan, are in the 
'Intermediate' group, the percentage of literates among their male population (7 years 
and over) ranging from 10 to 50. The percentage among some of them, e. g., Atayan, 
llavan, and Velakkithalan ayar • is more than 40, and though socially they are subject to 
certain disabilities, educationally they cannot be said to be depressed. Among the 
primitive tribes there is not one which can boast of having more thaI! six per cent. literates 
in the male population of seven years and over. The Mala-Utali has the highesl 
percentage and that is only 5·6. The percentage among the other tribes is less than 
four and there are as many as six tribes. namely, Malapantatam, Malapulayan, Mannan, 
Muthuvan, Paliyan and Thantapulayan having no literate at all. 

372. Female education is advanc~ng rapidly in Trayancore, and to:day she occ~pies Female liter~c.r 
the second place, the place of honour bemg held by Cochm, among the different Provmces by cast.e,. tribe 
and States in India in female literacy. In spite of this progress there are at present only and religion. 

168 literates per J ,000 females in Travancore (5 years and over), while the corresponding 
ratio of literate males is 408. The disparity between male and female literacy in some 
communities is even more marked than that in the general population. In order to bring 
this fact home to the communities concerned I give below a statement showing by caste t 

tribe, race and religion the ratio of literates in the female population of seven years and 
over. As in the case of the male literates, the communities have been divided into 
'Advanced: 'Intermediate,' and 'Illiterate' exactly on the same basis. 
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PopltltiflOl! i'l(hOljif'fZ hy thp pl'ojlollion oj Ideratp,l 11) tllPjima/p populatiOn of ,,_"eil yPars alld (II Pl' 

Advanced llltermedwte 
, 

______ I 

Percent,lge \ Percentage 
of literates of htcl''''t~s 
III female 11l female 

Caste, tl'1be, etc, Total female p"p"latlOll Caste, tnbe, etc. Total Iemale jlOpu]"tlOn, Ca8te, tnbe, etc 
I t ( 7 years pOlmlat lOll (7 years 

popu a ,IOn and over) and fiver) 

Over 50% lIt) to 50% 
!Iterate Iltelate 

-~-~------~------ ------------------------------------- ----------

Hindu and 
Tribal 

.MalayaJa 
Kshatriya 

Total 

, 

Christians by 
caste or race 

Europca,n 

Anl'lo-Indian 

Total 

Christians 
by sect 

Total 

Muslim 

1,37ll 66'3 

1,370 66'5 

211; 00'5 

.).)1 711'1 

573 83'7 

AUlpalavaSl 

i\falayala 
Bra.hman 

Other Brahmans 

Nayar 

KUl)lyall 

VeJliilan 

V clakkithala-
nayar 

\' e1ntharlanayar 
(lI1cludmg 
Val}l)an) 

j~(\Vall 

Arayan 

Chetti 

Velan 

Syrian Chrl'Lian 

.\rayan 

Nadal' 

K('ra1amntha,h 

Ctttholie Amsar 

:;Har Thoma 
Syrla,nR 

Romn 1"'}'Ti::lns 
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DIAGRAM 69:- LITERACY AMONG FEMALES 

BY CASTE, TRIBE AND RELIGION 

Ampalav~sI Brahman, Others 

BY THE SECT OF CHRISTIANS 

MdrThoma Synan Romo SYrian jacobIte Syrian Other ChnstIdns 

Note ... ("'ne large 8q::8rz=1,OOO females:. On~ small squar2:=10 fenlales. Th~ flgure.in e8e:h 
sc.uare ind·cate. the ollmber or literates per 1.000 remales (7 Years and Over) 

Other ChristIans 
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The above statement shows that in regard to female literacy 0·1 per cent. of the 
Hindu females are in the 'Advanced,' 66·0 per cent. in the' Intermediate' and 33·9 
per cent. in the' Illiterate' group; of the Christian females 96·3 per cent. are in the' Inter
mediate' and 3·7 per cent. in the' Illiterate' group; and the Muslim females fall entirely 
in the ' Illiterate' group only. Of the Hindus, the Malayala Kshatriya females, and of the 
Christians, the European and Anglo-Indian females alone are in the category of 'Advanced: 
The females of the primitive tribes and of most of the Depressed Classes are in the' lIIiterate' 
group. Among many primitive tribes there is no female literate at all, while among others the 
proportion is not even one per cent. Among the Depres.sed Classes the Kal)iyan is fairly 
well up in female literacy, the proportion being 21·7 per cent.; among Velakkithalanayar, 
Veluthadanayar, l!avan, Arayan and Velan the percentage varies from over 10 to over 
12 ; and among the rest it ranges from less than one to about ten. 

373. We have seen in the previous paragraphs that most of the Depressed Classes 
of the Hindus and the primitive tribes have a very low percentage of literacy. It is these 

Lder(1cy in tk(' Hindu and C!r,l'lsftan ,"('etwn . ..; of the .._<.;(une 
Caflte., and t I'.br., 

Hindu 
Chrr&tJan 

pulayan (Cheramar) 
lhndu 

Parayan (tiambavar) 
Hl1ldu 

Kura;van 
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Hmdu 
Chnstlan 

I 

I 
Total popu

latlOU 

I 

2::3,982 
H,8,fi7;{ 

21)7,:)37 
li;7,H13 

70,f:Ri 
7Ui80 

H,.Oil 
8,158 

Tot.,l htc-
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10,33;' 
HI,IO;) 

f\.77R 
16,540 
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H,UaO 

1,0G:> 
6:\1> 

Per'centnge of 1 
hter"t e, to 
the popula
tIOn 7 year~ 

an(l over 

10 I) 

:30·1) 

castes and tribes that gene
rally contribute converts to 
Christianity, but with the 
change of religion they make 
rapid progress in education 
through the influence of the 
Christian m iss ion a r i e s. 
Some figures are given in 
the marginal statement to 
ill ustrate this point. The· 
proportional figures in the 
last col umn of the statement 
show to w hat extent Christia
nization has increased 
literacy among the Depressed 
Classes. Among Hi n d u 
Nadars, for example, only a 
little over 10 per cent. of 
persons of seven years and 
over are able to read and 

. . . . . write, whereas among the 
Chnstian Nadars the raho IS 30 per cent. WhIle only about 4 per cent. are literate 
among the Hindu Pulayas, 13 per cent. of the Christian Pulayas are literate. The ratio 
among the Hindu Sambavar is about 5 per cent., but among the Christian Sambavar it is 
more than 15 per cent. Only less than two per cent. of the Hindu Kuravas, but nearly 
10 per cent. of the Christian Kuravas are literate. 

374. Malayalam and Tamil are the vernaculars of the State and are spoken by 84 
per cent. and 1 5 per cent. respectively of the population. The literates in these languages 

Lde/'acy by 80' m "JIfllaya!alll and Tat/Ill 

:Number of hteratcs 

l .. angna~(->· 

l'er,oll~ I 

Ma1ayafnm 
Tamll 

Male, Females 

----- -- - -- -------i-----I 

I 
'jl,J26,ClR7 
. !IR,JOli 

799,38() 
76,041 

327,048 
22.36:1 

are shown in the marginal statement. 
Of the total literate persons 92 per 
cent. are literate in Malayatam and 8 
per cent. in Tamil. Among literate 
males the proportions are 91·3 per cent. 
and 8·7 per cent., and among literate 
females 93·6 per cent. and 0·4 per cent. 
respectively. For 1,000 Malayalam 
speakers there are 185 Tamil speakers 
in the country, but for ',000 literates in 
Malayalam there are only 87 literates in 

~-~- -- -- ------------ Tamil. Tamil schools are conducted 
only in three or four taluks of the State where the population is preponderatingly T amilian 
and the l'amilians in other taluks are obli5ed to send their children to Malayalam sch~ols: 
This is the reason fo.r the proportion of the Tamil literates to the Malayalam lit~rates being 
less than that of TamIl speakers to Malayalam speakers. Not only so, the literates in Tamil 
are graduallv falling off while the literates in Malayalam are increasing rapidly. The latter 
rose from 453,119 in 1911 to 1,126,387 in 1931, while the former fell fro~ 108,523 to 
98,406. In other words, when literates in Malayalam have increased by nearly 149 per cent. 
in 20 years, literates in Tamil have decreased by 9 per cent. in the same period. 

Influence of 
Christia.nity 
on literacy. 

Literacy in 
the verna
culars. 
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The proportions of literates in Malayalam and Tamil by religion are shown in the 
margin. It will be noticed that among Syrian Christians there is only one per 1,000 of 
~ ____________ ~ __ ~__ ___________ ____ _ the population (5 years and over) 

ItehglOll 

All religions 
Hmdn 
f'ynan Cbl'l~tiall 
0thcl' ('hn~tlan" 
J\Iu~lim 

Numbcl of lttemte" per lllille 
C·) 3 e91'S .HlU o,er) m 

Malayahm 

267 23 
22 

1 
hO 
22 

who is literate in T ami!. For 
] ,000 Malayalam lit"rates there 
are about two Tamil literates 
among Syrian Christians, 89 
among Hindus, 190 among 
Muslims and 383 among other 
Christians. T amilliteracy is pre
valent most among non-Syrian 
Christians who reside chiefly in 
South T ravancore. Next to them 

-- -------~--------- come Hindus and Muslims who 

have the same proportion of Tamil literates and Syrian Christian s have the least. 

Literates who 375. In October 193 () the Census Commissioner for India issued a circular letter 
::;:a~;mpleted suggesting to t~e Pr?vincial ~nd State Superintendents of Census Operations '.'that ~ r~tur.n 
education. should be obtamed In the lIteracy column (16) of the General Schedule which Will mdl-

cate the numbers of all persons who claim to be able to demonstrate that they have reached 
some specified standard of education, such as the satisfactory completion of a primary 
school course." The Indian Statutory Commission had suggested that the possession of a 
certificate that a person had reached the fifth class or the corresponding standard of the 
primary school might be regarded as a qualification for voting. The number of persons 
who possessed such a certificate, it WaS thought, would be useful to the Indian Franchise 
Committee. The report of the Franchise Committee was, however, published before the 
figures collected at the census could be made available to them. 

376. In accordance with the instructions of the Census Commissioner for India 
enumerators in this State were asked to enter in column 16 of the Schedul~ "Class IV .. 
against all persons who admitted to have passed this standard. Fourth class was selected 
because it marks the 6"('st stage in elementary education in this State. After the fourth 
class children have the option to continue their education either in Vernacular Middle 
schools or join the English schools. This classification 01 schools was introduced in 
1901. Prior to that year the primary school course consisted of three classes only. There 
were also in those days a large number of private unrecognized schools which contained two 
or three classes only, and children who could not proceed to higher classes remained in 
those schools until they acquired such proficiency in the vernacular as would enable them 
to become document writers or obtain petty posts in Government service. Such of them as 
have acquired permanent literacy in this way, though they must have been returned as 
literate at this census, could not have been shown as having passed the fourth class. The 
disparity between the recorded figures of total literates and literates who have passed the 
fourth class, which we wiiI see presently, is to be attributed to this cause. The number 
of persons who have been returned as having passed the fourth class may be considered 
to be those who have gone through the regular school course and completed the primary 
standard since J 90 J when the present classification of schools was first adopted. 
With these preliminary remarks we shall consider the figures that have been collected. 

Su bsidiary Table IX 
at the end of this 

Tota.l popula.tion 
rotal h:er.lt('s 
r,lterates VI' ho have pa~He,l the 

fourth clabs 

------- chapter gives the 

_
_ P_er_,o_llK_' ___ M_L_,le_s __ l .. __ FcI,n,a_h number of literates 

, who have passed the 
:;,0!J5,\)73 
1,21 i,')2l 

2.56\073 
tlGb,ill:1 

BU!l,130 

2,~}:IO,\)O() 

;j.~l,Gll 

120,64K 

fourth class by reli
gion and locality. 
The main figures for 
the State are extract~ 

-_ ed in the margin. It 
will be seen that 35 per cent. of the total literates (36 per cent. o! the male and ,4 per cent. 
of the female literates) claim to have pasBed the fourth class. 
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The marginal statement shows by religion the total number of literates, the number 

Lderate.' by )'ellfl/IJI/ IIJho hal'p pa.>,pillhr fO/lrth "la" 

~ ______ Males _____ 1_~ . __ F_el_ll_al_"_'_ 

Llterat('~ /1 ----I 
who have PCIf'"ntagp i 
passed IV of total I 

Lltcra.Les 
Total who have Percentage 

hterate~ pa,sed (Of (olal 
IV clu"s lIterate, 

Total 
hLcrates 

"la" lttel at es 

of literates who have 
passed the fourth class 
and the percentage of 
the latter to the former. 
A.s is to be expected 
the Christian males 
and females show the 
highest percentages 

I I 
I (37 and 35); the ~------- ----------- -------'-----,---~~_:._---

HllHltl 
Ohllsliall 
1\1 U,lllll 

I Hindus closely follow 
.! 1>H),200 lH;;,!J7J i S(; 11'4,240 fi2.~122 ;]4 them with 36 and 
.1 31)9.276 114,H~H,;)/ ltiil.OI:H :>7,273 H3 34 . 
.j 37,(;01 1<,21'1 i 22 ±,24.j Hi) 111 per cent. respectlve-

~ ___ ' ____ _____ ___ _ _ ____ ___ _____ ____ ____ Iy; but the Muslims 
naturally lag far behind. 

Among Muslim males 22 per cent. and among Muslim females 10 per cent. of the literates 
only have been returned as having passed the fourth class. 

377. The table and diagram below show the progre3s of literacy m the population Progrellil of 
of the State since 1901. literacy. 
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Children below ten years of age, if they are literate, are likely to lose the literacy 
they have acquired if they do not continue their education beyond that age, and hence to 
compare the progress of literacy from census to census it is advisable to consider the 
proportions of literates in the population aged 10 years and over. For reasons explained 
in paragraphs 359 and 360 above the figures of 1921 may be left out of account. During the 
last thirty years literacy has made striking progress in this State. In 1901 only 283 out of 
1,000 males and 39 out of J ,000 females in the population of J 0 years and over were 

37. 



Progress of 
litera.cy by 
locality. 
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able to read and write. In J 91 J the ratios increased to 329 and 64, and in J 931 
to 454 and 178 respectively. In other words, ten out of 35 males aged 10 and 
over and ten out of 256 females of the same ages were literate in 1901, but 
now ten out of 22 males and ten out of 56 females of the above ages are literate. 
Literacy has made considerably more progress among females than among males, 
and yet the former is still a great deal behind the latter, because for 100 literate males 
of J 0 years and over there are only 39 literate females of the same ages. 

378. The Census Commissioner for India observes in his notes of instructions for 
the preparation of the Census Report, " The progress in the general spread of education 
can best be gauged by looking to the number of persons of each sex who are literate in 
the age-group 15-20. The proportion of literate persons in this group may be taken as 
furnishing a good guide to the number of children who have been under effective instruc
tion during the preceding quinquennium, i. e., it will show the proportion of children of 
school-going age who have attended school long enough to attain the census standard of 
literacy." It will be seen from the table given above that among males of the age-group 
15-20 the literates have increased from 264 to 530 per mille and among females of the 
same age-group fram 58 to 274 per mille during the last thirty years. That is to say, in 
J 901 there were 10 male or female literates for 38 males or 1 72 females at the age- group 
J 5-20, whereas in J 93 J the proportions were J 0 literates for 19 males or 37 females. 
The rapid progress in female literacy is evident from the fact that in J 90 J there were only 
23 female per 100 male literates in the age-group 1 5-20, but in J 93' the ratio has 
increased to 54 per 100 male literates. 

379. A clear idea of the comparative progress in effective ed ucation may be 
obtained from the actual numbers of literates in the age-group] 5-20 returned at different 
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censuses. The figures for 
the last four censuses are 
given in the margin. The 
total literates in the popu
lation of 15-20 years have 
increased from 43,887 in 
1901 to 194,671 in 1931 
or by nearly 344 per cent., 
the male literates h ave 
increased by 253 per cent. 
from 35,778 to 126,411 

and the female literates by as much as ! 42 per cent. from 8, J 09 to 68,260. 
It will be seen from the above table that the mcrease in the decade 1911 ~ 1921 was 
abnormal which could only be attributed to the inaccuracies in the literacy figures of 
192 t census. If correct figures had been obtained at that census, the rates of increase 
during the decade t 9 t t ~ t 92 I would have been lower and those during the next decade 
higher than the recorded rates, and the figures would have revealed a progressive rate of 
increase from decade to decade. Whatever it be, the fact that male literates of the age~ 
group I 5-20 have increased by 253 per cent. only while the female literates have 
increased by 742 per cent. in the course of the last thirty years, shows the more rapid 
progress female education has made than male education during this period. 

380. The table below which gives the number of literates per J ,000 of each 
sex in the age-group 15-20 in the administrative divisions at the last four censuses shows the 

_Y"moer of lderates per 1,000 of each ,qer at the age·group 15-20 if! the 
udrnlnlstratlte du 1 •• iOIl8 at the lastjollr ceflsU.le, 

-----\ -
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I 
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difference in the 
progress of educa~ 
tion in the different 
divisions. The 
greatest progress is 
spen in the N orth
ern Division where 
597 males and 327 
females per J ,000 
of each sex at the 
age-group 1 5-20 
are now literate, 
and the least pro~ 

gress is recorded in the High Range where only t 97 males and 57 females per 1,000 
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of each sex of the same age-group are able to read and write. In the High Range 
Division the population consists mostly of estate coolies among whom education makes 
little headway; facilities for education are also considerably less there than elsewhere, 
and consequently literacy is least prevalent in that division. In the other three divisions 
more or less, equal and ample facilities exist for education, especially of the primary 
standard. 1he greatest extent of literacy prevalent in the Northern Division is due to 
the population there being composed largely of Syrian Chri:;tians who evince greater 
interest in the education of their children than the other communities. 

381. The literates per J ,000 males and females of different religions in the age
group 15 - 20 in 1901 and 193 I are shown in the marginal statement. Separate figures 
are given for the Syrian and other Christians in ) 931. Separate figures for 190 J are not 

~-r"mbcJ' Of' ldenifc .... 1),'1' 1'/1()() ')')1"l71:1 .... (,-n(l !eulfde,:> If} fliP 

age"gl'oup 1,) _ 2(/ 1/1 U)()l lilI(Z1D,]1 
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available. Christians show the greatest 
progress and among them Syrian Chris
tians more than the other Christians. Of 
the Syrian Christian males of J 5 - 20 
years, nearly 75 per cent., and of their 
females of the same ages more than 50 
per cent., are literate. Next to the 
Syrian Christians the Hindus show the 
greatest progress, then come the other 
Christians and lastly the Muslims. Com
pared with the Hindus and Christians 
the Muslims are backward in education 
and more so in female education. The 
proportion of literates among Muslim 

males of 15 - 20 years, though it has increased from 153 to 318 per mille between 1901 
and 1931, is still only 60 per cent. of the State average for males. The literates among 
Muslim females of 15 - 20 years have increased only from 16 per mille in 190 I to 45 per 
mille in 1931 and the latter is only about 17 per cent. of the corresponding proportion for 
the females of the State. 

382. Subsidiary Table V A at the end of this chapter shows the proportions_ of 
literates in selected Hindu castes at the last three censuses. The figures of J 921, bemg 
incorrect, may be left out of consideration and comparison confined to those ~f 1911 and 
1931. The population of the castes dealt with is 2,17 4,077 ~ut of the total Hmdu popula
tion of 2,282,617 in 1911 and 3,003,350 out of 3,134,888 In 1931. The castes have 
been divided into four groups according as the proportion of literate persons is below 10 
per cent., 10 - 25 per cent., 25 - 50 per cent., or 50 per cent. and over. The act~aI 
population in these four groups and the percentage of each group to the total populatI.on 
dealt with in 19 I 1 and 1931 are shown in the marginal statement. In the group wIth 

50 per cent. literates 
and over there was 
none in 1911, but 
22,086 persons have 
gone into this group 
in 1931. In the 
group with 25 - 50 
per cent. literates the 
percentage of the 
population has in
creased from 4'1 in 
1911 to 33'6 in 
193 1, and there has 
been a corresponding 
reduction of 24'3 per 

Pl'o:Jl'e-:.r; of ld(,/flcy Ul ceJ'tfll1l selp('fed HI'1ulu castes 
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cent. and 5'9 per cent. in the groups with 10.25 per cent. and below 10 per cent. literates 
respectively. The last group consists mostly of very backward Depressed Classes and the 
fact that only about six per cent. of this population have moved from the last group to the next 
higher group is an indication of the comparatively slow progress these communities have made 
in education. Progress has been more rapid in the second group, from which a little over 

Progress of 
literacy by 
religion. 

Progress of 
literacy by 
caste, 
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24 per cent. have got into the next higher group in the course of 20 years. The varying 
rates of progress among the different castes can be seen clearly from the statistics relating to 
a few representative casles in each group given below:-

Number of lIte-wtc" pCI' 1,000 of the' populat1on of "II age, 

O",tc' 1!Jl1 I 1!I31 

I 
-~--- -----

Per<..;onk Male" Females Per~()nq Mg.1,," FeUla.lcr-. 

-------- ---- ---_----- ------

Ampal't\ ii", 2!11 +~6 12;; I 
"Ill f;27 3Si I 

I 

Hr<thmall, Malaya!a 4G2 628 22~ ;;U!I fi47 :HH 

Brahm'],n, ()ther~ 35(; 5~U Y7 -i8S H:l9 31.~ 

KaJ;llyiin 2H:J ~ !I!I 7B :1 {):~ 5-l!l 1-" ,,' 
Ntiyai 2:~~ :196 81 :;53 ,lXl 22B 

Vl'llal·:l.ll ~;J!) +42 fl,) ,llO 4,6 1-1:; 

thvall lUI 18/; 1. 213 :1,,2 !ll 

Kamma)an 142 28(; 11 214 3.")2 71 

Kmavall 7 12 2 12 21 -t 

Nadal' r}f) 1u+ ,j b3 H2 21 

Parayan 1:1 25 2 -to 71 "; 

Plilayau 8 l.i 1 :Hl :\ .. 10 

-- ----- ------ -------_---------- ------------ ----
The above table brings out the comparatively small progress of literacy among the 

Depressed Classes, such as, Kuravan, Nadar, Parayan and Pulayan. Both male and female 
literacy is extending less rapidl~· among these than among the other castes, and among the 
Depressed Classes female literacy is advancing more slowly than male literacy. When the 
proportion of literates among Nayar females, for example, has increased from 81 to 229 
per 1,£100, it has im:reased only from one to 10 among the Pulayas, from 2 to 4 among the 
Kuravas, from 2 to 7 among the Parayas and from 5 to 21 among the Nadars in the course 
of twenty years. Nearly 95 per cent. of the total population and about 99 per cent. of the 
females of these Depressed Classes are still unable to read and write. 

~omparative 383. In State Table II contained in Imperial Tables Volume (Part II) the total 
~:;:!:!t°:'asses literate population of each sex of the Hindus classified into Brahmans, other Hindus and 
of people as per Depressed Classe~, of the Christians 
Sta.te Ta.ble 11. ~Yulllll{'l' id,,/,(ffp 1"" I'I'nl. III t7,,' tot"l p"jJ/(l,ilwll II/ ,,71 M I· d h ·b f II . '['b'l 

(((/,', 1If' ell/,ll SP.l' lIf'tlillt'l't'lti 1'7"",." ,!f'1"'''/'[,' US Ims, an t e trl es 0 oWIng rl a 
------------------------ Religions are given. The proportional 

ButlllllallH 

Other Hlll(ln" 
DCpl ('<... .... "d CI'tfo,<.lcf-. 
Chll~tIallH 

lUllshmH 
'l'11b~1 HelIglow", 

Male, F"lllal," figures worked out from this table are 
_____________ shown in the margin. The proportion 

is based on the population of all ages . 
~~ ~~ BrahmaIls include Malayala and other 
:u 7 Brahmans. Depressed Classes comprise 
:I~ 212 all those Hindu castes which are treated 21 

• i 3 lc~" than 1 as untouchables. Even the lIavas who 

• 1 
.1 

i are fairly high up in lit~racy are 
------ ---------------- included in the Depressed Classes 
because they belong to the untouchables. On the basis of this classification the 
Brahman males and females are seen to be the most literate. The other Hindus take rank 
next to the Brahmans in regard to male literacy, and the Christians who are below the 
other Hindus in male literacy occupy the second place in female literacy. The Muslims 
are less literate than the Depressed Classes taken together. The backwardness of the 
Depressed Classes and Muslims in female education is evident from the fact that only seven 
per cent. of the females of the former and two per cent. of the females of the latter are 
literate. Among the primitive tribes following Tribal Religions only three per cent. of 
the males and not even one per cent. of the females claim to be able to read and write. 
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384. The literacy figures of the Provinces and States in India for 1973 J have been 
:received and the proportional figures are set forth in the marginal table for purposes of 

}""umber literate per 1,000 (!( the fI"p"Zlflwn Ilfled 5 years and (ller 
in J;;;"tu(e;-, and pJ'()/ Incp.'i In India 

State ur Province 

Burma 
Cochm State 
'Travancore State 
Baroda State 

Coorg 
Bh!wnagar State 
AJmer-Merwara 
\\' estern India "tates 

Pu{\ukott,u State 
Bongal 
Maura, 
Mysure State 

Bombay 
_Ass~m 

'Central Provillce~ allll Bel'ar 
.Punjab 

,UmteJ rrovlllccs 
n,har ane! OusHa 

'Central IIHlla States 
lB,k9.111r State 

North Wc~t Frontier l'rovlllce 
Baluchls1 an 
HydClabad 
llaJllU tana 

Jammu and Kashmir 
Sikhim 

Tnlha 

I N"um],cI lltl'rate per I,OOU of the 

I
~~(latl()ll a.ged .) yf'fll'~ and ()Vel 

.Persons J M,t10h I Females 

289 
209 

I if) 
Hi~ 

12;; 
12:> 

114 
110 
lOS 
106 

102 
!)] 

~o 

59 

54 
,,2 
5j 
50 

4() 
48 
47 
4il 

it) 

u.) 

olin 
460 
408 
XJl 

25;; 
20X 
2Ui 

217 
1~0 
lSS 
174 

167 
1.;2 
110 

!Ii 
~3 

92 

80 
76 
83 
7G 

70 
Gti 

Hi,) 
2,W 
168 

7!J 

X7 

20 
32 
30 
X;; 

29 
21 
11 
15 

11 

!) 
9 

12 
11 
10 

() 

ti 

2!) 

comparison. In total as 
well as male literacy 
Burma takes the lead, 
Cochin stands second and 
Travancore third. In 
female literacy Co chin 
leads off and is followed 
by T ravancore and only 
then by Burma. Baroda, 
in spite ot the compulsory 
education which has been 
enforced there since 
1906, has made only 33 
per cent. of the males and 
8 per cent. of the females 
of five years and over 
literate as against 41 per 
cent. and J 7 per cent. 
respectively in Travan
core where education has 
been voluntary. In 
Mysore only about J 7 
per cent. of males and 3 
per cent. of females of 
five years and over can 
read and write. In the 
major provinces of India, 
excepting Burma, the per
centages of male literates 
range from about 9 per 
cent. to 19 per cent. and 
those of female literates 

from less than one per cent. to about three per cent. only. Taking India as a whole 
'male literacy is about 16 per cent. and female literacy three per cent. 

385. We have seen in the previous p3.ragraph that in India there is no Province or 
State except Burma and Co chin so advanced in literacy as T ravancote, but when com

lllde/'ar!! In some jOI'{,lgn ('Olllltl'IPS (£Jul Tl'lUf[}U'O)'e 

Country Age-pl'.flOd 

-------~-----~ 

United Kingdom 
Haly 
Dpllmark 
(}ernluny 
Japan 
Australia 
Umted States 

,Czech )slovakm 
Franco 
l3elgium 
Hlln~ary 
HUSSU1 

'Spalll 
portugal 

-Chma 
Egypt 

'Trallanoore 

} 5 years and over 

6 years and over 
~, " 

"
I 5 years and over 

10 ypars and over 
NBgl'O, 10 yt1ars and. over 
All ages 
10 years 'md over 
o yea.rs and O\'E'r 

6 years and over 
All ages 
5 years arul over 

,\1i' ages 

All ages 
5 yea, sand ovel' 
10 years and over 

Number illIterate 
pel' cent, of 

the populatIOn 

0'03 
0'7 
i' :{ 
4'X 

] fi' 3 
7'7 
8'2 

10'7 
1;;'2 
4W7 
-lH'S 
68'0 
HO'O 
92'1 

7n'1 
71'1 
68'a 

pared with the countries in 
the West she is still in the 
background. A few figures 
taken from The World 
Almanac and Book 0/ Facts, 
/932, are given in the 
margin to illustrate this 
point. In countries like the 
United Kingdom, Italy, 
Denmark, Germany, United 
States. etc., where primary 
education has long been 
compulsory the percentage 
of illiteracy is practically nil 
or very low. Even among 
the Negroes of the United 
States education has so far 
advanced that only 16'3 
per cent. of the population 
aged 1 0 years and over !'.Ire 
illiterate as against 68'3 
per cent. in T ravancore. 

In Russia and Spain very nearly one~half of the population are illiterate. In Portugal 

Comparison 
with other 
States a.nd 
Provinces. 

Comparison 
with other 
countries. 
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68 pel' cent. of the population of five years and over are unable to read and write. 
while the corresponding ratio in Travancore is 71 per cent. It must be remembered 
that in all the countries mentioned above education is compulsory, but in Travancore it is 
not. In China the illiterate form 80 per cent. of the total population. I'ravancore is 
more advanced than China in that she has only 76 per cent. of her total population illiterate. 
In Egypt primary education has been made compulsory since 1923 and yet 92 per cent. 
of her population are still illiterate. 

386. The number of literates in English in the population of the State aged five 
years and over is 80,651, composed of 65,500 males and 15,151 females. The Hindus. 
can claim 41,704 persons as literate in English, the Christians 37,296 and the Muslims 
1,608. The number .of English literates per 1,000 of the population of five years and over has 
increased from 15 in 1921 to 19 in 1931. Out of 1,000 of each sex 31 males and 7 
females are noW able to read and write English as against 28 males and 6 females at the 
last census. In other words, one in every 32 males and one in every 143 females have 
acquired literacy in English as compared with one in 36 males and one in 166 females 
in 1921. 

387. Subsidiary Table IV at the end of this chapter shows the proportion of 
literates in English by age and sex in the State and the different administrative and natural 

Number ot hterates III Enghsh per milie of all ages 
hve years anel over 

State or DiviSIOn ~~il~l- ~[ -1~--1-~1~~1 1901 

1\1 aleslFemalcslMalesll~emalesl Malesi Females: Malesl, Females 

STATE 31 7 

Southern Dlvl,iJn :~8 
Central " 30 
N()rthern ~, 

Higll HalJge " 
2."5 r, 
il\) , II 

28 

"HI 
24 
18 
33 

6 

7 
I) 

(j 

() 

:: I : 
I 11 2 

10 2 I 23 6 

I 

10 I 2 

in I 2 

i': [,: 

divisions. Tht:: figures in 
the margin which are ex~ 
tracted from that table show 
the progress of English 
literacy by sex in the 
State and its administrative 
divisions during the last thirty 
years. Taking the State as 
a whole, the proportion of 
male literates in English 
increased by 50 per cent. 
during 1901-1911, by 87 
per cent. in the next decade 
and by J O· 7 per cent. in the 

last decade. Among females, while there was no vanahon in the decade 1901-191 1 , 
the proportion trebled itself during the next decade, and increased from six to seven per 
mille during the last decade. As in the caSe of general literacy the number of literates 
in English also showed an abnormal increase in 1921. This again is due probably to 
mistakes in the return. 

388. Taking the divisions separately, we see from the marginal table which shows the 
variatIOns in the proportion of literates in English per mille of each sex during the last three 

DIVlSIon 

-----------------

Southern 

Central 

Northern 

J MalcR . 
1 Females. 

J 1I1aleR . 
1 Females. 

J Mall'R . 
1 Females. 

J Mnles . 
I Yemales . 

IVarlatlOn In the proportion of lIterates 
: ill English per mtlle of each sex I .. --- ---
I l}'2~1!13~1J11_HJ21 jl!JOI_11J11 _ 

+7 
-1 

+fi 
+2 

+ fi 
+ il 

+ 13 
+ 3 

+ R 
+ { 

+10 
+ :~ 

+11 
+ 2 

+ <1 
+ 1 

+ 3 
+ 1 

-17 
-4 

decades, that there has been an in
crease in the proportion of male lite
rates in all the decades and in all the 
divisions except in the High Range 
Division in the decade 1901 -191 1 
and in the female literates with the 
additional exception of the Northern 
Division in the last decade. It is to 
be noted that in all the divisions 
the increase in the proportion was 
greater in the decade t 9 t t - t 92 t 
than in the one preceding or follow
ing it. The large decrease in the 
proportions both among males and 
females in the High Range during 
1901- t 9 11 might be due to the fact 

thllt, while prior to 190 J the population of this division consisted largely of European I 
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planters and their families and other employes in the service of the State possessing a 
knowledge of English, the rapid development of tea and rubber cultivation in the first 
decennium of the present century led to the immigration of large numbers of illiterate 
coolies from the adjoining British territory. From Subsidiary Table IV it will be seen 
that the Southern Division has the highest proportion of literates in English in 
all the age~groups among males as well as females. This is but natural inasmuch as 
Trivandrum, the capital, and Nagercoil, both of which are situated in this division, contain 
between them six out of nine Arts and Science Colleges in the State and several English 
High Schools for boys and girls. The head~quarters of most of the departments of the 
State, including the highest Court of Justice, in all of which the recognized official language 
is English, are also situated at the capital. These as well as the numerous trading and 
other business establishments in T rivandrum employ a considerable number of persons 
possessing a knowledge of English. It may be noted that in the High Range Division 
the proportions of literates in English are the lowest among males in the age-groups J 0- J 5 
and J 5-20 and the highest in the age~group 20 and over. The low proportions in the former 
two age-groups may be explained by the fact that the majority of the population of these 
groups are coolies working in the estates who scarcely go in for education, if at all, beyond 
the primary stage. The highest proportion in the age~group 20 and over is due to the 
presence of a large number of European planters. 

389. The figures in the margin which are extracted from Subsidiary Table I show Literaoy in 
the proportion of literates in English by seK in the main religions. The Christians have the Enl~gl!Bh by 

Rchglon 

STATE 

Number per mille, IIgcd fiyc lind oyer, 
who are literate III English 

PeTsons Males fi'1enlaleR 

i9 3i 7 

h · h f E \. h I· re I Ion. Ig est proportion 0 ng IS lterates, 
the Hindus come next and the Muslims 

Hindu 11> 28 4 

last. Among Christians the Syrians 
are more literate than the other Christ~ 
ians, the former having 48 literates per 
1,000 males and 15 literates per 1,000 
females and the latter 32 and I 5 res~ 
pectively. The Muslims are very back~ 
ward in English as in vernacular educa
tion. Among their males only eleven per 
J ,000 are able to read and write English 
and among females the proportion is 
practically nil, there being only a total 
number of 37 women literate in 
English. Subsidiary Table V shows 

Ohrl>'tUlD 2,K 41 IS 
(((I i"yrlan 31 48 15 

~d~l)lll:hl'r~ __ J __ ~~_~ ____ i~_J __ ~~~_ 
that among Europeans and Anglo-Indians 
literates in English are 969 per mille 

aged seven and over, the proportions of 
for males and 874 per mille for females 

among the former and 795 per mille 
for males and 574 for females among 
the latter. This is but natural. 
because most of them have English 
as their mother~tongue. The marginal 
statement shows the proportion of 
literates in English among Christians 
by sect and sex. The Mar Thoma 
Syrians have the highest proportion of 
male literates, viz., 87 per mille, while 
in female literacy the Anglicans stand 
first with 33 per mille. The Salvation~ 
ists have the lowest proportions, nameiy, 
24 per mille among males and 8 per 
mille among females. The other sects 
occupy inlermediate positions between 
these two extremes. It will be 
noticed that the ratio of female to 
male literates in English is pretty high 

Sect 

Ang'iic'lIl Commumon 

Ja"obite 8yriclllH 

Mar 'fhoHla Hyr ian..,; 

ROllO fiYl'ianH 

Roman Catbolics 

~alvahoIllsts 

South Indlf1 11mte,l Church 

among Christians. 
Anglicans. 

Nnmhf'r per millp aged 
7 ye(ll~ and oyer who are 

lIlc~te III EIlg:]Jsh 

- - -~ ---,---

PcrsollR \ :iUa!es \ Female" 

51 68 

32 4\) H 

5U 87 2U 

23 10 

2G 34 17 

1(; 8 

25 3t; 

It 15 35 per 100 for all Christians and 45 per 100 for, the 
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390. Subsidiary Table V shows the extent of literacy in English by sex and age in 
selected castes, and Subsidi

Oaste 

Brahman (non-MalayaJa) . 

Kshatriya (Malaya]a) 

Ye)Jii]an 

Brahman (Ma.laya}a) 

Nayar 

Sahyan 

Chetti 

Krishnan vaka 

Vadavan 

Va:q.lyan 

Maravan 

I),avan 

Velakkl thai ana yar 

Vifa~alVar 

Aiayan 

Ve}uthad!l.nayar 

KammaJan 

Paiavan 

Kuduml 

Valan 

PaHan 

I'arayan 

Thantan 

Velan 

Pulayan 

Kuravan 

Number per 10,000 of all 
ages, 7 years anu over, 

who are !It,'rate In EngliRh 

Females 

3,514 213 

3,219 493 

1,234 96 

9[)2 77 

28 

96 

25 

Sri2 17 

286 4 

289 

165 33 

135 4 

123 31 

38 

113 6 

103 13 

7(; 11 

15 

72 

71 8 

63 

57 2 

41l 3 

24 11 

20 

11 1 

8 6 

7 2 

3 1 

ary Table V A the corres
ponding proportions based on 
the total population for those 
castes for which figures are 
a"ailable for the last three 
censuses. The proportions 
for the most important castes 
based on the population aged 
seven years and over for 
1931 are given in the margin. 
Of the different castes, the 
Brahmans have the highest 
proportion of literates in 
English, 3,514 per 10,000 
males and 213 per 10,000 
females. There is no other 
caste or community which 
approaches them in English 
literacy among males. The 
highest proportion amon~ 
Christians is only 867 per 
1 0,000 males in the case 
of the Mar Thoma Syrians. 
In regard to females the 
highest proportion (331 per 
10,000) is seen among the 
Anglicans, while among the 
Brahmans the ratio is only 
213 per 10,000. The pro
portions of literates in some 
castes appear to be some
what high because their 
population is small. The 
actual numbers of female 
literates among the non
Malayala Brahman, Malayala 
Kshatriya, Ampalavasi and 
VeUalan, for example, are 
only 460, 55, 31 and 217, 
though their ratios per 10,000 
work out to 213, 493, 96 and 
77. The Depressed Classes 
who are backward in general 
literacy are more so in 
English literacy. Among 
Kuravans, for example, there 
are only three males and one 
female in 10,000 of each 

sex who are literate in English. One noticeable feature of literacy in English is the very 
wide disparity in the ratio of female to male literates of different castes as can ~e 

seen from the figures given in the margin for a few 

I!a.van 
Niiya~ 
Ampalavasl 

Caste 

Brahman (non-Malayala) 
N"dar 
Krlshnanv!1.ka 
Yadavan 

Number of female 
hterate8 per 100 
male literates in 

English 

26 
22 

7 
6 
4 
1 
1 

typic:al castes. For 100 male literates in English 
the Ilavas have 26 female literates, the Nayars 22, 
the Ampalavasis 7, and the Brahmans only 6. 
Though more than one-third of the Brahman males 
of 7 years and over are able to read and write 
English, there are only six females to 100 males 
who can do the same. On the other hand, only a 
little less than 5 per cent. of Nayar males of 7 years 
and over are literate in English, but for every 100 
such male& there are 22 females. In certain castes, 
such as Krishnanvaka and Yadavan, English educa

tion among females is so poor that for 100 male literates there is only one female literate. 
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39 J. The statement in the margin below gives the number literate in English per Cl?mparisoa 
1,000 persons aged 5 years and over in the various Provinces and States in India. T ravan~ St~~:~~d 

Province or Rtate 

ochin State 
en gal 
om bay 
ravancore State 

o 
B 
B 
T 
B havnaga.r State 

M 
B 
B 
M 
N 

ysore State 
aroda Stat,e 
aluch'sLan 
adras 
orth WeHt FrontIer Province 

A ~ .... arrs. 
D nnjab 

urma 
T eqtcrn India States 
entral Provlllc8H and BemI' 

B 
Vi 
C 

UUlll<attm Statu P 
U 
Ja 
B 

nlted Provincet-; 
mmu and Ka'hmir 

Ikamr State 
G wallOr SLa'te 

ihar and OriSH'" 
entral India Slates 

B 
C 
H 
P 
R 

yderabad State 
Ul1Ja b States 
a.jputanl'l 

In dill. 

f 

. 

'1 

Number literate in EngliRh 
per 1,000 aged 5 years 

and over 

Persons 1 Males jFemales 

37 58 16 
2f) 43 5 
20 il2 7 
19 31 7 
17 32 1 

16 27 /) 

15 28 2 
14 21 

I 
4 

14 2(; -1 
13 21 2 

13 22 1 
13 21 2 
13 20 5 
11 20 1 

G 11 1 

G 13 .. 
6 11 1 
Ii 11 1 
;; ~ 
5 8 1 

5 10 1 
;; !I 1 
!'\ 1\ 1 
[) 1\ , . 
:l 

I 
l; 0 

12 21 :{ 

core takes the fourth place in English Proyinces. 

literacy. As against Burma in 
general literacy, Co chin holds the 
first place in English literacy, and 
Bengal and Bombay which are fairly 
low down in general literacy o,ccupy 
the second and third ranks respec~ 
tively. Madras Presidency has 14 
literates in English per J ,000 persons 
aged five and over, while Travancore 
has J 9. The proportions in the States 
and Provinces in Northern India. 
such as the Central Provinces and 
Berar, the United Provinces, 
Bikanir, Gwalior, etc., are only 5 
or 6 per J ,000, and Rajputana 
has the lowest proportion of 
3 per 1,000. If the sexes are con~ 
sidered separately, it will be seen 
that as regards male literacy in 
English Co chin stands first, followed 
in order by Bengal, Bombay, Bhav-
nagar and T ravancore; as regards 
female literacy Co chin again heads 
the list, but T ravancore occupies the 
second place along with Bombay. 
In most of the Provinces and States 
the female literates in English 
number only one or two per J ,000, 
whereas in T ravancore the ratio is 
seven per 1,000. 

392. We have seen that Burma, Cochin and Travancore are far ahead of other Progress of' 
Provinces and States in India in literacy. Burma owes this position to her monastic schools education. 

through which a large proportion of her Buddhistic population passes. In Cochin and 
Travancore the people have from very early times shown special interest in education. Till 
the Governments of these States took over the direction and control of the educational 
system, private teachers, called Asiins, conducted schools in villages and imparted such 
instruction as was required for the everyday life of the ordinary people. The Government, 
in those days, took no direct part in education. The remuneration to teachers was not paid 
out of State coffers, but was contributed by the villagers themselves voluntarily. The 
system, though devoid of State control, worked satisfactorily and met the requirements of 
the people until individualistic tendencies had begun to manifest themselves and undermine 
corporate action on which the ancient village organization was based. Such was the 
condition of the society in Travancore at the beginning of the nineteenth century. Educa-
tion had deteriorated and was almost completely neglected in the northern parts of the 
State. The people in those parts were so poor that they could not afford to pay the 
teachers, and the large majority of the children consequently went without any education. 
At this juncture the Government of Travancore undertook the responsibility of fostering 
elementary education in the country. In 1817 Her Highness Rani Gouri Parvathi Bhai, 
the then ruler of T ravancore. issued a rescript by which Her Highness commanded" that 
the State should defray the entire cost of the education of its people in order that there 
might be no backwardness in the spread of enlightenment among them, that by diffusion of 
education they might become better subjects and public servants and that the reputation of 
the State might be advanced thereby." About the time when the above rescript was issued 
a beginning was also made in the introduction of English education in the State by the 
voluntary efforts of the Christian missionary bodies. In the years 1816-19 they opened 
two English schools, one at Kottayam and the other at Nagercoil. The first Government 
English school was started at Trivandrum in 1834. This Was later developed into a high 
school and ultimately into CI. first grade college. The first English school for girls was 
opened at Trivandrum by the Zenana Mission in 1863 and in the following year a 
Covernment High School for girls was started at Trivandrum, which has recently been 

4B 
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developed into a first grade college for women. The first Normal School for training 
teachers was established in 1885 and in ! 91 0 it was converted into a Training College. 

The policy of the Government has always been to encourage private enterprise in the 
field of education. Schools under private management have gradually been brought under 
the supervision of the Education Department and in all deserving cases grants-in-aid have 
been given. To regulate the system of awarding grants a comprehensive Grant-in-aid Code 
was prepared and brought into force in 1895. In that year there were 2,722 vernacular 
schools of which 295 were departmental. 1,31 1 aided and 1, J 16 unaided institutions. In 
course of time many of the inefficient private institutions were weeded out and the efficient 
ones brought under the control and supervision of the department. In 1921 the total 
number of recognized educational institutions in the State stood at 3,112 and the unrecog
nized ones at 933, but in 1930 the recognized institutions increased to 3,641 and the 
unrecognized ones decreased to 299. 

393. We see from the above figures that the publication of the Grant-in-aid Code 
in 1895 has had the desired effect of weeding out most of the inefficient unrecognized 
schools. A further step towards the improvement of education was taken in 1910 by the 
publication of a more comprehensive Education Code by which the whole educational 
system has been remodelled and systematized, and since then the progress of education in 
all directions has been phenomenal. Subsidiary Table VlIl at the end of this chapter 
gives the number of institutions of different grades and their strength from year to year from 
1911 to 1930. The figures for 1911, 1921 and 1930 are given below:-

_Vumbrl" {if }'('t:II!/nlzed l,dlll"atillnal in.,tdut/{)iI •• (lild tlIPIJ' .treil.1fh 
. - , 

Number Scholars 

Description of ll1sbtubons 

I 
I 

I 
, 

1911 1921 I 1930 1911 1\)21 I 1!J30 
1 

I . 
Art.~ and SClCllce Colleges 4 4 7 432 1,114 2,5H 
Trall11I1g College 1 1 1 ;;6 75 }()(\ 

Sanhknt Collqrc " 1 1 " 324 53 
Engll'h High Schools for boy,; 26 41 5" 8,963 22,161 27,:;68 

DItto for gills a 9 15 (;00 2,53!) 4,126 
English MIddle Schools for boys 32 ~9 155 2,7!Jl 11,611 19,6~)3 

Ihtto for gIrls 7 10 21 348 1.330 2,314 
Vernacular High and MIddle 

Schools for boy" 81 227 243 2S,046 1:5,0:12 !lB,69!) 
IlItto for girls 42 86 99 7,601 , 21,632 :31,2i)!j 

Primary School" for boy~ 1,2()4 2,278 2,624 !)6,ilOI 23.3,41)7 334,020 
Ditto for glr],., IG!J 285 3(;(; 13,711 29,-l~8 49,559 

Tmining i:ichools 5 16 18 lOR :329 :132 
Techmcal School" 10 61 19 398 1,596 1,243 
Other i:il'eclal Sehools 4 4 17 318 22.3 2,19(; 

Tota.l 1,848 3,112 3,641 \ 159,668 392,913 568,703 

~- ~-~-

The number of institutions increased by 89 per cent. in the decade 19 J J -I 92 J 
and by 1 7 per cent. in the next decade, the total increase in the two decades together being 
J 21 per cent. The scholars increased by 1 46 per cent. in the first decade, by 45 per 
cent. in the next and by 256 per cent. in the two decades together. 

Increa.se in the 
number and 
strength of 
primary schools 
since 1911. 

394. In considering the progress of literacy we have to take into account mainly the 
primary schools. These increased from 1,433 in 1911 to 2,563 in 1921 and to 2,990 

in 1930, and their strength from 
AU'I( and p"p"~(/fllln 'Nt cd b!l primary .<1"",18 In 110,012 in 1911 to 264,945 in 

1911 1021 ([wl1930 1921, ;and to 383,579 in 1930. 

\ \ 

AVelaae I The area and population served by 
Ave] a',e arc'a hCl've,] 1)y Ce,t'[, school ) n f I 

\ 

num )('r (I these schools in the three years 
y ear -~t-;'~(: a: -':-"~l~"l~"~\ Statt' arm mll11l8 1"",e1'-1 ~~;.~~~~'~~n und er consideration are given in 

____ "Cj.lllIle, vcdfOl'e,t. i:<q.mlle' each,dlOul the margin. Taking the State as 
lUll -- - --- - - - - -I - - -- - -I a whole the average area served 
1!l21 :;:;~ I i:~ I i:!'~;! by each primary school was 5'3 
1 UClO 2' h I I - I - 4 

'1 1,10 square miles in 1911,3'0 square 
___ '---______ I I miles in 1921 and 2'6 square 

. . . miles in 1930. The forest 
regIOns are practIcally umnhabIted and if the primary schools were distributed over the State 
area excluding the reserved forests, the average area served by each primary school would 
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I>e 3'7, 2'0, and 1'7 square miles in 191J, 1921 and 1930 respective!y. The number of 
persons served by each school works out to 2,393, 1,563, and 1,704 m 191 I, 1921 and 
1930 respectively. The higher ratio in 19~0 than in 192.1 ,is du~ to the fac~ that the 
number of schools has not increased proportIOnately to the lDcrease In the populatIon. 

395. The total number of boys under instruction in 1921 was 263,357 and it 
increased to 353,513 in 1930, i. e., by about 35 per cent., whereas the number of girls 

.. :Y'lunbeJ' of rnaTes andfrmalei:>'ltruh),' Illr...trllf'fwn in dltteJ'f)nf tll'fules of l'(/ .... tdl1.tlOn~ 

in 1.921 and I.9Jr) 

under instruction in~ 
creased by 66 per cent . 
from 129,556 to 
215,190. The differ-

Description of 
lUHtltutions 

U)21 I Percl'lltul2" of I ence in the rates of 
lncrem~e 

-----,--.--'-,-----,--- increase indicates the 
l!lHO 

~i-::-I--;en=b-I-· i\Iale, I Females I Males IFemale, mOre rapid progress in 
___ ,-- the education of females 

than of males. From 
the figures given in the 
margin it will be seen 
that the difference is 

Colleges 
Enghsh Schools 
Vernacular Schools. 

l,B:-l9 
1'11,5'13 

221),'161 

17,1 
6,108 

122,2-!S 

2,458 
41,,,36 

3U7,251 

236 
12,165 

201,28(; 

S:-I'6 
:-11'7 
,H'O 

3,;'6 
1)11,1 
64·7 

more marked in the 
strength of English and Vernacular schools than in that of colleges. While men under 
instruction in colleges increased by 83'6 per cent. women under instruction increased only 
by 35'6 per cent., but whereas boys under instruction in English and Vernacular schools 
increased only by 31 '7 per cent. and 34'0 per cent., girls under instruction increased by as 
much as 99'1 per cent. and 64'7 per cent. respectively. 

Progress of 
educa.tion by 
sex during 
the decade 
1921-1930-

396. The number of pupils of important Hindu castes, primitive tribes, Christians Progre~s of 

and Muslims under instruction in 1921 and 1930 are given in the margin. The figures for ::~~:~~: by 

.Yumber under m~t7'uctwn In 1[}21 and 1[}30 

Caste or relIgion 

Aiayan 
Brahman 
Ilavan 
Kummajan 
KaI)-iyan 
Krishnanvaka 
KshatrlYn. 
Kuravau 
Nadar 
Nayar 
Pilrayan 
Pulayan 
Thantan 
VeHMan 
'Vetan 
Primitin Tribes 
ChrIstIans 
lliluslims 

[ !I. umber in HI21 

·1 1,3:'7 
9937 

5,1:7,7 
11,066 

633 
S39 
5,11 
1'51 

11,21J 
1UO,,23H 

5,13;; 
12,381 
1,tlo7 
7,:'64 

139 
2+1 

144,1!13 
11,9SI; 

Number in 1930 I 
3103 

10:664 
!ll,555 
20,179 

1,53\) 
1,(J:~6 

ri07 
2,310 

16,349 
12",24U 

-i.,4:l5 
14,373 

2,815 
8.,-!:l3 

170 
!l3!! 

217,417 
19,2 .. 9 

Percentage of r 
increu&.e 

12~ I 
67 I S2 

14-6 
23 
o (decrease) II 

IiI 
-!R 
26 
H(deerease)1 
16 

164 
11 
22 

2!JO 
fil 
lil 

some of the backward and religion. 

depressed classes and the 
primitive tribes may not 
be quite correct. They 
are the only available 
statistics and are, there-
fore, included in the slate~ 
ment. It is noteworthy 
that the increase in the case 
of educationally advanced 
Hindu castes such as the 
Brahman and the Nayar 
is only 7 per cent. and 
26 per cent. respectively, 
whereas among the equally' 
advanced Christian com-
munity the increase is 5 1 
per cent. These ratios 
confirm the conclusion 
drawn from the census 

ng.ures of literacy that the progress of education among Christians is greater than among 
~mdus .. The navas, though they belong to the Depressed Classes_, are progressing rapidly 
III education. In the course of the last decade the number of llavas under instruction 
has increased ~y 67 p~r cent.. The Muslims are also advancing rapidly, the increase in the 
number under mstructlOn dUrIng the decade being 61 per cent. The Kuravan, one of the 
Depressed Classes, has shown an increase of 171 per cent. The Pulaya, another of the 
Depressed Classes, has increased only by 16 per cent., while the Parayan, also a Depressed 
Class, has sh?wn a d~crease?f 14 per cent: These fi¥ures could have been compared with 
the rat€s of mcrease m the lIterate populatIon of the dIfferent castes and religions if correct 
figures of literacy had been obtained at the different cenSUses. But the inaccuracies in 
:the literacy figures of 1921 preclude such a comparison. 
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397. The results of public examinations afford a good test of the progress of effective
education_ A few figures showing the results of the examinations in 1921 and 1930 

Result. of publIC eJ'am mat IOns ?n 1921 and 1930 
extracted from Sub
sidiary Table X at the 
end of this chapter are ----,------------------------------------------

Examination 

B A. Degl"l'C II 
Intermedlate . 
Elll(lish School Lea v mg • 
Vernacular School 

LeavIng" 
Vernacular H 19her 

1921 
\ 

19~0 given in the margin. 
-------_________ One noteworthy feature 

I Cal1\hdate~ of these figures is the Candidates 

2R7 
256 

I,G44 

4,4!10 
4(;a 

151 
113 

large increase in the 

I' s t Pac sed number of candidates en up " 
rent up and passed in 

I all the English examina-

\ 

770 !SIH tions (B. A., Inter-
630 267 

i 3,6201 1,370 mediate and School 
I Leaving), while in the 

~1~~_\_r,:~~:~ ~ _1 __ 1'1:_ ~~::i~a:~:~ er~h~~;h 
-~-----~----- ----- the candidates who 
were sent up have increased slightly, those who passed have actually decreased in number. 
Of the candidates who passed the English School Leaving Examination there were 
546 boys and 40 girls in 1921 and 1,241 boys and 129 girls in J 930, and of those who 
passed the Vernacular School Leaving Examination boys numbered J, J 1 r and girls 453 
in 1921, while in 1930 the corresponding numbers were 1,105 and 409. The increase in 
passes in the English examinations is shared by boys as well as girls but more by the latter 
than by the former and the decrease in the passes in the Vernacular examination is also seen 
among both boys and girls. 

398. The extent to which education is spreading in a nation or community can be 
gauged from the proportion of the pupils under instruction to the total population. The 

ProportIOn <1 }J1l1'118 to the tlltal popu~at"'n 
proportions for the aggregate population and 
for the different communities in Travancore 

------- in 1930 together with those for the United 
Country or community \ ProPo~~~Ot per States in 1930 and for Great Britain in 1931 

-----~-----------'------ are given in the marginal statement. In the United 
lJlllted Stat"8 (H)30) 
Great Blltalll (1931) 
Trayancore (1931) 

Hindus 

Atdyan 
Brahman 
jjavo.n 
Kammalsll 
Kuravan 
:Madar 
Nayal 
:Pal ayaH 
Pulayall 
Thantall 
VeJ.1aJan 

20'5 
lS·0 

11'2 

Hl·g 
1."i·7 
10'5 
!I'7 
2'7 
7· 1 

n·x 
12'1 

States 20'5 per cent., and in' Great Britain 18 
per cent. of the total population were under 
instruction in 1930 and 1931 respectively, while 
in Travancore the present proportion is only just 
over I I per cent. Among the different castes and 
religious communities the proportions vary widely. 
The Mar Thoma Syrians have the highest 
proportion, viz., 19'5 per cent., which is even 
r'5 per cent. more than that in Great Britain_ 
This does not mean that the Mar Thoma 
Syrians are educationally more advanced than 
the British. The population of Travancore 

Christians contains a higher proportion of children and 
Anglican Com.nulllon 18'3 the adolescent than that of Great Britain and 
JacobIte SyrIanb 1;;·1 th f f t d t h Id th f b Msr 'l'homa SyrIans H)';; e propor IOn 0 s u en s s ou , ere ore, e 
Romo RynanR 12-7 higher here than there_ The Anglicans and 
Roman C"thOlicR 10·!) the Brahmans closely follow the Mar Thoma 
Salvatiolllsts \).~) 
South Imha Fnited Church lJ·ti Syrians with 18-3 per cent. and 15'7 percent. 

Muslims 5'5 respectively of the population under instruction. 
____ ~~~~ . _~ ___ .__ The proportions for the Depressed Classes are 

, rather low, Nadar 7'1 per cent., Pulayan 6'9 
per cent., Thantan 6-8 per cent., Parayan 6'3 per cent., and Kuravan 2-7 per cent. The 
Muslims whose proportion is only 5-5 per cent. are even more backward than some of 
the Depressed Classes_ This is due to the very slow progress in the spread of education 
among their women, though the men are advancing as fast as or even faster than the men of 
the other backward communities_ 

Proportion of 399. In the above paragraph We have dealt with the proportion of the number of boys 
pupils in and girls under instruction in all grades of educational institutions to the total population. 
prImary schools I 'd' h . f I I' d' h d d to the popula- n conSl ermg t e questIOn 0 genera Iteracy accor mg to t e census stan ar we are 
tio.n of school- concerned only with the boys and girls receiving instruction in primary schools and their 
gomgage. 
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proportion to the population that ought to be attending these sch?ols. Before entering into 
a discussion of this question we must decide the length of prImary school course one has 
to go through to acquire literacy and the ages during which one ought to complete 
that course. The Hartog Committee have assumed that Uno child who has not completed 
a primary course of at least four years will become permanently literate," and they have 
taken six to eleven years as the ages of the children who should be receiving primary 
education and J 4 per cent. of the total population as the basis for the calculation of the 
population of the above school .. going ages. In T ravancore children invariably start their 
education between 5 and 6 years of age and ordinarily reach the fifth class in Vernacular 
Schools or the Preparatory Class in English Schools by the time they complete the tenth year. 
They will then have had five years' schooling which, I think, is absolutely necessary to 
acquire permanent literacy. Under the conditions obtaining in Travancore we should. 
therefore, treat all boys and girls who have completed five to ten years of age as the popula
tion of school-going age and instruction in five classes (four classes in Primary Schools and 
Class V in Vernacular Middle Schools or the Preparatory Class in English Schools) as the 
minimum required to acquire permanent literacy. The population by sex of individual ages 
in the age-period 5- J 6 according to the present census is given in the marginal table. 

The population of school-going age (5- J 0) 
Populatum by au uf indi,.,dual age in tlte age-pel'ioa is 800,263 (406,084 males and 394, J 79 

5·16 in 1931 females) which works out to J 5' 7 per cent. 
-------- -r ~--- - -- -_- -- - of the aggregate population. The Hartog 

Age last Per'on, Males Females Comml'ttee have taken 14 per cent. of the birthday 
total population as the population of school-

i} 

6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
III 
1! 
15 
16 

1411,4!Jl 
136,!)34 
1311,410 
lllO,f\:l3 
128,6:-17 
127,If\R 
125,682 
12-!,21'll 
121,\\95 
118,1'11 
114,1l!)2 
lOR,2g8 

72,729 
69,on 
67,671 
HH,388 
H54M 
(\40:739 
64.028 
63,121 
61,85!l 
59,981 
57,368 
53,872 

70,762 
H7,841 
6i\,7:-I9 
H4,2:-I5 
6ll,173 
62,429 
61,654 
61,162 
60,136 
58,830 
56,924 
54,416 

age (6-11) in British India. In Travancore 
the proportion of children being higher than 
in British India, 15'7 or roughly 16 per cent. 
of the total population may be taken to be the 
correct proportion of the population of 5- J 0 
years. In Travancore there were 298,894 
boys and 197,925 girls, or a total of 
496,8 J 9 children in the first five classes of 
the Vernacular Schools and in the Preparatory 
Class of the English Schools in 1930. This 

means that 62 per cent. of the children of school-going age (74 per cent. of boys and 50 
per cent. of girls) were under instruction in elementary schools in 1930. In other words, 
26 per cent. of the boys and 50 per cent. of the girls of school-age were not attending the 
school. 

400. The term 'wastage' is used in the sense in which it is used in Hartog 
Committee's Report. It means "the premature withdrawal of children from school at any 
stage before the completion of the primary course." Wastage can be calculated approxi
mately from the census figures of literates in the age-group J 0-15 and the number of 
children in the age-group 5- J 0 at school five years previous to the census. Children 
of 5.10 years who were at school (i. e., those who were studying in five classes of the 
Vernacular Schools and in the Preparatory Class) numbered 422,193 in J 926. The 
number of literates in the age-group 10. J 5 according to the present census is J 59,4 J 2, 
which is equal to 38 per cent. of the number at school five years previously. Allowance 
has to be made for mortality among the children at school for five years and also for 
'stagnation' which in the words of the Hartog Committee means "the retention in a lower 
class of a child for a period of more than one year." Even after making allowance for 
these two items the number of children becoming literate may not be more than about 
50 per cent. of those at school. We have already seen that out of the total population of 
school-going age only 62 per cent. are at school, and of these only 50 per cent. become 
literate, which means that under the existing conditions only about 3 J per cent. of the 
population of school-going age are likely to acquire literacy. The remaining 69 per <".ent. 
either do not attend school at all or leave school before they become effectively literate. 

401. In the previous paragraphs we have assumed that a child to be literate should 
have received Instruction in five classes. Ordinarily one will acquire the ability to read 
and write by completing the fourth standard, but there is the chance of relapse into 
illiteracy if proper measure$ are not taken to prevent it. We shall now make an attempt 
to calculate, though only roughly, to what extent children who have passed through four 
classes in primary schools relapse into illiteracy. The number of literates accordino to 
the 1921 census was 968,133. The mortality rate of the population of five years :nd 
over during the decade J 92 J .193 J, calculated from the difference between such popula
tion in 1921 and 1931, would be J 5'7 per cent. Since mortality among I iterates might 

~c 

Wa.stage ill. 
education. 

Relapse int~ 
illiteracy. 
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be slightly less than that among the general population, a mortality rate of 15 per cent. 
for the decade might be assumed for the literate population of five years and over. The 
number of survivors in 1931 of 968, 133 literate persons of 1921 would, therefore, be 
822,913. The number of children who studied in Class IV during the decade was 
576,422. To find the incidence of mortality among these children it may be assumed 
that the average number of pupils per annum was 57,642 and that they were exposed to 
the risk of five years at an average mortality rate of 4 per mille per annum. Applying 
this rate to the number of pupils, the number that survived in 1931 would be 575,270. 
To this should be added 18,630, being 10 per cent. of the girl pupils in the fourth class 
in the decade, to allow for the girls who might have become literate without going to 
school. The total expected literates in 1931 would thus be822.913+575,270+ 18,630 
or 1,416,813, but the actual number according to the present census is 1,217,924, and 
there is, therefore, a deficiency of 198,889. Calculating on the same basis from the 
figures of literates in 1911 and the number of pupils who studied in Class IV during the 
decade 1911-1921, the expected literates in 1921 would have been 758,732. The 
actual number of literates according to the census of 1921 was 968,133.' There was 
thus an excess of 209,401. We have already seen in paragraphs 359 and 360 above that 
the literacy figures of 1921 census are unreliable. If these are left out of consideration and 
the caJculations made for the two decades (]91 1-192] and 1921-1931) together, on the 
basis of the literacy figures of 1911 and the number of pupils who studied in Class IV 
from 19] I to 1931, the expected literates in 1931 would be 1,263,529 as against the 
actual number of 1,217,924, which would give a deficiency of 45,605. The results 
described above are summarised below:-

Number of Ftel'atcs Percentage of t.he 

Period 
Number of expected 

aeeordm!l: to the DIfference difference to the 
literates number of expected census 

literates 

1911-1921 . 758.732 968,133 +209,4U1 +27·6 
1921-1931 1,416,813 1,217,924 -198,889 -B'O 
1911-1931 . 1,263,52!l 1,217,924 - 45,605 - 3·6 

I 

The abnormal excess of the recorded literates over the expected numbers in the 
decade 1911-1921 and the equally abnormal deficiency in the decade 1921-1931 must 
be attributed to mistakes in the literacy figures of ) 92 1 census. If the ) 92 1 figures are 
left out and the two decades are considered together, it is seen from the above table that 
3'6 per cent. of the expected literates may be regarded as having relapsed into illiteracy. 
It may be mentioned in this connection that lapse from literacy in Baroda State has been 
found to be 3'5 per cent. of the expected literates calculated from the number of children 
who have had four years' schooling (vide Census Report of Baroda for 1931, paragraph 
327). The remarkable similarity between _ Travancore and Baroda in this matter is 
indeed noteworthy. 

402. Travancore can justly be proud of the progress she has made in education. 
About 41 per cent. of her male population and 17 per cent. of her female population of 
five years and over are literate. In male literacy only Burma and Cochin and in female 
literacy Cochin alone are somewhat better than T ravancore. This result, it must be 
remembered, has been obtained without having had recourse to compulsory education 
Great as has been the progress in the spread of education, there is still much leeway to 
be made up for the complete banishment of illiteracy from the State. There are some 
communities so backward in education that hardly five per cent. of their population of five 
years and over are literate, e· g., Kuravan, Parayan, Pulayan, Vetan, KalJikkaran and 
other hill tribes. The number of boys and girls under instruction is no doubt 
increasing rapidly. It rose from J 59,668 in ) 9) I to 392,913 in 1921 and to 568,703 
in 1930, an increase of more than 250 per cent. in the course of twenty years. Notwith
standing such phenomenal rise in the numbers und~r instruction it is doubtful that the 
goal of universal literacy could be rea~hed by the con~muance of the voluntary system of 
education as at present. The populatIOn of school-golDg age (five to ten) that ought to be 
at school is, according to the present census, 800,263 and of these only 496,819 were at 
school in ) 930. Of the latter not more than 50 per cent. are likely to acquire 
permanent literacy, so that nearly 552,000 out of more than ~OO:O~O child~en of school
going age, or nearly 69 per cent. of them, cannot but remaIn IllIterate eIther because 
they do not attend school at all or because they do not remain at school long enough to 
become permanently literate. To acquire permanent literacy a child should go through 
a course of at least five classes. Il it discontinues its education after the fourth class, 
there is the possibility of its relapse into illiteracy. 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 
Literacy by age, sex and religion 

.~-------------------------

I Numoer per rllllle who arc literate ___ . __ _ 

,- All ages:, a.nd over \- -- ,j=:: - I 10-1:> I 1;)-2U ~-U-=~ HeliglOn 

__________________ ~~~ ~Ialebl Females 1~~[~le'~~'el11~I~, \ ~_aI:_\~~cma.I~+\la~e' )Fema!eb\~aIeb I Fernal: 

I 

All religions 

Hmdu 

ChrIstian 

tal SY"lan Ohl'lstwn 

(b) Oth,.,. Ghrl<tllLn, 

Musllln 'j 

.. -

.Numo"r per mtIle 
who ale ilhtClatc 

2 3 

289 408 

270 3~)1) 

B;;7 ·wo 

456 57.9 

218 2.92 

lH 2,,:1 

~) \ 1() 

530 274 314 

11 

153 166 113 200 

12 

168 

5 (i 

475 

142 I5!) lOll 302 177 jiG 237 4G'") 12;; 

2::>1 I!)7 lfi7 371 27!) (iOG 3!l7 !i31 240 

32.9 24!:i 202 468 J59 745 51.9 675 318 

141 llfJ :-:8 230 161 ,Jot 22U 3.U. 132 

30 7S 21 I::;S 3G :l18 4~) 31!) 28 

---_._- --

Number per mIlle who arc literate m all ages ,; and ovcr 

Rchgioll 
(All a~~~" " and over) Enghsh I JllalnyaJaru 

\ 
'ra.1Il11 

\ 
Other langu" geg 

Total \ Males I Females\ Total I·Males! Femalesi Total I ;\lales I Fema~ebJ Total!lIl:tles:Females) TotaIIMalesj Fe males 

13 14 

I 
1:> 16 I 17 18 HI 2U 2l 22/ 23 U 25 26 I 

All religions 711 592 832 19 31 7 267 376 156 23 1 36 11 1 2 
I 

:: I 
Hindu 730 GOI 

I S:;tl Hi 2H 4 2.;2 ail 133 36 8 1 I 

-Christian 643 :;10 ,HI 2S H 15 3:11 I 42~ 233 :H 17 .' I 

1 I (a) By' tan Oh,.",ttan 541 421 671 31 4S 15 153 574 3D7 1 .. .. .. 

27 

1 

'{") Other Ohrlstians 782 708 859 24 32 15 157 214 9.9 fjO 80 40 1 1 1 
I 

Muslim -I 80G 747 !)iU 6 II .- llli 211!) I!) 22 :11) 1- 10 13 5 

------ - --- ------ - -

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 
Literacy by age, sex and locality 

Number per nulle \\ ho are htela(e 

D,visIOn All agel; .") '>.Illl OVI'!' 5-10 IU-Ili 1;"'1-21) ZII and over 

Total I Ma.le~ I F,'male'l :Hale, I Fema.le< I Male,~ I Female, I Mal", I Female, 
i 

:'.1a.le,llfemal eR. 

\ , I I 
-----_. _--------- - _-- ------ ---------

2 :1 ·1 ,j I; i R !) 10 11 I 12 

STATE 289 408 168 166 113 314 200 530 274 475 I 153 

Administrati ve Division I 
Sonthel'll 2'l-! BH 121 1illi HI 2.17 143 HI 1'1;) HZ ! III 

CenOal :1Ot-i 4:lU 1f\{ 182 128 j :140 22.; :ili:-l 3(1,; i~Hl Iii:> 

Northern :l2:> 4,-;0 1 !)7 178 128 :H7 2:12 ;)!.7 327 ~)2-! lSI 

HIgh Range 13;; 202 44, -!ri 19 80 27 1~)i ,ii ~5~ 53 

Natural. Qyision 

L()\dand 288 414 ]64 11;4 108 :lCJn H)! 532 21i{ {Si 1:>1 

Midland 302 420 181 176 ]2.") ;131- 221 ,,(;4 3(11 4i14, IG2 

Highland 187 273 ~6 1)0 -Ii) 1i2 1>3 294 133 331 87 



308 CHAPTER IX-LITERACY 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE II A 

Literacy by age, sex and locality (Rural and Urban) 

Di"i~1011 

I 
I 

1 

STATE {RUral 
Urban 

Administrative l:\ivision 

Southern 1 Rural 
Urban 

Central 1.Rnral 
l'rban 

l'ortherll 1 Rural 
Ul'tan . 

High Range 1 Rural 
Urban 

Natural Division 

Lowland 1 Rural 
Urban 

MIdland 1 Rural 
Urban 

HIghland { Rural 
Uroan 

~----

DIV]~lnll 

l 

STATE . 
A dministrative Division 

Southern 

Cplltlal 

]\orthC'lll 

HI~!t Ran~(' 

N atural Division 

L(mlall<l 

i\IldlalHl I 
l-ilghlnr (1 

Number per mIlle wlto are lIterate 

, 
All ages 5 and over I ;,-10 10-15 

! 

Total ! MaleR J Females ll\raJeR F:'al('R Male" I ~'emales 

2 3 .j, 5 G 7 8 

2'78 396 159 159 107 301l 191 
410 542 270 246 1811 428 308 

210 31S 102 123 69 2;J7 12ii 
3~H 539 246 240 172 412 282 

302 424 180 180 12G .137 222 
379 f,o.! 244 213 153 382 269 

315 441 IS8 171 122 337 222 
493 GOll 366 311 256 528 42;) 

135 2()2 44 46 19 80 27 
., _. .' .. .' .. .-

2r.r. 389 U.j 149 95 289 174 
417 5-19 277 256 

I 
11)2 437 316 

300 418 179 17f) 124 R33 219 
395 f,14 269 200 161 3S7 300 

184 2117 813 87 47 165 ~2 
248 423 82 176 67 328 1Iil 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE III 

Literacy by religion, sex and locality 

1ii-20 

Male" I Females 

9 lU 

518 263 
650 396 

.fOB 168 
fi3R 364 

56:> 301 
fiB5 358 

::;86 311l 
755 533 

197 57 .- .-

508 241 
653 402 

562 298 
fi05 421 

287 134 
320 lUI 

Number per mille who are lIterate (All ages 5 and over) 

Hllldu ClmRtJan 

MaleH 
\ 

FClnnh's MaleR 
1 

FemaJcl"l Male~ 

-
2 3 ± i) " 

399 :1.1l2 .Il60 25:1 253 

383 12:> ~7R 
\ 

137 277 

4(Jo 1:12 050 320 253 

438 Hi7 4~H" 2G:; 228 

12.'1 15 42;; }fin 353 

I 
42t; 1;;2 421' 24;; 270 

3113 ]40 48;, 2til 229 

228 G9 3~14 171 253 

20 anu oyer 

Males /Females 

11 I 12 

1I62 144 
617 257 

379 92" 
filS 232 

48H Hi\) 
584 238 

516 173 
671 348 

I 252 53 
I .- -. 

401 132 
624 2M 

41'1 160 
601 261 

32" 87 
489 72 

7 

30 

28 

31 

25 

34-

36 

21 

21 



1 HVlsion 

sum.;IDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IV 
English literacy by age, sex and locality 

I 
I--~-

.vlm'''"r 1">1' 111,UOO who are Itterat,e in Engh'h 

1\131 

_- ---------,---

[,-10 10-1,; i 
--------__ ~ ____ --__ ---- i_ 

I I, 

M"'le~ I Yl'm"'}P~ 
I , 

-.-------_ ~I 
i 

Females 
I I 

3:)9 

li,- 20 

Female" 

STATE 

T; ----~-
52 27 

-- -- --- --~---------

+ Ii Ii 

167 76 538 162 

Administrative Division 

H(Julhl~rll 

Central 

Northern 

High Rnng(' 

Natural Division 

Lowland 

1I1,dJanu 

Highland 

DIV1"iiOIl 

STATE 

Administrative Division 

Southern 

( ~entral 

)Jol'thel'1l 

l:hgh Hange 

Natural Division 

I,owland 

l\hdland 

Highland 

IiI" 30 UI:; Hfo IiO+ I i!1 

,;:1 30 170 87 ;I:~!' lK:! 

:17 21 141 :i8 ;,(11 12 .• 

3S HI I;S 33 :111 n1 

70 31; :J1!l 102 ;' I:? :lH 

:16 l!i 12(; :57 Wf 1l!1 

S:l H 8G 21 27:1 72 

Number l,er 10,000 who are llteratp ill ~;ngli~h 

J !I:ll i 1(121 I I !lll l!IOl 

~~·~:,~:,~~I~~J age, ;: a:~~vPrT~~_:;s~j and ()\':J:~~;:g~~ .-, nn<i 0',']' I AI) ltg",,,, and over 
, ~I __ --- -,_- - -- ~--

371 

-iGS 

2\lj 

.1 .")20 

.! 
:1 

!) I 
I 
I 

66 i 

Sf I 

1H 

42 

III 

308 

412 

.no 
iT!) 

h', male" I M.ales I Female. \ 

11 J2 1~ 

72 275 58 

)'0.7 :l:H 71 

, , 23(; 19 

',3 17H ." 
Jilli :>:l9 ql) 

.,1/ 

~K I .' 
~-~---

14 r. Iti II 

152 23 100 15 

2;0 . ., 1;',H 2i 

107 11; ,1 !J 

,.~ 1, 74 1U 

:227 ,;:! to:! !Hi 

);()n;:-~ince Hw houndalh'S of th" llatul'al lilVl"H)]1B havp bpcn alt"rcd at the present censuR,figures relatlDg to the number of 
llter"tes ill tbef'c dlV1S)OnS at previous cenSllS('h ar" lJOt. available, and hence columns 12 to 17 arc left hlanL 

4n 
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Aln-tuay31 

\l;l].al~wa'i 
.\ llg'lo~India.1I 

.\-rayall 

Bharatlinl 

1 I 
Chl'i,tl:\11 • \ 
Hl1Idll .1 

Il, ahma". )],t1lwa/a (Naml'"tJ rJ 

a",1 Pottl) 
UtalLlnan.,()tllpr~ 

('"thulle Aia,a]" 
l111(t('karavnr 
Olll·,ll 

/.: 111 ~ 'Veau 
iIayan 
K"ammaJan 

Ka.mkkaran 

Kal,l,'iin 

K[wathi 
K;'l\'t/amuthal, 
Kl1~hllan' aka 

Hmel" 
Ihllrlll 
(1hrl&hal\ 

Chll~tlan 
1[111<111 

Hind" 
Hllldu • 

J Hmdu. 
'1 Tribal ltt'ligioll. 

HlIldn 

Ohlhtlan. 
Chri:ihaH. 
Hmdu 
H1I1du K,hll.t ",'Il., i\falll.j"a~a 

Klldnull Hindu 

1\ 111'''' an (iJ1Cln(llll!!: Malall
knra\'all) 

J [l1llr!11 '1 
1l.hn,tlllll .1 

HII"l" "lIdl 
'L'rtl,,,1 lldlj.(101l '1 

Hintlll a.nd 

\1fI!'" iJ rah 

~lalayarayall 

Tn},a) llehgion '1 
Hmdu • _'larakkan 

.J[aravall H111du 'j 
Mukkuvall 
Mn'hm 

~'Ill"l,tian : I 
{

HI1'dll • 
Chn['.hall . ZS"adar (Challlllill) 

XiI,'ar (lHelnding Miliilll aud 
Chakkii.la) 

FaUan 

PaiaYlIll 

Pma}"all (SaIHhaval) 

pulayan (Cheill.rnal') 

t;ahnlll 
8~~riall Cht j ... tiall 

Hl1Ultt 
HUH{a 

Hilldu 
J FlllIdu 
1 (,hl'l~tIaIl 
j Hllldu 
1 Chll:-.tlflll 

Hilldll 

ThnntRn 
I'HMan 
yalau 
vaI).l}"an (VaI).igavalsyall) 

Hllldu . 
Chn,tian. 
Hllldu 
HlIldu 

Y daklnt hll.!aua yar (melnlllll!-( 
Ampattan) Hindu 

,,;;lan Hlmlu 
Velan (KlIHa\"ull) H'"au 
VeHillan H llldu 
'-ejuthi'i.dallayar (inclullill~ \'al)I).lill 

i\lal]l}iln aIJ(1 Pathiyan) Hllldu. 

"';tan J i,lil1(hl . 1 Chll:-.tlt\,l) • 
Vi"',flivar (Pantliram Olll)) Hmllu 
\"1i.(lavan (Idayml) Hllldu 

Christians by sact 

An.;1Jean liOlnmm110U 
JaCobIte Sy1'IaliM 
Mal TItDll1a (1tefo1'Bl,'d) 8\ rlan~ 
nomo t::3Yl'lall:-' 
Other 8}"1'(flllH 

it( )Juan Cathol]('o;.; 
~alva.tlOlli:..b 

Soul], India Uruted Ohurch 
()tl,C,'S ~ r 

I 

CHAPTER IX-LITERACY 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

Literacy by caste and religion 

N t1llllu:-'1 pel' I "oo~ I who .11 {\ 1 Itt-rate 

.. \ll age ... "j and uVel 

Totnl 

117 
1)32 
:-ill 
',(,S 

!I~~ 

273 
274 

H 
22 

43:> 

20.» 
2.i4 
!H2 
730 
10] 

3L 

I j 
!J2 
~J' 

IH 
I.i:l 
10.; 
3U~) 

1(\2 
4\1 

].;7 
H 

l:n 
~~7 

4~2 

101 
51 

lii!1 
214 

219 
](;9 
:J31 
424 

1!1:\ 1 

77:~ 

1,000 
427 
452 

22 
-II 

IiM!1 

:nli 
107 
+0.; 
7H~; 

I~O 

;)(j 

~4 
172 
l(i2 

2u~) 

2HK 
170 
:124 

lil~ 
411 

42(i 

Stili 
14 
41 

402 
}l4~1 

121 

4 
2 

217 

;; 
[G 

I 
Iil 

\1 

2!11 
1 

!I 
7.) 

124 

124 
:1 

77 

2~H 
3;ZO 
41l!1 
1122 
42H 

14!1 
H:; 

1:;3 
250 

H~ 

III] 

467 
70 

154 
Kil 

?41 

:;~ 

1\)7 

2(); 

1 i~ 

\11 

li",O 

it)(; 

:!!7 

7+ 
:~1I1 

:!3i\ 
15!1 

11Uj 

IlO 

J~l 
1II!1 

:11i] 

HI! 

:H2 

:112 
Ji\1I 

.,AU n.s;-::-L.., ;) find oVI'I' 

32~ 
lil2 

11); 

IOU 

101 

137 

II! 

22:{ 
:W 

121< 
.).) 

14 

112 

I, 

23 

~" 

12~ 

111 

341 

HJ~, 

~U 

1 ~1I1 

11;, 
Ilil 

2()7 

hi 
1 ;, 

\1 

1:13 

.~1 

7 I 

120 
1(1\1 

-,.l3 

212 
:;07 

:·H' 

'l- -..... ). 

111:. 

II 

111; 
152 

4 

l\IK 
123 

114 

It' 

7.-, 
1!111 

:137 

lli2 

12:J 

211> 
21(1 

147 

2W 
II :~ 

.,. 
~.' 

11} 
17 

1H 

II 
(i 

1:; I, 

8 

1 

2\f 

,., _., 

Ii 
1\1 

2!1 

22 

l~ 

21 
8 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V 

Literacy by caste and religion 

Number pel' 10_."00 who are htf'rate in English 

An age", 5 and on'l 

1!J31 1!)21 

I 

1 !Ill 

Total I Total~\ :lIIalpe I Fpmal", Tot,ll : Fenlalcs 

J\iY.ill,l\·Ul' 

Ampalavasl 
_.\nglo·lwhall 

.\TftyalJ 

tlharathar 

, 
{'hrJ~tia.l1 0 ~ 

HIllel" 
: 

J Hin,ttl 
'i, 

1 uhci:-.tian • I 
(,hI1"han ,! 

Ilrailluan, MalayaIa (Nall'lriUtrl 
and Patti) H11I<lu 

Brahmal1~ othe-r ... 
OatholIC' AiMa1' 
OlJa~kara\'al' 

"lwtt; 

Hh"lu 
G\Jrl ... tian 
C1hrn-.,tiall 
Hindu 

11 

33 
1;7t-: 

ti,933 
H 

1m, 
121 

-!m~ 
1,R~1 

121 
20:{ 
l~G 

~.~:1j:{ ]<;urop('all 
j'lnvan 
KOSlTlJllaJalJ 

Hmoln ,I 77 
HllIdll i :iU 
H11I<1" .i 

Tl Jl)al_Rl·ln~]()'II.! KilI)lkklhall 

Kal.llyan HllIdu .1 ~R 

Kii"stl11 
Kets~amuthah 
r{l'i",hnan,oaka. 
1\.~hatl'l'ya,Ma.!ayaja 
KuduTnl 

('}ll'i:-.tlan ,i 
Clil'l~tIa1L ,I 
HlIldu . 
Hmdu ,I 

Hl11<1u ,i 

J{ 11l'avfUt (ll~cludl tt).!; Malall· 
kuravan) 

I Hindu ,I i Ohl'i,tlan ,[ 
HlIldu and' 

'rl'il,al Rel1gioll ,I 
Hllldn al1(li 

Ttl1,al ReligloH , i 
HlJIdu ,I 

'vtala-i) raH 

Matakkan 
Maravan 

)i.ukkuvan 
])tu,]im 

Nadal' (ChaUHall) 

Niiyar (including Maran alld 
Chakka!a) 

l'aHan 

Paravan 

Parayan (,Sa,mlraHl.r) 

Pu!ayall (Cheramar) 

Sahvan 
Syrian Ohnstian 

Thantall 
UnMan 
Vaian 
Va~l1y::nl (Vrl-Q.lgavRlsyan) 
Ve~akklthalana.rar (mcludlllg' 

Aml'aUan) 

HllItlu " 

Chri,tiall ': 

j HlIIdu :i 
1 ChriH'tian . ' 

1 

Hindu 
Hmdu 

Hmdu 

{
Hindu , 
Chn,~ian , 

J Hmdu 
(Chr"tmll , 

HlIldu 

HlIldtt 
Christian, 
Hindu 
Hmdu 

Hinda 

Velan Hmdu 
Vejan (KlHlavanl Hiudu 
Velhilan Ihllc1u 
Yel~,t'haJanayaT' (1Ilcludillg "VaI).nan 

nlannall anel Patlll} all) Hmdu 
.. {Hindu 

YetRlI Clnlt4tlan :i 
Vitasalvar (l'antaram only) HlIIdu 'I 

ya,eiavall lIdayall) Hmliu 

Christians by sect 

"'_\..ll~llCall Oomnlllnion 
.lac'obIte SVl'laIiS 
Mar 'I'hom"a (Reformcd) Synan, 
n.OlUO ~yrIan~ 

Othel ~yrlant'> 

ItOlllall (1 atholicH 
::::'alvatwTlu,:;h, 
S(lUth Imha l'llltell Church 
Other", 

~5 

1:'5 
Hi-! 

1,~.6;) 
2H 

:! 
21 

273 
12 

1l!J 
11 
H7 

4 
3.') 

2RI 
~32 

6 

Iii 
]00 

25 
110 

l'M\ 

2i,j 

J li2 
251 
2(1;\ 

I 

I 

12 

:;2 
1,2;;+ 
7'19.52 

7t; 
223 
201 

HK;, 
3,511 

171 
210 

!1,fi~'3 
1.' ,\ 

" 

7.) 
2Hj 
2Hli 

3.,2l11 

·H 

1211 
112 

4,)5 
23 

57 
20 

15H 
i 

55 
i50 
502 

11 

2± 
1115 

118 

R 
72 

H52 

50 
113 
2,,\\ 

33H 
242 
364 
28i 

t:? 
~H; 

:1,7 --12 
11 

111 
n 

3H 
213 

70 
1:>1 

I ~ 

\1 

2J ., 
" 

1:27 

2 

1 

II 
:13 

Ii 

" 77 

1[; 

3;11 
1:)K 
2K5 
10:1 
Ili3 

171 
X2 

1:15 
112 

" ;q 

liIl 

~o 

30 

235 
+ 

iO 
5 

7 

2 

3 fit 

21 
llll 

1'-, 

M! 

2~1 

DJ 

lW 

31 

2 

!I 
]0;; 

,)3 

20 
\) 

13 

3Rl 

;\ 

H; 
!I1 

87 

fi55 

5f; 

_j_ ----- _ 

III!! 

22 

.) , 

\1 

UI 

l~ 

fa 

J(I 

2 
;-\:-\ 

11~ 

HI 

1.J 
22 

1(111 

:! 

1 
17 

21) 

221 

IK 

22~ 

-'J v_ 
1,2ml 

12 

lSI 

11 

311 
~ ;; 

2 

2 
33 

l32 

II 
Kil 

l!j 

11 

1 
K 

10 

1\1 

" 



312 CHAPTER IX-LITERACY 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE V A 

Literacy by caste based on the total population 

Caste (Hmuu only) 

J\mpllolavasi 

Brahu.an, M'l.layaia 

Brahman, others (llleludmg KonkaIti) 

Chetti 

l!,avan 

Kammaiull (Viswakal'llla) 

KaItlyan 

Knshnallvaka 

Kudumi 

Kuravan (IIl('luding ~lalaIlkuravan) 

Marakkan 

lfaravall 

~adar (Ohiinllan) 

Nayar (illclndlllf:( Maran aUll Chakkiila) 

Paravan 

l'arayan ,Sambavar) 

l'uluyau (ChE'rlIomll.r) 

Thant:ln 

Valan 

Yii.ItlYUIJ (\-al:lgaVal8yall) 

v,,!tItan (ll1cJl)Ihng MuItl}iill and l'athiyan) 

Velall 

Y I'Juthadullayal 

Vlrasaival' IPantaram only) 

yitdaYan (Iday:m) 

~ umber per I,OU0 of the tutal population who are literate 

1931 1921 1911 1/; I 
1------ ---------'--------,--c---'---------;------,--

I Total \ l\Iales l Femaleb \ Total \ Males I Femr.le~ I Total :Males I Females 

\ 2 H .J- 5 Ii 7 i:'I ') I Ie 

I 510 ';20 '"' "" m '07 "1 '" I '20 

488 

23!J 

214 

a6:! 

1\)40 

79 

12 

76 

.2 

8il 

:!O 

127 

iR 

lH 

11i9 

152 

1!14 

iHO 

lSi 

1~5 

6407 

659 

il90 

382 

Bi2 

:327 

H2 

21 

144 

142 

483 

:17 

:!20 

jl 

:IS!l 

2H 

:!Hl 

:330 

:)]0 

4iti 

32li 

:lH 

281 

89 

,4 
173 

57 

12 

11 

21 

2:&9 

1 

36 

i 

10 

7H 

22 

2!J 

!17 

U3 

:38 

Jlif; 

220 

201 

224 

382 

221j 

1 i3 

20 

(j8 

154 

8i 

13.! 

tii 

U1 

2\10 

Il.~ 

It!) 

(j30 

333 

31\) 

:l59 

580 

355 

221 

:11 

(;1 

138 

525 

157 

96 

3fi 

120 

2!lH 

182 

HO 

281 

379 

104 

85 

164 

121 

,}1 

:l71 

22 

111 

-19 

12 

100 

:11 

.,2 

6fi 

163 

16 

110 

1112 

!1i2 

16j 

101 

142 

293 

j 

10 

[ " ,) 

19 

!,g 

16 

111> 

80 

239 

10(; 

107 

(;28 2:21 

\)7 

:no 22 

181i Ii 

268 11 

4!l!! 7., 

:l:!l 4!J 

1~ 

12 2 

!HI , 
132 Ii 

1u4 ;i 

n 1" ,) 

1O0 7 

2 

15 1 

72 

20 

178 17 

2 

I!! 

412 35 

1~1 

J!I:l lx 

J\<O'lh -Only th"", Cftbt<_~" tor ",bleh lIteracy figures are <l,"mlabl,' tor pr('vj<lUS CeU'iI'lC' art' In('luIll'd in illlS tftble, 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE V A 

Literacy by caste based on the total population 

Oa~te ([-[mUll onlv) 

Brahman, MalayaJa 

Brahman, others (including Koukal}i) 

Ohettl 

• .'iIavan 

KammaJall (Viswakal'mn) 

Kl'lshnanvaka 

Kudunn 

Knravan [including ~lalankuravan) 

-'1arakkan 

Nii.<lar (Chilnnlln) 

l,",yar (includmg Ma.tan and Chakkala) 

,Patavau 

Parayan (Sambavar) 

Pillayan (Chiitamar) 

~aliyan 

Thantall 

Yalan 

. Val}lYAu (Val}igavaisyan} 

V a~~an (inclu<lmg Mawiin and Pathl yall ) 

,VelakklthalanliYllr (includillg~Ampattall) 

Velan 

VeJuthallallayal' 

Virasaiva.l (PaJJjaiam only) 

Yadavan (Iclayall) 

11):n 11)21 11)11 

------------------~------------------~------------------

Mall', I Female~ I 1'1 ,tal r Males jB'~malc8 
I 

\ ];'l'lIlalcs I Total Total 

11 

i 
1 

1 

" 

'I no 
I 

1,319 

}30 

.\ IiI) 
I 

31 
I 

·1 
'1 UI! 

\ 

'I 
I 
I 

1 

'1 

I 

.! 

·i 

21 

1 

37 

21i 

ZH 

10 

9 

11'5 

.U 

liD 

Ii 

47 

114 

i ~hles 
I 

I " 
!187 

742 

2,8:>2 

2R7 

116 

x2 

231 

2 

411 

HI 

45 

17 

.J~7 

131 

Ii 

Tio 

57 

13 14 

171 

14 

Ii 

10 

2 

1 

211 

9 

2fj 

Ii 

2~1 

liil 

I; 

4 

2 

1S+ 

R72 

1:36 

flO 

2G 

!)() 

1 

.J 

26 

2(J(i 

II 

Ij 

Itl7 

:2 

III 

.jlj 

.,23 

15 I 16 I 
I 

27ll 

1,536 

25() 

ll5 

4; 

152 

27 

2 

Il3 

46 

il71 

IH 

12 

3,)1 

2 

13 

7!J 

':;HII 

.57 

172 

1)0\0 

20 

21) 

Ii 

7 

32 

4 

211 

1 

17 

2 

1(; 

57 

1.; 

1 

:1II 

17 

:32 

2t. 

13 

'i 

Ii 

13 

111 

IX 

1 

1;, 

]7 

.i 

Hi 

4S 

21i 

11 

13(; 

'l 

1 

:2S 

11i2 

1 

11) 

111 

10 

., .. 

11 

.. 

!I 
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STATE 

Administrative 
Division 

:';onthel'lI 
Uentral 
Northerll 
Ihgh na11g<' 

Natural Division 

Iiow]aul) 
Midlalld 
HIghland 

STATE 

Administrati ve 
Division 

Routht.'lll 
Ceull'al 
Nurther11 
R1Il'h Range 

Natural Division 

Lowland 
:1 MHIl,mo 

Rl{!hllllld 

'/ 

425 

HSS 371 
47K 4H2 
;;03 443 
220 21~ 

4(;2 
4GI' 
302 

CHAPTER IX-LITERACY 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VI 
Progress of literacy since 1901 

NUllll)(,l lttt'l ate per nn111-

4 

329 283 178 178 64 

313 2·') 12s I-tS ti:~ 

:~2~t 2!12 H)5 17S 1;2 
34'; 302 210 2],') Ii!) 
2:~~ 1 !I:l 4!1 :1. ~>] 

I'-l 
1!l2 

!13 

NUluher litt'rate per rnHle 

-------- -~-----

39 

,. .,.> 
X7 
41; 
4-'-

1'>--20 20 ann on'1 

--~---- ~ ---
1[,) 211 

"laIc, 

J!I'\) 11\121 I l_~l±\I(ll 
~-~-----

111 11 12 13 

530 437 318 264 

L, 

HI H7H 2S11 225 
S(IX -l", :lSS 2;<1 
;"')!); -!;)!) :13~> 2,,:1 
Ill, !l4 ISS 12;( 

\ 
~~I 

l'~enlaIl' ... 

-- -I-~ -~---- --~-

I"erna}e.., 

l!I31 ;!~~;-1~-1!l3I U)21 If" 1 111(11 1 Ill'; I 11!121 \1911 I ~ !1O I 

11 15 Hi 17 II' HI 20 21 22 2;'1 2-1 2,) 

274 226 97 58 475 440 369 320 153 160 56 35 

I 

UI3 Wi !)3 5(; 412 3K8 H!)G 2S7 111 ISH 5;l 30 
30,. 24~ 97 5;; 4 lit; 4U 3Hl 321> IH.') 1411 53 32 
0)27 2H7 104 1>3 :;24 451' 3!13 343 181 2112 62 ,HI 

57 35 53 41 252 250 30() 23;"') ;);~ 37 57 : ;)() 

I 
: 

2(ji . ' . . .. 4R7 .. '. " 151 . . .' , , 
3(11 . ' '. .. -lR4 , . .. ' , 11;2 .. ' . " 
1R3 . , .' ., 3:11 .. .. " ~7 " . ' ' . 

NOTE -T1'tgllrcs of literacy for natura] divlRioIlH in the pl'eVIOUK cellsuse~ alP not a,~ailab]e l"ol 11 Cl' ,thp. h()lll)(lal'le~ (If theKl' un l ... icll~ 
have been altered a.t the present eell,nR. The t .. ble shows the progrl'~s of lItera{'y [or fOUl ,1e(',,,-I,,, ollly. The' lit<l1'!wy 
figul'e~ under the several age-groups for thc previou, tleoadeR are not ava.llahk. 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VII 
Proportion of literacy at certain ages 
--~-- - --~---~ ------- --

I 
Total populatwll Total hteratl' 

PerholiR 
\ 

1\lal0' I Fcmaleb PerhOll.'-4 111 ales I Felllall" 

17 -23 yealR 

I 2 1 3 
1 4 

[) H 7 
I 

H\H;t~69 I 'j,f>5,G!I3 HI,17G lS2,xo tj, 110,151; 72,n!JO 

'I ;20 24 l£j 

:HO,R7t' 173,(iU2 Ili7.2Ifi 135,HIR ~o,()Of) 4D,21:~ 

'I 4U 5() 2() 

'1 
(iH~,RR3 303,211 331,G22 253,uOG 1(i6,20(; Hi,3(10 

40 55 26 
I 

24 year:-. aud ovcr '12,122,m>2 1,079,204 1,043,3!)~ 643,2!)R 50l,\Il!l 141,:17!1 
so 4. 14 

- - ---_ ----------

It 0--
• ':;., j 

2:J,7ii.) 
-f-

!I I 
3,44!1 

1 I 
77~'W)!) ) 

IS,H 17 
6 

]1) 

NOTE :-'l'hc pCl'CcntoAt"N ot Htcl[\teH and literate:-> 111 Eugll'i-h to "he total populatlon are ~!1Y(_'n In d(du', Lelo" the ah~olull\ tigule~ 
111 CO!llnlUr. ;, tn 10. 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII 

~nber of recognized institutions and pupils according to the returns of the 
Education Department 

'II 
in .... tltll 

l' 
Arts awl Hel er 

, (.I'e 
11g~ 

OolleQe, 
'I_'rmning Co 
Hansknt 001 
EnglIsh Hig 

~ SchoolR 

1 Rchool ... tor Boy, 
EngllNh HIp, 

for thr1d 
Enghhh l'IIihs 

for BO,Lld 
EngliRh l'IT!'I, 

for aU. H 
Vernacllla'l1 S 

MiddJ 
Boy, r H 

\Yel'nacula (' He 
Mlddll 
U,rIH Scl 

Pl'imary 

le Hchooll-t 

Ie Schools 

igh and 
('hool, for 

19h and 
ltoolb for 

l()OJ:.. 

Boy, Seh 
P ri1nary -; 

ollIs 

001::; 

lonll-> 

for 

for 

Girlll Seb 
TraIning Scl 
Tcchnieal '13 

Other Spe. 
1 K(_"holll~ 

umber 
Total n 
of insti1 

';.utions 

Jla .. .., of institution 

Arts and 8eJf'llee 
Collegl ." 

Trammg Oollegp 
:Sau:--:knt Oollege 
EnglIsh HIgh Schoob 

fur B()y:-: 
Engli~h Hl~ll Bchool~ 

for Girls 
]<]"gl,,11 MlIlclk Schnob 

for Boys 
EIJgli~h ~irldk ~cho(lll-\ 

for GlI'lh 
Verllucular High and 

Mld_(lle ~cho(\l.., for 
lIoys 

VcnJucula .. r Rlgh an41 
1\11dtllc Kchnnl~ ~(n 
GnlH 

'Fnmal'Y ~chtltll~ f411' 
BoY)"' 

Pl'llUary Kchnol:-; t( 11' 

Onl' 
Tl'&mmg Schuol, 
Tec-ll}Jlca18('1101 11:-.. 
Other ~p(,CHll School)-.\. 

Total number 
of institutions 

- __ -
1\110 

i 
to 

1!111 

2 

4 
I 

'. 
26 

3 

:32 

7 

.~1 

12 

· 1.21;4 

1 ')~J 
5 

10 
~ 

1,648 

I 
InO 

to 
1!121 

12 

· 4 

· 1 
I 

II 

!I 

S~. 

HI 

227 

~(j, 

:!.,27S 

2~r) 

It> 
!il 

.\ 

3,112 

-- ---- - - -- --
I 

I I Hill 1'112 
til I to 

I 1912 I HllH 
I 1 , I 

I 
I 

:; I I 
I 

I I 
I 

+ I 4 I 
1 1 

I " 
j " 

! 
21 21. 

I 
I 

I :l + i 
! 

I 
;l~ ;~{} 

I I 
I; 

I 
h 

i 

H,) 111" 

: 

H 4N I 

! 

1,:/'(;1 1,27fJ i 

20l{ 23R 
R ~ 

13 1:1 
4 4 

I 

1,698 1,763 
I 
i 
I 

i 

-
1!l21 1U22 

to to 
1922 1!123 

IH H 

6 I; 
I I 
1 1 

42 H 

9 9 

100 112 

14 15 

2110 l~m 

90 ~H 

2,~:W 2.tH,) 

282 2X!' 
16 11; 
12 11 
~ ~ 

3,197 3,294 . ... ."'- " 

NUlnhpl uf lnstltutlnl1~ 

- --- - ----- ------- --~- -----------

I I I 
I !ll3 1 !II i I !11~> !!I!t; HI! i 1 1!ll" 
to> I to to to to i to 

I 
I I 

1!lll 1\115 1914; 1!1l .. 1~1" I ~Il! I 

j 

I j 
I 
I ,. I; .. " !I 111 
I 

i 
I 
I 

.j, 4 4 I I -1 4 
J I 1 1 I 1 

.. 1 1 I 

I 
I 1 

2~ 21~ ~- 2:-> 
I 

:1:1 _I 

I 
," 

,-. ,. ,-, H 7 j 

! ;~q 411 3!I 11- 47 4!1 

! 7 ~ K S 7 !I 

I 

! IHl 11 :; 1!11 :~5I I 2H4 ~W:l 

I 

I 4., 'W .):~ 

j 
(jJ -- j :' 

I 
., 

1 2:,1; 1..")(1,) I,HU'I I 
1 KIl,) I ~~UK l 2,(1(11-. 

! 
210 2{" 21;+ 252 24{. 

I 
!!.-;;) 

14 i 14 11 H 15 J 7 
1~) 11. l. 21; H ':;t 

+ I :1 :1 + I 
I 
I 

I I I 

I I 1.771 I 2,036 2,436 2,508 2828 2,845 
I I I i \ 

1\12:) 1\)2-1 1925 1!126 Ul27 IH2:--
to to t" to to tu 

1!J24- 1~125 1\121) 1!J27 l!121-i lH2t1 

15 11; Ii IS 
) 

19 1 20 

t 

7 7 7 7 j 7 
I 1 1 I 1 1 
1 1 I 1 1 J 

+. 49 .-.1 ;-'0 :a ,.,:1 

II 11 12 13 1-1 14 

111; 121; ]30 Wi> 111 l.iO 

It 17 Ii< 21 :2:3 ~l 

:J()O 210 220 22\J 23(1 ':;{(I 

H2 U;-') :1{ ~J 9~ ~I; 

2~(i(lt) 2,;-,)~.1 2,no:~ 2,H3:l ~,,()l;l ~,li-l-~ 

21Hl 211\) 323 3~5 :~:; ~ J :lIil 
H; III 19 2<1 21) 1\1 
12 14 17 17 lR 1~ 

III 17 ]:] II; lH IH 

3,426 3,459 3,509 3,583 3,628 3,632 

315 

I 

I 
UII!'! 
t" 

1 ~12( ~ 

I 

11 

I 
1 
I 

H,,", 

.~ 

lip, 

Ii 

21;7 

~2 

2~12l~ 

2f)1 
17 
';2 
+ 

2.93 9 

11l2!! 
to 

l\)aO 

I 
I ~1 

I 

7 
I 
1 

;).-}-

1., 

] .).-~ 

21 

:l·U 

~I!~ 

2 (j2..f.-

X tit. 
II< 
I!I 
17 

3,641 
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CJa~1'> or 11lStitutiOlJ 

Arts nW] ~eJt'll('L' 
C()llegf'~ 

Tlalnmg Oo)]ege 
f"ianRlult Co]]cge 
Bng-l1:-.h High - S(~hool. ... 

fnr Boy, 
English HIgh tlcllOO]S 

for Guo}):. 

Enghl'lh MIddle RehoilI:; 
for ROyH 

EnghHh lIildd'e Schools 
to!' Gn'I_r; 

Veru.cubl' High and 
Middle :-IchooJ .... fol' 
Boy, 

VCfll'lC'uldr HIgh Soud 
MHll11e ~chon1q for 
Glrl~ 

Prim;trv School.. for 
Bo'Vs 

Prlmar)~ Schn.}b t'tl)' 
Girls 

Traimng Rchoolr; 
Techlllcdl Scl\()ol .... 
OLhel' kpcPlal Schools 

Tota.l number of 
pupils under 

I!IIO 
to 

1911 

22 

2,iHl 

j',GUl 

%.301 

t:l, ill 
103 
d\lti 
311l 

CHAPTER IX-LITERACY 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII-(concluded) 

-----,
Hill 

to 
1:112 

23 

9,U45 

:H:; 

B,82U 

lU4,40,2 

17,2W1 
122 
fit-j 
3:17 

11112 
to 

1:113 

:I,!IU 

:lH.5 

11,21\9 

21,OliG 
182 
57U 
:B4 

J!1l3 
tn 

1914 

25 

li71 
~3 

11,IIR1 

I,fI,J 

~,4,l) 

12,:)03 

122,30U 

2:l,:!!J3 
23U 
Gl0 
-J,OH 

Number of pupIls 

11114 

"', 
1!1I5 

724-
fil 

2H8 

11,!)1I4 

1,224 

5,065 

24,r,~~ 
3.)1 
H711 
17:; 

191., 
to 

1nG 

27 

1:3,031 

1,:l3" 

770 

11;,1\10 

lS7"j(i:J 

27,314 
24(1 
!-U;7 
13-! 

EJl6 
to 

1!)17 

!)Ol 
7n 

224 

1 . .s4j 

1~2,33, 

2o,~7() 

2Hl 
1,029 

!H 

H) 

1,015 
75 

259 

1,7;)8 

;;,882 

741; 

8~,128 

21,066 

215,917 

25,454 
249 

1,747 
lUi 

instruction 159,668 178,775 204;,971 225,34;1 26«,923 319,238 348,988 375,448 

Number of Boy, nlldcr 
instruction 

Nnnlhel' of Gll'l~ nnder 
:instructloll 

IJI;,llS(; 129,5(j7 

[)7,137 

161,07., 1!)1,091 

73,R32 

227,62K 247,!i!!8 261,451 

H1,11I1i 101,28,~ 113,997 

1" 
I!!l \1 

to 
--l!!20 

---,-
JO 

.061 
71 

~:> 1 
17,~ 

'1-
1,!~ 

79,676 

20,69{ 

209,50R 

25,699 
329 

1,W5 
14:.1 

.868 

2.';0,146 

115,722 

:11 

1 .. 12-1 
71 

:-1iti 

20)O~ ") 

1,1I17 

21:),!1:;" 

, 2i,1HO 
3ilO 

1.1;56 
151 

37 5.,9'74 

-II 122,4·H 

----------------------------------------------------------

Cla",g of lll",tItutlOn 

AI tH and ~Ciel!('e 
Colleges 

Tl'alIlHl~ OoI1eg'{) 
~anskrtt OoJIege 
Engll:-:h High Schools 

for Boys 
Enghgb HIgh Schools for 

thrls 
Engh"h Thhd<11c ~chools 

for Boys 
English MJddlr ,;c\,oois 

for Gals 
YermH'1l111l' Hl~h f),ud 

Mlrldlt: H<:iwols for 
Boys 

Ver1l3culal' HH.;h a11<l 
MIddle SchonJs fo), 
(iirl~ 

PJ Inlal'V SchnoJ:. .. for 
Boys 

Pl'imary Scbo(ll~ fot 
Glrl~ 

TrallIlug Rchoolf-, 
Technical School' 
Other i"-pecw,1 t"('b()()l~ 

Total number 01 
pupils under 

1920 
to 

1!)21 

1,114 
7,) 

"24 

22, Hi! 

1l,61l 

l,:{:io 

2!),4~.~ 

~29 
l.JHlj 

.22,) 

1!)21 
T,O 

1!!22 

1,420 
n 

:HI; 

22,:12,. 

12,HH 

l,G07 

22,U26 

:lO,H~ ~ 
.l.~" 
,~OH 

2W 

1922 
to 

1923 

:H 

1,8.16 
7G 
4H 

I :l,1:J?' 

1,l7{) 

tiO,mn 

22,1;31 

~3.461 
321 
704 
NUll 

3J 

2,222 
10!l 

.j:l 

1,Ii4H 

2.t,U5 

2KU,llll 

;j4,:<r;~ 

272 
<41 
')SI 

l' umbel' of I'uplls 

1924 
(I) 

182:5 

36 

2.:1:>H 
1110 

4:; 

14 .. 1':33 

1,782 

285,7!)O 

:lii,H)H 
32fi 
9<i2 

1,23,) 

l!)23 
til 

1921; 

37 

2,'-,G() 
101 
:;1 

23,:140 

3,OiJS 

If,!l94 
TO TD 

l.S:Hi 

7fi,!J27 

2~6.,;IO 

3H,942 
324 

1,:lali 
1)~)7 

1n6 

IH27 

2,4-':;; 
~J~J 

.if; 

3,{23 

15,814 

1,!'i6 

1:<2
1
.):;1 
3Gl 

1,376 
1,{!1(1 

2,}04 
!H) 
,)1 

.l,.j(j3 

li,llS 

2,17;' 

2H.,041 

307,:1:12 

4.\ l~Hl 
~"'7 

1,:<2j; 
1,'j(i7 

10 

2,mJ!) 
~H..\ 

8,72i 

18,147 

2,30(; 

!7,\l!);~ 
:145 

1,2\JO 
:2,011 

102:1 
I", t.u 

<>:\0 

2,.!H:·[ 
HJO 
~3 

2,314 

-1 ~I"I:--);)!l 
332 

1,21-3 
2,UHi 

instruction .392,913 402,18:1 427,143 454,465 471,023 480,986 488,431 519,288 545,225 568,703 

Number (If Boy, .... umIer 
in"ltructlOn 

~umbel' of Gids nnaer 
in strnctlon It~J,u56 

2GG,60G 2!)!),t4~ 

155,023 

.007,4(;] :lll!,:j(Ji 

163,5G2 17(),4i'!J 

NeTE. -The figuTl:s for thls t~1J1e we[c tai..en from lite Otatl.'wtu·,'1 (if TrUlaJU'{}}'('. 

.{12,l!12 353.:>13 

17G,4!H 203,(j~f~' 21~,,1!1j) 



SUBSIDIARY TABLES 31 r 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE VIII A 

Number of unrecognized institutions and pupils according to the returns of the 
Education Department 

Number of ID8Ltubons 

Class of mstltution 
1920 1921 1922 1923 1924 E12'5 

I 
to to to to to to 

1921 1922 1923 1!J24 1HZb 1~26 

\ 

1 2 3 4 ~ (j 7 

IEnglish HIgh Schools fo~ Boys .. .. . ' .. ., .. 
::English MIddle Schools for Buys 26 24 22 24 2U 26 

DItto for Girls [) I 2 6 :; 4 

'V crnacular MHldle Bchoole for Boys ., .. ' . .. \ .. , . 
I 

Ditto for Girls .. .. ,. 1 
1 

21 
I " 

Trimary Schools for Boys 89U 927 7:30 319 I 
±74 381 

DItto for Girls 4 18 23 31 2 19 

·Special SchooiR for Boy,; 8 1 1 I .. .. 7 

DItto tor Girls . " S 1) I 4 " 2 

"Total number of institutions • 933 974 783 

! 
585 527 439 

Number of pupils 

Class of instItution I 

I 
1920 lU21 1922 1923 1924 1 !12:; 
to to to to to (0 

1921 1922 1923 1924 I 1925 192fi 

I 
12 13 a 1:; 16 17 

English High 8chools for Boys .. .. .. '. .' .. 
Enghsh MIddle Rehool,.; for Boys 1,21+ 1,I:l~ 1,183 1,l3! 815 1,100 

DItto for Girls 148 22 32 120 178 177 

"Vernacular Middle Schools for Boys. . ' .. " .. ,. 
DItto for Girls .. .. .. 42 1,280 ,. 

-l'limary Schools for Boys 28,7,13 29,737 2:1,222 W,olS:) 15,.;::11 111,535 

DItto for Girls 286 1,358 1,136 1,938 G(i 1,2~1 

SpeCIal Schools for Boys 279 7i 80 " 313 

DItto for Girls .' M 115 96 411 156 

'Total number of pupils under 
instruction ,30,670 32,393 

I 
25,768 i9,8i3 i8,342 i6,532 

NOTE:-The figures for thIS ta.ble were taken from The Statlltic8 of l'ral'allL'OI'Il. 

4F 

1926 
to 

1927 

8 

.. 
19 

2 

.. 
" 

330 

22 

2 

1 

376 

1!l26 
to 

1H27 

IH 

.' 
1,115 

1)R 

" 

.. 
11,R49 

1,317 

68 

28 

i4,436 

I 
1927 1928 1929 

to to to 
1928 1929 1930 

, 
I 

!J 10 I 11 

.. 1 

I 
.. 

23 14 10 I 

2 1 3 

1 3 6 

. ' . . '. 
324 31)9 261 

32 22 15 

2 2 3 

2 2 1 

386 404 299 

1927 1928 I 1929 
to to 

I 
to 

1928 1929 1930 

19 20 

I 
21 

" 112 .. 
1,150 768 ! 562 

48 28 r 191 
I 
I 

6S 129 , 
I 

354 

., .. I .' 
12,468 1-1-,752 10,803 

2,434 1,70;; 1,307 

54 61 271 

50 59 U 

i6,269 i7,6i2ji3,502 



318 CHAPTER IX~LlTEHACY 

SUBSIDIARY TABLE IX 
Literates who have completed primary education (four classes) by religion and locality 

State ROllthern DivisIOn 

--------------:----------~-------_!_---- -------~-.---------. 

\ 
ReliglOlI 

Total population 

Males I Females 

1 2 3 

Total literates 

Males 

4 

i Females 1 

\ 
I 

JUI Religions. 2,565,073 2,530,900 866,3131351,611 

Hindu 

Christian 

Muslim 

Tnbal RehglOns. 

Religion 

All Religions. 

Hindu 

ChristIan 

Muslim 

~n b3.l HelIglOns, 

ReLIgion 

1,5 (i(;,!)ll3 

S14,s:m 789,M2 

1KO,555 ] 72,719 

1,3% 

Southern DiVlRion 

LIterates who have 
completed prlmalY 

edll<~atlOn 

12 13 

85,724 28,7:12 

G.;'477 19,!)O6 

17,OJ4 8,623 

3,22!J 179 

3 ., 

51\).,200 1H4,240 

!l09,271; IH!l,IISI 

37,G61 4,24(; 

61 :~ 

'Total populatIOn 

-- ---~ 

l\1aleR I Females 

14 Hi 

933,169 928,303 

Iilti,GH 623,;;72 

240,091 232,1(;4 

76,0(i6 72,218 

324 325 

Northern DIVisi"n 

Total lit.erates 
Litelaw" who have 
completed primary 

education 

I 
J 
I : 
I 

I 

\ 

LIterate, who have 
completed prImary 

education 
Total popUlation Total literates 

Males I Yemales \ Males I Fema.les \ ~rales Females 

(i 

309,130 

lR';,971 

114,838 

H,2K1 

62,!l22 

57,273 

445 

Central DIVi~l()ll 

ToLl1 literates 

-~-~-

I FCI:I=l MaleR 

11) 17 

332,637 1111,999 

207,!J7S 78,977 

IOB,;,,1i (iG,9!12 

15,8[,(j 2,027 

17 1 

11 

I 
I 

9 10 

716,1170 206,7116 [ 72,011 

4R6,075 487,21)4 134,440 50,091 

180,:l57 177,053 40,875 20,l!J7 

1,207 

I,OO!l 8!1l 22 2 

is orthern DI\ Ision 

Llt('l'tltes wh" h,n'e 
completed primalY Total population 

educatIon 
------_ 

I 
Males 

I Females \ IIIa.le;, \ Females 

18 19 20 21 

125,1106 51,609 8511,8115 8110,1176 
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CHAPTER X 

LANGUAGE 
Introductory 403. An important innovation has been made in the language returns of this census. 
remarks. Till 1921 only one language was recorded for each person and that was the mother

tongue ordinarily spoken at home. At the present census, besides the mother-tongue, 
any other language or languages commonly spoken by a person in his daily life have also 
been recorded. In those parts of India where more languages than one are generally 
spoken from the cradle, this addition to the return has enabled all such languages being 
recorded. Travancore. however. does not come in this category. Here, though a person 
may sometimes speak more than one language. he generally uses only one language in his 
home and that is always his mother-tongue. When the husband and wife speak different 
languages, for example, a Tamil Brahman husband and a Nayar wife, the husband speaks 
to his wife in her mother-tongue, but to his caste people in his own. The children of such 
marriages invariably speak the language of their mother, though they may also be able to 
speak the language of their father. 

:Reference to 
,statistics. 

Accuracy of 
the return. 

The main object with which information about subsidiary languages has been 
collected at this census is to see how far the intermingling of communities speaking different 
languages enables one community to' acquire a knowledge of the mother-tongue of the 
other. The assimilation of foreign languages by communities is one of the means of 
stimulating the interaction of different cultures. The reciprocal influence of Malayali and 
T amilian cultures as a result of the intermingling of the communities speaking these 
languages is seen markedly in some parts of Travancore. Mr. F. 1. Richards, in his "Note 
on Cultural Borders in India," says," As to the areas which are transitional from one 
culture to another, a rough convenient test is at hand in the published statistics of 
language. The use of more than one language in any given area is good evidence of the 
overlapping of cultures." This object has been kept prominently in view in the collection 
and compilation of language returns at this census. 

404. The Statistics dealt with in this chapter are embodied in Imperial Table XV
Parts I and II, showing the various languages spoken as mother-tongues and as subsidiary 
to the mother-tongues in this State. The proportional figures worked out from the two 
parts of the above table are given in the two subsidiary tables at the end of this chapter. 
The languages have been classified and shown in the tables according to the scheme laid 
down by Sir George Grierson. 

405. The instructions to the enumerators for filling up the columns for languages 
were :-

., Column 14 (Language)-Enter in this column each p~rson's mother-tongue, the language 
which he or she ordinarily speaks at home. In the ,case of iniants and deaf-mutes the 
language of the mother should be entered. 

"Column 15 (Other languages in common us~)-Enter the language or languages habitually 
spoken by each person in addition to his mOliher-tongue. The entry in coltlmH 14 
should be that of a man's genuine mother-tongue as first spoken from the cradle. In 
column 15 should be entered any other language or languages commonly used by the 
speaker." 

The instructions were definite and clear and the enumerators could not have made 
mistakes due to the ambiguity of the terms as in some other census returns. The results 
of the compilation show that the returns of 99' 5 per cent. of the population, speaking one 
or other of the Dravidian languages, are correct. Of the remaining O' 5 per cent. of the 
population who speak various other languages. some mistakes might have crept in on account 
of the enumerators or the enu~erated not being able to know the distinction between such 
languages as Hindi, Urdu, Hindustani and Arabic. or Marathi and KonkaIJi. In regard 
to the speakers of Hindi and Urdu the enumerators were specially instructed to enter only 
" Hindustani" in column 14, and" Hindi" or " Urdu" in column J 6 (literacy) according 
as the enumerated writes in one or the other of the scripts. In spite of these instructions 
a few mistakes might have been committed, as otherwise 3,458 persons would not have 
been returned as speaking Arabic. The mistakes, however, are confined to less than 0'5 
per cent. of the aggregate population and will not, therefore, materially affect the main 

,results of the language returnSl. 
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406. On the whole 29 languages have been returned at this census, and of Main features 
these Malayalam is the mother-tongue of 4,260,860 persons, and Tamil that of of the return, 
788,455 persons in an aggregate population of 5,095,973. In other words, about 84 
per cent. of the population speak Malayalam and 1 5 per cent. Tamil, both together consti-
tuting as much as 99 per cent. of the total population. Only the remaining one per cent., 
i. e., 46,658 persons, speak as many as 27 other languages. According to the J 92 J 
census 99'2 per cent. of the population spoke Malayalam or Tamil as mother·tongue and 0'8 
per cent. other languages. The Malayalam speaking population has increased during the 
last decade from 3,349,776 to 4,260,860 or by 27'2 per cent. which is equal to the 
recorded increase in the aggregate population. The increase in the Tamil speaking 
population is slightly less than that of the population increase, viz., 26'2, and that of the 
persons speaking other languages is 48' 7 per cent. The difference between the rate of 
increase of the persons speaking Tamil and other languages and that of the aggregate 
population must be due to migration. 

The hill tribes in Travancore do not seem to have separate languages of their own. 
They speak a crude form of Malayalam or Tamil. A Malayali or Tamilian of the plains 
may not be able to follow their conversation; but on careful examination it will be found 
that the words they use are of Malayalam or T ami! origin, though their endings are 
different and the pronunciation is uncouth. 

407. Out of every 1,000 Malayalam speaking persons, 198 are in the Southern ",Distl'ibutionof 

Division, 410 in the Central, 386 in the Northern and six in the High Range Division; 7lo~~1~~!es by 

on the other hand, of every 1, 000 Tamil sreaking persons, the Southern Division has 735, 
the Central 125, the Northern 43 and the High Range 97. Thus nearly 80 per cent. of 
the Malayalam speaking population are found in the Central and Northern Divisions and 
about 74 per cent. of the Tamil speaking population in the Southern Division. 

Considering each division separately, it will be seeR that in the Southern Division 
59 per cent. of the population speak Malayalam and 40 per cent. T ami!. In this Division the 
four southernmost taluks of Thovala, Agasthiswaram, Kalkulam and Vilavancode contain 
a large number of T amilians and there more than 87 per cent. of the popul ation speak 
Tamil and only 12 per cent. Malayalam, as against 8 per cent. speaking Tamil and 91 per 
cent. speaking Malayalam in the other taluks of the division. In the Central Division 94 
per cent. of the persons speak Malayalam and 5 per cent. Tamil, but in the taluk of Shen
kotta which is contiguous to Tinnevelly district, the Malayalam speaking population is only 
two per cent., and the Tamil speaking is more than 95 per cent. In the Northern Divi
sion 97 per cent. of the population speak Malayalam and two per cent. Tamil, and in the 
High Range the corresponding proportions are 22 per cent. and 73 per cent. respectively. 
Thus we see that in the taluks of Thovala, Agasthiswaram, Kalkulam, Vilavancode and 
Shenkotta and in the High Range Division the preponderating language is Tamil, and in 
other localities it is Malayalam. 

Besides Malayalam and Tamil, twenty-seven other languages have been returned by 
46,658 persons. Of these, 10,015 persons are in the Southern Division, 14,245 in the 
Central. 16,858 in the Northern, and 5,540 in the High Range Division. The speakers 
of these twenty-seven languages constitute only a little below one per cent. of the total 
population in the Southern, Central and Northern Divisions and over five per cent. in 
the High Range Division. The comparatively higher proportion of the speakers of these 
foreign languages in the High Range Division is due to its immigrant population which 
consists of different castes and races speaking diverse languages. 

408. The figures showing the distribution of the languages according to the c1a~sifi- L 

f S· G G . .. th . Th D 'd' F '1 . !\nguages cation 0 If eorge nerson are given In e margm. e raVI Ian amI Y IS classified by 
represented in this State by family and 

i Numhcr of I' Number oI M I I T'I K group. 
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a little over 500 speakers, whereas the Central Division contains only a little more than 
300 speakers. T ulu is spoken by 3,196 persons of whom 1,268 are in the Southern 
Division, 1,013 in the Northern, 604 in the Central and 311 in the High Range Division. 
Telugu is spoken by 9,855 persons of whom the largest number, namely, 3,981, is in the High 
Range Division where it is the commonest language, next to Tamil, of the immigrant 
coolies. The Southern and Central Divisions have 2,705 and 2,607 T elugu speakers res
pectively while the Northern Division has only 562. Of the vernacular languages included 
in the Indo-Aryan Branch of the Indo-European Family, nine are represented in this State. 
There is a population of 26,683 spea,king thes: lan~uages a!ld of ~hese Marathi an? Ko~ka?i 
account fol' 19.229 persons. Konkam spoken III thIs State IS a dIalect of Marathl and It IS 
quite possible that some persons may have returned their mother-tongue as Marathi, though 
strictly speaking it is Konkani. Hence, these two languages must be considered together. 
Next to these languages Western Hindi has the largest number of speakers, namely, 4,552. 
Western Hindi includes Hindi and Urdu. In common parlance they are called Hindustani 
and it is the mother-tongue chieHy of the Dakhani Musalman. Of the other languages of the 
Indo-Aryan Branch, Gujarati has been returned by 2,275 persons, Sindhi by 247, Punjabi 
by 76, and Sanskrit by 23 persons. There is also one solitary individual speaking Naipali. 
Of the vernaculars of other Asiatic countries, Singhalese which is a language of the 
Indo-Aryan Branch is spoken by 54 persons. Tibeto-Chinese Family is represented by 
three speakers of Chinese, Arabic, Hebrew and Syriac are the only languages recorded 
under the Semitic Family. There is hardly any Arab in Travancore and the return of 
Arabic as the language of 3,458 persons is evidently wrong. It is not unlikely that those 
Muslims who are well versed in the Koran may have stated Arabic as their language either 
under a misapprehension or to show off their learning. Their real mother-tongue may be 
MalaY1am. Tamil or Hindustani. Hebrew has been returned by 39 and Syriac by two 
persons only. Of the European languages, nine have been returned by 1.371 persons, and 
of these 1,199 are English speakers. They include persons born in the United Kingdom, 
Australia and America and also the large majority of the Anglo-Indians. Of the other 
European languages, Portuguese has been returned by 88 persons, German by 34, Spanish 
by 22, Flemish by 14, Italian by seven, and French and Norwegian by tw..;) each. Three 
persons have returned Grelic (Scotch) as their mother-tongue, but they should probably be 
included in English speaking persons. 

Languages 409. Castes have not been classified according to the languages they speak. There 
compared

d 
with are castes which consist of groups speaking different languages. For example, the 

:::!~:i::' com- Kammala (Vis'wakarma) caste includes the Malayalam as well as the Tamil speaking 
groups, and so also the Parayan (Siimbavar,) the Paravan, the Kuravan, and several other 
castes which are found both in the Malayalam, and Tamil districts. The Chetti caste 
contains Malayalam, Tamil and T e1ugu speaking groups. There are several such com
posite castes, especially of the Dravidian race, and it is not, therefore, possible to correlate 
the languages with the castes except in the case of a few minor ones. 

The language returns show that Kanarese is the mother-tongue of 1,957 persons. 
They belong to a number of minor castes, and their numbers have not been separately 
compiled except in the case of the Karnatika Brahmans who number 507 only. The 
Kanarese speaking people are all immigrants from Kanara. From Imperial Table VI it is 
seen that immigrants from South Kanara number 1,936. This i~ very nearly equal to the 
number of Kanarese speaking persons. 3,196 persons returned T ulu as their mother-tongue. 
They are generally the T ulu Brahmans, and their number according to Imperial Table 
XVII is only 2,843. The remaining Tulu speaking people are probably included under 
the Potti Brahman. T ulu Brahmans are sometimes called Pottis, though the real Pottis 
are a Malayalam speaking caste, and it is quite likely that some T ulu Brahmans might have 
been included under Potti. As has been already stated, Marathi and Konkani must be 
considered together. The number of persons speaking these languages is 19,229. The 
castes whose mother-tongue is Marathi or Konkani are the Maharashtra and Cauda 
Saraswath Brahmans, and the Kudumi. All these together number 19,502 which does 
not differ materially from the language figure. Western Hindi has been returned by 4,552 
persons. The large majority of the Muslim community in Travancore consists of 
Malabar and Tamil Musalmans whose mother-tongue is Malayalam or Tamil. Besides 
these, there are 7,188 Dakhani Musalmans of whom some are Hindustani speakers, and 
some probably Gujarati speakers. The latter together with the Saurashtra (Pattuniil) caste, 
numbering 1,397 who ~peak a dialect of Gujarati, constitute the 2,275 persons who have 
returned Gujarati as their mother-tongue. 1,199 persons have returned English as their 
mother-tongue. They are naturally composed of the persons born in the United Kingdom. 
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Australia, and America, and the local Anglo-Indians. Their number, according to 
Imperial Tables VI and XVII, is J ,336. The small difference of J 37 may be due to some 
Indian Christians who have adopted the European mode of dressing having returned 
themselves as Anglo-Indians, in spite of the language they speak at home being Malayalam. 

410. Malayalam and Tamil are the vernaculars of the State, and we have seen that the ~anguage and 
former is the mother-tongue of 84 per cent. and the latter of 15 per cent. of the population. lIteracy. 

If proportional figures are considered 'it will be seen that for every 1,000 Malayalam speakers 
there are 185 Tamil speakers. But the literates in the two languages do not stand in the 
same proportions, there being only 87 Tamil literates to J ,000 Malayalam literates. This 
disparity between the proportions of speakers and literates is due to two causes. Firstly, 
the Malayalis are taking to education more largely than the Tami\ians. Secondly, some 
T amilians learn Malayalam instead of Tamil at school, with the result that there are 
T amilians who can read and write Malaya\am but not their own mother-tongue. 

We have seen that only 1,199 persons have returned English as their mother-tongue, 
but there are 80,651 literates in this language. English is practically the official language 
in Travancore. It is the medium of correspondence in almost all Government offices. It 
is the language used in courts of law, and the Government publish their proceedings and 
other documents invariably in this language. English education was started in Travancore 
more than a century ago and is progressing much more rapidly here than in other parts of 
India. It is not surprising, therefore, that the number of persons who are able to read and 
write English is several times more than the numbers who speak it as their mother-tongue. 

41 J. We shall first consider bi-lingualism in respect of Malayalam and Tamil. The Bi-lingualism. 

linguistic map opposite exhibits the main features of this bi-lingualism. The figures represented _ 
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therein are extracted in 
the marginal statement. 
The statement reveals 
some interesting facts. 
Where the preponde-
rating mother-tongue is 
Malayalam, the propor-
tion of Malayalis who 
could speak Tamil is 
very small. It varies 
from 0'1 per cent. in 
the Northern Division 
to 1·4 per cent. in the 
Southern, excluding the 
four sou the r n most 
taluks. On the other 
hand, the T amilians 
who are in the minority, 
varying from two per 
cent. to 8'4 per cent. 
of the total population, 
acquire the habit of 
speaking Malayalam in 

much larger proportions. In the Northern Division where there are only two per cent. of 
T amilians nearly 77 per cent. of them are able to speak Malayalam. Similarly, in the 
Central Division excluding Shenkotta and in the Southern Division excluding the four 
taluks in the South, 67'4 per cent. and 40 per cent. respectively of the Tamilian popula-
tion speak Malayalam. Where the preponderating mother-tongue is Tamil the reverse 
order holds good. That is to say, the proportion of T amilians who speak MalayaJam is 
much smaller than that of Malayalis able to speak T ami!. The conclusion that miY be 
drawn from the above figures is that when a community is in a minority in any locality, it 
tries to adapt itself to its ~urroundiRgs by learning to speak the language of the majority 
~ommunity. It is seen, however, that the Tamilians show a greater tendency to learn 
Malayalam than the Malayalis do to learn Tamil. This will be evident from the figures 
for Shenkotta and the Northern Division. In Shenkotta out of two per cent. of the Mala-
yalis, only 10'8 per cent. are able to speak Tamil, whereas in the Northern Division out of 
two per cent. of the Tamilians nearly 77 per cent. can speak Malayalam. Taking the 
State as a whole, only 77 persons out of 10,000 who speak Malayalam as mother-tongue 
speak Tamil as subsidiary language, while 1,432 persons out of 10,000 who 'speak Tamil 
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as mother-tongue are able to speak Malayalam as subsidiary language. If the Malayalis 
and T amilians living in localities where Tamil or Malayalam is the preponderating verna
cular are considered separately, it will be seen that 158,363 T amilianll live in the midst of 
4,166,350 Malayalis and 94,510 Malayalis live in the midst of 630,092 Tamilians. The 
former is in the proportion of one T amilian to 26 Malayalis; and the latter one Malayali 
to seven T amilians only. It is this variation in the proportions of the two communi ties 
living together that accounts mainly for the very large difference in the proportion of the 
members of one community learning to speak the language of the other. Women naturally 
have less necessity to learn a foreign language than men. Among the Malayalis the num
ber of females to 1,000 males who speak Tamil is 622; but among the Tamilians the pro
portion of the Malayalam speaking women is somewhat larger, namely, 740 to 1,000 men. 

412. Of the languages other than Malayalam and Tamil that may be examined for 
bi-lingualism, the only ones that need be considered are Telugu, Tulu, Kanarese, Konkani, 

Marathi, and Western Hindi. The proportions of persons 
"YUill/WI' '~I peI'8/1I1,' jif'l' 1II,O()O U'llll speaking these languages as mother-tongue per 1 0,000 of the 
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tota popu atlOn are gIVen m t e margm. ra IC speakers 
number seven per 10,000, but they have been left out of 
account because of the incorrectness of the returns. 
Other languages which do not have even one speaker 
per 10,000 of the population have also been left out. 
Even with regard to the languages shown in the 
marginal statement it is necessary to consider only com
binations of these with Malayalam or Tamil, combina
tion with other languages being too small to be of any 
material consequence. Proportions of persons speaking 

the above languages as mother-tongue together with Malayalam or Tamil as subsidiary lan
guage are shown in the marginal table below. Whether Malayalam or Tamil is spoken as a 

subsidiary language in any locality depends 
upon which of them is the preponderating 
vernacular there. Thus in the southern 
taluks of the Southern Division, in Shenkotta 

IVtm'~PI' 01 1"/ """ prr 10/)(!I) 11111/ 'plllk I'f'rtllm 
Ifln{/lul!Jf' ..... fl ..... mofhpl'-to1fgUl' lI'dh Jl(([flwtiam (/1' 

Tamil II. ,ullslflwl'Y lllngulI!/I' 

1'<uIll],er pel' 1U,011l) "peak-' taluk and in the High Range DivI'sl'on where 
mg aH ,ub'l(haIY lang'uage _ 
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:MalayaJam I 
----------------~---
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"MarathI 
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:;,657 
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Tamil is the preponderating vernacular, this 
rather than Malayalam is ordinarily spoken 
as subsidiary to other languages, and vice 
versa. Taking the State c s a whole it is seen 
that T ulu, Konkani, Marathi, and Western 
Hindi are combined more largely with Mala
yalam than with Tamil, T e1ugu with Tamil 
more than with Malayalam, and Kanarest' 
more or less equally with either of them. 

Other instances of bi-lingualism which may be worth noting are combinations of 
Tulu and Kanarese, and Marathi and Western Hindi. Subsidiary Table II at the end of 
this chapter shows that out of 10,000 persons speaking Tulu as mother-tongue 13 J speak 
Kanarese as subsidiary language, out of J 0,000 speaking Kanarese as mother-tongue 6 J 
speak T ulu also and out of 10,000 speaking Marathi as mother-tongue 30 speak Western 
Hindi as well. 

413. Of late, a movement has been started in T ravancore to popularise the study of 
Hindi. It is an offshoot. of the ?at~onali~t mov~ment in British !ndia to make this language 
the lingua franca of India. Hmdl, or Ito allIed form Urdu, IS the ,Ianguage spoken by 
more than 30 per cent. of the total population of India. In Northern India more than 50 
per cent. of the people speak these languages, but in the south, e. g., in Madras Presidency, 
the proportion is not even three per cent. In Travancore it is still less. According to the 
returns of the present census the number of persons who have given Western Hindi <which 
includes Hindi and Urdu) as their mother-tongue is 4,552, which gives a proportion of 
about nine per 10,000 of the aggregate population. The task of making Hindi the common 
language in Travancore, if it is ever possible to do so, is not an easy one. The educated 
section of the population is evincing interest in acquiring at least a working knowledge of 
this language. The local Legislative Council passed a resolution, moved by a non-official 
member in August 1931, recommending to Government the teaching of Hindi as a com
pulsory subject in the thrlf:e highest classes in English schools and in Classes V to VII in the 
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Vernacular schools. Even before this question was discussed by the Legislative Council, 
the Government of Travancore had accepted Hindi as an optional subject to be taught in 
the schools in which there was demand for its teaching. 

The DakshiQa Bharat Hindi Prachar Sabha, Madras, which is a private organiza~ 
tion, started Hindi propaganda in Travancore about five years ago. Prachaiaks preparing 
candidates for Prathamik, Madhyama, and Rashtrabhasha examinations were opened at 
different centres. It is reported that there are at present 35 such centres in T ravancore, that 
about 600 candidates appeared for the Hindi examinations held by the Dakshil)a Bharat 
Hindi Prachar Sabha in February 1932 and thal so far about 5,000 persons, according to 
the estimate of the Secretary to the Sabha, have acquired a working knowledge of Hindi. 
The figure 5,000 may be an over~estimate, or it may be that all these persons have not 
acquired a sufficient knowledge of the language to be able to speak it fluently. The census 
figures show that only 721 persons have returned Western Hindi as a subsidiary language. 
Of these 721 persons, 606 are mal es and I 1 5 females. In other words, for every 100 
males there are only 19 females who are able to speak Western Hindi as a subsidiary 
language. The 721 speakers consist of 504 Malaya\is, 1 79 T amilians and 38 others. 
Evidently, the Malayalis take to the study of Hindi more largely than the other communi~ 
ties. If the enthusiasm now shown in the study of Hindi does not turn out to be a passing 
phenomenon, and if the propaganda that is being carried on is persisted in, the number of men 
and women who can speak Hindi will undoubtedly show a substantial increase at the 
next census. But in spite of the best efforts it is doubtful whether Hindi will attain the 
position of the lingua franca of T ravancore in the near future. --

414. Malayalam and Tamil, as has been already observed, are the vernaculars of Relation 
this State. They both belong to the Dravidian Family of languages, but their exact rela~ ~t;reei 
tionship is still a moot question. Sir George Grierson thinks that "the Dravidian languages a:d 1a~fI~ 
are derived from the speech of an aboriginal Dravidian population of Southern India." He 
says, "The name Dravida is derived from the Sanskrit word Dravida which is probably 
derived from an older word Dramila, Damila, and is identical with the name of Tamil." 
The fact that the original language of the Dravidians was called "Tamil" is regarded by 
the modern Tamil scholars as a proof of the present Tamil being practically the original 
language from which the other Dravidian languages were derived. This point is not con~ 
ceded by the Malayalam scholars. They agree with Sir George Grierson in thinking 
that Tamil and Malayalam are two sister languages derived from a common stock. The 
present T amillanguage is only a developed form of the ancient Chentamil (refined T ami!) 
which was quite distinct from Kodumtamil, the colloquial language which was then in vogue. 
This Kodumtamil, or may be an earlier form of it, was probably the original language from 
which modern Tamil and Malayalam were derived. The Dravidian word 'T ami!' pro-
bably connotes language in general and not any language in particular. It is identical in 
meaning with the Sanskrit word "bhasha" now current in Malayalam. and it is in this 
sense that it is used in such works as Sundara Kandam Tamil, Mattavilasam Tamil, etc., 
which are written in Malayalam with a large admixture of Sanskrit words. In modern 
phraseology these works would be called Bhasha Sundara Kandam, etc. It may, therefore, 
be inferred that the name 'Tamil' was once applied to all the languages of the Dravidian 
Family. They were distinguished from one another by such specific names as 'Chola 
Tamil' ; 'Pandy Tamil' which first developed into Chentamil and later into modern 
Tamil; 'Karinadu Tamil' or Karnatika which is Kanarese; and 'Malanadu T ami!' which 
has become Malayalam. All these different tamils of ancient times must have been derived 
from a common slock which was possibly" the speech of an aboriginal Dravidian popula-
tion of Southern IndIa," to put it in Sir George Grierson's words. 

415. The Chentamil equivalents of Malayalam words like "thala" (head) and "vala" 
(net) are "thalar and "valai." The author of M olinCtl (511Zl0 19'0Q).m) and other Tamil 
grammarians point out that the "a" (1IIro) ending was the ··original form in the ancient Dravi
dian language and that the "ai" (" Ill) ending found in Chentamil is a later variation. The 
retention of the "a" ending in Mal~yalam shows that it must have separated from the 
parental stock before Chentamil had developed its literary form. The author of TholkaP~ 
piyam, one of the earliest Chentamil grammars, refers to the language of Malanadu (Mala
yalam) as a language of the Dravidian Family other than ChentamiL These facts pClint to 
the possibility of the modern Malayalam and Tamil having been derived from an earlier 
common language. It cannot, however, be denied that there are several words in ordinary 
use, such as pronouns, names of parts of the body, names of domestic animals, etc., which 
are common to both Tamil and Malayalam; that early Malayalam literature, e. g., Rama
chafitham published at the beginning of the 13th century. contains many Tamil words and 
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Tamil grammatical forms; that famous Tamil works like Chilappadik,aram and P athWi" 
Ppalhu were composed by men who were natives of KMa\a; and that ancient copper plates 
and stone inscriptions discovered in Kera\a were written in the Tamil language. From 
these facts some Tamil scholars argue that Malayalam is only a daughter and not a sister 
of Tamil. 

4 J 6. Tamil, it must be admitted, had developed a literature much earlier than 
Malaya\am, and in ancient days the study of Chentamil was extensively pursued in Kerala. 
The kings of Kerala had intermarriages with the Chula and Pandyan dynasties. Tamil 
scholars like Kapilar and Chathanar came to Ketala to teach Chentamil and were 
appointed as court pandits by Keiala kings. The literary language of those times, even in 
Ketala, was Chentamil only and the stone inscriptions and copper plates were, therefore, 
written in that language. Later, when Malayalam began to dovelop its own literature, 
Chentamil did exercise some influence over it, as could be seen from early Malayalam 
literature. It contains several grammatical forms, such as the inflection of verbs for gender, 
number and person and also numerous words which are also found in Chentamil literature; 
but whether it could be inferred from this that Malayalam is a derivative of T amiI is 
doubtful. It may be that Malayalam borrowed the grammatical forms and words from 
Tamil, or more probable still, both Malayalam and Tamil might have derived them from 
an earlier common language. This, at any rate, seems to be the view of eminent philo" 
logists like Dr. Caldwell and Sir George Grierson, and reputed Malayalam scholars like 
Mr. A. R. Raja Raja Varma. 

The growth of 417. In the previous paragraph we have seen how the study of Chentamil was 
~heg .~ayalam fostered by the ancient kings of Ketala and how the indigenous Malayalarn language itself 
an nIL e. was influenced by it. But in course of time the influence of Chentamil waned and its place 

was taken by Sanskrit. Being the language in which the sacred books of the Hindus 
were written, Sanskrit soon gained ascendancy in Keiala. Elementary Sanskrit was 
taught in most of the pial schools in T ravancore till the introduction of English education. 
The leisured classes pursued higher studies in Sanskrit literature and grammar, and many 
became distinguished scholars and authors of eminent works in that languag·e. With the 
spread of Sanskrit education, words and expressions of that language were freely intro
duced into Malayalam in tathbhava form. using Dravida characters to represent certain 
sounds which were peculiar to Sanskrit. Thus Sanskrit Sita became Malayalam ChUa, 
Balan became Palan and so on. Later, the mutilation of these Sanskrit words was dis
contmued and the Malayalam alphabet was strengthened by the addition of new symbols to 
represent the peculiarly Sanskrit sounds. Since then Sanskrit words were introduced into 
Malayalam in tatnsama form. Even the expression, suffixes and gender were freely copied 
[rom Sanskrit in literary Malayalam and Sanskrit metres were adopted in poetical composi
tions. The extent to which the study of Sanskrit was pursued in Ketala and the degree 
to which its influence permeated the Malayalam literature could be gauged from the fact 
that Lilathilaleam. the earliest known treatise on Malayalam grammar, believed to 
have been written in the 14th century, was composed entirely in Sanskrit. 

418. Next to Chentamil and Sanskrit, the language which has most influenced 
the growth of Malayalam IS English. Its literature has supplied ideas and 
sentiments, forms and devices to writers of both poetry and prose in Malayalam 
of recent times. Several English books have been translated into Malayalam and 
their model has been freely copied. The Malayalam vocabulary has been added 
to considerably by words taken bodily from the English language. Many terms 
connected with the administration of justice, such as court, judge, judgment, 
summons, warrant, etc., have become current in .rv1alayalam, and so also words connected 
with general administration. e. g., police constable, excise. dispensary, doctors, etc. New 
industries and new articles introduced from foreign countries have brought in their train 
many new names, such as soap, brush, rubber, etc., which have been absorbed by the 
Malayalam language. The terms 'motor car' and' motor bus,' the names of the parts 
of motor machinery and words connected with motor traffic, such as, speed, license. 
permit. reverse, etc., are now freely used by the man in the street and are not likely to be 
replaced by the Malayalam or Sanskrit equivalents which scholars may like to invent. 
Thus in diverse ways is Malayalam being enriched by the literature and vocabulary of 
the English language. 

419. The Arabian, tbe Persian, the Portuguese, the Dutch and other foreign 
nations with whom the people of Kerala had had political and commercial relations in 
the past have also left their impress on Malayalam by importing into it many words of 
their own languages. Malayalam, in fact, has never hesitated to borrow words and 
ideas from other languages, with the result that it has buiit up an extensive vocabulary 
and a rich literature in the course of five or six centuries, an achievement which any 
language can justly be proud of. 
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RELIGION 

420. Religion is the outward form or act by which man indicates his belief in the Intl'oductory 
existence of some superhuman power controlling his destiny. It is beyond the province remarks. 

of the census enumerator to probe into the inner thoughts of the individual and ascertain 
-the exact nature of his faith. As Mr. J. T. Marten says, "The census is not concerned 
with personal religion but is an attempt to record religion in its communal aspect, merely 
distinguishing those who lay claim to one 'or other of the recognised sectional labels with-
out looking too closely into the validity of their claims ... :it The instructions issued to 
the enumerators at the present census were:-

.. Column 4 (Religion). Enter here the religion which each person returns. as Hindu. 
Muslim, Sikh, Jain, Christian, Farsi. and the sect where necessary. In the case of 
the aboriginal tribes who are not Hindu, Buddhist, Christian, etc .• the name of 
the tribe should be entered in this column. Sect 1S in all cases required for 
Christians. " 

It will be noticed from the above that the enumerator was required to accept the 
reli~on which each person returned, without any further questioning about the tenability 
of the claim put forward. The wide differences that may exist in the faith and the outlook 
on life of different individuals professing the same religion are not recorded in the census 
schedules. As long as the census returns do not aim at distinguishing such differences 
which concern the personal aspect of religion, they may be taken to be fairly correct 
except, probably, in the case of Hinduism and Tribal Religions between which the line of 
demarcation is not always easily recognizable. 

421. The statistics presented in Imperial Tables are classified on the basis of 
religion. The value of such classification for demological purposes has been called into 
question, and rightly too, in a country like India where conversion from one faith to another 
is a common occurrence. Social customs, such as early marriage, treatment of women, etc., 
do not change with the change of one's faith. We have already seen a notable instance of 
this in the custom of early marriage still prevalent among Syrian Christians. In spite of 
the change of religion they have not discontinued the custom which they have inherited 
from their Hindu ancestors. Even for political and administrative purposes the classification 
of population by religion is found to be inadequate to meet the present requirements. 
The backward classes among Christians are converts from the depressed or untouchable 
castes of Hindus. Though change of religion has freed them from certain social dis~ 
abilities. it is doubtful that it has contributed materially to the betterment of their 
economic condition and lJolitical status. There is a growing feeling among the Christian 
converts of the depressed classes that their political interests suffer by their inclusion with 
the more advanced sections of the Christian community. To this feeling is to be attributed 
the desire which these converts have manifested strongly at the present census to have their 
numbers shown under the specific castes to which they belonged before conversion. For 
political purposes, caste or race is, therefore, more important under the present condition~ 
than religion as the basis of classifying the population. But caste is in the melting 
pot. A section of the forward Hindus is agitating for its abolition altogether. They 
form only a microscopic minority and caste differentiation still continues to be a dominant 
factor in the Indian society. Under the conditions prevailing in India the most satisfactory 
method of dividing the people into groups for social, political and economic purposes seems 
to be the one based on religion combined with race or caste. It is too premature to think 
()f cutting out the returns of religion altogether from the census . 

.. J. T. Marten, The Report on Ihp Cf'llSU.t "f India, 1921, p. 108. 
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422. The statIstIcs of religion are contained in Imperial Table XVI and the 
proportional figures in the four Subsidiary Tables given at the end of this chapter. The 

general distribution of the 
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population by religion is 
shown in the marginal state
ment. It is remarkable 
that out of the total popula
tion of over five millions 
there is only one indi
vidual who has not speci
fied his religion. Hindu, 
Christian, Muslim and 
Tribal Religions together 
constitute 9,999 out of 
every 10,000 0 f the 
population, which shows 
the insignificance of the 
other religions returned in 

this Stale. The three main religions in T ravancore are Hinduism, Christianity and Islam. 

India 

Country, J'rovince 
or i3tate 
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Out of every 1,000 of the 
population 615 are Hindus, 3 J 5 
are Christians and 69 are 
Muslims. The very wide varia
tions between the religious 
distribution of the population of 
this State and other parts of India 
can be seen from the figures 
given in the margin. T ravan~ 
core and Co chin differ from 
the rest of India in having 
comparatively smaller propor
tions of Muslims and higher 
proportions of Christians, and 

of the two, Travancore contains a smaller proportion of Hindus and Muslims and a 
correspondingly higher proportion of Christians than Cochin. It is worthy of note that 
out of the total Christian population of 6,296,763 in the whole of India, 3,820,625 or 
about 60 per cent. reside in Southern India, and that more than one-fourth of the total is 
found in T ravancore. 

423. The two maps opposite this page show; the distribution of the population 
by religion in the 
administrative and 
natural divisions of 
this S tat e . The 
figures given therein 
are extracted in the 
margin. The figures 
for Hindus, it will be 
noticed, are slighlly 
different from those 
given in column 2 of 
Subsidiary Table II 
at the end at this 
chapter. This is due 
to the {<tct that the 

-
Nurn ber p.~r cent. of the populatIOn who are 

State and DivlslOn 

\ 
Hindus I ChrbtJans 

\ 
MURhms 

PrmlltJve 
Tnbes 

STATE 61·0 31'5 6'9 0'6 

Southern DIvision 67·3 24·9 7'1 0'7 
Central 

" 
66'1 25'4 8·0 0'5 

Northern 
" 

49·2 44'4 6'0 0·4 
HIgh Range " 

72'6 21-:1 2'7 3'4 

Lowland " 
68·1 2.3,6 8·3 '. 

l\Iidlnnd 
" 

54·6 39·8 5·6 '. 

HIghland " 
56'6 27'6 6·8 9'0 

, 

Primitive Tribes who returned Hinduism have been included ,.mder Hindus in that 
table, while in the maps they have been shown, along with the persons following 
Tribal Religions, separately from the Hindus. The High Range Division contains the 
highest proportion of Hindus who are mostly immigrant coolies from Madras 
districts~ The---Chtistians are-- congregated mostly in the Northern Division, The 
Muslims are fairly well distributed in all the divisions except the High Renge, a nd the 
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'Primitive Tribes are found mostly in the High Range Division. Of the natural 
divisions the Lowland contains the largest proportions of Hindus and Muslims, and the 
Miciland the highest proportion of Christians, while the Primitive Tribes who live in 
forests are naturally confined entirely to the Highland Division. Trade which is the 
chief occupation of the Muslim!' and cottage industries which employ more Hindus than 
other communities account for the presence of large numb~rs of Muslims and Hindus in the 
Lowland Division. The Christians, on the other hand, are more enterprising agriculturists 
and are, therefore, found in larger numbers in the Midland Division where there has been 
the greatest expansion of cultivation during the last decade. In the Highland Division the 
Hindus preponderate became of the immigrants to rubber and tea estates from British 

. districts who are generally Hindus. 

424. The propcrtions of the different religious commumtles in the urban and rural Religious distri

::"'umbrr in dij;'(!!'nd rel/o'l/olI. 1"'1' l().O()O "I' population depend upon the nature of their main but,ion?f popu-
~ . Th f h fi . . latlon m urban 

Ulban 

Rural 

the urban find I'ImTl ]Jtlpulatl()1I occupatIons. us we see rom t e gures gIVen and rural 

HlIldll.~ 

6,{26 2,3H 

6,119 3,241; 

1,223 

629 

in the margin that in the case of Muslims w~o areas· 
are mostly trade(s, the proportion in the urban 
population is about double that in the rural, while 
the Christians, who are generally agriculturists, 
are found in larger numbers in rural than ~n 
urban areas. 

425. The first census in which the distribution of population by religion was Comparative 
. recorded ir. Travancore was the one taken by Ward and Conner in 1816~ 1820. Though f.r;wtb:f 
two censuses were taken between that date and 1875, statistics of religion were not collected. l'~liegi~~s. 
From 1875 onward the population of each main religion has been recorded at all the 
cenSuses. Up to 1901 the figures for Hindus included those for Tribal Religions also, 
and for purposes of comparison these religions are, therefore, treated together. The 
following statement shows the actual population and the percentage of each religion to the 
total population of the State at the different censuses. 

I 

Hindus and TJibal Religions I Chrbtians I Mushms 

Tot1,1 
, i I Year 

popUlation Actual Percentage of Actual 
Percentage of Actual iperccnt :t!!;C 0 

nU111bcr 
total llulnLer 

tolal number total 
populatlOll populatIOn I populatIOn 

I 
\ \ 

f 

lil16·!R20 9()6,5Hi 70;2,371 83·0 I 112,1~,8 12°4 42,0.;8 4'6 

If'7" 20311,379 !,702,H!J 7;3·6 !tI!I,023 20°.) He ,05(; Gol 

11-\81 2,401,1r,8 1,7:>:-'"1610 7:)'1 49R,5·12 20'S l-iG 90ll (j'1 

IH!Jl 2,55 i ,736 1, ~ i1,i-iG4 73 °2 526,!l11 20°(; 158,823 (j~2 

190i 2,9:;2,1:;7 2,06:;,7!lS G!I·l) 697,:-187 23°6 190,51;(; G'-.) 

1911 3,421:l,n:> 2,20);,1HO ()i·O n03,8G!'\ 2(\·4 22G,Q7 GO(i 

i!121 4,O()6,0(i2 2,51>2,301 64'0 1,172,n4 29·3 270,478 1,'7 

1931 5,09:;,973 3,137,79:> G1.G 1,r.04,H~, 31°" 3~)1l,27 ! I;'!l 
I 

--

In the course of a little more than a century the total population of the State 
multiplied 5'6 times, the Hindus including Tribal Religions 4'2 times, the Christians 14'3 
times and the Muslims 8'4 times. The largest increase among Christians is due mainly 
to conversions and( to some extent to the high fertility of the Syrian Christians. The 
larger increase among Muslims than among Hindus is practically the result of the higher 
fertility of the former. From columns 4, 6 and 8 of the above table it will be seen that 
in 1816~ 1820 the State population consisted of 83 per cent. Hindus, 12'4 per cent. 
Christians and 4·6 per cent. Muslims. In succeeding censuses the pzoportions of Hindus 
gradually declined and those of Christians and Muslims steadily rose, the former more 

_markedly than the latter, with the result that in J 931 the proportion of Hindus dropped to 
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61'6 per cent. and those of Christians and Muslims rose to 3}' 5 per cent. and 6'9 per c ent~ 
respectively. These variations are shown graphically in the following diagra m. 

Diagram 71 - showIng the proportion of the population of eacb main reUgiOD 

in 1816-20 and 1951. 

HINOU 83·0% 

752,371 

1816 - 20 

HINDU 61'611-
3}37,795 

1931 

"l'ribal Religions 426. The religion of the Primitive Tribes has been described differently by various 
a.nd Hinduism. authorities. By some it has been called Fetishism, which Sir Herbert Risley defines as 

"the worship of tangible inanimate objects believed to possess in themselves some kind of 
mysterious power."'" Some have called it Naturalism, which means the worship of natural 
phenomena. Others have called it Spiritism, according to which the natural phenomena are 
interpreted as the evidence of an underlying soul or spirit which is regarded as the control
ling factor of the world order. Most Primitive Tribes have their medicine-man whose 
function it is to invoke these spirits "to intervene for good or evil in the affairs of the viSIble 
world." t The most common name by which the religion of the primitive man is known 
is Animism, which is considered by Sir Herbert Risley to be the best term available. 
The basic principle of Animism is the recognition and worship of some power or si>irit 
which is supposed "to reside in the primeval forest, in the crumbling hiils, in the rushing 
river, in the spreading tree, which gives its spring to the tiger, its venom to the snake, which 
generates jungle fever, and walks abroad in the terrible guise of cholera, small-pox or 
murrain."! Animism is more or less the same as Polytheism in its primitive form. From 
primitive Polytheism has arisen the refined Polytheism of Hinduism which regards the spirits 
or deities associated with inanimate objects and natural phenomena as nothing more than the 
impersonations of the attributes of the one God. Out of such a conception of religion has 
the philosophic mind of the Hindu evolved his dualistic and monotheistic view of the world" 
which is the essence of real Hinduism. "From this point of view," say3 Sir HerbeJ:.t Risley, 
"Hinduism may be described as Animism more or less transformed by philosophy, or, to con-' 
dense the epigram still further, as magic tempered by metapllljsics." § The highly philosophical 
form 01 Hinduism, with its monotheistic idea of the world, is the refined product distilled out 
of the crude belief ot the Primitive Tribes. But, such a conception of the manifestation of divine· 
power is beyond the comprehension of the uncultured masses, and to them Hinduism appeals: 
in the form of Polytheism which is only a modified form of Spiritism or Animism. From 
what has been said above it will be clear that the change from the primitive religion to the 
highest form of Hinduism is a gradual process of evolution, and that it is hardly possible to 
draw a clear~cut line of demarcation between the faith of the Primitive Tribes and that of 
the lowest section of the Hindus who are incapable of realizing the philosophical aspect of 
Hinduism. Among Hindus there are classes of people like the Pulayas and the Parayas 
whose rehgion is more akin to Animi5m than to Hinduism, while among the primitive. 

* ~;hr Herberi, Risley, The People of Indi(I, p 220. 

r Ib.d r>. Z21 
t lbid p.22f.. 
§ 1 bid p. 2;13. 
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people there are tribes whose Animism has been tempered by the influence of Hinduism. 
The influence of Hinduism is clearly perceptible in the religion of several Primitive Tribes in 
Travancore, such as the Muthuvan, the Malayarayan, the Mannan and the Kanikkaran. The 
Muthuvans worship the Hind!J God, Subrahmanya, and the Malay~rayans, the Mannans 
and the Kanikkars worship Sasta, a god of the Hindu pantheon. SabaI'imala is a famous 
Sastha temple to which devotees even of highly educated Hindus make annual pilgrimages. 
The Malayarayans and the Mannans, like the Hindus, visit this temple once a year and 
make offerings to the deity. These instances show how the religion of the Primitive Tribes 
who come in contact with the people of the plains becomes modified by the influence of 
Hinduism. This process of Hinduization of the Primitive Tribes accounts for the gradual 
falling-off of the numbers returned under Tribal Religions from census to census, as we shall 
see presently. 

427. Tribal Religions have been recorded separately in this State from 1901 census ~t~~i81t~8rg! 
only and till then they were included with the Hindus. Converts to Christianity were not rl a e I Ions 

shown separately except at the present census. Both by Hinduization and by conversion 
to Christianity the followers of Tribal Religions have been steadily declining in numbers, 
but owing to the lack of necessary statistics it is not possible to measure accurately the 
extent of this decline. Whatever figures are available are set forth in Imperial Table XVIII. 
The accuracy of these figures, especially at the earlier censuses, appears to be 
doubtful. Fifteen tribes are shown in this table, and of these, a word of explanation is 
necessary about Kuravan and Vetan. Both these tribes consist of two sections, on,e living 
in the jungles and the other in the plains. The former is generally distinguished rrom the 
latter by the addition of the prefix "Mala" to the tribal name; but the Malankuravan and 
the Malavetan, when they come down and settle in the plains, become the ordinary 
Kuravan or Vetan. From very early times there has been a constant migration of these 
tribes from the jungles to the plains and hence we find large numbers of them included 
under Hindus from the very first census at which Tribal Religions wer~ recorded separa-
tely. Imperial Table XVIII will show that in the case of all the fifteen tribes mentioned 
therein, the numbers returned under Tribal Religions have been falling and those returned 
under Hinduism rising steadily from census to census. The aggregate figures for all the 
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tribes together are given 
in the margin. The in-
crease in the one case and 
the decrease in the other 
are not proportionate, 
because, in the first 
place, the figures do not 
include the converts to 
Christianity, and secondly, 
the numbers returned 
under H i n d u ism and 
Tribal Religions may not 
be strictly correct. Any-
how, the figures indicate 

clearly the gradual absorption of the tribes into Hinduism. On the basis of the available 
statistics a rough estimate may be made of the numbers who have changed Tribal Religions 
for Hinduism since 1921. The population of the tribes including the adherents of both Tribal 
Religions and Hinduism increased from 97,226 in 1921 to 118,058 in 1931, i. e., by 21 per 
cent. If this rate of increase is applied to the population of Tribal Religions in 1921, their 
number in 1931 should have been 13,985, but the number actually returned is 2,907 only 
and the remaining 11,078 persons should have, therefore, gone over from the Tribal 
Religions into the fold of Hinduism. This change of religion is a natural consequence of 
the contact of the hill tribes with the inhabitants of the plains, which has been brought about 
by the development of tea, cardamom and rubber cultivation in the forest regions which 
were once the exclusive preserves of the hill tribes and the wild beasts. It must be 
noted that only those members of the tribes who believe in Hindu Gods have been 
&hown under Hinduism. The census of the tribes Was taken by the officers of the 
Forest Department, and being well acquainted with their customs and mode of living 
they could not have made mistakes in this matter. They were instructed to make special 
enquiries into the faith of the tribes and record Hinduism as the religion of only such 
of them as believe in Hindu Pantheism. Though these persons may still retain 
their animistic tendency of worshipping crests of hills and other natural objects, their 
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acceptance and worship of Hindu Gods entitle them to be included within the fold of 
Hinduism as much aG the lower castes of the plains who, though recognized as Hindus, 
are still found to propitiate the souls of ancestors and the spirits supposed to be 
r!siding in natural objects and phenomena, as the animistic tribes do. 

428. An interesting note on "Hinduism in Travancore," prepared at my request by 
Mr. K. Padmanabhan T ampi, a devotee, is appended to this chapter. The reader will 
find in it a correct exposition of the underlying principles of Hinduism and an account 
of the various reform movements initiated by great religious teachers, especially in their 
relation to Travancore. I shall, therefore, content myself with giving here a brief 
summary of the salient points discussed by Mr. T ampi. Hinduism must have been brought 
to Kerala by the ancestors of the Nampiititi Brahmans, probably several centuries before 
Christ. The then inhabitants of the country, who were of Dravidian race, had their own 
form of religious worship. The Aryans came to the south in small numbers only and did 
not, therefore, attempt to subdue the Dravidians and impose upon them their religion by 
force. On the other hand, by gentle persuasion they succeeded in influencing the 
Dravidians to acknowledge the superiority of the Aryan religion, and thus by fusing 
together the fundamentals of the two religions a modified form of Vedic religion was brought 
into existence in Kerala. Naga worship which is still prevalent among the Hindus of 
Travancore is an element of Dravidian religion which was absorbed in Hinduism, 
when the Aryans came in contact with the Dravidians. The ancient Aryan religion 
which is depicted in the Vedas was, in the words of R. C. Dutt, "pre-eminently 
the worship of nature in its sublime and imposing aspects," but from the earliest 
limes the learned sages Were able to visualise the existence of an all-pervading soul or 
Pafabrahmam behind the diversities of nature. The one object of the ancient Rishis 
was to realize this ultimate truth and through their teachings to enable others to reach that 
goal. They chalked out different paths, known as yo gas, suited to the bent of mind of 
the persons concerned, all aiming at the realization of the one Primal Cause, the Universal 
God. Thus we see that the Vedic religion, though apparently it was nature-worship, 
was in reality monotheism. 

429. The only G9d of the strictly Vedic pantheon whose worship has been kept up 
in' modern Hinduism is Sakti, the Goddess of Energy. The worship of this Goddess is uni
versal in Travancore as in other parts of India. In most Hindu homes in Travancore the 
Goddess is installed and worshipped in one form or another. The famous temple at Cape 
Comorin (/;(anniakumari) which. attracts (pilgrims from all parts of India is dedicated to 
Goddess Sakti. The worship of Siva, the God of Destruction (the destroyer of ignorance), 
and of Vishnu, especially the avatars of Rama and Krishna, is also common in Travancore. 
The bitter antagonism between the worshippers of Siva and \/ishnu found in other parts of 
India is, however, absent in this country. 

430. The unwillingness or the inability of the ancient religious teachers in Nonhern 
India to admit into the pale of Hinduism large bodies of people who clamoured for ad
mission, gave rise to the religious movements qf lainism and Buddhism, of which the latter 
soon spread throughout India and even beyond it, especially in the far East. In T ravan
core Buddhism secured a large following and became the prevailing religion from one end 
of the country~ to the other during the time of As'6ka. But it did not remain in that pre
eminent position for very long. It had to yield to the new Hi~duism which was promulgated 
by Sankaracharya. Travancore feels proud that the great Sankara was one of her sons. 
His birthplace, Kalady, is a small village in North Travancore. Though Buddhism was 
ultimately crushed out of the country, it had left its impress upon Hinduism. Most of the 
appurtenances of modern Hinduism, such as temples, worship of images, ulsavams and re
ligious processions, were all borrowed from Buddhists. The doctrine of ~himsa which 
was an essential feature of Buddhism was incorporated into Hinduism. Sasta, the name 
often given to, Buddha in Buddhistic scriptures, was admitted into the Hindu Pantheon. 
The famous Sasta temples now existing at Sabarimala, Thakali and other places in T ravan
core, were originally none other than temples dedicated to Buddha. Besides these temples, 
several remains of Buddhistic vihafas and chailyas are still seen in different parts of this 
country. These are all indications of Buddhism having been once the common religion 
in Travancore. The teachings of Sankaracharya, the greatest exponent of Advaita philo
sophy, appealed to the sentiments of the people. For sixteen years he wandered all over 
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India, preached his philosophy, won over the Buddhists to Hinduism, and thus re-esta
blished the sup~emacy of the Vedic religion. After Sankata came Ramanujachari, the 
founder of the Sri Vaishnava sect, who, by his expositio.~ of Vis'ishtadvaita philosophy, 
removed the popular misconception about body and Alman and built up the qualified 
Advaita system. Though Ramanuja had not visited Travancore, his teachings 
became popular and secured a large number of adherents to the Vaishnavite creed through
out the country_ There are several well-known temples dedicated to Vishnu at Thiruvattar, 
T rivandrum, and other places and they are visited by Vaishnava pilgrims from all parts of 
India. Madhwacharya who preached the Dvaita system of philosophy in the 13th century 
A. D. appears to have visited Trivandrum. His birthplace was in South Kanara and his 
followers inel ude the T ulu Brahmans who are ordinarily the priests in most of the tem
ples in Travancore. Chaitanya, the great religious teacher of Bengal. who lived in the 
15th century, believed in the efficacy of chanting the holy names of God and his teach
ings naturally appealed more easily and effectively to the masses. He visited Travancore 
once, and the universal habit, even now preval ent, of repeating the name of Rama both in 
the early morning and at dusk in almost every Hindu household in Ketala is probably the 
result of his teaching. Though in Northern India other religious movements had sprung 
up, especially during the Muhammadan period, which aimed at introducing the democratic 
spirit of Islam into Hinduism, they had not in the least affected Travancore where the 
Muslim oppression was never felt and conversions to Islam were very rare. The Mahratta 
religious movements that emanated from the Pandarpur temple also had not had any influence 
on the Hindu population of T favancore. The Gauda Sataswath Brahmans who are the 
worshippers of the Pandarpur God migrated to Travancore during the Portuguese invasion. 
They number a little over 9,000 at present. They have their own temples to wnich other 
castes are not admitted. The Arya Samaj and the Brahmo Samaj have only very recently 
started work in Travancore and have not yet made any appreciable headway in securing 
recruits. 

431. Of all modern religious movements, the RiimakrishI)a movement appears to have 
been the most successful in this State. It was started here in 191 I under 
tbe guidance of Swami Nirmalananda, a direct disciple of Sri RamakrishI)a. The first 
Asramam was opened at Haripad in 1912, immediately followed by another at Thiruvella, 
the third and the most important one was established at Trivandrum in 1924, and since then 
eight more have been added at other centres. "The ideals of Sri RamakrishI)a and Swami 
Vivekananda, " says Mr. Padmanabhan T ampi, "have permeated the masses largely in 
Middle Travancore where they have become almost household objects of worship, and the 
influence is gradually spreading. A band of local Sannyasins and Brahmachatis in which 
all the communiti~s are represented have grown up, ", .. , , " ., .No distinctions (If caste are 
observed in- the Asramas and members of different castes of l\tlalabar can be seen living as 
rn.embers of one happy family in these Asramas. At all important functions in these 
Asramas people of all castes up to the lowest Pulayas, Parayas, etc., take their food 
together and as the food served is invariably Prasad, orthodox Hindu doctrine also supports 
this practice, ". , " . ,Philanthropical work is also undertaken whenever necessary in a spirit 
of pure service, the poor and the needy being treated in a spirit of worship ...... , .. The main 
object in all these Asramas is to train the Sannyasins and Brahmachatis to develop their 
personality and manifest the Lord within so that they could carryon the work of Swami 
Yivekananda for the spiritual regeneration of India.' I Swami Nirmalananda visits the 
Asramas in Travancore once a year, gives the necessary training to the Sannyasins and 
Brahmacharis and guides the healthy development of the movement. 

432. The only religi<;>us movement which originated in Travancore _is the socio
religious revival started by Sri Narayana Gutu, the spiritual leader of the I!a\,as, about 
thirty-five years _ago. He established several temples on the West Coast, intended 
primarily for the navas, but open to all classes of people without distinction of caste or creed. 
He also trained a number of Sannyasins to carryon religious propaganda on the lines 
chalked out by him. When he found that some I!avas, not satisfied with the progress of 
his new movement, showed a tendency to secede from Hinduism and embrace Buddhism, 
he proclaimed the doctrine, "pne caste- one religion-one God for man." As a result 
of the Swami's teachings the !lavas have real ized the iniquity of the treatment accorded to 
them and other Depressed Classes by the high-caste Hindus in the name of religion, and set 
on foot a movement to establish the right of all Hindus, irrespective of caste, to enter 
temples and worship God, 11 right now denied to the so-called untouchable castes. 
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433. The Hindu~, including Aryas and Brahmos, number 3,) 34,888 according to 
the pr~sent censu?, formm~ 6) '5. per cent. of the aggregate population. As the Animists 
'Yere mcluded With the. Hmdus m the censuses prior to 190 I, I am confining my observa
tIOns on the comparative growth of the Hindu population to the returns of 1901 and 
subsequent censuses.. ~uring this ,Period of 30 years the Hindus have increased by 54 
per cent., the decenmal mcreas~ bemg 12') per cent. in ) 901-191 J, J J'7 per cent. in 
19 t 1-19~ 1 and 2.3'0 per c~nt. m t92 t -193 t • In spite of this increase in the actual numbers 
of the Hl~dus their proportIOn to the total population has steadily fallen. In J 90 J there were 
6,895 !-Imdus per J 0,000 of ~he population,. but the proportion dropped to 6,657 in J 9 J J. to 
6,364 In. J 92 J and to 6, J 52 1D J 93 J. ThiS fall, as we shall see later is due to the 
more rapid growth of the other religions. The rate of growth of the Hi~dus has always 

____ ~ __ ~___ ______ ______ been less than that of the State 

I Hat(' of deCellllh\llllC"l'e,}>,l' population as can be seen from the 
J)"p',d,' _ _ ~_ pe~:_'1t marginal figures. Several factors 

U'01 --1!'1J 
l!nl-l!l21 

I Ag<>;,e<!Cat<- Hmdll' have to be taken into consideration 
___ I __ _::,~~ .. tlUn__________ in explaining the cause of this differ

12·1 
ll' .. 
2;\'0 

ence. We shall examine them in 
detail in regard to the increase during 
the last decade. A population will 
increase naturally when birth exceeds 

------ deaths. This is a factor common to 
all commumhes. But the special factors which contribute to the increase of a particular 
community are conversions and immigration. We have already seen that the Primitive 
Tribes are gradually giving up their tribal religions and joining the ranks of the Hindus 
and that the number that has thus been added to the Hindu population during the past 
decade may he put down at J ) ,078. We have also seen in paragraph 46, Chapter I, that 
Travancore has gained by migration 45,302 persons during the decade. More than 75 
per cent. of the immigrants are Hindus and it may be assumed that the addition to 
the Hindu population through migration during the decade is about 34,000, persons. As 
against the increase by these two causes there is the decrease brought about by conversion 
of Hindus to other religions. In rravancore conversions to Islam are very rare; but 
conversions to Christianity take place freely, and the number converted during the last 
decade may be put down at J OJ,OOO approximately. If there had been no addition 
by the absorption of Primitive Tribes or through migration, nor any depletion through con
version to Christianity, the population of the Hindus would have been 3, I 89,8) 0 in 1931 
as compared with 2.549,664 in 192). In other words, the increase during the decade 
would have been 25'1 per cent. instead of the recorded increase of 23'0 p~r cent. 25'1 
per cent. may, therefore, be regarded as the natural increase of the Hindu population 
when the aggregate State population has increased by 27'2 per cent. The natural increase 
of the Christians and Muslims, we shall see later, is greater than that of the Hindus and 
this accounts for the natural increase of the Hindus being smaller than that of the State 
population. 

434. The map opposite shows the proportion of the Hindus to the total population 
of the three main religions (Hindu, Christian and Muslim) in each taluk. Since the tribal 
and other religions together account for only seven persons out of 10,000 of the population, 
they have been left out of account. Of all the taluks, Shenkotta contains the highest 
proportion of Hindus, Viz., 89 per cent. and next to it comes Devikulam with 85 per ,cent. 
At the bottom of the scale stands Minachil with 37 per cent., and immediately above it 
are Thodupula and Muvattupu!a, each with 39 per cent. Changanachery contains 4 J 
per cent. and Kottayam and Kunnathunad 45 per cent. each. Excepting these six taIuks 
the population in all the other taluks consists of more than 50 per cent. Hindus. 

435. The Arya Samajam commenced its activities in Travancore in J 922, with 
Trivandrum as its h~adquarters. It is a socio-religious body, working for the regenera
tion of the Hindu Society by preaching the message of the Vedas. It does not recognize 

caste by birth and its membership is open to 
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1,1I!'"l 
Hi 

~30 

ZiiQ 
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all persons regardless of caste, colour or 
nationality. In social matters the Samajam 
opposes early marriage and favours inter-
marriage as well as widow remarriage, while in 
theology it believes in the divinity of the Vedas. 
In Travancore the work of the Samajam is 
reported to be popular among the I!avas and 
Pulayas. It 'claims to have as many as 2.734 

2,734 member'S distributed as shown in the margin. 
__ ~_ _ ____________________ ~ But only 32 persons- J 8 males and J 4 

females - have returned themselves as Arya 
Samajists at the present census, and none was returned at the previous one. 
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436. The Brahmo Samajam began work in Travancore about the year J 91 5 Brahmos. 
and has since been carrying on propaganda, particularly in AmpalapuJ.a and Shertala 
taluks in North Travancore. The Samajam owns a Mandir and a Sanskrit school at 
Alleppey. The Manager of the Mandir says that there are about SS families in 
Ampalapu!a and 65 in Sherthala following the tenets of Brahmoism, but only 19 
persons-7 males and 12 females-have been returned as Brahmos at this census. The 
previous censuses recorded none. The Samajists do not believe in the divine origin or 
infallibility of the Vedas, nor in the doctrines of incarnation or revelation. They are 
opposed to idol worship and rituals and do not observe caste distinction. -

437. The remarkable growth of Christianity in Travancore has been already referred Christians
to in paragraph 425 above. Tradition has it that Christianity was introduced into Keiala their nUJ!1ber 

b S Th . h fi A D Th th .. f h' d' .. and varIatioDs. y t. omas III t erst century .. e au enhclty 0 t IS tra ItlOn IS now ques-
tioned by some authorities. Whatever it be, there seems to be no doubt that about the 
middle of the fourth century a Syrian merchant, Thomas of Cana, landed at Cranganore 
with a small colony of Syrians and obtained from the then ruler of Malabar a free grant of 
land and certain privileges. From that time onward Christianity grew rapidly on the 
Malabar Coast. It received a fresh stimulus by the advent of the Portuguese in the 16th 
,century. Their bishops carried on vigorous proselytization and secured many converts to 
the Roman church. By 1787 the Christian population of the Malabar Coast, according 
to Bartolomeo, numbered 255,000. of whom Travancore had : 00,000. In another 30 
years. i. e., by 1816-1820, when Ward and Conner made the survey of Travancore and 
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in Travancore was found to 
be J 12,158. In 187 S when 
the first regular census was 
taken in this State, their number 
stood at 469,023, and since 
then a steady increase has 
been recorded at each subse
quent census, with the result 
that according to the present 
census their population is 
1,604,475. Between 1901 and 
1931 when the Hindus have 
increased by 54 per cent., 
the Christians have shown an 
increase of 130 per cent. 
Their proportion per 10,000 of 
the population rose from 2,362 
in 190 J to ? ,636 in J 9 J J, to 
2,928 in J 92 J and to 3,148 
in 1931, whereas the propor
tion of the Hindus dropped 
from 6,895 in J 90 J to 6,152 
in 193 J • The variations in 
the proportions of Hindus, 
Christians and other religions 
are exhibited in the marginal 
diagram. The decennial 
rate of increase among 
Christians has been higher thau 

that of the Hindus and also of the aggregate State population during .the p~st several 
decades_ The figures for the last three decades are given in the ma~gIn. Smce J 921 

the Christians have mcreased by 36'8 
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per cent., the Hindus by 23-0 per cent. 
and the State population by 27'2 per 
cent. The larger increase in the 
Christian population is due mainly 
to conversions and their higher ferti
lity. In considering the growth of the 
Hindu population in paragraph 433 
above we have seen that the number of 
converts from Hindus to Christianity 

,during the last decennium may be taken to be about 100,000. Had it not been for the 
.h, 
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addition of these converts the Christians would have numbered only 1,504,475 in 1931 
showing an increase of 331,541 persons or 28'3 per cent. over the population of 1921, as 
against the recorded increase of 36'8 per cent. We have also seen that the natural 
increase of the Hindus during the last decade would have been 25'1 per cent., if they had 
not gained by the absorption of PrImitive Tribes or through migration and had not lost 
through conversions. The higher rate of natural increase of the Christians (28·3 per 
cent.) than that of the Hindus (25'1 per cent.) is the result of the higher fertility of the 
former, and particularly of the Syrian ChristiaD.s. This question has been fully dis
cussed in Parts I and II of Chapter V dealing with sex and the enquiry regarding 
fertility and mortality, and it ! is, therefore, superfluous to say anything more about it 
here. 

Distribution of 438. The proportional distribution of the Christians in the different taluks of the 
Christians by State is shown in the map opposite. Minachil which has the lowest proportion of Hindus 
taluk. d 

The sects of 
(;hristians 

Anglican Com
munion 

Jacobite 
Syrians. 

has the highest proportion of Christians, viz., 61 per cent. Besi es Minachil, the ta!uks 
which contain more than 50 per cent. Christians are Changanachery, Kottayam, Muvattu~ 
pula and Thodupula, and in all these the Hindus form less than one~half of the population. 
Kunnathunad is the only taluk in which both Hindus and Christians are less than 50 per 
cent., the population of this taluk being composed of 45 per cent. Hindus, 42 per cent. 
Christians and 13 per cent. Muslims. Of all the taluks in the State, Chirayinkil contains 
the least proportion of Christians, viz., 2 per cent. and next to it is Shenkotta with 4 per 
cent., followed by Karunagapally and Karthikapally each with 11 per cent. and Trivandrum 
with 1 5 per cent. A noteworthy feature of the distribution of Hindus and Christians is 
that the former are found in larger numbers in the Southern and Central Divisions, in 
the coastal taluks of the Northern Division and in the High Range Division, and the latter 
in the interior talu ks of the Northern Division and in Thiruvella and Pathanamthitta 
taluks of the Central Division. The Christians found in these parts are practically all 
Syrian Christians who constitute more than 59 per cent. of the total Christian population of 
the State. 

439. The table showing the territorial distribution of the Christian population by 
sect and race corresponding to Imperial Table XV of 1921 census has not been compiled 
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this time. As a measure 
of economy the Govern~ 
ment of India have ordered 
its abandonment, and in
stead, the strength of the 
more important sects alone 
is shown on the fly leaf of 
Imperial Table XVI. The 
actual numbers returned 
under the various sects and 
their proportion to the total 
Christian population are 
given in the margin. Romo

! Syrians and Roman Catho
---- -~-~--~--- ------------ --_ lies, both of whom owe 

allegiance to the Pope, number 809,390 and form more than SO per cent. of the total 
Christians. Next to them come the Jacobite Syrians who constitute 21 per cent. of the 
[otal, and all the other sects together form only about 29 per cent. 

440. The numbers returned under Anglican Communion have increased from 67,026 
in 1921 to 85,261 in 1931, the percentage of increase being 27'2. There is nothing extra
ordinary in the rate of growth of this sect which is the same as the rate of increase of the 
aggregate State population. 

441. The strength of the Jacobite Syrian sect has increased by 49'6 per cent. during 
the last decade, i. e., from 225,854 in 1921 to 337,872 in 193 J. The general increase 
in the total Christian population is only 36'8 per cent. and no special reason can be 
assigned for a much larger increase among the Jacobite Syrians. There might have been 
some conversions, but they were comparatively fewer than the conversions to the Catholic 
sects and could not, therefore, account for such a large increase. The reccrded rate of 
increase of Jacobite Syrians in J 921 was 11'8 per cent. only, while that of the total 
Christian population in that year was as much as 29'8 per cent. No explanation was 
given for this large disparity in the last _ Census Report. The Jacobite Syrians do not 
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differ materially from other Syrians in respect of fertility or other factors contributing to 
their growth. It seems quite probable, therefore, that there was under~enumeration among 
the lacobites at the last census and to this must be attributed the abnormally high increase 
recorded"at the present census. 

442. The followers of Mar Thoma Syrian church do not like the designation Mar Thoma. 

, Reformed Sytians.' They have all returned themselves as Mar Thoma Syrians, a name ~~~f~:~ed) 
derived from the founder of the sect. The strength of this sect now stands at 142,486. In 
19ZJ it was 107,862, and the increase during the last decade was, therefore, 32'1 per 
cent. which must be considered normal in view of the conversions that must have taken 
place during the decade and. of the prevailing high fertility of the Syrian Christians in 
general. 

443. The number of Romo~Syrians increased by as much as 58'5 per cent. from Romo.Syrians. 

283,333 in 1921 to 449,173. This large increase is due to the number returned at the 
last census being far below the actual strength of the community. This is evident from the 
fact that the recorded population in 1921 showed a decrease of 3'4 per cent. from that of 
] 9 J J. The mistake in the enumeration of Romo-Syrians in ] 921 has been admitted by 
the then Census Commissioner. Special care was taken at the present census to avoid 
mistakes in their enumeration. Mistakes generally arise by not distinguishing between 
Romo-Syrians and Roman Catholics, both of whom are Catholics and are entered as such 
in the column for Religion in the cenSUs schedule. This confusion was avoided this time 
by instructing the enumerators to enter 'Syrian' in the column for Race, Tribe or Caste, 
against the Catholics who follow the Syriac rite. The number of Romo~Syrians returned 
at the present census may, therefore, be taken to be the correct strength of this sect. 

444. The population of Roman Catholics has increased from 327,979 in J 921 to Roman 
360,217 in 1931, i. e., by 9'8 per cent. only. The 1921 census recorded an increase of Catholics. 

88'7 per cent. during the previous decade which, as has been already pointed out, was due 
to the inclusion of a large number of Romo-Syrians with the Roman Catholics. These 
two sects have been correctly recorded at the present census and the abnormal rise in the 
rate of increase of the Romo-Syrians and the equally abnormal fall in the rate of increase 
of the Roman Catholics are, therefore, only apparent and not real. These two sects 
together, shown under the common name 'Romanists' on the By leaf of Imperial Table XVI, 
have increased from 611,312 to 809,390, or by 32'4 per cent. during the last decade as 
against 30'8 per cent. in the previous decade. The slightly higher rate of growth during 
the past decade must be due to the increase in the number of conversions. 

445. The Salvation Army has been very active in its proselytizing work and as a Salvationists. 
result the strength of Salvationists has increased by 74'4 per cent. during the past decade, 
i. e., from 33,824 in 1921 to 58,991 in 1931. The number of converts secured by the 
Salvation Army during the decade is estimate::! to be about J 8,000. If this is deducted 
from the number recorded at the present census, the natural increase among the Salva-
tionists during the decade comes to 2 J'2 per cent. only. 

446. The London Missionary Society is one of the constituent bodies of the South South·India 

I d· U . d Ch h Th f II f h' M" d b eel C UnitedChul'ch. n la mte ure . e 0 owers 0 t IS ISSlOn use to e return as ongrega-
tionalists. In 1921 the large majority of them were returned under this denomination and 
only 2,548 were shown under South India United Church. But in accordance with the 
instructions issued by the Census Commissioner for India and the wishes of the London 
Mission Church Council in Travancore, all Congregationalists have been brought under 
the South India United Church at the present Census. The Secretary of the London 
Mission Church Council, Nagercoil, writes as follows:-"All the churches in Travancore 
connected with the London Missionary Society are integral parts of S. I. U. C. The 
people seem to take a pride in being a part of this larger body. All Congregationalists in 
Travancore connected with the London Mi$sionary Society (and I do not know of any 
Congregationalist outside the L. M. S.) may be included in the S. I. U. C., whether they 
have returned themselves as such or not. At present there is no direct connection between 
the South India and North India United Churches. Both cannot be brought under one 
common heading, India United Church. '. The combined strength of the Congregationalists 
and the S. I. U. C. in 1921 was 110,610 and the corresponding number in 1931 was 
] 38,958, the increase during the decade being 25'6 per cent. which may be considered 
to be normal. 

447. There are a number of minor Christian sects whose number s have not been Othc:r Christia.n 
separately compiled this time. Their total strength almost doubled itself during the last sects, 

decade. It was 15,448 in 1921 and 30,894 in 1931. This large increas~ is undoubtedly 
due to conversions. The more important of these minor sects are Lutheran, Methodist, 
Baptist, and Brother Mission. 
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448. A new sect called" The Malankara Syrian Catholic" was formed in Travan-
core in September J 930. The Archbishop of Bethany who founded ,this sect has 
contributed the following description of It:-

The Syrian Christian commnnity on the Malabar Coast was split into two in the 17th 
century, after the Koonen Cross incident when a section of them repudiated the authority of the 
Portuguese Prelates and separated themselves from the communion of the Pope. These were 
called the Puthf'i~k()or (The new sect) while thOSA who continued :l'althful to the Holy See were 
called the Pazhaya1wor (The old sect). The Puthenkoor Syrians placed themselves under the 
jurisdiction of the Jacobite Patriarch of Antioch. This caused the introduction of the Syrian 
Rite of Antioch inb Malabar fOl' purposes of divine worship, while the Pazhayakoor Syrians 
continued the use of the Syro-Chaldean Rite as modified by the Western Prelates in the 16th 
century. 

There have been further (Evisions among the Puthenkoor Syrians who all use with slight 
modifications in some cases, the Antiochian Syrian Rite. Ever since the separation of the 
Puthenkoor from the Pazhayakoor community attempts were made from several quarters to heal 
the wounds in the Syrian community. Mar Dionisius I in the eighteenth century and several 
other Metropolitans or the Jacobite church approached the Holy See with requests to receive 
them into the communion of the Pope. These attempts failed. At last the Most Rev. Mar 
Ivanios, the Metropolitan of Bethany, in consultation wIth some other Prelates of the Puthen
koor sect appealed to the Pope on behall' of re-union, and the Holy Father responded most 
sympathetically and assured that the Antiochian Syrian Ri.te would be allowed to continue and 
that the reuniting Bishop» would be kept in t.heir office and jurisdiction. Accordingly Archbishop 
Metropolitan Mar Ivanios ana Bishop Mar Theophilos accepted the supremacy of the Pope and 
entered into the communion of the Roman Catholic Church on the 20th September 1930. In 
this manner a new Rite has been established in the Roman Catholic community on the Malabar 
coast. The Church that is thus constituted is called the Malankara Syrian Catholic Church and 
the members of this body are known as the Malankara Syrian Catholics. Thus three different 
Rites exist at present in the Roman Communion in Travancore. 

1. The Roman Catholics of the Latin Rite. 
2. The Roman Cat.holics of (Syro-Malankara) Chaldean Rite. 
3. The Roman Catholics of t.he Malankara Syrian Rite (Antiochian). 

At the census of 1931 it was t:)Q e:1l'ly to submit specific statements regarding tho 
followers of this Rite who natuully described themselves as Catholic Syrians or SyrIan Chris
tians. At present the followers of the Malankara Syrian RIte number as follows :-

Archbishop Metropolitan 1 
Bishop 1 
Priests 37 
Faithful 7,660 

Yuyomaya.m. 449. A Tamil Brahman, who later assumed the name Vidwankutty, together with 
his wife and children, embraced Christianity in 1861, and after several years of active 
work as a Christian missionary he propounded certain new doctrines which were not 
accepted by the other missionaries. With a large body of followers he seceded from the 
Christian church in October J 875 and six years later Ifounded a new sect called 
Y uyomayam which claims to have nothing in common with Christianity.'. 

The adherents of this sect were separately censused for the first time in 1901 wJ...en 
their number was found to be I ,051. In! 911 they increased by 70 and were included 
under 'Indefinite belief: In 1921 their number came down to 998 and they were treated 
as an independent sect of Christians. Only 623 persons-293 males and 330 females
have been returned under this sect at the present census and they are included under other 
Syrians shown on the fly leaf of ~m'perial Table XVI.. The members of this sect do not 
like to be included under ChrIstIans. The followmg are, among others, some of the 
essential points on which they differ from the latter :-

1. The Yuyomayans are pure vegetarians and total abstainers. 
2. Both males and females are prohibited from wearing ornaments of any kind. 
3. They follow a new era which commenced on the 2nd October J 882, the months 

and the days of the week having separate names, and they have also a 
separate language known as Yuyomayam. 

4. They have no churches; they carryon worship and conduct marriage cere
monies in their own homes; they do not bury their dead in cemeteries but 
use their own compounds for the purpose; they do not observe Sunday as 
a holiday, all the days of the week being equally holy to them; they neither 
interdine nor intermarry with the Christians, nor have they any faith in the 
resurrection, the millennium or the final day of judgment. 

5. Unlike the Christians, the husband or wife is entitled to succeed to the property 
of the other and sons and daughters inherit in equal shares the property of 
the father and mother. 
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450. Various missionary bodies are at work in T ravancore. The London Missionary CM~ri~tiall 
S . d . . .. . S h T . 1806 d h Ch h 18S1ons· oClety commence Its activIties In out ravancore In an t e urc 
Missionary Society in North T ravancore in 1816. The 'Salvation Army established its 
headquarters at Nagercoil in 1890, the Brother Mission started work in 1898 and the 
Lutheran Mission in 1907. The Orthodox Syrian Church organized the Servants of the 
Cross Society and the Sannyasi Mission in 1815 and the Mar Thoma Syrians started 
their Evangelistic Association in 1888. Among the Catholics, the Changanachery 
Diocese commenced its missionary work in 1831, the Quilon Diocese was formed 
in 1853, the Ernakulam Diocese in 1859, and the Verapoly Diocese in 1886. 
The Kottar Diocese was separated from the Quilon Diocese and was formed into a 
separate Bishopric in 1930 and so also was the V ijayapuram Diocese separated from the 
Verapoly Diocese in the same year. All these bodies are carrying on active proselytiza
tion work, mostly among the low caste Hindus. From the information furnished by most 
of them it is seen that the number of converts they secured during the last decade would 
be not less than 100,000, of whom the Roman Catholic and the Romo- S jrian churches 
could claim about 70,700, the Salvation Army 18,000, the Church Missionary Society 
6, 000, the Lutheran Mission 4,000 and the Mar Thorn'} Syrian Evangelistic Association 
1,300. The London Missionary Society and the Brother Mission have not supplied the 
figures. 

451. I have already referred to the fact that it is the low caste Hindus that ordinarily 
contribute converts to Christianity. A comparison of the population of some of these 
castes in 1921 and 1931 will bear out this statement. Let us take for this purpose the 
four largest castes of the Depressed Classes, namely, Channan (Nadar), Kuravan, Parayan 
(Sa'mbavar) and Pulayar. (Cheramar). The Hindu section of these castes numbered 
535,405 in 1921 and 599,074 in 1931. We have seen that the natural increase of the 
Hindus during the last decade was 25'1 per cent. If there had been no conversion the 
above castes would certainly have increased at least by the same percentage, and the addi
tion during the decade would, therefore, have been 134,387. But the actual increase is 
only 63,669. The difference between these two figures, viz., 70,000 in round number, 
represents the converts to Christianity from the four castes mentioned above. The other 
minor castes and the hill tribes must have contributed the remaining converts. 

452. The Muslims have increased by 30'6 per cent. during the last decade, the Muslims-their 
recorded population being 270,478 in 1921 and 353,274 in 1931. Conversions tonuD?bte~and 

. T 'b h' d h . d . varIa IOns. Islam are very rare In ravancore, ut t e marnage customs an t e economic con itlOn of 
the Muslims are such as are conducive to a high fertility, and their rate of increase is, 
therefore, higher than that of the Hindus. Their fertility, however, is not so high as that 
of the Christians. We have seen in paragraph 437 above that the natural increase among 
Christians during the last decade was 28'3 per cent. A higher rate of increase amO'lg 
Muslims than among Christians is, therefore, inexplicable unless it be due to under-enumera
tion in 1921. 

453. The distribution of the Muslims in different taluks is shown in the map opposite. Distributioll of 
There is no taluk which contains more than 16 per cent. Muslims. Chirayinkil is the only ~~s~ms by 
tal uk containing 16 per cent. and next to it is Karunagapally with 15 per cent., followed by au. 
Kunnathunad with 13 per cent. Devikulam has the smallest proportion of Muslims, viz., 
one per cent., and ten other taluks have IE:SS than five per cent. each. It is noteworthy 
that out of nine taluks whose population contains 10 per cent. or over of Muslims, six are 
at the sea-coast and only three, namely, Nedumangad, Pathanapuram and Kunnathunad are 
in the interior. 

454. The only Muslim sects represented in Travancore are Shiah and Sunni. Out The sects of 
of the total Muslim population of 353,274, as many as 351,955 belong to the Sunni sect Muslims. 
and only 1,319 to the Shiah. The sects of the Muslims were not recorded in 1921 and 
hence their variations during the decade could not be shown. 

455. Jews have increased from 274 in 1921 to 298 in 1931. They are confined O~her reli
practically to the taluk of Parur and are probably immigrants from CochiD where there is glons. 
an ancientlewish r:olony. The number of Buddhists has_increased from 36 to 64 during 
the decade, and they are all probably converts from the IIava caste. The Jains number 
41 now as against 33 in 1921 and the Zoroastrians 13 against 6. There was no Sikh in 
Travancore in 1921, but at the present census 12 have been returned under this religion. 
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APPENDIX TO CHAPTER XI 

Hinduism in Travancore 

[Prepared by K. PadJYlanahhan TallllJi, D. A , B. L • a devotee. 

and revised by Swami Nirmalansnda,] 

1. A brief account of Hinduism in Travancore, based on the available data, 
necessarily forms a part of the Census Report. Hinduism from a historical standpoint 
can be divided into three clear periods, viz., (I) the Vedic period, (2) the Buddhistic 
Reformation, and (3) the Post-Buddhistic Hinduism, or what is commonly called Puranic 
Hinduism. 

2. The ancient Aryans seemed to have realized almost at the outset that the ultimate 
truth about the Soul and God and the relation between the two can never be got from a 
study, however, thorough, of external nature. Sir James Jeans in his recent book "The 
Universe Around Us" says, there is a "growing conviction that the ultimate realities of the 
Universe are at present quite beyond the reach of science and may be-and probably 
are-for ever beyond the comprehension of the human mind." The idea of turning their 
brilliant intellect into a study of what lay beyond their minds is, we find, as old as the Rig 
Veda. They followed the modern method of observation and experiment, which has been 
so fruitful in the West in the investigation of gross matter, in the study of mind and what 
lay beyond the mind. Their instrument of study was the mind, and their object of study 
was also the mind. It was found at the outset that calmness and steadiness of mind was 
an essential requisite; hence naturally followed the following moral conditions of all 
practical religious culture. 

(i) Non-injury. A man cannot ,retain his calmness of mind when he cultivates 
hatred or envy in his mind. 

(ii) Truth. Only a lover of truth can preserve his calmness of mind. Without 
truth mind cannot be calm. 

(iii) Brahmacharya or chastity. Nothing weakens the mind like indulgence in 
pleasures. 

(iv) Non-covetousness and nol receiving gifls from other People. They found by 
experience that when gifts were received, the result of the bad actions of the giver affected 
the calmness of their minds. They also found by experience that a ~tudent of practical 
religion had better foHow regular habits; and the contentment at worldly prosperity one 
gets in the natural course of things is also clearly necessary. 

3. Following this method they realized that the ultimate Truth is One. The Rig 
Veda states "~<i mr. fcr~T ~gm q~~" "That which exists is One. Sages call it by various 
names, Indra, Agni, Yama, etc." We find from the earliest times two classes of religious 
teachers the married Rishis, and the Rishis who spent their whole life in the forest 
Asrama~ devoting their energies to the search after Truth. The married Rishis gradually 
elaborated ritual worship, while the latter ones discovered the Spiritual Truths. They 
also elaborated the practical methods for the realization of these Spiritual Truths. The 
conversations which these Rishis in the forests held with their disciples are found in the 
Upanishads or the philosophic portions of the Vedas. These form the ultimate basis of 
Hinduism alike of Vedic religion and of modern Hinduism. The Upanishads form the 
highest authority in Hindu Religion. 

4. The main teachings of the Upanishads may be brieRy isummed up as follows: -
(i) "All Upanishads begin with Dualistic ideas, with worship, etc., and end 

with a grand Rourish of Advaitic ideas." (Swami Vivekananda's Works, Vol. 1II. 
Page 233) 

~ ~q'GTT ~~ ~T'lI'T ~+mi" ~~ qf'~"'~T~ 
m~: lq-I:q-ct ~'iflH;jf~ 'alf'+r"f1Cli~mr II 

~;n;r ~~ ~~ iir;m,s;fr~T m..mr ~;:rT'if: I 

~~ ~ q'~~~~l:~ +r~mffi ~~Ici;:" 
"Upon the same tree there are two birds of beautiful plumage, most friendly to each 

other, one eating the fruits, the other sitting there calm and silent without eating; the one on 
the lower branch eating sweet and bitter fruits in turn and becoming happy and unhappy, but 
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the other one on the top, calm and majestic; he eats neither sweet nor bitter fruits, cares 
neither for happiness nor misery, immersed in his own glory. This is the picture of the 
human soul. Man is eating the sweet and bitter fruits of his life, pursuing gold, pursuing 
his senses, pursuing the vanities of life, hopelessly, madly careering he goes." ......... .. 
"Yet in the life of everyone there come golden moments; in the midst of the deepest 
sorrows, nay, of the deepest joys there come moments when a part of the cloud that hides the 
sunlight moves away as it were, and we catch a glimpse, in spite of ourselves, of something 
beyond, - away, away beyond the life of the senses; away, away beyond its vanities, its 
joys and its sorrows; away, away beyond nature, or our imaginations of happiness here or 
hereafter; away beyond all thirst for gold, or for fame, or for name or for posterity. Man 
stops for a moment at this glimpse, and sees the other bird calm and majestic, eating neither 
sweet nor bitter fruits, but immersed in his own glory, self-content, self-satisfied ... '" .,. Man 
catches a glimpse, then again he forgets, and goes on eating the sweet and bitter fruits of 
life, and again he forgets; perhaps after .a time he catches another glimpse, and the lower 
bird goes nearer and nearer to the higher bird as blows after blows are received; if he be 
fortunate to receive hard knocks, thp.n he comes nearer and nearer to his companion, the 
other bird, his life, his friend, and as he approaches him he finds that the light from the 
higher bird is playing round his own plumage, and as he comes nearer and nearer, lo! the 
transformation is going on. The nearer and nearer he comes, he finds himself melting 
away, as it were. Ilntil he has entirely disappeared. He did not really exist; it was 
but the reflection of the other bird, who was there calm and majestic amidst the moving 
leaves. It was aU his glory, that upper bird's. He remains without fear; perfectly 
satisfied, calmly serene. In this figure, the Upanishads take you from the Dualistic to the 
utmost Advaitic conception." (Swami Vivekananda's Works Vol. III, Page 235). 

(ii) The goal of the Upanishads is not salvation but Mukthi Freedom. "Be free Mukthi. 

from the bonds of nature." The state of Jivan Mukthi or the highest Samadhi is beautifully 
described as follows :-

"One that is present always as consciousness, the bliss absolute, beyond all bounds, Nirvikalpa. 

beyond all compare, beyond all qualities, ever-free, limitless as the sky, without parts, the ~amathl'-;n 
absolute, the perfect, -- such a Brahman, 0 sage, 0 learned one, shines in the heart of escr pl. 

Jnanin, in Samadhi." 
"Where all the changes of Nature cease for ever, thought beyond all thoughts, who 

is equal to all yet having no equal, immeasurable, whom the Vedas declare, who is the 
essence in what we call our existence, the perfect, - such a Brahman. 0 sagel 0 learned 
one, shines in the heart of Jnanin, in Samadhi." 

"Beyond all birth and death, the Infinite One. incomparable, like the whole universe 
deluged in water in mahdpralaya, - water above, water beneath, water on all sides, and 
on the face of that water not a wave, not a ripple, - silent and calm, all visions have died 
out, all fights and quarrels and the war of fools and saints have ceased for ever; - such a 
Brahman, 0 sage, 0 learned one, shines in the heart of the Jnanin in Samadhi." Vol. III, 
Page 421. 

"When all vain desires of the heart have been given up, then this very mortal 
becomes immortal, then he becomes one with Gcd even here. When all the knots of the 
heart are cut asunder, ; then the mortal becomes immortal, and he enjoys Brahman here t'. 
(Swami Vivekananda's Works Vol. II, Page 185.) 

(iii) The main theme of the Upanishads is ""T~l;:f ~if~ ar.:~ <.m'fT f<f~~" Know the 
- "Know this Atman alone," they declared, "give up all other vain words, and hear no Atman. 

other." In the Atman they found the solution - the greatest of all Atmans, the God, the 
Lord of this Universe, His relation to the Atman of man, our duty to Him, and through 
that our relation to each other." (Vol. III, Page 331). 

(iv) Even though the main theme is the !\tman or Impersonal God. worship of the Worship of the 

personal God with qualities is also enjoined- personal God or 

~ ~;:~~ ~ ~ri~~T ~: ~m ~<r",~~ ;lTar I 

~ t~ aT~ ~mfT fif~q ifTi'~1 ~~ ~;mr II 

~T Bl'i!I1uT f~fu ~ ~) ~ ~s.!l Sff~ ~~ I 
~ ( ~"m:r~~T~ !ffi~ii~l,,"ol+i~ m- II 

"He is the Soul of the Universe; He is immortal; His is the Rulership; Ht: is 
the All-knowing, the AlI~pervading, the Protector of the Universe, the Eternal 
Ruler. None else is there efficient to govern the world eternally. 

Iswara. 
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"He who at the beginning of creation projected Brahma (i. e., the universal 
consciousness), and who delivered the Vedas unto him - seeking liberation I 
go for refuge unto that Effulgent One, whose light turns the understanding 
towards the Atman." (Vol. III, Page 31.) 

Realization. (v) Religion is to ,be realized -" ifr~ifRJJT srq:qifif ~~?ir if ;"l::ftfT if ~i'J'T ~€tif" 
"This Atman is not to be reached by too much talking nor is it to be reached by the power 
of the intellect, nor by much study of the Vedas. 

(vi) The Soul is by its very nature perfect. 
Soul by nature "The Dvaitist says that by its very nature the soul is perfect; only by certain actions 
~~fi~~iC and of the soul has it become contracted. Indeed, Ramanuja's theory of contraction and expansion 
Advaitic views. is exactly what the Evolutionists call Evolution and Atavism. The soul goes back, becomes 

Samsara. 

Srisht!. 

Abhih 
Strength. 

Renunciation. 

contracted as it were, its powers become potential, and by good deeds and good thoughts 
it expands again and reveals its natural perfection. With the Advaitist the one difference 
is, that he admits evolution in nature and not in the soul. Suppose there is a screen, and 
there is a small hole in the screen. I am a man standing behind the screen and looking at 
this grand assembly. I can only see very few faces here. Suppose the hole increases; 
as it increases more and more, all this assembly is revealed to me, until the hole has become 
identified with the screen. There is nothing between you and me in this case; neither 
you nor I changed; all the change was in the screen. You were the same from first to 
last; only the screen changed. This is the Advaitist's position in regard to Evolution
evolution of nature and manifestation .of the Self within. Not that the Self can by any 
means be made to contract. It is unchangeable, the Infinite One. It was covered, as it 
were, with a veil, the veil of Maya, and as this Maya veil becomes thinner and thinner, the 
inborn, natural glory of the Soul comes lout and \ becomes more mainfest." (Vol. III, 
Page 239). 

(vii) "Man is not only a gross material body, not only that within there is the finer 
body, the mind, but there is something yet greater - for the body changes and so does the 
mind - something beyond, the Atman - that there is something beyond even this fine body, 
which is the Atman of man, which has neithel beginning not end, which knows not what 
death is. And then this peculiar idea different from that of all other races of men, that 
this Atman inhabits body after body until there is no more interest for it to continue to do 
so, and it becomes free. not to be born again." This is the theory of Samsara. (V 01. III 
Page 374). 

( viii) Srishti, creation, or projection is without beginning and without end. "We 
believe in Nature being without beginning and without end, only at psychological periods 
this gross material of the outer universe goes back to its finer state, thus to remain for a 
certain period, again to be projected outside, to manifest all this infinite panorama we call 
Nature; this wave-like motion is going on even before time began, through eternity, and 
will remain for an infinite period of time." (Vol. III, Page 374). 

(ix) "Strength, strength" I is what the Upanishads speak in every page. "Strength, 
Oh man, strength, say the Upanishads, stand up and be strong; aye. it is the only literature 
in the world where you find the word, "Abhih." 'fearless' used again and again. . ..... 
... And the Upanishads are the great mine of strength." (Vol. III, Page 237). 

(x) The Upanishads teach Unity, "The solidarity of the Universe." "Mentally 
speaking it is one universal ocean of thought, in which you and I are similar little whirl
pools, and as spirit it moveth not, it changeth not. It is·the One Unchangeable, Unbroken, 
Homogeneous Atman." (Vol. III, Page 241). 

(xi) Renunciation is the one essential condition of all religious practice, vide the 
story of Niichi Ketas in the Katha Upanishads. 

(xii) The Atman cannot be attained by the weak, even the physically weak. 
"ifP.f~mm ~tr;rif <?;p:r:" The reaction of the forces roused by Yoga practices a weak 
body cannot stand. 

The foul' paths, 5. As all men are of different temperaments, the ancient Sages evolved four main 
~ths to realize .the ultimate truth, according to the different temperaments of their disciples. 
The man of action was recommended the method called Karma Yoga, the path of work. 

Karma Yoga. He was trained to do every kind of work which came in his way, in the natural course of 
things. in a spirit of non-attachment, that is, without desiring any particular result for 
himself and without liking one kind of work in preference to another, that is in an 
absolutely calm state of mind. 
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The man of feeling, the man in whom the emotions are highly developed, was Bhakthi Yoga. 
given the path of Bhakthi or the path of love or devotion. The Jove that we ordinarily 
~pend upon our wives and children and friends was to be dir~cted towards God; to make 
this perfect, a particular relation was established between himself and Ishta Devatha, the 
form and person of God he chose to worship. The Sages in the Upanishads followed the 
relationship of Shanta, "Calm, commonplace love without the nre of love, without the r~ttiDnshth tD 
madness of intense active love." Later on other kinds of relationship developed according S a eva a 
to individual needs. Some worshipped the personal God with the devotion of a servant 
to his master, as Hanumiin ; some. with the love of a father to his child as Vasudevar; in 
all forms of devotion it is necessary absolutely to get rid of the idea of fear, hence this 
particular form was enjoined; some with the devotion of the wife to her hu~band; and some 
with the devotion of a woman to her paramour, because the feeling in this case is 
exceedingly intense. 

T~en there are persons who find it eas:y to control their mind~ and concentrate it Raja Yoga 
on any object they chose. Such people were glVen the method of Raja Yoga or concen-
tration. Then there is another class of people, highly intellectual and at the same time 
exceedingly bold, who are not afraid to look facts in the face and act boldly in the light 
of their knowledge. To these people wa::; prescribed Gniina Yoga or the method of 
discrimination. They have at every step to discriminate between the Real, what really Gnana Yoga 
exists, and the Unreal and act accordingly. This method of Gnana Yoga was considered 
exceedingly difficult for most persons. These four were the main methods prescribed for 
realizing the ultimate Truth, and disciples were also advised while concentrating un one 
particular method to follow partially other methods also, as far as possible. to prevent them 
from becomi"?g. on~-sid.ed and dogmatic. :All the four patl~s alike lead to the sa~e result. Goa\o~~~ 
The Kundahm Sakthl. the power latent In the Miiladhara. the Solar plexus, IS roused 
entering the sushumna, which is right in the interior of the spinal cord and Nhich is 
ordinarily closed, and goes up to the brain. When it reaches there, the State of Samadhi or 
superconsciousness is produced. God realization takes place in this fashicn. 

The only Vedic God of the strictly Vedic Pantheon, whose worship has come down Goddess Sakthi. 

to us is Sakthi, Goddess of energy. Divine, Infinite Energy. The worship of the Goddess 
Sakthi in all forms is almost universal in T r<;tvancore. Brahmom is passive; when it is 
active, creating, protecting or destroying, it is ~akthi. "The serpent lying still, coiled up, is 
Brahmom and the very serpent in motion is Sakthi." The Vedic Sages realized in their 
meditation this Divine Energy as having the female form and their expression ~ the Devi 
Siiktha - is one of the most soul stirring hymns in the Rig Veda. The Sages saw "the 
Sakthi was all power, all intelligence, all love." The Tantras (tantra way, way that 
leads men to the truth) deal with the worship of the Goddess in her various manifestations. 
These books contain all the practical directions regarding worship and practice of Y 0ga. 
The Mantras used in the worship of the Supreme Being in all its manifestations all over 
India, are here; the different ideals of worship for the householder and the Sannyasin, 
the particular paths prescribed for each person according to his samskata (sum total of his RT~e Tl~n~ras, 

. .) I f d h All h ,. . h S' k' R . Itua lstlC pnor actIons are a so ~un er,e. .. t e great re IgIOus teac ers, an ara, amanuJa. worship. 

Chaitanya, etc., worshIpped Sakthl III one form or another. "Another: feature of the 
T antras is the higher standard to which they have raised womanhood. Sakthi proclaims 
that in one sense she is manifested more in woman than in man. When women are 
approached with reverence and awe, purity and devotion, they raise men to the standard 
of Gods; but when looked down with immoral and selfish ends, they bring men down to 
the level of the beasts." (Vide Siiiadananda's Tantras). All the castes in India have 
been worshippers of the Goddess, hence the worship of the Goddess is universal in Travan-
core. In most private houses the Deity installed is the Goddess in one form or another, 
and one of the great places of Hindu pilgrimage, the temple at Kanniak,umiiii, is dedicated 
to the Goddess. 

The worship of Siva, the God of Destruction, the Destroyer of Ignorance, is also Siva 

very common, but the, antagonism that we find in other parts of India between those who 
worship VisJJnu a1ld Siva is absolutely unknown in Travancore. 

6 I might say a few words about the principle underlying the worship of images in . 
temples. According to the Hindu Sastras, all the Pancha Bhuthas can be used for ~::!s~p of 
invoking Gods and worshipping them. Thus in the Vedic Age, fire was universally used 
for worship. The Vedic Gods \\'ere invoked through the H6ma fire and offerings offered 
to them. And even now the H5ma sacrifice holds an essential place in all the important 
socio-religious ceremonies, all over India. 
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The Buddhists first made use of the relics of Buddha for worship, later on followed 
by images, of course of Buddha. When a person worships a particular form of the Lord 
with intense devotion, the Lord, who is pr,esent everywhere, manifests himself in that 
particular form in which He is worshipped. Sri Ramakrishna says, water is present every
where and is homogeneous; intense cold leads to the formation of lumps of ice in some 
places in this vast expanse of water. In the same way, the intense devotion of the wor
shipper leads to a special manifestation of God in the image. So, wherever the image is 
worshipped with intense devotion, the Lord manifests himsdf there, and Yogis, who have 
attained superconsciousness, see in the temples not the gross image but the resplendent 
figure of the deity of the temple. 

7. The introduction of Vedic Religion into Travancore must have been made by 
the ancestors of the present Nampiitiri Brahmans during the remote past, probably several 
centuries before the advent of Buddhism. Evel!. the early Tamil literature is silent 
regarding this period. The superior culture of the Aryans gradually prevailed and the vast 
m:jority of the people in Travancore who must have been of Dravidian descent accepted 
the Vedic Religion and were given a place within the Hindu-fold. 

8. After the Vedic Sages, two grea~ Kshatriya characters seemed to have impress.ed 
themselves on the imagination of India. Sri Rima, whose teaching comes down to us in 
the Adhyatma Ramayanam, lived an ideal Grahastha life, an ideal son, an ideal husband, 
and an ideal Ruler, forsaking even his wife to satisfy the clamour of his people. The 
Malayalam translation of the Adhyatma Riimiiyanam by Thunjath Eluthacchan, the greatest 
of Malayalam poets, is the chief source, (almost the only source) in the case of the vast 
majority of people for their ideas of Hindu religion and Hindu culture. The ideal at 
Rama and Sitha is thus universally accepted all over Malabar, and though temples dedi
cated to him are comparatively few, the book is read by most orthodox persons almost 
every day. 

Long after Rama comes Sri ,Krishna, who lived in the Age of the Mahii. Bharatha 
War. "While others are incarnations, KrishQa is verily the Lord Himself." He was the 
ideal of non-attachment, and his "life was a unique combination of super conscious 
know ledge with constant performance of the duties of human life." He is worshipped in 
three aspects, namely, Baby Krishna of Brindhaban, Krishna the Beloved of the Gopis. 
and lastly Krishna the Parthasarathi, the Teacher of the Gita. In all these three aspects. 
the worship of KrishQa has played an important part in the evolution of Hinduism. 
Worshipping God as child is necessary to remove all fear of God from the mind of the 
worshipper, so that the place of fear may be taken by love. There are many temples in 
Travancore dedicated to the Baby Krishna. 

Krishna. the Beloved of the Gopis. is a phase of religious worship which a modern 
educated man finds it rather difficult to understand. The conception of the worship is this. 
Every ~orshipper is a Cupi, all the worshippers are women, and there is only one man 
Lord Sri Krishna. Brindhab?n is the centre of this kind of worship. It was a holy place 
dedicated to the worship of Sri KrishQa. even in the days of Megasthenes. The intense 
love which Gopis felt for KrishQa had made th~m give up their husbands and families, and 
even the sense of shame so deep-rooted in human nature, and this self-sacrifice raised them 
in a moment to the highest plane of super -consciousness. What the Y 6gis attain by years 
of strenuous effort the Gopis ot Brindhiiban attained in a trice. This kind of worship is 
practically unknown in Travancore, and I believe, there is no temple dedicated to Krishna, 
the Beloved of the Gopis. 

Krishna the Piirthasiitathi. the Teacher of the Gita, holds a high place in the minds 
of all Hindus. Given on the battlefield on a memorable occasion to strengthen the mind of 
the great warrior who had suddenly become unnerved on seeing his relations and gurus 
arranged in battle array against him. it contains the essence of the Upanishads, it 
reconciles all the existing views on religion and religious practice current at the time 
recognizing even the sacrificial ceremonies, if done quite unselfishly, and holds a very high 
place among the scriptures of the world. 

Jhkthi, all can Krishna is also exceedingly tolerant. He says in the most clear language that 
attain. every human being, from the highest to the lowest. is entitled to' attain final liberation in 

this birth. if he strives hard' enough. Krishna's views 0n caste are almost modern. He 
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says, caste was created according to the differences we find in men, from their (Guna,) Ca~t~, no~ a . 

quality, and (Karma,) work. The work for which they have a natural bent of mind and ~~~~~:Ub~:stl
for which they are drawn to shows ,,,,hat their Guna is, whether it is Satvic, calm, naturally social. 

tending to meditation and a joyous religious life and including activity, absolutely free 
from selfishness, or Rajasvic, tending to constant act'vity, activity with common ambitions 
in life but not deviating from the ordinary moral code of society, or Tamasic, ranging 
from activity purely selfish and untrammelled by principles down to dullness and inertness, 
pure and simple. 

9. Seve~al centuries after, la.rge bodies o! ~eople In. Nort,h I~dia, outside the pale Jains. 
of Aryan SOCIety, were clamourmg for admISSIOn wlthm HmdUlsm. but the religious 
teachers of the time who, steeped in ritualism and not fully realizing the need of constant 
adjustment of the social body to the high ideals of the Hindu religion, had neither the 
vision nor the courage to solve the gro~ing perplexities of the society, were averse to 
admit them. This gave rise to the two religious movements, namely, lainism and 
Buddhism. Jains are practically non-existing in Travancore; and Buddhists have 
completely disappeared with the exception of a few recent converts to Buddhism, who 
number 64 only. 

10. Buddha simply showed his disciples the paths to reach the ultimate truth, but Sri Buddha. 
did not correlate what he realized with the realization of the ancient sages of the U pani-
shads. He gave an enlightened emphasis on morals and completely disowned all ritualism. 
So his followers gradually denied the Vedas. Buddha does not seem to have taught the 
path of love; he did not preach a personal God. But, following the natural tendency of 
human nature, his followers made a personal God of him. The great contribution that 
Buddha made was this: "Intense desire to help the poor and the lowly and also the 
great monastic organization which he created for carrying out his work, and which 
according to a great authority was the greatest attempt ever made to better the condition of 
humanity as a whole". 

11. In the days of As'oka. Buddhism spread throughout India, and the remains of Buddha. a.nd 
Buddhistic Vihatas and Chaityas and temples. are found from one end of Travancore to caste system. 

the other; from Thovala to Kunnathunad Buddhism flourished in this land in days of yore. 
Early Tamil Literature gives glimpses of Buddhistic life in Travancore (Vide Manimekalai). 
Buddha himself threw open the highest of all positions, the position of Sannyasin, to cvery 
human being, irrespective of all distinctions of caste. The first recruit he thus made was 
a Chand ala woman. He admitted her into the ranks of Bikkunis most of whom were 
noble-bor~ women of the 5akya clan. This mighty influence gradually destroyed the 
caste system among the people and large numbers of persons in all stages of culture freely 
entered their ranks; and this led to a great religious and social revival and several 
centuries of greatness for India as a whole. Indian Buddhists went to Central Asia and 
far East and introduced Sanskrit culture and Indian civilization through~_)Ut Asia; but 
later Buddhist teachers were not able to raise these new peoples up to the Aryan level of 
culture. The highly metaphysical doctrine he preached-the path of knowledge-was above 
the heads of the masses. Hence degeneration followed, and later Buddhism was a mass 
of degradation. Vegetarianism of the masses, which was compulsorily introduced by the 
Buddhist kings, led to physical enfeeblement and the Indians thus fell an easy prey to the 
Musalman invaders. To rescue the people from the mass of superstition, the revival 
of Vedic culture was found necessary, and in this revival Travancore played a prominent 
part. 

12. The Vedanta Sutras are the systematization of the truths of the Upanishads by Vedanta 
the mighty intellect of BadaiayaI)a Vyasa. The six systems of philosophy culminate in the Sutras. 

Vyasa Siitras. 

13. The Great Sankai'a, who led this Hindu revival and restored the Vedic religion, Sri San
was born in Kaladi in North Travancore, on the banks of the river Periyar, a few miles kapacharya. 

up from Alwaye. He was born in a family of Nampiitiii Brahmins. He finished his 
secular education almost in his early teens, and following the pilgrim's route, he reached 
the banks of the Narbada. where he met his Guiu when he was but thirteen. After 
realizing the ultimate Truth, he went to Benares where disciples gathered round him and 
then he went to the Himalayas, and in the cool shades of Badri wrote his three famous 
commentaries, the commentary on the Upanishads, on the Vedanta Sfitras, and also on 
the Bhagavad Gita. The intellectual and philosophical basis of Hinduism was thus 
firmly established for ever. The next sixteen years of his life he spent travelling all over 
India, defeating the Buddhists in their subtle arguments, bril!lging them back into the 
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Hindu-fold, and thus re-established the Vedic religion, basing himself entirely on the 
Upanishads and Gnima Kanda, and practically throwing overboard the Karma Kanda, 
the ritual portion, thus destroying at a stroke the attempt made by the Hindus at the time 
to restore the old Karma Kanda. 

14. The local tradition tha~ Sankara is responsible for the castes in Malabar does 
not seem to have any basis, and Sallkara Smrithi c1l:nnot be attributed to him. It does not 
purport to be written by the great Acharya, and Sankara, one of the mightiest intellects 
ever born in India, the Advaitist par excellence, could never have wast~d his time in a 
compilation from Bhargava Smrithi, dealing with the Karma Kanda. Sankara borrowed 
from the Buddhists their monastic organization and also their methods of popular temple 
worship; for the Hindu Sannyasins he founded four principal Mutts in the four cornets 
of India, at Dwaiaka in the West, in the Himalayas in the North, at Puri or Jagannath 
in the East, and at Sringeri in the South. All the present day Hindu Sannyasins trace 
their origin to these Mutts. The Nampiitir'i Brahmans claim that two of Sankara's 
direct disciples belonged to their caste and the four principal Mutts in Trayancore now 
existing among the Nampiititis represent the four great Mutts founded by Sankara. All 
the present day paraphernalia of popular worship, the temples, images, processions, 
utsavams, etc., were borrowed straight from Buddhism, almost in an unchanged form, and 
it is well known that some of the great Hindu temples of our day were originally Buddhist 
shrines. 

Ever since . Buddha 's ~ime Sannyas has been thrown open practically to all 
classes of people. Tho~gh the Sankara Mutts in South India are exclusive and admit 
only Br~hmans, all the Sankara Mutts in North India, even those founded by the disciples 
of the Sringer'i Mutt, freely bestow Sannyas on non-Brahmans. 

Sankara and his followers freely admitted non-Hindus, who took up their per
manent abode in India, to Hinduism, and many .Afghans and Baluchis thus became 
Kshatriyas. 

15. The passing away of Buddhism from India illustrates the Hindu method of 
dealing with great spiritual personalities and movements. The greatness of Buddha was 
frankly recognized and he was considered as an incarnation, "~~r ;:rmrfif<r~('f: <firi~!! 
+r(qr;?l€t' ., Bhagavatha. The main teachings of Buddhism were fully absorbed. 
E;.ven the doctrine of Ahimsa which filled an important place in Buddhism was incorporated. 
Sastha, the name often given in Buddhist, scriptures to the Gn;at Teacher, was accepted 
and even now Buddha is worsh,ipped as Sastha and Dharma 5astha in several important 
temples in Travancore, as in Sabari Mala in the hills and Thakali in Kuttanad. The 
philanthropic motive which filled so important a place in Buddhism we find. though in 
attenuated form, in these temples even now. 

16. After Sankara. the next great figure in the religious world is Sri Ramanuja. 
born in J 017 A. D. in a village a few miles from Madras. He is the founder of the 
present Vis'ishtadvaita philosophy, as well as of the Sri Vaishnava caste. PeQple at the 
time had mistaken notions of Advaita philosophy, and took the body for the Atman. and 
began to live a non-religious life. Sri Ramanuja was exceedingly tolerant and large-hearted 
and freely permitted even Mohammedans to worship in his temples. A Mohammedan 
lady, daughter of a king of Delhi. is one of the Vaishnava ?aints, and shrines dedicated to 
her are found even now in several Vaishnava temples. Srirangam was his main centre 
of work. Though he does not seem to have visited T ravancore, the elements of 
Vaishnavism created by the former Vaishl)ava teachers and by himself _have permeated the 
country from one end to the other. The Royal Saint I<ula 5ekhara Alwar was born at 
Thiruvanchikulam on the Cochin frontier, and Per'iya A\war was born at Sri Villiputtiir 
in the adjoining parts of the Tinnevelly District. Several temples in Travancore, Thiru
vattar and Anantasayanam in the South, Thiruvanvandiir and Thirukodithanam in Central 
Travancore, and Tirumiilikulam near the Cochin frontier, are all places of ,r;ihzrimage to 
the devout Vaishnavas from beyond the Ghats. A temple dedicated to Sri Ramanuja 
himself exists inside the Fort at Trivandrum. 

J 7. The next great religious teacher is Madhvacharya. the founder of the Dvaitha 
philosophy, who was born about J 200 A. D. in South Kanara. He was also like Ramanuja 
large hearted, and at Udippi, the centre of his influence, the temple Prasad is freely distri
buted to all persons, Brahmans and non-Brahmans alike, even to this day. The T ulu 
Brahmans who form the bulk of the priests in the temples of T ravancore are his followers. 
He seems to have visi~ed T rivandrum and defeated in a disputation held at T rivandrum the 
then occupant of the 5ringeti Pitam. 
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18. The difference between the Advaitha Philosophy, V~s'istadvaitha Philosophy, and Sri Rima· 
the Dvaitha Philosophy is beautifully explained in a parable of Sri Ramakrish"Qa. A salt doll :~i8~a.·B 
once went out to see the ocean. As soon as it saw the ocean, it was impressed with the eX;la.i:ing 

majesty of the ocean and remained admiring it. This is the Dvaitha stand-point. It walked ~J~i~~~._ 
over to the sea, took a little water and tasted it. Then it found that the whole ocean was dY~i~haa and 
made of the same substance as itself. This is the Vis'ishtadvaitha stand-point. Then it walked AdYa.itha. 

into the sea with a plumb-line to measure the depth of the ocean. It was itself gradually 
dissolved in the immense ocean. This is the Advaitha stand-point. All the three view-
points are correct, but they are visions seen from different stand-points, iand all the three 
alike give Mukthi or Liberation. 

19. The next great religious teacher is Sri Chaitanya Deva, who taught the Nama 
Samkirthanam and raised huge masses of people to the exalted religious state by chanting 
the Holy name. Though he was born in Bengal in the fifteenth century, he travelled all 
over India and preached his doctrine. He visited Travancore also and in his life, as well 
as in the notes of travels made by his servant, Govind Das, we find short notes describing 
Kanniakumari, Padmanabhapuram, Thiruvattar and Anantas'ayanam. The almost uni
versal habit of repeating Rama N amam, both in the morning and evening, all over 
Malabar, may probably be the result of his teaching. He was so tolerant that he freely 
admitted Mohammedans, and some of his great immediate disciples were Mohammedan 
re~converts into Hinduism and non-Brahmans. 

Sri Ohaita.nya. 
Deya. 
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20. The influence of the religious teachers of North India during the Mohammedan North Indib. 

period hardly reached T ravancore and their names are practically unknllwn. These teachers, ~elig~OuB 
who tried to introduce the democratic spirit of Islam into Hinduism, naturally had no influ~ eae erB. 

ence in Travancore, where Mohammedan oppression was never felt, and where conversions 
to Mohammedanism were exceedingly rare. 

21. The wandering Sadhus, who travel across pilgrim routes all over India, kept Wandering 
T ravancore and Malabar in close touch with the general Hindu religious world, and even Sadhus, thei!" 

function. 
now there is some provision for giving them a morsel of food at the expense of the State, all 
over the country. The name of Rama Raja, the Maharaja who died in f 773 A. D., who 
seemed to have established this practice, is a name well-known to the Sadhu world all 
over India. Among the wandering Sadhus occasionally men of real spirituality came, and 
thus the little pittance given was more than amply repaid. 

22. The Mahratta religious movement emanating from the Pandarpur temple in the Pandarpur and 
South Mahratta country and which played a leading part in the rise of the Mahratta Pandura.nga.. 

nation has hardly had any influence in Travancore. The Konkanis who came to Travancore 
and Malabar to escape the persecution by the Portuguese are devout followers of the 
Pandarpur God. But they form a community living its religious life as it were, apart from 
the rest of the Hindu community. They have had no influence in the religious develop-
ment of the country. 

23. The only indigenous modern religious movement in Travancore is the religio- Swami 

!ocial.movement started by Swami !'Jatay~na. com?1on!y. known as ~ata>:alJa Guru. Born :i:r:,~~~:~:. 
m Chmgam 1032 (August 1856), 10 an I!ava family hvmg about SIX miles from Trivan-
drum, Swami NatayaQa showed signs of great promise from his early boyhood. He had 
the ordinary education in Malayalam and Sanskrit. In his twenty-first year he went to 
Karunagapally to learn Sanskrit from a well-known Nayar Pandit of the locality; returned 
home after a few years and was induced to marry and settle down attending to the routine 
work of cultivating bis lands and using his spare time for teaching Sanskrit. He thus got 
the name of NaQu As'an, the name by which he was generally known. Intense desire for 
religion soon developed. the death of his parents in 1884 gave him his freedom and we 
find him wandering for some years in quest of a genuine religious teacher in the adjoining 
taluks of Travancore and in parts of Tinnevelly and Madura. He seems to have met his 
Guru and got initiation; but from whom and when he got the living fire of Yoga, his bio-
graphers have not stated. He soon settled down at Aruvippuram, a quiet retired spot with 
small cascades and fine scenery on the banks of the Neyyar, a couple of miles north of 
the T aluk Station of Neyyattinkara. Here he spent s~veral years in religious Sadhana 
and finally attained religious reali-zation. A temple of ~iva was established by him on the 
spot, and the consecration ceremony performed on the Sivarathri night in 1887. His com-
munity, denied admission in the ordinary temples, welcomed the religious teacher born 
amongst them and he was soon able to consecrate several temples in Chirayinkil 
and Trivandrum taluks. In 1894 he went to Bangalore at the request of Dr. Palpu 
of the Mysore service who was devoting all his spare time and energy to the social 

{p 
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and political uplift of his community in Travancore. Both joined forces and the Sri Narayana 
Dharma Patipalana Yo gam, commonly known as S. N. D. P. Yogam, was organized 
and the Swami's activities took a more decided social turn. The main centre of work at 
Sivagiti Varkala was started in 1903 and several social reforms were introduced in the 
community. T empl~s were opened at Calicut, T ellichery and Mangalore. A Mutt and 
Sanskrit College was established at Alwaye. The Swami organized a band of Sannyasins. 
He gave higher forms of religious worsh,ip to his p~ople who were sunk in ignorance and 
devil worship. In 1911 the temple of Sarada at Sivagiti was consecrated. The Swami's 
activities stopped the tide of Christian conversion in the community and several who had 
become Christians were reconverted to Hinduism. Later on, the Swami was obliged to 
take a more decided and novel attitude in social matters. Several influential persons of the 

Social reform. community, dissatisfied with the normal slow progress, became Buddhists believing they 
could attain social equality at once. The Swami soon after proclaimed his new doctrine 

"One caste, of "~"'SlJ en \ Cl\R &~'mo, nm cfb 'll"'8ClJO, 1ZlC'IDI>~OOu:, "One caste, one Religion, one God for man'· 
one Religion, and he advocated intermarriage between the various castes. Swami's health soon gave way 
one God." and after a protracted illness of some years the Swami entered into Mahasamadhi at 
Mahasamadhi. Trivandrum in J 928 (1104.) The Swami's influence was not circumscribed within the 

limits of his community. Several of his leading Sannyasin disciples were Nayars; he had 
also several Grahastha disciples in the INayar community who showed him the greatest 
regard and reverence. 

Modern move- 24. I shall next speak of the religious movements of Modern India. The Brahmo 
;en~ : t~e _. Samaj movement founded by Raja Ram Mohan Roy, who based it on the monotheistic 

ra mo- amaJ. teaching of the Upanishads, was originally formed with the idea of checking the numerous 
conversions to Christianity which threatened Bengal with the advent of English education. 
It has had very little influence in Travancore. The number of Brahmo-Samajists in T ra
vancore according to the census returns is 19. The Brahmo-Samaj movement has 
virtually settled down elsewhere as a movement of social reform. 

'The Arya 
Samaj. 

25. The Arya Samaj movement founded by Swami Dayananda Sataswathi, a 
Brahman from Cuzerat, which has so many followers in Punjab and United Provinces, came 
to Malabar only in the wake of the recent Moplah riots. They are al~o making some 
attempts here to raise the Depressed Classes of Hindus. The number of Arya Samajists in 
Travancore according to the census returns is 32. 

The Rama- 26. The next great religious movement in India is the RamakrishQa movement, 
krishna moye- h' h B I h hUh mente W IC rose in engal in the latter ha f of t e nineteent century. nlike t e other move-

ments this doe!; not endeavour to create a new sect, but it is an attempt to revivify 
Hinduism from within. 

Sri Rama- About the middle of the century a rich woman belonging to the Kaivartha (the 
~::~~~:~ar. fisherman) caste built a temple of the Goddess Jagadhatri (Supporter of the World) at 

Dekshil)eswar; a village on the bank of the Ganges, five miles north of Calcutta. A large 
hearted pandit who kept a Sanskrit school, or Patasala cond,ucted on the old lines, became 
worshipper of the priest's Goddess in that temple, and Sri Ramakrishl)a, his younger 
brother, naturally took up his residence in the temple. He soon was appointed a priest in 
the temple to worship the Goddess and an intense desire to realize the personality of the 
Goddess rose in his mind. He spent his whole time in worship and Tapas and after a 
terrible struggle he realized the person of the Goddess. Later on, a Brahman Sannyasini 
came and initiated him into different kinds of T antric Sadhana common in Bengal and 
under her guidance he easily attained perfection in all of them. As DekshiQes'war stood 
on the way to Jagannath and the liberality of the foundress had made ample provision Cor 
the feeding of the Sadhus, several Sadhiis visited the temple on their, way to the famous 
shrine of lagannath: Later on, he had an intense desire to worship Sri Rama and a Sadhu 
who had realized Sri Rama ~ame at that time and initiated him i~to the worship of Sri 
Rama, and he thus realized Sri Rama. Then he wanted to realize Sri Krishl)a, the Beloved 
of the Gopis. For that purpose he dressed himself like a woman and lived with women 
S!, that he practically lost his consciousness of being a man and then realized 
Sri Krishl)a as a Gopi. 

'The Sadhana 
period. Then a wandering Sadhu who had after forty years of strenuous effort attained the 

highest goal of Yoga, the Nirvikalpa Samadhi, the Samadhi of Absolute merging into 
Brahmom, gave him Sannyas and taught him this method. This supreme state he attained 
to the astonishment of his Guru in three days. He remained in this Nirvikalpa Samadhi 
state, supremely unconscious of his body, for about six months. Then the desire arose in 
his mind of following the methods of religious practice recommended in other religions. 
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A Mohammedan Fakir came, and he practised Mohammedan religious practices. In three days 
'he attained the goal and had a vision of ~llah. During this period he lived entirely like a 
Mohammedan and never once stepped lOto the temple. He had also a vision of Christ. 
'Thus after following the paths of all these religions, he found all of them led to the same 
goal, and he boldly enunciated the doctrine that all religions are but paths to reach the 
Lord, and all if sincerely followed will lead one to the ultimate Truth. 

Fourteen years of such single-hearted endeavour had made him a huge magazine Sri Rama-
of spirituality and he had the power of actually giving demonstrations of spiritual facts. kri,sh,na as a 
The present age is a scientific age,. which believes only in what is actually demonstrated. !:~~~~:~iVing 
Sri Ramakrishna was able accordlOg to the needs of the age, to give actual demonstrations spirituality. 

of spiritual tr!lth. Moral q.u~lific.ations are certainly necessary generally in the recipient, 
just as some lOtellectual tramlOg IS necessary to enable one to understand the demonstrations 
in Physics or Chemistry. 

27. The well-known Brahmo leader Keshub Chander Sen, who was the idol of Keshub 
young Bengalis at the time, became one of his admirers and through Keshub's influence Chandel' Sen 

people in Calcutta came to hear about th: existence of a great Sage in the t~mple of 
DekshilJeswar. Many Brahmos came to hIm, and later on a few well-to-do religious 
minded persons from Calcutta also came to him and became his disciples. Later Came the 
young men who re~ounced eve~ything for the religIOUS life. Among these young men two S~am!-
persons were promment. ChIef of them was Natendranatha Dutta, son of a leading Ylvekananda. 

Attorney of the High Court of Bengal. He became later on Swami, Vivekananda. 
Another was Rakhal Chandra Chose, the only son of a rich Zamindar, and Sn Ramakrishna S - . 
loved him like his own son and he stayed with the Sage most of the time. He later on B:~~~nanda 
became Swami Brahmananda. Swami Brahmananda played an important part in the 

. development of the Ramakrishl)a movement. 

28. As the fame of Sri Ramakrishna gradually spread through Calcutta, enormous Mahii Samadhi 

numbers of earnest minded seekers after Truth came to him and he spent almost all his time 
in giving them religious instruction. This constant effort led to the disease called 
clergyman's throat and he was taken to Calcutta for treatment. His boy disciples nurse::l 
him devotedly. When he came to Calcutta all people who found it difficult to go to 
Dekshineswar crowded around him and he freely taught them. The disease grew in 
severity, the young boy disciples who remained with him and nursed him were given 

. Sannyas by him ~nd he passed into Maha Sama~hi in A~gust 1886. Before his passing 
away, he transmItted all the power he had acqUIred by hIS fourteen years of Sadhana to 
Swami Vivekananda and asked him to do his work and to guide the other disciples. 
After the M_aha Samadhi some of his relics were collected around hi~ remains and around 
that a new Asrama or .Mutt was formed. In this Mutt the young disciples, about twenty 
in number, performed mtense Sadhana for some years under the guidance of Swami 
Vivekananda, some of them occasionally leaving the centre to lead the wandering life. 

29. The desire for this life was felt by Vivekananda too, and he left the Asrama and Swami 
travelled as a wandering Sannyasin through the length and breadth of India. He travelled r~YTekanallda 

h h h f P 
. d P'M' . d . h ravancore~ 

to Rajputana were e was t e guest 0 nnces an rIme misters an at hmes t e 
guest of the poorest of the poor. The Raja of Kethri in" Jaipur became his disciple. From 
there he went on to the States of Western India and thence came to Mysore, where he 
attracted the attention and became the guest of Sir K. Seshadri Iyer, the then Dewan. 
Sir K. Seshadri lyer was so struck by his intelligence and his spirit of Thya~a that he 
introduced him to the late Maharaja of Mysore. After staying for some time in the Palace 
as the Maharaja's guest, he again took to his wandering life, came to Trichur, ErnakuLam, 
and thence to T rivandrum, travelling straight on from Ernakulam. An officer in Cochin 
had given him an introduction letter to Professor Sundararama Iyer, who was then living in 
T rivandrum as Tutor to His Highness, the First Prince Marthanda Varma. This was in 
December 1892. At Sundal'arama Iyer's house and at the Union Club Swamiji met the 
leading gentlemen of T rivandrum and all were struck by his intelligence and profound 
scholarship and by his note of greatness. From Trivandrum he travelled via Nagercoil to At C&J?e 

the Cape. One of the main objects of this journey was to worship the Goddess at the ComorlD. 

Cape. From the beach he swam over to the Miilasthanam Rock, some hundred yar~s 
away, and there he had one of his deep Samadhis. He. had no~ understood what Sri 
Ramakrishna meant by the work he had to do. He realIzed that It was no less than the 
regeneration of the Indian communities and here he chalked out his main lines of work. 
From the Cape he travelled on to Rameswaram and thence to Madrlls where several 

"educated young men met him and were ~stonished and became his admirers. 
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The i.dea .of going t~ Chic~go to attend the Parliament of Religions had already' 
dawned on his mmd, and his admIrers collected some money for his passage, and with the. 
~elp of the Raja of Kethri he sailed from Bombay to America via Japan. He had by this 
tIme assumed the name of Vivekananda, suggested to him by the Raja of Kethri. As he. 
had .no. cre~entials from a?y accredited b?~y in India, he found some difficulty in getting 
admission mto the ParlIament of RelIgIOns. He met by chance Professor Wright, 
Professor of Greek at Harwad, who was astonished at the Swamiji's mental equipment and 
at once gave him an introduction letter to the Parliament of Religions. He was accepted 
as a delegate and his speech on the first day of the Parliament of Religions expressed so 
well the broad spirit on which the Parliament was based that he became the foremost figure 
of the Parliament in no time, and he thus became at once a man of worldwide reputation. 
The moment this news reached Trivandrum Professor Sundararama Iyer told his friends 
that this was undoubtedly his old Sannyasin guest. After four years of preaching work in 
America, he gathered a large number of admirers around him and was able to establish 
religious centres in New York and California. 

Swamiji had paid short visits to England also. Though there was not much 
popular response there, he was able to secure some of his greatest lieutenants in his work 
from Englishmen. An English journalistic stenographer who met him became his disciple 
and to him we owe most of Swamiji's works. Captain Sevier, a retired army officer, and 
his wife also became his disciples. Miss Margaret Noble also joined him and accompanied 
by these, he came over to India in 1897. His journey from Colombo to Madra£', Calcutta 
and Almora in the Himalayas, was like a royal procession, and the speeches he delivered in 
the course of his journey roused the whole of India into activity. With the help of his 
English friends. land on the bank of the Ganges was purchased and the Belur Mutt was, 
established for the spiritual training of young men who were to take up his work, young men 
who had embraced the life of renunciation. With the help of Captain and Mrs. Sevier he 
started another centre in the Himalayas on the heights of Mayavathi, 7.000 ft. high, the 
Advaitasramam which later on became the chief publishing centre of the movement. One 
of his brother Sann)'asins was also sent to Madras to start work there. Swamiji again 
visited England and America, but in India he spent most of his time in training young 
Sannyasins to continue the Work. The Advaithasramam at Benares was also started by 
him. Swamiji passed into Maha Samadhi in 1902. 

The Rama- 30. The Ramakrishl)a movem~nt was started lin T ravancore in 1911 when Swami 
krish~a move- Nirmalanandaji, a direct discipie of Sri Ramakrishl}a, came to Haripad in Central Travan
~::!~:core. core on the invitation of a few earnest young men. He remained for about 9 days there 

and all people who met him were astonished. He visited Quilon and thus began the annual 
visits which had led to the development of the movement in Travancore~ In 1912 the 
Swamiji visited Trivandrum and delivered a few lectures. In 1913 Sri RamakrishQa 
Asramam at Haripad was opened and a local Brahman young man who had given the land 
for the Asramam became a Brahmacharin and joined the movement. Soon after a centre 
was also opened at Thiruvella, and another local Brahmacharin took up the work. In J 916 
a, malayalam Magazine Prabudha Keralam. was started to preach to the people the ideals of 
Sri RamakrishIJ.a and Swami Vivekananda . 

• 
The Trivan- 31. In 1917 Swami Brahmananda, the spiritual son of Sri RamakrishIJ.a, visited' 
drum Asramam Bangalore. He was anxious to worship the Goddess at the Cape where Swami 

Vivekananda had his famous meditation. On his way to tne Cape he halted at Trivandrum; 
advantage Was taken of his presence and at the request of Swami Nirmalananda and the 
local devotee~ who had already acquired the site. Swami Brahmananda laid tbe foundation 
stone of the Asramam on the Thirukarthiga day in 1917. The Trivandrum Asramam was 
opened in 1924. in which year also Swami Nirmalanandaji gave Sannyas to several of' 
his disciples. Other centres were soon opened at AUeppey, at Muttam. a place well-known 
for the well-to-do Ilavas living around it, at Kayankulam, at Kulathur in the interior of the 
Thiruvella taluk and at Minachil. Later on came centres at Muvattupl}!a. Adur in Middle 
Travancore and Neyyur in South Travancore. The ideals of Sri Ramakrishna and 
Swami Vivekananda have permeated the masses largely in Middle' T ravancore where they 
have become almost household objects of worship and the influence is gradually spreading. 
A band of local Sannyasins and Brahmacharins in which all the communities in Malabar' 
are represented have grown up. Though the movement is entirely spiritual, it is having. 
indirect social effects also. 
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_ 32. As Sannyasins are above caste, no distinctions of caste are observed in the 
Asramas and members_ of different castes of Malabar can be seen liviru~ as members of one 
happy family in these Asramas. At all important functions in these Asramas people of all 
castes up to the lowest Pulayas, Parayas, etc., take their food together and as the food 
served is invariably Prasad, orthodox Hindu doctrine also supports this practice. The 
Sannyasins and Brahmacharins spend !_Ilost of their time in meditation and in practical work, 
attending to the various needs of the Asramas, the annual visits of Swami Nirmalanandaji 
giving them the requisite training. PhilanthropicaI work is also undertaken whenever 
necessary in the spirit of pure service, the poor and the needy being treated in a spirit of worship. 
Just after the great flood of 1924 over Rs. 14,000 was distributed in the most inaccessible 
places in the interior by the Sannyasins. Centres of work have also been started at Cochin 
and Malabar, at Pudukat near Trichur ip Cochin, and Quilandi, Ottapalam and Calicut in 
Malabar; the main object in all these Asramas is to train the Sannyasins and Brahma-
chMins to develop their personality and manifest the Lord within so that they could carryon 
the work of Swami Vivekananda for the spiritual regeneration of India. 

Indirect social 
effects in 
Travancore. 

33. During the last two decades, great changes have taken place in the social institu- Hindu Religion 
tions of the two leading Hindu communities in the State - the Nayars and {lavas-and both and present day needs. 
are gradually turning from the Marumakkathayam system of inheritance to pure Makka-
thayam. The Nayar Regulation is compelling by its indirect effects all the indigenous 
Hindu communities in the State to wake up and adjust their social institutions to the actual 
needs of the times. Hence in these days of transition when old values are apt to be lost 
sight of, it is a hopeful sign that all the various Hindu communities in the country have still 
an eye on the main note of Hindu life, the note of spirituality, that one-pointed devotion to 
religious practice and religious realization, which has enabled the Hindu race to live a 
continuous racial life for the last ten thousand years. 
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CHAPTER XII 

CASTE, TRIBE AND RACE 

456. The caste system, in the form in which it is found in India, does not exist in 
any other part of the world. The caste determines the position of an individual.in 
Indian society. The people are divided into classes or groups, each of which has a 
hereditary occupation and is subject to certain restrictions on marriage, eating and 
drinking, and other social and religious customs. The nature of the occupation determines 
the order of social precedence of the caste. The recognition of difference in the status 
of the castes has resulted in the formation of rules prescribing varying degrees of poilution 
between them. These are the basic principles underlyin'g the ideal caste system. But 
there is no authentic evidence that all these principles have at any time been strictly 
observed. In ancient India of the Vedic and post-Vedic periods, the caste rules 
were not inviolable. In recent times most of the rules are being freely violated and 
the caste fabric is threatened with disruption at several vital points. The orthodox pundits 
who claim to be the correct exponents of the caste system proclaim it as an ideal socio
religious institution, which in its glorious days fostered the growth of union and mutual 
help among the Indian people and made them happy and prosperous. None of them 
could, however, specify the period of this millennium. At no time in the history of India 
has she enjoyed a long spell ot internal peace and freedom from foreign invasions. "A 
critical examination," says Govinda Das, "into the social history of ancient India, as far 
as the existing materials will allow, reveals to us an unhappy state of society depicted 
in Samhitas, BrahmaI;las and Puianas. We read the endless dynastic wars for purposes 
of self-aggrandisement turning the fair land of Bharat (India) into a cock-pit of contending, 
chieftains, desolating peaceful home-steads, and turning the huge country into vast 
shambles...... . ...... By these unending quarrels peaceful tillage and trade became 
impossible and the real breadwinners of the nation were starved and enslaved, and their 
decline ultimately reacted upon the two higher castes. This disorganization of civil life 
left the country open for wave after wave of foreign conquests to dash over it and sub
merge its independence finally an_9 totally." * The rise and fall of the Maurya, Sunga and 
Kanva dynasties, and of the Andhras and the Guptas, the invasions of the Greeks, the 
T uranians and the Huns, the rise to power of the Rajputs and their subsequent fall, 
and the invasions of the Muhammadans, the Portuguese, the Dutch and other Western 
nations, all bespeak not union and solidarity but disfiension and unrest, not peace and 
prosperity but discontent and sufferings among the Indian people from very early times. 
Whatever might have been the advantages claimed for the caste system by its originators 
as a means of securing division of labour among the people and of making the "the body 
politic an organismal whole whose component parts are mutually interdependent," it cannot 
be denied that the system carried the seed of disunion from its very inception and that 
though the seed might have lain dormant for a while, it must have been stimulated into 
activity and growth by the slightest disturbance in the social equilibrium. The greatest 
evil of the caste system which began to manifest itself from the time when its rigidity was 
enforced, and which is clearly perceptible even to-day, is that it has created artificial 
barriers between man and man and prevented the formation of a united nation in India. 

457. No social question in India has had so much attention paid to it by savants, 
both oriental and occidental, and has given birth to so much literature as the origin of caste, 
and yet it can hardly be said that its true genesis has been unearthed. Numerous theories 
have been put forward from time to time by various scholars as to how caste arose in India 
and why it has lived through ages. One theory ascribes to it an occupational basis, 
another a racial basis, a third a family and tribal basis, and SO on. Each theory, when 
examined on its own merits, may appear to be quite plausible, but it has not been 
established beyond doubt whether anyone of them, and if so which, represents the truth 
and the whole truth. All that one can do is to speculate on the evidence gathered from 
ancient literature, correlating it with the existing state of affairs. 

458. The word 'caste,' meaning breed, race or class, is of Latin origin and was 
used first by the Portuguese who came to India. The Sanskrit equivalent for caste used 
in ancient Indian literature is 'varrya: It has two or even three meanings. The generally 

'" Govlllde. l)a~, HmduIslIl, pp. 73-75. 
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. accepted meaning is colour. In this sense it is derived from a root which means 
"'to depict.' A man can be depicted either by his physical characters or by his mental 

. qualities. In the former sense the 'varT}a' of a man signifies his outward appearance, 
essentially colour, which is an index of the purity of breed; and in the latter sense 'varQa' 
may represent a man's mental quality, or 'virtue' (guna).* The word 'varT}a' has also 
another root meaning, namely, 'choice,' derived from the root 'vrt' 'to choose-.' In this 
sense 'varna' means ~choice of profession or occupation:t Thus it may be argued that the 
word 'varr:za,' the Aryan equivalent of the modern word 'caste,' may be said to connote 
colour or purity of breed, mental quality or gUT}a, or choice of profession. AU these three 
imports of the word may throw light on the origin of caste. 

459. It is admitted on all hands that the Aryans of the Vedic period did not o~serve 
caste distinction. The only reference to four varnas, (Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya, Siidra) 
contained in the Vedic literature is what is found in PU."ushasiikla. The words, 
'Brahman' and 'Kshatriya: do appear in earlier hymns, but are used in a sense entirely 
different from that in which they have subsequently been interpreted. Even in Purusha
siikta the meaning is not quite the same as that which has been accepted in modern times. 
Purushasukta is a hymn dedicated to Viral or God personified as man. In man the 
head may be said to represent his intellect, the arms his strength, the thighs his power 
of acquiring wealth, and the feet the means of doing service. The hymn only describes 
the Viral as a human body with these organs possessing similar attributes. Its face 
represents intellect, its arms power, its thighs wealth and its feet labour. Mankind can 
broadly be divided into four classes on the basis of the above differentiation of the parts 
of the human body, namely, the intellectual, the fighting, the wealth-producing and the 
labour classes. The functions of these classes are considered to be analogous to the 
functions of the corresponding parts of the human body. "The lV/antra (Rig X, 90- J J) 
in which it (the Vedic division of people into four classes) is described, has been mis
interpreted in order to give countenance to the caste system. The orthodox version is:
The Brahmans sprang from ~he head of Brahma, the Kshatriyas fr?m his arms, the \/aisyas 
from his thighs and the Siidras from his feet. But this interpretation involves several 
grave mistakes. The M anira should be literally translated thus. Brahmans are the head 
of maI?-kind (personified), Kshatriyas are made his ~Jms, Vaisyas are what are his thighs, 
and Siidras are made his feet."t The Vedic Aryans were evidently acquainted with 
these functions and must have adopted the four-fold division of their society purely on this, 
functional basis. But these occupational classes were far different from the castes which 
were subsequently evolved out of them. Neither PUfushasiikla nor any other hymn in 
the Vedas pres'cribes any restriction on intermarriage or interdining, or recognizes any 
difference between man and man in his social status, either because of his birth or of his 
occupation. 

460. The Vedic period represents the time when the Aryans came!o India and 
settled on the banks of the Indus after subjugating the aborigines. The Aryans were 
then a united community and were distinguished only from the aborigines. In the Epic 
period, they crossed the Sutlei and colonized the valley of the Ganges. It was probably 
in this period_ that the Vedas were composed. The evidence in PW'ushasukta goes to 
show that the Aryans then recognized the division of society into four classes purely on 
economic grounds, without any of the restrictions attached to the later caste system. The 
Brahmanns and the Upanishads which were composed after the Vedas, probably in the 
latter part of the Epic period, also do not recognize the caste system in its present form. 
On the other hand, they conta~n ample evidence to show that a man is regarded as a 
Brahman, Kshatriya, Vais'ya or Siidra, not because of his birth, but because of his qualities 
and occupation. 

_ 46 J • In the next period, the Philosophical period as R. C. Dutt designates it, the 
Aryans migrated southward and practically occupied the whole of India. It was in this 
period that Gautama Buddha was born, and preached his religion. Buddha made no 
distinction between man and man, and his work lay mostly among the hilmblest and the 
poorest. During this period caste system could not have assumed the rigidity which it 
since acquired. 

462. In the Buddhistic period Buddhism spread far and wide in India and other 
Asiatic countries. The influence of Hinduism waned, but it was not extingui:;hed. 
Both religions existed side by side and both had their ardent supporters and followers. 

"('hinthamflDl 1'111,tJ',,]',1]', 0",11' 8'1,tl'lll tlild I iiddlll" 
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It was probably during this period that the Code of Manu was composed. But even in 
Manu's time the people were not disunited and divided into the numerous castes of 
modern times. Manusmrithi recognizes the possibility of a man born in a lower caste 
being raised to a higher caste if he possesses the qualities and performs the duties of that 
caste, and similarly of one born in a higher caste being degraded to a lower caste by the 
non-performance of the duties of that caste. A iloka in M anusmrilhi says: -"The 
superiority of B~ahmans rests on knowledge. of Kshatriyas on strength. of Vaiiyas on 
wealth, and of Siidras alone on birth." * 

463. It was probably in the post-Buddhistic or the Puianic period that the rigidity 
of the caste system began to be enforced. Even in the literature of that period, in the 
Bhagavat GUa, for example, there are indications that the sanctity of caste system was 
not established beyond dispute. The well-known iilaka in Gila, "Chalurvarnyam 
maydsrishtam gur,takarma vibhagas'ah ,. can be interpreted to mean tha(the four-fold classi
fication }s based not on birth but on gUT}a or the aptitude and functions of man. In this 
sloka Sri Krishna is made to say that the formation of four varT}as as hereditary castes is 
not a natural creation but an artificial arrangement made by man. Its original object was 
division of labour among the people, intended to promote their welfare in the most efficient 
manner possible. It was purely an economic organization, unconnected with social and 
religious matters. It did not prohibit intermarriage or interdining between the different 
classes of the people to whom different functions were allotted, nor did it recognize these 
functions as_ the hereditary occupations of the particular classes. The conditions under 
which the Aryans found themselves when they Came to India were such as would not 
admit of any restrictions being placed on their matrimonial and other social customs. The 
number of women who came with them being too few, they had to marry the women of the 
indigenous tribes. Free mingling of the two peoples and unrestricted intermarriage and inter
dining bad perforce to be allowed. Tbe conquerors and the conquered thus merged into 
one united community. This happy state of affairs did not, however, last long. When the 
numerical strength of the immigrants increased by the addition of the progeny of mixed 
II_!arriages, racial prestige began to I assert itself and induced the fair-skinned 
Aryans and their half-bred progeny to close their ranks against the 
further admission of dark-skinned aborigines into their society. In tbis manner 
must have commenced the practice of endogamy and the seed of casle system, as 
we now know it, must have been sown. ey this time numerous sub-divisions of people 
formed by the interbreeding of the fair Aryans and the dark aborigines and their 
progeny, must have come into existence, the number of occupations might have also 
multiplied to meet the growing needs of the people, and might have been distributed 
among the sub-divisions according to their capacity and intelligence. Each of such sub-, 
divisions must have ultimately formed an endogamous group. having a definite occupation 
which gradually became hereditary. Thus probably was the edifice of caste system 
completed in the course of several centuries. Once formed on these lines. the system 
found a fertile soil to grow on and it did grow vigorously and assumed the shape and size 
in which we find it to-day. The priestly class who wielded tremendous influence over 
the masses in those ancient days, as in modern times, carefully nursed the tender 
plant of caste, invented methods and formulated rules for its protection, invested 
them with religious sanctity and codified them in smrithis as inviolable laws of Cod •. 
Thus the original harmless division of the people into different classes on a purely 
occupational basis necessitated by economic considerations, was later transformed, under 
the influence of racial difference and the desire for the preservation of purity of breed,. 
into the rigid caste system. R. C. Dutl attributes the creation and growth of caste' 
to the inl1uence of the I priestly class. This is what he says. «Priestly supremacy threw 
its coils round and round the nation from its early youth. and the nation never attained that 
political and social freedom and strength which marked the ancient nations of Europe. 
But the worst results of priestly supremacy were not brought in a day. We see the 
dark cloud forming itself at the close of the Vedic period. We see it increasing 
in strength and volume in the Epic period. But it is only in the PutiiJ)ic period 
which followed the Buddhist era that it threw an utter impenetrable gloom Cover 
a gifted but ill-fated nation. The Kshatriyas made a mighty attempt to throw 
Brahmanism overboard, and adopted Buddhist religion aU over the land. With the 
extinction of Buddhism such attempts seemed to end, and priestly supremacy became 
ten times worse than before ... t 
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464. The extinction of Buddhism more or less coincided with the appearance of 
the Muhammadans on the" scene.' At the beginning of the eighth century Arabs from 
Bassrah crossed the Indus,' overran Sindh and advanced into Rajputana. Though they 
were defeated by young Bappa, the crescent of Islam had risen over India's horizon 
and marked the beginning of a new era. In the centuries that followed the first invasion 
of the Muhammadans, India witnessed an incessmt struggle between the invading 
Muslims and the native Hindus, and in this struggle the necessity arose for making 
the caste rules more rigorous than ever to prevent the fusion of the two antagonistic 
elements in the population. Thus during the period of Muhammadan invasion which coin
cided with the overthrow of Buddhism and the revival of Hinduism which aimed at the 
consolidation and preservation of the ancient Hindu ideals and customs suitably modified 
to meet the changed conditions, the Indians must have been compelled by the force of 
circumstances to take measures to ensure their communal compactness and protect their 
religion. They must have, therefore, raised, in the words of Rabindranath T agore, 
"those protective embankments round their marriage system" and enforced strict 
observance of the rules of the caste system and other socio"religious customs. 

465. In any discussion of the caste system a few outstanding facts will force 
themselves on one's attention. First of all there i~ the fact that ChathurVaTTlyam or the 
four-fold division of the people existed only in Aryavartha in the Vedic age, when 
the division was based on occupation and not on birth. By the time the reat caste 
system was established numerous sub-divisions, formed by the interbreeding of the Aryans 
and the aborigines and their progeny, had come into existence and each of them had had 
a separate occupation allotted to it. Thus, when caste system assumed its present 
form there were not the traditional four castes, but many times that number. 
Chathurvarna even in those days was only imaginary and not real. Till the caste 
rules were made rigorous during the Muhammadan invasion in the Puranic period the 
raising of a man born in a lower caste to a higher caste, if he possessed the necessary 
aptitude and mental discipline, Was possible. Each caste had no doubt a traditional 
occupation. But the economic laws of supply and demand must have always operated 
and the intrusion of one caste into the occupational sphere of another must have taken 
place whenever these laws were disturbed, as they must have been in the past as at 
present, by the increas~ of population and the multiplication of man's needs with the 
growth of civilization. It is well to remember these facts when we consider the question 
of the caste system in Southern India presently. 

466. Ary~vartha was conquered by the Aryans, but Southern India was not. In Caste in 
Northern India Aryan immigrants fought against the aborigines, subjugated them, colo- Southern India. 

nized their country. and imposed their religion on them. It was long after they settled 
in the north that they migrated to the south. They came in small numbers, and by 
peaceful persuasion penetrated into the territories occupied by the Dravidian~. The 
Aryans did not attempt to conquer the Dravidians nor did they try to force their 
religion and culture on them. The two races exchanged their social and religious 
customs and practices and fused together. 

The present population of Sputhern India contains three distinct racial types, the 
pre-Dravidian. the Dravidian and the Aryan. The remnants of the primitive tribes now found 
in the jungles are the nearest representatives of the pre-Dravidians. The Pulaya, the 
Paraya and other Depressed Classes, who are now ~rouped under the designation 
" Adi-Dravida, '0 are predominantly pre-Dravidian in type but contain some Dravidian 
blood also. The N ayar, the VeHala and other clean castes represent as nearly as possible 
the true Dravidian type, no doubt with a large admixture of Aryan blood. The Nampiitiii 
Brahman is the best available representative of the Aryan type. The origin of 
the pre-Dravidians is still a disputed question. Some anthropologists consider them as 
indigenous to Southern India, while others connect them with the Negritos of Malaysia 
who are supposed to have come over round the Bay of Bengal to the Himalayan slopes 
and gradually spread over the Peninsula. As regards the Dravidians it is held by some 
anthropologists that they migrated to India from some part of the Mediterranean 
bas}n in the remote past long before the Aryan invasion. 

467. Dr. Gilbert Slater in his book called The Dravidian Element in Indian 
Culture says, "After much controversy it iR now, I believe, generally agreed that the 
main racial element in the Dravidian population is a branch of the Mediterranean race, 
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if that term be understood in its most extended sense, or at least a closely allied race. * 
The question, by which route did the Dravidians come to India, is not of importance 
to our present diEcussion. It is quite immaterial to our purpose whether they came by 
the land route through Baluchistan to Northern India or by the Persian Gulf and the Red 
Sea to the mouth of the Indus and spread southwards. It will suffice for our purpose 
to remember that the Dravidians_ settled in Southern India and developed a civilization 
of their own long before the Aryans came to India. On this question of Dravidian 
civilization Dr. Gilbert Slater says:-

The following conclusions then appear tOlbe indicated by the evidence cited :-
(1) That there was in India at the time of the Aryan invasions a Dravidian civiliza

tion of a more elahorate and developed character than the civilization. it civilization it can be 
called, of lrhe Aryans. 

(2) That 1n so far as this Dravidian civilization was derived from out-side sources its 
origin is to be traced to Egypt and Mesopotamia, linked up with India by sea commerce. 

(:J) That Dravidian <civilization resembled that of Egypt and Mesopotamia in the 
importance of the infiuPIlce exerted in its evolution by religious ideas, and in the dominance of a 
pl-i-estly class or caste. 

(4) That the fi1'8t l.,tep towards the linking up or India with Egypt was accomplished 
when the Egyptians navigated the Red Sea, and reached the Land of Punt. The Dravidians 
themselves were early navigators, though on a more modest scale. and. as Elliot Smith has 
shown, their earliest boats were copied from Egyptian models. In this connection it Bhould be 
noticed that the long chain of backwaters on the \Vest Coast supply a sort of elementary school 
of navigation. and the ~teady wind from the shore during the period of the north-east monsoon 
i8 a strong encouragement to those who have learnt their first lessons "in those backwaters t.() 
proceed to the second adventure on the open sea, which is further stimulated by the great 
abundance of excellent fish on that coast. t 

468. In pre-Aryan Dravidian India there was no caste system as it is understood 
now. There might have existed, as Dr. Slater thinks, a "priest-magician class" who per
formed the priestly functions and exercised considerable influence Over the masses, but there 
is no ground to beli eve that this slass was a hereditary caste like those which came into 
existence in the later periods of Aryan civilization. On the other hand, there is sufficient 
evidence in ancient Tamil literature to show that the Dravidians who occupied practically 
the whole of Southern India in ancient times were a homogeneous race, speaking a common 
language. They observed no caste distinction but divided themselves into groups accord
ing to the occupations they followed and suited to the conditions of the regions in which 
they lived. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar who made a careful study of the Tamils (Dravidians) 
says, "The ancient Tamils noted that the habitable parts of the earth's surface were 
divisible into five natural regions ................................................................. . 
The five regions were called (1) Kurinji, the hill country, (2) Paiai, the dry 
waterless region, (3) i'\;fuilai, the wooded land between the high lands and the low 
lands, (4) M arudan, the lower courses of rivers, and (5) Neydal, the littoral tract, that 
which skirts the sea."t Kurinji, the hilly region, was inhabited by the Kuravar (hunters). 
Palai, the desert, by the Maral.Jar (fighting men) and Kalvar (thieves}, MuIlai, the forest 
land, by the Idaya r and the Kurumbar (cowherds and shepherds), Marudan, the low lying 
regions, by the U(avar, the Kara/ar and the Vella/ar (agriculturists), and Neydal, the 
littoral area, by the Paradavar (fishermen). Thus, according to the occupations followed 
by the ancient Dravidians they were divided into hunters, fighting men, herdsmen, 
agriculturists, and fishermen. But there was no difference between them except in their 
occupations. They belonged to the same race and spoke the same language. In course of 
time the country of the Dravidians (Tamils), or T ami/a/eam as it was called in ancient 
Tamil literature, became divided into three separate kingdoms under the rulership of three 
dynasties, Chatas, Cheras and Pandyas. Says Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar, "The Salas 
were an agricultural tribe eVel\iilar) who lived in the valley of Kaviii and had the Am 
(Bauhinea Racemosa), the characteristic flower of that region, as their emblem. The 
Seras were men of the hill region extending from the upper reaches of the tributaries of 
the Kaviri to the west coast of South India, of which the palmyrah is the characteristic 
tree, and they had the palmyrah (leaf and flower) as their emblem. The Pandyas were the 
coast people (Paiadavar) inhabiting the southernmost region of India, where the margosa 
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is the characteristic tree and fishing is the chief occupation. and the carp and the margosa 
were their emblems."* It appears that intermarriage between these tribes was quite 
common in ancient times. Even the royal families are said to have had intermarriages. 

469. Caste system was introduced in South India by the Aryans. The date of 
their migration to the south is uncertain. but it was certaiI!ly long after the Dravidians had 
settled in the land and evolved their civilization. The Aryans came in small numbers. 
and the advance guard probably belonged to the priestly class. They tried to impose 
their religion on the native population. but meeting with opposition they compromised with 
the Dravidians, and incorporated into their religious worship some of the Dravidian_ forms. 
The Agamika cult wa_s substituted for the Vedic fire cult and Hinduism based on Agamas 
was evolved. The Aryan method _ of making offerings to gods by repeating mantras 
appealed to the Dravidians, and the Aryan priests, therefore, found no difficulty in getting 
themselves recognized as priests by the Dravidians. Thus arose a distinct priestly class 
in Dravidian India, the forerunners of the Brahmans. 

470. We have seen that in Northern India ChathurvarT)a was a myth. When caste 
was begun to be shaped out of the nebulous state of society in t hat region the number of 
groups occupying different occupations were so many _!hat numerous castes. instead of the 
traditional four, had to be recognized. When the Aryans came to the south they had 
already evolved a system of manifold caste divisions and, naturally, it was this system that 
the Dravidians copied from the Aryans. The diyision of the people of South India into 
four castes, Brahmans. Kshatriyas, Vaisyas and Siidras, was never in vogue. Caste system 
was brought into existence here first by the formation of the Brahman caste and then the 
Kshatriyas, and lastly by recognizing each group of people following a specific occupation 
as a separate caste. The circumstances which led to the formation of the caste system does 
not warrant the inference of ChathuTvarna having been found at any time in India either in 
the north or in the south. It existed only in law-books and other scriptures and not in practice. 
As in Northern India, so in Southern India also, caste rules were not enforced strictly for 
a long time after its introduction. The fact that the mother of Shenkuttuvan, the Cheia king 
who reigned in the sixth century A. D., was the daughter of a Chota king shows that inter
marriages between tribes and castes were allowed in those days. Pathiltippathu and 
MaT)imegalai. ancient Tamil works of the sixth and seventh centuries. speak of Chola kings 
having fallen in love with Naga ladies. This would not have been possible if caste rules 
had been rigid then as they became later on. We have already seen that caste system 
acquired its rigidity in Northern India during the Puianic period. with the commencement 
of Muhammadan invasion. Probably about that time the South Indian people also began 
to enforce the strict observance of caste rules. 

471. Ancient Tamil works speak of Southern India as T amila/eam (Dravidian or Caste in 
Tamil country). The W cst Coast or Kerala. being generally a hilly region. was called Ket'ala.. 

Kurinji and the people who inhabited it were the Kuravar who lived by hunting. 13arri-
-caded from the rest of the Dravidian stock by a long range of mountains. (the Western 
Ghats) they in course of time developed a culture of their own. Like the collateral 
branches of the Dravidian race who occupied the territories beyond the Ghats, they too 
at first had no caste system. There was a priestly class to minister to their religious needs 
but it was not separated from _the rest of the people and elevated to the position of a 
hereditary caste. The early Aryan immigrants to Kerala belonged to the priestly class 
now represented by the Nampiititis. They identified themselves with the local people and 
adopted many of their manners and imposed on them some of their own in turn. The two 
cultures fused together and formed a homogeneous whole. Socially, a distinction was 
maintained between the two sections of the population, and the Nampiititis. being the 
priestly order, wielded great influence over the masses. As in the rest of South India the 
kings were absorbed into the Kshatriya caste. The people were divided into groups 
according to the nature of the occupation they followed and each group was given a caste 
name. Thus the bulk of the population who originally formed one community was split up 
into a number of castes. It is significant that there is no Vais'ya caste in Kerala. Genuine 
ancient literature makes no mention of castes in Kerala. Books treating of caste system 
are really productions of recent times dressed in the cloak of antiquity. These books, e. g .• 
Keralolpathi. " a work of comparatively recent date and of more than doubtful authority," 
in the words of Mr. K. P. Padmanabha Menon, the author of The History 0/ Kefa[a, 
refer to the existence in Keiala, besides the two small castes of Brahmans and Kshatriyas, 
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only of Sudras. In other wo~ds, the large majority of the people. whatever be their 
occupation, were stamped as 5iidras. The so-called 5iidras of Kerala do not consist of a 
single caste or even of a group of sub-castes, but of a number 01 distinct unconnected castes_ 
Some of them, f~om the nature of their traditional occupations. could not possibly be 
brought under Siidras. The real position seems to be, as has already been observed in 
regard to the castes in Southern India, that the Chathurvarry.a system or the division of the 
people into four castes has never existed in Kerata. There are Brahmans and Kshatriyas, 
and a number of other castes, of whom s<?me cou)d certainly be included under 
Kshatriyas or Vais'yas and some others under Sudras. The principle of treating each group 
following a particular occupation as a separate caste and of prohibiting jptermarriage and 
interdining between different castes was introduced in Kerata by the Aryan immigrants. 
Once started the system developed on the usual lines and in course of time became an 
inseparable part of the social fabric. 

472. Kerala is generally considered to be the most caste-ridden part of India. 
This inference is generally drawn by outside observers from the prevalence, in a more 
accentuated form in Kerala than elsewhere, of touch and distance pollution between higher 
and lower castes and from the denial to the polluting castes of the right of entering into and 
worshipping in the Hindu temples. It is true that in these two respects Ketata is a worse 
sinner than the rest of India; but it must be remembered that the geographical position of 
this territory and the social structure of its people are such as have helped the perpetuation 
of these customs in all their rigidity. Hedged in between the sea on one side and the 
Western Ghats on the other Kerala was practically cut off from the rest of India till 
roads and railways were opened and other means of communication established under the 
British rule. Again, unlike the other parts of India. Kerala was more or less free from 
foreign invasions. Thus, the factors which contributed to the levelling up of differences 
between different sections of people did not operate in Ketala. The Nampiitiii Brahmans, 
though comparatively few in number, are the most influential caste in Keiala. They are 
the highest authorities in all religious matters. They are mostly landlords, owners of 
extensive tracts of land which they lease out to tenants for cultivation. The relation between 
the landlord and the tenant is such that the former can domineer over the latter and enforce 
his will. The position of the tenant is somewhat better in Travancore than in Malabar or 
Cochin, and yet he is not beyond the grip of the landlord. The Nampiitiiis who exercise 
such tremendous influence over the general masses in religious, social and economic spheres 
are, as a rule, conservative in their habits and orthodox in their religion. They are well 
educated in Sanskrit and the vernacular, but very few have taken to English education and 
come under the influence of Western civilization. It is no wonder that Keiala and its 
people, placed under such circumstances, have persisted in the preservation and . protection 
of the ancient customs. But changes have now set in and are proceeding vigorously and 
rapidly. Caste barriers are breaking down. On public highways, in courts of law. and 
in representative institutions the highest Namputiii Brahman mingles freely with the lowest 
of the Depressed Classes. Among the younger section of the Nampiititis who have imbued 
the spirit of the times, the feeling is growing strong for the radical reform of their social and 
religious practices. 

473_ The social reform movement is now a common feature of all the castes and 
communities in T ravancore. Most of them have organized associations on caste or 
communal basis and are carrying on vigorous propaganda for the betterment of their social, 
religious. economic and political conditions. The Nayars were the first to I?rganize a caste 
associaton for these purposes. Following them the Nampiititis. Kshatriyas. Ilavas. Pulayas, 
and other castes, and Christians. Muslims and other communities have also formed associa
tions, so that at present there is hardly any caste or community in this State without an 
association of its own for self-advancement in social and political spheres. 

474. The fusion of sub-castes is a common creed of all caste associations and is the 
one subject which is engaging their most prominent attention. Fusion is advocated both 
on social and political grounds. Socially, it is considered desirable that all petty differences 
between sub-divisions should be wiped out and one common caste formed. Politically, 
such a fusion will increase the numerical strength of the caste and enhance its importance 
in the body politic. The Nayars were the first in the field of social reform. Their leaders 
have preached the fusion of sub-castes for well-nigh half a century and their efforts have 
now been crowned with success. In the census of 1901 as many as 116 sub-divisions of 
Nayars were recorded and in the present census only two have been returned. Similarly. 
among Ilavas and many other castes the numerous sub-divisions returned in 190 J 
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-census have all disappeared. The disappearance of these sub-divisions from the census 
schedules betokens corresponding changes in social customs also. ~ome of these castes 
who have made rapid progress in social reform, such as Nayars and Ilavas, have removed 
all taboos on intermarriage and interdining between the sub-castes, which they punctiliously 
observed some thirty years ago. Other castes like the Nampiitiiis and Kshatriyas who have 
been somewhat slow in their march towards social reform have also now become alive to 
the importance of the fusion of sub'castes, and their associations, e. g., the Nampiititi 
Y6gakshcma Sabha, are freely advocating the adoption of this reform. In whichever 
direction one may turn one hears the incessant cry for the fusion of sub-castes and among 
many castes it has already become a fail accompli, while among others the work has been 
commenced and before another census comes round the goal will have been reached. 
T ravancore can rightly claim the proud position of being the vanguard in this field of social 
reform in India. This is but the beginning, and the next step will be the fusion of the 
allied castes. There are already indications that some sections of the people have begun 
to move forward in this direction also. 

475. One notable example of a successful attempt towards the fusion of allied castes Fusion of castes 
following the same occupation has been noticed among the Hindu castes of the fishing following the 
community. They are the Atayas, Matakkans, Mukkuvas, Nulayas, and Valas. The :~~.e occupa.

traditional occupation of these castes is fishing, but they have all along been recognized as 
distinct castes with no intermarriage between them. The educated youth of these castes 
have recently started an agitation to unite them, perhaps for political purposes, into the 
Araya caste. They carried on vigorous propaganda before the present census to persuade 
the Matakkans, Mukkuvas, Nulayas and Valas to state their caste name as Araya to the 
enumerators. The returns show that their attempts have been partially successful. The 
numbers of Marakkans and Mukkuvas returned at this census are far less than those at the 
last, while the number of Atayas shows a proportionately larger increase. The fact that 
most of the Marakkans and Mu.kkuvas have been returned under Araya in the census 
schedules does not necessarily mean that the social fusion of these castes has 
been accomplished or is likely to be accomplished in the near future. Social 
-customs die hard. Union for political purposes may not, therefore, immediately lead 
to union for social purposes also. It, however, opens up the way to such a union 
and indicates the possibility of its accomplishment if social reformers persist in their 
efforts. A similar move towards the amalgamation of some of the washermen castes, 
such as VanQan, ManQan, N eiiyan, Patavan, etc., under a common caste called 
"Varnavar" was also made by some yo.ung members of these communities just before 
the present census, but it did not meet with success. Only 166 persons have chosen to 
return themselves under this new caste name. Young people who have preached this 
reform are not likely to be dis-spirited. They aim at amalgamation mainly for political 
purposes and are, therefore, not likely to turn away from the path on which they have 
started. I can fully visualise the possibility of the spirit of the Araya and Varnava youth 
spreading to the younger generation of other castes and of their starting propaganda for the 
unification of the allied castes following the same occupation, initially for political purposes, 
which may probably lead ultimately to social fusion as well. 

476. The people generally are not yet prepared to countenance the total abolition Classifying 
of the caste system and accept an alternative classification either on occupational or any populat~on by 

h b · 0 .. f'd d . } ££. f Th occupation. ot er aSlS. ccupahon IS not a sa e gUl e to etermme t Ie ammty 0 castes. ere are 
castes totally differing from -one another ethnically and socially but following the same 
traditional occupation. Such castes, under the present conditions ~nd perhaps for a long 
time to come, will not unite socially. For example, among the barbers and the washer
men there are T amHians and Mala yalis. Their language, mode of living, system of 
inheritance and other social customs are so divergent that it is practically impossible for the 
two sections to unite into a common caste. They even resent the idea of such a grouping 
though it be only for census purposes. They know that the census report is the record on 
which government bases its future policy of social and political development and in such 
a record they want the strength and position of each caste which forms a social unit to be 
correctly recorded. Castes following the same occupation are found in different stages of 
advancement. Some are educationally very backward and have not had their due share of 
representation in government service and democratic institutions. If they are classed with the 
more advanced castes who occupy a position of vantage, simply on the ground of their follow
ing the same occupation, their interests will surely suffer and in the struggle for existence they 
may even be stamped out of existence. Such an apprehension does exist in the minds of 
;the Backward and Depressed Classes. It will vanish only when the people as a whole have 
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been sufficiently educated to be able to forget their caste feelings and subordinate indivi
dual and communal interests to national welfare. Such a happy time has not yet come. 
Caste feelings are still rampant in spite of the stray streaks of social reform visible in some 
sections of the society. From the standpoint of the people the return of caste in census 
schedules is, therefore, essential. Census authorities cannot ignore existing facts and force 
upon an unwilling people a scheme of classification which is out of tune with the prevailing 
conditions. 

The practical difficulty of classifying population by occupation has also to be 
recognized. If the criterion is to be the traditional occupation, there are castes whose 
traditional occupation cannot be specified and others who have had a definite traditional 
occupation have discarded it and taken to other occupations. If, on the other hand, classi
fication is to be based on the present occupation, difficulty will arise on account of the 
changes taking place in occupations as necessity aflses. Such a classification, even if it be 
possible, will exhibit the curious phenomenon of including under a group incompatible 
elements like a high-class Brahman and an untouchable Pulayan. Su~h a grouping will 
only create an atmosphere of unreality and is not going to do any good to anybody. 

477. The present census has witnessed a clear' manifestation of a general desir~ among 
the castes in the 10Wler rungs of the social ladder to throw off their old names and assume 
new ones with a view to improve their position and status in society, This desire must 
have existed and manifested itself at the previous censuses also. Probably, it was not so 
intensive or insistent as at present and the then Census Commissioners found it possible to 
pay no heed to the claims put forward and adhere to a no-change policy. But at the 
present census my experience has been quite different. Petition after petition Was sent in by 
various castes setting forth what appeared to me to be cogent reasons for the change they 
advocated in their caste name. Traditions were recalled, PUiar}as were quoted, opinions, 
of great men were ferretted out and judgments of the High Court were extracted, all 
purporting to justify the change and refute the arguments for no change. The clamour for 
change was so loud and persistent that I could not possibly adopt a non-possumus attitude 
in the matter. Some changes in names have, therefore, been adopted and this has been 
done in accordance with the decision of the conference of Census Officers held at Delhi 
on the 7th and 8th of January 1931. The Conference recorded, "Many castes will be 
returned at this census under new names. Where it is merely a new name for a complete 
caste the name adopted by the caste as a whole may be given 6rst with others, including 
the terms necessary for reference to previous figures, after it in brackets." 

The motives which prompted the advocates of the change of caste names, when 
analysed, will be found to fall under one or other of the following categories. (1) The 
desire to rise in the social ladder. The artizan classes comprising the carpenters, black
smiths, goldsmiths, and others who were included under the common name of Kammala 
at the last census desired to have their name changed into Viswakarma or Viswabrahman. 
They wea.r the sacred thread and try to emulate the Brahmans in other respects as well. 
This is clearly an indication of the desire of the Kammala community to raise themselve5" 
to the status of the Brahmans, though the latter do not admit them into their fold. (2) 
The desire to wash off the stigma attached to the old name. This is evidently the under
lying motive of the Channan to change his name into Nadar, of the Parayan to aSSume the 
name of Sambavar and of the Pulayan to become Cheiamar. (3) The desire to be 
dissociated from the lower caste which has adopted the name of a higher caste. In South 
Travancore there are two castes by name Kavathi and Chackaravar. The former are 
barbers by profession and the latter traders. At the last census a number of persons of 
the Kavathi caste returned' themselves as Chackaravar which the Chackaravar caste
resented. At this census the genuine Chackaravar wanted to be separated from the 
spurious variety and therefore adopted a new name, Keialamutbali. It remains to be seen 
what they will do at the next census if the intruders pursue their game and appear under 
Keralamuthali in the census schedules. There is no doubt that it is the general wish 0 f 
the genuine Chackaravar to change their caste name. This is evident from the fact that 
3,005 persons have been returned under the new name at this census. (4) The desire 
to restore an ancient name which a caste has lost in course of time by fortuitous circum
stances. This is really the cause of the appearance of the caste called "Velakkithalanayar" 
at this census. This is a barber caste resembling the N ayars in all social and religious 
customs. Tradition has it that this caste was originally part of the Nayar community and 
became separated from it and formed a distinct endogamous group on account of its 
occupatIOn. In the meanwhile, the barber caste of the Tamil country who went by the 
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name of Ampattan migrated to Travancore and carried on their profession alongside the 
local barbers. The two communities, however, remained as separate entities, but in 
common parlance both of them came to be called Ampattan because of the identity of 
the occupation they followed. The Malayali barbers now want to resume their original 
name, "Velakkithalanayar." Practically all of them have been returned under this name 
at the present census. 

478. Out of the total population of 3,134,837 Brahmanic Hindus, 4,065 persons, R;fusal tOt 
or 13 per 10,000, refused to return their caste. Though the proportion is small the fact re urn cas es. 

that even such a small number professes to have giveh up caste is a significant and novel 
feature of this census. At none of the previous cenSUses was found a single Hindu who 
did not consider himself or herself to be within the pale of the caste system, but at present 
4,065 persons appear to have walked over !he fence and shaken off the caste shackles. Sri 
Narayana Guru, the spiritual leader of the J!ava community, was a powerful expgnent of 
the doctrine "One caste-one religion-one God for man:' He took into his Asramam 
men of all castes and admitted into his temples all persons without distinction of caste or 
creed. The Ilavas, as a class, having been influenced by his teachings, have greatly 
reformed their religious and social customs, but have remained within the fold of Hinduism 
subject to the limitations of the caste system. The younger generations have, however, 
begun to show signs of revolt. Some of them, at least, are giving expression to their 
desire 1:0 break away from the orthodox Hindu religion and the caste system which is in-
evitably associated with it. Even among the higher castes the tendency to annihilate caste 
distinction is making itself visible at times. At a conference of Nayars held about a year 
ago a proposition was moved to the effect that all persons who speak Malayalam and 
follow Malayali customs should be admitted into the Nayar community. But the opposition 
was SO overwhelming that the mover Was obliged to withdraw his proposition. At a similar 
conference of the Nayars held recently the same resolution was moved and carried by a 
large majority. Just before the present census some of these radical social reformers 
tried, through the columns. 01 the local newspapers, to persuade the public to refrain from 
returning their caste. The response to their appeal was no doubt meagre, but the fact that 
such an appeal w~s made shows that there are persons who are opposed to the caste system, 
and their number is likely to increase as time goes on. In spite of these various forces 
which have been operating for the break-up of the citadel of caste, census operators did 
not find more than 13 persons in every 10,000 Hindus who were prepared to say that they 
bad no caste. With the vast majority of them the caste is still a live question. 

479. Caste system would not have given rise to all the present polemics and bitterness Cause: w~iCh 
of feelings if it had remained, as it was originally intended to be, a mere social arrange" :~~:: e~:I~siYe
ment imposing certain restrictions on the selection of one' s bride and the choice of persons ness. 

with whom one could eat and drink. It came into existence as a normal child, but un-
fortunately it soon developed some abnormal excrescences and became the monstrosity that 
we see to-day. The grading of castes according to an imaginary scale of social prece-
dence, stamping one caste as high and another as low, declaring some castes as untouchable 
and even as unapproachable and denying them the ordinary rights and privileges of citizens, 
these are the features which have brought the caste system into disrepute. The spread of 
education, instead of helping the break-up of the barriers separating one caste from another, 
has only strengthened them in some respects. Sub-castes are no doubt getting fused into 
wider castes, but these latter show no signs yet of fusion. They remain as exclusive as 
ever. Education has aroused the civic consciousness of the people. The castes which 
have been kept suppressed have begun to assett their rights and press for their due share in 
the administration of the country. They are unwilling to coalesce with other castes for 
fear ot being further suppressed and wiped out of existence. Each caste wants to con" 
tinue as a separate unit of the body politic so that its interests may not suffer from want of 
advocacy. This desire is a natural instinct for self-preservation and self"advancement. 
Each individual possetses this instinct and the individuals constituting a caste exhibit it in 
a collective form. Individuals could unite into a nation without the intermediate agency 
of the caste, but only when the inequalities created by past action have been removed and 
opportunities for advancement are provided to aU alike. The children of a father 
will feel happy and contented if the father gives equal opportunities to all to educate them-
selves and settle in life. If, on the other hand, the father confets special favour on one son 
and neglects another, the latter will naturally revolt Ilgainst the father, ill-feeling will grow 
between the brothers, and a united family will become impossible. This is exactly the con-
dition of the society in India at present. The people are divided into communities on the 
basis of religion and race, and in each religion they are again divided into caste.:;. Chris-
tianity recognizes no caste distinction, and yet even among~ Christians, especially in some 
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sections of them, in this State at any rate, caste rules are being observed. There is no 
intermarriage or interdining, for example, between Chetamar and Sambavar Christians. 
To safeguard their political interests these Christians 'Want their caste to be recognized by 
the authorities. Representatives of the Christian converts from Depressed Classes have sent 
up petitions requesting me to show their caste in the Census Report. The enumerators 
found no difficulty in recording the caste ot the large majority of Christians. When ques
tioned they readily mentioned the caste or tribe to which they belonged. Their object in 
returning' he caste in the census is political rather than social. The backward Christians 
fear that they will be swamped by the advanced sections of the Christian community in the 
struggle for political privileges and proportionate representation in Government service, if 
they do not stand out as independent units. It is merely this feeling that keeps asunder the 
different castes of the Hindu community and the same feeling operates among the various 
sections of the Christians a.i well, especially among the Backward Classes, and prevents 
them from coalescing with the more advanced sections. Herein lies the root cause of the 
persistence of the caste system. 

~::-::~e~~rned 480. Imperial Table XVII which deals with the caste, tribe, race and nationality 
and numbe.r of the population has been compiled from the entries in column 8 of the census schedule. The 
~~e:~n~~IIt instructions to the enumeraters for filling up this column were:- "For Indians enter caste as 

ordinarily understood, b~t for wide castes enter sub-castes also. The caste titles-Brahman, 
Kshatriya, Vais'ya and Sfidra--are usually insufficient by themselves. For other subjects of 
the Empire and for foreigners, enter race, as "Anglo-Indian," "Canadian," "Goanese," 
"T urkish," etc. For Indians such as some Christians who have neither caste nor tribe, enter 
"Indian. ,. The tendency for the fusion of sub- castes was clearly perceptible in this State and the 
enumerators were, therefore, specially instructed to note down the general caste as well as the 
particular sub-caste to which a person belonged if this information could be got, so that the 
figures for sub-castes might be compared with those of previous censuses if possible. The 
attempt, I must admit, has not been altogether successful. As has been observed in a 
previous paragraph, some castes have already accomplished the complete fusion of sub-castes 
and others have made considerable progress in this direction. The enumerators often 
found it difficult to ascertain the exact sub-caste to which a person belonged and the figures 
for the sub-castes given in the table should not, therefore, be taken as absolutely correct. 
In regard to the main castes, however, there is no room to suspect the accuracy of the 
figures except in the case of a few castes whose number must have been swelled up by 
additions from other allied castes. These will be noticed when those specific castes are 
considered. 

The total number of castes returned by the Hindus is nearly 500, and of these only 
77 have been shown in the table. Others have been clubbed together and are shown under 
minor castes, the total strength of which, however, is only 3,831. As a rule, only those 
castes whose population is less than 150 each have been included under this head. The 
numbers returned under some castes were so few that they couldl be counted on 
one's fingers. No useful purpose will be served by loading the table with separate figures 
for all these unimportant castes. Most of them are foreigners, mainly labourers who have 
come from the Tamil districts to the tea and rubber estates in the High Range for 
temporary employment. The ordinary Travancorean has no interest in them. Even 
their caste names will sound strange to him. Names like Daivathathikulam, Kuthukula
sabbayar, Thaligotram, etc., which I)ave been found entered in the schedules are quite 
unknown in T ravancore. In the case of Primitive Tribes figures are given for all of them 
by religion, however small their number be. 

The castes, tribes and races are given in the table in their alphabetical order. In 
accordance with the instructions of the Census Commissioner for India the total of each 
caste or tribe is given first and below it the sub-totals by religion. 

The variations in numbers of important castes since 1901 and the proportion of 
each to the population of the State are shown in Subsidiary Table I at the end of this 
chapter. In Subsidiary Table II are given the numbers of the diiferent Hindu castes and 
tribes who follow makkathayam,; matumakkathayam, and mixed or doubtful system of 
inheritance. 

Description and 481. A detailed description of .the characteristics and customs of the castes is' not 
statistics of attempted here. All that I propose to do is to g'ive a brief account of the traditions relating 
main castea, 
tribes a.nd to the origin and migration of important castes and their marriage customs as far as it 
nces. has been possible to gather them from personal enquiries and past records. 
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482. The Hindus may be broadly divided into three main classes, namely, Hindus. 

Brahmans, other Hindus, and Depressed Classe's, as shown in State Table II given at the 
end of Imperial Tables Volume. Their numbers, according to the present census, are 

·68,072, 1,279,436 and 1,787,380 respectively. 

483. In the previous censuses Brahmans were classified by their mother-tongue. Brahman. 

At this census the Census Commissioner for India has prescribed a new method of classi
fication, according to which Brahmans are divided into two primary classes, "Pancha 
Dravida" and "Pancha Cauda," and each of these is again sub-divided into groups and 
sub-groups. The Brahmans _enumerated in Travancore have been brought under this new 
classification; Maharashtra, Andhra, Dravida and Karnatika Brahmans being included in 
,eaneha Dravida dass; Cauda Sataswath Brahmans under Paneha Cauda class; and 
Aryapattar, Nampiitiii, Patti and Tulu Brahmans who are of doubtful affinity being shown 
next to Panch a Dravida but not of it. The terms "Pancha Dravida" and "Pancha 
Cauda" are applied to the Brahmans who were found originally to the south and north of 
the Vindhya Range respectively. The different groups of Paneha Dravida Brahmans claim 
their descent from the Rishis of old. These groups are further divided into sub-groups 
each having a common gotTa. The groups differ from one another in religious sect, 
language and place of origin. On the basis of religious sect the Pancha Dravida Brahmans 
are mainly divisible into Smarthas and YaishI:Javas. The Smarthas who belong to the 
Advaitha school of philosophy of San~aiacharya are found in all the groups. The 
VaishI:tavas are divided into two sects, the Sri Vaishnavas or Iyengars who are the follow
ers of Ramanujacharya and the Madhwas who follow the teachings of Madhwacharya. The 
Sri Vaishnavas are again sub-divided into Vadal?_alais and Thenkalais. Among all the 
groups of Brahmans the system of inheritance is makkathayam'~ and monogamy is the rule, 
though polygamy is allowed in special circumstances. 

The total Brahman population at present is 68,072, forming only 2'2 per cent. of 
the Hindus or 1'3 per cent. of the population of the State. At the previous censuses the 
Konkanis were shown separately from the Brahmans. They really belong to the Cauda 
Saiaswath caste and have, therefore. been shown under Brahmans at this census. Includ
ing the Konkanis the Brahmans have increased by J ,989, or 3 per cent. during the 
last decade, while the increase in the previous decade (J 911-1921) was only about 0'3 
per cent. The low rate of increase in the Brahman community in Travancore is mainly 
due to the fact that excepting the Namputiiis and small sections of the other classes who 
have permanently settled in the country, the others are only birds of passage migrating 
temporarily from beyond the Chats either for business or for educational purposes. These 
temporary sojourners ordinarily leave their families in their native villages, and even those 
who do bring their families invariably marry their daughters to men of their own kith and 
kin outside the State. Brahmans generally have small families, in fact the smallest among 
the different castes. In some parts of the State, e. g., in Shenkotta tal uk. there is evidence 
of the size of the family among Brahmans being intentionally kept small. either by the 
adoption of artificial methods of birth control or by the prudential restraint exercised bi 
men. This may also be another cause of the low rate of increase in this caste. 

484. Before considering the different groups of the Pancha Dravida Brahmans, we rilaJayaJa. 

shall deal with the Malayala Brahmans who include Aryapattars., Nampiitiiis, Pottis and Brahman. 

Tutu Emprans, who are of doubtful affinity and are not included in Pancha Dravida or 
Pancha Cauda division. 

485. The first batch of Aryapattars are believed to have been brought into Keiala AryapattaP. 

by the Raja of Kodungallur (Cranganore). The only_ place in Travancore where this 
community is now found is Karunagapally taluk. The Aryapattars speak Malayalam and 
resemble the other Malayala Br,!hmans in dress and personal habits, and interdine with the 
Nampiitiiis. Though the term Aryapattar implies a superior status among the Brahmans, 
in practice they are assigned an inferior position owing to their officiating as priests to 
certain non-Brahman communities. The number of Aryapattars returned at this census is 
only 95. 

486. Closely allied to the Aryapattars is another small sect of Brahmans found in Pattatyap_ 

Thodupu!a taluk. known as Pattatyars. There are only four illams of these people con-
sisting of eleven members, who are not in a flourishing condition now. It is said that their 
ancestors escaped from Calicut and took shelter in Travancore at the time of the invasion 

• "'fakkathayarn or patllarchy IS the Rystcm under which de~"ellt is reckollA<{ ill the mILle lmc and a. man's 
property is illherited by hIS sons. Jf(/r!Lfll£7kkathaY(lIll or matriarcl;y IS til£; sy~tcm nndcr WhIch de~cent 1, reckoned In 

the female line and a man'R property" mhcflted not by his sonR but by hIS SIster's children . 
.JeT 
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of Malabar by Tippu. They were awarded a small pension by the Vadakumkur Raja. 
They resemble the Nampfitiris in every respect except that their women who are married 
to the Brahmans of Mysore or of the East Coast do not go and live in their husbands' 
houses. Nor are their children entitled to any patrimony. ThereTis no age restriction for 
marriage, but widow marriage is not allowed. 

487. According to 'Keia(amiihiilmyam' the Namputiris are the most ancient settlers 
and the true Kerala Brahmans, who came with Paras'urama from somewhere neaf Delhi. 
Tradition says that the first comers, being frightened by the aborigil!_al Naga tribe, fled 
from the country and that Paras'urama brought another batch from Andhra Des'a and 
introduced certain changes in their dress and mannefs so that they might not be re-admitted 
into their original fold if they returned to their native land. 

The Namputitis speak Malayalam, though certain inscriptions found in Travan
core contain expressions like' Sommu' (property), ' Illom' (house). etc., which make it 
probable that they might have spoken T elugu originally. In their habits and manners the 
Nampfitiris differ considerably from the East Coast Brahmans. In the dress and the 
ornaments they wear and in being strictly gosha the Nampfitiri women are in striking contrast 
with those of Pancha Dravida Brahmans. Being the origival Malabar Brahmans, 
Nampfitiris enjoy high privileges in the State religious functions. 

Generally, the eldest son of a Namputiti alone marries in the caste, and only 
under exceptional circumstances does a second or other younger son marry a caste wife. 
The other members contract marital relations with the Kshatriya, Ampalavasi or Nayar 
women. A Nampiititi, if he has no issue by one wife, may have a second and even a 
third wife but cannot have a fourth, and if the circumstances are such as to necessitate a 
fourth marriage he must get his younger brother to marry. Ante-puberty marriage is 
not compulsory and a woman can remain unmarried without any social stigma attaching 
to her. 

The Nampiitiris are makkathayis, the attempt of Patas'utama to introduce the 
matriarchal system among them having failed except in the case of a small section known' 
as Payyanniir Brahmans. Impartibility of property is the very essence of their system of 
inheritance. The Namputiris number only 8,481 at this census which is less than the 
number returned at the last census bv 840; but it must be remembered that the increase 
in their number in 1921 was as much as 82-6 per cent. In view of their peculiar marriage 
custom such a large increase is quite improbable and the figure for 1921 cannot, therefore, 
be accepted as correct. 

PotU. 488. P 5ui includes all Malayala Brahmans other than the Namputiris. There are 
three classes of P6ttis according to the period of their settlement in the country, namely, 
(1) Sthanathil P6ttis or Pattillathu P6ttis who, like the Nampiitiiis, are the descendants of the 
earliest Brahman settlers, (2) Thiruvella Des'is who are later immigrants, and (3) the 
recent immigrants from Uppanangadi and Kasergode taluks in South Kanara, who 
are only Tulu Brahmans, but are also called P6ttis of Emprans. The first two groups have 
adopted the customs and manners of Namputitis and have now been practically merged 
into that community. The number of P6uis returned at this census is 5,450 while their 
numbers in 1921 and J91 1 were 5,322 and 5,220 respectively. The increase in different 
decades is not very appreciable. This is so, probably because the younger generation 
of the early settlers, actuated by social reform motives to abolish the distinction between 
these two sub-divisions, may have returned themselves as Nampfititis and not as P6ttis, 
and also because the recent immigrants do not generally migrate with their families and 
settle in the country permanently. 

Tulu Brahman. 489. The Tu\u Brahmans come in batches from South Kanara. stay here for some 
time and then go back. They generally officiate as priests in templps. They resemble 
the East Coast Brahmans in their customs, habits and system of inheritance. Their present 
population in Travancore is 2,843 as compared with 2,557 at the last census. 

Pancha. 
DraYida 
Brahman. 

490. The different groups of the Pancha Dravida Brahmans are immigrants from 
other parts of India who came to Travancore in different periods and under different 
circumstances. Various inscriptions s how that from time immemorial the South Indian 
kings brought large bodies of Brahmans from the Gangetic plains and settled them on the 
banks of the Kaveii and the Thampravami, making large gifts of lands to them. The 
Chera kings were unsurpassed in their reputation for charities which attracted Brahmans 
from the north and east even during very early ages. The rulers of VeI;lad were as, 
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zealous as the other kings in encouraging the settleme.nt of Brahmans, as is evidenced by 
the numerouS inscriptions, copper plates and Deva Sasanams found in South Travancore. 
The impartible nature of the Nayar tarwad was a handicap to all indigenous activlties in 
commerce, and the want of local enterprise was another factor which facilitated the 
immigration of Brahmans from the neighbouring districts of Palghat, Coimbatore, Madura 
and Tinnevelly to Travancore in pursuit of trade, banking and other allied business. 

491. In social matters and religious ceremonieslthe Andhras do not differ materially Andhra 01" 

from the Tamil Brahmans. They colonized different parts of South India and Travancore ~:~~g~an. 
during the reign of the Vijayanagar kings who gave them land and settled them in the Chola 
and Pandiyan kingdoms. They were attracted to Travancore by the charity of its rulers 
and the facilities that existed for trade in the country. Their number at this census is 
819 only. 

492. The Dravidas are the largest section of the Pancha Dravida Brahmans found Dravida. 

in T ravancor~. They are divided into Smarthas and Vaishnavas, the former being the ~::h~an. 
followers of Sankatacharya and the latter of Ramanujacharya. They are also classified 
according to the Vedas they follow. There are the Rig Vedis, the Yejur Vedis, and the 
Sama Vedis who differ from one another only in the forms of the rituals they observe. 
Again, territorially they are divided into several groups, such as, Vadamiis, Braha
chafanam, Ashlasahasram, San/eethi, Vaddimas, etc. Each group is endogamous, but 
the m~mbers of the different groups are considered to be of the same social status and freely 
inter dine. The Mukkaniers, Chaliers and Thalavakars who, unlike the other Tamil 
Brahmans, keep a tuft of hair on the front of the head, also belong to the Dravida group. 
The total population of Dravida Brahmans in Travancore now stands at 39.985 persons. 
The increase from the previous census is three per cent., which is the same as the increase 
recorded for the whole Brahman population. 

493. The followers of Madhwacharya, who form the KarIJatika Brahman population Karnatika 
of Travancore, are, like the Mahafashtra Brahmans, the descendants and relations of persons Brahman. 

who held high positions of trust in the State service during the last century. Only 507 
persons ot this group have been returned at this census. 

494. The Maharashtra Brahmans of Bombay, Mysore and Tanjore were appointed Mahal'ashtra 
to high posts in the State service at different periods in her history and the present small Brahman. 

colony of 729 persons of this group of Brahmans found in the country consists practically of 
the descendants of those offici<ils. 

495. The only sub-division of Paneha Gauda Brahmans found in Travancore is the Pancha Gauda. 
Saiaswath or Konkanastha Brahmans. Their original home was Trihatraputam or Brahman. 

Tirhut in Bihar. They are supposed to have been brought to Keiala by Pafasurama and 
settled in Gomanchala (Goa), Panchakros'a and Kus'asthaii. It seems more probable 
that the original immigrants from Tirhut left their northern home after the rise of Buddhism. 
While they were enjoying lucrative trade in Goa the Portuguese commenced their religious 
persecutions which compelled these people to go further south and settle in Kanara and 
Calicut. But on account of the cold reception extended to them by the Zamorin they 
proceeded to Co chin and Travancore where they flourish even to~day. In marriage 
customs they are like the Tamil Brahmans. Pre-puberty marriage is compulsory widow 
remarriage and divorce are not permitted and the system of inheritance is makkathayam. 
They have their own temples which are very richly endowed. One peculiar custom 
among them is that their women cannot enter the temples. The Gauda Saiaswath 
Brahmans (including those returned as KonkalJis at the previous census) have increased from 
7,252 in 1921 to 9, J 63 in 193 J, i. e., by 26'4 per cent. 

496. Under other Hindus are included aU the non~Brahman castes other than the Other Hindu •• 
Depressed Classes. Their number at this census is 1,279,436 constituting 40'8 per cent. 
of the Hindus or 25'1 per cent. of the total population. The more important of these 
castes are dealt with below. 

497. The term .. Ampalavasi" is a generic name applied to a number of sub~ca:;tes Ampalavasi. 

whose hereditary occupation is service in temples. Some of them wear the sacred thread 
and others do not. A few sections of them speak Tamil. follow T amilian habits and 
customs and are makkathayis, while the majority of them are Malayalis and aft" 
matumakkathayis. The chief sub-castes are Adikal, Chakkyar, KutukkaI, Nampiyar, Pishatoti. 
Pushpakan and Vatiyar. Adi/eal, supposed to have been Brahmans originaJIy, were 
de~aded to Ampalvasi for having officiated as priests in temples dedicated to Bhadfabli. 
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They wear the sacred thread and are ,makkathayis. Chakkyiirs are believed to be the 
descendants of a Kshatriya father by a Brahman woman. They wear the sacred thread 
and are matumakkathayis. Kurukkal consists of two sections, one speaking Malayalam 
aud the other T ami!. Both the sections, it is said, were originall y of the T amilian stock 
imported from the East Coast for temple service. The members of the T ami! section wear 
the sac.red thread and are makkathayis. The Malayalam-speaking section has adopted 
the lVialayali habits and dress and follows maiumakkathayam. The Tamil KUI'ukkals are 
found in South T ravancore and officiate as the priests of Vellalars. N ampiyiir also con
sists of Malayalam and Tamil-speaking sections. The former do not wear the sacred thread 
and are mar'umakkathayis. The Tamil section ~s known as NamPiyiins. They are found 
in South T ravancore and officiate as priests in Saivite temples. They are like the Tamil 
Brahmans in their marriage customs, but they are considered to have been degraded from 
the Brahman caste for having partaken of the offerings to Siva. They are also known as 
A di-SaivQs because they are believed to have settled in the Tamil land long before the 
advent of the other Brahmans. Pisharoli is a small Vaishnavite community not wearing 
the sacred thread. They generally foHow maiumakkathayam, but also makkathayam at 
times by special contract. Pushpqk.an is found in Central Travancore and follows 
marumakkathayam. Vdfiyars are Saivites and do not wear the sacred thread. They are 
maiumakkathayis: Among them there is the peculiar custom of ' kudivaippu' by which 
the husband can absorb the wife and children into his own tarwad. They will then 
inherit one-half of the properties of the husband's tarwad, the other half going to his sisters 
and their children. Thus a makkathayam family is created in a matumakkathayam tarwad. 
The term" V atiyar .. or " Vatijar .. has been interpreted to be a corruption of the Sanskrit 
word" Patswaja ", meaning the native of a neighbouring country which is believed to be 
modern Persia. It is said that Paias'utama, in his campaigns against the Kshatriyas. 
sought the help of the warlike Persians, and that they came to Ketala and settled in the f_our 
kalakams as the armed protectors of the Nampiititis. With the advent of the Cheraman 
Petumals who brought with them well-disciplined forces, the help of the Pars'wajas was no 
longer required and the latter had, therefore, taken to temple service. Another version is 
that the Vaiiyar came to Ketala from the Tamil country like the Kutukkal. Several 
Tamil inscriptions of the old Ch61a Empire show that the Vaiiyars were engaged in the 
$upervision and auditing of temple revenues. 

Besides the above mentioned sub-castes of Ampalavasi there are also some others who 
are found in Travancore in small numbers. Altogether there are only 8, J 55 Ampalavasis 
according to the present census. At the last census their number was recorded as 9,409. 
but the correctness of this figure is doubtful, because 807 persons of this caste have been 
shown to be in Devikulam tal uk, a locality where there is not the slightest possibility of 
finding such a large number of them. 

498. The name' Chetti • is used to indicate a distinct caste, though it is adopted by 
certain communities, such as weavers and VaIJigavais'yans (Vaniyans), as a title. The 
word means a trader and is one of those titular or occupational terms loosely employed as 
caste names. There are many sub-divisions of Chettis in Travancore. four of which. 
namely, K6ttar Chetti~, Parakkao Chettis, Eliir Chettis and AttingaI Chettis, are referred to 
in the Travancore Census Report of J 911. Some of the,other sub-divisions are Puthukkada 
Chettis, haniel Chettis, Petiirkada Chettis including Sri Pantara Chettis, and T elunka 
Chettis. The sub-divisions usually take their names after the localities where they reside. 
They differ from one another in their tradition and origin so that one sub-division does Dot 
generally contract social alliances with another. The Chettis of Kottar, who are a well N 

to-do class, claim the ancient city of Kavetipiimpattanam, the Chola capital, as their original 
home, and those found in Sherthala are said to have migrated from Konkhan. Chettis are 
generally T amilian in their manners and customs as well as in the dress and ornaments 
'Yorn by their women, except in Quilon where they resemble the Malayalis. Among the 
Sri Pantaia Chettis some are like T amilians ~nd others like Malayalis. As a rule, the 
Chettis are makkathayis though some of the Sri Pantaia Chettis follow matumakkathayam. 
Marriage is compulsory for women, but it can take place either before or after puberty. 
Remarriage of widows is not allowed in Kalkulam, Trivandrum and Shenkotta taluks,. 
while it is common in Quilon, Changanachery and Sherthala. Trade and agriculture are 
the hereditary occupations of Chettis in all the taluks except in Sherthala where they have 
been the domestic servants of the Konkana Brahmans. The IraIJiel Chettis are a wealthy 
class of traders and agriculturists. The Parakka Chettis are hawkers who travel on 
foot from place to place in rural parts carrying bags of rice and other provisions and sell 
them at house doors. 
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The number of Chettis returned at this census is J 7,422 as against 17,436 at the 
last census. As was observed in the last Census Report, some of the Chettis, particularly 
the Sri Pantaia Chettis who follow Malayali customs, mi~ht have returned themselves as 
Nayars and thus caused a slight fall, instead of the usual increase, in their numbers. 

499. In Tamil literature the Ilavaniyan caste is referred to as 'Senai kodayar: Il8:ya~i1an 
meaning those who held the umbrellas when the army was moving. Another rendering of fe~~~l:ri. 
the name is ' Senaikkutaiyan ' which literally means the owner of an army. This caste is 
now found in Thovala, Agasthiswaram and Shenkotta taluks. In Shenkotta they are called 
Senakula VeHalar. They are T amilian in their language, dress, manners and customs and 
follow makkathayam law. Their number has increased from 4,669 in 1921 to 6,411 
in 1931. 

500. According to The lathi Nirf}ayam and The Travancore Slale Manual, the nayat~u_ . 
Ilayathiis were once Brahmans of undoubted purity but became degraded on account of (Namplyathl). 

the priestly serVice they rendered to the Nayars. They are now agitating for being 
classed with Nampiitiiis under Malayala Brahmans. It is argued that in regulating the 
functions of the members of a household of Ilayathu, the s'astras ordain that the eldest should 
attend to the duties of a grahastha, while the juniors may function as priests to non-
Brahmans, and that it is thus that priesthood came to be associated with this caste. They 
now form a distinct caste, though in the matter of food, clothing, religious and social cere-
monies there is hardly any difference between them and the Nampiitiiis. In Cochin they 
are treated as a sub-division of the Malayala Brahmans. Generally, the eldest male 
member of a family alone used to marry in the caste, the other male members 'forming 
marital relations with Nayar women. But after the passing of the Nayar Regulation the 
junior members have also begun to marry in their own caste. The women are married 
either before or after puberty. Neither widow marriage nor divorce is permitted. Their 
system of inheritance is makkathayam. Their number has decreased from 3,98 J in the last 
census to 2,383 now. This decrease is apparently caused by some of them being 
returned as Malayala Brahmans and thus included under Nampiititis. 

501. Kammalas consist of two main classes-Pandy Kammalas and Malayala Kammlilan 
Kammalas. Each of them is further divided into five occupational castes, namely, (Yiswakarma) 

Kannan or Miis'ati (bra~ier), Kalthacchan or JS:,all as'ati (stone worker), KoHan (iron 
worker), Thacchan or As'ati (carpenter) and Thattan (goldsmith). The different 
sections of Pandy Kammalas wear the sacred thread and interdine and intermarry with 
one another, but those of Malayala Kammalas do not. The Pandy Kammalas own 
Brahmanical gotras and resemble Brahmans in their marriage rites. They have been agitating 
for being called Brahmans under the name of 'Vis'wa Brahman' or 'Vis'wakarma.· The 
latter name is now being adopted by both the Pandy and Malayala Kammalas. They are 
all makkathiiyis. Among the Malayala Kammalas there are also a few minor sub-castes besides 
those mentioned above, such as Vilkurups and Villiis'ans. Vilkurups who used to make 
bows and arrows are the recognized priests of the Kammalas. In Mavelikara taluk they also 
function as barbers to the Kammala community. Their system of inheritance is makka-
thayam. Villiis'ans are sawyers by profession and are largely found in Nedumangad tal uk. 
They speak Malayalam and are maiumakkathayis. 

Mr. M. Srinivasa Iyengar says, "The Kammalas of Malabar and the Tamil 
districts must have descended from the same stock of Naga-Dravidian artizans mentioned 
in early T ami) literature and inscriptions." * There is a tradition to the effect that one of 
the Peiumals who ruled over Kerala pressed a Kammiilan to marry a woman of the 
washer man caste, which he refused to do. The Kammalas then went away in disgust to 
Ceylon and refused to return if! spite of repeated entreaties; but at last some Kammiilas 
were sent back to Kerala by the !lava king of Ceylon. . 

The present population of Hindu Kammalas is 208,441 which shows an increase 
of 27'3 per cent. during the past decade. Besides these, 627 Christian Kammalas have 
also been returned in this census. . 

502. Tradition traces the origin of Krishnanvaka caste to Ampadi, a place near Krishnanvaka. 
Mutra, whence they are said to have migrated to Conjivaram and from there to Travancore. 
There is reason to believe that these people once belonged to the Yadava tribe, one of 
whose chiefs named Ay Andifan, the Aeoi of Ptolemy, is said to have ruled over a large 
portion of Travancore before the commencement of the Christian Era. The Krishnan
vakakkar did not bring a sufficient number of women with them when they migrated to this 

;) M Srlllivasa Iyengar, Tam.l Studies, p. 87, 
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State and some of their men, therefore, married local women and, though originally 
makkathayis, adopted matumakkathayam. The rest married in their own community and 
followed makkathayam, Both these sections still exist, the mar'umakkathayis having 
adopted the Malayali habits and customs. Among the makkathayam section post-puberty 
marriage is allowed, but marriage is compulsory. The dowry system prevails as among 
the Brahmans, and polygamy is permitted. When a man dies his younger brother takes 
his deceased brother's widow as his wife. No regular marriage ceremony is gone through, 
but they live as husband and wife. Even if the younger brother has already got a wife 
he accepts his brother's widow also as another wife. This generally happens, especially 
if the widow is young. The mar'umakkathayam section is in the minority. The 
two sections do not intermarry nor do their women interdine. The matumakkathayam 
section follows the Nayar Regulation in partitioning their tarwad properties. There is a 
move on the part of the younger generation of the two sections to bring about a fusion 
between them. Their number has increased from 9,684 to 12,032 since 1921, i. e., by 
24'2 per cent. 

503. Kshatriyas found in Travancore are divisible into two mam sections, 
Malayala Kshatriyas and other Kshatriyas. The Malayala Kshatriyas comprise several 
groups. The sub-division is based on occupational and geographical distribution. The 
chief groups are Rajas, K6il Thamputans, Thampans and Thitumulpads. Among the 
Rajas there are certain groups whose original home was in K61athunad in North Malabar. 
while there are others, like the Pantalam and Piinjar Rajas, who trace their descent from 
the Madura kings. There is one group near Kasergode who is even now Yulu in dress 
and habits. The K6il Thampur'ans are the descendants of the Kshatriya families who 
migrated from North Malabar in olden days. These Kshatriyas used to be known as 
K6vil adhikaris or masters of temples. It is interesting to note in this connection that 
there is a semi-sanyasi group of non-Brahmans in some parts of the Tamil country, known 
as T ambifans or masters of mutts. Their social status is more akin to that of Ampalavasis 
than that of the Kshatriyas of Malabar. The Rajas, K6il Thampuians and Thampans are 
considered to be higher in status than Thir'umulpads who are allowed to perform socio
religious functions for other Kshatriyas. The name, 'Thiiumulpad' means one in the 
front rank (of an army). Samanthas are considered to be another class of Kshatriyas 
having a lower status than even the Thiiumulpads. They wear no sacred tbread. 

Among the younger generation of Malayala Kshatriyas there is a move to 
bring about fusion of their sub-castes. The censuS figures show that they are succeeding 
in their attempt. A very large number of them have simply returned themselves as 
Malayala Kshatriyas without mentioning the sub-division to which they belong. At a 
recent conference of Malayala Kshatriyas held in North Malabar, the Ketala Samantha 
Maha Sabha which was working for the advancement of Samanthas was converted into 
Ketala Kshatriya Samajam for the purpose of uniting the different sub-castes and working 
for the common good of the whole community. The Malayala Kshatriyas are all 
maiumakkathayis. Their social customs and manners are like those of the Nayars, except 
that they have most of the mantra sams/earas. They have, however, no Vedic study, 
no yoga, nor other rites prescribed for Kshatriyas in Vedas. N on-Malayala Kshatriyas 
found in Travancore are chiefly the Rajputs and Rajns. The former are said to have 
come from Rajputana. They speak Hindustani and bear surnames like Rao, Singh. 
Raja and Lal. The Rajiis are a T elugu speaking agricultural class whose ancestral 
home is said to be Cudappah and Bellary districts. Both the Rajputs and Rajiis are 
makkatha yis. 

The present population of alJ the Kshatriyas together is 3,673, of whom 2,936 
are Malayala Kshatriyas. They have increased by nearly 77 per cent. during the la~t 
decade. The census of 1921 recorded a decrease of 18 per cent. from the number 
in 191 I which accounts partly for the present large increase. The addition of 
Samanthas to Kshatriyas must have also swelled the latter's number. According to 1911 
census there were 733 Samanthas, but their strength decreased to 134 at the last census 
and to 97 at the present. 

504. Kudumis'~ are KonkaQa Siidras who are supposed to have accompanied 
the Saiaswath or Konkanastha Brahmans from the banks of the Saiaswathi as their 
servants. They perform accessory duties in the temples of Saiaswath Brahmans. There 
are two sub-divisions among them-Muppans and Idiyans. Of late they have taken to 
trade and field labour. Their girls must be married, whether before or after puberty~ 
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and widow remarriage is prohibited. Inheritance is in the male line. The increase in 
their population during the past decade has been normal. The present number is 9,6' O. 

505. It is said that before the Aryan migration to In<!.ia the Dravidians lived in Muthaliyar. 

Thamulu in the Gangetic plain and that when driven by the Aryans they came south and 
settled at a place called Thonta. Agriculture was their main occupation. They were 
known as VeHalar. Karalar, Karkadal and Karkattar. By agriculture, commerce and 
archery in which they were adepts some of them amassed immense wealth and were, 
therefore, called Muthalars which i-p course of time became Muthaliyar. There are 
two sections of the community-Saivites and Vaishnavites. Muthaly or Muthaliyar 
is also a title added to the names of VeHa\as, Kaikolars, etc. The number of Muthaliyars 
in T ravancore is only 972 at present. 

506. Muthathfis form a small community resembling the Namputitis in their 
customs, ceremonies and system 0.£ inheritance. The Namputiris officiate as their priests. 
Their hereditary occcupation is 'Sri Ka;l PravrUhi,' i. e., duties inside the shrine of the 
temple, such a:; carrying the image of the deity for Sr;bali, lighting lamps, cleaning the 
portals and keeping watch over the keys of the ~emple, jewellery, and other valuables. 
They are considered to be identical with the Siva Dwijas or Siva Brahmans of the 
East Coast. This is supported by a finding of the T ravancore Sadar Court over half a 
century ago which says, "It is well known that the Mmhathu performs these duties in the 
temple. This would seem to identify the Muthathu ,with the Siva Dwijas of the East 
Coast, who are said to have been sent for by Sri Paras'urama for Vycome." The 
T raVancore Law Journal, Vol. XIV. p. 549, also refers 1'0 certain letters of the 
Vaidikans (authorities an religious matters concerning the Nampiitiris) and 'NUbs' (orders 
issued by the Maha Rajas) which go to show that the Miithathus m,igrated to T ravancore 
from the East Coast and probably belonged to the class of Siva Brahmans. The 
prominent members of the community contend that, as in Co chin, the Muthathus in Travan-
core should be included as a sub.division of the Malayala Brahmans in the Census 
Report. The precedent of the previous censw:,es of treating them as a separate caste has, 
however, been adhered to now also. By custom only the eldest among the male 
members of a family is allowed to marry in the caste, while the younger members marry 
women of other castes. This practice is now condemned by the enlightened section of 
the community and attempts are being made to restrict marriage within the caste. They 
form only a very small community numbering 646. 

Muthathu 
(Malayala 

Siva 
Brahman). 

507. The Nayar" belongs to the Dravidian race but contains a large admixture of Nayar. 

~ryan blood. The Nampiititis who are supposed to be the descendants of the early 
Aryans who settled in Kerala have, from time immemorial, been marrying the Nayar 
women and it is no wonder that the Nayars are now a mixed race of Aryans and Dravi-
dians. Before the advent of the Aryans to South India, the Dravidians, as we have seen 
in an earlier paragraph, were divided into five groups, and each of them occupied a separate 
region and developed a culture and mode of life suited to their environments. The group 
which occupied the Kurinji or the hill country on the West Coast were probably the fore
fathers of the present Nayar community. While living in the jungles they lived by hunting. 
Later on they migrated to the low country between the sea and the mountains and took to 
cultivation. The land there was very fertile and the climatic conditions were eminently 
favourable to agriculture. Cultivation in these circumstances w~s an easy task and it 
naturally became the occupation of women who remained at home. The men, on the other 
hand, had to guard their rich country against the intrusion of foreigners. Circumstances, 
therefore, compelled them to exercise and develop the martial qualities which they inherited 
from their ancestors. It was thus that the Nayars became a fighting class to whose bravery 
and skill in warfare many foreign travellers and chroniclers have borne testimony. 

508. The word "Nayar," according to some scholars, is derived from "Nayakan," 
which means" a chief." This is supposed to signify the martial habit of the community. 
Another theory connects the origin of the Nayar with Naga (serpent) worship which is 
suggestive of the nature of the country in which the community lives. Serpent worship 
was quite common among the ancient Dravidians and is still prevalent in some parts, 
especially in South India. "The Naga Cult, i. e., the exclusive worship of the serpent," 
says Mr. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar, ' originally arose probably in the hilly tracts which man 
inhabited early in the course of his evolution ................... , .... After the cults of Siva and 
Vishnu arose, several people remained primarily Naga-worshippers without joining these 
other cults and were, therefore, distinguished from the rest of the population by being 
specially called Nagas."* From' Nagar' the word' Nayar' is supposed to have been 
derived. 

* p. T. Srinivsss Iyengar, Z(le ('d., p.91. 
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509. Ludovic de Varthema of Bologna who travelled in India in I 502 A. D. has 
recorded :-" The first class of pagans in Cali cut are called Brahmans. The second are Nreri 
(Nayars), who are the same as the gentle tolks among us, and they are obliged to bear 
sword and shield or bows or lances." Duarte Barbosa in ~ 516 A. D. wrote :-" In these 
kingdoms of Malabar there is another sect of people called Nairs who are the gentry and 
have no other duty than to carryon war, and they continually carry their arms with them, 
which are swords, bows, arrows, bucklers, and lances."'" Ralph Fitch, the "Pioneer 
Englishman" who had journeyed to India in 1583 A. D. described the Nayars as having 
" their heads foel of haire, and bound up with a string, and good archers with a long bow 
and a long arrow, which is their best weapon." Stein Van Gollenesse. Governor of 
Dutch Malabar, in his "Memorandum on the Administration of the Malabar Coast, 
1743 A. D." says :-" The fortress of the Hon'ble Company. likewise called Coilan 
(Quilon) lies within the lines of Signatty (Chingamanad) which are so manfully defended 
by the brave Nairs under the gallant old Rajadore Achuda Barier (Achutha Warrier )." 
The Nayars in those days were not only great warriors but were the most influential 
community in Malabar who wielded great powers in temporal and spiritual affairs. Says 
Mr. Logan ill his "Malabar Manual," "I would specially call attention to the central 
point of interest as I look at it, in any descriptive and historical account of the Malayali 
race-the position, namely, which was occupied for centuries on centuries by the Nair caste 
in the civil and military organisation of the province." ~a Huan, a Chinese Muhammadan 
traveller in the beginning of the fifteenth century observed: -" The Nayars rank with the 
king." The position of the Nayars in spiritual matters is evidenced by the prominent part 
they ,played in the establishment and management of temples. Here is an example of it. 
At 5uchindram there is a temple called Dwaraka Emperumal K6il. On its stone wall 
there is an inscription in Tamil dated 400 M. E. (1225 A. D.). The following is a transla
tion of the first sentence in this inscription. "On the 22nd day of the month of Makaram 
in the Kollam year 400, which was Wednesday with Uthirattathi Nakshatra. the Sabha 
and the Mahalokars together with PaHikkal Nayar who is holding the office of Srikary~karan, 
assembled in a meeting convened in the eastern portico of the temple of the God of Suchin
dram, represented that the lower body of a perpetual lamp endowed by Rangen Ganapathi 
long ago to the temple of Dwarakai Empetumanar, had disappeared from the Devaswam 
store and that RaI)amatha Thiruvatanka Adikal should be made to pay its value amounting 
to 1 0 achoos." (Achoo is an old gold coin.) 

510. The Nayars like the other Dravidians observe_9 no caste system till they came 
under the influence of the Aryans. At the time of the Aryan migration to Kerala the 
Nayars were following different occupations. The bulk of them formed the fighting and 
protecting class, some of whom became feudal chiefs or N aduvalis and others constituted 
their militia. Some sections of the people were engaged in oth~r occupations, catering to 
the needs and convenience of the whole community. The few Aryans who came to Kerala 
were generally spiritual instructors and under their influence the occupational groups that 
were in existence at the time were turned into distinct castes on the model of the 
Aryan system. It must be remembered that long before the Aryans migrated southwards 
they had travelled far beyond the traditional Chathurvar1'}a system _and developed a multipli
city of castes· The native population of Kerala copied from the Aryans not the imaginary 
Chathurvar1'}a, but the expanded form of multiple castes, each having a definite occupation. 
In this manner the occupational castes like the weavers, barbers, and washermen. came into 
existence in Travancore, while the military section of the people constituted a separate 
caste. Though caste was thus introduced in Kerala, caste rules were not made rigid for a 
long time after, not till Buddhism was stamped out and Hinduism was revived and 
re-established by Sri Sankaracharya. The Nayars who were once a single community were 
thus divided into a number of castes subject to various restrictions on marriage, food. 
worship in temples. and other social and religious customs which are associated with the 
rigid caste system. 

51 J. In previous Census Reports of T ravancore the Nayars were, classed as Siidras .. 
The Census Report of 1901 says, "The Nayars form the bulk of the 5iidra population of 
Malabar." The, author of The T raVancore Stale Manual goes further and declares, "The 
Nayars are the Siidras '/Jar excellence of Malabar." The caste now known as 'Nayar' 
stands quite apart from the occupational castes of weavers. barbers and washermen who 
originally formed part of the Nayar community. Its occupation was formerly military duty 
and now mostly agriculture, especially supervision and management. There is no evidence 

4< Duarte Barbosa, A. De,"nptlOn of tile COllstS 0/ East A/flell and lllalabar .n the Beginnln!/ 'iffh,> 
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whatever that till about the beginning of the eighteenth century the name Siidra was ever 
applied to the N ayar. In all the books written by foreign travc:llers and in inscriptions and 
other records maintained in the country till then, the word • Siidra' was not used at all 
wit? reference to the ~ayar. The evidence furnished by ancie,nt Smrithis and the existing 
social customs also pomt to the fact that the Nayars are not Siidras, whatever else they 
might be. Smrithis permit only marriages in which the wife is one grade below the 
husband.,.. There are texts in Manu forbidding the marriage of a Brahman and a Siidra 
woman. In Ketala the Nampiititi Brahmans marry Nayar women. Under certain circum
stances they also interdine with the Nayars. The Kavalappara Miippil Nayar, and the 
Thachudaya Kaimal, a born Nayar, who is installed as an important functionary in the 
temple at Itinjalakuda, enjoy the privilege of dining with the Nampiititis in the same room. 
During the period of pollution caused by child-birth Nampiititi women can eat the food 
served by Nayar women. In the £a<;e of such evidence it seems to be a travesty of facts 
to include Nayars in the traditional Siidra caste. They fOIm a community by themselves, 
sub-divided into a number of castes on the model of the Aryan system but not included 
in it. 

512. The Nayars till recently were pure marumakkathayis. After the enactment 
of the Nayar Regulation in 1925 the iarwad, (Matumakkathayam family) is fast breaking 
up and the community)s rapidly. passing through the transitional stage to ultimate 
makkatha yam. 

In 1901 census 116 sub-castes were returned under Nayar. In the next two 
censuses most of these disappeared, and only two sub-castes, namely, Chakkala and Matan. 
were treated as separate castes. But even in regard to these sub-castes the correct numhers 
were not obtained. The heavy drop in the numbers of Chakkala and Maran from 18,074 
and 29,318 in 1911 to 9,696 and 11,581 in 1921 must have been due to a large number 
of these sub-castes having returned themselves as Nayars in the census of J 921. This 
tendency was visible in 1931 also, but more reliable figures were obtained, because the 
enumerators were specially instructed to enter within brackets the sub-caste of the persons 
enumerated, if they were personally acquainted with them. Thus separate figures have 
been obtained for the sub-castes of Chakkala and Maran, but their correctness cannot be 
vouched for. They are given below the totals for the whole Nayar caste in Imperial 
Table XVll. 

The Nayars including Chakkala' and Maran have increased from 711,772 in 1921 
to 868,411 in 1931, or by. 22 per cent. The increase in the total population of the 
State in the decade is 27'2 per cent. The increase among Nayars has always been less 
than the general increase in population. During the decade 1901-1911 the general 
increase was 16'2 per cent., but the Nayars increased by 14 per cent. only, and in the' 
next decade the corresponding proportions were 16'8 per cent. and i) 1'2 per cent. 
respectivel y. 

513. Reddis who are a T elugu-speaking community are found in some parts 
of Travancore and are engaged in trade. They must have come to this country from the 
adjacent districts of Madura and Tinnevelly, especially the latter in which there are several 
villages containing wealthy cultivators belonging to this community. They are mostly 
Vaishl).avites and follow makkathayam law. Their number in Travancore is only 936. 

514. The Saliyans are found in Agasthiswaram, Kalkulam, Neyyattinkara, Sherthala 
and Vaikom taluks. In the latter two taluks they are known as Pattatyas. Thos~ living 
in the southern taluks speak Tamil while the Pattatyas speak Malayalam. The Saliyans 
of the south trace their original home to Gujerat from where they migrated to South India 
during the time of the Muslim invasions, and after settling in T anjore, Madura and 
Tinnevelly districts successively, came to South Travancore. The Pattatyas, on the other 
hand, trace their ancestral home to the Gangetic plain from where they migrated to Conji~ 
varam and afterwards to Kumbakonam. They were brought to Ketala by one of the 
Petumals and settled at Thiruvanchikulam in Cochin, from where they gradually moved 
southward and established themselves in Vaikom and Sherthala taluks in Travancore. The 
Saliyas and Pattatyas do not intermarry. The Saliya women may be married before or 
after puberty, but among the Pattatyas of the north early marriage is ~ore or less com
pulsory, and widow remarriage is not generally allowed. Most of the Saliyas follow their 
hereditary occl!pation of weaving, but the, Pattatyas have now taken to agriculture and 
trade also. Saliyas are generally makkathayis, tho\!gh among Pattatyas matumakka ... 
thayam is also followed. The present population of Saliya caste; indudin-g Pattatyas, is 
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t 2,386. The number recorded at the last census was 8,416. The increase during the 
decade, viz., 47'2 per cent. is rather high, but it may b~ due to some members of other 
weaver castes, lower in status, having been returned as Saliyas. 

515. Pattuniil is a class of weavers who wear the sacred thread and claim to be 
Brahmans. Their original home was near Gujerat from where they fled to Devagiri when 
Sultan Muhammad of Ghazni invaded it. At the time of Alaudin Khilji's invasion of the 
Deccan they fled again to Vijayanagar and from there drifted further south to Madura. 
They were brought to T ravancore by Dewan Raja Kes'ava Das during the reign of Rama 
Varma in the latter part of the eighteenth centur'Y and were housed at Kottar under Royal 
patronage. They were originally weavers of silk but took to weaving of cotton cloths of 
finer counts after their migration to Travancore. They speak a foreign tongue which is a 
mixture of Hindi, Gujerati and Telugu. Their girls are married before puberty and widow 
remarriage is forbidden. They are makkathayis and their number is 1, '3.97 which shows 
a small decrease $ince 192 J • ' 

516. VaI)iyans appear to have come from KavetipfimpattaI)am, the capital of the 
Chola kingdom. They claim to be Vais'yas and style themselves as Chettiars. Tradition 
says that the VaI;liyans are the descendants of 1,000 children created by Brahma after a 
yaga and nursed and taken care of by Goddess ViiI)i (Saraswathi). Being ~omprised of 
1,000 gotras and having inhabited the Nagat'ams, they are also known as Ayiravar and 
Nagarathar. The Tamil-speaking VaI)iyans wear the sacred thread and have Brahmans 
to officiate as their priests. Widow remarriage ,is not allowed and makkathayam law of 
inheritance is followed. The Malayalam-speaking VaQiyans do not wear the sacred thread 
and are like Malayalis in their manners and customs. Their present population is 22,527 
which shows an increase of 21 per cent. during the past decade. 661 ViilJiyans have been 
returned as Christians at this census. 

517. Velan is the Malayali section and Kus'avan the Tamil section of a caste whose 
traditional occupation is pottery making. The two sections neither intermarry nor inter
dine. As a rule, Velans 'ire makkathayis, but marumakkathayam is followed in Trivan
drum tal uk. In their manners and mode of dress they resemble the Nayars. The KUs'avans 
are said to have migrated from Tinnevelly. They wear the sacred thread and resemble 
the VeHalars in their customs and manners and follow makkathayam law of' inheritance. 
Their widows are allowed to remarry. Before the introduction of brass vessels the temples 
in South Travancore had each a Kus'avan attached to it for the supply of pots. The 
Velans and Kus'avans together have increased from 8,857 in 1921 to 12,377 in 1931, or 
by nearly 40 per cent., but in 1921 the number recorded showed a fall of 2'6 per cent. 
from that of 1911. 

518. VeUalas form an, important major community in the Tamil districts. The 
Saiva VeHalas, including the Saiva Muthaliyars, Karaikattu VeHalas and other occupational 
sub·castes who are garland makers or Pujiit'is, claim the highest pOl\ition among lhe different 
sections of the community. The Nanjanad VeHalas who were matumakkathayis till 
very recently are found largely in Nanjanad comprising Thovala and Agasthiswaram 
taluka. 

The mother-tongue of the VeHalas is T amil. Evidence contained in ancient T ami! 
literature goes to show that the Nayars and the VeHalas were originally of the same tribe. 
According to Gopinatha Rao the word Vi1}iid' is composed of Vii and niid, i. e., the 
land of vels or chiefs, * and the Sangam literature shows that the Velirs ,01' Vels who were 
a fighting class were brought to the Dravidian land from Dwiitasamudra. It is said that 
the word' vel' is only a Tamil synonym for "Nayakan" meaning "chief" and we have 
already seen that Nayar is only a contracted form of Nayakan. There is also evidence to 
sho~ that the people of the Malai ~andala of the ~angam}i~erat?re ha~ taken up military 
serVIce under the Cholas and Pandlyans and receIved dlstmgulshed tItles from them and 
that in their origin they are, there(~ to he identified with the Vel irs or VeUalas. 

The VeHalas of Nanjanad are said to have come from Madura in the 6rst century 
A. D. and those in Shenkotta along with the Pandalam chiefs, while others found in Parur 
claim VaHiyiir and Palghat as their original homes. A large portion of Tinnevelly district 
once formed an integral part of Travancore and there is so much in common between Nan
gUQeri and Nanjanad that it is probable that most of the families of Nanjanad VeHalas came 
form NanguI)eti. It is said that the inhahitants of Nanjanad adopted marumakkathayam systt::m 

-------------------------------------------------------------------'Gopmatha Rao, 1 ral an( ore ArcllaeoloJ,cal Series, vol. II, p. 33. 
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'of inheritance in order to demonstrate their loyalty to the then ruler of Travancore who 
.defeated the Pandiyan king and prevented him from diverting the waters of the Parali river 
-from Nanjanad to the other side of the Ghats. 

Among VeHalas marriage takes place before or after puberty and generally the 
parties are cross~cousins. Remarriage of widows is not allowed and divorce is not 
permitted among the Makkavali Vellalas. Inheritance is in the male line except among the 
N anjanad VeHaIas. The total population of Hindu VeHaIas according to the present 
cenSus is 69,627 as compared with 57,997 at the last census, showing an increase of 20·1 
per cent. The Nanjanad VeHalas number 27,534 and others 42,093. Besides these, 
1,078 Christian VeHaIas have also been returned in this census. 

519. Viiasaivas are stated to have been residing in T ravancore from very early Yir8.saiYar 
times. They are the followers of the Sarankal Mutt of Kumbakonam which had its IPantal'aJD, 

representatives in various parts of KeiaIa, their descend.ants, calle~ Alatavathies, being found ~:~t:;~ra.n.) 
in different parts of Travancore. The members of thIS commumty are known by different 
names, such as Pantaiam, Sankham, Vaiiagi or Vaiiavi and Yogis\~aian, the last two 
being the followers of the Murughi Mutt in Mysore. They wear 'Sival!ngam' and bury 
the dead in a sitting posture. The Vaiiavis claim to have come to Suchindram from 
Madura about 500 years ago and migrated from there to the other taluks. Those living in 
South Travancore speak Tamil and the rest Malayalam. Some of the Vaiiavis keep front 
tuft while others wear back tuft. In dress and ornaments the Vaiiavi women resemble 
Pandy VeHalas. Th~ Yogis~aians who are found in Neduman~ad tal~k claim to be the 
descendants of a yOgI or samt. Most of them are now agricultunsts. Post~puberty 
marriage is the rule among the Viiasaivas and they are all makkathayis. The Viiasaivas 
who were returned under Pantiitam or Vaiiiivi at the last census have increased from 
15,354 in 1921 to 19,555, or by 27'4 per cent. which is quite normal. 

520. Who are the Depressed Classes? It is not possible to give an answer to thi3 Depressed 

question which will be applica~le to .al! pa~ts of India. Even in a .particul~r .loca~it~ where Classes • 
. conditions are more or less UnIform It IS dIfficult to find a sure baSIS for dIstmgulshmg the 
Depressed Classes from other castes. According to the instructions issued by the Census 
Commissioner for India the Depressed Classes are the untouchables. But untouchability 
exists not only between the depressed and the non-depressed but also to a certain extent 
between the different castes of the latter. The right of entry into temples may be taken as 
the best criterion to distinguish between these two classes of Hind u population in T ravan~ 
core. There are certain castes who are allowed to enter into the inner premises of the 
temple others who could enter into the outer premises only and there are still others who 
could ~nly remain outside the walls enclosing the precincts of the temples. These latter 
.are generally called the Depressed Classes. A fuller descriptionlof this basis of division 
is given in Appendix II to this Report 

The definition of the term "Depresst:d Cia SEes" acceptt:d by the Indian Franchise 
Committee is the same as the one prescribed by the Census Commissioner for india. . The 
latter says, "I have exp!ained depr~ssed caste~ as c~stes, contact with whom entails puri~ 
fication on the part of hlgh~caste Hmdus. It IS not mtended that the term should have any 
reference to occupation as such but to those castes which by reason of their traditional 
position in Hindu society are denied access to temples for instance, or have to uSe separate 
wells or are not allowed to sit inside a school house but have to remain outside or which 
suffer similar social disabilities ......•.•....••.• .It was decided that Muslims and Christians 
should be excluded from the term "depressed class" and that, generally speaking, hill 
and forest tribes who had not become Hindu but whose religion was returned as tribal, 
should also be excluded." Agreeing with the above views the Indian Franchise Com. 
mittee say, "We consider, for reasons which we state below, that the term 'depressed 
classes' should not include primitive or aboriginal tribes, nor should it include those 
Hindus who are only economically poor and in other ways backward but are not regarded 
as untouchables. Weare of opinion that the term should be applied only to those who 
.are untouchables:· * The tests of " untouchability" accepted by the Committee are :-

( I) Denial of acce61 to the interior of ordinary Hindu temples. 
(2) Causing pollution 

(a) by touch 
(b) within a certain distance. 

* Report of the Indian ]<'l'!l.nchise Oommittee, vol. I, pp. 110.111. 
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According to the definition of the term and the tests of untouchability acceptecl' 
by the Census Commissioner for India and the Indian Franchise Committee, the population~ 
of the Depressed Classes in Travancore may be put down at 1,787,380. They form 57 
per cent. of the total Hindus or 35 per cent. of the aggregate population of the State. A 
brief description and the numerical strength of the more important depressed castes 
found in T ra>ancore are given below :-

521. There is a move among the educated section of some of the Depressed Classes,.. 
s_uch as Pulayas, Parayas, etc., to abandon their ordinary caste names and call themselves, 
Adi-Dravida. By this means they hope to be able to bring about the fusion of the
different castes and elevate themselves in social status. It is too early yet to say how far they 
will succeed in this attempt. The movement was started in Madras Presidency even 
before the last census ;_but it has spread to Travancore only recently and 966 persons have 
been recorded under Adi-Dravida at the present census in this State. 

522. The word "Aiyanavar" appears to have been derived, from 'Aiyan-Avar,. 
meaning the worshippers or followers of Aiyan or Aiyfmanan (Siva, the five-faced)~ 
Tradition says that the Aiyanavar were originaIly the inhabitants of A!akanadu corres
ponding to the present Tamil districts of Arcot. This is corroborated by the Madras 
Census Report of 1901 which states that the 'Eiyanat' 'fas a distinct sect of people who, 
did not live in villages but in forts of their own at Ambur, VeHore and other places~ 
After successive settlements in different parts of South India they are supposed to have 
migrated to South Travancore via Aramboly and lived for some time near Pannivaikal. 
They are now found mostly in Kalkulam, Vilavancode, Neyyattinkara and Nedumangad l 

taluks. During the last three generations an overwhelming majority of these people embraced 
Christianity so much so that at the present census none has been returned as Hindu. 
The Christian population of this caste now stands at 6.414. Makkathayam is their system 
of inheritance. 

523. Alavan is a small T amil-spellking community found in Manakudi and Vatiyiir 
in South T ravancore. They are the descendants of the seven families of expert workers, 
in salt-pans brought from Madura three or four centuries ago. They have adopted the 
title "Chithiia Villi" and their salt-pans are called Chithiia ViIIippaQai.'k Their girls are 
married either before or after puberty. Inheritance is in the male line. Their number 
IS only 734. 

524. Ampattan is one of the barber castes. Among them there are two sections, one 
speaking Malayalam and following maiumakkathayam and the other speaking Tamil and 1 

following makkathayam. In all the previous Census Reports both the sections were shown 
under Ampattan, a term now generally disliked by most of them except the Tamil speaking 
section in South Travancore. These latter are known by different names, such as 
Kutimakkal, Navitan, NiiSuvan, PraI}opakati, etc. Among them marriage of girls takes place 
before or after puberty. A husband or wife desiring to effect a divorce has to pay a sum 
of Rs. 100 to the other party. Property descends from father to son. 

The Malayalam-speaking barbers are generally found in Central and North 
Travancore and are known as Kshuiakan, Velakkithalanayar, etc. They are generally 
maiumakkathayis. There is no intermarriage between them and the Tamil-speaking. 
barbers. In accordance with the general sense of the community of maiumakkathayam 
barbers they have been separately censused this time and shown under Velakkithalanayar, 
while the makkathayi section alone has been included under Ampattan. The latter 
numbers only 742, of whom 437 are Christians and 305 are Hindus. 

525. Aiayans are fishermen by profession. There are various traditions as to their 
origin. One is that they are descendants of the sage Paiaiaia and Malsyagandhi and that 
they came to Travancore from the banks of _the Kaveti in South India. Another, accord
ing to Dheevaf6!pathi, is that they are the Aryan descendants of king Dushyantha of puianic 
fame ana that they were brought to T ravancore from the banks of the Krishna river by the 
Chempakas'seri Chief of Ampalapula. 

The Aiayans speak Malayalam and resemble the other Malayalis in their 
manners, cus~oms and mode of dress. Their women may be married either before or after 
puberty and a bride price is usually paid. Widow remarriage is permitted and polygamy 
is common. They are makkathayis. 

* vatiyiir Inscription of Kui6thunga ChO)a. 
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Closely allied to the Atayans are the Matakkans, Mukkuvans, Nulayans and 
Valans, who are also fishermen castes living in coastal area. Of late the educated younger 
generations of these castes have been carrying on propaganda to unite and bring them all 
under the common name Atayan. Though there is as yet no social fusion of these castes 
the propagandists have succeeded to a considerable extent in getting some of them returned 
as Atayan at this census. Consequently, the number of Atayans has swelled up with a 
corresponding fall in the numbers returned under Matakkan, Mukkuvan and Nulayan, though 
not under Valan. The total number of Atayans now stands at 27,000 consisting of 23,380 
Hindus and 3,620 Christians. The number of Hindu Atayans returned at the last census 
was 9,142 only. 

526. Bhatathar is a Tamil-speaking community of fishermen found at Cape Comorin Bhal'athal'. 

and the neighbouring coastal villages. They were also known as Patavans in earlier 
days. There is a tradition that the forefathers of these people came from the Tamil 
districts of South India whither they had gradually moved down from Ayodhia which was 
their original home. While living at Kumatimuttam they were baptized as Roman Catholics 
of Latin rite by the Rev. Vas and St. Francis Xavier. The converted Villavarayans of 
Cape Comorin trace their descent from Villavarayan, a great Patava king to whose position 
and power an inscription, about 800 years old, in the temple at Cape Comorin bears 
testimony. Bhatathars are makkathayis. Their number is 8.944 of whom only 275 have 
been returned as Hindu and the remaining 8,669 are Christians. 

527. Tradition has it that the Chackaravars originally came from KaveripfimpattaI,lam, Chackal'av8.l'. 

an emporium of trade in the Chola kingdom, which comprised the modern ,districts of 
Trichinopoly, Tanjore and South Arcot, and that they were then known as Saiva Chetti 
VeHalas. One of the Chola kings having given a daughter of his in marriage, to a son of 
his chief rr..inistel' (Kavithi), their descendants were disowned by the Saiva Chetti 
community and the latter thus developed into a separate community called Kavetipattal)akkar 
or Kavetiyar who in course of time migrated to the southern regions. 

This community was shown under Kavathi in the J 9 J J census. Kavathi is a 
barber caste while Chackaravars are weavers and merchants and there is neither interdining 
nor intermarriage between them. Since 19 J J Kavathis, with a view to raise their social 
status, have begun to adopt the name "Chackaravar." The latter, being anxious not to get 
mixed up 'with the intruders, have now changed their name to "Ketalamuthali" and thus a 
new caste has sprung up at this census. It is a problem what the K etalamuthalis will do 
when the Kavathis also follow suit and take on the name of Ketalamuthali at the next census. 

Chackaravars are Tamilians and are makkathayis. The number returned at 
this census is 5,644 of whom 3,536 are Hindus and 2, I 08 are Christians. As some 
Chackaravars have been returned under Ketalamuthali and some Kavathis under Chacka
ravar, there is no good in comparing the figur~s of this census with those of the last. 

528. Chaklciliyans are probably immigrants from the Telugu districts. They Chakkiliyan 
are more or less equal in status with the Parayans and are engaged as scavengers and street (ihnC!uding 

. .. I Th k Tid d b h f C emman). sweepers 10 mUDlClpa towns. ey spea e ugu an are suppose to e t e progeny 0 

the soldiers of the Vijayanagar kings. Their girls are married after puberty, the bridegroom 
being sometimes younger than the bride. Widow remarriage aDd divorce are common. 
Their traditional occupation is working in leather. The Chemmans are an indigenous 
caste of leather workers. Both these classes of people speak Tamil and follow makka
thayam law of inheritance. They number 6,328 of whom 6,188 are Hindus and 140 are 
Christians. 

529. Chavalakkarans form a caste by themselves whose occupation is fishing and Chav8.}akkal'an. 

fish trade. They carryon fishing chiefly in fresh water tanks and rivers. They also buy 
fish from the Patavans and Mukkuvans of the sea coast and sell it in markets. Many of 
them learn drumming and are engaged for this purpose by the low castes on marriage and 
other festive occasions. They speak Tamil and are makkathayis. The Chavalakkarans 
found in Shenkotta taluk have adopted the name '·Vanniyans." Their number is 2,561 
consisting of 1 ,730 Hindus and 831 Christians. 

530. Chayakkars are found chiefly in Central Travancore. They are Chayakkal'an. 

Tamilian in manners and customs and follow makkathayam law. Their girls are married 
before or after puberty. Polygamy and widow remarriage are common. Chayakkars 
returned at this census number 2,168. According to the last census the number was 
only 521; but probably a good many of Chayakkars were then included under other 
washerman castes. 

4w 
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531. Ilavas are a thriving community on the Malabar coast. They are also 
known as Chovans in Central and North Travancore and as Tiyans in Malabar. They 
are supposed to have migrated to Kefala from Ceylon which was called nam in Tamil 
and Simhalam in Sanskrit literature'. The ancient Tamil works as well as numerous inscrip
tions show that the Chola and Pandiyan kings w]1o frequently invaded and conquered 
Ceylon had greatly encouraged the immigration of Ilavas to South India. 

_ The local tradition regarding the immigration of Ilavas is as follows:- An 
Ilathunad Raja who visited Ketala found the land suitable for the cultivation of the coconut 
palm and requested the Kerala chief to give him some land for this purpose. This request 
was granted and four men were sent from Ceylon to cultivate the coconut palm in Ketala. 
They were _ bachelors and with the consent of the Raja they married local women. As 
the Raja of I!athunad did not get any return from the coconut gardens in Ketala, he recalled 
'bis men. Their wives and children were left behind and they came to be known as 
Ilavas. Some Tamil scholars fix Siam as the original home of the Tiyas on the analogy of 
the word "thiyan" which is the name given to a p~rticular kind of ruby found in Siam. 
Dr. Caldwell says "It is tolerably certain that the Ilavas and Tiyans who cultivate the 
coconut palm of T ravancore are the descendants of Shannar coolies from Ceylon" and this 
view is supported by Dr. Thurston. 

The chief occupation of the Ilavas is the cultivation of the coconut palm and the 
manufacture of coconut products. But many of them have now taken to agriculture and 
commerce and are in a very flourishing condition. 

Cross~cousin marriage prevails among them and thalikeltukalyaTfam which was 
once very common is being replaced by the sambandham form of alliance. Their inheri
tance which was formerly a mixed system of makkathayam and mafum~kkathayam is now 
becoming more and more patrilineal,_ especially after the passing of the qava Regulation in 
1925. There is a small section of Ilavas speaking Tamil and Tamilian in habits and dress. 
They are found in South T ravancore. There are four clans among them. Marriage with~ 
in each clan is prohibited. A woman retains her clan after marriage and the children 
take after her clan. _ Inheritance among them is in the male line. They bury their dead, 
while the Malayali Ilavas resort to cremation. 

The total popluation of Hindu !lavas now stands at 869,863. They numbered 
667,935 in 1921 and 546,265 in 1911. During the decade J9J J~J921 they increased by 
22'3 per cent. when the general increase in the population was J 6'8 per cent., and by 
30'2 per cent. in the deca~e J 921 ~ 1931 when the t_otal population increased by 27'2 per 
cent. Besides the Hindu Ilavas, 2,3 1 J Christian Ilavas have also been returned at this 
census. 

532. Ilavathis are the barbers of Ilava~. Formerly they were also their priests. 
They follow the same law of inheritance as the navas and have admission to their temples. 
The majority of them have, however, given up their traditional oe<;:upation aI!d, taken to 
medical and other professions. They claim to have belonged originally to the I!ava caste. 
Their present number is 6,955. 

533. Kaikolars are T amil~speaking weavers allied to Saliyars. They are known 
also as Sanguntha Muthaiis and are found largely in Tinnevelly and Chingleput districts of 
the Madras Presidency. There are about 150 families of these people at Kottar near 
Nagercoil. They follow makkathayam law of inheritance and do not permit widow 
marriage. Inscriptions found at Parakkai and other places in South Travancore show that 
the Kaikolars were once attached to temples. The title MuthalalY now assumed by these 
people has no special significance as to their caste. There are only 455 Kaikolars in 
Travancore. 

534. According to the Travancore Census Report of 1911 the Kakkalan is the 
indigenous tailor caste of Malabar, who has now been reduced to the status of a wandering 
community. The members of this caste are divided into four exogamous clans, two of 
which only are found in Travancore. They are identical with the Kakka Kuravans 
of the Tamil country. Their traditional occupations are tattooing, boring the lobes of ears, 
and palmistry; but many of them have now taken to tailoring. Polygamy which was 
largely in vogue among them is being given up. Girls are married before puberty_ and 
bride's price is generally paid. Divorce is very common. Inheritance is in the male line. 
The younger generations of Kakkalans wish to change their caste name to Siddhanar. 
Their number according to the present census is 1 ,666. 
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535. Kaniyans found in Travancore consist of two classes: - Kat)iyans Kaniyan. 

proper who follow the profession of astrology, and Thinta Kaniyans whose occupation is 
umbrella making, exorcism, etc. The name 'KaJ)iyan' is said to be derived from 'Ganika' 
meaning astrology. Their girls are married before or after puberty and they observe both 
IhalikellukalyiiTJam and sambandham forms of marriage. Inheritance is in the male line. 
Their present population is 15,652 which is 24'6 per cent. more than that of the last 
census. 

536. Kathikkaran is a small community-only 161 persons--of blacksmiths who Kathikkar&D. 

were formerly engaged in the smelting of iron ore and the manufacture of steel. The 
ore was obtained from _ a mine which once existed at Vannathumkulam, a place about 
two miles to the east of Suchindram. With the advent of steel articles from the West the 
mine was closed and the Kathikkar& lost their profession. They are now found at 
Maiungiir. 

Kathikkars had their own barbers who were called Panis'ivan. A few 
families of them are now found at Kottar, their present occupation, however, being wood
turning and lacquer work. They trace their origin to a poor blacksmith in Niinguneti in 
Tinnevelly distri~t who undertook to serve as barber to the blacksmiths at Maiungiir and 
settled there with his family about a century ago. 

537. Kiivathis are barbers of the Nadars. They are divided into four clans, KavathL 

namely, Puluvankila, Pulakila, Nayinakila, and Valakila. A man cannot marry from his 
own clan. A woman retains her clan after marriage and her children belong to her clan. 
Inheritance is in the male line. The present population is 3,696, of whom 2,293 are 
Hindus and 1,403 are Christians. At the last census the Hindu Kavathis alone numbered 
3,124. As has already been observed, some of them have been returned as Chackaravar 
at this census. 

538. When dealing with the Chackaravar caste I have pointed out the origin of the Kel'alamuthali. 

Keia!amuthali. The educated section of the Chackaravars has carried out vigorous 
propaganda to have the members of this community returned as Keta!amuthali. The 
census has recorded 3,005 persons under this new name, of whom 1,423 are Hindus and 
1,582 are Christians. One noteworthy feature of this community is that the Hindus and 
Christians stand united in all social and political matters notwithstanding their religious 
differences. 

539. Kuravas are a class of agricultural labourers found in different parts of KUl'avan. 

the State. They are supposed to be allied to Kurumbas and Vetas. There are three 
sub-divisions among them, namely, Kunta Kuravan, Kalka Kuravan and Pandy Kuravan, 
the first being the most important. The Pandy Kuravas are said to have 'migrated from 
the Tamil country and resemble the T ami!ians in their customs and mode of dress, while 
the other Kuravas resemble the Malaya!is. The Pandy Kuravas are makkathayis and 
the others maiumakkatbayis. 

Kuravas were once a powerful and influential community. At the beginning of the 
twelfth century one of their chiefs, called Nanja Kuravan, took possession of Nanjanad 
(the southern part of Travancore) and established himself as the ruler thereof. He was 
ultimately subjugated by the Travancore king and his territory annexed to this State. The 
Kuravas subsequently lost their influence and have now been reduced to the position of a 
very backward community of untouchables. There is a small section of them, still very 
primitive in their habits, living in the forests. They are called the Malankuravas or 
Malayadiyars. Their strength, however, is gradually dwindling down, on account of such 
of them as come in contact with their kinsmen in the plains, giving up their tribal religion 
and customs and fusing with the Hindu section. The few who still retain their tribal 
religion have been returned under primitive tribes. The number of Kuravas returned as 
Hindu at this census is 87,071 as compared with 75,345 at the last. Besides these, 
8,158 persons have been returned as Christians and 66 Malankuravas under Tribal 
Religion. 

540. Maiakkans are fishermen by profession, mainly Hindu, found chiefly in Mal'akkan. 

Karunagapallyand Sherthala taluks. Their mother-tonge is Malaya!am and they resem
ble the other Malayalis in their customs and mode of dress. The Maiakkans of 
Karunagapally are makkathayis, while those of Sherthala are maiumakkathayis. Their 
number has decreased from 4,215 in 1921 to 353 in 1931. The reason for this decrease has 
already been stated in paragraph 525 above. 1,301 Maiakkans have also been returned as 
Christians at this census. 
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541. Maravas are natives of Tinnevelly district. Travancore hac; asman' 
number of them scattered over the frontiers in the south, in the High Range, and in 
Shenkotta taluk. The Maravas are also known as Thalavans, Thevans or Vanniyans •. 
Most of them are agricultural labourers. Polygamy is common among them and widow 
marriage is allowed. They follow makkathayam law of inheritance. It is said that there 
is a custom still extant in this community that when a girl is married the bride is given 
away to the bridegroom by her maternal uncle and not by her father. This is considered 
to be a relic of matumakkathayam which once prevailed among them. According to the 
present census there are 14,399 Maravas in T ravancore, whereas in 1921 their number 
was only 9,773. This large increase of 47'3 per cent. is due to the migration of Marava 
coolies from the Tamil districts of the Madras Presidency to the estates in the High 
Range. 

542. The term "Mukkuvan" is believed to be a corruption of 'Mukthavar,' meaning 
a possessor of 'Muktham' or pearl, and indicates that the Mukkuvans were originally engaged 
in pearl fishing. They are found along the shores of the sea and backwaters. There 
is a tradition that they are immigrants from Ceylon. Marriage of girls takes place before 
or after puberty, and divorce is allowed. They follow a mixed system of makkathayam 
and marumakkathayam. The number of Hindu Mukkuvans returned at this census is only 
596 as compared with 3,739 returned at the last census. This decrease is due to the same 
reason as that which contributed to the fall in the number of Matakkans. 30,539 
Mukkuvans have been returned as Christians at this census. 

543. Niidars form one of the major communities in South Travancore as well 
as in the neighbouring district of TinneveUy. Formerly they were known as Channars. 
a name which the community now dislikes. Dr. Caldwell considers that like the Ilavas 
the Nadars were immigrants from the northern coast of Ceylon in very early times. "The 
Nadars are called Nadalvars in inscriptions, which shows that they were once great land
lords. They now describe themselves in documents as 'Valamkai U yarkonta Itavikula 
Kshatriyar,' meaning Kshatriyas of the Solar race belonging to the right hand faction. 
With regard to this question Mr, A. J. Stuart obse-rves in the Tinnevelly District Manual 
that the Channars (Nadars) "arrogate to themselves titles which imply a higher place in 
the social scale than that assigned to them by the general accord of other castes." Their 
girls are married after puberty. Polygamy which was prohibited formerly is now allowed, 
but not divorce. They follow makkathayam law of inheritance. A large section of the 
community has embraced Christianity. The population of Hindu Nadars now is 233,982' 
as compared with 200,838 at the last census, the increase during the past decade being 
16'5 per cent. only as against a general increase of 27'2 per cent. in the population of the 
State. It must, however, be remembered that the Nadars are one of the chief communities 
which contribute converts to Christianity. Information is not available as to the number 
of Christian Nadars at the last census, but at this census 168,573 Christians have been 
returned as belonging to the Nadar caste, so that the total Nadar population. Hindu and 
Christian together, stands at 402,555. 

544. Nulayan is a caste allied to the Atayan. Its traditional occupation is fishing" 
but many of the members have now taken to agriculture. They resemble the other Mala .. 
yalis in habits and dress, but are makkathayis. Their number now is 3,129, which 
shows a slight fall since 1921. This was probably due to some of them having returned 
themselves as Atayan. 

545. PaHars are found in South Travancore and in the High Range and are 
supposed to have come from the Tamil districts of the Madras Presidency. The early 
T ami! literature of the Sangam period refers to this sub-caste as MalIans, who were 
originally a fighting class, They are now mainly agricultural labourers, but some are also 
weavers, especially of a coarse kind of cloth. They generally assume the title Pandiyan 
or Nayakkan. They are makkathayis. The Hindu PaHars have increased from 16,004 
in 1921 to 29,880. This large increase has been contributed by the cooly population of 
the estates in the High Range who are temporary immigrants from the Tamil country_ 
Besides the Hindus, 2,225 Christian PaUars have also been returned at this census. 

546. PaQan, a small community in T ravancore, consists of Tamil and Mala- ' 
yali sections. The former are tailors by occupation and are found chiefly in Kottar and 
Tr'ivandrum. They trace their descent from the YaJpanars (singers) whose original horne 
was Yalpal).a (Jaffna). The ancient Tamil literature refers to the YalpaQars as singing to 
the accompaniment of an instrument called Yal and this art was greatly patronized by the' 
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<old Tamil kings. After the decline of these kmgs the YalpaIJars put aside their instru
ment and took to tailoring. They are makkathayis. Widow marriage is not permitted. 
The Malayali Panars are divided into four clans. A woman retains her clan after her 
marriage and her children also belong to her clan. They are also makkathayis and 
were probably Tamilians originally. In North Travancore the Pal)ars are professional 

-musicians, drummers and magicians, and follow umbrella-making as a subsidiary occupation. 
'The total number of PAIJars at present is 3,812. 

547. Paravars found in the southern taluks are Tamilians, while those in' the Paravan. 

--other taluks are Malayalis. In Thiruvella taluk they are known as Chakamars, and they 
-now wish to be designated Saktars. The Paravars are makkathayis except in Kalkulam 
and Vilavancode where they follow a mixed system of inheritance. Burning lime shells 
is the traditional occupation of this caste. In some places they are engaged in making 
rattan articles, while in North Travancore the men's occupation is tree-climbing and the 
women's is washing clothes. The population of this caste has increasad from 1 1,079 in 
1921 to 13,602 in 1931. 

548. Parayas (Sambavars) are a class of agricultural labourers found throughout the Parayan 
--country. There are different local traditions about their origin. In Vaikom they are believed (Sambavar.) 

to be the descendants of a high class Hindu who suffered social degradation for eating meat, 
while in Kunnathunad and Muvattupu!a they are supposed to be the descendants of 
Pakkanar. Dr. Caldwell derives the word "Parayan" from "parai" meaning a drum. The 
Parayans of the southern taluks speak Tamil, while those in the north speak Malayalam. 
All of them are makkathayis. As a rule their girls must be married before puberty. 
Widow marriage is allowed except in the southern taluks. In Kottayam intermarriage 
takes place between Hindu Para),'8s and the Christian converts. The Hindu Parayas 

-number 70,684 at this census showing an increase of 12'1 per cent. only during the past 
decade. This is one of the major communities from which converts to Christianity are 
drawn. The number of Christian Parayas returned at the census is 71,680. 

549. Pulayas (Chetamar) are mainly agricultural labourers found mostly in the Pulayan 
central and northern taluks of Travancore. According to one tradition they were an (Cheramar.) 

influential community during the time of Chefamfm Perumals, and on the fall of 
-lhe Chefa dynasty the members of the ruling family became petty princes holding sway in 
different parts of the country, such as Pulayanarkotta in Trivandrum, Kokkothamangalam 
and Ulamalakkal in Nedumangad, Chathanniir in Quilon and Aikaranad in Kunnathunad. 
How this community came to be called Pulaya is not known. The use of this name is 
now disliked and even resented by a section of the community, particularly the Christian 
converts, who are adopting the name 'Cheramar,' which means the ancient inhabitants of 
Chetanad; but a few other prominent members are anxious to retain the nante Pulaya 

,only. 

Pulayas are grouped into two main divisions, viz., the Kilakkan Pulayas and the 
Padinjaran Pulayas, the latter ranking above the former chiefly owing to their abstention 
from eating beef. Their mother-tongue is Malayalam. There are many exogamous dans 
among them and a man cannot marry a woman of his own clan. A woman retains her 
.clan even after marriage and her children belong to her dan. The males generally 
marry after their twentieth year and girls either before or after puberty. Widow marriage 
is allowed and divorce is common. Inheritance is either makkathayam or marumakka
thayam. 

The population of Hindu Pulayas according to the present census is 207,337 which 
is only 5'7 per cent. more than that in 1921. This small increase is due to their strength 
being depleted by conversion to Christianity. The Christian converts returned at this 
census number 157,813, so that the total population of the community, Hindu and Christian 

-, together, is 365,150. 
550. PuUuvans are a Malayalam-speaking class of astrologers, medicine-men, P 11 

priests, and singers in serpent groves. Inheritance among them is in the male line. Their u UYan. 

-number is only 527. 

551. Orali is the n~~e of this ~aste. south of Quilon an~ Thantan is th~ name Thantan 
commonly used north of QUllon. Thantan ~s believed to be a corruption of the Sanskrlt word (Ur&li). 

• Dandan, , meaning a person employed to administer the punishments inflicted on delin-
quents. Thantans speak Malayalam and resemble the other Malayalis in their habits and 

-customs. Makkathayam is followed in Quilon and Karthikapally, marumakkathayam in 
Karunagapally, and the mixed system in the other taluks. Their traditional occupation is 

4x 
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tree-climbing. At the last census Thantans and Oralis, though they are of the same tribe, 
were censused separately. Their total number then was 31,352 and at this census it is 
41,214, showing an increase of 31'S per cent. 

552. Valan is a Hindu community of fishermen living on the sea-coast and the 
shores of the backwaters in North Travancore. It is believed that the Valas are so called 
because they were originally the court servants of the Raja of Cochin. Another interpre-
tation is that the word Valan means an owner of ' Vala' or net. It is also. iprobable that 
the community got this name from the particular way in which they use the net in catching 
fish. Tradition says that the Valas were Aiayans and that they became a separate caste 
after one of the Petumals selected some of them for rowing his boat and conferred special 
privileges on them. There are several exogamous clans among them and marriage between 
members of the same clan is prohibited. Girls are married before or after pubertv. They 
follow the mixed system of makkathayam and matumakkathayam. They have increased 
from 17,733 in 1921 t021,172 in 1931. 

553. Val:tQ.an is found both in the Tamil and Malaya\am districts. Val:t1J.an 
is the Tamil name and MaIJIJan the Malayalam name. In Thiruvella and Minachil taluks 
they are also known as Fathiyal'l. The traditional occupation of Vam;tans is washing 
clothes. Among MaIJnlms, females wash clothes while males are exorcists, devil-dancers 
and physicians. Among the Pathiyans the occupation of females is washing clothes and 
that of males tree-climbing. The system of inheritance is makkathayam except in Karu-
nagapally taluk where it is matumakkathayam. At the last census VaIJIJans were included 
with Veluthadans. VaIJIJans are none other than MaIJnans and should, therefore, have been 
included with the latter. The total population of VaIJnans including Mal.lIJans and 
Pathiyans is now 16,022 consisting of 13,433 Hindus and 2,589 Christians. 

554. VarI;lavar is a new caste name which has recently been adopted by some 
advanced members of VaQ.nans, MaIJI)ilUS, Pathiyans, Ettalis, Netiyans, and similar minor 
castes who follow the traditional occupation of washing clothes and observe the same social 
customs. Their object is to unite these castes into one. Only 166 persons have been_ 
returned under this new name. But if the idea of fusion catches their number is bound 
to increase at the next census. 

555. Velan speaks Malayalam and resembles the other Malayalis in manners 
and customs. There are several exogamous clans among them. A woman retains 
her clan after marriage and her children belong to her clan. Girl s are married before or 
after puberty. Makkathayam is followed in Kottayam, Muvattupula and Minachil, the 
mixed system in Chirayinkil, and matumakkathayam in the other taluks. Their traditional 
occupations are sorcery in all the taluks, lime-shell burning in Kottayam, Vaikom and 
Minachil, umbrella-making and tree-climbing in Vaikom, Sherthala and Minachil, and 
washing clothes in Sherthala, Kunnathunad and Muvattupu~a. The population of Velan 
has increased from 13,789 to 16,253 during the last decade. 

556. Velakkithalanayars are barbers. According to ancient literature they once 
belonged to the Nayar community but became separated from it and formed a distinct caste, 
neither intermarrying nor interdining with the Nayars proper on account of their occupa
tion. They are matumakkathayis and are just like the Nayars in all their social customs, 
habits and ceremonies. By a recent judgment of the High Court of Travancore the Nayar
Regulation has been made applicable to the Velakkithalanayar also.'" This caste was shown 
under Ampattan in the last Census Report; but now it has been separately censused and 
the number is 30,603. 

557. Veluthadanayar is another caste which is believed to have once belonged to 
the Nayar community. Its occupation is washing clothes. Like the Velakkithalanayars, 
the Veluthadanayars also became a separate caste of inferior social status in course of time 
on account of their occupation. They are also matumakkathayis and do not differ from 
the Nayars proper in their customs. They-too have been brought within the scope of the 
Nayar Regulation by a judgment of the Travancore High Court in Criminal Revision 
Petition No. 497 of 1105. t Their number according to the present census is 14,878. 

558. Vettakarans are found near Thetur in Agasthiswaram tal uk. They are 
supposed to have been hunters who worshipped Kannimdr, a group of ~even female deities 
whose figures engraved in stones are found in the neighbourhood of their villages. They 
are makkathayis and are distinct from VeUalars who neither interdine nor intermarry with 
them. Their number is 498 only. 

* Judgment of the Hlgh Court of 'fravancore m Seeonu Appeal No. 70 of 1103, 1'ravancoJ'e Law Journal 
Vol. XIX, p.30. 

t Trawncore Law Jotlrn",l Vol XXI, pp.851-834. 
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559. Yiidavas or ldayas are a pastoral class of people found chiefly in Thovala ~a.daY&) 
Agasthiswaram, Kalkulam and Shenkotta taluks. They are also known as Paundans in dayan. 

Thovala, Vadugidayar in Shenkotta, and Konar in some other taluks. The Yadavas 
found in the southern taluks are supposed to have come from the Tamil districts of the 
Madras Presidency in very early times. Their mother~tongue is Tamil and they are 
mostly Tamilian in their manners and customs. In South Travancore marriage is compul-
sory for their girls, but it may take place before or after puberty. The Yadavas are 
makkathayis and their traditional occupation is cattle breeding. The number returned at 
this census is 8,457. 

560. A detailed description of the physical characters and social customs of the P' iU 
primitive tribes is given in Appendix I to this Report. Here I only wish to make a few T~~~e8. ra. 

general observations with speclal reference to their numbers. I must state at the outset 
that the primitive tribes are fast losing their primitive religion and customs. The opening 
of a large number of estates in forest regions has provided facilities for their coming in 
contact with the men of the plains. Some of the tribes are even deserting their habita~ 
tions in the forests and coming down to the plains to earn their livelihood. In this way 
as well as by the penetration of the civilized man into the forests, the primitive tribes are 
being brought under the influence of the Hindus and the Christian missionaries. Large 
numbers of them whose religion was originally tribal are now professing Hinduism or 
Christianity. In the previous censuses no attempt was made to record the numbers of the 
tribes who have been thus converted into Hindus or Christians. At this census, how~ 
ever, special instructions were issued to the enumerators to record these numbers 
separately and I think I may claim that the figures collected are fairly accurate. There are 
certain tribes which are now found both in the forests and in the plains, e. g .• 
KaQikkaran, Kuravan, UHatan, and Vetan. The KaQikkiiran who has left his home in 
the jungles and begun to live in the plains has changed his name into Malavelan. In their 
social customs there is no difference between these two sections, and they could only be 
regarded as belonging to the same tribe. In the previous censuses the Malavelan might have r 
been wrongly included under Velan, a tribe generally found in the plains and treated 
a's one of the Depressed Classes. At this census the Malavelans have been included not under 
Velan but under KaI)ikkaran to which tribe they really belong. In the case of Kuravas, 
UHatans and Vetans, those living in the jungles were treated separately from those 
found in the plains at the previous censuses, the former being designated Malankuravans, 
Mala~UHatans and Malavetans and the latter simple Kuravans, UHatans and Vetans. 
There is no difference in their customs and hence there is no justification to make this 
distinction. The distinction has, therefore, been abandoned and both sections of these 
tribes have been included under Kuravan, UHatan or Vetan in this census. Again, 
unlike in the previous censuses, the Christian converts from the primitive tribes have 
also been separately censused this time. The primitive tribe, known as Thantapulaya, wh() 
was formerly included with the Pulayas on a wrong analogy, is shown separately in this 
census. For these various reasons it is not possible to institute a comparison between 
the numbers of the primitive tribes returned in this and in the previous census. This 
fact will be evident from Imperial Table XVIII which, as it stands, contains many 
inconsistent and inexplicable variations. In regard to Muthuvans it must be pointed out 
that the large increase in their numbers from 227 in 1921 to 1,301 in ~931 is probably 
due to more accurate enumeration this time. After the compilation of the caste table 
I had this fact verified by the Divisional Forest Officer who was in charge of the enumera-
tion of this tribe. 

561. The numbers of the different primitive tribes returned at the present census are 
given in the statement below. The total population now stands at 128,838, of whom 
1 15,1 51 are Hindus, 10,780 are Christians, and 2,907 belong to the Tribal Religions. As 
the numbers of the Hindu and Christian converts from the primitive tribes were not recorded 
at the previous censuses, it is not possible to say whether any tribe is declining or not. A 
comparison of the figures at different censuses can, however, be made to demonstrate the 
process of rapid Hinduization that is taking place among these primitive tribes. The 
number of animists returned in 1 901, when they were separatel y censused for the first time. 
was 28,193. It decreased to 15,773 in 1911, to 12,637 in J 921 and to 2,907 in 1931. 
The only inference that can be drawn from these figures is that the Tribal Religions are 
getting depleted gradually and that the numbers they lose the Hindus gain largely and 
the Christians to a small extent. It may be noted that of the population of the primitive 
tribes shown in the table below, the Hindus, numbering 115,15 J, have been included in the 
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figures of the Depressed Classes given in paragraph 520 above, and that the number of 
the Christian converts is included in the Indian Christians shown in paragraph 565 below. 

KaJ;likkarau 8,659 lduthuYan 1,301 

(a) Hindu 4,565 ( a) Hindu 1,238 
(b) Chnstian 53 (b) TrIbal ReligIOn 63 
(c) Tribal Religion 2,041 Na.yidi (Hmclu) 1411 

Kurayan 96,285 PaJiyan 483 

(a) Hindu 87,071 (a) Hmdu 379 
(b) Ohristian 8,15>1 (b) Chnstian 23 
(c) Tribal Religion 66 

(e) Tnbal Religion 81 
14alankudi (Vishavan) Hindu 166 Thantapulayan (Hindu) 795 

J(alapantiram 187 UUitan 5,121 

(a) Hindu 100 (a) Hmdu 4,824, 
(h) Tnhal. Religion 87 (& ) ChrIstIan 220 

Kalapulayan (Hindu) 254 (e) Tribal Religion 
" 

14ala-Upili 918 Yetan 11,737 

(a) Hindu 846 (a) Hindu 9,496 
(h) Tribal Religion 70 (b) Christian 2,000 

(c) Tribal Religion 241 
lIIalayapayan 3,182 

Yettuyan 1,322 
(a) Hindu 2,807 
(h) Christian 255 (a) Hindu 1,251 
(e) Tribal Religion 120 (b) Christian 71 

lIIannan 1,278 Total 128,838 

(a) Hindu 1,215 (a) Hindu 115,151 
(h) Tribal Religion 61 (b) ChristIan :1 10,780 

(e) Tribal Religion 2,907. 

562. The question of amending the Hindu law which governs the makkathayam 
communities is now being considered in SOme Indian States and Provinces. f Mysore, for 
example, has introduced a Bill for the purpose'i.n the Legislative Council and committed 
it to a Select Committee. Under the Hindu law the women are at a great dis
advantage as compared with men in regard to the inheritance of property. The object 
of the reformers is to amend the law in such a way as to improve the status of women by 
conferring on them the rights now enjoyed by men only. It has been brought to my 
notice that sooner or later this «)uestion of amending the Hindu law in respect of the 
makkathayam communities in T ravancore will come up for consideration and that it is 
desirable, therefore, to show in the Census Report the number of persons likely to be 
affected by the amendment. I have accordingly shown in Subsidiary Table II at the end 
of this chapter the population of makkathayis, matumakkathayis and the followers of mixed or 
doubtful system of inherital!ce among the Hindu castes and tribes. Under this last class are 
included castes like the I!avas, Krishnanvaka and Nanjanad VeHalas who are partly 
makkathayis and partly matumakkathayis and also tribes like the Pulayan and the 
Kuravan about whom it is difficult to say whether they are makkathayis or matumakka
thayis. According to this classification the total Hindu population of this State 
consists of 882,165 (28 per cent.) makkathayis, 925,902 (30 per cent.) matumakkathayis. 
and 1,326,821 (42 per cent.) followers ot the mixed or doubtful system of inheritance. 

563. When enumeration was started there was some doubt as to who was an Anglo
Indian. It was decided at the conference of Census Officers held at Delhi early in 
January 1931 that the following definition of this term should be accepted for census 
purposes. " An Anglo-Indian is a person whose father, grandfather or other progenitor in 
the male line was an European." According to this definition some of those who pass for 
Anglo-Indians will naturally drop out of the category. In the Census Report of 1921, my 
predecessor observes that the increase in the number of Anglo-Indians returned then is 
abnormal and that it "is evidently due to the inclusion among them of English speaking 
Indian Christians who adopted the European mode of dressing."· By the application of 
the definition given above the numbers of Anglo-Indians have fallen from 3,821 in 1921 
to 790 in this census. The largest number of them has been recorded in the Central 
Division, viz., 377, the Southern Division coming next with 286. AIIeppey Kayankulam 
and Q9ilon in the Central Division, and T rivandrum in the Southern Division are the 
localities where they are found in comparatively large numbers. The ~orthern Division 
contains only 41 Anglo-Indians and the High Range Division 86, most of whom are 
employed in tea and rubber estates. 

* 1'raraa('ore Oensus Rep",·t, 1921, p. 3S. 
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564. The number of Europeans and allied races returned has increased from 389 
to 587 since 1921. Most of them are engaged in rubber and tea cultivation, trade and 
other business. The increase in their numbers is due to the development that has taken 
place in these lines during the last decade. The High Range Division which contains the 
majority of the rubber and tea estates has the largest number (226) of Europeans. The 
Central Division in which are situated the commercial towns of Alleppey and ~ilon 
contains the next highest number, viz., 201, the Southern Division which can claim the 
greatest number of missionaries and nursing sisters has 138 Europeans and the Northern 
Division only 22 of them. Among the Europeans and aliied races returned in this census 
there are 456 British subjects and 131 others. There is no Armenian at all. At the last 
census there was' one. Of the 456 British subjects, 290 are English, 77 are Scotch, 10 
are Irish, 16 are Australian and two are Canadian. 

565. The Christian population according to this census is 1,604,475. Excluding 
from these the EuropeaFls and Anglo-Indians who number 1,377 only, the remaining 
1,603,098 are Indian Christians. The Indian Christian may be divided broadly into two 
classes, Syrian Christians and others. 

566. The expression "Syrian Christian," as it is now use'd, is not capable of a dear 
definition. It does not represent a race, because as Mr. William Crooke says, " They 
(the Syrian and the other allied churches) have sprung from converts, as a rule, from the 
lower strata of the community, rather than from the higher classes, such as Brahmans and 
Nayars, who are less susceptible of missionary efforts."* Nor does it refer to a particular 
Christian sect, because among the Sytian Christians there are some who owe allegiance to 
the Pope, others who are under the Patriarch of Antioch, others again who are Protestants 
and still others who have their own Bishop and do not recognize any external spiritual 
head. Ramo-Syrians do not intermarry with the members of other sects. Even in the 
same sect there is no intermarriage between the recent converts and others who embraced 
the faith in earl ier generations. In spite of the vagueness and uncertainty attached to the 
definition of "Syrian Christian," a social convention has somehow grown up, by which the 
community decides whether a person may be regarded as a Syrian Christian or not. 
Special instructions were issued to the enumerators to get as far as possible a correct return of 
the Syrian Christians in this census. In spite of their best efforts some, whom the community 
will not recognize as Syrian Christians, may have got into the fold, while others who 
should have been included with them may have been left out. Such discrepancies are in~ 
evitable and the numbers recorded should not, therefore, be taken as absolutely correct. 
The population of Syrian Christians, as returned in the census schedules, is 948,514. In 
the last census their population was 617,049 which represented an increase of 8 per cent. 
only over the number returned in 1911, though the Christians as a whole increased by 29'8 
per cent. during that decade. My predecessor has himself admitted the inaccuracy of the 
figure in 1921, but I think I may claim that the present figure is more reliable. 

EUropean and 
allied races. 

Indian 
Christian. 

Syrian 
Christian. 

567. 
654,584. 

Indian Christians, other than those returned under Syrian Christians, number Other India.n 
Of these 151,197 persons have not returned their caste or tribe, but the remain~ Christia.ns. 

CheTam:>, (Pulayan) 
f;iimh,,,,ar (Pnraynn) 
lIIukkm fin 
f'atholw."lTaS'l1 
Bharathal' 
1\ nrftvan 
~'.lvana\ar 

Aravan 
Ye.nnan 
iJa~an 
pfl}lan 
Chackaraval 
,'Man 
Ki'ra,\amuthah 
Kflvathi 
Mar:lkkflll 
Ven1i)an 
Other, 

Total 

ing 503,387, i. e., 76'9 per cent. 
of the total, have done so. The instruction 

llir; •• jj3 to the enumerators was that the caste 
I~;~~~~ or tribe of Indian Christians, in case 

:lil.r):~!' they furnish the information, must be 
22,:i!iO 
~,(iflH 

:-: 15)'0\ 
(;,4]4 
.1.li2() 
~. ~)H!l 

2.,311 
2,22:; 
::!,10R 
2,1100 

entered in column 8 of the schedule 
and otherwise they should be shown 
simply as "Indian thristian" in this 
column. The fact that 76'9 per cent. of 
the Indian Christians other than Syrians 
have given their caste or tribe, shows that 
the large majority of them desire to have 

i:,~~~ this information recorded. The numbers 
1.,:lOl of the important castes and tribes returned 
1.,OjS d 
" 76+ un er Indian Christians are given in 

the margin. Under" Others" are in-
503,387 1 d 

c ude the totals of the minor castes and 
tribes, whose individual strengl:h is comparatively small. 

'$ WIlham ('rooke, Intro<]lH'tll,n t(>, A»llIr"))II1,,1/l1 "/ thl' 81/)'111)) r;h, ),,/IIIY,' 1)~ Ran llah:\lhn' L K .\,,""t1,[1. 
krl,hll~ Iycr. 
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568. Strictly speaking, there is no caste among the Muslims, but there are a number 
of tribal, occupational or territorial groups. Theoretically, intermarriage and interdining 
between these groups are not prohibited, but in practice some of them do observe these 
restrictions. This is but natural, because the vast majority of the Muslims are only 
descendants of the converts from Hindu castes. Those of foreign origin are very few in 
number, almost negligible. Converts from the Hindus, living in the midst of Hindus, can
not but be influenced by the customs and practices prevalent among them. It is not, 
therefore, a matter for surprise that some of the Muslim groups observe social exclusiveness 
and restrictions on marriage like the Hindus. There is a small section of them, 
probably not more than about 7,000 found in some parts of Chirayinkil and Qyilon taluks, 
who follows matumakkathayam system of inheritance like the Nayars. A Bill to amend this 
system on the lines of the Muhammadan law has been introduced in the local Legislative 
Council by a Muslim representative. Restrictions on intermarriage and other social 
customs are also fast dying out and the educated members of the community are advocating 
their complete removal. 

As it stands, the community is _divided into a number of groups. The numbers 
returned under different groups are not, however, trustworthy. With the spread of 
education and the improvement in the economic condition of the community the members of 
one group sometimes adopt the name of another group considered to be of a higher social 
status. Thus a Thulukkan may become a Ravuthar, and a Sheik a Saiyad. Some return 
themselves simply as Musalman without specifying the groups to which they belong. 
Owing to these causes of variations the numbers returned under each group at different 
censuses cannot be compared. 

History tells us that Malabar had carried on trade with Egypt and Arabia from 
very early times. Bartholomeo speaks of the Musalmans who came to Malabar in the 
reign of Caliph Valid CA. D. 710), and various other travellers have recorded from time 
to time the advent of Egyptian and Arabian merchants and the formation of Muslim colonies 
at Quilon and other ports in Travancore. The descendants of these early settlers and of 
the converts they made are called Methans. Their mother-tongue is Malayalam. Their 
women do not generally observe purdah a'nd in their habits and customs they are like the 
Malayalis. It is among these that we find the matumakkathayam section. Some centuries 
back a small colony of Muhammadans came from Arabia and settled in Cranganore. Later 
on their descendants migrated to Travancore and are now found in Alleppey and other 
places in North Travancore. They belong to the group known as Thangal. During the 
invasion of T ravancore by Tippu in the 18th century a number of Hindus in North T ravan
core were forcibly converted into Muslims and their descendants, now found mostly in 
Parur, Kunnathunad and Muvattupu!a taluks, are known as Jonakans. They correspond 
to the MapiHas of British Malabar, but unlike them they are a peaceful community and 
have not earned a notoriety for rebellion. During the reign of Rama Varma in the latter 
half of the 18th century, Dewan Raja Kes'ava Das, to whose foresight is due the 
development of the port of AUeppey, the most important commercial centre in Travancore, 
brought some Bora Musalmans and Kutch MemQns from Sind, Kutch and Gujerat, settled 
them at AUeppey and encouraged them in opening trade with Bombay. The descendants 
of these settlers are still there carrying on trade with Bombay, Calcutta and other Indian 
and foreign ports. During the reign of Martanda Varma, the maker of moderD Travan
core, in the earlier part of the eighteenth century the Nawab of Carnatic sent an army of 
Muhammadans to help the Raja .to crush internal reb.e1lion. They b.elonged to the group 
of Dakhani M usalmans. TheIr descendants are stIll here engaged 10 trade, Government 
service and other occupations. Their numbers have increased in recent years by fresh 
arrivals from Bombay and other places. Travancore has had commercial and political 
relations with the adjoining Tamil country: from very early times and consequently there 
have been constant streams of migration of T ami\ians to this country. Among them there 
were large numb~rs of Muslims also who came for purposes of trade. Some entered the 
country through Aramboly and settled in the southern parts qf the State. Their descend
ants are known as Thulukkans, while others came through Arietnkavu and other mountain 
passes further north. Their descendants who are now found in Shenkotta, Pathanapuram, 
Minachil and other places are called Ravuthars. Both the Thulukkans and Ravuthars 
speak Tamil and arejiTamilian in their habits and dress. Labbai is another group of Tamil
speaking Muslims. Originally the name "Labbai" was a title given to the persons who 
served in mosques and presided over religious ceremonies. latterly, others have also 
adopted this title and thus a separate group has been formed. 



OTHER RACES 

569. The total Muslim population, 

Ula'~lfi,'at/ll1l (if JI!tllilll.~ 

Bora 1.31!) 
B. Bunni 

1. Kutch Melllon 348 
2. j)akhiini Musalmall .' 7,188 

(i) Moghul .H 
(Ii) Patthan :;'033 
(ill) Saiyad 858 
tn') Sheik . . I,Z61; 

.~. Malabar Musalman ., 249,665 
(i) J6nakan . . 114,005 

lli) Meth!toll .. 134,74-6 
(ill) Thangal 914 

'" Tamil Musalman 91,109 
(I) Labbal 10,421 

(ii) Riivuthar W,210 
(iii) 'I!hulukkan W,4t7~ 

5. Unspecified 3,645 

Tota.l 353,271Ji 

of the Muslim population. 

according to the present census, is 353,274 
which shows an increase of 30'6 per cent. 
during the last decade against the general 
increase of 27'2 per cent. in the total popula
tion. In the previous decade they increased 
by J 9'4 per cent., while the increase in the 
aggregate population was J 6'8 per cent. only. 
The numbers returned under different groups. 
unreliable as they are, are given in the margin. 
It will be seen therefrom that the bulk of the 
Muslim population of this State belongs to 
the Sunni sect, those belonging to Shia sect 
numbering only 1,319 out of a total of 
353,274. The Sunnis are agam divided 
into four sub· classes and each of these again 
into a number of groups. It will be noticed 
that the Malabar and Tamil Musalmans 
together constitute as much as 96'5 per cent. 

570. Of the other races found in Travancore there are 298 Jews and 13 Parsis. 
The Jews are found mostly in Parur taluk adjoining Cochin where \here is an 
important colony of this community. Of the Parsis there is only one family m 
Alleppey consisting of II members, of whom one was enumerated at Trivandrum and 
the remaining ten at Alleppey. Two Parsis were also enumerated on a steamer in 
the Port of Alleppey. 

other 
rQ.Qes 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE I 
Variation in caste, tribe and race since 1901 

--------------- ----~-------------------.----------------~---------------------------------

I 
I 

Pf'rI'10n~ 
Percentage of "l'llnatlOl1 

[ncrca~e (+) Decrease (-) 

l'roportlOn of 
eacb caste, 

tl'lbe or race 
pCI' 10,000 of 

_______________ . ________________ _c,... ______________ _ the State 
populn,tion 
In 1931 1931 I 1921 I lull I l~IUl 11921t01931IJ~llltOl!13J!!1901to1931 

---------1-------il----2--~----~---~---4---:-----.,--~---I-i-~---7--~----~----~---!'--

Hindu 

Ampalava~l 
AiaYl\n (mcludmg lIIarakkiin, 

1Ilukkuvan and NukLyan) 
Brahman-(Malayaia) Nampiitlfi 

and PiiUt 
Brahman -(nthers) inclmhng 

Konkani 
Chakklliya~ (includmg Chemman). 
Chett] 
Ilaviiniyan 
I]avan' 
KammMlln 
Kamyan 

Krlshnanvakn 
KRhatriya lllialaya)a) 
Kudum! 
Kuravan 
Jllanwan 
Nitdar 
Napr (incluLling Clmkl,alll ali<I 

MMan) 
PUnall 
Paravan 
Parayan (RambaVHl') 
1'1l1aYf1n (Ohiiramar) lIlcluriing: 

Thantapulayf1n 
Siihyan lP3-W;.ry:m) 
Thantan lUra),) 
Valan 
Yfmiyan (Yalt'gavf\,isyan) 
Velan 
Ve)akklthalantiyar (includmg 

Ampattan) 
Velfm ,incluLlmg Kusavan) 
Ve))tilan 
veluthlirlallayftr (in('ludlllg 1I1al)l!-all, 

Patlnyan and Yal}l}Rl\) 
VHa~mvar (lndmhng PfLu1:iram. 

Valf:ivl and Y()p:i~wmnlJ) 
YadaYan (1,I"Y"lJ) 

Christian 

Anglo.IJ1(han 
European 

(a) Brth,.;h Rllhjcc(" 
(b) Olber~ 

Iwliall Ohl'lRW~ll 

Jonalran 
Labbai 
Methan 
Patthan 
WivlIthal' 
Thulukkall 

Muslim 

Tribal Religions 

Others 

3,134,888 2,549,664 2,282,617 2,035,615 + 23·0 

. 

H.lfi:; 

27.H;B 

1 ~,~J31 

~,U41 

1;,1~8 

17,422 
(;,4ll 

R!19.8tlR 
2118.141 
1~}~I)f)2 

12,U32 
,) '13li 
ii:;'lO 

87,071 
14,~H!I 

ZRR,!IB2 

,~I;K," J 1 
:?~).i"\i"\O 

10.1;112 
, 711,(j~-J, 

208,132 
12,:{Rf. 
41,214 
21,172 
22.527 
1 G~25:l 

30,no~ 

12,:377 
U~I,G:&7 

1 \J,!liiS 
~ .. 1~)7 

!1.409 

202!;S 

14,643 

:;1,440 
i),318 

17,136 
4.tiW 

G6i,!18,j 
]f,3,724 
12,5~, 

(1,68-t 
1,061 
7,77,"" 

7i),H.t~j 

n,ii:~ 
2110,K3K 

711'1772 
lli,III)4 
ll,O'!1 
G3,1I3R 

1 \1(;.1 t' ~ 
8,41(; 

3],R.i2 
17.733 
l~'1(jl"" 
J8.7~!I 

~7,2j() 

~,~:)7 

57~!)n7 

23826 

1.\3:;4 
7,7;)1 

1.604,475 1,172,934 

7!1U 
;)~7 

4r;r, 
131 

1,m:1,11\)8 

353,274 

II ~,oo.) 
11"i~ \ 

1:H,7-!1, 
:',0:13 

lil,nC 
40.4iK 

2907 

429 

;-).Ktl 
~K!I 

2IJ!I 
lRO 

1,IGR,i24 

270,478 

ili.M:> 
1:1,433 
\)1I,fi10 

G,1: Ii< 
1~1,4!)(i 

~):l,(I:lil 

12 .. 637 

349 

10,237 

10,825 

:1.), rJ GN 
2,1;119 

20 ,S};1 
1l,1l6 

u4(-;~21;;j 

IH,395 
J1,mn 

111,429 
2,02,) 
H.2117 

(i1,K27 
H,37G 

l()(;,1\IG 

H:W,K.''i 
11,222 
!1,~13 

j(),fjf"i4 

lK~,314 
~l,!HLl 

27,3!)9 
16,74K 
16,233 
12,U5i 

2t,K21i 
B,lltm 

49.47!1 

lh,2.l!1 
" ,~)~l::-:' 

903,868 

1,7(,(1 
:1 ~t~) 
:l211 

'i9 
~"l,71\J 

226,617 

1;1.,071 
1-16% 
!;7,8\)3 

.,to!! 
]'.211~ 

Gl,IJ\IK 

15,773 

100 

44,210 
1,5113 

16,321 
S,H!17 

491,774 
119,617 

10,3-10 

~,99H 
1,;;75 
7,271i 

~:l,f;84 
i~()i~1 

1~)5,~(;4 

5Gl,11l1l 
i"I,::J20 
8.U72 

liU,97± 

20Ii,')113 
8,818 

22,!il8 
1~,61l4 
18,929 
11,fi79 

17,542 
7,19R 

·18.!Ji2 

19,Hl2 

12,1111 
li,20! 

697,387 

t,4K!J 
jH-l 
50+ 
30 

1;!J;;,:~64 

190,566 

:;~,IIOB 

12,IJ!JI) 

.-'~i.,~ 1 ~~ 
H,ih.) 
1,211(1 

rl'~.:!UX 

+ 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

-r 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

,,·B 
11;'4 
0·1 

37·3 
:lO'2 
27'3 
24'6 

22'11 
80" 
2Z'K 
12 I 

(;'1 
4.7'2 
31·5 
19.~ 

21'0 
]/,S 

18·8 

+ 36'8 

-- 79· R 
+ 611 ~ 
+ ll~ 2 

27·2 
+ :{7'2 

+ 30'6 

+ 4X', 
-- 22·4 
+ 48·9 
- 18·8 
+ 1()()'2 

-- 2~ 7 

28,183 - 77-0 

406 

+ 37'4 

- ~O':J 

- 2'!; 
+ 137·2 
- 111.6 
+ 4'8 
+ :;9·2 
+ 17'4 
+ SO'li 

+ 15'4 
+ 41H) 
+ 17'] 
+ +0·8 
+ i}'!) 
+ 4()·t< 

+ 3:1' '( 
+ 1{j()'3 

+ 41;'1 
+ II'?' 

+ 12'1\ 
+ 24'9 
+ 50·4 
+ 21;'~ 
+ 38 K 
+ 25, ~ 

+ H·(l 
+ 3G'2 
+ fll'7 

+ 17.0 

+ 2R'3 
+ 11·;\ 

+ 77'5 

- ~)+.\) 

+ {7 1 
+ 4!'5 
+ flo'S 
+ 77'~ 

+ 55'9 

+ N4'\) 
_. 2!1'1 
+ 9~'fi 
+ 20'/ 

+ 3,2K)'~ 
- 3~'7 

- 81,6 

+329'0 

+ 54'0 

+ 

+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 
+ 

+ 

+ 
+ 

kl'O 

22'5 
311' 7 

6'7 
fie! .;-, 
7G'9 
74'3 
,,1'4 

33'7 
)-\l)'~ 

32 1 
!,2'o 

103·4-
50'1 

5Hl 
2,;11,7 

6/,;·5 
I'll 

(I.~ 

40'[; 
H2·2 
44--1 
111' i 
3!1'2 

77·1 
i2'0 
42·2 

47·7 

+ 130'1 

41i .\, 
+ \1-\1 

H'i") 
+ 336' 7 
+ 1:~0'~ 

+ 85·il 

+ 119'2 
B'H 

+ 1411'2 
+ 33'/ 
+ :{,2~,1 J. ~ 

22·4 

89·7 

5-7 

6,152 

27 

106 
12 
34 
13 

1,707 
409 

31 

24 
6 

19 
171 
28 

159 

1,70t 
J(' 
27 

13\) 

408 
24 
In 
42 
J4 
32 

61 
24 

137 

31l 
17 

3,148 

1 
1 
1 

693 

224 
2,(} 

21,f 
10 
I!! 
7\1 

6 

1 

- -------



1 
2 
il 
4 

6 
7 
P, 

"'!J 
10 

11 
12 
1:'1 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
2(1 

21 
22 
2;1 
24 
25 
2ti 
27 
28 
2!l 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 

36 
;\7 
ilR 
39 
40 
41 

42 
4:1 
44 
4" 
41\ 
47 
4~ 

I 
2 
:1 

!) 

() 

7 

1 
2 
:1 
4 
5 
(; 

7 
II 
!I 

10 
11 
12 
1:1 
14 
Iii 
Hi 
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SUBSIDIARY TABLE II 
Hindu castes and tribes classified according to the system of inheritance followed 

Caste 

A1:",," 
Amp,tltan 

Makkathayis 

Aray,ul 
Bav~uh 
Rharatbm 
Brahmall 
Cllackaraval 
Ch"kkihyall 
Chavalak1d"la!1 
Chayakkarall 

Cbett! 
IlaValll) all 
Uayaihll 
Kalkol,," 
KiUddilall 

K"mma~Rll 
Kalllvan 
Kath'lkkarall 
Kiivathi 
Ket"JamuthllIt 

Kshatll:m (other than Malaya~a) 
KUUUllll 

.M arakldtn 
Maravall 
MeUMa 

Mnkkn';:ml 
Muthahya, 
Miithat11l1 
Nadal' 
Nayudu 
Nuiayull 
Pall~n 
Panall 
Pa~nYtUI 
Palayall (t:\ambavar) 

PUHIIVUIl 

Heddi 
Sallyall (Pattaryan) 
I-\allra~htl'a (Prrt.tllniil) 
Thtmtarn5..n 
Va.l)-lydll (YaI)lga yftlsynll) 

Vannall 
'alnlYar 
Yel~n (Ku"avan) • 
VelJalan (otber than Nan,laniid) 
Yi'ttakkaran 
YHasan'ar 
Yatlavlm 

Total 

Marumakkathayis 
Ampalava"l 
Kshatnya (Malayala) • 
Nayar 
Ramanthan 
ViiJan (exclndll1g Kusavan) 
Velakklthalanaym 
Veilithiidanii.yar 

Total 
Followers of mixed or doubtful system 

~Tya ... amaJI~t 
A,b,IJrayiJa 
Bralnllll Ramall,t 
I!avlln 
navatlll 
Krblumnyltk,t 
Knravan 
Pamkk:tn 
Pui"yan 
Thantan 
Val"u 
Velall 
\' eljiilull (Nii.nlanad) 
MlllUl' cal'ltE'~ 
Ellmlu unspeclfi.ed 
Hll1dlll"C,l pllmit",c tribeR 

Total 

Grand Total 

4z 

7:~-l 
.!II.i 

~"U1HII 
II>~ 

27:1 

HH,07:2 
H,5~() 
(j.lH~ 

1,7:)11 • 
2,16H 

17,-t-2~ 
1;,+11 
2,ilS:l 

4",~ 
J,Gi;!; 

208,Hl 
151,:;2 

161 
2,2n:~ 
I ,-l2~1 

7~j 

\J,bll) 
x ,,);1 

I Ul!IU 
:lli:1 

:1,12!l 
29 SHI) 
il ,~12 

1illil12 
7U.()~t 

,")27 
~);-)t; 

1 ~,:~!'-Hi 
I.,il!I' 

liKI 
22,.~)27 

1:1,4il:1 
!lili 

11,:);):) 
l2,U!I:l 

!!JK 
t~)J).) ") 

8,4r); 

882,165 

8,1f).') 
2,\)ill, 

)0\(;8,411 
\)7 

1<22 
:lO,r,():1 
H,R7~ 

925,902 

:12 
linn 

1 !I 
RI;9,t\li:1 

IJ, H.") I) 

12,lIil2 
~7.1J71 

:lV, 
207,Fil7 

11.21+ 
21,172 
lli.2.j~ 
27.:,3+ 

:1,kill 
',,0(;:, 

2R,r,811 

1,326,821 

3,13'1,888 

Mni," 

il~2 
l~)~ 

11,:-;,:1 
H;:) 

1:15 

;:4,'01 
l,tHIl 
:1,111 

!Jill 
1,1II!1 
H,lj().~. 

;\,211:, 
1,21:1 

231 
7~2 

10-1:.5112 
7.!lI),j 

~2 
I l:liI 

711 
j:l:l 

+,\1\)7 
17-1 

7.3HH 
l;"l 

:11), 
"'-:5H 
: ~4:!) 

11!1,lilili 
1,:Q:! 

1,5Sf 
lu,\I] i; 

I,!)]I) 
H,j24 

:l(;,~:W 

2711 
{Gli 

li,I)I, 
,-1:1 
:1.-)t 

II :17(, 

t\7 7 0 
7i1 

fJ,7XL 
21 -1-1" 

:!IK 
!1,!I:H") 
41U7:! 

11118,027 

4,20.-, 
1,5n(; 

lol,IM 
4~ 

107 
lr;,~;-,H 

7.:lill 

459,970 

lK 
+!JK 

43:!.!llIli 
;~~2;~~ 

'i,lIO 
H,!1I11 

~(H, 

I o:l,~)+h 
2U,~;~K 
lO.K,,:; 
,~,1I70 

10 h:1.~ 
iO!IH 
2.()H I 

1 :;,91:\ 

659,928 

1,567,925 

;;,)~ 

1;'0 
11,G()'j 

h:) 

HII 

il:1.:i41 
l,f;~'h 

a,on 
R2~' 

l.m!1 

." i,l-;-
• ~ ,2~ lj; 
1.1 .,1 

:!J-l 
H,,~ 

1O:1,~7!! 

7,"i iT 
7!t 

l,lli:l 
Il? 

»(1+ 
1,(i1:) 

1;-1. 
I,U01 

lH:3 

2H!J 
:!hi 
!?~)7 

111,:123 
I,:!lil 

l/",.l;) 
1:3,HIi~ 
l~H()~ 

ti,H7~ 

:H,+;;{ 
2-,7 
~St; 

1,,;1+2 
t;.j-t
:l,lll 

ll,ed 

1;,61;3 
!I:~ 

f),774 
2/),6!.G 

2~,1l 

!1,I,211 
.i_,:~F :) 

.11311;138 

:{,!130 
I,:lill 

-137,2:>7 
J!! 

11r, 
l~,,;\H 

7 :>47 

<l65,932 

13 
{~li.!1;;7 

:l,7J 7 

~,,\l22 

15.1li 1 
lill 

10:1,7!11 
20~.j 7 ~i 
iO ,HI 7 
S 1."" 

1 il,!11I1 
1,7:lt 
1,!I,~i 

11,11" 

666,893 

1,566,963 



MAP OF TRAVANCORE 
Showing the GeoJlraphical Distribution and the Past Migration of Primitive Tribes 
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APPENDIX I 

THE PRIMITIVE TRIBES 

The population of T ravancore, like that of the rest of Southern India, is predo- Introductory 
, I D 'd' Wh h h Dr 'd' h I' 'h b' f I d' remarks. mmant y ravl Ian. et er t e aVl lans were t e ear lest 10 a Itants 0 n Ia or 

whether there was a pre-Dravidian race of Negroid type is stiB a disputed question. 
Sir Herbert Risley holds the former view, while Mr. A. H. Keane supports the latter. In 
his Introduction to The Cochin Tribes and Castes, Vol. I, by Rao Bahadur L.K. Anantha. 
knshna Iyer, Mr. Keane says "that in India there is no fundamental racial unity .......... . 
that, in the present amalgam, are represented five primary stocks; a submerged Negrilo 
probably from Malaysia; Kolarian, Dravidian and Aryan who arrived in the order 
mentioned from beyond the Hindu Kush and the Himalayas; lastly, the Mongol 
mainly confined to the Himalayan slopes," Mr. Keane's theory is that the Negrilos, 
whom he calls the "submerged element," came from Malaysia round the Bay of Bengal 
to the Himalayan slopes and gradually spread over the Peninsula, probably in the early 
palaeolithic times, and that in course of time they iost their original Negrilo speech and 
became merged in the surrounding Kolarian and Dravidian populations. He holds that 
the Kolarian is a distinct race from the Dravidian and came to India before the latter, 
probably from the north or north.east, that the Dravidians came from the north-west, and 
that "beyond the Vindhyan Range they have nearly everywhere absorbed or replaced 
both the Negrito substratum and the Kolarian indigenes." From these premises 
Mr. Keane concludes that the low caste aborigines now found in Southern India "were not 
originally Dravidians but a blend in diverse proportion of superimposed Negrito, Kolarian 
and Dravidian racial strata." 

2. It must be said in favour of Mr. Keane's view that the low caste Pulayas, 
Parayas, Kuravas, and Vetas living in the plains, and the aboriginal tribes found in the 
forests of Travancore show traits of Negroid character, unlike the Nayars, VeHalas and 
other high-caste Dravidians. It is not improbable that the earliest inhabitants of 
the counh"y were the Negritos and that the Dravidians who came in subsequently 
conquered the aborigines, established their rule in the land and developed their own 
civilization. In the process of conquest some of the aborigines might have been sub~ 
jugated and made serfs, while others might have receded into the hills and forests. The 
former, having been in close contact with their masters, might have received an admixture 
of the Dravidian blood; but as they were not admitted into the Dravidian society they 
remained as distinct classes of a lower order. These probably are the Pulayas, Parayas, 
Kuravas, and Vetas, the most depressed of the different classes of the present population. 
The aborigines who receded into the hills and forests lived in complete isolation from the 
rest of the people. They had no settled home; they were mostly nomadic hunters living on 
wild beasts, natural roots and berries; some took to agriculture and raised food grains by 
cultivating forest lands. Till recently they had not come in contact with the people of 
the plains and had, therefore, preserved their primitive customs and habits more or less 
intact. But this is all fast changing. The civilized man has penetrated into their province, 
opened up forests and established plantations. The Forest Department has imposed 
restrictions on their movements and their methods of cultivation. These intrusions into 
their primitive life are bringing about rapid changes in their physical character, their 
economic condition, their social customs and religious ideas. By coming in contact 
with civilized people they are themselves getting civilized, but in this process they are 
degenerating in bodily vigour and are fast dwindling down in number. The progress of 
civilization has not yet gone far enough to make them extinct. They are still there and 
many of them even now exhibit, in a marked degree, some of the primitive characteristics 
of the aborigines. 
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3. The Tribes now met with in Travancore are :-

I . Malapantafam 8. V cttuvan C Malavetan) 
2. Muthuvan (a) Valiyavetan 
3. Mannan (b) Cheruvetan 
4. Uiali (c) Chinkanni-Vetan 
5. Paliyan Cd) Elichathi-Vetan 
6. Malapulayan 9. Malankuravan (Malayadiyar) 

(a) Kurumbapulayan 10. Malayaiayan 
(b) Karavalipulayan 11. Ullatan 
(c) Pambupulayan 12. Ki"nikkaran 

7. Vizhavan (Malankudi) 1.3. Thantapulayan 

Travancore is cut off from the rest of Southern India by the Western Ghats. 
This lofty mountain range contains peaks of varying heights and shapes, and from there the 
country slopes gradually towards the west down to the flat coa~tal plain bounded by the 
Arabian Sea. The highest point in the Western Ghats is Anamudi, being 8,837 feet 
above sea-level. The northern portion of this mountainous tract is the High Range 
Division. The lower slopes and the foot of the mountains are covered by rich virgin 
forests, from where emerge several rivers which forcing their way across the country flow 
into the sea. It is within these forests that the primitive tribes are chiefly met with. 

4. Malapantatam, the most primitive of the primitive tribes of Travancore, lives 
scattered in the higher reaches of the Pampa and the Achankoil rivers and at Thalappiira 
and KarumpaUi in the forests of Shenkotta tal uk. Muthuvan is found on the Kam;tan 
Devan hills in the High Range Division Mannan in the Cardamom hills to the south of 
the Panniyar river, Urali in the forests of the Periyar, Vandanmet and Thodupu!a Ranges. 
and Paliyan in the Vandanm~t Range. Of the three groups of Malapulayan, Kurumba
pulayan lives at Pampar, Alampatti, Karumutti and Palampatti; Karavalipulayan at 
Kumpittankuli, Pattatholivu, Pulikaravayal and Nachivayal; and Pambupulayan in the 
forests to the east of Chinnar. Vizhavan lives in the Idiyara valley in North Travancore. 
Vettuvan in the forests near Vadas'erikara, and Malankuravan in various parts of the 
State. Malayadiyar, found in Koni Reserve. is identical with Malankuravan. Malayatayan 
is found in the forests of Changanachery, Minachil, and Thodupula taluks; UHatan in 
the reserves of the Manimala Range; Kanikkaran in the forests of Vilavancode, 
Neyyattinkara and Nedumangad taluks; Malavelan, the low-country Kanikkaran, in the 
interior parts of Neyyattinkara taluk; and Thantapulayan on the coastal area in Sherthala 
taluk. 

5. The segregation of a tribe from other people tends to preserve and intensify 
its natural characteristics. The geographical conditions of Travancore are such that 
the primitive tribes have had to live in isolation in "regions of poverty t~-day and 
anxiety for the morrow." Of all the tribes, Malapantatam, Muthuvan and Utali have 
been least affected by outside influences. The other tribes have been subjected to 
extraneous influences and have, therefore, received an infusion of fresh blood and new 
ideas from the more civilized people with whom they have come in contact. This is 
seen clearly in the Vizhavan, Paliyan. Ullatan, Malayatayan, Mannan, and Kanikkaran. 
Owing to the admixture of foreign blood these tribes are now approaching the com
posite type of civilized humanity. 

6. Climate determines the limits of the habitable area of a country. The influence 
of climate is seen in the irregular distribution of the population of T ravancore and in the 
congregation of the people in the littoral area where the struggle for existence has become 
keen and intensive. While the density of population is 1,743 per square mile on the sea
coast, it is only 82 per square mile in the Highland according to the present census. 
Climate is also the deciding factor in determining the crops that man can grow in a locality. 
Mannan, Muthuvan, Paliyan, and Kurumbapulayan. who dre found at an altitude of 2,000 
to 5,000 feet above sea-level, cultivate ragi, while Kanikkaran, MaJayatayan, Ullatan, 
ViLhavan, and others who live at lower elevations cultivate rice and tapioca. Where 
climate favours the growth of forests, there it prolongs the hunter stage of human develop
ment and retards advance to agriculture. This fact is amply borne out by the Malapantatam, 
who is the only nomadic tribe in the hunter stage existing in this State. 

The salubrity of high altitudes is favourable !o human development. We see it 
exemplified in the Muthuvall, Mannan, Paliyan and Utali. Their well-developed lungs, 
massive chest!', ana large torsos are due to the influence of the rarefied air at the ;high 
altitude at which i.hey iive. They evince, however, an aversion to muscular effort. 
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P. Vidal De Blache says:- "As atmospheric pressure diminishes perceptibly at high 
altitudes, atmospheric oxygen combines with blood corpuscles in the lungs more slowly. 
According to trustworthy observations, sluggishness and dislike of prolonged effort, muscular 
or otherwise, is the consequence of the slowing down of the physiological processes which 
act on the nervous system by means of the blood." (I) The backwardness of tropical 
countcies is said to be due to excessive heat. "The actinic rays of the sun are believed to 
stimulate the cells to greater activity when they fall on the human body. At first it is 
beneficial. If it goes to excess, the cells apparently break down. "(:2) Intense heat of long 
duration, combined with a high degree of humidity. is unfavourable to human development. 
It causes enervation, creates a craving for stimulants and induces habits of alcoholism. 
Kanikkaran, Malayarayan, UHatan, Malavetan and Vizhavan are good examples of devita
lisation caused by tropical c1imak. 

7. Malaria is a disease of the tropical and sub-tropical countries, whose climate is 
characterised by alternate wet and dry seasons. A people devitalised by this disease 
cannot be expected to be energetic and active. The sluggishnes3 of the Kanikkaran, Mala
pantaram. Vizhavan. UUatan and others who live in malaria-stricken areas, is due to the 
baneful effect of this disease. 

8. It is said that the colouration of the skin is the conjoint effect of a number of 
environmental factors working through physiological processes. The pigment of the skin is 
found in the epidermis, and the influence of light favours its formation. In a cold climate, 
where the thermal action is weak, a discolouration of the pigment in the skin and other 
parts of the body produces a kind of albinism. Kanikkaran, UUatan, Malayaiayan, and 
Thantapulayan who live at low elevations in the plains are darker than Muthuvan, Mannan, 
and Paliyan of the High Range. Blondness increases appreciably on high hills. .. Waitz 
long ago affirmed this tendency of mountaineers to lighter colouring from his study of primi
tive peoples. This may not be entirely duc to climatic contrast between mountain and 
plain. Economic poverty of the environment and poor food supply have also a hand." (3) 

9. "Darwin holds that changes, such as size, colour, thickness of skin, and hair, 
have been produced through food supply and climate from the external conditions in which 
the forms lived ". (4) .. Stature ", according to Semple, "is partly a matter of feeding, 
and hence of geographic condition." In T ravancore, the primitive peoples of the hills are 
generally shorter than those of the plains; but within the hilly regions stature is often larger 
at high than at moderate altitudes, which is ascribed to "the influence of a rigorous climate 
in killing off all but vigorous individuals." (:5) Sir Arthur Keith says "that the greater 
activity of the pituitary gland gives the Caucasian his height of stature, bulk of body, 
prominent chin, strong eyebrow ridges, and pronou_nced nasalization:' (I;) The greater 
height of the Muthuvan, Malapulayan, Paliyan and Ura\i may be due to the more vigorous 
functioning of the pituitary gland at higher elevations. The effect of a scanty and 
uncertain food supply is seen on Malapantiitam and Vizhavan, who are shorter in 
stature than others. The groups classified as short are between S8t inches and 62± 
inches. The average height of Malapantiiiam is 61 inches, of Vizhavan 61 '16 inches, 
oj Muthuvan 62 inches, of Malapulayan 62'5 inches, of Paliyan 62 inches, and cf 
Uiiili 62-8 inches. 

10. The shape of the head is regarded by most anthropologists as a constant 
and persistent character. According to the Frankfort Agreement of 1882, heads, with 
a cephalic index not exceeding 74'9, are now classified as dolichocephalic (70 to 74'9). 
Deniker says dol ichocephaly is almost exclusively located at Melanesia, Australia, India, 
and Africa. According to Risley, the prevalent type in Peninsular India seems to be 
long-headed or medium·headed. The _ primitive peoples of Travancore are the modern 
representatives of the pre· Dravidians. Uiali is the most dolichocephalic of the hill tribes 
with a cephalic index of 70'6. Muthuvan has a cephalic index of 70'9, Malankuravan 
73'7, Malayaiayan 72'1, Vizhavan 72'6, Kal)ikkuran 7t·S, Malavetan 74'4, UHatan 
73'9, and Paliyan 74'3. Dolichocephaly of the primitive peoples is of a very primitive 
type, for the vault of the head is low and the direction of the brain backward. They 
occasionally shew a prognathic face, but ordinarily they are orthognathic . 

. _-_------_---------- . ___ -
(1) P. VIdal De Blache, The Prinnple8 I~r Hllman Geog"llpfl!l, p. I iX. 
(2) E. C. Seml'l{" The lnflupnl'e of Ge(lgraphll'aZ End. anment, p. G2li. 

~:3) E. C. Semple, lol'. (Ii, ]>.3!l. 

(4) E. C. Remple, loco cd., p. 34. 

(5) Sir Herbert RIsley, Tlte People of Indta, p. 31. 

(ti) H. G. Duncan, Ral'e aud PopulatIOn Problems, p. 33. 
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11. The nasal index is claimed by some to be the surest method of distinguishing
racial types. "The broad type of nose:' according to Risley, "is found in Madras, the 
Central Provinces, and Chota Nagpur." * The broad nose of the pre-Dravidian is his 
striking feature. The physical configuration of the country, the vast stretches of fever
haunted jungles, the absence of roads, and the compact social organization of the primitive 
tribes protect them from the intrusion of foreign influence. All the pre-Dravidian tribes of 
Travancore are mostly platyrhine. The average nasal index oj Vizhavan is 88'05, of 
Muthuvan 91'05, of Malavetan 86'6, of Malayadiyar 84-6, of Uiali 84'6, of Paliyan 
86'5, of UHatan 85'4, of Malayarayan 83'1, and of Kanikkaran 89'1. Vizhavan, Muthu
van, Malavetan, Paliyan, Kanikkaran, and UHatan are platyrhine, while Orali, Mala
yar-ayan and Malayadiyar~are bordering on platyrhiny. 

To sum up, short stature, low forehead, Hat face and nose, and dark complexion are 
the characteristic features of the primitive peoples of Travancore. The following tables 
give the head measurements, the stature and the nasal measurements of some primitive tribes 
in Travancore :-
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J 2. Malapantatams are found in regions where they are unaffected by the com- Ma.nners a.nd 
petition and influence of other people and, therefore, enjoy full freedom for the continuance customs. 
of a nomadic life. Gregariousness would be a positive disadvantage to them under such 
conditions. Being nomadic hunters they have no permanent habitations. Their family 
seldom consists of more than two or three members. Their huts are of the simplest pattern, 
built of junglewood posts with a lean-to roof thatched with plantain leaves. A fire is Malapantaram. 
kept going at 'ill times to keep them warm. They make fire by the flint and steel method 
(Cnakmuk_ in their language). Their clothes are scanty. They are dark. brown in com-
plexion and short in stature. The nose is depressed at the root in those living in Rani 
Reserve and leptorrhine in those living at Pathanapuram and Thalappara owing to miscegena-
tion. Their eye ridges are prominent and hair is black and curly. The hard life they 
lead in jungle has made them strong and sturdy. Nevertheless, many fall victims to diseases 
like small-pox and malaria, and their number is fast going down. 

Girls are married both before and after puberty. Marriage IS generally con
tracted between cross-cousins. The exchange of sisters in marriage is also practised. 
Marriage is celebrated at the bride's house. On the appointed day, the bridegroom is 
presented with a pair of cloths. The bride's father then places the right hand of the bride 
on the left hand of the bridegroom and says, "I hand over my daughter to you. Take care 
of her." The couple are then seated on a mat and four balls of rice are brought on a 
leaf. The bride hands over two balls to the husband who eats them. He then gives two 
balls to the wife and she also eats them. This completes the marriage ceremony. 

When a girl attains puberty, she remains in a small shed about a hundred yards 
away from the hut. Pollution lasts for sixteen days. When she goes out she must cover 
her head with a cloth and walk with her face turned down, led by an elderly woman. 
It is believed that evil will befall her if this injunction is not adhered to. When a woman 
is in menses, pollution lasts for seven days. During this period the husband should not 
ascend a hill or climb a tree. He should remain indoors and should not handle any 
implement. To the primitive man, menstruous women are dangerous, and seclusion is 
intended to afford protection from the dreaded spirit. When a woman is about 
to become a mother, she remains in a separate shed about 200 yards away from the hut. 
Pollution lasts for J 6 days. During this period the husband should not go out for hunting, 
for gathering food, or for any other purpose. The mother continues to be under a taboo 
for three to five months if the child is a male, and for four to six months if it is a female. She 
should not even touch the cooking vessels during this period. The husband abstains from 
having intercourse with his wife from the seventh month of pregnancy and for six months 
after delivery. 

The dead are buried. After burial the tribe deserts the locality and moves on 
to another place. Death pollution lasts for eight days. On the ninth day, the chief 
mourner gives a feast to the villagers in honour of the dead. The sons succeed to the 
property of the father, if any. Malapantarams dread the jungle deities. Those at Arien
cavu worship crests of hills. The deities whom they generally worship are Sastha and his 
satellite, Karuppuswami. 

J 3. Muthuvans live at high elevations and consequently look hale and hearty. Muthu¥an 
Their villages have no permanency owing to the system of shifting cultivation they follow. • 
The huts are small, rectangular, and one~roomed with a single door in front. Their only 
furniture is a mat or two, woven out of reeds. The fire which occupies the corner of the 
hut represents "that most precious luxury, the sum total of their Cfeature comforts:' 

Sexual license before marriage is neither recognized nOf tolerated. Unmarried 
young people are subjected to strict discipline. All unmarried males above ten years of age 
are confined to the "Bachelor-hall" at night. The unmarried girls sleep in a separate hut 
under the care of an elderly woman. The orthodox marriage is between cross-cousins, 
i. e., the children of brothers and sisters. The marriage ceremony takes place in the evening 
after 6 p. m. The bridegroom, with his best man and the bride's maid, goes to the bride's 
hut. The parents of the bride will then be absent from there. They should not be spec
tators of the ceremonial. The bri.:legroom. presents the bride with ear-rings, glass bangles, 
cloths, and a comb of golden bamboo whIch he himself has made. The presentation of 
the comb forms the essential part of the ceremony and it is always worn by the bride on the 
back of the head above the knotted hair. After the ceremony, all the guests are treated to 
a feast. A relic of marriage by capture exists in this tribe. Polygamy is allowed. The 
.second wife must carry out the orders of the first. If they are friendly. they live in the same 
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house. Among Muthuvans of the low country polyandry is also permitted, but it has become 
very rare in these days. Fraternal polyandry does not exist at all. Muthuvans of the 
Cardamom Hills are monogamous. Re-marriage of widows is allowed, but not by the 
brother of the deceased husband. 

When a girl attains puberty, she is lodged in a separate shed so that she might 
be beyond the gaze of men. Pollution lasts for three days. When a woman is about to 
become a mother, she is also lodged in a "seclusion hut." All the married women of the 
village assist in the delivery. Pollution lasts for thirty days. The child belongs to the 
mother's clan and is named after the uncle or the maternal grandparent. Inheritance is 
matrilineal. A man's property goes to his sister's sons after his demise. 

Muthuvans in the Cardamom Hills worship the forest deities, Koltamalo SWaml 
and Vadaganatha Swami, who are supposed to be residing on the crests of hills. They als( 
worship malevolent deities, KOTUPPU, Milfiamma and Kati. But they have been greatl) 
influenced by Hinduism and. like the Hindus, worship the Sun, God Subrahmonia, and 
Goddess Minakshi Amma (SakuTu). 

Muthuvans are nomadic agriculturists. Ragi is their staple food. Their envi· 
ronment has made them hunters and trappers. They eat fish and the flesh of sambur: 
ibex, monkey, and jungle-sheep. The flesh of black monkey is greately relished by them 
They do not kill the bison. The wealth of Muthuvans is locked up in their cattle whid 
consist mostly of buffaloes. They drink milk and will offer it to the visitors also. 

Men wear a loin cloth kept in its place by a string tied round the waist, and alsc 
a turban. A Kambli or blanket is tied up and carried on the back. It serves as a hold· 
all. Women wear a coloured doth about 16 to 18 cubits long. Men wear ear-rings: 
silver and brass rings on the fourth finger of the right hand, and sometimes a bracelet on 
each arm. Muthuvans living in the Cardamom Hills speak Tamil, and those found neal 
Piiyamkuty Malayalam. The average Muthuvan enjoys a better physique than most other 
tribes. He is tall and has an aquiline nose depressed at the root. With a dark-browr 
skin, black and wavy hair, and a retreating forehead, his simplicity of life, his cheerful. 
ness and healthy look give him the appearance of a good personality. Sturdy in limb~ 
and erect in bearing, he can endure great fatigue and carry heavy loads at ease. Hi~ 
economic condition is better than that of the other hill tribes. 

14. Mannans are found mostly in the Cardamom Hills to the south of the Panniyal 
river up to the south of the tract of land now submerged by the Petiyar reservoir. Thi~ 
locality has a salubrious climate and enjoys the benefit of both the monsoons. The influ
ence of the geographical environment on the Mannan is seen in his physical and mental 
characters, his economic condition, and his religious beliefs. Thel pigmentation of hi~ 
skin is brown-black. The cool climate has made him hardy and long-lived, and has also 
imbued him with a gay and vivacious temperament. He has a long head, a flat nose, and 
thick lips. The hamlets of Mannans are situated on high grounds where there is a perennial 
supply of water and plenty of land for cultivation. Each hamlet contains five to fifteen 
huts. The headman alone is privileged to sit and sleep on a bamboo thatly (a miniatun: 
cot. ) All the rest sit and sl eep on the floor. 

Girls are married after they attain puberty. The marriageable age is between 
16 and 20 for males and over 14 for females. Marriage takes place between the chiidrell 
of brother and sister. Before the marriage is solemnized the bridegroom goes and remaim 
in the bride's house for a period not exceeding one year. The ceremony is conducted ill 
the bride's house. The bridegroom bows to his parents and elders, and the bride to her 
parents. The couple are then seated on a mat. The thali is tied round the bride's ned 
by the bridegroom's sister. The visitors are treated to a feast. Marriage by capture i~ 
also in vogue among Mannans. Should a woman refuse to return the love of a man, he 
forcibly takes her away and they live together in the forest for ten or twelve days. They 
are then searched for and taken to the hamlet. The offence is condoned and they are 
allowed to remain as husband and wife. Elopement is also a recognized institution anc 
takes place if parents object to the union of a man and woman. A man marries a second 
wife if his first wife is sterile. Polyandry is rare, but is not altogether extinct. Widows 
are allowed to remarry. A man may marry the wife of his deceased brother. 

• 
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When a girl attains puberty, she is lodged in a seclusion hut for four days. 
'On the fifth day, she returns home after a bath and wears a new cloth. When a woman 
is in menses, pollution lasts for four days, and during the period she remains in a separate 
shed. On the fifth day she bathes, but remains in seclusion for another four days. 
When a woman is about to become a mother, she is lodged in a separate hut. After 
delivery she continues to be there for twenty days, the period of pollution. On the 21 st 
day, she goes to the house, but remains in a separate room. 

Manna~s are fast giving up their tribal religion and be-coming Hindus. They 
worship God Sastha. Traces of animism stiM exist among them. For example, it is 
believed that the clearing of jungle disturbs the lipirits residing there. A portion of the 
primitive forests is dedicated to them and is preserved as a sacred place. 

Mannans are nomadic agriculturists. Ragi is their staple food. In times of 
scarcity they eat wild fruits and roots. Fish is a delicacy to them and they also eat 
crabs, the flesh of black monkey, sambur. and rats. Bison flesh is tabooed. 

J 5. Gralis used to be scantily clad, but owing to their contact with the Urali. 
planters they are becoming civilized and now we,if a loin cloth, four cubits long and 
two cubits wide, shirts, coats, and turbans. When they go out a blanket serves as a 
hold-all to carry their necessaries of life. They have a long head, a flat nose, a retreating 
forehead, and moderately thick lips. They are somewhat fair in complexion and have 
ddrk and wavy hair. 

When a girl attains puberty she is placed under a rigorous taboo. She is 
lodged in a tree-house reserved for the purpose. Pollution lasts for seven days. On 
the eighth day she bathes and moves to another tree-house where she remains for 
two days. On the third day she bathes and goes home, when seven jack-leaf-spoonfuls 
of cow-dung water and oil are poured on her head by her uncle or brother to purify her, 
after which she enters the hut. Similarly, a woman in menstruation is confined to a 
distant tree-house for a few days. Afterwards she bathes and goes to the tree-house for 
two days. 0n the third day she bathes and goes home. Marriage of girls takes place 
both before and after puberty. Sisters are exchanged in marriage, and a qtan who has 
no sisters has only a very remote chance of getting married. Formerly an Uiiili married 
as many women as he had sisters, but now he does not marry more than two. Polyandry 
is verv rare among this tribe. The marriage ceremony is simple. The bridegroom and 
bis father go to the bride's hut and escort her to their home, where the bride's party is 
fed. Her dowry consists of bill-hooks, clothes and vessels. 

When a woman is about to become a mother, she goes to a tree-house. She is not 
given any assistance in delivery. Women stand at a distance and give instructions. Even 
after delivery they do not approach her and render her any help. Pollution lasts for 21 
days. During this period the husband refrains from doing any work. She bathes on 
the 22nd day and enters home. 

Nomadic agriculture is the occupation of this tribe. Rice is their staple food. 
Men avoid intercourse with women [or three days after clearing the jungle lest harm 
should befall them and their crop. Uialis worship crests of hills which are supposed to 
be haunted by evil spirits. The ancestor-spirits are propitiated during agricl!Jtural 
ceremonies. There is a medicine-man called Plathi. who cures all diseases. Uiiilis 
are very orthodox and do not interdine with Paliyans or Manniins. 

16. Paliyans are found in the Vandanmet Range. Living as they are in the Paliyan. 
midst of cardamom ryots, they have been influenced by their contact with the low-country 
people in their customs and manners. They have a long head, a Bat nose, a retreating 
forehead, and moderately thick lips. They are brown-black in complexion. 

When a girl attains puberty, she remains in the seclusion shed for 15 days. She 
returns home on the 16th day after bathing, carrying a pot of water on her head. She 
then cooks rice and serveS it to other women. Then alone is she free from pollution. During 
menses, she remains in the seclusion shed for five days. Marriage takes place after a girl 
attains puberty. Cross-cousin m3rriage is in vogue. Before marriage, a man serves his 
uncle who is his would-be father-in-law for six months. Marriage is thus one of service 
and there is no dowry attached to it. The ceremony is conducted in the house of 
the bridegroom at night and lasts for one day only. The clothes of the couple are 
immersed in saffron water on the third day. They then bathe in " stream and return 
home. A man is allowed to marry the wife of his deceased elder or younger brother. 

5B 
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Polygamy is practised when the first wife is barren, and the second wife is invariably 
the sister of the first. Younger brothers are said to have intercourse with the wife of the 
eldest brother. Women enjoy great freedom and are of loose morality. When a woman 
is about to become a mother, she is sent to the seclusion shed where she remains for 
six days after child-birth. On the seventh day she bathes and comes home, when a 
hammock made of new cloth is provided by the uncle for the baby. The son inherits 
the property of the father. Paliyans are migratory agriculturists practising shifting 
cultivation. During sowing and harvesting they abstain from intercourse with their wives. 
They believe that cultivation will fail if they are not pure. Pa!iyans worship crests of 
hills, and also Sastha, Karuppuswami, and Maiiamma. Ancestor-spirits are also propitiated. 
Men wear loin cloths, 4 cubits by 2t cubits, and also shirts, coats and turbans. 
Women wear coloured cloth 12 cubits by 2! cubits. They have also begun to wear 
jackets 

t 7. Malapulayas are divided into three endogamous septs, namely, Kurumbapulaya, 
Karava!ipulaya, and Pambupulaya, in the descending order of their social status. The 
higher septs do not intermarry or interdine with the lower ones. Kurumbapulayas are 
nomadic agriculturists. Karavalipulayas are dependants of the VeHalas. Ragi is the 
staple food of the former, while the latter live on rice which they get in the shape of 
wages from their masters. 

A girl, on attainIng puberty, remains in the seclusion shed for 30 days, during 
which period she should not see any man. On the 31st day she bathes and returns home, 
when all the villagers are treated to a feast. Marriage takes place after a girl attains 
puberty. Cross-cousin marriage is prevalent. Marriage ceremony is conducted at the 
bride's hut and lasts for three days. 

Among Karavalipulayas, the boy's parents give a bride-price of forty vallams 
of paddy and a coloured cloth to the bride and her mother. Marriage takes place at 
night. The bride and the bridegroom. ar; ,seated on a mat, facing east. The bridegroom 
ties a necklace of beads round the bnde s neck. They take food from the same leaf. 
each giving a ball of rice to the other. All the guests are then feasted and the married 
couple are taken to the bridegroom's house. 

Among Kurumbapulayas bride-price is not given. A cloth is presented to 
the bride and a string dipped in sa-ffron water is tied round her neck. The guests are 
then treated to a feast. An elder brother may marry the wife of his deceased younger 
brother and become the guardian of his children. Polygamy is practised, and a. man 
may marry the sister of his first wife. Polyandry is prevalent and even promiscuity is 
not uncommon. Sons inherit the father's property. 

Malapulayas worship Kati, Matiamma, Chaplamma, and Katlaparamma. Men 
abstain from intercourse with their wives for ten days prior to any religious ceremony they 
have to perform. Man wears a cloth, 6 cubits by 2t cubifs, and woman a coloured cloth 
16 cubits long. The diminished vitality of this tribe is due to the unhealthy environmen~ 
in which it lives. 

18. Vizhavans are found in the Idiyara valley in North Travancore. Among them 
when a girl attaing puberty she is confined to a seclusion shed for seven days during which 
period she should not see any man. A breach of this taboo would bring harm to the 
hamlet. On the eighth day she bathes and goes home. A woman is not allowed to take 
any anima! food until she is married. Pre-marital chastity is rare. A man may clan
destinely cohabit with any woman. In the event of conception before marriage, no attempt 
is made to cause miscarriage. Every effort will be made to legalise such unions. Marriage 
generally takes place before a girl attains puberty. A man must marry outside his clan. 
Cross-cousin marriage is tabooed among them. Marriage lasts for one day and takes place in 
the bride's house. It consists merely in the presentation of cl oths to the bride and her mother. 
Sisters are exchanged in marriage if they are of different clans. Free divorce is allowed. 
Child-birth takes place in an isolated shed and no male can go near it. The mother and 
the baby remain there for fifteen days. On the 16th day she bathes and enters home. 

A man's property goes to his sister's sons. Women do not inherit property. 
Vizhavans are nomadic agriculturists and shift their cultivation annually. Rice is their 
staple food, but they supplement It with wild roots and tubers which they dIg out with 
their digging spud. They are experts at spearing fish. Vizhavans worship Sastha and 
make offerings to the spirits of ancestors, before abandoning the land which they have 
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cultivated. Men wear a loin cloth, 4 cubits by 2 cubits, and also a small upper cloth. 
Women wear a loin cloth, 10 cubits long. They are dark in complexion, have a long head, 
a flat nose, a receding forehead and moderately thick lips. Eyebrows are prominent. 

19. Vettuvans are found scattered throughout the State. They are otherwise known YettuYan. 

as Kanakavetan, Vetar, or Walavetan. 
There are four classes of Malavetans:-

1. Valiyavetan, 3. Chinkanni-vetan, 
2. Cheruvetan, 4. Elichathi-vetan. 

The Cheruvetans do not interdine or intermarry with the Valiyavetans, but may 
interdine with the Chinkal)ni-vetans and marry their women, but the latter are not allowed 
to inter dine with the women of the former. If the husband dies, the wife and her children 
go back to her home. The Cheruvetans neither interdine nor intermarry with the 
Elichathi-vetans. The ChinkaI).I).i-vetans stand at a distance of 18 feet from the Cheruvetans 
and the latter stand 8 feet away from the other Vetans. 

Marriage is between cross-cousins. Sisters are exchanged in marriage by men 
belonging to different clans. Marriage takes place both before and after a girl attains 
puberty. It is conducted in the bride's house and lasts for one day. It consists in the 
presentation of a cloth by the bridegroom to the bride and the tying of thali round her neck. 
Among Chinkanni-vetans, the married couple are seated on a mat, cooked rice is placed on 
a plantain leaf and is eaten by both. Polygamy is prevalent among this tribe. A man 
does not marry the wife of his deceased brother or the sister of his deceased wife. 
Divorce is allowed. A girl, on attaining puberty, remains in the seclusion shed for nine 
days. On the tenth day she bathes and goes home. She then makes a horizontal mark 
with cow-dung on the forehead of all the guests present, and gives a bowl of rice gruel to 
each. Pollution then ceases. When a woman is about to become a mother, she is 
confined to a rOom in the hut. After delivery, a decoction of medicinal herbs and 
charcoal powder is made in the husband's urine and administered to her by the husband. 

Among Chinkanni-vetans, sons inherit two-thirds and nephews (sister's sons) one
third of a man's property on his: demise. It is divided equally between the sons and the 
nephews among Cheruvetans. Chinkanni-vetans are dark in complexion and short in 
stature. They have a long head, and a flat nose depressed at the root. The hair is dark 
and curly. They have a poor physique, due to adverse circumstances. Cheruvetans 
differ from them in having prominent brow-ridges. Cheruvetans are migratory agricul
turists. They live on rice, wild roots and berries. 

20. Malankuravans are found in Nedumangad, Pathanapuram, Thiruvella, and Malankuravo.n 
Quilon taluks. Malayadiyars. who are found in the Koni Reserve. resemble Malan- (Malayadiyar). 

kuravans in their exogamous clan system and other customs. 

Marriage takes place only after a girl has attained puberty. Formerly they used 
to perform keiiukalyaryam (thali·tying ceremony) for girls between the ages of 5 and 8. 
but it has now been given up. Among Malankuravans a man marries the daughter of his 
maternal uncle. He cannot marry the daughter of his father's sister. This prohibition 
does not exist among Malayadiyars. Among Malankuravans. marriage lasts for a day and 
takes place in the house of the bride. It consists in the presentation of a pair of cloths to 
the bride. The bridegroom's father gives Rs. 2-8 annas to the bride's father. Without the 
payment of this amount, the girl is not sent to her husband's home. Among Malayadiyars, 
martiage iasts for two days and there is no payment of bride~price. Polygamy is practised 
by them. A man can marry the sister of his first wife. 

Malankuravans propitiate the hills wherein spirits are supposed to reside. such as, 
Thalaparamala. Udumparamala. and Thevalaparamala, before they commence clearing 
the jungle for cultivation. Offerings are again made to them after the seed is sown. 

21. Malayaiayans are found in the forests of Thodupula, Minachil, and Changana- Malayal'ayan. 
chery taluks. As the name suggests, they were once lords of the hills. They claim 
superiority over all the other tribes. UHatans used to call them Valianmars (those who 
rule), which evidently points to their former greatness. 

On attaining puberty a girl is confined to a seclusion shed for a day. The next 
day she bathes and goes to the main hut. On the eighth day she again bathes in a 
stream, plunging three times. After the third dip she looks at the thali-tier. The girl and 
the thali-tier are taken home in procession. and there they are seated on a mat and treated 
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to a feast. Before girls attain puberty a thali-tying ceremony is performed, generally for a 
number of girls together at the age of 3, 5, 7 or 9. Marriage takes place after they have 
attained puberty. Marriage ceremony is conducted in the evening or at night. The 
bridegroom's father gives presents to the couple. They are seated on a mat, facing east. 
The bride's brother hands her a betel leaf which she tears off into two halves. She gives 
one half to her husband to chew, and she herself chews the other half, and both spit in 
the same spittoon. All the guests then chew betel-leaf. Polygamy is resorted to if the 
first wife is barren. Fraternal polyandry occurs rarely. Widows remarry. Sons inherit 
father's property, and in their absence it devolves on the daughters. If a man dies 
childless, his property goes to his brothers and, in their absence, to his sisters. 

Malayatayans are spirit worshippers. Ancestor~worship is common among them. 
The spirits of the dead are worshipped, because it is believed that they are capable of 
influencing the welfare of the living persons in a mysterious manner. The Malayatayans 
worship five hills which are believed to possess supern~tural powers, but they do not dis
tinguish the spirit from the matter. They also worship Sastha. Malayatayans are nomadic 
agriculturists. They are dark in complexion, having a long head and a flat nose, depressed 
at the root. Brow ridges are prominent and the forehead is receding. Many of them have 
become converts to Christianity. 

22. UHatans are found in the reserved forests in the MaI.limala Range. There is 
no difference between them and the Kocchuvelans. They are also known as Kattalans. 

An UHatan generally marries the daughter of his paternal uncle. Marriage takes 
place before the girl attains puberty. A preliminary thalileettukaiyaT}am is celebrated 
when the girl is seven years old. On the fourth day of the ceremony the thai i-tier and 
the girl bathe in a stream and return home in procession. If he so desires, he can marry 
her after she has attained puberty. The marriage is conducted in the bride's house. 
The couple stand in the marriage booth and the bridegroom presents to the bride a 
bundle of clothes. which she wears. The guests are given betel-leaf to chew, and the 
married couple then depart for the husband's house. At the latter place the guests are treated 
to a feast at night, and in the next morning after another feast, the bride's party goes back. 
Polygamy is prevalent among this tribe. A man may marry the wife of his deceased 
brother. Fraternal polyandry is also said to exist rarely. 

On a man's demise, one-half of his property goes to his sister's sons, and the other 
half to his own sons. In the absence of nephews the whole property goes to his sons. 
Ullatans are nomadic agriculturists. Rice is their staple food. Kocchuvelan is the head of 
th~' UUatans and he receives the offerings of cocon~ts, ghee, and cash made by devotees 
of God Ayyappan at Thalal?ara on their way to Sabatimala during the MakaraVi{akku 
festival. UHatans make offermgs to Thalaparamala, Udumparamala, and Chakiparamala 
annually on a Friday. They believe that they are able to live in the forest without molesta
tion from wild animals under. the protection they ;ec,eive from the spirits residing on 
these hills. UHatans lead a cehbate hfe from the begmnmg of Dhanu to Medam (Decem
ber to April), when they clear the jungle and cultivate the land. They do so because 
they are then in the dorpain of the hill deities whose wrath they should not provoke. If a 
pure life is not led, Sastha and other deities will be offended. It is said that a man who 
touched his wife during menses lost his eye-sight when he went to hoe the soil. 

UUatans are dark in complexion, ~a~ing a long head, a flat nose, depressed at the 
root, and a receding forehead. Their haIr IS wavy or curly. 

Kanikkaran. 23. KaI.likkar are a wild but inoffensive jungle tribe, inhabiting the wilds of South 
T ravancore. According to Bourdillon, those who live in the interior are called KaI.likkar 
while those living at the outskirts are called Velanmar. 

In this tribe marriage takes place both before and after a girl attains puberty. In 
South Travancore, marriagt before puberty is not favoured because the girl will not then 
be in a position to assume the responsibilities of a housewife. In the Shenkotta Forest 
Division, infant marriage is in vogue and is becoming common for want of mature Women. 
Marriage is celebrated in the bridegroom's house in daytime. A necklace of beads is tied 
round the neck of the bride by the bridegroom. The a~sembled guests are treated to a 
feast. The married couple sit on ~ mat and take food from the same leaf. The next morn
ing all depart, leaving the bride with th~ br~degro?m in ~is house .. In, Kottiir, th~ ~usband 
ties the thali round the neck of the bnde If she IS an mfant. HIS sIster does It If she is 
grown up. A plantain leaf is placed in front of the couple, and rice and curry are served. 
Two women hold the bride's head and press it on the bridegroom's shoulder seven times. 
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The bridegroom then puts small quantities of rice and curry into the mouth of the bride 
seven times. South of the Kothayar, marriage is celebrated in the bride's house. The 
bridegroom ties the thali round the neck of the bride. KaI).ikkar are generally monogamous. 
but if a man marries more than once his second wife is usually the sister of the first. 
Adultery is viewed with great abhorrence, and punishment for this offence varies in different 
lccalities. At Kulathupula the following is the punishment inflicted on the adulterer. His 
legs are tied to the branch of a tree with the head hanging down. Straw strewn with 
chillies is spread on the ground and burned. The body of the culprit is then swung to 
and fro, and he is in the meanwhile given 25 lashes with a cane on the buttocks. The 
guilty woman is given 15 lashes by the man who marries her, even though he may have 
been already married. 

In Vilavancode taluk a girl on attaining puberty is allowed to remain in the hut 
itself, but further north she is kept in a separate shed situated about 100 feet away from the 
hut. Pollution lasts for six days. On the seventh day the girl bathes and goes home, 
when the medicine-man gives her some holy ash which she smears on the forehead. During 
the seventh month of pregnancy there is a ceremony called Vayaru pongal, when offerings 
are made to the sun. Confinement takes place in the house itself. Pollution lasts for 16 
days. Abortion is common among the KaI).ikkar women, probably due to malaria. A 
man's property devolves equally on his sons and sister's sons. In the absence of nephews, 
the sons get the whole property. Descent is reckoned through the female line and children 
belong to the clan of the mother. In Cherukata of Pathanapuram taluk, inheritance is 
through the male line. 

Kanikkar's god is legion. Spirits of diverse kinds are supposed to haunt houses 
and villages. They are malevolent spirits able to damage crops and cause epidemics and 
famine. The propitiation of these spirits is the essence of the religion of the KaI).ikkar. 
They worship Agastya and also ancestor-spirits. When frightened by wild animals, they 
go to the plathi (medicine-man) to ascertain which ancestor-spirit has been annoyed. The 
plathi takes some small pebbles and places five of them in a row in honour of Ganapathy. 
He then holds some pebbles in his right hand and drops them in pairs into the left. If 
after dropping fo~r pairs of pebbles, an even number remains in the right hand, the plathi 
concludes that Echamuthan is responsible for the incident. If an odd number be left 
behind. he repeats the process to find out whether Pulichavu is responsible for it. In 
Kulathupula paddy grains are used instead of pebbles and the operation is conducted on a 
wooden board. The offended spirit is propitiated by making suitable offerings.', 

The musical instrument of the Kanikkar is the Kokra. It is used in all religious 
ceremonies. It is a cylindrical tube 9 inches long, made of sheet iron, the lateral edges of 
which are serrated. A man holds it in his left hand and draws an iron rod over the ser
rated edges to and fro quickly. The sound thus produced is not very agreeable, but it 
suits the songs of the Kanikkar. The villages are rarely situated on crests of hills. They 
are usually built in places where there is a convenient water-supply. The huts are con· 
structed in rows, leaving only a small space between the rows. A village is abandoned as 
soon as the soil there ceases to be productive. The' Bachelor-hall . is prominent in 
M6thitamala, Chembikunnu and Kotliir. It is the home of the unmarried youth of the 
village, and women are not allowed access into it. Bachelors remain there day and night 
and go to their huts only for meals. Unmarried girls remain in a separate shed. Among 
the Kanikkar at Arippu, Madathura and other places there is no separate shed for 
unmarried girls. 

KaI).ikkar make fire by friction in the following manner. A small slot, half an inch 
deep, is made in the centre of a piece of soft wood. A man keeps the piece in position 
under his big toe, takes a round stick of hard wood 18 inches long, holds it in a vertical 
position keeping one end of it in the slot and turns it quickly backward and forward with 
both his hands. A portion of the wood dust produced in this process remains in the slot 
and the heat generated by friction ignites it. KaI).ikkar also make fire by the "Hint and 
steel method" which they can "chakku mukk.i." It may be a comparatively recent 
invention. Pieces of flint and steel and some floss of Careya urens are the material:<, required. 
The floss is held near the flint and the latter is struck with the steel. The friction produces 
sparks which ignite the floss. This process is resorted to in cold weather only. The use 
oi safety matches is now ccming into vogue. 

KaI).ikkar are nomadic agriculturists. Rice is their staple food and they cultivate it 
permanently on flats insi~e the reserved forests. The d~ess of . the Kanikkar living to !he 
north of the Katamana fiver and to the south of Chemblkunnu IS very scanty. It conSIsts 
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of an under-cloth held in position by a string tied round the loins. Over this is suspended 
an aprpn 2t feet long and 1 t inches wide, the loose end of which is tucked up into a 
girdle tied tightly round the loins. The girdle is made on the iakli by women out of 17 
strands of yarn or twist. A woman takes three to four days to make a girdle. 
The Kiinikkiir living in places where they come in contact with the people of the plains are 
better clad. The Kiilfikkar of Nedumangad tatoo their body to enhance personal beauty. 

Thantapulayan 24. Thantapulayas live in the coastal tract in Sherthala taluk. Among them girls 
are married after puberty, but betrothal takes place when they are seven to eight years old. 
Betrothal is effected by the boy's maternal uncle giving the girl's maternal uncle three times 
32 chackrams plus 51 chackrams. The marriage ceremony consists in the bridegroom 
presenting a pair of cloths to the bride and tying a necklace of beads round her neck. 
Formerly, a thanda (a kind of grass) garment was presented instead of cloths. Marriage 
takes place in the bride's house. Five men accompany the bridegroom. They are 
feasted and are given pansupaTi, with which the marriage ceremony is concluded. Im~ 
mediately afterwards the married couple go to the husband's house. On the third day 
they go back to the girl's house where they are given a feast by the girl's parents. 

A man may marry more than one woman, generally on economic grounds. 
Women work and provide food to their husbands also. Widow remarriage is allowed. 
Thantapulayas are matrilineal. A man succeeds to the property of his mother's brother. 
If there is no nephew the property goes to the son. They worship the sun early in the 
morning and in the evening. They are also serpent worshippers. On account of their 
hard life, the men have a sturdy comtiMio~. They have a long head, a flat nose, and a 
receding forehead. The vault of the head IS low They are dark in complexion and have 
well-developed chests. Brow ridges are prominent. 

(lia.ns a.nd 25. The social organization of the hili~tribes of Travancore is built on the founda~ 
exoga.my tion of exogamy. Primitive peoples attached the greatest importance to the rules of 

exogamy, and the punishments inflicted for any breach thereof were very severe. The 
tribe forms the outer circle within which a man must marry. But within the circle there 
are sub~divisions, and persons belonging to each of these sub-divisions are prohibited from 
marrying. These are called exogamous groups or clans. The theory is that members of 
a clan are descended from the same male ancestor, and are, therefore, related. Marriage 
is not allowed within the clan. The clan does not prohibit marriage of persons related on 
the mother's side, but permits the union of first cousins, provided they are not children of 
brothers. 

26. Malapantiiiams are the least modified descendants of 'the pre-Dravidian race. 
They have no clan system, but there are two groups among them consisting of three or 
four families, having no distinct names. Each group is exogamous. A man marries the 
daughter of his maternal uncle or of his fathers' sister. Thus double cross~cousin marriage 
is practised. The exchange of sisters in marriage is also in vogue. 

27. The Kanikkar of Soulh Travancore have a more highly developed system of 
exogamous clans than those in Quilon and Shenkotta Divisions. There are two clans in 
the hamlets of Cherukara, Madathura, Atippu, and ViIlimaIa of Shenkotta and Qui Ion 
Divisions, and are known as M iIttillom and 1'rleni-illom. They trace the origin of the 
dans to the carcase of an elephant. The m,lD who saw the haunches and hind~limbs of 
the carcase belonged to MiIttillom, and he who saw its trunk to the Meni-illom. The 
Kalfikkar of the present day claim to be the descendants of these two ancestors. There 
are four clans among the Kalfikkar at Naraveli in Nedumangad taluk. They are M iIlt
i!lom, Mini-iUom, Kayyillom, and P alillom, alld all are exogamous. Members of '11 iItl
illom and M en i-illom , considered to be superior to the other two clans, intermarry. There 
is neither intermarriage nor interdining between these and the other clans. The members 
of the two .inferior clans are not even. invit~d. to the marriage ceremonies of the superior 
clans, and If they attend the ceremOnIes unInVited, they are fed only after the superior clans 
have had their feast. Among the KaI)ikkar of Neyyattinkara Range, there are two distinct 
divisions, or PhTaiTies, AT}T}anthambi PhTatry, and Macchambi PhTatry. AnT}anthambi 
PhTatTY includes the clans of Meni-illom, Pefinchillom, and Kayyillom; and Macchambi 
PhratTY the clans of M iiWllom, Vela nii I i!lom, and Kurumillom. Intermarriage between 
the members of the different clans of the same Phratry is prohibited. 

28. Interesting stories are current among the Kanikkar as to the origin of their 
clans. The ancestors of the Kanikkiir of Mothiiamala felt an abhorrence to the promis
cuous life they led in the past. With a view to evolve order out of this chaotic social 
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condition, Illampalti Miithan and ThiruvampaUi MUlhan decided that there should be a 
dual organization of the KaI:likkiirs, namely ATJ-TJ-anlhambi illakkars and Macchambi illakkars. 
Each division was further sub~divided into five clans, and the KaI:likkar of the present day 
are said to be their descendants. 

The Kanikkar of Mankutty have invented a very ingenious story about the origin 
of the clan system. The story is that a sambur once did great havoc to their crops and 
the man who shot an arrow at the animal and killed it became Kurumillom. The man 
who sat on the hedge and saw the incident became Velillom and another who watched the 
fun at a distance Velandl-illom. The man who removed the sambur's head became 
M ullillom and one who carried the fore~limbs Kayyillom. Another who bundled up a 
small quantity of flesh in leaves, which swelled its appearance, belonged to Periman-illom. 
The man who removed the bowels became M angi5lillom, and one who removed the udder 
of the carcase Palamala illom. Lastly, a man who left a python in water belonged to 
Pet'inchillom. 

In the hamlets in the vicinity of Kallat in Nedumangad tal uk, the clans are known 
by other names, and the origin of the clan system is said to be different. ATJ-TJ-anthambi 
Phralry includes Vellayillom, ManTJ-ati-illom, Thumbra-illom, Velandl-illom, M iilai
kanath-illom and Muwllom. Wacchambi Phratry includes Meni-illom, Patikayillom, 
ErumbiyaHllom, Pdramala-illom and Polhottillom. Regarding the origin ofthese clans, 
it is said that once a wild elephant lay dead in the jungle, and that different parts of its 
carca:'le were appropriated by different men, from whom originated the various dans. The 
man who got only the earth where the carcase lay belonged to ManTJ-ati-illom. One who 
carried away the genital organ became Thumbara-illom. He who removed the heart 
belonged to Vellayillom. The man who got the lion's share of the flesh belonged to Meni
illom. One who got only the ants that swarmed there belonged to Erumbiyat-illom. 
MulaikoTJ-alh, PaliJi'_a, and Polhode illoms are named after the places called MulaikoI:lam. 
Patika, and Pothode. As regards Paramala illom, it is said that a Ka1)ikkar boy and 
girl were found hiding in a rock cave ClUed Paramala and they were removed to the 
nearest hamlet and brought up. The children of the girl belonged to Paramala illom. 
Those who saw and enjoyed all the fun belonged to Velanaullom. Dr. Edgar Thurston 
gives currency to the theory that clans are named after mountains and places, such as 
Palamala, Thalamala, etc. This view is not correct as regards Kanikkar of the present 
day. 

The system of tracing kinship through the mother is not altogether extinct among 
the hill-tribes of Travancore. Among KaI:likkar, the children of a man of Kurumillom 
clan by his wife of Pefinchiliom dan belong to the latter clan. According to the rules of 
exogamy, no m3.n is allowed to marry a woman of his own clan. As a woman's children 
belong to a clan different from that of her brother's children, it follows that these children 
who are cross-cousins can intermarry according to the rule of exogamy. On the other 

'hand, children of brother3 or of sisters belong to the same exogamous clan and cannot, 
therefore, interm3.rry. Though double cross-cousin marriage is permissible, a man 
generally marries the daughter of his m:lternal uncle. A child is generally named after 
a member of the mother's clan, a maternal unde, an aunt, or a maternal grandparent. 
Scholars, like Sir Henry Maine and M. Fustel De Coulanges, did not recognize the system 
of female descent and thought that the exogamous dan with male descent was an extension 
of patriarchal family which was the original unit of society. The wide distribution of 
exogamy and the probable priority of matriarchy to patriarchy were first brought promi~ 
nendy to notice by McLennan. * Under the system of female descent. there was no 
transfer of clanship among K 3.uikkar. The children belonged to the mother's clan. With 
the introduction of the system of male kinship ('ame the practice of transferring a woman 
from her own clan to that of her husband. 

29. Muthuvans of Nei'iamangalam Range are divided into a number of exogamous 
clans, such as M~lekuttam, Kanakuitam, Thushanikutlam', Puthanikuttam, Kanayalhu
kuttam, Ellikfltlam. Members of Kdnakuitam and M elekutlam clans consider themselves 
to be superior to the remaming four clans, and do not intermarry with them. 

Milekiitlam includes the ~,,,, akas or chieftains of Muthuvans. This clan is said to 
be superior to all the other clans, and members of this clan intermarry only with those of 
Kdnakuitam clan. Kdnakutiam is inferior to Milekutiam, but its members alone enjoy 
the privilege of marriage with the members of the latter. The members of Thiishani
kuttam are also the vassals of the Yah. Their functions are the same as those of 
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Thushanikuitam. but they enjoy the special privilege of putting up a thalli (elevated seat}>" 
for the Vaka to sit on. The members of Ellikutlam have their own Vaka at Kiliparambu~ .. 
Among Muthuvans at Pupara, there are only three clans, Thushanikultam, Kanayathu
kutiam, and Ellikutlam. The Mel- Vaka of Melekutiam clan is recognized as their chief •. 
and he still receives the fines inflicted on delinquents. The l'vJ.uthuvans of Kudakad in 
Anjanad valley have only two clans, Suryanayar and Aryanayar, and they are
exogamous. Tbey do not recognize the Mel~Vaka as their chief. 

Like the Kanikkiir of South T ravancore, the children of a Muthuvan family belong 
to the clan of the mother. The husband is responsible for the maintenance of his wife and 
children. The debts of children are a charge not on the father but on the maternal uncle, 
and a man's debts devolve on his nephews (sister's sons \ Male children are named after 
their maternal uncle or grandfather. and daughters after their maternal grandmother or aunt.
A man invariably marries the daughter of his maternal uncle. 

30. Vizhavans of Idiyara valley are divided into eight clans :-
1. Kunnikar 5. Ponneyankar 
2. Alappankar 6. Pe1atikar 
3. Maringattukar 7. Pokkankar 
4. Th6nnikar 8. Kraplikar 

Sir Herbert Risley classes the names of exogamous divisions as eponymous, terri
torial, or local, titular and totemistic. * The clans of Vizhavans are territorial. They are 
named after some village in which the members of the clan originally resided. Thus 
M atingatlu/ear are those who came from Maiingath. Krapli/ears are those who came 
from Krapli. Croups of Vizhavans occupied different parts of the Idiyara valley, and 
came to be known by the name of the locality where they lived. Pe/ali/ear are said to be 
indigenous. When they began to decline in numbers. thf'y contracted alliances with the 
Muthuvans in Cochin State, and these came over and settled in some parts of the Idiyara 
valley. 

PelaUkar and Po/ekankar consider themselves to be superior to the other clans 
and the headman is selected from these clans. This superiority does not, however, operate 
as a bar to intermarriage. The first three clans regard themselves as belonging to one 
stock and so no intermarriage is allowed among them, but they can intermarry with the 
remaining five clans. Marriage between cross~cousins is prohibited among Muthuvans. 
A man is free to marry any woman outside his clan and has thus a wider choice of a mate. 

31. Malayatayans of Central T ravancote are divided into six clans :-
Vala~illom are the descendants of the man who presented bangles to the Ampala~· 

pula Chief (Vala means bangle) ; Er).rJa-illom. of the man who presented oil to the Chief 
(ErJr).a means oil) ; Mundillom, of the man who presented cloth to the Chief (Mundu 
means cloth); and Puthani-illom, of the man who presented flowers to the Chief (Puvu 
means Rower). Besides these four, there are also the Korangani~illom and Panthirayita
illom. The first two clans claim superiority over the others. Mundilla/ekars and Puthani
illakkars are M acchambi (brother~in~law) illa/ekars to the members of the first two clans. 
The last two clans are the lowest in social status. 

Formely men of Vata~illom married the women of PuthiinHllom, but did not 
give their women in marriage to the latter. Members of Puthi.ini~illom are not allowed to 
serve food to those of Vat a- illom because of their lower statu s. These differences are 
now vanishing. -

A Malayaiayan is forbidden from marrying a woman of his own dan. A man's. 
children belong to his wife' s dan, and they are named ~after the maternal grandparent, uncle 
or aunt. One of the traces of the old solidarity of the clan exists in the recognition by 
every member of the clan o£·his duty to welcome any other member. however unrelated, as. 
his brother. 

32. Malavetans are divided into three endogamous sections, Cheruvetan, ChinkarJni~ 
Vetan, and Elivelan. Cheruvetans, otherwise known as Vetluvar.s, are found in and out~ 
side the Kumaranperur Re"serve of the Rani Range. They comprise four exogamous· 
dans: -

1 . Venatan-illom, 
2. Vendiii-illom. 

3. Churalayar-illom, 
4. Modanathan~iIlom. 

Marriage between members of the same dan is prohibited. A man is free to< 
marry' a woman of the other three clans. A woman after marriage continues to be of her
own clan and the children belong to her clan. 
----------------------------------------~ 
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33. Malankuravans are divided into eight exogamous clans:-

J • Menati-illom, S. Thechira-illom, 
2. Kata-illom, 6. Vayana-illom, 
3. Kuruntadi-illom, 7. Venni-iIlom, 
4. PaHikal-illom, 8. Onthi-illom. 

MenatHllaJ~/ears consider themselves to be superior to the other clans. Men of this 
dan take wives only from Thechira, Venni, Kurunladi, PaUiR.al and Kala clans, and not 
from the other two clans. Marriage within the clan is forbidden. A man marries the 
daughter of his maternal uncle, but not the daugther of his father's sister, as she is con
sidered to be his sister. 

Malayadiyars of Ullinkal and Kottampara in the Rani Range have the following 
clans :-

J. Kata-illom, 
2. Mcnati-illom, 
3. PaHikal-ilIom, 

4. Venni-ilIom, 
S. Piakat-ill om, 
6. Vayana-illom. 

The clans are exogamous. A woman continues to be of her own clan even after 
marriage, and her children belong to her dan. <?wing to the similarity of their clans, 
Malayadiyiirs appear to be an early offshoot of Malankuravans. 

34. Ulliitans have four exogamouS clans :-
.. J. Kaliincheti-illom, 3. Kanat-iIlom, 

2. MadapaUi-illom, 4. Perakala-illom. 

A woman even after marriage belongs to her clan. Children belong to the 
mothers's clan and are named after a maternal grandparent, uncle or aunt. Cross-cousin 
marriage is common in this tribe. 

Oratis of Periyar and Vandanmet are divided into eight exogamous clans :-
1. KiinakuUam, 5. Enniyarkuttam, 
2. Vettikuttam, 6. Periyilakuttam, 
3. Onakuuam, 7. Kodiyarikuttam, 
4. Thuriyakuttam, 8. Vayanavarkuttam. 

There is a fanciful story of the origin of these clans. The men who went trudging 
in the Kanam (high forest) belonged to KanaR.iiltam ; those who went clearing the way 
belonged to VettiR.ii tlam; those who went easing themselves on the way belonged to 
Thiiriyakiitlam; those who swept away the refuse belonged to PeriyilaR.iittam; those who 
numbered the cut stumps on the way belonged to EnniyiirR.litiam; and lastly, those who 
attended a feast on Onam day belonged to ()T}aR.iitlam. The clans are exogamous and 
children belong to the clan of the mother. Marriage generally takes place by the 
exchange of sisters. No man can get a wife, unless he has a sister whom he can give in 
exchange, with the result that a number of young men remain unmarried. A man used to 
have more than one wife formerly, but now the scarcity of women has made monogamy 
obi igatory. 

35. Manniins of Vandanmet have eleven clans '-
1. Aravankudi-kiini, 7. Oiiilian-kani, 
2. Niittumannan-kiini, 8. Maniyaran-kani, 
3. Anakadan-kaQi, - 9. Kumblan-kani, 
4. Thopran-kiiI).i, 10. Muthukoran-kiini. 
5. Edakan-kani, 11. Ka!kundal-kiini. 
6. Panikan-kani, 

The clans are named after the localities where they live. They are exogamous 
and children belong to the clan of the mother. 

36. Sir James Frazer calls Southern India" the classic home of cousin marriage." Cous~n 
.. The marriage of cross-cousins appears to originate in the simplest of economic motives, marrIage. 
the wish and necessity to pay for a woman in kind. Formerly, the match between a 
brother's daughter and sister's son was most Common. This is said to be a survival of the 
matriarchate, when a man's sister's son was his heir ... * Marriage between a man and the 
daughter of his maternal uncle is prevalent anJOng Muthuvans, Manniins, and Malankura-
vans; but marriage with the daughter of his fathers' sister is prohibited. Marriage between 
ortho-cousins is also tabooed. Among the above mentioned tribes as well as among Mala
pantiitams, Malavetans, and Malayarayans, a father desires and claims the marriage of his son 
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with his sister's daughter. The desire is probably based on the economic motive of reducing 
the marriage expenses and of keeping the family property intact. The father encourages 
one form of cross-cousin marriage, namely, the marriage of his son with his sister's daughter, 
while the mother encourages the other form of cross-cousin marriage, namely, the marriage 
of her son with her brother's daughter, so that similar motives pulling brother and sister in 
opposite directions balance each other and tend to produce an equilibrium between the two 
forms of cross-cousin marriage. 

37. Of the two forms of marriage by barter, the exchange of sisters was earlier than 
the exchange of daughters by their fathers. The form of marriage considered to be quite 
proper by primitive tribes is that between cross-cousins. A man marries a woman who is 
the daughter of his father's sister or his mother's brother, and a woman marries a man 
who is the son of her mother's brother or her father's sister. Husband and wife in such 
cases are double cross-cousins. This double relationship by blood between the pair arises 
from the interchange of sisters. Th~ practice of exchanging sisters in marriage co-exists 
with cross-cousin marriage among Utatis, Muthuvans, Kanikkar, Malavetans and UUatans. 
It is probable that the practice of exchanging daughters or sisters in marriage was at first a 
simple case of barter and originated in a low stage of savagery, when women had high 
economic value as labourers. 

38. The classificatory system of relationship does not appear to have been affected by 
the divisions of a community into exogamous clans. The successive division of a community 
into two, four, or eight exogamous groups seems to have been intended to prevent the 
marriage of relatives of various degrees. The division of the clan into two was adopted 
for the purpose of preventing the marriage of brothers and sisters. Brothers and sisters 
belonged to the same clan, and marriage between the members of the same clan was 
tabooed. Under the two clan division the exchange of sisters became the regular mode of 
obtaining wives. Amol1g Vizhavans of Idiyara valley the number of exogamous groups 
increased to eight, and this was probably done to prevent the marriage of cross-cousins. 

39. The wide distribution of exogamy and the probable priority of the system 
of female descent to that of male descent were pointed out by McLennan. The 
relationship found to exist between a man and his sister's children among Muthuvans and 
Mannans may be a survival of the ancient system of matriarchy, under which a woman's 
children belonged to her family, and her husband had no proprietory right or authority 
over them. Under the system of female kinship, there was no change of clanship after 
marriage and both the husband and the wife retained their own clans, and the children 
belonged to the mother's clan. This is the case among Kanikkar, Muthuvans, Malayarayans 
and others. With the introduction of the system of male kinship came the practice of 
transferring a woman from her clan to that of her husband. 

40. Westermal'ck is of the opinion that the custom of naming the child after the 
mother is capable of widely different interpretations. "Among savages," he writes, "the 
tie between mother and child is much stronger than that which binds a child to the 
father ...... Moreover, in cases of separation, occurring frequently at the lower stages of 
civilization, the infant children always follow th~ mother, and so, very often, do children 
more advanced in years ...... " .No wonder, then, if a child takes its name after the mother 
rather than after the father ... * In Malap.llltfdams Travancore still possesses a primitive 
tribe in the hunting stage of civilization, among whom children are named after the father 
and descent is patrilineal. 

41. The existence of separate clans from which chiefs are drawn is a distinguishing 
feature of a few hill-tribes. There are six clans among Muthuvans. The M~lekiillam 
clan is considered to be superior to all the others, and the headman, M el- Vaka, is chosen 
from this dan. The members of this clan are allowed to intermarry only with those of 
Kanakuitam clan. The Mel~Vaka is the supreme lord of Muthuvans. In the case of 
Vizhavans of Idiyara valley the headman is chosen from the Pelatikkar and Pokkankar who 
are superior to the other clans, but unlike among Muthuvans intermarriage is allowed 
between these and other clans. Among Malayarayans of Central Travancore, Enna
illakkars and Va!a-illakars are considered to be superior to the other clans, and from these 
their chiefs are chosen. There is no bar against intermarriage betwen the different clans. 
Kal)ikkar generally have no particular clan from which the chiefs are chosen. Among 
the Kanikkar of Naraveli alone there exist two clans, M iiWllakkars and Meni-illakkars, who 
are supposed to be superior to the other clans, and they choose their chiefs from these two 
superior clans. The -members of the superior and inferior clans neither intermarry nor 
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interdine. Among Thantapulayas chieftainship is confined to a particular family. The 
eldest male member of this family is acknowledged as the chief. On his death the office 
falls on his younger brother and in the absence of brothers on the oldest son of his sisters. 

42. It was Vitruvius who said of pre~historic architecture that "the savage man Dwell~ngs and 

took shelter in nature's places of refuge or built his own in imitation of birds' nests and ~a:~~~~~~~~:~ 
the lairs of beasts. The earliest dwellings have been built under three types according . 
to occupation of residents. The hunters and fishermen live III caves or rocks. The agri~ 
culturists build their huts of mud, poles, and straw, and shepherds live in old tents." The 
primitive tribes of Travancore are found in the region of the bamboo and the reed. These 
materials are used for a variety of purposes. There is a family likeness among all articles 
made by tropical peoples, and this is accounted for by the uniformity of climate and environ~ 
ments in which they live. The rectangular type of hut is the most common among most of 
the tribes. Malapantarams make the simplest of dwellings. They live either in rock~ 
shelters, or under breakwinds resting on junglewood posts and thatched with wild plantain 
leaves, which will accommodate two or three persons. Children over ten years of age 
sleep in separate dormitories. The huts are almost circular in shape. 

43. According to Lord Avebury the Garos of Upper India and the Kanikkar live in 
dwellings built 8 to 10 feet above the ground, as a protection from man and wild animals. 
Two such pile-dwellings exist in the Kani settlement at Mothiramala near Pechipara. 
Each building is rectangular in shape, 20 feet long and 15 feet broad, built on posts of 
wood, 3 feet above the ground. There are eight posts on each side and eight in the 
middle. The flooring is made of bamboo thatty resting on bamboo cross-pieces. These 
two buildings are far more sanitary than other huts in which Kanikkar generally live. 
They have given up this type of dwelling as it is too difficult and costly to make. The 
ordinary hut is a simple one. It is 15 feet by 12 feet and contains only one room. It is 
made of junglewood, reeds and bamboos. The roof is thatched with the leaves of reeds 
and the side walls are also covered with them. The huts are situated close to one another 
in a row in Vilavancode and Kalkulam Ranges, but wider apart in regions to the north of 
Nedumangad. The floor is on a level with the ground; in some cases the side walls are 
made of mud to a height of two feet from the ground. These huts are very insanitary. 

44. Muthuvan's huts are neater in appearance, but are huddled together. The 
floor is on a level with the ground. The huts are made of junglewood and reeds, and are 
thatched with grass. In Anjanad Range, the walls are made of plaited bamboo and 
plastered with clay. Each hut has only one door in the front and is not· provided with 
windows, as a protection against cold. The dwellings of Malayaiayans and UHatans are 
of an improved pattern. They are built wider apart with junglewood, bamboos and reeds 
and are thatched with grass. They have invariably a verandah in the front. The walls 
are made of plaited bamboo. The floor is about 2~ feet above the ground. 

Malapulayan's huts are 1 5 feet by 12 feet in dimensions and are two-roomed 
without windows. They are made of junglewood, bamboos and potha grass. Bamboo· 
trellis forms the wall which is plastered with mud. The Roor is raised, and the huts face 
east. The summer encampments of Vizhavans are on the banks of the Idiyara river and 
are of a temporary nature. They have merely a lean~to-roof, one side of which touches 
the ground and the other is raised by reed-stakes. Here they remain from November to 
March. when they move on to their new clearings and put up more substantial buildings. 
These are two~roomed and are 20 feet long and 1 5 feet broad. They are made of jungle~ 
wood and reeds and are thatched with reed leaves. The dwellings of Uia\is are of the same 
pattern as those of Kanikkar and Muthuvans, but, as they live in high jungle, they have 
also tree~houses where they spend the night for fear of wild elephants. They are built 
upon trees at a height of about 50 feet from the ground. A bamboo whose side shoots 
have been cut off serves as a ladder. The roof is thatched with reed leaves and the walls 
are made of bamboo thatties. 

45. Malapantarams, being in the hunting stage of civilization, are the poorest in Weapons used 
their equipment of weapons. Those living in Rani and Manimala Ranges ordinarily by.the Primitive 

I d d·· d B h· . h I f Tribes. possess on y a woo en 199mg spu. y t elr contact Wit ow~country men, some 0 

them have procured bill~hooks also. Dogs are their sole companions. They are ferocious 
animals and are helpful to them for their existence in the jungle. 

46. Kanikkar, in common with other hill-tribes, use the bilI~hook for a variety of 
purposes. It is sharpened on one surface of its cutting edge. The handle is made of wood 
and is fastened to the blade by means of a pin. Kanikkar use the bilI·hook for loosening 
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the soil for cultivation. for cutting firewood. and for various other purposes. They are 
adepts in the use of the pellet-bow, the ordinary bow and arrow and the gun. The pellet-bow 
is made for the use of pellets of stone which are flung with great force. The stave is made 
of bamboo and is wider at the centre than at the ends. Two strings made of Sterculia 
fibre an: tied on not~hes at the ends o~ the stave; they are kept one inch apart by a piece of 
reed, wIth a socket In the centre, one Inch square, also made of Sterculia fibre. The stone 
is held in the socket by the thumb and the forefinger. A stone could be flung from the 
pellet-bow over a distance of 100 yards. It is used in killing small game and in driving 
away monkeys from the crops. Boys are taught the use of it from very early in life and by 
the tenth year they become adepts. Men use it till they are 40 years old, when they 
give it up owing to failing eye-sight. Kii~ikkiir use the plain bow also. It consists of a 
single stave made of the stem of Poliyalthia /ragrans. The string is made of the fibre of 
the adventitious roots of Ficus, and is tied on notches at the ends of the stave. The arrow 
is made of reed, and the pointed end, made of Acacia catechu, is fixed to it by means of 
wax. To steady the flight of the arrow three rows of fowl's feathers are stuck into it with 
gum. Local blacksmiths make guns for KiilJikkar with the timber of Careya arborea supplied 
by Kanikkar themselves and the barrels of old unlicensed guns which the smiths manage to 
procure. These guns cost trom ten to thirty rupees. A Kanikkaran begiBs the use of the 
gun by his 15th year and kills with it the bison, the wild boar, the sambur, the barking 
deer, the porcupine, the monkey, the jungle squirrel and other animals. 

47. Muthuvans of the High Range use neither the pellet bow, nor the plain bow;. 
but those at Puyamkutty use the plain bow, but not the pellet-bow. The stave of the 
bow is made of bamboo, and the arrow of reed. The string is made of the fibre of Ficus. 
Children are taught the use of the bow and arrow by the elders from their tenth year. 
The enthusiasm for the use of this weapon is dying out after: the introduction of the gun. 
Boys are allowed to handle a gun from the 18th year. 

48. Oralis use the pellet-bow and the muzzle-loading gun. The chief weapons of 
the other tribes are the digging spud and the bill-hook. 

System of 49. "Most systems of sociology treat man as if he were in some way detached from 
agriculture. society. They ignore the land basis of society. The anthropogeographer recognizes all 

the social forces, economic and psychologic, which sociologists regard as the cement of 
socIetIes. He sees in the land occupied by a primitive tribe a highly organized state, the 
material bond holding sQciety together, the ultimate basis of their social activities, which 
are, therefore, derivatives from the land. He sees the common territory exercising an 
integrating force, weak in primitive communities, where the group has established a few and 
temporary relations with the soil, so that their low social complex breaks up readily." * 

Nomadic 
agriculture. 

Terraced 
agriculture. 

50. The primitive peoples of Travancore have a clear conception of tribal lands. 
The idea is of very early origin and arises out of the association of a group with its habitat 
whose food-supply they regard as their monopoly. Malapantarams are a small nomadic 
hunting tribe. They generally live in families of two or three for a week in one locality 
and mOve on to another when the food-supply is exhausted. There is an understanding 
among them that the groups living at Achencoil shall not roam over the domain of those at 
Thalapara in quest of food. Each group has its own tract for its food-supply, and, on an 
average, it comes to about two square miles of land per head. "Since quantity mmt 
compensate for quality, it follows that the poorest groups usually require most space." t 

51. Agriculture is resorted to at first as an adjunct to the chase. Muthuvans, Manniins, 
Paliyans. Gralis, and Vizhavans clear the land by burning the jungle, sow the seed, rake 
up the soil, and reep a fairly good harvest. Shifting cultivation is the common practice, 
and each group takes possession of three times the area required for food production and 
cultivates one third of it every year. Kanikkar, Malayarayans, and Ulliitans follow a 
slightly different system of cultivation. They cultivate a block of land for two or three 
years, and then take up another block, but do not change their habitation. Sedentary life 
adds stability to the occupation of the land. Agriculture alone enables them to live together 
in One place and collect the necessaries of life. 

52. Muthuvans of Anjanad Valley are the only primitive people who have resorted 
to terraced agriculture from remote times. The Anjanad Valley is about fi ve miles long 
and two to three miles broad. Ward and Conner speak of "numberless little glades; some 
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adapted to rice cultivation, scattered along the hilly table that overlooks the valley, whose 
inhabitants are never tempted to settle within this space." * Semple states that a mountain 
environment often occasions a forced development in the form of agriculture among people 
who otherwise still linger on the outskirts of civilization. This is true of the Muthuvans 
of Anjanad Valley who have been there from the second century A. D. Mountain 
agriculture is necessarily laborious and the paucity of arable land precludes the possibility 
of allowing fields to lie fallow. Soil fertility depleted by denudation is replenished by the 
addition of cow-dung. In Anjanad the rainfall is low and the soil clayey, so that the soil 
wash is not appreciable and parallel walls of stone have not been found necessary. At 
Marayur and Nachivayal, there is a vast expanse of terraced cultivation of rice. Hill 
slopes are cut down and made into terraces, from 10 to 30 feet broad. The terraces are 
irrigated by channels which carry water from the Pambanar over a distance of several 
miles. The terraces are 50 arranged that the water flows from terrace to terrace. The 

,terraced fields are owned by individuals. The Muthuvans of Kudakad divert the waters 
of the Mal.lalar to irrigate their fields. The Government of Travancore have extended the 
scope of terraced cultivation in this area by constructing a channel called the Thalayar 
right~bank channel. about 4 miles long. along the slope of the hill, at a cost of over a lakh 

. of rupees, thus ensuring a regular supply of water to about 1,000 acres of this area. 

53. Terraced agriculture is commonly practised by literate peoples of Travancore in 
the mountainous tracts of Minachil, Thodupu!a, Manimala, and Pirmede. When food 
1;upply becomes inadequate for the growing population, artificial methods are employed to 
extend the area of arable land. In Europe, terraced agriculture exists in Germany and 
Italy. In India, it is found in the Himalayan uplands, in Kashmir, Bhutan, I and Assam, 
and outside India. in Tibet, China and Peru. It is also highly developed in Sumatra, 
Java, Lambok. Luzon, Formosa, and Japan. According to Jenks, "the terrace~building 
culture of the Asiatic islands has drawn it~ inspiration from one source. It is considered 
to be a survial of a very early culture which spread from the nest of the primitive Malayan 
stock and left its marks all along the way." t 

54. The rigidity of the village organization of the primitive tribes is due to their Villag!' '"I 

I . I' h . I k t'f d I' . fl' orgamza.OD. ong 1S0 abon, t elr narrow out 00 on 1 e, an c ose mtermarrIage of count ess generatIons. 
They generally live in small groups of families called Kudi (village). Each village is 
even now an independent unit, and consists on an average of from 10 to 15 families, 
bound together by the idea of self~protection. 

55. Among Muthuvans each village has its own headman and the village affairs 
are conducted by a council of eIders. The village chiefs are called the Kularan and the 
Sundarapiindi. Above them there is the Thalayafi who exercises jurisdiction over a 
'group of two or three villages. The supreme chief of aU the villages is called the 
Mel- Valea and under him there is another dignitary called the Miippan. All matters 
which could not be settled by the village councils and by the headman of the villages or 
groups of villages, are first referred to the Miippan and on his decisions appeals are 
preferred to the Mel~ Vaka whose decisions are final. The offices of the M ef· Vaka and 
the ~ M iJppan are hereditary and descend from the uncle to the nephew (sister's son). 
When a man commits an offence, a panchayat (Orumura) is held in the viUage chavadi. 
If he is not amenable to the discipline of the village chief, the ThalaYiifi is invited. The 
Kularan or Sundarapandi (the village chief) spreads a mat and over it is placed a blanket 
covered by a white cloth for the ThalaYiir'i to sit on. The ThalaYiifi and the village 
headman take their seats on the white cloth. while the other villagers sit at a respectable 
,distance from them. The accused stands with folded hands before this council of village 
worthies. The complainants and the accused then state their case and after reviewing the 
arguments on both sides the KulaTan and the SUndafapa ndi ask the ThalaYafi what 
punishment should be inflicted on the accused. He orders the imposition of a fine, which 
does not exceed ten rupees. The authority of the panchayat noW extends over breaches of 
marriage laws, disputes about inheritance, and petty thefts. -

56. Muthuvans of Neiiamangalam have a simpler organization. There the 
M eI- Valea alone counts. He has nominal jurisdiction over the villages in Pupira and 
Anjanad also. There are two Vlikas, called the Mel~Vaka and the Miilhalelea. The 
latter is inferior in rank to the formf'r. When a fine of Rs. 2 ~ 8 ~ 0 is inflicted, 

'*" ""'Tald aua Cunner, Jlnnolr of the ~":olu.,nelj (~f tlJ.,e Trdlftlt.('O/'(-, und Coelun /,'{({it's, 'TuI. r p. 4-1. 
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Rs. 1 - 8 - 0 goes to the Mel-Vaka and one rupee to the MiJthakka. The Mel-Vaka 
appears in all his grandeur, when he heads the procession annually for founding a new 
hamlet. Other Muthuvans clear the jungle, cultivate the soil, sow the seed and carry out 
the orders of the Mel- Vaka, in return for which he feeds them. The Vakas of Ellikultam 
are called the Palithraka and the Valathrakka and they enjoy the same status as the 
Vakas of the other Muthuvan villages. 

57. Among Mannans, village affairs are regulated by a council of elders with a 
headman chosen by the villagers. Chieftainship is hereditary and the nephew (sister's son) 
succeeds the uncle. The chief has a lieutenant called Rakshasan, and under him there are 
other dignitaries, known as Valia Elandar'i, Elandiiii, Thandakaran, and T hannipatta 
in the order of their rank. Mannans build huts, cultivate the land, harvest the crops, and 
store them in tree-houses for their village headman. These privileges are to some extent 
shared by Rakshasan and Valia Elandiifi also If any work has to be done, the order is 
issued through Rakshasan and Elandari who get it executed through Thandakaran. The 
jurisdiction 01 the village council extends over petty offences which are punishable 
with a fine. If a man is not amenable to the decision of the council, the matter goes on 
appeal to Varayilk,.(u Mannan whose decision is final. The system of village government 
among Mannans is gradually breaking down. 

58. Malayarayans have also their councils of elders to look after their common 
interests. Ponamban and Pary.ikkan, having equal status, are the main limbs of the 
councils. The office of Ponamban was fin,t conferred on a deserving member by the 
Pcnjar Chief, and it is not hereditary. The office of Panikkan is hereditary and descends 
from the father to the oldest son. The headman is responsible for the well-being of the 
people in his care. When a man commits an offence, the council meets Ponamban 
reviews the offence and awards punishment which is generally a fine ranging from 
10 to 101 chackrams (A chackram is a Travancore coin equivalent to about 7 pies). 
The headman and the councils meet once a month, discuss village affairs an~ depart after 
feasting. Each village has a common fund which is held by the headman. Loans are 
given to the needy ,md the amount is recovered in instalments. The influence of village 
government is weakening since the tribe has come under the control of the Forest 
Department. 

59. The Kanikkar living in a village are knit together by social, religious and 
political ties. The village is the unit in aU matters and there is no room for the play of 
individuaiistic tendencies. The villagers work jointly in dearing the jungle, in burning the 
debris and in all religio-magical ceremonies performed for securing a bountiful harvest. 
The headman (Miiltak_ani) used to wield considerable influence over his men and enjoy 
various perquisites. The office is hereditary and the oldest son of the sisters succeeds the 
unde. The headman settles all disputes and is the final authority in matters social, 
religious and agricultural. He presides over the meeting of the council of elders, of which 
five members form the quorum. All social questions relating to marriage and divorce are 
discussed and settled by the council and their decision is final. Any fine inflicted on 
delinquents is spent in propitiating gods. Formerly, punishment consisted in caning and 
excommunication, but these are not noW resorted to. 

60. Each UHatan hamlet has a chieftain called KaT}.ikkaran. This office is here
ditary and descends from the father to the son. The villagers build the hut and cultivate 
the land for their chief. Towards the end of every month, the villagers meet in a house 
and settle all village affairs. The head of the household treats them to a feast. Each house 
has its turn. When petty cases of assault arise, the culprits are fined 10 chackram s, with 
which pansupari is purchased and distributed. In case of adultery the hands of the 
culprits are tied to a tree, and the man is given 12 lashes by his brother-in-law and the 
woman 16 lashes by her husband's brother. The supreme head of the UHatans is called 
the Kocchuvelan, a title said to have been conferred by the Pantalam Raja. He is the final 
authority in all matters concerning the welfare of the tribe, and he alone presides over 
meetings of the council when the offence of incest is under trial. 

61. Kurumbapulayas of Anjanad Valley have no separate chief for each hamlet. 
There is a common chief called Afasan for all the hamlets together. On his demise the 
office devolves on his eldest son. The Arasan has an assistant called V dfiyan, and a 
Kolkaran to execute his orders. 

62. Among Karavalipulayas the headman is called Kudumban. He has under him 
Variyan and a Kolkaran to assist him in his duties. Kudumban and Vatiyan sit on a. 
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mat when the council meets and Kol/earan stands close by. Cases of adultery and other 
offences are tried by them, and the man and the WQman are fined from Rs. 1 - 12 - 0 to 
Rs. 3 each. 

63. The Oralis of Peiiyar and Vandanmet have a headman called Kani/ekaran for a 
group of hamlets. Each hamlet has a Plathi or medicine~man and he is respomible for 
the good conduct of the men therein. When a dispute arises in a hamlet, the Plathi informs 
the Kal}i/ekaran of it and the latter goes there, presides over the meeting of the village 
council and settles the dispute. No fine is inflicted on the delinquents. 

64. Paliyans have a Kanikkaran (headman) for each hamlet. He is assisted by a 
Valia Elandc'ifi, a Veena Mariya and a Thanda/ekaran. The first two are in charge of aU 
unmarried boys and girls and are responsible for their good behaviour. They help the 
unemployed by finding work for them. When any dispute arises in a hamlet, the village 
council meets and disCllsses the matter. The parties are admonished and the dispute is 
settled amicably. If a man commits incest, he is kept in stocks for a day and then let off. 

65. Malankuravans have a village council presided over by an Vrali (headman). 
He is also the medicine·,man who cures all maladies. 

66. Malavetans have a headman called Stani in each hamlet, and he settles all their 
disputes. The office is hereditary and descends from the uncle to the nephew (sister's 
son). His influence is waning. 

67. Thantapulayas have a chief who settles all petty disputes among them' 
Offences are inquired into and the culprits are punished by the levy of fines and by ex
posing them to ridicule. When they are unable to settle any dispute among themselves they 
take the matter to their Nayar master whose decision they all implicitly obey. 

68. The long chain of wooded hills of the Western Ghats forms the home of the Tp.a~i~ions ()f 
hill-tribes of T ravancore. How they came to occupy these hills is shrouded in obscurity. O!'Agm. 

Some of them claim to be autochthonous. For example, Malayarayans believe that their 
original home waS in Chingampara near Karimala in the Rani Reserve, and UHatans think 
that theirs was in Kottathatti. Malapantarams also claim to be of indigenous origin. 

69. Kanikkiir, Muthuvans, Mannans, Oiii.lis, and Vizhavans entertain traditions of 
having come from the adjoining district of Madura or Tinnevelly. No tribe has such a 
wealth of traditions of origin as the Kanikkar of South Travancore. These have been 
handed down from generation to generation in popular songs which they sing even now. 
The Kanikkar of Kouur in Neyyattinkara T aluk sing a cMlttu song about their past history. 
It recounts that they formerly settled in Kalakad and Kallidakurichi in Tinnevelly District. 
There were 72 Kani hamlets under three chieftains, Virappen AtaY1!n of Vitanelli K6tta, 
Sithangan AraYGIJI of Chennalur Kotta, and Adichan Arayan of Alanthara Kutta. In 
olden times the Attingal Ra ja posse~sed rights over' Kalakad and KaUidakurichi.' The 
failure of the Kanikkar to appear before the Raja (Ponnum Peiumal) for three years led 
to the despatch of his minister, Mathutti PiUai, to Kalakad ",ith a royal command, direct~ 
ing the appearance of the thr~e hill-chieftains before him. In obedience to the command 
the three chieftains went to Attingal and made presents of honey, ivory. tiger-skin, leopard
skin, bamboo seeds, and other things to the Raja, and the latter conferred on Vitappen 
Arayan the title of Viiamarthandan Aiayan. It was also ordered that Viiamarthandan 
Arayan may collect a tax from the Kanikkar of 72 hamlets. His Highness was about to 
arrange for feeding the hill-chieftains and their followers, when Viiamarthandan Arayan 
informed him that they would themselves cook their food and that they would be satisfied 
if they were given provisions. 'X'hile they were on their way to the river to cook their 
food, they were accosted by Chennan and Chakki (Channans by caste), who invited them 
to their home. There they ate the food given by Chakki. The Raja who was informed 
of the incident said " tll~.nJ ,rm~nb i2lw.o'Il><lloonb ,. ('14 annuchannan Malayaiasan) which means 
., By your association with Channans, you have fallen in my estimation. You deserve to 
be only Malayarayan or laid of the hills." Viramarthandan Aiayan reac~ed Kalakad, 
and collected and enjoyed the lax from 72 Kani hamlets as ordered by the Attingal Raja. 
He then_ decided to celebrate his installation ceremony as Chief of the KaI)ikkar, and 
invited Adi-Pandi I?andiyan, Mid~Pandi Pandiyan, and Thala~Pandi Pandiyan and others 
to the ceremony. Adi-Pandi Pandiyan scoffed at the invitation and jeeringly sent word 
that he would go to the ceremony if Viramarthandan Arayan's sister were given him in 
marriage. This reply so provoked Viramarthandan that he could not take the insult lying 
down. He, therefore, decided to divert the waters of_ the Kothayar, the Parliyar, the 
Manimuthar, and the Chembatunthar from flowing into Adi-Pandy by constructing a dam 
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aCrOSs. them. Some water still trickled down to Adi-Pandy. The medicine-man (Plathi) 
told Viiamarthandan that, if the dam were besmeared with the blood of his sister, Kaiim
padi, no water would flow to Adi-Pandy. No greater sacrifice was demanded of Vira
marthandan, but he did not flinch from carrying out the suggestion of the medicine~man. 
The blood of his sister was accordingly poured on the dam, and no water trickled down 
eastward thereafter. This brought farQine to Adi-Pandy. After ascertaining the 
cause, the Pandiyan Chief repaired to the Attingal Raja and sought relief. Mathutti PiHai 
was sent to Kalakad to break the dam with an elephant and allow water to Row eastward. 
Viiamarthandan dissuaded him from doing it, but his words were not heeded. When 
Mathutti PiHai proceeded to break the dam with the elephant, Vitamarthandan discharged 
an arrow and killed the elephant. Mathutti PiHai committed suicide saying, "Y ou have 
killed your si§ter and my elephant. I too shall end my life here," Thi\~ tragic event 
enraged the Adj .. Pandy Pandiyan and he declared war against the Kanikkar. They were 
defeated and their chieftains committed suicide. But, some of the KiiI.likkar escaped to 
Travancore and they are said to be the earliest KaI.li settlers in this country. This is the 
tradition current among Kanikkar about their immigration to Travancore. The memory of 
Mathutti Pinal is enshrined in their religious songs, and offerings are made to him _even 
to-day. 

70. Muthuvans of the Cardamom Hills believe that they came I from Madura 
on account of internal dissensions in their native land. It might possibly have been at the 
time when the T elugu Naickans took possession of Bodinaickanur in the fourteenth century 
A. D. The Muthuvans who came to the High Range in T ravancore via Bodinaickanur 
carried their children on their back when they climbed up the Ghats, and hence they have 
come to be known as Muthuvans (' Muthuku' means' the back '). This is one version. 
Another version is that, when they left Madura, they carried on their back Goddess 
Minakshi and are, therefore, called Muthuvans. Their males even now carry loads and 
females their babies on their back. 

71. Mannans also claim to have come from Madura. Being fond of animal food, 
they thought that they could live comfortably on the Travancore hills which abounded in 
sambur, black monkey, and other wild animals. The quest for food is, therefore, said to 
be the cause of their immigration. Another version is that they were formerly dependants 
of the king of Madura. Owing to internecine dissensions, they were obliged to leave 
Madura under the leadership of a chief known as Piinjar Raja. They entered the hills 
via Cumbummettu and settled in various parts of the Cardamom Hills. They also installed 
their deity, Chokkana.dar, on the Chokkanad peak, and Chanthiyal Amma at Ayyappancoil. 
It is said that they once owned a small tract of land near Cumbum. It was leased to the 
people of that place and the produce realised was used fo1- temple service by the 
Vaiayilki!u Mannan. This land was lost through litigation, Tradition has it that one 
of the former Rajas of Piinjar nominated three Mannans as his agents for the management 
of his dominion. One of them was installed at Talliaramalai with a silver sword as his 
badge; the second, Goputa 1'vlannan was installed at Mannankandam with a silver bracelet 
as his badge; and the third, the Talamala Mannan, who had a silver cane as badge, was 
installed at U dumbanchola. After the Government of Travancore have taken possession 
of the Cardamom Hills, Mannans owe only a nominal allegiance to the Ponjar Chief who 
is still held in veneration by them. 

72. Ota\is believe that they were dependants of the king of Madura. Their duty 
was to carry umbrellas during State procession. "In ancient times many of the parts 
included in the Thodupula taluk belonged _to the king of Madura. Once when the king 
came to Netiamangalam, the ancestors of Utaljs are said to have accompanied him and were 
probably left there to rule that locality,"* _CUi means locality and a.li means to rule). 
Mannans are sa~d to have held s~ay over Utalis in former times. They were a source of 
terror to the Ufiilis, and any Utah who remained in a tree-house on the arrival of the 
Raja Mannan was caught and chastised. The Raja Mannan used to be the arbiter of 
their disputes, and they paid him four chackrams and one para of paddy annually, but, since 
they passed into the tutelage of the Government of T ravancore, they stopped this payment. 

73. Paliyans of Vandanmet say that, when they were living in Madura, a Pantiiiam 
told them that they would find it congenial to go and live on the Cardamom Hills in 
Travancore which were uninhabited and that accordingly they came and settled at 
Vandanmet. Another tradition current among Paliyans is that a KaBar of Madura had two 
wives, and that when some dissensions arose, his children by the second wife fled to 
Sankurandamalai, fearing molestation. Those who did not fall a victim to the marauders 
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came to be known as PaJiyans. They came to the Cardamom Hills via Bodinaickanur. 
In memory of this connection, the KaHars of Madura refrain from doing any harm to the 
Paliyans. These two, tribes interdine but do not intermarry. A Kanar will not allow a 
Paliyan guest to depart without being fed. The Paliyans pride themselves in being called 
Kaltukallars. The KaHars proper are known as NallukaUars. 

74. Vizhavans seem to think that they are autochthonous, but the names of some of 
their exogamous clans indicate that they might have come from AdiiapaUi in the Co chin 
State; for example, the Maiingalhukars are those who came from Maiingath near 
AdiiapaHi. 

75. Thantapulayas have a curious tradition about their origin. The region where 
they are now found was once a marshy swamp covered by scrub jungle. The owner of 
this land, an influential and rich Nayar landlord of the locality, attempted to cultivate this 
land with paddy. The land was cJeared and sown. But most of the seed grains used to 
disappear and the cultivation was never a success. To find out how the grains disappeared 
the Nayar gentleman kept watch over his fields one night and found that at dead of night a 
band of naked men and women appeared on the fields and ,picked up the grains. He 
succeeded in catching hold of a man and a woman of this party and the rest escaped. 
To the man the Nayar gave his upper cloth and the woman made a garment out of the 
thanta creed grass) which grew there and wore it round her waist. Thantapulayas believe 
that they are the descendants of this couple. 

76. The traditions current among some of the primitive tribes as to their origin and 
their migration to Travancore hills have been described in the foregoing paragraphs; but the 
people of the plains generally ascribe the colonization o! the hills with primitive tribes to 
sage Agastya who came from the north. It is said "that sage Agastya repaired to 
Dwaiaka (Tamil Tuvafupaui). and, taking with him eighteen kings of the line of Sri 
Krishna, eighteen families of VeIs or Velirs, and others, moved to the south with the 
Aruvalar tribes, who appear to have been the ancestors of the Kurumbas."", "The 
Kurumbas, according to Dr. Keane, appear to be the remnants of a great and widespread 
people, who erected the dolmens, and form one of the pre-Dravidian tribes of South India."t 
Agastya had the forests cleared and built up kingdoms settling there the people he brought 
with him. This migration is said to have taken place about ) 075 B. C. Popular tradition 
supports the theory of Agastya's conquest of Southern India. The foot prints of Agastya 
are said to be visible at several places in his_ adventurous journey to the south, and the 
stages of his travels are marked by the little Asramas (hermitages) he set up on the way. 
The Travancorean holds in great veneration the Agastyar Peak, the highest peak of the 
Western Ghats, where Agastya is believed to live even to-day and his image is installed 
and worshipped at the Olakarivu waterfall on the As'ambu hills in the Kalkulam Range, at 
Maiutuamala near Cape Comorin, at Nagercoil, and other places. The adventures of 
Agastya are relevant to the extent that he is said to have played a conspicuous part in 
reclaiming primaeval forests in Southern India and making them fit for human habitation. 
Even to this day the Kanikkar of South Travancore curse their enemies by swearing by 
Agastya, and make annual offerings to him at Agastyar Peak. 

77. The Epic and the Pufanic legends contain traditions relating to the physical 
characteu of the aborigines (Nishadas). «The Bhagavatha Purana describes Nishada as 
black, like crows, very low-statured, short-armed, having high cheek bones, low topped 
nose, red eyes, and_ copper coloured hair ."t His descendants are distributed over the hills 
and forests. The Anamalai hills in Southern India form the refuge of a whole series of 
broken tribes. They are characterised by dark hair, short stature, and broad nose. 
Since these physical features of the PuNmic Nishadas indicate their affinities to the so-called 
pre-Dravidians. Mr. Chanda considers the dark short-statured and broad-nosed jungle 
tribes as the modern Nishadas representing the old Nishada race. At present, there are no 
distinctly Negrito communities in India, but in the opinion of Dr. Keane, distinctly 
Negrito features (dark skin, short stature, and broad nose) not only crop up continually in 
the uplands from the Himalayan slopes to Cape Comorin. bnt these uplands abound in great 
megalithic monuments which will enable us to unravel the history of their remote past. ~ 
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The disposa.l of 78. Burial and cremation are two common methods of disposing of the dead bodies. 
the dead. They are very ancient customs and there is evidence to show that both methods were 

practised in the Vedic period in India. "The epithet 'agnidagdhah,' according to 
Macdonell and Keith, applies to the dead who were burnt in a funeral pyre; the other 
custom being burial. 'anagnidagdhah: not burnt with fire. They also refer to 'PaioptaX 
or 'casting out: and 'uddhitha' or 'exposure of the dead: They add that burial was not rare 
in the Rig-Vedic period. In the Vedic period both customs appear in a modified form. A 
stone is set up between the dead and the living to separate them."* 

Tamil works, such as Manimegalai. T olkappiam. anE} Poruladigaram written about 
the second century A. D., refer to the following methods of disposing of the dead in pre
Brahmanic period: -

, . Exposure in an open space to be eaten by jackals. 
2. Cremation. 
3. Throwing the corpse into natural pits. 
4. Covering the corpse with big earthen jars. 
5. Burial.t 

Most of the primitive people of Travancore bury the dead. 

79. Malapantarams of Central Travancore adopt the simplest from of burial. The 
dead are buried where they die. After burial the tribe leaves the locality and will never 
again go there. Muthuvans bury the dead about a mile away from the hamlet. The grave 
is dug waist-deep for men and breast·deep for women. the reason being that men are 
brave and free from danger. while women will be free from danger only if the corpse is 
buried deep~r i~ the ground. ~e. corpse is ~overed by a new cloth purchased by the 
son or the sister s son, and after It IS lowered mto the grave, the Cha/emu/e (firemaking 
apparatus) and the turban are placed by its side. The grave is covered with earth and a 
small stone is planted at the head and the feet. A thatched shed 6' x 2' is erected over it 
Oialis also bury the dead about a furlong from the hut. The depth of the grave is abou~ 
the same as a man's height for men, and a woman's height up to the breast for women. 
The chief mourner is the nephew (sister's son). The corpse is bathed and covered ina new 
cloth. It is then placed over a reed mat, tied with Kaivan fibre (Helicleres [sora) and 
carried to the grave. Billets of wood are placed in the pit and covered by a plaited bamboo 
mat. The sides of the grave are also covered by similar mats. The corpse is then lowered in 
the grave and covered by a mat. The biIl~hook and chewing materials of the deceased ar~ 
placed in the right arm-pit. The grave is then filled with earth and a stone two feet long 
and one foot broad is planted at the head, feet, and on one side. 

80. UHatans .bury the dead. The deceased's br?ther~in-Iaw digs the grave. 
Before the cor~se IS r~moved from t~: hut tbe floor IS swept !lnd the sweepings are 
thrown on the bier to dnve away the spmt of the dead. After bunal a stone is planted 
at the head of the corpse. Malapulayas bury the dead and place a stone at the head 
breast and feet. Malayaiayans ~f Ce~tra~ Travancore inter the dead about twenty t~ 
fOfty yards to the south of their habltatIon. .The eldest son and the oldest nephew 
(sister's son) of the deceased go round the Site selected for the burial three times 
strewing rice and fried paddy. They then remove three shovels of earth from there' 
turning their back to the spot. The grave is th~n dug four feet deep. Th: grave digger~ 
are not allowed to carry the corpse. Wrapt m a new cloth the corpse IS lowered into 
the grave. All the mourners then throw earth into the grave three times, standing with 
their back turned t~ the corpse. then wheel r~und an~ fill the grave with earth. Small pebbles 
are placed at the Sides of the grave and. a big sto.ne IS planted at the head and feet vertically. 
Mannans bury the dea.d. The corpse I: wrapt m a new. clo~h purc~ased by the nephew 
and carried to the bunal ground on a bier. The grave IS hlp-deep In the case of men and 
not so deep in the case of women. The corpse is lowered into the grave with the head 
turned towards the south. The grave is filled up with earth and a thatched shed is 
erected over it to protect it from rain. 

Paliyans bury the dead about a mile from the hamlet. The grave is breast-deep 
for women and loin-deep for men. The corpse is placed in the grave on a reed mat 
and is cove!ed by it. The ~rOlve is then fi.lIed with earth. Vizhavans ~dopt a simple 
form of bunal. The grave IS about a mile away from the hamlet and IS in the east to 
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west direction. The corpse is placed on a new mat, tied up, and carried to the grave 
suspended on a pole. The corpse is laid on its back in the gravel the head being at the 
western end and the feet at the eastern end of the grave, and the head is propped up so 
that its back is turned to the west and the face looks eastward. A bamboo mat is placed 
over the corpse and the pit is filled with earth. 

81. Kanikkar living on lthe northern side of the Kothayar bury the dead. The 
grave diggers besmear their foreheads with holy ashe .. given by the medicine-man to ward 
off evil spirits. The son and the nephew (sister's son) are the chief mourners. After the 
corpse is lowered into the grave, the earthly belongings of the d(.ce.'lSed are placed by the 
side. The grave is then filled with earth by the son and nephew. The wife plays an 
important part m the funeral ceremony among the Kanikkar of K6Uur. She accompanies 
the corpse to the grave with a dishful of rice gruel, a spoon and a sieve. As soon as the 
corpse is lowered into the grave and covered with earth, she comes forward and deposits 
the above articles at the feet of the corpse. Death pollution lasts for sixteen days among 
the Kanikkar in the regions of the Kothayar, for nine days at K6ttur, and for seven days in 
Kulathupu~a. Those who carry the corpse have to observe pollution for twelve days. 
Kanikkar living on the southern side of the Kothayar cremate their dead. A pit, 6' by 2' 
by 2' is dug in north to south direction and is packed with billets of fuel over which the 
corpse is laid with the head at the southern end of the grave. Fuel is again placed over 
it and lighted at the head and feet. After the body is burned small pieces of bones are 
collected from the grave and thrown into a stream. The nephew, (the deceased man's 
sister's son) conducts these funeral rites. After throwing the bones into the stream he 
bathes and goes back to the grave with a bill-hook in one hand and lighted faggots in the 
other. The son of the deceased goes with him carrying a pot of water over his shoulders. 
They go round the grave thrice and then the nephew hits the pol gently with a bill-hook 
thrice and the son throws the pot backward. 

82. Malavetans bury the dead about a mile away from their habitation. Before 
removing the corpse from the hut, the floor is swept and the sweepings and the broom are 
placed on the bier to drive away the spirit of the deceased from the house. The Son and 
the nephew (the deceased man's sister's son) are the chief mourners. After bathing, all 
the mourners make a mark on their foreheads with cow-dung paste ... 

83. Thantapulayans used to bury the dead formerly, but now, being influenced by 
the custom prevalent among the Hindus, they have also begun to cremate the dead bodies. 
The grave is dug in north to south direction and the dead body wrapped up in a mat is 
laid on its back in the grave, the head being at the southern end and the feet at the 
northern end of the grave. The funeral rites are performed by the oldest nephew (sister's 
son) and the eldest son under the direction of a R.armi. This office is hereditary and 
descends on the matrilineal heirs. Death pollution lasts for 16 days. During this period 
the R.armi who has to perform certain rites daily is fed, and after the purification ceremony 
on the 16th day he gets a money present. 

84. Respect for the dead appears to have been a prominent characteristic of man M g lith' 

during Palreolithic and Neolithic epochs. It implied a belief in after-life. In Neolithic m~n~me~~s. 
period the observance of rituals for the dead was a common phenomenon. The primitive 
people believed that the spirit of the dead should be given a habitation like living men, 
that the chamber for the dead should be simIlar to that of the living, and that the grave 
should be the prototype of the home. They apprehended "that, unless the departed spirit 
had a home and other things as in life, it would hover restless and troublesome around its 
old abode doing thereby harm to the living,""'" and to accommodate the spirit they con-
structed various megalithic monuments, which were rude structures built of large pieces 
of stones. They consisted of single upright stones fixed in the ground, or of rows of such 
stones, or of large flat stones supported on a number of smaller uprights. Megaliths 
belong to the Neolithic period and also to a part of the Copper and Bronze Ages. "Until 
recently megalithic remains were thought to be the burial places of the mighty chiefs or 
temples used by the Druids. "t 

85. Dolmens are rude structures consisting of a large unhewn stone resting on two 
or more others placed erect. They are found scattered on the long chain of wooded hills 
in Travancore. They are generally considered to be "stones of the monkeys in India," 
but most of the primitive people of Travancore have no knowledge of them nor do they 
evidence any interest in them. The people of Anjanad alone call them Valivldus or 
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abodes of monkeys. D.(alis call them Pdndukulies, pits made by the Pandus or Pandavas. 
to whom ancient mysterions structures all over India are generally ascribed. They are 
looked upon by the credulous as sacred and dangerous. It is said that peasants in France 
will not take shelter under them nor go near them at night, but the VeHalas and the 
Malapulayas of Anjanad have no such fear. They sit under them when they graze their 
cattle. "A dolmen in Finistiere is said to cure rheumatism in anyone who rubs against 
the loftiest of its stones and another heals fever patients who sleep under it." * There is 
a miniature menhir. three feet high, at M'lfayur, called Vathamkolli. It is believed that 
any rheumatic patient who rubs his knee against this stone will be cured of rheumatism, 
but no one ventures to do so at present. Dr. Borlase thinks that dolmens were connected 
with the activities of a shady priesthood. Professor J. Dubriel has tried to connect 
many of the Deccan megaliths with sacrificial houses mentioned in later Vedic literature. 

86. The earliest record of dolmens in T ravancore was by Ward and Conner 
in 1852. They state that ··the Pdndukulies or barrows, those remains of primaeval 
customs so cOll!mon throughout the Peninsula are also found here, though they are not so 
numerous:' Utalis believe that dolmens are places where treasure is hidden, but no such 
treasure has been found in any of the dolmens excavated. Dolmens are chambers in 
which people of late Neolithic times buried the dead bodies of important persons. In 
Travancore they are invariably found on the crests of hills in the Rani Reserve, and they 
are built of unhewn blocks of stone. In the erection of the dolmens. the ancients observed 
certain architectural methods and principles. By the use of orthostatic block, the 
maximum of wall area was provided with the minimum of thickness. With the upright 
wail-technique went hand in hand the roofing of narrow spaces by means of horizontal 
slabs laid across on the top of the uprights. The second feature of megalithic architecture 
was coarse masonry, without the use ot mortar, each block of stone placed on its side and 
not on its edge. Such combinations are quite typical of megalithic works. In other 
cases "a series of uprights is first put in position and over those are laid several horizontal 
courses of rather smaller stone:'t A variant of the latter form is found in the Anjanad 
Valley. 

87. According to Colonel l\!Ieadows Taylor, the dolmens are of two kinds, those 
consisting of four stones, three supporting stones and one cap stone, leaving one side 
open; and those in Which the chamber is closed by a fourth stone. In the latter case, 
the fourth stone has invariably a circular opening in it. Both these types ot dolmens are 
found in Travancore. The dolmen at Kadukuthi in the Rani Reserve is rectangular 
and the portion above ground is 8 1 by 2?;' in dimensions. It has only one gallery. 
Lengthwise it has one single upright on one side, and two others on the opposite side. 
Sideways, there is one on e3.ch side. The Roor is paved with a single stone slab. The 
cap stone is 7 1 by 7 1 by 8", and is rudely triangular. This dolmen is situated on the 
crest of a hilL It appears to have been a dolmen of the earliest times, as it is built of 
unhewn blocks of stone. The presence of boulders lying scattered round the dolmen 
shows that it might have been covered over with them. The dolmen appears to have 
been ransacked, but excavation has evidently yielded no result. 

88. Rev. Mateer found another type of dolmens on the hills inhabited by Malaya. 
I'ayans. They stand in north to south direction with the circular opening facing the south. 
A round stone is fitted to this aperture, with another acting as a support to keep it in 
position. The side stone as well as the stones at the top and bottom are single slabs. 
Rev. Mateer observes :-" To this day the AI'ayans make similar little cells of stone, the 
whole formil" g a box, a few inches sguare." t The MalayaI'ayans of the present day do 
not erect dolmens. The art has been forgotten. 

89. Dolmens are also found at Petunthalpara on both banks of the Thalayar or 
Pambanar river, a small tributary of the Amaiavathi which Rows into the Cauvery. Here, 
on flat level rocky tableland are seen a larger number of dolmens in groups of three, four 
or five. Around each group is a circular packing of roughly hewn stones or boulders. 
These groups of dolmens are found distributed in a circle. The disposition of the majority 
of the dolmens is in east to west direction. A few are also in north to south direction. 
The upright stones are rectangular in shape, and are about 10 feet long, 5 feet broad, and 
7 feet high. The cover-slab is I 7 1 by 7' by 6". The floor is paved with a Rat stone 
slab 9 1 by 4' by 6 n • The inner chamber is 9' by 4' . Over some of the cover-slabs 
are found remnants of rubble stone packing. There is a semi-circular entrance to the 
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dolmen on one side. Most of these dolmens have four uprights, but one dolmen in some 
grou'(W"has only three uprights and one cap-stone, thus leaving one side open. The local 
people call them Valiv,dils and believe them to have been the abode of Valis or 
monkeys of the days of the RamiiyaQa. Monuments of this kind are also found in the 
Bison Valley in the Cardamom Hills. At Vadattupara in the Malayattur Reserve there is 
a dolmen consisting of four uprights, but it is smaller and cruder than those found in the 
Anjanad Valley. 

90. Another type of dolmen is found on the Cardamom Hills near Mattupaui. Here 
the chamber is formed as described above, but is buried in the earth shewing only the 
cap-stone above the ground. Dolmens of this type are said to be found on the Nilgiris and 
throughout Malabar. About r 5 yards to the west of the above mentioned dolmen was 
found an alignment of monoliths or menhirs planted in the earth at almost equal distances. 
Some small. and some very big and impressive. 

9 J • Perry observes that the reality of a movement of stone-using people is evidenced 
by the use of stones for graves by the hill-tribes. In Watubela the dead are buried and 
a stone is placed at the head and foot of the grave. This practice !_s prevalent among the 
~abni Nagiis of Assam and also among the Muthuvans and Uralis of Travancore. 
Uialis plant a stone not only at the head and foot of the grave, but also on either side of it. 
The survival of this custom among the primitive peoples of Assam and Travancore lends 
support to the theory that there might have been a movement of stone-using people, not 
only throughout Indonesia as far as Assam, but also through Assam to Cape Com orin. 

92. Antiquarians, after careful researches, have been able to divide megalithic 
monuments into three classes according to their contents. (J) The tumuli of the Stone 
Age are considered to be the most ancient. They are often of great size and are distin
guished by circles of stones and stone chambers in which are found the remains of unburnt 
bcdy with objects of stone and amber. The dolmen opened by Ward and Conner at 
Chokkaniid contained no implement and probably belonged to the Stone Age. This 
represents the lowest state of civilization before the introduction of 'metals. (2) The tumuli 
of the Bronze Age contain relics of burnt bodies, vessels, and implements and ornaments of 
bronze. which indicate that the people were in a more advanced civilization. Tumuli of 
this kind are rare in Keiala, but it appears that Mr. Bourdillon once picked up a bronze 
lamp which probably belonged to one such tumulus. (3) The tumuli of the Iron Age are 
the most recent and represent a comparatively advanced state of civilization. Iron imple
ments, swords. spear-heads and highly polished vessels are found in them. In the Cochin 
State, all the tumuli that have been found appear to be of the Iron Age. while in Travan
core there are some that are of even an earlier period as was revealed by the excavations 
of Ward and Conner. 

93. Megalithic monuments in different parts of the world present such a uniformity 
of structure that it is hardly compatible with the theory of their independent origin. 
lVlontelius focuses 3.ttention on the continuous influence of the East on the West from 
remote pre-historic times. Fergusson thinks that the dolmen builders were Dravidian in 
origin. Ruggeri strikes a different note and opines that they are Vetaic or Australoid in 
origin and that between the Mundas of ~he north and the Vetas of the south there intervene 
the Kurumbas. liulas, Muthuvans, and Uiiilis, representing the pre-Dravidians who once 
extended over the whole of India and later came under the influence of the Dravidians and 
the Aryans. According to Flinders Petrie, the date of the pre-Dravidian culture is about 
2.500 B. C. This view is confirmed by Perry who holds that, "all the world over, the 
dolmens present such similarities of structure that they must have been the work of a people 
shewjng a common culture*". Beyond Indonesja whjch includes. among others. Assam 
and Burma, megalithic monuments are in evidence in the region of the Mundas of Chota 
Nagpur, the Todas of the Nilgiris and the hill tribes of Cochin and Travancore. Palreon
tological evidence also supports the theory of the common origin of megalithic monuments. 
Two fossil remains have recently been found in India, the Bayana Cranium and the Sailkot 
Cranium. Dr. Keith is of the opinion that they are of a Vetaic type which represents the 
pre-Dravidian (a dolichocephalic) people. There is a remarkable similarity between these 
and the skeletons found in the tumuli of Great Britain. France. and Germany. which exhibit 
features of a dolichocephalic people. Thus the uniformity in the structure of the 
monuments is markec by a uniformity in structure of the contained skeletons which belong 
to a dolichocephalic people. t 
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Civilization is fast destroying the primitive peoples. Most of the tribes who are 
believed to have erected do~ens and menhirs are being so rapidly civilized that their 
primitive beliefs and institutions are becoming extinct under the changed environments. 

Ideas as to 94. Some primitive peoples of Travancore cherish a number of myths and legends 
:~: =::o~~d about the objects they see around them in nature. Kiinikkaran calls the sun Bhagaviin or 

Iswaian and worships him on Fridays. Early at sunrise he places in front of his hut a lighted 
lamp, fruits, beaten and fried rice, and prays, "Oh! God, pray accept what is offered to you." 
He and his family then partake of the offerings. The sun is looked upon as the creator 
and is treated as a female. To the Kiinikkiiran the moon is a male and he makes his 
offerings to the moon on full~moon days. A lighted lamp and a quarter measure of rice 
are placed in front of the hut. The rice is cooked just when the moon rises and then he 
prays, "Oh! Moon, pray accept this offering." The worship of the moon is intended to 
cure whooping cough. The mark on the moon is said to be that of the hare. The story 
goes that when a KaQikkaran and his wife were roaming in the jungle, they found the moon 
hiding in a stump of grass. Finding that it would make an excellent thali (a neck orna~ 
ment) for his wife, he made an attempt to seize it. The mark of charcoal dust on his hand 
left an impression on the moon who fled away to the sky. 

95. The Muthuvan worships the sun both in the morning and in the evening. He 
prays in the open in the morning in some such manner-"We are in the jungle. We are 
ignorant. _Pray guard us from mishaps". The same prayer is made at night before going 
to bed. Uialis recognize the sun as the creator of the universe and the father of all souls. 
and the moon as the mother. The legend current among them regarding the mark on the 
moon is that once when the moon was serving food to the sun an altercation arose between 
them, and the sun, getting wild, smeared remnants of rice on the face of the moon. The 
result is that she has a spotted face. The new~moon day is believed to be the day when 
the moon is in menSf"S and hides herself in the clouds. The Malayaiayan regards the sun 
and the moon as children of one god, the sun being the natural son born of the mother God
dess, and the moon being the adopted son. It is said that their mother once sent them to a 
feast with~instructions that they should bring remnants of food served. The moon brought 
something of every dish, but the sun failed to do so. The mother got angry and cursed 
the sun, " cr.") n.q)rol'>lll'lll! O\,,-,o~l6lllllll (11<>.....10," and so he became a source of intence heat. She 
blessed the moon saying "ro"1 <ll'~~ "'J~~Cl .. Jrt6>§," and the moon became a source of cool 
refreshing light. 

Earthquake. 96. The Kanikkar think that the earth rests on one of the horns of an ox. When the 
ox {eels restive on account of the heaviness of the earth, it is shifted to the other horn, when 
earthquake arises. Muthuvans believe that the earthquake is _caused when the Goddess 
who bears the earth shifts it from one shoulder to the other. Uialis think that the earth is 
borne by two gigantic demi-gods, (BhImas) , by turn. When one Bhima retires, he hands 
it over to the other. and then the earthquake occurs. Malayaiayans consider that the earth 
rests on a serpent of five heads, and that the earthquake is caused when it moves one 
of its heads. 

Eclipse. 

Thunder and 
lightning. 

97. The KaQikkar believe that the serpent is the parent of the mOon. The moon, it 
seems, once refused to give pan to the serpent and consequently the serpent shrouds the 
moon with its hood occasionally. This is said to be the cause of the lunar eclipse, and the 
solar eclipse is also explained similarly. The legend among Uiiilis is that, for default in 
payment of old debts. a serpent attacks the sun and the moon from time to time. It 
encircles them and attempts to swallow them up, when a part of the debt is paid and a 
temporary relief obtained. According to Malayaiayans a h~re takes shelter behind the 
moon when it is pursued by a serpent. The serpent gets over the moon, when the lunar 
eclipse is caused. 

98. To the Kanikkar of Kallar thunder; is known as Kiitla{anidi or the blows-of 
the Ra/eshasa. The Ra/eshasa is supposed to have a stone tied round his loins and when 
he sees a maiuti tree (T erminalia paniculata) he strikes it with the stone, and the noise thus 
produced is thunder. They distinguish two kinds of thunder, Achiyidi and Kuliridi. The 
former destroys trees and grass and the latter severs the bark of trees without destroying 
them. Lightning is the flash of light seen when the giant strikes a tree with the ~tone. 
According to Muthuvans, thunder is caused by the DeViis (gods) rolling a stone. Uialis 
believe that thunder, lightning, and rain are caused by the duels between Bhimas in heaven. 
The duel takes place on a plank laid on the ground. Two BhImas stand at the extremities 
of the plank, and in measured steps walk towards the centre and attempt to strike each other 
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with their swords. The rubbing of the swords causes lightning; the sound of treading on the 
,plank is the thunder; and the sweat of the duellists trickle$ down as rain. Malayatayans think 
that Paiameswaia, the god of the earth, has a famous bow with which he keeps his enemies at 
'bay. When he bends hi:; bow it appears in different colours. Lightning is caused by the 
reflection of this bow. Thunder occurs "",hen DevQs fight against one another. 

99. With the KaI;li~kar, the rainbow is the bone of a Rakshasa. They Rainbow. 
distinguish two kinds of rainbow, "palayavillu" or old bow and "puthiyavillu" or new 
bow. The former is said to be faint, and the latter bright. Muthuvans identify the 
rainbow with Arjuna's bow. The red line is the string and the blue is the stave. 
Otalis regard the rainbow as the bow of Rama, one end of which is said to touch the 
earth. Malapantarams believe that rain is regulated by the rainbow. If a rainbow appears 
when there is no rain, copious rainfall is expected, and if it appears when it rains, the 
rain will cease. They also believe that excessive rain causes thunder and lightning. 

100. "Culture is that complex whole which includes knowledge, art, morals, law, The clash of 
custom and any other capabilities and habits acquired by man as a member of society." * culture. 

Environment played an import,ant part in the cultural traits of very early and pre-literate Enyironment. 
peoples. "Life was then, as~t is now, and ever must be, eternal adjustment to environ-
ment. The history of human culture is the story of that adjustment.' 't The pre-literate 
peoples of Travancore are found in the recesses of hills. Isolation, according to Duncan, 
is the cause of the backwardness of such people in the race for advancement. Excessive 

. heat in the summer burns out the energy of KaI.likkar, Malayaiayan, UHatan, Malavetan 
and others who live in forests of low elevation, and makes them slothful. In fact, the 
debilitating effect of heat and humidity, aided by diseases, has reduced them to the dead 
level of economic inefficiency. These conditions have been aggravated by another impor
tant factor. KalJ,ikkar, Malayaiayans, UHatans, and Malavetans have been dispossessed 
'Of their former lands which were fertile and healthy and driven to more inhospitable 
regions. They could not compete with the organized capitalists, and were forced into the 
background in most uncongenial areas. In spite of their receding into the interior forests 
the hill-tribes have been brought into contact with the pe<?ple of higher culture. firstly 
on account of the improvement of, communications and method of travelling, secondly through 
the inHuence of markets, and thirdly through the work of the missionaries. In the markets 
representatives of different groups meet to exchange their wares. This kind of trade is advan-
1ageous to all of them and they become hospitable to one another. The social environment 
is bereft of any other stimulation. 

101. Sanitation is badly wanting in the hamlets of the hill-tribes. Kal)ikkar, 
Mannans, Muthuvans, Paliyans, and Vizhavans do not raise the Hoor of the huts above 
the ground level. Drainage is defective and the huts are over-crowded and ill-ventilated. 
Living under insanitary conditions is one of the causes of the decline of the tribes. In 
this respect Malayaiayans, UHatans and Malapulayas stand on a higher level as the floor 
of their huts is raised above the surrounding ground. KaI.likkar and Malayaiayans bury 
their dead only about a hundred yards from their huts. but Muthuvans, Manniins, Paliyans, 
and Vizhavans do it far away from their habitations. 

1 02. Of all the evil customs introduced by civilization, the wearing of clothes is Dress. 

said to be the worst. The trader and the missionary are the two chief agents in modify-
ing the conditions of existence of the hill-tribes. Their influence first becomes visible 
in creating among the tribes the flesh consciousness and the virtues of concealment, the two 
sign-posts of high civilization. "It is not an innate feeling of modesty that has produced 
<:lothing, but clothing which is responsible for the feeling of modesty in men.' 't The 
trader creates in them fresh tastes and wants and is thereby _ able to sell his wares and 
make pr0fits for himself. Muthuvans, Mannans, Pa{iyans. U talis, and Kanikkar purchase 
second-hand clothes and wear them until they rot to pieces. The Kanikkar of Kallar 
wear the scantiest of garments, only a front apron to cover their genital organs. Tha~ta-
pulaya women used to wear only a garment made of thanta (a reed called IsolePis 

. articulata, Nees), but now it has been replaced by a loin cloth. 

103. The problem of education of the hill-tribes is being tackled both by the Educa.tion. 
Government and the missionaries. The Government have established schools for 

'" E. B. Tylor, p";m~tire Oulture, Vol. I, p. 1. 
t G. A. Dorsey, The Nature iff Man, p.83. 
t T. A. Joyce amI N. W. Thomas, Women of All Natwn~, l' 8. 
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the KaI)ikkar, .Malayatayans ,an~ Otalis. The London Missionary Society ha.s op~!le? a 
school for PalJyans at A.Qakara In the Vandanmet Range, and a Roman CatholIc MIssion 
has opened another school at Thacchamala in the Vitapuli Reserve for the education of the 
Kanikkar. The mission school for the Paliyans at Anakaia was established about 10 
years ago. Though a large number of Paliyans joined the school at first, the proselytizing 
zeal of the mission and the absence of other allurements have reduced the number to about 
25 at present. Education undermines superstition and causes the disorganization of 
primitive tribes. The boys who attend the school despise manual labour. The present 
system of education is purely literary and not vocational. It tends to produce idlers and 
non-producers, and thadbby causes economic waste. 

104. One of the causes of deterioration of the primitive tribes is said to be the 
advent of modern implements and methods. The improved implements have enabled 
them to save manual labour in their avocations. KaQikkar, Muthuvans, and others, who 
have been using a wooden hoe for hoeing the soil and the digging spud for digging up' 
wild tubers and roots, have taken to the use of the axe, pick-axe, and mammatty. Again, 
Kanikkar and Muthuvans, who were formerly adepts at the use of the bow, have now 
become the proud possessors of fire-arms. They will give anything to procure a gun 
which has now become an indispensable necessity to them. All the tribes except Mala
pantiitams have discarded their crude utensils in favour"" of factory~made articles and 
indigenous brass vessels. Kerosene lamps are driving out the reed torch which was in 
vogue formerly. Swedish, Japanese, and indigenous safety matches are displacing the 
primitive methods of making fire by friction and with the flint and steel. Malapantaiams and 
Vizhavans alone are following the old methods. 

105. Ch.:lDges have also come about in the food of the hill-tribes. Among 
KaI}ikkar and Uialis, there has been an age-long taboo against the use of milk. A 
Kanikkaran used to vomit and get head-ache if he drank milk. This is the case even 
now with the Ka.Qikkar of Kallar and the Oiiilis of Pirmede taluk. Muthuvans, 
Mapniins, and Kiinikkiir have taken to coffee-drinking, and tea has become indispensable 
to Uiii!is. Changed ways of life and thought have led to the unsettling of the mind of 
the primitive man. To procure fanciful articles, he has bartered away his heritage and 
retreated to more inhospitable lands. This has changed his former mode of life and 
deprived him of all incentive for work. 

106. Custom was a unifying factor among the pri:mitive peoples. It regulated all 
details of existence, and governed politics, economics, and society. But contact with the 
people of the plains destroyed the complex web of customs and institutions which made up' 
the tribal life, and in this process of disintegration the weaker went to the wall. The 
control of the hill-tribes by the Forest Department has tended to the diminution of the 
influence and importance of the village chieftains who are now only mere shadows of 
their former selves, and this has endangered the maintenance of discipline. Frequent 
access to the people of the plains has weakened the taboos and the social solidarity. It 
has undermined the clan system and lessened the regard and respect the people had for 
their headman. In the words of Dudley Kidd, "We are undermining the clan system right 
and left, and have riddled its defences through and through with explosive shells of civi~ 
lization. All old restraints are removed and they have disintegrated religion and made it 
useles s." * 

I 07. The Bachelor-hall, which used to be a bulwark against malpractices, is now 
dwindling in importance. It has been the custom that no woman could enter this hall 
and that all unmarried men should sleep there till they get married. This custom is still 
enforced among Muthuvans, but it is undergoing a slow progress o{ silent decay among 
other primitive peoples of the State. 

lOB. The habit of toddy and arrack drinking among Kiinikkar, Muthuvans. and 
Manniins, of opium eating among Vizhavans and of ganja smoking among Paliyans is 
becoming a serious menace. On weekly market days they buy these injurious intoxicants, 
and sometimes even at their very doors through the clandestine practices of unscrupulous 
merchants. 

109. The improvement of communications has brought the primitive tribes into 
contact with the dregs of low-country people, with the result that their morals have been 
affected. Lethal diseases have penetrated into the villages of hill-men. Leprosy is now 
found among the Kii.Qikkar of Kottiir and Aiippa, the Muthuvans of Netiamangalam and 
Kunjiar, and the Vizhavans of Idiyara valley; elephantiasis among the Kiinikkar at 

.. w. C. Smith, lo{'.c.t, PI' 20-1-20;:;, 
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Madathura ; and syphilis among Paliyans. Small-pox is a dreadful disease among Muthu
vans, Manni:i.ns and other~. When a case of srr all-pox appears in a hamlet, the people 
desert it leaving the patients to themselves. Vizhavans, Paliyans, and Ki:i.nikk~r do 
not dread this disease so much. Barring the Muthuvans. Manni:i.ns, Paliyans and Uialis 
who live above fever-level. all the other hill-tribes are subjected to malaria to which many 
fall victims. There is no doubt that these deadly diseases have contributed to the decline 
in the population of the hill-tribes. The birth-rate h'ls decreased and the death-rate has 
increased. It is seen that more children are born among the KaQikkar living in the interior 
than among those living in hamlets more accessible. Progress in civilization has resulted 
in increased facilities for immorality. Opportunities to earn money by working in estates 
are making them less industrious and their own agriculture is consequently deteriorating. 

110. Pitt-Rivers speaks of the enormous influence of mind on body arising out of 
despair among lowly people, and says, "it is the basic cause of depopulation." By the 
destruction of interest in life, the hill-tribes are cut off from their old moorings and being 
ill-adapted to the new surroundings and circumstances they naturally decline. Where there 
have been fewer changes there the decline is not so rapid. In Travancore the Kanikkar 
have changed most and the decline amongst them is the sreatest, while Muthuvans have 
changed least. 

111. Cross-cousin marriage i~haracteristic of all the primitive peoples of T ravancore 
except Vizhavans. Westermarck aifd Duncan hold that consanguineous marriages are harm
ful, while Pitt-Rivers and Carr-Saunders take the opposite view. The enquiry in Travan

, core has revealed the fact that the existence of cross-cousin marriage among Ki:i.nikki:i.r and 
Muthuvans has not decreased the birth-rate and the survival rate among them to a greater 
extent than among Vizhavans who forbid cross-cousin marriage. 

112. Copulation after marriage. but before the girl attains puberty, is common among 
Kanikkar, Vizhavans, and Malapulayas of Anjanad Valley. Early coition is believed to 
be detrimental to health and fecundity. Marriage before puberty, which is an ancient Aryan 
custom, has been adopted by some of the primitive tribes of Travancore. Early intercourse 
is injurious to the general health of the mother and the child. It will weaken the repro
ductive functions and cause abortion. This is probably one of the causes of the prevalence 
of abortion among KaQikkar. 

1 J 3. Traces of polyandry are seen among Malayarayans, UHatans, Paliyans, Muthu
vans. Uialis and Malapulayas, probably due to the shortage of women. If polyandry is an 
indication of shortage of women, and if a progressive disturbance in the balance of the 
sexes in the direction of an ever-increasing deficit of women is an index of declining popula
tion, the polyandrous communities should have disappeared long ago. According to 
Wester marek, intercourse between one woman and several men is unfavourable to repro
duction, because of the counteracting effect On each other of the spermatozoa of different 
individuals. Rockhill and Sherring have shown that polyandry results in small families. A 
surplus of adult females over males is a necessary condition of the stabilization and con
tinued vigour of human races. Among the primitive tribes of Travancore, Paliyans, Oralis, 
and Karavalipulayas have a shortage of women. Among the polygamous groups, females 
show a higher survival rate than males, while among polyandrous groups the reverse is the 
case. Polygamous marriages produce a larger number of children than monogamous ones. 
According to Pitt-Rivers, "the maintenance of polygynous institutions in an aboriginal race 
is one of the best indications of its preservation as a race." * The primitive peoples of 
Travancore are mostly monogamous. 

114. By the operation of the various causes mentioned above the fertility of the 
primitive tribes of T ravancore is declining and their numbers are decreasing. Most pri~ 
mitive tribes have but small families, the number of children ranging from one to three per 
family. The average survival rate of children is found to be 1·7 per family among Kanikki:i.r, 
J ·4 among Malavetans, 1·2 among Kurumbapulayas, J·9 among Vizhavans, J·S among 
Malayaiayans, and 1·4 among UUatans. Owing to better climatic conditions in the High 
Range the number of children per family is found to be 2·5 among Muthuvans, 2·3 among 
Karavalipulayas, and 2·2 among Cheruvetans. 

115. The only way to study the problem of the hill-tribes is to examine their customs Remedies for 
and discover their bearing on the social organization and the communal life of the tribes, depopula.tion. 
and to view their morality from the standpoint of their own thoughts, without desiring to 

* P,t.t·Hlvers, The Gla.,l1 'if Gult'i)'e an-I the Gontad of Races, p. 2(;8. 
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substitute something not suited to their life. According to Dr. Hutton, "the customs and' 
sanctions that held society tegether are powerless to bind the intruders, their value is not 
realized and they are !.oo lightly cast away. The result is a physical and a moral decline. 
Civilization is, as it were, a drug which, however harmless or even beneficial to the 
hardened and immune, is a rapid poison to those unaccustomed to its use. *" This view is 
confirmed by Spencer and Gillen, and it finds ample support in Travancore. Old customs 
are forsaken or modified out of recognition, and beliefs which have. been firmly held are 
quietly dropped, because the young people think that they are not worthy of credence. 

116. In attempting to improve the condition of the C primitive peoples, we must build 
on the tribal past through the agency of the tribes themselves. The attempt to aid and foster 
their development should be the concern of the Government and should not be delegated to 
other agencies like the missionaries. The tribes must be enabled to control their OWn 
destiny. The advantage of this system is that it permits of unlimited growth without a 
break from the past. As Roberts states, "it should be embedded on the native past, and 
should be by natives through native institutions." t ThIS provides openings for the bulk of 
the people and gives them something to occupy their minds. MacGregor insists on looking 
at things" as the natives visioned them themselves.'" The material and moral welfare of 
the tribes must be the aim, and this can best be accomplished under the guidance of the 
Government. The scheme formulated by MacGregor in regard to the tribes of Melanesia 
fulfils this condition and may, therefore, be considered in this connection. It contains the 
following provisions :-

1. "Certain are as are set aside and are divided into small allotments, each of which 
becomes the freehold property of an IndiVIdual. Communism. the enemy of 
initiative, has no place in the scheme. 

2. Each landowner is to{) pay a fixed rental and a certain duty on holdhlgs over four 
mortgues in extent. 

3. The control of the native affairs of each Reserve is in the hands of local boards. 
and coancils, but is directed by an European adviser.!' 

117. The Government of Travancore have framed a set of rules for the treatment 
and management of the hill-tribes, but they do not come up to the level of the scheme 
evolved by MacGregor, inasmuch as they do not provide for the individual ownership of 
land and for the levy of tax on it, which alone will create in man the incentive to work and 
to put the land to the best possible use. Segregation in reserved forests, individual owner
ship of property, and local self-government are the principles which should underlie the 
scheme intended for the uplift of the hill-tribes. The rules in force in Travancore which 
are given at the end of this Appendix require revision. If the welfare of the hill-tribes is 
to be safeguarded efficiently, they should contain the following provisions :-

1. The areas in Reserves should be divided into small blocks and assigned to in
dividuals separately, conferring on them the ownership. Communism which kills 
all initiative must be shut out. 

2. Each hillman to whom land is given should pay a fixed rental to the Government. 
3. Village councils or local boards should be constituLed for each settlement. 

118. The spread of education is the next most important step for the regeneration of 
the hill-tribes. Education should be such as will be of practical use to them and will at 
the same time enable them to preserve their heritage and develop their racial qualities. 
Education should be vocational, agriculture and cottage industries being taught to boys and 
domestic science to girls. The only way to save the hillman is to make him work and 
improve his economic condition. The Government should shoulder this responsibility 
instead of leaving it to private agencies. 

119. Most of the hill-tribes are heavily involved in debts which they will never be 
able to discharge if they remain in their present economic condition. The low-country 
people who advance loans to them realize an exorbitant rate of interest, often two paras of 
paddy and more for a loan of ten paras for a period of six months or so. To improve their 
material condition, they should be prevented from incurring debts. Further, nomadic 
agriculture being their basic industry, improvidence and laziness intensify their indebtedness. 
It, therefore, seems desirable that adequate credit facilities should be created so that they 
may stand on their own legs. Co-operative credit societies should be urganized for thi::; 
purpose under the initiative and guidance of Government agencies. 

* J H Huttoll, Pl'f~"lentJaI Addl'l'"'3 to tile S"ciwn oj Ant/I1op%gy. ["dlUn i,,'clence Ounljl'es.,. 1927. 
t S. H Robert" Pop'lllatllm Pr{ll)lcllb /If the Par1fie, p. 153. 
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120. Well regulated markets create in the minds of the purchasers and sellers a Marketing of' 
feeling of confidence towards each other. Markets have been established in the vicinity produce. 

of the Reserves for the benefit of the hill-tribes. They sell their hill-produce and purchase 
their necessaries at these markets. But the ulIScrupulous low country trader often 
dupes the ignorant hillman. A Kal1ikkarall seldom gets more than 7 to 12 chackrams (4 to 
7 annas) for the produce which he sells once a week. This is hardly sufficient to meet 
his wants and he is, therefore, forced to lead a life of poverty. It will be a great boon to 
the hill-tribes if proper arrangements could be made for marketing their produce, so that 
they may obtain proper value for their articles. The Agricultural Department could give 
a lead in both these directions for the uplift of the hill-tribes. 

121. It is said that the provision of new interests is the antidote against racial and Co nclusion. 

personal despair. But the future must be built on the past. Old institutions and ancient 
traditions must be maintained as far as possible and development must be made in con-
sonance with the physical environments and the mental qualities of the tribes concerned. 
Much damage has been done to primitive peoples by reformers who are ignorant of their 
life and customs. A knowledge of anthropology will be a useful handmaid to social 
reformers and administrators. It will enable them to ward off the evil effects that will 
naturally result from the contact between a lower and higher culture. The most important 
thing to do is to regulate the contact bett'een the civilized and the primitive man, so that 
the progress of civilizing the primitive may be slow and general, and that he may have 
sufficient time to adapt himself to changed conditions. 

In the interests of the welfare of the primitive peoples, it may be necessary for the 
Government, as has been pointed out by Dr. Hutton, to follow the example of Australia, 
which has gone so far as even to prohibit the entry of any person into the Reserve except 
occasional scientists and the administrator of the tribes. Even the opening of schools and 
the carrying on of missionary work among the tribes are prohibited there in order to 
preserve them from extermination. Dr. Hutton would welcome similar legislation in India. 
The problem is easier of solution in Travancore, where the Forest Department is the 
custodian of the primitive peoples in the Reserves. 
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Rules for the Treatment and Management of Hillmen 

Revised rules for the treatment and management of hillmen in Government Forests and 
Reserves, vassed under Clause (e), Section 60 of the Forest Regulation II of 1068, as amended 
by Regulations IV of 1071 and IX of 1085, whih the sanction of His Highness the Maha Raja 
in supersessi()ll of those passed on 23rd September 1903/7th Kanni 1079, and published on 
pages 789 and 790 of the Government Gazette, dated 6th October 1903/20th Kanni 1079. 

1. The term "Hillmen" in these Rules means and includes only the following tribes who 
have been living in the hills from time immemorial and does not include any others:-

(1) Kanikkal's residing in the hills of the Southern, Trivandrum and Quilon Land 
Revenue Divisions extending up to and inclusive of the Shendurni valley. 

(2) Palliyars residing on the banks of the Kallada and Achencoil rIvers. 
(3) Malayadiyars on the banks of the Kakkad river. 
(4) Malapantarams along the banks of the Pambayar river up to Perinthenaruvi. 
(5) Kochu-velans on the banks of the Pambayar river. 
(0) Ullatans on the banks of the Palaiyar river. 
(7) Malayarayans living along the foot of the hilla between Pambayar and Thodupu~a. 
(8) Vizhavans at the foot of the hills on the Pedyar. 
(9) Uralis on the hills to the west of the Periyar. 

(10) Palliyans on the Cardamom Hills near Vandanmettu. 
(11) Mannans on the Car,1amom Hills east of the Periyar up to the f~t of the High 

Range. 
(12) Muthuvans on the Cardamom Hills, High Range and Anjanad. 
(1.5) l\'[annans in the Deviar valley. 
(14) l\'[uthuvans in the Malayattur Reserved Forest. 
(15) Hill Pulayas of Anjanad. 

2. Hillmen residing in Government Forests and Reserves shall be under the control of 
the Forest Department. 

3. Each settlement will have a headman, who has attained that position either by 
hereditary dght or by selection or election by the members of the settlement, in conformity 
with the existing practice: 

Provi.ded that when a headman fails to carry ou~ any of the duties, as hereinafter stated, 
the Divisional Forest Officer may call upon the adult male members to depose him and elect 
another competent man to take his place. 

4. Hillmen residing in Government Forests and Reserves shall have their numbers 
registered in the office of each Forest Division. and for this purp')se the headman of each settle
ment shall report to the Range Officer concerned, once a year or whenever called on to do 80, the 
name of hip settlement or Kani, the number of males and females composing it, adults and 
children, children below three years being classed as under age. 

5. No hillman can leave his settlement or kani or migrate to another without the per
mission or his headman. Appeals from the headman's decision shall lie to the Divisional 
Forest, Officer, whose decision shall be final. 

6. The settlements of hillmen residing in a Government Forest or Reserve shall be 
permanently fixed and they shall not be permitted to shift them from place tel place. except 
temporarily with the special written permission of the Divisional Forest Officer in cases of 
scarcity of water, outbreak of epidemics, such as small-pox, etc. 

7. The hillmen shall enjoy the concession of cultivating land free of tax in the Government 
Forests and Reserves in which they live, to the extent of 5/8 of an acre per head for every member 
of a settlement above three yeari! of age. 1 

(i) A compact block of land, comprising seven times the tohl area required for each 
settlement in a year. deducting the area of wet lands permanently under cultivation. shall be 
demarcated by the Forest Departmlillt (the hillmen concerned providing the labour free of 
payment) and 117 of that area shall be cultivated in anyone year, so that the cultivation may 
be carried on permanently in that block on a rotation of seven years. 

(m 1 t shall be the duty of the headman to apportion the area among the several 
families of his settlement, subject to an appeal to the Divisional Forest Officer. whose decision 
shall be final. 

(iii) In cases of trespass 01' encroachment in a settlement, the headman shall decide 
such disputes suhject to an appeal to the Divisional Forest Officer, whose decision shall be 
final. 

8. No hillman shall be entitled to the grant of patta for any land cultivated in a Govern
ment Forest or Reserve, however long his occupation of such land may be. 

9. All produce of the land cultivated by hillmen in accordance with the foregoing Rules 
shall be tpe property of the hillmen and may be disposed of as they think fit. except food-grains 
and tobacco which shall not be sold or taken out of the Government Forest Reserve, without the 
written permission of the Divisional Forest Officer. 

Proviso. The Divisional Forest Officer may delegate this power to such of his Range 
Officers as he thinks fit. 

10. The hillmen may fell and use any timber (other than of Royal or Reserved trees) 
and firewood. bamboos, reeds. and canes, free of charge, for their bona fide domestic and 
agricultural purposes, and the last three, viz., bamboos, reeds and canes, may be used by them 
in the manufactUl.'Q of petty articles for sale, provided, however. that the Government may a1; 
any time restrict or prohibit the trade or charge a fee on the produce. 
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11. The hillmen may collect and use, for their own consumption or for sale or for both. 
any minor forest produce not collected by the Government or lea<'ed by the Government to 
coniractors or lessees, but the sale of minor f01.'8st produce iol.' which seigniorage has been, or 
may hereafter he, fixed by the Government shall not be permitted. 

12. The hillmen may shoot game in wet weathe 1.' from the 15th Vykasi to the 30th 
Karthigay except such animals and birds as may be prohibited by the Government from time 
to time, and they may catch fish, provided that the poisoning of water or the use of dynamite 
or gunpowder for the purpose is not resorted to. For the purposes of this rule and for tho 
protection of person and property. each settlement may keep one gun ordinarily in the custody 
of the headman. The Government may, from time to time, lay down any restrictions in respect 
of these privileges. 

Proviso. In exceptional cases, the Government may au tho rise more than one gun being 
kept in a settlement. 

(i) Licenses to deal with the hillmen living within the Government l_forests and 
Reserves will be granted by the Divisional Forest Officer to respectable trader3. who undertake to 
supply articles of daily use to them at reasonable rates, provided that they bind themselves to 
the following among other terms by executing formal written agreements:-

(a) not to enter into any credit transactions or to lend them money. 
(b) not to sell any intoxicating liquors or drugs to them. 
(c) notto quarrel with 01' illtreat the hillmen. ~ 
Cd) not to buy grain or other articles. the sale 0" removal of which is prohibited by 

the preceding Rules or by the Forest Regulation and rules already in force or that 
may hereafter come into force, and 

(e) to keep proper and clear accouuts of all their transactions with the hillmen which 
accounts shall be open for inspection by the respective Range Officer or Divisional 
Forest Officer. 

(ii) Licenses shall be liable to be revoked. withdL'awn or cancelled for breach of any 
of the conditions of the agreement. the trader being rendered liable besides to the penalties 
prescribed therein. 

(iii) Such licensed traders shall acquire no title whatever to lands occupied or culti
vated by the hillmen under t.hese rules. 

13. The hillmen shall work for the Forest Depart.ment, whenever called upon to do so. 
at prescribed rates of wages, such rates being fixed by the Divisional Forest Officer with the 
previous sanction of the Conservator, for three years at a time calculated with reference to the 
wages paid during the preceding three years and the current market rai-es. 

14. The hillmen shall not set fire to the Forests and they shall take all possible care and 
precaution to prevent fires occurring in the Government Forests and Reserves. They shall assist 
the Forest Officers in preventing the occurrence or commission of offences and the occurrence of 
fires and in extinguishing such fires. 

15. All hillmen shall assist the PoHce, Revenue or other officers of the Government in 
'Preventing crimes, or in detecting offenders who may have sought shelter or refuge in the 
Government Forests or Reserves. 

16. Hillmen shall not harbour, or allow to remain In their set.tlements. any lowland 
criminals or persons likely to commit any breaches of the Forest 01' other laws of the country, 
nor shall they take into partnership any outsiders, in their cultivations within the Government 
Forests or Reserves or in their hunting or shooting excursions. 

17. Th-ay shall be further bound to deliver to the Forest Department any ivory, elephant 
teeth, cardamoms, wax, dammar and lac collected by them, as well as honey or any other 
lorest produce which they may be called upon to collect and deliver to the Forest Department. 
tn return for which they will be paid at the rates fixed in the following schedule:-

N ttmber Produce Rates 
1 Ivory 1st class (weighing 18 Ibs. and above per tusk). 7 Ianams per lb. 

2nd class (weighing below 18 lbs. but above 13 Ibs. per tusk). 
51- fanams per lb. 

2 

3 

Ditto 

Ditt.o Srd class (weighing below 131bs. but abovo 7 1hs. per tusk), 
a~ fanams per lb. 

Ditto 4th class (weighing below 7 lbs.) I! fanams per lb. 
Cardamom with husk, 35 fanams per thulam 

Ditto seeds. 26 fannms, 3 chs .• 4 cash per thulam 
Ditto chaff with husk.6 fana.ms pel' thulam 

Wax 45 fanams per thulam 
Dammal' 6.. •• 
Honey 17~ ,. per parah 

For articles for which rates are not prescribed in the above schedule, the hillmen will be 
paid an amount not exceeding one-half of the sale proceeds of such articles, with the sanction 
of the Conservator of Forests. 

18. Any hillman found to wilfully violate. or act in contravention of these Rules, 01' of 
the Forest Regulations and Rules, shall be liable to be expelled from his settlement in 3 

Government Forest or Reserve. temporarily. or permanently. with the previous sanction of the 
-Conservator, besides bejng Bubjected to the penalti.es prescribed in the Forest Laws. 

51 
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APPENDIX II 

THE DEPRESSED AND THE BACKWARD CLASSES 

India is the only country where a rigorous caste system prevails, and she is the 
on!y c?untry which h.as to face the problem of t~e • un~oCic~ables.' £?ist~nction in society 
eXlsts In other countnes as well, but nowhere IS one s bIrth the cntenon to determine 
one's position in society. However low be the social status of the family in which a 
man is born in other countries, he can by his own merit and ability rise to the highest 
rung in the social ladder. In India the rigid caste rules prevent one from doing this. 
A man born in a cobbler's family is regarded as a cobbler even if he does not do 
the cobbler's work, and he is subject to all the social disabilities which the caste 
system has imposed on the cobbler caste. The existence of such a social custom 
is looked upon by other nations as a blot on the Hindu civilization. J,t. had its 
origin in the remotest past, but it still persists, though in a very much attenuated 
form, despite the attempts of great religious and social reformers for its removal. Those 
who condemn the caste system do so, not because of the division of the society into 
numerous water-tight compartments, preventing the intermingling and interdining of the 
different sections, but because of the superiority and inferiority complex which has been 
foisted upon it. The division of labour and the formation of an orderly society, which were 
the objects of its originators, were in course of time lost sight of and a new principle was 
imported into it, namely, that a man's purity of mind and body should be judged by the nature 
of the occupation which his forefathers had followed. It is this later interpolation into the 
fabric of the caste system that has been the cause of all the trouble which it has created 
in India. The stamping of different castes with varying degrees of social superiority or 
inferiority alone accounts for the existence of those unfortunate classes of people who, 
though included within the fold of the Hindu society, are yet denied the rights and 
privileges which their brethren higher up in the social organization enjoy. These are 
the people who are known by the familiar, but unhappy, name of the "Depressed 
Classes. " 

2. In a country where nearly live hundred castes have been returned at the 
census it is difficult to draw a clear line of demarcation either between the Depressed and 
the Backward Classes, or between these and the other classes. The Government of 
T ravancore have declared certain communities to be depressed or backward for purposes 
of assignment of lands, award of fee concessions in schools, and representation in public 
service and political bodies; but beyond this there has been no order of Government 
recognizing any particular community as depressed or backward. According to the 
instructions issued by the Census Commissioner for India, the Hindu castes which are 
treated as untouchables, irrespective of the degree of untouchability and unapproachability 
subsisting between them and the higher castes, are to be regarded as "Depressed Classes," 
and the criminal and the hill tribes and other communities which are backward in modern 
education as " Backward Classes." The social disabilities imposed by the caste system, 
such as untouchability, unapproachability, and prohibition of entry into temples, should, 
therefore, be taken as the criteria to determine whether a caste is 'depressed' or not. 
These tests have been accepted by the Indian Franchise Committee also. As far as 
Travancore is concerned-proba~ly this will apply to Cochin and British Malabar also--it 
is not possible to divide the Hindus into two dear-cut sections, "depressed" and 
" non-depressed," on the basis of untouchability. Even among the high-caste Hindus 
there is a certain degree of untouchability and unapproachability between caste and caste. 
For example, a Brahman, according to strict caste rules. should not take his food before 
having a plunge bath if he touches a Nayar, though both of them are considered to be 
high-caste Hindus. Similarly, the different sections of the Depressed Classes themselves 
observe certain degrees of untouchability and unapproachability. No doubt, the rules 
of the caste system have lost a great deal of their rigour as a result of the spread of modern 
education and Western civilization, and it is no UncommOn sight noW to see the different 
castes, high and low, depressed and non-depressed, mingling freely on highways, in 
courts and public offices, and at meetings of representative bodies, without observing 
pollution; but in rural parts where the light of education and civilization has not yet 
penetrated, caste rules are still observed. and untouchability and unapproachability between 
castes even now persist. The only sure basis on which the Hindu castes of Travancore 
can be divided into depressed and non-depressed classes is the right of entry into the 
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temples. To make this point clear it is necessary to give a description of a temple and 
its premises. 

3. The following diagram shows the principal parts of a typical temple and its 
precincts:-

I, ______ ~I 
A. Sri kOiI-The building inside which the idol is kept. 
B. N iilamPalam-Buildings containing the kitchen. store-room, etc., attached to 

the temple. 
C. PradakshiTJ.avllhi or the Thalakkal-The foot-path paved with granite slabs 

for the idol to be taken round and for the worshippers to go 
round the Nalampalam. 

D. The outer wall enclosing the entire temple precincts. 
Based on the right of entry into temples the Hindu castes may be divided into three 

broad classes:--
(i) Those who can enter into the 'Niilampalam,' and the inner premises of the 

tePlple, and worship from the sides of the 'soPiillam: the steps leading to the 
'SnkOil' (the sanctum sanctorum). They are the high-caste Hindus. 

(ii) Those who can enter into the outer premises of the temple, i. e., the portion 
between the outer E.nc1osure and the ·PradakshiTJ.avHhi; or the 'Niilampalam' in some 
cases. These may be treated as partially depressed or backward classes. 

~iii) Those who- are not allowed to enter even into the outer premises, but can 
only remain outside the walls enclosing the precincts of the temple. These are the real 
Depressed Classes. 

The Depressed Classes, according to the present census, number 1,787,380· 
The chief castes included in them are the following :-

1. Adi-Dravida, 23. 
2. Alavan, 24. 
3. A~pattan, 25. 
4. Aiayan, 26. 
5. Bavuri, 27. 
6. Bhaiathar, 2B. 
7. Chackaravar, 29. 
B. Chakkiliyan, 30. 
9. Chavalakkaran, 31. 

'0. Chayakkaran, 32. 
11. I!avan, 33. 
I 2. Havathi, 34. 
13. Kaikolan, 35. 
14. Kakkalan, 36. 
15. Kaniyan, 37. 
16. Kathikkaran, 38. 
17. Kavathi. 39. 
18. Keralamuthali, 40. 
19. Kura~an. 41. 
20. Maiakkan, 42. 
21 . Maravan, 43. 
22. Medara, 44. 

Mukkuvan, 
Nadar, 
Nulayan. 
PaIlan, 
Pa~an, 
PalJikkan 
Paiavan, 
Parayan (Siimbavar), 
Pulayan (Cheramar), 
PuHuvan, 
Thanti'm, 
Thantapula yan, 
Thontaman, 
Valan, 
ValJnan, 
Varl)avar, 
V elakkithalanayar, 
Velan, 
V eluthadana yar. 
Vetan. 
Vettakkaran, 
Yadavan (ldayan). 
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The Backward Classes include certain Hindu castes, the Muslims, the Christian 
converts from the Depressed Cla!'ses and the hill~tJ'ibes. One commOn feature of these 
castes and communities is their backwardne$s in education. In paragraph 371, Chapter IX, 
castes and communities have been divided into" Advanced," ., Intermediate" and 
c. Illiterate" according as they contain more than 50 per cent., I 0 to 50 per cent. or less 
than JO per cent. of literates in the male population of 7 years and over. Those castes 
and communities other than the Depressed Classes which fall into the category of 
, Intermediate' and c Illiterate' are treated as Backward Classes. Their number is 
about 1,272,000, consisting of (I) the Muslims, (2) the Christian converts from the 
Depressed Classes, (3) the following Hindu castes, and (4) the hill~tribes. 

(i) 
( ii) 

(iii) 
(iv) 
(v) 

( vi) 
( vii) 

( viii) 
( ix) 
ex) 

Hindu castes. 
Chetti, 
I1avaQiyan, 
Kammiilan, 
Krishna~vaka, 
Kudumi, 
Siiliyan, 
Saurashtra, 
Val)iyan, 
Velan, 
Viias'aivar. 

H ill~ tribes. 
(i) Kanikkaran, 
(ii) Malankuravan (MalayadiYdr), 

(iii) Malapantiir'am, 
(iv) MalaPl!la yan, 
(v ) Mala~ U tali, 

(vi) Malavetan: 
( vii) Malayatayan, 
(viii) Mannan, 

(ix) Muthuvan, 
( x) Paliyan, 

(xi) Ullatan, 
(xii) V ~ttuvan, 

(xiii) Vizhavan (Malan/tudi). 

4. The Government of Travancore have declared Chakkiliyan, Kuravan, PaHan, 
Parayan, Pulayan, Vetan, Christian converts of Siimbavar and Aiyanavar, and the hill~ 
tribes to be ' Depressed Classes' for the purpose of assigning Government land at conces~ 
sional rates. According to the classification adopted for the census the Sambavar and 
Aiyanavar converts are included in the Backward Classes and not in the Depressed Classes. 
Many of the castes included in the Depressed Classes are treated by the Travancore 
Government as Backward Classes for the grant of fee concessions in schools, some 
being backward in English and Vernacular education and others in English education 
only. 

5. The treatment which the Depresfed Classes had received at the hands of high~ 
!:t~::ts to caste Hind:us from very early times was unsY~l?athetic an? eyen inhuI?an. Bu~ they did 
imp~oye the not resent It, and on the other hand, they WIllIngly bore It WIth a servIle mentalIty. Some 
~~~:~~:do!::e of them, such as the Pulayan, Parayan and Vetan, used to be bought and sold like cattle 
the Backward and disposed of along with the land on which they worked. They were not allowed to 
cla.sses. use the highways, public conveyances, hospitals, and common wells or to enter or even go 

near the temples. They had no access to the bazaars and markets even to purchase their 
necessaries. They were not allowed to wear any valuable ornaments nor even use upper 
garments to cover their nakedness. They had to live in mud huts erected by the side of 
the paddy fields which th~y had to watch for their masters. They could not educate their 
children nor even give them names which were usually borne by members of the higher 
castes. 

6. It was not until the Christian missionaries came to T ravancore and started evan
gelical and social work among these people that they were able to appreciate the advantages 
of social elevation and material advancement. They saw that the moment they embraced 
Christianity they were accorded better treatment by the higher castes and were no longer 
treated as untouchable or unapproachable. This remarkable change in the attitude of the 
caste Hindus towards the Depressed Classes, when they became converts to Christianity, 
induced an increasing number of them, year after year, to desert the Hindu society and 
embrace the Cross. The process of conversion has gone on for several years without any 
attempt being made by the Hindus themselves to arrest it. But at last they realized that 
the depletion of the Hindu community could only be checked by reforming their own social 
and religious customs, SO as to afford equal opportunities and give equal treatment t9 all 
within fhe fold of Hinduism. It was this feeling that led to the organization of the Arya 
Samaj, the Brahmo Samaj, the Priirthana Samajam and similar institutions in 
British India. A general awakening among the Hindus for the elevation of the 
Depressed Classes became perceptible only from the beginning of the present century, but 
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the activities that followed were so vigorous and widespread that now the Depressed Classes 
themselves are vying with one another in their attempts at social and material improvement. 

7. In an article published in the Indian Review in 1909 H. H. the Gaekwar of 
Baroda said, "A Government within easy reach of the latest thought, with unlimited moral 
and material resources, such as there is in India, should not remain content with simply 
asserting the equality of all men under the common law, and maintaining order, but must 
sympathetically see from time to time that the different sections of its subjects are provided 
with ample means of progress and that they are allowed to and do use all possible facilities 
afforded to them for bettering themselves." The sovereigns of T ravancore have al ways 
been characterised by a genuine desire to improve the condition of the Depressed Classes 
among their subjects. More than a century ago the Rulers of the State issued a series of 
proclamations, intended to elevate these people socially and mat1PaIly. Several obnoxious 
taxes, such as, 'T alayara,' 'V alayara,' etc., that had been imposed on these castes 
were abolished by a proclamation of 990 M. E. (1815 A. D. ).. By another proclamation 
of the same year the sale or purchase of Kuravas, Pulayas, Parayas, and other low castes 
was prohibited except in places where it was allowed by local customs for agricultural 
purposes. By yet another proclamation of that year the taboo imposed on the Havas and 
other low castes in carrying umbrellas, lights, and knives inlaid with gold. and in wearing 
ear~rings, was removed. By a proclamation of 181 8 the lower castes were permitted to 
wear gold and silver ornaments in the same manner as the higher castes, and by another 
proclamation of the same year markets and bazaars were thrown open to all classes of 
people. The restrictions imposed on the women of the lower castes in wearing upper
garments were also removed. Later on, by two proclamations issued in 1853 and 1855 
the Government of Travancore abolished all kinds of slavery in the State. Public roads 
were thrown open to all people without distinction of caste. About a quarter of a century 
back members of the Depressed Classes walking on public roads had to move out of the 
way to allow the high-caste Hindus to proceed unpolluted, but this has now become a 
thing of the past. WelI~to-do members of the Depressed Classes who can afford to main
tain their own conveyances are no longer precluded from using them as they like. All 
walks of life are now open to them as much as to the higher castes, and all the State depart
ments and public schools, with a very few exceptions, have been thrown open to them. 

8. In an article contributed to the Indian Review in J 909, Dr. Annie Besant has 
pointed out that "the children of the depressed classes need. first of all, to be taught 
cleanliness, outside decency of behaviour and the earliest rudiments of education, religion 
or moralitv." In this matter also the Travancore Government had done much even before 
the move~ent was started in British India. The Grant-in-aid Education Code of 1895 
provided, for the first time, funds for the establishment of schools for the Backward 
Classes. In the next two years the Government established thirty schools for the benefit of 
these people and in another couple of years the number increased to 150. 185 scholar .. 
ships were also granted to pupils belonging to the Backward Classes. Finally, in 1904 the 
Government accepted the responsibility of imparting free primary education to all classes of 
people, irrespective of caste, creed or race. 

9. The endeavours made towards the uplift of the Depressed and the 
Classes in recent years may be considered under three heads:

( 1 ) Measures adopted by the Government. 
(2) Steps taken by external private organizations. 
(3) Attempts made by the communities themselves. 

Backward LateI:' attempts 
to improve the 
condition of the 
Depressed and 
the Backward. 
Classes. 

10. The committee appointed by the Bombay Government to report On the Depressed Measures 

Classes and aboriginal tribes in that presidency have observed :-" The depressed classes Gadopted by the. 

Id ' . . d d l··f f h I dh ld d . . f ovel'nment. wou gam economIC m epen ence ear Ier I more 0 t em were an 0 ers, an It IS 0 

great importance that attention should be paid to the problem of obtaining more land for 
them." That this has been the avowed policy of the Travancore Government in recent 
years will be evident from what is stated below. 

The revised Puduval Rules, dated the 31st March 1921, provided for the assign- Assignment of 

ment of land on concessional terms to members of the depressed communities. As much land. 

area of the land available in each locality as was considered necessary for the requirements 
of these communities, was ordered to be ear-marked for assignment to them. G. O. Dis. 
No. 92/22/Rev., dated 20-1-1922 has laid down the following rules:- (I) Poramboke 
lands available for registry on the edges of backwaters or on the sea coast should be 
assigned, without auction, if otherwise unobjectionable, to Valans and Arayans. (2) Area 
not exceeding 10 cents per each Val a or Araya family may be assigned free of tharavila 
,cland value) but subject to ground rent, and free of thadivila (timber value), provided the 

ilK 
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value of trees standing thereon, if any, does not exceed Rs. 10 per acre. (3) Back arrears 
of rent may be remitted in the Case of occupied lands. (4) Alienation of such lands by 
the assignees to persons other than members of their own community has been declared 
void, and it will render the land liable to resumption without payment of compensation for 
improvements. \ 5) Lands available for assignment to Depressed Classes are to be ear~ 
marked for the purpose and should mot be assigned to other people. As per the above 
G. O. a total area of I 5,280 acres waS ear-marked for assignment to the Depressed Classes 
and 4,775 acres have already been assigned to them. ~ 

G. O. R. O. C. No. 1566 of 23/Rev., dated 23~9~ 1924, sanctioned the 
appointment of a Protector of the Depressed Classes and entrusted tolhim the duty of tlooking 
after the interests of these communities, and he is actively helping them to get land 
registered. Notification Dis. No. 1140 of 24jRev., dated 2~8~ 1924, grants concessions 
to the members of families belonging to the Depressed Classes and to co-operative societies 
consisting exclusively of the members of such classes, in the matter of assignment of 
Government lands. Each family is allowed not more than 3 acres and each society not 
more than 30 acres free of lharavila. The Division Peishkars have been instructed to 
give full effect to these concessions in consultation with the Direci:or of Agriculture. 
the Director of Industries and the Registrar of Co~operative societies. Notification Dis. 
No. 1 777/26/Rev., dated 2~ 12- J 926, exempts applications from members of the Depress
ed Classes for the registry of Government land from payment of the prescribed court 
fees. 

Organization of 11. The co-operative movement waS started in T ravancore in 1916, when a depart-
Co-operative d b h G did 'd th F 1 Societies. ment was create y t e overnment to eve op an glll e e movement. rom t 1e very 

commencement the department devoted special attention to the organization of co-operative 
societies among the Depressed Classes. The progress made in this direction during the last 
decade can be gauged from the figures given in the following table :--

Development of 
communications 
and supply of 
drinking water. 

PIO/jFf'..., .... Itl (O-opf')'tdn'p IJI02'C111e 1d WJntJ/J..!J t/tr> D,Jpn7 \\erl or(/~~'fW 
------------------

Kame of tlie 

Ctmll1111111ty 

~lUlltcl' of CO. II NU(llLeI"f i \Vol'klllg ('''[,ltal I Share caPItal/I Rl'Hervc fund 
opel,ltnl' :-:;()(,'t~~.., nlC'mlll'IR r i _____ ~ 

1!)JO-Zl:l\J2a- ROil !)20-:11jl !)2a--3o) 1 ~~O-21_ll!)2~)-'llljl \120- 21 11 :12\1-:1°)1\)21)-2111 !129-:1O 

-------~--- - - ------ _- ---- - - _---- - -- -- ----

R~ Rs Rso n~. TI .... , RHo 

rayan 8 25 Bfi!1 2,021 10,198 13,fiR9 7,1,iO 27,712 225 6,3HO A 

c heranwl' 
( Pulay,tll) 8 1'-" 2815 7,H!l-! 1,0(iO 3\),987 3!17 1!J,fJ56 il2 7,522 

v alan 1 13 7!) 2,798 !IOK 29,734 ,"i6(i 21,\)79 9 3,410 

ambavar - 23 - l,n49 - I:l,iiJ9 - IO,2!H! - 2,01G 

a oast fh,lwrmcn 9 28 2\)8 2,66-1 6,172 ;)6,0,H 1,573 2\),730 323 5,580 

Total 26 236 1,031 17,026 18,638 2,03,013 9,986 1,39,670 589 211i,927 

12. By G. O. D. Dis. No. 859/23/P. oW., dated J.5~6" 1923, a committee consisting 
of official and non"official members was constituted to adVIse Government on the construc
tion of roads and the sinking of wells for the benefit of the Sambavars of Nanjanad and 
Edanad in the Nagercoil P. W. D. Division. As a result of the labours of this Sambavar 
Elevation Committee, a large number of wells have been dug and several approach roads 
to Sambavar villages constructed in the taluks of Thovala, Agasthis war am, and Kalkulam. 
Although no specific requisitions for opening roads and sinking wells have been made by 
the Depressed Classes living in the Trivandrum P. W. D. Division since 1921, a few wells 
have been dug in this division also for the use of the Nadars, the coast fishermen and others. 
There are no separate villages occupied by the Depressed Classes in most of the taluks of 
the Quilon P. W. Division and consequently there is no necessity to construct roads 
specially for their use. Some ~ells have bee~ dug and s0I?-e others repaired in certain 
villages in Shenkotta taluk and III the coastal VIllages of Thnkkunnapula for the benefit of 

Depressed Classes residing in those localities .. ~.s in the Quilo~ ~. W. Division the 
pressed Classes of the Kottayam and Alwaye DIVISIOns do not reSIde III separate villages~ 
d no concessions by way of roads or wells have been deemed necessary for them, nor 

any such concession been pressed for. 
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13. The Sambavars in Shenkotta and South T ravancore and the fishermen in the Sanitation. 
coast villages live in insanitary quarters, more or less over~crowde~ and often subject to 
serious epidemics. To improve sanitation, co:&iervancy stations have been opened in 
several of these villages and tube wells have been provided for the supply of good drinking 
water. The sanitation in other villages, where a full-time staff is not necessary, is being 
attended to by a temporary ambulant staff entertained for certain months in the year. 

1 4. The Depressed and Backward Classes are both backward in education. The Educa.tion. 
lauer can be divided into those backward in Vernacular and English education and those 
backward in English education only. The Depressed Classes who are backward both 
educationally and economically, are allowed remission of full fees in the Vernacular and 
English schools. Pupils belonging to the other communities, backward in Vernacular and 
English education, a_re allowed remissic_:m of ~alf the f~es in both the Ver~ac~lar and 
English schools, whIle those backward 1ll EnglIsh educatIOn only are allowed sImIlar con~ 
cession in the English schools. 

In G. O. D. Dis. No. 1227/Edn., dated 2~ 12~ 1923, rules have been formulated for 
the organization of night schools for adults by private agencies with Government help. 
G. O. D. Dis. No. 463 of 24/Legis., dated 15~5~ 1924, has restricted the grant of half-fee 
concessions to deserving poor pupils. In addition to these freeships and half-freeships. 
G. O. D. Dis. No. 426 of 2S{Leg-E., dated 21-4-1925, has sanctioned a number of close 
scholarships in Colleges and English High Schools. G. O. D. Dis. No. J 73 of 27/Edn., 
dated 1 \ -3-1927, has exempted candidates belonging to the Depressed Classes from pay
ment of fees for public examinations for five years from 1927-28. Government are also 
rendering pecuniary aid to deserving pupils of the Depressed Classes for the purchase of 
books and clothing. 

In the year 1920-21 the Inspecting Officers of the Vernacular branch of the 
Education Department were specially instructed to meet the Depressed and Backward 
Classes at important centres and advise them on the necessity and value of education. This 
had a significant effect on the Pulayas and Paraya::. The policy of throwing open as many 
schools as possible to the Depressed Classes was enforced by the Government, and the 
number of schools not open to such communities at the end of the year 1920-21 was only 
34. There were 28 rural schools, specially intended for the Pulayas and Parayas, as well 
as 11 night schools (one departmental and 10 aided) for the spread of education among the 
adults. More schools were thrown open to these communities in 192 J ~22. Since the 
rural schools, which were started mainly for the benefit of the Backward Classes, had turned 
out to be only ordinary schools, not providing any vocational instruction as was originally 
intended, several of them were converted into ordinary schools. There was, on the other 
hand an increased demand for night schools which also were originally intended for the 
benefit of the Backward Classes, particularly Pulayas and Parayas. In 1922~23 part-time 
schools, intended to take the place of rural schools which had been abolished, were opened 
in the interior parts of the State, for the benefit of those to whom the ordinary schools were 
either inaccessible or unsuited. The policy of throwing open more schools to the Depressed 
Classes was continued vigorously, and at the end of the school year J929~30 there were 
only twelve schools in the State not open to them, out of a total number of 3,641 recognized 
institutions. 

15. The education of the Muslims always received the special consideration of the 
Travancore Government. The ordinary schools in the State are open to them, but till 
about a few years ago very few of them availed themselves of this privilege. Special 
efforts were, therefore, made during the last decade to spread education among the Muslims. 
In 1920-21 one departmental and four private schools were opened exclusively for them. 
Arabic and Koran were taught in these schools by trained munshis and teachers. In 
1924-25 six more schools were opened and since 1925 vigorous propaganda was carried 
on by Government officials and private agencies to stimulate interest in education among 
the Muslims. The result of this propaganda is seen in the large increase in the number of 
Muslim pupils in the schools. It rose from 10,380 in 1918.19 to 19,269 in 1929~ 30. 

16. The hill-tribes, living as they are in forests and jungles, cut off from all civilizing 
influences, are educationally, and in other respects as well, the most backward communities 
in the State. The education of these tribes has also been engaging the attention of the 
Government as well as of the missionaries. For the education of the hill~tribes special 
schools are being conducted by the Government and by some Christian missionaries, and 
wherever convenient they are also admitted to the ordinary schools. In the year 1929~30 
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Representation 
on popular 
bodies. 

] 7 boys of these tribes attended the English schools and 922 boys attende( the Vernacular 
schools, and these were distributed among the different tribes a,; shown below :-

Tribe Number of boys 
Kanikkaran 254 
Malayarayan 220 
Ullatan 150 
~~nnan 45 
Orali 34 
Mal~vetan 2 
Others 234 

Total 939 

The progress of education among the Depressed and the Backward Classes during 
the past decade will be evident from the following statement :-

III 1 !120-21 In 1 !129-30 I Incrcage per cent. 

--------------------------------------------~------------

Depressed Hinuu Castes 9",0(19 152,035 58 

ilackward Hindu Ca~teH l(),fifiH 2R,~35 

Muslims 1l,9i-\(\ 19,269 f,1 

Hlll-tllbes 241 93!! 290 

Total 124,805 200,778 61 

J 7. English education has not made such striking progress among the Depressed and 
Backward Classes as Vernacular education. During the past decade only 1 ,089 p~rsons 
among them obtained the English School Leaving Certificate, and of these 627 were Ilavas 
and 158 were Muslims. The desire for English education is, however, growing in all the 
commumhes. The number of boys and girls of the Depressed and Backward Classes who 
attended the colleges increased from 81 in 1920-21 to 314 in 1929-30 and the number 
!hat attended the English schools from 5,674 to 9,640. The bulk of th~m belonged to the 
Ilava community. The colleges had 181 and the English schools 4,977 Ilavas in 1929-30. 
Next to them come the Muslims whose strength in the colleges was 52 and in the English 
schools 1,272 in 1929-30. The Nadars and Pulayas, two of the most Depressed Classes, 
have shown appreciable progress in English education. The number of Nadar boys in the 
colleges increased from 3 in 1920-21 to 19 in 1929-30 and in the English schools from 
287 to 623, while of the Pulayas there were none in the College and only 50 in the English 
schools in 1920-21, but in 1929-30 there were one in the College and 423 in the English 
schools 

As a result of the concessions granted by the Government from time to time educa
~ion has made rapid progress among the Depressed an~ Backward Classes, especially among 
Ilavas, Pulayas, Parayas and Muslims. Barring the lJ.avas, Pulayas have made the best 
use of the concessions. The general desire on the part of the average Pulayan to rise to 
the level of the other communities is growing; his stubborn adherence to slavish habits and 
his narrow outlook on life are fast disappearing; and he is now evincing a keen interest to 
learn and to put into practice new methods of social and moral improvement. 

18. The Legislative Council and the Sri Mulam Popular Assembly are the two most 
important representative institutions in the State, composed of elected and nominated 
members. The Legislative Council was started in 1 888 and was then composed of 
nominated official and non-official members with an official majority. The Council was 
since reformed three times, and on the last occasion, in 1921, it was enlarged on a wider 
basis, invested with more powers and given a non-official majority, of whom 28 members 
are elected and seven are nominated by the Government. On the first reformed council 
a Hindu Arayan was nominated as the representative of the Depre~sed Classes, and on 
subsequent councils Christian converts of the Sambavar, coast fishermen. and _Cheramar 
communities were nominated to represent these classes. Each Council had two I!ava and 
two Muslim members either nominated or elected. 
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"fhe Sri Miilam Popula~ Assembly which ~s composed entirely of people's re
presentatives, elected and nommated, was started In 1904. It holds its session once a 
year when the members express direct to Government their wants and wishes and their views 
on the administr~tive meas~res of Gov~rnment. The first representative of the Depressed 
Classes w~s nommated to thIs Assembly 10 1905; and he was a Nadar. Subseqently, their 
representatIOn was enlarged and now not less them 13 members of the different Depressed 
Classes are being nominated to the Assembly every year. The llavas and the Muslims 
have. h~d adequate representation from the very commencement either by election or 
nommahon. 

19. There was a time when the Depressed and Backward Classes were practically Representation 
shut out of the Government service. The largest and most important department of Govern- In public Benice 

ment, nam&ly, the Revenue Department was not open to them because of its associa-
tion with the temples. In 1922 the management of the temples was separated from the 
Revenue Department and entrusted to a newly created Devaswam Department, and with 
this s~paration the Revenue Department was thrown open to all classes of people. To.day 
there 15 no department of Government, except the Devaswam and the Nayar Brigade, which is 
not open even to the members of the most depressed community, and as educatior. 
advances and qualified persons of the Depressed and Backward Classes become available, 
they are being absorbed in the State service, sometimes even in preference to .equally 
qualified members of the more advanced communities. 

20. From about the beginning of th~ nin~t~enth century various Christian missionary 
bodies came to T ravancore and started theIr relIgIOUS. a~d SOCIal w~rk among the Depressed 
Classes. Promment among these are the London MISSIonary SOCIety, the Church Mission
ary Society, the Salvation Army, the Brother Mission, and the Lutheran Mission. Besides 
these, the Servants of the Cross Society and the Sanyasi Mission of the Orthodox Syrian 
Church, the Evangelistic Association of the Mar Thoma Syrians, and the Catholic Dioceses 
of Kattar, Quilon, Changanachery, Kottayam, Vijayap1.lram, Verapoly and Ernakulam are 
also carrying on missionary work in different parts of the State. At present there is hardly 
any part of ~ravancore wh~re one m.ission or ~nother ~s not .at work, and in several taluks 
different miSSIons are cao'ymg on theIr work SIde by SIde WIth great success. 

21. The converts to Christianity are drawn mostly from the Nadars, Pulayas, Parayas 
Kuravas and other low-caste Hindus who are treated as untouchables by their co-religionists. 
The higher castes have not been influenced to any appreciable extent till recently by the 
activities of the missionaries, but it seems doubtful whether, when untouchability and other 
social barriers are removed as a result of the efforts that are now being made in that direc
tIon by the high-caste Hindus, the missionaries will be able to draw away large numbers 
of even the low castes, as they have been able to do till now. Be that as it may, in the 
circumstances in which the Pulaya:;, Parayas, Kuravas, and other low-caste Hindus have 
been placed from very early times, both socially and economically, it is not surprising that 
they are easily moved by the offer of freedom from social servility and better prospects 
made by the Christian missionaries. 

22. It must be said to the credit of the missionaries that they are doing not only 
evangelical propaganda but also social work among the Depressed Classes. It is they who 
opened the eyes of these people to their deplorabl~ condition and the necessity to improve 
it, and it is their work that brought home to the hIgher castes the consequences of the past 
neglect of their unfortunate brethren in the lower strata of society. The first and the most 
important step the missionaries took for the uplift of the Depressed Classes was the starting 
of schools. To the Christian missionaries belongs the credit of having opened the first 
English School in the State. In the years 1816-1819 the London Missionary Society 
started an English School at Nagercoil and the Church Missionary Society started another at 
Kottayam. These societies and various other missionary bodies are actively engaged in 
the spread of education in the country. They are maintaining a large number of schools 
which are resorted to not only by the Christians but by other communi.ties as well. They 
are rendering financial help to poor and deserving Christian pupils for the prosecution of 
their studies and are encouraging those who pass out by entertaining them a.li tc::achers in their 
own schools. The achievements of the missionaries in the field of education can well be 
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judged from the number of institutions maintained by them and the number of pupils attend
ing these institutions. In the year 1929-30 there were 122 English schools with 16,978 
students, 2,015 Vernacular schools with 137,288 students, and 17 orphanages and board
ing houses with 398 inmates. 

23. The education that is imparted in these schools aims not only at the spread of 
literacy and culture, but also at equipping the pupils for some useful vocation in life. 
Besides the three R's, the boys in primary schools are taught carpentry, weaving, 
tailoring and other cottage industries, while girls are given training in needle work, lace
making and embroia-ery. As a result of the philanthropic labours of the missionaries a 
perceptible improvement has been effected in the moral and social condition of the Depressed 
Classes who have COme under their influence. Their mode of living has changed, their 
standard of life has improved, they are giving up insanitary habits, are learning cleanliness 
and thrift, and are being weaned from the drink evil. There is as yet no marked improve
ment in the economic condition of these people_ Most of them are field labourers dependent 
on others and are disinclined to leave their home and seek occupations in distant places. A 
slow but steady change for the better is, however, becoming visible. Some of them are 
making small savings from their daily income, poor as it is. with which they are purchasing 
small plots of ground to build houses on and to cultivate. 

24. The Travancore Humanitarian Society was organized in 1920, and since then 
it has been devoting special attention to the improvement of the social, moral and material 
condition ol the depressed communities in the State. The society!s carrying on propaganda 
by organizing lectures and distributing pamphlets to remove their ignorance, illiteracy and 
poverty, and to instil into them a healthy outlook on life, habits of cleanliness and thrift, 
and ideas of self-respect and self-reliance. At times the society also renders them pecuniary 
help. The work of the society has undoubtedly been fruitful. Many a member of the 
Depressed Classes have been weaned from their addiction to intoxicants. unclean habits and 
improvident mode of life. Untouchability and unapproachability have been banished from 
among those who have been thus reformed. The value of education has been brought 
home to them and they are being prevailed upon to send their children to the school. 
Ideas of true Hinduism and the proper method of worship are being spread among them. 
Animal sacrifice and other superstitious customs are being given up. Habits of thrift. self
help and co-operation are being promoted and they are being instructed to retain and 
improve upon. as ~ar as possible, their traditional callings. In these ways the Humanitarian 
Society has done and is doing commendable work among the Depressed Classes. and in this 
work it is being ably assisted by the Arya ~Samaj and the Hindu Sabha. 

25. Swami Vivi!5kananda said in one of his addresses:- "I know of no greater service 
that the better class can render to the Depressed Classes in the land than to 'educate them 
and to develop in them the sense of their lost individuality in order that they may 
rise to a better conception of their own dignity as human beings and a better 
knowledge of the conditions of their existence:' About two decades ago. when the question 
of the amelioration of the Depressed Classes Was engaging the attention of the leading men 
in all parts of India, the Rev. C. F. Andrews wrote:- "Education is not pauperising. 
but, on the contrary, leads one to greater self-respect. It makes those who are educated feel 
their own advance and it creates in them a desire to help themselves and raise themselves. 
It opens to them new ideas of the value and possibility of the progress, and enables them to 
take part in their own uplifting." Travancore amply bears out the truth so happily expressed 
in the above quotations. We have seen what the Government of Travancore and the non
official agencies, like the missionaries and the Humanitarian Society, have done to spread 
education among the Depressed and Backward Classes and to improve their social, moral, 
and material conditions. Reforms introduced in their habits and mode of life have 
generated in them a desire to mix freely with the highest castes and to emulate them in their 
habits and customs. The opportunities created for them to command better conveniences 
and lead better lives have naturally induced those who have been benefited thereby to work 
for the elevation of their own brethren. Through their influence internal organizations have 
been brought into existence among many depressed communities to work for seH-protection 
and self-improvement. The activities of a few of these are described below. 

'26. The Ilavas took the lead in organizing an internal association, called the S. N. 
D. P. Y5gam, for their own improvement. They were soon followed by other communi
ties, such as Pulayas (Cheramar), Parayas (Sambavar), Muslims and others. As could 
naturally be expected the early attempts of the Havas at self.improvement were looked 
upon with disfavour by the members of the orthodox Hindu community, and they at fi rst 
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threw obstructions in the way. But tbe persistent and selfless efforts of Sri Narayana 
Guiu Swami, the spiritual leader of the Ilavas, coupled with his great organizmg capacity, 
enabled him and his disciples to overcome all initial difficulties and pave the way for the 
establishment of the S. N.D. P. Y ogam which, with its numerous branches working in 
different parts of the State, watches the interests of the !lava community and works 
for their social, moral, educational, material and political advancement. The 
IJ.avas have now their own schools, temples, factories and workshops. They have gained 
access to most of the departments of Government service, and many of them are holding 
high positions in the State service. 

27. Guided by the example of the !lavas the Pulayas also began to work for their Pulaya and 

own amelioration. The first centre of their activity was Neyyattinkara tal uk. As in the ~~6e:C~~t~!ns. 
case of the I!avas they too had to contend against great opposition from the orthodox 
Hindus, but there were several prominent men among the higher castes who sympathised 
with their aspirations and helped them in all possible ways. The Government also evinced 
interest in their attempts at self-improvement and encouraged, them by the grant of land at 
concessional rates and by giving them representation in the Sri Mfilam Popular Assembly. 
The Sadhu Jana Paiipalana Sangham was formed for the improvement of the condition 
of the Pulayas in Neyyattinkara tal uk. This was followed by the organization of the 
Central Travancore Pulaya Samajam about 20 years ago, and the Chetamar Mahajana 
S3.ngham which includes within its fold both Hindu and Christian Pulayas. This 
Sangham has been persistently agitating to have the caste name 'Pula yan' changed into 
~ Chetamar.· Under its auspices more than 700 Kaiayogams (Village Associations) have 
been formed and over 120 co-operative societies established in different parts of the 
country. This Sangham has had the warm support of the Christian missionaries. 

• 28. The South Travancore Sambavar Mahajana San~ham has established several 
branches in South Travancore and is working successfully for the advancement of the 
Sambavars (Parayas), both Hindus as well as Christian converts. Like the Chetamars 
this community also has had strong support from the Christian missionaries. 

29. The South Travancore Aiyanavar Samajam is working for the improvement of 
the Aiyanavars, Hindu as well as Christian, residing in Kalkulam, Vilavancode, Neyyattin
kara and Nedumangad taluks. The Samajam has organized seven co-operative societies 
among the community. 

30. The South Travancore Chackaravar Samajam works for the elevation of the 
Chackaravar community in Agasthiswaram, Kalkulam, and Vilavancode taluks. The 
South Travancore Ketalamuthali Samajam is another association working independently of 
the aackaravar Samajam for the uplift of the Keralamuthalis, a section of the Chackaravars. 

The South 
Travancore 
SambavlLr 
Mahajana 
Sangham. 

The South 
Travancore 
Aiyanavar 
Samajam. 

The South 
Travancol'e 
Chackarava,r 
Samajam. 

31. The Keiala Adimajana Sabha has been organized recently for the common good The Kerala 

of the Kuravas, Pulayas, Parayas, Vetas, and other communities in the lowest social strata. ::~r;::!ana 
Th~ Sabha aims at bringing about a fusion of these classes under a general name 
"Adimas," and is carrying on active propaganda in this direction. 

32. The AII-Ketala Araya Mahajana Yogam is working for the amelioration of the 
Aiayas and has established several branches in different parts of the oountry. Vigorous 
attempts are being made to secure due representation for the community in Government 
service and on political institutions. 

33. The AII-Travancore Varnavar Samajam is ,an association of Varnavas com
prising the Pathiyan, Vam;tan, Ettali, Purathon. Velan, N etiyan and Paiavan, whose 
occupation is washing clothes. The Samajam has 56 branch associations and publishes a 
vernacular journal of its own. Several Niiyar and Christian associations are actively 
supporting this Samajam. 

34. The Yogis'waia Mahajana Sangham in Nedumangad taluk and the Travancore 
Viias'aiva Samajam in South Travancore are working for the benefit of the respective 
sections of the community generally known as Pantaiams. 

35. The Ketaliya Panar Sarna jam has been working for the past thirteen years for 
the uplift of the PiilJar community and has five branch associations in Central Travancore. 
Its activities are encouraged by the Nayars, Christians and I!avas. 

The ,AII-Kerala 
Araya 
Mahajana 
Yogam. 

The All-
TravancOI'e 
Yarnavar 
Samajam. 

The Yogiswara. 
Mahajana. San
gham and The 
Tl'avancol'C 
Yirasaiva 
Samajam. 

The Kcraliya 
PanaI' 
Samajam. 

36. There are numerous associations working in different parts of the State for the Musli!ll . 
social. moral and material advancement of the Muslims. The Lajnathul Mohamadiya ASSOCIatIOns. 

Sabha, Alleppey, is the oldest _of them, having been started sixteen years. ago, and it has 
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done substantial work for the education of the Muslims. Guided by the example of their 
co-religionists in British India, the Muslims of T ravancore have been agitating for special 
treatment in the matte! of educational facilities, appointments in public se{vice and repre
sentation on political bodies and all their legitimate demands are being sympathetically 
considered and complied with by the Government. 

The list of associations given above is not exhaustive. Suffice it to say that the 
spirit of self-improvement is all-pervading and that every community, depressed or back. 
ward, and however small numerically, has been making organized attempts for the better.· 
ment of their own condition. 

37. The combined efforts of the Government, the Christian missIOnaries and other 
Christian associations, philanthropic bodies like the Humanitarian Society, and associations 
of high-caste Hindus, particularly Nayars, and the active support and co-operation of a 
very large section of the individual members of the Nayar and other caste Hindu communi. 
ties, have brought about radical changes in the habits, customs and the mental outlook of 
the Depressed Classes. The wholesome influence of these changes has awakened in the 
members of these communities a self-consciousness of their own faults and weaknesses and 
stimulated in them the desire to work for their salvation through their own internal organi
zations Pari passu with the activities of the external agencies. As a result of these external 
and internal forces at work, a marked improvement has become visible in the life and 
condition of the Depressed Classes in the State. Untouchability and unapproachability have 
practically disappeared from the urban areas and are fast disappearing from rural parts as 
well; the Depressed Classes have now free access to the schools, courts and other public 
institutions and sit with high-caste Hindus in popular institutions; education is making 
rapid progress among them and they are putting forth their best efforts to make up the 
leeway caused by their past neglect; their economic condition is improving with the 
advance that is being made in other directions; the educated a-mong them are entering 
Government service, the wages of labourers are increasing. and the landless classes are 
getting Government lands at concessional rates. If the progress that has been made in these 
directions during the last two decades or so is sustained- there is no reason to suspect that 
it will not be-we can look forward to the time, not very distant, when Travancore will 
have obliterated the blot caused by the existence of the so-called 'Depressed Classes. ' 
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APPENDIX III 

THE DECLINING INOUSTRJES 

I. Silk W ea ving 

Introductory. Of the many industries and handicrafts which flourished in India from time 
immemorial the textile industry was one that elicited the wonder and admiration ot the 
other nations of the world. The fineness of Indian muslin was world ·famous. Marco 
Polo described it as "threads of woven wind." " The skill of Indians ," says Professor 
Weber, " in the production of delicate woven fabrics and the mixing of colours .......... . 
has from early times enjoyed a worldMwide celebrity." "Mummies in Egyptian tombs 
have been found wrapped in Indian muslin of the finest quality. ,The muslins of Dacca 
were known to the Greeks under the name of Gangetika. In India the art of cotton 
spinning and weaving was in a high state of proficiency two thousand years ago." (Imperial 
Gazetteer of India, Vol. III). About the Indian fabrics, Murray says in his History 0/ 
India, "Its fabrics, the most beautiful that human art has anywhere produced, were sought 
by merchants at the expense of the greatest toils and adventures." These fabrics of 
exquisite beauty and fineness were not man~factured as curios or rare exhibition specimens. 
but were produced On a large commerCIal scale. "At the end of the seventeenth 
century," says Leckey in his History of England in the Eighteenth Century, "great 
quantities of cheap and graceful Indian calicoes, muslins and chintzes were imported into 
En~land; and they found such favour that the woollen and silk manufacturers were greatly 
alarmed. " 

2. The textile industry was not confined to Northern India alone. In the Deccan 
the largest cottage industry was, and still is, handloom weaving. While the Northern 
Indian weavers developed the manufacture of delicate muslins, chintzes and shawls, their 
brethren in the south specialized in weaving silk fabrics of exquisite designs, embroidered 
with gold and silver threads. Their descendants are still carrying on this industry on a 
limited scale at Devagiri. Salem, Kumbakonam and other places, but in Northern India the 
marvellous art of manufacturing the "threads of woven wind" has become extinct. 

Historical. 3. About three hundred years ago, about half a dozen families of silk weavers, 
Saurashtra by caste, were brought down from Devagiri by the then Raja of Travancore 
and settled at K6ttar near Nagercoil, for making silk garments for the Royal family. 
They were given land free of tax and other conveniences to make them feel at home. 
These weavers got enough work to do and prospered. Seeing their prosperity more 
families came from Devagiri and in a couple of decades K6ttar became a thriving village 
of silk weavers This small community continued to increase in population, while the 
demand for their silk fabrics began to decline, as very few people except the Royal family 
and a limited number of rich nobles could afford to buy costly silk and gold-thread fabrics. 
The weavers had, therefore, to resort to weaving coarser cloths to earn their livelihood. 
In the meanwhile, the English spinners introduced into the Indian markets fine counts of 
cotton yarn which ultimately replaced the expensive silk yarn in the manufacture of 
fabrics. 

4. Imported cotton yarn was as fine as silk and was about five times che:tper than 
the latter. The low cost of cotton goods made it possible even for ordinary people to buy 
them. The Royalty and the noblemen who were once the" sole patronizers of the silk 
brocades, also took to the use of fabrics of fine cotton. The demand for these articles in
creased rapidly and the weaving of cotton of fine counts became the prominent and flourishing 
industry of the silk weaving community of Kottar. When it was found that fine cotton 
weaving was a profitable occupation, many people other than the professional weavers 
who learnt the art and the secrets of manufacture from the Saurashtras, set up independent 
weaving establishments in their own homes. The Saliyas, the Pattatyas, and even the 
Muslims of South Travancore became weavers in this manner. 
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5. The fine counts of cotton yarn which replaced silk are now being seriously 
menaced by the competition of artificial silk. It is only a couple of decades since the 
production of artificial silk has become a commercial success, but during this short period 
it has established its popularity. Its gloss, lustre and feel are so like those of natural silk 
that it is often difficult to distinguish one from the other. It takes dyes in any grade 
and shade; it can be bleached and washed, and it is very cheap, being about 50 per cent. 
cheaper than fine cotton yarn and as much as eight times cheaper than natural silk. 

6. The weavers of K6ttar used to get their silk from Kollegal in Madras Presidency, 
Mysore, Bengal and eve~ from far~off China, but g~ld and slIver threads used in silk 
weaving were made locally. Unfortunately, this industry has become practically extinct as 
a result of the competition of cheap gold and silver threads imported from France and 
Sur at. There are still a few families who know the secret of making these threads and 
they do make them occasionally when necessary. 

7. Silver thread is made 0 ut of silver and lead. These metals in the proper proportiors Manufacture 

are melted together in a crucible and solidified into rods as thin as possible. The rods of silver and 

are drawn out into wires by pulling them through holes of different sizes punched into a gold threads. 

steel plate, the smallest hole being so sma II as to admit only a hair to pass through. This 
process is repeated until the wires assume the shape of fine threads. They are then beaten 
out into flat tape~likc filaments, and are wound spirally round the silk or cotton yarn. The 
silver thread thus prepared is subjected to the action of saffron fume when it takes the 
golden yellow colour. The quality of the thread depends upon the proportion of lead and 
silver used. The larger the quantity of lead, the poorer is the quality of the thread and the 
cheaper is its price. In no case will lead exceed 40 per cent. by weight of silver. The 
lace borders of cheap cloths often lose their colour and even turn black after washing. 
This is due to the large proportion of lead contained in the thread which after some time 
undergoes chemical changes. 

8. Gold thread is also made In the same manner as the silver thread, but without 
lead. Silver is melted and converted into thin rods, about one foot long and a quarter of 
an inch thick. They are then covered with thin gold leaves and drawn out into wires on 
a special appliance described below. 

Appliallce for drawing out gold thread 

Two wooden rollers, six to eight inches in diameter and eight to twelve inches 
long, fitted with handles at one end, are mounted on a frame, one foot apart. At the 
centre of the space between the rollers is fixed a metal plate containing a row of holes, 
called 'eyes,' of varying sizes. The gold coated silver rod is wound round one roller and 
the outer end of it is passed through the largest 'eye' on the plate and tied to the other 
roller. The latter is turned gently until the whole length of the rod passes through the 
'eye' and is transferred from the first roller to the second. Again, the thread is passed 
through the next smaller 'eye' and transferred back to the (irst.foller. This process is 
repeated forward and backward alternately until the thread gets the required fineness. To 
make very fine threads, metal plates containing holes set with tiny pieces of precious stones, 
are used. Such plates are imported from France at a cost varying from Re. 1.8 as. to 
Rs. 25 each, according to the fineness of the 'eye' and the kind of precious stones used. 
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9. The thread is beaten out gently into a flat tape-like filament. This is wound on 
a small drum called the 'Swift: 

t{"eiCl. 

The axle of the 'Swift' proj ects out on either side, one end of it is fixed in the 
I?;round and the other end is turned by hand. The final process consists in covering the yarn 
with the gold thread, and this is done on a spindle made of bamboo pole as shown in the 
following picture. 

--------=----------------------------~-------

(a) 1I"00'n ,yith C [tOll <>}' ,:ilk Jalll (.) ilamb"" fla"l". 
CIJ) Dlt.to with gul,1 Ill' ,,:!lyer tbn ad. Cd) (d) Filli~hed g,)lrl thl'l'ad. 

"")/\Ild ()Il Hplllrli o • 

The bobbin on which the yarn is wound is fixed at one end of the pole and the 
one on which the gold tape is wound is fixed at the other end. The outer ends of the yarn 
and the gold tape are attached to a takli~like spindle, and when this is turned by hand the 
yarn gets covered by the gold tape. The thread thus formed is rewound on a SWIft, or a 
board of lathes, and again on a reeler. 

10. The thread is then :mbjected to the action of salffron fume to improve its Golour 
and lustre. A mixture of saffron powder and a kind of red earth called 'Kavi,' which is 
a hydro-silicate of aluminium and iron, is sprinkled on a small heap of rice husk, which is 
burned slowly so as to produce copious fumes. The burning rice husk is covered with a 
perforated earthen pot and the thread is exposed to the fume emerging from inside the pot 
until it gets the desired colour and lustre. 

J J. Silk yarn is first boiled in water to improve its colour, and, if coloured yarn 
is required, it is also dyed. Formerly, indigenous vegetable dyes were used, but now aniline 
dyes have replaced them. 

Prepared silk warp is now imported from Kumbakonam and other places. It is 
boiled in a solution containing 

Washing Soda 1 5 tolas 
Alum 15 " 
Lime 2 " 
Water 6 gallons. 

These are the quantities required for one pound of silk yarn. The solution, after 
it is made, is kept in shallow pans in open air for about eight days, when by the action of 
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the carbonic acid gas of the atmosphere the lime in the solution is converted into chalk 
and precipitated. The clear liquid is decanted into another vessel and more water added to 
make up the loss by evaporation. The silk yarn is boiled in this solution for a couple of 
hours, washed well with water and dried in the shade. 

12. The method of warping adopted by the silk weavers is ingenious, and the Warping 
implements used, though crude, are well suited to the handling of such delicate materials as 
silk yarn and gold thread. The silk hank is held stretched on two bamboo pieces mounted 
on stands. The distance could be adjusted to suit the 100p~Iength of the hank by shifting 
the stands. 

ilamhllO frame With Hill, hallk. 

The outer end of the yarn is passed through a small tube of reed. The openings at 
the ends of this tube are made smooth by being set with glass beads. The warping' frame 
consists of a rectangular board with five or six rows of wooden spikes, six to eight inches 
long, fixed at right angles to it. The reed tube containing the gold thread is drawn along 
the board, passing it above and below every alternate spike. When the last spike on the 
board is reached the process is reversed, and this is repeated as many times as the number 
of threads the warp should contain. The warp is taken out of the frame by transferring it 
from the spikes to the lease rods, of which as many are inserted as there are spikes. It is 
t~en rolled into a ball warp and gaited on the loom. 

13. Silk is woven on ordinary pit looms. The loom accessories, such' as reeds, Weaving 
shafts, shuttles, etc., are made by the weavers themselves. The reed is made of thin 
bamboo. The shuttle is made out of the stem of a reed grass locally known as iral, and 
its two ends are plugged with pieces of light wood. The shuttle is also provided with a 
spindle to take the weft pirns. The thread guide, or the 'eye,' IS made of glass beads 
inserted into the side of the shuttle. 

14. In weaving fabrics with designs of gold lace borders, a contrivance somewhat 
similar to the Jacquard machine is used. 

rrrr: 
(Ii) He.me~~ 
(II) Mail eYCH. 

(c) Wpights to ke"J' the 
l'arllPho wtralght and vert ic'\; 

(rl) Hauill" ft>J' jJulling 
Ut' th,' mail eyes 

The border threads are passed through the 'mail eyes' on the harness threflds 
The warp threads, at the ends of which weights are attached, ~are connected With the 
harness threads, so that when the weights are pulled down the corresponding harness threads 
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~~e .raised •. The weaver keeps in mind the particular design to be worked in and as per 
hIS InstructIons a boy pulls down the particular warp thread for every pick or throw of the 
shuttle. In this manner the design its worked into the fabric. The Jacquard machine of 
the present day is only an improvement on this crude contrivance. 

15. The loose ends of the threads of wcven fabrics are frilled into some artistic 
forms. The type of frills depends upon the quality of the fabric. A few common types 
of frill( are shown below. 

(/') (r) fllHI Cd) Viffel'l~llt Tyl'P~ of fillh. 

16. Silk yarn, dressed and prepared for the warp, costs from Rs. 13 to Rs. 17 per 
pound, cotton yarn of equal fineness (140 counts) Rs. 3-8-0 per pound and artificial silk 
from Rs. J ~8-0 to Rs. 2 per pound. As could be seen from the comparative figures 
given below, the net profit from weaving silk is four to nine annas per yard, fine cotton 
one and a half annaS per yard and artificial silk nine pies per yard. A skilled weaver wiU 
weave one and a half yards of silk, three yards of cotton or four yards of artificial silk in a 
day of eight working hours and his daily income will, therefore, amount to six to thirteen 
and a half annas from silk, four and a half annas from cotton, and three annas from artificial 
silk. 

{'''fIIll/fI'atll'I' / o<t II lid jll ojil. of 11,(,(('/ Illy ,,[ll. I "Itan, anil llI'hticUil &dk Jab, I/'S 

---- ~ - - -- ----- --I Prl<'8 -pel :rllrt)"il:t~ ---;',st--I ~dIHl" -Iproht -]wr Out; urn ~~-a-r:'~nth of ;(1-~~Orkll~; 
a I. do '~ 

MaterHtI Al'prllXllnat e Ih. of yarCla~e of pllce pcl' I pric e per I yaHl ' J' 
COllnt ,YRrll fahrlC per yarJ of I 1':11'<1 of I I \ P fit 

___ -' _________ _l ______ \~b:~~~.:>~~ yarn _~ fabnc \ I Y,m!s Value l~~nst~r 
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From the data given above it will be seen that silk weaving is more profitable than 
cotton or artificial silk weaving, and yet the silk weaving industry has declined, mainly 
because of the lack of organization among the weavers in advertising and marketing their 
600ds and their inability to find the capital required for the investment, which is consider
ably more than what is necessary for the other weaving industries. The silk weaving 
industry may be revived and developed by the organization of weavers' co-operative unions 
to import yarn, to stock weaving accessories such as healds, reeds, shuttles, etc. and supply 
them on credit to members, and to take over their finished articles and sell them in the best 
market. 

II. The Bell-metal Industry 

17. Although bell-metal is a special alloy of copper and tin, the name is 
popularly and loosely used to repres~nt all non-malleable. al~oys of c~pper .with tin. or zi~c 
or both. Brass and bronze casting IS of very great antIqUlty and IS unIversal III IndIa. 
The elaborately worked images kept in temples, the decorations on temple doors, piija 
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palhrams or vessels used in religious ceremonies, different kinds of standing and hanging 
lamps, sword hilts, and the method of fixing the steel blades into them, the complicated 
locks, and a variety of other articles bear eloquent testimony to the remarkable degree of 
perfection attained in India even in very ancient times. It is difficult to determine the age 
of some of them, but it is admitted that India possessed the art from a remote past. It is 
more ancient than even the Grecian and the Roman art. It is believed that Phoenician 
traders or adventurous Greeks took the art from the East to Europe. 

18. In the temples of T ravancore may be found bronze works which are unmis
takable proof of the antiquity of the art in the State, though it is difficult to determine the 
period. There are several images made of copper, brass and bronze throughout the State 
which are excellent in conception and execution. In making utensils of large dimensions 
none can excel the T ravancore craftsman. The" VarPiis " (shallow basins of hemIsphe
rical shape), remarkable for their large size, available in the temples of Trivandrum, 
Ampalapuka, Vaikom and other places, and the beautifully worked images seen in some 
temples point to the high degree of pedection which the art has attained in Travancore. 

J 9. The workers make severa] grades of the alloy, according to the proportions of 
copper and zinc, or copper and tin used. The alloy of copper and zinc is known locally 
as " Piccha{a" or brass, and the alloy of copper and tin as " Ve{{udu" or bronze. There 
are several grades of " Piccha{a " and "Ve{{odu." The difference between the two and 
their exact composition are sufficiently well-known to the workers. though the grades of 
brass are not distinguished by such nomenclature as " Alpha brass " or "Beta brass" as 
in the West. 

Both brass and bronze casting is carried on by men of the same caste who live 
scattered throughout the State. The principal centres, however, are Nagercoil, Vii!apaHy 
(Changanachery T aluk) , Mannar cThiruvelIa Taluk) and Muvattupula. 

20. Before the importation of brass sheets from the West, malleable brass used to Brass casting. 
be manufactured here; but it is no longer done unless specially ordered. All hollow 
brassware and domestic utensils are now manufactured out of imported brass sheets. But 
even this industry has suffered by the competition of articles imported from British India, 
where the manufacture of brassware is flourishing better than in Travancore, and also by 
the introduction of cheap enamelled iron and aluminium utensils which are rapidly taking 
the place of brass vessels. The only place in Travancore where articles are manufactured 
out of sheet brass is Kottar near Nagercoil. About I S to 20 families are engaged in this 
work. The artizans here knew the proportions of " solid solutions" of copper and zinc to 
be used to produce malleable brass. But it is no longer needed because of the importation 
of brass plates; nor could it compete with the machine-made brass sheets. Brass casting 
for the purpose of making sheets has, therefore, practically died out. 

2 J • Casting of non-malleable brass for the manufacture of oil lamps, dome$tic 
utensils, etc., still lingers, though it is rapidly declining on account of the cheaper imported 
articles and substitutes. As brass vessels are easily attacked by weak acids, the inside of 
the domestic utensils has to be tinned before they could be used, and few people care to 
have them now when they can have bronze utensils which are better able to resist the 
action of weak acids. 

Brass hinges, locks and a v~riety of other goods which used to be manufactured 
locally, are imported in large quantities. and the local manufacturers find it well nigh 
impossible to produce articles that can compete with them. The uniformity and finish of 
the machine-mOlde articles cannot be expected in hand-made ones, unless a considerable 
amount of labour is spent on them, which will neVer pay. The non-malleable brass casting 
industry is also, therefore, declining. The purpose for which brass is now cast, though 
rarely, is for making oil lamps, images, toys, spittoons, etc. 

22. The alloys of copper and zinc result in a remarkable series of colours, the most 
notable being the one that simulates gold. The naked flame dancing on burnished brass 
lamps has its picturesqueness and fascination even in these days of electric lights. But it is 
only on festive and ceremonial occasions and in temples that these lamps are noW used. 
However, it cannot be said that brass casting thrives, or is likely to thrive, unless there is a 
growing demand for hand-made articles, the industry is suitably organized to withstand 
the competition from outside and the manufacturers are instructed to make articles to suit 
modern tastes. 
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Bronze casting. 23. The use of bronze in Travancore dates from very remote times. It was 
largely used in the manufacture of domestic ulensils, bells, lamps, plates, etc. Some of 
the more common domestic utensils of bronze which are now seen in ancient families 
are lamps, iotas (cups), k_indies (spouted pots), thalikas and kinQams (dining plates), pidi 
montha (narrow-mouthed jugS), uiulies (basins), pansupari (betel nut) plates, sandal 
vases, ladles, etc. They are made in several shapes according to the fancy of the 
manufacturer or the buyer. Such utensils are still largely used, but a change in their 
shape is perceptible. Remarkably large varpiis (basins) are used commonly in temples, 
but as there is little demand for such large vessels .except for festive occasions in temples, 
they are not usually made and the methods are bemg forgotten. Only very few families 
of smiths are now able to cast them. Some of the largest specimens of such varpllS 
are to be seen in the temples of Trivandrum, Vaikom, and Ampalapu!a. 

24. There are also to be seen in temples large bells, and statuettes posed con
formably with the sastraic principles forming a religious genre. Decorated lamps, 
chandeliers and lamps like coniferous trees are also common. Beyond these, it does not 
appear that fine art in bronze casting was developed to a high degree. One does not 
ordinarily meet with elaborate decorations in bronzeware or fine art independent of 
religious motives. 

Process of 25. Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin, the proportions varying according to the 
manufacture. nature of the articles to be manufactured; but ordinarily i,t consists of ten parts copper and 

two parts tin for domestic utensils, and ten and five for Aranmula KaQQadi (the metal
mirror). This alloy has a rich golden colour and. is capable of being worked by a process 
not applicable to the component parts. The denSity and hardness are such that it will take 
even delicate impressions from a mould. 

The core. 

Waxing. 

26. The process of manufacture is known in Europe as ('Jlt E PTWDI };. It is 
of high antiquity and has been employed in this country for centuries. Each family engaged 
in it has its secrets, some of which have perhaps been already lost. The basic principle is, 
however, well-known. 

A " core" representing the form as well as the size of the article to be manufac
tured is first made in clay. Wax is overlaid on it, and on the wax are worked the required 
designs. The wax is then covered with soft clay in several layers. This is the mould. 
Through an opening provided in the outer wall, the wax is drained out by heating the 
mould, and it is then filled with the molten metal. The details of the process, as it is 
practised locally, are described below. 

27. Fine sticky clay is used in making the "core." The grit and stone pieces are 
either removed by sedimentation or are ground into powder in a stone mortar. The clay 
is then mixed with rice husk and arecanut fibre or pieces of old gunnies which serve as 
binding material, and is well kneaded. This work is generally done by women and 
children. 

An approximate model of the intended article is made of this prepared clay by hand 
and allowed to dry in the sun. When well dried, it is put in a horizontal hand lathe and 
the desired shape is worked out. The outside is made smooth on the lathe by rubbing 
it with a polished Rat end of some soft wood. 

28. Moulding wax is prepared by melting together bee's wax, castor oil and resin 
(kunthit'ikkam or kungilyam) in the proportion of I: I: 2. The mixture hardens on cooling 
and while still pliable, it is rolled into pencil-like sticks for convenient handling. Abou~ 
one pound of prepared wax is required for ten pounds of metal to make hollow-ware. 

The polished core is turned on the lathe and the prepared wax stick is gently 
applied to its surface. Due to the frictional heat. the wax melts and overlays itself on the 
core. The whole surface of the core, excepting the mouth portion, is thus covered with 
wax to the required thickness, i. e., a little thicker than the wall thickness of the article to 
be made, and it is then allowed to cool and harden. With a piece of hot iron the wax 
surface is again made smooth, even, and uniform. The decorative lines, etc., are also 
worked in with the hot iron. The waxed model now resembles the intended article III 

every detail. 
The modelling being completed, the outer covering which forms the mould has to 

be put on. This is a liquid made of prepared day, sufficiently thin to find its way into 
every detail of the wax model, and is applied as evenly as possible by gently turning the 
model on the lathe. Several such coatings are applied so that, when dry, there is a thick 
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,outer coating and a solid inner cor~ held together at the mouth, with the wax model in
between. An opening, called "Anthrakkal," is provided in the outer shell for drawing 
the wax out by melting it and for filling the cavity with the molten metal. 

29. The mould is covered by several layers of clay until the smith is satisfied that it The outer shell. 

is strong enough to withstand the pressure of the molten metal inside. It is dried in the 
sun after each coating, and after the last coating is applied broken pieces of tiles and pots 
are stuck on the outside to give it extra strength. It is the_n heated to dull redness. The 
wax inside melts and is poured out through the clay jet (Anthrakkal). The mould is now 
ready. 

FQr casting heavier and broader articles like cooking vessels, such as varpu, uiuli, 
etc., the mould is made on a huge potter's wheel. Unlike in the case of smaller articles, 
the core is first made hollow and is subsequently filled with materials of all sorts. 

To one who has not seen a mould, the refill of the now familiar thermos flask 
with its inner and outer walls, the space between them and the sealing jet, will present 
a somewhat clear picture, the shape, of course, being different for different articles. 

30. The metals are cut into small pieces and placed in a crucible or cauldron Casting. 

made of clay, which is generally ten to eighteen inches high and about eight to 
twelve inches in diameter with a hemispherical bottom; and the mouth of the crucible is 
covered with clay. The mould and the crucible are heated. Coconut-shell charcoal 
and rice husk are generally used as fuel. The womenfolk or children work the bellows. 
The smith knows by experience when the metal is ready for casting. On the average it 
requires six to eight hours_ of heating. The molten metal is then slowly poured into the 
mould through the jet (Anthrakkal). It finds its way into the empty space previously 
occupied by the wax. The mould with its contents is covered with earth and it lies 
buried for One or two days when it cools down slowly. When it has sufficiently cooled, 
the outer covering is carefully broken, the core raked out as far as possible, the pro
jecting metal rod formed in the jet is filed away and the object modelled in wax appears 
in bronze. At this stage, it is very brittle and requires annealing. 

31. The article is heated to dull re:l in a furnace and suddenly immersed in luke- Annealmg. 
warm or hot water, and is then taken out and allowed to cool. Costly articles, especially 
those that are very thin, are tempered in sesame oil. Considerable experience and 
skill are required for annealing; otherwise the articles may break when immersed in 
water or oil which is much colder than the red-hot metal. Care should also be taken to 
see that the oil does not catch fire. 

32. After tempering, the article is put on the lathe and the outside is roughly polished Polishing. 

with a steel chisel. The roughly polished surface is besmeared with a paste prepared by 
mixing Kavi earth and fine rice bran in laurel (Calophyllum inophyllum) oil and is 
polished again on the lathe, first with hessian and then with soft cloth. The article is now 
ready for use. Large ves~els, like varpu, uiuli, cooking pots, etc., are seldom polished. 

33. Bronze of a certain composition is malleable when hot, and this property is Beating out. 

taken advantage of in beating out dinner plates, trays, etc. The metals in the required a!a~eB and 
proportions-generally 80 per cent. copper and 20 per cent. tin-are melted in earthen IS el. 

crucibles and poured into small round pits. The dimensions of the pit vary according to 
the size of the plates required, but generally they are one to one and a half inches deep 
and two to three inches in diameter. The round blocks thus obtained are taken out after 
cooling and examined if there are any air bubbles, breakages. or any other defects. If 
there is any defect, the alloy is again melted and treated in a similar manner. Perfectly 
moulded discs are heated in a furnace of charcoal fire blown with bellows. When redM 
hot they are taken out, and while one man dexterously turns it round and round with a 
pair of forceps, four others beat hard on it with heavy hammers as long as the discs remain 
red-hot. They are again heated and beaten and this process is repeated until the 
required shape and size are obtained. The skill in bnnging out the particular shape 
and dimensions depends upon the dexterity of the man who turns the disc. Generally 
eight men work in a batch; One man to melt and mould the metal into discs, one to work 
the bellows, another to turn the disc, four men for beating and one for polishing. The 
polishing is done either on the lathe or with the hand according to the nature of the 
article. Dinner plates are generally polished only on the inside. The outer surface 
is made rough to afford a good grip while handling. 

34. There is a series of alloys of copper and tin or zinc or both, which are com- Composition of 
monly classed as bronze or brass. but some of ,them contain other metals also, namely, alloys. 

antimony, lead, silver, etc. In Travancore there are four varieties in use, classified 
50 
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according to their composition and comm~rcial value, although slight alterations are made 
sometimes in the composition according to the requirements of the customers. In speaking 
of bronze and brass, the proportion of the alloy is generally expressed in quantity of 
tin or zinc utilized with ten parts of copper taken as a constant. 

(I) First quaIUy.-This is locally known as "Vellodu." The alloy contains 
two and a half to three parts tin and ten parts copper. This is generally uled in 
ca;;ting household utensils likej kindies, coffee pots, tumblers, etc. This alloy is more 
or less proof to weak acids, such as those ~contained in butter~milk, tamarind, lime 
juice, etc. 

(2) Second quality-This is only a sub~division of the first quality and the 
difference is in the manufacturing process. It is worked when red hot, i. e., in the 
malleable stage, for beating out plates, trays, etc. The composition is ten parts copper 
and two and a half parts tin. This is also proof to weak acids. 

(3) Third quality.-This is generally mistaken for bronze and it often goes 
by the common name "odu," although in reality it is unmalleable brass (Picchala). The 
alloy contains ten parts copper and five parts zinc and is not generally used in casting 
cooking vessels. Lamps, spittoons, images, locks, toys, betel~nut plates, trays, decorative 
articles, etc., are cast in this alloy. Sheet brass also could be beaten out of it at 
a particular temperature for manufacturing cooking pans which could be used only 
after the inside is tinned. 

(4) Fourth quality. - The proportion of this alloy is ten of copper and two 
of tin. Common cooking vessels, frying pans, ladles, etc., which are of very large dimen~· 
sions, such as va.rpu, uiU(i, venkalapa.na, etc., are cast in this alloy. 

Bronze blocks and pieces of similar composition are now imported from Europe. 
This metetial is locally known as "Kappal Odu," meaning literally "shipped~bronze," i. e., 
imported bronze. It is nothing but parts of machinery, such as bearings, bushes, valves, 
etc., which get broken or become defective when they are cast in foundries in Europe. 
Imported bronze is considerably cheaper and is better liked by the smiths as it is ready~ 
made metal. 

35. According to the present market rates, the prices of the different metals and 
other materials used are as follow:-

Copper 7 annas per lb. 
Tin Re. 1-4 as. per lb. 
Zinc 2 as. 8 pies per lb. 
Wax Rs. 7 per lb. 
Resin 3 annas per lb. ~ 

Working On these data, we get the following cost for alloys of different qualities:-

First quality (copper 10 
Second quality (copper 10 
Third quality (copper J 0 
Fourth quality (copper 10 
Imported brass 

: tin 3) 
: tin 2~) 
: zinc 5) 
: tin 2) 

per lb. 
per lb. 
per lb. 
per lb. 
per lb. 

Rs. as. p. 
o 10 0 
o 9 3 
056 
o 9 0 
o 4 6 

The above figures do not include the melting charges. The usual practice is 
to give the charges, including the cost of labour, lin a lump sum. 

If properly and systematically carried out, the bronze and brass industry is a 
paying one. At present most of the profit goes to the middlemen or shop--keepers. On 
examining the accounts of one of the bronze merchants at ValappaHy (Changanachery) it was. 
found that brass and bronze utensils worth about Rs. 40,000 were sold last year, out of 
which the net profit was about Rs. 4,000, i. e., an average net profit of 10 per cent. 
The sal es in the shop are comparatively poor, but large sales are effected at fairs 
and festivals to which the shop~keeper carries his goods. All his expenses are also 
found, and if this also is taken into account he may be making roughly from J 5 to 20 
per c~nt. profit. 

36. However, the workmen only get their labour charges. They are generally 
engaged on daily wages and paid at the rate of 8 to 12 annas per day according to 
their ability and skill. But in some cases, i. e., in plate~beating, they are engaged on 
contract basis. 
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The following are the usual charges for working one thulam or 18 Ibs. of the 
metal :-

(1) For plate-beating and other rough casting work with 
the inner surface polished ... 

(2) For finer casting with both sides polished. e. g., 
coffee pots, lamps, spittoons, etc. 

Rs. 

5 

7 

as. p. 

4 o 

o o 
(3) For rough and heavy castings without polish, e. g., 

Vdrpu, ufu{i, pots, etc. 4 0 0 
37. In the contract system all the expenses except the actual cost of the metal have 

to be met by the workmen. They are allowed to use the smithy and are also supplied 
with working tools, such as bellows, anva, hammers and the like. They get a rebate of 
10 per cent. of the weight of metal to allow for wastage. 

A batch of six men will beat about twenty thulams or 3601bs. of metal in a month. 
When the work is done on contract they try to economize as much as possible, the 
children are put to work the bellows, and the polishing is done during spare hours. 

Total income per mensem of six persons at Rs. 5-4-0 
per thulam for twenty thulams 
One man's monthly income 
One man's contribution for firewood. modelling, etc. 

One man's net income per mensem 

Rs. as. p. 

105 
17 

1 

16 

o 
8 
o 
8 

o 
o 
o 
o 

Contract system is more profitable to workmen than working on daily wages at the 
rate of 8 annas pet day. On the average a smith works only for 25 days in a month and if 
engaged on daily wages his income would only be Rs. J 2-8 as. whereas on contract 
system he earns Rs. J 6-8 as., i. e., he earns about 32 per cent. more than by the daily 
wage system. Besides this he gets the benefit of ten per cent. rebate allowed for wastage. 
In working twenty thulams there is a rebate of two thulams of the metal, the price of 
which is about Rs. 10. Generally, the smiths make plates out of this waste material and 
sell them either to shop-keepers or agents of contractors and thereby realize more value 
than by selling the waste as metal scraps. 

38. The middleman's or agent's profits are, however, nearly double the income of 
the workers. 

Rs. as. p. 
Price of one thulam of metal (10 of copper: 

2·25 of tm) at 9k annas per lb. 10 11 0 
Labour charges to work one lhulam 5 4 0 

Total cost 15 15 0 
Selling price of one lhulam at I! fanams per 

palam (1 palam = 1 J 100 of thulam = 9/50 lb. ; 
1 fanam=2 as. 3 pies) 17 9 0 

Net profit from one thulam 10 0 
Net profit from one batch of six workers turning 

out twenty thulams per month 32 8 0 

The agent may employ several batches of workers according to the capital at 
his command and the equipment of his workshop. 

39. While the labour charges are more per unit for the first quality, i. e., for 
fine casting with both sides polished (Rs. 7 per thulam) , the output is smaller and the 
rish due to breakages, faulty casting, etc.. are greater, and hence the income of the 
worker remains more or less the same. Same is the case with casting heavy artides like 
varpu Of uruli which do not require polishing. One man will work about fifteen 
thulams of metal in a month. The co,st of labour (or the same, due to the present dullness 
of the market, is only Rs. 3-8-0, although it was Rs. 4 some time back. This rate is 
lower than that shown in the table below, and that is because the workmen are supplied 
with fuel or its value in money. Generally they are given Rs. 5 per mensem for fuel. 
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Cost, profit, etc., if smiths are engaged on the above system :
Rs. as. p. 

1st quality 

2nd quality 

3rd quality 

4th qunlity 

Output per month is fifteen thulams or 270 lbs. 
Price of metal at the rate of 4t as. per I h. or 

Rs. 5-1-0 per thulam 76 
Labour charges at Rs. 3-8-0 per thulam 52 
Fuel, etc., 5 

Tota] cost 

Selling price at Rs. 10-8-0 per thulam for 
fifteen thulams 

Net profit 
A rebate of 10 per cent. as already mentioned 

is allowed for wastage and the worker gets 
the waste material. This will fetch, at the 
rate of Rs. 5-1-0 per thulam, for one 
and a half thulams 

Hence the total profit per mensem 

Average profit per thulam 

J33 

157 

24 

7 
31 

2 

o 
8 
o 

8 

8 

o 

8 
8 

o 
o 
o 
o 

o 
o 

o 
o 
6 

'Table showin// the proce of metal, labour charge" profit, and othet· data for artzl"le, made of 
aLlo!Js of the fou,r qual/tie .• 

I 

i 

I 

ProrortlOn Prlce of alloy L~bour chargee MIddleman's 
Qualrty of profit 

ingredIents per Ib per lb per lb . • 
RSl. as. p. \ Rs. as. p. Rs. as. 

Coppc!"' TIn 
10 : 3 0 10 0 1 1 0 0 0 

Copper : l'ln 
10 : 2t 0 9 3 0 5 0 0 0 

Copper: Zmc 
10 : 5 0 5 6 0 5 (l .. 

Imported bronze 0 4 6 0 i 6 .. 

I 
Net, profit of 

p. 

6 

9 

Sellmg 
Quality Cost price merchant or Remarks. pnce agent per lb. 

I Us. as. p. Rs. as. p. Rs. as. p. Old and broken wares of this quahty are 
0 2 6 bought at 12 as. per lb. If workmen are 

1st quality · I 1 11 6 1 14 0 to supplied with such meta.l the working 
I 0 3 0 charge is Re. 1 per pound. 

0 4- 0 Profit is Illore, but demand is limited. 2nd qualIty · 0 15 0 1 4, 0 to Also there is much wastage. 
very 

0 5 (I 

0 1 6 Old broken wares are bought at 6 annas per 3rd qualIty · 0 10 0 0 12 0 to pound. 
(I 2 0 

4th qua.hty · 0 9 0

1 

0 11 0 0 2 0 Old broken wares are bought at 5 annas per 
pound. 

ol< Labour charges Include tlo.e prlCe of the wax uiied for mouldIng. 
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40. From the facts given above the inference that the bronze and brass industry in Conclusion.. 
the State is declining, is almost irresistible. It is within the experience of every customer 
that it is well nigh impossible to get articles, common enough before two or three genera-
tions, made by the present-day smiths. The process and the skill which formed the 
heritage of particular families and which were transmitted from father to son are fast 
disappearing and there are not many' families of these workmen who could even attempt to 
manufacture images according to Sastraic principles, or utensil~ like "Changalavalla" 
(chain hand-lamp), or "Pidi mantha" (narrow-mouthed jug) which are now found in 
aristocratic Hindu families as relics of the past. The articles now manufactured are 
mostly according to some set designs for household purposes, which do not ordinarily call 
forth any superior skill or ingenuity on the part of the workmen. The artistic side of the 
manufacture is seldom cared for and the manufactured goods are mostly of a humdrum. 
monotonous type, not pleasing to the eye. 

The causes of the decline of this artistic industry aTe many, some of which have 
already been indicated in the previous paragraphs. The principal causes are, however7 
the changed taste of the people, their diminished purchasing power, the competition of 
imported articles, and the growing poverty and ignorance of the workmen. Hardly any 
one would purchase now a Pidi montha or Changalavatta except for its value as 
ancient art which interests only the curio collectors and foreign tourists. 

'The introduction of kerosene lamps and electric lights has rendered the use of 
bronze oil lamps useless. The foreign kerosene table lamp and the cheap Dietz 
lantern and the cheaper German lanterns which have penetrated even the remote corners of 
villages have swept out of use all indigenous oil lamps. Though domestic utensils of 
bronze are still in use, cheap Chinaware and enamelled Iron and aluminium vessels are 
gradually replacing them. 

As the taste of the people is changing, so also are their manners and customs. 
Large scale feasts which were once common have now become somewhat rare, and there 
is, therefore, no necessity for making large VdrfJus and ufulies. These circumstances have 
contributed to the growing poverty of the workmen and the decline of their industry, 
They are ignorant of the changes taking place in the tastes of the consumers and, therefore, 
continue to make their wares on traditional lines only. They are also often the victims of 
alcohol, and what more is needed to bring about the degradation of the industry? 

The industry, however, lingers on, though feebly, through the activities of middle
men to whom the workmen are often financially indebted. The indepen_dent cottage 
worker has become a wage-earner in the work-houses (locally called "Alas") of the 
capitalist middlemen. If the middlemen at least would study the market conditions and 
influence the manufacturers to change their patterns to suit modern requirements and thereby 
enable them to earn higher wages, they would be rendering a great service to the workmen 
and their industry, besides making larger profits themselves. But they are also equally 
conservative like the workers and are naturally timid to introduce any change in the 
patterns of the articles. 

41. It cannot, however, be said that the industry has no chance of revival. There 
is still demand for bronzeware; only the type of the articles in demand has changed. 
Any attempt to put the industry again on its legs should be based on a thorough study of 
the market and the requirements of the consumers on the one hand, and the proper organiza
tion and the education of the workers on the other. Even as curios there is a large demand 
for bronze articles. But the market where they could be sold has to be found and the 
articles should be properly advertised. New designs in domestic utensils to suit the 
changed taste of the people could well be tried in bronze. But the workmen are ignorant 
and poor and can in their present condition only look to the State for suitably organizing 
the industry. Co-operation is a panacea too readily suggest~d for all the present ills; but 
without a leading hand it cannot be expected that the poor workmen will truly be benefited 
by the movement. There is already a co-operative society of the bronze smiths at Mannar 
(near Thiruvella) called" Vis'wabrahma Co-operative Society." This organization is a 
pathetic instance of failure. The members of the society have all taken loans from the 
society, but there is no corresponding improvement in their material prosperity. Easy 
means of getting loans will benefit only those who could withstand the temptation to 
squander, and who possess the determination and strength to make proper use of the loans. 
Until the members are in a position to manage their affairs, closer Government supervision 
is necessary" lVlere provision of funds is, therefore, useless, and is in some cases positively 
harmful. Finance is only a handmaid and can be of assistance only when the industry is 
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properly organized and placed on secure foun~ati~ns. What is requ~r~d. in the present 
state of the industry is, therefore, proper orgamzahon to study the condlhon ,of markets and 
the taste of the consumers and to produce and market articles suited to the requirements of 
the people. 

III. The Metal-mirror 
(Aranmula Karynadi) 

Introductory. 42. Aranmula is an ancient village in Thiruvella Taluk on the left bank of the river 
Pamba, noted for its metal~mirror. It is about 92 miles from Trivandrum, and till recently 
it was inaccessible to wheeled traffic. The ancient temple and palaces situated there 
point to the antiquity and prosperity of the place. This temple is one of the most famous 
in T ravancq_re. The water in the Pamba river is believed to possess healing properties 
and hence Aranmula is also used as a health resort in the summer. 

Aranmula Kanniidi is a unique example of bell-metal casting. Among the many 
curios in the world, it deserves a high place. The foreign travellers who see it would be 
prepared to pay any price to procure one. The process of manufacturing the mirror is an 
art, perhaps as wonderful as mummification in Egypt. Fortunately it has not become 
totally extinct, th~ugh it lingers on only as a curiosity having no commercial importance 
whatever. The AranQIula mirror bas gathered round it a tradition and sanctity, quite 
natural to works of art, but its ancient history is lost in ob~curity. What information one 
has been able to gather from the old people now living at Aranmula is given below. 

Historical. 43. About 300 to 40_0 years ago the Aranmula temple was managed by a committee 
of the villagers called "Ufiir}makiir," of which the then ruling Chie~ of the locality 
was the head. The Chief was also a patron of arts and crafts. To cast ceremonial 
utensils, decorative lamps, bells, etc., required for the temple, he brought down a few 
families of Kannans (the caste whose profession is bronze casting), settled them in his 
territory and granted them lands and special privileges. The Kannans failed several 
times in their attempt to cast these articles. Thereupon the Chief became angry, and 
threatened to withdraw the privileges and evict them from his territory. The men and 
women of the families prayed to the deity to protect them and make their work successful; 
and they offered to sacrifice all their ornaments to make a makudam (crown) for the 
deity. To make the crown, the smiths used the usual quantity of copper and tin, and as a 
sacrifice the women threw into the melting pot all their ornaments which were made of 
pure tin. They were quite unaware of the proportion of the two metals, but, the product 
was a wonder to them and to their patron Chief. It was silverlike in colour, and when 
polished, it acquired the quality of reflection like the mirror. Even now this makudam is 
kept in the temple and worshipped. It is known as "KaryT}iidi Bimbom" (Mirror 
idol). 

The Chief and the smiths were, however, not slow to take advantage of this fortui
tous invention. The smiths worked out the proper proportion of the different metals and 
made mirrors successfully, and the Chief assisted them in developing the industry. The 
means adopted by the Chief was ingenious and was well suited to the unsophisticated faith 
of the ancients. He proclaimed that it was a gift of God and that in every Hindu rite the 
metal-mirror should form part of " Ashtamangalyam" (the eight auspicious articles used 
in religious ceremonies). He observed this rule himself in all the ceremonies he cgnducted 
and his followers and the w~ll~to-do villagers followed suit. Thus the Aranmula 
KanT}iidi (the metal-mirror of Aranmula) became an article of household use, with a 
halo of sanctity attached to it. We know that Queen Elizabeth encouraged the develop
ment of the woollen industry in England by inviting Flemish weavers to settle in that 
country and by granting them several privileges. It is not improbable, therefore, that the 
tradition regarding the origin and development of the metal mirror industry in Travancore 
might have a sub-stratum of truth. Cunningham in his Growth of English Industries 
and Commerce says, "Inventions and discoveries often seem to be merely fortuitous. 
Men are apt to regard the new machinery as the outcome of a special and unaccount~ 
able burst of inventive genius." 

Composition of 44. The metal-mirror is made of an alloy of copper alld tin, the proportions of 
the alloy. which are kept secret by the only two surviving families at Aranmula who know the 

process of making the mirrQr. The highest grade of bell~metal vessel is an alloy of ten 
parts of copper and three or three and a quarter I-'arts uf tin. This is perhaps the 
maximum proportion of lin that Can be used in casting domestic utensils, even by highly 
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skilled workmen. The proporiion of copper and tin in the Aranmula mirror is ten to 
five and a quarter. An alloy of this composition is exceedingly brittle·- even more 
brittle than glass of the same thickness - and when polished, it has a surface as bright 
as that of a cut glass mirror. 

45. The .metal-~irror is usually oval in shape, six inches by four inches and about Preparation 
one-fifth of an Inch thIck. The face has to be perfectly plain, and the greatest atten- of the mould. 

tion is, therefore, paid to the evenness and the perfectu"ess of the plane of the mould. 

_ , __ 13_ 
J.-~Trrrr!!r"""","_"' __ "" __ co 

~~lmmmi$~~~o 

(1I) Oval clay plate~, 
(b) Wa'C RandWlrhed between the platEo, 

Cross-seotion through A --B'l 
(c) Oa"lty mto w!1J(.,h the molten alloy UO"-. 

The mould consists of two plates of the required shape of the finished mirror, and is 
made of fine clay. The preparation of the plates requires great care and patience on the 
,part of the workmen. Clay should be entirely free from grit, and should not crack 
when drying. The surfaces of the plates should be very smooth. After two such plates 
are made ~ith meticulous care, and probably with incidental casualties from breakage, 
one plate IS placed over the other with an oval ring of prepared wax, sandwiched 

, between them along the edge. 

The Wax is made up of four ingredients In the following proportion:-
Bee's Wax 1 lb. 
Resin 2 lbs. 
Castor oil 4 ozs. 
Coconut oil 4 ozs. 

These are melted together and allowed to cool. 

The thickness of the waX ring is a little more than that of the required mirror, say by 
about one quarter of an inch. In this wayan oval cavity is obtained between t~e two plates 

, of clay. An opening is provided for this cavity by means of a clay jet called "Anthrakkc.l." 
The mould is then strengthened by putting on several layers of clay on the outside until the 
smith is satisfied that it will stand the high pressure and heat which it will be subjected 
to. The mould, with these coatings of clay will be about a foot and a half long and 
one foot thick. It is then heated and the waX ring inside is drained out completely. 
N ow the u!_ould has assumed its final form. The smith then places at the open end of 
the jet, "Anthrakleal, ,. a crucible with an opening at the bottom, which serves the purpose 

. of both the crucible and the funnel. 

46. The alloy is purified by a process which, for its scientific skill and simplicity, Ca.sting. 

will elicit the admiration even of the modern metallurgist. The copper and tin of the 
required proportions are melted together in a crucible and the molten mass is slowly poured 
into a bamboo or wooden cylinder filled with rice bran. The hot liquid chars the 
bran as it passes through and solidifies into a rod. The impurities in the alloy disappear 
during the carbonization of the bran. The rod is again melted, and the process of 
purification repeated four or five times, until the rod looks as bright as a glass tube 
filled with mercury. 

The purified alloy is then broken up and put into the crucible attached to the mould 
. and is covered with clay, and the mould is heated over a fire. Coconut shell and paddy 
husk are the fuel used, perhaps because the calorific value of these is higher than that of 
other fuels available in the locality. By about eight hours' continuous heating the alloy 
will melt completely and find its way into the inside of the mould. The smiths know 
by experience the time when the fire should be put out and then earth is thrown over 
the oven and the mould, and the fire is extinguished. In this condition the mould is left 
undisturbed for two or three days and allowed to cool. Afterwards it is taken out 

,and the layers of burnt clay are removed carefully from the mirror plate. 
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47. The plate whiah. as has already been observed, is even more brittle than glass: 
of the same thickness, has to be polished. The polish used consists of a paste made of rice 
bran and the oil extracted from the seed of laurel (Caiophyllum inophyllum) or mar6ti 
(Hydnocarpus W ighUana). The greatest skill and the utmost patience are required in 
polishing the plate. It is by the process of polishing that the crude plate is converted into 
the mirror. Polishing is always done in one direction only, and never either in the oppo
site or any other direction. The mirror thus obtained is fixed on an artistically engraved 
brass frame with a mixture of lac and wax. 

48. It can easily be inferred from the description given above of the processes that the 
cost of the materials is small compared with that of the highly skilled labour required to make 
the mirror. The clay is brought and prepared by women who are assisted by their children. 
The master-craftsman prepares the mould, the alloy and the wax, does the ca~ting and 
polishing, and in fact every item of work requiring skill. The making of a mirror involves 
the hard work of a whole family for four or five days, if nothing untoward happens. The 
chance of breakages are many and a smith will consider himself lucky if out of ten mirrors 
he makes he gets at least four intact. Labour is provided by the whole family and the only 
expense to be incurred in cash is the cost of the fuel and the metals which will not exceed ~ 
two rupees for a mirror of ordinary size. Mirrors are sold at Rs. 2/14 per unit of three
fourths of a square inch up to the size of six inches by four inches, and at Rs. 5 per unit 
beyond that size up to the maximum size oi twelve inches by nine inches. At these rates 
the price of an ordinary hand mirror will be about Rs. 15. 

Being shut out from the rest of India by the Western Ghats, Travancore remained', 
for a long time unaffected by the modernizing forces at work elsewhere in India and con-· 
tinued to preserve and cherish her old traditions and ancient customs and institutions. But 
these forces ha~e now crossed the Ghats and effected radical changes in the habits and 
customs of the people of Kerala. Their tastes are changing rapidly. Cheap articles and 
glittering trifles produced in the factories in the West are usurping the place of the more 
substantial indigenous goods. No doubt, it is an economic waste to buy a hand mirror 
for Rs. J 5 when one which will serve the purpose equally well can be had for a fraction 
of the amount. It may be that the purchasing power of the Travancoreans has appreciably 
gone down and that they can but ill afford to pay for art. But even the well-to-do, 
who can really be the patrons of art, would rather go in for a costly mantle-piece or a 
Hower vase imported from foreign countries than buy the local Aranmula metal-mirror. But 
times are changing and signs are visible at present of a desire on the part of the people of 
India for the revival and development of indigenous arts and crafts. However strong this 
desire be and whatever be the s_teps taken to accomplish it, the demand that can be created 
locally for articles like the Aranmula mirror can only be very limited. There is, 
however, a wide market for it in foreign countries. What is wanted is organization -
organization not only in its production, but also in its marketing. The existence of the 
industry must be advertised through exhibitions and fairs in different parts of the world. 
In countries like America, there are philatelists and curio collectors who will give any
thing for a rare postage stamp or a rare specimen of art. It is to such people that we have 
to introduce our metal-mirror. In the present stage of our economic and industrial develop
ment, the State should take the initiative in this matter and shoulder the responsibility for 
some time to come. The Department of Industries should, in the first instance, keep 
stock of these mirrors and send them to foreign exhibitions. It should secure orders and 
pass them on to the workmen, and see that the orders are executed correctly and promptly. 
In fact the department should act for the time being as an intermediary between the 
producer and the purchaser. The Indian Famine Commission of J 877 have observed:
"To whatever extent it is possible, the Government should give assistance to the 
development of industry in a legitimate manner and without interfering with the free action 
of the general trading community, it being recognized that every new opening thus created 
attracts labour which would otherwise be employed to comparatively little purpose on the 
land, and thus set up a new bulwark against the total prostration of the labour market." 
It is only in this way that we will be able to keep alive the beautiful indigenous 
arts and crafts and hand them down to posterity. 
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IV. The Steel Industry 

49. Like muslin weaving, bell-metal casting and other important cottage industries, Intl'oductol'Y. 
the steel industry also flourished in India in early times. The Iron Pillar at Delhi, the 
manufacture of which would not have been possible even in up-to-date foundries in Europe 
till a few years ago, and other specimens of the work of art in steel still existing in many 
parts of India, point to the advancement the industry made in the country in bygone days; 
but it began to decline after the Bessemer process of smelting iron ores was invented and 
adopted in Europe and the iactory-made articles were imported into India. 

Travancore had also her own steel industry; both the smelting of iron ores and the 
manufacture of steel articles were being carried on here. There is evidence to show 
that swords, lances, cutlery, agricultural implements, and even cannons and balls, were 
manufactured in the country. rlefore the reign of Martanda Varma Maharajah, the founder 
of modern Travancore, (1729-1758 A. D.), the country was divided into a nUl'Tlber of 
small feudatory States, each having its OWn ruler. These ruler~ maintained a militia of 
Nayars and constantly waged war against one another. The soldiers were armed with 
swords, lances, cutlasses and guns, all made locally. Each State manufactured its own 
arms and implements. Even to-day vestiges of this ancient industry are seen in well-to-do 
Nayar houses in the shape of swords, lances and other weapons preserved as heirlooms. 
A sample of iron are and an axe made of t~e iron smelted out of the ore are exhibited in 
the State Museum at Trivandrum. The label shows that they were obtained from a place 

·called Vattiyurkavu, a village not far from T rivandrum. This place was once noted for 
its steel industry, but the present generation neither know the processes, nor could they give 
any information as to when the industry flourished. 

Another pl~ce where the industry was being carried on is Matungiir, a village about 
five miles east c.f Suchindram in South T ravancore. It was in existence there till about 
sixty years ago and there are some old men still living who remember to have seen in their 
boyhood the smelting of the ore and the m:lDufacture of agricultural implements. The 
information given below has been gathered from them. 

50. Iron are was collected from deep pits dug on the slopes of the hill called Prepal'ation 
Parvathamala. Even now there exist some pits containing the are mixed with earth. of the Ol'e. 

The crude are was washed with water to separate it from clayey earth and was then dried 
and winnowed to remove the grit. 

5 J • A cylindrical kiln, four to five feet in height and three feet in diameter with a Smelting the 
wall two feet thick, was made with clay, and pieces of broken tiles were stuck to the ore. 
outside of the wall to strengthen it. The kiln WaS provided with two openings at the base, 
one for the molten metal to flow out into an adjoining pit and the other for air to be blown 
in by bellows. The kiln Was filled up with alternate layers of wood charcoal and the ore, 
each charcoal layer being as much as one foot thick and only a handful of the are being 
spread over it in a very thin layer. The bottom layer of charcoal WaS then lighted and 
air blown in by the bellows. This was generally done at night. After five to six hours 
the molten metal would begin to How out and in another three hour~ the pro~ess would be 
completed. After the metal which collected in the pit solidified into a block, it was 
Temoved from there and further cooled in the air. 

52. Matungiir, where the smelting of iron are was being carried on, was in those Manufacture 

,days a prosperous vinage of blacksmiths. They made all the agricultural implements and ~!t~~~:!. 
weapons required for the local people out of the steel prep:lred in the indigenous foundries. 
Even now the blacksmiths are there, but they are making the implements out of imported 
steel. The most difficult process in the manufacture of steel articles is that of tempering. 
by which different grades of hardness are obtained. The article to be tempered is heated in 
-a furnace until it becomes red-hot. The degree to which it should be heated dep2nds upon 
the nature of tempering required. Local blacksmiths decide it from the glowing colour of 
the red-hot article which they know by experience. When the article has been heated to the 
proper degree, it is taken out of the furnace with a pair of tongs and one end of it is dipped 
in cold water and kept there until the whole article is cooled down to the required degree. 
The smiths know this from the change in the colour of the steel. The whole article is 
then immersed in cold water suddenly and taken out immediately or after some time 
according to the nature of tempering required. Delicate and costly articles like thin sword 
blades are tempered by dipping the ends first in water and then immersing the whole article 
1n thick oils, such as castor and sesame oils. Tempering the steel is a special art calling 
for great skill and practice on the part of the workmen. There still live a few smiths who 

::itt 
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have acquired the skill from their ancestors and are adepts in tempering even the finest of 
blades. There is a family of blacksmiths at KattuvaHi in M", - likara T aluk and another 
at Varkala who are able to make razors, scissors, surgical insttih-nents and other delicate 
instruments which will compare favourably with the machine-made articles imported from 
Western countries. 

Y. Screw-pine Mat Weaving 

53. The weaving of mats, bags, cushions, etc., out of screw-pine leaves is one of
the oldest cottage industries of the State, and almust all varieties of these goods were once 
indispensable to an ordinary household in Travancore. Before the introduction of chairs, 
rugs, jamkals, bags, and mattresses, suitable substitutes made of the screw-pine leaves were 
mee1ing the local requirements, and even to-day these articles are being used to some extent 
in T ravancore, Co chin and Malabar. 

54. The screw-pine plant grows best in Central Travancore, Sherthala and Vaikom". 
where the soil is a loose sandy loam. There ... are three varieties of it :-

One is known as Kadakaitha or PeT)kailha (Female screw-pine). It grows to a 
height of two to three feet and has narrow leaves of light green colour about three feet in 
length. Its leaves can easily be bleached and dyed. This variety is largely found in 
Central T ravancore, especially at Thalava and its vicinity where fine screw-pine mats are 
woven. It is also found abundantly in Ampalapu!a and Sherthala, but there its leaves are 
not used for weaving mats, because they are thick and cannot be bleached. 

The second variety is known as AT)kaUha (Male screw-pine). It Brows much 
taller than the first variety and has a pithy stem. it throws out aerial roots which are used 
for making baskets and palm umbrellas. The leaves are thick, are of a dark green colour 
and are about four to six feet long. They cannot be bleached. This variety grows 
generally on the banks of lagoons and tidal rivers. They are mainly used for making large 
trough mats for drying grains. 

The third variety of screw-pine is known as Piikailha. It grows to a height of 
twelve· to fifteen feet. The leaves are not generally used for making mats. The calyx 
covering the flower has a sweet smell and the women wear it on their hair. 

55. After removing the thorns the leaves are rolled up like a tape and boiled in 
water. For making costly mats it is said that the leaves are boiled in milk to impart to 
them the necessary white colour and gloss. After boiling they are dried in the sun, taking 
particular care that they are not over-dried lest they become brittle. 

56. ' Dressing' means the splitting of the I eaves into narrow strips. The width of 
the strips will vary according to the fineness of the mat required. For ordinary mats the 
strips will be from one-eighth to one-tenth of an inch broad. The implement used in 
splitting the leaves is a bamboo splinter, about four inches long, shaped like a paper-cutter. 
For making very narrow strips for weaving fine mats, a small splitting frame is used. It is 
a rectangular frame two inches by one inch, made of bamboo sticks with coir fibres fixed 
across it, the space between two consecutive fibres 'being the same as the width of the 
strips required. 

Leaves are pulled through this fralLe, when tte coir fibres cut them into small strips: 
like a battery of circular saws cutting a plank into thin reapers. 
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57. The dyed leaves are used only for making the borders of mats, or for working Dyeing the 
in ornamental designs. Usually it is the pink colour that is used. The roots of the plant leaf· 

called" ChapPangam" (Caesalpinia Sappan) and the tender leaves of another plant 
called " Kasavu .. (M eden ilia edule) are boiled together in water for about half an hour and 
then the prepared screw-pine leaves are immersed in it, and again boiled for about one or 
two hours. The leaves will then have acquired an agreeable pink colour. The depth 
of the shade will depend upon the time taken for boiling. The leaves are then 
taken out and dried in the sun. After the introduction of aniline dyes, several other 
colours, such as green, blue. rose. etc., are also used. 

58. The only implement used by the weavers is what is locally called" Pottakolu." Weaving 
This is a bamboo splinter. about four inches long, shaped like a paper-cutter. to straighten mats. 
the longitudinal sides of the strip which curl up while drying. For weaving very fine mats 
the workers use their thumb nails to do this work. Fine bleached mats are WOven diagonally. 
Two strips are straightened and held together under the toe of the weaver. and two other strips 
are then inserted crosswise interlacing the first two. Again another strand is placed length~ 
wise and one more is inserted crosswise, imterlacing the straight strip as in an ordinary 
weave. Thus a fresh strip is inserted lengthwise and crosswise alternately until the required 
dimensions are obtained. 

For weaving coarse mats, the unbleached leaves of AT)kaUha are used. The 
weave is " plain." Several strips are placed in parallel lines and the cross IItrips are 
then inserted until one side of the long edge of the mat is completed. Weaving is 
contmued until the required width is reached, and then the edges are bound by interlacing. 

59. The fine varieties of mats are made in two separate pieces; one is placed over Edging. 
the other and the two are edged together. The sides of the pieces are first cut evenly and 
then edged with thin strands of screw-pine leaves dyed red. /' 

60. The industry is declining and the chief causes of the decline are summarised Causes of 
below. decline of the 

(i) 
(ii) 

Absence of transport facilities in localities where the industry is carried on. 
The existence of a large number of middlemen who swallow the major 
portion of the profits. 

(iii) The importation of cheaper and more attractive and handy articles like 
jamkals, carpets, printed mats, rugs, and the consequent decrease in demand 
for screw-pine articles. 

(iv) The change in the taste of the public. Modern articles of furniture have 
replaced the time-honoured screw-pine mats and cushions. Till about fifty 
years ago they were used in almost all public offices of the State instead:"of 
chairs and benches. ... 

( v) Lack of organization among the producers and the traders. 

industry. 

61. Now that the taste of the people has changed. the only means of developing the Scope for the 
industry is to manufacture articles suited to the new taste for local consumption and for deYhelo~ment 

f · . H b I . . d . . b of t e Industry. export to orelgn countnes. ats, e ts, writing pa 5, CIgarette cases, vaUlty oxes, 
marketing bags, etc., could be made out of screw-pine leaves. Java. Indo~China, China 
and Japan are making these articles and exporting them to Western countries. Hats 
and bags to the value of several lakhs of rupees are exported from Java alone every year. 
There is no reason why such a thriving industry could not be established here also. Raw 
material is available and there is plenty of cheap labour. The only thing required is to 
teach the people the proper methods of making articles suited to modern taste and to 
organize the industry both as regards the production and the marketing of the finished 
goods. 

VI. Wood Seasoning 

62. Seasoning of light and soft woods is an ancient industry in Central Travancore. 
which is fast dying out. Boxes made of soft woods are ordinarily used for carrying the 
theatrical equipment of pantomimic players. To improve:' the keeping quality and prevent 
insect attacks the wood out of which the boxes are made is seasoned by a special process. 
Boxes made of unseasoned wood will not last for more than a year or two; but if made of 
seasoned wood they will last for several years. It is said that there are boxes more than a 
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hundred years old, still in good condition. The process of seasoning, though simple, is 
ingenious. The gummy juice of the fruit of Diospyros embryopteris is squeezed out and 
strained through a doth, and a small quantity of cO[)Per sulphate is r1issolved in it. The 
planks which have been previously sawn to the required thicknes~, 'lsually a quarter to 
half an inch, are coated with this solution and dried in the sun. Gene1ally two or three 
coatings are given and after each coating the planks are dried. Boxes are made of these 
planks in a rectangular shape with a convex top. Nails are not used in fastening the planks. 
Joints are dovetailed and made firm by the application of copper sulphate solution in the 
above~mentioned juice. 

63. The outside and inside of the box are then covered with specially prepared 
cloth. The juice of the same fruit is mixed with the bran of unboiled rice and made into 
a paste. Saffron or antimony sulphide is added to the paste to give it a yellow or red 
colour. The paste thus prepared is smeared o~ a piece of cambric cloth and with it the 
outer and inner sides of the box are completely covered. After the gum has dried the 
box is fitted with hinges, corner plates and lock, all made of copper or brass, but never of 
iron. The box is,.now ready for use. 

Boxes of this kind are not much in demand at present, firstly because cheap steel 
trunks are flooding the market, and secondly because local carpenters do not change the 
old stereotyped pattern and make boxes of the shape and size suited to modern tastes and 
requirements. 

VII. Palm-leaf Umbrella Making 

64. Before the introduction of umbrellas from the West the local demand used to 
be met entirely by indigenous palm~leaf umbrellas. Even to~day, only these umbrellas are 
being used in religious processions in which Royalties take part, gosha women of the 
Nampiitiii and other communities use them as a sort of purdah when they go out of their 
house5, and in country parts many people, particularly the farmers and field labourers, 
ordinarily use them. 

Different types of umbrellas are made for different purposes. Those used by 
the labourers have no handles. but are only provided with caps at the centre of the inside 
so that they can be placed on the head. They look like Siamese hats. The type of 
umbrella commonly used has a handle, three to four feet long. The umbrellas used in 
temples have handles, about ten to fifteen feet in length, so that they may be held Over the 
idol placed on elephant's back when taken in procession. A rare type is one used by 
gosha women. It is very broad, about five to six feet in diameter, and is provided with a 
ahort handle. 

65. The process of making these umbrellas is quite simple. It is a specialty of a 
class of people called Ka1).iyans who are also the indigenous astrologers and physicians. 

The handle is made of a straight hard bamboo stick. Holes are made round the 
thicker end of the stick. and the mid ribs of the sago-palm leaves, after they have been 
cleaned. dried and polished. are inserted radially into these holes and are kept in position 
by tying them to a ring made of the same mid ribs. This is the frame~work of the umbrella. 
The fan-like leaves of the sago-palm are prepared by removing the stalk and mid ribs and 
by clipping off the tapering ends. They are dried in the SUn and soaked in water just 
before they are required for use, to make them pliable. The frame work is covered by 
two or more layers of these prepared leaves and they are fastened to it by pins made of 
the mid ribs of the same palm leaf. The umbrella is then dried in the sun until it assumes 
a light khaki colour. 

66. Palm-leaf umbrellas are going out of fashion because of the inconvenience in 
handling them. They could not be folded like the umbrellas made of cloth and the local 
industry is, therefore. dying out. It could, however, be revived if new uses could be found 
for them. Recently the traffic constables on duty at road junctions in the town of Trivan
drum have been supplied with these umbreHas of a fairly large size, mounted on stands, so 
that they can stand under them, protected from the sun and the rain. If this system is 
introduced throughout the State some demand will be created for these umbrellas. Again, 
if the pattern could be altered so as to make these umbrellas compact and foldable, the 
difficulty of handling them would be removed and they could then be exported to Western 
countries where they would replace the costly sun shades now used at bathing places and 
health resorts. These are the only means to create a demand for this article and save an 
ancient indigenous cottage industry. 
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VIII. Preparation of Coconut Jaggery 

67. Jaggery is one of the many products of the coconut palm which grows luxuriantly Intl'oductol'T 
in Travancore and which gives the country its beauty and wealth. Copra, coconut oil and 
coir yarn which are the other chief products of this palm OWe their importance to foreign 

· demand. They form the bulk of the export trade of the country. But jaggery is an article 
of local consumption. Coconut jaggery is the unrefined sugar manufactured from the sweet 
juice drawn from the flower shoot of the coconut palm. It is usually sold in cakes, 
resembling a segment of a sphere and weighing ordinarily about two ounCes each. 

. The manufacture of coconut jaggery is now confined to three localities in 
Travancore, namely, T anni (near Patavur) in Quilon T aluk, E}.ukone in Kottarakkara 
T aluk and Parur in North Travancore. There are altogether only about fifty families 
engaged in this industry at present. 

The main uses of coconut jaggery are for making sweets and for condimenting 
tobacco. On a limited scale it is still largely in demand in the neighbourho.od of the 
localities where it is made, chiefly by the !\1uslims for preparing sweets for their 
festivals. There was a time when molasses (Sarkata) prepared from sugarcane in North 
Travancore, coconut jaggery made in Central Travancore, and palmyra jaggery made in 

..south Travancore, were universally used by the people of this country instead ofrefined 
sugar. Unfortunately, statistics of the quantity of sugar imported into Travancore years 
ago are not available, but there is nO doubt that the requirements of the people in those 
days were met chiefly by the local products. 

68. The manufacture of jaggery used to be entirely in the hands of the I}.avas who Processes of 
from time immemorial have been intimately connected with the growing of the coconut palm manufactlll'e. 
as well as with the industries connected with its produce. There are three processes 
in the manufacture of coconut jaggery, namely, tapping and drawing of sweet toddy from 
,the palm, boiling of the sweet toddy, and moulding of jaggery cakes. Each of these is 
· an art in itself, though the latter two are comparatively simple. These processes are kept 
more or less as famil y secrets. 

69. It is not possible to say with any degree of definiteness when tapping for _toddy Tapping. 

was introduced here. It is at least as old as the drink habit of the people. The Ila vas 
are the class of people who have been carrying on this profession from very early times. 
Tapping is a somewhat complicated process requiring great skill and practice on the part of 
the tapper. The time for tapping is when the flower shoot of the coconut palm is tender. 
At this stage the sheath is gently tapped in the morning, noon and evening for four to six 
days from top to bottom in a spiral direction, and never in the reverse direction. Special 

·.care is taken not to reduce the Hower-buds inside the sheath to a pulpy condition, in which 
· case the shoot becomes useless • 

. , 

Flower shoot. Flower shoot 
cut and tIed 

Fluwer Hhoot ~wh!Ch has 
opened. 

In the process of tapping, the thickly packed buds inside the sheath get loosened, 
a certain amount of heat is generated and the flow of the juice is stimulated. After tapping 
'lor five to ten minutes, according to the size of the shoot, it is tied up at three or four 
places by the leaflets of the coconut frond, to prevent the sheath from bursting open, either 
due to the pressure of the juice inside or the heat of the sun. After four or five days the 

5R 
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tip of the shoot is cut flat and besmeared with per pared clay. In two to five days more., 
the toddy begins to ooze out. The tapper knows the appropriate time, but the appearance 
of bees, gnats, and flies hovering round the cut portion of the shoot ~ the sour 
smell of alcohol are the surest indications of the exudation of toddy. The-tapper then 
places an earthen pot on the shoot and provides a duct made of the leaflet of the coconut 
frond for the flow of the juice into the pot. Even after the juice has begun to ooze out, the 
shoot has to be cut afresh every morning, noon and evening and smeared with fresh clay, 
which not only assists the capillary action and draws up the toddy, but also prevents the 
shoot from drying up. 

70. 

Flowel ;,il()l)t Wlth P(lt. 

The implements required for tapping are :-

(1 ) A tapping bone. 
(2) The tapper's knife. 

(3 ) Two brushes. 

( 4) 
(5) 
(6) 

A bamboo tube containing powdered rock for sharpening the knife. 
An earthen pot to gather the toddy from the shoot. 

Another light vessel made of the leaf~sheath of the areca.palm or any 
other light material to collect the toddy as the tapper moves from 
tree to tree. 

The tapping bone is about twelve to sixteen inches in length and about two inches 
in diameter. It is usually the fore~arm bone of either the bison or the sambur that is used. 
In exceptionally rare cases, sticks of hard and heavy wood, such as the heart-wood of 
tamarind or ebony tree, are also used. Traders in touch with the hill districts bring the 
bones from the forest and sell them to the tappers. They are first cleaned and cured, and 
the cleaned marrow hole is filled with an oil, the preparation of which is a specialty known 
only to a few people even among the tappers. A unit of oil contains 

4 ozs. of cow's ghee, 
1 oz. of pig's fat, 
t oz. of peacock's fat and, 
I oz. of coconut oil prepared by the boiling process. 

This mixture is boiled over a slow fire till it turns brown, "the colour of the 
cobra's eye," to put it in the tapper's language. Much superstitious veneration is attached 
to this oil and it is still regarded as a sacred thing. The object of filling such a heavy oil 
in the bone appears to be to improve its keeping quality and to produce a lubricating effect 
in the course of tapping, when tiny particles of the oil may ooze out through the pores of 
the bone. In the case of wooden tapping sticks, holes are bored in the centre and filled 
with oil. Whatever may be the scientific effect of the oil on the tapping, it is a firm con
viction of the tappers that without it toddy could not be drawn out fully and the flower 
shoot would wither up_ Once a month the oil in the bone is changed. 

The tapper's knife which resembles the butcher's chopping knife in shape, is 
about six inches 10l:1g and four inches broad and has a shoet handle. The blade is made 
of tempered steel and is very sharp_ It is with this knife that the Rower shoot is cut. As 
only a tiny portion of the shoot (about two m.m. thick) has to be sliced off every time, the 
kmfe must be very sharp. It must be sharpened after every time it is used, and for this. 
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purpose the tapper carries with him some rock powder. The stalk of the coconut frond is 
his whetting stone and he does the sharpening when he is at the top of the tree just before 
he begins his operations. 

Clay for smearing on the cut surface is prepared by grinding it and sometimes 
even by sedimenting it to remove all grit. Great care is taken to keep it wet always. The 
tapper carries a small quantity of it in a clean coconut shell which forms part of his kit. 

Brushes are made of the stalks of the coconut frond. Two of them are generally 
required, one for smearing the clay on the shoot, and the other for smearing the lime in 
the pot in which the toddy is collected. The object of smearing lime is to prevent the 
fermentation of the juice. 

7 I • After the toddy is drawn it is boiled and allowed to cool, when all the Boilin~ and 
suspended particles settle down. The clear liquid is decanted into another vessel and mouldmg. 

the sediment is thrown away. In this condition the liquid is non-intoxicating and is an 
excellent beverage, l;weet and pleasant smelling, known locally as " Akkani." It is from 
this liquid that jaggery is manufactured. For this purpose it is further boiled in large 
earthen pots over a slow fire, until the liquid becomes viscous, something like honey. 
At this stage, it is known as "Pani" and is used for preparing sweets, pudding, etc. 
Pani is a delicacy especially at Syrian Christian feasts . 

• The pani is further boiled down until it assumes the form of treacle, and then 
it is poured into small moulds made of coconut shell. The time when the substance is 
ripe for moulding is best known to the housewives who prepare the jaggery. If too early 
it will not form a mould, and if too late it will become too hard. The arrangement for 
moulding the cake is very simple, though primitive, but is singularly natural and practical. 
The upper half of the coconut sheli which contains the ' eye' through which the embryo 
sprouts, is used for making the mould. The' eye' is bored through and temporarily 
closed with dry leaves. The treacle-like jaggery is poured into the shell and when it 
has cooled and solidified, it is pushed out by pressing it through the hole. 

n. The industry, as already stated, is carried on by the Ilavas. The male The economic 
members of the family tap the palms and collect the toddy, and their womenfolk, assisted !LsdPectt of the 

h h·ld .. l.l. d . In us rye by t e c 1 ren, convert It mto a't'f,ani, pani an Jaggery. 

The tapper's kit and the utensils for preparing jaggery are all the equipment 
required for this industry. The tapper's bone and knife are the only things which cost 
some money, say about Rs. 10 at the most, and all told the whole investment will 
not exceed Rs. 15. What is most important is that every member of the family 
contributes his or her share of the labour required. The only article of value required 
for the manufacture is the fuel. But one who lives in the midst of coconut palms can 
get enough fuel almost for nothing. IThe dried sheaths, stalks and fronds of the 
palm and the coconut husk are excellent fuel for the manufacture of jaggery. If these 
are found insufficient or unobtainable. the boys and girls will collect in a couple of hours 
as much dry leaves as may be needed for the fuel. Conditions, however. are rapidly 
changing and every article has now to be paid for. Hence the cost of fuel has also 
to be taken into account in calculating the cost of manufacture. 

A tapper will tap fifteen palms in a day and for these the owner of the palms 
has to be paid a rent of Rs. 20 per mensem. On an average a palm will yield nearly 
eight ounces of sweet toddy per day from which half a pound of jaggery can be manu
factured. On this basis, a man tapping fifteen palms for sweet toddy will be able to 
produce 225 pounds of jaggery per month which at the present price would fetch about 
Rs. 48. If the rent paid to the owner is deducted from this amount, the tapper is left 
with a balance of Rs. 28 which is the monthly income for his and his family's labour. 

No information is available as to the exact quantity of jaggery produced in the 
country. What is produced is partly consumed locally and partly exported. The jaggery 
manufactured by each family is sold either to the consumers directly or to petty shop
keepers in the vicinity in exchange for their daily necessaries of rice, oil and condiments. 
The sale of jaggery cannot be said to suffer from the interference of a multiplicity of 
middlemen. The demand for it is limited and correspondingly also is its 
production. But the trade suffers from other caUses also. It has, however, to be noted 
that the producers, being mostly illiterate and unambitious, are content to sell their product 
in the nearest locality at a price which is governed more by custom. This is seen from 
the fact that, however much the price of sugar or other substitutes may vary, the price of 
coconut Jaggery remains almost stationary. 
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73. The industry has declined and its present condition is far from satisfactory. 
At T anni there are now only twelve families engaged in this industry as part~time 
occupation and they are the descendants of the families who settled in the estate of the 
late Mr. Rama Rao, Dewan of Travancore, six decades ago. Other tappers in the 
locality who were carrying on this industry till about two years ago gave it up and took 
to the more lucrative business of tapping for fermented toddy, for which they are paid 
monthly wages of Rs. 30 to Rs. 45 by toddy~shop contractors. At Elukone and 
Parur also the jaggery industry is declining, while the fermented toddy" industry is 
flourishing. 

As has already been pointed out many of the indigenous sweets in T ravancore 
were, and are to a great extent still, made with molasses or jaggery, but they are being 
steadily ousted by cheap imported sugar. In 1921~1930 Travancore imported 148,757 
cwts. of sugar to the value of Rs. 21,78,401. The price of jaggery at present is three 
and a half annas per pound which is higher than that of sugar, and it cannot, therefore 
compete successfully with the latter. ' 

Rapid changes are taking place in the habits and tastes of the people. Coffee 
~nd tea have become. household b~verages, many of the preparations in which jaggery 
IS used are slowly gomg out of fashIOn, and sweets prepared WIth refined sugar are taking 
their place. Some people also consider it beneath their dignity to use jaggery and even 
seem to detest its flavour. It is as much the change in the taste of the people as the 
competition of cheap imported sugar that has affected the local coconut jaggery industry 
and contributed to its decline. 

Education, if it is to have beneficial effects upon society, must become universal 
and practical. As at present imparted, it makes the youth look down upon manual labour 
and detest the profession of his parents. The social changes which are being brought 
about by the present system of education have resulted in the dislocation of the tapping 
industry. The situation has been further aggravated, by the propaganda carried on 
against tapping by prohibitionists. The teachings of Sri NarayaI).a Guru Swami, the 
greatest social and spiritual leader of modern times in T ravancore, have stirred up the 
Ilava community and made them feel that tapping for toddy is a great social evil. These 
i~ffuences have, therefore, turned many away from this profession. Unfortunately, tapping 
for sweet toddy has also suffered in this movement. 

Tapping, however, is still being continued for the preparation of fermented 
toddy and arrack. The contractors who carryon this trade pay the tappers handsome 
wages and the latter have not to bother about the irksome business of obtaining licenses 
from the Excise Department. Tapping for fermented toddy is more remunerative and less 
troublesome than tapping for sweet toddy. This is another cause that has contributed to 
the decline of the jaggery industry. 

Reyiy&l of the 74. In view of the fact that the industry is not paying, the tastes of the peopJe have 
industry. changed, and consequently the demand for the product is limited, is it possible to revive 

the industry? Though there is only a limited market for jaggery in its present form, it is 
possible to create a large demand for it by placing it in the market in forms suited to modern 
tastes and requirements of the people. Jaggery converted into caramels, sprucely trimmed 
and well dressed. wiIllind a sale in fashionable circles. H jaggery as such cannot compete 
with sugar, in the form of caramels it certainly can with caramels imported from outside. 
What has to be done for the rejuvenation of the industry is to organize it on modern lines 
and place the article in the market in suitable forms. This can best be done through 
co-operative organization. 

Intl'od uctory . 

IX. Preparation of Palmyra Sugar-candy 

75. The palmyra sugar-candy is the brown crystallized sugar of the sweet juice of 
the flgwer shoot of the palmyra palm, much in demand for preparing sweet foods for children 
and Ayurvedic drugs. It is generally believed that it has none of the defects of refined 
cane or beet~root sugar, and that, on the other hand, it has exceptional cooling properties. 
It is largely used in the diet of small-pox patients. The manufacture of sugar~candy, locally 
known as "Panam-kalkandu" was once a flourishing industry in South Travancore, especi
ally in Agasthiswaram: and Rajakkamangalam, but is now practically extinct. It is still being 
carried on in the adjoining Tinnevelly District, and Travancore. obtains its supplies from 
there. 
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Sugar~candy is manufactured from the sweet toddy of the palmyra palm. The 
process of the extraction of toddy is slightly different from that of the coconut toddy. The 
palmyra palm flower shoot is harder than that of the coconut palm and the juice has to be 
squeezed out of it by wooden clamps. In all other respects the method of extracting sweet 
toddy from the palmyra palm and the coconut palm is practically the same. 

76. Three kinds of clamps or squeezers, as shown in the picture below, are generally Tapping. 
used. The smallest of these marked (a) is used first and then either of the two, of which 
one marked (b) is used on the female palm and the other marked (c) on the male palm. 
The knife used in slicing off the flower shoot resembles the pruning knife with a curved 
beak. 

77 • Toddy is first boiled, and when it reaches a certain stage it becomes a thick Manufacture. 

viscous brown liquid. This is called "Padini". The sugar in the sweet toddy or in the 
padini is not crystallizable. The stage at which boiled sweet toddy will form crystals is 
when it obtains the viscosity of the ordinary syrup. Then it. is poured into new earthen 
pots, and an indigenous plant known by the name of Sivanar Korandi (Indigo/era 
aspalalhoidas) is placed in the liquid to serve as a nucleus for the formation of crystals. 
It is interesting to note that, without putting this shrub into the liquid, the crystals will not 
be formed, however long it may be kept. The plant also prevents the fermentation of the 
liquid. It was in places, such as Rajakkamangalam, Agasthiswaram, etc., where the plant 
thrives well, that the manufacture of palmyra sugar~candy was being carried on. It is 
remarkable that the people, though uneducated in the modern sense, knew the principle of 
crystallization. Generally, the manufacturers, whose dwellings are only small huts with no 
storage room or cellar, bury the pots with their contents in the ground for keeping them 
undisturbed. In the course of five to six months crystals will be formed round the plant. 
They are then shaken down, gathered, washed in sweet toddy, dried in the sun, and packed 
in earthen pots. 

78. Various causes have contributed to the decline of this industry. First and Ca.uses of 

f h d d f I d · I·· ed Th h· f h h· h decline of the oremost, t e eman or pa myra sugar~can y IS very Imll. oug It etc es a Ig er industry. 
price than palmyra jaggery, the manufacturer is not sure of the market, and, on the other 
hand, jaggery is so much in demand both in and outside T ravancore that there is no difficulty 
in selling any quantity of it. 

Secondly, the formation of crystals takes five to six months, and the poor labourer 
who, in the large majority of cases, lives a hand to mouth life, cannot afford to wait for 
such a long period for a return for his labour. The remedy for this difficulty lies in 
organizing a co-operative marketing society, which will buy over from him his produce and 
finance him according to necessity. 

A third reason is that in South Travancore where there are facilities for the 
manufacture of sugar~candy and where it was being carried on formerly, wages of labourers 
have increased and the labourers find it more remunerative to work in the salt-pans at 
Thamatakulam and other places than to engage themselves in the manufacture of 
sugar~caDdy. 

The fore-going are the principal causes that have contributed to the decadence 
of this cottage industry. Apart from helping the small group of manufacturers who still 
follow the profession as a parHime employment by organizing the co~operative marketing 
of their product, it seems futile to attempt the development of this industry on an 
extensive scale. 

DS 



APPENDIX IV 

THE ECONOMIC CONDITION OF THE PEOPLE 

I. Introduction 

Scope of the The question of conducting an economic survey of the State h18 been engaging 
enquiry. the attention of the Government of Travancore for some years past. It was first con

sidered as early as in 1905. In 1907 the Government decided to make a heginning by 
conducting an industrial survey ot the Southern Division of the State, but _ ~sequently 
the proposal was dropped. In the years 1917·1918 Dr. S. G. Barker, thE" then Director 
of Industries, made a general industrial survey of the State and published a report. The 
problem of the economic survey was, however, left untoucryed; but it continued to be pressed 
upon the attention of Government by the members of the Sri Mulam Popular Assembly and 
the Legislative Council. A resolution recommending the appointment of a committee to 
conduct an economic and industrial survey of the State was discussed in the local Legislative 
Council in 1925 and was lost by a narrow majority. In the course of the discussion the 
Government expressed their sympathy with the object of the motion. but did not promise to 
give effect to it immediately on account of the enormous cost required to conduct a reliable 
and comprehensive economic survey. Though the motion in the Council was lost, it was 
not the intention of Government to shelve the question indefinitely. The necessity of 
collecting some statistics which would throw light on the economic condition of the people 
waS ever before their mind, and they decided to take the first step in this direction along 
with the population census in 1931. It was not proposed to undertake an intensive economic 
survey like the village surveys conducted by Dr. Harold Mann in Bombay, by Dr.Gilbert 
Slater in Madras, by Mr. S. Kesava Iyengar in Hyderabad, and by the Board of 
Economic Enquiry in the Punjab. Such a survey could only be undertaken in small 
units by expert economists and has not, therefore. been attempted here. Elsewhere in 
India attempts have been made at times towards the computation of national wealth and 
income, notably by Messrs. Shah and Khambatta in their book called Wealth and 
Taxable Capacity of India. But such computations are only estimations and necessarily 
involve many assumptions. The direct method. of ascertaining the wealth and income by 
a census is undoubtedly the most sati~factory method of enquiring into the economic 
condition of a people, provided the persons questioned could be relied upon to furnish 
correct information. This is the method adopted in the present enquiry in Travancore; 
but being the first of its kind it can certainly not be expected to yield results free from in~ 
accuracies and omissions. 

2. The ordinary censuS operations in all countries hlVe assumed such gigantic 
dimensions that a tendency is visible in most of them to transfer the more important and 
difficult portion qf the work to inter-census period. In the United States a permanent 
Bureau of Census attends to this work. In the absence of a bureau or other special 
agency for the collection, compilation and publication of statistics during inter-census periods 
the proposed economic census in Travancore had to be taken along with the population 
census. This arrangement has no doubt saved much expenditure, but it cannot be denied 
that the results have on that account been affected adversely both in quantity and quality. 
Nowhere else in India has a census of wealth been taken so far and there is no material 
for guidance in the task that has been attempted in this State for the first time. In a 
novel venture of this kind many difficulties will naturally crop up, and they could only 
be solved in the future by the experience gained at present. Bearing in mind these defects 
and limitations of the enquiry we shall examine its salient features and try to draw SOme 
broad and general conclusions therefrom. 

3. A proper economic survey consists in the analysis and scientific study of the 
methods of production, distribution and consumption of wealth. Such a survey was 
beyond the scope of the present enquiry. It was intended only to ascertain the total wealth, 
in~ome and indebtedness of the earners at the time of the census. The conditions under 
which wealth is produced or consumed, and the causes and consequences of the indebted .. 
ness of the people have not been brought under enquiry and will nott thereforet be 
discussed. Even the problem of the distribution of wealth will only be dealt with in a 
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general way. The data collected will also not allow: of a det~iled examination of t~e 
,economic condition by age, sex or caste. The .margm of error.1O .the figures collected 15 

discussed at the appropriate places wherever possible. Th~ quahtattve aspect .of the study 
has been entirely left out of consideration for want of sufficIent a~curate detaIls, and e~en 
on the quantitative aspect considerable limitations have had to be Imposed for the. foIlowmg 
feasOns. Firstly, the accuracy of the figures cannot ~e vou~h~d for; .se~ondl:r' It h~s not 
been possible to adopt an elaborate scheme of tab~latlOn wlthm the lImited time av~dabl~; 
and thirdly, the individual earner and not the famIly has been taken as the economIC umt, 
and information has not been recorded as to the number of dependants of each earner· 

4 We may now brieRy consider the--r.... ture of the data collected in the enquiry. Natture of the 
. . 1 d h re urn. 

As has been already stated, particulars have been. ascertamed. on y as regar s t e earners. 
An earner is one who actually does work or carfIes .on busmess whether personally or 
by means of servants, or who lives on house~rent, penSIOn, etc. 

A special schedule was prepared for this enqui~y. and parti~ulars of each ea~ner 
were recorded therein by the enumerators at the prehmmary countmg of the populatIon. 

Serial No. I 

.4)f eohunn 

2 
3&1, 
5 & 6 

, 
1'\ 
!l 

111 
11 
12 
13 
11 
15 

16& 17 
If!, 
HI 
20 
:11 

22 & 2;) 
24 &2.) 

Opscllption of the column 

House )Jnml;el' 
Names of PCl"'Oll" ,,-bo arc CH.fnerS 

Extent amI, nIlIe of wet land owned 
Bxtent ancl value of <ll'y lanel owned 
Yulue of bu:ldlllgS 
Value or e"ttle and ~L(rieultural:imJllcJllents 
Vallie of other mov,.ble" 
JnvcHtments III l>ank" cinthe" etc. 
Land cultivated hy o,,'ner 
Lana :eased out for cultivatiotl 
Laud taken on lease and cultivated 
Uent from land 
Value of crops ralRcd 
DescrIption of, and income f!'Om, other occupations 
Income from other sourceS 
Saviui(s per annnm 
Detic'li per annum 
}fortgag"l' ilebt 
lfypnrhecat]()n debt and interest thereon 
Other d0btR find intere,t thereon 

The various heads under which data 
were collected are given in the margin. 
Columns 3 to 10 will show the total 
wealth of an individual, columns 11, 
12 and 13 the extent of land cultivated 
by the owner. the extent leased out 
to tenants and the extent cultivated 
by tenants, columns 14 to 1 B the total 
income, columns 19 and 20 the annual 
savings or deficit, and columns 21 to 
25 the total debts and the interest 
paid thereon_ The totals of columns 
3 to 10 will represent the aggregate 
private wealth of the people. Pro
perties owned by the Government, 
such as reserved forests, poramboke 
lands, unassigned wastes, public insti~ 
tutions, etc., have not been included 

_- ---- -- in the enquiry. The quasi-private 
. forms of wealth, such as those belonging to associations, churches, temples, etc., though 
entered in the schedules, have been left out in compilation. Wealth owned by 
foreigners has also been omit~ed. On the other hand, certain items of wealth, such aJ 
mortgages and other monetary transactions between individual citizens which are generally 
excluded from the calculation of national wealth, have been taken into account in this 
enquiry. '1/ ealth, as the term is used here, therefore, represents only the private wealth 
which includes "all external, material, transferable (though not transportable) goods 
that have some value in exchange." It does not represent the national wealth which is 
·'the aggregate of wealth of the individual citizens of the State as well as the corporate of 
communal wealth represented by such assets as railways and municipal water works." 
This distinction has to be borne in mind when We compare the wealth of Travancore 
calculated from this census with that of the other countries. 

5. The accuracy of the return will depend mainly on the attitude of the people towards Accuracy of 
the census and the agency employed for enumeration. Even as regards the population the return. 
census, it is a welI~known fact that though the people generally are accustomed to it, there 
are still persons who display lamentable ignorance of its object and utility. It is no 
wonder. therefore, if the attitude of the general public towards the economic census has 
been cynical and often hostile. Notwithstanding the elaborate propaganda that was 
undertaken in connection with this census, it was not altogether possible to remove 
the misplaced apprehension of the public about the purpose for which the enquiry was 
undertaken. They feared that it Was only a preliminary to the imposition of fresh taxes 
or the enhancement of the existing ones like the income-tax. It may, therefore, be presumed 
that the figures relating to income contain no overstatement and probably only under-
statement. The figures relating to wealth and indebtedness have also to be accepted with 
eaution. Many people feared that the information they furnished might be utilized as 
judicial evidence and, therefore, tried to evade the census. The returns have revealed 
the fact that the rich are more averse to disclose their true economic condition than 
·the poor. 

*RPp(lrt (If the Indian E,·onom.c .Rnqu""!1 Oommittre, p 9. 
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6. The enumerators engaged for the economic census were the same as those
employed for enumerating the population. They were educated and intelligent men: 
selected mostly from among the teachers in vernacular schools. The definitions of units 
are generally more complex and difficult to understand in the economic than in the population 
census. No pains were spared to make the instructions as full and clear as possible. As 
the economic census was taken during the preliminary enumeration of the population, the 
enumerators were able to do the work leisure\y and carefully. In the population census, 
only the personal attributes of the enumerated, such as sex, age, caste, etc., have to be 
recorded, whereas the economic census deals mainly with figures representing the money 
valuations of wealth possessed by the people, their income and indebtedness. In making 
these valuations there is the possibility of personal prepossessions vitiating the results of 
calculation. The error due to this caUse may, however, be negligible, because 
over~estimations on the one hand are likely to be counteracted by under~estimC'tions on the 
other. Large ligures have great stability and so also the averages derived from- ""m. The 
accidental errors may, therefore, be ignored, but not so the systematic errors. 1 hough we 
are aware of their existence, it is not possible to estima-te their volume. and all that we can 
do to minimize the effect of such errors is to make ample allowance for them. 

7. One who is acquainted with the ordinary censUS operations knows fuU well that 
the greatest care has to be bestowed upon every stage of the work from slart to finish~ 
from the preliminary enumeration to the final printing of the figures, if serious absurdities 
are to be avoided. If the counting and classification of a population are difficult tasks, the 
counting of their wealth is even more so. To attain mathematical exactitude in either case 
is practically impossible; but in the economic census which involves more of estimation than 
of counting, the margin of error will certainly be greater than that in the population census. 
In stating the value of his possessions a person could ordinarily make only a rough estimate, 
which might differ from the truth by as much as J 0 to 20 per cent. even if be were not 
actuated by any Ialse motive to conceal the truth. Omissions are possible, nay even 
unavoidable, especially because the economic census was not continued beyond the stage 
of the preliminary enumeration of the population census, which naturally resulted in the 
exclusion of the floating population. On account of this exclusion and other accidental 
omissions entries have been made in 'the economic census schedules only about 1,354,000' 
persons as against' ,477,000 returned as earners in the population census schedules. There 
is thus an omission of 8'3 per cent. of the actual number of earners. Part of this omission 
may be due to the fact that temporarily unemployed persons, such as coolies in estates, 
who were included as earner~ in the population census were not so included in the economic 
census as there was nothing to be recorded about their income or wealth at the time of the 
census. This inference gains support from the circumstance that the proportion of 
omissions is the highest in the High Range Division where the population consisted mostly 
of estate coolies and where there was temporary unemployment among them at the time 
of the census on account of the economic depression. Again, in the Case of properties 
owned jointly by the members of a family the chief member alone might have been included 
in the economic census, while all the owners might have been shown as earners in the 
population census schedule. These are the main factors which may have contributed to the 
omission of earners from the economic census; but it is difficult to estimate the extent to 
which each of them has operated. The effect of the omission of earners on the calculation 
of total wealth could, however, be eliminated if the omissions were spread uniformly over all 
classes of people. In that case an omission of 8 per cent. of earners will result in the 
omission of 8 per cent. of the total wealth also. But there are reasons to believe that the 
omissions in the present enquiry were mostly among the labourer classes and females~. 
while, on the other hand, understatements were generally among the rich. Errors may 
have also occurred in the transcription and compilation of data. They are unavoidable 
when one has to deal with a mass of figures as in this case. 

8. In view of the many possible sources of errors described above, it has been 
considered inadvisable to convey a false impression of accuracy by the publication of lengthy 
tables giving figures to the last digit. Figures are usually guo ted without reference to the 
context from which they are taken and without regard to their limitations. The totals 
obtained have, therefore, been given in round numbers only in the following discussion.
By this method the treatment of the subject has been simplified considerably without 
unduly increasing the margin of error. It is well to remember in this connection that
·'the primary value of statistics is due to relative rather than to absolute accuracy." 
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9. At first it was thought desirable to classify the figures under each head into Method of 
bnely graded frequency groups and ascertain the total number of persons and their wealth, tabulation. 

income and debt in each group. But whell attempted, this work, it was found in actual 
practice. would require considerably longer time than was available. If the enumeration 
had been done on slips instead of on schedules, the procedure could have been simplified 
and time saved in compilation. Further, the returns were not reliable enough for a 
detailed investigation of the economic question by caste, sex or age of the enumerated. 
Such an elaborate treatment was, therefore, abandoned and it was considered sufficient to 
work out the totals of the different items of wealth, income and debt. In regard to 
income alone a grouping waS made according to the nature of the occupation. Each item 
of wealth was dealt with singly and no attempt was made to treat of the combinations or 
eorrelation of the different items. The numb~r of earners and the amount of their wealth, 
income and debt under each head were obtan. __ 1 by actual counting and from the totals of 
these figures the averages were struck. Neither the totals nor the averages would, it must be 
admitted, give any idea of the distribution of wealth. For the study of this specific 
problem data were collected and tabulated for a sample population selected at random from 
the schedules of a few typical taluks of the State. The particulars recorded in these 
schedules of one in ever'}' ten persons were first transferred to slips. * The caste or 
religion to which each person belonged was ablo ascertained from the population census 
schedule and entered on the slips. Data relating to 55,803 persons were thus abstracted 
and sorted into frequency groups, from which one could obtain a general idea of the 
·distribution of wealth in the different communities. The sample popula~ion was divided 
into eight communities, namely, Brahmans including Nampiititis, Nayars, Ilavas, depressed 
Hindus, other Hindus, Syrian Christians, other Christians, and Muslims. The depressed 
Hindus consisted chiefly of the Pulayan, Parayan, Vetan, Kuravan, and Pallan. This is 
the classification adopted by the Government of T ravancore for certain administrative 
purposes. The same classification has been followed in the special enquiry regarding 
fertility and mortality; but it is slightly different from the grouping of the depressed Hindus 
based on social distinctions, which has been adopted in other parts of this Report. 

10. The marginal statement shows the distribution of earners by community in the Treatment of 
random sample. The different communities, the subject. 

except the Brahmans, are represented more or C Jmm11l11ty 

Prahman 
Nliyar 
i!-a~a 
Depressed Hmdu 
·Other Hinrlns 
Synan Chr1stian 
·O·ther Chri"tian~ 
Mushm 

Tota.l 

I Num'Jer of ealller~ 
I 

2% 
\l ~'lU 

lu.-!Vl 
I;,n!l 
~, ~Ij-! 

.[ 

8,;!(i.-l 
7,0;01 
il 23i 

less in proportion to their numerical strength 
and importance. The schedules of the towns 
have not been included in the selection of the 
random sample, and Brahmans being found 
mostly in towns the exclusion of town schedules 
has naturally resulted in the omission of a large 
proportion of this caste from the sample. 

55,803 In discussing each item of wealth the whole 
----------'-- _-_ State has been treated as a single unit, with-
·out any distinction being made between rural and urban areas or other territorial 
divisions. This procedure is justified inasmuch as we are concerned mainly with the wealth 
of the earners within a territory and not with the total wealth of that territory. In the 
latter case the question of internal migration has also to be considered, for which the neces
sary data have not been collected and compiled. That internal migration does affect the 
,distribution of wealth can be seen from the &tatement given in the margin. The excess of the 

DiviSIon 

"ret lalld nwneu 
ln~ earncr~ 

(FI:'m censlI') 

Acreb 

I 
"Wet land under 

C\lltiV~\t)Oll 

(B'l'um The 

I 
Stilt"ti(·.~ of 

:J 1'(/ t'ancor(') 
Acreq 

--------------,-----------7-
Routhern 
Central 
'Northern 
High Range 

Tota.l 

123,01lU 
22-LiIOU 
246,300 

4,100 

597,700 

100,oi8 
23U,iliil 
:2GH,7:l8 

3,R\)8 

604,977 

area owned by earners over that given in 
The Statistics of T ravancore in the 
Southern and High Range Divisions may 
be due to the earners residing in these 
divisions owning lands in other divisions. 
Migration between natural divisions and 
taluks is more pronounced than that 
between administrative divisions, and 
consequently the problem of distribution 
of wealth in the former territorial units 
is even more complicated than that in the 
latter. For this reason the distribution 
in smaller units than the State will be 
examined only in respect of the total 

wealth, income and indebtedness and not in respect of the different items constituting them. 

*For the mathematical justification of this method see Bowley's Elements oj Statistic", p. 332. 
5T 
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The total income will be considered from the standpoint of the public as well as 
of the individual citizens. An attempt will also be made to calculate the national income 
from the subsidiary data collected from the estates, the statistics published by the Govern~ 
ment annually and the results of the wages census. 

11. Correct statistics regarding the wages of workmen have not yet been compiled 
in this State. The statements of wages published by the Government annually are incom· 
plete and cannot be used for preparing the index numbers. It was, therefore, decided to 
conduct a census of wages along with the present population census. Two schedules were 
prepared for this purpose, one to be filled up by the employers in regard to agricultural, 
factory and estate wages, and the other by the enumerators as regards the wages of artizans, 
such as carpenters, blacksmiths, etc. The schedules together with instructions as to _. _ 
method of filling them up were distributed among the village and municipal staffs. They were 
required to include as many persons as possible in the census. The data collected in 
municipal towns were found to be meagre and were, therefore, rejected. Even in the case 
of rural areas the maximum and minimum wages and the number of days in the year devoted 
to each agricultural occupation, like ploughing, sowing, etc., were not quite reliable and 
were consequently discarded. The rest of the figures has been abstracted and presented 
in State Table VI given at the end of Part II (Imperial Tables). 

II. Wealth (Capital) 

12. By' capital' is meant not only the business capital which, as generally under. 
stood, is an aid to production, but all stock of goods in the possession of a person, including 
land, whether they be the agents or the results of production. All external, material, tram. 
ferable goods which have exchange value and which yield income to the owner in the 
shape of money or utilities are taken into account in the calculation of wealth Of capital. 
We are concerned here only with the money value of wealth and not with its quality or 
volume and shall confine ourselves to private and not public or socio.private wealth. 

The distribution of wealth is not necessarily correlated to income. Though from 
the economic standpoint a steady income is more desirable than the possession of wealth 
the latter by itself is covetable for many reasons. It brings ease and luxury to the owne; 
and enables him to maintain his self-respect when his income suddenly drops or when he 
becomes disabled for work by old age. A wealthy man is in a position to choose an 
,!c~upation suited to his ?w~ taste. ~~e owner. of property is generally a law.abiding 
CItizen and helps to mamtam the stablhty of SOCIety. Last but not the least, it is the man 
of wealth who can afford to encourage culture and foster arts which are essential to the 
progress of society. Hence, in any economic study the capital wealth of the people must 
naturally receive the most prominent consideration. 

1 3. Capital wealth may be divided into the following five categories :_ 
(1) Land including trees standing on it. 
(2) Houses. 

(3) Agricultural implements and cattle. 

(4) Other movable properties such as furniture. jewellery, etc. 
(5) Money investments. 

. In agricultural countries, the first ~nd the third are the .direct agents of production,. 
whIle the others are the results of production. ~ ~ ~hall c~~slder each item separately and. 
calculate the total and peT capita wealth of the mdlVldual cItIzens. 

14. Land is par excellence the most important form of wealth in Travancore. We: 
shall consider it in two aspects, namely, land owned and land cultivated. The latter has 
to be correlated with income, and will, therefore, be dealt with under that head. In. 
regard to land in its relation .to ownership a distinction is made between wet and dry lands, 
the extent and value of which have been separately recorded in the schedules. The 
owners of land may be divided into three classes:-( J ) those who have mortgaged their lands 
and are thus deprived of possession, (2) those who have not mortgaged their lands but 
have borrowed money on their security, and (3) those who have neither mortgaged nor
hypothecated them. The question of debts as a charge on wealth will have to be con
sidered separately. 
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In regard to the lands which have beer mortgaged we are confronted with a 
practical difficulty in including its full value in wemth. Lands are generally mortgaged 
only for a portion of their value. The mortgagee can claim only the amount he paid as 
his wealth. The balance of the value really belongs to the mortgagor though he is not in 
possession of the land. He could exchange his right for money; but he does not actually 
get any income from this wealth either in the form of money or utilities. For this reason 
such rights have not been taken into account in calculating a person's wealth. The 
mortgagee, though he enjoys the benefit of ownership, would not get more than the mortgage 
amount plus the value of the improvements effected by him, and hence these alone 
have been considered as his wealth. The total value obtained from the schedules 
will, therefore, be somewhat less than the real value of land as it is generally understood. 

15. The number of persons returned as earners in the economic census is 1,354,383, Extent and 
and of these, the number returned as possessing wet land is 275,126 which is about 20'3 value of land. 

per cent. of the total. The total area of wet land returned being 598,000 acres and the 
value thereof Rs. 5,136 lakhs, the average extent of wet land per owner is 2'17 acres and 
the corresponding value Rs. 1,867. From' Tize Statistics of Travancore, 1930, it is seen 
that the wet land under occupation is 605,000 acres. Thus there is an omission of 1'1 
per cent. of wet lands in the economic census, as against an omission of 8'3 per cent. of 
the earners. As wet lands owned by socio~private bodies have been excluded from the 
economic census, it may be concluded that very few of the omitted earners possess wet 
land, that the margin of error in the total is negligible and that, as far as the ownership of 

OwnerR 
Earners 

Total population 

Shenkotta 
Thovala 
Kunnathunad 
Quilon 
Trrvandrum 
lI'I:maehil 
Yllavancode 

Taluk 

----\Vetland per head __I ' 

An'a III aCI es \~ alue in rupee,; 

0·12 

:1 

1,8"7 
379 

101 

Cents 

28 

7 
6 
-1 

I 

Total average 

wet land is concerned, there has 
practically been no understatement. 
In view of the fact that possession of 
land, especially wet land, is regarded 
as a mark of distinction it is natural 
that there is very little error in the 
return of this item of wealth. The 
average extent of wet land and its 
value per head of owners, earners and 
total population, obtained from the 
economic census, are given in the 
margin. The average extent of wet 
land per head of total population is 
only 12 cents. The averages obtained 
by the Travancore Banking Enquiry 
Committee for certain villages in 
some taluks are also shown in the 
lower marginal statement. 

16. The number of persons returned as owning dry land is 621,324 which is 45'9 
per cent. of the total earners, the area owned being 1,599,000 acres and the value 
Rs. 8,963 lakhs. The dry land under occupation as per T Ize S talistics 0/ T ravancore is 
1,928,000 acres. The difference i~, therefore., a.bo~ 1,7 per cent. The estates owned by 
foreigners and the dry lands belong mg to pubhc mstItutlOns have been excluded from the 
calculation. The area of these may be put down at 200,000 acres, and, if allowance is 

made for the same, the margin of error* 

Owners 
Earners 

Total population 
:/ 
I 

Dry land per head due to omissions in the economic 

Area in acres 

2 57 
1'18 

0'31 

I Yalue in rupees 

1,443 
662 

176 

census COmes down to about 8 percent. 
The average extent of land per owner 
and earner obtained from the census 
may be taken as correct, but to get the 
c.orrect average per head of the popula~ 
hon the figures have to be increased 
by 8 per cent. The averages worked 

. . out from the census figures are given 
m t~e margm. An area of 31 cents per head of the population has been obtained without 
makmg allowance for 8 per cent. error. If this is also included, the average will be 
33 cents per head. 

'it The error is the ratro of thc drfference between the obtained and true vailles to the obtamcd value 
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17. The statement below shows the average extent of dry land per head of the popula-

Mim\chil 
Thmlvella 
QUllon 
8henkotta. 
Vllavancode 
Trivandrum 
Thovala 

Taluk 

Total ayerage 

Cents 

42 
40 
27 
28 
24 
15 

4 

26 

tion in certain taluks calculated by 
the Banking Enqu iry Committee. The.
number of persons who own either wet 
or dry land has not been ascertained 
by separate counting. It is, however, 
a matter of experience that except in 
Nanjanad and Kuttanad there is hardly 
any person who owns wet Jand with
out at the Same time possessing some 
dry land. The total number of land
owners cannot, therefore, be much 
higher than the number that OWns 

dry land. 

18. The total wealth of individuals accruing from the ownership of land, as cal
~--~~-~-~~~~-------~ 

Wet 
Dry 

Land Area in ac res 

598,000 
1,599,000 

Total. 2,197,000 

Value in 1akhs 
of rupees 

5,136 
8,963 

14,099 

I 
Percentage 

of error 

.. 
+ 8 

+ 6 

culated from the figures given above, 
is given in the margin. The margin of 
error being 6 per cent. for the whole, 
the total value will be about 150 
crores of rupees. The average extent 
and value of total land. including wet 
and dry, per earner are 1'62 acres 
and Rs. 1,041, and the corresponding 

figures per head of the population are 0'43 acre and Rs. 277. As. there is an error of six 
per cent. in the latter. the correct averages may be taken to be 0'45 acre and Rs. 294 
respective! y . 

19. The averages do not give any idea of the distribution of land among the owners. 
It is quite possible that the major portion of it may be in the possession of a comparatively 
few persons. The distribution of land, as it exists now, is mainly the result of social 
customs, the _laws of inheritance and the legislative enactments made from time to time. 
The Nayar, I!ava, and Nanjanad VeHala Regulations passed during the last decade have 
brought about a complete disintegration of the properties belonging to these communities. 
The effect of these Regulations on the distribution of land will be dealt with in a later 
paragraph. In the meanwhile, let us consider the general distribution as has been observed 
from the statistics in the random sample which has been specially abstracted and tabulated. 
The following table shows the distribution of wet land among the different communities :-

Nwnber of penons of each community in the random "ampLe o','ninp wet land 

Extent of wet land owned All com-
Brahmani Nayal' i~ava I Depres,el Other i::lyrlltn Other 

Mu~hm mumties Hindu Hiudus OhrIstIan ChI Istia!lS 

I , 
Below 20 cents 1,541 2 648 212 4l 275 164 137 68 

20--40 
" 

2,248 3 949 327 45 321 313 1fiH 122 
40-60 

" 
1,818 6 791 U8 34 218 319 H!) 113 

60-80 
" 

1,105 3 495 138 15 132 1~1l (;3 70 
80-100 

" 
538 2 266 62 !) 44 105 17 33 

Total below 1 acre 7,256 16 3,149 987 1401 990 1,090 47<1 406 

1-2 a"res 2,096 18 9el5 227 2R IBn 503 81 125 
2-3 

" 
830 13 387 74 \) 64 203 an 47 

3-4 
" 

412 10 1n4 36 1 21 IO!) 2! 21 
4-5 

" 
263 8 HB 17 1 IS 72 Ifj 19 

;;-6 
" 

147 4 65 HI 1 16 4:, 3 5 
6-7 

" 
83 ;; 33 1 .. 5 :,0 5 4 

7-8 
" 

100 7 38 f; 1 6 28 (i 8 
8-9 

" 
67 1 26 .. .. 4 22 1 6 

9-lO 
" 

3B 1 13 2 .. 5 10 

I 
1 1 

Total below 10 a.cres. 11,287 83 <1,963 1,367 185 1,298 2,106 6<13 642 

10-100 acres 296 39 113 10 1 23 81l 4 17 
100 acres and above 10 3 1 . , .. 5 1 .. .. 
Total owners . 11,593 125 5,077 1,377 186 1,326 2,196 6<17 659 

Total earne:rs 0/55,803 296 9,910 10,413 6,219 r,864 8,363 7.501 3,237 

-----
NOTE:-In this table and other similar tables values corresponding to the upper limit of each group are 

included in the next higher group. 
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20. The ratio of the owners of wet lands to the total earners varies between 
different communities, and these variations are shown in the following diagram. It will 

I Diagram 73 - sbowing the percentage of persons owning wet land 

to total earners in different communities. 
pER cun. 0 10 zo 3D 40 6'0 

I 
5l'Z 

SYRIAN C-HAIST"IAN 2.6 5 

MUSLIN! 20'4 

OTHER HINOV 13'4 

i\.AVA 13 2 
°1 

OTHER C"RISTI~N 8,6 

~30 I I I I I DePRESSED HlNQU I 
~----

be seen there~ 
from that among 
Nayars 5 J'2 per 
cent. of the total 
earners possess wet 
land, and this is 
the highest propor
tion. Next to 
Nayars come the 
Syrian Christians 
with 26 '3 per cent. 
and then in order 
Muslims, other 
Hindus, l!avas, 
other Christians 
and lastly, the 
depressed Hindus 

among whom only 3 per cent. of the earners can claim to have any wet land. It has been 
pointed out in paragraph 15 above that persons who own wet land form 20'3 per cent. 
of the total earners, and according to the figures in the random sample the proportion for 
all the communities together is 20'8. The small difference between the two proportions, 
in spite of the fact that towns have been omitted from the sample, jUlStifies the adequacy of 
the sample to represent the distribution of wet land in the State. The table in paragraph 
19 shows that the mode of the distribution is in the group 20-40 cents. 

21. The following table exhibits the nature of the distribution of wet land among 

Oommumty 

Brahmall 
~ayar 

flava 
Depressed Aimln 
Other Hindus 
Syrian Christian 
Othf'r U;lristlan~ 
Mushm 

Lowet' 
qual tile 
(A"res) 

1 'Hf) 
W.'3 
O'2t! 
0'23 
0'24 
U·4.3 
0'23 
o'a6 

Median * 
(A(~re~) 

0',32 
0'44 
0'46 
1'02 
0"4t, 
O'6R 

Upper 
<]uartib 
(Acre~) 

12'48 
1'70 
1'20 
O'!Hl 
1 '03 
9,'26 
l'H 
1'74 

the owners of different communities. 
To ascertain the actual position of 
each community with regard to the 
ownership of wet land we have to 
correlate the results with the pro
portion of earners possessing the 
same. In the case of owners it is 
seen from the median figures in the 
table that the distribution is 
most favourable among Brahmans, 
and next to them among Syrian 
Christians. and is least favourable 

-- --~ - ------ among the depressed Hindus and 
other Christians. 

22. The table below shows that among Nayars and Muslims more than 60 per 

Nayar 
j'J.ava 

C()mnlluuty 

PlOpori ,IOU per cent. of 
owners haVlllg wet land 

I Below 1 acre I 1-10 acreH 110 acreR aull I 
I ovpr 

- 3;-;~--11- 2':l 

cent. of the owners have below one 

DepresHell H1l1Uli 
Synan (;hri3tian 
lIiushm 

6Z'() 
71'7 
77'4 
4\1',. 
In 'I; 

27'1) I 0', 
ZZ'U I 0'6 
46'3 I 4'1 
3~'~ 2"R 

acre of wet land, !he corresponding 
proportion among Ilavas being more 
than 70 per cent., and among the 
depressed Hindus nearly 80 per 
cent., while among Syrian Chris
tians it is only less than 50 per 
cent. If we consider the group, 
J 0 acres and above, the Syrian 
Christians have the highest propor~ 
tion. I 

23. The average area of wet land owned by the earners of each community may be 
calculated on the assumption that the average for each group is the central value of the group. 
The group 10 to J 00 acres was divided into sub-groups of J 0 acres at the sorting stage and 

* If thp ()Wller~ are ',rra11gcd In the a~cl'ndlll~ lIrder lIf the .we[t of the land in theu I'OS80f.81011, the 
extent owned hy the person at 1 he miclule pOInt is called the med,an, that owned by the PClS<'il 
mIdway between the lower bmit and the lllcchau h c.:tlled the 10,ver qnarhle, and that 0\\ ne,] hy the 
pl'rsm: malway b('\\ cen the mC'dian allll the upper limlt IS called the upper 'Juartllc. 

rJu 
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in calculating the averages the distribution thus obtained was made use of. An average 
of J 50 acres has been taken for the group J 00 acres and above. The results thus obtained 
will only be approximate, because there are only very few persons in the higher groups. It is 
possible that the average for Brahmans is somewhat underestimated and that for the 
depressed Hindus overestimated. The figures given in the margin show that the average 
~ _____ ~____ __ _ __ ~_~~_~~____ extent of wet land is the largest among Brah-

C()mmumty 

AVClagp extent of ,yet land 
(aC're~) 

mans, while among the other communities 
Syrian Christians stand first. The depressed 
Hindus are at the bottom of the scale. As 
the arithmetical average is materially affected 
by very high or low values, the real economic 
condition of a community can [P' , correctly 
be gauged from the median and the mode. 
The mode cannot be located exactly, but the 
frequency distribution shows that it is 
between 20 and 40 cents for all communities, 
except the Syrian Christians in whose case 
it is above 40 cents. 

pel Owner I per cal ncr 

Brahman 
XayaJ: 
nava 
Deplcbsed Hmuu 
Other HmJu~ 
Syrian ('bllbtian 
Other Cbri~tian;, 
Musllm 

.1 
:1 
.1 
·1 
:[ 
I 

1;;'60 
1',Z 
l'll 
1'1I~ 

l'S5 
2'li9 
1'07 
1',2 

(J" 15 
()" Uij 
0"2G 
0"71 
U'OU 
()" 33 

24. If the wet land were distributed equally amo~g the owners, and if the owners 
were arranged in the order of their wealth, beginning from the poorest, 20 per cent. of the 
owners would possess 20 per cent. of the wealth and 40 per cent. of the owners 40 per 
cent. of the wealth and so on. The following table and diagram show that this is not 
actually the case :- _"' 

ExtCllt of 
Janel 

I 

j Pel ('entage 
I of 
J O\YJlel"t--

I 

Percentag(' 
(If 

wet JUllcl 

B~!O'Y ;~ ccnts : I 
(;(, I> • 

0', 
:1'7 
7 8 

,. 
" 

" 
" 

" 

1'0 ,. 
1 lH.:lC 

2 ael'('fo1; ~ 
:l 
1< 
0 " 
Ii 

, 
:1 H 

'I 
11) 

All earners 

,57'U 
(iZ',-' 

,~U'(i 

X7'k 
~)1 . f\ 
!I3'o 

11' :~ 
13'5 

27', 
:1,'1 
4:-1'1) 
~}j'O 

B:J 0 0 5.")-1 
~H)' () ;')H·.j 

~17'1 t,l'l 
g,.~ 1i2'5 

100'0 100'0 

----.-~---'----- --- ~--

Diagram 74 - Lorenz. curve showing the distribution 

of wet land among owners_ 
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The more the cW've bends away from the line of equal distribution, the more un
equal is the distribution of land. A comparison of this diagram with similar diagrams given 
in Wealth and Income 0/ the People 0/ the United Slates by King leads to the inference 
that though Travancore is much poorer than the United States, the wealth is more evenly 
distributed here than there. From the above table we see that 62'5 per cent. of the persons 
owning less than one acre each possess only 13'5 pel" cent. of the total wet land, while 
2'6 per rent of the persons owning 10 acres and over each possess 37-5 per cent. of the 
total area. In countries like England and the United States the richest forming 2 per cent. 
of the owners possess 90 per cent. or more of the total wealth. 
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25. The distribution of dry land may be studied on exactly the same lines as that 
of wet land. The distribution among the various communities according to the sample is 
gIven below:-

_Ymnb,')' "f l'P1";on, of pack ('ommllJ/!ty 1/1, tflf' random .'alllp!(' ownzng dr!! land 

Extent of ,ll y lalld 
()\ynl,d 

.\11 com- I Bl'lh
rnuJlltip:o:. i man 

I 
----~~---- - ---- ---'-

Below 20 {'cnts 2 ilH2 !) 

20-40 " 774 

40-IW " :3,G02 1.; HH 

tiO- 80 " 2,84,; Ii 1,4:1 

80-100 ., 1,04\1 

Total below 
1 a.cre • 12.650 41 3.172 

1 7 \1',] 

:~- 4 " 1,i7H 

4-., " 1.150 10 3:;3 

j- ti " 775 \J 2-14 

Ii-- i '" 435 H 130 

7- g " 74 

8-~) " 2HU 4 

9-10 " 11,; 

Tota.l belol1!l 

i 
1h \ ,l DeJlres~ed 

Hll1UU 
(Jtllcl ~Ylian II nth!"!' [I 1:ld:_ ~~"~tIaIL , Chllsti"lI~ 

~liil 2i\l If 811H --

I,W, c!2G HI'l 

21., .-,(11 3511 

127 120 :,1;1; 201H) 

284 14 1U: 2U 71 

2.377 686 2,500 '1,785 1,290 

l,on 1,:)(14 

4R8 130 HOI 

22.; 473 HH 

1 :,0 HI:, 

102 12 2Hi 62 

27 24 110 27 

34 i 2H 17 

31; 

i\[t1,111ll 

1G2 

1 !J1 

11)2 

.;1 

799 

140 

fI, 

21 

13 

lH 

... 

10 acres 27,570 

10-100 aCl'e~ 1,111;:; Hi2 

139 7.430 

:n :;27 

4,623 1287 

10] H 

11,585 5,267 2,561 1,1678 

~~ I ~4 
1 00 acre~ and a],O\ e . :IH 

Tota.l owners 28,673 

Total earners 55,803 

-; J 0 

177 7.767 

296 9.910 

2 

4,726 1,295 

10,1113 6,219 

~, 

4,682 

9,864 

1:1 

5.652 

8,363 

2.642 

7,501 

1,732 

3,237 

~---.~------~---_:_------'----____:~----'-------

In paragraph 16 above it has been pointed out that the proportions of earners own
ing dry land is 45'9 per cent., but as per the sample this proportion is found to be 51'4 
per cent. There is less likelihood of the sample representing the actual condition of the 
State in regard to dry land than in regard to wet land, because the owners of dry lands in 
the towns and the High Range Division have not been included in the sample, The 
diagram below shows the proportions of the earners in each community who have been 
returned as owning dry land. 

Diagram 75 - showing the percentage of persons oWDing dry land 

to total earners in different communities_ 
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As in the case of wet land the percentage is the highest among Niiyars. 
Among them 73·4 per cent. of earners possess dry land. Among Syrian Christians 
the proportion is 67'6 per cent. and the depressed Hindus have the lowest proportion, 
viz., 20'8 per cent. The highest ratio among Niiyars is probably due to the wholesale 
partition of tarwiid properties under the Nayar Regulation. 

CnmllluIllty 

Brahman 
Nayar 
llava 
Depr('~~cd Hllldn 
Other Hllldu,~ 
Syrian Chrtstlan 
Other ChTlHtianH 
MuslInl 

I 
I 
I 
I 

:1 

I 

LO\YPI 

L[ Ital tIlp 
lacre~) 

1'10 
().;,-t 
()'{3 

0-42 
0"38 
o 71 
0'3H 
(j.-t:-

Meehan l"pper 
quart!1!' (acles 
(acre~) 

2' 7~) i ·OU 
1'38 2·HR 
0'99 2·03 
,)'82 1·79 
(J·78 1· fl4 
I'SO 3-74 
1'06 2·4(; 
l' 15 2 -:l~) 

26. The median and the quar-
tiles have been calculated as in the 
case of the wet land and are shown 
in the marginal table. The different 
communities occupy more or less the 
same rank in the ownership of dry 
land as In that of wet land. The 
mode is generally between 40 and 
60 cents except lXavas and among 
other Christians among whom it IS 

less than 40 cents. 

27. The average area of dry land owned by different communities is given in the 
margin. The Nampfitiii Brahmans 
being big landlords, the Brahman 

Average area of dry land 

COlllnunIty 
_________ (l\c1'e,..) ________ _ 

[,'er earner 1 per ownc)' \ 

--------~--- -------~--------------I 

I I 

community shows the highest aver
ages per owner and earner. The 
average per earner is the lowest for 
the depressed Hindus, viz., 30 
cents. Niiyars have nearly 3 acres Brahman 12'89 

Na.yar : I 2'95 
~!ava 1'H5 
Deprc~~eu HlIldu .' 1'43 
Other Hmdus I 1 '42 
::';ytian C1hnstum :1'90 
Other ctrJstIans 2-28 
Muslim 2'09 

I 

I 

I· 

i-711 
2'31 
0'89 
U'30 
(j·(;7 
2,(;4 
(j'in 

1'44 

per owner and 2} acres per 
earner, while the corresponding 
areas for Syrian Christians are 
nearly 4 acres and over 2-! acres 
respectively. 

28. The following statement and diagram show the general features of the distribu
tion of dry land among owners:-

D"~t1·ibution of dry land a,mong fllI'norH 

--------------~----------

I Percent- Percent
I age of age of 

Extent of land 

I owneIS dry lard 

Below 20 cents 8'3 0·3 

" 
40 " 

19' i 1'6 
., 60 

" 
32'3 !l.g 

SO 
" 

40':; 6'0 

.' 1 aore 44·2 7-2 

'. 2 acres 67'S 20-40 

" 
R 79'4 31'2 
4, 

" 
8,,)'6 39-3 

" 
;; ." 89'6 -II) '0 

6 92,3 51'3 

i " 
!l3-8 53'2 

8 ,. 9~-R ;,S-O 

" 
!l " 

9r)'S 60-!l 
10 96 2 fi2'5 

All ea.rners 1000 100'0 

Diagl'am 76 - Lorenz curve showing the distribution 

of dry Jand among owners. 
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A comparison of the above diagram with that given in paragraph 24 supra will 
show that the distribution of dry land is as uneven as that of wet land. 44'2 per cent. of 
the persons owning less than one acre of dry land each possess only 7'2 per cent. of the total 
area, while 3·8 per cent. of owners possessing 10 acres and over each hold 37'5 per cent. 
of the total area. 
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29. Nowhere else in India has the sub-division of land been carried to such an Effect of the 
extent as in Travancore. The process must have been considerably accelerated during fartit~n of 

the latter half of the past decade when Regulations providing for the partition_of tar wad t::::S~~ r::pel"
properties of three important marumakkathayam communities, namely, Nayar, Ilava and tist;ibutiog. of 

Nanjanad VeHala, were passed. The number of partition deeds executed, the total extent ::ya::n~:d 
of land partitioned and the number of shares into which it has been divided, compiled from flavas 
the figures supplied ~ the Registration Department, are shown in State Table V included 
in Part II ( Imperial Tables). 

30. The following statement gives a summary of the figures contained in that table:
Particulars of the partttwn dpPGS e;rl'cuted by Na!/ars, lllLt'as, and Nanjanad Vejla]as In the 

yearsllOl-l105 .11, g. (1926.1930 A. D.) 

Naysrs IJ.avas NinjRnii.d Vef}a]as 

-

Number I Total extent 

I 

arc Number Total extent Number Number Number Total Nl1mber 
t of deeds of ;and of share- of deeds of lan, 1 of "hare· of dCl'ds extent of of Ahare_ 

j 
regis- pmhtlOned holders reg,,· I part, tlOncd holders 1egb. land holdca 
tered tered tere,i partitIOned 

Extent of each sh 

--------- - -- ._ 
-~--------

Acres Acres Aere" 

:) cents and Ie,s 1,2111 591,34 21,373 1,117 607'37 22,3H6 26 4'41 247 

6-10 cents 1,63~ 2,08!l'7!) I 27,On 1,409 1,1;04 '73 2l.304 20 l2'H 163 

11-2." cents ,\:;18 14,604'8:; 80,751 3 .. 2Gt; 7,ROO'53 43,,3H3 107 246'20 1,BIlfi 

%6-50 
" 7,092 37,2.31'011 101,397 3,0;;0 11 ,567 ,18 32,218

1 125 3H7'B7 1,On 

:;]-75 4,77J 32,427·52 52,9S(; 1,5J3 9,090'92 14,977 78 3:;S 76 592 

76 cents -1 acre 2,890 2.\97(;'73 SO,O·Hi 89:1 6,OOS' 48 6,916 65 339,1:> 403 

1 acre- 2 acres ~.4!J2 74,]()3' 59 53,58:; 1,22(; 11,782'86 8,791 137 1,158· 99 860 

2 acres - 5 
" 

a,215 76,787 03 26,405 511 7,820'34 2,8:17 69 1,439' 87 476 

1\ 
" 

-Ill ., 735 35,916']4 5,335 G7 2,42" ·42 :~81 2,., SriO'OI 114 

Over 10 acres 314 34,4!l1 ' 69 I,S!l4 20 1,428'45 123 13 1,850·15 56 

Total 32,903 33~.299·76 ~OO,86~ 13,076 59,636·28 1153,556 665 6,657'65 5,389 

The above statement shows that Nayars have executed 32,903 partition deeds 
covering an ~rea of 334,300 acres of land which has been distributed among 400,864 indi
viduals, that Ilavas have executed 13,076 deeds distributing 59,636 acres among 153,556 
persons, and that N anjanad VeUalas have partitioned 6,658 acres among 5,389 share
holders by executing 665 partition deeds. The extent of each_ share worked (lut from the 
above figures comes to 83 cents for Nayars, 39 cents lor !lavas and 123 cents for 
Nanjanad VeHalas. These figures do not, however, show the extent to which 
land has been sub~divided. This can be seen from the proportions given III 

Extent of eaeh share 

0- 10 cents 
11 - 2:1 " 
26 -:;0 " 
51 - 7;; " 
76 eent~ - 1 "ere 

1 acre - 2 acres 
2 acres -:; " 
5 " --10 

Over 10 acres 

Total 

.1 

,I 
,I 

Percentag-e of the larro ll1 each 
group to the total area 

partitIOneu 

Nayar 

--~----+----~-----

0'8 
4'4 

11 'I 
9'7 
7'R 

22'2 
23'0 
1')'7 
10 3 

iOO'O 

3'7 
12'2 
19'4 
15'2 
10'1 
19'5 
13·1 

4'1 
.l·4 

iOO'O 

!he margin for N ayars and 
I lavas. Among Nayars 16 per 
cent. of the lands partitioned 
have been divided into indi
vidual shares of 50 cents or 
less, while the _ corre~ponding 
proportion among I!avas is 35 per 
cent. The proportion of shares up
to 1 acre each is about 34 per 
cent. among Nayars and_ more 
than 60 per cent. among Ilavas. 
We have seen in paragraph 72. 
Chapter I, that a family consist~ 
ing of five members should have 
at least 10 acres of land to main
tain a minimum standard of living. 
Each member should thus have 
at least two acres. From the 

above table it will be seen that of the-total extent of land partitioned by Nayars, only 
5v 
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~4 per cent. have been divided into shares of 2 acres or a~ove and that in the case of 
J!avas this proportion is not more than 20 per cent. In other 'Yords, 56 per cent. of the 
land in the case of Nayars and 80 per cent. in the case of I!avas have been divided in 
such a way that it will not provide a fair means of subsistence to the holders thereof. 

We have already seen that the number of shareholders in 32,903 partition deeds 

Percentage of the shareholders 
III each group to the total 

Extent of each sbare shareholders 

\ 

-

l'ayar 
1 

I!ava 

5 cents and less . 5,3 14,6 
6 - 10 cents 6·S 13'9 

11 - 25 " 
20'1 28'4 

26 - 50 " 
25'3 20 9 

51 - 75 " 
. 13'2 

1 

9'S 

76 cents - 1 acre ,'f) 4'5 
1 a.cre - 2 acres 13'4 5·7 
2 a.cres - 5 

" 
6'6 1'9 

5 
" 

-10 
" 

1'3 0'2 
Over 10 !\eres 0'5 0'1 

Tota.l 100'0 100'0 

executed by Nayars is 400,864 
and that the number in 13,076 
partition deeds ex e cut e d by 
Havas is 153,556. The pro~ 
portionate distribution of these 
shareholders according to the 
extent of each individual share 
is shown in the marginal state
ment. Among Niiyars 5'3 per 
cent. of the shareholders got less 
than 5 cents of land each, 32'2 
per cent. 25 cents or less, 57'5 
per cent. 50 cents or less, 91 '6 
per cent. 2 acres or less and only 
8'4 per cent. got over 2 acres 
each. If two acres of land is the 
minimum required for a person to 
subsist upon, only 8'4 per cent. of 
the shareholders among Nayars 

. and 2'2 per cent. of the share-
holders among Ilavas have received this minimum by the partition of their tarwiid properties. 
But 44 per cent. of the land partitioned by Nayars is_ held by 8'4 per cent. of the share~ 
holders and 20 per cent. of the land partitioned by I!avas by 2'2 per cent. of the share
holders. 

31. The above figures indicate clearly the extent to which land has been sub-divided 
and how unequally jt has been distributed as a result of the partition of the tarwad proper~ 
ties of Nayars and Havas. It must, however, be remembered that partition has been effected 
in many cases only on paper and that many shares, particularly those of a mother and 
her minor children, are still held jointly, so that the sub-division has not been carried to 
that extent which the figures given above would seem to indicate. The average area of 
land owned by a tarwad was 10'2 acres in the case of Nayars and 4'6 acres in the case of 
Ilavas before the partition of their properties, and it stands at 4 acres and 2'2 acres respec
tively per owner after the partition. These latter are, however, much larger than the average 
extent of each individual share which, when calculated on the total land and the aggregate 
shareholders, is only 83 cents among Niiyars and 39 cents among I!avas. This disparity is 
certainly due to many individuals holding their shares jointly eVen after the partition. But 
the shares have been defined and it is only a question of time before they are actually sepa~ 
rated and the disintegration of the properties is completed. 

32. Next to land the most important item of wealth among one's personal possessions 
is the house. The enumerators were instructed to note down the value of the 
house or houses owned by every person. The returns of houses in the economic census 
are 'not strictly comparable with those of the general census for the following reasons. 
Two houses situated in a compound and belonging to the same owner, in which different 
families live, bave been treated as two houses in tbe population census, but in the economic 
census schedule only their total value has been entered. Public institutions, such as 
schools, hospitals, etc., have not been included in the economic census. 

, The number of persons returned in the economic census as possessing houses is 
724,160 or 53'5 per cent. of the earners. It is possible to under-rate or over~estimate the 
value of a bouse, but it may be assumed that, as far as the number is concerned, the 
omission is only the same as the omission of earners, namely, 8 per cent. The number of 
persons owning houses, is considerably more than the number owning dry land. This is 
due to the fact that some members of a family construct houses of their own on jointly 
owned lands and that the Depressed Classes generally have their huts constructed on their 
masters' holdings. 
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33. The total value of the houses and the average value per owner, earner and 
'head of the population are given in the margin. If allowance is made for an error of 

about 8 per cent., the total value and the average per 
capita value will be Rs. ]'990 lakhs and Rs. 39 
respectively. Though tIle construction of houses is 
m'linly affected by n'ltural and social environments, 
the value of houses may be regarded as a good index 
of the economic condition of the people. The large 
majority of houses in India except in cities are small 

Total value of houses 
Average per owner 
Average per e9,l'ner 
Average per head of 

populatlOn 

Rs 

1,84R l1.kh~, 
2j~) 

laG 

:Hi 

huts only. The per capita value, according to the Travancore Banking Enquiry Committee, 
varies from Rs. 16 to Rs. 71 in certain taluks and from Rs. 76 to Rs. 124 in Thovala and 
Shenkotta. 

The following table prepared from the random sample gives a rough idea of the 
.distribution of houses On the basis of their value among the owners:-

.JYumlJer of persons tn each community oU'n.np hOU8PS 

Valne of houses All com- Brahman W I Ilavu Depressed I Other ~Yl1an Other Muslim 
munitlcs ~ ayur I Hindu 

I 
Hln(lus Ch-rJ"tian Christians 

Rs I I 
'Below 100 22,645 16 3,289 4,493 

I 
2,364- 4,534- 3,18" 3.462 1,302 

100- 200 , 4,371 14 1,179 747 81 71;-; !J:J9 372 304 
2"0 - 300 2,115 13 606 311 32 254 fi80 193 ]26 
300 -- -l00 1,331 ]3 408 172 12 11;(; 3t1S 86 86 

400- 500 1>05 9 167 79 8 07 170 38 27 
500- 600 917 12 289 108 8 109 276 74 -H 
·6UO - 700 192 3 (;5 13 1 1(, 75 !l 11) 
700- 8ilO M8 3 120 3ii 4 27 107 33 19 
800_ 900 154 7 58 14 I 10 45 13 6 

900 -1,000 53 1 13 4 ., f) 21 3 :J 
~,000-3, )00 1,1()() 53 31>7 100 6 73 380 58 63 
3,000-5,000 147 H 36 2 " If. 63 10 6 
5,000 and abDve 112 18 2:'1 8 .. 13 35 7 8 

Total o'Wnera . 34,040 176 6.620 6,066 

l 
2,517 5,996 6,284 4,358 2,003 

'Tota.l ea.rners . 55,803 296 9,910 10,413 6,219 9,864 8,363 7,501 3,237 

The averages calculated from the above table for communities other than Brahmans, 
Nayars, Syrian Christians and Muslims may not be reliable, since the majority of their 

Commulllty 

"Nayar 
~yrJan Ohrl"tian 
Muslim 

Value of hOUR"" 

per owner per earner 

287 
32! 
211 

R~, 

1[12 
24:~ 
130 

houses are worth less than Rs. 100 
and the assumption of an average 
value of Rs. 50 per house in this 
group may be too high. From a 
special enquiry made in the case of 
the depressed Hindus it is seen that 
most of their huts are hardly worth 
more than Rs. 5 each and that the 
average value is only between Rs. 8 
and Rs, 9, The averages for three 
major communities given in the 
margin may be regarded as fairly 

,correct. Syrian Christians show the highest average. next to them come the Nayars and 

Percentage of owners 'whose hou~es 
are of value 

Community 

I I RfI, 1,00(1 &. above, 
Below 

R~, 100-1,000 Rs, 100 I 

Brahman 9'1 42'6 I 41:;'a 
Naya.r 49'7 43'!) 6'4 
lJa.va n's 24'4 I l'S 
Depres"cd Hindu 93'9 5'9 I 0'2 
Other Hindus 7;)'6 22', I 1 '7 
Syrian Ohristian , 50'7 41'7 7'6 
Other ChrIstians 7!J' 5 18'8 

I 
1'7 

uslim 6;)'0 31'2 3"8 

Prop or-
twn per 
cent, (If 
ownE'r~to 

earners 

5H-li 
66'8 
,,8'4 
iO' ,-, 
(iO'8 
75'1 
58'1 
61'9 

then the Muslims. It 
may further be noted 
from the marginal state
ment that the proportion 
of owners of houses to 
total earners does not 
vary so widely as that 
of other items of wealth. 
This is only natural 
because a house is an 
absolute necessity to 
every family. 
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Agricultura.l 34. Agricultural implements, though they form only a small proportion of the total 
implementB. wealth, are nevertheless important from the point of view of agricultural production. The 

total number of earners returned as having agricultural implements is 392,023, but the 
number of persons receiving income by direct cultivation of land is more than 620,000. It 
would appear, therefore, that a large number of cultivators have no agricultural implements. 
But actually it cannot be so. On scrutinising the schedules it has been found that several 
agriculturists, especially small cultivators, have returned no implements. The number of 
implements they possess being few and their value insignificant, they might have thought it 
not worth the while to return the implements in their possession. Such omissions can be 
the only cause of the difference between the number returned as possessing implements and 
the number of cultivators. 

ltIovea.ble 
propertieB, 

The total value of the agricultural implements returned is Rs. 205 lakhs and the 
average per owner works out to i{s. 52. To make up for the omissions a margin of error 
of J ° per cent. may be assumed in this case. The error may be more, but since agri
cultural implements form only a small portion of the total wealth, a larger error in this item 
will not materially increase the error in the total wealth. 

35. The term "movable properties" includes a variety of things, such as cooking 
utensils, livestock m)t used for agricultural purposes, stocks held by traders, jewellery, etc. 
There are very few persons who do not possess some mova ble property or other, and yet 
the number of earners returned as having such properties is only 673,498 which is about 
50 per cent. of the total earners. Evidently, 'persons possessing movable properties of insigni
ficant values have not returned them. Probably also, this form of wealth owned by 

Total value of pos8esslOn~ 
Avernge per owner 
A veragc per earner 

R., 

li(;4 lakh~. 
!l!) 
4!) 

working or non-working dependants may not have 
been returned. For these rea50ns a wide margin 
of error, say 30 per cent., may be assumed in thIS 
item. The total value obtained from the census and 
the averages per owner and earner are shown in the 

margin above. The average per owner may be taken to be correct, and the total and the 
average per earner will have to be increased by 30 per cent. 

36. The distribution of this item of wealth among the different communities accord·
ing to the random sample is shown below :-

lYumhpr of peJ'sons in ea('h commumty O1l'ning movable propertlell accord!?lIl to the 
random fllllI/ple ' 

I 
I 

All eOffi- DepI'essed Other Syrian Other 
YalUl' nlunitle~ Rlahman Nayar j'~ava Hindu Hllldus Chri"tian ChristIans Muslim 

:RH, I I 
I I 

Below 100 2:1,628 46 4-,878 -1,;;71 1,238 4,461 4,44-0 2,681 1,313 
100- 200 3,007 35 868 390 36 440 1l8!) 333 216, 
200- 300 1,0Ii\ 38 260 Ul 4 110 281 96 85 
300- 400 !i6 23 158 40 7 ;;0 123 H 3-1 

400- 5(0 121 7 30 12 2 13 31 9 11 
500- 600 294 21 6~ 37 3 39 76 29 21 
600- 700 5n 5 20 ;; .. r> 13 " 5 
70U- 800 62 5 15 3 .. 12 1;; 8 -1 

80U- 900 36 of 8 1 , . 5 13 2 3 
900-1,OOU 10 2 .. .. 8 .. 

1,00U-~,()00 230 20 49 31 3 20 74 20 13 
3,UOO--iJ,UUO 17 2 4 1 ., 2 6 2 

" 
5,000 and above 21 6 2 .. .. 5 7 .. 1 

Total owners 28,976 212 6,362 5,232 1,293 5,162 5,782 3,227 1,706 

Total earners 55,803 296 9,910 10,0113 I 6,219 9,8601 8,363 7,501 3,237 
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37. The following table shows the proportion of owners 

P " ercenta~l~ of 0\\ llel~ pO .... ...,(_-' .... ~IIl~ Per~l!lltage of) 
lIlovable propertie:-- I nWrH'rq ha ,Y_ I 

('()llltnUlllt" ----I --~~,--- --I iIlg lllovable I 
Below B,. I AoO\'c Jlropeltte~ 

____ __ ~~I)~ ___ ~~(IIII>___I_ R, 1,000 I to (''l,flIerH 

illailltlall ,j 2[' j (i:;'j 13·2 71' I; 
N:tyal 76', :2'f U'H 1;,1'2 

I,a",l :1 Ri'''' l:!'j\ 0'" ;-,0'2 
))epl'('"e([ Hmdu Hj"H 4'0 II 2 :!O'H 
Other HinrluH ~(j'.j. I:~' I IJ' " ,,2 ':! 
SyrIan ChrIstian jU"K 21'7 I':; (j\J'1 

Other Chll,tia.ns fl3'1 11)'2 0';- ,t1'11 
Mu,lim 77'U 2~'!! O'R -'} .... .)_ I 

_ .. _-_. ---_ 

who possess movable 
properties of different 
val ues and the percent
age of earners having 
such possessions in 
different communities _ 
Excepting Brahmans 
more than 70 per cent. 
of the owners in other 
communities have mov
able properties worth 
less than Rs_ 1 00, 
which probably consist 
of necessities and not 
luxuries. 

38. By" investment" is meant cash investment in banks, chitties, etc., and money Investments 
lent out on interest with or without security. It is ordinarily the rich and the middle 
classes who will have this form of wealth. Only those who can save will be able to 
invest. There may be some who will even starve to save money. But they are only 
exceptions. The amount of investments, together with the value of hoarded luxuries, such 
as jewels, etc" represent the total capital available in the country for the development of 
her economic resources. Even if jewels be left out as a conventional necessity, the volume 
of investments is a good index of the material prosperity of the people. 

The total number of persons returned as having money investments is 226,279 
which is about 16· 7 per cent. of the earners. In an agricultural country like Travancore 
where people are leading a hand-to-mouth existence the large majority of the people cannot 
be expected to make much savings. The investments of small amounts by the working and 
non-working dependants may not have been included in the returns. The total volume of 
investments according to the economic census is Rs. 1,068 lakhs, giving in average of 
Rs. 472 per investor and Rs. 79 per earner. There is no means of checking the accuracy 
of these figures. It may, however, be assumed that if people had returned their debts and 
investments correctly the total debts would be equal to the total investments minus the 
reserve funds in banks which have not been lent out. The total debts excluding mortgages 
as shown by the returns amount to Rs. 1,206 lakhs and even this may be appreciably 
below the actuals. Omissions in investments, therefore, seem to be much more than those in 
debts. A margin of error of 30 per Cent. may, however, be assumed to exist in invest
ments. 

39. The following table shows the distribution of investors 10 the various com-
munities according to the value of investment as per the random sample :-
-~------ --~---

I --r - -_ ---- ----------

I Other iMU'irlll Value of All ('om- IBrahman ~a,\'<ll j):"" Deple"c([ Od,cI' I fly!'l an 
lnvestment, munihl'''; Hindu HlIlUUh Chrl~llall \ "Ill "nail' i I 

I 
~-~-- --.- ---

~~--

R~, 
Iklm' I()1l 4,1:l2 }.; H~-! 1'11;0 11 

: 
M7 I.10:1 t:l4 14" 

III') - :!IIO ],735 I~ 1;-;; 2\q :i ~, ~lS 4tl2 HII 72 
21111- :\'11 \J:l7 I~ :!ti, 13:~ ~:; 112 21i~ I;.j. .)\) 

:Wo- 41)11 ;,\):! 1 I 11-;" HI 1:1 ;,4 IXf :IX ,'-.1 

4cOO- ;,(10 .i :121' ') ~- 4\1 X 37 Iii 20 }., ,) 

" 
,iO'- (jl)() I :1\,. 7 11" ,,{ f) :1, 112 2\1 Ix 
1)1111-- ,110 IIiK :! :\0 In :; 12 ;-)K 12 III 
7(1)- 011)1) 

" Ed il 5X 1\1 1 II) 4K 11 ;l 

HI)\) -- \100 III 4 ~ 1 Iii 1 11 ,~\I i) 4 
\100--1,000 64 'J :!i} ~ 1 :l 22 " " 

1,11I1I1-:~,IIO,l 7!~ 10 :n" !IK 1 til 2hf ,~9 27 
:!,(lOII-ii,()(111 I:;il 12 :ll 1K 1 K i {ifi II .; 
:',()(lO and uht)ve . Ilf 11 :12 , 4 -! ;'6 Ii " 

I 
1 

1 I Total investors 9,633 11111 2,111111 i 1,6117 1111 11 ,211 2,833 8111 399 

Total earners ,,55,803 296 9,910 110,1113 6,219 19 ,8611 8,363 7,501 :3,237 
I 

- -----_._----

5w 
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CommuBlty \ AVNl1ge per inve<tor \ Average per earner 
The averages calcu

lated from the above 
table are given in the 
margin. The depress
ed Hindus occupy the 
lowest and the Syrian 
Christians the highest 
position among the 
major communities. 

)iayar 
fIava 
}lejJrm,sed Hmdu 
Other Hindu, 
~yrlan Ch!'IHtll1n 
Oth"r Chnl'tlaliH 
),1 n..,lnl1 

I 

i 
'I 

:\ 
,I 

1 

·1 
'1 

2-17 
:!7H 
:)1:> 
311 
-1:>1 

lUlj 
1H 

The following diagram'shows the percentages of earners in different communities 
having investments below certain amounts. The lower the curve, the better is the condition 
of the community concerned. The percentage of earners having no investment at all is 
98 among depressed tlindus, 89 among other Christians, 88 among olher Hindus and 
Muslims, 84 among I!avas, 7S among Nayars and 66 among Syrian Christians. The 
above is the order in which the communities may be arranged in regard to their economic 
prosperity on the basis of their investments. 
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40. From the foregoing discussion it will be seen that in regard to the p_ossession of 
wealth, Nayars and Syrian Christians can be included in one group and I~avas, other 
Hindus and other Christians in another. Muslims show variations between different 
items of wf'alth. Brahmans and the Depressed Classes stand at the two extremes, the 
former at the top and the latter at the bottom. These results are more or less in conformity 
with one':; experience of the conditions of the different communities in this State. 

41. We may now summarise the total wealth of the people and indicate the approxi-
_____ _~__ mate margin of error in it. These are given 

! I in the marginal statement. The average 
CI,,,, (lj \I e,lIth ~~~l~~e ~~l Ma:,~~~ of wealth per earner and per head of the popula-

Wet. lap!] 
Diy 111m! al](1 tref~ I 

1 [mIse, , I 

Ag-llCllltllllll Implcment8 . I 
Other movable, I 

lnve"tmenb 

Tota.l 

Tupee, pc, C"lIt- I tiQn can be worked out from these figures. 

~"IBlj 
l"',~Hii{ 

1,1-\-1-3 
2()~' 
Ijli-l

l,1luK 

1.7.879 

., 
K 

K 
10 
30 
:~o 

8 

About 79 per cent. of the total wealth con
sists of land, 10 per cent. of houses, 5 per 
cent. of movable properties and livestock and 
6 per cent. of investments. The average 
wealth per earner is Rs. , ,320 and that per 
head of the population is Rs. 351 with a 
possible error of 8 per cent. If allowance is 
made for this error, the per capita average 

---~- will stand at Rs. 379. Thi~ may be 
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compared with the wealth estimates in certain other countries. The following figures 
for 1921 were taken from an address delivered by Sir M. Visveswaraya in December 
1930. * Sir M. Visveswaraya thinks that the estimate for India is not correct, but that 

I 
~\' t'alth C~llmate I 

COllntry t I 

______ ___ _ P" ""In ~ .. 1 

i l,K. . 
United ~tate8 of Amenca . 7,!ill 
Great Brltain 
Canada. 
.Japan 
IndIa 

Travancore 

')'1;;:~t-) 
;,.;,1+ 
l22:> 

24+ 

379 

it is sufficiently dependable to show how low is 
the position which India occupies in all such 
comparisons. The figure for Travancore is not 
strictly comparable with those for other countries, 
because the former represents the private wealth 
and the latter the national wealth. In paragraph 4 
above we have seen the difference between private 
and national wealth. It must also be remembered 
that the value of the rights of owners in lands which 
have been mortgaged have not been taken into 
account in the calculation of total wealth in 
Travancore and that, on the other hand, in the case 
of mortgages only the mortgage amounts and the 

value of improvements, which together may not exceed 75 per cent. of the actual value of the 
land, have been included. In spite of these differences in the method of estimating the wealth, 
the figures enable us to see clearly the low ~osition which Travancore occupies as com~ 
pared with Western countries and Japan. 

42. In considering the wealth of earners in smaller units, such as the administrative Distribution 
divisions and taluks, only totals have been taken into account and these as well as the o! ~~alth by 

• . h f 11 . dIVISIon and average per earner are given m teo owmg statement :- taluk. 

- - ----- ------ --------------,-------------,-------,-------

Divlsioll and talnk 

Southern Division 

I Thovala 
2 Aga~thlswara,,, 

3. Kalklliarn 
-I. VIlavancode 
5. N eyyattinkara 
O. Trlvalldrum 
i. Nedumangad 
H. Chlraymkil 

Central Division 

~\ .. Qmlon 
10. Karun"g<tpally 
11 K<Lrthlkapally 
12. Mavehkal'a 
H Kunnaihur 
14 Kottarakkara 
15 l'athanapuram 
Iii Hhenkotta 
Ii Pathanamthl'ota 
18 Thll'llvella 
l!l },rnpah.puh 

Northern Division 

20 Chank(anu('lH'l'Y 
21 Kottayam 
22 VatkOlll 
23, Sherthala 
24 Patnr 
20. Knnu<Lthunad 
2fi l\111vMtupn~a 
r _. T hi )(1trpn~a 
2i-\ .!\hnad1l1 

High Range Division 

29. Pllmedc 
311. DC\lkn]'lm 

. 

Total nllmhf'r of 
earners lcturne(l 

397.392 

14,4()1) 
-15,214 
;)4,352 
-11,630 
1;() .. O53 
iO,H42 
-I4.0\JH 
f;0,7!)'; 

501,176 

(\fl-,nO(\ 
,j1,737 
4H,594 
;)6,727 
30,!1::14 
3(),Ofi2 
"11.203 
1;,82i 
21.2i(l 
7!J.441 
.-14?7~:; 

402486 

:-)3,4-0~ 

.il %1 
:W.l11 
!i2,870 
47, L~!I 
.);1,~34;-) 

42.tn 1 
2(1.21-\11 
-I I. 2 Iii 

53,329 

~9,8!18 

23,431 

Tot'll" enlth lIJ 

!akh, ot rUjlec, 

4,3596 

liN, 
l)!l3 -I 
fiSl 1 
-I')2'F 
.;6f) H 

1,0244 
2967 
,13 k 

63134 

)0(01; 1 
")34 ~ 
ilil () 
fjl_lH ,; 
2-11; 3 
4~8 I) 

232 t' 
~;jH H 
2;-:)f) 0 

1 -117 1 
H.",i 3 

7.0783 

;-Ill.; !I 
I,Ii!!'9 

(j ~n h 
727·.J-
«it;') ';" 
,i;.{2 I 
71.1'7 
4111-2 

1 X44'~ 

127 iI 

75 fl-
;:'1 f, 

* 1ft!' :fof!l.'o)'r' RctvYlomic Jourllal, y(l] XVII, p 7. 

AVera!{c w~alt h 
per carner 

R~. 

1097 

1,232 
l.~):\-l 

1,253 
!lfi8 
81;3 

l,-1-lIi 
ii73 
:<4, 

1,206 

1.17.~ 
1014 
1.0li6 
1.0(;1 

7~Hi 

1,271 
7 -1-(; 

1 4~~ 
1 .(I~II 

! )x+ 
1 X02 

1,759 

l.h74 
2.IH 
I,GIll 
1,:H!i 
12"8 
1,11'1., 
1,1;72 
1,!l7R 
:{,2~f) 

239 
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The estates owned by foreigners have been excluded from the calculation. Both 
in the total wealth and the averagE: per earner the Northern Division stands first and the 
High Range last. The average wealth per earner is Rs. J ,759 in the Northern Division, 
Rs. 1,260 in the Central, Rs. 1,097 in the Southern, and Rs. 239 in the High Range. 
Of the taluks, Minachil appears to be the richest; indeed all the taluks where Syrian 
Christians preponderate have comparatively higher averages. In the Central Division 
Ampa1apu~a takes the lead in regard to average wealth per earner, though in point of total 
wealth Thiruvella stands first. in the Southern Division Agasthiswaram has the highest 
average. If Pirmede and Devikulam lare left out of consideration, Nedumangad appears 
to be the poorest of all the taluks. 

III. Debt 
43. Debts can be classified into, 

( I) Mortgage of land in which the possession of the property is transferred to 
the mortg<!.gee, 

(2) Hypothecation of land in which the debtor retains possession of the property 
but pays interest to the creditor, 

(3) Other debts, mostly unsecured. 

44. The total number of persons returned as having mortgaged their lands is 72,398 
or 5'3 per cent. of the total earners. The proportion of mortgagors to owners of dry land 
is 11'7 per cent. and the proportion to total landowners may also be about the same. The 
total mortgage amount works out to Rs. 437'7 lakhs, the averagf'S per mortgagor and per 
earner being Rs. 605 and Rs. 32 respectively. There are no statistics to test the accuracy 
of these figures. A statement has been prepared from the figures supplied by the Registra. 
tion Department showing the sales, mortgages and hypothecations executed and claimed 
by the major communities of the State during the last decade and is given as State Table 
IV in Part II (Imperial Tables). This table shows the r~te of alienation or purchase of 
property by the four important communities (Nayars, Ilavas, Nanjanad VeHalas and 
Christians) during the two halves of the last decade, but gives no indication of the mort
gage debts as they stood at the time of the census. Mortgaging and redeeming are both 
continuous processes and the total mortgage debt is the combined result of these two 
processes. The figures will be discussed in detail separately. 

45. Debt obtained on the security of land is what is known as the hypothecation 
debt. When land is hypothecated it often passes ultimately into the hands of the creditor 
on account of the debtor's inability to repay the debt. The number of persons returned 
as having debts of this form is 147,718 which is 10'9 per cent. of the earners. These 
figures are higher than those for the mortgage debt which is an indication of the fact that 
landowners try to retain possession of the land as far as possible. The total value of the 
debts is Rs. 705'0 lakhs, and the averages per debtor and carner are Rs. 477 and Rs. 52 
respectively. 

46. Both mortgage and hypothecation debts may be examined together in the 
random sample for which figures have been specially abstracted. The debts of each 
person in the sample were first added up, these totals were transferred to the slips and a 
:special sort was made. The frequency distribution for the different communities is given' 
below:-
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Debtors 9,287 89 2,597 1,462 225 1.409 2.268 796 4111 

Ea.rners 55,803 296 9,910 10,413 6,219 9,864 8,363 7,501 3,237 
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The proportions of total earners in some communities having debts below certain 
amounts are shown in the following diagram. A comparison of this diagram with the one 
showing investments given in paragraph 39 above brings out the fact that there is a close 
correlation between prosperity and indebtedness. Debt is based on credit and indebtedness 
may, therefore, be an index of prosper~ty. This apparent paradox is explained in Chapter 
XI of The Punjab Peasant lin Debt and Prosperity by Mr M. L. Darling. After 
examining the causes of debt in the Punjab he concludes that" debt was allied to prosperity 
and poverty alike and that while its existence was due to poverty its volume was due to 
prosperity.' , 
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Diagram 78 - ShOWlDg the proportIOn of earners 

by community b8vin,; debls secured 00 land. 
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47. The percentages given in the following table show that there is little overlapping in 
_________________ ~_____ __ _____ mortgage and hypothecation debts. 
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to these two forms of debt being 
5'3 and 10'9 per cent. respectively, 
the percentage in regard to the 
two combined can never be greater 
than 16'2. The percentage obtained 
from the sample is 16'6 as can 
be Seen from the marginal table. 
The difference is negligible. 
Brahmans stand fir st in indebted~ 

ness as they do in wealth. In the case of Muslims, though the proportion of the indebted 
is small, the average debt per debtor is rather high. 

48. Unsecured debts, unlike those already dealt with, are incurred solely on the Unsecured 
basis of the borrower's credit and the rate of interest paid is generaiJ y higher. The debts, 

margin of error in the returns of these debts is likely to be greater than that in 
other debts. The number of earners returned as having unsecured debts is 258,605 
which is 19'1 per cent. of the earners. Even if this be exclusive of persons having 
secured debts, who form 16'2 per cent. of the earners, it is seen that 64'7 per cent. of the 
earners have no debts at all. The unsecured debts, according to the census amount to 
Rs. 501'8 lakhs, the average per debtor bemg Rs. 194 and p~r ea~ner R" 37. [he 

5x 
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following statement shows the frequency distribution of these debts among the different 
communities as per the random sample :-
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Taking all communities together, 63'2 per cent. of the debtors are found to have 
debts below Rs. 100, and only 3 'I per cent. above Rs, 1,000, whereas the corresponding 
proportions in the secured debts are 21'4 per cent, and 13'2 per cent. respectively. The 

figures in the margin 
bring out the difference 
between the vanous 
commumtIes in this 
respect, Of all the 
communities, Brahmans 
show the highest pro
portion in the group 
Rs. 1,000 and above 
and the depressed 
Hindus the low~t. 
The proportions of 
debtors to earners given 

~~--- .-~- ~---- -----1----- 1 
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in the last column of 
the table show the 

correlation between debt and credit. Among the richer communities like Syrian 
Christians, Brahmans and Nayars the proportion varies from 20 per cent. to 33 per cent., while 
among the Depressed Classes it is hardly 10 per cent. 

49. The following marginal statement gives a summ-iry of the debts of different classes 
and the average per earner. The total debt 

:\1 ort gngl~ 
HypothecatIOn 
l]1l:--t't'uled 

[
Total ill r' .\vcrai!'(· according to the census is about Rs. J 6'4 
lan~ of pl'r crores and the average pet earner is Rs, 121. 

_~ np~: ._~ _ _::~~~_ The average debt per capita on the basis of 
the above figures is Rs, 32, but actually it will 

71).i 0 
,jill' ~ 

,,-,I' 

be more. We have already seen that there is 
an omission of 8 per cent. of the earners in 
the returns. It will be shown later that there is a 
margin of error of 25 per cent. in the total 

Total , 1,644 5 121 income returned, and if it is assumed that the 
.. "----- .. --.. -~--- . -_ .. -_." same marginal error exists in debt also, the 

actual per capita debt will be Rs. 40 and the total debt Rs, 20 crores, 
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50. The Travancote Banking Enquiry Committee who conducted their enquiry in 1930 
estimated the total rural debt of the State at about Rs.25 crores, and the average per head of 
the rural population on the basis of 1921 census at Rs. 68. * If calculated on the rural 
population in 1931 cenSUs, their estimate per head would drop to Rs. 55, as against a debt 
of Rs. 40 estimated from the results of the economic census. There is no means of testing 
the accuracy of either of these estimates. But when compared with similar estimates in 
British India formed by the Provincial Banking Enquiry Committee:::, the estimate based on 
the economic census in Travancore seems to be more near the mark. Paragraph 77 of the 
Indian Central Banking Enquiry Committee contains the estimates of rural debts in India 
and the Provinces on the basis of the figures furnished by the Provincial Banking Enquiry 
Committees, and these, when divided by the respective rural population of 1931 census, 
give the following per capita rates; _. 

Rs. Rs. 
India 37 Bihar and Orissa 43 
Bengal 21 Burma 45 
Assam 26 Bombay 49 
Madras 36 Punjab 66 

The Punjab is the most heavily indebted Province in India. The average debt per 
head in India as a whole is Rs. 37 and in the Province of Madras it is Rs. 36. Indebtedness 
in Travancore may be a little more than that in India or in the neighbouring Madras Pre
sidency, and hence an average debt of Rs. 40 per head in this State may be taken to be a 
fair estimate. Whatever be the average, the fact to be remembered is that the total 
indebtedness in the State is not less than Rs. 20 crores, which in itself is a colossal figure. 

51. The rates of interest paid for debts are more or less uniform in a great majority ~attes °t' 
III el'es. 

of cases. They are as a rule 9 per cent., per annum for the secured and 12 per cent. per 
annum for the unsecured debts. Probably in the case of debts in kind, such as paddy 
loaned for immediate use and returned at the next harvest. the rates are much higher. But 
these rates have not been recorded in the census and correct information about them can be 
obtained only by intensive surveys. 

52 Th . I h h d' 'b' f d'ff f f d bt . th Distl'ibution of . e mar~ma statement sows t e Istn utIon 0 1 erent orms 0 e s m e debt by division 

State and the three main administrative divisions. Mortgages form 26'6 per cent. of the and taluk, 

Pf'I'CP1Itatle if d!!.t£ rPllt ,fm'1II8 of al'M, to totlll drbts 

fhviSl0)1 

STATE 
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30'5 
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total debts in the State. and hypothe-
cations 42'9 per cent. Thus 69'5 
per cent. of the debts are secured 
on land. Among the administrative 
divisions, it is seen that the propor-
tion of mortgages is the highest in 
the Southern Division and the least 
in the Northern Division, while just 
the opposite condition prevails with 
regard to unsecured debts. The 
variations in the proportions of 

mortgage debts are perhaps due to the differences in the value of land in the three divisions. 
A s the value of land increases the facility to borrow by mortgage also naturally increases. 

53. Considering the total debts in the various taluks without reference to the omissions 
that may exist, it is seen from the statement below that the average debt per earner is the 
highest in Minachil. viz., Rs. 283. These figures again illustrate the correlation between 
debt and credit. Certain taluks, though camparatively not rich, show a high indebtedness. 
Trivandrum, though comparatively rich, shows a low indebtedness. 
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Sa.les, mort- 54. The _year 1100 M. E. (1925 A. D.) was a turning point in the history of 
t~~~~':~tions the Nayars and Ilavas. In that year the Regulations providing for the partition of tarwiid 
olla.nd properties of these two communities were passed. Similarly, in the next year another 
:f:i:!~db~r Re~ulation conferring the s~T?e right on the Nanja~iid .Velt~las was also passed .. It is generally 
certll:i~ com- beheved that after the partitIOn of tarwad properties mdlVldual shares are bemg sold away, 
mum tIes. mortgaged or hyp::>thecated mote extensively th:1n before the partition. State Table IV 

included in Part II ( Imperial Tables) has been prepared with a view to throw light on this 
question. For purposes of comparison the figures relating to Christians, the most important 
makkathayam community in the State, are also given in the table. This table hasl been 
compiled from the figures furnished by the Regi3tration Department. The following state
ment which summarises the main features of the above table shows the average annual 
value of sales, mortgages and hypothecations executed or claimed by Nayars, Havas, 
Nanjanad VeUalas and Christians during the quinguenniums 1095 M. E.-1099 M. E. 
and 1100 M. E. -1104 M. E. It will be seen from the statement that the N ayars are 
playing a losing game. Their average sales per year increased from Rs. 57'21akhs to Rs. 83'4 
lakhs, while their annual outright purchase increased only from Rs. 2S'llakhs to Rs. 34'7 
lakhs. That is to say, when the former rose by 46 per cent. the latter rose only by 38 per 
cent. In sales the Nayars lost Rs. 32'1 lakhs per year in the first quinquennium and 
Rs. 48'71akhs per year in the second. In mortgages their annual loss increased from 
Rs. IS'4lakhs to Rs.16Alakhs and in hypothecations from Rs. 22'S lakhs to Rs. 32·9Iakhs. 
The Christians, on the other hand, have uniformly li,ained. Their gain in sales increased 
from Rs. 13'7 lakhs per year in the first quinquennium to Rs. 33 'S lakhs per year in the 
second. in mortgages from Rs. 9'8 lakhs to Rs. 28'4 lakhs and in hypothecations from 
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Rs. 13'7 lakhs to Rs. 22 '3 lakhs. In sales the Havas had gained in the first quinquennium 
and had neither gained nor lost in the second. In mortgages they had gained almost to the 
same extent in both the periods, but in hypothecations there was neither gain nor loss in 
the first quinquennium, while there was an annual loss of Rs. 3 lakhs in the second. The 
Nanjanad VeHalas, like the Nayars, had lost more heavily in the second quinquennium 
than in the first in all the three kinds of transactions. The increase iI! the sales, mortgages 
and hypothecations executed over those claimed by the Nayars, I!avas and Nanjanad 
VeHalas during the second quinquennium can only be put down as the immediate result of 

, the passing of the Regulations already referred to. 
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IV. Income 
55. The main distinction between capital and income is that the former is a stock, Deft:i~o~ a.nd 

being the money value of the possessions at any instant, while the latter is a flow and :~p~ta~ion of 
involves the element of time. In computing the total income of the people we may income. 

adopt the conventional method and obtain it by adding the income of the individuals. 
This total will, therefore, comprise not only the value of the material commodities produced 
by the people of the country, including the wages paid for the production of such com· 
modities, but also the value of paid services. In the computation of national income, the 
income from services is excluded, because it is not possible to take into account the value 
of unpaid services, such as domestic service rendered by women, and because the value of 
intellectual or professional services can be fixed only arbitrarily on account of the subjective 
element involved therein. Whatever be the advantages in excluding personal services from 
the calculation of national income, it will be convenient to include them in the income of 
individuals. The total obtained will not, therefore, represent the productivity of the 
country as generally understood. Again, certain artificial restrictions have been imposed 
on the calculation of private income, not on principle but of necessity. Thus a person 
living in his own house will get no income from the house, but, if he lets it out he will 
earn some income. The same IS the case with articles of personal use, such as furniture. 
It may be assumed, however, that the theoretical income that may be obtained in such cases 
will be counterbalanced by the repairing charges that will have to be met periodically and 
the depreciation in the value of the articles. For our present purpose we may take it that 
the total income obtained from the census will represent the income of individual 
earners, whatever the means adopted, for one year at the time of the census. This will 
not give the normal income of the people which is the average income for a series of years. 
Since in valuing the commodities the prices current in 1931 have been used, the figures 
that have been obtained must only be taken as the income for that particular year. 

56. Income may be divided into two classes, agricultural and non· agricultural. The Classification 
former represents the value of all crops produced by individuals excluding the price of seeds, of income. 

but including wages paid to agricultural labourers and rents paid to landlords who have 
leased out their lands. Non.agricultural income is the income from all other occupationll, 

. industrial, commercial or professional. 
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57. Agriculturists may be divided into three groups, namely, rent receivers, cultivating
owners including cultivating tenants, and labourers. The total number of persons returned. 
as receiving rent from land, according to the economic census, is 69,638. The number ~f 
non~cultivating proprietors who receive rent, according to Imperial Table X of the popula
tion census, is 23,5 J 8 including working dependants and subsidiary earners. The difference 
between the two figures is due to the fact that a number of persons receiving rent may also 
be cultivating their OWn lands. The number of persons who have taken lands on lease. 
according to the economic census, is 144.194, while as per Imperial Table X the number 
of tenant cultivators is 74.462. Evidently, a number of persons who cultivate their own 
lands, also take lands on lease and cultivate. This tendency to equalise the holdings. by 
the large landowners leasing out part of their land and small cultivators taking it on lease,_ 
is no doubt beneficial. But We will see presently that the holdings have been so minutely 
sub~divided, that in spite of the natural consolidation that is taking place on a limited scale 
as stated above, the large majority of them are too small to be economic. The total area 
under tenancy, according to the economic census, is 296,000 acres, so that the average 
area of land leased out by the owners is about 4'25 acres each, while the average area 
taken on lease by tenant cultivators is about 2'05 acres each. The area cultivated by the 
owners is 1,354,000 acres so that the total cultivated land including the land under tenancy 
is 1 ,650,000 acres. As per The 5 iatisties of T ravaneore the actual cultivated area in 
the State is about 2,201,000 acres. Even if we exclude the land cultivated by foreigners, 
the actual area cultivated could not be tess than 2, J 00,000 acres. Since the area cultivated 
is closely correlated to income, there is the probability of understating the cultivated area 
in order to show a reduced income. It is also likely that the area omitted is the less fertile 
portion of the holdings so that the omission of income from land may not correspond to 
the omission of cultivated area. The margin of error in the area cultivated being about 27 
per cent., we may assume that the error in the total agricultural income is at least about 
25 per cent. 

58. According to the returns of the economic census the area cultivated is 1,650,000" 
acres and the number of cultivators 629,887. The number of holdings may be taken to be 
the same as the number of cultivators, and in that case the average size of a holding is 2'62 
acres. "Holding" here means only the total area cultivated by an individual, irrespective 
of its being in one compact block or in scattered bits. Information has not been collected 
on this point and it is, therefore, not possible to examine the question of fragmentation of 
holdings. The average size of the holdings, obtained by dividing the total area by the 
number of holdings, gives no clue whatsoever to the extent to which holdings have been 
sub~divided. An approximate idea of it can, however, be formed by classifying the holdings 
into groups on the basis of their size and finding the proportion in each group to the total 
number of holdings. These proportions worked out from the figures recorded in the 
economic census are given below:-
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It will be seen from the above statement that about 38 per cent. of the holdings are 
below the size of one acre. In this group between one-third and oneNhalf of the number is 
less than 40 cents and nearly twoNthirds are less than 60 cents, Of the total number of 
holdings more than 87 per cent. are below five acres and as much as 95'5 per cent. below 
ten acres. In paragraph 72, Chapter I of the Report, we have seen that an economic holding 
in T ravancore should at least be 10 acres, and, if so, more than 95 per cent. of the holdings in 
the State are uneconomic. 

59. The following table shows the distribution of~,holdings according to Slze In 

different communities as per the random sample :-

---------,------;----;------:-------;-------,---.------------

All "tom- )Bl'itltmaU II .\apl' II flav" Oepl'eRRCU Other Size of holding 
mum Ies I Hmdn Hmllus 

Synan ()th~l lI:fushm 
ChllHtl>lll Chl'lstIan8 

I I I I 

~~~~ -!~--:::-I-U~~ I--~ 1 ~~~--- ~i~ ~~~ --- ;~~~ --~~~--- ~!l -i~~ 
40- GO ,. R,190 12 7lH ,,:in 2+1 1.,.:1 +~,+ :147 Ill!) 
6U- 80 I 2,:J21J + :i7,; HR lR. ~~>2 :127 221 151; 
80-]00 1,221 2 R,O 241 :i:l 1:;~. 221) 109 I 71 

Below 1 acre 

1~- 2 
2-- 3 
3- 4 
4-- Ii 
5- Ii 

ael'e'-

" 
" 
" 
" 

G- 7 " 
7- R " 
R-- \) 
H- 10 " 

10-100 7l 

100 acres awl above 

Total holders 

Total earners 

I 

i11,399 

I .,271 

I

II ~:I;:,~ 
1,-12:' 

931i 

I 
624 
~!l0 

I i~i 
i 1,il17 

'1 21 I 

'129903 

,1 55,803 

31 

B 
-1 
1 
+ 

22 

VI9 

296 

2,637 

1,!170 
1,Oi~) 

I':~:i 
-iIn 
2HR 

1H-1 
117 

9R 
:;4 

31i, 
-1 

7,824 

9910 

2239 

1,2,!1 
r,Xl 
:n2 
21\1 
1:1<~ 

7i 
+H 

I 
+4 
1fl 

HO 
~ 

I 
\ 5,099 

11 0.413 

726 2,286 

:l\H 1,148 
llit, iHO 

G(. 2;;" 
:\± li)i; 

Iii ]00 

Iii 22 
" Hi 
:\ 2" 
'I Io!) 

:{ 

1,433 4,685 
I 

6,219 19,864 

1,536 

1,21'1 
X;)l 
.-,7:l 
Ht. 
21i1 

210 
1ill 
120 

G2 
5116 

11) 

i 5,960 

18 ,363 

1,238 706 

.BS 4il7 
R,j(j 2:;0 
20B li15 
111il .1> 
SI 1;4 

Gl 
27 

33 
31 

21) 15 

19 I 5 \cit) GR 
1 .', 

2.933 

j 7,501 

I 

1
1 .820 

13 ,237 
I 

60. The percentage of earn~rs who have agricultural holdings in the different 
__________ ----;-________ communities and the average size of 

! Percentage I holdings are given in the margin. 
Oomlllnlllt~-

BrahmfLll 
Nayar 
l1am 
Depressed Hindu 
Other HmduK 
I'lyrlan ChrJ!;twn 
Other ChriRtIan~ 
Muslim 

I 
Average size of emlJe'" Brahmans have the largest average 

of holdmg having h ld d h D d CI d 
acre, holdIngs 0 ings an t e epresse asses an 

other Hindus the smallest. Next to 

J

I Brahmans the Syrian Christians have 
the largest holdings and then come the 5'91 

3'12 
2'2!) 
l'\lR 
l'!l3 
4'±G 
2'00 
2'i)H 

50'1l 
7!J'11 
4\1'0 
2il'2 
,1,,' ~, 

71';\ 
il!I'l 
;,1,'2 

Nayars. On the other hand, the highest 

I proportion of earners having agricultural 
holdings is found among Nayars 

! (79 per cent.), Syrian Christians com~ 
I ing next with 71'3 per cent., and as 

-----~- ~-- -/ usual the Depressed Classes have the 
lowest proportion (23 per cent.) 

61. The number of rent receivers, according to the economic census, is 69,638 and Rent from land. 
the total rent received by them is Rs, 117'1 lakhs. The average per lessor is, 
therefore, Rs. 168 per year, while the average paid by each lessee will be a little more than 
half the above amount. The area under tenancy being 296,000 acres, the average rent 
er acre comes to Rs, 40 and the average production per acre including the wages of 

kbourers must, therefore, be higher. Few tenants will perhaps pay wages to cultivate 
the lands taken on lease. It is only those who are keen on cultivation will take land on 



Income from 
cultivation. 

Income from 
other occu pa
tions. 
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lease and they will naturally cultivate it more intensively than the proprietors. The 
average production per acre under tenancy will, therefore, be larger than the average 
yield per acre of the land cultivated by owners. 

Out of the sample of 55,803 earners the number of rent receivers of each com
munity has been sorted 
separately. The margi
nal statement shows the 
number of rent receivers 
and dry land owners and 
the proportion of the 

------ --- ---

:-Illmher 

COlTIlTIlllllty 
) l'celVL'r~ 
"f l<'llt 

\ I 
I ~nml)(_Tn\\,lllll!2.1 I Lily lalld 

! 

Pl'"l'"rt JOU of 
r~nt le('L'lVVr,;;, to 
lOll OWlllllg dry 

land 

Brahman 177 l,j G(i'l former to 100 of the . 
Nayar 1,281 7,7(;, 16':; latter I'n dl'fferent com-
ilava 245 4,721i :;. 2 
:nepres~ed HmLlu 41i 1,2% :~. Ii mumtIes. The corres-
Other Hmdus 22:; 4,I;R2 4'K d' . h 
Syrian OhrlhtJan 343 5,6;;2 (j. J pon mg proportIOn to t e 
Other OllrlotJall' 79 2.042 S·() total landowners will per-
Mu,lIm lOll 1,7:'12 (;·1 haps be slightly lower. 
,--- - ----------'- ----. -- '- - - --- - . It will be seen from the 
statement that the habit of letting out land is most prevalent among Brahmans. The pro
portion is comparatively high among Nayars even though their chief occupation is agriculture. 

This is probably due to 

Amount .of rent. 

R" 
Below:;O 

50-H)\) 
100--1.;0 
}';0-200 
200-.;00 

500 -1,0011 
1,000 and ahm'e 

Numher 
ot rent 

receIvers 

Percentage of tota.l 
rent leCe\VC!S 

the excessive sub-division 
and fragmentation of hold
ings on account of the 
partition of tarwad pro-

--.- -- [-------- perties. The frequency 
1,~~t ~~:~ distribution according to 

234 !i'li the amount of rent re-
194 ".;; 

11 . 2 ceived by lessors supports 
3';3 the above inference. It 
2'2 

I I will be seen from the 

2iH 
Kl 

-----------, ------- table in the margin that 
about 47 per cent. of the rent receivers get below Rs. 50 each which shows that a large 
number of the owners of small plots of land lease them out. 

62. The number of persons who receive income from cultivation, according to the 
economic census, is 629,887. Income here means the net income, i. e., gross income minus cost 
of cultivation. The total net income of cultivators is Rs. 713'1 lakhs which gives an average 
of Rs. 113 per cultivator. The area cultivated being 1,650,000 acres, the income per acre is 
Rs. 43 excluding rents and wages. The amount of rent paid by tenants is Rs. 11 7'1 lakhs 
and, if this is also included in the income from cultivation, the average per acre comes to 
Rs. 50 excluding wages. Strictly speaking, the wages of agricultural labourers should also 
be included in the agricultural income. But this is not possible, because income from 
agricultural labour was entered in the column for "income from other occupations" in the 
economic census schedule. In view of the fact that the average rent paid per acre has 
been found to be Rs. 40, an income of Rs. 50 per acre from cultivation excluding wages 
appears to be reasonable at the present time when the prices of commodities have fallen 
heavily. 

63. Income from other occupations may be considered as a whole. As the wages 
of agricutural labourers and estate coolies are included in this item, a substantial portion of 
the total income under this head is really agricultural income. The rest consists of 
the wages of industrial labourers and fi:>hermen, the profits of business and commerce, 
the earnings of professional men and public s~rvants, and of all others who are 
engaged in unproductive employment, such as domestic service, begging, etc. Income 
hom subsidiary occupations is also included in this head. Occupations have been 
divided into broad groups and the total number of earners and their income in each group 
ascertained. The total income under this item may fall short of the actual atnount by a 
wide margin. The total number of persons returned as deriving income under this head 
is 955,298 and the total income Rs. 1,167'8 lakhs. The average per worker is Rs. 122 
and the average per head of total earners Rs. 86. The proportion of earners who follow 
occupations other than cultivation is nearly 71 per cent. 
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64. The ligures in the margin show the proportion of earners of each community 

}{l'nhman 
Nayar 
I!ava 
Depl'es,cd Hillllu 
Other Hllldu~ 
Synan Christlan 
Other Christian;, 
Mm,lim 

'1 
'1 
'1 
--'-- -

H.")' 2 
3 ~") • I _ 

-HI'" 

tifi'2 
[,;)'1 

Kk'l 
40·(1 

having occupations other than agri
culture, according to the random 
sample. The sample represents 
rural conditions only, but it is in 
towns that persons following non
agricultural occupations preponder
ate, and all towns have been omitted 
from the sample. The high pro
portions among depressed and other 
Hindus and other Christians may be 
due to the fact that they are mostly 
labourers. The proportion is least 

------ -- -- among N ayars. We have already 
seen that the proportion of land holders is highest among them. The inverse relation 
between these two proportions leads to the inference that Nayar landholders do not 
generally take to subsidiary occupations as much as the other communities. 

65. One more item of income has to be considered which, however, forms only a ~ncome fpom 
small proportion of the total income. If income had been viewed from the national stand- Investments. 
point, the interest on capital would have been excluded from it. In the present discussion 
interest has to be considered as a charge on the income just as debt has been considered 
as a charge on wealth. The number of persons deriving income from investments is 
J 09,460, while the number having investments is 226,279. It follows, therefore, that 
more than half the investments do not yield interest. Investments in the form of 

Interest recclVcd 

Rs. 
BelO\v ;),) 

;;0-1011 
100-1IiO 
HiO-200 
200-25(1 
2;)(1-500 

500--1,000 
1,000 aurl ,\ h()" 3 

Total 

Percentage of mV('HtOl'R In 
cach C(j(lUp to total 

lnvestOl .... 

chitties will not yield interest 
periodically and many other small 
investments also may nol yield 
interest at all. Total income in the 
shape of interest is found to be 

-- - --- Rs. 91'9 lakhs according to the 
GO'I 
lK'!l 

1'2 
I' 2 

economic census and the average per 
earner is Rs. 7. Since an error of 
30 per cent. has been assumed in 
the case of total investments, the 
same error may be assumed to exist 
in interest also. The frequency 

:100'0 distribution according to the amount 
-- -- -- -- - -- - -- of interest received bv investors is 

shown in the margin above. It is seen that 60 per cent. of the investors get -below Rs. 50, 
while the proportion getting above Rs. 1,000 is only J'2 per cent. Out of 55,803 
earners the number that receives income in the form of interest on investments is 5,097 
or a bout 9 per cent. 

66. The results described in the foregoing paragraphs may now be summarised· Total income. 
The total income of the people 

----~-- -- -- I' --- - ---- --- ---- works out to about Rs. 20'9 crores. 
Item <'f InC(lme 111<:011](' 111 lakh, tlf rUjl"l'S Th . R 154 

I e average per earner IS s. , 
--- - 1--- while the average per head of total 

Rent from l:\n,1 1 117'1 I' . R 41 Th 
"Net Income from ('ultlvatlOIl :. 713" pOpu anon IS S. per year. e 
Income from other ()c('llpatlOl1~ I1ti7'S' real per capita income will, however, 
Interest on III \'cst mCT tS'1 !11' \1 be higher. The total area cultivated, 

according to the economic census, 
Total.\ 2,089'9 is 1,650,000 acres, while according 

----~-~------ ~------ -- to The Statistics of Travan-
cOTe it is nearly 2,201,000 acres. The error is about 33 per cent. Part of the omissions 
may be explained by the fact that the area of estates cultivated by foreign planters has been 
excluded from the calculation. The net omission of cultivated area may, however, be 
taken to be about 27 per cent. Since the area omitted may consist of les& fertile tracts 
and lands less intensively cultivated, an error of 25 per cent. with regard to income may 
be a reasonable estimate. There is nO means of testing the accuracy of the figures re
garding the income from non~agricultural occupations; but an error of 25 per cent. may 

* ThIS includes the wagf'S of agl'l<'ultnral labourers also whlCh ,hould, strictly speakl<:g, go under income 
from cultivation. ' 

5z 
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safely be assumed to exist in this item also. The per capita income of Rs. 41 arrived 
at from the returns of the economic cenSUS may, therefore, be increased by 25 per cent. 
and the average annual income per head of the population put down at Rs. 5 I at the time 
of the census. As a result of the economic depression the prices of commodities dropped 
by 40 per cent. or even more at the beginning of 193 I from what they were before the 
commencement of the depression. Wages had also fallen though not to the same extent. 
There was an all-round shrinkage in the income of agriculturists, industrialists, traders and 
other businessmen. In view of these circumstances it may not be far wrong to assume a 
reduction of 40 per cent. in the aggregate income of the people on account of the economic 
depression. The estimate of Rs. 5 I given above might, therefore, be taken to be about 
60 per cent. of the per capita income under normal conditions. In other words, if there 
had been no economic depression the average income of the people would have stood at 
Rs. 85 per head per annum. That this is an approximately correct estimate will be 
evident from the fact that similar estimates for British India made in recent years are not 
far out from the one given above. The poverty of India as compared with Western 
countries like Great Britain has been forcibly pointed out by the Simon Commission 
in the following passage. 

"The low standard of living to which the mass of India's population attain is one of the 
first things that strike a Western visitor. Wants are few. diet is simple, climate is 
usually kind. and a deep-rooted tradition tends to make the countryman content 
with things as they are. But the depth of poverty. the presence of which cannot 
escape notice, is not so easily realised "............ ", ......... Since the War, certain 
Indian and European professors of economics attached to Indian universities have. by 
different statistical methods. attempted to measure the total income of the country 
in particular years, One of them has estimated the income per head of Brltish 
India at Rs. 107 in 1920-21 and at Rs. 116 in 1921--22, a second has arrived 
at a figure for the whole of India of Rs 74; wh.Ue a third. confining himself to the 
province of Madras, has for the year 1919-20 calculated the average income per head 
at Rs. 102. Such estimates are necessarily based on inadeqoate data. for the un
satisfactory nature of the statistical materials has been the subject of comment by 
every committee 01" commission that }las enquired into the economic affairs of Indin 
............... , ............. Even if the most optimistic of the above estimates is adopted, 
the result is that the average income of India per head in 1928 was equivalent, at the 
prevailing rate of exchange, to less than £ 8, while the corresponding figure for Great 
Britain was £ 95. The contrast remains startling, even after allowing for the difference 
between the range of needs to be satisfied."'" 

What is true of India is equally true of Travancore alsD. 

67. The following statement shows the proportion per mille of earners of different 
communities having income of different values:-

\ DeprcsAed Other Syrian Other 
Income Nayar 

I 
j'~ava Hindu Hindus Chnst,an Chl'lstians Muslin, 

R~. -, 
Below GO 282'x 332'(i :;:>2'0 2!1l '4 l!l;;'1) :W.;'!l 175,8 
50-100 274'1 360,4 342'" 351 '9 315'0 381' ,~ 32t'/j 

IOO-150 lfHH, H;7"j 72,0 186'9 17;"4 123'1 171'7 
150-200 91<j 64'0 18'0 83'" 97>'3 a5'1 95'8 
200-250 53'1 2D'3 7'1 Rio7 :\7' 0 1?'3 1),,'6 
250-aOO 34'1 13'0 2'8 Hi '0 H:l' !J 12'8 44'3 

30o-a30 24, ! !I'O 1'5 !l 2 28,9 9'0 19'2 
:150-400 

I 
14':1 ;i·H 1 '3 s,- 17 6 0.9 21'9 ' ,) 

400-450 ll', [I'D 0,4 a':l 11,6 3'1 14'8 
4;;0-GOO I 7'~ 2 0 I 

1)"3 2'0 ,'" 1,2 l:-l'.J. 
:;OO~·I,OOO 

! 
29'0 (1'8 1,0 S'!) 

I 
40'2 8'3 42'5 

1,000·--3,000 10,:1 S'H I 0'4 :l'" li~'1 :~' :; 10'/j 
3,000 and above 1'lj 0'3 0'1 "'R 1 '1 I 1,,":·· I 

I i,OOO'O Total I i,OOO'O iOOO'O i,OOO'O i,OOO'O i,OOO'O 

l 

* Report of the InUI311 StatutoryCOlnmlbf,ion, Vol. I, para 374 
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Diagram 79 - showing the proportion of earners 

by community having Income. 
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68. The method followed in studying the distribution of wet and dry lands in Distribution of 
paragraphs 24 and 28 above may be used in examining the distribution of income als(J. The !~~~r::s. a.mong 
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following diagram and table prepared on the same lines as those given in the preVIOl'S 
paragraphs show the correlation between the proportions of earners and their Income. 

Diagram 80 - Lorenz CUl've ibowing tbe distribution' 

of IDCome of earners. 
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It is seen that the distribution of income is not so unequal as that of land. 
Beginning from the poorest, 31 '8 per cent. of the earners get 8'1 per cent. of the total 
income; 65'4 per cent, get 28'7 per cent. ; and only one per cent. of the richest enJoy 12 
per cent. of the income. 

69. The distribution of income by taluk is shown in the following table:-

STATE 

Southern Division 

1. !J:hoyala 
2 AgaRtlllRwnrnm 
3. Kalklllam 
f. Vllavancodc 
,j. Neyyattmkara 
fi. 1'11 vandrunl 
(. !'\{'dUl1I:lngat] 
8. Chll'aYlukll 

Central Division 

!l Qllilon 
10 Kal unagapally 
II K artlllkapally 
12 Mavehkara 
1:3. Kunnathur 
H. hottarakkal'a 
1:1. Pathanapuram 
111. Rhenkotta 
17. Pathanamthltta 
18 Thlruvella 
1\1. Ampalapula 

Northern Division 

:10 ('hanganachcry 
21. Kottayam 
:/,2. Valkom 
n. Hherthala 
24 Pal'llr 
2:; Knnnathunad 
26 Muvattupllla 
27 Th')(].upule. 
28. Minaclnl 

High Range Division 

29. Pirmede 
30. Devikulam 

~~~- --~--.-~-~~-~~~----~--

.: 

'I .: 
., 

'! 

.: 

.i 
, 

, 
'1 ,! 
: .' .1 ., 

Total Income' in lakhR 
of ruppc;, 

2,089'9 

606'1 

22'!1 
,H·I 
!!l 1 
:,3'7 
K+'8 

13~)' 7 
;;~). 2 
R3'(i 

no·o 
100·2 

(iIi'] 
1,3'1; 
1;7·2 
31°7 
.j1)·1 
,12'+ 
2\)'0 
31·+ 

11!)'2 
1H'1 

678'5 

Im'8 
!I!) I) 

(iO 2 
8!'2 
7!) ,4 
liil·l 
~)8 ,3 
H8,3 
!12' 2 

65·3 

il8'1 
27'2 

A verage Income 
per carner 

Rs 

15~ 

153 

159 
175 
168 
129 
128 
1HZ 
125 
I ill< 

1~8 

Hi f) 
125 
131 
118 
I Oil 
128 
10.! 
IG~ 
12H 
150 
263 

169 

l!l.! 
191 
11)4 
1:\9 
167 
118 
136 
189 
223 

122 

128 
Ill) 
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Generally speaking, taluks which are rich in point of wealth have also high income. 
Ampalapula shows the highest 

~rn"and1"um. 
Alleppey 
Qmlon 
_Nagercoil 

TOWIl 

STATE 

A vcrage Income per- €"arncr 
pOl' HIlnum 

40-10 
541 
36() 
273 

1.54 

average income, because the com
mercial town of Alleppey is situated 
in that tal uk. The average income 
in T rivandrum taluk is also high 
because of the presence of the 
capital of the State in that tal uk. 
The income per earner is naturally 
very much higher in towns than in 
rural parts, as can be seen from the 
marginal figures. 

70. The income from different classes of occupations as per economic census has been Income by 

-separately totalled for the State and urban areas and the figures obtained are given below:- occupation. 
-

Number of persons Average income Average Income 
Total income III per head in the per head in the 

Occupation followmg 
lakh8 of rupee, SLale urb",narea occupation 

R~. Rs, 

I 
Agricultural labourers 263,38:> 160'9 HI 84 
Estate coolies 46,128 51'S 1l1l .. 
UnskIlled labourers 87,155 70'1 80 167 
FIshing 29,£)\)7 38'0 UO 1-10 
FI&h trade 14,725 18'7 127 1\)5 
ExplOItation of minerals 2,056 2'9 141 .. 
Textile mdustry · 88,132 7S'2 89 248 
Woorl indn~try 41,145 43'9 107 1M 
Metal industry 11,514 17'40 1n1 189 
Celamics · Ei,3!)a 8'0 161 248 
F<Xlu Indu8hy · 3\),(;32 29-3 H 99 
Other industries 50,515 H't l:H 2()S 
Transport 32,742 49-7 152 260 
Trade 120,2!l3 235'40 l!)tl 31)7 
Public administratIon 17,710 I n8'8 3J2 HO 
P,oiesB,ons and lIberal arts 06,46'-, 

\ 

1B!j't 241 3:;3 
MIscellaneous occupahon8 43,ii)l 86'8 1\)8 2:;6 

It will be seen from the above table that public service. trade, professions and liberal 
-art!:, transport, and especially motor transport, are the most paying occupations. In the case of 
agricultural and industrial workers the annual income will vary with the number of working 
days. If it is assumed that agricultural occupation lasts for about six months in the year, 
the average daily income of a labourer. on the basis 01 the annual income given in the 
above table, is about 10 chackrams (one chackram is equal to seven pies). We will see 
when we deal with the wages census in the next section that the average daily wage of an 
agricultural labourer is about 10 chackrams. The close agreement between the two 
.censuses may be regarded as an indication of their reliability. 

71. So far, we have dealt with private income or income of the individuals, and ~ational 
we have seen that this income, as it was in 1931, stood at Rs. 51 per head. National Income. 

~e.rl~ly 
1 aplOca 
Coconut 
Pepper 
Caldamom 
Tea 
Rubber 
Othor crops 

Tota.l agricultural produce. __ 

Forest produce 
Salt, 
Mineral. 
FIsh 
Industrial products 

Total production 

<>f Rs. 44 per head. as against Rs. 51 

!lB. in h.khs. 
4:;0 
no 
3!J:'1 
ISO 

2(; 
272 

51 
223 

1,731 

lEi 
16 

Ij 

123 

2,241 

income, as defined in paragraph 
\ 55 above, is different f~om 

private income and will certamly 
be less than the latter, National 
income, represents the total 
production of commodities in 
the country in a year. The 
value of production, on the 
basis of the prices that pre
vailed at the beginning of 1931, 
may be estimated approximately 
as shown in the margin. Total 
production in 1931 amounted 
to Rs. 2,211 lakhs. This 
would give a national Income 

the per capita private income, in J 93 J. 

v. Wages 
72. The results of the census of wages by tal uk and occupation are set forth in 

State Table VI included in Part 11 (Imperial Tables). A census of wages has not been 
taken in this State till now, and it is not, therefore, possible to compare the present wages 
with those that prevailed at any time In the past. The results obtained at the present 
census are described brieRy below. 

6A. 



Agricultural 
wagea. 

Wages of 
al'tizans. 

Wages in 
organized 
industries. 
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73. The average wages paid for various agricultural operations, as worked out frOID. 

Plough in!! 
Trnnming lJUnd 

Manuring 

Ballmg water 
SOWlIlg 

TrallHplanting 

·Weeding 

Occupation 

Harvestiug paday 
Tluceshmg paddy 
MakIng l"t" for planting coconut palm 
Irllgatmg cocqnut palm 
Dilsging muml the cuconut palm 
Harvesting coconut 

Men 
Men 

{

Men 
Women 
Boys 
Girls 
Men 
Men 

( Men 
i Women 
, GIrls 
j Women 
1 Gn'ls 

Men 
}[en 
Men 
Mell 
Men 
.\'len 

Wages per dllY in 
ehackra,ms 

(One ehackram=7 pies) 

10! 
101 
lOt 

7 

7i 
,p-

4 

7 
4t 

III 
111 
11~ 
7;i 

12! 
1H 

the census returns. are 
given in the margin. The 
wages vary according to
the seX and age of the 
workers. The average for 
all persons and all occupa.
tions is about 101 chack
rams or 6 annas per day. lnt 
the cultivation of the coco
nut palm higher wages are 
paid for making pits and 
digging round the palm. 
and the highest wages, 
(17t chackrams) for
harvesting nuts. These 
wages do not include the 
value of presents given to 
labourers during festive 

___________________________________ 1. occasion~ or the rent of 

dwelling purposes. The 
the nature of the work. 

land utilised by them for 
period of work varies from 5 hours to 8 hours a day according to 

such as-carpenters. goldsmiths. blacksmiths and other workers in cottage 
industries, are generally paid higher wages than 

74. Artizans, 

Ohtss of work or 
I Daily wageR in. field labourers. The daily average wages, 
I chackrams obtained from the census are given in the 

-------------,-------- margin. The i low wage paid to potters is
Goldsmith 
Blac kSJlllth 
Cuppcr and brags bllllth. 
Carpenter 
~a\vyer 
Mason 
Pc,He, 
rra,i1or 
'VasltCtlilan 

75. 

Coil' lIlat and mattillg fJ.ctOly 

Tile Factoly 

Match facto1'Y. 

MonaZIte factory 

Paper mills 

Pl'lnting works 

Motor repair 

Tea cult! vatlOU 

Tea :'\lan ufacture 

Rnbbe-r cultivation 

181 
17> 
15~ 
Hi:! 
17 
18 

8 
15 
121 

probably due to the fact that in many places it 
is given in kind. especially paddy, immediately 
after harvest, and its equivalent in money varies 
with the fluctuations in the price of paddy.
The working period of industrial labourers 
varies generally from 7 hours to 8' hours a day 
and from 250 days to 300 days in the year. 



APPENDIX V 

THE CATTLE CENSUS 

In a country like Travancore, where neatly 54'3 per cent. of the population Introductory 
subsist by agriculture, the importance of cattle cannot be too strongly emphasized. remarks. 
Machine-farming is unknown in this country, and as long as holdings continue to be small 
and fragmentary as at present, the introduction of machinery in agriculture is practically 
impossible. Cattle, therefore, are and will continue to be for a long time to come the 
only source of draught power available for all agricultural operations. Their droppings are 
the most valuable manure to the cultivator. He is only just beginning to use chemical 
manures. The vast majority of the farmers in the State still depend upon cattle dung 
green leaves and other organic manures to fertilize their soil. The question, therefore: 
how far the numbers of cattle in the country satisfy the requirements of the cultivators for 
their tillage operations and for the supply of manure. is one that should engage the serious 
attention of all interested in the welfare of the agriculturists. In considering this question 
it is an essential prerequisite to have correct data of the number and quality of the different 
classes of agricultural' live-stock, and it is for this purpose that periodical censuses of the 
cattle population are being taken in all civilized countries. 

2. The first census of cattle in Travancore of which there is a record was taken so Pl'evious 
fat back as in the yeats 1816-1820 A. D. Lieutenants Ward and Conner who conducted cenSUSes. 

a survey of Travancore and Cochin States in that period have recorded that Travancore 
had then 382.360 cattle and buffaloes, J 95,349 agricultural implements and 27,360 sheep 
and goats. * There is no information as to the methods and the agency employed in taking 
that census, and it is difficult to vouch for the accuracy of the figures recorded. In recent 
years the first s}'stematic census of cattle was taken in 1911 along with the population 
census of that year, and a second one at the time of the census in 1921. The prt'sent is, 
therefore. the third systematic census of the agricultural live-stock of the country. 

3. At the two previous censuses no distinction was made between bulls and Scope of the 
bullocks. For the purpose of cattle breeding it is necessary to know the number of stud present censusr 

bulls available in the country, and hence a separate column was opened in the schedule for 
the present census to record the number of bulls as distinguished from the bullocks employed 
for draught. Again, no attempt was made at the previous censuses to ascertain the number 
of cows and cow buffaloes that were being milked and the number that was dry, or to 
estimate their average daily yield of milk. With a view to record information on these 
points. necessary columns were opened in the schedule this time. The average yield of 
milk recorded may not be quite correct. but it is sufficiently accurate to show the poor 
quality of the milk-producing cattle of this State. In 1911 the number of ploughs and carts 
was recorded, but they were omitted from the census in 1921, and they were included in 
the present census. Thus in several important respects the scope of the present census was 
enlarged from that of the previous ones. 

4. A special schedule containing seventeen columns was prepared for this census Method of the 

and a sufficient number of copies were printed in Malayalam and supplied to I th~ Tahsildats census. 
of taluks and Presidents of Municipal Councils. The census was taken in the taluks by the 
village staff of the Revenue Department and in the municipal towns by the subordinate 
officers of the Municipalities, during the house-numbering operation which lasted from the 
16th Chingam. 11 06 (1 st September, 1930) till the 15th Kanni, 11 06 ( 30th September. 
1930). In connection with house-numbering the officers had to visit every house and had. 
therefore, the convenience to ascertain the particulars of the live-stock, ploughs and carts 
contained in each house and record them in the schedule. The information collected was 
abstracted for the taluks and towns separately in the offices of the Tahsildars and Municipal 
Presidents, and these abstracts together with the filled-up schedules were sent to the central 
Census Office where they were scrutinized and corrected and the final statement was 
compiled. 

>I< Wald and Cunner, .llemoir of the 8u1'l'ey of the T"a!:/l'ICIJr' and. al'l!h~7' State.l, vol. 1, p. 47. 
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5. Detailed results of the present census, giving figures by taluk and town, are set 
forth in State Table VII included in Part II (Imperial Tables). A summary of the same 
and the corresponding figures for the last two censuses are given below :-

Name 1931 1921 1911 

Bulls 2,717 .' '. 
Bullocks 287,329 280,931 295,855 
Oows 357,779 311,176 314,889 
Young stock 315.969 209,780 195,304 

Total (Oxen) 963,794 801,887 806,048 

Male buffaloes 57,259 60,769 60,627 
Cow buffaloes 20,711 19,298 20,683 
Young stock 15,179 11,439 12,533 

Total (Buffaloes) 93,149 91,506 93,843 

Total (Bovine cattle) 1,056,9113 893,393 899,891 

Sheep and goats 21\0,160 13:l,:.!15 205,471 
Ploughs 205.,388 •• 188,662 
Carts 15,863 12,207 

In the 1921 census the figures recorded showed a decrease from those of the 
previous census in 1911 in most classes of live-stock. This is rather surprising, for during 
the decade 191 ) .1920 there was no extraordinary circumstance to account for a general 
decrease in cattle. There was no unusual outbreak of contagious diseases during that period 
alld there was a perceptible increase in the area under cultivation. Under these conditions 
one would naturally have expected an increase and not a decrease in the number of cattle. 
The figures collected at the last census are, therefore, left out of consideration, and the 
results of the present census are compared only with those of the 1911 census. During this 
period of twenty years the bovine cattle (oxen and buffaloes) increased from about 900,000 
to 1,057,000, i. e., an increase of 157,000 or nearly 17'5 per cent. The whole of this 
increase is accounted for by the oxen which numbered about 964,000 at this census as 
compared with 806,000 in 1911, whereas the number of buffaloes was practically the same 
in both the censuses, viz., a little over 93,000. Among the different classes of oxen it 
must be noted that there is a small decrease in the number of bulls and bullocks, but there 
is a very large increase in the young stock, as much as 120,600 or nearly 62 per cent. 
Probably at the 1911 census the animals on the borderland between the young stock and 
the grown-up bullocks were included in the latter class, but at the present census they 
were brought under the former. This may be the cause of the apparent fall in the 
number of bulls and bullocks and the rise in the number of young stock at the present 
census. Cows have increased by about 43,000 or nearly 13'6 per cent. The total 
number of buffaloes has practically not changed between 191 1 and 1931, the number 
at both the censuses being a little over 93,000. The male buffaloes show a decrease 
of 3,368, but this is made good by the increase in the young stock, while the number 
of cow buffaloes remains unchanged. Sheep and goats have increased by about 45,000 
or nearly 22 per cent. Ploughs and carts show an increase of 16,726 and 3,656 or 9 
per Cent. and 30 per cent. respectively. 

6. It is interesting to compare T ravancore with British Indian provinces in respect 01 
the number 01 cattle, their proportion to the human population and the num ber main
tained per one hundred acres of net sown area. The latest figures for British India are not 
available and the figures given below for the provinces in India are for the year 1924·1925, 
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taken from the Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture In India.'*' The figures 
Jor Travancore are those for J 9} J. 

Province 
1 

I 
As~am .1 
Bengal ,I 
Bihar and Orissa 'I 
B b 1 PreSIdency Proper, 

om ay Sind 

Burma '1 
Central Provinces and Betar , 
Madras ,I 
Punja,b 
United Provinces 

:B 
'T 

ritish India 
r&vanCOl'e 

· 
· · 

rotal numher 
Net area of cattle allli 

M()",~n buffalocs In 
the Province 

ACles 
(In OOO's) (10 (100';) 

=>,!l75 l),785 
23,528 2:;,491 
2:;,21;9 20,728 
27,492 8,4XO 

4,4J5 2,326 
17.046 6,267 
24,~95 11,671 
33,:tI9 22.111 
20,940 15,237 
35,12[ 31,0411 

226,9S0 150,978 
2,201 1.057 

Per 100 aCIOS of net sown area 
Percentag-e 

of cattle and Estimah'u 
buffaloes to graztng Ca.ttle .3ufIaloes Cattle and 
populatIOn land buffaloes 

-_ -

Acres Nembcr Number Number 

76'1 1 212 I 87 I 10 97 
M'6 I 33 104 I 4 108 
61 0 I Jj(j 

1 

69 B 82 
53'0 i 3:3 24 7 31 
70'9 l!Jii 42 11 53 
47'4 374- ao 7 :37 
R3'9 107 il9 8 47 
52'2 79 49 17 66 
73'7 02 il7 19 56 
(;8 4 52 6-1 2J 88 

1- :~ I 
-~-

61'1 53 

) 
U. 67 

20'7 ~~ ~ ~8 

The area of grazing land in Travancore has been calculated on the basis laid down 
by the Royal Commission, namely, by adding to the area of forest land open to cattle 
grazing (1,385,600 acres) three-fourths of the area of cultural waste (454, II 0 acres), and 
one-fourth of the area of uncultivable waste (83,~45 acres). To the above has also been 
added an extent of 10,167 acres of grazing land which is under the control of the Revenue 
De?artment of the State. The total area of land available for grazing is, therefore, 
1,934,000 acres, but more than 70 per cent. of this area is reserved forest and this is 

'{)tactically out of the reach of the large majority of the cattle. The grazing area which ig 
ordinarily used for the purpose is, therefore, much less than the total extent shown above. 

7. On comp:lting the figures in the statement above, the feature that strikes one most 
is the very low proportion of cattle and buffaloes to the population in T ravancore. 
This is due to the higher density of population in the State than in British India. 
According to the present census the density in Bri_tish India is 248 persons per square mile 
as compared with 668 in Travancore. In other words, in Travancore 269 persons live in 
the same area in which 1 00 persons Ii ve in British India. When the net sown area is 
,taken as the basis for consideration, TranDcore does not compare unfavourably with 
British Indian provinces, the number of cattle in Travancore per one hundred acres being 
44 as against 53 in Bntish India as a whole and only 24 in Bombay Presidency proper, 
30 in Burma, 37 in the Punjab, and 39 in the Central Provinces and Berar. The position 
of buffaloes is, however, different. Travancore has the smallest number per one hundred 
:acres of net sown area. It is only 4 as compared wit h 14 for the whole of British India. 
Bengal is the only province which has the same number as Travancore, but it has more 

;than double the number of cattle that Travancore has. 

8. The' total area available for grazing is 8R acres per J 00 acres of net sown area in 
Travancore. Besides this, there is an extent of 194,000 acres of current fallows which works 
-out to nearly 9 acres per 100 acres of net sown area. The number of cattle and buffaloes per 
100 acres of nel sown area in Travancore is 48 and the total area on which they are supported 
is 197 acres (100 acres net sown area, together with 9 acres current fallow and 88 acres 
'grazing land). The corresponding figures for British India are 67 cattle and 21 3 acres of 
·grazing land. "This number of cattle", say the Royal Commission on Agriculture in India. 
""is a heavy stock for land to carry." In Travancore the stock which the land carries 
appears to be lighter, but in reality it is not so because the major portion of the grazing 
land within the reserved forest, as has already been mentioned, is not accessible to cattle. 
and the grazing areas outside the reserves are much poorer in quality in T ravancore than in 
British India. It is no exaggeration, therefore, to say that the number of cattle in 
T ravancore is too heavy a stock for the grazing that is available. This fact will be evident 
when T ravancore is compared with some foreign countries. According to the Royal 
Commission the number of cattle kept pel ~ 00 acres of cultivated area is 38 in Holland 
and 25 in Egypt, whereas in T ravancore it is 48. The solution of the cattle problem 
in Travancore, therefore, consists in providing additional facilities for grazing, in increasing 
the fodder supply and in reducing the number ,.,f cattle and at the same time improving 

'" Report of the Il,'yal Commlssio 1 on Agricultme III Il'-dHl., r. 177. 
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their efficiency by better breeding. In the opinion of Mr. William Smith who was tilt' 
recently the Imperial Dairy Expert under the Government of India, "India owns more 
cattle than any country in the world, and she maintains more cattle per 100 acres of 
cultivated land than any other country in the world." 

Draught cattle. 9. The draught cattle consist of bullocks and male buffaloes. They number, accord-
ing to the present census, 344,588. This includes also the cart bullocks numbering about 
31,400. The number of carts returned is 15,863. At the rate of one pair for each cart 
the number of bullocks required for the carts is 31,726. The very small difference 
between this and the actual number recorded may be taken as proof of the correctness of 
the figures. Most of the cart bullocks are also employed in agriculture and it may not be 
wrong to assume that at least 75 per cent. of them are so employed. Deducting 
one-fourth of the cart builocks (7,850) from the total number of draught cattle mentioned' 
above, we get 336,738 as the number of cattle employed in agriculture. The net area 
sown is 2,201,295 acres so that the average area cultivated per yoke is 13'1 acres. In 
British India the lowest average is in Bengal where it is only 5'6 acres per yoke and the 
highest is in Bombav (including Sind) where it is as much as 20 acres. Unlike in 
British India where cattle are employed in the cultivation of various crops, like rice, cotton, 
sugarcane, etc., in Travancore their work is confined almost entirely to rice lands. 
T ravancore should, therefore, be compared with a British Indian district where rice. 
occupies the major portion of the cultivated area. T anjore is one such district, where 
more than 77 pt.r cent. of the cultivated area (nearly 860,000 acres) is under rice. The 
number of draught cattle in T anjore is 32 per 100 acres of cultivated area or about 42 
per 100 acres of rice land. In Travancore the gross area under rice cultivation, 
according to the latest statistics, is 665,000 acres. A small portion of this area, comprising.
the recent reclamations from the Vembanad lake, is hardly ploughed at all. Cattle are, 
however, employed occasionally in ploughing dry lands for the cultivation of pulses,. 
gingelly and other minor crops, and the one can, therefore, be offset against the other. 
About one~third of the rice land in Travancore is cropped twice a year; but the two 
cropping seasons being in different periods of the year, the same cattle are employed in 
both the seasons. In view of these circumstances the proportion of draught cattle to the 
total area cultivated with rice in T ravancore may be compared with the corresponding 
number in T anjore. We have seen that in T anjore the number of draught cattle per 
100 acres of rice land is 42. In Travancore it is 48. In other words, the average area 
of rice land cultivated per yoke is 4'8 acres in T anjore and 4'1 acres in Travancore. The 
Travancore rice cultivator is thus using more cattle power than his confrere in T anjore 
and yet his cultivation cannot be said to be as efficient as that of the Tanjore farmer. 
This is due to the small size and the poor quality of the draught cattle in T ravancore as· 
compared with those in T anjore. There is no doubt that if the quality of the cattle 
here is improved, their number can be reduced without impairing the efficiency of the 
cultural operations. Speaking of India as a whole the Royal Commission have emphasized 
the necessity of decreasing the number of bullocks required for cultivation by adopting, 
among other things, "measures aiming at an increase in the strength of the buHocks 
themselves." They conclude thus:-"India must endeavour to effect a reduction in the 
numbers and an increase in the efficiency of its plough cattle." If such is the position in 
British India, much more is it so in T ravancore where the number of cattle employed 
in agriculture is even more than that in British India. But it must not be forgotten that 
efficiency of cultivation will suffer if the I number of plough cattle is reduced before 
improving their breed. 

]!'Iilking cattle. 10. The cow and the she~buffalo are the milk producing animals in India. In. 
Travancof{. the cow is preferred to the she-buffalo, though in other parts of India the 
reverse is the case. The majority of the people of this State have a prejudice against 
buffalo's milk though it is richer in butter~fat than cow's milk. The great disparity 
between the numbers of cows and she-buffaloes kept in Travancore bears out this attitude 
of the people. Whereas the total number of she-buffaloes, according to the present 
census, is only 20,711, the number of cows is as many as 357,779. As has already 
been mentioned an attempt was made at this census to ascertain the numbers of cows and 
cow-buffaloes that were actually giving milk and the numbers that were dry at the time: 
of the census, and the information collected shows that out of a total number of 357,779 
cows, 265,287 or-nearly 74 per cent., and in the case of she~buffaloes 15,539 out of a 
total of 20,711 or 75 per cent. were dry. If these animals had been properly fed and 
looked after, they would have calved once a year as do the cows in Europe. or at any 
rate at least once in eighteen months. Even on the latter basis the proportion of dry ta.. 
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milking animals should be one to two, but the existing proportion in T ravancore is about 
three to one. That is to say, out of every three cows or cow-buffaloes two ought to be 
yielding miik and one dry; but actually out of four only one is yielding milk and three 
are dry. This is the result of the bad management of cattle. The cost, however small 
it be, of maintaining three out of four cows and she-buffaloes (in all 146,000 cows and 
8,600 she-buffaloes) is really wasted, and it could be avoided by paying proper attention 
to their feeding and management so as to make them calve at least once in eighteen 
months instead of once in three to four years as at present. 

II. On the basis of the information collected in the census the I milk-yielding cows Milk supply. 

and cow-buffaloes in the State could be divided into different classes according to 
their average daily yield of milk. A cow which does not yield at least 3 lbs. of milk 

a day or a &he~buffalo which does not 
---~~-----

Mllkmg cows I 
Da Ily YIeld of mIlk 

LeR~ th 
12ozs, 
1 Ib_ 
lilbs_ 

an 12 OZS, 

2i " 
Hi ,. 
4 " 
4! " 
5 " 

-1 Ib, 
-Ie! lbs, 
-2~ " -at " -4 ,. 
-4~ " -7> 

" -.3k " 

Total number 
92,492 

l:'er cent, 

3'2 
20'9 
35-(; 
13'5 
18-9 

2-1 
3'2 
0-6 
2'0 

MIlklIlg 
cow -buffaloes 

Total number 
5,172 

Fer cent_ 

1-6 
7'0 

22-5 
10-4, 
28'6 

7-0 
10-6 

O'\) 

11'-1 

yield 5 lbs. of milk a day is not worth 
keeping. On this basis it will be 
seen from the figures given in the 
marginal table that about 73 per cent. 
of the cows and 88 per cent. of the 
she-buffaloes now existing in the 
country do not deserve to be kept at 
all. In consequence of keeping animals 
of such poor milking qualities the 
people are not getting enough milk for 
their consumption. The consumption 
of milk per head of population in 
British India is in itself much I ess than 
in Western countries, and in T ravan-
core it is hardly one~third of what it 

is in British India, The total yield of milk from 92,492 cows and 5,17 2 she~buffaloes 
in T ravancore, on the basis of the information co\Iected at the census, is estimated to be 
18,885 gallons a day or about 6,893,000 gallons in a year. This, when distributed 
among the present population, comes to, on an average, 1'3 gallons per head per annum. 
This is the average for the whole State; but in towns like Trivandrum the position is 
somewhat better. Trivandrum gets about one-third of its milk supply from the suburbs and 
the balance is produced in the town itself. The total supply is about 670 gallons 
a day or 244,550 gallons in a year and the average consumption per head of 
population is 2'5 gallons per annum. In Bombay the supply of milk is estimated to be 
about seven gallons and in Calcutta about eight gallons per head per annum. Even in the 
capital of the State the average consumption is hardly one-third of what it is in Calcutta 
or Bombay, and no wonder that the average for the whole State is one-half of that 
for T rivandrum. 

12. The disparity between British India and Travancore in the matter of milk 
supply can be brought out by examining the question from another standpoint. According 
to the latest figures the total number of cows and cow-buffaloes in British India is 
53,570,000 and the present population of British India is 271,527,000. The number of 
milk producing animals per 1,000 01 the population in British India is, therefore, 197, 
while the corresponding figure for T ravancore is 74. Owing to the better feeding and 
management of cattle in British India one-third of the numbers of cows and cow-buffaloes 
may be taken to be milkitlg and their number per 1,000 of the population is 66, while in 
Travancore where only one-fourth is found to be milking the number per 1,000 of the 
population is as iow as 19. With such a small number of milking cattle whose yielding 
capacity is decidedly less than that of the cattle in British India it is not surprising that 
the supply of milk per head of population in Travancore is nothing like what it is in 
British India. 

13. A special column was opened in the schedule for the present cattle census for Breeding bulls

recording the number of bulls used for breeding. The number recorded is 2,717. It is 
very probable that the enumerator has included under "young stock" a number of bulls 
which should have been brought under the class of "breeding bulls," and hence the 
number of stud bulls recorded at the census may not be quite correct, However, taking 
the figure as it stands, one cannot but conclude that the number of bulls available in the 
country is far too insufficient for the service of the existing number of cows. For every 
hull there are as many as 132 cows in the country. In Madras, according to the Royal 
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Commission. there are 5,500,000 cows and 65,663 bulls, i. e., 84 cows for every bull; 
but in their opinion Madras should have at least 100,000 bulls, or one buH for every 
55 cows. On this basis Travancore should have 6,500 bulls, as against 2,717 which she 
has. Absence of a sufficient number of bulls is probably one of the causes of a large 
proportion of cows (three out of four) remaining dry. Not only is the number of bulls 
insufficient, but their quality is also very inferior. Very few people bestow any attention 
on the selection of proper bulls for breeding purposes. 

14. "The number of cattle within a district depends upon. and is regulated by. the demand 
for bullocks. The worae the conditions for rearing efficiElnt cattle are the greater 
t.he numbers kept tend to be. Cows become less fert,lle. and their calves become 
undersized and do not satisfy cultiva~ors, who in the attempt to secure useful 
bullocks. breed more and more cattle. As numbers incl'{la<le, or as the incre lse of 
tillage encroaches on the better grazing land. the pressure on the available supply of 
food leads to still further poverty in the COWb. and a stage is reached when oxen 
from other provinces or male buffaloes are brought in to assist in cult.ivation. As 
cattle grow smaller in size and greater in number. the rate at wh"lch conditions 
become worse for breeding good live-stock is accelera~ed. For it must not be 
supposed that the food required by a hundred small cattle is the same in quantity 
as that needed by fifty of double the size. As cattle become smaller, the amount 
of food needed in proportion to their size increases. '1'hus. if a certain weight, of 
fodder maintained one hundred cattle weighing.5 cwts. each for a year, the same 
supply would last two hundred cattle weighing 5 cwts. each only for eight. months. 
Large numbers of diminutive cattle are, therefore. a serious drajn on a count.ry jn 
which the fodder supply IS so scarce at. certain seaSOllS of the year as it is jn India. 

"The process has gone 80 far, India has a.cquired so large a cattle population and the 
size oBhe animals in many tracts is so small, f;hat the task of reveriJing the process 
of deterioration and of improving the live-stock of the country IS now a gigantic 
one; but on improvement in cattle depends to a degree that is little understood 
the prosperity of agriculture, and the task must be faced. ,,* 

The above are extracts from the Report of the Royal Commission on Agriculture 
in India. The remarks contained therein about the cattle in India apply with greater force 
and intensity to T ravancore. Unlike the major portion of India, T ravancore, on account 
of its heavy rainfall and the comparative poverty and [insufficiency of its pasture lands, is 
particularly unsuited to the breeding of good cattle. The unfavourable conditions in this 
State for cattle breeding were noticed even as early as in ) 8) 6 by Ward and Conner. 
They say: - "The black cattle, like most of the animals of the country, are:diminutive; 
indeed the climate would appear unfavourable to the better kind of the other coast". t The 
improvement of cattle in Travancore is, therefore, not an easy task. The cattle breeder 
has to fight against nature and surmount insuperable difficulties. But the task must be 
faced as the Royal Commission say, for on cattle depends the prosperity of the agricultural 
population who forms more than half the inhabitants of the country. 

15. The attempt at the improvement of cattle must, however, be preceded by 
measures for increasing the quantity and quality of the fodder supply. Any good breed of 
live-stock which may he raised by selection and crossing will soon deteriorate if it is not 
properly fed; and the energy and money spent on improving the breed will only be wasted 
if measures are not taken at the same time to provide an adequate supply of suitable fodder. 
But it is the fodder problem that is the most difficult ~o solve in Travancore. It may 
sound par ad oxical to say that in a country with a heavy rainfall, enjoying the benefits of 
both the monsoons, with nearly a third of its area covered by forests, and with a large 
extent of cuIturable and unculturable waste lands, it is difficult to find sufficient fodder for its 
cattle population. But it is a fact; during more than six months of the year whe~ there is 
hardly any rain, the grazing problem in Travancore is even more acute than in other parts 
of India which do not enjoy such an abundant rainfall. The land here is undulating and 
the soil is laterite and porous; consequently the rain water either quickly Bows off into 
streams and rivers or sinks deep into the ground. so thai during the rainless months the soil 
is so dry that it is difficult to see many green blades of grass in most parts of the country. 
Irrigation is impracticable and even where it is practicable the cost will be too high to 
make the growing of grass under irrigation profitable. Forests, especially those which are 
not too thickly wooded, contain a luxuriant growth of grass, but generally they are so far 
removed from inhabited villages that they are ordinarily not accessible to the large majority 
of cattle. As for growil!_g grasses and fodder crops on the cultivators' holdings there is 
very little prospect in Travancore where the population is already pressing hard on the 
arable land. The density of population in the State is 668 to the square mile, which is 
but a trifle less than that of England and Wales. On the coastal area w~ere there is 
hardly any uncultivated land the density is as high as 1,743. The land under 

# Report of t,he Royal C:Jnlml88lOn on AgrICulture in Indw, p 191. 
t Ward and COIlIler, loco cd., p. 80. 
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cultivation in Travancore comes to only less than half an acre per head of population. 
The only other country where the cultivated land per head is less than this is probably 
Japan. Under the conditions obtaining in Travancore no portion of the cultivated land 
can, therefore, be used for the growing of fodder unless some of the people are driven out 
of it. There are no large industrial establishments which will absorb this surplus popu
lation and consequently there is no immediate possibility of depopulating the rural parts to 
make room for the cattle. The prospects of increasing the fodder supply under these 
conditions are not very bright. The only hope lies in finding ways and means of stimu
lating the growth of grass on the uncultivated waste lands during the monsoon period and 
preserving this grass as well as what is available- in the forests by converting it into hay or 
silage when climatic conditions are favourable, and utilising it durin~ times of scarcity. 
This is what the Royal Commission have recommended for British India and it can 
undoubtedly be practised in T ravancore also. 

16. Along with increasing the supply of fodder, the improvement of the breed of 
cattle must also be effected, both by the selection and the • grading up' of the local cattle, 
and by crossing them with superior strains imported from outside. Bulls (or breeding must 
be selected carefully and attention must be paid to the elimination of all worthless bulls by
'castrating them at an early age. The veterinary officers must carryon intensive propaganda 
and persuade the cultivators to agree to the castration of their useless bulls. The Royal 
Commission do not view with favour the resort to compulsory measures; but compulsion 
has been recommended and introduced in some European countries. ., The Irish Free 
State's Commission on Agriculture recommends that after a short interval, all bulls not 
licensed by the Ministry of Agriculture be compulsorily destroyed or castrated at the 
owner's expense, and the possession of such a bull be made a penal offence. Northern 
Ireland has actually passed an Act to compel licensing, and some prosecutions have taken 
place; the complaints are of leniency in the matter rather than of severity. "* When the 
wholesale castration of useless bulls is undertaken with or without compulsion, provision 
must be made for the supply of a sufficient number of good bulls. It is the duty of the 
Department of Agriculture to do this by producing sufficient bulls in its breeding farms, 
supplementing this number, if necessary, with bulls imported from outside, and by selling 
them to the cultivators at reasonable prices. 

17. In breeding better types of animals the requirements of towns where the problem 
is mainly one of milk supply, and of rural parts where the necessity is for a dual purpose 
animal suitable for draught and milk production, must be kept in view. For the rural area 
the aim should be to produce a type of cow which will give a strong calf and supply at the 
same time a moderate quantity of milk, say, 1,000 to 1,500 lbs. per lactation, whereas the 
cow for the towns must be one capable of yielding at least about 3,000 lbs. of milk per 
annum. From what has been stated in paragraph 11 above it is evident that not more 
than 25 per cent. of the existing cows give the standard yield of milk specified for the rural 
area and that there is hardly any cow which comes up to the standard laid down for 
towns. This phenomenon is not peculiar to Travancore alone. Mr. William Smith says 
that at least 90 per cent. of the cows in India do not produce enough milk and that 80 per 
cent. of the oxen do not give a return in work. 

18. The work to be done for the improvement of c'lttle in Travancore is stupen
dous. Something is being attempted by the Agricultural Department; but it does not go 
far enough. If its work is to produce any tangible result it must extend its breeding opera
tions considerably and also take in h:md intensive breeding work in a limited area which 
can easily be controlled. The town of Trivandrum is a suitable place to begin this inten
.give operation. It contains about 2,500 cows, the average yield of which is only about 
2 lbs. of milk a day. The objective of the stock breeder must be to weed out, in course 
,of time, all cows whose milk yield does not average at least 7 to 8 lbs. a day. Bulls of 
-superior milking strain. such as the Scindhi or the Ongole breed. must be stationed in 
sufficient numbers in the town. About 40 bulls may meet the present requirements, and all 
useless bulls must be castrated at the same time. If this work is continued for some years 
under the guidance and supervision of veterinary and agricultural officers, each successive 
generation of cows will show an increasing capacity for milk production and when a suffi
'cient number of cows giving ~he required standard of milk yield has been obtained it will 
not be difficult to eliminate, even by resort to compulsory measures if necessary, all poor 
milkers. Along with this work of improving the milking capacity of cows it would be 
desirable to organize the supply of milk in the town on co-operative basis as has been done 
successfully in the city of Calcutta. Under such an organization the milk supply can be 
controlled and the production and sale of pure milk under hygienic conditions ensured. 
The goal can, however, be reached only by the co-operation and joint action of the 
agricultural and co-operative departments, the municipality and the public. 

'" RE'port of the Royal COlllml~sloll Ull AgrICulture 111 Iud,." p.239. 
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SUM.MARY 

The Report consists of twelve chapters and five appendices. The first chapter Chapter I 

deals with the distribution and movement of the population of the State as a whole, its Distribution 
administrative and natural divisions and taluks. and moye~ent: 

of populatIon. 

There has been no change in the area of the State or in the number of divisions or 
taluks, though the boundaries of the natural divisions have been suitably altered at the 
present census. The de facto population of T ravancore, according to the present census, 
is 5,095,973. The State holds the 19th place in size and the third in population among 
the Indian States, the only ones having a larger population being Hyderabad and Mysore. 
Travancore has a mean density of 668 persons per square mile which, when calculated on 
the cultivable land and the land actually cultivated, rises to 1,072 and 1,482 respectively, 
each person having three-fifths of an acre of cultivable land and two-fifths of an acre of 
cultivated land. In India Cochin alone, and out~ide India only Java and Madura, England 
and Wales, and Belgium, have slightly higher densities than Travancore. 

The recorded increase in the population in the last decade is 27'2 per cent. But 
it has been proved that there was under-enumeration in the census of 192 J and if allowance 
is made for this under-enumeration, the increase in the actual population would drop to 
24'8 per cent. Of this increase, l' J per cent. has been caused by the balance of migra
tion so that the increase in the natural population may be taken to be 23'7 per cent. In 
the adjoming State of Cochin the increase is 23' J per cent. The decennial growth of the 
E_opulation has always been greater in Travancore than in India as a whole and in most 
Provinces and States, the peculiar physical and economic conditions of this State naturally 
favouring a high birth-rate and a low death-rate. 

Agriculture being the main source of wealth in the State at present, the pressure of 
population on the means of subsistence is determined by the condition of agriculture and 
the possibilities of its further development, both extensively and intensively. Under the 
existing conditions extension of cultivation, though possible to some extent, cannot afford 
much relief if the present rate of growth of the population continues. The extreme sub
division and fragmentation of agricultural holdings, 95 per cent. of which are already 
uneconomic, and the chronic indebtedness of the cultivators render progress in revolutionizing 
the methods of agriculture slow, and even any increase in production that may be brought about 
by improved methods of cultivation is not likely to keep pace with the growth of the popula
tion. 54'3 per cent. of the total population is supported by agriculture, but their standard 
of life is very low, and to raise this standard what is really necessary is to draw away 
from agriculture a portion of the population now depending on it. This could only be 
done by the development of industry and commerce. Over-population is the combined 
effect of a falling death-rate and a rising birth-rate. The question of controlling the growth 
of population by prudential or birth-preventing checks deserves consideration. 

The number of occupied houses has increased by 22 per cent. during the last 
decade, the increase being shared by all the divisions. The average number of persons 
per family is 5'46 and that per house is 5'48. It is noteworthy that as a result of the 
partition of the matriarchal tarwads of Nayars, I!avas and Nanjanad VeHalas many joint 
families have been broken up in the latter half of the last decade 

The number of towns separately censused this time is 46 consisting of 19 municipal Chapter II 

t()wns as in 1921 and 27 census towns. If classified according to the chief occupations of Population of 
their population, their historical aSliociations and other important factors, 23 towns are t~~ng and 
~gricultural and distributive, nine are industrial and commercial. two are market towns, two YI a es. 

are hi~orically important ann eight are temple towns. Trivandrum, the capital of th~ 
~tate, and Alwaye a health resort, stand by themselves. 
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The urban population has grown from 404,654 to 551,788 (an increase of 25'1 
per cent.) during the last decade, but the proportion of urban to total population has risen 
only from 10'1 per cent. in 1921 to 10'8 per cent. in 1931. About 74 per cent. of the 
urban population live in municipal towns, as much as 50 per cent. being congregated in the 
capital of the State and the nine industrial and commercial towns. The average population 
of a town (taking all towns together) has increased from 10,648 in 1921 to 11,995 in 
1931 and that of a municipal town from 17,098 to 21,498. Barring the capital of the 
State, the industrial and commercial towns have the largest average population (20,030) 
and the temple towns the lowest (6,912). The natural growth of the urban population 
has been less than the increase in the general population of the State, and a more rapid 
urbanization of Travancore will only follow in the wake of an equally rapid industrializa" 
tion of the country. 

The average density of population in urban area now stands at 3,649 persons per 
square mile as against 2,952 in 1921. The average density in municipal towns has 
increased from 3,820 to 4,720 during the decade. Of all the towns, Shenkotta is the 
most densely populated (17,464 persons per square mile), next to it come Alleppey with a 
density of 9,656, Nagercoil with 9,586, and Trivandrum with 8,505. The least populous 
town is Attingal which has only a density of 816 persons per square mile which is less than 
even the density of the taluk in which it is situated. 

A large majority of the population in towns consists of persons born in the taluks in 
which the towns are situated. The capital contains the highest proportion of persons born in 
the other taluks of the State and the industrial and commercial towns the highest proportion of 
persons born outside T ravancore. 19 per cent. of the Muslims in the State, 11 per cent. of 
the Hindus and 8 per cent. of the Christians live in towns. 

The k_ata or the residential village, and not the pak_uthi or the revenue village, 
has been adopted as the territorial unit for the census. The average population of the kat a 
has increased from 929 to 1,155 and that of the pakuthi from 8,337 to 10,494 during the 
decade. 

Chapter III The volume of external migration during the last decade has not been considerable, 
B' th 1 d the total number of emigrants and immigrants together constituting only 38 per mille of the 
n:fgr!ti~~~ an aggregate population. Internal migration was confined to 18 per mille of the State population 

of whom 89 per cent. moved only between contiguous divisions. The largest volume of' 
immigration and the smallest volume of emigration are seen in localities of low density. 
The general proposition that immigration decreases and emigration increases as the demity 
of population increases holds good in Travancore. 

The immigrants from outside the State number 135,103 as against 73,591 in '921. 
The tea, rubber and cardamom plantations alone contain 79.~33 immigrants. About 81 per 
cent. of the immigrants are from the adjacent State of Cochm and the contiguous districts 
of the Madras Presidency, about 16 per cent. from the nOD"contiguous districts of the same 
Presidency, nearly two per cent. from the other parts of India and only one per cent. from 
countries outside India. The sexes are almost equal among Hindu immigrants, females 
preponderate among Christians and males among Muslims. Except in the case of immigrants 
from outside India the sex ratio is found to decrease as the distance between the place of 
birth and the place of enumeration increases. The immigrants in the tea, rubber and 
cardamom estates represent 59 per cent. of the aggregate immigrant population of the State, 
which shows that most of the immigrants in the State are labourers in the estates and are 
temporary or semi-permanent sojourners. 

The number of emigrants from the State has increased from 30,260 in 1921 to 
58,466 in 1931. The balance of external migration has always been in favour of the 
~tate. Nearly 86 per cent. of the emigrants are found in other parts of India, the largest 
numbers in Cochin State and the Madras Presidency. The emigrants to foreign countries 
number 8,482. If conditions of settlement are congenial, distance and other disadvantages 
do not deter the educated youth of T ravancore from migrating to any country to earn a 
decent living, though such migration will naturally be of a temporary or semi-permanent 
type only. 
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The tea and cardamom plantations in the State employ 
they would recruit all their labour from the State itself, more 
-could find work there under the present conditions and to 
unemployment in the State would be reduced. 

!)09 

mostly foreign labour. If 
than 75,000 local persons 
that extent the volume of 

Of the aggregate population more than J 7 per cent. are under five years of age, 30 ChapterlY 

per cent. under ten years, more than 42 per cent. under 15. about 48 per cent. between Age. 
15-50 and a little over 9 per cent. above 50 years. There is a remarkable rise in the 
proportions of children under ten years and of persons over 50 to the total population, 
coupled with a similar fall in those of persons aged J 0- J 5 and 15-50. The proportion 
of children is highest in the Midland Division, while that of adults aged J 5-40 is 
nighest in the Highland and lowest in the Midland. All the municipal towns generally 
·disclose a higber proportion of adults. The proportion of children is higher among 
Christians and Muslims than among Hindus. 

The mean age as well as the median age of the population has been gradually 
decreasing as a result of the increasing proportion of children. It is highest among H\ndus 
and lowest among Muslims, and Chris tans occupy an intermediate position. Though there 
is a decrease in the proportion of adults which may cause a decline in the birth-rate, the 
-increasing proportion of married females at the earlier child-bearing ages and the present 
high proportion of children will result in an increase in the number of adults in the next 
generation, probably leading to a rise in the birth-rate. The future growth of the popu
lation is, therefore, not likely to be aifected so much by the variations of birth and death 
rates brought about by changes in the age constitution as by the economic and public health 
conditions. The proportion of children below ten years of age to married females aged 
J 5-40, which under certain conditions indicates fertility, has also increased during the last 

·decade. The average death-rate for females has been lower than that of males throughout 
the decade. female mortality being higher at the ages J 5-35 and male mortality at all 
other ages. The crude death-rate for the two sexes together is practically 20 per mille 
-per annum. 

Although thirty persons have returned their ages as J 00 and over, subsequent local Chapter Y 
enquiries have shown that their number is not more than 15 of whom six are males and 
nine females. All of them belong to the Depressed or Backward Classes and are illiterate. 

Though there has always been an excess of males over females in Travancore as a 
whole, as in other parts of India, females outnumber males in eleven taluks. In seven of 
these taluks most of which lie at the sea-coast, the preponderllnce of females has been 
..almost a permanent feature, while in the remaining four taluks it has been observed for the 
first time only at the present census. The sex ratio, or the proportion of females to 1,000 
males, of the actual population is highest in the Southern Division and lowest in the 
High Range. Hindus show the highest sex ratio and Muslims the least, Christians holding 
.an intermediate position. The mafumakkathayam communities have generally a higher lIex 
-ratio than makkathayis. probably on account of the difference in their social customs. 

Female deaths are lower than male deaths in the ages up to 15, they exceed male 
deaths in the age-periods 15-20 and 20-30, shGW a steady fall between 30 and 60 and 
-perceptibly increase after 60. 

The following are some of the inferences drawn from the special enquiry regarding 
the fertility of women which was conducted at the present census: -

(i) Masculinity is slightly bigher in first births than in subsequent births and it 
is highest in the Highland Division which is most rural. and lowest in the Lowland which 
is most urbanized. The proportion of families in which the first-born is a male and which 
have a preponderance of male children is higher than that of families in which the 'brlt-born 
-is a female and which have a preponderance of females. 

(ii) The' JIlode • or size of family most favoured in Travancore is five for the 
towns and seven for the State. 14 per cent. of the 18.456 families of completed marriages 
brought under enquiry have seven children each. A single family hlls 19 children. a little 
less than one per cent. have more than 12 children each, about 98 per cent. have one 
-child to J 2 children each, 53 per cent. have 5 to 8 children each and a little more than one 
per cent. have no children at all. 

(iii) The most favoured combination of children is that of three males and two 
females in towns as against four males and three females in the State. The proportion of 
female children tends to increase with the increase in the number of children born, the 
highest proportion being reached in families having J 3 children of <both sexes. 
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(iv) Based on the occupation of the husband. the agriculturists ha'\re the largest 
families and the Government officers the smallest, but, unlike in Western countries. the 
industrialists and unskilled labourers have smaller families than the small cultivators and 
petty merchants. Of the different communities, Brahmans have the smallest families, and 
of the other communities. Indian Chri~tians, particularly Syrians, show the highest fertility 
as well as the largest survival ratio. Ilavas come next. then Nayars and lastly Muslims. 

(v) The age of marriage is lowest among Brahmans and highest among Nayars. 
The majority of the women in the State marry between the ages of ) 5 and 20 and the 
mean effective fertility for all ages ill 4·9. 
_ (vi) Irrespective of the duration of marriage Brahmans have the lowest fertility, 
Ilavas have a slightly higher fertility than Nayars throughout their married life, and 
Christians have a lower fertility than Nayars, Muslims and l1avas during the first ten years. 
of married life, more or less the same fertility as these latter in the next ten years and 
the highest fertility after that. The rate of increase in the size of the family in Travancore 
shows a rythmic variation during the 6rst 15 years of marriage and a sudden fall there
after as in Scotland. while in Baroda there is a continuous fall. 

(vii) There is a tendency for the interval between the date of marriage and the 
date of first confinement to decrease as the age of marriage advances. The proportion of 
sterile to fertile marriages decreases as the duration of marriage increases. There is no 
difference in the proportion of still-born to quick-born children in the case of women 
marrying up to the age of 25, but there is perceptible increase in the case of women 
married at later ages. 

(viii) The net reproduction rate in Travancore is higher than that in most. 
European countries. The net fertility of 1,000 women is found to be 3.867 children. 
of whom the number of girls who will be future mothers and who thus represent the net 
reproduction rate is 1.815. The population will hold its own if 1,000 girls born now 
live up to the end of the child-bearing period and give birth to 1,000 future mothers and 
it will increase or die out according as the number is above or below 1,000. Tested 
by this method the population of T ravancore is a highly progressive one. 

Marriage by capture is practically extinct in Travancore. though a relic of the 
custom is seen among Muthuvans and Mannans in the High Range Division. Marriage by 
purchase. with its earlier form of marriage by service. and exchange marriage prevail 
among the Primitive Tribes found in the State. Dowry marriage which is universal ~mong 
Brahmans also prevails among Christians and is becoming prevalent among Nayars, I!avas 
and Nanjan~d VeHalas as well. Of the two forms of marriage, Thalikeltu/ealyanam and 
Sambandham, which prevailed among the major marumakkathayam communities, the former 
has degenerated into a mock marriage and has heen practically given up or is being. 
combined with the latter which is the true wedlock now. Polygamy which is a sign of 
plenty has been allowed and indulged in by the hill~tribes and a few other communities, 
wherever economic conditions permitted it, but with the spread of education among all 
classes of people it is practically dying out. Polyandry is tabooed by all communities in 
the State and hypergamy or the system of securing husbands from higher castes is dying 
out and may probably become altogether extinct before long. Cousin marriage between 
the children of brothers and sisters is common both among civilized matumakkathayam 
communities like Nayars and among most of the Primitive Tribes found in the State. 

In Travancore, the marumakkathayam system has always recognized the supremacy 
of the woman, though in recent times her influence has waned on account of the un
authorised assertion of authority by the man and the mismanagement of the common pro
perties by the karaTJ.avan of the tarwad While these disintegrating causes are contri
buting to the break-up of the marumakkathayam system, the woman, especially of the 
educated communities, is gaining her economic independence as in the West. The high 
degree of education attained by the women of Travancore and the liberal policy pursued 
by the Government in the matter of appointments to State service and representati"ln in 
political institutions without distinction of sex, have made women self·reliant and self
dependent. Many educa.ted young women have already begun to disclose a desire to 
avoid the matrimonial bondage and, if the future progress is as rapid as in the immediate 
past, the next census is likely to record a [shrinkage in the number of marriages
contracted. 

The bulk of the population being Dravidian, marriage is ~ot so universal in !he 
State as in other parts of India, although it is more common than m Western countne~. 
The proportion of women of the child-bearing period is greater in Travan core than m: 
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Western countries, but it is distinctly less than in India as a whole. The smallest proportions 
of unmarried males and females are found among Primitive Tribes, the largest proportion of 
unmarried males among Muslims and of unmarried females among Christians.' The 
highest proportion of married women in the early ages of 5- J 5 is found among 
Brahmans and the Primitive Tribes and next to them among Christians, particularly 
Syrian Christians. Early marriage prevails least among Hindus as a whole and Muslims.· 

Among adult men town life in Travancore, as in the West, discourages marriage. 
The proportion of the widowed to the population of each sex in Travancore is 

much less than that in India, but the proportion of widows to widowers is much higher, 
thereby showing that the remarriage of widowers is more common than that of widows in 
this State. The smallest proportions of widows to the female population in all ages 
taken together and at different age-periods are seen among Christians. The rate of marriage 
of widowers after the 45th year is lowest among Syrian Christians. Except in the case 
of Muslim widows in 193 J, all the religions shQW a decrease in the proportions of widows 
between the ages of 1 5 and 40 from census to census, and the fall in this propqrtion, 
combined with a rise in that of married women of the child-bearing ages, mainly acck,unts 
for the high rate of increase of the population in the last decade. 

Child marriage is not a serious problem in this S tate, the numbers getting married 
up to the age of 15 being considerably less than 10 India. Comparatively, it is more 
common among the Primitive Tribes than among civilized communities, Christians are more 
addicted to the practice than Muslims or Hindus and it is least common among Hindus 
taken as a whole. Early marriage of boys is most common among Syrian Christians and 
that of girls among Brahmans and next to them among Syrian Christians, though both these 
communities are educationally more advanced than the others. 

As in the previous censuses separate statistics were collected for five infirmities, Chapter YII 
namely. insanity, deaf-mutism, blindness, leprosy and elephantiasis, the first four only being . 
included in the enquiry in other parts of India. For every 100 persons afflicted with each Infirmities. 

infirmity in 1901 there are, according to the present census, 4 J 1 persons suffering from insanity, 
356 from deaf-mutism, 306 from blindness, 197 from leprosy and 248 from elephantiasis. 
The total number of all the afflicted persons has increased by more than 2k times during 
the last 30 years. During the decade J 92 J -1930 the insane have increased by 62' 7 
per cent., the deaf-mutes by 32'9 per cent., the blind by 89'9 per cent., the lepers 
by 35'5 per cent. and the persons afflicted with elephantiasis by 26'4 per cent. 
Insanity and leprosy appear to be more prevalent in T ravancore than in India as a 
whole, while in deaf-mutism and blindness India beats Travancore. Elephantiasis 
is essentially a disease of the lowlands, especially of the coastal tract, but all 
the other infirmities are fairly well distributed in the plains divisions. Males more than 
females are subject to the attack of these infirmities and the grown-ups more than young 
persons. The incidence of these infirmities is generally slightly less in municipal towns 
than in the other parts of the State. The number of persons afflicted with more than one 
infirmity is only 63, the combination of leprosy and elephantiasis affecting the largest 
number and that of deaf-mutism and blindness the next largest. 

The net increase in tht: number of insane persons during the, last fifty years is 
424·9 per cent. and that of persons afflicted with elephantiasis during the last thirty years 
is 148'3 per cent. A much larger proportion of children is afflicted with deaf-mutism 
than with any other infirmity. The number of blind persons has been increasing from 
census to census and this infirmity is spreading faster among females than among males. 

Of the total population. ~9 per cent. have been. returned as earners, ,8·2 per cent. Chapter YI.f 
as working dependants and 52·8 per cent. as non-workmg dependants. The earners and 
working dependants form the working population and their proportion is 47·2 per cent. of Occnpation. 

the total population. In 1921 the proportion was 37 per cent. only. The increase in 
1931 is mainly due to the inclusion of women doing manual work at house-keeping among 
working dependants which was not the case in 192 J • The largest proportion of the 
working population. viz., 39 per cent., is engaged in agriculture and allied occupations. 
Taking the earners and working dependants separately, 55'5 per cent. of the former are 
engaged in agriculture and allied occupations, 18'6 per cent. in industry and only J • J per 
cent. in public administration, while of the working dependants 75 per cent. are engaged 
in domestic service,. 13 per cent. in agriculture, 8 per cent. in industry and the remaining 
four per cent. in other occupations. Of the total number of earners with a subsidiary 
occupation, 54 per ceat. have agriculture as a subsidiary field of employment, the next 
most favoured subsidiary occupation being domestic service in which there are roughly 41 
women for every man. 
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Unemployment both among males and females appears to be greater in Travancore 
than in other Indian States and Provinces except Bengal. The rapid growth of the 
population which has strained to the utmost the resources of agriculture, the chief occupa
tion of the people, is the primary cause of unemployment in this State. Leaving aside 
children below IS years, all women engaged in house-keeping and all boys and girls at 
school or college, it is seen that roughly 179,000 males and 321,000 females or in all 
500,000 persons of 1 S years and over are entirely unemployed, of whom 152,000 are 
literate and 348,000 illiterate. Generally, unemployment increases with literacy, though 
there are some exceptions, and it is lowest among the labourer classes who have the least 
number of literates among them. 

Under the stress of economic necessity the Hindu castes generally disclose a 
rapidly growing tendency to give up their traditional occupations, the tendency being more 
pronounced among the educationally advanced castes, except Nayars and Nanjanad 
VeHatas, than among the backward and illiterate castes. 

If females below J 0 years and above 55 years are excluded as being incapable of 
work and also those who are house-keepers doing actual manual work, the number of 
females engaged in other occupations both as earners and working dependants is 280 per 
J ,000 of the female population of the ages J 0-55. The largest number of women is 
employed in agriculture and the next largest in industries. The proportion of female to male 
earners in the different castes varies according to their social status. The lower the status, 
the greater is the number of women working for their livelihood. 

The number of persons returned as workers (earners and workiQ8 dependants) 
under the various groups constituting agriculture is a little over 893,000. The corresponding 
number in 1921 was 627,000 and the increase during the decade is 42 per cent. This 
large increase is due to the natural development of cultivation, particularly of special Cl;ops 
like tea and rubber,_ and also to the partition of tarwad properties of the marumakkathayam 
families of Nayars, I!avas and Nanjanad VeHalas. The population supported by agriculture 
which includes non-working dependants also comes to about 2,768,000 which is equal to 
54'3 per cent. of the aggregate population. In 1921 this proportion was 51'7 per cent. 
only. In spite of this increase in the agricultural population during the decade it has not 
come to the proportion in India as a whole where it was 71 per cent. in 1921. Twenty 
per cent. of the land transferred in a year passes from agriculturists to non-agriculturists, 
naturally leading to an increase in the number of non-cultivating proprietors as well as a 
proportionate increase in the number of tenant cultivators. The area under cultivation, 
excluding land under rubber and tea, has not increased proportionately to the growth of 
the agricultural population and the holdings are, therefore, getting sub-divided into small 
fragments. Of the total holdings in the State about 6 per cent. are less than 20 cents in 
extent, about 26 per cent. less than 60 cents, 38 per cent. less than one acre, 62 per cent. 
less than 2 acres, 87 per cent. less than 5 acres, 95'5 per cent. less than 10 acres and 4'5 
per cent. 10 acres and 'over. If ten acres is considered to be the minimum size of an 
economic holding, only less than five per cent. of the holdings are economic. 

Excepting Madras and the Central Provinces and Berar, Travancore has a higher 
proportion of agricuitural labourers than any other Indian Province, evidently due to even 
the small cultivators here leaving the cultural operations to the Depressed Clas~s. The 
workers in tea and rubber estates have increased from 16,786 in 1921 to 7 J , 159 in 1931. 
This abnormal increase is due partly to the enormous development of tea and rubber 
cultivation during the last decade and partly also to under-enumeration in 1921. 

Fishing gives employment to over 39,000 persons showing an increase of 1 7 per cent. 
over the number jn 1921. Fishing has great possibilities of development by the improvement 
of the methods of catching and curing fish and by the exploitation of the still untouched 
deep-sea fisheries. So also is the newly organized cashew-nut industry in which more 
than 8,000 persons are now engaged. Coir yarn industry is the most important cottage 
industry in the State and more than 126,000 persons are employed in it either as full-time 
or part-time workers. The number in 1921 was 102,634, the increase in the decade 
being 23 per cent. Of the workers, more than two-thirds are females. Rice husking is 
another favourite occupation of the females. Over 18,000 persons have been returned as 
workers under this occupation and of them more than 17,000 are women. The total 
number of persons engaged in industries according to the present census is about 351,000 
which is equal to 6'9 per cent. of the aggregate population. The industrial population has 
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increased only by 7 per cent. as against an increase of 27'2 per cent. in the total population 
during the decade. Of 35 J ,000 workers in industry, as many as 326,500 persons are 
engaged in cottage industries, and only the remaining 24,500 or 7 per cent. are factory 
workers. 

Transport employs about 38,000 persons now as against 32,000 in 1921. 
In regard to transport the most noteworthy fact is the rapid development of motor transport. 
The number of persons employed in this occupation according to the present census is 
nearly 6,500 as against 925 in 1921. Traders, including earners and working dependants, 
have increased from about 157,000 in 1921 to 177,000 in 1931, showing an increase of J 2 
per cent. during the decade. The number of persons engaged in public administration has 
increased from 12,800 to 16,700, and of these 41 I are females, while in 1921 there Was 
no female employe in public administration. Under professions and liberal arts, which 
include religion, law, medicine, instruction, letters, arts and sciences, the number returned 
at the present census is 64,270 and at the las.t it was 56,800, ,the increase during the decade 
being 13 per cent. The number engaged in instruction alone has increased by 47 per cent. 
from 14,400 in 1921 to 2 )'200 in 193 J. The teaching profession now employs 3,272 
women as against J ,819 in 192 J • 

Twenty- nine per cent. of the total population aged five years and over are literate, Chapter IX 
the percentage of literacy among males being 41 and among females J 7. In male literacy Literacy. 
Travancore ranks third among the Provinces and States in India, the first place being held 
by Burma and the second by Cochin State, while in female literacy Cochin stands first and 
next to it comes T ravancore. The literates among males and females of five years and over 
have increased by 102 per cent. and 318 per cent. respectively during the last twenty 
years. The literacy figures of 1921 have been left out of consideration because of the 
patent inaccuracies in them. Of the urban population of five years and over 41 per cent. 
and of the rural population of the same ages 28 per cent. are literate. The highest propor-
tions of literates are found amop.g the population 15-20 years of age-53 per cent. among 
males and 27 per cent. among females. Christians have the highest proportion of literates, 
viz., 36 per cent. of the population of five years and over, Hindus 27 per cent. and Muslims 
14 per cent. Literacy is generally greater in places where Syrian Christians preponderate 
than in other localities and it is least prevalent in taluks where the estate coolies form the 
bulk of the population. Female literacy is less in localities where the population is predo
minantly Tamilian than in places where Malayalis preponderate. There has been such a 
progressive increase in the proportion of female to male literates at the younger ages during 
the last twenty years that the Hindus and Christians have doubled their proportions of 
female literates, though the proportion of Muslim female literates has increased by only 
57 per cent. 

If the different castes and communities are divided into three categories, namely, 
• Advanced', 'Intermediate' and 'Illiterate', according as they contain more than 50 per cent., 
10-50 per cent. or less than ten per cent. of literates in the male population of seven years 
and over, it is seen that 33'7 per cent. of the Hindu population are 'Advanced', 52'6 per 
cent. 'Intermediate' and J 3'7 per cent. 'Illiterate', while in the case of Christians 59'9 
per cent. are' Advanced' and the rest 'Intermediate', and the Muslims are entirely in the 
'Intermediate' class. If female literates are classified on the same basis, 66'0 per. cent. of 
Hindu females are 'Intermediate' and 33'9 per cent. 'lIIiterate', and the corresponding per
centages among Christian females are 96'3 and 3'7 respectively, while Muslim females are 
entirely 'Illiterate'. Of the total literate males 9 J'3 per cent. are literate in Malayalam and 
8'7 per cent. in Tamil, while the corresponding proportions of literate females are 93·6 per 
cent. and 6'4 per cent. respectively. 

English literates per mille of the population aged 5 years and over have increased 
from 15 in 1921 to 19 in 1931. 31 per 1.000 males of 5 years and over and 7 per 
1,000 females of the same ages are now able to read and write English. Cochin, Bengal 
and Bombay alone have a higher proportion of English literacy among males and Co chin 
alone has a higher proportion among females than Travancore. Of the different religions 
the Christians have the highest proportions of English literates, 4 J per 1,000 males and J 5 
per 1,000 females of 5 years and over, the corresponding proportions among Hindus being 
28 and 4. Among Muslims the male proportion is 11 and among females it is practically 
nil. Among Christians the Mar Thoma Syrians have the highest proportions, namely, 59 
per 1,000 of both sexes, and 87 per 1,000 males. 

6E 
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Excluding the forest regions which are practically uninhabited, the average area and 
population served by each primary school in 1930 were 1'7 square miles and 1,704 respec
tively as against 3'7 square miles and 2,393 in 1911. The greatest progress in literacy is seen 
in the Northern Division and the least in the High Range. Male and female literates of the 
ages 15-20 have increased by 253 per cent. and 742 per cent. respectively during the last 
thirty years and the ratio of female to J 00 male literates of the same ages has increased 
from 23 to 54 during the last two decades. 

Under the conditions obtaining in Travancore all boys and girls of five to ten 
years of age may be treated as the population of school-going age that ought to be receiving 
primary education, and instruction in five classes (four classes in the Vernacular Primary 
School and Class 5 in the Vernacular Middle School or Preparatory Class in the English 
School) as the minimum required to acquire permanent literacy. In view of the higher 
proportion of children in this State than in British India 16 per cent. of the total population 
may be taken to be the correct proportion of the population of school-going age in 
T ravancore as against 1 4 per cent. adopted elsewhere in India. On the above basis 26 
per cent. of the boys and 50 per cent. of the girls of school-going age do not appear to have 
been attending school in 1930. It is also seen that only about 31 per cent. of the children 
of school-going age are likely to acquire literacy, the remaining 69 per cent. either not 
attending school at all or leaving school before they become effectively literate. 

On the whole 29 languages have been returned, of which Malayalam is spoken by 
84 per cent. and Tamil by 1 5 per cent. of the entire population. The increase in the 
Malayalam-speaking population during the last decade is equal to the recorded increase in 
the aggregate population, namely, 27'2 per cent., that of the Tamil-speaking population is 
26'2 per cent. and that of persons speaking the other languages 48'7 per cent., the differ
ence between the rate of increase of the persons speaking Tamil and other languages and 
that of the aggregate population being due probably to migration. The hill-tribes in 
Travancore seem to have no separate language of their own, but the words they use are of 
Malayalam or Tamil origin, though their endings are different and the pronunciation 
uncouth. About 80 per cent. of the Malayalam-speaking population are found in the 
Central and Northern Divisions and about 74 per cent. of the Tamil-speaking population 
in the Southern Division. The speakers of the other 27 languages constitute only a little 
below one per cent. in each of the Southern, Central and Northern Divisions and over five 
per cent. in the High Range. 99'4 per cent. of the aggregate population speak languages 
of the Dravidian family, those speaking Malayalam and Tamil constituting 99 per cent 
and the others, namely, speakers of Kanarese, T ulu anc! T elugu forming only 0'4 per cent. 
Nine of the vernacular languages included in the Indo-Aryan Branch of the Indo-European 
Family are represented in this State and are spoken by 26,683 persons, and nine European 
languages have been returned by 1,371 persons. 

Though there are 185 Tamil speakers for every 1,000 Malayalam speakers, there 
are only 87 Tamil literates to 1,000 Malayalam literates, the disparity between the pro
portions of speakers and literates being due to Malayalis taking to education more largely 
than the T amilians and to some of the latter learning Malayalam instead of T ami! at 
school. 

Considering bi-lingualism in respect of Malayalam and Tamil, it is seen that where 
the preponderating mother-tongue is Malayalam, the proportion of Malayalis who could 
speak T amiI is very small and that the T amilians who are in the minority acquire the habit 
of speaking Malayalam in much larger proportions. But where the preponderating mother .. 
tongue is Tamil the reverse order holds good. That is to say, the proportion of Tamilians 
who speak Malayalam is much smaller than that of Malayalis able to _speak Tamil. With 
regard to other languages, Tulu, KonkaI)i, Marathi, and Western Hindi are combined 
more largely with Malayalam than with Tamil, Telugu with Tamil more than with 
Malayalam, and Kanarese more or less equally with either of them. 

Hinduism, Christianity and Islam are the three main religions in Travancore. Of 
the aggregate population 61 '5 per cent. are Hindus, 31'5 per cent. are Christians and 6'9 
per cent .. are Muslims. Tra~ancore and ~ochin di~er from other. parts of In~ia in having 
comparahvely smaller proportIOns of Mushms and higher proportions of Chnstians, and of 
the two .. Travanc?r~ contains a sm~ller proportion of Hindus and a correspondingly higher 
proportIon of Chnstlans than Cochm. More than a fourth of the total Christian population 
of India is found in this State. 
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In the case of Muslims who are mostly traders, the proportion in the urban popula
tion is about double that in the rural population, while the Christians, who ate generally 
agriculturists, are found in larger proportion in rural than in urban areas. 

In the course of a little more than a century the Hindus including Tribal Religions 
have increased more than four times, the Christians more than fourteen times and the 
Muslims more than eight times, the largest increase among Christians being due mainly to 

nversions and to some extent to the high fertility of the Syrian Christians, and the larger 
in\.._ 'ase among Muslims than among Hindus being practically the result of the higher ferti
lity oi the former. 

The religion of the Primitive Tribes who come in contact with the people of the plains 
naturally becomes modified by the influence of Hinduism, and this process of Hinduization 
of the Primitive Tribes, coupled with conversions to Christianity, accounts for the gradual 
falling-off of the numbers returned under Tribal Religions. In spite of the increase in the 
actual numbers of Hindus from census to census their proportion to the total population has 
been steadily falling due to the rapid growth of the other religions. Shenkotta and next to 
it Devikulam contain the highest proportions of Hindus, and excepting six taluks-all in the 
Northern Division -the population in the other taluks consists of more than 50 per cent. 
Hindus. 

Christianity ,has made remarkable progress in Travancore. During the last 30 
years Christians have increased by ) 30 per cent., and the Hindus by 54 per cent. only, 
and in the last decade the increase has been 36'8 per cent. in the case of Christians and 
23'0 eer cent. in the case of Hindus. The Syrian Christians who form 59 per cent. of the 
total Christian population of the State are found in larger numbers in the interior taluks of 
the Northern Division and in Thiruvella and Pathanamthitta taluks of the Central Division, 
while Hindus preponderate in the Southern and Central Divisions, in the coastal taluks of 
the Northern Division and in the High Range. Various missionary bodies are at work in 
Travancore and are carrying on active proselytization mostly among low-caste Hindus. 
According to the figures supplied by the missionaries, the converts to Christianity during 
the last decade total not less than 100,000. From the census returns it is seen that the 
Nadar, Pulaya, Paraya (Sambavar) and Kurava castes have contributed about 70,000 of 
these converts, and the remaining 30,000 must have come from the Primitive Tribes and 
other low castes. 

Muslims have increased by 30'6 per cent. in the last decade, the rate of increase in 
natural population being higher than among Hindus or Christians, but in no taluk do they 
constitute more than 16 per cent. of the population, and in as many as eleven taluks they 
constitute less than five per cent. 

After dealing at lellgth with the origin and development of caste in Northern Chapter XII 
and Southern India in general, the chapter proceeds to consider the origin and history of I 

h . K' I' . I Caste, Tribe t e caste system In era,a m parhcu ar. and Race. 

Ketala which once formed part of the ancient T amilakam was originally inhabited 
by a branch of the Dravidian stock. Being cut off from the rest of the Dravidians by the 
Western Ghats, the inhabitants of Kerala developed a culture of their own. There was 
no caste system amoDg them, though there was a priestly class to minister to their religious 
needs. The early Aryan immigrants to Ketala adopted many of the manners and customs 
of the local people, imposing on them some of their own in turn. The people were divided 
into groups on an occUpatiollal basis and each group subsequently developed into a distinct 
caste on the analogy of the Aryan system. Whatever might have been the condition in the 
early past, Ketala including Travancore is considered to be the most caste-ridden part of Illdia 
at present. It is probably due to her peculiar geographical position and the comparative 
freedom she enjoyed from foreign invasions unlike other parts of India, so that the factors 
which contributed to the levelling up of differences between sections of the people did not 
operate freely in Keiala. But changes have now set in and are proceeding vigorously and 
rapidly, and caste barriers are breaking down under the influence of the social reform 
movement which is now a common feature of all the castes and communities in Travan
core. There is hardly any caste or community in the State without an association of its 
own for self-advancement in social and political spheres, and the fusion of sub-castes is a 
common creed of all such associations. Almost all the llumerous sub-divisions that existed 
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among the major communities like Nayars and Ilavas in 1901 have disappeared. Though 
long-established social customs die hard and union for political purposes may not immediately 
lead to union for social purposes also, the fusion of sub-castes may very probably be 
followed by the fusion of the allied castes as evidenced by the attempts of the Hindu castes 
of the fishermen communities to unite themselves, perhaps for political purposes, into the 
Araya caste, and by the move towards the amalgamation of the washermen castes under 
the common name 'Varnavar: The time, however, has not yet arrived when thf 
people will be prepared to abolish the caste system altogether and accept an alternatj· _ 
classification either on an occupational or any other basis. Further, it is not feasibte to 
adopt a system of classifying population by occupation, for, if the criterion be tra91tional 
occupation there are castes whose traditional occupation cannot be specified_.aad-1here are 
others who have discarded it; and if, on the other hand, the classification is to be based on 
the present occupation, it will, even if it be possible, only create an atmosphere of 
unreality. 

The castes in the lower rungs of the social ladder have begun to manifest a general 
desire to assume new names, and the motives that actuate them in this, when analysed, 
seem to be one or other of the following :-( I) The desire to rise in the social ladder. 
(2) The desire to remove the stigma attached to the old name. (3) The desire to be 
differentiated from a lower caste which has adopted the name of the higher caste. (4) The 
desire to restore an ancient name lost in course of time by fortuitous circumstances. Over 
4,000 Hindus have refused to return their caste, but the proportion is only 13 in 10,000. 
With the vast majority of the Hindus caste is still a live question. 

Nearly 500 Hindu castes have been returned, of which only 77 have been shown 
separately, the others being clubbed together and shown under minor castes. Hindus have 
been broadly divided into three main castes, namely, Brahmans, other Hindus and 
Depressed Classes, these constituting respectively a little over 2 per cent., 4) per cent. 
and 57 per cent. of the total Hindu population. Unlike in the previous censuses 
when Brahmans were classified by their mother-tongue, they have been divided in the 
present census, as in other parts of India, _ into two primary classes, namely, Pancha 
Dravida and Pancha Cauda. Maharashtra, Andhra, Dravida and Karnatika Brahmans are 
included in the former class and Gauda Saraswath Brahmans in the l~tter, while Arya .. 
pattar, Namputiti, Potti and Tulu Brahmans who are of doubtful affinity are shown next to 
Pancha Dravida but not of it. 

The Depressed Classes, according to the definition prescribed by the Census 
Commissioner for India and accepted by the Indian Franchise Committee, are the untouch
ables who are denied access to the Hindu temples and who are supposed to. cause 
pollution by touch or within a certain distance. The number') of the Depressed Classes 
in Travancore WhO come under the above category constitute 57 per cent. of the 
Hindus or 35 per cent. of the aggregate population of the State. 

The Primitive Tribes are fast losing their primitive religion and customs. The 
opening of a large number of estates in forest regions has provided facilities for the tribes 
to come in contact with the men of the plains. Some of them are even deserting their 
habitations in the forests and are migrating to the plains to earn their livelihood and are 
thus brought under the influence of the Hindus and the Christian missionaries. 

28 per cent. of the Hindu population of th_e State are makkathayis, 30 per cent. 
are matumakkathayis and 42 per cent. including navas, Krishnanvaka and Nanjanad 
VeUalas are followers of mixed or doubtful system of inheritance. 

Excluding Europeans and Anglo~Indians who together number 1,377, the popula
tion of Indian Christians is 1,603,098 of whom 948,514 are Syrian Christians. About 
77 per cent. of the Indian Christians other than Syrians have given their caste or ltribe, 
which shows that the large majority of them desire to have this information recorded. 

Though, strictly speaking, there is no caste among the Muslims, there are a number 
of tribal, occupational or territorial groups who observe certain restrictions on intermarriage. 
These restrictions are, however. dying out as a result of the propaganda carried on by the 
educated members of the community. 
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I d " f th P 'm'tive Tnbes foun In ravancore, . d T Appendix I 
n i-\ppendix I is given a escnptlon 0 en. 1 • h . T t" It first The Primitive 

their social ''ind religious customs, and the effect of theIr c~ntact 7t ~hVl ~za tnh r ters Tribes. 
deals with thl ~ geographical distribution of the tribes and theIr petU ladr p YSIC: of the a~ibe~ 
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materials used in tlU ir construction, the weapons used by the. tn es, t. ~ sys fms. ? 
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erect~ ,d by their .~cestors, --.,their ideas as to the sun, the moon and the n~tura p Len~teili~ 
like eartli..,'1uake, eclipse, thunQ~ l":r, lightning, rainbow, etc., are also descnbed. as l~h 'r 
disintegrating ,;{fluence of civilizat .. ';on on their primitive life a~d customs, tfh e chause
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decline in numbers and the possible' remedies for depopulatIOn are set ort as fl~ y as 
possible. 

. II d' App ndix II Appendix II The Depressed and the BackWal l':d Classes are speCIa y treat~ m .e d 
The distinguishing features of these two del 0; 1sses and their disabilities. socIal, educatlOnal and The Dep~ss:d 

I" I d I ' h Th I 19 d b h G t f Travancore an and the ac. pO Itl<:a ,are ea tWIt . e ear y attempt~ \~ ma e y t. e overnme~ . 0 h d d ward Classes. 
the measures adopted by them in recent time~ t"\ to ameliorate the condlhon of t e . epress~ 

, , n::_ , I 'l'k th ISSlonanes and the backward communities, the work of the l l.non-olllcia agencIes, 1 e em, I 
and the Humanitarian Society, in the same dire, dion and the efforts maded b

h
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organizations of the communities, such as the S. ,N. D. P . .Y ogam~ the Sa u ana an-
palana Sangham, etc., towards self-advancement are~,Jrr .~Il descnbed bnefly. 

, , , i, dOt' d the economic Appendix III, 1n AppendIx III are descnbed the processes, tl! m'e present ~~n 1 lO~ an f 
aspect of some important industries of the State which l,n"lm3.re declmmg chIefly on account 0 :r

he 
dec.lining 

. . ' d h . poverty and mdustrles. the advent of cheap machme-made articles from the West,at a an t e 19~orance, , , . _ . 
lack of organization of the local craftsmen. The industri'Lgm-l~s dealt With are sdk w~avmg, ' 
bell-metal casting, metal-mirror CAranmula kanlJadi) making;.~J: l tst~el in~ustry, ~g~w~pme Il'I~' 
weaving, wood seasoning, palm-leaf umbrella making, preparau r:t~h().l.l-Sconut-rd,%W;r~nd 
palmyrah sugar-candy. 

The present census of wealth, the first of its kind conducted in Travancore, and Appendix IY 
Qerhaps in India, is not as comprehensive as intensive economic surveys of typical villages. Th ' 

The persons who enumerated the population took also the census of wealth of the principal cO:d~~fo~,:r 
earners in the State. The census covered a wide range of questions regarding the capital the people. 
wealth, size of holdings, income and indebtedness. The figures collected and tabulated 
give only the private wealth, income and indebtedness of the people of the State. AlI public 
and socia-private wealth has been excluded from the enquiry. The number of earners in 
the economic census falb short of that returned at the population census by 8 per cent. Th<;), 
margin of error in the capital wealth is about 8 per cent., while that in income and indebted-
ness may be about 25 per cent. A detailed analysis by caste, age or sex has not been 
attempted owing to the want of accurate data. The distribution of wealth among the major 
communities has, however, been discussed with the heJp of the ligures collected from a 
random sample of the earners selected on a mathematical basis. 

The total 'Value of the poss~ssions of the people of the State, if necessary allowance 
is made for omissions, is Rs. J 93 crores, giving an average per ca.1Jita wealth of Rs. 379. 
About 79 per cent. of this wealth consist of land, 10 per cent. of houses, 5 per cent, of 
movable properties and live~stock and 6 per cent, of investments. The distribu \on of 
wealth is not so unequal in Travancore as in foreign countries. As regards the ownership 
of wet and dry lands the highest proportion of earners who own them is found among 
Nayars, though the average extent of land owned by them is small owing to the disintegration 
of tar wad properties. In all the separate items of capital wealth Brahmans occupy the highest 
and the depressed Hin~us the lowest rank. The Syrian Christians and Nayars form a 
similar group, and the IJavas and other Hindus another similar group. The position of the 
Muslims varies in regard to different items of wealth. Of the administrative divisions, the 
Northern Division is the richest in point of wealth, and of the taIuks Minachil is th~ richest 
and Nedumangad the poorest. The average size of agricultural holdings in the State is 2'62 
acres. About 38 per cent. of the holdings are below one acre, 87 per cent. 'he[ow 
five acres and 95' 5 per cent. below 10 acres, Ten acres is the minimum size bf an 
economic holding in this State and more than 95 per cent. of the holdings are, therefore, 
uneconomic. The proportion of agriculturists to earners is the highest among Nayars. 
A very large majority of Brahman land-owners have leased out their lands. Though the 
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pa,ssing of the Nayar and l1ava Regulations has led to an excessive sub-division of holdings. 
it IS probable that many, especially minor children of the same parents, still hold their shares 
together. 

, ~he t~tal ?ebt according to the census is Rs. 16 crores and. if aIlo~'ance is made 
for omISSIOns, It WIll stand at Rs. 20 crores. 69'5 per cent. of the debt is j:ecured on land, 
26'6 per ce?t. being mortga~es with possession, The average per &4P1ia debt comes to 
Rs. 40. It IS ~een that. there IS a close correlation between debt and prosperity. The 
average debt IS the, hIghest among Brahmans and least arnon~ the depressed Hindus. 

,_~r.om the figures furmshed by the Registration Department regal'ding alienation of Jand, 
It IS seen that N ayars are losing and the Christians are gaining, iand steadily. ' 

The. total private _income per annum according to the census is a~O',J.( Rs. 20'9 
crores and, If allowance IS made for an error of 25 per, cent., the total income will amount 
to Rs., 26 crores a,nd the per capita income will therl(ibe Rs. 51. This income is based on 
th~ pnces c~rrent In t~e year 193 J when the econojnic depression practically reached the 
chmax, causmg ,a. declme of not l~ss than 40 per ent. generally in the prices of commodities. 
If nor~al ,co~dItions ,had prevaded, the per 'apila income would have been Rs. 85. 
The dIstrIbutIOn of Income among the ear lers is not as unequal as that of capital. 
qf th~ different c~mmunities, it is seen that ~rahmans, Syrian Christians aI'!.d Muslims have 
hl~h mcomes, ~hIle the depressed Hin s have the lowest, Nayars, I!avas and other 
~mdus occupymg an, intermediate positio I, The proportion of earners following occupa
tIon.s other than agfIculture is least a nong N ayars. Of the divisions and taluks, places 
havmg more wealth generally have hi .ler income with one or two exceptions caused by 
the presence of large towns. 

. The, average daily wage 0 an agricultural labourer is 6 annas and the average 
workIng penod per day varies fr m 5 to 8 hours. The wages of industrial and skilled 
labourers are higher than those f agricultural and unskilled labourers. 

- ~ _ T_h~rr~\lL of t~ ca' e censuS are. set forth in Appendix V. Bovine cattl~ in the 
State have increasedby (. J per cent. durmg the last twenty years, the whole mcrease 
being accounted for by young oxen. Cows have increased by J 3'6 per cent.. male 
buffaloes have decreased slightly, but the young stock have increased so that there is very 
little variation in the total number of buffaloes. Sheep and g_oats have increased by 22 
per cent., ploughs by 9 per cent. and carts by 30 per cent. The number of cattle per ) 00 
acres ot net sown area is 48 and the total area on which they are supported is J 97 acres 
as against 67 cattle and 213 acres in British India. More than 70 per cent. of the 
available grazing land, being reserved forest, is practically out of the reach of the ordinary 
cattle, and the number of cattle in the State is thus too heavy a stock for the grazing that 
is available. 

The average area of rice land cultivated per yoke is 4'1 acres in T ra vancore as 
against 4'8 acres in T anjore where rice is the principal crop as in this State. 

74 per cent. of the cows and 75 per cent. of the she-buffaloes returned were dry 
at the time of the census, the proportion of dry to milking animals being about three to one. 
The normal proportion should be one dry to two milking cattle. About 73 per cent. of 
the cows and 88 per cent. of the she-buffaloes now existing in the State are of such poor 
milking quality that they do not deserve to be kept at all. The consumption of milk per 
head c£ population is hardly one-third of what it is in British India which in itself is much 
less than that in Western countries. It is only J'3 gallons per head per annum, though 
the position is slightly better in towns like T rivandrum. 

, The number of cows per breeding bull is 132 in this State as against 84 in Madr3~ 
The proper ratio being one bull for every 55 cows, T ravancore should have 6.500 bulr.f'o. 
as against 2,717 which she has. Not only is the number of bulls insufficient but their 
quality al so is very inferior. 

On account of natural difficulties. such as a heavy rainfall and the comparative 
poverty and insufficiency of pasture lands, Travancore is unsuited to the breeding of good 
cattle, and the task of improving them is consequently not easy. It has nevertheless to be 
faced. J for on cattle depends the prosperity of the agricultural population who forms more 
than half the inhabitants of the State. 
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